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[Pres" release of the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Mar. 3, 19671

RuSSEL B. LoNG, DEMOCRAT, OF LOUISIANA, CHAIRMAN, COMMrIr ON
FINANCE, ANNOUNCES LEoIsLaivE OVERSIOJIT REVIEW OF U.S.

TRADE POLICIES

Chairman Russell B. Long today announced that the Committee on
Finance soon would begin a review of the international trade structure
of the United States and of the administration of the trade agreements
program. lie stated this review was in keeping with the request by the
majority leader to committee chairmen For "a concentrated Senate
exercise of the oversight function."
Chairman Long noted that although the committee had not made
this sort of review before, rising congressional concern about trade
matters, together with the impending termination of tariff-cutting
authority under the Trade Expansion Act, makes it particularly
appropriate at this time.
The review, which will include public hearings, is expected to touch
on all aspects of the program, such as possible shortcomings in the
applicable statutes, the negotiation process and ad hoc trade agreements, methods of reporting trade statistics, customs administration,
valuation and dumping practices, procedures for aiding workers and
industries harmed by excessive imports, and methods for expanding
U.S. exports. The rote of the Tariff Commission in these functions will
also be explored.
He emphasized that knowledge gained from this legislative oversight activity would enable members of the committee to better understand problems involved in negotiating and administering complex
trade programs and to more effectively deal with them in future
legislation.
While emphasizing that the hearing schedule has not yet been fixed,
the chairman extended an invitation to those desiring to participate
and contribute to this study to contact Mr. Tom Vail, chief counsel,
Committee on Finance, room 2227, New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C., and state the specific areas of their interest.
[Press release of the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Sept. 27, 19071

RtssEL B. LoNG. DEMOCRAT. OF LOtTTSIANA. CHAIRMAN, A NNOUNCF.S
Co-3MI'rrIE ON FINANCE WIL PrnLIAS1 COMPENDIUM OF PAPERS ON
LF Is
vE OVSISOJIT RVI..W OF U.S. Tx=, POLICES

On March 3. 1907, Chairman Russell B. Long announced that the
Comvjmittee on Finance would undertake a thorough review in the nature of a legislative oversight investigation into all aspects of the U.S.
trade structure and the administration of the trade agreements prograin. This review is to include public hearings. He emphasized that
(1)

2

knowledge gained from this legislative oversight activity would enable
members of the committee to gain a better understanding of the problems involved in negotiating and administering complex trade programs and to deal more effectively with them in future legislation.
As one part of this review, Chairman Long today announced that
all interested parties are invited to submit written statements to the
committee on U.S. foreign trade policies and practices. These papers
will be published in a compendium which will form the basis for hearings at a later date. Under this procedure, it is hoped that each party
participating in the oversight review will benefit from the views presented by other participants as well as from factual material that is
developed in the papers. The chairman stressed that while this contpendium is in addition to the public hearings, submission of a paper
was not to be considered a prerequisite for presenting an oral statement when the hearings are scheduled.
He also expressed the hope that the papers submitted to the committee would be factual and objective. As a guideline in the preparation of statements, he indicated that the following areas might properly
be explored and developed in the papers:
1. Possible shortcomings in the applicable statutes.
2. The negotiating process and ad hoe trade agreements.
3. Role of the Tariff Commission.
4. Customs administration.
5. Valuation of imported goods.
6. Dumping and unfair methods of competition in import trade.
7. Procedures for aiding workers and industries harmed by
excessive imports.
8. Policies needed to expand U.S. exports.

9. The prospects for exports and imports over the next decade
and how the Kennedy round negotiations will affect these trends.
10. The major tariff and nontariff barriers which must be faced
in exporting, and some estimates of their relative effects.
11. The consequences for U.S. exports of the adoption by the
European Economic Community of a common value-added tax.
12. The effect of U.S. foreign investment (and the voluntary
restraint programs) on U.S. exports to developed and lessdeveloped countries.
13. Tariff preferences for products of less-developed countries.
14. Commodity agreements.
15. A free trade area with U.S. participation.
16. The GATT as an instrument for assuring expanded world
trade on a reciprocal, nondiscriminatory basis.
This list is not intended to be all inclusive and should not be interpreted as restricting the scope of the inquiry. Each statement may
concentrate on those areas in which its sponsor has the greatest expertise.
The chairman also stated that the papers should be submitted no
later than November 1, 1967, to Tom Vail, chief counsel, Committee
on Finance, room 2227, New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
It is suggested that they be limited to approximately pages and that
they include a one-page summary of the highlights of the full statement.

PART I
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The Negotiating Proceas and Ad Hoe Trade Agreements
EXECUTIVE BR.\NCHE STATEMENT

With few exceptions, the President has negotiated and implemented
agreements modifying rates of duty pursuant to prior authority delegated to him by the Congress. ThIs has been the practice since 1934
and has established a traditional relationship between the Congress
tnd the President in this field.
This tradition has, however tended to obscure the fact that the

President has the constitutional authority to negotiate any agreement
which is related to international trade. This was acknowledged by the
Senate Finance Committee in its report on Senate Concurrent Resolhtion 100, in which it said:
The Committee recognizes that our Constitution empowers the Preident alone
to enter Into international agreements and treatle-s. We do not question the
legality of an agreement Involving a trade matter for which no prior authority
lias ie''l (iehIIgutedl. ( S. iept. 1341. Milt ('ong.. second Se.s. (190(), P. 3.)

It should be noted, however, that the authority to negotiate an agree-

inelit is not the same as the authority to implement anl agreeinent. Any

agreement, for example, which the President negotiated for the niodilication of duties could not be carried out until the Congres has provided for its implenentation, as by a subsequent delegation of authority to the President. Such a delegation need not necessarily be made
before the agreement is concluded and can just as appropriately be
made after that time.
This raises a question of when and under what circumstances the
('oligress may, in fact, appropriately be requested to take such action
after an executive agreement has been concluded. In considering this
question, much has been made of the fear that if the Presideit conludes an agreement first, the Congress will have no choice but to enact

the necessary subsequent implementing legislation. In other words,
will the Congress be able to consider the agreement on its merits and
decide whether or not to enact the implementing legislation t
This question is not an unreasonable one,.but the basis for such concern must be closely scrutinized in tiny given case. Essentially, the
concern seems to be that, in some circumstances, the freedom of the
Congress to refrain from enacting legislation to implement an ad
referendum agreement might appear to be prejudiced. But this concern should not immediately result in opposition to the negotiation
of any particular ad referendum agreement. The important considerati 08are. the manner in which the agreement is negotiated and the
manner in which it is presented to the Congress.
li short, having regard to the relationship between the executive
branch and the Congress, the exceptional way of negotiating executive
areements in the trade field should not necessarily be viewed as an
inappropriate way. Instead, the reasons for a given exception and the
(ireunistances in which the Congress is asked to consider a particular

ad referendum agreement should determine whether the appropriate
relationship between the two branches has been respected.
I For it complete list of all imiiers dealing with title or other subjects see the table of
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S'rT:TEENT OF ll~~~s S. CHRIuS' vTOPHE,
D)RF-Mit OF 31AtrKE''J'V,
iIooKER1 CIIEM.I.L (C)RP., ON BEIH.ALF Or TIMI ,ARIFF ('IuIrEE OF
INDUSTRY,
's
INXV.
THE SociIETry OF Tilt ].AS'.

Mi Chairman and members of the committee, on behalf of the taritr
committee of the Society of the Plastics Industry, li1., I am pleased to
have the opportunity io submit this statement for consideration by
the Senate Committee on Finance in connection with its study of U.S.
foreign trade policies and practices. At the outset. we wish to commend
the committee for undertaking a broad review of those mnutters which
are of such vital importance to the continued health and welfare of
our Nation.
By way of introduction, the Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc.
(Si I) is a corporation organized unoer the membership corporation
laws of the State of New York. This society is formed for the purpose
of assembling and disseminating scientific, engineering, and general
information data on plastics; to cooperate with the military and allied
departments of the U.S. Government in the furtherance ol its plastics
projects; to at as an authoritative central forum for its member colpanies, and to l)romote actively and advance the application and use
of plastics through greater public acceptance and favorable recognition of plastics. products. S1I is composed of approximately 2,5)0
member companies and individuals who supply raw. materials, process

or manufacture plastics or plastics products; engineer or construct
molds or similar accessory eq uipment for the plastics industry; and
engage in the manufacture o/ machinery used to make plastics prod-

ucts or materials of all types. The society is the major national trade
association of the plastics industry, its membership being responsible
for an estimated 85 to 90 percent of the total dollar volume of sales
of plastics in this country. For your information, I am herewith en-

closing two copies of the 81I directory which contains a great deal
of information concerning the functions and activities of the society
and includes a full listing of its membership.
(Note: The directory referred to was made a part of tile official
files of the committee.)
The tariff conunittee is a standing comnmittee of the Society whose
function is to consider, investigate, make recommendations, and take
action on the industry's behalf with regard to tariff matters generally.
One of the primary activities of the committee has been to i'epresent
the industry on matters ipvolving. plastics before appropriate govern.
mental agencies such as the U.S. Tariff Commission, Office of the
Special Representative for Trade Negotiations (STR), Department of
Commerce, and the Trade Informition Committee. In addition to
being chairman of the SPI Tariff Committee, I am director of marketing for Hooker Chemical Corp., a major American producer of plastics
and related commodities.
One of the significant shortcomings in U.S. trade policy has been
the existence of a serious information gap between those in Government responsible for implementing our trade programs and those in
the private sector who have such vital interests at stake, most notably
domestic industry. This was evident in the recently concluded Kennedy round. Due to the lack of any really manageable system, it was
difficult-often impossible-to establish a meaningful dialog between
industry and those officials responsible for the conduct of our nego.

tiations in Geneva. As a consequence, in1 many instances, our negotiators were deprived of the indepth knowledge needed to make fully
informed and truly enlightened decisions.
This was true even though real effort was made by the STR to
assemble, and organize industry data, and make it available to the
negotiators. As one of the technical specialists for ilndustry, I was
involved in the preparation of many studies and reports. anld on many
occaF:ns responded to questions from the STR. Near the end of the
negotiations, 1 spent several days in Geneva. At all times, the officials
contacted in STR and in other Government agencies. showed a sincere
interest in the information provided. Yet, there remained the very real
problem of making use of this information in the course of the nego-

tiations, and especially at the Loint of decision.

The problem stems primarily from the fact that the industry technical specialist system, aspresently conceived, is basically unworkable.
To begin with, there are fatr too many technical specialists. Moreover,
they are not organized in any rational wiiy nor do they have the kini
of official status needed to make them effective in their contacts with
Government and in their dealings with industry itself. Added to this,

the technical specialists are not utilized by our Government to the
degree possible with the result that their talents are left untapped in
many aias.
In an effort, to make any industry-advisory program eireetive and
helpful to our Goveriliient ill formlating anI"d carrying ,iit its trade
policies, we would itake tie following reconhiieidaiiolls:
1. The title technical specialist should be abadoned, and a more
Inealningful title such as industry adviser should be established.
2. The number of advisers should be substantially 'edutied, fromll
the present 250 or so technical specialists to no inore thlan 50 industry
adi'sers.

3. The industry advisers should be organized on a "sector" concept,
with a minimum number of industry representatives for each industry

sector. In turn, the industry advisers wouhl organize contacts within
their industries so that prompt and reliable data would be readily
available.
4. The appintent of the industT advisers should be made official

instead of unofficial and off the record. Among othei thing., this would
give rise to obligations which would substantially solve problems 4f
confidentiality. Moreover, those appointed would be senior, experienced individuals accustomed to handling confidential information
and they could be relied upon to do so. rhis would result in far
greater
to reliable
and pertinent
data. to participate in
5. 'ihe access
industry
advisers
should beeconomic
called upon
discussions and conferences, and in continuing two-way dialog on all
aspects of trade negotiations. This would include couil.lslinz conferences with the Office of the Special Representative for Trade'egotia-

tions, advisory participation in GATT negotiations, attendan-ce at
OECD Industry Committee and other committee meetings, participation in or an advisory relationship to participants at UV('TA\D conferences, and palrticipation in or advisory service for regional trade
organization conferences.
In our judgment, the above recommendations, if adopted and implemented, would provide an answer to the major problein of trade
87- 822-68-pt. 1-
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negotiations-getting depth of knowledge at the point of decision at

the time decisions are being made.

A second important consideration for future trade policy is a better
r.oordination or "orchestration" of the various Government information sources, such as the Tariff Commission, the I)epartment of Comimnerce, the Bureau of Customs, and many other agencies and departients involved. Und'r present procedures, each agency gathers and
disseminates its information and views within the limited context of
its own particular functions. Clearly, their horizons must be expanded
to encompass the worldwide competitive and trade situation. Undoubtedly, this will require some redefinition of responsibilities and
functions for each agency source.
We trust that the views expressed in this statement will be helpful
to the Senate Committee on Finance in its review of U.S. foreign
trade policies and practices. This statement is brief and is intended
only to summarize the important conclusions drawn from 6 years' involvement with the issues of the Trade Expansion Act and the Kennedy round negotiations. We would welcome the invitation of the
Finance Committee to amplify further any of the points made. Again,
on behalf of the SPI Tariff Committee, Iwish to express my thanks
for having been given the opportunity to submit this statement.

Customs Administration
The Bureau of Customs is responsible for a messing and collecting
import duties and taxes and enforcing certain other laws and regulations relating to the flow of international trade and traffic into and
out of the United States. It enforces customs laws and some narigation laws and tile regulations of numerous other Federal agencies
applicable to the importation or exportation of merchandise. In performing its mission, customs administrative procedures and policies
undergo continuous reassessment to make certain that they are in accord with the Bureau objectives of expediting the flow of international commerce and travel and encouraging a better understanding of
(and maximum voluntary compliance with) the import-export laws
and regulations of the United States. In 1967 the Bureau of Customs
processed more than 2,152 million formal entries of imported merchandise with no more personnel than was employed to process 808,320
formal entries in 1928.
1. THE CUSTOMS STRUCTUrE

A. The operating districts
The administrative structure of the Bureau of Customs has been
streamlined pursuant to Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1965 to help
meet the increasing demands of customs administration. The primary
customs functions of appraising and classifying merchandise and
liquidating entries are now consolidated in the ports under the responsibility of district directors of customs, who supervise customs
operations in 47 customs districts within the customs territory of the
United States. The clearance of commercial importations from their
entry in the various ports through liquidation of such entries is the
general responsibility of import specialists. These personnel appraise
and classify merchandise and liquidate entries in a continuing and
accelerated process which, since the reorganization, has substantially
reduced the time of such processing.
B. Custom. regional eadquorters
A second major step in the streamlining of customs administration
of the duty and tax collection process is the interpolation of a regional
structure between the Bureau headquarters and the operating districts.
As a result of the 1965 reorganization, nine customs regions, each
headed by a regional commissioner, were established within the customs territory of the United States. The New York region also functions uniquely as an operating district.
Regionalization and its attendant decentralization promoted more
uniform customs operations from district to district within a region,
closer supervision of district functions, better employment of manpower and equipment, and more timely actions and decisions on lo(9)
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cal problems. These improvements have reduced the unit cost of customs administration wile providing better service to the atreeted
public.
The regional office coordinates all activities pertaining to entry
examination, appraisement, classification, liquidation, and statistical
verification of imported merchandise entered formally or through
the mails at all districts and ports within the region. It also reviews
certain protests and claims of clerical error before they are allowed
at the district level or are transmitted to the customs court.
In cases involving duty increases proposed by import specialists, the
forwarding to the regional office for liquidation of complex entries
involving multiple invoices, different commodities, and different manufacturers has reduced substantially the district workload, and has expedited the processing of simple entries and those entries which in.
volve no change from the estimated duty paid at the time of entry.
Billings and refunds, previously controlled by the individual ports,
are also handled in the regional office.
Modernized accounting procedures and the increased use of automated equipment has further streamlined the fiscal side of customs
administration, and, to a large extent, has made regionalization of
these fiscal functions possible, assuring a more uniform fiscal administration and additional free time at the port level for the basic
processing of merchandise and travelers.
C. Bureau headquarters
Bureau headquarters in Washington performs primarily a review
and support function for the basic field administration of the customs
laws. As a result of the customs reorganization, headquarters officials
are now in a position to oversee the field operations more efficiently
and to review important questions more thoroughly in the interest
of uniformity, equity, or where decisions on a national level are otherwise required by law'or in the public interest.
The Bureau of Customs is headed by the Commisioner of Customs
and his Deputy Commissioner, who shares in the executive leadership
in the supervision and the direction of the customs fields organization. This office is primarily responsible for the administration of all
executive and legislative directives affecting the customs mission.
Five Special Assistants to the Commission (in the fields of equal employment opportunity, foreign customs assistance, priority corre.
spondence, public information, and security) report directly to the
Office of the Commissioner. The chief counsel and his staff act as legal
advisers to the Commissioner and to his Assistant Commissioners on
any phase of operations pertaining to the administration and enforcement of customs and other related laws within the Bureau's area of
responsibility.
Four Assistant Commissioners of Customs, each heading a major
office organized along functional lines, also report directly to the
Commissioner of Customs.
The Assistant Commissioner (Operations) is specifically responsible for the development and evaluation of programs relatin to the
identification, control, and disposition of imported merchandise; the
control of carriers arriving in and departing from the United States;
and the enforcement of regulations by customs personnel. These assignments are divided among the Division of Inspection and Control,
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the Division of Appraisement and Collections, the Quota Unit, the
Fibers Administration, and the Customs Information Exchange.
The Asistant Commissioner (Administration) is specifica ly responsible for the development, implementation, and evaluation of
national programs relating to budgeting, accounting, personnel, data
processing, audit, management analysis, and other administrative
functions. These assignments are performed in five divisions which
report to this Assistant Commisioner.
The Assistant Commissioner (Investigations) directs the investigative activities of the Bureau of Customs, which function in the
fieid through five regional offices of the Customs Agency Service.
Each of these five regions is headed by a supervising customs agent
who reports directly to the Assistant Commissioner for Investigations. In addition, ihero are two overseas regions, each headed by a
regional customs representative. The regional offices are located in
Rome, Italy, and Tokyo, Japan, respeotivelv. Their primary function is to prevent and detect offenses against customs and related laws.
The Assistant Commissioner (Regulations and Rulings) heads an
office which issues legal and technical decisions, interpretations, and
rulings under the customs, navigation, and other laws administered
by the Bureau of Customs. Questions considered within the different
divisions include the proper classification of specific merchandise,
entry procedures, marine and transportation jaw interpretations,
drawback of duties, and the application of marking, trademark, and
other laws restricting the right to import merchandise.

ir.

CLE.WRNCE OF GOODS TnROUG1 CUSTOMS

The primary customs function is the clearance of merchandise
imported into the customs territory of the United States. After the
shipment reaches the United States the consignee, with the aid of an
invoice, files an entry for the goods with the district director of
customs at one of the ports of entry. If the goods are to be released
from customs custody forthwith, an entry for consumption is filed.
Estimated duties are deposited with the district director of customs
at the time dutiable goods are entered. If it is desired to postpone
the release of dutiable goods which are not perishable or explosive
substances, and which are not prohibited importation, they are placed
in a customs bonded warehouse under a warehouse entry. The goods
may remain in the bonded warehouse up to 3 years from the date
of importation. At any time during this period, warehoused goods
may be reexported without the payment of duty or they may be
withdrawn f6r consumption upon the payment of duty at the rate of
duty in effect on the date of withdrawal.
While imported merchandise is in the bonded warehouse, it may
be manipulated under customs supervision by cleaning, sorting, repacking, or otherwise changing in condition by processes whikh do
not amount to a manufacture. After manipulation, the merchandise
may, within the warehousing period, be exported without the payment
of duty or it may be withdrawn for consumption upon payment of
duty at the rate applicable to the goods in its manipulated condition
at the time of withdrawal.
Imported merchandise may be transported in bond from the port
of arrival to another port of entry and entered at the latter port
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under the same conditions as at a port of arrival. Arrangements for
transporting the goods to an interior port in bond may be made by
the consignee, by the carrier, by a customhouse broker or by any
other person having a sufficient interest in the goods for that purpose.
After an entry for goods has been filed with the district director
of customs, he will designate representative quantities for examination
by customs officers under the conditions properly safeguarding the
goods.
Examination is necessary to determine (1) the value of the goods
for customs purposes and their dutiable status, (2) whether the goods
are of a kind which must be marked with the country of their origin
or *ith special marking and, if so, whether they are marked in the
manner required by the applicable law (3) whether the shipment
may contain prohibited articles (4) whether the goods have been
truly and correctly invoiced, and (5) whether goods in excess of the
invoiced quantities are present or a shortage of goods exists. Some
kinds of goods must be examined also to ascertain whether they meet
the requirements of law such as those which deny admission to food
and beverages unfit for human consumption.
Merchandise arriving in the United States by commercial carrier
must be entered by the consignee (importer), his authorized regular
employees, or the consignee's agent. U.S. customs officers and employees
are not authorized to act as agents for importers or forwarders of
imported merchandise, although they may give all reasonable advice
and assistance to inexperienced importers.
The only persons who are authorized by the tariff laws of the United
States to q&as agents for importers in the transaction of their customs
business are customhouse brokers who are private individuals and
firms licensed by the Bureau of Customs. Customhouse brokers prepare and file the necessary customs entries, arrange for the payment of
duties found due, take steps to effect the release of the goods from
customs custody, and otherwise represent their principals in customs
matters.
Appraisements of merchandise by customs officers (which determine
its value for customs purposes) do not become final until 30 days have
elapsed after the personal delivery or mailing of a writtennotice of
appraisement to the consignee, his agent, or his attorney. Importers
who believe that too high a value has been placed on their merchandise
may within 30 days afer appraisement appeal to the U.S. Customs
Court for a reappraisement. American manufacturers are entitled to
complain to the Secretary of the Treasury if they believe that imported
merchandise of a class or kind manufactured, produced, or sold at
wholesale by them is being appraised too low. In the event that such a
complaint is rejected, the American manufacturer may appeal the
appraisement of subsequent importations to the U.S. Customs Court.
Standards applicable to valuation of imported merchandise under the
customs laws are treated in a separate paper.
More than 2.5,000 appeals for reapprasemnent were filed by importers
in the U.S. Customs Court during the last fiscal year. Approximately
100 appeals were filed by U.S. manufacturers during that period.
After the valuation ;f imported merchandise is determined, the
amount of duty payable on .such goods, or their "free" status, is established by the inport specialist. He examines the coods and states on
the invoice, for each item of goods listed, his conclusion as to the item
I
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in the Tariff Schedules of the United States in which it is described,
and the applicable rate of diaty or the "free" status. These statements
are his "advisory classification" which is ordinarily adopted by the
district director of customs and formally expressed in a liquidation
of the entry.
Liquidation is the final ascertainment of the rate and amount of
duty due. Notice of liquidation informs the importer of any classification at a rate or amount of duty higher or lower than that at
which his goods were entered. The importer may file a written protest
with the district director of customs within 60 days after the liquidation of the entry if he is dissatisfied with the decision of the district
director as to the rate or amount of duty due. Unless the district director agrees with the importer's claims and reliquidates the entry in
accordance with those claims, the protest is forwarded to the L.S.
Customs Court for a determination of the issues involved.
American manufacturers are also entitled to complain to the Secretary of the Treasury if they believe that the proper rate of duty is not
being assessed on imported merchandise of a class or kind manufactured, produced, or sold at wholesale hky them. If such a complaint is
rejected, the American manufacturer may litigate the classification
issue in the customs court.
During the last fiscal year, more than 108,000 protests against classifications by the Bureau of Customs were filed in the customs court
bi importers. Fewer than 10 such protests were filed in the customs
court on behalf of American manufacturers.
1I1. RESTRIMCTOXs ON ENTRY

Import 911otaM
Various import quotas, established by Presidential proclamations
or specific legislation, are administered b.v the Commissioner of Customs. These quotas are of two types: Tariff rate and absolute.
Tariff-rate quotas provide for the entry of a specified .quantity. of
the quota product at a reduced rate of entry during a given period.
There is no limitation on the amount of the product which may be
entered during the quota period, but quantities entered in excess of
the quota for the period are subject to higher duty rates.
Absolute quotas are quantitative; no more than the amount specified
may be permitted entry during a quota period. Some absolute quotas
are global, while others are allocated to specified foreign countries.
Imports in excess of a specified quota may be exported or held for
entry in a subsequent quota period.
The usual customs procedures generally applicable to other imports

apply with respect to commodities subject to quota limitations.

the quota status of a commodity subject to a tariff-rate quota cannot
be determined in advance of its entry. The quota rates of duty are
ordinarily assessed on such commodities entered from the beginning
of the quota period until such time in the period as it is determined that
imports are nearing the quota level. District directors of customs
are then instructed to require the deposit of estimated duties at the
overquota duty rate and to report the time of official acceptance of
each entry. A final determination of the date and time when the
quota is Rfiled is made by the Commissioner of Customs, and all district
directors are advised accordingly.
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Certain of the absolute quotas are invariably filled at or shortly
after the opening of the quota period. Each of these quotas is therefore
officially opened at a specified time on the first day of the quota period
in order that all importers may have an equal opportunity for the
simultaneous presentation of entries under the quota. When the total
quantity for which entries are filed at the opening of the quota
period exceeds the quota, the merchandise is released on a pro rata
basis of the ratio between the quota quantity and the total quantity
offered for entry. This assures an equitable distribution of the quota.
Other 1e8trctiMUs and prohibition. on importation and eaportation8
Customs officers at ports of entry must apply the provisions of many
laws and regulations of customs and other Government agencies
which either prohibit or restrict the importation of certain articles
of merchandise. The importation of obscene, immoral matter is absolutely prohibited by law, as is the importation of certain narcotic
drugs and derivatives. Arms, ammunition, and implements of war as
designated in the U.S. munitions list and merchandise of Communist
Chinese, North Korean, North Vietnamese and Cuban origin are
prohibited importations except when proper licenses have been
issued by the Department of State or the Treasury Department.
Counterfeit coins, currencies, stamps, and securities are also absolutely
prohibited importations.
In addition, articles bearing a name which copies or simulates
the name of any manufacturer or trader of the United States, or
of a foreign country which affords similar rights to citizens of the
United States, and articles bearing a name or mark which copies
or simulates a registered trademark recorded with the Treasury
department, may not be imported without the written consent of
the owner of the protected trademark or trade name. Importations
of fur and fiber products are subject to the provisions of various
labeling acts administered by the Federal Trade Commission; wearing apparel and fabric or film intended or sold for use in wearing apparel may not be imported when so highly flammable as to
be dangerous within standards set by the Flammable Fabrics Act
and regulations of the Federal Trade Commission thereunder, except in certain circumstances; and importations of motor vehicles
and motor vehicle equipment manufactured after certain dates is
prohibited unless such vehicles or equipment comply with standards
set by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and the
Department of Transportation in regulations pursuant to the Motor
Vehicle Air Pollution Act and th;e Motor Vehicle Safety Act,
respectively.
The Bureau of Customs is also charged with enforcing restrictions on the exportation of certain articles of merchandise under
laws and regulations administered by other departments and agencies, such as the Munitions Control Act and the Trading With the
Enemy Act.
The foregoing restrictions and prohibitions are merely illustrative
of the more than 200 laws whose enforcement in connection with
imported merchandise is a vital part of customs administration,
although the primary administration of most of these laws is the
responsibility of other Federal agencies.
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE INDUSTRIAL RUBEJ PRoDucTs Di isIo- oF ToE RUBBER MANUFACTL'URS ASSOCIATION, INC., NEW
YoRK, N.Y., By RIcHARD J. KAPLAN, LIB & LEECH, COUNSELORS
AT LAW
6 are submitting this paper as counsel for
the Industrial Rubber

Products Division ol the lber Manufacturers
Association, Inc. The
manufacture
Division
Products
Rubber
Industrial
members I of the
such products as V-belts, other power transmission or drive belts, conveyor belting, rubber mats and mattin, rubber covers for printers
and other types of rollers, rubber or plastic hose, and sheet rubber
and other types of rollers, rubber or plastic hose, and sheet
rubber for gaskets, gasketing material and various other industrial
applications.
Secrecy in prenegotuitionkearing8
Pursuant to sections 221 and 223 of the Trade Expansion Act of
1962, hearings were held in 1963-64 and again in 1966 by both the
U.S. Tariff Commission and the Trade Information Committee. These
hearings purported to give interested persons an opportunity to present their views as to whether certain articles should be considered
by the President for the purpo of granting concessions at the then

forthcoming Kdbnedy round trade negotiat ions. Along with many
other industries the Industrial Rubber Products Divislon submitted
its views to both the U.S. Tariff Commission and the Trade Information Committee. Along with these other industries the Industrial
Rubber Products Division never did and probably never will know
the conclusions which either of the Government agencies drew from
the hearings. The hearings and their results are kept secret. The
participants have no way of knowing whether the facts and arguments which they presented were properly analyzed. We do know
that the U.S. duties on industrial rubber products were cut
during the Kennedy round negotiations. We have no way of knowing
whether they were cut in conformity with the reports of the Tariff
Commission and/or the Trade Information Committee or whether
they were cut despite the findings made in those reports.
We believe that the results of such hearings, preparatory to trade
negotiations should be made public, or at the very least should be
made available to the participants in such hearings. Otherwise the
determinations entering into the Executive's decision to exercise its

delegated power to grant tariff reductions remain undisclosed. If
policy dictates that such matters be kept secret until after the completion of the pending trade negotiations then the public and the
Congress would be better served if full disclosure had to be made even
after the negotiations were completed and the reports had been acted
upon. In this way, at least, the cloak of secrecy would be removed
and Commission and Committee reports and the negotiator's determinations would be exposed to scrutiny by the concerned public and
the Congress.

Need for more effective enforcement of custom marking law
Pursuant to the provisions of section 11.8 of the customs regulations
and of section 804-of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, imported
I Ree appendlx to this statement for a list of the member companies of the Industrial
Rubber Products Division of the Rubber Manufacturers Association, Inc.
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articles, in general, must be legibly, indelibly, and permanently marked
in a conspicuous place so as to indicate to an ultimate purchaser in
the United States the English name of the country of origin of the
article. During the early 1960's the domestic industrial rubber products industry-ecame concerned with the increasing appearance in
U.S. markets of imported industrial rubber products which were
either unmarked or i marked, were marked in such an impermanent
manner as to allow the easy removal of the marking from the imported
article. The industry's concern was brought to the attention of the
Commissioner of Customs. Consequently the Commissioner issued
rulings which set forth the specific manner in which imported hose,
belting, V-belts, and sheet packing had to be marked in order to comply with the requirements of the Tariff Act nud the customs reguhttions.
The industrial rubber products industry is especially susceptible
to injury by unmarked imports. Domestic industrial rubb er prodIcts,
such as lose, V-belts, et cetera, are manufactured in conformity with
critical industrywide specifications. The sale of unmarked imports,
often passed ok as U.S. products, which do not comply with such
standards has an extremely deleterious effect upon the reputation of
the entire domestic industry and upon the acceptability of these industrywide specifications.
The customs marking laws are administered by customs commodity,
or imports specialists (previously known as customs examiners before the Bureau's recent reorganization) in each of the many customs
ports of entry throughout the United States. These highly trained,
ex Ierienced, and generally knowledgeable customs fieldmen are supj)osed to determine whether the articles contained in an importation
are marked in accordance with the law. Section 304 of the Tariff Act
stipulates that an additional duty of 10 percent ad valorem be imposed
impon any improperly or unmarked imported merchandise. Section
304 also provides a criminal penalty for persons intentionally defacing, destroying, removing, altering, and so forth; any marking required by law. However, in current actual practice the rubber com.modity specialists (as well as other customs import specialists)
seldom, if ever, get to actually see or examine the imported merchandise. Import specialists face an ever-increasing workload-which
necessarily increases as the volume of imports increases--and are apparently being encouraged to rely more and more upon the entry
papers filed by importers and less upon actual examination of the im.
ported merchandise. In most, if not all cases, the only physical exami.
nation of imported merchandise occurs when a random sample is inspected by a customs inspector.
An inspector is not a specialist in a commodity line as is an import
specialist nor is he as highly trained, experienced, or knowledgeable
in the interpretation or application of the customs laws. The inspector
is probably engaged in inspecting thousands of different types of im.ported articles. Tt is far less likely that lie will be aware of the specific
type of marking necessary for imported industrial rubber products.
Some types of articles are properly marked if they have attached a
paper tag or label indicating the name of the country of origm-not
so industrial rubber products. It has been our experience that even

a
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some import specialists at some customs l)orts were unaware of the

Bureau rulings regarding the marking of industrial rubber products.
Under customs procedure, domestic manufacturers of industrial
rubber products have no official way of knowing whether improperly
marked imported industrial rubber products are being erroneously
permitted entry into the United States. However, when inproperly
marked goods are imported, domestic manufacturers often become
aware of the fact by coming into contact with such goods in the
marketplace. During the past 5 years the Industrial Rubber Products
Division of the Rubber manufacturers Association, Inc., has, from
time to time, filed complaints directing the Commissioner of Customs
attention to at least 20 specific instances in which imr overly marked
imported industrial rubber products were being so'I )Iyimporters
or distributors in the United States. In some instances there was no
evidence that the goods had ever been marked, properly or otherwise.
In other instances impermanent marking, such as paper labels or
removable paint and ink, had been removed from the goods after
importation and prior to sale in the United States. In still other
instances, short lengths of unmarked rubber hose were being sold in
the United States; the ahort lengths having been cut from longer
lengths which had been imported with a single marking at one end.
The Bureau rulings anticipated such an attempt to avoid the effect of
the marking law and required long lengths of imported hose to be
permanently marked at regular intervals. However, the imported
articles seen by the domestic manufacturers in each of the above instances were not marked in compliance with the Bureau rulings.
With respect to most of these complaints, the Bureau of customs
subsequently advised us that. their investigation confirmed the facts
and that an importer was selling unmarked goods in the United States.
We were assured that the importer had now been informed of the
type.of marking required on such imported goods and that the marking
requirements would, in the future, be strictly enforced against that
particular importer. To the best of our knowledge no marking duties
were assessed and no penalties invoked against any of these importers.
In fact, complaints from domestic manufacturers regarding unmarked
imported goods being offered for sale in U.S. markets, have increased
in recent months. Some foreign suppliers frankly state in their promotional material that their products are marked in such a manner
that the marking can be easily removed after importation. It appears
that in the absence of the strict enforcement of existing marking laws.
through the imposition of penalties or of the additional 10 percent
duty provided tor unmarked goods, importers will be encouraged to
continue to purchase and sell improperly marked goods such as industrial rubber products. The laws exist, they only await stricter enforcement. Without such enforcement the law is easily flouted.
We believe that the best, if not the only way to effectively administer the marking laws is to lve the import specialists--the officials
responsible for determining whether imports of their particular line
of commodities are properly marked-physically examine the imported
merchandise. Where. as i the case with industrial rubber products,
there have been confirmed complaints regarding importations of improperly marked goods, all future importations of such goods should
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have to be subjected to close scrutiny and examination by the import
Specialists involved. Such examination could be accomplished by re.
quiring an actual public stores examination of the imported merchan.
diso by the import specialist. Unfortunately there is no existing procedure whereby domestic manufacturers or domestic industry can
compel customs officers to strictly enforce the marking laws.
The lack of an effective remedy, for domestic manufacturers ag, Inst
vwnfavorable customs admnthstration
Whenever an importer is aggrieved by Customs' administration of
the marking laws-or any other law-he can avail himself of a ready
remedy by filing a protest (an appeal in the case of questions of value)
against the action taken by the customs officer. The protest is reviewable by the U.S. Customs Court. If the court agrees with the importer
the action taken by Customs is overruled and the imported merchandise (even if imported years before the court's decision) is treated in

accordance with the decision of the court (favorable to the importer).

No such effective remedy is available to a domestic manufacturer who
is injured as a result of Customs' administration of the law in a manner which is contrary to the clear congressional intent and meaning of
that law.
The only recourse wbich an injured domestic manufacturer has
against improper administration of the customs law is to utilize tho

so-called American manufacturers protest or appeal procedure provided for in section 516 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended. Under
the procedures set forth in section 516 the injured domestic manufacturer must formally request the Secretary of the Treasur' to furnish him with the official position regarding Customs' treatment of
designated imported articles. After receiving the Secretary's answer

the domestic manufacturer may file a complaint which the Secretary

in turn must answer. If still disatisfied the domestic manufacturer
has 30 days in which to file a notice of dissatisfaction and intention

to protest. The Secretary must then publish his decision and thereafter
give the domestic manufacturer notice of importations of the desig.
nated merchandise made after the Secretary had published his ruling.
The domestic manufacturer is then notified of the first of such entries
which is liquidated and has 30 days in which to file his protest. After
the protest is filed it is sent to the U.S. Customs Court where it is set
down on a future docket so that the domestic manufacturer can obtain
udicial review of the alleged improper customs action. After the case
s tried, the parties are usually allowed time for the filing of briefs
and after a suitable lapse of ime to enable the court to adequately

review the matter, a decision is rendered. During this entire procedure,
which can easily, and often does, take 2 years., the law continues to be
administered to the detriment, of the domestic manufacturer. If the
court decides in favor of the domestic manufacturer the effect of the
decision is only prospective; it does not affect the treatment of mer,handise imported before the decision even though such merchandie
was imported after the domestic manufacturer commenced his pro.
ceeding under section 516.
By way of illustration, in August 1966, we commenced an American
manufacturer's protest proceeding- on.-ehalf of a, domestic manufacturer in a different industry. The domestic manufacturer just
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recently received notice of the liquidation of an entry and immediately
filed its protest. As of this date, almost one and a half years after the
proceeding was commenced, the protest has not yet been forwarded by
Customs to the U.S. Customs Court. During this entire period, imports
have continued to enter the United States at the lower rate of duty
which the domestic manufacturer claims Customs has been wrong m
assessing. Regardless of the final outcome of the pending case, the importeis will have been allowed to benefit, to the detriment of the
domestic manufacturer, from the lower rate of duty which Customs has
continued to assess upon their merchandise.
What is needed is an ex editious and effective remedy for domestic
manufacturers injured by tie improper administration of customs laws
with respect to inports of merchandise of a class or kind manufactured, produced, or sold at wholesale by them. It seems to us that
the easiest way of allowing domestic industry an effective remedy
against unfavorable customs administration without unduly prejudicing the rights of importers would be to grant to the U.S. Customs
Courts ju isdiction over an action by interested domestic manufacturers in the nature of a mandamus or certiorari against .the acts of
customs officers. Such a form of action should also constitute a procedure whereby domestic manufacturers could compel customs officers
to enforce such existing laws as the marketing laws, previously discussed.
Need for more effective adjuatment ass8staiwe provisions

The so-called adjustment assistance provisions of title III, sections
301, et cetera of the Trade Expansion Act for 1962 are in need of
amendment if they are to have any effect. The present requirements
for qualification have proved far too restrictive. Consequently, not one
of 21 petitioners have been found eligible for relief under the act.
The requirements that (1) trade agreement concessions must have been
the major cause of the increased imports of an article into the United
States and that (2) such increased imports must have been the major
factor in causing, or threatening to cause, serious injury to the domestic industry producing an article like or competitive with the imported
article, must be relaxed. It should be sufficient that the increased
imports were in part caused by the concessions and that such increased
imports were a factor in causing, or threatening to cause, serious injury
to the domestic industry. Without such modification the adjustment
assistance provisions will continue as sterile as they have been and
industries, workers, and/or firms which have suffered injury as a
direct result of trade agreement concessions will continue to suffer
such injury without recourse to the emergency relief which Congress
obviously intended them to be able to obtain.
onl11lo8n

Perhaps the most needed innovation in customs matters is for Conress to reassert its constitutional authority to determine and oversee
he operation of customs laws and their administration. These legislative oversight hearings are a welcome step in the right direction. The
establishment of a standing subcommittee to regularly oversee customs
matters would be a further restoration of Congress collective role as
ombudsman or public representative charged with the direction and
review of the administration of customs laws. We sincerely hope these
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hearings are a forerunner of future increased congressional interest in
customs matters.
APPENDIX
MENDER COMPANIES OF THE INDUSTRIAL RUBER PRODUCTS DIVISIoN Of RUBER
MANUFACTURERa ASSOCIATION, INC.
Ace Rubber Products, Inc. 100 Beech Street, Akron, Ohio 44308.
Acme.Hamilton Manufacturing Corp., Post Office Box 301, Trenton, N.J. 08003.
American Biltrite Rubber Co., Inc., Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Division, Post
Office Box 1071, Boston, Mass. 02103.
American Rubber Manufacturing Co., 1145 Park Avenue, Oakland, Calif. 94608.
Ames American Co., North Easton, Mass. 02350.
Bearfoot Sole Co., First and Water Streets, Wadsworth, Ohio 44281.
Beebe Rubber Co., 20-22 MarshaU Street, Nashua. N.H.
Buffalo Weaving & Belting Co., Inc., 260 Chandler Street, Buffalo, N.Y. 14207.
Buxbaum Co., 1212 Seventh Street, S.W., Canton, Ohio 44707.
Carlisle Tire & Rubber Division Carlisle Corp., College and C Streets, Carlisle,
Pa. 17013.
Cincinnati Rubber Manufacturing Co., Franklin Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45212.
Continental Rubber Works, 2000 Liberty Street, Erie, I'a. 1050.
Tyer Rubber Corp., 392 Pearl Street, Malden, Mas.s.10214.
Crown Products Co., Ralston, Nebr. 08051.
I)ayco Corp., Post Office Box 1004, Dayton. Ohio 45,01.
Dunlop Tire &Rubber Corp., Post Office 11Wt, Buffalo,.. Y.14240.
Easthazupton Rubber Thread Co., 20 Payson Avenue, Easthanipton, Mass. 01027.
Electric Hoe & Rubber Co., 12th and Dure Streets. Wilmington, Del. 19&99.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., 1200 Firestone Parkway, Akron, Ohio 44317.
Garlock, Inc., 402 East Main Street, Palmyra, N.Y. 14522.
Globe Manufacturing Co.. 221 Pleasant Street, Fall River, Mass. 02722.
,oodall Rubber Co., 572 Whitehead Road. Trenton. N.J. 0860.
B. F. Goolrich Industrial Products Co., 500 South Main Street,.Akron, Ohio 44318.
Goodyear Rubber Co., 2400 Third Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94107.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 1144 East Market Street, Akron, Ohio 44310.
Ilewitt-Robins, Inc., Glenbrook Road, Stamford. Conn. 06906.
Home Rubber Co., 30 Woolverton Avenue, Trenton. N.J. 08605.
Jomae Roller Co., Inc., 2218 West Lake Street. Chicago, I11. 60612.
Karpex Manufacturing Co., Inc., 1436 East 19th Street, Indianapolis, Ind. 40218.
McCreary Tire & Rubber Co., Post Office Box 749. Indiana, Pa. 15701.
Moreland Corp., York & Fitswatertotrn Road, Willow Grove, Pa. 19090.
National Hose Co., West Clinton Street, Dover, N.J. 07801.
Parker, Stearns & Co., Inc., 300 Sheffield Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207.
RCA Rubber Co., 1833 East Market Street, Akron, Ohio 44305.
Rapid Roller Co., 5050 South Kedzle Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 60032.
Raybestos.Manhattan, Inc., Manhattan Rubber Division, 01 Willett Street, Pas.
sale, N.J. 0706K
Rubber Rolls, Inc., 1905 Boulevard of the Allies, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219.
Stowe Woodward Co., Division of S-W Industries, Inc., 181 Oak Street, Newton,
Mass. 02104.
Swan Rubber Co.. 436 East Mansfield Street, Bucyrus. Ohio 44820.
Uniroyal, Inc., 1280 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020.
Vail Rubber Works, Inc., 521 Langley Avenue. St. Joseph, Mich. 49085.
Wild & Stevens, Inc., 5 Connecticut Street, Woburn, Mass. 01801.

Valuation of Imported Goods
ExECUTIVE BRXxcui STATEMENT
I. INTRODUCTION

The Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, specifies the dutiable tieat-

ment to be accorded merchandise imported into the United States. A
large group of commodities are free of duty. The remainder are subject to duties in one form or another.
The Tariff Act levies two main types of duties: Specific and ad
valorem. Specific duties are assessed on such characteristics of the

products as count, weight, volume, area. Examples of these would be

rates such as 10 cents per dozen, 5 cents per pound, 2 cents per gallon,
6 cents per square -foot. Some specific rates apply to goods on the basis
of valne range: For example, valued over 40 cents per potind, valued

not over $1.75 per dozen. Application of such rates requires an ap-

praisement of the vdlue of the import before the appropriate specific
rate can be determined. Ad valorem rates, which are expressed ns
percentages of the value of the goods, also require an appraisement.
When b6th a specific rate and an ad valorem rate are assessed on a
particular produtct--e.g., 3 cents per potind plus 1.5 percent ad valorem-the combination is termed a compound rate of duty.

Prior to any determination of value, imported commodities must

be classified; that is, must be identified by reference to applicable
provisions of the Tariff Act. In addition to physical identification,
this process often requires chemical analysis, use identification, et
cetera. If the goods are classified in a tarift item that bears either no

duty or a specific rate of duty not dependent upon value, the import
transaction ordinarily may be completed by what is known as a
liquidation. If, however, it is determined that an ad valorem or a
compound rate of duty applies, then a statutory value must be
determined.
I1. DESCRIPTION OF CUSTOMS VALUATION STANDARDS

The bases of value are defined in the administrative provisions of

the Tariff Act in sections 402 and 402a (19 U.S.C. 1401a and 1402).
There are nine bases of value and their application depends upon the
type of commodity and on conditions under which it is marketed.
Tie nine bases are:
Section 402: Export value, U.S. value, constructed value, and
American selling price.

Section 402a: Foreign value, export value, U.S. value, cost of
production and American selling price.
Section 402 is now the basic U.S. valuation method. It became effective in 1958 as a result of the passage of the Customs Simplification
Act of 1958. Section 402a is the continuation of the system in effect
(21)
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prior to the passage of the act and is applicable to commodities uppearing on the "Final List."

Prior to the Customs Simplification Act of 1956, the statute required appraisement on either foreign value or export value, whichever was the higher. In the absence of either of these U.S. value had
to be determined or lacking this, cost of production. Imerican selling
price was applicable only to certain commodities specified either by
statute or by Presidential proclamation under the authority of section
336 of the Tariff Act. A brief description of the bases of value provided for in section 402a follows:
Foreign value is defined as the market value or price at which the
imported goods are freely offered for sale for home consumption in
the principal markets of the country of exportation in the usual.
wholesale quantities and in the ordinary course of trade to all who
wish to purchase. Export value is the market vahie or price at which
the imported goods are freely offered for sale for exportation to the
United States in the principal markets of the country of exportation
in the usual wholesale quantities and in the ordinary course of trade
to all who wish to purchase.
If the appraising officer finds that there is neither a foreign value
nor an export value for the goods, he will find the U.S. value, if it
exists. The U.S. value is the price at which such or similar imported
merchandise is freely offered for sale in the United States to all who
wish to buy, in usual wholesale quantities and in the ordinary course
of trade, less U.S. customs duty, transportation costs and insurance
and other necessary expenses from the place of shipment to the place
of delivery; a commission not exceeding 6 percent, if any has been
paid or contracted to be paid on goods secured otherwise than by purchase, or profits not to exceed 8 percent and a reasonable allowance for
general expenses, not to exceed 8 percent on purchased goods.
If neither a foreign value, export value, nor U.S. value can be found,
the customs valuation will then be based on the cost of production of
the imported goods. The cost of production is the sum of the cost of
materials and of fabrication, manipulation, or other process employed
in manufacturing or producing such or similar goods, plus the usual
general expenses (not less than 10 percent), profit (not less than 8
percent of both of the above elements), and cost of packing.
American selling price is a basis for valuation of certain commodities. It is the price at the time of exportation of the imported articles
to the United States at which like or similar competitive articles produced in the United States and packed ready for delivery are sold or
offered for sale for consumption in the principal U.S. market in the
usual wholesale quantities, or the price which a U.S. manufacturer
would have received or was willing to receive for them when sold for
consumption in the United States.
The two main commodity groups subject to American selling price
valuation are a large class of chemicals (benzenoids) and certain footwear of the sneaker or basketball type., In the case of chemicals, upe
of the American selling price has resulted in duties as high as 170
percent of the invoice value of the imported products. In the case of
footwear, the 20-percent duty, when assessed on the American selling
price, may result in duty as high as 100 percent of the invoice value
of the imported footwear.
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Not only is the degree of protection afforded by American selling
price inordinately high, but the whole American selling price system
is, in a sense, arbitrary as well as difficult to administer. Administration is difficult because customs officers are required to undertake the
burden of exploring the domestic markets for comparable products
and to determiine appropriate value. More importantly, however the
American selling price system is unique and arbitrary in that, in ekect,
it allows the Ameiican producer to set the value on which his competitor's goods will be appraised. He can do this by making suitable adjustments in his offers and sales. Moreover, one aspect of the law requires customs officials to appraise on what a producer would have
been willing to receive for an article which, in fact, he did not sell.
Obviously this provision gives the producer a virtually unlimited
power to fix the value of the affected goods.
For these reasons, American selling price valuation has come to be
regarded as an unfair trade barrier by many foreign countries.
m. ADMINIS TA V PROBLEMS

The mounting backlog of unappraised entries in the early 1950's
caused considerable concern and prompted a search for improved
methods of appraisement. It was determined that the delay could be
imputed to two major factors: first, the existence of foreign value as
a basis for appraisement; and, second, the difficulties inherent in the
definitions of each basis oi appraisement. To lessen these delays, Treasury proposed to amend the Tariff Act of 1930 by eliminating foreign
value and redefining the remaining bases to accord with commercial
trade practices. In 1956 a bill was introduced in Congress which became tme Customs Sn'iplification Act of 1956, and which was designed
to simplify and expcdite the determination of value on imported articles. A study of te proposed bill revealed, however, that a slightly
lower valuation would result therefrom. It was estimated that this
eent for all ad *alorem products
decrease would average about '
but in some cases would substantially exceed the average reduction. In
order to overcome objections to decreases which were likely to be
greater than average, the bill was redrafted to separate such products
from the main body of imports and retain the then-existing provisions
for use solely in valuing such commodities. The Congress instructed
the Secretary of the Treasury to prepare a list of commodities which
under the provision of the new law, would be appraised at a value of
95 percent or less than the value at which they were actually appraised
in fiscal year 1954. Such articles were to continue to be appraised under
the old standard, which was redesignated as section 402a. The list contains 1,015 items and is referred to as the "final list." The Secretary of
the Treasury is not authorized to add to or delete items from this list.
In order t apply the valuation provisions of the Tariff Act to im.
ported merchandise, customs officers must determine which of the two
sections of the law apply. On a casual reading of the standards, sections 402 and 402a would appear to be identical for all practical purposes. However, there are signficant distinctions between them. Some
of the distinctions are as follows:
The two standards for U.S. value differ in their treatment of the
amounts which may be deducted from the sale price in the United
States of the imported merchandise to allow for commissions, profits,
87-2--L-.

1-8
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and general expenses to the importer. Section 402a fixes the percentages of maximum deductions which may be allowed for commissions
(6 percent of the domestic selling price), profits (8 percent), afnd general expenses (8 percent). Section 402 allows the deduction of the
"usual commissions, profits, and expenses" in determining dutiable
value.
The "constructed value" standard in section 402 is the counterpart
of the "cost of production" standard in section 402a. However, under
"cost of production," a minimum profit of 8 percent and minimum
general expenses of 10 percent of the cost of materials, labor, etc., must
be included in determining the dutiaRble value of an article. Under
"constructed value" the "usual profits and expenses" are to be
included.
Certain common terminology appearing in the valuation standards
of sections 402 and 402a have-different meanings. The meanings of the
terms appearing in section 402a have been established by admninistrative or judicial precedent over a long period of years, whereas some
of the same terms appearing in section 402 have been statutorily defined to have meanings that differ from those in section .402a. For
example, the term, "usual wholesale quantities" in section 402a means
the price freely offered for quantities in which the largest number of
sales are made. Under section 402, it means the price freely offered for
quantities in which the largest volume of sales is made. The term,
"freely offered" in section 402a contemplates the highest price which
any willing buyer must pay for the foreign goods in the "usual wholesale quantities. Under section 402 the terms means the highest price
any industrial user or reseller other than retailer must pay 'or a
"usual wholesale quantity." Additional distinctions of lesser importance exist in the mean of common terms which at times, result in differences between the dutiable values found under section 40.2a and
under section 402. The olution to problems such as the foregoing
requires a considerable amount of time and effort. In addition, appraising officers must be guided by judicial decisions under each law.
The Bureau of Customs conducted a study of importations occurring
during April and September 1965 to ascertain the current effectiveness of the final list. The study reveals that while the final list was
originally intended to include only those products which would have

been appraised at least 5 percent lower under the new provisions, the
listed products averaged only 2.1 percent lower for April and September combined. Several products on the final list would under present
conditions be appraised at higher values if the Anal list were
terminated.
Final list products amount to 6.6 percent of all entries, yet their
appraisement on the old basis raises revenue collections by only onetenth of 1 percent. Considerable time and effort is spent in establishing final list values. In addition special problems and delays are
encountered in connection with te valuation of final list products
including court actions, administrative appeals, and reviews, which
materially increase the uncertainties facing the trading community
and generate serious administrative problems.
The passage of time, in effect, has nullified the final list and its intended purpose is no longer served. The present 2.1 percent average
difference is,in fact, less than the 2 percent average difference that
had applied across the board to all ad valorem products in 1956 when
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the Customs Simplification Act study was being* made. Today the
final list is really nothing more than a group of ad valorem commodities subject to a special appraisement. Having lost its original special
features, the fina [list tends to remain an administrative burden and
a source of delay and irritation for those engaged in international
trade.
Administrative problems also arise in the determination of export
value. This value can be determined either on an ex-factory basis or
f.o.b. port of shipment basis in the country of exportation, depending
upon how the product is sold in the principal markets in the country
of exportation. If the importer has the option of buying merchandise
at the price prevailing at the factory or at the price including shi ping
and handling charges to the port of shipment, the merchant( ise is
appraised at the ex-factory price. In such a case, inland shipping
charges are not part of the dutiable value. However, if the importer
can only buy at a price including delivery costs to the port of shipment, the merchandise is app raised at the f.o.b. price and the charges
become a part of the dutiable value. In order to arrive at the correct
dutiable value, it must be determined which of these conditions exists.
Such a determination at times requires extensive investigation in the
country of exportation.
SuBMIssIoN" BY BEDROS ODIAN, XNEW Y ROK BAR, BUFFALO, N.Y.
SUMMARY

Valuation of imported goods subject to ad valorem rates; the Brussels
definition of 'value."
Commodity classification systems and the collection of statistical data
on imports and exports.

One system for both imports and exports.
Administering the U.S. system of duty assessment.
Consolidation of valuation and classification proceedings.
Statute of limitations.
Rules of evidence: Burden of proof.
A uniform rule for valuation and classification.
A look at some provisions of H.R. 18533 (The Customs Administrative
Act of 1966), 89th Congress, second session.
A look at some provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended,
which are not treated by H.R. 18533.
STATEMENT

Determining dutiable value on articles subject to ad valorem duties
"Brussels publication" hereinafter mentioned refers to "Customs
Valuation" Doe. 7500 (1960) of the Customs &o-operation Council,
Brw els, Belgium.
Other sources:
Volume 81. Federal Register, page 2878, March 17,1966.
Volume 101. Treasury Decisions, No. 7, page 81,- March 2,1966
(unbound pamphlet).
..
Volume 171. Unitd Nations Treaty Series, page 322.
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Adoption of the Brussels Definition of Value will have a salutary
effect upon customs valuation activities, whether relating to the import public or to the Goveriment.
The Definition is a workable one and is in harmony with modern
commercial practices.
The Brussels Definition spLoikr of (1) a price at the time when duty
becomes payable (in the Unite:# States, at the time of making entry),
(2) on a sale in the open market between buyer and seller independent
of each other (probably the tax concept of "Fair Market Value").
Commiesionerv. Maruhmas, 279 F. 2d 27, 60-2 USTO Par. 9484 (1960): Under
long established rulings fair market value is the price at which property would
change hands between a willing buyer and a willing seller, neither being under
any compulsion to buy or sell.
FSO tate v. Comm saSoner,237 F. 2d 729,731,56-2 USTO Par. 11,648 (1956):
Fair market value is the price at which property would change hands between
a willing buyer and a willing seller, neither being under any compulsion to buy
or sell.
In re Wllianom Etate, 256 F. 2d 217, 218, 58-1 USTO Par. 9252 (1958) : By
definition, fair market value means the price at which a willing buyer and a
willing seller would arrive, after negotiation for sale, where neither is acting
under compulsion.
Par. 980, CCH Master Tax Guide, 1965: The Commissioner has recognized a
Judicial definition of fair market value as being the price which property will
bring when offered for sale by a willing seller to a willing buyer, neither being
obliged to buy or sell.

.

26 CFR 20.2031-1(b) : Valuation of property in general. The fair market value
is the price at which the property would change hands between a willing buyer
and a willing seller, neither being under any compulsion to buy or to sell and
both having reasonable knowledge of relevant facts. (Estate Tax Regs.)
26 CFR 25.2512-1: Valuation of property; in general. The value of the property
is the price at which such property would change hands between a willing buyer
and a willing seller, neither being under any compulsion to buy or sell, and
both having reasonable knowledge of relevant facts. (Gift Tax Regs.)

For the purpose of customs value, the Brussels definition assumes
that delivery to the buyer occurs at the port of importation. This
assumption has overtones of the (1) "price" and (2) "risk of loss"
concepts of the law of sales, as codified in article 2 of the Uniform
Commercial Code.
Of course, in the actual transaction, the price might be in terms
other than those of the Brussels definition, for example, c.i.f. to
the buyer's premises. This would not alter the Brussels assumption.
Also in the actual transactior, the parties might provide that
the risk of loss will shift elsewhere than at the port of importation: for example, at the seller's premises, or at the buyer's
premises or at the port of shipment. Or, the partiesmghbiot
specifically stipulate as to risk of loss, therOy bringing into
operation the risk-of-loss provisions of the Uniform Co6mmercial
Code. Again, this would not alter the Brussels assumption.
While we are primarily concerned with "price" as a means of
establishing customs value, "risk of loss" is of interest to the
parties because it determines, as between buyer and seller, upon
whom the risk of loss, damage or deterioration shall fall at a given
instant. ("Price and "risk of loss" arise out of the same state of
facts).
Where, as happens in a substantial proportion of instances, the
terms of the transaction are other than those of the Brussels define.

-
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tion, the various data usually appearing on the invoice and allied
papers can be readily used to determine customs value.
For example, the transaction might be at an ex-factory price. Such
items as freight insurance and commissions which appear on the
papers on the papers would simply be added to the ex-factory price
to arrive at customs value. Desired data which does not appear on the
papers must, of course, be obtained through inquiry-by telephone,
letter or other suitable means.
Invoice prices of current transactions at arm's length are generally
strong evidence of market value. So that the tendency will be toward
a given commodity, crossing the border into the United States on a
given day, having a customs value which realistically reflects market
conditions.
The question has been raised, Suppose the transaction is between
related l)arties, or between palties not dealing at arm's length--how
iscustoms to appraise the merchandise I
"The primary criterion is that of expected realizations for the
goods to be valued. Where valuation can be deferred, actual realizations can be used. If these criteria are not available, or appropriate,
the usual alternative is that of acceptablepriees for comparablegoods.

Whatever criteria are used it is of course necessary to aine their application with the terms of sale which would app y to the goods had
they been sold in open market conditions" (p. 161, Brussels publication). [Emphasis supplied.]
The present valuation sections 402 and 402a of tile Tariff Act, have
been the cause of much of the delay and vacillation that have plagued
valuation activities. As a result, there has evolved through the years
a rigidity in thinking, with an emphasis upon minutiae, to the detriment of expeditiously arriving at a value which approximates what
purports tobe the state utory standard.
It is the built-in inflexibility of the statutory sections themselves
which opens the door to delay in the determination of something called
a value.
In applying the valuation statute, what has been lost sight of is
the distinction between issues of fact and issues of law. For example,
a decision (judicial or administrative) might be to the effect that the

amount of duty to be deducted from a duty-paid price isto be governed
by the rate of duty used by the seller, rather than the rate appearing

in the customs tariff. The decision will often be pounced upon as if
it were a rule of law for general application, whereas the determination

was one of an issue of fact, arising out of a state of facts.
It would be preferable to have as a standard of value a concept,
rather than a procedure such as embodied in sections 402 and 42a.

(The Brussels publication makes a distinction between a notional
concept and a positive concept. The Brussels definition is referred
to as a notional concept while, presumably sections 402 and 402a are
embraced by a positive concept. See p. 43, i.russels publication.)
A standard such as the Brussels definition will enable a clearer
delineation between the law (which is the standard) and the fats. To
paraphrase the Brussels publication (p. 75): facts entirely consistent
with the conditions which the definition prescribes are no more than
the materialization of its concept The task, therefoN, is to seek and
apply those facts which are consistent with theiftandard.
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Fifteen nations of the world have employed the Brussels definition

since before 1960.

U.S. taxation authorities have applied the concept under the banner,
"fair market value," since 1916.
Enactment of the Brussels definition will have the immediate effect
of reducing, immeasurably, correspondence, misunderstanding and
recurrent problems.
It will have the broad effect of expediting valuation and facilitating
the movement of importations and exportations, for the reason that
it is commensurate with the importer-s and the exporter's notion of
value; it is harmony with the law of sales and commerce; it contributes to realistic results; it is in accord with the value concepts of the
revenue laws; it is in accord with the customs valuation law of many
of our trading partners.
Protection of domestic industry will not be adversely affected. Congres, in its wisdom, can always raise or lower rates according
to
fiscal policy and economic conditions. Nevertheless, questions of protect ion need not stand in the way of an expeditious and realistic standard of valuation.
T e administration of to cmn:modity classiflCaion system and the
collectim of statisticaldata on ihn.pai't and export
A. raluc

The Bureau of the Census compiles statistics on U.S. foreign tradeboth imports and exports.
The source of import statistics is customs entries; "entered values"
on imports are based upon sections 402 and 402a of the Tariff Act of
1930, as amended.
The source of export statistics is shipper's export declarations;
"Value at U.S. Port of Export" is the selling price, or cost if not sold.
So that, statistics of dollar values of imports are based upon a criterion which is, prima faciedifferent from that of exports.
Yet imports and exports are both integral phases of the selfsame
U.S. foreign trade. Statistics of imports and exports are used in the
same context. The widespread discussion of the U.S. balance of payments crystallizes the notion that imports and exports are faces on
the same coin and points up the anomaly of employing separate criteria
for values of imports and those of exports.
The value as reported on the shipper's export declaration is in harmony with the Brussels deinition of value. The adoption of the Brussels definition will furnish analogous criteria for imports and for
exports.
f. Cla8siflcation

Comparable in significance to the relation of value to statistical
reporting, is the relation of tariff e!assification and commodity number
to such statistical reporting.
At the present juncture in the history of world trade, it is incongruous for the United States to maintain two separate classifica.
tion systems, one for imports (Tariff Schedules of the United States)
and the other for exports (schedule B).
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Further, U.S. foreign trade statistics would be amenable to more
meaningful correlation if the same classification were used both for
import and for exports.
Schedule B, based essentially upon the standard international trade
classification (SITC) is used by the Commerce Department in connection with exports ?rom the United States.
It would seem desirable that schedule B also be used for the assessment of import duties.
The import duty rates in TSUS can be readily transferred to applicable classifications in schedule B.
Statistical refinements may continue to be revised, as heretofore, by
administrative action of the Secretaries of Treasury and Commerce,
and the Chairman of the Tariff Commission.
Discontinuance of TSUS will, of course, require congressional
action.
Adminitering the U.S. system of duty amsessment

A. Reappraisemetand cla28q1atonproceedings

Appeals for reappraisement (value) and protests (classification)
(sections 501 and 514, Tariff Act; section 210, Antidumping Act (19
U.S.C. 169)) are conducted as separate proceedings. This is incongruous when the appeal for reappraisement and the protest grow out
of the same state of facts and the selfsame importation.
The Customs Court should decide whether the appeal for reappraise.
ment and the protest should be tried in one preceding or as severed
ones.

Necessary legislative action should be taken to permit the trial of
reappraisement and protest issues in the same proceeding.
B. Statute of Limitations

A glaring void in the jurisprudence of customs valuation and tariff
classification is the absence of a statute of limitations running from
the inception of the transaction: the filing of the entry with customs.
There should be a time limit, commencing at the time of entry,
within which the Government would be required to furnish the statu.
tory notice of the assessment of additional duties. Three years (or
whatever period is appropriate) is recommended.
The administrative stages in the processing of an importation entry
are: (1) filing of the entry by the importer: (2) appraisement by the
Government; (8) liquidation by the Government. Under the present
law, time limits apply only to the importer. He has 80 days to appeal
the appraisement (19 U.S.C. 1501) and 60 days to protest the liqtuda.
tion (19 U.S.C. 1514).
Protracted administrative handling can delay liquidation. Added to
the time for administrative procedures is the time for judicial pro.
ceedings. In the interim, the importer, who might have a large monetary stake in the outcome, is caught between the horns of a dilemma.
The mere existence of a statute of limitations will induce expeditious
administrative treatment of the entry.
In tax administration, the Internal Revenue Code prescribes a general 3-year period of limitation from the filing of a tax return for the
purpose of assessment (26 USC. 6501).

Customs duties are no less fiscal than taxes.
A period of limitation should be written into the Tariff Act.
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0. Rule8 of evidene: Burden qf proof

Section 2633, title 28, United States Code, states in part:

The value found by the appraiser shall be presumed to be the value of the
merchandise. The burden shall rest upon the party who challenges its correctuess
to prove otherwise.

It seems desirable to repeal the sentence,
The burden shall rest upon the party who challenges Its correctness to prove
otherwise.

As an alternative, the following rule can be adopted into title .-8,
United States Code.
The burden of proof shall be upon the petitioner (protestantJ, except as other.
wise provided by statute, and except that In respect of any new matter pleaded
in his answer, it shall be upon the respondent [defendant]. Rule 32. Burden of
Proof, Rules of Practice, Tax Court of the United States.

The above statutory rule of evidence (28 U.S.C. 2633) has virtually
evolved through judicial interpretation into a settled rule of placing
a double burden upon the plaintiff, akin to the rule in tax refund
cases:
(U.S. Court of Claims) When suing for a refund the taxpayer must not only
prove that the Commissioner's determination Is wrong, but also must prove the
facts upon which the correct tax can be determined. See. 58A.19 Mertens, Law
of Federal Income Taxation.
(U.S. District Court) Since the action for refund of tax is In the nature of
a common law action for money had and received and is governed by equitable
principles, the burden of proof is upon the taxpayer to prove not only that
the determination of the tax is wrong, but to produce evidence from which another and proper determination can be made. See. 58A.35 Mertens.

Tax cases may be tried in any of three courts, U.S. Tax Court, U.S.
district court, or the U.S. Court of Claims. However, the latter two
courts are available only upon payment of the deficiency, after which
the plaintiff sues for refund.
However, Customs Court is the sole trial cout for deciding customs
valuation (appraisement) and classification (rate of duty) cases.
Like the Customs Court, it is the U.S. Tax Court which is available
to the taxpayer-petitioner without prior payment of the deficiency.
is In the Tax Court, the rule is that the Cofmissioner's determination
,presumed correct. This" presumption casts upon the taxpayer-petitioner the burden of going forward with evidence to rebut the presumption. Such rebuttal slufts the burden of going forward to the
Commissioner. While the burden of proof remains upon the taxpayer,
the Commissioner's failure to meet the burden of going forward
subjects him (Commissioner) to the risk of an unfavorable
determination.
A presumption, similar to that of the Tax Court, attaches to the
district director's (collector's) decision in customs protests (classifica.
tion),
It is difficult to reconcile the plantiff's having (in many instances) a
double burden of proof in reappraisements (valuation), on the one
hand, with the plaintiff in protest cases (rate of duty), on the other
hand, having the single burden of proof to establish is own claim,
and upon overcoming the presumption of correctness, shifting to the
district director the burden of going forward.
The line of decision in the Customs Court leaves much room for
doubt as to the quality and quatum of proof appled to the evidence.
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Seemingly, the court sometimes applies one, and sometimes another,
of the following criteria:

(a) Ashowing by the preponderance of the evidence, both, that
the district directors decision is erroneous, and that the plaintiff's
claim iscorrect.
(b) A prima facie showing to overcome the district director's
decision, thus shifting the burden of going forward with proof

to the district director.

The following quotations point up the varying judicial applications
of the burden of proof provision (28 U.S.C. 2633) as to appraisement
(value), together with examples relating to classification (rate of
duty):
Kenneth Kittleson v. United States, 40 CCPA 85, 89, C.A.D. 502 (1052) : It Was

not incumbent upon the Government to prove that the appraised value was proper,
until or unless the Importer had shown said appraisement to be erroneous and
established a different value In the place thereof. * * * It Is definitely fixed by
the Tariff Act of 1930 and judicial interpretations of the provisions thereof that
the burden upon a party attacking an appraised value is twofold, and the
validity of such action enjoys a presumption of correctness until such burden
is met.
United States v. 0. Klein d Son, 42 COPA 73, 76, C.A.D. 574 (1954) : There Is
a presumption of correctness which attaches to Customs Collector's classification.
In order to overcome this presumption, the Importer has the burden of proving
that the Customs Collector was wrong in his classification and that he (the
importer) is correct.
Arditi v. United States, 50 CCPA 49, 51, C.A.D. 818 (193) : There Is a statutory

presumption that the finding of value by the appraiser is correct and the burden
here rests on the appellant to prove that the appraised value is erroneous. If
successful in this step, he must go further and establish that some other dutiable
value is proper. This burden does not shift unless and until the importer shows
rima face such appraisement to be erroneous and establishes a different value
lieu thereof.
United Slates v. Gets Bros & Co. et al., A.ILD. 214, VoL 101 weekly Treasury
Decisions, No. 48, December 14, 1908, page 84: (quoting from 46 Cust. Ct. 753):
0 * 4 the presumption of correctness attaching to the appraiser's return of value
was overcome by appellees prima faoie showing and the burden of going forward with proof shifted to the appellant.
Novelty Import Co., Ino. v. United States, C.A.D. 872, Vol. 101, weekly Treasury
Decisions, No. 12, April 6. 1966: * * * the law Is well settled that the collector
is presumed to have found every fact necessary to sustain the classification. * * 0
It was Incumbent upon appellant to rebut the presumption as to the correctness
of the classification * * * (pap 117).
The law is so firmly settled, as not require recitation of authority therefor, that
the burden of proof Ison the protestant to show by substantial evidence not only
that the collector's classification Is wrong but also to establish the classification
of the merchandise in issue which Is asserted to be proper (page 118).
Midland Industrial CompanV v. United States, R.D. 11235, Vol. 101, weekly
Treasury Decisions, No. 48, November 80, 1968, page 82: Under the applicable
statute, "the value found by the appraiser shall be presumed to be the value of the
merchandise. The burden shall rest upon the party who challenges Its correctness to prove otherwise," 28 U.S.0. 263. It I therefore, axiomatic that a twofold
responsibility develops upon a plaintiff in a reappraisement action. To sustain

his burden of proof and overcome the presumption of correctness, it Is incumbent
upon plaintiff, the arty challenging the value as found by the apraiser, to show
prine fadoe that the action of appraiser was erroneous and to establish some
other dutiable value as proper.
Intematioxal Distributors, In. v. United States, C.D. 282 Vol. 101, weekly
Treasuil Decisions, No. 47, December 7, 1966, page 19: Since evidence of some
probative force supplies the links of proof needed and not established by the
collector's findings or by stipulation, we do not have to consider whether it Is
the weightiest that could be adduced. It casts the burden on the Government to
refute It. The presumption of correctness of the classification falls upon the
making by plaintiff of a prima facte case, and It has no further evidential value.
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A. L. Erlanger Co., In. v. United States, C.A), 2,85, Vol. 101, weekly Treasury
Decisions, No. 50, December 29, 11166, jtage 44: While plaintiff has overeowe the
first part of its burden of establkhing the cla silfiitlon to be erwileous, it has
failed to go forward and establish by a preponderance of cetditable evidellceo

the corrett classification.
H d. 8 Originals v. United States, RDP. 11241, Vol. 101, weekly Treasury Deelsions, No. 50, December A8, lti. page-i 52, 53: The probativo evidlnuce of recMord
Is sufficient to overcome the statutory prtstuilitive 'tvrrectule-4 ordinarily attachIng to the value found by the alilpriser. 25 U.S . todo, section
1633.
The plaintiff
has pres.ented comlwtent and pwrsuaslve evideuve nmakinzg out a prima facie
case which successfully challenges the appraiser's flndiuig 4f value made on the
ba.6is of invoiced unit prices. plus a varied perctntage * 0 * As the appraiement
In each case is erroneous, and as the importer establied a different value to
place tlwreoif, It was Incumbent upi d~t'iendant to jmlr'e that the appraie.ed value
In each case is correct and Prol*r. l'vilence hatroducvil by dtfndamt does not

support the appraised value.

As suggested previously, the following sentente in 28 U.S.C. 26:33
should be repealed: "The burden shall rest upon the party who challenges its correctness to prove otherwise." In similar fashion, any
future amendment of title 28, United States Code, relating to customs
litigation should not include the sentence herein reconinende4 for
elimination.
Hence, there will be consistency in that the application of the rule
of evidence as to the burden of proof will be the same in [re-]appraisements and in protests [classification].
Surely, if and when reappraisements and protests are combined into
one proceeding, a uniform rule will be desirable,
A look at some pros.onsof H.R. 18533 (The ('utom Adminidtmlc,
Act o 1966),89th. Congrcs, second session
A. Statute of limitations

The following subsection should be added to the new section 11500 in
the bill:
(f) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the amount of any inerea!dt4 of
additional duties due to any excess of duties deposited pursuant to this section
shall be determined within 3 years after the entry was filed.

A statute of limitations was discussed previously in this paper. It is
repeated here that time limits as to valuation and classification (duty
rates) seem to apply only to the importer. (New see. 514 of the bill).
B. Editoridcorrection: Appraieement, clamsifleation, and Zig idatirn
proceduires
Section 500(b) of the bill should be amended to read as follows:
(b) ascertain the classification of, and the rate of duty applicable to, such
merchandise;

Addition of the word, "classification", would bring new section
500(b) into harmony with the other sections of the bill. (For example,
see these places in the bill: p. 15, line 16; p. 10, line 25; p. 17, line 11.)

0. Time for filing protests
The following words in section 514(b) (2) of the bill should be
eliminated: "but not before" (p. 13, line 13).
This is the kind of language which should be purged from the Tariff
Act.
It penalizes the person who is diligent.

1
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Experience has shown that the course of conduct of the Customs
Service causes the importer to file a protest prematurely. A Customs
Form 5555 (Notice of Action; Increase of Duties) is sent to the im.
porter. In situations where a,"taken" action is indicated, the importer
sometimes understandably proceeds to seek his riiedy, without wait.
ing for the prescribed mode of notification of the liquidation.
Realistically, one piece of paper is as much notice as another piece of
paler.
recently, when the matter reaches Customs Court, the protest is
dismissed as being untimely (premature),
In contemplation of law, the importer should not be adjudged promature for acting upon a "taken" notice.
It is signiticant that section 516 of the bill (Protest by Americail
Producers) does not contain the restrictive words, "but not bMfoe
The mode of liquidation Is prescribed by mere regulation (10 CFR 10.2 (d) and
(M). (See. 505, Tariff Act of 1930).

D. Review of protests
Amend the entire section 515 of the bill to read as follows:
lRtEvULv Of PROTESTS
SEC. 513. ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW AND MODIFIOATION or uOIsIO.-Uponl

the

filing of a protest as provided In section 514 of this Act, the appnpriate customs

officer shall, within sixty days after the expiration of the period within which
such protest could have been filed under section 514 of this Act, review the decision with rtpect to which such protest Is made and may affirm such protest of
deny the aame in whole or In part. Thereafter, he shall remit or refund any duties,
charge, or exaction found to have been assessed or collected in excess, or pay any
drawback found due. Notice of any affirmance or denial in whole or in part shall
be given as in the case of the original decision. For purposes of section - of title
28, United States Code, a protest which has not been affirmed or denied In whole
or in part within sixty days after the expiration of the period within which suco
protest could have been filed under section 514 of this Act shall be deemel affirmed
at the termination of such sixty day period.

When sections 514 and 515 of H.R. 18533 are read together, it can
be seen that, at most, 60 days can be truncated from a possible total of
180 days by a "request for accelerated disposition of protest."
We shouldd stay clear of creating unnecessary administrative categories such as requests for accelerated disposition.
It is adequate that the importer is given 90 days to file a complaint
in the Customs Court and that Customs is given 60 days to review a
protest.

Sixty days for Customs to review is a good compromise between
section 515(a) and section 515(b) of H.R. 18533.
Quite often, delay within Customs results in the failure to review
the protest within the period provided in section 515.
In many cases, Custo0is would have affirmed the protest if it had
acted within the requit ed period. As a result, the importer is compelled
to go to court merely because of Customs' delay.
Inserting the presumption of affirmance of t): a protest in section 515
will make the word, "shall," meaningful.
On the other hand, a presumption of denial of a protest would enablp
the matter to be pigeoaholed until the expiration of the review period,
creating much unnecessary litigation.
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E. Editorialcorrection:Publicationof ruings
The words, "Federal Register," should be substituted for the words,
"weekly Treasury Decisions" (now Customs Bulletin) in section
516(b) of H.R. 18533 (p. 16, line4).
The words, "Federal Register," should be substituted for the words,
"weekly Treasury Decisions" (now Customs Bulletin) in section 315
(d) of the current Tariff Act of 1930.
While acknowledging that the Customs Bulletin (formerly weekly
Treasury Decisions) is the authoritative instrument of the Commissioner of Customs for the announcement of official rulings and decisions of the Bureau of Customs, it remains that the Federal Register
is the primary vehicle in the executive branch for the publication of
statements of policy and interpretations and statements of established
and uniform practice.
Needless to say, such announcements are also published in the weekly
Customs bulletin.
The rveommendation herein adheres to the tenor of sections 551-554,
title 5,U.S. Code (Administrative Procedure).
The persistence of the words "weekly Treasury Decisions" in the
statutes is because of historical reasons. The Federal Register com
.menced publication in 1930, whereas "Treasury Decisions" was already
in existence at that time.
F. Editorialcorrection:Refunds and errors
Current section 5'20(c) (2) of the Tariff Act should be amended to
read as follows: (see p. 19, line 18 of H.R. 18533):
* * 1 any assessment of duty on household or personal effects in respect of
which an application for refund has been filed, with the appropriate customs
officers, within one year after the date of entry.

There will be consistency with the other provisions of H.R. 18533,
with respect to the phrase, "appropriate customs officer."
A look at somw provi8iof of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, w ioA
are not treated by HIR. 186*3

Section 321. (a) (1) "$10" should be substituted for "$3." As

amended, the provision would read as follows:
SEc. 321. (a) * * *

(1) disregard a difference of less than $10 between the total estimated
duties or taxes deposited, or the total duties or taxes tentatively assessed,
with respect to any entry of merchandise and the total amount of duties or
taxes actually accruing thereon; and

Section 321. (a) (9) (0) ."$1 in any other case" should be repealed.

The following new subivlMsion (3) should be added:

(8) admit articles free of duty and of any tax Imposed on or by reason of
importation where the aggregate duty and tax on articles Imported by one
person on one day does not exceed $1.

Section 321. (a) (1) In view of the recent large-scale reductions of

rates of duty resulting from the Kennedy round of negotiations at
Geneva, f10 tolerance would seem practicable. At a 10-percent rate
of duty, it would require a variance of $100 of entered value to cause
a duty consequence of a mere $10.
In December 1964, the Stover report (An Evaluation of: Mission,
Organization, Management, Bureau of Customs, Treasury Depart-
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mnert) recommended an increase from $3 to $5 (Recommendation VI41, p. VI-52). Subsequent events have already rendered obsolete the
recommended $5 amount, even though it has y'et to be effectuated.
Section 321. (a) (2) (C) and suggested (3). Ihis was a recommendation of the Stover report (Recommendation VI-15, p. VI-15). Considering today's commercial realities, it seems practicable to apply
the $1 limitation to the duty and tax, rather than to the value of the
merchandise.
Section .482,Certified in voce. should be repealed in its entirety. The
certified invoice has gone out of vogue. Since it is no longer the practice
to use the certified invoice, section 482 of the Tariff Actis now obsolete.
Because it serves no useful purpose, it should be repealed.
Section 484 (b) should be amended as follows:
PRODUCTIo. OF CuSTOsS xvoici:.-Tht- ,-ecretary of thle Treasury shall provihle
by regulation for the production of a customs Invoice 'uilh respect tip sueh inerchandise as he deems advisable and for terms wnd (onllitiulon under wicikh ,uehl
merchandise may be permitted entry under the provisions of this section withivut
the production of a customs Invoice.

As intimated above (see. 482), any reference to the certified invoice
should be excised from the statute. The suggested amendment to
484(b) would accompl!s this purpose. The word, "special" is superfluous in the phrase, 'special customs invoice," in the present 484(b),
and should be deleted.
Section 484. (h) and (i) There should be repealed, in their entilety,
subsections (h) and (i) of section 484, pertainig to the right to make
entry (carrier s certificate and duplicate bill of lading).
Section 484. (j) The following language in the first sentence of subsection (j) of section 484 should be repealed:
Merchandise shall be released from customs custody oimy to or upon the order
of the carrier by whom the merchandise is brought to the port at which entry is
made, except that

Common carriers are strictly regrulated by tho Federal Maritime
Commission, the Civil Aeronautics Board, orlthe Interstate Commerce
Commission.
Further, common carriers are subject to liability under the Federal
Bills of Lading Act (49 U.S.C. 81-124). They are also subject to the
"Bills of lWding" provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code as
enacted by 47 States.
It is presumed that the common carrier is acting lawfully and within
the scope of its authority when it conveys bills of lading and other
papers and receipts to a consignee, or when it processes an entry, either
directly with customs or through a customhouse broker.
The carrier, or a customhouse broker selected bv the carrier, or the
consignee in making the entry in his own right (importer of record),
is accepting the responsibilities and obligations entailed in the transaotion. In any event, the various bonds posted by the carrier, or by the
broker, or by the consignee, protect the lights of the Government.. The
various liabilities which inure to the benefit of the Government are
safeguarded.
Tie benefits will be the elimination of paperwork, forms, and
requirements which retard making and proessng entries, and which
delay the movement of importations; better service to the importing
public; reduction of paper handling, without injuring the interests of
the Government.

The recommendations are in accord with expeditious and sound
business practice.

Section 485. (e) 8eparatc forne for puwvlthas and nonpurohae
importation. Subsection (e) of section 485 should be repealed in its
entirety. The provision has not bepn complied with for many years. It
is obsolete. It clutters the statute. The current special customs invoice
(Customs Form 5515), for example, is a consolidated "purchase" and

"nonpurchase" form.
&tion 498. (a) (1) "$500" should be substituted for "$250".

The current maximum limit of $250 for informal entries is out of
step with the present-day commercial realities of international trade.
The need for a higher maximum will be emphasized by forthcoming
effectuation of the substantial reduction in rates of duty resulting
from the Kennedy round of tariff negotiations at Geneva.
A maximum of at least $500 is reasonable. It would avoid the extensive precautionary procedures surrounding formal entries and
which do not usually affect informal entries, those presently not
greater than $250.
The duty consequence of a $500 entry at 20 percent for example, is
$100. Such a duty amount can safely go through the less burdensome
procedure of an ififormal entry.
World trade has doubled in the past 8 years, and will double in the
next decade. It will be very necessary, on a continuous basis, to gear
the administrative provisions of the Tariff Act to business conditions.
The trend is toward the obliteration of the distinction between an
entry of the "informal" type and that of the "formal" type.
Forthcoming data processing and retrieval operations, enabling
speedy decisionmaking, will be capable of absorbing virtually a
entries, regardless of dollar amounts, however large or however small.
Section 522. Convention of owenay. The following changes should

be made in section 522:
Repeal subsection (a) in its entirety.
Redesignate subsection "(b) "as subsection (a)".
Delete catchline of redesignated subsection "(a)".
Amend redesignated subsection "(a)" as follows:

For the purpose of the assessment and collection of duties upon merchandise

Imported into the United States on or after the day of the enactment of this Act,
whenever it is necessary to convert foreign currency into currency of the United
States, such conversion, except as provided in subdivision (b), shall be made
at the values first certified as the buying rate by the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York for the quarter In which the merchandise was exported.

Redesignate subsection "(c)" as subsection "(b)'"
Delete catchline of redesignated subsection "(b)".
Amend redesignated "(b) (1)" as follows:
(b)(1) If the buying rate at noon on the day of exportation varies by 5 per

centum or more from the buying rate first certified for a day in the quarter In
which the day of exportation fall, then conversion of the foreign currency Involved shall be made at a value measured by such buying rate on the day of
exportation.

The provision for proclaimed rates is obsolete. Under current
practice, all rates for customs purposes are certified to the Secretary
of the Treasury by the Federa[ Reserve Bank of New York. Statutes
should reflect realities.

No,.--Of course, if the Brussels Definition of Value is adopted,
"day of exportation" would be changed to "the time when duty be-
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comes payable." In the United States, duty becomes payable at the
time of making entry.
Revised Statutes: Obsolete provision

Revised Statutes, section 251 (R.S. 251, 19 U.S.C. 66) should be
repealed. It grants to the Secretary of the Treasury authority to pro.
mulgate regulations pertaining to imports and duties.
Section 624 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (see. 624, 46 Stat. 759; U.S.C.
1624) grants such authority to the Secretary of the Treasury.
It is redundant to have two provisions granting the same authority.
GRAUBARD &New)
MosKoVITZ,
York, N.Y.

(Attention

of Tom Vail, Esq., Chief Counsel).

MMITrEE ON FINANCE,

U.S. Senate,

New Senate O#ce Building,
Washington, D.C.
GEN 1hEMHX: We enclose five copies of a statement of the Organic
Chemicals Group of the American Importers Association Inc., con-

cerning American selling price valuation which is submitteA for inclusion in the compenditun being compiled by the conunittee for use in
its "Legislative Oversight Review of U.S. trade Policies."
For tie information of the committee, in accordance with 22 U.S.C.
section 611(q) (ii), we inform you that the names of the companies
in the Organic Chemicals Group which have foreign parents, and the
names of such foreign parents, are as follows:
ORGANIC CHEMICALS GROUP
MEMJIER COMPANY

American Hocchst Corp.
BASF, Colors &Chemicals, Inc.
Chemore Corp.
Francolor, Inc.
ICI America, Inc.
Naftone, Inc.
Rhodia, Inc.
Verona-Pharma Chemical Co.
Very truly yours,

FOREIGN PARENT COMPANY AND

COUNTY OP INCORPORATION

Farbwerke Hoechst AG., Federal
Republic of Germany
Badische Anilin-& Soda-Fabrik
AG., Federal Republic of
Germany
A.C.N.A. (Aziende Colori Na.
zionali Aflini S.p.A.) Italy
Fran~aise des Matires Colorantes
S.A., France
Imperial Chemical Industries,
Ltd. England
Farbenfabriken Bayer AG., Federal Republic of Germany
Socit'6 des Usines Chimiques
Rh~ne-Poulenc, France
Farbenfabriken Bayer AG., Federal Republic of Germany

GRAuzARD & MOSKOyriz.
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STATzuNT OF THr ORGANIC CHaMCALS GROUP OF THE AMEMCAN
IMOiRTS ASSOCIATION-C0oNDERATIONS FAVORING THE EInNATION OF AMERICAN SELLING PRJCZ VALUATION 1
INTROI0CTION

This statement is submitted by the Organic Chemicals Group of the
American Importers Association, Inc. (AlA) in response to the invi-

tation of the Honorable Russell B. Long, chairman of the committee,
contained in a release dated September 27, 1967, to interested parties
to submit statements on subjects to be covered in the committee's
"Legislative Oversight Review of U.S. Trade Policies."
The Organic Chemicals Group is a group formed and existing
under the auspices of the AIA, a national organization of American
companies, firns, and individuals who subscribe to a liberal trade
policy and to the goal of expanded international trade. The AIA has
over many years devoted its attention to broad matters of trade policy
before the Congress and other branches of the Government such as,
for example, support for the enactment of the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962. Its commodity groups, among them the Organic Chemicals
Group in turn, deal with trade matters affecting particular groups

of products..

The Organic Chemicals Group was formed approximately 4 years
ago by importers of benzenoid chemicals who were members of the
AIA principally because it was expected-an expectation which was

fully borne out-that special attention would be paid during the Kennedy round to the tariff structure on chemicals. The U.S. chemical
industry for many years has had an unusual type and degree of tariff
protection. In adiition to high tariff rates, the industry for the last 45
years has been the beneficiary of a method of customs valuation,
American selling price (ASP), which is unique among the major
trading nations. Under ASP, the value for customs appraissement purposes of a benzenoid chemical import, which is competitive with a
chemical manufactured in the United States, is not its own market
value but rather the American wholesale price of the U.S. manufactured chemical. The Kennedy round negotiations afforded an opportunity to reduce or eliminate these American barriers to the chemical
trade in return for important trade concessions on the part of the U.S.
principal trading partners.
The Group has appeared before the U.S. Tariff Commission and the
Trade Information Committee of the Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations to exjpse ASP as an unwarrantedbarrier
to expanded U.S. trade in chemicals and to document the fact that
elimination of this barrier will not adversely affect the U.S. chemical
industry. It has also undertaken the task of demonstrating that the
resulting lower chemical duties on both sides of the Atlantic and Pa-

cific will be economically beneficial to all.
The Group, because of its composition, was in a uniquely favorable
position to undertake this task. A number of its member companies,

'For other views on the Ameriean selling Price ine see statements by Synthetic
Organic Chemical Manufacturers Association. p. 487, and Michael Daniels on behalf of
the Swiss Union of industry and Commerce, p. 64.
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all of whom are U.S. corporations not only import chemicals but also
have important manufacturing facilities in the United States. Thus,
the Group's membership has an intimate knowledge of and an important stake in not on-y the U.S. import trade in chemicals but also
in their domestic manufacture and sale.
It would not be practicable within the limits of this statement to
detail the overriding economic benefits to the United States of the
Kennedy round's basic chemical package. Nor does this appear to be
the appropriate place to detail the reasons why the supplementary
chemical package, conditioned upon elimination of ASY valuation,
was a very food economic bargain indeed from the U.S. point of view.
The Group Ias commissioned economic studies, which are nearing completion, to demonstrate to the domestic chemical industry and the
Congress what seems to he obvious to most professional economists: The
industry and the U.S. economy have far more to gain than to lose
from a congressional ratification of the supplementary chemical package by repeal of ASP valuation. It is hoped that these studies will aid
in dispelling the fears so far expressed by segments of the U.S. chemical
industry over the results of the chemical sector of the Kennedy round
negotiations, when they are presented at future congressional hearings
on an administration trade bill to repeal ASP.
Indeed it is rather sad that some members of the domestic chemical
industry have let themselves be blinded by subjective fears to the
Kennedy round's substantial achievements in opening up new markets
for sophisticated American chemicals throughout the world. For if
the domestic industry-one of the most dynamic and strongly competitive internationally of all of our industries-views of these achievements objectively and support the Kennedy round's supplementary
chemicals package. such support will provide important impetus toward the goal of U.S. long-term trade policy, expanded trade and its
concomitant, expanded economic activity in the United States and
the rest of the free world.
This statement will discuss ASP in terms of broad U.S. trade policy.
We will show that ASP's retention would not be soutd, forward-looking trade policy, but rather an unwarranted continuation of an outmoded and archaic statute. We will also show that. ASP's elimination
will fulfill a long overdue treaty pledge of the United States to its
trading partners and will reconfirm the U.S. role as the leader of the
free world in the liberalization and expansion of international trade.
ASP VALUATION IS OUTMODED AND ARCHAIO

While the history and original purpose of ASP valuation have been
detailed many times%a brief reiteration is in order to demonstrate that

its retention today is unwarranted.

The Fordney-McCumber Tariff Act of 1922 provided for ASP val-

iation of so-called "coal tar" or benzenoid chemicals as a means of
maximizing the protection, already afforded by high rates mandated
by that act, to the then infant American benzcnoid chemical industry
which had grown up during and after World War I. Congress believed that without this protection the industry might be Ramage
severely or destroyed by tte European chemical industry, which gad
previously been the chief supplier of the U.S. and other world markets
87-822--6-pt. 1--4
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and which was seeking to reestablish itself in these markets after the
war.
The theory of Senator Smoot and other sponsors of ASP valuation
for benzenoids wps that it would compensate for the wide spread between the prices of the relatively inefficient U.S. industry and those
of the better developed foreign industry. Moreover, it woid serve as
one protection against price cutting raids by the foreign industry in
its attempt to recapture old American customers. Finally, it would offset the effects of the exchange rate fluctuations arising from the unstable post-World War I economic conditions in Europe. These reasons for ASP's enactment may well have been valid in 1922. They certainly have no validity today.
Another reason for ASP valuation which was brought out in the
Senate debate over its enactment was that it served to disguise extremely high effective ad valorem tariff rates so, as it was put by one
Senator, they would not "shock the public conscience." While American law provides a number of valuation standards in addition to ASP,
the normal standard now is "export value" which generally speaking
is the value of the imported merchandise at the foreign port packed
ready for shipment to the United States ASP valuation, on the other
hand, is based not on the value of the imported product but rather
on the price in the American market of a comparable U.S. produced
product. Thus, the spread between the foreign port price of imported
merchandise and the price of competitive US. produced merchandise
constitutes
the multiple by which ASP valuation inflates the effective
duty
Therate.
U.S. Tariff Commission made its Report 181 of July 1966, after
exhaustive investigation and public hearings in which our group participated, on the ad valorem or percentage equivalent of rates converted
from an ASP to a normal valuation basis. While there has been some
dispute over the results-the domestic industry claiming the converted
rates are too low and our group's economist viewing them as on the high
side-the basic correctness of the Tariff Commission's report is essentially conceded. It shows that better than one-third of the converted
rates are approximately the same as they would be under conventional
valuation and that the bulk of the balance are not excessively higher
except in intermediates and dyes.
Thus, in terms of tariff protection per so all that the United States
will be conceding if it eliminates ASP valuation and brings the rates
for dyes down to 30 percent and the rates for intermediates down to a
maximum of 20 percent ad valorem-themselves high rates compared
to the overall U.S. average-will be a significant tariff cut on a relatively minor portion even of U.S. imports of benzenoids. By comparison, virtually no duty rates in the ENC or United Kingdom will remain above 12.5 percent and many will be substantially below that
level, if the supplementary package is ratified by the United States.
This is why our group finds it so hard to understand the cries of
anguish from some members of the domestic chemical industry over
the prospect of losing the "protection" of ASP valuation. An industry
which on the basis of sales is the largest in the world, numbers among

its members among the largest individual chemical companies in the
world, which exports annually more than three times the value of
chemicals that are imported by this country, and which is well above
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U.S. industry average in profitability, should not be concerned about
the reduction of a relatively few chemical tariffs which the supplenientary chemical package an elimination of ASP valuation will bring.
The Congress should eliminate this relic of a bygone day. It is simply
illogical to]iave the vast majority of U.S. imports valued for customs
purposes on an "export value" standard, which approaches the goal set
in the General Agreement on Tarifls and Trade (GATT) of valua.
tion based upon the actual market value of the imported merchandise
and at the same time to preserve an outmoded, archaic standard of
value for a small portion of those imports. Our group believes that
when the modem iforward-looking majority of the American chemical
industry once iooks objectively at the question of whether to eliminate
ASP, it will agree.
ELIMINATION OF ASP VALUATION WILL FULFILL AU.S. OBLIGATION UNDER
THE GAIT AND WILL CONFIRM U.S. FREE WORLD LEADERSHIP IN LIBERAL-

IZATION AND EXPANSION OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE
almost
20ththis
anniversary
of the
force
ofWe
thehave
GATT.
Thereached
distancethethat
country and
its coming
trading into
partners
have traveled toward the goal of international trade unfettered by
tariff barriers in these two decades is phenomenal. The successful con.
clusion of the Kennedy round was a fitting climax.
However, in another aspect, the Kennedy round was just the beginning. As has been pointed out by the chairman and other members of
this committee, if nontariff trade barriers are thrown up in place of
tariff barriers, elimination of tariffs as obstacles to trade will have
proved a pointless exercise.
This fact was recogized by the drafters of the GATT and they set
forth goals for the elimination of nontariff as well as tariff barriers.
In the protocol of provisional application the United States and other
of the signatories, while exempting legislation existing prior to 1947
from the GATT's absolute prohibitions of various nontariff trade
barriers undertook as soon as possible to bring their laws in line with
the GAIT standards.
In the area of customs valuation, the GATT, article VII, subparagraph 2(a) provides:
The value for customs purposes of imported merchandise should be based on

the actual value of the imported merchandise on which duty is assessed, or of like
merchandise, and should not be based on the value of merchandise of national

origin or on arbitrary or fictitious values.

I

Thus
the United
20 years ago,ASP
undertook
a clear treaty obligation
to eliminate
as States,
soon aspracticab[e
valuation.
The domestic chemical industry, therefore, cannot complain that it
has not had fair warning or an opportunity to adjust to the eventual
repeal of ASP. It has haca full two decades to prepare.
As analyses of the proposed final rates reveal, the elimination of
ASP will not reduce the industry's overall tariff protection. It will,
however, remove a rcal nontariff trade barrier, recognized as snch by
the United States in a solemnly concluded international trade compact
which has charted the course of expanded trade and free world prosperity since World War I.
It is not difficult to see why ASP valuation was in pointed specifically as a nontariff trade barrier by the GATT's rafters, and why
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the United States undertook specifically to eliminate it from U.S. law.
Nor is it difficult to understand why the negotiators of the Common
Market and Great Britain, among others, made it an issue of principle
at the Kennedy round negotiations. It introduces an element of uncertainty into customs valuation which can do more to impede and disrupt
trade than a high duty, and it is the clearest example of appraisement
based on an arbitrary'or fictitious value rather tlun the GATT standard of "actual value."
Indeed, the chief proponent. of ASP valuation for benzenoids pointed
out the difficulties created by this means of valuation in explaining
why ASP was rejected as a basis for valuation of all U.S. imports. In
the 1922 Senate debate on the question, then chairman of the Committee on Finance, Senator Smoot said:
The [ASP valuationJ plan was abandoned early In the discussion first, because
of the limited number of exactly comparable domestic and foreign products:
second, the difficulty and probably litigation Involved In defining comparability
to the satisfaction of Importers, domestic manufacturers, and customs officials;
and third, the disturbance to business while these difficulties were being adjusted.

It is apparent that, with the best will in the world, the Bureau of
Customs must have a difficult job in ascertaining whether a particular
domestically produced benzenoid chemical is comparable to another
chemical being imported, and this difficult increases with the progress of the chemical industry to more and more sophisticated products. Moreover, if a comparable competitive domestic benzenoid chemical is found the Bureau next must ascertain a wholesale price.
Obviously the Bureau's source for this information must be the members of the domestic benzenoid industry, a group who has an understandable interest in as high a valuation as possible and therefore an
incentive possibly to err on the high side when asked about its prices
for this purpose. Moreover, the domestic price can vary from time to
time. Thus, the importer never knows what the valuation of his merchandise for duty purposes is going to be until the day his merchandise
is entered, if then.
Finally the ASP system of valuation has the unique feature of enabling an American manufacturer to raise the amount of duty on an
imported product simply by beginning to manufacture the product.
ASP valuation does not apply to a definite group of benzenoids but
only those as to which there is competitive domestic production at a
particular time. Thus, the final uncertainty is introduced. An exporter
and his importer may go to trouble and expense to build a market in
the United States for a zezenoid chemical product not produced here,
and one day may find their market foreclosed by a U.S. manufacturer
who decides to manufacture the product and sell it at a price which
makes the import now dutiable under the ASP standard
noncompetitive.
By its enactment
the Customs
Simplification
Act GATT
of 1956,comthe
Congress
went a longof way
toward satisfying
the US.
mitment concerning customs valuation. The option for most im rts
of an "export value" standard was a commendable step in this £irec.
tion. By approaching invoice price Congress has come close to the
GATT ideal of actual value." In view of the substantial benefits which
this country will receive from the supplementary chemicals package
in terms of further tariff cuts on chemicls by our trading partner this
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appears to be the ideal time for Congress also to fulfill our long outstanding GATT commitment, by repealing ASP valuation.
Finn , but not by any means of least importance, favorable action
on real of ASP by Congress at this critical stage in the development
of world trade could be the impetus necessary to move us on into a
period of rapid elimination of nontariff tradebarriers abroad to U.S.
trade. Thus by prompt congressional action, this country can reassert
its leadership of the free world in the development and expansion of
international trade.
It has been through the strong leadership of the United States that
the free world has been successful over the last 20 years in negotiating
down tariff barriers to the point where they now constitute little ig
any impediment to international trade. The expansion of ours and our
trading partners' trade which has resulted has meant unprecedented
prosperity for all.
It will only be through the same type of strong leadership by the
United States that a similar development can take place with respect
to elimination of nontariff trade barriers. Congressional ratification of
the Kennedy round's supplementary chemicals package by repeal of
ASP valuation is the logical first step in this new campaign for-broadened free world trade.
It is not generally recognized in the United States that to most of
our friends abroad, particularly in Western Europe, the term ASP has
an emotional impact far beyond its actual impact on trade. It is regarded by them as as the prime symbol of old fashioned, reactionary pro.
tectionism. For the elimination of this symbol, our trading partners
are willing to pay a great deal, not only in terms of lower tariffs, but
also by way of elimination of their own nontariff trade barriers. In return for elimination of ASP valuation, the Common Market, United
Kingdom, and Switzerland have agreed to make concessions on certain
of their nontariff trade barriers including some European road taxes
which discriminate against U.S. automobiles, a reduction by the
United Kingdom in Commonwealth preference on tobacco, and a revision of Swiss regulations on imports of canned fruit.
This, of course, is just the beginning. As noted by Representative
Thomas B. Curtis, a member of the HQuse Ways and Means Committee
and a congressional delegate to the 3eneva talks, in his July 10, 1967,
report there are a number of other nontariff and alleged nontarid trade
barriers to be discussed and acted upon by the mem rs of the GATT.
It is up to the United States as the greatest trading Nation in the
world and therefore the Nation with the greatest stake both economic
and political in expanded trade to take the lead. And repeal of ASP
valuation is the sine qua non of further progress to liberalize and expand our trade and the prosperity of this country and its trading partners which depends upon such increased exchange of goods and services.
The Organic Chemical Group deeply appreciates the opportunity
afforded it by this committee and its ]earn~i chairman to express the
group's views on a trade matter of major current concern. We will welcome the opportunity to appear at the forthcomin"g hearings if the
committee believes it will be useful for the group to elaborate orally on
the importance to U.S. trade of the elimination of ASP valuation.
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MsxoR.%Nwwu or AMERoAN INSTT FOR IM RTED STEEL, INC.,
H. GREENBERG,
i
SUBMITED BY SEYOUR GAUBR ANDMcun
ATTORNEYS, GRAUBARD & MO8KOVITZ'
STUDY OP VALUATION LAWS OP TIE UNITED STATES AND THE PRINCIPAL

TRADINo PARTNERS OF THE UNITED STATES
The institute isanonprofit trade association incorporated under laws

of the State of New York, with a membership of approximately 50

U.S. firms. Among its members are the leading U.S. importers of steel,
principally from Western Europe, some of whose steel producers' trade
associations are correspondents of the institute. The member firms,
which have offices across the United States, on the east and west coasts,

in the gulf and Great Lakes, also import steel from the other major
steel-producing nations of the world.
While steel importing is the principal business of most of the institute's members, a number also export steel and a wide range of other
U.S.-manufactured produce. Thus, the institute strongly favors
studies such as the present Commission study, which explore the possibility of simplifying and making uniform basic customs standards and
prnictices throughout the free world.

For this reason, the institute has given very careful attention to one of
the principal areas of inquiry being pursued in this investigation by the
Commission: the feasibility and desirability of adopting the Brussels
definition of value (Brussel definition). As a result of this examination, we have concluded that adoption of the Brussels definition would
not further the laudable aims either of simplification of U.S. customs
valuation standards and practices or of making them uniform with
those of its principal trading partners in the fie world.
Indeed, the Brussels definition constitutes a step backward from
present American law with regard to the goals of simplicity of application and uniformity of result.
The illusory verbal uniformity with its trading partners which
might be achieved by the U.S. adoption of the Brissels definition
would be far outweighed by the well-nigh insuperable problems of
an equitable adjustment of ad valorem and compound rates of duty to
take account of the change to the Brussels CIF port-of-entry valuation base.
Moreover there would appear to be a substantial question whether
a shift by the United States to a CIF valuation base would comport

with the U.S. Constitution's requirement of uniformity of duties
at all ports.
For these reasons, which will be elaborated upon hereafter the Institute is opposed to the adoption by the United States of the brussels
definition of value for purposes of the assessment of ad valorem

and compound duties.

I This memorandum was submitted to the U.S. Tariff Commission on behalf of the
American Institute for imported Steel. Inc. (Institute) pursuant to the anthorization
of the Commission, published In the Federal Register of September 28. 1968 (81 F.R.
12692) and reiterated by the Commisimon Chairman at the public hearings held on Novem.
ber 3, 196, for the submission of written views of interested persons.
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It also opposes such a change for statistical purposes, because it does

not view ocean freight and insurance payments as proper components
of the value of imports.
The Institute, however, does believe that the definition of the present primary U.S. value base, "export value," can be changed in such
a way as to eliminate a present inequity and also to improve valua.
tion procedures by simplifying them. The changes we propose are to
make the time of valuation the contract date rather than the shipment
date and to make the invoice price prima facie the custons value.
POINT I.-'THE BRUSSELS DEFINITION OF VALUE SHOULD NOT BE ADOPTED
BY THE UNITED STATES FOR DUTY ASSESSMENT PURPOSES

As we have indicated, there are three basic reasons why the Brussels
definition of value should not be adopted by the United States for
purposes of assessment of duties:
(a) Adoption uill not promote the goalt of aimplcity or uni-

forymi.-One of the most knowledgeable critics of the Brussels
definition, the International Chamber of Commerce, has pointed out:
Under the Brussels definition of value, the dutiable value of imported goods
is not the actual price paid or payable for the goods but "the normal price."
This "normal price" Is in turn defined as "the price which they (the goods)
would fetch * * * on a sale In the open market between buyer and seller independent of each other."
That means that In order to apply the definition as established by the Brussels
Convention the customs administrations ought to compare the declared value
with a fictitious value corresing to a theoretical transaction carried out under
imaginary conditions.'

Obviously, such a vague, theoretical definition of value will not be
simple to apply and will not lead to uniformity of practice among
countries, nor even among customs appraisers within a single country.
Thus, even if the Brussels definition were adopted by the United

States and its principal trading partners, there, at most, would be a
verbal tqniformity which in practice would be illusory. Tht fact is
that, as this Commission's preliminary report notes, Canada. and

Japan, which are the United States largest volume trade partners,
are not parties to the Brussels Convention of 1950.2
While the present primary U.S. valuation standard-"export
value"-can be improved,s in its present form it is superior to the
Brussels definition in clarity and in ease of application. Thus, rather
than notional concept, "export value" is to be determined by actual
sales prices on real contemporaneous transactions. Indeed, when section 402 of the Tariff Act of 1930 was recently amended, the word
"sold" was added to the definition of "export value" to confirm the
prior case law and to make clear that prices on actual sales, and not
merely offers for sale, were to be considered first in4 determining the
value of imported merchandise under the provision.
s "Customs Valuation of Imorted Goods," International Chamber of Commerce Brochure
198(1959) (%hereinafter
"ICC Irochure 198") at p. 6.

'U.8. Tarit Commission, Customs Valuation-Pzreliminary Report to the Committee
on Finance of the U.S. Senate, on Invest nation No. 882-48 under section 832 of the Tariff
Act of 1980, pursuant to a resolution ofr that committee adopted Feb. 9, 1066 (July 1966)
(hereinafter "Preliminary Commission Report") at pp. 16-18
.See point II. We do not discuss either the final list or American selling price valua.
tion. The apparent inequities inherent In these two provisions will be best exposed by persons who have had to deal with them.
' See hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives on
MR. 6040 (Customs Simpllfication Act of 1955), 84th Cong., first sees. (1955) at p. 10.
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Thus the present primary U.S. valuation standard looks to concrete
transactions and thereby approaches the ideal of valuation based upon
the price charged in the important transaction in question.' Because
the range of prices on sales for export to the United States of particular merchandise from a particular foreign producer at a particular
time is relatively small, the determination of value by custonis under
the "export value" standard usually is an objective and mechanical
one. This simplified standard in turn speeds the customs appraisement
procedures Because "export value" embodies a primary objective
standard-prices on contemporaneous sales of like or similar merchandise for export to the United States-it tends to produce uniform
valuations for the products of the same exporter at the different
ports.
Why then should the United States regress to the imprecise, sub.
jective "normal price" standard in the Brussels Convention, which
if adopted could only lead away from the goals of simplicity of
application, and uniformity and certainty of result I I The answer, we
respectfully submit, is that the United States should not do so.
(b) Adoption wmold eveate ins~perableproblems of equitabe adju.t.
meant of ad valorem and compound duty ratC.-The Brussels definition
uses essentially a CIF port-of-entry standard, which includes in value
for duty purposes inter alia freight and insurance charges.' The United
States, on the other hand, uses essentially either an ex-factory or
FOB port-of-export standard. It is apparent, therefore, that adoption
by the United States of the Brussels definition would have the effect
of inflating the present valuation base by these additional costs.
While the signatories of the Brussels Convention, most of whom
are European countries with borders contiguous with their principal
trading partners, may have a reason for using a port-of-entry place
of valuation standard because their intercountry freight costs are not
significant and tend to balance out, the United States bordered by
vast oceans is not in this situation.
The effect of adding freight and insurance charges incurred on
exports, for example, of steel products to the United States may be to
increase the valuation base of such products subject to an ad valorem
or compound rate of duty by as much as 10 to 20 percent. Of course,
the precise amount would depend upon the mode of transportation
(i.e. tramp or conference vessel), and the location of the exporter and
of the U.S. port of entry. Thus it would be impossible to determine
the precise increase in the valuation base for a class of products on a
"1See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), art. VII 2 (a) and (b) definitions of "actual value."
$Thin was one of the stated purposes of the amendment of section 402 by the Customs
Simplification Act of 1956 to eliminate foreign value as an alternative primary standard
or valuation. S. Rept. 2560, 1958 United States Code Cong. and Admin. News at
pp. 4179-4191.
'As discussed In the International Chamber of Commerce studies of valuation under the
Brussels definition, the Imprecision and subjective nature of the definition has In fact
vitiated the ostensible purpose of the Brussels Convention to make more uniform the
customs valuation practices of Its signatories. See ICC Brochure 198 (1959) ; Customs
Valuation-The case of the "Sole Buyer," International Chamber of Commerce Brochure
228 (1963).
Moreover. If the results of the application of the Brussels definition to the typical
"sole buyer" Import transaction are In fact as arbitrary and as productive of fictitfous
values as the ICC studies Indicate, the definition Is In conflict with GATT art. VII which
prohibits the signatories from adopting such arbitraryy or fictitious values."
$Brussels Convention on the Valuation of Goods for customs Purposes, art. 1(S) (a) and
(b), addendum to art. I, note 2, preliminary commission report, pp. 9-10.
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theoretical basis. The increase in the valuation base would vary on
each specific import transaction.
However, the United States is obligated, as a signatory of GATT
and by its trade agreements negotiated thereunder, not to impair the
value of trade agreement conce&sions by altering its method of determining dutiable value.9 In other words, we cannot increase ad valorem
and compound duty rates set by trade agreements by a shift in the
valuation base. Thus, if the United States were to adopt the Brussels
definition adjustments would have to be made in the duty rates to take
account of the shift to the Brussels Convention's CIF base.
The Commission will recall the difficulty in adjusting duty rates
as part of the recent simplification and consolidation of customs
classifications in the new tariff schedules, done pursuant to a Commission study authorized by the Customs Simplification Act of 1954
and adoptedby Congress in the Tariff Classification Act of 1962. Few
would argue that the Commission's labors were not worthwhile. On
the contrary, the entire importing community applauded the tremendous advances made by the Commission toward simplicity and certainty in customs classifications in the new tariff schedules. The
difficulties encountered in adjusting rates were more than overweighed
by the impressive accomplishments of the Commission resulting in
greatly simplified customs classification.
A similar balancing of the problems of adjustment of rates versus
the benefits of a changeover to the Brussels definition indicates, however, that the difficulties which would arise far outweigh any supposed
benefits. As we have shown above, U.S. adoption of the Brussels efinition would at best give rise.to a verbal uniformity of valuation standard
with the Brussels Convention signatories. It would not advance true
practical international uniformity and might well constitute a retreat
fromn the goals of simplicity and'certainty of application approached
by p resent U.S. law.
Balanced against the illusory benefits are the truly enormous difficulties of making adjustments in the ad valorem and compound duty rates
to maintain the same effective duties after such a change to a CIF
valuation base. As previously indicated, ocean freight and insurance
charges, particularly the former, vary markedly depending upon a
number of factors the principal ones of which are distances and modes
of transportation.
Thus to make an equitable adjustment even of straight ad valorem
rates would present monumental problems. A procedure of arriving at
average freight and other charges for a particular class of merchandise
in order to arrive at an average required reduction of the percentage
rate would of necessity benefit some exporting nations while putting
others at a disadvantage and would do the same for exporters. Presently irrelevant factors of the distance of the exporting country from
the United States and the means of transportation employed would
determine who would receive these fortuitous duty benefits and who
would suffer the corresponding penalties.
More difficult problems still would be presented by products subject
to compound duty rates and varying ad valorem rates. Thus, for
example, a number of basic steel products are subject to so-called split
*Se GATT, art. It (8).
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rates of duty determined by the value of the merchandise. If a certain
value per unit is exceeded, a higher rate applies. Sometimes, as in the
case of wire rods, both the high and the low rates are specific rates of
duty. In other cases, the split, rates may both be ad valorem. rates such
as in the case of reinforcing bars, plates, sheets, and strip in nonrectangular shapes, or may be combinations of the two as in the case of hollow
drill steel.
In all cases, the same problem, would be created by a change to a
c.i.f. valuation base-the adjustment of the breakpoint (as well as

of the ad valorem duty rates, where one or both of the split rates) to
account for the increase in the valuation basw. While the institute nembership has discussed this problem at length from the commercial point

of view, we have been unable to think of any means by which an equitable adjustment could be made to account for a change to c.i.f. valuation base that would at the same time preserve the present selime of

duty rates contained inthe tariff schedules.

Wo respectfully submit that the enormous difficulties of adjusting
ad valorem compound and split rates to account for a change to a c.i.f.
valuation base, adverted to above, by themselves more than overweight
any conceivable advantage of adopting the Brussels definition.

(e) Adoption wodd g-ie ri.q to a 8eriouim rmo.titutionfl quetion.Article 1,section 8, clause 1 of the U.S. Constitution provides:

The Congress shall have power to lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and

Excises, to pay the Debts and provide for the common Defense and General Welfare of the United States; but all Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform
throughout the United States.

The Supreme Court long ago held that a duty on imports in sub.
stance is a tax on the imported articles. Brown v. State of Maryland,
25 U.S. 419(1827). And it is equally well established that the plain
meaning of the constitutional requirement that duties "be uniform
throughout the United States" is that they be uniform on a geography i.
cal basis C. J. Tower & Sons v. United States, 135 F. Supp. 874 (U.S.
Cust. Ct. 1955). See Fernandez v. Wiener, 326 U.S. 340 (1945) ; Head

Money Cases (Edy. v. Robertson), 112 U.S. 580 (1884).

It seems apparent that use of a c.i.f. valuation base would not comport with this constitutional requirement of geographical uniformity
of duty-tax on the imported article--throughout the United States.
On the contrary, c.i.f. valuation will inevitably give rise to variations
in duty on the same article from the same exporter depending upon the

U.S. port of entry. Thus, for example, the identical steel product dutiable at an ad valorem or compound rate imported from Belgium may be
liable for one amount of duty if landed in New York and another
amount if entered in New Orleans, simply because of the difference in
ocean freight to the two destinations.
In turn this variation in the absolute amount of duty depending on
the port of entry may cause an importer to choose one U.S. port over
another through which to import goods because of such difference in
the duty. But one of the basic reasons for the constitutional requirement ol geographic uniformity is to prevent just such a favoring of a
port in one State over a port in another State by requiring a uniform
duty on the same article regardless of the port of entry.10
'$Indeed the constitutional restriction against preferences among- U.S. ports later alia
by means of the revenue laws Is explicit. U.S. Constitution, art. 1, sec.-9, clause S.
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We suggest, therefore that the Commission consider whether one
of the reasons why the United States has never adopted it valuation
standard dependent in whole or in part on the distance of the exporter
from the various ports of this country is because of the grave question
to which such a standard--embodied in the Brussels definition-would
give rise under article 1, section 8, clause 1 of the U.S. Constitution.
For the foregoing reasons, we submit, the Commi9sion should recomnmend in its final report that the United States not adopt the
Brussels definition of value for duty assessment purposes.
POINT I1.--TIE BRUSSELS DEFINITION OF VALUE SHOULD NOT BE ADOPTED BY
TIE UNITED STATES FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES

The institute has previously this year registered its opposition to
the reporting of import statistics on a c.i.f. basis. " We briefly summarize here the institute's reasons for opposing the use of the Brussels
definition-embodying such c.i.f. basis-for statistical purposes.
First, it seems apparent that import statistics should be reported
on the same value basis as is used for the assessment of duty. This has
always been the case in the United States. It makes good sense because
the statistics are a mirror of U.S. trade, the pattern of which in turn
is affected by the statutory duty structure. We have given above the
reasons why the Uniter States should not adopt the Brussels definition
for duty assessment purposes. If, as we recommend, there should not
be a change to the Brussels Convention's c.i.f. basis for duty assessment,
neither should there be such a change for statistical reporting purposes.
Second just as in the case of its application to duty assessment, the
Brussels definition has little to commend it, or to overweigh the added
expense of such a system, for statistical purposes. Indeed, the contrary
is true-use of the Brussels definition of value for reporting U.S.
imports would present a distorted and misleading picture of U.S.
trade.
Because U.S. export figures are reported on an f.o.b. port-of-export
basis, using the Brussels definition's c.i.f. port of entry basis to statistically report imports would make comparison of U.S. exports and
imports for balance-of-trade purpose like comparing apples and
oranges. The exclusion of oc(an freight and insurance charges from
export statistics, while including them in the import figures, would
make balance-of-trade data prepared on such basis totally meaningless.
We have been recording our trade statistics on an o.b. basis since
1832. There is a very good reason why for over 135 years our Government has considered ocean transportation and international insurance
charges not proper entries in our trade account. It has long been
recognized that transportation and insurance charges are positive or
negative factors in the overall balance-of-payments account. depending
on whether U.S. or foreign companies furnish and are paid for the
transportation and insurance services. Whether the charges are incurred on an export or on an import transaction is not relevant from a
balance-of-payments point of view.
In sum then, it is the institute's position that the Commission
should find that the present, well-tried U.S. reporting system for trade
u See statement of Seymour Oraubard on behalf of the Al on S.L Res. 115, before the
Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, 89th Cons. (Sept. 1, 1966).
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statistics is productive of accurate, meaningful data. It should recommend in its final report that the United States should continue to
report import, as well as export, figures on an f.o.b. port-of-export
basis.
POINT II.-- VALUE SHOULD BE DETERMINED ON CONTRACT DATE AND INVOICE
PRICE SHOULD BE PRIMA FACIE CUSTOMS VALUE

As previously indicated we believe that the present U.S. valuation
standard as applied to steel imports in general is objective and productive of accurate results. It approaches the ideal customs valuation
standard-the actual price on the import transaction in question.
However, there are two ways in which, in our view, the standard
can be improved:
(a) Value 81auld be determined on the contrat date.-Under the
present definition of "export value" embodied in section 402, the date
on which value is determined is "the time of exportation to the United
States." No consideration is given to prices at the time of the purchase
by the importer of the imported product. While, with respect to other
kinds of imported merchandise there may be little or no practical
difference between value on contract date and shipment date, as applied
to steel products imports tile "time of exportation" rule can lead to
anomalous results.
Normally, steel is ordered by the importer 3 to 4 months in advance
of the date of shipment from the foreign ports, the leadtime being
required by the mills to schedule production and to roll the steel.
Imported steel is sold on a firm contract price, not, as in the case of
the bulk of the U.S. mills, on a price governing at time of shipment.
During the 3 to 4 month period between the making of the contract
and the shipment date the market price of course fluctuates and at
time of shipment may be higher or lower than the price at which
the importer purchased the steel.
Because the price for imported steel is determined in the free, competitive international marketplace, the importer has no way of knowing what the market price will be at the time of shipment. He, therefore, cannot ascertain his duty liability in advance, although, as is most
often the case, lie has resold the steel to a domestic customer also at a
firm contract price well before the shipment date.
Thus, the "time of exportation" standard leads to unwarranted commercial uncertainty on the part of the importer of steel products subject to ad valorem and compound rates of duty. The burden of this
uncertainty is particularly heavy where theproduct involved is subject
to a split rate of duty with a value breakpoint because a small upward
adjustment of "value" can bring with it a disproportionate duty
increase.
We have been unable to determine any reason, other than an historical one, why value is determined at time of exportation. As we have
shown, to a substantial extent in the case of steel imports and to a
certain extent in the case of any class of imported merchandise subject
to ad valorem or compound duty rates, it must lead to unnecessary and
undesirable commercial uncertainty.
The time of exportation standard is not required from the point
of view of uniformity or U.S. treaty commitments. A time-of-con-
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tracting standard would produce uniformity of valuation treatment
of all exports of a class of merchandise from a particular exporting
country sold at the same time. There appears to be no reason wihy this
uniformity is not just as acceptable as a uniformity based on the
fortuity of the shipment date. The GATT does not specify the time
of valuation to determine "actual value" but rather leaves that specification to the legislatures of the signatory nations."
In addition to and possibly more important than the advantage to
importers of commercial certainty a time-of-contracting test has the
advantage of logic. The dutiable value of an imported article should be
the value determined by the marketplace. To test whether the value
declared by the importer is one established by the marketplace, one
should look to the market price when the importer purchased the imported article, not an unrelated market price some months later.
Thus, because a time-of-contracting test has the advantages of commercial certainty and commercial reality, we submit, the Commission
should recommend that the United States adopt such a test in place
of the present tune-of-exportation test embodied in section 402.
(b) Invoice price should be prima face the ceutom -va

.- As we

have indicated throughout, customs value should be actual commercial
value of the imported article determined by the marketplace. In turn,
the best evidence of such market value is what the importer agreed to
pay, and what the exporter agreed to receive, for the article-the in.
voice price.
No doubt as a practical matter the invoice price more often than not
presently governs in determining export value. However, there is no
provision of law requiring the customs official to use invoice price
prima face as customs value. We believe that if there were such a
provision in section 402, it would further speed the customs appraisement procedure by affirmatively encouraging the customs officials to
do so.
Such a provision, of course, would not preclude the customs official
from requiring other information to substantiate market value if he
should have reason to believe that the invoice price does not represent
a true arm's-length market price." However the provision would
make it clear that such an extended inquiry should be the exception
and not the rule.
The incidence of commercial invoices containing fictitious prices for
purposes of obtaining a lower duty liability is small. No reputable
importer would be a party to such a fraud on the Government. The
large majority of reputable importers should not be penalized by slow
cumbersome appraisement procedures to catch the few malefactors.
Rather a system, such as is used in income tax collections which relies
basically on the honest reporting of the taxpayer, should be extended
to the cAllection of ad valorem and compound duties.
A first giant step toward such a system-which would relieve some
of the ever-increasing burden on the Customs Service--would be to
make the invoice price prima facie the customs value. Even more
' OATT, art V11 (2) (b).

1lt should be noted that an Informat system has grown up whereby the Customs
requests, and most Importers furnish, a copy of the contract between the exporter and
Importer at the Ume it Is made. we believe that this system should be formalized and
made mandatory. It furnishes a ready source of market information for the Customs
to spot check the bona ides of Invoice price.
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important, making the invoice price prima facie the customs value
will bring U.S. customs valuation completely in line with the coinmercial realities.
LiNCOLN & STEWART,
AToRNEYS AT LAW,

Wahington, D.C.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LOANG,

Chairman,Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
New
Senate O%.0.
ce Building,
Wa8hington,
DEAR Mn. CHAIRMAN: In accordance with your public notice of
September 27 and the invitation received in a letter bearing that date

from the committee's chief counsel, I am pleased to submit on behalf

of the World Trade Committee, Parts Division, Electronic Industries
Association, a memorandum pertaining to the valuation of imported
goods.
The World Trade Committee has an interest in many of the areas
of consideration set forth in your public notice, but we are limiting
our submission of views at this time to the topic of the valuation of
imported goods so that we might, within the space limitations sug.
gested by the chief counsel, treat with one subject in depth.
On behalf of the Parts Division, the World Trade Committee would
expect to participate in the oral hearings to be held by the committee
during the next session of the Congress, and we understand from your

notice that the submission of a paper on particular topics is not to be
considered a prerequisite for presenting an oral statement on such
topics when the hearings are scheduled.
Accordingly, at this time we invite your attention to the particular
topic which is the subject of the accompanying memorandum, "Tile
Need for the Reestablishment of Customs Valuation Rules Designed
to Check Undervaluation of Imported Merchandise."
Sincerely yours,
EuOEz L. STzWArT,
Special Counel, World Trade Committee, Parts Divion,
Electronic Industries Aseooiation.
SUMMARY

In repealing the customs valuation rules of long standing in the Customs Simplification Act of 1956, the Congress evidenced an intention
to prevent harm to domestic industries as a result of lower import
values and lower duties resulting from the use of the new value rules.
Congress undertook to safeguard against this possibility by reliance
on two procedures:
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(a) The retention of the former value rules for articles found
by the Secretary of the Treasury on the basis of analysis of 1954
imports to be subject to a reduction in import value of 5 percent
or more; and
(b) A strengthened enforcement of the Antidumping Act.
Neither of these safeguards has proved to be of sini cant help in
preventing the result which Congress wished to avoid in the enactihent
of the 1956 act. The final list o-p roducts published by the Secretary
of the Treasury embraced only articles that moved in the import trade
in that year and did not provide for similar safeguards against articles
which commenced to move in the import trade at a later date, and the
scope of the article descriptions set forth in the final list hais been constricted by administrative interpretation with the re,&ult that imports
of electronic components have been denied the benefit of the final list
procedure.
In regard to the enforcement of the Antidumping Act, the absence
of foreign value information, formerly required under the customs
valuation rules repealed by the 1956 act, has handicapped the Bureau
of Customs in initiating antidumping investigations and has tended
to frustrate the type ofenforcemet of the Antidumping Act which
Congress specifically called for as a check against the undervaluation
of imported goods under the new valuation rules.
Without question, return by the United States to the effective use
of home market value (foreign value) as the primary basis for customs
valuation is necessary if we are to (1) slow the increasing import
trend and the imbalance of trade in manufactured goods which flows
from this trend; (2) reverse the erosion of our present favorable
balance of trade in commercial manufactures with its resultant adverse
effect on the growth rate of our gross national product; (3) provide
a fair share of U.S. market growth to our domestic industries and
(4) strengthen the enforcement of our antidumping laws which are
so important to our domestic industries
in combating unfair competition from foreign producers in U.S. markets.
THE NEED

FOR THE REESTABLISHMENT OF CUSTOMS VALUATION RILES

D INED To CHECK UNDERVALUATION AND PRovIDE Do xsnc PRoDUCERS WITH A FAIR SHARE OF U.S. MARKET GROWTH

In enacting the Customs Simplification Act of 1956 (19 U.S.C. secs.
1401a, 1402), the Congress was persuaded by the executive branch,
under the guise of customs simplification, to make basic and far reaching changes in customs valuation of rules which for more than 30
years had been reasonably effective in checking undervaluation. The
basic change made by this act was the elimination of the use of the
higher of foreign (home market) or export value as the primary valuation basis and the making of export value the principal valuation
base. Of lesser importance, but still of serious impact, were the redefinitions of various valuation bases.
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The domestic industries most affected by these changes in customs
valuation rules opposed the enactment of this legislation at that time
on two principal grounds: "* * * (1) that the abolishment of foreign
value would result in lower dutiable values on items dutiable on an ad
valorem (percentage of the value) basis and thereby would reduce
the amount of protection on similar items made in the United States,
and (2) that the changes would result in a weakening of the enforcement of the antidumping law." (S. Rept. 2560, 84th Cong., second
sess. (1956), "Customs Simplification Act of 1956," p. 3.)
In response to the first o7these objections the Senate Finance Coimittee in reporting the bill adopted an amendment providing for the
publication of a list of articles (so-called final list) which would be
reduced by 5 percent or more in value and preserving the then existing
system of using the higher of foreign or export value on all items so
listed.
With regard to the enforcement of the antidumping law, when the
Customs Simplification Act of 1956 was considered in the Senate, the
then majority leader, Senator Lyndon Johnson, in presenting and
explaining the bill, stated that "Treasury representatives advised the
committee that there would likely be more effective enforcement of
the antidumping law" under the new act because "foreign value information would continue to be required on customs invoices" so that
there would be available "the information needed to initiate full-scale
investigations whenever dumping was indicated." (Congressional
Record, July 18,1956 p. 12064.)
Unfortunately neither the final list nor the assurances of Treasury
with respect to the enforcement of the antidumping law have proved
to be adequate substitutes for the realistic customs valuation rules
which were in effect prior to the enactment of the Customs Simplification Act of 1956.
To illustrate the fact that the final list procedure has not worked as
intended by the Committee on Finance, we need only to refer to the
situation of electronic components. The final list includes the words
"television apparatus and parts thereof." This was intended to include
such electronic components as capacitors, resistors, transistors, television yokes, chokes, relays, connectors, and other parts chiefly used in
the manufacture of television receiving sets.
The parts division of the ElectronicIndustries Association through
counsel inquired of the regional commissioner of customs in New Yorik
as to the practice of the customs service in regard to the recognition
of electronic components as items on the final list under the above
terminology extitred to customs valuation on the basis of the higher of
foreign or export value. In February 1967 the parts division was
informed that no electronic components other than loudspeakers
(receiving duplicators which are separately listed) are recognized as
being included on the final list.
Therefore, this major U.S. manufacturing industry whose tariff
protection was supposed to be safeguarded against erosion by the final
list procedure flnas that it has received none of the benefits intended
by the Committee on Finance in approving this legislation.
The former rules, which provided that foreign merchandise should
be appraised for value upon entry into the United States at the price
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at which such merchandise sells in its country of production for use
there were based on the realities of international commerce and were
inherently fair in protecting the valid interests of both domestic and
foreign producers in the markets of the United States.
In the calculation of ad valorem duties, the ascertainment of value
is fully as important to the ultimate determination of the amount of
duties to be collected as the rate of duty itself. Prior to 1956, the use
of the higher of foreign or export value had consistently been retained
by Congress as a prime feature of our customs valuation system which
seeks (1) to maintain some stability in the incidence of the tariff, (2)
to serve as an automatic deterrent against undervaluation, and (3)
to discourage attempted manipulation of the U.S. tariff by foreign
interests.
Foreign value had in the past played a key role in the accomplishment of these objectives. In most commodity lines, prices for the home
market (foreign value) are reasonably stable for long periods of time,
while prices or export to the United States of the same commodity
are subject to constant fluctuations. Obviously an ad valorem tariff
is meaningless which is principally tied to a constantly fluctuating
price levelsuch as export value.
Furthermore, a system which has export value alone as the principal
value base gives the foreign exporter partial control of the amount
of duty which his goods will pay when imported into the United
States. This is so because export value is the price at which goods
are sold for export to the United States. Any system which tends to
place control of the amount of the U.S. dutyoin the hands of the
foreign exporter seriously handicaps domestic industries within the
U.S. markets.
Finally, since foreign value is determined by the interplay of market
forces in the country where such goods originate, it tends most often to
be significantly higher than the special export prices established for
such merchandise for sale to selected importers in the United States.
The use of export value as the principal value base therefore results in
the imposition of substantially lower duties and a loss of the protection
which Congress intended to provide for domestic industries.
The use prior to 1956 of the higher of foreign or export value as
the primary valuation basis also provided the customs service with a
continous body of foreign price information, thereby facilitating the
administration of the Antidumping Act. Following the enactment of
the Customs Simplification Act of 1956, the administration of the
Antidumping Act appears virtually to have collapsed inasmuch as
there have been very few instances in which antidumping duties have
been imposed notwithstanding many hundreds of complaints. In fact,
there appear to be less than a dozen cases in which antidumping duties
have actually been imposed out of several hundred complaints filed
since 1956.
Equally disturbing to domestic industries is the probability that
customs personnel at the ports have, under pressure of the mounting
workload of the sharply rising number of import transactions settled
into an administrative practice in which the price appearing on the
commercial invoice covering the goods imported is accepted as evidence of the export value for customs valuation and duty purposes.
87-822-08-pt. 1-5
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Thus it is strongly feared that domestic industries are being injured
not only by the nonadministration of the Antidumping Act, but also
by the reduction in the amounts of duties collected as a result of the
acceptance of deflated prices as a basis for customs valuation under the
export value rule.
e need for a return to the use of foreign value as the primary
valuation basis is amply demonstrated by our experience during the
past 11 years in using export value as the principal valuation base with
its resultant reduction in the level of duties 1ielow that required to
maintain a fair and reasonable share of the U.S. market growth for
our domestic industries and to contribute to a correction of our imbalance of payments which has plagued us in recent years.
One of the most disturbing elements of this experience has been the
differing trends of our imports and exports of manufactured goods.
In constant 1956 dollars our exports of commercial manufacture rose
from $9 billion in 1965 to $15.8 billion in 1966 or at an annual average
rate of increase of 6 percent. For the 10-year period this represented an
aggregate growth of 76.2 percent. On the other hand, our imports of
these goods during the same period climbed from $4.2 to $14.2 billion or
at an average annual rate of increase of 13.6 percent. The aggregate
growth of our imports for the same period was 238.6 percent. burfbalance of trade in these goods thus declined from $4.8 billion in 1956 to
$1.6 billion in 1966. (See table 2, appendix.)
If these trends are permitted to continue at the same rate, our favorable balance of trade in commercial manufactures will be eliminated
by 1968 and by 1975 we will have an unfavorable balance of trade in
these goods of $18 billion-almost four times the favorable balance of
trade which we enjoyed in 1956.
These disturbing facts are shown by the following charts:
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CHART 2
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The adverse effect of these startling trends on our balance-of-paylents position is apparent. We can ill afford at this time to pursue a
trade policy which is contributing to such a deterioration in this
important component of our Nation's balance of payments.
The impact of this unfavorable trend in our 'balanceof trade in
commercial manufactures, unfortunately, is not limited to its effect on
our balance-of-payments position. Equally serious is its negative effect
on the growth trend of our gross national product,
In 19.56 our gross national product stood at $419.2 billion. During
the following 10-year period this barometer of our Nation's economic
pI'odtutivitlha(l risen to $(08.0 billion in constant 1956 dollars or a
real growth; for this period of 45.2percent. In 1956 our exports (of coHIiirc.ial manufactures represented 2.1 percent. of our gross national
p~rOduct, while imports represented only 1 percent. By 1966, our exports
of commercial manufactures had risen to an amount equal to 2.6 percent. of our gross national product or a real growth of 70.1 percent. rut,
during this same period, our imports of these goods had reached the
equivalent of '2.3 percent. of our gross national product or a real growth
ot 238.6 percent-more than three times the increase in our exports
(see table 5, appendix).

Projecting our gross national product and our exports and imports
of commer'cll manufactures tit their respective average annual rates
of growth, we find that. by 1975 our exports of commercial manufactures will have reached t level equal to 3.1 percent of our gross national
product, whereas our imports of these goods will have soared to an
anitount equal to 5.2 percent of our projected gross national product
(see table 5,appendix).
Although balance of trade in commercial manufactures is not a
large component of our gross national product, it is nonetheless, one
component in which we are developing an unfavorable position and
thus represents a measurable drag on the growth of our gross national
product.

Equally serious is the fact that as our imports of commercial manufactures mount, the greater the displacement in our markets of such
goods of domestic manufacture, with the resultant slowing down of
the developument of our domestic economy and the ultimate loss of
employment and reduction of capital investments in these domestic
industries.
Without question, return by the United States to the effective use of
home market value (foreign value) as the primary basis for customs
valuation is necessary if we are to (1) slow the increasing import trend
and the imbalance of trade in manufactured goods which flows from
this trend; (2) reverse the erosion of our present favorable balance of
trade in commercial manufactures with its resultant adverse effect
on the growth rate of our gross national product; (3) provide a fair
share of U.S. market growth to our domestic industries; and (4)
strengthen the enforcement of our antidumping laws which are so
important to our domestic industries in combating unfair competition
from foreign producers in U.S. markets.

TABLE 1.-U.S. IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF COMMERCIAL MERCHANDISE, 1956-66
[Data in millionsl
1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

Average annual
rate of growth.

(percent)
EXPORTS
Merchandise I...--------------- ---------- $17,379
Financed by Govrnmentgrantsandcapital ---------2,434
Net commercial merchandise (current dollars) .......
14.945
Net commercial merchandise (1956 dollars) 3-------- 14,945
IMPORTS
Commercial merchandise (current dollars) 4 ................
12,804
Commercial merchandise (1956 dollars) &.--------------12,804
Net commercial merchandise trade balance (1956 dollars)-.. +2.141

$19,390
2,251

$16.264
1,734

$16,295
1,729

$19,489
1,831

$19,954
2,183

$20,604
2,345

$22,071
2,720

$25297
2,812

$26,276
2,714

17,139
16,488

14,530
14,167

19,566
14,377

17,658
17,234

17.771
17,007

18,259
17,656

19,351
18.751

22.485
21.608

23,562
21,983

26.236
24.609

13.291
13,092
+3.396

12,952
13,276
+891

15,310
15,800
-1,423

14,732
14.953
+2,281

14,510
14,844
+2,163

16,187
16.850
+84)6

16.992
17.502
+1,249

18,621
18.733
+2,875

21 488
21,316
+667

25.550
25,116
-507

ASource: 1956-65, "Economic Report of the President." January 1967, table B-80; 1966. U.S.
Deprtment of Commerce, Office of Business Economics, "'Survey of Current Business," March
2S967.
Source: Table 4.

$29.180
2.944

--------------...............
------5.5
-------------7.3
---------------

a Implicit price deflators for exports and imports developed from "Economic Report of the President," January 1967, table B-3.
4 See note 1, supra.
&Seenote 3, supra.

TABLE 2.-U.S. IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF COMMERCIAL MANUFACTURES. 1956-66
[Data In millions

EXPORTS
M anufactures I----------------------------------------Adjusted for 1965 schedule B reclassification 2.---Financed by Government grants and capitals --------Net commercial manufactures (current dollars).....Net commercial manufactures (1956 dollars) 4 . ....

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

$9,941

$11,077
10,855
647
10.208
9,820

$11,546
11,315
482
10,833
10,562

$11,171
10,948
419
10,529
10,392

$12,892
12,634
259
12. 375
12. 078

$13.037
12,776
523
12,253
11.726

$13,912
13,634
799
12.835
12.411

$14.611
14.319
1.134
13,185
12.776

$16.366
16.366
1,142
15.224
14.630

$17.258
17.258
1.021
16.237
15.149

$18.176
18,176
1,329
16.841
15.802

5.072
4.996

5,284
5,416

7.090
7,317

6,847
6,950

6.523
6,673

7.626
7,939

8.066
8,308

9.108
9,163

11.250
11,160

14.421
14.176

+4,824

+5,146

+3,075

+5,053

+4,472

+4,468

+5,467

+3.989

+1,626

9,742

8,970
8.970

IMPORTS
Commercial manufactures (current dollars) &--------------- 4,186
Commerical manufactures (1956 dollars) $................
4,186
Net export trade balance, commercial manufactures (1956
dollars) -------------------------------------------+4,784

I Manufactures represents aggregate of the following commodity groups: chemicals, machinery
and transportation equipment and other manufactured goods.
Data source: 1956-65, U.S. bepartmet of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, "Statistical Abstract
of the United States," 1965 and 1966 editions- 1966, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, reports FT-900-E (exports) and FT-900-1 (imports), Jan. 25, 1967. (Manufactures export
data for 1966 adjusted to exclude Department of Defense shipments.)

+5,128

Average annual
rate of growth,
1956-66 (percent)

6.0

13.6
---------------

3 For purposes of comparison data for 1956-63 adjusted at ratio of 1964 original manufactures
data to 1964 manufactures data adjusted to conform to 1965 schedule B reclassification.
3 Source: Table 4.
4 See note 3, supra.
aSee note 6, supra.
6See note 3. supra.
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TABLE 2(a).-PROJECTION OF U.S. IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF COMMERCIAL MANUFACTURES BASED ON AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE OF GROWTH, 1956 66, IN CONSTANT 1956 DOLLARS TABLEE)
IData in millionsJ
1966 actual

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

15,802

16,750

17,755

18,820

19,949

21,146

22,415

14,176
+1,626

16.104
+646

18,294
-539

20.782
-1.962

23.608
-3,659

26.819
-5,673

30.466
-8.051

1973

1974

1975

23,760

25,186

26,697

39.316
-14,130

44.663
-17.966

EXPORTS
Cmemeial aodatuMs(6 peHet growth rate).
IMPORTS
Commercial manufactures (13.6 percent growth
rate) -------------------------------------Commercial manfactumes trade surplus-----------

34.609
-10,849

TABLE 3.-U.S. IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF NONMANUFACTURED COMMERCIAL MERCHANDISE, 195646
(Data in millions
Arwaa annual
rate o growth
1956-1966

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

5,975

6,668

3,605

3,985

5,156

5,281

5.245

5,975

6,978

6,834

8,807

6.9

8.096
-1,428

7,860
-4,255

8,483
-4,498

8,003
-2,847

8.171
-2,890

8,911
-3,666

9,194
-3,219

9,570
-2,592

10.156
-3,322

10.940
2.133

2.5

EXPORTS
Nowm

turned commercial merchandise (1956 dollars)_..
IMPORTS

Nonmanufactured commcialmerchandise (1956 dollars)....
Nonmanufacturedmerchandisetradebalance(1956dollars).

8.618
-2.643

Source: Tables I and 2. Nonmanufactured commercial merchandise represents net of net commercial merchandise minus commercial manufactures.

TABLE 4.-MERCHANDISE EXPORTS FINANCED BY GOVERNMENT GRANTS AND CAPITAL, 1956-6
[in current dollars

Total merchandise expolts finced by Government
grants andcpitol --------------------------Agricultural exports3 .............................
Manufactures export ...........................

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1956

2,434
1,622
772

2,251
1.604
647

1.734
1,252
482

1,729
1,310
419

1,831
1,572
259

2,183
1,660
523

2,345
1.546
799

2,720
1,586
1,134

2,812
1.670
1,142

2.714
1.693
1,021

2,944
1,615
1.329

'Source: 1956-59 represent aggregate of agricultural and manufactured exports. (See footnotes
2 and 3.) 1960-6 U.S. Department o Commerce, Office of Business Economics, 'Survqy of Current
Business," March 1963, 196447.
2 Source: 1956-SB based on average of fiscal years, 1956-1957. 1957-58. 1958-59: Source, U.S.
Department of Agicoulture, Economic Research Service. 1959-64: Source, U.S. Department of Agri-

culture, "Agricultural Statistics." 1965 and 1966 editions. 1964-45: Source, US. Depatment of
Agriculture, Economic Research Service.
3 Source: 1956-59 represents AID exports: Source. Agency for International Development. Statistics
and Reports Section. 1960-66 represents net of merchandise exports (footnote 1) mnus agricultural
exports (footnote 2).

TABLE 5.-EXPORTS-IMPORTS OF COMMERCIAL MANUFACTURES AS PERCENT OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT. 1956-75
JGNP in billions
1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

Grossntional pduct(l956dolls)t ...... 419.2 425.2 420.5 447.4 453.8 467.6 497.5 517.9 545.2 577.7 606.6 631.7 655.7 680.6 706.5 733.5 761.4 790.3 820.3
Eports: Commecial manufactures as
2.8
2.9
3.0
3.0
3.1
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.7
2.7
2.8
2.5
2.3
2.7
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.1
2.3
percent at ms national product .-...
Imports: Commercial manufactures as
3.3
3.6
4.0
4.4
4.8
1.9
2.3
2.5
2.8
3.1
1.4
1.6
1.6
1.7
1.0
1.2
1.3
1.6
1.5
ss national prudect ....
percent of
6Source: Economic Report of the Prestdent," January 1967. Table B-i converted to 1956 dollars.
SExports-Imports cmmnercal manufactures based on tables 2 and 2a.

Note: GNP average annual rate of growth for 1956-1966 is 3.8 percent.

1975
8515
3.1
5.2
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SmTr, HEmmENDINER & DANIELS,

ATroRNEYS,

Washington, D.C.
Mr. ROBERT BEST,

Committee on Finance,
New Senate Oflce Building,
lVashington, D.C.
DEn BoB: I enclose a copy of my paper for the Trade Compendium.
In accordance with the statutory requirements, I wish to inform you
that I am registered as an a enit of the Swiss Union of Industry &Commere under the terms of the Foreign Agents Registration Act and a

copy
of best
this regards.
registration is on file with the Department of Justice.
With
Sincerely,

MIcIAEL P. DANIELS.

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE SWISS UNION OF INDUSTRY AND COU-

MERCE BY MICHAEL P. DANIELS, COUNSEL

This statement is submitted pursuant to the request of the committee
dated September 27, 1967, for written statements in connection with a
legislative oversight review of U.S. trade policies and practices.
This statement is on behalf of the Swiss Union of Industry and Commerce in furtherance of their objective of achieving a liberalized world
trade, and particularly the abolition of American selling price valuation of benzenoid chemicals. This statement also embodies the individual thoughts of Washington counsel, specializing in international
trade regulation and customs law, and concerned with future develop-

ments in this field.
Scope of this paper

The Finance Committee should, in the near future, have before it

legislation implementing the ASP package. It would appear to be more
appropriate to evaluate the ASP package in detail at such time as it
is before this committee and the Congress for approval rather than in
connection with this proceeding, which is, as stated in the conunittee's
announcement, an oversight proceeding concerned with a comprehensive evaluation of trade policy. This paper, therefore, within the
20-page limit set by the committee, will deal with the relationship of

the ASP issue to the future objectives and problems of U.S. trade
policy, leaving to another occasion argumentation concerned solely
with ratification of the ASP package.
The 8igniflcanwe of the ASP isue
Although the ASP system of valuation covers only a very minor
part of U.S. trade, it has, largely because of its historical background,
and its central importance in the Kennedy round negotiations, taken
on a significance well beyond its actual economic importance.
The chemical negotiations in Geneva accomplished a fully reciprocal
balance of concessions. The results represent a fair bargain reached
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in good faith after arduous negotiation for the highest stakes. Our
negotiators insisted upon to the end, and finally won, acceptance for
the fundamental position of the United States in these negotiations.
It can be stated without exaggeration, that unless ASP package is
acted upon favorably by the U.S Congres, there would be little prospect for trade negotiations in either tariffs or nontariff barriers in the
foreseeable future. Failure to ratify the ASP package could also have
an adverse impact upon American capital investment in overseas
markets.
This is not to say that such consequences would flow out of any sense
of hostility or retaliation on the part of other countries. Rather, failure
of ratification would signify to our potential bargaining partners a serioiis lack of capacity on the part of the United States to engage in trade
negotiations, especially in the field of nontariff barriers. It can be expected that they might turn to other alternatives and other arrangements in order to accommodate their trade and economic interests.
The ASP issue has thus become one of the keys, not only to future
trade negotiations but has broader implications in the whole field of
economic relations between nations.
Before proceeding in this analysis and discussion of future problems
and policies, it wotild be well to briefly review how the issue came to
take on its present significance.
The ASP 8ysteh

"American Selling Price" refers to a s stem of valuation of imports
for purposes of calculating ad valorem duties. It is applicable oly to
benzenoid chemicals, rubber footwear, canned clams and knit gloves.
This paper is confined to a discussion of ASP in the chemical sector.
Under present U.S. law, the normal basis of valuation is export value,
which is roughly speaking, and subject to a number of important qualifications, the wholesale price of an article in the exporting country
for export to the United States. Again speaking general, export value
in most cases is equivalent to the transaction value, or the FOB price.
It is to this value that ad valorem duty rates are applied. Thus, an
article valued at $100 FOB, dutiable at 30 percent advalorem, would
be subject to a duty of $30.
There is considerable certainty and security of transaction for the
importer and the exporter in the export value system of valuation since
it is possible to calculate the amount of duty in advance with a fair
degree of accuracy. The major umcertainty in export value is the possible difference betwen transaction value and market value at the time
of export, but this is not often a substantial difference and can usually
be taken into account by the parties to the transaction. There is an ele.
mental fairness in the system as well, since the duty is based upon values which by and large reflect the actual transaction price of g ods for
export to the United States.
ASP valuation, in contrast, values imported goods not upon their
actual value, but upon the price at which competitive goods are offered
by American manufacturers. This involves a number of distortions,
diiculties and uncertainties which have made ASP a formidable nontariff barrier, and indefensible as a valuation principle.
A principal fault is that it conceals the level of duty actually being
exacted-in many cases exorbitant and prohibitory rates of duty. To
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take the previous example of an article valued at. $100 FOB with a
rate of duty of 30 percent, if it is further assumed that an American
manufacturer is offering a competitive article at wholesale for $200,
then the duty becomes 30 percent of $200 or $60 under ASP. Applied
to the FOB value, the equivalent rate under export value of this duty
would be $60 on $100 or an actual rate of 60 percent instead of 30
percent.
These rather simple examples undenstate the duty effect of ASP,
which in many cases reaches over 100 percent in equivalent duties if
export value were applied and a height of 172 percent as found by
the U.S. Tariff Commission. Even the 172 percent rate understates

the actual height of duties since it is an average rate for 11 dyes. For
some of these dye products the rate is about 300 percent.

In addition to concealing and obscuring the actual level of protection the really vicious elements of the ASP'system involve its susceptibility to manipulation by American manufacturers and the resultant
uncertainty for American importers. and foreign exlorters. Thus, .. v

merely stating his willingness to accept an offer on a competitive
product, an American manufacturer can subject an imported article

to ASP duties. Within the parameters of the market, an American
manufacturer can list a price which sets the level of duty. Since in
many cases the bona tides of both the offer for sale and the price at.
which the article is offered are more than questionable, the American
manufacturer is able, in effect, to determine the duties' for imported
goods. Actual sales, if any, by the American manufacturer are often
well -below the offer, or list price, accepted by the Bureau of the Customs for ASP valuation purl)oses. The American manufacturer can
thereby enhance the measure of protection he has received, undersell
duty-paid imports and effectively keel) imports out of the market.
The uncertainties for the exporter or the importer are obvious, lie
may not know whether an American manufacturer will offer a competitive article for sale until after the import. transaction is contracted
for. He may not know the price at which a competitive article will be
offered. He may not know whether a particular article will be deemed
competitive. These determinations may not be made until months after
an article has been landed and released under customs bond to the
ultimate customer.
These uncertainties, and the opportunity for manipulation, are in
many ways greater obstacles to trade than the exorbitant rates of duty
themselves.
In addition to the difficulties to exporters and importers. ASP is
an administrative nightmare for the Bureau of Customs. and indeed,
in 1951, the Bureau recommended to the Congress that. ASP be
abolished in the interest of customs simplification and ease of

administration.

The Kennedy round
These difficulties and the inherent discriminatory effects of ASP
will be dealt with in detail when ratification of th ASP package is
before the Congress. Even this brief and generalized description, however, should make it clear why ASP became an important issue in the

Kennedy round.
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The ASP system of valuation is violative of the GATT, article VII,
section 2(a):
The value for custoins purposes of imported merchandise should be based on
the actual value of the imported merchandise on which duty is assessed, or of

like merchandise, and should not be baed on the value of merchanlieof national

origin or on arbitrary or fictitious values. [Emphasis added.]

Because the ASP system of valuation antedated our adherence to
the GATT we were allowed to continue this system without being in
technical violation of the article. However, sihwe it clearly violates accepted principles of international valuation, ASP is, has been, and remains unacceptable to our trading partners.
It quickly became clear, early in tlie Kennedy round, that no negotiation in the chemical sector would be possible without some provision
for the abolition of ASP. Without some resolution of the chemical
issue, a negotiation in the industrial area was doubtful.
ASP thus became one of the crucial points for the entire Kennedy
round. The United States took the position that it had not been granted
authority by the Congress to negotiate the abolition of ASP and that,
therefore, it could not be abolished in the Kennedy round. Our ne otiators proposed that the Kennedy round tariff negotiations and abolition of ASl' should be separa -d, a principle termed by the Europeans
"decoupage"-to cut apart.
The
of the principle of decoupage by our bar0iningeventual
partnersacceptance
at the 11th hour, represented an important victory
or the United States, and allowed the Kennedy round to conclude,
as it did, successfully. What other nations conceded was the insistence
that abolition of AS)? had to be an integral port of the chemical negotiation, and of the Kennedy round. What the United States promised
was that it would seek abolition of ASP from the Congress.
This essential element of the bargain was accompanied and made
possible by the negotiation of the Kennedy round package and the
ASP package.
The Kennedy rcuvd package
In the Kennedy round package, the United States cut its duties
on most chem,-xl products by an average of 43 percent. This cut
covered only $326 million of imports from the major suppliers of
chemicals to the United States. These suppliers, in turn, reduced their
rate of duties on chemicals by 26 percent, but the trade coverage was
on $900 million worth of imports from the United States. The essential feature for the United States, however, was that the ASP method
of valuation on the benzenoids was retained. This package, both in
terms of the ground rules for reciprocity in the Kennedy round and on
an actual trade effect basis, was fully reciprocal from the point of
view of the United States.
Not only was the trade coverage of our concessions much less than
the trade coverage of the concessions granted by our trading partners,
but the significant disparity between the high U.S. rates, aggravated
by the SP system of valuation, and the relatively low rates of other
chemical suppliers, rendered our greater depth of cut less meaningful
than the lower depth of cut of our trading partners. Retention of ASP
obviously limited the effect of some of our concessions in this area.
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The ASP package
In the ASP package, in return for elimination of ASP by the United
States, our trading partners agreed to further tariff reductions and
they also made important concessions on nontariff barriers. If the
second package is adopted, the combination of duty cuts on chemicals
in both packages by our trading partners will range from 44 to 49
percent. lif the package is adopted, the United States will make additional reductions in duties, raising its average cut for the two packages
to 48 percent. These calculations are based on official statements. However, some analysts believe that due to the operation of fiat duty rates
in some sectors, notably dyes at 30 percent, there actually will be a
slight increase in U.S. duty from the first to the second package.
As indicated above, a detailed treatment of the balance of concessions will be submited to the committee at an appropriate time.
It is believed, however, that each package is fully reciprocal. The
result of adoption of both packages will still leave the United States
with significantly higher duties in the chemical field than the EEC,
Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and Japan.

Reaction of the US. chemicalindutry
The lower duties of our trading partners are expected to enhance
considerably the U.S. export position. U.S. exports for the base year
of negotiations 1964, were $2.7 billion and the United States enjoyed
a favorable balance m chemical trade of $1.8 billion. The extremely
low duties on chemicals in our major export markets, which will result
from the ASP package, should be of great interest to the chemical
industry.
It is somewhat shocking, therefore, to find not only a lack of interest,
but opposition to the ASP pack age by the trade associations representing the chemical industry. While it might be understandable that a
few small sectors would object the overall position of the chemical
industry is incomprehensible if one considers only the trade situation.
uers exports
Foreigninvestment
We assert that the attitude of the major chemical companies is
motivated not by their trade position, but considerations flowing from
their foreign investments, actual and planned. The chemical industry
in 1964 had an estimated overseas investment totaling $3.1 billion
(Office of Business Economics, USDC) and a conservative estimate
of present foreign investment would be over $4 billion. Substitution
of licensing for exports cannot be estimated, but clearly involves
substantial amounts.
The chemical industries apparently would rather substitute int opportunit. If the ASP
creased investment overseas for
package is not ratified, they would enjoy a protected market in the
United States as well as a protected market in Europe and other
countries. This would allow them to maximize profits in each protected market.
Clearly, this decision on the part of the U.S. chemical companies
is against the best interests of the United States. There is a fourfold
loss-for the United States involved:
1. The United States loses the potential foreign exchange earnings
through increased exportation.
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2. The United States loses the foreign' exchange involved in increased investment abroad.
8. The United States loses the employment which would be created
in the United States through exportation rather than investment

abroad.

4. A protected market in the United States means a higher level of
prices and the other adverse consequences of protection.
Although we believe in a free movemei 1of capital and concede that
investment decisions are not made on the basis of tariff treatment
alone, the United States has a clear interest in not perpetuating or
adopting artificial stimuli to foreign investment by U.S. firms and
should pursue a policy of encouraging export rather than investment
where this is economically feasible.
Effect upon policies toward U.S. foreign investment
The committee must be well aware of the fears an anxieties aroused
in other nations by massive foreign investment on the part of the larger
American companies, including those companies in the chemical sector.
There is an increasing fear in Europe, for instance, that American
capital will come to dominate the European economy. Thus far the
United States has been able to maintain relative freedom of investment
in Europe and is making progress in freeing investment opportunities
from restrictive regulation by other nations.
This freedom would be placed in jeopardy if the United States
rejected the ASP package, thus stimulating' foreign investment by
U.S. companies and denying export opportunities to other chemical
exporting nations.
This is not a direprediction of things to come but, rather, a suggestion that in considering their own interests foreign nations would
increasingly question and could conceivably take action to counter
such a move by the United States. It is doubtful whether such restrictions on investment could be confined to the chemical sector alone;
rather, they would tend to become generalized.
Thus, a shortsighted policy on the part of the chemical industry to
substitute foreign investment for exports could have serious repercussions upon their ability and the ability of other American industries to continue to invest and maintain present investment under
favorable conditions in foreign markets.
It also appears reasonable to suppose that the chemical industries
of other countries would search for alternative trade arrangements if
trade in chemicals to the United States continues to be
export
their
impededby American
selling price valuation.

Coequencesfor future tariff egotiatiow
Failure to ratify the ASP package would also render academic most
of the inquiries which the cominutte is concerned with in this oversight
proceeding. It is extremely doubtful whether any major tariff negotiation could take place in the future without ratification of ASP.
The United States would be up against the same problem of the chemical sector which it faced in the Kennedy round. ASP would become
even more essential in any future negotiations on industrial tariffs.
Added : the difficulties of the Kennedy round would be the disenchant. it of foreign nations. We simply do not believe they could be
brought to the bargaining table under such conditions. While major

A
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tariff negotiations are not in tile immediate offing, and would probably
await such time as the results of the Kennedy round are digested, the
ASP issue would be an effective block to any future tariff negotiations.
Consequenee8 for nontariff batrier negotiations

With a decreasing level of international tariffs, it has become increasingly clear that the major problem faced in the field of trade is
that of nontariff barriers. The reduction in tariffs has not only focused
attention on the nontariff barriers, but such devices may be adopted
increasingly to conceal real protection as tariffs fall.
Some devices are adopted with a directly protective intent. The most
troublesome problems, however, involve nontariff barriers resulting
from national legislation, regulation, or practice which are intended
to accomplish other goals but which have an incidental discriminatory
effect against imports.
ASP of course, stands in the directly protective category. It was
adopted with protective intent and tile proponents of continuing ASP
have not attempted to conceal that their goal is continued protection.
There is no other justification for American selling price valuation
since, as pointed out above, it is completely contrary to accepted standards of valuation and to an efficient administration of the customs.
Other examples of directly protective nontariff barriers are (1) valuation provisions it tLmerican law such as the final list; (2) national
preference regulat.') s such as buy-American provisions pertaining to
governmental pro 'memnent; (3) antidumping laws, regulations, or
practices; (4) class cation problems; and (5) delays or unduly complicated formalities i customs.

The "incidental" t3 )e of nontariff barrier is to be found particularly
in the health, safety, and consumer protection fields. For example, the
United States has a definite interest in protecting the safety of its
citizens on our highways through the adoption of automobile safety
standards. The form of these regulations, however, could conceivably
discriminate against the imported automobiles, either by requiring
safety devices of features which are not susceptible of adaptation to
foreign automobiles or by any number of other means which would
make it more difficult for imported automobiles to meet the standards
or prove that standards have been met.
Other countries, of course, have, and will increasingly establish,
laws or regulations protective of the consumer interest in the fields of
health safety, and consumer information.
In these difficult fields, the problems usually revolve around appropriate standards, inspection procedures, enforcement techniques, and
procedures at the customs. There is, understandably, a strong sense
of national sovereignty when it comes to protection of the public health
and safety and in the consumer protection field. However, in view of
the multiplicity of regulations in these fields around the world and
their possibly inhibiting effect on trade, every nation, including the
United States as a major exporter, has an interest in fair regulations
and procedures by other countries with a minimum of interference
with legitimate trade.
Arrangements connected with interregional cooperation or union
have also become increasingly important in their trade effect. The
EEC, for instance, in the fields of taxation, financial policy, protection
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of industrial property, antitrust policy, transportation, and especially
agriculture has taken steps to harmonize various national policies. In
tile process, there may be some import discriminatory effects, which are
incidental to such harmonization. Regionalism will probably be increasingly adopted, viz the Canadian auto agreement and the Latin
American market arrangements.
In all of these arems, the United States has a decided stake in assuring
that nontariff barriers are not erected, or are dismantled or are modifled so as not to discriminate against or adversely affect U.S. exports.
As a nation, we will be increasingly faced with such barriers and it
will be an essential element of national trade policy to be able to induce
other nations to cooperate with us in these areas.
ASP, in our view, is the key to the success of our efforts to eliminate
nontariff barriers in the future. The manner in which ASP, an obvious
and unacceptable trade barrier, is treated in the Congress will demonstrate to the rest of the world our capacity to deal with such problems.
Nontariff barriersand the negotiatingprocess
We believe the committee should give careful attention to the problems of negotiation involved in the elimination of nontariff barriers.
The ASP issue in one sense, provides little precedent for such negotiations. Since ASP is so directly tied to the level of duties it was feasible to quantify, to some extent the effect of ASP valuation, which made
a combined tariff and nontariff barrier negotiation in the chemical field
possible and allowed the notion of reciprocity to play an important part
in these negotiations. Even in ASP, however, the nontariff effects were
difficult to quantify. Our trading partners were apparently willing to
pay for the elimination of ASP valuation with substantial tariff re tictions on their imports of chemicals.
Negotiation, however, in the other nontariflt barriers inemtioned
above will be extremely difficult to quantify and it will be difficult to
gage reciprocity. It is suggested further that negotiations in the traditional manner would put a pemimun upon having nontaritt harriers
of one's own to trade for concessions Ib others. It would appea'r moe
desirable, therefore, to tackle the problems of nontariil' barriers in fin
entirely different negotiation context. W~e suggest. that this would be
most appropriately accomplished by the negotiation of international
standards, periap, in particular problem areas, and machinery to insure compliance with such standards.
It is worth noting in this connection that great progress has been
made in some of the fields mentioned above and that in the particular
fields of valuation and customs procedure the GATT stands as an international expression of acceptable standards and practices.
But for the fact that ASP antedated our adherence to the GATT,
the ASP problem would have been handled in exactly the manner
suggested. It is violative of the GATT and the United States would
have been expected to bring its laws into conformity with the GATT.
The idea of reciprocity would never have entered into a discussion of
removal of the ASP system of valuation.
While we believe strongly that the ASP package negotiated is fully
reciprocal, the difficulties of trading concessions in the nontariff barrier
field in the future on the basis of reciprocity, in our view, calls for a
different kind of negotiative technique, whIch we suggest should be
87-822--68-pt. 1-6
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based upon the concept of international standards and effective enforcement machinery. In the ttrade field clearly the GA'1I' is the instrument
with which we must start.
The increasing complexity of internal trade regulation in all of the
countries of the trading world and an increased awamne,s of the signific.ance of nontarilf barriers calls for new and imaginative approaches
to the problems. Elimination of ASP would place us in a strong
position of leadership to etfect a reduction of nontariff barriers., a
course clearly in our interest as the largest exporter in the worlh.

t

Dumping and Unfair Methods of Competition in Import Trade
Exreu'rjv, B xRcJI ST.IT'IZ:NT ox ])MP
Gcne,'ral
In coinnon trade terminoloy, dumping normally refers to sales

for export at prices which are loIwer than in the exporter's home market or the constructed value of the merchandise. -The Antidumping
Act of 1921, as amended, provides that if a foreign exporter makes
sales to the United States at prices which are "less than the fair value"
of the merchandise and if an American industry is being injured, anti-

umnping duties shall be asiess.d upon importatiion of the merchandise.

These duties tire equal to the amount by which the purchase price or
exporter's sales price of the merchandise is le.-s than its foreign market
value or constructed value.
Under the act it is the responsibility of the Treasury Department
to determine whether the merchandise is being sld at. lwes than fair
value. If Treasury makes an affirmative finding of dum ping, it is the
responsibility of the Tariff Commission to determine whether injury
has resulted.

An international antidumping code consistent with the Antidumping Act of 1921 was recently negotiated during the Kennedy round of

tariff talks. The code, which becomes effective on July 1, 1968, will
require some amendments to the customs regulations as they relate to
the Antidumping Act but will not require amendment of the act. This
code will assure our exporters of fair and open procedures in their
dealings with foreign governments in dumping matters. Under the
code, our exporters will be provided by foreign governments with notice of an antidumping investigation, will be given an opportunity to
confront those who have made the dumping complaint, and will have
an injury test provided before the application of dumping penalties
against them. Few countries outside the United States have had such
methods in the past. On the other hand, these procedures will continue
to be a part of U.S. practice. The code will in no way lessen the effectiveness of the current procedures in the United States and will insure
a more expeditious handling of dumping and investigations.
'he amendments to the customs regulations to implement the provisions of the code were published in Le Federal Register in proposed
form on October 28, 1967. All interested parties were invited to corniment on then before they are adopted in final form.
Merchandise is ordinarily deemed to have been sold at less than fair
value if the purchase price or exporter's s~les price to U.S. purchasers
is less than the home market price, the price to countries other than the
United States, or the constructed value of the merchandise, whichever
is appropriate.
The fair value of the merchandise is usually represented by the price
at which the merchandise is being sold to purchasers in the exporter's
home market, on a net, ex-factory basis. If, however, insufficient sales
(73)
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11e ini1ide iii the home market to afford a reasonable basis for determinIng fair value, the pries at, which the exporter sells topurchasers in
cVi,1l tries other Iban the i"nited Stites may be used. Finally, if no
ac,',ptable sales at, niade in either market, a constructed value, inchidula production ,ost:;, administration and overhead, and an additiOW) fF profit,
Ik.v
,e used.
1it, Iprie I,) I'.iur.llasrs whiell is uised for cotiparison1 with fair
a',
O :I*- ,.thIculated above, usual lV is tihe p uIrvhas, price of the merchandise. hllis is the price at which u'elated! puI r.asers in the United
." :tte,; buy thie merchwldise front the foreign supplier. If the price is
inclusive of charges to )bring the nerf-handise to the United States, such
clarges are deducted to arrive at a net, ex-factory price.
At times, the importer in the IVnited States is a subsidiary or is
otherwise related to the exporter. In such circumstances, the price to
Ie used folr com1prarisoi with fair value is the exporters sales prive of
lie merchandise. This is the price at which the im)orter resells to ulnrelated 1.S. lrclasers. FromI this price are deducted all costs, charges,
and expenses to arrive at a net, ex-factory price in the foreign counry. In addition, any selling costs incurred by the related importer in
reselling in the I united States are deducted.
Normally, sides in the home market. or to third countries are made
uid(er ciruilstanies which differ from those incurred in the sales to
the T'nited States. Frequently, the quantities involved in the compared
market di 1'er front the quantities involved in sales to the United States.

To place the sales on a basis as nearly equivalent as practicable, the
ha1% pr'ides folr adjustments for differences in quantities and(eiremulstances of sales. The customs regulations further define those eircunista lues which normally will be deeined legitimate for adjustment.
A\nong these, are diferenees in credit, terms, technical services, and
assitpution by the seller of the purchaser's selling, advertising, and
other related exl)enses. Iiflerences in sales price based on large quantits .sales will normally be allowed only when the exporter has been
selling 20 percent of his merchandise either in the home market or to
third cm tries atr a discount equal to or greater than the discount on
sales to Ur.S. purchasers in equivalent quantities. Absent such a history
of sales, the exporter may provide cost justification for the quantit.
allowance.
Freueittly, merchandise of the type exported to the United States
is not sold in the home market or to third countries. In such cases, if
:asimilar product is available which is sold in these markets, it may be
compared with the price of the article exported to the United States
after apl)ropriate adjustment for differences in the merchandise.
Many types of merchandise are sold in the home market or to third
countries at. prices which differ from purchaser to purchaser oi from
time to time. Under such circumstances, the foreign market value, or
third county price, is determined by calculating a weighted-average
priee of all the sales during a representative period. If, however, the
large majority of sales are made at a single price while some are sold
at other prices, the price at which a preponderance of the sales were
made may be used in determining fair value.
Adm;nistrathi
Antidumping investigations are sometimes initiated on the basis
of advice provided by customs officers; however, they are normally
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triggered by the complaint of an affected domestic industry filed with
the Conmmissioner of Citstoms. Upon receipt of a complailnt with supporting information, the Commissioner of Customs conducts a sum-

mary investigation to determine if grounds exist for further considerat ion of the case. If he concludes that such grounds (Jo exist, he
pJlblishe. an "Antidunping P'roceeding Notice" in the Federal Register and immediately conducts a preliminary investigation based on
tile examinat ion of" information front sources immediately available
to him. At this point, lie may determinee that no grounds exist. for
continuing the investigation, and so advise the Secretary of the
Treasury. If, on the other hand, further inquiry is required, lie initiates a full scale investigation. In this stage, the Bureau of Customs
requests from the foreign exorter answers to a standard questionnaire.
If the Commissioner of Customs determines during the course of
his summary investigation that reasonable grounds exist to believe
or suspect tfiat sales at less than fair value are taking place, he orders
the withholding of appraisement of shipments of the merchandise
being iml)orted, into the United States. A notice to this effect is published in the Federal Register. While this action in no way delays
the release of the merchandise from customs custody, it insures that
should a (nping finding l)e made the Government will be able to
collect any antiduilping cities which may be (life on these shipments.
Normally, the withholding of appraisment is effective only on ship-

nieits imported after the (late of tihe notice. In instances in which the
exporter and importer are related, however, the, withholding is effective retroactively to 120 days prior to the (late that the complaint was
:'ccelted by the Ccommissioner of Customs.

After analysis of the information received from all sources during
the investigation, the Commissioner makes a report of his findings
to the Secretary of the Treasury. When the Secretary has considered
the matter, he lublislhes in the Federa-l Register a Nbtice of Tentative
exterminationn which includes a. statement of reasons for his action.
Int rested parties are thereupon given an opportunity to sulmnit argumnent or appear in person in support or in Oil))ositioll to tile tentative

let erminat ion.
After examination of all arguments and1 evidence submitted in
response to the tentative determination, the Secretary publihes a final
determination in the Federal Register. If the final determination is
affirmative, that is,that sales at less than fair value are taking place,
the case is referred to the Tariff Commission for a.determination con-

cerning injury.
Tn(ler tile proposed new regulations designed to conform the Treasury's antidumping procedures with the provisions of the International

Anti-Dtmping Code, tentative determinations of sales at less than fair
value will no longer be issued. Instead a determination of sales at less
than fair value would be issued, where appropriate. The procedures

provide for a revocation of this determination if it is found to have

been in error and the Tariff Commission has not yet issued a, determination relating to injury.
If the Tariff Commission makes a determination of injury, the case
is returned to the Secretary of the Treasury who publishes a finding

of dumping in the Federal Register, and customs officers asses anti-

dumping duties on any shipment on which the purchase price or ex-
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poler's sales price is less than the foreign market value or constructed
value as appropriate.
Frequently, during the course of an investigation the foreign exporte?*becomes aware that it appears his price to the United States is
Iower th an the price being u-ed for comparison. In such cases he often
agrees either to cease further shipments to the United States, or to revise his prices to eliminate these potential sales at less than fair value.
On this basis, if the amount of potential dumping duties on part shipments is deemed to be minimal, the Secretary considers closing the caie
with a determination of no sales at less than fair value. Since such action by the exporter effectively gives the complainant the relief which
he sought, the elimination of"dumped" imports, no further purpwoe
would be served by contimuation of the investigation. In any event, the
revision of prices or cessation of shipments would prevent any assessment of dumping duties on such shipments in the future, makiing any
affirmative determination in fact inoperative. Further processing in
these circumstances would be to no purpose.
Attached is a table showing the administration of the AntiDumping Act from .Januany 1, 1955. to September 30, 1967. Of the
366 cases decided during the period. 11 resulted in findings of dumping, and an additional 87 resulted in price revisions or cessation of
shipments before the cage was close ed. In 40 cases after a finding of
sales at less than fair value, the Tariff Commission determined that
no domestic industry was being injured.
.. ctions taken on dumping case8

[Record, Jan. 1,1955, to Sept. 30,19071
1. Relief warranted under Antidumping Act:
(a) Findings of dumping -------------------------------(b) Cases terminated as result of price revision ending previous
price discrimination; or termination of sales--------------Total

------------------------------------------

11
'87
98

2. No relief warranted under Antidumping Act:
(a) No price discrimination ------------------------------(b) No injury
------------------------------------------

228
40

Total
--------------------------------------------3. Dumping findings currently in effect ----------------------------

268
29

1 The

Antidumping Act, which was first enacted In 1921, was amended In 1954 to make
the Tariff Commission responsible for Injury determinations. Records of the reasons for
Injury determinations from 1921 to 1955 are Incomplete.
a In 1 case not Included, the Tariff Commission has found Injury but "Finding of DumpIng" had not been published on Sept. 30, 1967.
'Technically these cases are terminated with a finding of no sales at less than fair
value and are familiarly referred to as "price revision cases."

EXECUTIVE BRANCH STATEMENT ON COUNTERVAILING DUTIES

T1E STATUTORY PROVISION

The countervailing duty law is found in section 303 of the Tariff
Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1303). It provides that whenever the Secretary
of the Treasury finds that any dutiable imported merchandise has
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received a bounty or grant, directly or indirectly, from the exporting
country, lie shall exact a countervailing duty equal to the amount of
such bounty or grant on each importation of the commodity in question. 'rho countervailing duty is in addition to normal customs duties.
The law is mandatory, leaving the Secretary of the Treasury no
discretion as to the imposition of countervailing duties once he determines that a bounty or grant is being bestowed and estimates the
amount thereof.
Unlike the countervailing duty laws of many countries and the
provisions of the GATT, the U.S. law does not require that injury to
a domestic industry be shown as a condition to the imposition of countervailing duties. flowever, the United States is not in violation of the
GATT in this respect, since this Government at the time of its accession to the GATT expressly reserved commitment on matters inconsistent with existing legislation.
ADMINISTRATIVE

rnOCEDURE

Countervailing duty cases may arise either on the basis of information sup lied by customs officers or by persons outside the customs
service. The procedure is detailed in section 16.24 of the Customs
Regulations (19 CFR 16.24). Under a recent amendment to the regulations, itnotice that a countervailing duty question is under investigation by the Bureau of Customs is published in the Federal Register
and comments by interested persons invited. Upon a determination
by the Commissioner of Customs, with the approval of the Secretary
of the Treasury, that a bounty or grant is being paid or bestowed, an
order requiring the imposition of countervailing duties is published in
the Federal Ieigister and Customs Bulletin. These determinations are
subject to review by the U.S. Customs Court on the merits of whether
a bounty or grant was paid or bestowed within the meaning of the
statute.
RECORD OF ADMINISTRATION

The United States has had a countervailing duty statute since 1897.
Approximately 65 basic countervailing orders have been issued. There
are many more than 65 orders regarding countervailing duties, but
these are orders which take such actions as revoking earlier decisions
and amending countervailing duty rates in existing orders.
There are 10 countervailing duty orders outstanding. They are
(listed alphabetically, by country):
Australia: Sugar content of certain articles.
Australia: Butter.
Canada: Cheese,.93-94 score, from whole milk, cheddar.
Canada: Cheese, 93-94 score, blue vein of Roquefort type.
Cuba: Cordage.
Denmark: Butter.
Great Britain: Spirits.
Great Britain: Sugar.
Ireland: Spirits.
Italy: Steel transmission towers.

m
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Mr. Tom

CAST IRON SOIL PIPE INSTMTE,
Wtshhdgton, ).('.
VAIl,

Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DLR MR. VAIL. Reference is made to your letter of September 27,

1967 requesting the Cast Iron Soil Pi e Institute, as one of those
parties flterested in testifying before your committee e on the Trade
Policies of the United States to submit a statement containing some
factual information to be used in a compendium to be published by the
committee prior to holding hearings.
I am pleased to enclose five copies of a short statement oi behalf of
the 22 companies who are members of the institute.
Our experience in antidumping cases is, we feel, most interesting and
should be of value to the committee in considering both the present
administration of our existing antidumping regulations, and the International Antidumping Code recently agreed upon during the Kennedy round of the GATT.
While it is generally known that the Senate and the chairman and
members of your committee are extremely busy at this time, we hope
very much tfiat public hearings will be held in the near future and, as
we 'have already informed you, we wish to be heard and to submit to
any questions whieh the niembers of the committee may deem to be of
interest to them.
Kindest )ersonal regards.
Sincerely yours,
Ii. 0. IIENI')RlI(KSO..

Executive Vice Prevdent.
STATEMENT OF TIlE CAST IRON SOIL

PIPE INsTrrUTE

The Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute relpresents 22 companies which, together, l)roouce over 95 percent of the cast, iron soil )i)e and fittings
manufactured in t'ie Inited States.
This institute im(lerstands that the Committee on Finance of the
Senate will view the foreign trade police of the United States and
will give special attention to tile action taken by this country's representatives at the recently etmluded tariff ne.,otlationis at Geneva (the
round) including the agreement for an international antiKennedy code.
(dimlnin
III this connection, the (ast Iron Soil Pipe Institute would like to
address itself especially to the importation of pipe and fittings at less
titan fair value as described in the Tariff Act of 1930. as amended, since
this has a direct hearing on the International Dumping Code which the
Senators will be asked to approve.
Tie cast iron soil pipe producers are well awai, of the injury which
may be caused by the importation of such pipe at less than fair value.
In 1955 there w:as a complaint. against the U7nited Kingdom which
brought a finding of dumping by the V.S. Tariff Commission. In 1964
the Tariff Commission heard another case against Australia but did not
make a finding of dumping because the Australians agreed to cease and
desist. In November 1965 investigation was made of pipe aind fittings
sold in this country at less than fair value. The preliminary finding of
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dumping was not issued by the Treasury Department for a whole year
and finaf determination required another 5 months so that it was September of 1967 before the Tariff Commission agreed ihat the U.S. in-

dustry was being injured by reason of imports from Poland at "dumping" prices.
rie length of time required for this one case against Poland is, we

fear, typical of neft'ly all of the cases having to (10 with Soviet. bloc
countries which are l)hlaed before the Treasury )epartment. We be-

lieve that this is one of the items which should receive adequate investigation by your committee, and that some limitation should be placed

upon the h'ureau of the Customs and the Treasury Depu'tment as to
the time required for their investigations. Once the Secretary of the
Treasury has certified that goods are entering at leQs than fail value.
the Tariff Commission has only 60 (iays to make n finding of injury
Surely the Customs could rendler their decision in not more than 36
months.
The Treasury Department contends that investigation takes much
Iongir when a country of Eastern Europe is involved. A different formu ia is used since our Goverinent is unable to obtain some data from
the Communists countries and cannot trust that which it does receive.
Despite this, the administration is trying very hard to promote trade
with these countries.
It was never contemplated by the Congress which established the
antidumping laws that one country shouldd be treated differently from
another. For this reason, one wonders how such nations as Poland and
Czechoslovakia, 1)oth of which are members of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade, would fit into the new lIternational Antiduuping Code.
Sine 19)55 there have been 40 cases of duimpig initiated against thle
Communists countries. The Treasury Department has found that in
10, only two (including the recent cast iron soil pipe case against Poland) resulted in final finding of injury. Twenty-six cases resulted in
negative findings b~y the Treasury I epartnient and four others have
been pendig for a very long time . The case against East, Germany on
pig iron, for example, ))Its been inl thle hands of thle, Treasury D epartment for more than a year.
Administration policy appears to be that if we do not make it easy
for the Soviet-bloc countries to sell in the United States, then they
will not earn the dollars to purchase from us. If one examines the class
of the few products which Ioland. for example, purchases from the
United States, one will note that their prime interest is only in certain
sophisticated machinery, etc. which they cannot get elsewliere. This is
inclined to be a.single ;urchase and these machines are then utilized in
the production of consumer goods for export to the United States on

a regular basis.

Today Poland manufactures soil pipe and fittings on the same inachines as those used by American producers. One of the few items
Poland desires from this country is new metallurgical machinery. To
add insult to injury, the Polish Government-owned monopolies of
manufacture and export of cast iron pipe have even cast on such pipe
the name of a U.S. manufacturer who is also an importer of pipe. We
are happy to say that this manufacturer is not a member of this institute. It is probably not known that soil pipe and fittings are exempt
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from the general rule contained in the U.S. Tariff Act of 1930, that
each piece of imported material shall bear an indelible mark as to country of origin. From information elicited during the hearings before
the Tariff Commission, we believe that soil pipeand fittings should be
removed from the exempt list.
Returning to the recent case against Poland, the Treasury's preimnary decision was that both pipe and fittings were being imported
at le s than fair value. The Polish Government exporter then realized
that by making only a slight adjustment in the f.o.b. price of a handful
of littings to bring them in line with the price of Mexican fittings, the
Secretary of the Treasury might be satisfied. Mexican fittings had been
imported only into southern California for some time and were the
only "third country" supplier which the Customs had for purposes of
comparison. Just previously, the Czechoslovak exporters ofhat bodies
had been successful in having their case dismissedby a slight increase
in their export price but without raising the cost toimporters enough
to make them competitive with American hat bodies.
The Treasury Department gave the impression that it welcomed such
a move since, in the light of present policy, it gave them a chlance to
remove the article in question from a finding of "importation at less
than fair value." It is, therefore, understandable why 26 out of 36 cases
against Communist countries have been dropped since 1955.
During the long period of litigation, the Polish exporter shipped a
large amount of both pipe and fittings to this country and assured the
importers, even after the preliminary finding of dumping, that any
extra levies would be absorbed by the exporter. It was noticeable that
exports of fittings--which require triple the man-hours of pipe-were
equal in tonnage to that of pipe despite the normal ratio of one to four.
Since the final finding of injury by the Tariff Commission, the importation of fittings from Poland continues to flow into the Northeastern quarter of the United States where the market is already unstable.
Manufacturers of cast iron soil pipe and fittings have based their
plant investment and operating schedules on the usage of pipe and fittings in the porportion normally required in sanitary systems. In
making the decision that there was dumping of pipe but not of fittings,
the Treasury Department appears not to have considered that it takes
both pipe and fittings to make a drainage system. Naturally, we feel
that the Treasury Department erred in this, especially since'the original complains covered both units rather than presentation as two separate products. The net result was to prevent our industry from taking
its entire case before the Tariff Commission. Our producers still feel
that they are being injured by the import of fittings for cast iron soil
.
pine.
he American cast iron soil pipe industry has suffered from large
amotuts of pipe and fittings imported at low. prices over the past 13
years. Because of this, and due to the experience related above, the
members of this institute do not look with favor upon the International
Anti-Dumping Agreement as negotiated in Geneva during the Kennedy round
In the first place, the legality of the negotiation and agreement is
questionable since the terms of reference covered only negotiations
concerning tariffs. Be that as it may, it is believed that any agreement
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which would prove satisfactory to all members of the GATT would of
necessity be much weaker than the present U.S. law. Furthermore,
the ternis of the international agreement would necessitate an amendment to the American antidumping law.
Tho American producers of cast iron soil pipe and fittin s feel very
strongly that this is much too important to be decided in Switzerland
and that it should first be discussed openly and voted upon by the Congress of the U,,ited States. This institute is on record as giving its
support to the resolution along those lines submitted by Senator Ribicolt last year. Regretfully, the Ways and Means Committee of the
I-[ou.o of IReprc.entatives (lid not halve time to hold hearings on the
resolution.
The members of the Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute, individually and
collectively, welcome every opportunity to be of assistance to the senate
Committee on Iinanco in its review of the various aspects of the trade
policy of the United States. They feel that this is necessary to the
economic life and well-being of this country.

Hon.
RUSSELL B. LONG,
(hahainin,
Finance Committee,

A3MERICAN MINING CONGRESS.

U.S. Senate, Washington,D.C.
DEAR M. CHAIRMAN: The U.S. Antidumping Act of 1921 has
been amended several times by the Congress and is in need of further
amendment today. The chances of effective amendment by the Congress
are seriously jeopardized, however, by the International Anitdumping
Code, negotiated in Geneva during the Kennedy round should the
State Department-as it has done with other international agreements
signed by the Executive without prior approval of the Congressassert that such amendment would embarrass the President because
of his international commitment.
Many concepts and substantive procedures of this Code are directly
in conflict with the provisions of the U.S. Antidumping Act and
Treasury regulations and administrative interpretations of both the
Treasury and the U 3. Tariff Commission. I believe that massive

uncertainty as to which provisions will be applicable can be expected
amonc importers, foreign manufacturers, and domestic proucers
as wel as the Tariff Commission and the Treasury Department, should
the Code go into effect on July 1, 1968, as scheduled, without any
congressional guidelines.
At our September convention in Denver Colo., the Mining Congress
concluded its resolution on antidumping with these words:
* we consider it essential that the Code negotiated in Geneva be submitted
to Congress for study, hearings and action as proposed in Senate Concurrent
Resolution 38, 90th Congress, before it is made effective.

A copy ;f our full resolution on antidumping is attached.
It is heartening that the Senate Finance Committee is undertaking
its own review of U.S. trade policy and, in response to your request
I would like to take this opportunity to offer for its consideration and
convenient reference the staff study and comparative analysis by the
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American Mining Congress of the International Antidunping C(Mle
as it relates to the atidumping provisions, article VI. GATT the l.S.
Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended, the U.S. TIreasury antidulliping
regulations and S. 1726, intr(iuced by Senator Vance ]larke and
others (90th Congress). We are hopetid that this sect ion-b-sect ion
comparison of related portions of these basic documents will prove
useful to your committee in reviewing the scope and severity of the
areas of conflict between the International Antiduml)ing ('ode ald
present U.S. law and the pending legislativeproposals.
We respectfully request that our submission be included in the

compendium which your committee is prepa ring.
Please let us know if we can be of any further assistance.
Respectfully,

J. ALLF.'

Jr.,
Execute Vice i''rc.dent.
OVERTON,

DECL.ARATION OF PoLIwr, 1967-68, AMERICAN Mm NIN ( Cox;miss,
ADOPI'ED AT Du.vimm, Coio., SEMjrE31n1Mi 10, 1967

AntMjq, g.-Foreigni manufacturers who sell t heir goods in
the United States at discriminatory prices-below the prices prevailing
in the countries of origin-are enD2ging in a practice which is clearly

contary to the principles embodied in our domestic fair-trade laws and
the intent of Congress as expressed in the Antidumping Act of 1921.
After 46 years, legislative amendment of this act is now urgently
needed; not as protection against fair international trade, but as a

necessary countermeasure against the unfair trade practice of dumping. Exl;erience has shown tit congressional glide linesare neeeSary
to clarify basic concepts. There is an immediate need to eliminate
loopholes revealed in administrative practices and
cases.to provide greater
speed and certainty in the handling of dumping
Bills designed to accomplish those objectives were introduced

in the 89th and 90th Congresses under broad legislative sponsorship
and with significant and substantial support. from )oth industry and
labor. The recent negotiation of an International Antidumping Code
(referred to below) has stimulated further interest in antidumping
legislation. As a consequence, additional bills--similar to the foregoing
ones-may be introduced in the near future for the purpose of dealing
comprehensively with this important subject. We urge Congress to
assign a high priority to such legislation.
The International Antidumping Code, drawn up in Geneva during

tariff negotiations under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 and scheduled to become effective July 1, 1968, has been agreed to by the

President and was made public on June 30, 1967. The code is inconsistent with the provisions of the Aitidumping Act of 1921 and, we believe, could expose American industry to increased unfair competition
from foreign manufacturers.
Because implementation of the International Antidumping Code
may produce this result, its acceptance is clearly a usurpation of the

legislative functions of our Government and is contrary to Senate
Concurrent Resolution 100, adopted in 1966. Therefore, we consider

it essential that the code negotiated in Geneva be submitted to Congress

I
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for stu(Iy, hearing.-4 and action as l)rolm)sed in Senate Concurrent
R]esOlut ion "I8,9oth Congress, before it is uiade effect ve.
S".1MMRY (JF ISSUES DISCUS.I) MANIC STAFF ST'DY OF

I NTIt.i;NATIONAL .. NTII)t'MI NO (.'ODE

The U.S. Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended, as the law of the
land, should prevail in areas of conflict with the International Antidumping Code, which is only in the nature of an executive international. agreement. Yet, conformity with the code of domestic law,
regulations and administration is pledged , :ll sioriatorv govern.
ments,. Thus, endless arguments can be expected first, over whether
conflicts exist, anld s(.oind, over whether Jre-eilt U.S. law or the code
should prevail. Approximately 35 out of fit) major lxwints of substance
are mandatory jsee app.A. It is difielilt to believe that tie remaining
permissive
whil not. also be asserted as controlling in) U.S.
ant
dumpinggcriteria
proceed1fings.
Areas of conflict go to the heart of whether or not tie 'ited States
will have an et'eetive deterrent
to injurious dumping of foreign
issues as:
products. At stake are such
(I) The ainount and type of injurious activity which must be shown

[.*,e Art. 3(a )].

(2) The scope of the market areat in which the impact of injury may

he measured [see art. 4(a) ].

(3) Whether injury determinations are to be undertaken without a
knowledge of the margin of dumping involved and whether Treasury
is, in effect, going to take portions of such determinations out of the
Tariff Commission's hands contrary to the intent of Congress in the
1954 amendment [see art. 5(b) ].
(4) Whether the finality of dumping cases is going to be eroded by
discretionary administration [rse art. 8(a)].
(5) Whether a "basic price" concept in certain exporter countries
will circumvent the margin of dumping concept [see art. 8(d)].
(6) Whether importers may dump in one regional market, stop, and
then dimp in another, and tiereby elude the reach of ,.S. law [see
art. 8(e)].
(7) Whether by redesigning thl-t ime limits and retroactive features
of l)rovisional measures the effectiveness of the IT.S. Antidumping
Act will be irreparally diluted [see arts. 9, 10, and 11].
AMxERICAN MINING CONGRESS MEMORANDUM31

To: Those concerned with Ant idumping.
From: J. Allen Overton, Jr.. executive vice president.
Subject: Comparative Analysis of International Antidumping Code
as it relates to provisions of GATT, U.S. law and regulations and

pending legislation.

The subject of antidumping is one of grave concern to a number of

the member companies of theAmerican Mining Congress. In view of
the recent conclusion of an International Antidumping Code. there
is much interest and discussion of its scope and potential impact.
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In the attached memorandum, we have set out a section-by-section
comparison of:

(1) the provisions of the International Antidumping Code;
(2) the existing antidumping provisions in article Vi of GATT;
(3) the existing U.S. Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended;
(4) the current U.S. Treasury regulations on ant idumping; and
(5) the pendinty legislative proposal (S. 1726,90th Cong.).
Staff comnentary and explanation have been interspersed to highlight some of the aspects which are likely to come up for discussion.
Also enclosed is an appendix containing all of the basic documents
from which the analysis was made. These materials have been assembled for convenient and continuing reference purposes; and also,
as a working device to assi.,, ip developingg American Mining Congress

position.

Editor's Note: Aqendix E, Senate bill 1726, was not printed.

Ix'STAFF STUDY AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS BY THE AMiERICAN
ING CONGRESS OF TIlE INTERNATIONAL ANTIDUfPINO CODE AS IT
RELAIT.s 'ro ANTIDUMP'INO PRiOVisioNs, ARTICLE VI, GATT; U.S.
ANTIDUMPINO

Aar, 1921,

As AMENDED,

AND

U.S. Tni.xsunr

I NTDUM PING REGUlATIONS
8. 1720 INTRODUCED BY SENATOR VANCE II1RTKE AND OTHERS
(90T1H CONG.)
Note: This section-by-section comparative analysis and the basic materials
from which the analysis was made are for convenient and continuing reference
purposes; and as a working device to assist In developing American Mining
Congress position. Staff commentary and explanation are intended to highlight
some of the aspects which are likely to come up for discussion of the code's
scope and potential lmpact.-J. Allen Overton, Jr., Executive Vice President.
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INTRODUCTION
So3IE GENERALL OII$ERIVATIONS
REPRESENTATIONS THAT NO CONGRESSIONAL ACTION 18 NEEDED

(a) .A code ;n legal lbnibo
Many pious statements have been made i, members) of the Office
of Specil hejr.eiitative foi Tr ade Negot'.Itions that nocongr'esional
approval of the code would be required. They rave claimed that this
could all he done by mere changes of Treasury regulations. They seeiil

to overlook the facts that:
(1) While the President as Head of State has the power to conduct
U.S. foregm policy and to conclude executive agreements which have
international force and effect, the power over U.S. commerce has coitstittitionally and historically been in the hands of Congress and has

only been parceled out piece-meal in the international trade field to

the President by specific acts of Congress inthe reciprocal trade agreenients program starting in 1934.
(2) ('ongre.-ss did not., in the Trade Expansion Act of 1964, authorize the entry into an international agreement which would change the
('.S. Atidunping. Act, just as it did not authorize a change in
American selling price.

(3) The Senate has not approved the International Antidumping

Code as if it, were a treaty, nor has the Congress implemented it by
legislation.
'Ihe conclusion is itescapable that the U.S. accession on June 30,
1967, to the (-ode is without force and effect in relation to the U.S.
antidumling law, Irnliess implementing legislation is approved by the
congresss . In theabsence thereof, there is no change in the applicability
of existing U.S. law.
(b) The jctnl1,..te argument
One of the arguments which is likely to be raised in defense of the
assertion that the code will not require implementing legislation is
that a good portion . the code is permissive; that "s, the word "may"
is used rather than the word "shall." A rough tabulation of approxiniately 61) major points of substance contained in the code [see app. A]

reveals that aplroximately only 25 will fall in this permissive category
while :35 will fall in the mandatory category. Two major areas of the
Tariff Commission's concern would become almost completely mandatorv if the code were to apply. Article 3, for example, which sets out
detailed standards for measuring injury and the threat of injury is

completely mandatory. In article 4(a) the term "domestic industry" is
required to be defined on a nationwide basis except where, under very
limited conditions, the regional market can be isolated and a narrow
competitive product concept is superimposed on both the national and
regional industry concepts.
(87)
X$-WS2G--t 1-7
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CAST IRON SOIL PIP INSTITUTE,

Mr. Tom VAIL,

A

Waehingtoft, D.C.

C'her Counsel, Committee on Finance,
US. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. VAiL Reference is made to your letter of September 27,
1967 requesting the Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute, as one of those
parties interested in testifying before your Committee on the Trade
Policies of the United States to submit a statement containing some
factual information to be used in a compendium to be published by the
committee prior to holding hearihis.
I am pleased to enclose five copies of a short statement on behalf of
the 22 companies who are members of the institute.
Our experience in antidumping cases is, we feel, most interesting and
should be of value to the committee in considering both the present
administration of our existing antidumping regulations, and the International Antidumping Code recently agreed upon during the Kennedy round of the GATT.
While it is generally known that the Senate and the chairman and
members of your committe are extremely busy at this time, we hope
very much that public hearings will be held in the near future and, as
we'have already informed you, we wish to be heard and to submit to
any questions which the members of the committee may deem to be of
interest to them.
Kindest personal regards.
Sincerely yours,
J.0. HENDRICKSON.
Executive Vice President.
STATEMENT OF THE CAST IRON SOM

PIPZ IwNTvrr

The Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute represents 22 companies which, together, produce over 95 percent of the cast iron soil pipe and fittings
manufactured in the United States.
This institute understands that the Committee on Finance of the
Senate will review the foreign trade policy of the United States and
will give special attention to the action taken by this country's representatives at the recently concluded tariff negotiations at Geneva (the
Kennedy round) including the agreement for an international antidumping code.
In this connection, the Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute would like to
address itself especially to the importation of pipe and fittings at less
than fair value as described in theTariff Act of 1930, as amended, since
this has a direct bearing on the International Dumping Code which the
Senators will be asked to approve.
The cast iron soil pipe producers are well aware of the injury which
may be caused by the importation of such pipe at less than fair value.
In 1955 there was a complaint against the United Kingdom which
brought a finding of dumping by the U.S. Tariff Commission. In 1964
the Tariff Commission heard another; case against Anastlia but did not
make a finding of dumping because the Australian's agreed to cease and
desist. Ith November 1985 investigation was made of pipe and fittings
sold in this country at less than fair value. The preliminary-Anding of
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dumping was not issued by the Treasury Department for a whole year
and final determination required another 5 months so that it was September of 1967 before the Tariff Commission ageed that the U.S. industry was being injured by reason of imports From Poland at "dumping" prices.
The length of time required for this one case against Poland is, we
fear, typical of nearly all of the cases having to do with Soviet bloc
countries which are placed before the Treasury Department. We believe that this is one of the items which should receive adequate investigation byyour committee, and that some limitation should be placed
upon the Bureau of the Customs and the Treasury Department as to
the time required for their investigations. Once the Secretary of the
Treasury has certified that goods are entering at less than fair value,
the Tariff Commission has only 60 days to make a finding of injury.
Surely the Customs could render tJ r._1ecision in not more than 6
months.

-

The Treasury Department contends that investigation takes much
longer when a countryfof Eastern Europe is involved. A different formula is used since our Government is unable to obtain some data from
the Communists countries and cannot Itrusithat which it does receive.
Despite this, tl] administration is trying very hard to promote trade
with these countries.
It was nevir contemplated by the Cn
whichestablish6d the
antidumpin laws that 'one=ounttW
e treated differently from
another. FoI this reason, one w
rs. ow silch nations as Poland and
Czechoslov kia, both of which 4 meitbears o~t e General Agreernt
on Tariffs Ind Trad-wquld f. ito te new I t national AntidunpSine 195k there ha\,e been 44 cases of Alul 'ing initiated againstthe
Communist* countri". The Tiasury Depa
t has found tha in
10, only two includingg the recent case iro
lpipecase
again sPoland) resulted in finalfiding of In ury. Tw ty-six ea~e result in
negative findigs by the Treasur IN artmet and foor other have
been pending for a very long tim. The case atainstolast Ger any on

pig iron, for exanple, )Ias b4n in the htnds of tWb6TreasuryDepartment for more thti ayear.

..-

I

/

Administration 1o|icy appears to be that if we do not diake it easy
for the Soviet-bloc 6b6ntries to sell in the United S tAes, then they
will not earn the dollars purchase from us. If o6amines the class
of the few products which N'lsnd,. fQCxam e, purchases from the
United States, one will note that their prime interest is only in certain
sophisticated machinery, etc. which they cannot get elsewhere. This is
inclined to be a single purchase and these machines are then utilized in
the production of consumer goods for export to the United States on
a regular basis.
Today Poland manufactures soil pipe and fittings on the same machines as those used by American producers. One of the few items
Poland desires from this country is new metallurgical machinery. To
add insult to injury, the Polish Government-owned monopolies of
manufacture and export of cast iron pipe have even ca.st on such pipe
the name of a U.S. manufacturer who is also an importer of pipe. We,
are happy to say that this manufacturer is not a member of this institut& It is probably not known that soil pipe and fittings are exempt
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from the general rule contained in the U.S. Tariff Act of 1930, that
each piece of imported material shall bear an indelible mark as to country of origin. From information elicited during the hearings before
the Tariff Commission, we believe that soil pipe and fittings should be
removed from the exempt list.
Returning to the recent case against Poland, the Treasury's preliminary decision was that both pipe and fittings were being imported
at less than fair value. The Polish Government exporter then realized
that by making only a slight adjustment in the f.o.b. price of a handful
of fittings to bring them in line with the price of Mexican fittings, the
Secretary of the Treasury might be satisfied. Mexican fittings had been
imported only into southern California for some time and were the
only "third country" supplier which the Customs had for purposes of
comparison. Just previously, the Czechoslovak exporters of hat bodies
had been successful in having their case dismissed by a slight increase
in their export price but without raising the cost to importers enough
to make them competitive with American hat bodies.
The Treasury Department gave the impression that it welcomed such
a move since, in the light of present policy, it gave them a chance to
remove the article in question from a finding of "importation at less
than fair value." It is, therefore, understandable why 26 out of 36 cases
against Communist countries have been dropped since 1955.
During the long period of litigation, the Polish exporter shipped a
large amount of both pipe and fittings to this country and assured the
importers, even after the preliminary finding of dumping, that any
extra levies would be absorbed by the exporter. It was noticeable that
exports of fittings-which require triple the man-hours of pipe--were
equal in tonnage to that of pipe despite the normal ratio of one to four.
Since the final finding of injury by the Tariff Commission, the importation of fittings from Poland continues to flow into the Northeastern quarter of the United States where the market is already unstable.
Manufacturers of cast iron soil pipe and fittings have based their
plant investment and operating schedules on the usage of pipe and fittnsnt proportion normally required in sanitary systems. In
ma ing the decision that there was dumping of pipe but not of fittings,
the Treasury Department appears not to have considered that it takes
both pipe and fittings to make a drainage system. Naturally we feel
that the Treasury Department erred in this, especially since the original complains covered both units rather than presentation as two separate products. The net result was to prevent our industry from taking
its entire case before the Tariff Commission. Our producers still feel
that they are being injured by the import of fittings for cast iron soil
Ple American cast iron soil pipe industry has suffered from large
amounts of pipe and fittings imported at low prices over the past 18
years. Because of this, and due to the experience related above, the
members of this institute do not look with favor upon the International
Anti-Dum*ing Agreement as negotiated in Geneva during the Kennedy roun...
Ifn the first place, the legality of the negotiation and agreement is
questionable since the terms of reference covered only negotiations
concerning tariffs. Be that as it ftay, it is believed that any agreement
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which would prove satisfactory to all members of the GATT would of
necessity be much weaker than the present U.S. law. Furthermore,
the teris of the international agreement would necessitate an amendment to the American antidumping law.
The American producers, of cast iron soil pipe and fittings feel very
strongly that this is much too important to be decided in Switzerland
and tiat it should first be discussed openly and voted upon by the Congress of the United States. This institute is on record as giving its
support to the resolution along those lines submitted by Senator Ribicoff last year. Regretfully, the Ways and Means Committee of the
House of Reprei-entatives did not have time to hold hearings on the
resolution.
The members of the Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute, individually and
collectively, welcome every opportunity to be of assistance to the Senate
Committee on Finance in its review ot the various aspects of the trade
policy of the United States. They feel that this is necessary to the
economic life and well-being of this country.
AMERICAN MNING CONORESS.
Russm. B. LONG,
Hon.
(Chat-man,Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DER MR. CHAmRAN: The U.S. Antidumping Act of 1921 has

been amended several times by the Congress and is in need of further
amendment today. The chances of effective amendment by the Congress
are seriously jeopardized, however, by the International Amtdumping
Code, negotiated in Geneva during the Kennedy round should the
State Department-as it has done with other international agreements
signed by the Executive without prior approval of the Congressassert that such amendment would embarrass the President because
of his international commitment.,
Many concepts and substantive procedures of this Code are directly
in conflict with the provisions of the U.S. Antidumping Act and
Treasury regulations and administrative interpretations of both the
Treasury and the U.S. Tariff Commission. I believe that massive
uncertainty as to which provisions will be applicable can be expected
among importers, foreign manufacturers, and domestic producers
as wel asthe Tariff Commission and the Treasury Department, should
the Code go into effect on July 1, 1968, as scheduled, without any
congressional guidelines.
At our September convention in Denver, Colo., the Mining Congress
concluded its resolution on antidumping with these words:
•.. we consider It essential that the Code negotiated In Geneva be submitted
to Congress for study, hearings and action as proposed In Senate Concurrent
Resolution 88, 00th Congress, before it ts made effective.

A copy of our full resolution on antidumping is attached.
It is heartenin' that the Senate Finance Coiunittee is undertaking
its own review of U.S. trade policy and, in response to your request,
I would like to take this opportunity to offer for its consideration and
convenient reference the staff study and comparative analysis by the

A
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American Mining Congress of the International Antidumpimg Code
as it relates to the anti(lumping provisions, article VI, GATT the IT.S.
Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended, the 1T.S. Treasury antidumping
regulations and S. 1726, introduced by Senator Vance Hartke and
others (90th Cong ss). We are hopefil that this sect ion-by-sect ion
comparison of related portions of these basic documents will prove
useful to your committee in reviewing the scope and severity of the
areas of conflict between the International Antidumping Code and
present U.S. law and the pending legislativeproposals.
We respectfully request that our submission be included in the
compendium which your committee is preparing.
Please let us know if we can be of any further -assistance.
Respectfully,
J. ALLEN" OvERTON;, Jr.,
Executive Vice I'residenI.
DECLARATION OF POLICE , 1967-68, AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS,
ADOFE.D AT DENVER, COLO., SEI'rEMDER 10, 1967

Antidityping.-Foreign manufacturers who sell their goods in
the prices
discriminatory prices-below
United
Statesofatorigin-areen
the
is clearly
whichprevailing
going in a practice
countries
in the
contary to the principles embodied in our domestic fair-trade laws and
the intent of Congress as expressed in the Antidumping Act of 1921.
After 46 years, legislative amendment of this act is now urgently
needed; not as protection against fair international trade, but as a
necessary countermeasure against the unfair trade practice of dumping. Experience has shown that congressional guidelines are nece.say
to clarify basic concepts. There is an immediate need to eliminate
loopholes revealed in administrative practices and to provide greater
speed and certainty in the handling of dumping cases.
Bills designed to accomplish those objectives were introduced
in the 89th and 90th Congresses under broad legislative sponsorship
and with significant and substantial support. from both industry and
labor. The recent negotiation of an International Antidumping Code
(referred to below) has stimulated further interest in antidumping
legislation. As a consequence, additional bills--similar to the foregoing
ones--may be introduced in the near future for the purpose of dealing
comprehensively with this important subject. We urge Congress to
assin a high priority to such legislation.
TInteritionalntidumlping Code, drawn up in Geneva during
tariff negotiations under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 and scheduled to become effective July 1, 1968, has been agreed to by the
President and was made public on June 30, 1907. The code is inconsistent with the provisions of the Antidumping Act of 1921 and, we believe, could expose American industry to increased unfair competition
from foreign manufacturers.
Because implementation of the International Antidumping Code
may produce this result, its acceptance is clearly a usurpation of the

legislative functions of our Government and is contrary to Senate
Concurrent Resolution 100, adopted in 1966. Therefore, we consider
it essential that the code negotiated in Geneva be submitted to Congress
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for study,, hearings and action as proposed in Senate Concurrent

Resolution 38, 90th Congress, before it is made effective.

SUMMARY OF ISSUES l)ISCUss'D INAMC STAFF STUtDY OF
INTERNATIONAi ANTIDUM'ING CODE

The U.S. Antidumping Act, 19"1 as amended as the law of the
land, should prevail in areas of conlict with the International Antidumping Code, which is only in the nature of an executive international agreement. Yet, conformity with the code of domestic law,

regulations and administration is pledged by all signatory governments. Thus, endless arguments can be expected first, over whether
conflicts exist, and second, over whether present U.S. law or the code
should prevail. Approximately 35 out of 60 major points of substance

are mandatory [see app. A]. It is difficult to believe that the remaining
permissive criteria will not also be asserted as controlling in Ius:
antidumping proceedings.
Areas of conflict go to the heart of whether or not the United States
will have an effective deterrent to injurious dumping of foreign
products. At stake are such issues as:
(1) The amount and type of injurious activity which must be shown
[iee Art. 3(a)].
(2) The scope of the market area in which the impact of injury may
be measured [,see art. 4(a) ].
(3) Whether injury determinations are to be undertaken without a
knowledge of the margin of dumping involved and whether Treasury
is, in effect, going to take portions of such determinations out of the
Tariff Commission's hands con-trary to the intent of Congress-in the

1954 amendment [see art. 5(b) ].
(4) Whether the finality of dumping cases is going to be eroded by
discretionary administration [see awt. 8(a)].
(5) Whether a "basic price" concept in certain exporter countries
wi'ill
circumvent the margin of dumping concept [see art. 8(d)].
(6) Whether importers may dump in one regional market, stop, and
then dump in another, and thereby elude tihe reach of U.S. law [see
art. 8(e)].
(7) Whether by redesigning the time limits and retroactive features
of provisional measures the effectiveness of the U.S. Antidumping

Act. will l)e irreparably diluted [see arts. 9,10, and 11].

AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS MEMORANDUMt

To: Those concerned with Antidumping.
From J. Allen Overton, Jr., executive vice president.
Subject: Comparative Analysis of International Antidumping Code
as it relates to provisions of GATT, U.S. law and regulations and
pending legislation.
The subject of antidumping is one of grave concern to a number of
the member companies of the American fining Congress. In view of
the recent conclusion of an International Antidumping Code, there
is much interest and discussion of its scope and potential impact.
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In the attached memorandum, we have set out a section-by-sect ion
comparison of:
1) the
the provisions
of the International
(2)
existing antidumping
provisionsAntidumping
in article V1 Code;
of G A'IT;
3 the
existing U.S. Antidumping
Act, 1921,
as amended;
4 the current U.S. Treasury regulations oil antidumping; and
5 the pending legislative proposal (S. 1726,90th Cong.).
taff commentary and explanation have been interspersed to highlight some of the aspects which are likely to come ip for discussiuom .
Also enclosed is an appendix containing all of the basic documents
from which the analysis was made. These materials hare been assembled for convenient and continuing reference purposs; and also,
as a working device to assist in developing American Mining Congress
position.
FAllor'm Note: Appendix E, Senate bill 1720, was not prilted.
STAFF STUDY AND C0MP.ARATIVE ANALYSIS Y THE AtERICAN MINING CONGRESS OF TIlE INTERNATIONAL ANTIDUIPINa CODE AS IT
IRELATFs TO ANTMUMl'INU Putovisiox-s, ArIiCLE VI ? G -M i U.S.

ANIUMPINo ACT, 1921, As AMENDED, AND U.S.
ANTmUMPING
REGULATIONS

rI{EASUIly

5. 1726 INTRODUCED BY SENATOR VANCE IIARTKE AND OTHERS
(90TII CONG.)
Note: This section-by-sectlon comparative analysis and the basic materials
from which the analysis was made are for convenient and continuing reference
purposes; and as a working device to assist in developing American Mining
Congress position. Staff commentary and explanation are intended to highlight
some of the aspects which are likely to come up for discussion of the code's
scope and potential Impact.--J. Allen Overton, Jr., Executive Vice President.
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INTRODUCTION
SOME GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

REPRESENTATIONS THAT NO CONGRESSIONAL AMYFON IS NEEDED
(a) A code in legal,lhnbo
Many pious statements have been made by members of the Office
of Special Rel)resentative for Trade Negotiations that no congressional
approval of the code would be required. They rave claimed that this
could all be done by mere changes of Treasury regulations. They seem
to overlook the facts that:
(1) While the President as Head of State has the power to conduct
U.S. foregn policy and to conclude executive agreements which have
international- force and effect, the power over . S. commerce has constitutionally and historically been in the hands, of Congrtm and has
only been parceled out piece-meal in the international trade field to

the President by specific acts of Congress in the reciprocal trade agreements program starting in 1934.
(2) Congress did not, in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, authorize the entry into an international agreement which would change the
IU.S. Ant iduinlping Act, just as it did not authorize a claunge in
American selling price.
(3) The Senite has not approved the International Antidumping

Code as if it were a treaty, nor hms the Cougeo impleana"l it by
ililation.

The conclusion is iue&capable that the U.S. acr.eaidu un Junlel0,
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There is an incredibility factor in this perlnissive argument which
raises these questions:
Is the Congress to stand by and see the U.S. Antidumping Act
emasculated on the basis of the excuse that approximately 25 out
of 60 of the substantive provisions of the code are couched in
terms not mandatory, but. permissive? Would our negotiators have
us and our trading partners believe that it was really the IT.S.
intent all along not to implement the approximately 42 percent
of the international code whose provisions were couched in the
permissive
This is difficult to believe insofar as signatories to the code pledge in
article 14 to conform their laws, regulations, and administrative procedures with the provisions of the antidumping code.
(e) The "Treasui- regulation can provide conformity" argument
It has also been asserted that a change in Treasury regulations will
be sufficient to effect any necessary changes to conform with the U.S.
antidumping approach to the new code. However, a number of inandatory provisions would apply to both the Treasury's dumping and the
Tariff Commission's injury determinations. For example, the definition of "like product" in article 2(b) is central to the Commission's
competitive product market concept contained in 3(d) as well as
the Treasurys determination of dumping in article 2(d). Clearly a
change in the Treasury regulations could not accomplish the mandatory application of the like product concept in 2(b) to the Tariff
Commission's determination of the competitive product market in
3 (d) -if the Tariff Commission does not choose to do so itself.
Similarly in article 6,containing 10 evidentiary provisions of which
six are manatory, four would apply equally to e Tariff Commission
as well as to the Treasury Department. These would include the right
to present evidence 6(a) ), and to examine evidence 6(b), to the treatment of confidential information 6(c), and the right to confrontation
and rebuttal 6(g).
(d) Simultaneoni dumping and injury inve8tigations
The requirement' in article 5(b) that evidence of both dumping and
injury must be considered simultaneously in the decision of whether
or not to initiate an investigation, "and thereafter," effects both the
responsibilities of Treasury and the Tariff Commission in the prosecution of their respective dumping and injury finding duties. Insofar
as the Treasury, under U.S. law, initiates the antilumping investigation by attempting to determine if there is a margin of dumping, it.
is presumed that the intent of this paragraph is to move up the start
of the injury determination by the Tariff-Commission to not later than
the earliest date from which provisional measures may be applied. By
definition in article 10(a) this is after a preliminary decision has been
taken that there is dumping and sufficient evidence of injury. It must
be concluded, therefore, that the preliminary determination of whether
sufficient evidence of injury exists must be made either by the Tariff
Commission or by the Treasury Department. If the Tariff Commission
would make such determination, it would be a violation of the U.S.
law which requires that the Tariff Commission take up the injury
question after the Treasury has made a finding that there are sales
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at less than fair-value. If the Treasury would make such determination,
such action would be contrary to the 1954 amendment of the U.S.
Antidumping Act which took the determination of injury to industry
away from T'reasury and gave it to the Tariff Commission without any
reservations to the Treasury Department for preliminary injury decisions (s(e comments under art. 5(c)). Thus, the procedure outline
either cannot be accomplished under U.S. law or a change of U.S. law
is required.
(e) Many
pr.hwipcd mandatory code provsion will conflict w/h U.S.
lawo
A list of some of the more obvious conflicts would include these
areas:
Principal cause of material injury [see art. 3(a)].
National markets [see art. 4(a)].
Simultaneous dumping and injury [see art. 5(b)].
Discretion of authorities [see art. 8(it)].
Basic price system [see art. 8(d)].
Dumping cessation in regional markets [see art. 8(e)]
Time limit on provisional measures [see art. 10(d)].
CONSIDERATIONS RE IMPLEMENTING LEGISLATION

Should the Congress consider the possibility of implenenting legislation, it would seem appropriate to examine the relationship of the
code provisions to all aspects of existing U.S. law and regulations in
order to understand the differences that exist and the consequences of
any action which would superimpose the code upon the existing law
and regulations. Sufficient disparities exist between the code and U.S.
law to require many congressional decisions as to which shall govern
and nothing short of a massive overhaul of the U.S. antidumping law
and implementing regulations would seem to be required, not to mention the effect such action would have in effectively foreclosing the
chances of unilateral U.S. legislative improvements o its antidumping
law in the future [see discussion under art. 1].
ARTICLE 1

Code, the Exclusive Remedy
Internationalantidumping code
The imposition of an antidumping duty is a measure to be taken
only under the circumstances provided for in article VI of the general
agreement. The following provisions govern the application of this
article, insofar as action is taken under antidumping legislation or
regulations.
Comment
To require U.S. antidumping actions to conform to the conditions
set out in the code is to limit use of the present U.S. Antidumping Act
and regulations to those areas in which the U.S. law and regulations
are in accordance with the international code. In those areas not in
accordance, it will be necessary to either change U.S. law and regulations to conform to the international code or to cease to use U.S. law
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and regulations now on the books, a situation which it is doubtful
that the Congress intended.
Whereas the code contains many permissive points which the authorities "may" apply, and therefore which would not seem to require
conformity by countries signatory to the international code, the danger
of these permissive provisions lies in the fact that they prescribe the
outer limits of any national legislation in the future, on the points they
cover, just as effectively as those provisions which are mandatory under
the new code-should the Congress at a later time be persuaded that
any legislation contrary to the code would embarrass the President as
being contrary to our international obligations. If this were the case,
while Congress could still pass any legislation it desired, it would, as a
practical matter, be effectively foreclosed from legislatively achieving
many of the needed reforms outlined in S. 1726 and oth~r industry
proposals.
Airmci. 2
A. DETERMINATION OF DUMPING

Fair Value v. Normal Value
Internationo2Antidumping Code
2 (a). For the purpose of this code a product is to be considered as
being dumped, i.e., introduced into the commerce of another country at
less than its normal value if the export price of the product. exported
from one country to another is less than the comparable price, in the
ordinary course of trade, for the like product when destined for consumption in the exporting country.
A rtile T7. (IATT
I. "The contracting parties recognize that. dumping, 1y which
products of one country are introduced into the commerce of another
country at less than the normal value of the products."
Antldumping Act, 1921, as amended
Antidumping Act, 1921, does not specifically define dumping, but
rather is directed only at sales at "less than fair value," which is undefined. Thus,Treasury is left free to define dumping in its regulations
as it sees fit.
U.8. Treasury Regulation.s
r.
At present fair value, as defined in paragraph 14.7 of the.Treasury
Regulations (19 CFR 14.7) may be found if purchase price or exporter's sales price (as defined in sections 203. and 204, rmp actively, of
the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended) is not, or is not likely to be,
less than the foreign market value (as defined in section 205) or con.
structed value (as defined in section 206) after adjustments as provided for in action 202 at which such or similar merchandise (as defined in section 212(3)) is sold for consumption in the country of
exportation.
Footnote 15 of the Treasury Regulations makes it clear that the
definition of fair value "does not in any way modify or affect definitions of foreign market value or constructed value, or their application as a basis for determining whether or not to withhold appraise.
ment under section 201 or impose the duty under section 202.
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S. 17R6 (90th Congress)
The term "at less than fair value" would be defined in the statute so
as to preclude Treasury from changing its regulations or the interpretation of its regulations. Therefoi:e, the bill provides for a comparison of provisions already defined in the present act--purchase price or
exporter's sales price and foreign market value or constructed value.
Section: 1[201 (f) (1)].
(Joinzent
Raises question of whether U.S. "fair value" is equivalent to code's
"normal value." If U.S. Treasury regulations have to be
changed to read "normal value" then U.S. law would also have to be
changed to read "normal value" since Treasury Regulations are intended to reflect the U.S. antidumpingaw.
Like Product
Inter'naimalAnt dumping Code
2(b). Throughout this code the term "like product" ("produit
similaire") shall be interpreted to mean a product which is identical,
i.e., alike in all respects to the product under consideration, or in the
absence of such a product, another product which, although not alike
in all respects, has characteristics closely resembling those of the
product under consideration.
Antidumpng Aet, 19;1, as anmnded

No comparable all-purpose concept under U.S. law. There is no

such concept regarding injury but there is a concept somewhat similar
for dumping; tie section 212(3) definition of "such or similar merchandise' is used in determiningg foreign market value in sections
205, 202 (b) and (c). Strict priorities are set. out in section 212(3),
however, for which there is no parallel in the International Antidumping Code.
U.5. Treasury Regulaton's
Section 14.7(b) (3) of the Treasury Regulations requires that in
any consideration of "similar inerchandis e as described in subdivisions (C), (D), (E), or (F) of section 212(3), Antidumping Act,
1921, as amended, due allowance be made for differences in the merchandise, primarily the effect of such differences upon the market
value. Consideration may also be given to differences in cost of manufacture if the amount of any price differential is wholly or partly
due to such differences.
comment
The code term "characteristics closely resembling those of the
product under consideration" is thoroughly ambiguous. Are these to
b physical characteristics, competitive equality, similarity of productive processes? What kind of variations would determine 'closely
resembling"?
Like product is further clarified in the code only with regard to

qualifications for comparison under the injury test--production
process, the producers' realizations, profits. (See discussion in

wat(d)).
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Thus, U.S. law and Treasury regulations are much more specific
than international code. This raises the question of whether these
provisions must be scrapped in favor of the more generalized code
pr i
Trans-Shipments
InternationalA ntidumpbng Code
2(c). In the ease where products are not imported directly from the
country of origin but are exported to the country of importation front
an intermediate country, the price at. which the products are sold front
the country of export to the country of importation shall normally be
compared with the comparable price in the country of export. [towever, comparison may be made with the price in the country of origin,
if, for example, the products are merely trans-shipped through the
country of export, or such products are not produced in the country
of export, or there is no comparable price for them in the country of
export.

Adicle Vi. G77'T

1. "** * For the purposes of this article, a product is to be considered

as being introduced into the commerce of anu importing country at less
than its norinal value, if the price of the product exported from one
country to another (a) * * * is le1s than the comparable price, in the
ordlinary course of trade, for the like product when destined for cot-

suml)tion in the exporting country, or * *

Antidumping Act, 191, a8 anwinded
Antidumping Act, 1921 has no such intermediate country concept.
U.5 7'reagitt'yRegidation*
Not covered by Treasut regulations.
Comwnt
Article 2(c) is permissive, not mandatory, so that United States
need not adopt such procedure. Thus, Treasury could continue to use
country of export on trans-shipments, und go to third country prices
rather than to country of origin. If Treasury wanted to use country of
origin, a change in Treasury regulations would be required and section
205 (foreign market value) of the U.S. law would have to be amended
to
bypass the
country sales. parenthetical requirement in section 205 to use third
Third Country
Sales
inteinationalA.tiduinpeng Code
2(d). When there are no sales of the like product in the ordinary
course of trade in the domestic market of the exporting country or
when, because of the particular market situation, such sales do not
permit a proper comparison, the margin of dumping shall be determined by comparison with a comparable price of the like product
when exported -to any third country which may be the highest such
export price but should be a representative price, or with the cost of
production in the country of origin plus a reasonable amount for
administrative, selling and any other costs and for profits. As a general
rule, the addition for profit shall not exceed the profit nonnally realized
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on sales of products of the same general category in the domestic
market of the country of origin.

Article VI. GATT
1(b). "* * * in the absence of such domestic price, is less than
either"(i) the highest comparable price for the like product for
export. to any third country in the ordinary course of trade, or
'(ii) the cost of production of the product in the country of
origin plus a reasonable addition for selling cost and profit."
Antidumping Act, 19.1, as amended
Antidmnping Act has generally same purpose but many differences
of details. No reference to highest export price.
The format of priorities under U.S. law in sections 201(b) and 205
are as follows:
First, try to establish "foreign market value" in country of export

(sec. 205).

Second if either (1) inadequate quantities in country of export
Coiiipared to sales for export to countries other than the United States
or (2) no sales, or, in the absence of sales, offers for sales in the prin.
(ipal markets of the country from which exported, in the usual quantities and in the ordinary course of trade-looks to sales in third country
byThird,
exporterif (this
is still "foreign valuee) section 205.
no foreign
value possible-use it constructed value (sec.
201(b)) (see.206).
U.S. 'reasury Regulatio.?
Paragraph 14.7 follows priorities set out in U.S. law with exception
that section 14.7 (a) (2) of the Treasury regulations focuses exclusively
on inadequacy of quantities without mentioning other factors such as
absence of sales or offers for sales in the principal markets * * * in
the usual wholesale quantities * * * in the ordinary course of trade.

S. 1726 (90th Congress)
Third country ales
The bill would specify that the exporter's home market will be the
basis for determining foreign market value so long as at. least one
vendor's sales of like merchandise in the home market account f6i'
15 percent or more of his total sales, excluding sales to the United
States. This provision would greatly reduce the number of instances
in which third country markets are used as the basis for determining
foisign market value. Section: 4 [205 (a) (1) ].
If no such vendor can be found, resort is to sales in country which
is the largest consumer of the vendor's sales. Section 4 [205 (a) (2) ].
In absence of proof of sales at a different price, foreign market value
is presumed to ie sellers' list or published price. Section 4 [205 (a) ].
Convnents
U.S. law has definite priorities for using sales in exporter's home
market, third countries, and then constructed value, while article
2(d) of the International Antidumping Code would allow resort to
either third-country sales or construcWtvalue once sales in exporter's
home market were found not to permit a proper comparison. Tug for
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the U.S. authorities to follow the GATT, a change in U.S. law would
seem to be required. However, Treasury might try to get around this by
not going to constructed value before third-country sales, or by claiming that third-country sales were insufficient or inadequate before usbu
ing constructed value.
requirements of third-country price to be tie highest but representative price is permissive (Also United States has already subscribed to those portions of article VI of GATT not in conflict with
U.S. law.)
The ability to use sellers' list or published prices contained in S.
1726 was not covered in the code.
Unreliable Prices
InternationalAntidumping Code

2(e). In cases where there is no export price or where it appears
to the authorities concerned that the export price is unreliable because
between
exporter
arrangement
or or
a compensatory
of-association
may bethe
constructed
export price
a third pary, the
and the importer
on the basis of the price at which the imported products are first resold to an independent buyer, or if the products are not resold to an
independent buyer, or not resold in the condition as imported, on such
reasonable basis as the authorities may determine.
2(f) (last sentence). In the cases referred to in article 2(e) allowance for costs, including duties and taxes, incurred between imuportation and resale, and for profits accruing, should also be made.
Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended

Section 207 defines specific relationships Ihat will require use of
section 204 exporter's sales price which is the price at which imported
merchandise is sold or agreed to be sold in the United States, by or
ffor the account of the exporter.
U.S. law does not contain the flexibility to use a "leasonable basis
as the authorities may determine" where no resale to an independent
buyer or no resale at all in the condition as imported.
Section 208 (b) and (c) dealing with constructed value, allow valuatiohs to be disregarded if transactions between related parties do
not reflect market value. Resort is to best evidence available.
Section 205 (last sentence) dealing with foreign market value
authorizes use of prices at which such or similar merchandise is sold
through a sales agency or other organization related to the seller to
determine foreign market value.
US. Treasury Regulations

One type of compensatory arrangement exists where foreign exporters offer to reimburse U.S. importers for the payment of any dumping
duties which may be incurred. This usually takes the form of a warranty of nonapplicability of dumping duties. Under the Treasury
Regulations such a warranty will reduce purchase price or exporter-s
sales price except to the extent that it covers merchandise which is
(1) purchased or agreed to be purchased before publication of a with.
holding of apprisement notice, and (2) exported prior to a dumping
determination by Treasury. (14.9(f).)

I
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. 176 (90th Congre9s)
There are a number of features of S. 1726 designed to deal with the
problem of the unreliability of foreign price data. Remedies are proposed in the following areas:
Reliance on list or published prices: In the absence of conclusive
evidence that merchandise was actually sold at a different price, the
seller's list or published price will prevail. Section: 4 [205 (a)(2)].
"Usual wholesale quantity": Certain classes of transactions which
are not likely to reflect a fair price freely arrived at on the open market
should not distort Treasury s determination of what constitutes the
"usual wholesale quantity." The bill would exclude:
a. Quantity discounts not freely available to all purchasers at
the time sales in question were made.
b. Transactions between "related" persons described in section
20L.
c. Contracts pursuant to exclusive dealing arrangements, e.g.,
exclusive distributorships or exclusive requirements contracts.
Section: 7(1).
Cost-justiftation of quantity' disomunt.--Treasury's recently revised regulations on antidumping. in effect, acknowledged that the
longstanding complaint by domestic industry had been valid. Treasury s practice had been to make allowance for differences in quantity
discounts-on sales to the United States compared with sales in the
home market--if they were "reasonable" without explaining what
standards it uses in ascertaining what is "reasonable."
Treasury's revised regulations specify that an allowance ordinarily
will be made for a quantity discount only if it is actually in effect for 6
months with respect to 20 percent of the merchandise sold in the home
market or in the third-country markets were applicable, or, in the
alternative, unless it is cost justified.
The 1965 bill would limit the allowance for quantity discounts to
differences in the cost of manufacture, sale, or delivery resulting from
differences in wholesale quantities actually considered and taken into
account by the vendor in establishing his price. Section: 2 [202(b) (1)

and (e)(1)].

I
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Dumnipp exporter loopholes.-Importers could avoid the act simply
by setting up a foreign subsidiary to the parent company as the exporter of the dumped merchandise, and by seeing to it that the bulk
of the profits from the sale of such merchandise are made by the
subsidiary itself in the country of export. The bill, therefore, provides that such markup for expenses and profits by the exporting
subsidiary shall be deducted in determining the exporter's U.S. sales
price.
In addition, if Treasury finds a margin of dumping both wayswhether it recognizes or sees through the subsidiary-the bill provides
that the dumping duty shall be equal to the greater margim. This
would relieve Treasury of the need for extensive investigations to
determine the bona fide nature of the exporting subsidiary in such
cases. Section: 3.
Comment
Article 2(e) is permissive. It appears to envision some sort of a
work-back from retail sales to an independent buyer, or if such sales
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are not available or if there is further manufactured by importer be.
fore sale the resort is to "such reasonable basis as the authorities may
determine."
The last sentence of 2(f) is less permissive, using the words, "should
also be made." The question raised is whether Treasury could claim
that almost any situation would enable it to use "such reasonable

basis as the authorities may determine" so that any hope of getting
more specific provisions such as are proposed by S. 1726 may be
permanently foreclosed.
Adjustments for Differences
International Antidumping (lode
2(f) In order to effect a fair comparison between the export price
and the domestic price in the exporting country (or the country of
origin) or, if applicable, the price established pursuant to the provisions of Article VI: 1 (b) of the General Agreement, the two prices
shall be compared at the same level of trade normally at the ex factory
level and in respect of sales made at as nearly as possible the same
time. Due allowance shall be made in each case, on its merits, for
the differences in conditions and terms of sale for the differences
in taxation, and for the other differences affecting price comiparability. * * *. [last sentence is shown with 2(e)].

Article TI. GA7'7
1. * * * "Due allowance shall be made in each case for differences
in conditions and terms of sale, for differences in taxation, and for
other differences affecting price comparability."
Antidumping Act, 1921, a8 amended
Section 202 (b) and (c) and sections 203. 204, and 205, taken together, would give substantially the same results. However, section
212(4) describes "usual wholesale quantities" as being the price of the
quantity in an aggregate volume which is greater than the aggregate

volume for any other quantity.
U.S. Trea8ury Regulations

Section 14.7(b) expands on differences in quantities in relation to
discounts differences in circumstances of sale, offers, cost of manufacture, the use of sales agencies, and sales at varying prices.
Also to be considered are adjustments for differences in merchandise: Due allowance will be made for variation in the quality of the
merchandise being sold in the United States and the home market.
Treasury will be guided primarily by the effect of such differences
upon the market value of the merchandise but in appropriate circumstances will also make adjustments for diferences in the cost of manufacture where it is established that a price differential is wholly or
partly due to such differences. (14.7(b) (3).)
.Quantity discounts will be allowed if actually enjoyed by 20 percent of the exporter's home market for 6 months and freely available;
or, in the alternative, are cost justified. (14.7(b) (1).)

S4.728 (90th Cong.)
Circumstances of eale.-The bill would specify that due allowance
shall be made for other differences in circumstances of sale affecting
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the cost of doing business to the extent that such differences were ac-

tually considered and taken into account by the vendor in establishing
his price. This attempts to get at the realities of the transactions and
to discourage sham manipulations and theories developed after the
fact as spurious defenses to thwart Treasury's administration of the
act. Section: 2 [202 (b) (2) and (c) (2)1.
Quantity discounts.-Must, reflect differences in costs resulting from
different wholesale quantities actually considered and taken into account in setting price. Section: 2 [202(b) (1) and (c) (1)].
Usual wholesale quantities.-The level of trade in general is those
quantities at which offered for sale and sold in the ordinary course of
trade to wholesale purchasers, but excluding wholesale quantities offered for sale or sold at quantity discounts only available to .elected
or preferred puirchasers, all transactions between related larties, and
exclusive dealing arrangements. Section: 7(1)
Comment
The real infighting in an antidumiping case involves the allowances
for differences affecting price comparability. Sizable dumping margins
may be reduced to do minimis or even explained away completely.
'.S. industry has been aiming for more specific regulations which
would pin down the application of factors affecting comparability.
S. 17-26 would add the principle that such factors must have actual ly
been considered by the vendor and taken into account in setting his
price. On the other hand, there must be a possibility for weeding out

exclusive dealing arrangements, preferential quantity discounts, and

transactions between related parties if price rigging for purposes of
avoiding dumping is to he dealt with effectively. Conceivablv, TreasurV co(1 rmm say that a number of the more specific provisions in
U.S. law and regulations are not covered by article 2(f) and therefore
invalid. Article-2(f), for example, contains no provision such as in
section 212(4) of U.S. law which requires the products in the greater
aggregate volume to be the basis for finding "usual wholesale
State Trading Monopolies
International An tidumping (ode
2(g). This article is without. prejudice to the second supplementary
provision to paragraph 1 of article VI in annex I of the general
agreement.
Article V1. GATT

The second supplementary provision to paragraph 1 of article VI
found in annex I of the GATT recognizes that prices in state-trading
monopolies may not be appropriate.
Antidumping Act 190,'as amended
No comparable provision.
S. 1726 (90th Congress)
In dealing with countries which control home market prices by
state fiat, Treasury has had to resort to procedures not explicitly
authorized heretofore by the act. The bill makes it clear that Tieasury
may continue this necessary flexibility to determine the foreign mar-

!

n8
ket vitlie of imi(Iise%
produced in Communist or celnt ra lly planned
eeonoilies o1dopt Otlhe ieasonablo shintlards. Section:
4"' )05(b)I.
CommentI
As Ellst-West trade increases this will become
ilimporfant. Artice 2(g) merely would allow aiithoritietsiilcrelasingl'
to
disregard
trading monopoly pries but offers no positive guidelines. 'o 81te
date,
the Unlilted states hIs no legislttion to deal with
this problem.
B. D)I'Tr
Jrinjil.jj)!j('a

IN.wIIN OF INUR.lIY

of Material Injury

Inte -natodnli Antidumnping Code

3(a) A determinat ion of injury shall be made only
the al.
tl-ioit4 t'Olii'vellied are satisfied tfiat (lite .duimlped i111)ort4s mwhen
are
dnti.a0lstllbly tile principal cause of 1miterial injury or of t Ineat
of
material
Injury to a dollet-ic industry oil the prInilal Cause of m11aterial
retardation of the establishment of such an industry. In
reaching their
decision the authorities shall weigh, o01 mle hand, the elreet
(ilIIing and, ot(lie olher hand, atll l her factors Iaken together Of fhe
Iay )e
adversely afrectlng the inilust. Tlh (t,'ri)inat ion shall,whicll
(l'ase, he hased .ti .ositive fielding an1d Iot onl mere alhlegatinuis or in all
hypotlettleal lsibilit

ies. III tie case of retarding the establishinuel of it
now industry in the comt)ry of important ion, conlincgitr
evidence of the
forthcoming establishment of an industry must, be shown,
for example,
that the pJlas for a new industry have reached a fairly advanced
it factory is being cost ructed or 1111achinery 1as be en ordered. salgg
Arth-le 17. G; 7'IT
a;.t)"No contracting party shall levy antidumping or counter,?aillg Itlty oi the imporht ioll of 11ny )rodllct, of the territory
of
another contrattling parly unless it dett miies that, tile elh'et.
oW the
thtn11iung 01' siuhsu izaltioii. a1s thle case mIay beP, is sMuch as to
cau11se
orl
threaten material injury to an established domestic industry,
or'
i
such as to retart miaterially li t estfblilshnelt of a donlest ic
induist'ry."
A nthht/
uImi Act, 1921, (isanu'nded
The Antiduni ping Act, 1121, telegaltes to the Tairif Coumnission
determination of whether tiil industry ill the United States is beingthe
or
is likely to he iuijnred or is prevented'from beilg establislid, by
realso
n
of tile 'Importation of such merehlnndise into te United tiles.
There
are lo specific guidelines for finding injury.

8'. 17-10 (.10h. Congress)

Section 201(b) of the hill would set forth several
for dlmermining whether material injury exists or is likely to tests
exist. [See disenssiio umerit.
at.3 (b)].
Section 1 [201(b) (2) (3) and (4)) of the bill McoAMIz0s that dump.
ing may- be one of several contributing causes of injury. (See
discus.
s1 tuiaer art. 3(c)].
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.d hel'nie t) c((Io I151riil not only would linlit.flit (:ommission's
judgment fi'netion without finy offsetting ienefit, but also would previl T arntr ( omni.nssion frlonil giving relief from (dumpingwhere (dump1ing is oily a 'onlitihuting cause not. of "pritiilal' pro)por'tions. t.
wOUl Is lie likely to Il'e.lue S. 172( linil.).-s of allowing dumping
to It foun.d. e'vt. if
'io.iii'ie'i
t it. .iis are we'tsent. S. 1726 rat ional asks
why
,i'li"
against ole cause of injury should hbe denied merely l)ecause
other causes also exist.

It is ext emnely douhtful that any dumping efrect ever could outweigh
ill other factors taken togt liver which may be adversely affecting an
inldlht~ry.
If al idelo 3(a) had ibeen written without the second sentence, it is

likely that th "j luicilPal cause of material injury" conlct)t' could be
considered as making it eaisier to show injury than having to show that
(hlumped sports caused all of the material 1n1rur. But the secoml selltence, by relquininr'
that all otlier factors wi i'l "may be adversely
ttrect ing indust rv' be put, ol tie Sville, hiLIs replaced f lit' coit'llt of mmIIItltrial injury with oue which is opei etmded concept of iidverse etreets
which 'lll hie expanded to inllnity.

I T.S.. eceplanee of (IATT p'rovided lhat (OAIVT would 1I110h" only
to h extent it is "tiot inconsistent with existing heiglatiofil' wvhieh

of course, included tlie Antidunl)ipg el of 112l and fllirt'hIy excluded
(he Ilnited States fr-omil the need to I SV its injury test din "material"
injury.

Form. of Injury

InfrnationalAnh1m pinq 00odC
3(h). The valuation'of injury-that is tlie evnluation of the etreits
of thlie dutiulped impoli'. oil the indu try ii queslion-shall he based on

exiunination of all facltors having a hiring on the state of the industry
in qut\4ion, such its: l)evelopinent aid prospects with regard to turnover, market share, profit8, primos includingg the extent to which the

delivert'l, duty-paid price Is lower or higher than the comlprable
pIce for the like l m Ilhet. prevailing in the cou se of normal commer('1iMl fransactionls inl the iiporing t-ountrv), eXporIt Irformance, enIploymenl, volume of dumlwd and other imports, utilizat ion of capacity y
of domestic industry and produetivity; and restrictive trade practices.
No one of several of'these fatelors can ncenssi'ily give decisive guidance.
nMidimping A , 19 1
(I* lnendfled
No comparable provisions; Tariff Commissionthas complOte discretion in determining what amnount3 to injury.
S. 1720 (901A Oongrcs)
I)efnifons of "injur"'

Section 201 (b) of the bill sets forth the following tests for determining whether material injury exists or is likely to exist:
'et 1. l'Pe'cntageLoss of Market Share
Thle Zleed.-Memnb rs of the Tariff Conmission have tended to agree
that. itdomestic industy must show "material" injury to obtain relief,
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but have disagreed on the percentage of a market which dumped imports must seize to be deemed "material."
Proposal.-Injury shall be found if imports determined by Treasury
to be dumped: Capture 5 percent of the total dopiestic sales of the
relevant product in the competitive market area.
Defemne Available.-Uness there is clear and convincing evidence
that had such dumped sales not been made, the industry in the United
States still would not have increased its sales.
The Commission could measure dumping in any 3-month timespan
during a period starting 6 months before the initiation of the investiga-

tion by the Treasury Department and ending at the conclusion of the
Commission's investigation.

Comwnnt.-The choice of 5 percent can be justified on the basis of
concepts borrowed from U.S. antitrust laws, and on the fact that
domestic industry cannot be expected to suffer a 5-percent loss of sales
to dumped merchandise without serious adverse effects. Section: 1
[201(b)(1)].
Tet . Foringa Price Break
The Need.-There has been wide disagreement within the Tariff
Commission as to the role dumped imports must play in forcing a price
break before they are considered injurious.
Propoa.-Injury shall be found if imports determined by Treasury
to be dumped are:
A contributing cause of a decline in the prices of 50 percent or
more of the relevant domestic merchandise supplied to the competitive market area.
The price break occur in any month within the period starting
6 months before the Treasury investigation and ending at the
close of the Commission's investigation.

Com nent.-Injury may be caused when, in order to protect their
market position from dumping, domestic producers are forced to
reduce prices. Even small quantities of imports at dumped prices can
cause
widespread price breaks in the competitive market area. Section:
1 ['201 (b) (2) ].
Te8t 3. Lo88ee
by Labor

The Need.-The interests of domestic labor cannot be separated front'
those of domestic industry in the face of dumped imports. At present
the act makes no direct reference to injury to labor, only to "an
industry."
Proposal.-Injury shall be found if imports determined by Treasury
to be dumped are:
A contributing cause of a decline of 5 percent or more (in manhours worked or in wages paid) of direct labor employed by a
domestic industry in producing merchandise of the same class or
kind supp !ied to a competitive market area.
(CommeWnt-To measure a decline the Commission would compare
man-hours worked or wages paid during any three of the months from
6 months before the initiation of the dumping investigation to the conclusion of the injury investigation, with the average monthly level of
such- employment during the year ending on the date the Treasury
investigation began. Section: 1 [201(b) (3)].
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Defensee: A necesary elari/caton

No domestic sales lost: Under test I the importer ase a defense
if he can show by clear and convincing evidence that the domestic
industry would not have supplied that share of the market taken over
by dumped imports even if no dumping had occurred. Section: 1
[201(b) (1)]: Meeting competition: Meeting competition from other
nondumped imports would not alone constitute a defense. Section: 1
[201(d) . P atory intent: In recent years the Commission has in.
traced into its determinations the irrelevant question of whether
foreign merchandise was sold with predatory intent, as though this
psychological inquiry had something to do with the question ofimjury
to domestic industry. The bill would make it clear that the exporter s
or importer's intent is irrelevant. Section: 1 [201(d)].
Conment--The last sentence of article 8(b) is a two-edged sword.
On the one hand, U.S. industry has lost injury cases because of Tariff
Commission focus on one or several factors. On the other hand U.S.
adherence to such multifactored approach would preclude any future
U.S. legislation to create several automatic injury tests which have
been suggested by domestic industry. Without statutory tests such
as those which are proposed by S. 1726 experience has shown that
there is no assurance the Commission will find injury in even such
obvious situations.
Contributing Cause

lnternationa Antidumping Code
S.8(c). In order to establish whether dumped imports have caused
inury, all other factors which individually or in combination, may be
adversely affecting the industry shall be examined, for example: the
volume and prices of undump6d imports of the product in question,
competition between the domestic producers themseves, contraction in
demand to substitution of other products or to changes in consumer
tastes.
AntidumpingAdt, 1921, ia amended

No comparable provision.
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S. 1726 (90th Cong.)
Recognizing "dumping" as 6,"contributing cause"

The second, third, and fourth tests of injury, outlined in connection
with article 3(b), require that the dumping of foreign mer'handise
must be a contributing cause of the stated effects. It is rarely the case
that any event is the sole or even the predominant caue of any other
event, especially in the field of economic cause and effect. I et, the
Tariff Commission has recently refused to recognize injury from
dumping because injury might have been explained in p~art by causes
other than dumping. The bil would make clear that the mere presence
of concurrent causes may not be used to avoid a finding of injury froni
the dumping. Section: 1 [201(b) (2), (3),and (4).]
Comment
Article 3(c) seems to be a causal relation test whereas art ie :3(b) is
concerned with the scope of injury.
Article 3(c) picks up several of the defenses which Tariff Commission used to deny injury finding.
The words "individually, or in combination" in article 3(,) are
particularly damaging because they require the "princi )al cause" of
article 3(a) not only to be the largest single cause, but also of greater
effect than all other causes combined. Read in conjunction with the
words in article 3(a), "all other factors taken together" this becomes
the inescapable intent of tile code which the Tariff Commission would
have to implement because no exception has been accorded the United
States as was originally done regarding article VI of the GATT.
Competitive Product Market
InternationdAnWmping (lode
3(d). The effect of thedumped imports shall be assessed in relation
to the domestic production of the lie product when available data
permit tile separate identification of production in terms of such criteria as: the production process, the producers' realizations, profits.
11hlen the domestic production of the like product has no separate
identity in these terms the effect of the dumped imports shall be assessed by the examination of the production of the narrowest group
or range of products, which includes the like product, for which the
necessary information can be provided.
AntAd'mping Act, 1921, as amended
No com parable provision. The "such or similar" provisions in section 212(3) of the-U.S. Antidumping Act apply to comparability for
purposes of determining whether there is dumping, not to the injury
question.
S. 1726 (90th Cong.)
The product market would include merchandise which is reasonably
interchangeable in use with the class or kind involved. Other lines of
commerce in which one or more members of a domestic industry may
be engaged, but which are outside the scope of competition with
dumped imports, are not to be considered by the Commission in weighing the impact of dumping upon a domestic industry. Section: 1 1201

(f)(4).
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comment t
Article 3(d) attempts to solve the "relevant product line"' problem.
This concept would be superimposed upon the definition of industry as
set out in article 4 by article 4(c).
The code's reference to production process would seem to preclude
any subsequent possibility 'of legislation to allow a claim on injury
to be made by a competing product not necessarily of the same material or made by similar processes, although such broadening of product
line may be dangerous where broadening the relevant market ise may
make it more difficult to show injury.
The usefulness of this provision would depend upon whether the
availability of data and "necessary information" provisions can be
satisfied.
Threat of Injury
InternationalAntidumping Code
3(e). A determination of threat of material injury shall be based on
facts and not merely on allegation, conjecture, or remote possibility.
The change in circumstances which would create a situation in which
the dumping would cause material injury must be clearly fore.wen and
imminent.,
.4nftdunfping Act, 1921, as amended
Section 201 (a) gives the Tariff Commission the responsibility for
determining wvtlher an industry "is being or is likely to be injured.!'
s. 1726 (90th Cong.)

Likelihood of In fry

The Xeed.-The Tariff Commission has recently ruled that "likelihood of injuTy" can be found only on a showing of clear and inuninent
injury. This rigid standard, borrowed from an irrelevant concept
defined under wholly different words used in the old escape clause, is
almost impossible to satisfy. In keeping with the rule in other laws
designed to curb unfair competition, the Commission should be able to
cope with future dumping on a showing of reasonable likelihood of
injury.
Proposal.-Likelihood of injury shall Li found when:
The Commission finds a reasonable likelihood that an injury
described in the tests above will occur by reason of dumping.
Section: 1[201(c)].
comments
Neither the act nor its legislative history gives any explicit indication as to the meaning of "likelihood of injury." None of the domestic
antitrust laws has bee-n interpreted so narrowly as the Commission's
"clear and imminent" requirement. It is generally accepted that the
effective implementation of unfair trade laws requires the judging
bodv to make some estimates from evidence of records plus common
business experience, and a probability of injurious effects even though
this probability could not be demonstrated to a certainty.
I One example. though not an exclusive one, is that there Is convineing reason to believe
that there will be, in the immediate future, substantially Increased Importations of the
product at dumped prices.
8T-822--8--Pt. 1-
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By its very nature, the likelihood of injury concept is forward looking in time. Its purpose is to be prepared to deal with an inflow of
dumped imports so that their impict may be headed off by rapid im.
position of a special dumping duty.
As the Tariff Commission cases have shown, if the clear and immiiient injury test is required. any attempt to show the threat of injury
will become a dead letter in antidumping cases.
InternationalA ntidwmnping Code
3(f). With respect to cases where material injury is threatened by
dumped imports, the application of antidumping measures shall
studied and decided with special care.
Comment
A meaningless provision. The requirement of study and decision
"with special care would seem to be at cross-purlposes with the need
for speedy action where dumping is imminent.
ARTICLE 4
DEFINITION OF INDUSTRY

National and Regional Markets
InternationalAntidumpin Code
4(a). In determining injury the term "domestic industry" shall he
interpreted as referring to the domestic producers as a whole of the
like products or to those of them whose collective output of the products constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production
of those products except that:
(i) When producers are importers of the allegedly dumped product
the industry may be interpreted as referring to the rest of the pro.
ducers;
(ii) In exceptional circumstances a country may, for the production in question, be divided into two or more competitive markets and
the producers within each market regarded as a separate industry, if,
because of transport costs, all the producers within such a market sell
all or almost all of their production of the product in question in that
market, and none, or almost none, of the product in question produced
elsewhere in the country is sold in that market or if there exist special
regional marketing conditions (for example traditional patterns of
distribution or consumer tastes) which result in an equal degree of
isolation of the producers in such a market from the rest of the industry, provided, however, that injury may be found in such circumstances
only if there is injury to all or almost all of the total production of the
product in the market as defined.
4(c). The provisions of article 8 (d) shall be applicable to this article.

Antidumping Aot, 19 1, a amended
No comparable provision. The Tariff Commission in only a few

cases departed from the nationwide concept of industry and measured
injury of dumped imports in relation to the portion of the total U.S.
industry selling in the market area affected by the-dumped imports.
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X. 17X6 (90~th Con ie&?)
Defliditions of industryy"
The bill borrows from antitrust piriniciples in defining the domestic
industry, the geographical market and the product market so as to
as., me that the Tariff Commision will focus upon the effects of dumping in a competitive market area, and to reverse the recent tendency of
the Commission to consider the overall health of domestic industries,
dogmatically presumed to be nationwide, before deciding whether the
dumping caused injury.
The competitive market area would be the geographical area in
which the (lumped import.4 compete with the domestic merchandise.
Section: 1 [201(f)(3)].
The domestic industry would be those domestic vendors who supply
merchandise directly or indirectly to the competitive market area.
Section: [201(f) (2) ).
The product market would include merchandise which is reasonably
interchangeable in use with the class or kind being dumped. Section:
1 [201 (f) (4)].
Ccomment
Article 4(a) defines domestic industry generally as the domestic
producers as a whole of the like products or to those providing a major
proportion of the total domestic production.
Article 4 (e) superimposes the 'relevant product line"' requirement in
article 3(d) upon the industry concepts in article 4.
Recognition is given (in only exceptional cases) to the possibility
of a country being divided into two or more "competitive markets"
which the producers within each market regarded as a separate industry. However, this feature is severely limited by the requirement that
the producers within such market sell all or almost all of their production of such product in that market because of transport costs and that
there be no, or almost no, sales into that area of other U.S. production
situated outside such market. The code also recognizes the possibility
of special regional marketing conditions such as traditional patterns
of distribution or consumer tastes, which result in an equal degree
of isolation of the producers in such a market from the rest of the industry. Both of the aforementioned possibilities are also strictly limited by t further provision that injury must be found "to 'all or
almost all" of the production of the product in the market defined.
S. 1726, on the other hand, incorporates a regional geographic market concept but is not restricted by requiring a those producers selling in that market to sell exclusively in that market. If the code provisions are adopted, injury i a regional market could never be shown
if there were some sales in that market by a producer selling on a
broader or nationwide basis.
Subparagraph 4(a) (i) raises the question of whether the production
of a domestic producer would be excluded merely because lie has some
imports from his foreign subsidiary of "the allegedly dumped
product."
While the decision to divide a country into two or more competive
market areas is permissive, the requirements for doing so are mandatory. Although there seems to be no rational basis for the extreme
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isolation of the production in this market area which is the goal of
article 4(a) (ii) it is conceivable that the Tariff Commission could follow this concept rather than their earlier regional market decisions.
Integrated-Countries Markets
Iinte'ncalionalAntidumping Code
4(b). Where two or more countries have reached such a level of
integration that they have the characteristics of a single, unified market, the industry in the entire area of integration shall be taken to be
the industry referred to in article 4(a).
('omnwnt

Apparently not applicable to United States, but since "level of
integration" is not defined as either political or economic integration,
where negligible tariff or other barriers exist it might be argued that
the "integration" referred to in article 4(b) of the code is the type of
economic integration resulting in certain industries, such as is fostered
by the United States-Canadian automotive pact. The effect of this
would be to expand the industry and make an injury finding more
Geographic/Product
Market
IntcriaitlonalAntwunping Code

4(c). The provisions of article 3(d) shall be applicable to this article.
Comment.
Superimposes a "relevant product line" requirement upon the indus.
try concepts in article 4. This approach is also envisaged in S. 1720.
AwRicLE 5
C. iNVESTIOATION. AND ADMINISTRATION PROCEDURES

Initiation and ub8equent Investigation
Substantiation of Complaint
International Antidul)ing Code
5(a). Investigations shall normally be initiated upon a request on
behalf of the industry I affected, supported by evidence both of dumping and of injury resulting therefrom for this industry. If in special
circumstances the authorities concerned decide to initiate an investigation without having received such a request, they shall proceed only if
they have evidence both on dumping and on injury resulting therefrom.
Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended
• Section 201(b) implies that there be a preliminary dumping investifgation by Treasury to determine whether the Secretary has "reason
to believe or suspect, from invoice or other papers or from information
presented to him or his delegate" that a margin of dumping exists.
Section 201 (a) requires tie Tariff Commission to initiate the question of injury upon receiving advice from the Secretary of the TreasI An defined In art. 4.
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ury that merchandise is being, or is likely to be sold in the United
States or elsewhere at less than its fair value.
U.S. Treaury? Regulations
The domestic industry's complaint must present detailed data reasonably available, as well as suggestions concerning specific avenues
of investigation. 14.0(b) (2) and 14.6(b) (4).
Secretary may defer making an affirmative determination during
the pendency of proceedings relating to similar merchandise from another country. le must consider the date of the complaints, the volume

of sales involved in each proceeding, any hardship, and probable
extent of delay which deferral would entail. (14.8(a).)

S. 1726 (90th Congre9s)
Regarding the consolidation of complaints, the Secretary of the
Treasury would be required to consolidate all affirmative findings on
complaints filed simultaneously, and to keep them consolidated when
lie forwards them to the Tariff Commission in order to permit appraisal of total impact of such dumped imports by the Commission.
hitherto, there have been as many separate antidumping proceedings
before the Treasury and the Commission as there have been foreign
sou s of merchandise dumped in the'United States. This fragmented
way of dealing with what really is a singular injury to a domestic
industry has caused needless repetition and exlense in the administration of the act, and has led the Commission unjustifiably to deny the
remedy in cases where that injury is the result of dumping from several
foreign sources. Sections: 1 [201 ?a)) and 6 (212 (a) (1)].
Unsupportable complaints can be dismissed within 15 days, and
where imports from a country or countries are found not to be dumped,

they can be dismissed from the consolidated investigation. Section:
6 (9 12 (b) and (c) ].

Comment
Complainant cannot merely show injury to his own company--he is
required to show evidence of injury to the entire industry at the time lie
initiates his complaint.
Simultaneous Dumping and Injury Investigations
Infe umwfiono2 Anldu m phj Code

5(b).of Upon
initiationandofinjury
an investigation
and thereafter,
the evi.
dence
both dumping
should be considered
simultaneously.
In any event the evidence of both dumping and injury shall be considered simultaneously in the decision whether or not to initiate an
investigation, and thereafter, during the course of the investigation
starting on a date not later than the earliest date on which provisional
measures may be applied, except in the cases provided for in article
10(d) in which the authorities accept the request of the exporter and
the importer.
Antidumping At, 1921, a8 amended
Antdumpi~ng Act, 1921.-The code provision requiring the simul-

taneous consideration of dumping and injury with regard-to the basic
question of whether or not to initiate an investigation is patently con-
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trary to the specific intent, of Congress as expressed in the legislative
history of the 1954 amendment of the U.S. Antidumping Act of 1021.

U.S. TreaeuryRegulations
Section 14.8(a) states, "Whenever the Secretary makes a determination of sales at less than fair value he will so advise the U.S. Tariff
Commission."

S. 1726 (90th Congress)
Section 1[201 (a)] of S. 1726 was modified slightly compared to S.
2045, the Antidumping Act amendment offered in the 89th Congress
to make it clear that the Tariff Commission's injury determination
shall be made within 3 months "after notification from the Secretary"
of the Treasury of sales at less than fair value.
Comments
Article 5(b) would require simultaneous consideration of the evidence of dumping and injury. Tile U.S. Congress in 1954 specifically
removed the Injury determination from the Treasury Department,
givig it to the U.S. Tariff Comisllio.%SIOll, find requiring the Tariff Commission to conclude its injury determination within 90 days after receipt of a finding of a dumphig margin by the U.S. Treasury Departnient.
The code does not make it clear whether Treasury would again make
both preliminary dumping and injury determination for whiich there
is no basis in U.S. law especially after the 1954 amendment, or require the U.S. Tariff Commission to determine ab initio the injury
question without the benefit of knowing the margin of dumping, if
any, which may exist.
The requirement in article 5(b) for simultaneous consideration of
dumping and injury not only during the course of such investigation
but also in the decision whether or not to initiate an investigation, is a
complete innovation from the statutory scheme set up by the 1954
amendment which required the determination of sales at less than fair
value to be made before the question of injury even became pertinent.
The sentence beginning "In any event" makes no sense except as an
attempt to require the U.S. Tariff Commision to begin consideration of evidence of injury once a preliminary decision has been taken
that there is dumping and sufficient evidence of injury (the earliest
date on which provisional measures may be appld-see article

01a)).

The Tariff Commission could informally be supplied with information by Treasury on the injury question prior to a formal finding of
a dumping margin-and conceivably could make a finding of "no
injury" on the first day of the statutory 90-day period available for
its injur determination-unless the domestic complainant requested
the Tarff Commission to hold a public hearing on the question of
injury. Conceivably, this is what our U.S. negotiators have in mind.
The unavoidable question, however, is how the Tariff Commission is

supposed to determine the injury question prior to knowledge of the
margin of dumping involved in a finding of sales at less than fair
value which, according to U.S. law, must be first supplied to the Tariff
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Commission by the U.S. Treasury so that the Tariff Commission can
measure the impact of the goods containing the margin of dumping.
Dismissal of Insubstantial Complaints
InternatioaW2AtidwmpingCode
5(c). An application shall be rejected and an investigation shall
be terminated promptly as soon as the authorities concerned are satisfied that there is not sufficient evidence of either dumping or of injury
to justify proceeding with the case. There should be immediate termination in cases where the margin of dumping or the volume of dumped
imports, actual or potential, or the injury is negligible.
AitMdumping Act, 1921, a amended

No comparable provision.
('.S. Treasmiry Regldation.
Under section 14.6(d) (1) the Commissioner of Customs can close a
case after conducting a summary investigation to determine if the
merchandise is not being and is not likely to be imported in more than
insignificant quantities.
S.17.6 (90th Congre88)

Where no evidence to supl)ort a dumping complaint is found from

a particular source, the Secretary can di.umlss the complain within 15
days. Section: 6 [212(b))].
Furthermore, where complaints have been consolidated in a single

antidumping proceedings, the Secretary may prepare and publish a prolposed negatif'e dumnpini determination as to a country or countries
whose expos to the United States are found not to be dumped, rather
than wait until the preparation and publication of any l)roposed affirmative dumping determination. Section: 6 [212(c) ].

Failure to dismiss complaint would not cause automatic withholding
of appraisement.
Comment

'Section 14.6(d) (1) of the Treasury Regulations has no specific basis
in time present Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended. Because the Tariff

Commission only gets into the antidumping picture after the Treasury
has found dumping, the Conunission never sees "the ones that got
away." It might be claimed that any residual administrative power
regarding injury rests with the Secretary of the Treasury, particularly
insofar as before 1954 the Treasury could dismiss a case on the basis
of either no dumping or no injury.
However as the law stands today, it appears the Treasury is usurp.
ing Tariff Commission's injury function if it dismisses a case for a lack
of injury where there was potential for an affirmative dumping finding
to have 'been made. Should the combined impact from several sources
of dumping have been injurious, the Tariff Commission would never
have had an opportunity.to find injury, because the Treasury could
have dismissed each case piecemeal.
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NO Customs Clearance Delay
InternationalA ttidumping Code
5(d). An antiduilfl)ig proceeding shall not hinder the l)rocedures of customs clearance..

Athlumphg Act, 1921, vu amnenled
Section 201 (b) authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to withhold
appraisement, on unappraised entries made up to 120 days before
dumping complaint was lodged if he has reason to believe or suspect a
bargain of dumping to exist.
Such withholding applies "until further order of the Secretary " or
until a finding of dumping pus injury has been made public, ti the
goods have already been apl)raised at the time of the withholding
notice, they are not subject to the special dumping duty. (See. 202(a).)
U.8. Treau~ry Regulationa
Section 14.10 provides that if there has been a withholding of appraisement notice or a Tariff Commission finding of injury, the customs collector may release any involved merchandise in his custody

or which is'thereafter imported if an appropriate bond is filed or on
file, or if he is advised by the appraiser that merchandise involved in
a specified entry will e api)praised without. regard to the Ant idumping

Act.

ARTICLE 6
FVIDINCE

Right to Pvsent Evidence
1n/ernaflonal Antidumphig Code
6(a). The foreign suppliers and all other interested parties shall be
given ample opportunity to present in writing all evidence that they
consider useful in respect to the antidumping investigation in question.
They shall also have the right, on justification, to present evidence
orally.
U.8. Trieaury Regulation
Section. 14.8(a) gives interested persons an opportunity to make
written submissions regarding tentative determinations. The Secretary
of the Treasury retains the discretion (1) if an opportunity for oral
presentation will be accorded, and (2) to whom it will be accorded.

S. 17206 (90th Congres)
The bill provides that both importers and domestic industries shall
receive a fair hearing in any antidumping proceeding, and shall have
at any oral hearing the right to counsel, to present evidence, to confront interested parties, and to conduct whatever cross-examination

may be required for a full and fair disclosure of pertinent facts. Seetion:6 [212 (d) and (h) ].
GeneralComment on Article 6

While code standards regarding treatment of evidence are similar to

current Treasury Regulations inmany respects and can be conformed
with by Treasury and Tariff Commission administrative regulations,

III
they should be compared with the provisions of S. 1726 bIause a
number of significant differences based on the practical experiences of
industry in antidumping cases are reflected therein.
light to Examine Eviden('e
Int,'rna/t;oiiiA
.tubunping Code
6(b). The authorities concerned shall provide o)poIrtunities for th,
o"ulli nant. and the inporters and exl)orteis known to be concerned
and the governments of the exporting countries, to see all information

that is relevant to the pre.entation of their cases, that is not confidential as defined in paragraph (c) below, and that is used by the
authorities in an anti(htmping investigation, and to prepare presentations oil the basis of this information.
V'.8. 7'reasury Regulations

Section 14.6a (a) makes generally available to any person all information, but not necessarily all d(ocunients, obtained by Treasury in
(onnection with any antidumping proceeding. (There is no specific
mention of the governments of exporting country.) Summaries of
factual documents prepared by officers or employees of the unitedd
States, as distinguished from recommendations or evaluations, will be
made available. "
Information will be made available in specific or generalized form
unless competitors would get, a significant advantage, or tile persons
supplying tile information would be adversely affected. Though Treasury has discretion over degree of disclosure. the names of particular
customers, business or trade secrets, production costs, or distribution
costs unless accepted for justifying quantity discounts or differences
in circumstances of sale, ordinarily will not be disclosed [14.6a(c)
(3)].

. 1726 (90th Cong.)
Complainant and reviewing court would receive supplemental statement of information relied on by the Secretary, except confidential
costs used to ascertain constructed value or justify claimed discounts
for differences in quantities or circumstances of sale. Section: 6 [212
(c) and (i)].
Confidential information
InternahonalA ntiumnpmg rode
6(c). All information which is by nature conlhntial (for example,
because its disclosure would be of significant. competitive advantage
to a competitor or because its disclosure would have a significantly
adverse effect upon a person supplying the information or upon a
person from whom he acquired the information) or which is provided

on a confidential basis by parties to an antidumping investigation,
shall be treated as strictly confidential by the authorities concerned
who shall not reveal it, without specific permission of the party sub-

mitting such information.

U.S. Treasu.u Regulations
Section 14.6a(c) sets out standards for determining whether informartion will be regarded as confidential. This ordinarily includes situ.
ations where disclosure would be of significant competitive advantage
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to a competitor or would have a significantly adverse effect upon a
person supplying the information or upon a person from whom he
acquired the in formation. The final decision rests with the person
supplying the information.
-ection 14.6a(b) sets out the provisions for strict confidentiality

and the control of the party submitting the information.

. 17,6 (90th Cong.)
Parties involved should know the evidence used against them. The
provision for "reasoned opinions" contained in section: 6[212 (c) (d)
(e) (i)] usually will help accomplish this. While Treasury and the
Tariff Commission would retain discretion to refuse publication of information which would impede them from obtaining similar informaition in the future, they would be required to prepare a supplemental
statement of the information withheld for the use of the interested
parties and a reviewing court to enable them to analyze the agency
endings. Secion: 6 r212 (c) and (i) ].
An importer would be provided with the right to review data in Tariff Commission injury investigation similar to that in proPosed 1903
Antidumping Act Amendmeit for domestic complainant review in
Treasury dumping proceeding. In addition, right to review data in
the case at Treasury level would be limited to*exclude the costs of
manufacture in justification of quantity discounts, as well as costs used
in determining "constructed value." Section: 6 [212 (c) and (i) ].
Confidentiality unwarranted
In ternat;onalAntidumping Code
6(d). However, if the authorities concerned find that a request for
confidentiality is not warranted and if the supplier is either unwilling

to make the information public or to authorize its disclosure in generalized or summary form. the authorities would be free to disregard

such information unless it can be demonstrated to their satisfaction
from appropriate sources that the information is correct.

U.S Treasury regulations
If, however, disclosure is requested and it is determined that confidentiality is unwarranted, and the submitting party does not agree
to disclose any specific part or summary or approximation thereofto the extent It is self-serving, it will be disregarded by Treasury in
determining sales below fair value and will, not be relied on in this
connection.

8. 1726 (90th Cong.)
If an importer or exporter fails or refuses to furnish the information
requested by the Secretary. all doubts relating only to such information
will be resolved against the person failing or refusing to furnish it,
section 6 (212(f)).
Foreign Investigations
InternationalAntidumping Code
6(e). In order to verify information provided or to obtain further
details the authorities may carry out investigations in other countries
as iequired, provided they obtain the agreement of the firms concerned
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and provided they notify the representatives of the government of
the country in question and unless the latter object to the investigation.
('onment,
No comparable provision.
Notice of Investigation
InternationalAntidumping Code
6(f). Once the competent authorities are satisfied that there is sufficient evidence to justify initiating an antidumping investigation pursuant to article 5, representatives of the exporting country and the
exporters and importers known to be concerned shall be notified and
a public notice may be published.
.4ntlidupingAct, 1921, a anwnded
The first notice requirement is contained in section 201(b) which
requires Secretary of Treasury to publish notice in the Federal Register that he has reason to believe or suspect a dumping margin to exist.
.,S. 7'reasury Regulation.
Sect ion 14.6 (d) (1) (i) merely provides for an antidumping proceeding notice upon the Secretary's decision that the information received
in complaint is in proper form, and will specify the shipments by
certain firms or persons involved, the date received, and a summary of
the information.
Section 14.6(e) provides for a withholding of appraisement notice
in the Federal Register where reasonable grounds tobelieve or suspect
a (lumping margin to exist. Where the investigation is limited to transactions of certain shippers or producers the notice shall name them.
Section 14.9(a) requires each appraiser to notify the collector and
importer immediately of each lot of merchandise with respect to which
appaisement is withheld.
Confrontation and Rebuttal
lnte'u'dIonal Antidumping code
6(g). Throughout the antidumping investigation all parties shall
have a full opportunity for the defense of their interests. To this end,
the authorities concerned shall, on request, provide opportunities for
all directly interested parties to meet those parties with adverse interests, so that opposing views may be presented and rebuttal arguments
offered. Provision of such opportunities must take account of the need
to preserve confidentiality and of the convenience to the parties. There
shall be no obligation on any party to attend a meeting and failure to
do so shall not be prejudicial to thai.party's case.
U.N. Treasury regulations
Section 14.8(a) gives interested persons an opportunity to present
views including new or additional formation or arguments after a
notice of tentative determination is published in the Federal Reister.
Where accuracy of information before Treasury is challenged, oral
presentation of information or argument in person or through counsel
is possible for all parties who the Secretary decides are concerned. The
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notice of tentative determination includes a statement of reasons on
which the tentative determination is based.

S.1726 (90th Cong.)
The bill provides that. both Treasury, with regard to dumping, and

the Tariff C'ommission, with regard to injury, give an opl)ortunty for

a fair hearig and, at any oral hearing, the rigit to counsel, to present
evidence, to confront interested parties, and to conduct. whatever crossexamination may be required for a fair disclosure of pertinent facts,
section 6(212 (d) and (h)
A proposed dumping determination would be published indicating
nonconfidential specific data, concepts, and computations relied on by
Treasury in making its proposed decision. Parties would have opportunity to be heard on whether relevant documents should be made part
of'the record (section 0(212(c)).
Notice of Determinations
InternationalAntidumping Code
6(h). The authorities concerned shall notify representatives of the
exporting country and the directly interested parties of their decisions
regarding imposition or nonimposition of antidumping duties, indicating the reasons for such decisions and the criteria applied and shall,
unless there are special reasons against doing so, make public the
decisions.
Antidunping Act, 1921, as amended
Section 201 (a) requires the Secretary of Treasury to make public
notice of any affirmative dumping and injury findings.
Section 201 (c) requires Treasury and the tariff Commission to publish their respective dumping and injury findings in the Federal
Register "with a statement of tie reasons therefore "
U.S. Treasury Regulations
Section 14.13(a) requires publication in the Federal Register of
both the notice of tentative determination regarding Treasury's
dumping investigation and the Tariff Commisslon's determination
regarding injury including statements of the reasons therefor. Tariff
Commission findings will also be published in the weekly issues of
Treasury Decisions.
S. 1726 (90th Cong.)
The bill requires the Tariff Commission, as well as the Treasury
Department, to publish full reports indicating specific data such as
manufacturers, dates, prices, discounts, quantities, home consumption,
cost of containers, taxes, duties and commissions, as well as delivery,
selling, advertising, technical service, anti other expenses, but not including confidential cost information used in ascertaining constructed
value or costs of manufacture. Section: 6 [212(c) (d) (e) (i)].
Preliminary Determinations
InternationaZ Antidumping Code
6(1). The provisions of this article shall not preclude the authorities
from reaching preliminary determniiations, affirmative or negative, or
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from applying provisional measures expeditiously. In cases in which
any interested party withholds the necessary information, a final finding, affirmative or negative, may be made on the basis of the facts
available.
U.8. Treaury Regulation8
Section 14.6(d) (ii) allows the Commissioner of Customs to conduct a brief preliminary investigation and still promptly decide
whether reasonable grounds exist to believe or suspect a lumping
margin to exist.
Section 14.6(e) specifies that where insufficient information exists
to state whether purchase price or exporter's sales price are to be used
for the comparison with fair value, he may publish a supplementary
notice "as soon as possible" with such information and that withholding of appraisement shall not begin until such supplemental notice is
received by the appraisers.
S. 1726 (90th Gong.)
If an importer or exporter fails or refuses to furnish the information requested by the Secretary of Treasury, all doubts relating only
to such information will be resolved against him. Section: 6 [212(f)].
Comment

There is no provision in U.S. law or regulations allowing a final
finding on the basis of the facts available where any interested party
withholds "necessary information."
ARTICLE 7

PRICE UrNDErTAKINoS
Conditions for Terminating Investigations
International Antidumping ('ode.

7(a). Antidumping proceedings may be terminated without im-

position of antidumpn g duties or provisional measures upon receipt
of a voluntary undertaking by the exporters to revise their prices so

that the margin of dumping is eliminated or to cease to export to the

area in question at dumped prices if the authorities concerned consider this practicable, e.g., if the number of exporters or potential ex-

porters of the product in question is not too great and/or if the trading practices are suitable.
7(b). If the exporters concerned undertake, during the examination

of a case, to revise prices or to cease to export the product in question, and the authorities concerned accept the undertaking, the investi-

gation of injury shall nevertheless be completed if the exporters so
desire or the authorities concerned so decide. If a determination of no
injury is made, the undertaking given by the exporters shall auto.

matically lapse unless the exporters state that it shall not lapse. The

fact that exporters do not offer to give such undertakings during the
period of investigation, or do not accept an invitation made by the

investigating authorities to do so, shall in no way be prejudicial to
the consideration of the case. However, the authorities are, of course
free to determine that a threat of injury ismore likely to be realized ii
the dumped imports continue.
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U.S. Tieasury Regulations
Section 14.7(b) (9) allows Secretnry of Treasury to terminate a
(umping invest nation if "promptly after the commencement of tile
investigation" either (1) price revisions have been made which eliminate tile likelihood of sales below fair value and there is no likelihood
of the resumption of such prices, or (2) sales have terminated and will
not be resumed, or (3) the Secretary determines there are other
changed circumstances (undefined) on the basis of which it may no
longer be appropriate to continue an antidumping investigation.
Opponents are given 30 days after public notice in the Federal Register to challenge the facts relied on with "persuasive evidence or argument to the contrary." Otherwise there will be a finding that "there
are not and are not likely to be sales below fair value."
S. 17f6 (90th Cong.)
The bill would require that an investigation once begun be terminated only if (1) dumping ceased promptly after the start of the investigation, (2) assurances were given that such dumping would not
be resumed, and (3) the quantitie-s invoh'ed are insignificant. Section
6(212(a) (2)).
Comment
Denies complainant the right to have injury investigation completed
merely because of voluntary price revisions or cessation of the exports
(unless the authorities concerned so decide). This is contrary to U.S.
law which has ho provision allowing the Tariff Commission not to
ARCLE 8
complete its investigation.
D. ANTIDUMPINO DUTIES AND I'tUVISIONAL MEASURES

Imposition and Collection of Antidumping Duties
Discretion of Authorities
InternationalA nt/dumping Code
8(a). The decision whether or not to impose an antidumping duty
in cases where all requirements for the imposition have been fulfilled
and the decision whether the amount of the antidumping duty to be
imposed shall be the full margin of dumping or less, are decisions to
be made by the authorities of the importing country or customs territory. It is desirable that the imposition be permissive in all countries
or customs territories parties to this agreement and that the duty be
less than the martin, if such lesser duty would be adequate to remove
the injury to the domestic industry.
Article VI. GATT

2. In order to offset or prevent dumping, a contracting party may
levy on any dumped product an antidumping duty not greater in
amount than the margin 6f dumping ini respect of such product. For
the purposes of this article the margm of dumping is the price difference determined in accordance with the provisions of paragraph I.
Aridumping Act, 1991, as amended
Section 202(a) requires a special dumpn duty to be applied for
which the full margin of dumping is to be the basis.

I
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17?6 (90th Cong.)
Jutivwa Review
Rather than allow "the authorities" the ultimate decision, the bill
makes clear that judicial review is available to both importers and
complainants when proceeding concluded. This would clarify the
confusion as to the extent courts can review Treasury Department
AS.

and Tariff Commission findings. Appeals would be direct to the Court
of Customs and Patent Appeals. The court would be authorized only
to continue, not to initiate, the withholding of appraisement pending
an appeal. Section: 6 [212(j)].

Coanment
N mrE: The fact that once dumping and injury have been found the
authorities still have a decision (1) whether or not to impose an
antidumping duty, and (2) whether the amount of duty to be imposed is the full margin of dumping is a direct circumvention of
section 202(a) of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended, in which
the imposition of a special dumping duty in the full amount of the

dumping margin is mandatory.

Suppliers Named
InternationalAntidumping Code
8(b). When an antidumping duty is imposed in respect of any

product, such antidumping duty shall be levied, in the appropriate
amounts in each case, on a nondiscriminatory basis on imports of such
product from all sources found to be dumped and causing injury. The
authorities shall name the supplier or suppliers of the product concerned. If, however, several suppliers from the same country are involved, and it is impracticable to name all these suppliers the authorities may name the supplying country concerned. 1P several
suppliers from more than one country are involved, the authorities
may name either all the suppliers involved, or, if this is impracticable,
all the supplying countries involved.
Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended

Section 201(a) requ ires Secretary of Treasury after an affirmative
finding of injury bythe Tariff Commission to describe the class or kind
of merchandise involved "in such detail as he shall deem necessary
for the guidance of customs officers."
U.S. 7reau.ry/Regulation*
No comparable provision for notifying and naming the supplier
of the product concerned.
COnment
Treasury Regulations could interpret the phrase "for the guidance
of customs officers" to authorize naming suppliers or countries involved.
Duties limited by dumping margin
InternationalAntidumping Code
8(c). The amount of the antidumping duty must not exceed the
margin of dumping as established under article 2. Therefore, if sub-

sequent to the application of the antidumping duty it is found that the
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duty so collected exceeds the actual dumping margin, the amount in
excess of the margin shall be reimbursed as quickly as possible.
Comnwnt
No comparable provision.
Basic Price System
internationalAntidumping Code
8(d). Within a basic price system, the following rules shall apply,
provided that their application is consistent with the other provisions
of this code:
If several suppliers from one or more countries are involved,
antidumping duties may be imposed on imports of the product in
question found to have been clumped and to be causing injury
from the country or countries concerned, the duty being equivalent
to the amount by which the export price is less than the basic
price established for this purpose, not exceeding the lowest norreal price in the supplying country or countries iv~iere normal conditions of competition are prevailing. It is understood that for
products which are sold below this already established basic price
a new antidumping investigation shall becarried out in each particular case, when so demanded by the interested parties and the
demand is supported by relevant evidence. In cases where no
dumping is found, antidumping duties collected shall be reimbursed as quickly as possible. Furthermore, if it can be found that
the duty so collected exceeds the actual dumping margin, the
amount in excess of the margin shall be reimbursed as quickly as
possible.
Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended
Section 202(a) requires the special dumping duty. in an amount
equal to the difference between purchase price or exporter's sales price
and foreign market value (or, in the absence of such value, the constructed value, which are defined in sections 203, 204, 205, and 206
of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended, respectively.
Comment
Neither U.S. Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended, nor Treasury
regulations contain any "basic price system" concept for finding the
amount of the special dumping duty. If the Secretary of the Treasury
were to incorporate this into the Treasury regulations it is quite probable that it would create an anomalous situation in which sales at less
than fair value are found by Treasury on the basis of one price

[the actual price], but any special dumping duty is assessed on the

basis of an entirely different price [the base price]; e.g., where the
particular supphiers home market price is higher than the "lowest
normal price' which article 8(d) requires to be the basic price. Conceivably, the low home market price in country A on wire rods, for
example, would set the base price. Export sales by countries B and
C at prices below this price would precipitate a new antidumping investigation of B and C sales. Since B and C home market sales are
at a higher price, their margin would be their export price compared
to their home market sales, but the margin for dumping duty pur-

I
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poses would only be their export price compared to A's home market
price, the base price.

In this situation, a foreign supplier could raise his home market
price and know that the only dumping duty he might have to pay
would be equivalent to the margin that his export price was below the
"lowest normal price." If his export price were the same as, or higher
than,
theat"lowest
normal price" he would not pay any special dump.
ing
duty
How
thisall.
basic price would be established is not clarified in article
8(d). Neither are "normal conditions of competition" defined. In
effect, the entire mechanism for determining the margin of dumping
under U.S. law would be circumvented and all parties dumping at
prices higher than the basic price could continue to dump with im.
purity.
Dumping Cessation in Regional Markets
InternationalAntidumping Code

8(e). When the industry has been interpreted as referring to the pro.
ducers in a certain area, i.e., a market as defined in article 4(a)(ii),
antidumping duties shall only be definitively collected on the products
in question consigned for final consumption to that area, except in
cases where the exporter shall, prior to the imposition of antidumping
duties, be given an opportunity to cease dumping in the area concerned.
In such cases, if an adequate assurance to this effect ispromptly given
antidumping duties shall not be imposed, provided, however, that ii
the assurance is not given or is not fulfilled, the duties may be imposed
without limitation to an area.
US. Treamurb' Regulatima

Section 14.7(b) (9) merely allows the Secretary of Treasury to find
no likelihood of sales at. less than fair value if sales to the United States
have terminated and will not be resumed.
Comment

Giving the exporter an opportunity to cease dumping in the particular market area, and thereby absolving himself of antidumping duties
on products consigned for consumpti-on in that area, would seem to
enable him to be home free on the dumping he has already done. This
will encourage such area dunping, and exporters may dump into one
different area after another with impunity.
It would not be possible to claim that Treasury regulations already
cover this point since section 14.7(b) (9) only applies to a time period
before a determination on the question of the likelihood of sales at less
than fair value has been made, insofar as Treasury's authority under
its regulations is only to make a finding of no likelihood of sales at less
than fair value. Conformity with article 8(e) would enable dumper to
absolve himself from dumping duties merely by terminating such sales
at some time during the Tariff Commissionla injury investigation,
insofar as article 8(e) enables such termination any time "prior to the
imposition of antidumping duties" which occurs a r the Tariff Com.
mission finds injury.
It is difficult to conceive of the Congress delegating authority of the
Secretary of Treasury to set up without any prior congressional approval such a system of duty avoidance when the market area concept
is not even spelled out in the U.S. law.
87-822-8-pt. 1-9
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ARTICLE 9
DURATION OF DUMPING
Dut ies
Sntrnt/ionW. Antidumphing Code.
9(11 ). An antidunmping (uty shall retain ill force only as long as it
is necessaryi in order to counteract dumping which is causing injury.

9(b). The authorities concerned shall review the need for the con-

tinned imposition of the duty, where warranted, on their own initiative

or if interested suppliers or importers of the product so request and
submit information substantiating the need for review.
U.S. Trea-vuri/ Regulations
Sect ion 14.12 provides that to modify or revoke a finding of dumnping

plus injury, detailed information must be submitted in writing showing,, any change in circumstances or practice which has prevailed for a
subst ait ial pe-riod of time, or other reasons, which the applicant be-

lieves will establish that the basis for the finding no longer exists.
Notice of intent. to modify or revoke a finding will 7 e pullished in the
Federal Register and comments received from interested part ies within
30 days wilT be given consideration.
Comment
The use of the present tense, "is causing injury," would require lifting
an antidumping (luty finding as soon as the (uimped imports have
entered the commerce of the United States in spite of any threatened
injury or the possibility that another dumped shipment may arrive
ACL 10
imminently.
PROVISIONAL WEASUUF.8

Preliminary Decision Required
Inter-nationalAntidumping Code
10(it). Provisional measures may be taken only when a preliminary

decision has been taken that there is dumping and when there 's
sufficient evidence of injury.

Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended
Antidumping Act, 1921, requires withholding of appraisement in
section 201 (b) whenever the Secretary has reason to believe or suspect

that the purchase price or exporter's sales price is less or likely to be
less, than the foreign market value (or in the absence of such value,
then the constructed value).

U.S. Treasury Regulations
Section 14.6(e) requires a determination that reasonable grounds
to believe or suspect a dumping margin exists to be made by the Com.
missioner before he publishes a withholding of appraisement notice.
Comment
Clearly, there is no injury test involved in the U.S. provision for
withholding of apprisement.
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Forms of Provisional Measures
InternationalAntidumping Code

10(b). Provisional measures may take the form of a provisional

duty or. referably, a security-by deposit or bond-equal to the
aIIoIt of the ant(lumpingy duty provisionally e-stimated, being rnot
estimated margin of dumnping. With.
Fater than the pz'ovisionilly
Jo'(ling of apprasenient is an alp'opriate provisional measure provided -that tie normal duty and the estimated amount of the
antidumping (uty be. indicated and as long as the withholding of

applraisemient is sibject to the same conditions as other provisional
measures.

A nitiduinpingA t, 1921. s amended

The only provisional measure is withholding of appraisement as
provided iii seet ion '201 (1).
/. eguil/on.
S..5. Tei

Section 14.10(a) allows for a release on bond for all merchandise
subject to a notice of withholding of appraisement or a finding of
(umIIJ1ping

)lIIS injury.
Notice of Provisional Measures

Intern,natio 1Anluminpig Code
10(c). The authorities eoneerned shall inform representatives of
the exporting country and the directly interested parties of their
decisions regardinIg I imposition of provisional nleasUrw indicating

the reasons for such deeisio s and the criteria applied, and shall,
unless there are special reasons against doing so, make public such
decisions.
Antidumping Act, 1921, .s amended
Section 201(b) does not specifically require publication of notice
in the Federal Register that alI)l)aiseeilwlt is ieing withheld; lie is
required to publish- notice in lhe Ftler'd register that he has reason
to believe or suspect that a dimmping margin exists. ie then shall
authorize the withholding of appra isenment.
U.S. Treasury Reguli/unsq
The withholding of appiaisenient notice is described in section
14.6(e) to include a description of the merchandise, the nane..Of-1 1country of exportation, certain shippers or producers involved, the
date of the receipt of information in proper form, and the appropriate basis of comparisons for fair-value purposes.
Time Limit on Provisional Measures
InternationalAntidumping Code

10(d). The imposition of provisional measures shall be limited to

as short a period as possible. More specifically, provisional measures
shall not be imposed for a period longer than months or, on decision
of the authorities concerned upon request by the exporter and the
importer, 6 months.
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Antidtmping Act, 1921, ae amended
Section 201(b) requires aplraisement to be withheld "until such

order of the Secretary" or until the results of an injury investigation
are made public. Thus, there is no such 8 months' time limit as it contained in article 10(d) of the international code.
S. 1726 (90tA Cong.)
The amendment would impose a limitation of 6 months on Treasury
roceedings-and has an "escape value" for added time when needed.

The provision is a reasonable one; in 1954 Congress limited Tariff

Commission "injury" investigations to 3 months. Section: 0 [212(e)].
Comment
The 3 months' time limit would be an incentive to keep on importing

at dumped prices beyond the 3-month period because all dwnpei

impols after that time would be home free (in the absence of a
new investigation and the corresponding provisional measures).
Other Limits on Provisional Measures
lnterltltofal Antidumping Code
10(e). The relevant provisions of article 8 shall be followed in the
application of provisional measures.

Comment
The intended scope of this provision is unclear without further clar.
fication by negotiators of the international code.
AiriCL 11

General Rule
InternationalAntidumping Code
Antidumping.duties and provisional measures shall only be applied
to products which enter for consumption after the time when the
decision taken under articles 8(a) and 10(a), respectively, enters
into force, except that in cases: * * *

Antid ping Act, 1921, a8 amended
Section 202(a) allows reachback for unappraised entries made up to
120 days before question of dumping was raised.
U.S. Treaeum fzregulio
Section 14.9(a) provides that if the withholding of appraisement
notice finds the proper basis of comparison for fair value purposes
mexporter's sales price or if the notice does not specify the appro.
priate basis of comparison, the withholding of appraisement is retro.
active 120 days before the question of dumping was raised; if purchase
price is the proper basis, the withholding of appraisement starts after
the date of publication of such notce
This provision
thatwhere
dumping
duties
no longer as
be te
assessed
retroactively
in cases
purchase
pricewill
is controlIng
basis
for comparison with foreign market value is reasonable since importers
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in such cases are not related by ownership or control to their foreign
supplier, and hence cannot be presumedto know the home market
price of the foreign supplier, 14.9(a).
Comment

The general rule of article 11 is no retroactivity with certain
exceptions.

Section 202(a) of U.S. law merely sets outside limit of 120 days

on retroactivity. Treasury can reduce the length of this reachback
to less than 90 days by regulation without violating U.S. law.
Exception: For Duration of Provisional Measures
Exception: Final Duty Limited by Provisional Duty
Interim itimml Antiduanping Code

11 (i). Where a determination of material injury (but not of a
threat of material injury, or of a material retardation of the establish.
went of an industry) is made or where the provisional measures consist of provisional duties and the dump d imports carried out during
the period of their application would, in the absence of these provi.sional measures, have caused material injury, antidumping duties may

be levied retroactively for the period for which provisional measures,
if any have been applied.

If the antidumpmig duty fixed in the final decision is higher than
the
provisionally
paid
the difference
shall
not be collected.paid
If
the duty
fixed in the
finalduty,
decision
is lower than
theprovisionally
duty or the amount estimated for the purpose of the security, the
difference shall be reimbursed or the duty recalculated, as the case
may be.

AntidumpingAct, 191, as amended
Section 202(a) limits retroactivity to a reachback for unappraised
entries made up to 120 days before question of dumping was raised.
Cwomment
Retroactivity is limited to the period covered by provisional measures. However, since provisional measures woulk have a limited
U-month life as per article 10(d), the application of antidumping
duties would also be limited to those products entered within the
3-month operation of provisional measures. If the investigation took
longer to complete than 8 months after the start of provisional measure, all entries after the 3-month period could be dumped with impunity. Where no provisional measures were taken at all, there would
seem to be'no basis for any retroactivity.
Exception: Unrelated Suspension

InternatiowlAntidumping Code
11(ii). Where appraisement is suspended for the product in ques.
tion for reasons which arose before the initiation of the dumping case
and which are unrelated to the question of dumping, retroactive assessment of antidumping duties may extend back to a period not more
than 120 days before the submission of the complaint.
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Antidummping Act, ).901, aa amnded

Section 202 does not. require, as dox,s article 11(ii) of the Inter-

national Antidumping Code, that. the 120-day reach-back before submission of the complaint only apply to entries on which appraisement
was suspended for reasons which arose before the iitiiation of the
dumping case and which are unrelated to the quest ion of clumping.
Comment
Article 11 (ii) seems to make a concession to l20-day rench-back provision in U.S. law but limits this to exclude products ol which appraisement was suspended after the init iation of the dumping case for
reasons related to the question of dumping. Thus, any suspension of
aIpraisement after initiation of complaint and before provisional
measurMs (see art. 11 (i)) would not be subject to dumping duty. (This
would seem to be aimed at. informal withholding or "foot dragging"
bY appraisers sympathetic to complainant ; the workload excuse Would
still %em to be unaffected because unrelated to the question of
dumping.)
Exceptions: Historic and Sporadic I)umpig
InternationalAntidumping Code
11(iii). Where for the dumped product in question the authorities
deternine-

(a) either that there is a history of dumping which caused

material injury or that the importer was, or should imave been,

aware that the exporter practices dumping and that such dumping
would cause material injury, and
(b) that. the material Injury is caused by sporadic dumping
(massive dumped imports of a product il a relatively short
period) to such an extent that, in order to preclude it recurring, it
appears necessary to assess an antidumping duty retroactively on
those imports,
the duty maybe asessed on products which were entered for consumption not more than 90 days prior to the date of application of provisional measures.
Antdum-phig Act, 192!. as amended
No special provision for historical or spradic dumpig in the U.S.
law. The 90-day reach-back provision of article 11 (iii) does not add
anything not contained in the present U.S. law which allows a 1O0-day
reach-back, except, that in situations described in section 14.9(f) of
the Treasury regulations where purchase price is the basis for comparison with foreign market value, retroactivity which is not allowed
under section 14.9(f) of the Treasury regulations would be possible
under article 11 (iii) if the importer should have known about the exporter's practice of dumping and that material injury would be caused
thereby.
Comment

As a practical matter, since provisional measures would only be
initiated upon a preliminary decision of dumping and sufficient evi-
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dence of injury, any benefits of such 0-day rea(h-llck inay be watered
doWIn by it deluy i teachingg such lprelinilhiIary decision. k or example,
if such decision is reached 30 days after complaint, the reach-back
would only be retroactive (10 days before (i eomplaint, et. cetera. The
Treasury could completely neg lte the effectiveness of this provision

by delaying its preliuinaly decision until 90 days after complaint so
Ihat there could be no reach-back to entries made before the complaint.
Arric~E 12
AN'TIDUMICNKO A(-rION ON iIIIALF' OF A TIIiI1) COUNTRY

InternationalAntidumiping Code
(a) .n appication for antidumping action on behalf of a third
couiit . shial he madt, by the authorities of the third country requesting a1Iloll.
(b) Such an application shall be supported by price information to

show that the imports are being dumped and by detailed information

to show that the alleged dumiving is causing injury to the domestic
industry concerned in the thiri country. The Government of the third
country shall afford all assisae to tlie authorities of the importing
country to obtain any further informal ion which the latter may require.
(c) Tile authorities of the importing country in considering such
an application shall consider the effects of the alleged dumping on

the industry concerned as a whole in the third country; that is to say

the injury shall not be assessed in relation only to the effect of the
alleged dumping on the industry s exlrts to tihe importing country
or even on the industry s total exports.
(d) The decision whether or not to proceed with a case shall rest
with the importing country. If the importing country decides that it
is prepared to take action, the initiation of tie approach to the contracting parties seeking their approval for such action shall rest with
the importing country.
Af'tide V, GAT''
0(b). The contracting parties may waive the requirement of subparagraph (a) of this paragraph so as to permit a contracting party
to levy an antidumping or countervailing duty on the importation of
any product for the purpose of offsetting dumang or subsidization
winch causes or threatens material injury to an industry in the territory of another contracting party exporting the product concerned to
the' territory of the importing contracting party.
Comment
Although there is no comparable concept in U.S. law or regulations,
by having originally subscribed to article VI of GATT, the United
States might be deemed to have accepted this provision in principle.
Insofar as the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended required injury to
be measured in terms of whether an industry in the United States is
being or is likely to be injured, it would seen to require a change in
U.S. law to authorize the Tariff Commission to find injury to a third
country.
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ARTIcLE 13

Accession, Etlective Date
InternationaZ Antidumping Code
This agreement shall be open for acceptance, by signature or otherwise, by contracting parties to the general agreement and by the Europeal FIcotic(oimmunity. 'Tlie agreeinent shall enter into force on

July 1,1968 for each party which has accepted it by that (late. For each
party accepting the agreement after that late, it shall enter into force
upon acceptance.
orientnt
Was signed for the United States by Ambassador Michael Blumenthal in Geneva, Switzerland on June 30, 1967.
Airrivix 14

Conformity to Code
Each party to this agreement shall take all necessary steps, o, a
general or particular character, to insure, not later than tho date of
the entry into force of the agreement for it, the conformity of its laws,
regulations, and administrative procedures with the provisions of
the Antidumping Code.
ATIrrIE 15
Notice of Changes to GATT
Each party to this agreement shall inform the contracting parties to
the general agreement of any changes in its antidumping laws and
reglations and in the administration of such laws and regulations.
AirricL 16
Annual Report to GATT
Each party to this agreement shall report to the contracting parties
annually on the administration of its antidumping laws and regulations, giving summaries of the cases in which antidumping duties have
been assessed definitively.
17
Consultation with GATT Committee on Antidumping Practices
The parties to this agreement shall request the contracting parties
to establish a Committee on Antidumping Practices composed of representatives of the parties to this agreement. The Committee shall normally meet once each year for the purpose of affording parties to this
agreement the opportunity of consulting on matters relating to the
administration of antidumping systems in any participating country
or customs territory as it might affect the operation of the Antidumping Code or the furtherance of its objectives. Such consultations shall
be without prejudice to articles XXII and XXIII of the general
agreement.

AppzNjDix
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INTERNATIONAL AN77 Li;ezNG CODIE

Tabular auummary of mandatory and permissive prorisiona

Mandatory

Title of article

Affected investigation

Permissive

1. Antidumping Code...... Code, the exclusive remedy -----------..----------.........................
2. Determination of dumping- 2 (a) Fair value versus normal vaite- ------------------(b) Like p--................................................
product -"
2 (c) Transshipments...........-2 (d) [Partj 3d country sales --------(d) [Part) 3d country 8alk --------(e) Unreliable pric(. ..........
(f) [Part] unreliable prices .......
f) [Part) adjustments for differ(g) State trading monopolies-.---ences.
3. Determinatica of material
3 (a) Principal cause of material
injury.
injury, threat of mat(b) Fornu of injury --------------erial injury and mat(c) Contributing cause-------------erial retardation.

l)umping, injury.
lumping.
u)tmping, injury.
I)umpiu.
l)o.
l)o.
Do.
Do.
Injury.
Do.

(d) Competitive product market. -(e)
(f) Threat of injury --------------

4. Definition of industry-.
5. Initiation and subsequent
investigation.

Threat of injury ------------ 4 (a) [Partl national markets -------

(b) Integrated-countries markets ....
(c) Geographic/product markets..--

5 (b) (Part] simultaneous dumping
and injury investigations.

(c) [Part] Dismissal of insubstan6. Evidence--------------

(d)
6 (a)
(b)
()

tial complaints.

No customs clearance delay .....

4 (a)[Parti regional markets -------5 (a) S, bstAntiation of complaint
(b) Simtltaneous dumping and

-.. --

injury investigations.
(e) [Part] dismissal of insutmtan-

l)um)ing, injury.
Do.
Do.

tial complaints.

(d) Confidentiality unwarranted-....

Confrontation and rebuttal-...
Notice of determination -------

)o.

)o.

i)aaznping.
1)umping, injury.
I )o.
1)o.
)o.

Right to present evidence -----Right to examine evidence ----Confidential information -------

(f) [Part] notice of investigation...

)o.
I)o.
1)o.
I)o.
)o.

-I

-

(e) Foreign investigations --------- Dumping.
(f) JPartJ notice of investigation.. --f
Do.
(i) krelizinary determinations..---.

Dumping, injury.
Dumping.

Dumping, injury.

J

Tabular summary of mandaLory and permissive provisions-Continued
Title of article
7. Price undertakings -------

8. Imposition and collection
of antidumping duties.

9. Duration of dumping
duties.
10. Provisional measures ------

Mandatory

-----------------------------------7 (b) [Part] exceptions and consequences.
8 (a) [Part) discretion of aut horities
(b) [Part) suppliers mwmed --------(c) Duties limited by dumping
mae'gI.
(d) [Part] basic price system. ....
(e) LPartl dumping cessation in
regional markets.
9 (a) and (b) Duration of dumping
duties.
10 (a) Preliminary decision required.(c) Notice of provisional measures__

11. Retroactivity...........

12. Antidumping action on
behalf of a 3d country.
13. to 17. Final provisions-..-

(d) Time limit on provisional ineasures.
(e) Other limits on provisional
measures.
11
General rule -----------------11 (i) [Part] exception: final duty
limited by provisional duty.

12 (a) (b) (c)
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Accession; effective date.
Conforming to code.
Notice of changes to GATT.
Animal r4,iport to GATT.
Consultation with GATT Cominittee on Antidunaing Practices.

Permissive

Affected investigation

7 (a) Conditions for terminating
I)o.
investigations.
(b) [Part]
exceptions and conseDo.
quences.
Do.
8 (a) [Part] discretion of authorities-..
Dumping.
(1)) [Part] suppliers named-Do.
Do.
(d) (Part] basic price system......
Injury.
(e) Part] dumping cessation in
regional markets.
Dumping, jury.
10 (b) Foriws of provisional measures - -

Do.

Dumping.

Do.
Dumping, injury.
Dumping.
11 (i) [Part] exception: For duration
Dumping, injury.
of provisional measures.
I1 (ii) Exception: Unrelated suspenDumping.
sion.
(iii) Historic and sporadic dumping- Dumping, injury.
12 (d) Implerneaatation of article 12--- -Do.

t-a
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AIP:NIJX It
AGREEMENT ON IMPLEMENTATION OF ARTICLE VI O'V THE GENERAL AGREEMENT ON'
Te=a s AND TpAIs
The partils to thLi Agreement,
('onildcring that 4inisteters on 21 May 1003 agret.d that a significant liberalization of world trade was (desirable and that the comprehensive trade negotiition., the 1964 Trade Negotiations, should deal not only with tariffs but also with
non-tariff barriers:
Recogni:tng that anti-dumnping practices thoull not constitute an unjustifiable
Impediment to International trade and that anti-duliping duties may be applied
againt dumping only if such dumping causes or threatens material injury to an
established Industry or materially retards the establishment of an Industry;
(onsidcrip that it Is desirable to provide for equitable and open procedures
as the basis for a full examination of dumping cases: and
14sirinl to Interpret the provisions of Article VI of the General Agreement
and to elaborate rule, for their application in order to provide greater uniformIty 1nd certainty in their Implementation;
Hereby agric as follows:
Part I. Anti-Dumping Code
Articles I
The Impovition of an anti-dumping duty Is a measure to be taken only under
the circumsanes provided for In Article VI of the, General Agreement. The following provisions govern the application of this Article, In so far as action is
taken under anti-dumping legislation or regulations.
A. DUFERMINATION OF DUMPING

Artich"2

(a) For the purpose of this Code a product is to be considered as being
dumped, i.e. Introduced into the commerce of another country at less than Its
normal value, if the export price of the product exported front one country to
another Is less than the comparable price, in the ordinary course of trade, for
the like product when destined for consumption in the exporting country.
(b) Throughout this Code the term "like product" productlt slmilaire") shall
be interpreted to mcan a product which is Identical, i.e. alike in all respects to
the product under consideration, or In tie aisence (if such a product, another
product which, although not alike in all reslpects, has characteristics clowly
resembling tho.,e of the product under consideration.
(c) In the case where products are not imported directly front the country of
origin but are exported to the country of Importation from an intermediate
country, the price at which the products are sold front the country of export to
the country of Importation shall normally be compared with the comparable
price In the country of export. However, comparison may be made with the price
In the country of origin, If, for example, the products are merely trans-shipped
through the country of export, or such products are not produced In the country
of export, or there is no comparable price" for them in the country of export.
(d) When twre are no sales of the like product In the ordinary course of trade
In the domestic market of the exporting country or when, because of the particular market situation, such sales do not permit a proper comparison, the margin
of dumping shall be determined by comparison with a comparable price of the
like product when exported to any third country which may be the highest such
export price but should be a representative price, or with the cost of production
In the country of origin plus a reasonable amount for administrative, selling and
any other costs and for profits. As a general rule, the addition for profit shall
not exceed the profit normally realized on sales of products of the same general
category in the domestic market of the country of origin.
(e) In capes where there Is no export price or where It appears to the authoritiesI concerned that the export price ts unreliable because of association or a
compensatory arrangement between the exporter and the Importer or a third
party, the export price may be constructed on the basis of the price at which the
Imported products are first resold to an Independent buyer, or If the products
IWhen in this Code the term authoritiess" Is used, It shall be Interpreted as meaning
authorities at an appropriate, senior level.
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are not resold to an Indepe'ndent buyer, or not resold ii the condition as imported,
on such reasonable basis as the authorities may determine.

(f) In order to effect a fair comparison between the, export price and the
domestic price in the exlortilg country (or the country of origin) or, if applicable, the price established pursuant to the provisions of Article VI :l(b) of
the General Agreement, the two prices shall be comparedt at the same level of
trade, normally at the ex factory level, and In respect of sales made at as nearly
as possible the same time. Due allowance shall be made in each case, on Its merits,
for the differences in conditions and terms of sale, for the differences In taxation,
and for the other differences affecting price comparability. In the cases referred
to In Article 2(e) allowance for costs, including duties and taxes, incurred
between importation and resale, and for profits accruing, should also be made.
(gj This Article Is without prejudice to the second Supplementary Provision
to paragraph I of Article VI in Annex I of the General Agreement.
B. DETERMINATION OF MATERIAL INJURY, THREAT OF MATERIAl.
INJURY AND MATERIAL RETARDATION

Article S. Determination of Injury

(a) A determination of Injury shall be made only when the authorities concerned are satisfied that the dumped imports are demonstrably the principal
cause of material Injury or of threat of material injury to a domestic Industry
or the prlncilal cause of material retardation of the establishment of such an
Industry. In reaching their decision the authorities shall weigh, on one hand,
the effect of the dumping and, on the other hand, all other factors taken together
which may be adversely affecting the industry. The determination shall II all
cases be based on positive findings and not on mere allegations or hypothetical
possibilities. In the case of retarding the establishment of a new industry in the
country of importation, convincing evidence of the forthcoming establishment
of an Industry must be shown, for example that the plans for a new Industry
have reached a fairly advanced stage, a factory Is being constructed or machidery
has been ordered.
(b) The valuation of injury-that Is the evaluation of the effects of the dumped
Imports on the industry In question-shall be based on examination of all factors having a bearing on the state of the industry In question, such as: development and prospects with regard to turnover, market share. profits , prices (Including the extent to which the delivered, duty-paid price Is lower or higher
than the comparable price for the like product prevailing in the course of normal
commercial transactions In the importing country), export performance, employnient, volume of dumped and other imports, utilization of capacity of domestic
industry, and productivity; and restrictive trade practices. No one or several of
these factors can necessarily give decisive guidance.
(c) In order to establish whether dumped imports have caused injury, all
other factors which, individually or In combination, may be adversely affecting
the industry shall be examined, for example: the volume and prices of undumped
Imports of the product in question, competition between the domestic producers
themselves, contraction In demand due to substitution of other products or to
changes In consumer tastes.
(d) The effect of the dumped imports shall be assessed In relation to the
domeqtie production of the like product when available data permit the separate
Identification of production In terms of such criteria as: the production process, the producers' realizations, profits. When the domestic production of the
like product has no separate ldentitv In these terms the effect of the dumped Imports shall be assessed by the examination of the production of the narrowest
group or range of products, which Includes the like product, for which the necesary Information can be provided.
(e) A determination of threat of material Injury shall be based on facts and
not merely on allegation, conjecture or remote possibility. The change in cir.
cumstances which would create a situation In which the dumping would cause
material Injury must be clearly foreseen and imminent'
$When In this Code the term "Injury" Is used, It shall, unless otherwise specified, be

Interpreted as covering cause of material Injury to a domestic Industry, threat of material
Injury
to a domestic Industry or material retardation of the establishment of such an
Industry,
I One example though ot an exclusive one, is that there is convincing reason to believe
that there wil Ie, In the Immediate future, substantially increased importations of the
product at dumped prices.
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(f) With respect to cases where nterial Injury is threatened by dumped im.
ports, the application of aiiti-dumping measures shall be studied and decided
with special care.
Article 4.Definition of Industry
(a) In determining Injury the term "domestic Industry" shall be interpreted
as referring to the domestic producers as a whole of the like products or to those
of them whose collective output of the products constitutes a major proportion of
the total domestic production of those products except that
(1) when producers are imnorters of the allegedly dumped product the
Industry may be interpreted as referring to the rest of the producers;
(i) in exceptional circumstances a country may, for the production In
question, be divided Into two or more competitive markets and the producers
within each market regarded as a selparate indutry, If, because of transport costs, all the producers within such a market sell all or almost all of
their production of the product in question in that market, and none, or
almost none, of the product In question produced elsewhere In the country
is sold in that market or If there exist special regional marketing conditions
(for example, traditional patterns of distribution or consumer tastes) which
result in an equal degree of isolation of the producers in such a market
from the rest of the Industry, provided, however, that injury may be found
in such elrcumstances only If there Is injury to all or almost all of the total
production of the product in the market as defined.
(b) Where two or more countries have reached such a level of Integration that
they have the characteristics of a single, unified market, the Industry In the entire area of Integration shall be taken to be the industry referred to In Article
4(a).
(c) The provisions of Article 3(d) shall be applicable to this Article.
0, INVESTIOATION AND ADMINISTRATION PROCEDURES

Artioles . Initiation and Subsequent Investigation
(a) Investigations shall normally be Initiated upon a request on behalf of the
industry' affected, supported by evidence both of dumping and of injury result.
Ing therefrom for this industry. If in special circumstances the authorities con.
cerned decide to initiate an investigation without having received such a request
they shall proceed only If they have evidence both on dumping and on injury
resulting therefrom.
(b) Upon initiation of an Investigation and thereafter, the evidence of both
dumping and injury should be considered simultaneously. In any event the evi.
dence of both dumping and injury shall be considered simultaneously in the decision whether or not to initiate an Investigation, and thereafter, during the
course of the investigation, starting on a date not later than the earliest date on
which provisional measures may be applied, except in the cases provided for In
Article 10(d) in which the authorities accept the request of the exporter and
the importer.
(c) An application shall be rejected and an Investigation shall be terminated
promptly as soon as the authorities concerned are satisfied that there is not sufficient evidence of either dumping or of Injury to Justify procetding with the
case. There should be Immediate termination In cases where the margin of dump.
Ing or the volume of dumped imports, actual or potential, or the injury Is
negligible.
(d) An anti-dumping proceeding shall not hinder the procedures of customs
clearance.
Article 6. Evidence
(a) The foreign suppliers and all other Interested parties shall be given ample
opportunity to present In writing all evidence that they consider useful in respect
to the anti-dumping Investigation in question. They shall also have the right, on
Justification, to present evidence orally.
(b) The authorities concerned shall provide opportunities for the complainant
and the importers and exporters known to be concerned and the governments of
the exporting countries, to see all information that is relevant to the presentation
of their cases, that Is not confidential as defined In paragraph (e) below, and
- As defined In art. 4.
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that is used by the authorities In an anti-dumping Investigation, and to prepare
presentations on the basis of this information.
(c) All information which is by nature confidential (for example, because Its
disclosure would be of significant competitive advantage to a competitor or because Its disclosure would have a significantly adverse effect upon a person

supplying the Information or upon a person from whou he acquired the Informa-

tion) or which Is provided on a confidential basis by parties to anl anti-dumping
Investigation shall be treated as strictly confidential by the authorities concerned who shall not reveal It, without specific permission of the party submitting such information.

(d) However, If the authorities concerned find that a request for confidentiality Is not warranted and if the supplier is either unvilling to make the Information public or to authorize Its disclosure in generalized or summary form, tile
authorities would be free to disregard such Information unless It van be delnohl-

strated to their satisfaction front appropriate sources that the information is
correct.
(e) In order to verify Information provided or to obtain further details the
authorities may carry out investigations In other countries required, provihld
they obtain the agreement of the firms con(.ernt and provided they notify the
representatives of the government of the country In quest ion and unless the latter
oDject to the investigation.
(f) Once the competent authorities are sati.fled that there is sufficient evidence to justfy initiating fil anti-duinping inve.stigation pursuant to Article 5
representatives of tile exporting country and tile exporters an Ilmlporters known
to be concerned shall be notified and a public notice may be published.

(g) Throughout the anti-dumping Investigation all parties shall have a full

opportunity for the defence of their Interests. To fihl end, the authorities con-

cerned shall, on request, provide opportunities for all dirnetly Interested parties

to meet those parties with adverse interests, so that opposing views may he
presented and rebuttal argunients offe-rc"'. "ru,vision (f sulh opportunities must
take account of the need to preserve c
, "tially
1,iti and of tie convenience of the
parties. Th-re shall be no obligation on aniy party to attend a meeting and failure
to do so hall not be prejudicial to that 1, rty's ease.
(h) The authorities concerned shall notify representatives of the exporting
country and directly interested parties of their decisions regarding Imposition or
non-imposition of anti-dumping duties, Indicating the reasons for such decisions
and the criteria applied, and shall, unless there are special reasons against doing

so, make public the decisions.
(I) The provisions of this Article shall not preclude the authorities from
reaching preliminary determinations, afiirnlative or negative, or from applying
provisional measures expeditiously. In cases In which any interested party withholds the necessary information, a final finding, affirmative or negative, may be
made on the basis of the facts available.
Article 7. Price Undertakings
(a) Anti-dumping proceedings way be terminated without Ihposition of antidumping duties or provisional measures upon receipt of a voluntary undertaking
by the exporters to revise their prices so that the margin of dumping is eliminated
or to cease to export to the area in question at dumped prices If tile authorities
concerned consider this practicable, e.g., if the number of exporters or potential
exporters of the product In question is not too great and/or If the trading practices are suitable.
(b) If the exporters concerned undertake during the examination of a case,
to revise prices or to cease to export the product In question, and the authorities
concerned accept the undertaking, the Investigation of injury shall nevertheless
be completed If the exporters so desire or the authorities concerned so decide. If
a determination of no Injury Is made. the undertaking given by the exporters
shall automatically lapse unless the exporters state that it shall not lapse. The
fact that exporters do not offer to give such undertakings during the period of
Investigation, or do not accept an Invitation made by the Inve.tigating authorities
to do so, shall In no way be prejudicial to the consideration of the case. However,
the authorities are of course free to determine that a threat of injury ts more
likely to be realized If the dumped imports continue.
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D. ANTI-DUMPING DUTIES AND PROVISIONAL MEASURES

Article 8. Imposition and Collection of Anti-Dumping Duties
(a) The decision whether or not to Impose an anti-dumping duty In cases where
all requirements for the imposition have been fulfilled and the decision whether
the amount of the antidumping duty to be imposed shall be the full margin of
dumping or less, are decisions to be made by the authorities of the importing
country or customs territory. It Is desirable that the Imposition be permissive in
all countries or customs territories parties to this Agreement, and that the duty
be less than the margin, If such lesser duty would be adequate to remove the
injury to the domestic Industry.
(b) When an anti-dumping duty Is imposed in respet of any product, such
anti-dumping duty shall be levied, in the appropriate amounts in each case, on a
non-discriminatory basis on imports of such product from all sources found to be
dumped and causing Injury. The authorities shall name the supplier or suppliers
of the product concerned. If, however. several suppliers from the same country
are Involved, and it is impracticable to name all these suppliers, the authorities
may name the supplying country concerned. If several suppliers from more than
one country are involved, the authorities may name either all the suppliers
involved, or, If this is Impracticable, all the supplying countries involved.
(e) The amount of the anti-dumping duty must not exceed the margin of dumping as established under Article 2. Therefore, if subsequent to the application of
the anti-dumping duty it is found that the duty so collected exceeds the actual
dumping margin, the amount in excess of the margin shall be reimbursed as
quickly as possible.
(d) Within a basic price system the following rules shall apply provided that
their application Is consistent with the other provisions of this Code:
If several suppliers from one or more countries are Involved, anti-dumping
duties may be imposed on imports of the product In question found to have
been dumped and to be causing injury from the country or countries concerned, the duty being equivalent to the amount by which the export price is
less than the basic price established for this purpose, not exceeding the
lowest normal price in the supplying country or countries where normal conditions of competition are prevailing. It is understood that for products which
are sold below this already established basic price a new anti-dumping investigation shall be carried out in each particular case, when so demanded by
the Interested parties and the demand Is supported by relevant evidence. In
cases where no dumping is found, anti-dumping duties collected shall be reimbursed as quickly as possible. Furthermore, if It can be found that the duty
so collected exceeds the actual dumping margin, the amount In excess of
the margin shall be reimbursed as quickly as possible.
(e) When the industry has been interpreted as referring to the producers In

a certain area, I.e., a market as defined in Article 4(a) (Hi), anti-dumping duties
shall only be definitively collected on the products in question consigned for final
consumption to that area, except in cases where the exporter shall, prior to the
imposition of anti-dumping duties, be given an opportunity to cease dumping in
the area concerned. In such cases, If an adequate assurance to this effect is

promptly given, anti-dumping duties shall not be Imposed, provided, however,

that If the assurance is not given or is not fulfilled, the duties may be imposed
without limitation to an area.

Article 9. Duration of Anti-Dumping Duties
(a) An anti-dumping duty shall remain in force only as long as It is necessary
in order to counteract dumping which is causing injury.
(b) The authorities concerned shall review the need for the continued Imposition of the duty, where warranted, on their own initiative or if interested

suppliers or Importers of the product so request and submit information substantiating the need for review.
Article 10. ProvisionalMeauru

(a) Provisional measures may be taken only when a preliminary- decision
has been taken that there is dumping and when there Is sufficient evidence of
injury.
(b) Provisional measures may take the form of a provisional duty or, preferably, a security-by deposit or bond--equal to the amount of the anti-dumping
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duty provisionally estimated, being not greater than the provisionally estimated
margin of dumping. Withholding of appraisement is an appropriate provisional
measure provided that the normal duty and the estimated amount of the antidumping duty be indicated and as long as the withholding of appraisement is sub.
Ject to the same conditions as other provisional measures.
(c) The authorities concerned shall Inform representatives of the exporting
country and the directly Interested parties of their decisions regarding imposition of provisional measures indicating the reasons for such decisions and the
criteria applied, and shall, unless there are special reasons against doing so,
publish such decisions.
(d) The Imposition of provisional measures shall be limited to as short a
period as possible. More specifically, provisional measures shall not be Imposed
for a period longer than three months or, on decision of the authorities concerned
upon request by the exporter and the importer, six months.
(e) The relevant provisions of Article 8 shall be followed in the application
of provisional measures.
Article 11. Retroactivity

Anti-dumping duties and provisional measures shall only be applied to products which enter for consumption after the time when the decision taken under
Articles 8(a) and 10(a), respetively, enters into force, except that in cases:
(1) Where a determination of material injury (but not of a threat of
material injury, or of a material retardation of the establishment of an
industry) is made or where the provisional measures consist of provisional
duties and the dumped imports carried out during the period of their appllcation would, In the absence of these provisional measures, have caused
material injury, anti-dumping duties may be levied retroactively for the
period for which provisional measures, if any, have been applied.
If the anti-dumping duty fixed in the final decision Is higher than the provisionally paid duty, the difference shall not be collected. If the duty fixed In
the final decision is lower than the provisionally paid duty or the amount
estimated for the purpose of the security, the difference shall be reimbursed
or the duty recalculated, as the case may be.
(i) Where appraisement is suspended for the product in question for
reasons which arose before the initiation of the dumping case and which are
unrelated to the question of dumping, retroactive assessment of antidumping
duties may extend back to a period not more than 120 days before the subuission of the complaint.
(ii) Where for the dumped product in question the authorities determine
(a) either that there is a history of dumping which caused material
injury or that the importer was, or should have been, aware that the
exporter practices dumping and that such dumping would cause material
Injury, and
(b) that the material injury is caused by sporadic dumping (massive
dumped imports of a product in a relatively short period) to such an
extent that, in order to preclude it recurring, it appears necessary to
assess an anti-dumping duty retroactively on those Imports.
the duty may be assessed on products which were entered for consumption
not more than 90 days prior to the date of application of provisional
measures.
E. ANTIDUMPINO ACTION ON BEHALF OF A THIRD COUNTRY

Article 12

(a) An application for anti-dumping action on behalf of a third country shall
be made by the authorities of the third country requesting action.
(b) Such an application shall be supported by price information to show that
the Imports are being dumped and by detailed information to show that the
alleged dumphig is causing Injury to the domestic industry concerned in the third
country. The government of the third country shall afford all assistance to the
authoritiesOf the importing country to obtain any further information which
the latter may require
(c) The authorities of the Importing country In considering such an application
shall consider effects of the alleged dumping on the Industry concerned as a whole
in the third country; that is to say the Injury shall not be assessed In relation
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only to the effect of tie alleged dumping on the Industry's exports to tile ImportlIg country or even on the industry's total exports.
(d) The decision whether or not proceed with aicnse shall rest with the Importlag country. If the importing country decides that it is prepared to take action,
the Initiation of the approach to the 'ontracting partiess seeking their approval
for such action shall rest with the Importing country.

Part I1. Final Procisione
Article 13
This Agreement shall be open for acceptance, by signature or otherwise, by
contracting parties to the General Agreement and by the European &-onoilie
Community. The Agreement shall enter into force on I July lINA for each party
which has accepted It by that date. For each party accepting the Agreement after
that date, it shall enter into force upon acceptance.

Article 14
Each party to this Agreement shall take all necessary steps, of a general or
particular character, to ensure, not later than the date of the entry Into force

of the Agreement for it, the conformity of Its laws, regulations and adiinistrative procedures with the provisions of the Anti-Dumping Code.
Article 15
Each party to this Agreement shall inform the Contracting Parties to the
General Agreement of any changes In Its anti-dumping laws and regulations and
In the administration of such laws and regulations.
Article 16

Each party to this Agreement shall report to the Contracting Parties annually
on the administration of its anti-dumping laws and regulations, giving summarles of the cases in which anti-dumping duties have been assessed definitively.
Article 17
The parties to this Agreement shall request the Contracting Parties to establish a Committee on Anti-Dumping Practices composed of representatives of the
parties to this Agreement. The Committee shall normally meet once each year
for the purpose of affording parties to this Agreement the opportunity of con.
suiting on matters relating to the administration of anti-dumping systems in any
participating country or customs territory as It might affect the operation of
the Anti-Dumping Code or the furtherance of its objectives. Such consultations
shall be without prejudice to Articles XXII and XXIII of the General Agreement.
This Agreement shall be deposited with the Director-General to the ContractIng Parties who shall promptly furnish a certified copy thereof and a notification
of each acceptance thereof to each contracting party to the General Agreement
and to the European Economic Community.
This Agreement shall be registered In accordance with the provisions of
Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.
Done at Geneva this thirtieth day of June, one thousand nine hundred and
sixty-seven, In a single copy, In the English and French languages, both texts being
authentic.
APPFNDIX C
Tnz: GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TAIFvs AND TRADE (GATT)
Article VI. Anti-Dumping and (JountervatUng Duties
1. The contracting parties recognize that dumping, by which products of one

country are introduced into the commerce of another country at les s than the
normal value of the products, Is to be condemned if it causes or threatens mate-

rial Injury to an established Industry in the territory of a contracting party or
materially retards the establishment of a domestic industry. For the purposes of
this Article, a product Is to be considered as being Introduced Into the commerce
of an Importing country at less than Its normal value, if the price of the product
exported from one country to another
(a) is less than the comparable price, In the ordinary course of trade, for
the like product when destined for consumption in the exporting country, or,
(b) In the absence of such domestic price, Is less than either
87-822-68--pt. 1-
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(1) the highest comparable price for the like product for export to any
third country In the ordinary course of tralde, or
(11) the cost of production of the product in the country of origin plus
a reasonable addition for selling cost and profit.
Due allowance shall be made In each case for differences In conditions and
terms of sale, for differences in taxation, and for other differences affecting price
comparabillty.
2. I order to offset or prevent dumping, a contracting party may levy on any
dumped product an anti-dumping duty not greater In amount than the main of
dumping In respect of such product. For the purposes of this Article, the margin
of dumping is the price difference determined in accordance with the provisions
of paragraph 1.
3. No countervailing duty shall be levied on any product of the territory of any
contracting party imported into the territory of another contracting paIrty in
excess of an amount equal to the estimated bounty or subsidy determined to have
been granted, directly or indirectly, on the manufacture, production or export of
such product in the country of origin or exportation, including any spe'iufl subsidy to the transportation of a particular product. The term "countervailing duty"
shall be understood to mean a special duty levied for the purpose of offsetting any
bounty or subsidy bestowed, directly or indirectly, upon the manufacture, production or export of any merchandise.
4. No product of the territory of any contracting party imported Into the territory of any other contracting party shall be subject to anti-dumping or countervailing duty by reason of the exemption of such product from duties or taxes
borne by the like product when de.stined for consunhption in the country of origin
or exportation, or by reason of the refund of such duties or taxes.
5. No product of the territory of any contracting party imported Into the territory of any other contracting party shall be subject to both anti-dumping and
countervailing duties to compensate for the same situation of dumping or export
subsidization.
6. (a) No contracting party shall levy any anti-dumping or countervailing
duty on the importation of any product of the territory of another contracting
party unless it determines that the effect of the dumping or subsidization, as the
case may be, is such as to cause or threaten material injury to an established
domestic industry, or is such as to retard materially the establishment of a domestic industry.
(b) The Contracting Parties may waive the requirement of sub-paragraph
(a) of this paragraph so as to permit a contracting palrty to levy an anti-dumping
or countervailing duty on the Importation of any product for the purpose of
offsetting dumping or subsidization which causes or threatens material Injury
to an industry in the territory of another contracting party exporting the product
concerned to the territory of the Importing contracting party. The Contracting
Parties shall waive the requirements of sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph,
so as to permit the levying of a countervailing duty, In cases In which they find
that a subsidy is causing or threatening material injury to an industry in the
territory of another contracting party exporting the product concerned to the
territory of the importing contracting party.
(c) In exceptional circumstances, however, where delay might cause damage
which would be difficult to repair, a contracting party may levy a countervailing
duty for the purpose referred to in sub-paragraph (b) of this paragraph without
the prior approval of the Contracting Parties; Provided that such action shall
be reported immediately to the Contracting Parties and that the countervailing
duty shall be withdrawn promptly if the Contracting Parties disapprove.
7. A system for the stabilization of the domestic price or of the return to
domestic producers of a primary commodity, independently of the movements
of export prices, which results at times in the sale of the commodity for export
at a price lower than the comparable price charged for the like commodity to
buyers in the domestic market, shall be presumed not to result in material injury
within the meaning of paragraph 6 if It Is determined by consultation among
the contracting parties substantially interested In the commodity concerned that:
(a) the system has also resulted In the sale of the commodity for export
at a price higher than the comparable price charged for the like commodity
to buyers in the domestic market, and
(b) the system is so operated, either because of the effective regulation
of production, or otherwise, as not to stimulate exports unduly or otherwise
seriously prejudice the interests of other contracting parties.
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APPENDIX D
CL'STOMS REOUJATIONS RELATING TO PROCEDURES UNDER THE ANTIDUMPINO Aar,
1921, AS AtmNDED'
( RevisPd DIeeemisr 1964)
PARTI' 14. A'PRAISEMENT

1-1.6 Su.pcetcd Diunpitg.-(a) If any appraiser or other principal customls
(Ifficer has knowledge of any grounds for a reason to believe or suslect that -ny
merchandise Is being, or is likely to be, Imported into the United States at i
purchase price or exporter's sales price less than the foreign market value (or,
in the absence of such value, than the constructed value), as coiltemplated by
section 201(b) Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (19 U.S.C. 160(b)), or at
less than Its "fair value" as that term is defined in section 14.7, he shall communicate his belief or susphiion promptly to the Commissioner of ('ustonis. Every
such communication shall contain or be accompanied by a statement of substalntially the same information as required In paragraph (b), If in the los.se.sion
of the appraiser or other officer or readily available to him.
(b) Any person outside the Customs Service who has Information that mierchandise is being, or Is likely to be, Imported into the United Stats under such
circumstances as to bring It within the purview of the Antidunlpig Act, 1921,
ns amended, may communicate such Information In writing to the Commissioner
of Customs. Every such communication shall contain or be accompanied by the
following:
(1) A detailed description or sample of the merchandise; the name of the
country from which it is being, or Is likely to be, Imported; the name of the
exporter or exporters and producer or producers, if known; and the ports
or probable lnrts of Importation into tile United States. If no sample is
furnished, the Bureau of Customs may call upon the person who furnished
the information to furnish samples of the imported and competitive domestic
articles, or either.
(2) Such detailed data as are reasonably available with respect to values
and prices indicating that such merchandise is being, or is likely to be, sold
in the United States at less than its fair value, within the meaning of the
Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended, including Information as to any differences between the foreign market value or constructed value and the purchase price or exporter's sales price which may be accounted for by any
difference In taxes, discounts, incidental costs such as those for packing or
freight, or other items.
(3) Such Information as Is reasonably available to the person furnishing
till information as to the total value and volume of domestic production of
the merchandise in question.
(4) Such suggestions as tlle person furnishing the Information may have
as to specific avenues of investigation to be pursued or questions to be asked
in seeking pertinent information.
(c) If any information filed pursuant to paragraph (b) does not conform with
tlhe requirements of that paragraph, the Commissioner hall return the communication to the person who submitted it with detailed written advice as to the
respcts in which It does not conform.
(d) (1) Upon receipt pursuant to paragraph (a) or (b) of this section of
information In proper form,
(i) the Commissioner shall conduct a summary Investigation. If he determines that the information Is patently in error or that the merchandise
Is sot being and is not likely to be Imported in more than Insignificant
quantities he shall so advise the person who submitted the information and
the case shall be closed. Otherwise, the Commissioner shall publish a notice
in the Federal Register that Information In proper form has been received
pursuant to paragraph (a) or (b) of this section. This notice, which may be
referred to as the "Antidumping Proceeding Notice," will specify whether
the information relates to all shipments of the merchandise in question from
an exporting country, or only to shipments by certain per.-ons or firms; in the
latter case, only the names of such persons and firms will be specified. The
notice shall also specify the date on which Information in proper form was
I The AntildumpIng Act, 1921, as amended, Is set out on page 145.
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r'celved and that date -hall be the date oniwhich the question of d(1nipiiig
was raised or presented for purlisess of sections 201(b) and 202 (a) of the
Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (19 U.S.C. 160(b) and 101 (11a
). The
notice shall also contain a sullniary of the Inform a tion recelvd. If a jierso
outside the Customs Service raised or presented the questions (if (11uming, Ills
lale shall be Included In the nothe unless a (letermination undeh'r section
14.6nh of these regulations requires that his nmne not liw (iselos'd.
(11) Tie Commissioner shall thereupon proceed promptly to decide whether
or not reasonable grounuls exist to believe or suspect that the merchandise is
being, or likely to be, sold at less than Its foreign market value (or, in the

absence of such value, than its constructed value). To assist him in making
this decision the Commissioner, in his discretion, may conduct a I)rief pre-

liminary investigation into such matters, In addition to the invoice or other
papers or information presented to him, as he may deem necessary.

(2) If the Commissioner decides, after such preliminary investigation, if any,
that reasonable grounds do exist to believe or suspect that the merchandise is
being or is likely to be, sold at less than its foreign market value (or, In the

absence of such value, than its constructed value) lie will thereafter proceed, by
a full-scale Investigation, or otherwise, to obtain such additional Infornatlon, if

any, as may be necessary to enable the Secretary to reach a determination as
provided by section 14.8 (a).
(3) If the Commissioner decides, after such preliminary Investigation, if any,

that reasonable grounds do not exist to believe or suspect that the marchandise
is being, or Is likely to be, sold at less than Its foreign market value (or in the
absence of such value, than its constructed value), he will thereafter
(1) proceed, by a full-scale investigation, or otherwise, to obtain such
additional information, if any, as may be necessary to enable the Secretary
to reach a determination as provided by section 14.8(a), or
(11) recommend to the Secretary that a full-scale investigation is not
warranted by the facts of the case and that the case be closed by a finding

of no sales at less than fair value.
(e) If the Commissioner determines pursuant to paragraph (d) (1) (i) of
this section, or In the course of an investigation under paragraph (d) (8) (1) of
this section, that there are reasonable grounds to believe or suspect that any

merchandise is being, or is likely to be, sold at less than Its foreign market value
(or, in the absence of such value, than its constructed value) under the Anti.
dumping Act, he shall publish notice of that fact in the Federal Register, furnishing an adequate description of the merchandise, the name of each country of

exportation, and the date of the receipt of the Information in proper form, and

shall advise all appraisers of his action. This notice may be referred to as the

"Withholding of Appraisement Notice." If the belief or suspicion relates only to
certain shippers or producers, the notice shall specify that this is the case and
that the investigation is limited to the transactions of such shippers or pro.

ducers. The notice shall also specify whether the appropriate basis of comparison
for fair value purposes is purchase price or exporter's sales price if sufficient
information is available to so state; otherwise a supplementary notice will be published In the Federal Register as soon as possible which will specify which of
such prices Is the appropriate basis of comparison for fair value purposes. Upon
receipt of such advice, the appraisers shall proceed to withhold appraisement in
accordance with the pertinent provisions of section 14.9 (Seca 201, 407, 42 Stat. 1lt
as amended, 18; 19 U.S.a 160,173.)
14.6a Disclosure of information in antidumping proccedings.-(a) Information generalky available.-In general, all information, but not necessarily all
documents, obtained by the Treasury Department, including the Bureau of Customs, in connection with any antidumping proceeding will be available for in.
spection or copying by any interested person, such as the producer of the mer.
chandise, any importer, exporter, or domestic producer of merchandise similar
to that which is the subject of the proceeding. With respect to Oocuments pre.
pared by an officer or employee of the United States, factual material, as dis.
tinguished from recommendations and evaluations, contained in any such document will be made available by summary or otherwise on the same basis as In.
formation contained in other documents. Attention is directed to section 24.12
relating to fees charged for providing copies of documents.
(b) Requests for confldential treatment of information-Any person who submits information in connection with an antidumping proceeding may request that
such information, or any specified part thereof, be held confidential. Information
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covered by such a req iest shall be set forth on separate pages from other Information; and all such pazes shall be clearly marked "Confidential Treatment RetiuestI'd." The Comml',sloner of Customs or the Secretary of the Treasury or the
delegate of oith zr v.lll determine, pursuant to paragraph (c) of this section,
whether such information, or any part thereof, shall be treated as confidential.
If It is so determined, the Information eovered by the determination will not
be made available for inspection or copying by any person other than an officer
or employee of the United States Government or a person who has been spe.
cifically authorized to receive It by the person requesting confidential treatment.
If It is determinedi that information submitted with such a request. or any part
thereof, should not be treated as confidential, or that summarized or approximated presentations thereof should be made available for disclosure, the person
who has requested confidential treatment thereof shall be promptly so advised
and, unless he thereafter agrees that the Information, or any specified part or
summary or approximated presentations thereof, may be disclosed to all interested
parties, the information will not be made available for disclosure, but to the
extent that it is self-serving It will be disregarded for the purpose of the determination as to sales below fair value and no reliance shall be placed thereon in
this connection.
(e) ,Standardsfor determining whether information will be regarded as con.

fldc~ntial.-

(t) Information will ordinarily be considered to be confidential only if Its disclosure would be of significant competitive advantage to a competitor or would
have a significantly adverse effect upon a person supplying the information or
upon a person from whom he acquired the information. Further, It disclosure of
information In specific terms or with Identifying details would be inappropriate
under this standard, the Information will ordinarily be considered appropriate
for disclosure In generalized, summary or approximated form, without identifying
details, unless the Commissioner of Customs or the Secretary of the Treasury or
the delegate of either determines that even in such generalized, summary or approximated form. such disclosure would still be of significant competitive advantage to a competitor or would still have a significantly adverse effect upon a
person supplying the information or upon a person from whom he acquired the
Information. As indicated in (b), however, the decision that Information Is not
entitled to protection from disclosure in Its original or in another form will not
lead to Its disclosure unless the person supplying It consents to such disclosure.
(2) Information will ordinarily be regarded as appropriate for disclosure If it
(1) relates to price Information:
(I) relates to claimed freely available price allowances for quantity purchasces; or
(111) relates to claimed differences In circumstances of sale.
(3) Information will ordinarily be regarded as confidential If Its disclosure
would
(1) disclose business or trade secrets;
(11)disclose production costs;
(it) disclose distribution costs, except to the extent that such costs are
accepted as justifying allowances for quantity or differences In circumstances
of sale;
(iv) disclose the names of particular customers or the price or prices at
which particular sales were made.
(Se . 407,42 Stat. 18; 19 U.S.C. 173.)
14.7 Fair Vah.-(a) Deflnition.-For the purposes of section 201 (a) of
the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (19 IU.S.C. 160(a)), the fair value of the
Imported merchandise shall be determined as follows:
(1) Fair value based on prioe In country of esportation-the usua test.Merchandise imported into the United States will ordinarily be considered to
have been sold, or to be likely to be sold. at less than fair value If the purchase
price or exporter's sales price (as defined in sections 203 and 204, respectively,
of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (19 U.S.C. 102, 163) ), as the case may
be, Is. or is likely to be. less than the price (a defined in section 205, after adjustment as provided for In section 202 of the Antidumping Act, 1021, as amended
(19 U.S.C. 104, 161) ), at which such or similar merchandise (as defined In section
212(8) of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (19 U..C. 170a(3))) Is sold
for consumption in the country of exportation on or about the date of purchase

I Dfinition of fair value is set out on p. 150.
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or agreement to purchase of the merchandise Imported Into the United States
if purchase price applies, or on or about the date of exportation thereof if exporter's sales price applies.
(2) Fair value based on sales for cxportation to countries other than the
United States.-If, however, it is demonstrated that during a representative
period the quantity of such or similar merchandise sold for consumption In the
country of exportation is so small, in relation to the quantity sold for exportation
to countries other than the United States. as to lie an Inadequate i:lsi for cornparison, then merchandise Imported Into the United States will ordinarily be
deemed to have been sold, and to be likely to be sold, at less than fair value If
the purchase price or the exporter's sales price (as defined In sections 203 and
204. respectively, of the Antidumping Act, 1921. as amendt'l (19 U.S.C. 162, 163)).
as the case may be, Is,or Is likely to be, less than the price (as defined In section
205, after adjustment as provided for In section 202 of the Antidumping Act.
1921, as amended (19 U.S.C. 164, 161)), at which such or similar merchandise
(as defined In section 212(3) of the Antidumping Act, 192.1, as amended (19 U.S.C.
170a(3))) Is sold for expiortation to countries other than the United States
on or about the date of purchase or agreenw:: to purchase of the merchandise
Imported into the United States If purchase price applies, or on or about the
date of exportation thereof if exporter's sales price applies.
(3) Fair value based on constructed ralue.-If the Information available Is
deemed by the Secretary Insufficient or Inadequate for a determination under
paragraph (a) (1) or (2) above, he will determine fair value on the basis of the
constructed value as defined In section 200 of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as
amended (19 U.S.C. 105).
(b) Calculation of fair valu.-In calculating fair value under section 201(a),
Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (10 U.S.C. 100(a)), the following criteria
shall be applicable:
(1) Quantitics.-In comparing the purchase price or exporter's sales price, as
the case may be. with such applicable criteria as sales or offers, on which a
determination of fair value Is to be based, reasonable allowances will be made
for differences in quantities if It Is established to the satisfaction of the Secretary that the amount of any price differential is wholly or partly due to such
differences. In determining the question of allowances for differences in quantity, consideration will be given, among other things, to the practice of the
Industry in the country of exportation with respect to affording In the hoitie
market (or third country markets, where sales to third countries are the basis
for comparison) discounts for quantity sales which are freely available to
those who purchase In the ordinary course of trade. Allowances for price discounts based on sales In large quantities ordinarily will not be made unless
(I) the exporter during the six months prior to the date when the question of dumping was raised or presented had been granting quantity discounts of at least the same magnitude with respect to 20 percent or more of
such or similar merchandise which he sold In the home market (or in third
country markets when sales to third countries are the basis for comparison) and that such discounts had been freely available to all purchasers. or
(I) the exporter can demonstrate that the discounts are warranted on
the basis of savings specifically attributable to the quantities Involved.
(2) Circumstanccs of sal.-In comparing the purchase price or exporter's
sales price, as the case may be, with the sales, or other criteria applicable, on
which a determination of fair value is to be based, reasonable allowances will
be made for bona fide differences in circumstances of sale If It Is established
to the satisfaction of the Secretary that the amount of any price differential Is
wholly or partly due to such differences.
Differences in circumstances of sale for which such allowances will be made
are limited, In general, to those circumstances which bear a reasonably direct
relationship to the sales which are under consideration. Examples of differences
In circumstances of sale for which reasonable allowances generally will be made
are those involving differences in credit terms, guarantees, warranties, technical assistance, servicing, and assumption by a seller of a purchaser's advertising or other selling costs. Reasonable allowances will also generally be made
for differences in commissions. Except in those instances where it is clearly
established that the differences in circumstances of sale bear a reasonably direct
relationship to the sales which are under consideration, allowances generally
will not be made for differences In research and development costs, production
costs, and advertising and other selling costs of a seller unless such costs are
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nttributable to a later sale of merchandise by a purchaser; provided that
reasonable allowances for selling expenses generally will be made in eases
where a reasonable allowance is made for commissions in one of the markets
under consideration and no commission is paid in the other market under considerntion, the amount of such allowance being limited to the actual selling
expense incurred in the one market or the total amount of the commission allowed in such other market, which ever is less.
In determining the amount of the reasonable allowances for any differences
In circumstances of sale, the Secretary will be guided primarily by the effect
of such differences upon the market value of the merchandise but, where appropriate, may also consider the cost of such differences to the seller, as contributing to an mtinmate of market value.
(3) Similarmercandie.-Incomparing the purchase price or exporter's sales
price, as the case may be. with the selling price in the home market, or for
,xportbition to countries other than the United States, in the case of similar
merchandise described in subdivisions (C). (D), (E), or (F) of section 212(3),
Antidumping Act. 1921, as amended (19 U.S.C. 170a (8)), due allowance shall
be made for differences In the merchandise, in this regard the Secretary will
be guided primarily by the effect of such differences upon the market value of
time merchandise but, when appropriate, lie may also consider differences In cost
of manufacture if it is established to his satisfaction that the amount of any
price differential is wholly or panrtly due to such differences.
(4) Offering pricc.-In the determination of fair value, offers will be con.
sideredl in the absence of sales, but an offer made In circumstances in which
acceptance is not reasonably to be exl eted will not be deemed to be an offer.
(5) Sales agcnc.-If such or similar merchandise is sold or, In the absence
of sales. offered for sale through a sales agency or other organization related
to the seller In any of tMe resiets described in section 20Y7 of the Antidumping
Act, 1921, as amended (11) U.S.C. 166), the price at which such or similar merchamndise is sold or, in the absence of sales, offered for sale by such sales agency
or other organization may be used in the determination of fair value.
(6) Fictitious sale.-In the determination of fair value, no pretended sale
or offer for sale. and no sale or offer for sale intended to establish a fictitious
market, shall be taken Into account.
(7) ,'ales. at rarying prices.-Where the prices in the sales which are being
examined for a determination of fair value vary (after allowances provided
for In subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3) of this paragraph), determination of
fair value will take into account the prices of a preponderance of the merchandie thus sold or weighted averages of the prices of the merchandise thus
sold.
(8) Quantitics inrolrocd and differencec In prtcc.-Merclmandise will not be
deemed to have been sold at less than fair value unless the quantity involved
In the sale or sales to the United States, or the difference between the purchase
price or exporter's sales price, as the case may be, and the fair value, is more
than insignificant. (See. 407,42 Stat. 18; 19 U.S.C. 173.)
(9) Revislon of prices or other changcd circumstanccs.-Whenever the Secretary of the Treasury is satisfied that promptly after the commencement of an
antidumping Investigation either
(i) price revisions have been made which eliminate the likelihood of sales
before fair value and that there is no likelihood of resumption of the prices
which prevailed before such revision, or
(i) sales to the United States of the merchandise have terminated and
will not be resumed;
or whenever the Secretary concludes that there are other changed circumstances
on the basis of which it may no longer be appropriate to continue an antidumping investigation, the Secretary shall publish a notice to this effect in
the Federal Register. The notice shall state the facts relied on by the Secretary
In publishing the notice and that those facts are considered to be evidence that
there are not and are not likely to be sales below fair value. The notice shall
also state that unless persuasive evidence or argument to the contrary Is presented within 30 days the Secretary will determine that there are not and are
not likely to be sales below fair value. (Sec. 407, 42 Star 18; 19 U.S.C. 173.)
14.8 Determinatfo* of fact or likelihood of sales at cess thOt fair value,;
deternlnalion of injury: finding of dumplng.-(a) Upon receipt from the Commissioner of Customs of the Information referred to in section 14.6(d), the
Secretary of the Treasury will proceed as promptly as possible to determine
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tentatively whether or not the merchandise in question is in fact being, or is
likely to be, sold in the United States or elsewhere at less than its fair value.
As soon as possible the Secretary will publish in the Federal Register a "Notice
of Tentative Determination," which will Include a statement of the reasons
on which the tentative determination is based. Interested persons will be given
an opportunity to make such written submissions as they desire, within a
period which will be specified in the notice, with respect to the contemplated
action. Appropriate consideration will be given to any new or additional Information or argument submitted. If any person believes that any Information
obtained by the Bureau of Customs in the course of an antidumping proceedIng is Inaccurate or that for any other reason the tentative determination
Is in error, he may request In writing that the Secretary of the Treasury afford
him an opportunity to present his views In this regard. Upon receipt of such
a request the Secretary will notify the person who supplied any Information,
the accuracy of which Is questioned and such other person or persons, if any,
as he In his discretion may deem to he appropriate. If the Secretary is satisfied that the circumstances so warrant, an opportunity will be afforded by
the Secretary or his delegate for all such persons to appear, through their
counsel or In person, accompanied by counsel if they so desire, to make known
thler respective points of view and to supply such further information or argument as may be of assistance in leading to a conclusion as to the accuracy
of the information in question. The Secretary or his delegate may at any time,
upon appropriate notice, invite any such person or persons as he in his discretion may deem to be appropriate to supply him orally with Information
or argument. As soon as lossilble thereafter, the Secretary will make a final
determination, except that the Secretary may defer making an affirmative determination of sales below fair value during the pendency of any other antidumping proceeding which relates to the same class or kind of merchandise
Imported from another foreign country. The Secretary will defer making an
affirmative determination only If he is satisfied that deferral is appropriate
under all of the circumstances. Circumstances which the Secretary will take
Into consideration will include the dates on which informntin relating to the
various antidumping proceedings came to his attention, the volume of sales
involved In each proceeding, elements of hardship, if any, and probable extent
of delay which deferral would entail. No determination that sales are not below fair value will be deferred because of this provision. Whenever the Secretary makes a determination of sales at less than fair value he will so advise the United States Tariff Commission. (Secs. 201, 407, 42 Stat. 11, as
amended, 18; 19 U.S.C. 100,173.)
(b) It the Tariff Commission determines that there is, or is likely to be, the
injury contemplated by the statute, the Secretary of the Treasury will make the
finding contemplated by section 201(a) of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended
(19 U.S.C. 100(a)), with respect to the Involved merchandise. (Sees. 201, 407,
42 Stat. 11, as amended, 18; 19 U.S.C. 160, 173.)
14.9 Action by the appratser.- (a) Upon receipt of advice from the Commissioner of Customs pursuant to section 14.6(e), if the Commissioner's "Withholding of Appraisement Notice" shall specify that the proper basis of comparison
for fair value purposes is exporter's sales price or if that notice does not specify
the appropriate bass of omparison for fair value purposes, each appraiser shall
withhold appraisement as to such merchandise entered, or withdrawn from
warehouse, for consumption, on any date after the 120th day before the question
of dumping was raised by or presented to the Secretary of the Treasury or his
delegate. If the Commissioner's "Withholding of Appraisement Notice." Including any supplementary notice, shall speci~v that the proper basis of comparison
for fair value purposes Is purchase price, the appraiser shall withhold appraisement as to such mercehandise entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption, after the date of publication of the "Withholding of Appraisement
Notice." Bach appraiser shall notify the collector and importer Immediately of
each lot of merchandise with respect to which appraisement is so withheld. Upon
advice of a finding made in accordance with section 14.8(b), the appraiser shall
give immediate notice thereof to the collector and the importer when any ship.
meant subject thereto Is imported after the date of the finding and Information Is
not on hand for completion of appraisement of such shipment. Customs Form
6459 shall be used to notify the collector mid Importer whenever appraisement is
withheld under this peragraph.
(b) If, before a fin4lng of dumping has been made, or before a case has been
-closed without a finding of dumping, the appraiser Is satisfied by information
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furnished by the Importer or otherwise, that the purchase, price or exporter's
sales price, In respect of any shipment, is not less tihan foreign market value (or,
in the absence of such value, than the vonstrueted vatie), he shall so advise the
Commissioner and request authorization to proceed with his appraisement of
that shipment In the usual manner.
(c) If a finding of dtunping has been made, the appraiser shall require the
importer or his agent to tile a certificate of the imlorter on the appropriate one
of the following forms. A separate certificate shall be required for each shipment.
FORM 1. NONEXi'ORTER'5 ('InTIFcAT-ANIUmm

PJNO

AuTr,

1)21

Port of..............

Date ---------- ,19-...
Re: Entry No.. dated
------------- ,10 Import carrier: ------------, Arri'ed
------------- , 19I certify that l am not the exl)rter as defined in ecion 207, Antidumping Act,
1921, of the merchandise covered by the aforesaid entry. I further certify that
the merchandise was purchased for ilmportation by --------------on
--------,- .... , and that the purchase price Is------------(Signed).......................
FORM 2. EXPOmTIO' CRTW0ATE WBEN SALES Picic Is KNOWNA.NrTu Jei:i.No Acr, 1921
Port of.
Date ----------- ,19 ---Re: Entry No.-..
, dated ------------, 19....
Import carrier:
------------- Arrived ------------- 19.....
I certify that I am the exporter is defined In section 207, Antidumping Act,
1921, of the merchandise covered by the aforesaid entry; that the merchandise
Is sold or agreed to be sold at the price stated In the attached statement; and
that, if any of sueh merchandise Is actually sold at any price different from
the price stated therefor In the attached statement, I will immediately notify the
appraiser of all the circumstances.
The merchandise was acquired by me In the following manner:------and has. been sold or agreed to be sold to
(name and
address)
at (price)
(Signed)
FORst 3. EXPORTER'S CERTIFICATE WILEN SALES PItCE Is NoT KNow.vANTIDU.MPIsO AcT, 1921
Port ofDate------------ 19....
Re: Entry No.-...
, dated ------------19
Import carrier:
------------- Arrived ------------,19
I certify that I am the exporter as defined In section 207, Antidumping Act,
1921, of the merchandise covered by the aforesaid entry, and that I have no
knowledge as to any price at which such merchandise will be sold in the United
States. I hereby agree that I will keep a record of the sales and will furnish the
appraiser within 30 days after the sale of any such merchandise a statement
of each selling price. I further agree that, if any of the merchandise has not been
sold before the expiration of 6 months from the date of entry, I will so report
to the appraiser upon such expiration date.
The merchandise was acquired by me In the following manner:
(Signed).......................
FORm

4. ExPoRTR's CRTIFWOATE WaEN MERCHANDISE Is NOT, AND Wlu, NOr B,
SOLD-ANTIDUMPINo ACT, 1921
Port of
Date -----------

19
Re: Entry No.---,dated ------------- 19...
Import carrier: -------------- Arrived --------------19...
I certify that I am the exporter as defined In section 207, Antidumping Act,
1921, of the merchandise covered by the aforesaid entry, and that such mer-
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chanise has not been, and will not be, sold in the United States for the followlg reason:
(Signed)
(d) If an unqualified certificate on Form 4 is filed and the appraiser Is satisfied
that no evidence can be obtained to contradict it, he shall notify the collector
promptly that the shipment will be appraised without regard to the Antidumping
Act and proceed to appraise the merchandise in the usual manner.
(e) If the importer fails to file an appropriate certificate within 30 days following notification by the appraiser that a certificate Is required under paragraph (C)
above, the appraiser shall proceed upon the basis of the best information
available.
(f) In calculating purchase price or exporter's sales price, as the case may
be, there shall be deducted the amount of any special duniping dutle which are,
or will be, paid by the manufacturer, producer, seller, or exporter, or which are,
or will be, refunded to the Importer by the manufacturer, producer, seller, or exporter, either directly or Indirectly, but a warranty of nonapplicability of dumping
duties granted to an importer with respect to merchandise which is.
(1) purchased, or agreed to be purchased, before lublhiation of a "Withholding of Appraisement Notice" with respect to such merchandise and
(2) exported before a determination of sales below fair value is made. will
not be regarded as affecting purchase price or exporter's sales price. (Sees.
201, 202, 203, 204, 208, 407, 42 Stat. 11. as amended, 12, 13, 14, 18, sec. 480, 46
Stat. 725, as amended; 19 U.S.C. 160, 1(1, 1602, 163, 117, 173, 1486.)
14.10 Rclca8s of merchandise; bond.-(a) When the collector has received
a notice of withheld appraisenment provided for in section 14.9(a), or when he has
been advised of a finding provided for in section 14.8(b), and so long as such
notice or finding is in effect, he shall withhold release of any merchandise of a
class or kind covered by such notice or finding which is then In his custody or is
thereafter imported, unless an appropriate bond is filed or Is on file, as specified
hereafter in this section, or unless he is advised by the appraiser that the merchandise covered by a specified entry will be appraised without regard to the
Ant dumping Act.
(i If the merchandise Is of a class or kind covered by a notice of withheld
appraisement provided for in section 14.9(a) or by a finding provided for in
section 14.8(b), a single consumption entry bond covering the shipment, In addition to any other required bond, shall be furnished to the person making the
entry or withdrawal, unless
(1) a bond is required under subsection (c), or
(2) In1cases in which there is no such requirement the collector Is satisfled that the bond under which the entry was filed Is sufficient. The penalty
of any additional bond required under this subsection shall be in such amount
as will assure payment of any special duty that may accrue by reason of the
Antidumling Act, but Inno case less than $100.
(c) If the merchandise is of a class or kind covered by a finding provided for
in section 14.8(b) and the Importer or his agent has filed a certificate on Form
3 .section 14.9(c)), the bond required by section 208 of the Antidumping Act,
1921, as amended (11) U.S.C. 167), shall be on customs Form 7591. In such case,
a separatee bond shall be required for each entry or withdrawal, and such bond
shall be in addition to any other bond required by law or regulation. The record
of sales required under the conditions of the bond of customs Form 7591 shall
identify the entry covering the merchandise and show the name and address of
each purchaser, each selling price, and the date of each sale. The penalty of such
bond shall be In an amount equal to the estimated value of the merchandise
covered by the finding. (Sees. 208, 407, 42 Stat. 14, 18; 19 U.S.C. 167, 173.)
14.11 Converslon of currcnclc.-In determining the existence and amount of
any difference between the purchase price or exporter's sales price and the foreign market value (or, In the absence of such value, the constructed value) for
the purposes of section 14.7 of these regulations, or of section 201(b) or 202(a)
of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (19 U.S.C. 160(b), 101(a)), any
necessary conversion of a foreign currency Into Its equivalent In United States
currency shall be made In accordance with the provisions of setion 522, Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended (81 U.S.C. 372) and section 16.4 of these regulations,
(a) as of the date of purchase or agreement to purchase, if the purchase price
is an element of the comparison, or (b) as of the date of exportation, if the exporter's sales price is an element of the comparison. (Secs. 201, 202, 407, 42 Stat.
11, as amended, 18:19 U.S.C. 160,161, 17&)
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14.12 .lodllfleation or reroollon of /hrding.-An application for the modifica-

tion or revocation of any finding made as provided for In section 14.8(b) will

receive due consideration if submitted In writing to the Commissioner of Custonis, together with detailed information concerning any change in circumstances
,ir lraetie, which has obtained for a substantial period of time, or other reasons,
which tl applicflit believes will establish that the basis for the finding no longer
r'xists with res1et to all or any lart of the ltrchandise covered thereby. Notice
Of intent to modify or revoke a finding will be published by the Secretary in the
Federal Register. CommeJlts received from interested parties within 30 days following da1te of publication will he given consihleration. (Sees. 201, 407, 42 Stat. 11,
its ainlended, 18: 19 U.S.C. 160, 173.)
14.13 lPtblhilon of flndings.-(a) Each determination inade in accordance

witi section 14.8 Ia), whether such determination is In the affirmative or in the

negative, and eah finding wade in accordance with section 14.8(b), will be

published in the Federal Register, together with a statement of the reasons therefor. Findings made in accordance with section 14.8(b) will be published also in a
weekly Issue of the Treasury Decisions.
Ibo The following findings of dumping are currently in effect:
Merchandise

Country

Chromic acid ............................................................ Australia ..............
Portland cement, other thin while, nonstaining poitland cement ............... Belgium ...............
Dominican Republic.....
Sweden ...............
Portland fray cement ..................................................... Portulal ...............
Steel reinforcing bars ....................................
Canada ................
Carbon steel bars, bars, shapes under 3 In., and structural shapes 3in.and over .. .... do ................

T.D.
56,130
55,428
55,883
55,369
55,501
56,150
56,264

(Secs. 201, 407, 42 Stat. II, as amended, 18; 19 U.S.C. 160, 173.)

(Antidumping Act, 1921, as antended)
S4:c. '.0. fia) Whenever the .,*-eretary of the Treasury (hereinafter called
the 'Se.retary') determines that a class or kind of foreign merchandise is being,
or is likely to be, sold in the United States or elsewhere at less than Its fair
value, lie shall so advise the United States Tariff Comission, and the said
Commission shall determine within three months thereafter whether an industry
in the United States is being or Is likely to be Injured, or is prevented from being
established, by reason of the importation of such merchandise into the United
State . The mild Commission. after such Investigation as It deems necessary,
.hall notify the Secretary of Its determination, and, if that determination is in
the affirmative, the Secretary shall make public a notice (hereinafter in this
Act called a 'finding') of his determination and the determination of the said
Commission. For the pmrpotes of this subsection, the said Commission shall be
deemed to have made an affirmative determination If the Commissioners of the
suid Commission voting are evenly divided as to whether Its determination should
be in ihe affirmative or in the negative. The Secretary's finding shall Include a
de.-'ription of the class or kind of merchandise to which it aiplies in such detail
as he ,hall deem n,-,essary for the guidance of customs officerq.
oIb) Whenever. in the vase of any imported merchandis ! of a class or kind as
to which the Secretary has not so made public a find i ng, the Secretary has
reason to believe or suspect, from the Invoice or other papers or from information presented to him or to any person to whom authirity under this section
has Ween delegated, that the purchase price Is less, or that the exporter's sales
price is less or likely to be less, than the foreign market value (or, In the
absence of such value, than the tonstructed value), he shall forthwith publish
notice of that fact in the Federal Register and shall authorize, under such
regulations as he may prescribe, the withholding of appraisement reports as
to such merchandise entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption,
not more than one hundred and twenty days before the question of dumping
has been raised by or presented to him or any person to whom authority under
this section has been delegated, until the further order of the Secretary, or
until the Secretary has made public a finding as provided for In subdivision (a)
In regard to such merchandise.
"(e) The Secretary, upon determining whether foreign merchandise is being,
or is likely to be, sold in the United States at less than its fair value, and the
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United States Tariff Commission, upon making Its determination under sub.
section (a) of this section, shall each publish such determination it the Federal
Register. with a statement of the reasons therefor, whether such determination
is in tile aflirmative or in the negative.
"81. 202. (at) lit the case of all imported tnerchandise. whether dutiable or
free of duty. of a class or kitd as to which the Secretary of the Treasury hits
made Ipli'le a ftnding as provided for in section 201, entered. or withdrawn
front warehouse, for constnption. not mmore than one, hundred and twenty days
before the question of dunping was raised by or presenttl to the Secretary or
any person to whom authority under section "01 has been delegated, and as to
which no appraisement report has beenti miade before such finding has been so
made public, if the purchase prie or the exporter's stles prihe is less than the
foreign market value (or. iln tile absence of such value, than the constructed
value) there shall be levied, collected, and iid. iln addition to any other duties
imlxed thereon by law. a special dumping duty in al amount equal to such
difference.
"(b) In determining the, foreign market value for tile purposes of subsection
(a). if it Is established to the satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate that
the amount of any difference between the purchase price and the foreign market
value (or that the fact that the purchns price Is the same as tihe foreign
market value) is wholly or partly due to(1) tile fact that the wholesale quantities. in which such or similar
merchandise Is sold or, In the absence of sales, offered for sale for exportation to the United States In tile ordinary course of trade. are less or are
greater than the wholesale quantities lit which such or shilar nierchamdise
Is sold or. iln the absence of sales, offered for sale iln the prinilial marker.4
of the country of exportation in the ordinary course of trade for honte co-.
suption (or. If not so sold or offered for sale for home consuniptlon, then
for exportation to countries other than the United States),
(2) other differences In circumstances of sale. or
(3) the fact that merchandise descrild ili subdivision (C). tiD). i El. or
(F) of section 212(3) Is used it determining foreign market value.
then due allowance shall be made therefor.
"() In determining the foreign market value for the purposes of subsection
(a) ; If It Is established to the satisfaction of the Secretary or lis delegate that
the amount of any difference between the exporter's sales price and the foreign
market value (or that the fact that the exporter's sales price Is the same as time
foreign market value) is wholly or partly due to(1) the fact that the wholesale quantities iln which such or slihtlar nierchandise Is sold or. In the absence of sales, offered for sale lit the princlll
markets of the United States In tle ordinary course of trade, are less or are
greater than the wholesale quantities it which such or similar merchandise
Is sold or. in the absence of sales, offered for stile In the principal markets of
the country of exportation In the ordinary course of trade for hone consumption (or. If not so sold or offered for sale for home consumption, then for exportation to countries other than the united States).
(2) other differences in circumstances of sale, or
(3) the fact that merchandise described it sullivislon (C). (D), (N), or
(F) of section 212(0) Is used In determining foreign market value,
then due allowance shall be made therefor.
"SE. 203. That for the purposes of this title, the purchase price of Imported
merchandise shall be the price at which such merchandise has been purchased
or agreed to be purchased. prior to the time of exportation, by the person by
whom or for whose account the merchandise Is Imported. plus, when not Included
In such price, the cost of all containers and coverings and all other costs. charges.
and expenses incident to placing the merchandise In condition, fricked ready for
shipment to the United States, less the amount, If any, Included in such price,
attributable to any additional costs, charges, and expenses, and United States import duties, Incident to bringing the merchandise front the place of shipment In
the country of exportation to the plat* of delivery In the United States; and plus
the amount, if not Included In such price, of any export tax imposed by the
country of exportation on the exportation of the merchandise to the United
States; and plus the amount of any import duties Imposed by the country of ex.
portation which have been rebated, or which have not been collected, by reason
of the exportation of the merchandise to the United States; and plus the amount
of any taxes Imposed In the country of exportation upon the manufacturer,
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producer, or seller, in resiet to the manufticture, production or sale of the
merchandise, which have bee-n rebatl. or which have not been collected, by reason
of Ite exljrtation of the nrchandise to the United States.
"S.w. 214. That for tile purpose of this ttle the exporter's sales price of im.
ported merchandise shall le tile price tit which such merchandise is sold or
agreed to be sold in the unitedd States, before or after the time of importation,
by or for tilt' account of the exporter, plus, when not Included in such price, the
ctost of all containers and coverilgs and all other costs, charge., and expenses
incident to placing the nierchillldise In conditioll, lacked ready for shipinent
to the I'nited States, less 1) the amount, if any, included in such price, attrilu.
table to any additional costs. tharges, anld exlenses, and United States limport
dilles, Int'ident. to bringing the naert'hanldisa' from the place of shipmtent iii the
coulntry of exportation to the plate of delivery in the- Unitetd Stttes. (2) the
almolut of the commission, if atny, for selling I the United States the imirticular
merchandise under consideratIlol, (3) an amount equal to the exlpnses, if iny,
generally incurred by or for the actcount of the exporter in the Ulited States In
selling identical or substantially Identical merchandise, and t4) the amount of
any export tlX linlpsted by the country of exlxortatol on the exportation of the
Inert'lhallldise to the 'lited States: and phls the anlount of any Import duties
impomsed by the country of exportation which have been rebated, or which have
not been collected, by reason of the exportation of the merchandise to the United
States: and plus the aiotnlt of any taxes Imposed in the country of exportation
upon tilt- lnallufat urer. producer. or seller in respet to the manufacture, production, or sale of the mterchantdis, which have been rebated, or which have
not been collected, by reason of the exportation of the merchanditse to the United
States.
"SEC. 205. For the purposes of this title, the foreign market value of Imported
inert'handise shall be the price, tit the time of exportation of such merchandise
to the United States, tit which such or similar merchandise is sold or, in the
abst-nte of sales, offered for stile iu the prilcipal markets of the country from
with exported, In the usual wholesale quantities and in the ordinary course of
trade for home consumption (or, If not so sold or offered for sale for home consllition, or if the Secretary determines that the quantity sold for home con.uniptiou Is so snIall fit relation to the quantity sold for exportation to countries
other tian the United States as to form an Inadequate basis for comparison, then
the price at which so sold or offered for sale for exportation to countries other
than the United States), plus, when not Included in such price, the cost of all
containers adt coverigs and all other costs, charges, and expenses incident to
pltcilng tile at'rthlnlidt I condition picked ready for shipment to the United
States. except that in the case of mert.handise purchased or agreed to be purclalsed by the l, rson by whom or for whose account the merchandise is imported,
prior to the time of exportation, the foreign market value shall be ascertained
as of the date of such purchased or agreement to purchase. In the ascertailment of
foreign market value for the purposes of this title no pretended sale or offer for
sale, and no sale or offer for sile intended to establish a fictitious market, shall be
taken into account. If such or similar merchandise Is sold or, in the absence of
sales, offered for sale through a sales agency or other organization related to
the seller in any of the respects described In section 207, the prhnces tit which such
or sillar merchandise Is sold or, in the absence of sales, offered for sale by such
sales agency or other organization may be used in determining the foreign market
value.
"Svc. 1200. (a) For the purposes of this title, the constructed value of imported
merchandise shall be the sum of"(1) the cost of materials (exclusive of any internal tax applicable ;., ':a,
t.
country of exportation directly to suell materials or their disposition
remitted or refunded upon the exportation of the article In the productivii Jf
which such materials are used) and of fabrication or other prKessilng of any

kind employed in producing such or similar merchandise, at a time preceding
the date of exportation of the merchandise under consideration which would
ordinarily permit the production of that particular merchandise in the ordinary course of business;
"(2) an amount for general expenses and profit equal to that usually re.
fleeted in sales of merchandise of the same general class or kind as the merchandise under consideration which are made by producers in the country of
exportation, in the usual wholesale quantities and in the ordinary course of
trade, except that (A) the amount for general expenses shail not be less than
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10 per centum of the co.t as defined In paragraph (1), and (B) tile aniount
for profit shall not be less than 8 per centum of the sum of such general
expenses and cost; and
61(8)

the cost of all containers and coverings of whatever nature, and all

other expense incidental to placing the merchalilse under consideration iii
condition, packed ready for shipment to the United States.
"(b) For the purposes of this section, a transaction directly or indirectly between persons siweliled Il aiy mu, of tile paragraphs Ill subset-,ion (c) of tll's4
section way be disregarded if, in the, cae of any elemeiit of value required to lit'
considered, the amount represetilg that element does not fairly reflect tile
amount usually reflected in sales in the niarket under (olishleration of merchandise of the saine general class or kind ai the merchandise 1mler collsiderltion. If a tranlsactioln Is disngarded umder the preceding selnteiie and there are
no other trilisaetiotns availahle for eonsileration, then the determination of tho

amount required to be considered shall 1e ba.,eed ol the bvest evidence avallable
as to what the amount would have been i theltransaction had occurred between
persons not specifled in aniy one of the paragraphs in subsection (C).
"(c) 'hi persolls referred to Ili subseolion (h) are:
(1) MeNlmbers of a faintly, illing brothers aid! .sters (whether by tilt
whole or half blood), s unse, ancestors, and Ineal descendantq:
(2) Any officer or director of all organization a1( such orgallizatioll
(3) Partners;
(4) Employer and eitlployee:
(5) Any person directly or indirectly owning, controlling. or hllflillg with
power to vote, 5 per centum or more of the outstanding voting stock or shares
of any o)rgallizattion and such orgailizat ion: and
(0) Two or more persons directly or Indirectly controlling, controlled by,
or under common control with. any person.
"SFC. 207. That for the purposes of this title the exporter of Imported tierchandise shall be the person by whom or for whose account the merchandise is
Imported into the United States:
(1) If such person Is the agent or principal of the exporter, manufac.
turer, or produeer; or
(2) If such person owns or controls, directly or indirectly, through stock
ownership or control or otherwise, any interest In the business of the exporter, manufacturer, or producer; or
(3) If tile exporter, manufacturer, or producer owns or controls, directly or
indirectly, through stock ownership or control or otherwise, any interest In
any business conducted by such persons; or
(4) If any person or persons, Jointly or severally, directly or Indirectly,
through stock ownership or control or otherwise, own or control In the aggregate 20 per centum or more of the voting power or control In the business
carried on by the person by whom or for whose account the merchandise Is
Imported into tile United States, and also 20 per centum or more of such
power or control In the business of the exporter, manufacturer, or producer.
"Sa. 208. That In the case of all imported merchandise, whether dutiable or
free of duty, of a class or kind as to which the Secretary has made public a find.
Ing as provided in section 201, and delivery of which has not been made by the
collector before such finding has been so made public, unless'the person by whoin
or for whose account such merchandise is imported makes oath before the collector, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary, that he is not an exporter, or
unless such person declares under oath it the time of entry, under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary, the exporter's sales prices of such merchandise,
it shall be unlawful for the collector to deliver the merchandise until sucl person
has made oath before the collector, under regulations prescribed by the said
Secretary, that the merchandise has not been sold or agreed to be sold by such
person, and has given bond to the collector under regulations prescribed by the
Secretary, with sureties approved by the collector, In an amount equal to the estimated value of the merchandise, conditioned: (1) that he will report to the col.
lector the exporter's sales price of the merchandise within 30 days after such
merchandise has been sold or agreed to be sold in the United States 0 (2) that he
will pay on demand from the collector the amount of special dumping duty, if any.
Imposed by this title upon such 'tnerchandise; and (8) that he will furnish to
the collector such information as may be In his possession and as may be beces.
sary for the aseertainment of such duty, and will keep such records as to the
sale of stwh merchandise as the' secretary may by ftulaton pSeribe,

I
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"SF.c. 209. That in the case of all imported inerehandise, whether dutiable or
free of duty, of a class or kind as to which the Secretary has made public a
finding as provided inI section .201, and as to which the appraiser or person acting
as appraiser hafs made no appralsement report to the collector before such finding
has been so made public, it shall be the (uty of each appraiser or person acting
as appraiser, by all reasonable ways and ineans to ascertain, estimate, and appraise (any Invoice or affidavit thereto or statement of constructed value to the
contrary notwithstanding) and relwrt to the collector the foreign market value
or lie constructed value, as the case may be, the purchase price, and the exporter's
sales price, and any other facts which the Secretary may deem necessary for the
purposes of this title.
........
"Se.210. That for the purposes of this tl the determination of the appraiser
or pe-rson acting as appraiser as to the foreign'market value or the conmstrueted
value, as 00' case utiy be. the purchase price, ahd the exporter's sales price.
and the action of the collector in assessing special dilwping duty, shall have the
same force anl effk't and be subject to the same right of appeal and protest, under
the same conditions and subject to the same limitatdons: and the general appraisers, the United States Customs Court, and the Court of Customs and Patent
Apleals shallliive the saune Jurisdiction, powers, and duties In connection with
relating to cusinI the case of appeals and protests
and protests
sch
appealstinder
'
existing as
IaxV.
tonis duties
S"Sre. 211. That th6 sjlpcial duuphig duty nimposed by this title shall be treated
In all reselcts as regular; customs duties within the meaning of all laws relating
to the drawback of custo" duties.
* "SEc. 212.- For the Imrpbses ofthis Ut0(1) The term 'sold or, in. tbo absqnce ot sales, offered fo sale' means sold
or, In the absene of sAl .t,offre-.
(A) to all pui rehasers at Whoiesale, or
In thi ordinary course 1f trade to one or more selected purchasers
B(B)
nt holesale at a priedwhichfairly reflects
1 the market value of the
I
.'
merchandise,
Without regaWl to retrictionina8J the.disposltlon/br use of/he merchandise by
thh purchaser except that, whier such rstrictlog) are found to affect the market
valuo of the merchandise, adjuRthent shall bf tnade ther9for in calculating the
price pt which the merchandise issold or6ffeqrd for sale. ,'
'(2) The terti 'ordinary course of'trade' means fie conditions and practices which, for a reasonable time prior to tho, exportation of the merchandise under consideration, have been norpial In the trade under considerat6n, with respect to merchandise of the same class or kind as the
mercbandige under consideration.
(3) The teriti 'sUch or similar.nmiehandis' means merchandise In the
first of the following 1tegorlei in respect of which a determination for
the purposes of this title can be satisfactorily made:
(A) The merchandise under consideration and other merchandise
which is identical In physical characteristics with, and was produced
In the samne country by the same person as, the merchandise under
consideration.
(B) Merchandise which is identical In physical characteristics with,
and was produced by another person in the same country as, the
merchandise under consideration.
(C) Merchandise (I) produced in the same country and by the same
person as the merchandise under consideration, (i) like the merchandise under consideration in component material or materials and in
the purposes for which used, and (fit) approximately equal in commer,.
cial value to the merchandise under consideration.
(D) Merchandise which satisfies all the requirements of subdivision
(C) except that It was produced by another person.
(0I) Merchandise (1) produced in the same country and by the same
person and of the same general class or kind as the merchandise under
consideration, (i) like the merchandise under consideration In the
purposes for which used, and (111) which the Secretary or his delegate
determine may reasonably be compared for the purposes of this title
with the merchandise under consideration.
(F) Merchandise which satisfies all the requirements of subdivision
(El) except that it was produced by another person.
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(4) The term 'usual wholesale juatities', IIn ally case In which the
merchandise it reslpet of which value is being determined Is sold III the
market under (onsideritlo ti different prihis for different quanttities, means
the quantities lit which such itterchandlise is dhttWe sold 1t tile price or prices
for oit quantity lit till aggregae voiluie which Is greater than the aggregate
volume sold tit tile price or pr'es for tiny other quantity.
"Sm. 213. That this title nity be cited as tie 'Antidumtping Act, 1921'.
"Sue. 400. That when usetd ii Titlet 1 ** *
"The term 'person' Inclutes Individuals, partnershilt, eorlioratfloi t and aaoclations; and
$'The terin 'United State' Ineluthis tll 'l'erritories and 1%wsessiols, mltbjtt to
tite jurisdiction of tie United States. except the Virgin lslanls, the islands of
Guam and Tutuila, and tile Catial Zone.
"S.o. 407. That the Secretary shall make rulm and regulations net-,e tary
for the euforement of this Act." (Aittiduntpiing Act, 1921,as amended; 11) l..C.
10--173.)
DEFINITION OF FAIR VA.VE

'i'lle detlutlo i of fair value does m lit niny way nimdify or affect detlliitiots
of foreign market value given in section 12)5 of tit Antidutmping Act, 1121, as
amended (19 U.S.C. 164), or of constructed value given lit section ,16 (19
T.S.C. 10M) or the application of a foreign market. value (or, iii tile absence
of such value, eonstructel value) as detained In the Antidutmpitg Act, 1921, its
itmended, as a basis for deterntithng whether or not to withhold appralsement
under
section 201(b) (19 U.S.C. 110(b)) or for Imposition of duty under secttin
202 (19 U.S.C. 101 ).

Alt industry In the United States wltich considers that it is h tg injured by
sales of tmerehandise at less than fair value will ordinarily have istalllhient
Information on wlich to suhnit proof either of fair value its herein defied, or
foreign market value or constructed value its defined in said sections 20t and 206
(19 U.S.C. 104,105). The industry may, however, submit, and appriisers will coilsider, such material as is available to it, including Information indicaiting tle
market price for similar merchandliso in the country of exportaton and in ally
third countries In which merchandise of the producer conpliaied of is known to
be sold. Information submitted by an Industry and information submitted by tle
foreign producer and others will be of value in assisting tite Treasury to establish
the basis for fair value, foreign market value, or constructed value.
Fair value Is computed on the basis of sales for consumption i tile country
of exportation or for exportation otherwise than to the United States tit or about
the date of purchase or agreement to purchase of the nerchiandise to be inllwrted
into tle United States, or tile date of exportation. However, in cases were it may
be Important to determine either tle stability of the market or Its trend, tis well its
to deternue whether tltere has been it fictitious sale as descrilbed Il paragraph
14.7(b) (0) of these regulations, It will be helpful to the Secretary to have
Information as to sales made for consunption iti the country of exportatoit or
for exportation otherwise than to the United States over a significantt Iriod of
time Immediately preceding the date of purchase or agreement to purchase, or
eximrtation.
EXAMPLES FOR PURPOSE8

OF ILLUSTRATION

A few exantples of what would and would not be considered sales at less titan
fair value are given below. Unless otherwise indicated, it is assuned that
individual sales are in the same average quantities and that they are also
made under tile sante circumstances of sale.
It must be understood that these examples of necessity oversimplify for
purposes of illustration. Each actual case of alleged sales at less than fair value
must be considered in the light of all relevant facts, and it may be seldom that

cases will be presented for consideration which are as free of complications as

are the cases cited In these examples. The tentative conclusions set forth below
cannot, therefore, be considered as decisions which are binding ulon the
Secretary of the Treasury. They are in particular subject to tile qualification
that there may be other factors present, not here stated, or not suflcientiy empia.
sized for the purposes of an actual case, which wold lead to different or opposite
results.
As in the case In respect of other laws administered in whole or in part by
him, the Commissioner of Customs stands ready to answer specific Inquiries
arising under the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended, which relate to con.
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tenujllated trainsctions, to the best of his ability, notably those Involving questions as to whether paragraph 14.T (a) (1) or (a) (2) of these regulations aplilies. and qiestoihs its to theiiethlod of coiptitatioll which 110y lxe used
in voinhet'.lon with Imaragraph 14.7(b) (7) hereof.
1'.ramfp14' 1

A foreign produer has made lhe following sales of a particular product over
a representat lve period:
Sales lot consumption incountry of
exploration

Sales fr exportation to countries
other than the United States

Sales to the United States

75,000 units, of $1 ....................... 25,000 units, at $0.85 ............... 15,000 units, at $0.90.
The u1ntity oof sle.01 f thisli rliupr t Idulil' 'ontry of exiorthll on naoiinling
Io 7T.10(K1 tiiils, is stitililetlly iat'rge il relation to lit, tolll of 25,4)(11) Iuit.- sold
fir £'xprlll lit) cot
i
rthrl'es
otlher than thii- I'ilted Sltes to t n.Aitte an advwith SlIPS t1 tlhe I'nttd .1t11t8. (Iet', paragraplhus
qlllth, b-iiis for .ilniarioll'f
11.7(11) if ) a1il (2) ot tliuste
regulaitions.) h'lie price for -sale t tile UIlted States
Is less thaOn t it price Ilit, country of exportation. The foreign producer is,
therefore, svllhig 1in thel iled Sltts iat less than fair value.

lhIint arket malt's will fiirit, the basis o' ctoilprlison whether or nol tliy are
re.trhcthil. Tihls e'xilelt- conern4s hIomi'market prices whil are
ar ltllmr free of
i'e.slri litim. or
by restrictions tIhal t do not it 'ttile value of tlile
bcculnllll
imrhliamnlIe. If there shouldd be r,.,'rtnrhtlou whidi ari-ct teit, value of the mit'rchimlse. alqprolriate adjuslniitittli'
t, hnme imorkt price will li, imide. Third
cviuintry pritv's. even though uiIretnricttd, will not be resorted to In this iset of
i ruis hinesliIiIv.
Etr'fiolh'

2

. foreign producer box in

flt,he
folloing xales of a partilhar produ

Sales lot consumption Incountry of

Sales for exploration to counties

e'portation

other than the United States

:

Sales to the United States

25,000 units, at $0.95.. ... ............ 75,000 units, at $0.90 ............... 15,000 units, at $0.90.
'l'ht, foreign irohldiu(r cali shiow that the quitntity of sauleqs of this product in
Iho country of Pxl'raltlion, tolluollllllg tIo 2,\000 lillits, Is so 811ii in rMltion to
the total of "s.IXA units sold for exportation to countries other than the iteihtd
SIttes, as to lie anilltolelinite basis for conli irlson with ii
ales to lhe Illnited
State.:, l)et*rininallto of fair valhle will tlherefi're be basetd ol tlie4-tling price
ror xporlation to countrie4 other t
li the,,United Staites, puirsuant to Iminigraph 11.7(a ) (2) of thcse regulations. ilnthe absence of sik-Jal clrtnstaices,
It would appear that the sales for exjxortation to th United States were not
below fair value.
Third country salesq will form tie Ilmisl of comlirlson whether or not they
are restrhtleil. This exailple coneernts thirl country miles
which are either free
of restrh(tihfm or aevoinixtled by restrictions which (to not affect tile value of
ithinerchanldise. If there should lierestrictions whIhh affect the vllue of the
nierehandibe. appropriate adjutent of the third country price will Ie made.
florae market prices, even though unrestricted, will not be resorted to In this
set of ,irunitatices

VEani lp 3
A foreign producer has sold his merchandise for consumption In the country
of exlprtatlhm at or about the date of the sile or exortatlou to the United States
at. the following prices: 2 0 tons each $32.80 tol ; 1,000 tols each $12.85 ton;
2,000 toms each $33 ton; 1,000 tonS each $33.10 ton.
It Is conceded tMat the price depends upon the bargaining of the parties rather

than iuon quantity Itrelia",edSSales to the United States have ben niade by

this supplier In the smeni avenige quantities at a uniform price of $32.90 her ton

during the perilo. The difference In price between the liro ler's Wine

market

sales or any average tiieroof and his sales to the United States is so slight. that

it will not be reardtl as wore tian insigiflait unless Ittitisui market contli.
87 s22 -AS - lt. I-~ 11-
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thinm in the United States or the quantities involved as compared to United
States production Justify a contrary conclusion.
E.rample 4
A foreign producer makes all of his sales, other than those to the United
States, for consumption in the country of exportation. The majority of the inerchandise thus sold by him is sold in 50-ton lots at li1 prices, not. However. a
discount of 5 percent Is granted on sales of more than 500 tons and is freely
available to those who purchase in the ordinary course of trade. During the six
months preceding the date when the question of dumping was raised, the produer made sales of more than 500 tons each with respect to 15 percent of such or
similar merchandise which he sold in the home market. Sale.i for exportation
to the United States are ut list prices less 5 percent and have been in quantities
of over 540 tons. The 5 percent will not be allowed as a quantity discount liecause less than 20 percent of such or similar merchandise was sold in the lonme
market in quantities to which such discount was applicable. unle4 the 5 percent
discount can be Justified by cost savings. Cost savings can also be used to Juqtify
a quantity discount where there were no sales in the home market in quantities
sufficient to warrant the granting of the .1 percent discount, and no offers because there is no potential market for such quantities.
In determining whether a discount has been given, the presence or absence of
a published price list reflecting such a discount is not controlling. In certain
lines of trade, price lists are not commonly published and in others although comnmonly published they are not commonly adhered to.
The following example also relates to quality allowances.
Example 5
A foreign producer has the following record of sales at or about the date of
sale or exportation to the United States:
Price per lb. for sales Inunits of 100 lbs.
and 1,000 lbs.

Sales for consumption incountry
of exportation

Sales to the United States

P.85 (l00 lbs.) ................. 200000 b...................... 0.
0.85(1,000 Ibs.) ................

20,00 lbs.........................

100,000 Ibs.

Although the lower price in the home market appears to obtain for quantities
the same as those sold for exportation to the United States at the same price, the
quantity sold for home consumption at the lower price is less than 20 percent of
the quantity sold In the home market. Accordingly, the price for exportation to
the United States is not Justified, unless cost savings can be shown to Justify the
lower price. If 44,000 pounds had been sold in the home market at the $.80 price,
the lower price would have been Justified for comparison with the price for
exportation to the United States.
ERImple 6
A foreign producer sells for consumption in the country of expoirtation at
$12 a unit, regardless of quantities and regardless of whether the sales are to
wholesalers or retailers. He sells to retail purchasers In the United States at $12
a unit and wholesale purchasers In the United States at $10 a unit. in each case
regardless of quantities.
The circumstances in this case indicate that the foreign producer will be
deemed to have been selling to wholesalers in the United States at less than
fair value. Should, however, his record of sales for consumption In the country
of exportation show that he sells, regardless of quantities, at $10 a unit to wholesalers and at $12 a unit to retailers, then, making allowances for the circum.
stances of sale, the sales In the United States will not be deemed to be sales
at less than fair value.
Example 7
A foreign producer sells for consumption in the country of exportation at $106

a unit, delivered anywhere within the country of exportation. He has no f.o.b. factory price for home consumption. He sells to the United States fo.b. factory for

$100 a unit. Evidence Indicates that It costs the producer on the average $.50 a
unit to deliver on home consumption sales.
Giving due consideration to the circumstances of sale, the sales to United States
purchasers at $100 a unit will be deemed to be sales at less than fair value.
wI
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Should the delivery co.t on home consumption salem average $5 a unit instead
of $.50. the sales to United States purchasers tit $100 a unit will not be deemed
to be sales at less than fair value.
PART 16. MJQUII)ATION OF DUTIES
16.21

Dumping duty; notice to iunportcr.-(a) Special dumping dilty ,hall

be assessed on all importations of merchandise. whether dutiable or free, as to
which the Secretary of the Treasury has made public a indling of dumping,
entered or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption, not more than 120 days
before the question of dumping was raised by or presented to the Secretary or
his delegate, proided the particular Importation has not been appraised prior
to the publication of such finding, and the appraiser reports that the lurchn-'e
price or exporter's sales price is less than the foreign market value or constructed
value, as the case may be."
The fact that the importer has added on entry the difference between the purchase price or the exporter's sales price and the foreign market value or constructed value and the appraiser has approved the resulting entered value shall
not prevent the assessment of the special dumping duty. However, a mere difference between the purchase price or exporter's sales price and the foreign
market value or constricted value, without a finding by the Secretary of the
Treasury, as above referred to, is not sufficient for the assessment of the special
dumping duty.
(b) Before dumping duty Is assessed, the collector shall notify the Importer of
the appraiser's report, as in the case of an advance in value. If the importer files
an appeal for reappraisement, liquidation shall be suspended until the appeal for
reappralsement Is finally decided.
(c) If the necessary conditions are present, special dumping duty shall be
assessed on samples imported for the purpose of taking orders and making sales
in this country. Sees. 202, 200, 407, 42 Stat. 11, as amended, 15, 18; 19 U.S.C.
101, 168, 173.)
10.22 Method of computing dumping duty.-If it appears that the merchandise has been purchased by a person not the exporter within the meaning of
section 207, Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (19 U.S.C. 166), the special
dumping duty shall equal the difference between the purchase price and the
foreign market value on the date of purchase, or, If there is no foreign market
value, between the purchase price and the constructed value, any foreign currency involved being converted ino United States money as of the date of purchase or agreement to purchase. If It appears that the merchandise is Imported
by a person who is the exporter within the meaning of such section 207, the
special dumping duty shall equal the difference between the exporter's sales price
and the foreign market value on the date of exportation, or, If there is no foreign
market value, between the exporter's sales price and the constructed value, any
foreign currency involved being converted into United States money as of the
date of exportation. (Sees. 202, 207, 42 Stat. 11, as amended, 14, as amended; 19
U.S.C. 161, 166.)
APPENDIX F
U.S. SENATE,
CoMmirrre ox FNANCE,
Waehtngton, D.C., Jui 25,1967.

DEAR CoLLzAouZ: The Office of the Special Repesentative for Trade Negotiations has only recently made public the provisions of the International Antidumping Code which was signed on June 80. Ambassador Roth, the President's
Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, recently testified before the Joint
Economic Committee of the Congress that no congressional action is required to
make the code effective. The code is scheduled to become effective on July 1, 1968.
The position of Ambassador Roth evidently is that the code does not conflict
with the Antidumping Act of 1921 and therefore no congressional approval or
implementation is necessary. By the same process of reasoning, Ambassador
Roth presumably would agree that if the code In any way amends the act, congressional approval or implementation Is necessary before the code becomes
binding in the United States.
I See see. 14.13 of these regulations..
For regulations regarding finding of dumping by the Secretary and procedure under the
Antidumping Act, 1921, see aees. 14.6-14.13.

hi
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It seelns to me that Ambassador Roth's Iosition that there is no conflict between
the Antidumping Act of 1121 fnd the code is clearly erronteos. At this stage, I
alm not concerned with whether the pro'isions of the code are desirable or tilldtesirable tit a inn tter of etonltitc policy, but only with whether the Congress has
been inlirolierly bypassed and whether Senltte Concurrent resolution 100, dtiscrilbed below, has beeln defied by tie fallure of tho Office of the Special leprlesentative to present lhe code to 'ongres for nproval. The crucial question fit
this point. therefore, is whether the provisions of the code conflict with illy of
the snbstautive provisions of the act. As noted, It Is ly position there Is direct
conflict between the code and the act and that the codO can be4omle effective II
th' unitedd States only If approved by Congress.
While the, ('0o1 would subject the Antidumping Act to a multitude of aiendments, I limit ny.,elf here to an examination of three fundamental amendments
of the act. First, article 3 of tie (tode speilles that a determination of injury
may le nide only If It is found that "dunllt'd Imports are demonstrably the
lrincllil cause of material Injury or of threat of material injury to a doitestle
Industry * 0 *." Section 201 (a) of the Antiduinping Act vests the Tariff Contmission with authority to determine whether "all Industry in the United States
is being or Is likely to be Injured * 4 * by reason of the importation of (dumped)
merchandise." The act does not restrict the Tariff Commission to aflirinative
findings of Injury or likelihood of injury only when satisfied that dumped fillIprts are "demtinstrably flit principal cause of material injury."
Thus. it is clear that the Tariff Comnlission's authority to make injury determinations, as conferred uplon it by section 201 of the Antidumping Act, would lit,
materially altered and circunscriled by article 3 of the Antidumping Code.
Setndly, article 4 of the code defiles lit ferin "dontestic industry" to include
all of a country's product'rs of a product which Is "like" the duniped imolrted
product under consideration. Only i "exceptional eircunstances" may a regional
coinletifire market Ie conshlered as the Industry affeted. Such exceptional circunistanctes can be fouiid onlly If t iltpruce'rs Sulplying it regional t'omietitive
market sell "all or almost all of their products i such innrket." Further. flitiddltional restriction otilthe Tariff Connis,ion's authority to find Injury is Impostd.
siice "all or almost fill of flit, total production" in the regional market must be
Injured.
Section 201 of lht Antidumuping Act does not restrict lite Tariff Commission
it Its determination of whmt constitutes "an Industry i the United States." In
a considerable number of cast's, tie Commission has concluded that regional
niarkets and regional industries may be found without regard to wlht'r tilt
producers suplying a limited competitive market "sell all or almost all tht'ir
products" In such market, and without regard to whether "all or almost all" of
the producers are Injured.
Thus. It Is clear that arthle 4 of the -ode in providing substantial limitatil
i Its deflviltlon of industry avid in adding a further rtstretion ol the authority
to make affirnmative dettrminations of Injury. would severely curtail flit' Irstiat
powers of the Tariff Commission under etion .101 of the Antidumping Act.
Thirdly, article 5 of ttt' code provides -that a tUlniping Investigation shall be
Initiatt'd only whtti supliorted by evidt'ece of hoth dumped pricts id of injury
shall be consideredd siuitmltat'ously." Ii adliilon, article 10 forbids tilt itsfitutiolt of lilly provisional measures, which specifically Incltude the ailhorify to
ordtr withholding of apitraisement unless there is "sufllclent eviltlt'ce of Injury"
as well as of dumping.
Section 201(a) of the Antidunping Act was amended in MIN,4 and transferred
from Treasury to the Tariff Comnmission sole responsibility for injury (leterminations. This sutbsection specifies that the Commission shall wake a determination
of hiJury only after being advised by Treasury that a dwtiplng prite has been
found by that agency. The Senate Finance Committee report on the 195 amendment made this crystal clear:
"This title would also transfer the Injury determination under tie dumping law
to 'the Tariff Commission and provide that it be made within 3 months from the
determination of the question of a dumping price by the Secretary."
Furthermore, section 201(b) of the act specifically requires that Treasury
"shall authorize * * * the withholding of appraisement" whenever Treasury, In
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1lit' course of an Investigation

and before a formal finding of dumping prices, "has

rt'ason to btlleve or suspect" that sales have been made at a dumping price. The
t slecilles Treasury then, "shall forthwith publish notice of that fact * * * and

sliall authorize * * * the withholding of appraisement reports." At that stage the
'aritff 'oininssion, not having been advised by Treasury of a determination of
tiuping, hIas no authority to institute al investigation, much less make it finding

or injury or of the existence of "sufficient evidence of injury," whatever this
phrase as used in the code inay mean.

Thus, It is pattently clear that by retiring simultaneous Investigations of
dilnping and of injury, and I1y requiring decisions on dumping and on the exist(tict of "sufliclent evidence of Injury" as conditions precedent to the withholding
of appraienitent, articles 5 and 10 (if tievtde conflict directly with the provisions
of 8IIIs18t44IIIs (a) and (b) of section 201 of the Antiduinping Act.
The refusal of tie Ofilce of thie special ltt'lireseitative to recogniize and respect

the areas of policy deternlnations which are the province of Congress. can hardly

be viewed as a nere oversight, attributable to inadequate familiarity with the
well-established doctrine of tht separation of powers. Last sunmner the Senate
overwhelmingly adoitt'd Senate Concurrent Resolution 100, advising tile execulive branch generally and warning tile Office specificaty against Illlluding ill the
Ke'nnedy routine negotiations iiatters ollt.side the scope of the Trade Expansion
Act of 19612. u)umping wits one of tiheliilers whihti was speilletid. As sumind ilup
by the Snllate l,2inance Committee in its report on Senitte Concurrent Resollltion
10):
"This problem (dtnmping) concerns unfair trade practices in a domestic econonmy ant it Is difltcull for us to understand why Congress should lie bypassed tit
the crucli policylnaking stages. and JIMrmntted to participate only after liolicy
lils leen frozen it till international trade agr-elent."
Notwithstandiig this clear warning by tile Se.nate. the Office of tile Spelcal
lRepresentatIve irsistetl in negotiatlg tei Ant itlniping ode whillc conflicts
dlrectly with. anid, if the code beconles effective. wolll amneid the Antiduniding

Act of 1921 in many substantive respects. li point of fact the code woulhl enilasUlate tile Antitumlping Act of 1921 and for all practical purposes strike the act
front the statute books. As I mentioned earlier. the three pliolts of conflict listed

above it' merely illustrative of a multitude of substantive changes ill tite act.
in lily olIlo, these changes woult prevent it from inposing -lily neaimiigful
restraint on fit' unfair trade practice of dumping.
This usurpation of congresiomil functions should not e allowed to go unchallenged. I therefore intend to urge tie chairman of tile Senate Finance Cominiltee that till appropriate resolution should Ie favorably reported by the com.
nit tee and should be aoitttd 1)y tile Senate and by the House. expressing the ftnse
of Congress that the cole should not become effective in the United States unless
and until the code has been approved by tie Congress. The resolution should also
advis, the President to withdraw from the code inniediately. well before It Is
scheduled to beconite effective on July 1. 1908. The resolution should further
adviset the President that if lie desires to have the code become effective In this
country, the United States must first withdraw from the code and then submit
it as a 1;rolmed international agreement to the Congress for approval. At that
time. I will. of course, oppsle Congress giving its approval to the complete emait.-uhition of tile Anltinping Act. The act. which is concerned with the unfair trade
practlce of price discrimination in this market, needs to be strengthened not
weakened and emasculated. This is the purpose sought to be achieved by S. 1726
which I introduced on May 9, 1907, for myself and for 40 6ther Senators on both
sites of fltl aisle.

I hope.that you will agree with nie that the action of the Office of the Special
Repre.sentative In defiance of the clear will of the Senate constitutes usurpation
of congressional authority and must not be allowed to go unchallenged. If you
do agree with me, I urge you to communicate your views to the chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee, to other Members of the Senate and also to the chairman of the Ways and Means Committee of the house and other Members of the
] [lo .
Since trelhy.

VANCE IAltMM, ['s. -Rctiatrr.
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OFFICE OF THE SECRerAIY OF THE TREASURY.

Wa8hington, D.C.

Tom

VAIL,

Esq.,

Chief Counsel,Cornmittee on Finance,
Se e Senate Oflice Building, Washington,D.C.
DEAR Tot: Upon my return from a trip overseas dealing with Interpol, I found the Committee on Finance press release of September
27 which invites interested parties to submit written statements to the
committee on U.S. foreign trade policies and practices.
It is just possible that the committee might N interested in a paper
I prepared on the Antidumping Act a year ago. This was background
for a short talk I gave before a meeting of the Synthetic Organic
Chemical Manufacturers Association. It is terribly long, terribly dull,
and it fails to take into account the international code appro 'ed as
part, of the Kennedy round, or decisions made by either Treasury or
Tariff Commission in the last year. Nonetheless, I believe it is a more
complete description of the operation'of the Antidumping Act than
any other article I know of. It has not been published.
Very best wishes.
Sincerely yours,
.1.P. HIENDRICKr,
Special Assistant bo the Secretary
(for Enforeement).
ADMINISTRATION OF TIlE U.S. ANTIDUMPING ACT-'IIOCEDURES
AND POLICIES
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1. Disposition of Cases 1921-60.
2. Analysis of Cases 1955-66.
Footnotes.
ADMINISTRATION OF TIlE U.S. AXTIDUMPINO AcT-PROCEDt.RES A-ND
POLICIES
INTRODUCTION*

The Antidumping Act I provides that where a foreign producer
practices price discrimination in his sales to the United States-by
which is generally 2meant selling to the United States at a price lower
than that charged in his home market sales-with resultant injury to
a U.S. industry, a special dumping duty will be assessed. The dumpizig duty is measured by the extent of the price discrimination-that is,
by. the difference between the higher home market price and the lower
price charged the U.S. importer.
The question as to whether there is price discrimination is deter-

mined by the Secretary of the Treasury. The question as to whether
there is injury is determined by the U.S. Tariff Commission. The Tariff
Commission does not consider the question of injury unless Treasury
has first determined that, the case involves price discrimination.
PART I-PRICE DISCRIMINATION

A positive Treasury determination of price discrimination is tech-

nical ly referred to as a "determination of sales at less than fair value."
Summary investigation

A dumping case may be instituted on the basis of a communication
to the Commissioner of Customs in Washington D C., from a prin4

cipal customs officer 3 or a person outside the Cistoms Service. If

the communication indicates a situation which may come within the
purview of the Antidumping Act, the Commissioner of Customs will
undertake a "summary investigation" based on examination of the in-

formation submitted.s If this investigation shows there is obviously
*Footnotes start at p. 177.
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no warrant for further consideration of the case, it will thereupon be
closed forthwith.,
Piellminaryinvestigation

Should further consideration be warranted, the Commissioner will
publish an "Antidumping Proceeding Notice" briefly describing what
is at issue,$ and he will make a "preliminary investigation" laied on
examination of invoices and other information immediately available to him.9
Fall-scale investigation
"prel
iminay
i've investigations, the (oilimisFollowing the further
Secretary
of the Treasury that the eat, he
sioner
will recornnientl to the
if he believes the information shows no price disclosed out forthwith
crimillation.10 In the alternative, lie iiiaiy continue to Considtr the ease,
either because there is ground to believe or suspect that there is price
discrimnination '' or because tile information at hand is not sullieient

for a determination.': If the investigation is thus continued, it will
take the form of a "full-scale investigation." 13Such investigation
starts with the provision of answers to a standard questionnaire sent
to the foreign producer by the Bureau of Customs and is usually followed
plant. by a customs relpresentative's visit to the foreign prodciler's
Tentaftbe (leterinatlon by 7'rea.mmiy/
Unless the case is closed out by the Conuni.sioner of Customs following the "summary investigation," it is necessary, in ac'cordanee with
established procedure, for the Commissioner to make his re',mmentation for disposition of the case to the Seeretary of the T'1easurv. When
the Secretary reaches his conclusion in the niatter, he plb!ishes a
"Notice of 'tentative Determination" which includes the reasons on

which the tentative determination is basexl.' Interested parties are
thereupon given an opportunity to submit argument or appear in person in support of or in opposition to the tentative determination.'5
Finaldeterminationby Treasury

The final determination as to whether or not a case involves price

discrimination, or, to use the technical terni, sales at less than fair

value, is made by the Secretary of the Treasury (or, inthe usual case,

by the Assistant Secretary to whom responsibility in this field has

been delegated). The determination is required to be in written form,

to include a sbtatement of reasons, and to be published in the Federal
Register "as soon as possible" after the Secretary has considered the
arguments submitted.,
If the determination is negative; that is, no sales at less than fair
value, the procedure is at an end. However, if the determination is
positive, the case must proceed to a further determination as to whether
U.S. industry has been injured.
Deterninal ion by Tariff Comm 8isln
As indicated in the introduction above? consideration as to whether
or not a dumping case involves injury is within tie jurisdiction of
the U.S. Tariff Commission, and such consideration w I not be given
See footnotes on p. 177.
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unles. the Secretary of the Treasury has made a positive determination of sales at less than fai' value.1"
Once there has been a positive Treasury determination of sales at
less than fair value, the Tariff Cominission examines tile economic
situation which may have been created by such sales. The Commission
will then proceed to determine whether or not the result has been or
is likely to be, injury to an industry in the United States. It will then
8
lpoceed to publish a determination in the matter.'
As indicated above, if the determination is negative, that is no
injury, the procedure is at an end. However, if the determination is
positive, the case goes back to the Secretary who proceeds to publish a
finding of dumping.1
Finding of dumping
The Secretary of the Treasurys finding of dumping follows as a
matter of routine after positive determinations have been made both as
to sales at less than fair value and injury. Once the finding has been
published,
dulties5. 2 ° customs officers proceed to assess and collect the dumping
$u*mn.ysiow in confidence
The determination as to whether or not there is price discrimination
will be based on the best available evidence. Ordinarily, this will be
submitted by the parties chiefly concerned in the case-the complainant

and the foreign producer whose exports to the United States are the
subject of the complaint. Often the complainant's information is
secured from sources which will dry up if he reveals their origin. Often
information supplied by the foreign producer will include business
secrets. In many cases the reasons for requesting confidential treatment
are obvious and are accordingly respected. But there are instances in
which the request for confidential treatment is abused.
Price information submitted to Treasury by any peion interested in

a dumping case will in every case be kept confidential if the person
submitting it. so requests; however, if the Commissioner of Customs

does not believe the confidential treatment is warranted, the informa-

tion-to the extent it is self-serving-will not be considered as per-

tinent to the determination of the case .2 Information is ordinarily to
be regarded as apropriate for disclosure if it relates to price informa-

tion, freely available quantity discounts or differences incircumstances
of sale." Infonmation is,on the other hand, ordinarily to be regarded

as inappropriate for disclosure if it relates to business or trade secrets,
production costs, distribution costs (other than those which substantiate quantity discounts or other circumstances
of sale), names of customers or prices of particular sales. 23

I

Withholding of appraisement
When an import arrives in the United States, its processing by customs includes appraisement as a necessary step in ascertaining what if
any, ordinary dudes are owed on it. In general, it can be said that. once
the appraisement has been completed no further change can be made
by customs in the ascertainment of duties payable, whether ordinary
duties or dumping duties. It follows that., hie a dumping case is being
See footnotes on p. 177.
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processed, there is no method provided by United States law to protect
domestic industry against imports which may thereafter be made the
subject of a dumping finding, unless appraisement of these imports is
temporarily suspended or, to use the technical term, "withheld." -' The
Ant dumping Act acordingly provides that when the Secretary of the
Treasury "5
1has reason to believe or suspect" that there i price discrimination, he shall withhold appraiseient of the merchandise in
question.2 When this is done, a "Withholding of Appraisement Notice"
is published.ft
in the usual case the importerfaces the possibility of dunI pI duties
assessed only on importations entered after the notice is published, because with two exceptions the withholding is not applied retroactively.
fhe first of these excel)tions is where the importer and the exporler art,
related one with the other..28 The second exception is when-an event
of rare occurrence-past importations happen not to have been appraised prior to the issuance of a dumping finding.29 To the extent that
dumping duties aie assessed retroactively, because the case falls within
one or tlie other of the two exceptional situations thus notedl above, the
retroactivity may not extend beyond 10 days prior to the 1ilintr of the
complaint. Otherwise appraisenment is withlhed without retroctivity
starting as of the date of publication of the "Withholding of Appraislmuent Notice." 31
If at any time while appraisement is withheld imports come in which
do not involve price discrimination, they will be a)lpraised despite
the withholding order.8 2
It is important to note that withholding of appraisement. does not
involve denial of entry of the goods-they are allowed freely to come
into the United States and be sold in the'same way as any other merchandise, provided a bond is on file in an amount suilieient to cover the
dumping dIuties which might be thereafter assessed."3
Pricecomparison between fair value and price to the United States
At the outset of this paper, it was stated that price discrimination
under the Anti-Dumping Act is found when a foreign producer sells in
the United States at a Tower price than lie sells in his home market.
This is the situation ordinarily complained of in dumping cases.
However, there are cases when the foreign producer ias no home
market sales, or insufficient home market sales to furnish an adequate
basis for comparison. If this is the situation, then price discrimination
will be found if the foreign producer sells in the United States at a
lower price than in his sales to "third countries," i.e. sales in exportation to countries other than the United States.
If there are no home or third country sales or offers, then price discrimination will be found if the foreign producer sells at less than
cost.
This is the situation expressed in relatively simple language.
Fair value
If one uses the language of the Anti-Dumping Act and regulations
issued thereunder, reference must be made to the term "fair value."
Fair value may mean, depending upon the circumstances, the foreign
producer's home price, his third country price, or his costs
See footnoets on pp. 177-178.
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Repeating what has been said above, this time with specific reference
to the language of the Anti-Dun iping Act and th!e regulations, the determination to be made on the su object of price discrimination is

whether merchandise imported iotlhe United States is sold at les
than its fair value. 3
In the usual case, fair value is based oil "the price * * * at. which
such or similar merchandise" (i.e. merchandise identical or similar to
the import complained of) "is sold for consumption in the country of
exportation." 31 If, however, tile quantity sold in the home market is
"so small, in relation to the quantity sold for exportation to countries
other than to the United Sthtes, as to be an inadequlate basis for com-

parison," then fair value is based on the price sold in exportafio. to
countries other than to the United States, familiarly known :q "third
If, however, the information available is deemed by
country price." -11
the Secretary of the Treasury "insuflicient or inadequate" to justify
use of home or third country pri'e, fair value will he (etermied on tie
basis of constructed value as declined in section 206 of the Anti-1)umiping Act.38 Section 206 in effect defines constructed value as the cost of
materials and of fabrication together with an addition for overhead
general l expenses") which shall be not less than 10 percent of the
cost of materials and fabrication and an addition for profit which
shall be not less than 8 percent of the cost and general expese.
To summarize': Price discrimination is found where sales to the
United States are at a price lower than home price in the country of
export. if there are sales there in quantity sufficient to be representative: if not, at a price lower than third country sales; if there are no
third country sales, then price discrimination is found if sales to the
United States are at less than cost.
Standard for determining whether to base fair valife on home or
thirdcountry price

As set forth above, fair value will be based on hoine price unless
sales, as to
home market sales are so small, in relation to third country
provide "an inadequate basis, for comparison." The customs re lations give two examples as guides to a determination as to what quantity of home market sales will be adequate or inadequate to serve as a
basis for comparison.

In the first example, a foreign producer sells 15,000 units of his
product to U.S. importers at a per unit price of 90 cents. Inquiry into
the situation shows that he has sold 75,00 units of the sane product
in his own country at a per unit price of $1 and 25,000 units to other
(third) countries at a per unit price of 85 cents. The price comparison
is between the $1 home price and the price to the United States of 90
cents. This can be considered selling at less than fair value. 9
In the second example, a foreign producer sells 15,000 units of his
product to U.S. importers at a per unit price of 90 cents. Inquiry into
the situation shows that lie has sold 25,000 units of the same product in
his own country at a unit price of 95 cents and 75,000 units to other
(third) countries at a per unit price of 90 cents. Were the price comparison made as in the preceding paragraph, this could be considered
selling at less than fair value. However, the quantity sold in the home
market is here considered so small, in relation to the quatity sold for
see footnotes on p.178.
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exportation to third countries, as to be an inadequate basis for comparison. Therefore, comparison is made between the 90 cents third
Country price and the 190 cents price to the United States. Since the
latter is not less than the former, this cannot be considered selling at
less than fair value.4
While no examples are given is to what the decision will be if home
market sales are less than 75 percent but more than 25 percent of all
sales other than to the United States, the Treasury departmentt has as
a matter of practice. used 25 percent as the cutoff figure. In general, it
can be said tlat home price will constitute the basis for fair value if
over 25 percent of sales other than to the United States are made in the
home market: if the home market sales constitute 25 percent o1 less of
sales other than to the United States, then the third country sale price
will constitute the basis for fair value.
Pr;,eto the ',,;ted ,states
The price comparison in a dmniping case is bet ween the "fair value,"
defined as indicated above, and t iw price to the United States. Ordinarily the price to the United States will be the price paid by the
imporIter, (lefined in the law as "purclase pricee' 41 However, if the
importer and the exporter are related-as, for exau ple, if one is
parent and the other subsidiary-then the price to the I 'nite.l States
will be the price at which the importer sells the merelan(ise in the
Uiiited States, defined in the law (somewhat confusingly) as "exporter's sales price.' 42
Adji..tme/ds for d;ferinq pJa(ltit/es
R aving (leterminedl in accordlance with the principles above set
forth whether fair value is to be based on home price, third country
price, or cost, and whether price to lhei Unite(l States is to be based on
purchase price or exporter's sales price, attention lItm.st. be given to
adjustments which should be male in order that. tile two prices may le
properly comparable. First to be considered in this collection is the
sub j ect of quantity discounts.
Quite obviously, there can be occeasions when costs of Imani fact uring
go down as quantities sold increase; indeed, this van ie sail to be a
basic element in the success of businesses here (and abroad. However,
the computation of just what the saving is on any pamrtiula' inerea.se is
not always easy, nor is it always clear that an or ler for, say, 1,000 units
of a given product costs the l'o(lueer less per unit than oine order for
500 units. The customs relations lpresentlv in ell'ect supplement a
general statement in the law which provides t'or adjustmnent for differenees in quantities.4 I1Ile more specific regulations recognize without
question any discount claimed because (if quantities involved in shipnients to the United States if a similar (or greater) discount has been
made freely available and has been granted with respect to at least 20
percent of total purchases in the home market (or in third countries
where sales to third countries are the basis for the price compluison)
over the 6 months preceding the filing of the complaint.I However, if
tihe
figure cannot be established, then the quantity discount
must20-percent
le cost justified-that
is to say, the foreign producer must show
that the cost of filling the larger order shipped to the United States
S,,o f'r.utlotes oi 11IP. 17S 179.
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was less than the cost of filling smaller orders in the home market in
im amount at least equal to the discount allowed For example, a
foreign producer sells at 85 cents a pound in his home market, each
order for 100 pounds. Over 6 months, lie has thus sold 200,000 pounds.
in his home market 20,000 )oun(ls at. SO cents a
In a(lditiou, he has hold
pound, each order for 1,000 pounds. lie also sells to the United States
100,000 pounds, at 80 cents a lpoun(, each order for 1,000 pounds. This
(vlantity di.count in the sales to the United States must I e cost justified. 4" I however, if the record had shown 80,000 pounds Sold tat 85 cents
a pound in the home market, each or(ler for 100 pounds, and 20,000
pounds sold at 80 cents a )ound in the home market, each order for
1,000 pounds, then the 20 percent figure would be established, and sales
to the United States, at 80 cents a pound, each order for 1,000 pounds,
Could not be considered to have been made at less than fair value, even
though cost just ification was not apparent.
.1dyu.tmenl/. for otler ciumW'd(I(,.e. of sale

Reasonable allowances aie made for other differences ill eircun:

. ance of sale as between th( sale in the hou iimarket (or third country,
market wltejie applicable) and the sale to the IV.S. imp)orter. Everybates
UIv
. manu1
one knows that automobiles sold in the mUnited
facturers ar :Sold with : warranty covering r:vicing over a perio(l of
time. This warralnty is part of tle eost of tihe autoillobihv. Eliropean
aI1toiliolilLs have e iplo(rted with the imltoiter assulinig the serviving warranty. Where the Europedn a utitmol;ile i,; sold in the home
market in Europe with servicing warranty lint sold to the I nited
States without servicing warranty, this is a di tlerence in circumstances
of sale for which allowance should be, and is, made. The adjustment
permits the Europe:nn manufac'turer to sell to tie United States below
European honie price, without, icimg subject to successful complaint
indler the Antidmpintg Act, -Is long as the difletrence in the two pri,'.
does not exceed the (ost of tie servicing warranty which is given in
the home market.4 Failure to make the adjustments. would be inequitaile: the [U.S. importer titust provide the servicing himself, which can
be expected to cost him as mucli as he sav%-es by l)urcha'sinq the autolnobiles without servicing warranty from the European Seller.
Other examples of differing ciircunlstanices of sale for which adjustment may be made are:
Credit terms;
Guarantees;.
Technical assistance:
Assumption by a seller of a purchaser's advertising or other
selling costs;
Conmnissions; and
To4 a9 very limited extent, research and development and other
costs.

The scope of these allowances has been considerably reduced from
those pernmitted prior to 1960, principally with respect to advertising. w iere claims had been successfully made that home market price
should be reduced by per unit cost of stimulating sales to wholesale
l Ulrhasers, and selling costs, where deductions were claimed for exlienses such as salesmen's salaries, rent of office space for salesmen and
See footnotes on p. 179.
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other overhead itents ° It must now be fully established "that tile
amount of any price differential is wholly or partly due to * * *
bWmi lide differences in circumstances of sale."
The final paragraph in the 1965 regulations relating to allowances
for differences in circumstances of Sile provides that deteriinat ion
of the amount, of the allowances shall be based primarily on "the
effect of such differences upon the market value of the merchan-dise." 51 This contrasts with the provision theretofore in effect, which
stated that the allowance was to be based on the difference in cost.
Thle change wats made in order to close what wats regarded as a loop)hole. In at particular case pending before the Treasury Department,
steel pipe was being imported at a lower price than that obtaining in
the home market. The difference was explained on the ground that
skelp the most important ingredient in the pipe, was obtained at a
high cost from home market producers for the purpose of home
market sales, whereas the skelp obtained for pipe sold to the United
States was a low cost import, not allowed to be used in production
of pipe for the home market. Strictly speaking, this was a difference
in circumstances of sale which allowed lower price to the United
States because of the lower skelp cost, and decision was made to this
effect.- 3 However, under the regulation wording presently in effect,
adjustment for the difference would not be allowed.
Similar merchandile
In many cases the merehadise sold in the home market can be
considered identical with that sold to the United States. However,
there are cases in which there are differences of no great significance,
so that there is no difficulty in considering the products similar, but
where it is necessary in order to make a fair price comparison that
allowance should be made for these differences. The Antidumping
Act and regulations issued thereunder specify that in making; a price
comparison reference shall be had to similara" merchandise if there
are no sales of merchandise identical to that which is the subject of
tie complaint.

If shovels were produced in a particular country where the workmen
preferred short handles, and produced for export to the United States
where the workmen preferred longer handles, the question of dumping would be considered with reference to a comparison of "similar" merchandise as opposed to a situation in which identical shovels
were sold in both markets. We would take the home price and the
export price and compare one with the other after making adjust.

X
ment for the difference in cost of the short and the long handles.
The customs regulations on the point are brief, being limited to a
reference to the law, but including also a provision that the difference
shall be allowed for primarily with reference to the effect of the differences "upon the market value of the merchandise." 51 The reason for
this wording is the same as the reason for the similar wording contained in regard to circumstances of sale, dealt with in the final paragraph of the above discussion on circumstances of sale. Use of unnecessarily expensive ingredients in the production for the home market, which would not increase its market value, would not justify an
allowance therefor.
See footnotes on p. 179.
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The provisions of the Antidumping Act to which tile regulations
refer inldealing with similar merdhandise are unusually precise. The
preferred rice comparison is,of course, identical merchandise." The
order of priorities is (A) identical merchandise produced by the for-

eign proticed in his home country; 1 (B) identical merchandise produced by another foreign producer in the same country; 11 (C) similar
Merchandise producedlby the foreign producer in his home country s
()) similar merchandise produced by another foreign producer in the
-amle county. An intere.ting question has from time to time arisen in deciding
whether to base fair value on a foreign producer's home or third country price. Assuming that the foreign producer sells only in export,
sshould fair value for him be basedon the home price at which anot her producer in his country sells? Ordinarily it should, in conformity with the above-cited order of priorities. However, should this be
so even though the second producer is a far higher, or lower, cost producer? A few decisions have been made that in such circumstances each
producer is to be judged on his own record. In these, fair value for tile
first producer, who sold only (or for very much the most part) in export, was based on his third country price, and not the second producer's home price.6o This result is justified by the fact that while the
regulations "ordinarily" would indicate a different interpretation,"
the Secretary of the Treasury has discretion to judge otherwise if the
result seems to him proper.
Offering prive

Prior to 1955 fair value was determined by the price at which the
merchandise was "sold or offered" in the home market in the country
of export if there were any sales or offers in that market. However, the
1955 and subsequent regulations have required reference to third country price where the volume of home market sales is insufficient to furiiish an adequate basis for comparison.- The result has been to diminish. greatly the importance of offers in the determination of price
under the Antidumping Act. In effect, offers are of importance only
when there are no sales. Thus, if there are no sales in either home or
third country markets, fair value will be based on offers in the home
market, if any; otherwise in the third-country market, if any. Reference will be had to constructed value only if there are no offersin either
of these markets.
The regulations regarding offering price are limited to a brief statement to the above effect together with a warning of the obvious point
that "an offer made in circumstances in which acceptance is not reasonably to be expected will not be deemed to be an offer." 6
Fictitious sales

Supplementing the point above described in regard to the need for
offers to be bona fide, the regulations provide that "no pretended sale
or offer for sale, and no sale or offer for sale intended to establish a
fictitious market, shall be taken into account" in the determination of
fair value.'
Sales between related persons

If home market sales are made through an agency or other organi.
zation related to the seller, such as parent and subsidiary, the regulaSee footnotes on p. 179.
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tions follow the statute in sating that the resales by such agency or
organization may be u-ed in determining the value to be used fo: the

purpose of comparison."
Sahdc at i'aryin prices
The customfs regulations make it. clear that fair value can be calculated on the basis of prices over a representative lweriod.b In addition,
it call, in the absence of sufficient home market saies to furnish an adequate basis for comparison, be c ilculated ol the basis of third country
sales. In eith.,' event, this can necessitate consideration of a number
of varying Ipr'ices. Here the regulations give the Secretary of the
'reasurv dlscretion to calculate fair value either as the price at which
a prepondertnuce of the merchandise has been sold or as the figure
reached after compiling a weighted average of the sales under coinsideration.67
.
Quantits isi'olredor d;ffercnres h 't " --not more. tan
cant"

Following the Well-known legal nmxi (it, minimis non curat lex,
the regulations provide that no determination of sales at less than fair
value is to be made unless the quantity involved in tht sales to the
united States is "miiore than insigniticant." ' Similarly, unless the sales
involve a dumping margin (difference between fail- value and price to
the united States) which is more than insignificant, theY do not qualify fora determination of sales at less than fair value.",
leeriston of p

or O/C
ot/e'
t chlaly(l r(Rcvnl.tI(E'.

The processing of a dtumpling cast, call be inl elaborate, tilne-collSnnng, expensive matter. (ivenl the 17.S. (Government's interest in
the free flow of trade anl its inter',;t in eliminating unnecessarv
bureaucratic expenditures, there has dev'elol meover the l)aSt decade
or more a new technique in the disposition of dUm1ping case.. This
new technique consists in closing out a case where commonsense dictates that nothing is to be gained by further processingg it.
This situation is most, often met whe!! a foreign producer, having
sold to tie United States at t price below that in his home market,
gives notice that such sales will not be continued in the future.
The Antidumping Act is not designed to be punitive or to be a
revenue-collecting measure. It is designed to put an end to injurious
price discrimination."" Where there has been price discrimination,
is brought
to
but the
prtetice
is speedily
ended ascommonsense
soon as the matter
attention,
ordinarily
dictates
the
foreign
producer's
that the Antidumping Act has accomplished the result for which it
was eiacted. The law has accordingly been construed to permit determinations of no sales at less than fair value under such circumstances, as long as Treasury is assured Ihat the price discrimination
will not be resumed in the future. This was done for some years with
reference to the principle of de minimis non curat lex referred to
above; since 1965 it has been done with reference to a specific regulation on revision of prices.7 0
The price revision is ordinarily accomplished by raising the price

to the United States to an amount equal to the home market price.
However, the price discrimination may also be ended-as far as the
See footnotes on pp. 179.--IO.
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Antidumping Act is concerned (though this is not so satisfactory a
solution as far its the colplainant is concerned)-bv lowering g the
lhoo market, price to an amount equal to tihe )ri('e to tile United
States. A third alternative method of similarly ending the price
discriminat ion is, of cotrsne, to discount inue the exports.
Persons who comment on administration of the U.S. law often cite
fle large proportion of cases in which the decision goes ainst the
(O)lainaft, either Ieause of a determination of no safs at less
than fair value or n1o injury. Statistically, the proportion is large,
a.s is shown in the figures given at the conclusion of tis article. What
the eomenters fail to realize, or what. they choose for reasons of their
own to disregard, is tlut price revision gih'es relief to the complainant
substantially equivalent to that achieved by a dumping finding. In
addition, thW complainant achieves this rlie f despite tile fact. that if
carried to its concision tie dumping investigation might. have resuited in a determination of no injury-thus allowing the, importer
to cont inue the price discrimination which has been the subject of the
com plaint.
Fromthe standpoint of the importer, on the other hand, the question is whether to take a. chance oi this aspect of the case. As. umning
he believes he. will get a no-injury decision, it can be to his advantage
to have no price revision, becauil'se if his belief proves to be correct
he will know that he can continue importations below the foreign
prodlner's home price at least until there is a change for the worse
in the economic situation of the. domestic complainant. On the other
hand, if lie fears that. the decision on injury will be positive, the safer
procedure 6n his part can be the price-revision route.
In one occasion, Treasury )epartment. refused to close at ease despite
price revisiom on the ground that this may have involved "hit and
ri)' dumping." Howe'er, it seems unlikely that this theory will be
applied in the future in the absenee of very clear justification.
,Sunm?1Ia)?eoubqronWvider'(ffof of cascs in ?"*obblq thc sme product
Oil occasion complaints will be received covering imports of the
same product, from two or more countries. An example in point, was a
series of eaes involving steel wire rods imported from Luxenbourg,
Belgium, W1est, Germany, France, and Japan. The Treasury Departmient concluded
'
that there had been sales at less than far value in respect0 of the European imports, but not in respect of the Japanese.The Tariff Commission, in making its determinations of no injury as
to the European imports, took notice of the fact that the Japanese steel
wire rods were coming into the United States at a delivered price no
higher than the Europeans' price, with the Japanese presmunably
haWing the capacity to take over the Europeans' market in the United
States if the Europeans were forced by dumping findings to raise their
prices. This drew attention to the desiiabilty of simultaneous consideration of cases bv Treasury under certain circumstances. Without. the
Treasury determination ol no sales at less than fair value in the Japanese case, the Commission would have been in ignorance of what
roved to be an important factor in its no-injury determinations.
Shortly thereafter, Treasury adopted a regulation on this point, providing that "the Secretary may defer making an affirmative determnnaSie foolnotes on 1). 180.
5? 822 -69- lot. 1
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tion of sales below fair value during the pendency of any other anti-

dumping proceeding which relates to tle ame class or kind of
merchandise imported from another country." Such deferral is not to
be made as a matter of course, but only if the Secretary is satisfied it is
"appropriate under all of the circumstIances." Thes.e circumstances will

include the dates of the various complaints, the volume of sales involved in each case, possible hardship to parties concerned, and the
probable extent of delay.7"
Ie;flbursement of dumpingIdI

'its

. Assuming one has a case involving true predatory dumping, the foreirn producer will not mind how much lie spends over a reaInablv
short space of time in order to put the U.S. competition out of business. ,Withthis in mind, a foreign producer could be successful if he
promised his U.S. importer that. whatever dumping duties might be
assessed would be reimbursed. Should such a guarantee be uncon-

ditionally allowed, a dumping finding would be ineffective. The put'pose of a dumping finding is to raise the imlp, rters purchased price
to an amount. equal to the foreign producer's home price with the
usual result that the importer's resale price to the U".S. market will at
least be correspondingly increased, and with the further result that
the foreign producer will either (1) increase the price to the importer
#y an equivalent amount (because he would rather have this in his

own pocket than in Uncle Sam's pocket) or (2) discontinue selling
(because the addition added on to the importer's resale price will make
the product too expensive to meet U.S. domestic production competition). But if the duinping duty is paid for by the foreign producer.
the economic pressure on the importer is relieved, and the importer

can continue to market the import in the United States at a price uninfluenced by this duty.

Bearing this in mind, an amendment to the customs regulations was
Iiblishd in 1960 the effect of which was to increase tle amount of
any dumping duties by the amount of reimbursement thereof."' The
result of this would be that if a dumping duty of, say, $2 a unit was
asse&sed on the imp)orter, and this was reimbursed by ihe foreign producer, Customs would increase the total dumping duty to $4. Should
the foreign producer in turn reimburse the 4, then Customs would
as-smes another $4, bringing the total to $8,and so on until the foreign
pIroducer had had enough, and called an end to the practice.
From the standpoint of strict economic theory. no one could question
the application of the amendment as a protection to IT.S. producers
against predatory dumping. But the question was raised in responsible
quarters as to the extent to which predatory dumping was in fact.going
on today, if by this term one meant driving out the domestic comipetition so as to destroy it and then be able to raise prices in a newly
created monopoly. More importantly, the question was raised as to how"
U.S. im orters--in large measure Usmall business" companies or individuias-could import if they had to take their chances on assurances
of the foreign producers with whom they dealt that the prices the
importers were paying (which the importers knew) were not lower
than the foreign producers' home prices-which the foreign producers.
knew but the importers did not know. The compromise solut iomi ena,,hed
See foolnotes on p. 1$0.
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in 1965 was to allow reilnbuirsenlent ol dumping duties in all cases
where the agreement to purchase is made before n,)tice of withholding
of al)praiselnent and where, in addition, the merchandise is exported
bIfore it determination of sales at less than fair value."
"'l',;1,ralu" ron'ra.df'd with "foreiqn mar,'et value"
If it foreign producer sells a single bicycle to the United States for
.0i(when his home market prive is $15, that is a sale below foreign
market. value. It. need not be considered a tile below fair value. As has
lIien pointed out above. when sales are niade to the United States at
ess than home price 76 but there is prompt revision of price after the
situation is brought to the foreign producer's attention, s&:tion 14.7(b)
(9) of the regulations justifies a.determination that the sales are not at
less than fair value, despite the fact that there have been sales at less
than foreign market va tue.
Similarly, the pricing pattern in the home sales may be sometimes
higher, sometimes lower, than the price to the United States. As long
as the price to the United States is not lower than a weighted average,
or the preponderance, of tlhe home sales during a representative period,
the Secretary of the Treasury may in his discretion determine that
there have not been sales at less than fair value." But here again
thet would have been sales at less than foreign market value. Foreign
market value is calculated on a day-to-day basis. With regard to each
importation, an exact (late is required by law to be fixed for the price
cofiiirisl. In the usual ca, ti s will mean that home price is cal(1ulated as of the date of purchase." Thus, the home price may be
$1Of) from January through March except for a sale on January 15 at.
$105 and an equal quantity sale on February 15 at $95. IUnder these
circumstances, fair value could be calculated on a weighted average
basis at $100. Foreign market value, however, would have to be in
accord with the exact. figures calculated with reference to the date of

purchase of each sale to the United States. Assuming a price to the
United States of $100 on equal day-to-day purchases, there would be
no sales below fair value during this 3-month period, but there would
IWa sale below foreign market value as of January 15.

The usual absence of any need to average oi ascertain prol onderance

in the calculation of foreign market value facilitates the determination
ntded in the case of witholding of appraisement where reference is

made, not to sales at. less than fair value, but to sales at less than foreign market value.79
Modification or reeoeaton of flhulhil
Once a dumping finding has been in effect over a period of time, the
foreign producer will, if ie continues shipments to the United States,
presumably increase his price to the United States so as to eliminate
the dumping margin. In effect, lie has the choice of doing this, to his
own profit, or allowing the dumpling mar.gin to go to the ,.S. Treasury

in the form of dupin g duties, to his own loss. 0 Should the pattern
of sales no lon ger dumped appear sufficiently well established to justify
esuch
action, the dumping finding may be revoked. As long as the
dumping finding remains in effect customs officers must examine each
imwrtation to ascertain whether a dumping dity can be collected.
See footnots on ip. 180-4S.
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Aeflrdingil', 1151
soon 114, Ile'uiite IPri('t reVision (or c's4at,.imo(11' ,ale.
to tile United States) uikes it clear there is no likelihood that fuNrher
dumping duties Caln he eolleted, restcissiol of the du1mping dulty is a
mattel, of administrativ'e convenience. aind it Ila been efflectel inyll"
lilies despite the absence of Zn.V sievilit' provision of the'ilM.w 11 lloizing it." There atre no known in~stalles of revocationl of dumping1ihu tIlldig/.,s, in cllss where, despite continuane (f importst.below t?. ir ivlle,
then, is no further inju' . HIowever, it would seen rea-,mal ,I, to sppos' tluit.should ieit im porter believe the faets early show there is no
further injury or likelihoImd thereof from such imports., une:ian couIld
be found to live tile Taritr commission jurisdiction of the cit,
with
revot':tio 14) the tinding_ following its negative injury dete'lniilt iol.
sinnilarly (leslite the J'I.tce of ziny .plei$it. provisions ill tilt' law
aut lionizinig such a11t ion.
Where the dunping fimdini* relates to imports from i vcountry, or
froni S-veral n:mIed foleign IlWod'i5ers. it will, of colrs, Ibe ne'essa lu'.
h'vflml
,hat
e
fo' tvitiiuin it ;1) v'iret has celel,,e in respect
to sliw t
of ali foreign producers coclleerned tifo,. revfon 'tion will ie justitiedi.
However, modificatiol is feasible excluding in(dividui 1ianol,t'foreign
jmrotlii,,urs from tile finding a.. alny of them shiow Smfli'ieuit reason therefor. This was the procedure effected in tit Swedish hard board else,
where one ifter another among individual 'Swedish companies were
e,xclded fromn the tiudiniz,. le:lvinqr tli' others covered b" it, titil
finall ala
hd heen e.vluded and the timimli., wls there,
i'ere
l.'
lP.ART II

.. 1.I."Iy

As indie-Ited in the intrdmhletioln tint thle ol.Alf ofit
'di; l,;
p, the
guest iol whether there is price disrinai nat ioui---s:m hes :it
h. li n f:u in'
vallue- in a tlniuitii .11i
case i1 determine edhv
l
Ilit- Treaivlsrv i),,:ilmiilt,
:1ndl tile%Iuestion whether alln inhstr\" ill ie 'nited St aits is iijured
is detetined Ivthe 1.S. Trit r Cmm.,isli
.
)lurinlg tile 1*2 i'ar' since the Ti'lnrit commission n wils g,,iven resPOllsiIbilitv for nmkilg Ant idmu|pinlg. Act injiurvy detirnuiillios, it Ihs
,'ui|,dered I1 cases. It has found injurv or Ilikelilhooh of ii.jin. in II
and 110 itjry in .1.
In the follving pages the writer will set foilh his elltirel "niolicial.
unu:lithorized, and pIersoal views as to what lit, believes to he a cmlsisteltlphilosophy which hIeshee n the iba 4s for tile (C'oinliisioni's
determinations. This will be set forth first in at series of summary
statements and ,eond in :i det ailed tresfltnent of these statements.
.-

1. Inl determining whether domestic industry is injured, tile Tariff
Commission considers only tile implet of dune;tld inmorts: it does not.
consider the impact of imlorts which are not sold t less tha fair value
even though this impact, niv in fat be harImful.
2. Injury must. Ie miteri'al to )ustify a positive determin:tion.
:I. lhere is no presumption of injury from dumped inimorts.
4. It iq not necesry to show thrnt n foreign jilucmleer intended to
harmn T., industry, in order to justify n positive injury determination.
See footnote@ on pp. 181-182.
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5.I f th' doflnt iCit~ll.,t r' 0om1plainant, withdraws its complaint, the
(,o)III,iiol.;5I4 I I)e exiptte' to) t)os0 out the ease wit it no-lijr'y deI erm in't itin.
6. ( )rdinarily if the foreign prAxieer promptly revisies his pricing so
as to put. an end to the duln1ping and gives assurance there will 1* no
f(tturt'o price dis.rimination, tihe case will I* closed on it negative deteriutiit141.

7. 'I'he following ae examples of facts jlstifyillg Xsitive injury

deleri' lilt t iols:

I.S. produers were forced to lower their prices because of
dumped imports:
I *.. producers lost sales because of dumped imports;
)umped imports were rapi(ly growing:
IU.S. in(histrv was operating'at only 70 percent. of capacity;
I)umped imlIorts amounted to a substantial portion of donlestic

COISII I ionl

i)umped imports lisphaed significant part of the U.S. market.
8. The following ar examples of facts justifying negative injury

tier l'nmill.-t ions:

I)umped imlorts furnished insignifiant. compIJet it ion;
1)umped ilnports had no effect. on prices ill the I .S. market:

The foreign producers gained no new customers, or lost custollilensi
1'.S. ilustry was exlpandiig:
1.S. pives'ive rising:
IF.S. podution| was insuffiient to
SuplyI

U.S. denlmnd ;

The foreign lpOduct w.as obviously of interior quality.

)umped
u.
inlloils priced to ineet dE;tlvstwivcoltiJetit iol ao't not in-

.uriis: indeed, at slightly lower price for t lit imilported proodIct mnay I
just ified wherebaus of t he risk of unvertalin and late deliveries no
IV.8. pl ileI.r Could Ie found in tle absence of l price inducement.
There have also been determinate ions of no0 injurl' where duuuiped imports. meet. tilt' conmpet it ion of nodumlpd imports, if it can be shown
tha thel'reult of a positive (let ernminat lon would n1erely be to allow
tile nondumped imports to fill thie entire gapl left, by (iI'.ontilllillie of
r
the dum11ped imjiorts.
I). Injury need not le nationwide: Itcal he to the industr-v in a
gei-jptr hi ..
gttielt (,onIsiStiln, of a few Stalte., or oly one State.
1I. Where tihe geographic segmentation principle.has; been applied,
nllY has beeti found in cases where
I le (hunlled imports constitute
Is Very s.1ll proportion of IU.S. production or vonsUnllpt ion: where it
is no, however, the ('ommission ruli-is -sltahlisl tlhat the dumped
imlporls nust have lben ill substantial volume to justify a positive

injury determination.

12. Positive determination an be Imade whele there is likelihood
of injury or where an industry is prevented from being established.
l. Inb"~ ;/1ed
i
to that ('I.f'i-.,l by dumped impor.)..-Althouigh the
U.S. 1la.w could permit. a different. interlietiation, the Tarifr Commission limlitS it. consideration of injury to that. ealse, !1y imports which
have been dumped (using the term "dumped" to mean sold "at less
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than fair value"; that is, typically at less than home price in the
foreign producer's country) .6

2. injury must be materal.-TheU.S. law justifies a dumping finding if an industry in the United States is injured. There is no qualifying word here, as in the cast of GATT, article VI, which requires a
showing of material injury. Nor is the United States bound by this
provision of GATT, because its adherence thereto was subject to a
proviso that where its law differed from article VI, its law could prevail. Nonetheless, the Tariff Commission has stated that it will base
its positive determinations only by establishment of material injury."
3. No presuinption of injury from&dumped intports.-In line with
the theory enunciated some years ago by the Treasury Department,"',
the Tariff Commission finds nothing unfair in sales at less than fair
value. Dumped imports are not ip8o facto injurious," they are not
malum per so," nor do they involve ever a presumption of injury.1"
4. Intent of the exportera matter of interest but not necessarily a deciding factor.-The question whether enforcement of dumping laws
should be dependent upon what are the intentions of the foreign
producer has been a favorite subject of discussion among economists.
At the time when the U.S. Legislature first considered the subject,
there was fresh in the minds of its proponents experience with the predatory practices of pre-World War I cartels. i,
in a number of Tariff
Ceminission no-in jury decisions, there is reference to the fact that the
foreign producer did not realized he was dumping,10 or to the fact that
their were extenuating circumstances. "IIn several no-injury decisions,
the Commission notes the absence of predatory intent or motivation,
or the fact that "technical dumping' is involved, "Ior that the dumped
,ales were "inculpable." "1However, none of the Commission's posit ive
injury determinations contains any mention of "predatory" intent.
The few that refer to intent., directly or by inference, indicate little
more than that the foreign producer knew just what he was doing
when he undertook to penetrate or remain in the market by his le.s
than fair value prices."1 Under these circumstances, the most that can
be said is that while the Tariff Commission has considered the foreign
producer's intent a matterof interest and perhaps a factor which will
be weighed in the balance in reaching a decision, positive injury determinations can be made entirely without reference to what was the
foreign producer's state of mind at the time the dumped imports were
contracted for.
5. Attitude of domestic industry can be a decisive factor relating to
a no-injury decision.--In the usual dumping case, domestic industry is
the active complainant and gives its evidence as to the extent it claims
to have been injured. However, in cases where it has expressed its
opinion or preference that a positive injury determination should not
be made2 the Tariff Commission has ruled there was no injury. 0
6. Prcerevision ordinarilyjwtifeo a negative determinatton.-As
is indicated in part I above in the discussion of revision of prices,
there have been many cases in which the Treasury Department has
made a determination of no sales at less than fair value, where the
foreign producer, after being advised its imports are coming into the
United States at less than home price promptly revises its prices, or
ceases exporting, so as to put an end to the practice and gives assur.
See footnote* on pp. 182-183
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mce that there will be no price discrimination in the future." A few
such cases have nonetheless been referred to the Tariff Commission;
here the Commission's general rule has been to make no-injury determination, as is explained in the discussion of likelihood of injury at
the conclusion of this memorandum. An exception to this rule was
found in a case where, despite prompt termination of imports, sales
from inventory already accumulated in the United States were continuing with the result that the price of the product in the United
State continued to be depressedd..
i. Rationae for poNtee in)ury (letenuflinatwn-8--examples.--The
U.S. law gives no definition of the tern "injured," nor has the Tariff
Commission attempted to provide any single definition other than to
state that the injury must,.be "nmateril"*-ad by enumerating oi a
case-by-case basis whut facts justify its positive determinations.
PosItive injury determinations have been made where the result of
the sales at les than fair value has been to make the U.S. producers

lower their price I" or maintain prices already lowered by previous

sales at less than fair value."° Simlarly, injury has been ound in
cases where U.S. producers lost sales to the imports which entered at
less than fair value,;'° or where such imports were rapidly growing,
absorbing almost half of tho. U.S. market under consideration.1"
Injury hs been found where, time import entered "in suflicientvolume
to displace a significant par of the U.S. market" for low.price
bicycles?'°4 Similarly, where tfe sales at less than fair value ampunted
to a'"substantial portion " of domestic consumpton, while two, major
produlcers were operating at a loss and oQ other companies were virtually foreclosed from entering the businet, there was injury.eioLikelihoo'd of injury from sales at less thano ir value was foun(l in a ease
where 6th(lonestir hidustiy was operating at only 70 percent of cain tadtoner wliere low pii import s were creasing
paCitv.g hc11(

relatie to U.S. prodution and the foreign producer had moved to a
ry element in a positive injury decision is import
oma ecessa
.
and the Commission has indicated
s
prif e below donr ic coietiton,1
an important factor may be whether or not the sals below fair value
would be prepared
rit
h however
ie 0t No doubt,
have been "syste
to view with concern ar ful istancers of sporadic, "hit-and-run"
limping, which is traditionally viewed by Some classical economists
as the only kind of dumping which should be regarded as undesirable.110
S. Rationale for iwsaoh'e hnjuiy determenatwon&-No injury was
found where imports at less than fair value furnished "insignificant
competition," or were not a "disruptive factor," "I~had no effect upon
prices in the U.S. market "I or where the foreign producers gained
new customners"13 or host.'eustomiers." 4 As is indicated under heading
No. 11 below, no injury has been found when the volume of imports
is small. Amnongs the reasons Oiven for some 11-injury decisions has
been a record showing expansion of the U.S. industry in question."'
rising U.S. prices in spite of the dumped imports,'" or U.S. productio insufficient to supply U.S. demand.21 In determining no likelihood of injury from certain Iron Curtain imports, consideration was
given to the inferior quality of the particular product and the ideological objections to its use."
See footnotes on pp. 183-184.
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9. Meeting (omlWtion.-A fundamental factor in the Tariff Coln-

mission's determinations has been a Comparison of the price of tile
import. with the price of the similar U.S. product. The price comiparr-

son made by the Treasury )epartnment in deterinining whether there

are sales at less than fair value is ordinarily on an ex-factorv basiq. In
other words, this comparisom is between 'what (1) a puIrhaser for
consumption in the foreign market and (2) a U.S. importer would

himself have to pay. in either case if he took delivery at the foreign
producers factory. Irrespective of how the purchas-e contracts may
be in fact worded, the ex-factory prices used In the Treasury )epartment calculation do not include dditional charges, such as transportation, nor, in the case of the importer, duties. In the case of an injury
determination, however, it stands to reason that the important price
comparison is typically between (1) the price of a given domestic
Product in a. given 17.-k. commercial center and (,) tle price to tile
importer of the competing foreign product delivered and (hlty paid in

the same commercial center.'1 ' No-injury decisions have been made
where the import, is priced higher than tile competitive domestic product, though sold at less than fair value.'°O And in a number of instances no-injur, decisions have been made where the implrt, though
sold at less than fair value, merely meets the domestic competition.12'
Such decisions have at times been justified on the ground there was "no

evidence that the price cutting practice of tile exporter * * * was

made other than in good faith to meet the prices of comparable goods

sold by domestic competitorss"

--

In four cases involving steel wire rody,12 no-injury decisions were
made where the less than fair value imports, instead of meeting tie
domestic competition, met. the competition of imports from another
country not, sold at. less than fair value. In these cases it, should be
noted ihat although low-price imports had "disturbed the integnited
[[Inited States] producers," tile less than fair value imports had "not
been a significant factor in the situation." It may have been that tie
ono'country which sold at a price not below fair value could have filled
the gap wfich would have been caused by discontinuance of the other

imports, had there been positive injury determination. Were this not
the ease, it. is by no means sure that no-Injury determinations would be

justified in respect of the countries selling at less than fair value. In
the steel wire rod cases, the question of who initiated the low-prie
imports-the foreign producers selling at fair value or the foreign

producers selling at. less than fair value--was held to be immaterial..124
As might be expected, the fact that dumped imports underprice the
domestic competition has been cited as an important element in injury
decisions.12S However, in an extremely significant case where the facts
showed a $0.23 ex dock (east coast, United States) price for a dumped

import, when the domestic product sold, delivered anywhere east of

the Rockies. for $0.25,26 the Commission made a no-injury determina-

tion. The Commission pointed out that tle IT.S. purchaser of the foreitrni 'r(luct "risks uncertain and late deliveries * * *. In the absence
of a price inducement, he would not generally purchase the imported
Iroduct at all." I"
10. Scope of the domestic induRtry claiining to be injured.-Tt must
be recognized that the geographic area of the United States is suffiSee footnotes on pp. 194-1-15.
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cientlv large so that in certain cases slst:attial dattiage can e inflicted

on industry in one part without impact on the same industry in another
part. This, being tie case. one of tie Iost cont roversial subjects to have
leen eotisideredfby the Tariff ('oinmlison is the s..pe to be given to Ihe
term "an industry inthe United States." The Tarifr Commission has in
some instances held that a portion of the United States, rather than the
entire country. could c'onstititte the geographic .,+grient or "'toulet iqualify as --an industry'•
(
tive area" within which COlitalnie4 could

witltiu-the meaning of the Antidumping Act. 'lie areas thi..; defined
have consisted in some cases of one or two States: in ot he's. of pari s of
one or more States-eVen, in one case, of New York City:."

In general, tile Commission appears to adopt. geogrtpli. seAu.-enta-

tion iII cases where the il])orts in questionn were physically of heavy
weight, and of no gneat value. so that shipmtent to lp;ints li'sIant fronit
the ports lit which t-hey were entered would l ot Wecolltoitu'aly just itied. Thus, the ('ounmission hits adopted geogralhdic segri.neult'tiol in
cases involvili_ ('elieIt. alld leavy steel products."'' It refused toapv
the principle in cases' where virtuallyy all such dometic tiprthlu,'eI. in
greater or lesser degree, regularly penteltrate one ulotiters •liat li':l
liarkets."

130

In a few cases, the Connni.sion has considered not onl the industry

producing the particular product whose imports are ihe subject of
conplint bt al>so the id
-vstry
producing another product wich is
int&'rclhangeable with it. This has been trite with reference to allItlspe
and rutile titanium dioxide: 13 and nepheline syenite and feldspar.":
Ordinarily, however, the ('oumission limits the scope of tie industry.
For example, work shoes are (listinguished from idre.ss sltoes. Ild('C(1
e
the limitation is often quite strict. Examples in point are penlil
sharpeners limited to novelty tVpe, 34 tissue paper limited to directly
(otnlrable itemss' steel wire r.t's similarly limited, ' Il"bv carriages

with speciic access ries,' 1 and uniquee nhtiilurpoie tools.* '"

11. Voh,,111 of ;mports.-In instances where the geogr'aplhic, seirmentation principle is applied so that the injury considered typical.v
relates only to a small group of domestic companies in a ven ,geographic area, the volume may he sntull with reference to overall .S.
production and nonetheless the Tarill Commision hits found injury

within the meaning of tile Antidumping Act. Applying this geo-

graphic segmentation principle, injury has been found in cases where
imports were less than 1 percent. of total donest icproduct ion.g.9 ()n the
other hand, where the geographic segimenation principle was not. applied, a positive-injury decision isjustified where the imports amountted
to a substantial percentage of the U.S. market,110 and no-injury decisions have been rendered where the imports v.ere in small volume.1"
12. Likelihood of injury.-The U.S. law provides for a finding of
dumping not only where domestic industry has been "injured" but Ilso

when it Islikelyi to be" injured. 2 In a decision rendered solely on tile
ground of likelihood of injury, the Commission noted that. the foreign
prohcer under consideration had in the last sold at less, than fair
value, that. its home market absorbed only one-half of its Irodluct ion,
that its sales to the United States, though below home price, were not
below cost and made "a positive contrinution to net. retiri.t so that
"the capacity and the incentive for making such [less than fair value]
See footnotes on pp. 185-186.
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shipments remain."' In another, the Commission found despite
absence of present injury, a deliberate program to obtain a substantial
share of the U.S. market by its lower priced dumped shipments at a
time when the U.S. industry was facing increased costs. It stated that
likelihood of ijtry "must not be based on pure conjecture nor be related to material injury that might occur at some future time." But it
noted that "the Antidumping Act is designed to be preventive as well
as remedial," and it determined that the facts warranted a determination of likelihood of injury.114 On the other hand, where the less than
fair value imports, though they may have been potentially injurious,
are discontinued, no-injury decisions have on frequent occasions been
rendered.' 4 5 In at least some of these cases the Commission has noted
that, havingr been discontinued, the less than fair value imports are
not likely to be resumed."46 In one case, the no-injury decision was made
despite a 9-month increase
in volume of imports when there was price
7
revision thereafter. 4
Also, in certain of these cases, the Commission has given favorable
attention to the cooperative attitude of the foreign producers in their
endeavor to avoid sales at less than fair value. 48 In another case, despite evidence that the sales at less than fair value would be resumed
if there was a negative injury determination, the Commission made a
negative determination on the ground that there was no "clear and
imminent likelihood that injury will be inflected." ' 4 A concurring
opinion of two Commissioners in this case noted "the very limited
tential for expansion of shipments" by the foreign producer. Fina ly,
in determining that there was no injury where, despite past sales at
less than fair value, these were not expected in the future, the Commission has on occasion noted the absence of any significant inventory
of goods purchased at less than fair value remaining unsold.'50
The U.S. law also provides for a finding of dumping when a domestic
industry has been prevented from being established. No cases have
been decided on this exact point, but an injury decision was reached in
one case where two major domestic producers were operating at a loss
and two other companies were "virtually foreclosed from" entering
the business.'
PART rn-STATISTICS

1. Disposition of cases 1921-66.' 52-Herewitli is a statistical summary of decisions during the entire history of the Antidumping
Act.
Final efiaposition of damping complaints filed iith the Treasury DepartmentJan. 1, 191-Oct. $1, 1966

1. Determinations of no dumping:
A. Cases closed as to which there is no record of the reason for
.
1128
the no dumping determination -----------------"......----

B. Cases closed on basis of determination of no injury ---------- '154
C. Car-es cloped on basis of determination of no sales at less than
fair value ----------------------------------833
Total determinations of no dumping---------------"610

2. Findings of Dumping--------------------------------Total

----------------------------------

'See footnote 108.
See footnote 154.
anee footnote 156.
See footnotes on p. 186.

a74

----------

84

177
2. An&aly8 o cases 1955-6.--There follows a somewhat more detailed summary showing the record, year by year, during the period
since the 1954 amendment of the Antidumping Act 5 which gave the
Tariff Commission jurisdiction over injury determinations." It will
be noted that in approximately one-fourth of the cases.the complaint
received relief, either in the form of a finding of dumping or in price
revision.
RECORD. YEAR BY YEAR, JAN. 1,1955, THROUGH OCT. 31, 1966
No dumping

'
1955.............
1956 ..................
1957 ..................
1958 ............... ,.

Price revision or
N4 proce
WriminalOIi. termination of

Finding of dumping

Year

'

1952
... ...........
1960.................

1961..................
1962..............
1963 ......... ..... .
1964 ........ ,........
1965 ..................
1966 (lst 10months)...
Total# ..........

40
19

1

0

02
0

0

1

20

'

-

3'
01223
1
3

1
I
it

S
1
4

.

219

13...
7

1.:
9,
14.

4

1

51

8

3
30
38
3

8

-

Total

2
\ 27

4

•3

k4

5

2

1

12

,

No Injury

-

21
11

356

'Antidumping Act, 46 Stat. 201 et seq.,i,9 U.9-0. 160 et seq.
As indicated hereafter b%the detailed disuusMon of "Price Comparison Be.
tween Fair Value and Price to the United St.teV' Bureau of Oustoms regulations

provide alternate methods for determiu

whether a ce involved price ds-

relatively
crinmlnatiop
f,"./feW or no Iome market
I
.
...where the foreign producer, makes
sales.
/
-.
'19 CFR 14.6(a).

'19 CFR 146(b).

-

/

A dumping\ case will not be procesW if thcommunlc----- is obviously
frivolous or failstQ show any facts Indicating price discrIminAon.
'19 CPR 14.6(d)'(1) (i).
provides that "the case shall i closed" if the Com'19 CFR 14.6(d(I)(1)()
missioner of Customs "dtermlnes that the Inforroation is patently in error or
that the merchandise Is not bing orris not-likeli to be Imported In more than
Insignificant quantities."
019 OFR 14.6(d) (1) 1).
019 OM 14.0(d) (1) (ii).
'19 CFR 14.6(d) (8) (H).
119 OFi, 14.6(d) (2).
"19 OFE 14.6(d) (8) (1).
119

OFR 14.0(d) (2), (8).

"19 OFR 14.8(a).
'19 CFR 14.8(a).
"Antidumping Act, 201(a) (e) 19 U.S.C. 16(a) (e).
"Antidumping Act 201(a), 19 U.S.C. 160(a).
'Ibid.
Ibid.
"
'Antidumping Act 20(a), 19 U.S.C. 161(a).
• 19 OFR 14.6a.
19 CFR 14.6a(c) (2).
"19 OFR 14.6a(e) (8).
'A number of European countries apply as an alternate '"provisional measure
the system of collecting provisional dumptng duties, which will be refunded
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FOOTNOTOS-Contlnued
entirely If the case results in a finding of no dumping or which will be refunded
injart If there Is a finding but the duties were calculated too generously.
'This function has, in fact, been delegated to the Commissioner of Customs.
NAntidumping Act 201(b), 19 U.S.C. 160(b).
Ibid., 19 CFR 14.6(e), 14.9.

19 CFR 14.9(a) (first sentence).
"This could be because appraisement has been suspended because of a question concerning Interpretation of the Tariff law not connected with dumping:
or it could he because of a backlog of entries in the particular port. Ordinarily
an importer who has been notified of a dumping complaint will request custonis
officers to give priority to appraisement of the lmlnortations which could be
affected by the proceeding.

* Antidumping Act 202(a), 19 U.S.C. 101(a).
CFR 14.9(a) (second sentence).
1 19 CFR 14.9(b).
3"19

"31) CFR 14.101 a). During the perlol of withholding the imolrter cannot lie
sure whether he will eventually be charged ordinary duties only or ordinary
duties plus dumping duties. While this can result in diminished sports liec.inse
of the uncertainty, Customs has found a substantial number of cases In which
imports did not decline and some in which they actually Increased during the
withholding period. A test run on 29 cases showed that during the wlthholdingperiod In 10 there was a clear reduction in imports; inI eight there was an erratic
pattern with some reduction; in eight there was no reduction ; and inI three there

was an Increase In Imports.

U"Fair
value" Is nowhere defined in the law. For the first 34 years of the law's
existence it was defined in customs regulations as the exact equivalent of "foreign market value," which is defined in detail In section 205 of the Antidumping
Act as aii essential element InI the calculations of dumping duties. (TD 39105
(1922) ; CR 712 (1923) ; Ibid. 791 (1931) ; Ibid. 7S9 (11137); 11) CFR 14.7, footnote 15 (1944).) Starting with the publicaitlon of TD 53773 In 1955, however.
detailed regulations were promulgated which set forth very specifically how fair
value was to be calculated. The present regulation definition appears in 11) UFII
14.7. As is hereafter explained in the text under the heading "Fair Value ('ontrasted with Foreign Market Value," fair value and foreign market value are
similarly, though not Identically, defined.
,"Antidumping Act 201(a), 19 U.S.C. 100(a). The law refers to niereiandise
which "is being, or is likely to be, sold in the United States or elsewhere at less
than its fair value." The use of the present tense, "is being," is construed to refer
to the period at or reasonably near to the time when the complaint was flied.
Japanese titaniu dioxide (second case) (note 71 below). The phrase "sold In
the United States or elsewhere" Is i-onstrued to miean Imported into the United
States either pursuant to a purchase contract made "in the [uiltPd States" or a
purchase contract made In some other country-i.e., "elsewhere." The terin "or
elsewhere" is not construed to extend the purview of the Antidumping Act to imports into countries other than the United States. This point is more fully explained in the tranisript of a luncheon meeting held umer the aspluces of thNational Council of American Importers, Inc., New York, N.Y.. Thursday, INec.
10, 1964, on p. 10. Edwin F. Rains, Esq., at that time Senior Assistant Genoral Counsel of the Treasury Department, was asked "Why should the Treasury
he concerned If the merchandise in question is being sold elsewhere than in the
United States at less than fair value?" His answer wal.4 as follows: "That provision seenis at first glance to be a real puzzler. It seems to suggest that we are,
concerned with dumping in foreign countries. Actually, it meaiqs no such thing.
This section Is concerned only with possible dumping in the United States. However, while under some contracts' providing for shipments of goods to the United

States the sales are legally considered to have been made In the United States,

other such contracts are considered to have been made in the exporting country

or, Indeed, in a third country. The provision is designed to cover this technical
point so as to allow consideration under the Antidumping Act of relevant sales
whether they took place here or abroad."
19 CFR 14.7(a) (1).
*19 CFR 14.7(a) (2).
* 19 CFR 14.7(a) (8). See. 206 Is also found in 10 U.S.C. 161'5.
'See example 1 In footnote 15 to 19 CFR 14.7 (a).
40 See example 2 in footnote 15 to 19 OFR 14.7 (a).
" Antidumping Act, see. 203,19 U.S.C. 162.
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,z Antidumping Act, sec. 204. Exporter's sales price similarly applies to merchandise Imported on consignment. The pertinent provisions of the regulations,
see. 14.7(a) (1) and (2) state that purchase price or exporter's sales price, as
the case may be, shall be as defined In the Antidumping Act.
"Antidumping Act, sec. 202(b), 19 U.S.C. 101 (b).
"19 CF1l 14.7(b) (1) (1).
4519 CFR 14.7(b) (1) (11).
4619 CFR 14.7(a) footnote 15, example 5.
4?This is provided for, without explanatory detail, In Antidumping Act, see.
202 (b) (2), 19 U.S.C. 161 (b) (2). Further differences in circumstances speclflcally
s-,t forth in one or uiore of the act's definitions of purchase price (see. 203, 19
U.S.C. 162), exporter's sales price (sec. 204, 19 U.S.C. 163) and foreign market
value (sec. 205, U.S.C. 164) are: packaging, transportation, import duties, taxes,
and commissions.
48 English Hlillman automobiles, 27 F.R. 2809 (1902) ; Italian Flat automobiless
(first case), ibid. 2810 (1962) ; United Kingdom MGA automobiles, ibid. (1927) ;
United Kingdom Ford Anglia automobiles, Ibid. (1902); West German Opel
automobiles, ibid. (1902) ; United Kingdom Vauxhall automobiles, 27 F.R. 2811
(1962) ; French Renault automobiles, 28 ibid. 4075 (1903) ; Italian Fiat automobiles (second case) 29 ibid. 8234 (1964).
" 19 CFR 14.7(b) (2).
"See discussion In 58 the American Journal of International Law 915, 92-923.
6119 CFR 14.7(b) (2).

Ibid.
"French steel pipe, 29 F.R. 0053 (1004).
*'19 CFR 14.7(b) (3).
"The wording of the law is "such" merchandise, which Is construed to mean
"identical" merchandise. Antidumping Act, sec. 212(3), 19 U.S.C. 171(3).
'Antidumping Act, sec. 212(3) (A), 19 U.S.C. 171(3) (A).
"Ibid. sec. 212(3) (B), 19 U.S.C. 171(3) (B).
"Ibid. see. 212(3) (C), 19 U.S.C. 171 (3) (C).
"Ibid. sec. 212(3)(D), 19 U.S.C. 171(3)(D). The law distinguishes what
might be designated "more similar" and "less similar" merchandise. "More similar" merchandise-if one uses this designation (which is not found In the law)
for the differentiation-Is "like the merchandise under consideration in coin
pornent material * * * and in the purposes for which used," whereas the "less
similar" merchandise is merely "like the merchandise under consideration in the
purposes for which used." (Italic supplied.) In addition, "more similar" vierchandise is "approximately equal in commercial value to the merchandise under
consideration," whereas the "less similar" merchandise need only be merchandise "which the Secretary * * * determines may reasonably be compared * * *
with merchandise under consideration." Antidmnping Act 212(3) (0), (H), 19
U.S.C. 17113) (C), (E). The comparison is with the "less similar" merchandise
only if "more similar" merchandise cannot be found.
'West German luggage locks, 24 F.R. 3121 (1969) ; Danish luncheon meats, 28
F.R. 9848 (1903) ; French steel wire rods, 28 F.R. 5392 (1963) ; Italian steel wire
mesh, 31 F.. 13448 (1966). The normal rule, basing fair value on other producers' home price, was applied (to cite only one example) in Belgian steel wire
mesh, 24 P.R. 92.18 (1959).
'19 CPR 14.7(a) (1), (2).
19 CFR 14.7(a) (2), as amended In 1955,1960, and 1905.
"19 CFR 14.7(b) (4). The background memorandum relative to the amendments to the regulations under the Antidumping Act, which was issued by the
Treasury Department, December 4, 1964, cites an offer of sale of heavy winter
overcoats for local consumption In a tropical country as an example of an offer
to which no weight should be given.
"11) CPR 14.7(b) (6). This follows the wording of Antidumping Act, se. 205,
In regard to calculation of foreign market value.
11) CPR 14.7 (b) (5), Antidumping Act, sec. 205,19 U.S.C. 164.
11) CPR 14.7(a), footnote 15.
19 CPR 117(b) (7). Among many examples of cases Involving use of weighted
average may be cited French steel wire niesh, 28 FR. 0408 (1903) ; and involving
use of preponderant price, Japnnese monosodlumn glutamate, 24 F.IL 10232 (1959).
"19 CFR 14.7(b) (8). Just how much will be considered a sufficient or an insufficient quantity to qualify a case for consideration will depend upon the par.
titular merchandise and Its market. With certain products variations In price are
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a frequent occurrence, and fairly substantial quantities can be absorbed lit a
dumping price without harm being done. With others, even the suggestion of it
change can produce chaotic results. This provision of the regulathis is not construed to deter proceedings under the Antidumping Act where there are likely
to be sales In quantities which are more than Insigniticant, even though such siih.,
have not, In fact, been made.

*Ibid. This provision has been usied chiefly in ciwses where a small dumping

margin has appeared (casionally rather than consistently. Ferrochrnmlum, Nor-

way--30 F.R. 13585 (1905) ; ferroehronlum. Sweden-30 F.R. 9011 (116.) ; welded
wire mesh' Belgiumn-30 F.I. 719S (19M) ; fertilizer, ('anadna-3) F. 3275
(1965) ; litharge, Mexico-29 F.R. 14798 (19)61) ; wire rope, United Kingdom-29 P.R. 13352 (1964) ; cigar bands, Netherlands-211 F.R. 8011 (1964). In Prench
titanium dioxide, 28 P.R. 10467 (19(13). the Tariff Commiisslon found no injury
where the Inl)ort was priced at 23 cents as against a donestic price of 25 cents.
stating that unless there was a price Inducement the U.S. purchaser "would nt
generally purchase the Import at all." However, Treasury hIas several times made
determinations of sales at less than fair value where the dumping margin was its
small as this. Examples are: Vital wheat gluten, Canada-29 F.It. 1701; steel
wire rods, Luxembourg-28 F.R. 2927; rayon staple fiher, Belgium-26 P.R. 1671 ;
rayon staple fiber, France-20 F.R. 1071; nepheline syenite, Canada-25 F.R.
4875.
" Report of Secretary of the Treasury to the Congress on the "Operation mind
Effectiveness of the Antidumping Act," published in hearings before House Coummittee on Ways and Means on amendments to the Antidumping Act, July 29, 1957.
pp. 16, 17; testimony of Ilon, David W. Kendall, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, before Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, on amteldments to the Antidumping Act, ibid. 43, 44. In Czech leather work shoes, 31 F.R.
10906 (1966), the Tariff Commission stated that sales at less than fair value are
"not made unlawful by the Antidumping Act. They are subject to additional dluty
If they are found to be Injurious by the Tariff Commission." See below under
heading number 3, "No presumption of injury from dumped imports," in the discussion of material injury as defined by determinations of the U.S. Tariff Coumission.
"19 C1R 14.7(b) (9), Which authorizes dismissing a case where there is price
revision or cessation of imports or other changed circumstances Justifying such
action. The "other changed circumstances"-other than price revision or cessmition of sales to the United States---justifying closing out a case are not specified.
Several cases have been closed following withdrawal of the complaint..Examples
are: United Kingdom steel pipe, 29 F.R. 5840 (1964) ; West German steel pipe,
Ibid. 2358 (1964) ; French steel pipe, ibid. 653 (1964) ; Japanese steel pipe, Ibid.
19113 (1964). A Polish bicycle case, 30 P.R. 6660 (1965), was closed on a technical
determination of no sales at less than fair value, after a no-injury determination
In a case concerning Hungarian bicycles involving analogous circumstances with
respect to the bicycles Imported from Poland made It "no longer appropriate" to
continue the investigation.
11Japanese titanium dioxide, 81 F.R. 3198 (1906). This determination of
sales at les than fair value was justified on the ground that the case might
involve "bit and run" dumping, and that the assurance given of no further miles
at less than fair value was not so broad in its terms as to cover the situation if
the case were referred to the Tariff Commission and the Commission were to
render a no-injury decision. In a subsequent case which Involved very large orders
which were promptly canceled after the filing of complaint, the assurance that
there would be no further price discrimination was worded so as to hold good
even if the case were referred to the Tariff Comnmissl n and a no-injury determlnation made by the Commission. No reference to the Commission was in fact
made: after receiving the assurance, the ease was cloed on a determination (if
no sales at less than fair value. United Kingdom whole frozen eggs, 81 F.R.
7764 (1966).
"Luxembourg steel wire rods, 28 F.R. 2927 (1968) ; Belgian steel wire rods,
ibid. F.R. 2747; German steel wire rods, ibid. P.R. 3364; French steel wire rods.
Ibid. RI. 5M92; Japanese steel wire rods, ibid. F.R. 4636. Citations of the Tariff
Commission decisions In the four European cases are given In note 123 below,
"19 CFR 14.8.
14T.D. 55286.
" 19 CFR 14.9(f).
"As Is the case elsewhere In this article, reference to home price means home
price if this Is the appropriate basis for calculating fair value or foreign market
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tl' lljropriate is.,ls, thein refi'reni.e aot
should. of course,. lit sitch, to third country ieric' or vo(lstructed valtin. wllicltvt r
Value, Its tile c1

i,. It it is
11111Y

may be applicable according to sec. 19 CFR 14.7(a) (1), (2), (3) (for fair
value) or Antidumping Act sec. 205 (for foreign market value).
1 'FRI.T (1 ) (1 1. Sliould the prices in til sties to the United tate's vary.

price weighted average or Irolsinder0lia below tiit( lillt
with S11 Il llov a( (Olie
lille', thlln tie ofly fuliestloji will ie- whether tile siles below such hoine price

tire sufivieint in volume or In differential to be worthy of consideration. Refer-

lie madee to III CFR 11.7lI (s, whict states that "M'trchanlim.
would
eute
hereIb,
will licit
dcllcd Ito have biten sold lit less (halll fair value uldle.-4. tile tilitity
Iniivolcd in tlt' sale ir iales to tile U1i1tEd Statls. or thP difftrl'lCe Iittwe',n thP
liurelami, lrive (or exporter's sales price, as tile rt-se wy li-, and the fair valtie
I I.e.. tit, diunnlig margin ) is more than iisigniilemait."
".Alit iculidlliig Act 205, 19 U.S.C. 164. As exilained In til' "exclt that" cllllll'
lit tilt' clo,' of the almost uIllielievably complicate first sentence, this is tilt' vase
whlrt' inllrttr and exlrtt'r are deallng at arni's length ald price to tielt United
203 of tile
States is calculated in terms of "purchase price" pursuant to Wec.
mtt
wouldthat
this
y
that
call
one
162.
Theoretically,
III
U.S.C.
Aet.
Antidumping
of
e
xiortitioiin
offer
tit(e
daft
loc
iniat
lit- tilt- vase ,heould tilt, iurclni.,e
event foreign market value would be calculated as of tile date of exportation; however, custom officials advise that in practice the purchase is always construed

t hile lit'ti made rilor to exportation. If title ilnoirtl'r and eximrter tire relatel
one to the other within the meaning of see. 207 of the Antidumping Act, 19
i '.s.C'. 1(1. then the price to tile United States will b calulated in terms of
"exporter's sales price" pursuant to see. 204 of the Antidumping Act, 19

U.S.('. 16:1, and this may be compared with foreign market value calculated as
of the date of exportation, as set forth In the opening statement of see. 205
cfi tIl' Antidumping Act. 19 U.S.C. 104. If there is no basis for calculating foreigli
market value-which will be the case if there are no home or third country sales
or offers-then the price to the United States will be compared with constructed

value, calculated In accordance with se. 200 of the Antidumping Act, 19
1'.8.C. 105. as of a date sufficiently i advance of the tine of exportation to perllit

tilt' llerclandl.e to ie constructed. In the Swedish hardboard clse (154), foreign market value wits calculated oil the Imsilm of tie price at which the prei10nderant quantity wis sold when It was found that there were several sles oi
tlit- saie day. There is no provision of tile law to cover such a situation, and till,
provisilon ll tll' regulations relating to sales tit varying quantities relates to fair
vaiue. lot foreign market value.

In tiis connection, it nay be noted that until thp 1958 anmendluent of the Antidumping Act foreign market value was calculated on the basis of the highest
priced sale, if more than one sale was eligible for consideration. The reason for
this was that foreign market value was defined In terms of a "freely available"
price, and it wits considered that among several prices the only one which could

cuise under this definition was the highest. because presumably anyone would be
able to buy at this price. The definition was abandoned at the tine of the 195S

amendment when It had become a loophole for avoiding home price comparisons

by the tactic of making all home sales subject to restrictions and thus not freely
available. Foreign market value In such event had to be calculated with reference
to third country sales which were lower priced than the home sales. See discussion
in the February 1, 1957, Report of Secretary lumphrey on the Operation and Ef-

fectiveness of the Antldumping Act, printed in Hearings before the Committee
on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, 85th Cong., first sess., on H..
60 (1957), pp. 18, 19.
GATT article VI sets forth a highest price standard when several third country
prices are eligible for calculation of "normal price," in line with the U.S. law and
practice at the time of Its adoption. No provision is made In article V1 as to what
should be the basis when there are several home prices which are eligible for cal.
culation of normal value.

"Antidumping Act, 201(b), 19 U.S.C. 100(b).

To his loss, because otherwise the amount of the dumping margin would go
into his own pocket.
" Provision Is now made in section 14.12 of the regulations for modification or
revocation of a dumping finding on application to the Commissioner of Customs,
supported by "detailed Information concerning any change in circumstances or
practice which has obtained for a reasonable period of time, or other reasons,
which the applicant believes will establish that the basis for the finding no longer
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exists with respect to all or any part of the merchandise covered thereby." Should
the Commissioner regard the application favorably a notice of intent to modify
or revoke will be published in the Federal Register and interested parties, including, of course, the complainant, be given a chance to comment before decision is reached. As a general rule, consideration will not be given to revocation
until 2 years have elapsed since the last sale at less than fair value. During
the 45-year history of the Antidumping Act some 73 findings of dumping have
been made. Of these nine remain in effect. They are:
Portland cement from Sweden, Apr. 14. 1961.
Portland cement from Belgium, July 12, 1961.
Portldnd cement from Portugal, Oct. 31, 1961.
Portland cement from the Dominican Republic, Apr. 30, 1963.
Chromic acid from Australia, Mar. 12, 1964.
Steel reinforcing bars from Canada, Apr. 17,1964.
Carbon steel bars and structural shapes from Canada, Sept. 17, 1964.
Azobisformamide from Japan, May 28. 1965.
Steel Jacks from Canada, Sept. 1, 1966.
"21 Fed. Reg. 6395; 21 Ibid. 7495; 25 Ibid. 10691; 25 ibid. 159; 25 Ibid. 3824;
25 ibid. 8506; 29 Ibid. 180.
" Antidumping Act, 1921, 46 Stat. 201 et seq., 19 U.S.C. 160 et seq. Canadian vital
wheat gluten. 29 Fed. Reg. 59121 (1964) ; Canadian carbon steel bars and shapes,
29 Fed. Reg. 12599 (1964).
"1French titanium dioxide, 28 Fed. Reg. 10467 (1963) ; Japanese white Portland
cement, 29 ibid. 9636 (1964) ; Canadian carbon steel bars and shapes (note 83
above).
"Testimony of Hon. David W. Kendall, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury,
before Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, on amendments
to the Antidumping Act, July 29, 1957, p. 43.
"Cuban rayon staple fiber, 26 Fed. Reg. 4478 (1961) ; German rayon staple
fiber, 26 ibid. 6537; French titanium dioxide (note 84 above).
s' French titanium dioxide (note 84 above).
IsFrench titanium dioxide (note 84 above) ; Japanese white Portland cement
(note 84 above).
8 See 1919 report of the alien property custodian, A. Mitchell Palmer. citing
situations involving predatory price cutting of foreign produced industrial
chemicals.
' French rayon staple fiber (first case), 24 Fed. Reg. 10092 (1959). Similarly,
In a no-injury decision Involving Canadian vital wheat gluten (note 83 above),
the Tariff Commission noted that "if the Canadian producer had been fully aware
of the exact calculations used by Treasury in determining sales at less titan fair
value, he might well have avoided such sales." See ai:4o Belgian rayon staple
fiber (note 93 below) and French rayon staple fiber (1961) Ibid., where an anticipated quantity discount expected to be given the Importer became inapplicable
because anticipated volume of sales did not materialize.
" Canadian cement, 24 Fed. Reg. 10267 (1960). Here shipments briefly had to be
made by raid, with higher freight charges, rather than by water, resulting in
sales temporarily below fair value on an ex-factory basis, though no change in
the delivered price to the U.S. importer.
"East German potash, Tariff Commission press release dated Feb. 25, 1955;
Finnish tissue paper, 23 Fed. Reg. 8891 (1958) ; Norwegian tissue paper, ibid.
8892; French rayon staple fiber (note 90 above) ; Canadian cement (note 91
above); Canadian nepheline syenite, 25 ibid. 8394 (1960) ; Canadian nepheline
syenite (second ease), 26 Fed Reg. 956 (1961) ; Dominican cement (first case), 27
ibid. 3872 (1962) ; Australian cast iron soil pipe, 29 ibid. 5253 (1964) (concurring
opinion of two Commissioners). See Viner, "Dumping, A Problem In International
Trade" (1923), p. 147: "Where the dumping is activated by predatory motives,
the suppression of such dumping is clearly and unqualifiedly consistent with free
trade principles, just as the suppression of unfair competition in domestic trade is
wholly reconcilable with the general argument for free and unhampered competition in such trade." Predatory dumping is regarded by Dr. Viner as "the most
objectionable form of dumping from the point of view of the country dumped
upon" (ibid., p. 26). However, Dr. Viner, who had been an active participant in
the drafting of the Antidumping Act, 1921, at no point states that this is the only
form of dumping which should be actionable under the U.S. law. (See discussion
of the Antidumping Act, 1921, ibid. pp. 258-265.)
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French rayon staple fiber (1959) (note 90 above); Belgian rayon staple
fiber, 26 Ibid. 4477 (1981) ; French rayon staple fiber (second case), 26 ibid. 4428
(1961) ; Canadian cement, 24 Ibid. 10267 (1960) ; Cuban rayon staple fiber, 26
Ibid. 4478 (1961) ; German rayon staple fiber, ibid. 6587.
" French rayon staple fiber (1961) (note 98 above) ; Belgian rayon staple fiber
(ibid.) ; Cuban rayon staple fiber (ibid.) ; German rayon staple fiber (ibid.).
"The following positive injury decisions can be considered to have mentioned
or Implied mention of intent. In Czech bicycles, 25 Fed. Reg. 9782 (1960) the
Commission found "Indication of an intent on the part of the exporting organization to continue Its practice of selling the bicycles at less than fair value." In
Portuguese cement, 26 Fed. Reg. 10010 (1961) the importers had successively
brought in cement from a number of countries at prices which were less than
fair value or were, at the time the case was decided, suspected to be less than
fair value. Under these circumstances, the Commission stated "the imports were
not accidental or technical In nature but on the contrary were designed to make
the statute inoperative." In Canadian carbon steel bars (note 88 above) the
foreign producer, unable to compete without price discrimination and faced
with an ample supply of U.S. bars, "priced his goods to the Importer far below
the level that was necessary to make his products reasonably price competitive.
The successful penetration of the market was therefore due directly to the lessthan-fair-value pricing policy." In Canadian steel jacks, 31 Fed. Reg. 11197
(1968), likelihood of Injury was based in part on the "attitude" of the foreign
producer whose "program of selling below fair value was deliberately undertaken and calculated to obtain by this means a substantial share of the U.S.
market for the tools In question."
"South African hardboard, Treasury Department press release, Dec. 27, 1957;
Canadian hardboard, Ibid.; French rayon staple fiber (1959) (note 90 above).
The decision In the last-named case includes the following:
"The domestic industry, in Its written statement, discounted any basis for a
finding that the Industry Is being or Is likely to be Injured in the circumstances
of this case The domestic producers further stated that for the Industry to urge
a finding of Injury In this case would be only vindictive and that the Antidumping
Act was intended to be preventive rather than punitive. The Commission agrees."
See also United Kingdom plastic sheet, 29 Fed. Reg. 13354 (1964), a no-injury
decision in which tko Commission commented on the failure of any domestic
industry representative to appear at the Commission's public hearing on the
casn
"As indicated in pt III of this paper, 81 cases have been thus closed since
1955 with findings of no damping after price revision (or after shipments had
been discontinued). See also comment of Commissioner Fenn on Japanese white
portland cement (note 84 above) : "Though shipments at less than fair value did
markedly increase during each of the first three quarters of 1968, a fact of
some concern, I see no reason for refusing to take at face value the Japanese assurance that any future sales will be made at fair value."
"Australian chromic acid, 29 Fed. Reg. 2919 (1964).
" See cases
1 "Australiancited note 84 above.
chromic acid (note 98 above) ("triggered a price war"); Canadian steel reinforcing bars, 29 Fed. Reg. 2839 (1964) (depressed price levels from
9 to 24 percent).
'a Swedlsh cement, 26 Yed. Reg. 3002 (1901) ; Belgian cement, Ibid, 5102.
1 Swedish cement (note 101 above); Belgian cement ibidd); Portuguese
cement (note 95 above). In each of these cases, the sales of the foreign product
were described as "substantial" with reference to the geographically segmented
portion of the U.S. market (for explanation of geographic segmentation see discussion In text under "10. Scope of Domestic Industry Claiming to be Injured"
and cases cited in note 128). With reference to the entire U.S. market, the volume
of sales in these cases would presumably have been considered Insignificant.
In justifying Its no-injury decision In the Canadian cement case (note 91 above),
the Commission was careful to explain that "the quantity of cement sold 'at
less than fair value' was not only Insignificant In comparison with the total
domestic production of cement but also exceedingly small In comparison with
either the production or sales of cement In the market area In which the aforementioned Imported cement was sold."
' Australian chronic acid (note 98 above). However, the fact that the quantity
of imports which entered at less than fair value was "substantial and growing"
87-822--68-pt. 1- 13
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did not Justify a positive determination where the other factors In the picture
(see note 124 below) did not add up to what the Commission considered Injury
n the Canadian vital wheat gluten case (note 83 above).
I"Czech bicycles (note 95 above).
' Japanese azobisformamlde, 80 F.R. 6130 (1965). In Canadian steel Jacks
(1966) (note 95 above) an element in the likelihood of Injury determination was
increased cost to domestic industry due to a wage increase.
10 Dominican cement (second case), 28 F.R. 4047 (1968).
10,Canadian

steel Jacks (1966) (note 95 above).

1Czech bicycles (note 05 above) ; Australian chromic acid (note 98 above);
Canadian steel reinforcing bars (note 100 above) (the import prices "grossly
lower"
than the domestic competition).
1
' "French
rayon staple fiber (1959) (note 90 above) ; Canadian nepheline syenite (1961) (note 92 above).
li See, for example, Haberler, "The Theory of International Trade," 314
(1936) : "Dumping is harmful only when It occurs in spasms and each spasm lasts
long enough to bring about a shifting of production in the Importing country
which must be reversed when the cheap imports cease." Viner, op. cit. note 92
above, Is the same general effect: "The chief menace of dumping from the point
of view of the Importing country arises out of Intermittent or sh, t.run dumping."
Despite the possibility of hit-and-run dumping referred to in Treasury's decision
of sales at less than fair value in the second Japanese titanium dioxide case
(note 35 above), the Tariff Commission found no indication of Injury in its
consideration of the case (note 115 below).
"ICanadian peat moss, 29 F..t 4843 (1964) ; Australian cast iron soil pipe (note
92 above) ; Japanese titanium dioxide (first case), 29 F.R. 5479 (1964).
u"Japanese titanium dioxide (note 111 above).
"French rayon staple fiber (1961) (note 98 above); Belgian rayon staple
fiber (ibid.); German rayon staple fiber (ibid.).
-.

"*Czech sheet glass, 27 F.R. 11568 (1962).

nepheline syenite (1961) (note 92 above); French titanium dioxide (note 88 above)': Japanese titanium dioxide (1964) (note 111 above) ; Hungarian bicycles, 30 P.R. 3841 (1965); German titanium dioxide, 31 F.R. 5852
(1968) ; Japanese titanium dioxide (second case). 81 F.R. 7495 (1966) ; Canadian
steel Jacks (1966) (note 95 above)-no present Injury, despite decline in net
return on sales.
U U.S.S.R. window glass, 29 P.R. 13581 (1904).
u South African hard board (note 96 above) ; Canadian vital wheat gluten
(note 88 above); Czech leather workshops. 81 l.R. 10908 (1966) "U.S. production and sales have Increased * * * to the point where domestic suppliers have
been hard put to fulfill demand." See also United Kingdom plastic sheet (note
96 above) where the domestic producers all operated at or nenr full capacity.
ul U.S.S.R. window glass (note 116 above) ; Czech window glkts. 29 P.R. 15649
(1964). In Czech leather workshops (note 117 above) reference was made solely
to reluctance of distributors to carry a Communist product: in Japanese titanium
dioxide (1966) (note 115 above) reference wAs made solely tb the poorer quality
of the import. which made It difficult for the importers to diApose of It
'' The, price spread between the (less than fair valup) Imports from Pran~o
and domestic TI02 is not governed by the margin of dIfferene+ d, termined
by the Treasury for French Ti02 Frenich titanium dioxide (note 84 above). See
also Australian chromic acid. 29 P.R. 2919 (1964). whoep the foreign product
undersold every dolnestie product on a delivered price ha-Ms. It is trne that the
margin of difference is stated to be one of the 10 different factors which the
Commimlon took Into account In makingits no-injury decisions In the Miropean
steel wire rod cases (note 128 below),: but It seekns -reasonable to suppose that
thip margin at most would be of secondary importance.
3 German pencil sharpeners, Treasury Department press release, Aug. 29,
1956; Finnish tissue paper (note 92 above); Norwegian tissue paper ibidd) :
Czech sheet glass, 27 .R 11568 (1962); Canadian vIttl wheat gluten (note 83
above).
t South African bard board (note 96 above); Canadian hard board (ibid.);
Finnish tissue paper (note 92 above) ; Norwegian tissue paper (ibid.) ; French
rayon staple fiber (1961) (note 98 above); Belgian rayon staple fiber (ibid.) ;
German rayon staple fiber (Ibid.) ; Ouban rayon staple fiber (Ibld.) ; Canadian
"Canadian

technical vanlllfn, 28 F.I

4048 (1068). In a case Involving Japanese plastic
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baby carriers, 29 F.R. 13990 (1964), there was no Injury when the dumped
imports sold on a delivered, duty-paid basis In the upper range of the U.S. producers' prices.
InGerman rayon staple fiber (note 93 above); Cuban rayon stample fiber
ibidd.); et. Robinson-Patman law, 38 Stat. 730, 49 Stat. 1526, 15 U.S.C. 13,
which provides that a seller may rebut a prima face case of price discrimination
in domestic commerce by showing that his lower price * * * was made in good
faith to meet an equally low price of a competitor. It may be noted that freight
absorption is a combion practice in U.S. domestic market pricing, but it is not
allowed by Treasury Department in its price discrimination determinations.
'" Four European steel wire rod cases: Luxembourg steel wire rods, 28 F.R.
6470 (19Q) ; Belgian steel wire rods, ibid. 476; German steel wire rods, ibid.
6006; French steel wire rods, ibid. 7308. See also Japanese titanium dioxide
(19064) (note 111 above).
"' Four European steel wire rod cases (note 123 above). Similarly, a no-injury
decision was wade In the Canadian vital wheat gluten case (note 88 above)
where tie margin of difference was small and was not a significant factor in
the Canadian product to penetrate the domestic market.
enabling
0' See cases cited, note 108 above.
'"In view of rail or trucking charges against the import from U.S. dock to
points of delivery within the United States, the 2-cent differential would, for
inland sales, be reduced or could disappear.
"' French titanium dioxide (note 83 above). The two Japanese titanium dioxide
eases (notes 111 and 115 above) and the Germap titanium dioxide case (note
115 above) Involved similar facts. See also discussion In the text above of noinjury determinations because of inferior quality And Ideological objections In
the U.S.S.R. and Czech window glass cases (notes 116 and 118 above).
I United Kingdom cast Iron soil pipe, Treasury Department press release,
Oct. 27, 1955 (California); Swedish cement (note 101 above) (North Atlantic
seaboard of three States); Belgian cement (Ibid.) (east coast of Florida);
Dominican cement (1902) (note 92 above) (Puertb Rico and Metropolitan New
York City) ; Dominican cement (second case) 28 F.R. 4047 (1963) (Metropolitan
New York City) ; Canadian steel reinforcing bars (note 100 above) (Oregon and
Washington, accounting for 5 percent of domestic consumption); Canadian
carbon steel bars and shapes. (note 83 above) (Northwestern States where three
domestic producers protected by high transportation costs sold 95 percent of their
product) ; U.S.S.R. window glass (note 116 above) (a no-injury decision-North
Atlantic States).
' See cases cited, note 128 above. While in the Australian chromic acid case
(note 98 above) the injury decision was based on imports into the west coast,
this can scarcely be considered a geographic segmentation case-rather, the decision was justified on the ground that a market which accounted for 10 percent
of the total domestic consumption was a major U.S. market, and it was unnecessary to consider the effect or lack of effect on U.S. production elsewhere.
'*Four Buropean steel wire rod cases (note 123 above). In Czech leather
workshoes (note 117 above) it was noted that workaboes are sold nationally
and the industry was treated on a countrywide basis. In German titanium dioxide
(note 115 above) the domestic complainant's argument that It be considered an
industry apart from other domestic producers of the same product was found to
have no validity in view of the homogeneity of the product, and the uniform
pricing without regard to geographic location of the domestic plants or their
customers.
111 above).
1"Japanese titanium dioxide (note
iUCanadian nepheline syenite (note 92 above).
above). Here It was noted that "machines
117
(note
" Czech leather workhoes
for producing workshoes are for the most part not interchangeable with those
for producing dress shoes."
'I German pencil sharpeners (note 120 above).
'Finnish tissue paper (note 92 above) ; Norwegian tissue paper (ibid.).
'"Four European steel wire rod cases (note 128 above).
"'Japanese plastic baby carriers (note 121 above): "a molded one-piece
plastic shell, a padded cushion, safety straps, rattle balls on a cord or plastic
straps, and a wire stand that can be positioned to permit the Infant to be placed
in various reclining or sitting positions."
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FOOTNOThS-Contnued
,sCanadian steel jacks (note 95 above). These were produced by one company
only; they were designed for use not only as Jacks, but as fence stretchers and
devices for performing a variety of lifting, pushing, and pulling functions.
' United Kingdom cast Iron soil pipe (note 128 above). This is understood
to have been the situation also in the Portuguese, Swedish, Belgian, and Dominican cement cases (notes 95, 101, and 128 above). (See discussion In note 102
above.)
" In Czech bicycles (note 95 above), the imports captured 28 percent of the
-domestic market. It may be noted that in the Australian chromic acid case (note
"98 above), the entire west coast market was considered-a market of considerable size-and the imports represented 14 percent of It.
' German pencil sharpeners (note 120 above)-imports, small in number;
German titanium dioxide (note 115 above) volume, very minimal. No-injury de.
terminations have been made where the Imports were a small percentage of
U.S. consumption: Australian cast iron soil pipe (note 92 above) an insignificant
-quantity in comparison therewith; Japanese titanium dioxide (1966) (note 115
;above) a small fraction of 1 percent; Norwegian tissue paper (note 92 above)
I percent; U.S.S.R. window glass (note 116 above) 1 percent; Japanese white
portland cement (note 83 above) 1 percent; Finnish tissue paper (note 82 above)
2 recent; Czech leather workshoes (note 117 above) less than 4 percent. Noinjur determinations have been made where the imports were a small percentage of total imports: Netherlands nicotine sulphate, Treasury Department
press release, Aug. 29, 19W5-3 percent, or where the Imports were a small
percentage of the U.S. production; Hungarian bicycles (note 115 above) 0.5 per.
cent; Czech window glass (note 118 above) 0.4 percent; United Kingdom plastic
sheet (note 98 above) 1 percent; Finnish tissue paper, supra, and Norwegian tissue
paper, supra-a very small proportion.
"'The Tariff Commission's mission, as set forth In sec. 201(a) of the Antidumping Act is "to determine * * * whether an industry in the United States is
being or Is likely to be injured, or Is prevented from being established, by reason
of the importation of such merchandise into the United States." "Such merchandise" refers to "a class or kind of foreign merchandise" which the Treasury
"determines * * * is being, or is likely to be, sold In the United States or elsewhere at less than Its fair value."
" Dominican cement (1963) (note 128 above). "Similar conditions" were found
to "prevail" in the Canadian steel reinforcing bars case (note 100 above).
MCanadian steel Jacks (note 95 above).
' Canadian cement (note 93 above) ; French rayon staple fiber (1959) (ibid.);
French rayon staple fiber (1961) ibidd.) ; Belgian ruayon staple fiber ibidd.); Canadian nepheline syenite (1960) (note 128 above) ; Canadian nephellne syenite
(1961) (note 92 above) ; Canadian peat moss (note 111 above). See discussion
under heading No. 6, "Price Revision Ordinarily Justifies a Negative Determination."
'"Canadian cement (note 03 above) ; Canadian nepheline syenite (1961) (note
92 above); French rayon staple fiber (1961) (note 93 above); Belgian rayon
staple fiber ibidd.); Dominican cement (1962) (note 92 above); Canadian vital
wheat gluten (note 84 above).
white portland cement (note 83 above; see also note 97 above).
116 Japanese
is
French rayon staple fiber (1959) (note 90 above) ; French rayon staple fiber
(1961) (note 93 above); Belgian rayon staple fiber (ibid.) ; Canadian nepheline
syenite (1961) (note 92 above) ; Dominican cement (1962) (ibid.).
1"Australian cast Iron soil pipe (note 92 above).
' French rayon staple fiber (1961) (note 93 above); Belgian rayon staple
fiber ibidd.) ; German rayon staple fiber ibidd.) ; Dominican cement (1962) (note
92 above). The reverse situation, as noted above In connection with heading No.
6, was found In the Australian chromic acid case (note 98 above).
= Japanese asobisformamide (note 105 above).
' Through Oct. 31, 1966.
1 Most of these cases were closed during the period 1921-33. It Is understood
there may have been further determinations of no dumping during this period
which were not published as Treasury decisions, there having been no requirement of publication in those days.
'"Ofthis number, 40 were Tariff Commission determinations, made since 1954.
" See table following footnotes
1 Sept. 1,1954, ch. 1213, title III, ee. 801; 68 Stat. 1138.
1w There were no Tariff Commission determinations in 1954.
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FINAL DISPOSITION OF DUMPING CASES CLOSED, 1921-OCT. 31,1966
Commodity

Country

Date of
finding

Cases resulting hi a finding of dumping:
Paper, goatskin parchment ..................................... En4land ................... Oct. 11,1921
Embroideries, cotton ........................................... Switzerland ................ Nov. 1,1921
Hamburgs.................................................... Austria .................... Jan. 13,1922
Do....................................................... Switzerland ................ Feb. 25,1922
Chair seats, veneer ........................................ Canada .................... Mar. 3,1922
Tomatoes, peeled, Intins................................... Italy ...................... Mar. 4,1922
Rugs .........................................
........... Canada .................... Mar. 6,1922
Paper, tissue ............................................... England ................... Mar. 13,1922
Glassware, cut .................................................. do .................... Mar. 28,1922
Plates, dry, photo ...............................
do .................... Mar. 31,1922
Paper, sheathing..
. ....................
.... ......
. British Columbia ........... Apr. 18:1922
Flour, wheat.................................................. Canada .................... Apr. 22,1922
Syrines, o u
tube age ............................... Eland ............... May 19,1922
Syringes,hunsin ......................................
............
May 26,1922
Rasberries, canned, red ........................................ Ontario, Canada..... ... June 19,1922
Iron oxide .................................................... Quebec, Canada ............ July 261922
Leather, sole ................................................ Ontario, Canada ........... Aug. 3,1922
Brick, plastic.........
Quebec, Canada........
O
Oc 13,1922
EarthAnware cereal ets
.........................
Czechoslovakia........ . OcL 10,1922
Chinaware, decorated jugs.......................
.. do............. OcL 28,1922
Canvas ...................................................... England ................... Oct. 30,1922
Roofing, deadening felt ....................................... British Columbia ........... Nov. 4,1922
Chinaware, cereal sets......................................... Czechoslovakia ............. Dec. 14,1922
Balls, rubber ............................................... Germany .................. Jan. 20,1923
Castings, No. I spuds, malleable ..................
Ontario, Canada ........... Feb. 26.1923
Ferroslicon .................................................. .... do .................... Mar. 23,1923
Veneers or thin lumber ....................................... Quebec Canada............ Apr. 16 1923
Calcium carbide ...............................................
....do............. May IK1923
Iton, PI..................................Ontario, Canada ........
Mar. 25,1925
Pape, white sulfite wrapping, or bag..................
Germany.............. Jul 11925
Strychnine ......... ..................................... Switzerland ................ July 241926
Magnesium chloride, fused ..................................... Germany .................. Aug. 27,1925
Pins, common and safety.........................do.............
July 19 1926
Glass, colored antique wd ........................
Enland............. eptL 9 1926
Iron, pig ................................................... Germany .................. Jan. 29,1927
Phosphate rock ............................................... Morocco ................... Feb. ,19211
Carbons, lighting ............................................. Germany .................. SopL 1, 19281
Butyl acle
ta............................
....................
....do
............. Feb. 19. 1930
Matches safety............................................... Soviet Russia .............. May 19 1930
Do...................................................... Finland ...............
Mar. 23,1930
Do...................................................... Sweden ...... ........ .Do.
Do...................................................... Austria ....................
Do.
Do..................................................... Latvia .....................
Do.
Do..................................................... Holland...............
Do.
Do ...................................................... Norwy ...............
Do.
Do .............................................. ;....... Poland....................
Do.
Do ...................................................... Estonla ....................
Do.
Ammonium sulfate........................................... Poland ................
Aug. 13,132
Do ................................................. Germany.............
Do.
Do ................................................. B elgium ..................
Do.
Carbon, lighting .......................................... .France ......
....... May 1Z1IN
Tacks, thumb, celluloid covered................................. Germany ..................
12,19
Acid, steeric ...............................
Holland ...................
DO.
footwear rubber.soled, fabrk-topped ........................... Japan ..................... .DO.
mps, electric ............................................... .... do
..............
.D
F
ng end
nettiog wovn-wire ...............................
Germany............
Jan. 12,1939
11,1934
Brets,
ool.khited.........
. . ...................... Frne
.............
DEc.
Ribbon fly catchers............................................ United Kingdm ............
Do.
Do.................................................Jan
Do.
Do................................................. Belgium ................
...............
Do.
Do .................................................. Germay ..............
Do.
Glas frosting ..........................
do................... 'Spt. 20,1940
Glass frosting (amendment to SopL 20, 1940, finding) ............ ... do ................... iAug. 1,1942
Hardboard ................
................ Sweden ................
Aug.
1954

Cast Iron soil pipe other than 'Amerian pattern........... United Kingo ........ . 27, 1955
Bicycles ..................................................... Czchoslovakia......... Oct

12,10
Cemiient, Portland ..............................................
Sweden ...................
A
4,11"4
1961
Do......................................
............
Ju 12,196
Do....................................................
Oct 30,IIN
........ Mar. B2,1964
Ad,o ............................................ Australia....
Bars steel reinforcing................................. Canada............... Apr. 17,1964
Bars, carbon steel and structural shapes......................... do ............. Sept 17,1964
Azobisformamide ...............................
Japan.............. May 28196
Steel jacks .............................................. Canada ................... SSpL 11966

Amchoi. ........................... ..............

Sept 20, 1940, and Aug. 1,1942, considered as I finding of dumplng.

Cn::
Asrls.................
...
:"Mar. l :
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STATEMENT OF THE CEMENT INDUSTRY COUXPI rEE FOR TAniF, Alm
A.rIDUmPiNO, SUBtMW
r.D BY Doz.;LD Hiss OF COVINOTON & BuM.

ING, WASmH0IN01, D.C.

Tom VAmL, Esq.,

Chief Coutsel, Committee on Fhur.
U.S. . evnate. Wa, initon. P.C'
DEAR MR. VAuL: This statement is submitted to the Committee on
Finance, in conjunction with its legislative oversight review of U.S.
trade policies, on behalf of the Cement Industry Committee for Tariff
and Antidumping. The Cement Industry Committee consists of 35
member companies, which constitute approximately 90 percent of the
total U.S. cement capacity. A list of tie committee members is attached hereto.
The cement industry is primarily concerned with the U.S. policy
with respect to the unfair trade 'practice of dumping, which was
one of the subjects suggested for exploration in the Finance Committee's press release of September 27. 1967. The cement industry
has
in As
recent
yearsthesuffered
serious
injury
from dumped
cementunder
imexperience
has had
considerable
a result,
industry
ports.
the 1.S. Antidumping Act of 1921: it filed a total of 19 antidumping
complaints during the period 1958 through 1965. Furthermore, the
industry has been active for several years in a concerted industry effort to amend the Antidumping Act.
_
The Cement Industry Committee would like to take this opportunity to reaffirm its full support for legislation to amend the Antidumping Act of 1921. The cement industry has publicly endorsed
and supported S. 1720,6 which has been introduced by Senator Vance
Hartke of Indiana, a member of the Finance Committee, and 40
bipartisan cosponsors in the Senate. The Hartke bill is designed to
strengthen and tighten the Antidumpig Act so that it will provide
meaningful and elective relief to domestic industries injured by the
unfair trade practice of dumping. The critical "injury" and "industry"
provisions of the act have not been updated since 1921, and the result has been that the act has not served its purpose of protecting
domestic companies from unfair competition.
The Hartke bill is based on appropriate antitrust principles and
court precedents, since the act is an integral part of the unfair trade
laws regulating the sale of merchandise in domestic markets. There
is manifestly no reason why foreign manufacturers exporting to this
market should not be required to observe the same standards of fair
trade that competing domestic sellers must observe.
Such a requirement is in no way inconsistent with the liberal
trade policy which the Cement Industry Committee supports. The
antidumping statute is directed solely at a form of unfair competition
that has-been universally condemned. In strengthening the act, no direct or indirect barrier against legitimate foreign trade would be
interposed. Therefore, it is a complete misnomer to refer to S. 1726
in any way as a protectionist tariff measure.
The Cement Industry Committee has on numerous occasions sub.
mitted statements and 'briefs which document in full the compelling
need for a bill to strengthen the Antidunmping Act. Such statements
have Ien submitted most recently to the Ifouse Subcommittee on
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Labor, chaired by Congressman Dent, and to the Trade Inforination
Committee in eonnetion with its hearings on the International Antidumping Code. In addition, the committee has prepared an informa-

tie brochure, entitled "Dumping: .AThreat to American Industry
and Labor," which was circulated to all Members of Congress. Accordingly, the committee does not deem it necessary to again set forth
its position in full, particularly since the Finance Committee has

placed a 20-page limitation on statements. If the Finance Committee
would like to have anv of the statements described above for inclusion
in its compenditun, tde Cement Committee will be pleased to furnish
Copies.

The cement industry urges the Finance Committee to hold hearings
on S. 1726ias soon as' possible. Amendment of the Antidumping Act
of 1Mr21 is long overdue. If hearings are conducted on S. 1726, the
( ement Industry Committee would be most anxious to testify and
otherwise assist the Senate Finance Committee in its consideration
of this essential legislation.
The Cement Industry Committee would also like to take this opportunity to reaffirm its publihly stated position with respect to the International Antidumping Code which was negotiated ii Geneva, and is
scheduled to become -effective July 1, 1908. The cement industry is
deeply concerned with the Antidumping Code for two paramount
reasons. First, and most important, the administration proposes to
implement the code without legislation by the Congress. It is the committee's position that the Antidumnping Code would substantially
amend and revise the Antidumping Act. It is a most alarming prospect
if a domestic unfair trade law can be altered or amended without the
prior deliberation and consent of the Congress.
The cement industry's second source of concern with the Antidumpill Code is that it completely emasculates the present act, The industry
has been convinced through experience that the act has not provided
adequate relief to domestic industries injured by dumping, and yet
the code would so weaken the act that it would be effectively removed
from the statute books.
It is for these reasons that the Cement Industry Commitee supports
fully Senate Concurrent Resolution 38, which has been introduced by
Senator Vance Hartke. This resolution would express the sense of
Congress that the Antidunping Code should be submitted to the Congress before it can become effective. The compelling need for prompt
passage of this resolution is manifest. The appropriate forum for consideration of domestic unfair trade leislation is in the committee
rooms and Halls of Congress, and not through international negotiations in Geneva.
It is clear that if the code becomes effective on July 1, 1968, it will
thereafter be most difficult for the Congrew to consider any legislaiion to amend the Antidumping Act. Such legislation would be met
by the argument that the code is an international moral obligation
ot the United States, and that the United States is bound by the oode
unless it is revised by means of executive negotiations with other
countries.
The administration has taken the position that congressional approval of the code is not required because it is consistent with the
Antidumping Act and is merely interpretive of that act. This position
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is wholly insupportable. There is no need to discuss in any detail the
clear inconsistency between the code and the act, and the extent to
which the code would remove the limited relief provided by the present
act, because this has already been set out in full in two statements made
by Senator Hartke. -These are Senator Hartke's letter of July 25, 1967
to his colleagues in the Congress, which appears in the Congressional
Record of Augs 2, 1967, at S10572, and Senator Hartke's address in
the Senate, which appears in the Congressional Record of September
27 1967, at S18792.
The Cement Industry Committee is in full agreement with these two
statements of Senator Hartke and in his conclusion that the Antidumping Code should be submitted to the Congress for approval and that
it emasculates the present act.
The Cement Industry Committee therefore urges the Senate Finance
Committee to hold hearings on Senate Concurrent Resolution 38 in
the very near future. The code is scheduled to become effective July
1, 1968, and there is little time to spare for the Congress to take appropriate action. The cement industry would expect to participate in
these hearings and to assist the Finance Committee and the Senate in
its deliberation with respect to the Antidumping Code.
The above discussion has been intended primarily to reaffirm the
cement industry's vital interest in antidumping and its support for S.
1726 and Senate Concurrent Resolution 38. Although the industry is
hopeful that the Finance Committee will soon c,nduct full hearings on
these two matters, the industry would be willing to testify or otherwise
participate in the legislative oversight hearings if the committee deems
it adviiable to consider the antidumping problem directly in conjunction with that review.

Tmz CExErNT

INDUSTRY

Comxnx

FOR TAIr A

Allentown Portland Cement Co.
Alpha Portland Cement Co.
'American Cement Corp.
Ash Grove Lime &Portland Cement Co.
Atlantic Cement Co., Inc.
California Portland Cement Co.
Columbia Cement Corp.
Coplay Cement Manufacturing Co.
Diamond Alkali Co.
The Flintkote Co.
General Portland Cement Co.
Giant Portland Cement Co.
Gulf Coast Portland Cement Co..
Huron Portland, Cement Co.
Ideal Cement Co.
Kaiser Cement &Gypsum Co.
Keystone Portland-Cement Co.
Lehigh Portland Cement Co.
Lone Star Cement Corp.
Marquette Cement Manufacturing Co.
Martin Marietta Corp.
'Medusa Portland Cement Co.
Missouri Portland Cement Co.

xm xuMPxN
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National Cement Co.
National Portland Cement Co.
Nazareth Cement Co.
Northwestern States Portland Cement Co.
Oklahoma Cement Co.
Oregon Portland Cement Co.
Penn-Dixie Cement Corp.
Puerto Rican Cement Co., Inc.
San Antonio Portland Cement Co.
Southwestern Portland Cement Co.
Whitehall Cement Manufacturing Co.
Wyandotte Chemicals Corp.
BRIEF OF AMERICAN INsTrruTr FOR ImowrD STm, INo., NEw YoRK,

N.Y., IN SUPPORT OF ANf INTERNATIONAL ANTImumnNo Copp
STATEMENT

This brief is submitted to the Trade Information Committee, Office
of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, on behalf of

the American Institute for Imported Stel, Inc. ("institute"), pursuant to, and in accordance with, the authorization of the committee,

published in the Federal Register on July 15, 1966 (81 F.R. 9619).

The institute is a nonprofit trade association, incorporated under
the laws of the State of New Yorkd Among its approxinately 50
member firms are the leading U.S. importers of steel, principally from

Western Europe, some of whose steel producers' trade associations
are correspondents of the institute. The institute's member firms,
which have offices across the United States, on the eastern seaboard
the Great Lakes, the Pacific coast, and in the gulf, also import steel
from all of the other major steel producing nations of the world, We
thank the committee for the opportunity to testify.
While the institute's members are primarily inporters of steels some
of its members engage (and prior to the domestic steel industry a virtual withdrawal from the international steel trade engaged quite

heavily) in the export of U.S. steel products. A number of institute
members are also involved in the export of a wide range of other U.S.made products. Above all, the members and their officers and employees are vitally concerned as American citizens with the health of the
American economy, an important factor in which is the continuation
.
and expansion, of reciprocay beneficial international trade.
Thus, the institute's interest in the negotiations of an international
antidumping code to make uniform and to liberalize antidumping regulation both here and abroad is manifest. Indeed, this interest was
expressed, and the institute's general veiws were presented to the committee, at its prior hearings on nontariff trade barriers in February of
1964. t that time the committee solicited views inter alia, on a range
of nontariff trade barriers. The institute then emphasized (as we do
hereafter) antidumping regulation as a principal subject for fruitful
negotiations."

I

See brief of the American Institute for Imported Steel, Inc In support of negotiations
for amelioration and rationalization of U.. nontariff trade barier
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

As has long been recognized by leading experts on international
trade, a failure to restrict antidumping regulation to its proper
sphere-the restraining of predatory price discrimination-may lead
to very serious consequences for legitimate and economically beneficial
international trade.An abuse of such regulation to proscribe all price
disparities among national markets without regard to intent, economic
justification, or whether there has been material injury to a national
industry can only lead to a stultifying and shrinkage of that trade to
the detriment of all of the economies of the free world.
Therefore, we are gratified to note that at the current Kennedy
round in Geneva discussions on this most important potential non.
tariff trade barrier have progressed to the point where the committee
deem it appropriate to solicit from all interested parties, both public
and private, concrete proposals on the specific questions with respect
to an international agreement.
As the committee properly observes in its notice of hearing, such an
agreement should take into account and build upon the salutory standards for antidumping regulation already embodied in article VI of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). But we believe
that it is no longer sufficient merely to publicize such precatory, though
laudatory standards. If the threat (and too often the actuality) of
abusive antidumping regulation is to be removed from international
trade, an international agreement must make the limitations upon
national antidumping regulation specific and mandatory.
Failing due observance of the standards of such international agreement, the signatories to that agreement should be empowered to apply
to the noncomplying nations' imports as stringent anti-price-disparity
standards as are applied to their exports.
To assure uniformity of regulation and equitable treatment to the exporters of all of the signatory nations, the agreement should create a
tribunal, drawing its personnel from the member nations of GATT,
and empowered to review dumping determinations of the member
natoins on application of the affected exporter's country, and thus
create a body of biding precedent to guide the national administrators
of the agreement's provisions.
One fnal general comment on an international antidumping code
before we turn to the speific questions propounded in the committee's
notice of hearing. The United States stands to be a chief beneficiary
of an international agreement on antidumping. Our statute, the Antidumping Act, 1921,' and its administrative implementation over the
years can serve in many ways as a model for our trading partners.
Wil., as we will subsee-ntly discuss, there are some important defeats in the statute and its implementing regulations, on the whole exporters and importers changed with injurious dumping under our law
are accorded a significantly greater opportunity (in almost all in.
stances including a public hearing) to defend themselves against the
charges than are U.S. exporters accorded by a number of our principal
trading partners.
I

2
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ly recently this disparity in "due process!' in antidump'ng proceeding between the United States and its principal free worldtrading partners was highlighted by the action of one of te county's
closest political as well as commercial partners. The committee we b
live, is well aware of the circumstances under which, without any opport'nity to defend itself, one of the United States major producers
and exporters of chemicals was severely penalized b.y Gret Britain for
the alleged dumping of a single shipment of chemicals in that nation.
Without regard to the specific facts of the case, it is painfully apparent that Great Britain-the home of the common law-accoided the
American exporter considerably less than a minimum of procedural
"due process' in abruptly imposing a duty a number of times the value
of the merchandise in question without first giving the American exporter some opportunity to be heard in its own defense.
A number of other instances of similar treatment of American exporters and importers of U.S.-made products could be recalled. Suffice
to say that, in return for smoothing the rough edges of U.S. antiduiping regulation, the American negotiators at Geneva can and should
seek an international antidumping code which in future will assure
U.S. exporters of both substantive and procedural due process abroad
when faced with allegations of injurious dumping.
TE SPECIFICS OF AN I,"rERNATIONAL ATTMD

PINO CODE

The five questions propounded in the committee's notice of hearing
accurately chart the major areas of inquiry. The subject matter of an
international agreement on antidumping will be discussed within that
framework.
Initially however, it should be noted that antidumping regulation
partakes o two, usually discreet, areas of law: tariff and international
trade law and the law governing the prohibition of domestic unfair,
Thus, it is inevitable that
and anticompetitive commercial practices.
there will be some apparent. conflicts in philosophy and approach in
antidumping to weld them into one unified body of rules to govern
and define the permissible and the prohibited areas of price disparities
between national markets. In dealing with the specific questions, we
will attempt to identify and resolve these apparent conflicts, suggesting
what appears to be the most intelligent approach in the context of the
economic and political realities of international trade.
"Actionable dumping" should be defined as price discrimination by
a producer-exporter among customers in different markets with tle
predatory intent of injuring or destroying competition so as to establish the conditions for a monopoly. he inter-diction of this unfair
trade practice was the original purpose of antidumping regulation in
the United States' and, we believe, continues to be the proper aim of
sueh regulation. Is the Tariff Commission has wisely observed:
It Is evident that Congress did not consider sales "at less than fair value" as
being malum per se: such Ralep are condemned In the act only when they hare
4In the reprt of the committee of he youse of Representativm which reported out the
Antidumping Act 1921, the practice to be interdicted was described as "eommercoal warfare." H. Rept. No. 1. 67th Cone. first sew. 28.24 (1921). The Senate floor manager similarly described the act's purpose. 61 Cone. Ree. 1011, 1021 (192U)
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an anticompetitive effect; and it Is only then that such sales may be equated with
the concept of "unfair. competition." As the Supreme Court states In Federal
Trade Comis(on v. Gratu (253 U.S. 421) with reference to section 5'of the
Federal Trade Commission Act,"'The act was certainly not intended to fetter
free and fair" competition, as commonly understood and practiced by honorable
opponents in trade.

However, taking account of the difficulty of positive proof of such
predatory intent, and the extreme delicacy of such an inquiry on an
international level, such intent may be presumed conclusively and
"actionable dumping" may also be found where the price discrimination gives rise to material injury to a national industry of the receiving
country. It should be equally emphasized in the language of the agreement that such presumption of predatory intent should be applied
only where true materiality of injury exists in or is imminently threatened to a significant proportion of the producers of the national
industry of the receiving country.
Price disparities per se without a clear showing of predatory intent
or its presumption because of material injury should never be the basis
for affirmative antidumping action against imports, For as the Tariff
Commission observed in its report which, inter alia, leI to the enactment of the Antidumping Act, 1921:
Ordinary price cutting and underselling are so universal, both in domestic
and foreign fields, that It is taken for granted that restrictions are contemplated
only when their practice Is accompanied by unfair circumstances or by unfortunate public consequences.'

The Treasury Department, in its 1957 report to Congress during
the most recent legislative review of the Antidumpig Act pointedly
stated the reason why price disparities per se should not e deemed
objectionable:
It Is * * * clear that Congress did not adopt a concept of price
fixing In 1921,
whereby shipments to the United States were to be 'lair traded."
Any such formula would seem to be even less admissible 36 years later.'

Such a concept of "price fixing," which often parades under 'the
misnomer of "fair trading," has no place in the regulation of international trade. Because goods often must move great distances from the
exporting to the importing countries and thereby incur substantial
transportation charges, it is to be expected that disparities in ex-factorv
prices to domestic purchasers and to foreign importers often will
exist.9 Moreover, the exporter in order to sell at all in foreign markets
often has to accept a somewhat lesser return than on his domestic sales
because of the inherent competitive disadvantages which face imported goods, intrer alim, of longer delivery time and the general preference for goods produced in the customer's own nation. Such price
'Titanium Dioslde Prom Pranoe [AA 1921-811 (108). The Tariff Commission In its
most recent decision again emphaulse4 the prohibition of such predatory conduct In Steel
Jaeks Prom 0anda [AA 1921-491 (Aug. 19,1.66).

"'he first U.S. law to combat dumping, which provided cdrminal penalties based upon
proof of a predator intent (15 U.S.C. see. 72)o haa been a virtual dead letter since its
enactment In 1918 because of the difculty or proving such specific Intent beyond a

reasonable doubt.
'T.S. Tariff Commission Dumping and Unfair Competition (1919).
T
8Hearings on H.R. WK H.R. 6007, and H. 5120 before the House Committee on
ways and Means, 85th Cong. first gem. 17 (1957) (hereafter cited as 111957 Antidumplng
*it to worthy of note that under the Robinson-Patman Act (15 U.S.C. sec. 18), which
regulates domestic price discrimination It has long been held that a uniform dellvered
price system per se Is unobjectionable. bt course, because of freight absorption that such
a system entails. the ex-factory price of the seller varies depending on the distance to the
customer.
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disparities, not involving the "unfair circumstances" (predatory intent) or "unfortunate public consequences" (material injury to a national industry) spoken of by the U.S. Tariff Commission at the
genesis of our antidumping statute are neither morally or legally
repiehensible nor, indeed, undesirable. In fact, they may be the only
means of making available goods at reasonable prices to the consumer.
It is readily apparent that prohibition of price discrimination per se
would seriously restrict and might virtually eliminate international
trade in products competitive with those produced in the receiving
country. Yet trade in just such products makes up a significant share
of U.S. exports "Iand the exports of other major industrialized trading nations of the free world.
Elimination of the price competition afforded domestically produced goods by such imports may-as in the case of steel in the United
States-mean the elimination of the only significant price competition
in the market. As experience under the Canadian antidumping statute-which makes price disparities per se actionable dumping-shows,
the chief victims of such a regulatory scheme are consumers of the
receiving country who must pay higher prices than otherwise. They
quite literally pay the price for the unjustifiable protection of domestic
industry from competitive imports.
Thus the keystone of an international antidumping code should
be a clear and unequivocal statement that price disparities among
national markets are not in and of themselves objectionable and do
not furnish grounds for antidumping action. "Actionable dumping"
must be defined as involving two elements: (a) price discrimination, and (b) a clear showing of predatory intent to injure or destroy
competition or an equally clear showing of material injury or its
imminent threat to a national industry directly resulting from such
price discrimination. As a necessary corollary, the signatory nations
should bind themselves to take no affirmative action disruptive of
normal trade until and unless a sufficient showing has been made of
both elements."1
II

Experience under our own antidumping statute, and its administration, shows that a critical element in proper antidumping regulation is a set of clear but nevertheless sufficiently flexible guidelines
for determining "normal value." Guidelines are required- in three
areas: (a) determining the proper market; i.e., home or third country, for comparison with the price of the allegedly dumped import;
(b) determining the exporter s price in that market; (e) determining proper adjustments to these prices to account for physical dif'0The Treasury Department has noted the danger to U.S. exports If there should be
abroad of antidumping statutes prohibiting price d rslmnatfon per so:
a proliferation
"The American
producer **is
U now-tar more than in 1921-Interested In export
markets. To the extent he secures a rigid price-fixing law as to Imports in this coun.
try, he will be greeted by like provsisns In other countries where-either today or In
the future--he
p. 17. may have to sel below U.. price In order to sel at all" 1957 Antidumping
Hearins
The -domesti producers, who will appear before the committee during these hearings.
can testify that for quite Justifiable economic reasons American exports are often sold at
ex-factory prices lower than the domestic price charged by the producer.
u As will be discussed hereafter, this wiM require significant changes In U.S. antidump.
Ing regulations with regard to the acceptances of compliants and Initiation of a public
dutning proceeding and the utilization of withholding of appralsement or other provisional
measures. See V,pp. 22-26, Infra.
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ferences in products sold to different markets and to account for differences in circumstances of sale.
With regard to (a), the international agreement should provide a
standard for determining when the home market sales of the exporter are sufficient to allow reference to them to determine "normal
value." In setting this standard, the negotiators should keep in mind
a principal purpose of antidumping regulation-to prevent a producer-exporter from using profits in his principal market to finance
price-cutting raids on other markets. Thus, it is essential that home
market sales be used only to determine "normal value" where the
producer-exporter's home market is his principal market. It might
he questioned whether a home market is a principal market unless
the producer-exporter sells at least 50 percent of his production there.
At minimum, the agreement should provide that one-third of the producer-exporter's sales must be home-market sales before that market can be used as the reference for the "normal value" determination.
The international agreement should also recognize that a home
market is determined by economic realities and not necessarily by national political boundaries. Thus, economic groupings and tariff unions
such as the Common Market should be defined as the home market for
producer-exporters located in these gegraphical areas.
With regard to (b), the international agreement should provide economically realistic standards for determining the price charged by the
producer-exporter in his principal market. While no particular difficulty exists where actual prices are list prices or where forms of uniform administered prices prevail, a significant problem does exist
where-as in the international steel market-prices fluctuate rapidly
in response to supply and demand. Since the purpose of determining
"normal value" is to determine the producer-exporter's normal rate of
return on his sales, the proper formula to be embodied in the international antidumping code is a weighted average of sales prices during
the relevant time period.12
The international agreement also will have to provide a guideline
for determining the relevant time period. An analogy to domestic
price discrimination legislation for such a standard would not be inappropriate. The Robinson-Patman Act standard is "current" price.
Thus, while a specific time period would be inappropriate as a standard
because the relevant time period will vary depending on the facts of
the particular case, the national administrators should be directed to
determine a "current" price taking into account the economic circumstanes.21
With read to (o), guidelines with respect to adjustments for
physical differences m merchandise and for different circumstances of
sale should be general and flexible enough to permit the national administrators to apply their expertise to the particular facts of each
" In this re gate t Ahe rGA wtth respect to "normal value' on ttrd-conntry
sales are deficient. G'Trtfcle YI1(b)(I) provides for the "highest comparable price."
Obviously, the pries on . few saes to one third.eountri market do not establish the
rodu . p-exot:9 normal crges A weighted average o all third-country saes pric
s rejulqt ttl
at "normal ya "
nrovslon might be mat for advisory opinions on the relevant tie period
by'
national
tratoreto
onoba
aplieation
It hasDepartment
been found partlularly
diScult It tahe
_pa
enu of Inettedpar.es,
fm re
to enable
exporters to the 'United states to determine their "fair vale unuer our statute.
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citse. If it cannot be assumed then it must be specified that the signatories to the international agreement will appoint as administrators
persons comgetent in the economic, legl, and other disciplines required to administer the provisions of the agreement in accordance
wth both its letter and spit.
In view of the fact tiat there is an almost infinite variety of adjustments to which particular economic circumstances may give rise,
rigid standards can only impede an economically realistic ap preach.'
Therefore, we recommend that the present language of GATT for
"due allowance" in the particular circumstances ofeach case be carried
forward into the international agreement. A significant degree of
equity and uniformity in the application of such standard can be
realized in the decisions on appeals from national administrators'
rulings by the international tribunal we have suggested.
m AND IV

The concepts of "injury" and "industry" are inextricably intert;wined. The quantum of "injury" required to find actionable dumping
must, of course, depend upon the market against which the impact of
the imports is to be measured. As we have previously noted, a properly
fashioned international antidumping code should embody the concept
that actionable dumping can be found only where the imports at less
than normal value involve a predatory intent on the part of the exporter or are the direct cause of material injury to a national industry
of the receiving country.
The materiality of injury should be measured by the impact of less
than normal value imports on all of the producers of the physically
like or similar product in the receiving country. There are two principal reasons why a national industry concept against which to measure
the materiality of injury is essential to a properly drafted international
atrement.
First, as previously observed a finding of actionable dumping because of material inuiuy must be based upon a presumption (in the
absence of a direct finding of fact) that such unfortunate public consequence is the result of predatory intent on the part of the exporter.
Such a serious finding should be made only in the exceptional case.
The finding of actionable dumping is a public act of the National
Government having wide repercussions on the international level. No
analogy can be drawn to private disputes between domestic firms with
regard to localized price discrimination.
Second, an antidumping law in the context of the remedy applied-a
duty offsetting the dumping margin --..
- a tariff law. Particularly
in the case of the United-States, the imposition of duties must be urnform at all of the ports of entry.1 Thus a finding of actionable dumping must give rise to' a dumping duty on all imports from the "offena-

1Riid rules such masthe Treasury Department's 20-pereent rule on discounts' (19 Ct
14.7(bY(1)(l)W should be amrmatlyely discourage. They act only_
presumptions which
too often conflict with the economic realities' In a particular case. If It-fs believed that dis.
counts form a discrete and specific enough area for a more speciflc standard, the agreement
might embody am such asetdard whether the discount Is a" iogics extension of the
producer-ezorter ri elal market discount pattern.,
WU.S. Constitution, art. I, see. 8.
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er" no matter in what part of the country they are entered or sold. 1T
It seems clear that such a national remedy should be applied only where
the impact of the less than normal value imports is material as
measured by a national standard.
Moreover, the national industry should be defined in the international agreement as comprehending all of the production of the industry, whether production for sale or for use by the manufacturer (socalled captive production). In its aspect as a tariff law antidumping
regulation protects not only capital but also labor irom material
injury from unfairly low-priced imports. The closing of a plant which
produces semifinished material for further processing may constitute
as much an injury to labor as the closing of a plant which produces
merchandise for direct sale to the consumer. By the same standards,
it follows that to find "injury" an industry may not be severed into
its many component parts.
The industry, moreover, should be limited by definition to the producers of products like or similar physically to the imports involved,
the standard presently applied by the Treasury Department. Introconcepts of "interchangeability in use as has been proposed
dcing
in a recent bill introduced in Congress, can only lead to confusion and
possible misuse of the antidumping remedy.18 "Use" definitions have
only recently been removed from our tariff laws because of the vagueness of such standards and their unworkability in practice. Additionally, so to broaden the industry concept would not be in consonance
with the unfair compi tition aspect of antidumping regulation.'9 It
might also so attenuate the potential impact of the less than normal
value imports as to make a material injury finding well-night impossible.in what might otherwise be a clear case for remedial action.
We agree with the suggestion implicit in the committee's notice of
hearing that certain specific absolute defenses to a charge of material
injury to a national industry be recognized in the international antidumping code. Certainly the defense of good-faith meeting of legal
competition, from producers in the receiving country or from other
exporters to the receiving country, should be affirmatively recognized.
Such a defense has been found to be implicit in our antidumping statute by the Tariff Commission.20 It is explicitly recognized in our
domestic anti-price-discrimination legislation The reason for such a
defense has been succinctly stated by one of the leading commentators
on legislation to prohibit price discrimination destructive of competition:
* * * If a seller proves that his challenged price reduction was made In good
faith to meet a lawful price previously quoted by a competitor he thereby rebuts

If In two of the eaqe In which the Tariff Commission found Injury to a "Ional industry"' Involvng soil pipe from Great Britain and cement from the Dominlean RepubA the
Imports which were subsequent penalised were entered at ports and sold to consumer
located
from1921-24)
the producers
to be Inure
t-Pron
i i
the Unt(AA
Kingdomfar AA
(15) round
* Portland
0Cemen Prom
the Dominicn
Republi
11
2045, nth Con. Tt so-called Herlonrnartke bill.
See Adams and Dirlam, "Dumig Antitrit Pol- end oommie Power/' Bduness
Topics, spring 1966, pp. 20. 24, for an Aiuminatinx analyass of this and other problems in
com
ananft
dumpm Irywith the olcles embodied in our domestic antitrust laws.
00ee, e.g., RJft Braple ,
m wet
8, ra n (AA 19*1-21) (1961) (meeting an
equally low Price of a 6omeste competitor)* Hot.PoSed Carbon 8tee Wire Rod Prom
Be2lium (AA 1921-7), (meetng an equally low "fair value" price of another exporting
o soscaled 2(b) proviso of the Robinson4Ptman
RThe
Act, 16 U.S.C. sec. 18(b).
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and dispels any inference that his price was causally detrimental to competition.
In short, as perceived at the time of the Clayton Act's passage in 1914 and reconfirmed In 1936, the meeting competition proviso could operate as a legal trusim,
since proof that the seller lowered his price in good faith to meet competition
would pro tanto refute the charge that his price could cause a detriment to
competition."

It is self-evident that if meeting competition cannot be "causally
detrimental to competition," it cannot cause material competitive injury to a national industry.
Another defense which should be considered for inclusion in the
international antidumping code is that of "self-inflicted injury." If
the domestic industry complaining of less than normal value imports
maintains a rigid, adinistered price structure and has made no attempt to meet normal value import competition, it is apparent that
there cannot be a causal connection between less than normal value
imports and any alleged injury which the industry claims to be suffering. Put another way, if there would be a significant margin between
the price of the imports and the administered domestic industry prices,
even if the imports in question were being sold at normal value, any
loss of sales by the domestic industry is of its own commercial choosing
and not the result competition from unfairly low-priced imports.
Except for these few specifics, we recommend that no rigid standards
be provided for determining "material injury to a national industry."
Again, reliance should be placed upon the expertise of the national
a4inisators, with review by the international tribunal as a last
resort in extreme cases. "Material injury" must be determined on a
case-by-case basis. Rigid percentage or other standards can only impede the economic experts in their inquiry into, and their determination of, the economic factors unique to each case.
v

In the realm of procedural rules, the United States has the most
to gain in terms of protection of its exporters by the negotiation of
an international antidumping code. Our open hea ring procedure before the Tariff Commission, at which the alleged "dumper" has the
opportunity to defend him.lf against the charge of predatory conduct, is in the best tradition of our legal system and deserves to be
included as a required procedure in the international antidumping
code.
There have been valid objections made concerning our procedural
rules with respect to the acceptance of complaint the imtiation of
public antidump'm proceedings, and the application of provisional
measures. These objections are based to a large extent upon the present
artificial separation under our law of the normal value ("fair value")
determination from the determination of material injury, with the
are made consecutively rather than
result that these determinations
_
concurrently.
It seems clear that this procedural scheme conflicts with the siri t
if not the letter, of article VI of GATT. It permits of serious interferences with normal international trade in cases where, while price
i

Rowe, "Piee Dlaertmination Under the Roblnson-Patman At," 288 (1962).

87-822--Os--pt. 1-
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disparities may exist, there is scarcely and possibility that predatory
intent or material injury ultimately will be found.
The commencement of a public antidumping proceeding may in
and of itself create uncertainties injurious to trade. Certainly such a
proceeding should not be commenced without factually supported
allegations both of price discrimination and of predatory intent or
material injury-the two necessary bases of actionable dumping.
Yet, under our statute such a proceeding may be commencedby a
local customs official who has not the slightest idea whether the imports are affecting a U.S. industry, let alone whether there exists
material injury to such an industry from the imports in question.
Or a proceeding may be initiated by the complaint of a single marginal, inefficient producer, wholly unrepresentative of its industry,
which is merely seeking shelter from legitimate competition.
An equally if not more serious procedural defect in present U.S.
antidumping regulation is the fact that a withholding of appraisement
order may issue merely because of a finding of a reason to believe or
23
suspect that sales at less than fair (normal) value are taking place.
Because of the threat of heavy antidumping duty penalties and the
uncertainties this threat creates for the importer, such an order often
brings trade to a standstill.' 4 Again there has been no inquiry into,
let alone a substantial showing of, predatory intent or material injury,
the sine qua non of actionable dumping. Yet, normal trade relations
have been materially injured.' 5
'We therefore recommend the following procedural provisions for
the international antidumping code with respect to initiation of antidumping proceedings and provisional measures:
First, an antidumping proceeding should be commenced only on
the complaint of producers in the receiving country representing a
"substantial proportion" of the production of the national industry
allegedly materially injured by the imports in question. Such complaint should be required to contain factual allegations sufficient to
form a belief or well-founded suspicion that imports at less than normal value are being entered and material injury exists or is imminently threatened by such imports.
Recognizing that only in those industries which have well organized
and active trade associations could a substantial proportion of producers be expected initially to join in filing such a complaint, we
suggest that, when a national administrator receives a complaint
from a single firm, or a group of firms which do not, meet the substantiality test, the national administrator, after making a brief preliminary investigation to determine whether less than normal value
sales are occurring, be empowered promptly to send an inquiry with
respect to material injury to as many firms in the allegedly affected
industry as is practicable. Ite should then determine whether the
i 19 CFR se. 14.10.
nIn an antidumping proceeding with respect to rayon stap e fiber, imports ceased for 11
months following wiholding of appraisement; 19$? antidumping hearing, p. 198. The
withholding of appraisements In the 1q92 antiaumping proIeeding, against seel wire rods
from
Europe brought trade to a limping halt until the
on011 found no action.
able dumping
Flbra
s
detailed and well-reasoned disuselon of the present ineiuttes of our antidumping regulation with respect to withholding of appralsement, sepreterman, "With.
holding of Appralsement under th United States Antidumping Act: Protectionism or
Unfair Competftion Law." 41 Wau. L.
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complaint is sufficient to require the initiation of a public anti.
dumping proceeding based upon the response to his inquiy.'
Second, the application of provisional measures such as withholding
of appraisements should be restricted to cases where a persuasive preIininary showing has been made, not only that sales at less than normal
value are occurring, but also that material injury exists or is so im.
ininently threatened that remedial action may not safely be delayed. If
practicable, the alleged "dumper" should be accorded a hearing on the
charge in advance of the application of the provisional measure In all
cases, a hearing should be held promptly.
The provisional measure should be imited to 3 months' duration,
thereby encouraging an expeditious final determination in the proceeding and rapid end to the interference with trade if the charge should
prove, on further inquiry, to.be unfounded.
.
Except insofar as the provisional measure entails m poibility
of retroactive imposition of antidumping duties, the international
code should specify that a final antidumiping order should be prospective only. Ex post facto penalties are repugnant to our legal sy tem
and to those of virtually all other sophisticated legal systems of the
free world. The purpose of a provisional antidumping measure is to
deal with the extraordinary case where it is necessary to take action to
forestall irreparable harm prior to a full adjudication. I"Only in such
case should t iere be a possibility of retroactivity, and then strictly
confined to the imports as to which the imminent threat of irreparable
injury has been found, and only for a limited time period dating from
the imposition of the provisional measure.2
Turning to the matter of the investigation and hearing procedure
to be provided in the International Antidumping Code as we have
observed, the present investigation and hearing procedures of
Treasury Dp~artment and Tariff Commission with appropriate modifications, wigiht well be used as a model for the draftrs of the international agreement.
We recommend that the procedural section of the code contain two
important
princi les with respect to the procedure governing an antidum 'i proeeZng:
(a.
e determination of normal value and of predatory intent or
material injury to a national industry must be made concurrently,
preferably under the supervision and control of a single administrator
as a prerequisite to the application of any corrective measures.
intermediate decisions, such as whether a complaint is sufficient to set
NA similar procedure has been used for many years by the Tariff Commission In Its
administration of the various "escape clauses" under various trad.1,emens
Another
example of this type of procedure 1i found In the Bankruptcy Act. when the number of
tore Initially fIling an Ivoutary petition are legally Ink et the other creditors
ofthe anlse bakrue ar solicite o4triewehrte iht onI h eiin
mthugad Is analogous to th pein anucn .ieour eraadSte
court.
iThe Treasurr Department In its most recent revision of Its antidumping "gulations,
has recognie the inequity o a post
p facto antidumping penalties in the large majority
of None
cases. of the
19 Western
&e se.14.9
2 ]1uroien
(a).. nations appears now to aply a retroactive penalty on
. finding of dumping. see e h of Hon. James omeroy onek, before the National
1ounci of American Importers Inc., on "The Future of the Antidumping Actl" Mray 22,
A recet amendment to the Oerman antidumping law does permit provisional, refundable
antdumpn dutie wlqhhowever, are limited to a 8-montperimd following a finding
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into motion a formal proceeding, and whether provisional measures are
required,
should be based upon proof concerning both aspects of action.
ae dumping.
(b) Although the specified proceeding should provide for a full
oRportunity for the complaining domestic industry to present proof
with respect to the charge, and to the importer and exporter involved
to defend themselves~ the proceeding is essentially a public one in which
the prime object is for the national administrator to become apprised
of all relevant facts in order to reach his determination. If there be
actionable dumping, it is a public not a private wrong. In this respect
the proceeding is not analogous to a private litigation. As a corollary
the iules of evidence must be fashion-d with the primary end in mind
to obtain the maximum disclosure to the national-administrator of all
facts and economic circumstances.
Traditionally, the way that this has been done in tariff law investigations is to permit information concerning rices, costs of production,
and other competitive information to be submitted to the administer.
ing agency on a confidential basis.2' Businessmen both here and abroad
are justifiably sensitive to the possibility of such data falling into the
hands of competitors, and, therefore, are reluctant to submit data
without an assurance of confidentiality.' 0
However, it must also be recognized that a prerequisite of a publio hearing and adjudication procedure presupposes disclosure of sufficient facts with respect to both the domestic industry's and the exporter's and importer's positions to permit a meaningful confrontation. Obviously a party cannot use confidentiality as a shield and at
the same time use nondisclosure as an affirmative weapon to prevent
the opposing party from adequately preparing and presenting its
case.
In reconciling these divergent considerations, the drafters of the
international agreement should provide, first, that there is a policy
of confidentiality of specific price, cost, and other sensitive competitive
data submitted eitherby the domestic complaining indust y or the exporter or importer. The national administrator, with this policy in
view, should be empowered in his discretion to make available to either
side information essential to its case in such summary or other form
as to preclude disclosure of specific transactions, prices, costs, and other competitively privileged data.
CONCLUSION

In the foregoing answers to the questions put in the committee's
notice of hearing on the specifics of an international agreement on
antidumping we have sought to state what we believe are important
first ]ri ciples which a well-conceived international antidumping
code oul embody. We have also sought to delineate specific problem areas and practical solutions. Of course, the specificlanguage of
an international agreement is the province of the practiced and comOnoetgian Nitroge Products Co. v. Unted States, 288 U.S. 294 (1988).

waThe Theasury Department admitted as much In Its 1957 testimony before Congres on
antidumping administration. 1957 antidumpimg hearinmop. 81-82. However, apparently
under Intense pressure from certain domestic industries, the Treasury Depatment revised
Its regulation in 1964 to create an Initial rebuttable presumption of nonconfidentlality.
19 CPR, see. 14.6a.
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petent U.S. ne otiatofs at Geneva. We hope that our suggestions are
some small allfto them in their praiseworthy endeavor to reach an
agreement which will benefit international trade and thereby the
SUnited States and all of its trading partners.
Respectfully submitted.
SEYMOUR GRAUBARD,

ALFRE R. MCCAULEY,
MICHAEL H. GEENBERG,

Attorneys for American Ingtitute for Imported S'teel, Inc.
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Procedures for Aiding Industries, Firms, and Workers Harmed
by Expansion Act
EXECUTIVE BRANCH STATEMENT
A. ASSISTANCE UNDER THE TRADE EXPANSION ACT

One of the major innovations in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962
(TEA) was the provision for direct adjustment assistance to specific
Q s and workers adversely affected by increased imports resulting
rom a trade agreement concession. This provision recognized the need
for (1) an alternative or a supplement to increased import restrictions as a means of remedying serious injury to an entire industry
resulting from trade agreement concessions, and (2) a means of relief
in cases of serious injury to individual firms and groups of workers
even though there was no serious injury to their industry considered
in its entirety.
Prior to the TEA, the only means provided in the trade legislation
for relieving injury caused by increased imports resulting from trade
agreement concessions was to raise duties or impose quotas, or both.
Such action was authorized only when an entire industry was injuiaed.
Although provision of this type of relief may be the only adequate
countermeasure in exceptional cases, it may also happen that an entire
industry may not require tariff or quota protection, when at the same
time, there are injured firms and worker groups in the industry who
may require assistance. The adjustment assistance program was, therefore, introduced to supplement or replace traditional relief as appropriate. Moreover, if increased tariffs or quota protection are imposed
on products subject to trade agreement concessions, we must compensate affected countries by reducing tariffs on other products or face
retaliation in the form of increased tariffs against our own exports,
thus affecting a domestic industry by denying it access to export
markets..
The inclusion of adjustment assistance provisions in the Trade Expansion Act also emphasized the belief that it is preferable to improve
the productivity of resources displaced by import competition rather
than to restrict imports. While the reduction o? trade barters is desirable because such reductions increase the amount and variety of goods
available and lower their prices these benefits depend on the mobility
of productive resources. If such resources-labor capital, and management-cannot move quickly, the enhanced proJuctivity which follows the reciprocal lowering of trade barriers may be delayed. Adjustment assistance increases mobility and productivity by providing
necessary assistance to firms and workers in adjusting to the impact
of increased imports and in reestablishing their competitive strength.
The TEA thus provides that in cases of injury to an industry the
President may either increase tariffs or impose quotas as in the past,
(200)
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enter into orderly marketing agreements to limit imports, or he may
authorize trade adjustment assistance to the import injured firms or
groups of workers in the industry, or take any combination of such
actions. More importantly, this act provides for eligibility of individual firms and groups of workers to receive adjustment assistance on
determination that they have been injured by concession-generated imports, without regard to whether their respective industries have been
iured.
In practice, the TEA criteria for adjustment assistance have proven
so strict that none of the petitions presented by a firm or grout of
workers has met the prescribed tests. The administration, therefore,
expects to propose legislation modifying the TEA criteria for eligibility of firms and workers to receive adjustment assistance.
Proceduresunder the Trade Ewpansion Act
The TEA provides that a petition for tariff adjustment may be
filed on behalf of an industry or that an individual firni or group of
workers may file a petition with the Tariff Commission for a determination of eligibility to apply for adjustment assistance. The Tariff
Commission's report to the President on a petition for tariff adjustment is required to be made not later than 6 months after the filing of
the petition. The Commission's report on a petition by a firm or group
of workers for determination of eligibility to apply for adjustment
assistance must be submitted not later than 60 days after the filing of
the petition.
The criteria which must be met before it is determined that the
petitioning industry is eligible for tariff relief or that the firm or group
of workers is eligible to apply for adjustment assistance are as follows:
(1) Imports must be entering in increased quantities.
(2) The increased imports must be a result in major part of concessions rted under trade agreements.
(3) The industry, firm, or group of workers producing the like or
dirocy competitive article must be seriously injured, or threatened
with serious injury.
(4) The increased imports resulting from trade agreement concessions must be the major factor in causing, or threatening to cause,
serious injury to the industry, firm, or group of workers.
In making its determination on an industry or firm petition, the
Tariff Commission is required to take into account all economic factors
which it considers relevant, including (1) idling of productive facilities; (2) inability to operate at a level of reasonable profit; and (3)
unemployment or underemployment. Injury in the case of a group of
workers is defined as unemployment or underemployment or threat
thereof, of a significant number or proportion of the workers of the
firm or appropriate subdivision.
Subject to te Tariff Commission's affirmative determination on a
petition for adjustment assistance, or where the President authorizes
adjustment assistance in the case of an affirmative industry determination, the firm is then eligible to apply to the Secretary of Commerce
and workers to apply to the Secretary of Labor for certification and
for the assistance provided by the act.
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A dj tmnt assistanceto firs and workers
The Trade Expansion Act authorizes the following assistance to certified firms and groups of workers:
a. Firms.-A -firm certified eligible by the Secretary of Commerce to
apply for adjustment assistance must submit a proposal for its economic
adjustment. Assistance to firms is premised upon the Secretary's certification of a sound economic adjustment proposal reflecting the firm's
efforts toward self-help and consideration of the interests of the firm's
workers. The certified adjustment proposal will be referred by.the
Secretary to such Government agency or agencies as he determines
appropriate to furnish the necessary assistance.
Three types of assistance are available to eligible firms:
(1) Financial assistance in the form of loans, loan guarantees, and
agreements for deferred participation in loans. Loans may he made
available for land, plant, equipment, and, in some cases, working capital. Repayment terms may not exceed 25 years and interest rates, as
fixed by the Treasury, may be no less than 4 percent. Financial assistance is conditional upon the determination that such assistance is not
available from private sources on reasonable ternis and upon reasonable assurance of repayment by the firm.
(2) Technical assistance including research and development assistance, managerial advice and counseling, market and other economic
research, and assistance in preparing a sound adjustment proposal. To
the maximum extent practicable, technical assistance will be furnished
through existing Federal agencies, and otherwise through private individuals, firms, or institutions. The cost of this assistance, where and
to the extent deemed appropriate, will be shared between the Government and the firm.
(8) Tax assistance in the form of a net operating loss carryback over
a 5-year period rather than the normal 8 years
b. Worker.-(1) Cash readjustment allowances: A worker may
receive weekly payments of up to 65 percent of his average weekly
wage, but limited to 65 percent of the national average weekly wage
in manufacturing. Normally a worker may receive payments for up
to 52 weeks, but Le may be allowed up to 26 additional weeks to complete approved training or 18 additional weeks if lie was over 60 when
separated.
(2) Testing, counseling, training, and job placement: 'Through
maximum use of the State employment security agencies' counseling
testing, and job referral facilities, laid-off workers will be assisted
in locating new jobs or jobs in new occupations. If necessary, workers
will be referred to appropriate training courses.
(3) Cash relocation allowances: In certain instances the head of a
household may receive a relocation allowance to cover his basic moving
expenses when a job has been found for him or he has located one in
another city and there is no suitable job for him in his own city. No
worker can be compelled to move against his wishes.
The criteria established in the TEA have been so rigid that no
petitioning firm or group of workers has been able to meet the test.
ive groups,of, workers and five firms have petitioned the Tariff Commission for a determination of eligibility to apply for adjustment assistance, but none was found by the Commission to meet the criteria.
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Adjashnent .Is;qtance .1dclory Board
The Trade Expansion Act created an Adjustment Assistanee Advisory Board, consisting of the Secretary of Commerce as Chairman,
and 6f the Treasury, Agriculture, Labor, Interior, and Health, Education, and Welfare Secretaries, the Small Business Administrator,
and others the President deems appropriate, to advise the President
on the development of coordinated programs for adjustment assistance. The Chairman is authorized to appoint for any industry a committee representing employers, workers, and the public to advise the
Board.
B. ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE UNDER THE AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS
TRADE ACT

Adjustment assistance provisions for individual firms and groups of
workers were also included in the Automotive Products Trade Act of
1965. These provisions were established as a separate program because
of the unique features of the United States-Canadian Automotive
Products Agreement. The standards of eligibility are less stringent
than under fie TEA but the actual assistance which firms and workers
may receive is the same under both acts.
The Automotive Products Trade Act of 1965 implements the United
States-Canadian Automotive Products Agreement. The agreement
eliminates tariffs between the two countries on most new motor vehicles
and parts for use as original equipment in the manufacture of such
vehicles.
This agreement is unique in that it wis designed to eliminate barriers
to the optimum efficiency of a single indust -y producing and selling
the same products on botli sides of the United States-Canadian border.
It was anticipated that although production and employment would
increase on both sides of the border some dislocations could result not
only from increased imports, but also from decreasing exports or interiial shifts within the industry asproduction operations were ration.
alized. Because dislocations caused by the latter two situations were
not covered by the Trade Expansion Act and because the agreement
immediately reduced tariffs to zero, the eligibility criteria of The Auto
Act were changed from those required by the Trade Expansion Act.
I'roeed~.ree

Petitions for determination of eligibility to apply for assistance
under the Auto Act are initially submitted.by either firms or groups
of workers to the Automotive Agreement Adjustment Assistance
Board. This Board, consisting of the Secretaries of Commerce, Labor,
and the Treasury, reviews the petitions to insure that they are properly filed and'then requests the Tariff Commission to conduct an
investigation of the facts related to the petition. The Board makes its
determination on the basis of the facts disclosed in the Tariff Commission report and advice from other Government agencies. Themaximum
time which may elapse from the'date on which the petition is deemed
properly filed and the date of the final determination is 70 days, unless
a supplemental report is requested from the Tariff Commission, in
which event an extra M5 days are permitted.
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In determining whether to certify the petitioning firm or group of

workers as eligible to apply for adjustment assistance, the Board must
consider the following criteria:
1. Dislocation of the firm or group of workers has occurred or

threatens to occur.
2. Automotive product: The firm must produce or have produced
(or the workers must have been mploved in a firm which produces
or did produce) an automotive product. As defined by the act, an auto-

motive product is ii motor vehicle br a part to be used as original equip.

ment in the manufacture of motor vehicles.
3a. The role of the operation of the agreement: If the Board deter.
mines that the operation of the agreement has been the primary factor
causing the actual or threatened dislocation, it will certify that the firm
or group of workers is eligible to apply for adjustment assistance, or
b. Economic criteria: If the following economic criteria are met, it
is presumed that the operation of the agreement has been the primary
factor in causing the dislocation unless the Board finds evidence to the

contrary:

1. Production in the United States of the automotive product
concerned or its directly competing product must have decreased
appreciably; and
2. Either of the following two events must have occurred:
(a) Imports into the United States of the Canadian automotive product like or directly competitive with the American
automotive product must have increased appreciably; or
(b) Exports from the United States to Canada of the
American product produced by the U.S. firm concerned and
like or directly competitive American products must have decreased appreciably relative to Canadian output.
As under the TradeExpmion At the assistance which eligible
firms receive is administered by the Bepartment of Commerce and
workers receive benefits adminiistered through the Department of
Labor.
Experience

Experience under the APTA shows that adjustment assistance can
be an effective means of helping workers dislocated because of our Nation's trade policy. Petitions for adjustment assistance under the act
have been filed by 17 groups of workers in nine States. As of October
31, 1967, the Auto Board has acted on 15 of these cases and issued 12
certification of eligibility covering 2,500 workers. Three petitions were
denied; no petitions have been submitted by firms. Of the nearly 2,500
who have been certified as eliible for assistance, apl oxinately 1,700
of these have actually received weekly payments which total just under
$212 million.

I

In addition to receiving weeldy benefits, special counseling and guide.
ance, testing, andjob referl services were also provided the dislocated
workers by the tate eznqloyment security agencies. Many workers
were placed immediately in new jobs while others were Wered to
training, returned to their former employers, or left the labor force. No
workers have been relocated under provisions of this act. .
For example, when workers of the Ford Motor Co.'s Del-Val Parts
Depot, Pennsauken. N.J.. were notified of their pending layoff in
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March 1966, the New Jersey and Pennsylvania employment service
agencies worked together in developig a reemployment program. With
advance notice of the layoff, the New Jersey agency was able to provide prelayoff job counseling and guidance to most of the 200 workers
at the plant. Of these workers, 98 registered for em ploymnt assistance
with local employment officers in New Jersey and 47 registered with
those in Pennsylvania.
Partly because of a systematic job development campaign, most of
the registrants found new jobs after about 10 weeks of unemployment
on the average. In August the Ford Co. began to recall former workers.
By January 15,1967, only 89 of the separated workers remained unemployed and in August 1967 approximately 20 of the former Ford
workers collected adjustment assistance benefits. Most of these were
above or near the retirement age.
STATEMENT OF NATIONAL CHERRY GROWERS
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& INDUSTRIES FOUNDAPoLcIEs

REViW OF U.S. TRAD

This statement is submitted by the National Cherry Growers &
Industries Foundation, 801 Standard Plaza, Portland, Oreg. 97204, a
trade association of growers, processors and shippers of sweet cherries
grown in Oregon, Washington, Caliornia, Bfichigan, New York,
Idaho, and Utah. The foundation was organized in 1948.
SUMMARY OF STATEMENT

1. The U.S. sweet cherry industry, which must rely entirely upon
the domestic U.S. market with no export potential, requires reasonable
essedcherries.,
protetion in that market from imported
29. "Adjstment assistance" such as authorized by the- Trade Expansion At of 1962, has no practicable application to growers of
cherries or other perennial tree crops. Resentment, retraining, etc.,
of such growers, subsidization of their conversion to production of
other products, or outright cash compensation, would provide no
equitable, workable, or satisfactory remedy for the loss of their primary market. Apr during cherry orchard enterprise cannot be convertd to other priuction or use without an intolerable loss of time,
effo and investment.
should authorize establishment in
trade legislation
8.'Any ne.w
a.ProprIt
instances,
of import quotas,
by unilateral U.S. action or
by. international commodity agreements.
4. A fair, workable, and promptly functioning "escape".me.ha.
nism is an essential provision any new trade agreements legislation.
This statement relates t the U.S. industry which grows, processes,
f
red
and markets the wet varieties of cherries as ded
tart or "sour" cherries. Those two tpes of cherries differ significantly

as to utlization, competition from. imports, and available export out-

lets; their production and handling in the United States constitute
two different, separate and independent industries, and are so recg.nized by U.S. Department of Agriculture and Tariff Commission
report&

I
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The U.S. sweet cherries have no present or potential
Axport
market,
and must depend entirely upon the domestic markets. Import com
petition consists mainly of brined (also known as "sulfured") cherries
from Italy and Spain and glace (candied) cherries from France.
Brined cherries are cherries which have been packed in a sulfur
dioxide brine for further processing into marachino, glace, and candied cherries widely used by the confectionary, ice cream, fnd bakery
trades, Fold as cocktail cherries, included in the large camed fruit
salad or fruit cocktail packs, and bottled for household use.
The principal market for the U.S. sweet cherries is in brined form.
A much lesser proportion of each year's crop is shipped for fresh
consumption, and canning is third in importance. Almost half of each
year's U.S. commercial production of sweet cherries goes into brine
for further processing. In a normal year, more than 90 percent of the
large production of sweet cherries in the Willamette Valley of Oregon
are brined,
approximately
65 percent
of of
thethe
rapidly
increasing
Mic-hi
gan
sweet cherry
production
and most
New York
production.
The average utilization for brining during the 5 years 1961-65 was
44 percent.
The importance of the brined outlet to the domestic cherry industry goes even beyond the proportion of production represented. Cherry
crops
vary widely
year to year in different areas, due to normal
production
cycles orfrom
climatic conditions during production or harvest.
Briningpermits excess production of 1year to be carried over to relativelv short-cro years, thus avoiding the necessity of leaving cherries inharveste(In years of low prices, and making possible the leveling of supplies from year to year and thus a more.stable and orderly
market than otherwise would be possible. Brining thus gives the norm.
ally highly perishable cherries the characteristics and advantages of a
nonperishable commodity. It provides a market for very large quantities of cherries which could not possibly be absorbed by the markets in
fresh form or canned.
A further economic advantage of brining is that it takes the cherries
out of competition with other fresh or canned fruits. A further advantage, particularly from the standpoint of the growers, is the fact
that cherries intended for brining are harvested at an earlier stage of
maturity than those destined for other uses and are thus less vulner.
able to adverse weather conditions affecting the fruit prior to or at
the time of harvest.
The market for cherries in brined form is thus the keystone of the
orderly and economic marketing of the entire United States sweet
cherry production.
The imported cherries, consisting of brined cherries from Italy and
Spain anI glace cherries from France, compete directly with the
Lf.S. cherries in this key market. Imports in recent years have consisted principally of glace cherries under the stimulus of two glace
tariff deductions under the trade agreements program. Imports of
brined cherries, the duty rates on which have been maintained without change since 1980, are secondary to the glace imports. The glace
imports of course displace domestic brined cherries available for use
for the domestic manufacture of glace cherries. The importers are able
to offer the French glace cherries, delivered in the United States, at
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Approximately the same price as the cost to the U.S. manufacturers of
U.. brined cherries, the basic U.S. raw material.
The United States produces a minor portion of the world's supply
of cherries. Italy, France, and Spain, the principal exporters to the
United States have all substantially increased their production in
recent years. The U.S. markets are thus exposed to extremely heavy
potential importations.
ADJUSTMENTT ASSISTANCE"

"Adjustment assistance" such as authorized in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (U.S.C. sec. 1901 et seq.) is not practicable for a perennial specialty orchard crop such as cherries. Cherry orchards, of course,
cannot be diverted to other production without intolerable sacrifice
of long years of effort and heavy investment. In any event, diversion
of present cherry acreage into other crops would not provide a satisfactoev "adjustment," as much of the cherry acreage is not suitable
for economic production of any other product, or sucl other crops as
could satisfactorily be produced in the climatic areas and on the soils
involved already are in surplus production or face heavy imports coipetition. The equipment used in cherry brining plants is specialized,
and could not be converted to other uses.
Cherry growers thus obviously cannot. readily "adjust" to a loss or
restriction of their markets. They must either contrive to bear the loss
or destroy their orchards. Loss or reduction of market outlets thus
would be much more serious and involve a much greater sacrifice for
the domestic sweet cherry industry than for producers of other commodities who may more readily go into or out of production. "Adjustment assistance," even if made more readily available than proved to be
the case under the Trade Expansion Acd of 1962, would provide no
substitute, so far as the sweet cherry industry is concerned, for reasonable im orts protection, either through adequate duty rates or by
means of appropriate import quotas. This is true also as to other perennial tree crops.
This inadeqaucy of "adjustment assistance" as to much of agriculture was pointed out in an analysis of the bill which was enacted as the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962 published by the Giannini Foundation
of Agric-ltural Economics, universityy of California, as follows:
It Is clear that the adJustment-as.istani provisions of the bill, recognizing
their favorable aspects in general, were not framed with agriculture in mind.
One may appreciate the importance of the adjustment-assistance provisions for
nonagricultural workers, firms, and industries: but that cannot explain the alppaeiat lack of recognition and understanding by 1he architects of the bill of the
differential nature. of the adjustment-assifstnne problem in agriculture.
In fact, one could believe that the agricultural adjustment-assistance problems,
as they are related to the Trade fItpanston Act of 1962, did not enter the minds
of the drafters of the legislation, and If they did, they certainly made little
imprint.,
I3fPORT -QUOTAS AND COMU1ODITY AGREEMENTS

As above stated, the domestic cherry industry now shares its U.S.
market to a substantial extent with the exporters of foreign brined and
b"The European Common MNIrkf't. Trade E"xpansion Act and California Agriculture,"
by Sidney Roos. Mar. 2 1962, Olann nt Foundaton of Agricultural Economic#, University
o California, Berkeley, Nallf.
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finished cherries. Present duty rates, in the light of the differences in
the foreign and domestic costs of production, are no serious deterrent
to such imports but do provide a floor to the price competition from
the foreign products. The domestic industry does not ek to prohibit
or escape from competition from the imported cherries, but does rely
upon having a reasonable slare of the domestic market and a reasonable opportunity to compete in that market.
From the standpoint both of the domestic industry and the exportimport interests, import quotas might be much more realistic and more
satisfactory than import duties. Production and marketing programs
on both sides of the.Atlantic could be developed with greater assurance. The domestic producers would be protected against ruinous
flooding of their market in years of excess foreign production. The
foreign producers not only would gain from removal of the duty rates,
but would be assured of a stable outlet in the U.S. market.
Any new legislation should leave the door open to international
commodity agreements negotiated possibly in replacement of fixed import duties. These might or might not include import quotas, but would
provide for market sharing both of current market. volume and also of
future expanded markets. This foundation supported H.R. 1172 introduced in tie 89th Congress to amend the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954 so as to provide for the use of counterpart funds for international agricultural conferences, with specific
provision for representation of agricultural industries in the negotiation of international commodity arrangements. Similarly, any new
trade legislation not only should include authorization of and procedure for negotiation of such international commodity agreements, but
should expressly provide for representation on the U.S. negotiating
team of the domestic industry or industries involved.
THE 41ESCAPE ) MECHANISM

Any new trade agreements legislation must, of course, include means
whereby tariff protection, once relaxed, may be restored upon appropriate showing of substantial injury. Such relief must be available not
only to the possibly few manufacturers or processors of the ultimate
finished product involved, but also to the producers of the basic raw
material of such manufacture. Specifically, the cherry growers have
a vital and necessary interest in any tariff or trade regulation proceeding involving brined or processed cherries, the major outlet for the
growers' production; The tremendous volume of sweet cherries which
go into brine each year pass through the hlds of only 47 brining
establishments. The "domestic industry" involved certainly is not confined to those 47 firms but includes the many thousands of cherry
growers who produce die cherries involved.
The cherry growers are especially sensitive on this point because
a 1952 Tariff Commission ruling in an escape-clause proceeding
brought by glace cherry manufacturers indicated that in fury to the
cherry growers through loss of market to imported glace cherries was
immaterial because the growers could not be considered a part of the
domestic industry producing glace cherries. This resulted in an amend.
nent in 1955, to the trade agrements legislation then under consideration,Vnown as the Morse-Magnuson "cherry amendment" which made
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growers proper interested parties in any escape-clause and peril-point
proceedings under the Trade Agreements Act (see Congressional Record of May 4, 1955, pp. 480-4808, and 48184819k.
This problem is covered by the definition of "directly competitive
with" in section 401(4) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C.

1806).

Dated October 27,1967.
Respectfully submitted.

JzJxis H. Bayes, Preaident.

Policies and Programs Needed to Expand U.S. Exports
EXEVTtIVE BRAN0[ STATEMENT

As recounted in another paper in this series, tariffs affecting U.S.
exports have been substantially reduced in the last 30 years through
reciprocal trade agreement negotiations culminating in the Kennedy
round of GATT trade negotiations. Progress has aso been made in
the reduction of nontariff barriers both in the GATT framework, including the Kennedy round, and through bilateral efforts to persuade
individual governments to remove such barriers when they are unnecessary or discriminatory. The steady expansion of U.S. exports to their
record level of $29.4 billion in 1966 and an annual rate of $31.1 billion
in the first, 8 months of 1967 was very materially assisted by the market
opportunities oI)ened up by these activities.
Likewise esqkntial to the expansion of U.S. exports are numerous
other governmental policies and programs which directly or indirectly
affect the ability of U.S. industry and agriulture to compete in worlil
markets. As in the case. of the trade agreements program, these policies
and programs require the coordinated efforts of many branches of the
U.S. Government.
The nature and sope of the services and programs presently offered
by Uf.S. governmentt aieicies to promote export expansion are out-

lined in the annex to this report, together with indications of plans
for their improvement and expansion. Although activities are in a
number of cas, reported in terms of the responsibilities of a single
agency, they are in fact complementary and directed to the same goal,

thle stmulation and facilitation of U.S. export trade.
In achieving this goal the following are some of the principal
means that need to be einpioyed:

(1) A long-term commltment by the U.S. Goreriment to the miantenanwe and derelopmment of export promotion progranis---mark'et analy8i8, commercial intelligence, and trade facilitation service to ex7orters-comnensurate with nationalneeds.-While the provision of
commercial information has been. a long-established element of U.S.
trade policy, direct trade promotional programs in such forms as foreign exhibitions of U.S. products and trade missions are for the most
part of relatively recent vintage. The response of industrial and agricultural producers and the very favorable returns from these programs
indicate, the desirability of stepping up these activities. If U.S. firms
are to be encouraged to become new exporters, or to expand their
existing export activity, undertaking significant expenditures of their
resources and often in markets which are less stable and which offer
limited short-term rewards, their readiness to act can be expected to
he importantly influenced by their estimate of the depth and continuity of the Government's interest. They will want to be able to
count on the requisite facilities of the Government being sustained,
and augm ented as needed, over the long term. This implies multiyear
(215)
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Government export promotion progrannig complementary to indus-

try needs. (For a discussion of existing programs and future plans,
see Annex I: Export Promotion.)

(2)A8mrance of adequateand competitive export financing through
commercial banks and governmental 8ervies--A number of actions

have been taken in the last few years to help overcome t70e recurring
balance-of-payments deficits by expanding and improving export
financing facilities. Among these has been the adoption in the last
few years, primarily by the Export-Import Bank, of new programs of
export credit guarantees for both industrial and agricultural products,
the Bank's extended use of direct credits for purchases of U.S. supplies
for large foreign projects, and the development of both short-term
and medium-term export credit insurance coverage of exporters by tie
Foreign Credit Insurance Association, a group of insurance companies'
operating in conjunction with the Export-Import Bank.
The Commodity Credit Corporation encourages exports of agricultural commodities through the offering of short-term credit, mostly
12 months or less, although credit can be for as much as 3 years. This
program has been expanded and has been effective in facilitating exports. It also serves to facilitate the transition of developing countries
from aid to trade.
Efforts of the operating agencies, in conjunction with other Departments and the business community, have improved the scope and effectiveness of these programs, and the effectiveness of the operations of
the older governmental export credit programs of other major trading
countries requires that these efforts continue. Particular considerate ion
must be given, moreover, to improvements in rediscounting of export
credit paper; to means of funding exports to developing countries
which have unusual commercial significance; and to policies which will
provide sufficient liquidity to meet our export expansion objectives and
adequate scope for export credit operations within our voluntary credit
restraint program. (See Annex-I: Export Financing.)
(3) ProNvionof basisfor epandin
era
Wo xport8 within economw aa8istance programs.--While the economic development objective of U.S. aid programs is paramount, these programs offer opportunities, through the selection of projects and commodity imports to be
funded and the transition to long-term dollar credits from foreign
currency payments for Public Law 480 agricultural shipments, to
assist U.S. firms and products to gain a foothold for the long term.
Moreover, careful analysis and program planning are required to
assure that aid-finances shipments from the United States are not
merely substitutive for U.S. commercial exports--in other words, that
aid shipments are "additional" to the maximum feasible extent. (See
Annex V: Trade and Investment in Developing Countries.)
The economic development that is built into the food aid programs
measurably improves U.S. export sales opportunities, and a number
of countries have moved from "aid" to "trade." This development is
enhanced by one of the major changes in recent U.S. policies, which
is to tie food aid to a maximum effort by developing countries to mobilize their own resources. The long-term credit program has proved
a useful bridge in helping a number of developing countries to begin
their transition from purchases with local currency to purchases 1or
dollars.
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(4) Enouragenent of exports in connection with foreign investment operatiowns.--While analysis of trade benefits and disadvantages
has proven difficult (see Paper No. 12: Evaluating the Effects of Direct
Foreign Investment on Exports), foreign investments can serve as
vehicles for expanded sales of capital equipment and materials to foreign affiliates for marketing of U.S.-produced items through affiliates,
and for acquisition of technology and components for use in U.S.-based
manufacturing which could increase the export competitiveness of particular export products.
To the extent they are additional, these exports, especially when coupled with substantial short-term earnings remitted from the foreign
subsidiary, help mitigate the adverse balance-of-payments effects of investment capital outflows. The voluntary balance-of-payments program
takes these benefits into account.
(5) Assurance of fair andreasonableexport transportationcosts and
reduction and 8impliftation of export formalities.-Transportation
costs constitute an important element in export pricing, and policies
and procedures to remedy inequities should be continued, and improved where feasible. At the same time the U.S. Government should
continue to provide leadership and support in simplifying trade documentation requirements. (See Annex IV: Ocean Transportation,
Freight Rates, and Export Expansion.)
(6) Action8 relevant to U.8. and foreign fiscal policy and tax laws
and procedures.-Any consideration of policies to promote exports
must take into account U.S. and foreign fiscal policy and tax laws and
procedures affecting U.S. firms in international trading operations.
U.S. policies and actions in this field must balance trade needs aguinst
general considerations of fiscal policy and international trade policy.
(See Annex III: Taxation.) At the same time, the policies and actions
of other countries in this field insist be closely examined, for example,
the general adoption of the value-added system of excise or consumption taxes in the EEC, to insure that U.S. trade is not being disadvantaged. (See Paper No. 11: The Consequences for U.S. Exports of
the Adoption by the European Economic Community of a Common
Value Added Tax.) International tax conventions have proven useful
in facilitating international trade and other international transac.

tions and the program of negotiating them with other countries
should be pursued.
(7) Expassion of East-West trade in peaceful good.-Although

massive commercial gains would not be likely, expanded trade with
Eastern European countries could yield benefits taindividual traders
and for the balance of payments. When generally favorable political
circumstances develop vis-a-vis these countries, commercial negotiations would be in order to remove current disabilities.
(8) Other governmentalpolicies and aetion.--Among other actions
necessary to facilitate the expansion of U.S. export trade are the
following:

(a) Appropriate consideration must be given to the maintenance
and improvement of price conditions favorable to the export competitiveness of U.S. products.
(b) Free competition policies and programs of the United States
and other countries must be kept under continuing examination to
take into account their effect on export operations.
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(e) Policies and actions are needed to protect or secure fulfillment
of an exporter's industrial property rights through negotiation of international agreements which will simplify industrial property right
protection procedures and broaden the scope of protection.
(d) eJoint efforts of the U.S. Government and the U'.S. business

community must he continued to improve arrangements for arbitra-

tion and(;onciliation in international tiiude disputes and toward international harmonization of commercial law an practices.
ANxEx
INTRODUCTION

In April 1967 a comprehensive review of policies and programs
Iecessarv to expand exports was completed by the National Export
Exj i.s)llio Council (
C), .ronl) of lea(ling business and rofessional men appointed to provide a1 vice and assitance to the Seeretary of Commerce on the various aspects of export expansion. The
council had appointed five separate NEEC action committees, each
coiiposed of officers drawn front manufacturing industries, exporting firms, and banks with day-to-day operations in these specific
areas. The subjects covered by the action committees were: "Export

ExjIaN)fsiOI," -Exlport Fitnance," "Taxation and Exports," "Trans-

lortat 11. and "rade and Investment in the Developng (onntrie~s."
The C(ommerc'e )apartment and other agencies of the executive
banuch had assigned observers and had provided relevant information to the action committees, and Commerce provided continuing staff
backup to assure followthrough on the many recommendations made
by the committees. The NEEC action committee effort therefore represents a full-scale review of major policy issues encountered in deve lopinr joint Government-business export expansion programs.
'he council's recommendations were delivered to the President by
the Secretarv of Commerce and NEEC leaders for consideration within the Govt rnmment. Copies of the recommendations have also been submitted to the Senate Finance Committee in connection with this legislative oversight review of U.S. trade policies. The NEEC review, together with the established interdepartmental mechanism for coordinated action on the balance-of-payments problem-culminating in the
Cabinet lalance-of-Payments Committee-has involved several departments and agencies whose activities have an impact on international trade and investment.
A substantial nuinler of policy, program, and administrative changes
are encom)assed in the NEEC proposals. Since the policy recommendations are. consonant with the general thrust of the main policy points
outlined above, they are sumarized in the annex for convenience of
presentation along with the program and procedural revision pro-

)osals with which they are entwmed. The nmnjort proposals and refated actions are grouped in accordance with the NEEC action commiltee assignments. Particular attention is given to current activities
and future plans of the Government agencies in the field of export

promotion.
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I. Pportpromotion
The National Export Expansion Couucil's Action Committee on
Export Promotion presented 18 recommendations.
Particular stress was placed on the need for short-term and longterm Government export expansion programs around which industry
could plan its own efforts. An important feature would be intensive
and highly specific market analysis with full utilization of electronic
data processing to provide "a systematic study of trade opportunities
abroad and the corresponding mating of American capabilities against
these opportunities." Responsive action to these recommendations is
discus.el at length later under this heading.
Other recommendations involving Government action include reinforcement of recommendations of other action committees in the areas

of finance, taxation, and transportation; expansion of East-West
trade; continued Government efforts respecting patent and trademark
protection abroad; and more export. orientation in Commerce Field
Service and Foreign Service personnel administration.
Measures have been taken by the Government which bear on these

recommendations.
For example, the United States partici ated in the Intellectual
Property Conference in Stockholm in mid-1967 which effected improvements in procedures available to the United States under the
T5-Country Paris Union Patent and Trade Mark Convention. A new
World Intellectual Property Organization was created at the Conference to administer the Paris Convention and others. Another example is the current revision and expansion of programs covering
export, orientation and training of Foreign Service and Commerce
Field Service personnel. Action on other action committee recommendations is covered in subsequent sections of this annex.
Several Government agencies have been carrying out trade promotion programs for many years, and with increased intensity, scope,
and coordination in recent years as a major aspect of balance-of-payments improvement programs. The NEEC action committee's recommendations have provided encouragement and impetus to the formulation of short-term programs designed to produce immediate results
and of long-term programs around which U.S. firms could plan and
program their export operations over several years.
Outlined below are current agency export promotion activities,
together with future plans.
DEP.,RT'HENT OF CoMMERCE
A. EXISTING PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES

The Department of Commerce has broad responsibility for export
promotion. Its activities can be grouped into three programs ar,1

gen ,rally described as follows:
International connereialinformation.-These activities encompass
thIe collection, analysis, and dissemination of economic and commercial information necessary to firms to plan and carry out international business activities. This covers an informational spectrum ranging from regional and country economic conditions through foreign
trade regulations and import duties, and patent, trademark, and copy-
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right systems, to information about individual foreign firms with
which U.S. exporters have or might establish business relations.
A'a'-port deielopment.-To heighten industry's awareness of the importance of international trade and the value of export opportunities,
the Department. of Commerce, through its field offices, conducts world
trade conferences, workshops, and seminars, and consults with individual firms about their particular export problems and potential.
Trhev* objectives are also served by the "E" Awards programs, whreby
the 1rusildent formally cites firms with outstanding export, expansion
fichieveinents. To helip potential exporters get. started and expand
their busih.,%-, the weekly International Commerce magazine carries
world trade opportunities, lists of foreign companies interested in
buying or distributing specific U.S. products. Commerce also helps the
new exporter through the "piggyback" program, by arranging contact
with active exlprters who.e established distribution systems are suited
to carry the inexperienced exporters' complementary products. Studies
of export potential jre prepared and disseminated to help direct intf ial or expanding export efforts.
(inreas
1-0'(fo/f.tvdc

.- (oini-eive operates six and is develop-

ing the seventh overseas promotional activity to provide opportunities
for immediate and future sales of U.S. products by exposing IT.S.
products, and in most cases, the men whosell them, to identified foreign
market. opportunities and potential foreign representatives.
(l)jT.S. trade centers are permanent sales and showroom facilities
in six loeationg-l ondon. Frankfurt, Milan, Stockholm., Tokyo, and
Bangkok. This program is designed to introduce I.S. firms and prodncts to new export. markets, with particular emphasis on continuing
trado development through the establishment of new agencies and distrilutoships. Approximately 50 full-scale Iromotions are, mounted
each year through trade centers.
(2) U.S. commercial exhibitions are Commerce-sponsored IT.S. exhibitions in international trade fairs or "solo," where no suitable trade
fair exists. Approximately 20 major commercial exhibitions are
mounted each year. The objectives are. the same as those of IT.S. trade
centers, but the flexibility of the trade-fair medium permits Commerce
to take advantage of promising markets wherever they exist.
(3) Trade missions are groups of selected bIsinessmen traveling
overseas, to make business contacts. On official Government missions,
the member; represent their industries. On industry-sponsored missions, organized and operated with the assistance of ,oinimerce, the
members pay their own expenses and do business, for themselves.
(4) Amemica Weeks are designed speifically topromote overseas
sales of U.S. consumer goods through cooperative promotions with
the foreign department stores.
(5 and 6) Mobile trade fairs and sample display service nre two promotional techniques that permit the display and sales of U.S. products
throughout the world, especially in less developed markets.
(7) Trade development and service centers, a new activity, will provide an overseas export promotion facility that is specially adapted to
trade promotion nees in developing markets. Its main objectives will
be to introduce and establish. U.S. products, service and distribution
methods, and business concepts, and, where necessary, to train sales
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and service personnel in the operation and maintenance of such prodticts, Although immediate siles and agency relationships will be genelated, the primary objectives will be the introduction of business
concepts and niethods necessary for effective marketing of U.S. prodtIcts, and (he development of technological and brand preferences as a
base for continuing and expanding sales opportunities for U.S. busineims as economic (evelopment expands the -nma-ket potential. Projecttypo promotions will be developed to allow the U.S. exhibitors longer
and more varied exposure in tile market.
The project-oriented promotional techniques are presently being
developed and tested at, the Bangkok Trade Center in anticipation of
the establishinent of the lirst trade development and service center in
the near future.
Commerce has been developing cooperative trade promotion programs with other Government agencies, sharing techniques and facilities, and carrying out joint efforts. Thus Agriculture is assisting
Commerce in pronmotig visits of foreign buying groups for the purchase of U.S. industrial equipment along the lines employed by Agriculture for foreign commodity buying groups. The two Departments
share the use of Commerce-operated trade centers and contemplate
joint exhibits, e.g., food pI'oducts and food-related equipment. Other
joint ventures would cover America Week exhibits and. other in-store
activities abroad, and joint, solicitation of trade opportunities. Joint
export promotion seminars and workshops have also proven useful.
Coinmerce's export expansion progranis depend importantly on the
activities of commercial and economic officers and local personnel in
our embassies and consulates abroad. (See section on Department of
State activities.)
B. IMOGIRAM FXPANSlON PlANS

The Depatmnent of Commerce has recently developed plans for the
expansion of selected existing activities and for the establishment of
several new export expansion programs. Developments promoting
these moves are the anticipated continuation of tile adverse balanceof-payments situation for a number of years; the increasing conmpetItiveiess of foreign industries in the world market threatening
further decline in the U.S. trmde surplus and the U.S. share of world
trade; the opportunity to expand U.. exports presented by the Kennedy round tariff reductions; aid the May 1967 recommendations to
the"President by the National Export Expansion Council (NEEC)
calling for both short-term and long-term Government action programs around which business and Industry can plan their export
expansion programs.
As they relate to the NEEC recommendations on export expansion
tile elements of the Commerce plans are. as follows:
(1) Recognizing the need for a short-term action program designed
to produce immediate results, Commerce would:
(a) increase its commercial exhibitions from the present level
of about 20 per year to about 30 within the next year or so, and
increase the scope of these exhibitions to accommodate more ex-

hibitors, and
(b) increase markedly the mobile trade fairs and the America
Weeks promotions in foreign department stores.
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(2) Regarding the need for a longer term program around which
industry can plan its international business for the next 'decade, the
following steps are planned:
(n) creation of four new overseas trade centers-for a total
of 10; and
(b) initiation of a new cooperative Government-industry market development program. Aimed particularly at increasing the
1..S. share of major markets, and gaining a foothold for U.S.
products in developing markets, the cooperative Governmentindustry market development program is a trade development
activity involving contractual relations with private U.S. trade
organizations to provide for continuing, long-term development
of export markets. The Department of Commerce would cooperate
with the interested firms and associations by helping them plan
and carry out, integrated sales campaigns over periods of 2 or more
years. The sales campaign would include utilization of the Derartment's trade promotion activities and facilities-with the
industry enjoying longer and fuller exposure in the market than
it can achieve through a single participation and one of the Department's other promotional activities.
(3) The plans include acceleration of present. automation projects in
the commercial information system, as does the NEEC report.
(4) Expansion of the export market identification analysis would
be progress toward the NEEC goal ofgoods.
market-by-market analysis of
the total export potential for American
(5) Also included in the plans, but not directly related to any
specific NEEC recommendation, is substantial expansion of promotional efforts to make U.S. industry more export minded. As planned.
this would be carried out in close cooperation with the national and 42
regional export expansion councils (REEC) and thus would con
tribute substantially to the NEEC recommendation that REEC effectiveness should be increased.
The Department of Commerce considers its present plans to be only
the first step in developing an export expansion program that is responsive to the nationarneed. Recognizing the long-term needs of U.S.
industry, the Department is engaged in an extension of the 5-year
program-planning-budgeting (PPB) projection of existing and
planned export expansion activities over the 10-year span to 1978. In
its efforts to measure present program outputs the Department. has
identified the areas where further study will be most fruitful. All of
this is pointed toward a single objective, a 10-year program of measurable activities that provide a meaningful basis for setting and achieving national export goals.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
A.

is NG PROGRAMS AND ACTVrrE

-The U.S. Department of Agriculture carries out programs to expand commercial sales of all US. agricultural products in foreign
markets and to sell and ship U.S. farm products to less developed

countries under the provisions of Public Law 480. These programs in-

elude market promotion, market intelligence, various types of sales
programs and support activities.
llarket pramotwn.-The maintenance and expansion of foreign
markets for agricultural products are promoted by:
(a) Coordinating, directing, financing, and supervising the operation of market development programs for agricultural products.
I
The program is based on joint industry-Government activities in
which Government funds are augmented by contributions from private
trade groups in the form of cash. goods, and services. Typical activities
involve market analysis, dissemination of technical information, general education, influencing of key decisionmakers, making news, advertising and publicity, point of sale promotion and getting others
to promote. U.S. Department of Agriculture participation in SUCH
activities is organized through four channels including (1) cooperator
programs (more than 00 U.S. trade associations working actively in
over 70 coimtries; more than 100 foreign trade associations cooperating
with the U.S. associations under formal agreements; more than 300
nongovermnental employees spending from-half to all of their time on
overseas market development work and $7.4 million in private contributions to the program in the form of cash, goods, and services) ; (2)
trade fairs and trade centers (since the inception of the international
trade fairs program some 11 years ago, the U.S. Department of Agriculture has sponsored 191 exhibits in 37 countries throughout the
world. The U.S. Department of Agriculture also maintains permanent
staffs at trade centers in London, Milan, and Tokyo. Year-around services are provided to the U.S. seller and the foreign buyer) ; (3) USDA
projects for special situations; and (4) research, particularly on the
import, needs in all major overseas agricultural markets.
(b) developing agreements with foreign countries for sales of U.S.
agricultural commodities under Public Law 480 and following up
on the shipments of those commodities (about one-fourth of U.S. agricultural exports move under Public Law 480 programs). Under the
present law, as amended last year, the requirement that agricultural
commodities be in surplus has been eliminated and emphasis is placed
on self-help by the recipient country to improve its food production
and marketing, as well as on a transition to dollar sales.
The new program seeks to speed up the progress of countries from
"aid" status to "trade" status. This transition will be helped by the
availability of long-term credit for dollars, thus making it easier to
make a start toward purchasing U.S. farm products in the commnercial
market. The program aims at making this transition by December 31,
1971.
Commodity and infonmation prognam..-Information on foreign
market requirements for specific commodities is obtained, analyzed,
and made available to farm and trade groups as is information on
production, trade, prices, etc. The demand for more detailed and
timely information has increased with rapid growth in agricultural
exports and with the development of economic communities, international trade agreements, etc. A continuous program is carried on to
maintain and expand the market abroad for U.S. farm products. This
program includes developing and supervising commodity market
development projects. Assistance is rendered to domestic trade repre-
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sentatives in negotiations with foreign government officials, importers,
and consumers and bringing together American exporters and foreign importers under conditions favorable to trade.
The barterexport program.--The USDA in cooperation with other
Government agencies, conducts a barter program desired (1) to utilize agricultural commodities, in lieu of dollars, in acquiring from other
countries, goods, materials, and services required abroad by U.S. Government agencies or for'the national and supplemental stockpiles and
(2) to develop or expand foreign markets for U.S. agricultural products. Barter exports are commercial sales insofar as the importing
country is concerned. Restrictions are placed on the countries to which
agricultural exports may move in order to provide reasonable assurance that barter exports will not displace, but will be in addition to,
anticipated cash sales of U.S. farm products.
General 8ales proqram-The USDA conducts a general sales program to develop dollar export sales for agricultural commodities and
pricing policies and programs for sales for export including sales for
credit. Special export, programs are designed to make price-supported
commodities and certain products thereof competitive in world markets through (1) sales of CCC stocks for commercial exports; (2) sales
of CCC stocks for restricted uses such as school lunch, welfare, and
disaster relief: and (3) payment of export subsidies.
Credit prograi.-These programs include short-term commercial
credit (Up to 3 years) and special credit programs both to the private
trade and on a government-to-government basis under Public Law 490.
The Department also advises and collaborates with the Export-Import
Bank in connection with the Bank's medium-term guarantee and export
credit insurance programs as they finance exports of U.S. agricultural
commodities.
AgrilturalattachIs.-Agricultural attaches located in 60 posts assist in the development of markets abroad for U.S. agricultural commodities. As representatives abroad, their responsibility cuts across
nearly all program activities to promote export markets for agricultural products. These activities include major responsibility for supervision of market activities carried out in cooperation wth trade groups.
They check and report on arrivals of commodities and on compliance
with terms of concessional sales. In addition, they have an active role
in promoting U.S. agricultural interests in bilateral and multilateral
trade policy negotiations. A comprehensive schedule of foreign agricultural market and trade reporting is maintained to meet the needs
of the American agricultural industry.
The attach's appraisal of the agricultural situation, in his assigned
area, is fundamental in the development of export programs, whether
under sales promotion, Public Law 480, CCC sales authorities. or barter. These programs may involve the attach4 in special investigations
and negotiations and impose upon him the important responsibilities
for verifying arrivals and dispositions of commodities and taking other
actions to determine and assure compliance with program provisions.
8. PROORAM EXPANSION PLANS

This past year (fiscal 1967) the United States exported nearly $6.8
billion of farm products. Exports have increased about 40 percent dur-
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ing the 1960's. Tile following actions would help continue this upward
trend:
(1) Expand short-term dollar credit (up to 36 months) as necessary
to meet competition.
(2) Export payments for U.S. commodities be used where desirable
ill order to meet price competition in foreign markets.
(3) Continue to barter agricultural commodities for the procurement of goods and services abroad wherever this proves advantageous
to the United States.
(4) Sales under the food-for-freedom program be maintained at
levels that are practical and feasible as the United States does its share
to combat hunger and malnutrition and to encourage economic development and market expansion in the developing countries.
(5) Developing countries that get substantial U.S. assistance or a
large part of their food and fiber imports through our food-for-freedom program be encouraged to buy from us on commercial or quasicommercial terms a similarly large portion of their remaining needs.
(6) The USDA's market development program be stepped up to
keep pace with increasing activity from competitors and to capitalize
on new marketing opportunities.
(7) Intensify re,search to facilitate the management of export mnr
ket development programs and to derive indicators of cost effective(8) Improve geographic coverage of areas important to U.S. agricultural trade and increase the depth and quality of reporting.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

The Department of State attaches major importance to trade promotion activities by Foreign Service posts. The Secretary of State repeatedly has impressed upon chiefs of missions the need to increase
U.S. exports. Under the leadership of the ambassador all other officers
at our posts abroad are expected to be alert to opportunities and to
make contributions to trade promotion efforts. The contributions of the
Foreign Service posts are very substantial during trade mission visits
and in support of programs such as those conducted at trade centers
and commercial fairs and in special trade promotion activities such as
America Weeks.
Commercial/economic officers in the Foreign Service devote most of
their efforts to trade promotion, directly or indirectly. In fiscal year
1966, for example, 60 percent of the time of the 530 economic-commercial officers serving in our embassies and consulates abroad was devoted
to commercial work.
The Department receives from the Foreign Service a continuous
stream of economic and commercial information, much of which is
made available to American banks and business firms through the
facilities of the Department of Commerce and AID.
Mot of the economic and commercial reporting by our missions
abroad is designed to be useful to American businessmen and industry
as well as to Government agencies. This reporting includes a periodical
Economic Trends Report on the economy of all countries with which
we have diplomatic relations. This report, which is widely disseminated by the Department of Commerce and U.S. press services, pro-
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rides American businessmen with current. information on market and
business conditions in any country in which they nmy have interest.
Visiting American businessmen who call at Forelgn Service posts
are supplied up-to-date information on the local economy and on
local governmentt policies and programs. They are assisted in-arranging
appointments and in many other ways. lany posts in developing
countries issue commercial newsletters to puhlicize new American
products and specific trade and investment opportunities.
The Department has consultation programs uider which 1U.S. ambassdo and senior Foreign Service officers meet with business executives in New York and Chicago under arrangements made by lusineSS

associations. These consultations acquaint the officers with the problenis faced by U.S. companies abroad and provide oplportunities for
business executives to increase their knowledge of overseas situations
and U.S. Government policies.
The I)epartment has negotiated treaties of friendship, commerce,
and navigation with 20 countries since World War II. The treaty commitments confer upon American businessmen a very substantial body

of economic privileges in foreign countries, and are'dc' gned to assure
the ability to openrte in a foreign country on a basis of competitive
equality with local business concerns.
I)EP.ARTMENT OF 1)EFEN-SE

The Department of Defense is authorized by the Congrests (Foreig n
Assistance Act of 1961, as amended) to make foregj i military sales
as a means of replacing or supplementing grant aid for the purpose of
facilitating the kinds of arrangements l' individual and collective
security required to promote world peace and the foreign policy, security, and general welfare of the United States.
The foreign military sales program has three principal objectives:

1. To promote the defensivee strength of our allies, consistent with
U.S. political-economic objectives.
22.To promote the concept of cooperative logistics with our allies.
3. To offset the unfavorable balance of payments resulting from essential U.S. military deployments abroad.
Three basic standards govern the conduct of the Department of Defense fore.i gn military sales program:
1. It. will not sell *equipment to a foreign country which it cannot
afford or should not have.
2. It will never ask a potential foreign customer to buy anything not
truly needed by its own forces.
3. It will not ask any foreign country to purchase anything from the
United States which it can buy cheaper or-better elsewhere.
Every proposed sale is consonant with overall policy established by
the Deipartment of State or specifically subjected to a careful and
thorough review within the U.S. Government before a sale negotiation is initiated. This review involves not only the Defense Department, but, also the State Department, AID, ihe Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, and other relevant agencies. This review is
concerned with the military legitimacy of the requirements, the
recipients' ability to pay, the potential effect on peace or stability
in the area, and on other foreign policy considerations.
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DEP.%TMwNT OF THNE INTEJIJOR
.A. :XISTINO PRO(HIA31 ANDm
,A-rVrrITIES

The 1)epartmennt of the Interior's export promotion efforts focus on
overseas consists of

fishery products Itid
coal.
fisher
y produtsti
otil .

encouraging (ouiestic, producers and processors to display and sample
their products
iat major international food trade fai'. These efforts
are carried out in co eration witi the Foreign Agriculture Service.
lInternational trade specialists front tie Bureau of Conmercial Fisheries nieet with Iirospe(tiye importers and (listributols at these fairs
and lay ihe groundwork for developing a1d expanding export markets
for U.tS. lislherv prothuels at It nlinilal cost to tile t.S. conpaily.
Since the imllementation of the program, tJhly 1, 1965, new overseas
itarkets ]lave
en estalhished for Majine slirim [), frozen lobsters,

shrimp cocktail, and scallops. Also, export sales have increased for
frozen salmon, canmied shrimlj, and pasteurized crablieat. With their
iiliIiproed ecolilV ad aidditionial spendable income, mniy Europeani are luxious'to try high quality, attractively packaged V.S. tish
and Shellfish.
Interior efforts to promote coal exports include preparation of re-

ports on current market. estimates, forecasts, evaluation and analysis
of economic and statistical (lata, in special studies survey, and the
sr%i1ing of specifiC inquiries dealing with energy trade and markets
abroad. IDay-to-day liaison is carried on with industry associations,
and the regular mon tily publication of pertinent data in Interna-

tional Coal Trade aids and advises exporters of new and expanding
coal markets. The participation in regional and international ageiicies (such as the OECD, ECE, and the World Power Conference)
serves bx)th the importer and exporter of IT.S. coal and by the appraisal of foreign markets and availability of U.S. coal for exports.
Liaison and cooperat ion with other Government agencies in exporing ways and means of promoting coal sales in existing and potential
markets is carried out through a special interde)artmental coal expot committee.
H. PROGR M EXPANSION PLANS

Long-range plans of the Department of the Interior includes instore promot ions of U.S. fishery products throughout the larger metropolitan areas in Western Europe. In addition, "do it yourself" trade
missions involving direct participation by industries, and organized in
cooperation with the Department of Commerce, would be undertaken.
Plans for the future for coal export promotion include continued
efforts toward maintaining complete market and energy availability
data in foreign countries, the publication of regional surveys and
reviews, and exploring new approaches aimed at expanding existing
markets despite severe inroads in the foreign coal markets by alternate
energy sources.
Meetings of the interagency committee and industry will be held
to discuss problems and impediments to coal availabilities and export.%covering such areas as coal mine capacities, internal rail freight
rates, port facilities, ocean shipping and freight rates, and the assess-
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ment of the coal demand abroad to encourage both the exporter anid
the importer to find.ways of expanding sales and reducing costs on
stable, large-volume, long-term sales contracts.
SMALL BUSINFSs ADMINISTRATION

The Small Business Administration (SBA) is charged with applying its resources in every possible way to increase small business contribution to the Nation's welfare. As a result of an arrangement
formalized on November 13, 1967, small business assistance programs
and trade promotion programs that have been carried out independently by SBA and Commerce, respectively, will be coordinated with
additional emphasis on export trade to insure that small business firms
receive the greate4t possible exposure to foreign market opportunities
and assistance in exploiting these opportunities.
The major elements of this arrangement include the following:
1. SBA will give additional emphasis to that aspect of its lending
program that can help small businesses participate in foreign trade.
2. Whenever appropriate SBA, in cooperation with Commerce, will
include subjects related to export trade in SBA-sponsored administrative management courses.
3.In conjunction with its counseling and assistance to small business,
SBA will take every opportunity to stimulate interest in international
trade and investment, and refer interested persons to Commerce for
substantive counseling and assistance.
4. Commerce is designating a senior officer to serve as small business
export adviser.
5. Commerce will also provide planning and material assistance to
enable SBA to give appropriate emphasis to export trade in its many
programs.
6. Both agencies will maintain closer reciprocal liaison to insure
that every opportunity for cooperative action is fully exploited.
II. Export finaning
The National Export Expansion Council's Action Committee on
Export Financing developed 26 specific recommendations. Many involved expansion, liberalization, and simplification of the export. credit
facilities, including guarantees and insurance, provided by the ExportImport Bank and its insurance arm, the Foreign Creit Insurance
Association.
Shortly after the Action Committee's report, the Export-Import
Bank in May 1906 introduced several revisions in its programs, including the liberalizing of provisions respecting maturities, reducing
downpayment requirements, reducing Export-Import Bank fees and
FCIA premium charges, and increasing the discretionary authority
of commercial banks and FCIA to commit the Export-Import Bank
without prior consultation.
Two proposals related to the Government's voluntary balance-of.
payments program, one exempting export credits from the Federal
Reserve voluntary credit restraint program, and the other permitting
exports of U.S. equipment to a plant established abroad to be used as
an offset to "outflow of direct investment" under the Commerce volun.
tary program.

I
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In its 1967 guidelines the Federal Reserve sought to provide additional preferential treatment for export loans of commercial banks by
requesting them to restrict nonexport credits to developed countries
to 10 percent of any leeway they may have under their ceilings. Commerce considered t e proposal to offset equipment exports to foreign
subsidiaries against direct investment outflow when framing its 196
and 1967 programs, but found the administrative and definitional
difficulties too great.
Another major recommendation was for the establishment of a rediscount facility within the Export-Import Bank for export paper in
order to help insulate export credit from the effects of monetary
stringency and to promote greater export orientation on the part of the
banks.
An Export-Import Bank discount loan program went into effect in
September 1966. Commercial banks are able to borrow from the Export-Import Bank up to I year against their holdings of the export
obligations of more than 180 days related to exports shipped after
March 1, 1966. These "current export" loans may aggregate up to 50
percent of the borrowing banks' export debt obligations outstanding.
Further, beginning in September 1967, the Export-Import Bank provides "net increase' loans based on any increase from the commercial
bank's portfolio of September 1,1966.
Still another proposal was for the provision of a national interest
fund for financing exports on softer terms and at greater risks than
under present Export-Import Bank policy particularly with respect
to sales to countries phasing out of the U.9. aid program, to meet intense foreign competition, and to penetrate difficult foreign markets.
Another recommendation called for effort by AID and other agencies to secure increased export benefit from the AID program.
Commerce, AID, State, and Treasury have intensified their efforts
to secure greater U.S. export "additionality" in conjunction with our
AID program loans. Teams comprised of policy officials and trade and
financial specialists have been spending extended periods in aid-recipient countries, consulting with embassy and AID officials, foreign
government officials, and business firms in order both to develop general recommendations and specific courses of action for the countries
studied.

IL. Tawation
The Council's Action Committee on Taxation made recommendation both for administrative changes in tax treatment of international
operations of U.S. firms and for legislation to ease current treatment
ot export earnings and provide a positive incentive to expanded export
activity.
A major administrative revision would bear on intercompany prcing between U.S. corporations and their foreign subsidiaries and the
reallocation by the Internal Revenue Service of income and expenses
between the parties under section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code.
The proposa[ would seek to liberalize existing criteria by issuing regulations which would determine the reasonableness of export selling
prices to related corporations abroad in accordance with varying economic circumstances-type of goods, local competitive condition, tariffs, etc.
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Proposed regulations were issued by the Treasury Department in
August 1966 and hearings held. The'regulations hlve not yet been
put in final form. The principal problem in this area centers on industry's desire to have recovery of incremental manufacturing costs
accepted as a reasonable measure of intercompany pricing and to shift
the burden of proof of reasonable pricing from the taxpayer to the
Government.
Another recomendation sought to extend the time period within
which taxpayers might repatriate funds from foreign affiliates without additional taxes, following a reallocation of income by the IRS,
and substantial procedural changes have since been made in this direction.
Legislative recommendations included proposals to ease the provisions of the Tax Revision Act of 1962 relating to the current taxability
of U.S. corporations on export earnings, irrespective of repatriation.
of their foreign subsidiaries: extra (lepreciation allowance for equip-

inent producing goods for export; and an extra incentive deduction
for promotion expenses in connection with export sales.

All of these recommendations and others have been under detailed
stu(lv and consideration by the Cabinet-level Balance of Payments
Committee.
I. Ocean transportation. /re;.qht rates and ea'port exp'ln.;on
The NEEC Couneils Action Committee on Ocean Translmiitation,
Freight Rates and Export Expansion produced reonmendations respecting freight rates, Amrerican-flag shipping requirements, maritime

subsidies, documentation, containerization, and promotion of use of
U.S. insurance and transportation facilities.
In the freight rate area, the recommendations call for ,ontinued

Federal Maritime Commission efforts to correct unjustified disparities and unfair discrimination in ocean freight. rates; for cooperative
activity by ocean carriers and U.S. shippers in developing rate schedtiles condicive to increased trade: for initiatives by American-flag
lines to seek better revenue equilibrium between inbound and outbound rates within their respective conferences; for U.S. Government
initiatives to induce coal-carrying railroads to reflect cost savings in
rate reductions likely to assist expanded foreign sales of coal; for
a review by American-flag steamship lines and shipping conferences
of iron and steel export rates and the establishment of procedures to
facilitate rate adjustments; and for modification of antitrust law, if
necessary, to assure shippers of rights to negotiate collectively with

shi piping conferences.
There have been a number of actions related to the substance of
those recommendations. The Federal Maritime Commission has conducted formal hearings concerning the possible disparate rate structure between U.S. Atlantic ports and the United Kingdom. and is now
reviewing the voluminous testimony. The Department of Commerce
has concerned itself with third-country discrimination by assisting
international forums such as the .NCTAD (United Nations Trade
and Development Conference) Shipping Committee and the Trade
Committee of ECAFE (U.N. Economic Commission for Asia and
the Far East) with their studies concerning the level and structure
of conference freight rates. The Commerce and Interior Departments
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have met, with tile coal-carrying railroads respecting rates on export
coal, and tile discussions appear to have been useful. I1he trade expansion program of tile Committee of American Steamship Lines
(CASL) includes expediting requests from exporters for ocean freight

rate adjustments. Respecting the establishment of shipper-carrier consultative machinery, the Commerce and Industry Association of New

York has formed a Joint Ocean Shipper-(arrier Committee, cornposed of major shippers and U.S.-flag '11rie1s,which has been discussing the possibility of establishing slippers' councils in the United
States.
Recommendations bearing on American-flag requirements include
the removal of the 50 percent shipping requirement on commercial
sales of surplus agricultural commodities to Soviet-bloc countries and
liberalization of cabotage laws limiting commerce between U.S. ports
to American-flag ships.
Modification of coastal shipping restrictions and the proposal for
direct maritime subsidies to American-flag tramp operators appear to
require consideration within the context of the general examination

of merchant marine policy now being carried on in the executive
branch.

Measures to facilitate the shipment of goods were given considerable

Action ('onnittee attention. One proposal pressed for general acceptante and use of the standard export format (a multipurpose export
documentation form developed through indlistry- F.S. Government
(olln'oratioii). Private slhippers and carriers on the Atlantic and
Pacific coasts are using this format extensively, but those in the Midwest and on the gulf coast have been slower to adopt it. hosee who
have adopted it report reduced costs and simpler processing of export
shipments. In the meantime, the Government is seeking to increase
the utility of the format by bringing major Government export docu-

ments into alinement with it. The Government is also working on proposals for harnionizing the standard export format with the principal

European layout for external trade documents with a view toward
eventual agreement on a single international format incorporating the
basic principles of the U.S. standard export format.

Promotion of the development of containerization was also advocated. The Government is acting to support the concept of unitized
transport by revising regulations to facilitate container travel, conducting experiment? container movements, developing new kinds of

unitized equipment, and studying possible innovations in ratemaking
for containerized shipments. Industry is making large investments in
containers, container ships, and new port facilities. Also, it is actively

promoting use of container services by shippers.
The Action Committee pressed for education of shippers about their
rights and responsibilities as exporters In response, Commerce and

the Federal Maritime Commission collaborated on a booklet entitled
"Ocean Freight Rate Guidelines for Shippers" which was published
in May 1966. The Committee of American Steamship Lines has set
up a Trade Expansion Committee to help shippers.
Other recommendations called for promotion of greater use of
American-flag ships and an educational program to promote the sale
of U.S. exports on a c.i.f. rather than on ai f.o.b. or f.a.s basic, in
order to advance the use of American shipping and insurance. ihe.
87-822-68-pt. 1-10
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I U.S.
insurance industry has been encouraging c.i.f. exports through
tile publication and distribution of educational materials such as the
Amerivan Institute of Marine Underwriters booklet entitled "Exporters' Guide to Cargo Insurance," articles in news media, and
Speeches. The Maritime Administration has distributed a publication
entitled "Your Interest in Ir.S.-Flag Merchant Ships," which en,ourages U.S. exporters to quote prices to overseas customers on a
c.i.f. basis.
V. Trade and ;nvee.tment hi the dereloping countrles
The Action Committee on Trade and Investment in Developing

kcountries was originally assigned to seek means of encouraging export
exaso
~
hog
1
TS. aid programs. This task was ultimately
nIroadened out into a general review of the interrelationships between
econon01lic dlevelop~ment and international trade. The underlying thesis
of the Action Committee finding, is that encouragement of the growth
of less-developed countries (LDC's) will result. in expanded markets
for V7.S. products.
The committee findings reflected the following general conclusions:
(1) Since LDC's follow a policy of "import substitution" in order
to conserve foreign exchange, U.S. exporters must arrange for their
products to have value added locally via manufacturing or assembly
operations.

(2) LDC's seek rapid industrialization as the major avenue of economic development, and as a means of achieving prestige on the international scene. This gives further impetus to foreign businessmen to
use investments as a device for securing entree to LDC markets.

(3) Investing in the LDC's entails alhigh element of risk. Private

investors therefore must be offered a high rate of return plus certain
Government guarantees against loss.
(4) LDC industries tend to be less efficient than those of developed

countries. The developed countries should therefore. offer special tariff
treatment and special export marketing assistance for the products of
these industries.
(5) Since foreign aid levels are not likely to increase appreciably,
future expansion of LDC markets depends on the ability of these
countries to earn more foreign exchange through exports alid tourism.
(6) Judicious allocation of U.S. foreign aid funds can help establish future "post-AID" markets for commercial exports, can channel

LDC resources into investment projects undertaken by U.S. businessmen, and can assist such projects to survive by assuring them adequate
foreign exchange for imported raw materials and maintenance needs.
The Committee recommended specific actions by U.S. business, by
the U.S. Government, and by foreign governments. Recommended

steps for business were generally in the direction of placing more emphasis on investment and export expansion possibilities in the developing countries, so as to be in a position to capitalize on longer run growth

potentials in the postaid era when presumably these countries would
have substantial amounts of hard currency available for purchases
from the developed nations. Business was encouraged to adapt its
products and marketing methods to the special circumstances of trading with the LDC's, giving new weight to the fact that such trade
quite often involves willingness to invest in manufacturing facilities
in these countries. As to foreign governments, the report stressed the
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desirability of establishing a climate attractive to private enterprise,
with due regard for the fact that trading and investment operations
by American companies must show an adequate return commensurate
with the risks involved.
''he Department of Commerce has thus far concentrated attention
on recommendations which would involve action by the U.S. Government-primarily AID and the Eximbank. These recommendations fall
into six major groupings as outlined below.
(1) P'inane'alamitanee and gn-wrantee.q.-These recommendations
derive from the general theme that trade and investment operations
in the LDC's need to be closely integrated. Improvements in the AID
investment guarantee program are suggested. In response AID has
agreed that the Agency's newly established Private Investment Center
will be designated as the channel for referral by Commerce to AID of
specific cases which U.S. firms present as promising to promote exports in conjunction with investment activities.
The report urges continuing steps to improve Eximbank export
financing for the LDC's. It also points to needed improvements in
FCIA credit insurance facilities. Commerce staff have been actively
pursuing these matters, as outlined in the report on status of recom-

mendations made by the Export Financing Action Committee.

The report recommends broadening existing legislation and administrative regulations to make loans of U.S.-held local currencies more
generally available to U.S. firms for constructive business operations
in the LDC's. AID has undertaken to review its eligibility criteria for
"Cooley loans" (private investment loans from Publie Law 480 local
currency proceeds), giving specific attention to possibilities in the
agribusiness sector.
(2) Export marketing a88tance.-The report recommends that the
general economic business information service provided by the U.S.
Foreign Service and by the Departnents of Commerce and State
should be improved. Cost-sharing arrangements for market surveys
are(3)
proposed.
d
i through lporn.-h
,Sec~~0
-.port additionality
ecurng exportVA
AID ~program8.-The
report points out that it would be possible for AID to do more to assure
that the exports it finances are in fact additional to exports which
would normally flow to the LDC's through regular commercial channels financed by the countries' own foreign exchange. Several methods
of tailoring AID programs so as to secure collateral benefits in the
promotion of U.S. commercial exports are suggested.
Joint State/AID, Treasury, and Commerce teams have visited a
number of LDC's to examine with U.S. country teams local government officials, and resident U.S. businessmen the possibilities for expanding U.S. commercial exports concurrently with AID programs,
and also to develop follow-on commercial business in anticipation of
the eventual phaseout of U.S. economic aid.
In response to the Committee's recommendations, AID plans to
review the potential use of technicians and advisors in LDC's where
such services are likely to lead to significant follow-on exports from the
United States. A stepup is planned in the cooperative progm under
way between AID and Commerce's Office of International Trade Pro.
motion in training LDC export and domestic marketing personnel.
AID missions will be asked to review their training programs to assure
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maximum effectiveness in support of private enterprise activities, with
emphasis on utilizing private training facilities wherever possille.
Arrangements are being made for All) to work closely with ('omerce ii consulting wifl i private enterprise about the possibility of
stepping up the sale to LDC's of American engineering and construetion services. AID in its programs will undertake to "use commnercial
1.S. systems and operating fi'ns more extensively in its teclmical assistance activities, so as to increase the potential for follow-on cornmercial business.
(4) Tax ineentihes.-The committee recommended a ino.ranl of tax

inducements for exports to and investments in the LDC's. Possibilities

mentioned included investment credits, writeoff of losses, and slpe(ial
low rates applicable to profits derived from operations in the I)C's.
Revision of current tax regulations and IRS audit pmetices under
the present tax code were also encouraged.
(5) Trade polhies.-The NEEC report recommended that the
United States make increased efforts to 1elp the LDC's expand their
exports so that they would be more able to buy from the united States

through commercial channels of trade. A series of l)rolPmsals on trade
policies vis-a-vis the LDC's was included. These jue.tions are cur-

rently being considered in several international forums, including
GATT, OECD, and the UN.
(6) Orqanization and managenent.-T'he committee made a mnunher of recommendations as to better coordination among the executive
branch agencies dealing with trade policies, taxation.'forei,,n assistance, investment, and tie balance-of-payments problem. Commerce

is following tip with AID to assure in 1'articilar that adequate facilities are established for concerted action in promoting exports and
investment in the LDC's.
A special area for joint action is that of "agribusiness" where a
substantial potential exists not only for investment in the LDC's but
also for the export from the United States of agricultural requisites
such as fertilizer, pesticides, farm machinery, and food processing
equipment. Arrangements have been made to establish with AID's

Office of the War on Hunger a joint trade and investment activities

plan.

NATIONAL ExPORIT ExPANSIoN Corxcu,

ion. RuSsEI. B. Lo o,

U.S. DEPARTMENT T OF COMMERCE.
114hit0. D.C.

U.S. Senate,

Vashington, D.C.

DAR SENATIOR LOGO: From press release dated September 27, it is
my understanding that the Committee on Finance would like to have
statements on a number of subjects including, "Policies needed to
expand U.S. exports."
Forwarded herewith are five reports from the National Expor
Expansion Council which are recommendations on expanding U.S.
exports. Also enclosed is a reprint from Business Abroad of an inter.
view with me on the subject.
Sincerely,
CAR,. A. GrFsT.cKr.n. Chahman.
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[From the Dun &Bradstreet publication, "Business Abroad")

NEEDED: A PROFIT BREAK FOR EXPORTERS; Dow"s GERST CKER CAI.Js
FOR cACTION. ON EXPORT ExP•msioN COUNCIL PROIOALS FOR T•+x INcENTIVES, EASIER FINANCING, MORE EQUITABLE FREIOT RATES

Tle way to boost exports isto make them more profitable.
This un complicated view, though widely held by bIusinessmen, has
never gone down well with Government officials. Last month the National Export Expansion council l stated it again and emphasized it, by
voting to concentrate on selling some of its old recommendations rather
than presenting new ones.
Through five study committees, the Council has made more than 100

recommendations for boosting exports. Many wollld act to increase
export profits. Few have been acted upon by the administration, fewer
by Congress.
To C'arl A. Gerstacker of )ow Chemical, chaii'man of the Council,
Washington's failure to enlist the profit motive in the export drive is a
serious lapse. He said:
The government has been waving the American flag and saying "export for
patriotism." We are all good red-blooded patriots, but this was in a way a mistake.
Businessmen are saying there must he something wrong with this. When one
has to say "do it for patriotism," it must not be profitable.
I've been stressing export for profit, because I think businessmen are primarily
motivated by profit. If they know a way to make more profit than they are now
making, or think they know, their ingenuity Is fantastic.

Before his appointment as head of the entire Council, (lerstacker
chaired its committee on taxation. It reported in the spring of 1966,
along with the committees on export financing and ocean transl)ortation. Most of its recommen
a(ltions have languished.

Gerstacker still feels tlat tax policy is an important area where

Government can give exports a big boosi. le explained:
Exporting is less profitable now than selling in tli' domestic market. People
will generally export only when they cannot sell enough here. You have to
Invest a lot to export. You have to learn different languages and different writing
and different containers and diiferent markets. The little fellow simply won't
overcome those obstacle. without some incentive. Tax incentives would either re(lide h- losses in exporting or make exporting more profitable.
We don't need as much in tax incentives as our foreign competitors have. We
don't need exporting to he as profitable as selling domestically. We just need
to (lose the gap a little.
Almost if not every nation with which we compete does something to help its
exports. In Europe they rebate virtually all of the taxes. In our country, since
the 1962 Revenue Act, we essentially do nothing for our exports tax-wise. This
means our exporters are at a competitive disadvantage. Taxes are a major share
of the cost of business.

One problem for the United States is that the rebate of direct taxes
(such as income taxes) to encourage exports is prohibited under the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. The United States collects
most of its revenue through income taxes, while most European nations
collect much of their revenues by indirect taxes on sales or turnover.
Such taxes can be rebated to exporters under GATT rules.

The Council urged several steps to put U.S. exporters on a better

competitive footing. A key one asked that Congress liberalize the tax
laws concerning export trade corporations. The 1962 Revenue Act,
which generally taxes income from exports just like domestic income,
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provided the ETC to grant some relief for exporters. Gerstacker
noted:

But the ground rules are so unworkable that almost no one can have one and
operate under these rules. There are only about 23 of them In the whole country.
These belong to the big corporationq. The medium- or small-sized corporation
Just couldn't possibly do the paperwork to live under the rules.

Probably the provisions for export trade corporations are in violation of GATT. But none of the other GATT signatories have objected,
perhaps because some of their own tax incentives may also be in violation of the GATT rules.
For example, Japan offers its manufacturers an accelerated depreciation allowance on equipment. used for exports. Australia allows
overexpensing of export promotion costs.
Each of these methods has been proposed by the National Export
Expansion Council as a way the United States could encourage its exporters. The Treasury has them under consideration. The Commere
Department has submitted to Treasury a plan for incentive tax deduc-

tions, of, say, 150 percent of cost of export promotion efforts. So far,
no action.
The committee dealing with export financing made at least 26 recoinmendations. An important suggestion-that export credits should b
exempt from the voluntary controls on overseas lending by commercial
banks-has been turned down by the Federal Reserve System, but
several have produced results.
Export-Import Bank, in particular, has adopted many of the Coincii's suggestions. A major one is the Exim rediscount facility, established last September, which permits commercial baiks to borrow from
Exim up to 1 year against their holdings of export -%bligat ions of more
than 180 days.
Gerstacker estimates this could make S500 million more export credit
available. But he still has one complaint about Eximbank. He said:
The Export-Import Bank has been running at a profit, a large profit. The bigger
the profit Exim makes, the less encouraging they are to exports because they

charge the exporters more. Our foreign competition doesn't expect to make a
profit on export financing.

One of the transportation committee's recommendations called for
the Federal Maritime Commission to continue efforts to correct unjustified discrimination in ocean freight rates. Often it costs more to
ship goods to Europe than vice versa.
The Commission is conducting hearings on the question, but carriers have not changed their rates. They maintain that the smaller
volume of trade from Europe to the united States accounts for the
differential.
Some progress has been made on standardizing export documentation. Many shippers and carriers are now using the standard export
format. Both Government and industry are promoting through docimentation on containerized shipments, which could cut the cost and
trouble of exporting.
Two committees reported last month. The one considering export
promotion urged expansion of East-West trade. It wants Congress to
enact a law similar to the East-West Trade Relations Act of 1966,
which failed to pass last year but is due to come up again this year.
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The Council has authorized its officers to testify in Congress, if
asked, in favor of liberalizing East-West trade. It has also urged its
regional councils to study the issue.
The fifth committee made some 33 suggestions for increasing trade
and investment in less developed countries. One was for the United
States to consider cutting tariffs of particular importance to LDC's
and to urge other industrialized countries to do the same. The com.
mittee did not rule out preferential tariff treatment for LDC's if other
rich nations would follow suit.
There has been a tendency thus far to give the National Export Expansion Council's recommendations a rather low priority. On Capitol
Hill, particularly, most of them have gathered dust while legislators
turned their attention to more dramatic affairs like the Vietnam war
and Adam Clayton Powell.
If Gerstacker's views on the prospects for this year s merchandisetrade surplus are correct, however, then the Council's work is extremely important. Administration officials, noting the slower pace of
the U.S. economy, figure exports will grow at least as fast as imports
this year. They expect a $500 million improvement in the trade surplus.
Last year, the booming U.S. economy sucked in 20 percent more imports. Exports only rose 10 percent. This cut the trade surplus to $3.7
billion, from $6.7 billion in 1965.
Noting the Government's optimism, Gerstacker warned:
I do not share that optimism. Much of the rest of the world-with the exception of Japan and perhaps Italy-also has surplus capacity and will be most
competitive, in their own markets, and in third markets, and in the U.S. market.
This helps explain why Gerstacker feels it's high time exporting
was made more profitable and why the Council intends to press for
action on its current recommendations this year rather than writing
new ones.
"There is an awful lot of meat that hasn't been chewed," he said.
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NATIONAL EXPORT EXPANSION COUNCIL,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
D.6., February10,1967.
Mr. CARL A. GERSTACKER,
chairmann, NationalExport ExpansionCmoncil,
U.S Departmentof Commerce,
t'la.shington,D.C.
)EAR M . GERSTACKER: I am pleased to forward the report of the
Action Committee on Export Promotion for consideration by the National Export Expansion Council, the Department of Commerce, and
other Government agencies concerned.
This report represents an intensive study conducted over a period
of months by a dedicated group of senior business executives who
represent a wide range of skills and involvement in the business community and in the world of international trade. I cannot emphasize
too strongly the amount of thoughtful consideration and planning
which has gone into the development of this report.
In the development of this report, we divided the preliminary work
between two subcommittees. The first Subcommittee on Government
Services was headed by Gen. James M. Gavin, chairman, Arthur D.
Little, Inc. The second Subcommittee on Business Policy was chaired
by Mr. Jose de Cubas, president, Westinghouse Electric International
Co. Both of these subcommittees met several times and developed reports which were of major value in guiding the full committee to its
final recommendations.
The report is complete, yet in summary form. Factual information and documentation exist to support all of the conclusions which
have been reached by the Committee and which are presented here as
recommendations.
Because the report is complete in itself, I will not attempt here
to summarize its basic features, except to highlight two points of view
around which the report has been designed.
To date, there has been substantial effort by the Department of
Commerce. and the U.S. Government, as a whole, on the subject of
export expansion. This has drawn upon the background and judgnent of senior officers in the Department and members of the National
Export Expansion Council. This effort has resulted in programs
designed to stimulate interest in, and focus attention on, the need
for.export expansion as well as various marketing aids for American

businessmen.

We now feel that additional growth in exports can only come

from a sharply directed, business-oriented program which draws upon

skills and techniques of proven effectiveness in the attainment of national objectives and measurable goals. As the world's largest trad-

ing nation, the United States must retain its awareness of the important contribution which trade can make to its international economic and political leadership.
If the United States isto realize its full potential inthe competitive
struggle of nations for markets of the world, it must design a program of specific objectives, utilize the most contemporary tools to
reach such objectives and design a system for auditing results so that

results can be measured indefinitive terms.

We consider that this report is important enough to merit major
consideration, not only by the Department of Commerce but by other
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departments of the U.S. Government. We believe that cooperation on
the part of all interested agencies is essential for achievement of success in this important national effort.
Sincerely,
JonNR. KIMBERLY,
Chairman,Action Committee
on Export Promotion.
INTRODUCTION

Upon the recommendation of its executive board, the National Expoit Expansion Council at the sixth plenary meeting, April 29, 1966,
established the National Export Expansion Council Action Committee
on Export Promotion.
Although the need for such an action committee had been discussed
at previous meetings of the National Council, the decision was made
first to concentrate on three other specific areas affecting the ability
of American exporters to compete profitably in world markets. These
were (1) export financing; (2) taxation iii relation to exports; and
(3) ocean transportation and freight rates.
The action committees in these three areas completed their studies
early In 1966, and presented individual reports and recommendations
through the Department of Commerce to the Cabinet Committee on
Balance of Payments, and subsequently to the President in May 1966.
The completion of these reports brought the work of the National
Export Expansion Council to the point where a serious study of export
promotion was the next step necessary in the development of a new
and dynamic program to increase national exports.
The Action Committee on Export Promotion first met on June 29,
1966, and at this first meeting it became apparent that its considerations would be concerned largely with two basic areas of activities: (1)
The broad areas of government services, and (2) the important area, of
business policy.
Accordingly, the task was assigned to two subcommittees.
'he Subcommittee on Government Services served under the chairmanship of Gen. James M. Gavin. chairman of Arthur D. Little, Inc.;
and the chairmanship of the Subcommittee on Business Policy was
held by Mr. Jose de Cubas, president, Westinghouse Electric International Co. of New York.
The recommendations embodied in this report, which were adopted
unanimously at the final meeting of the committee on January 12,
1967, reflect the concerted efforts of the individuals who composed
these two groups.
The opportunity
Before summarizing the recommendations of the committee, it would
seen practical to comment upon the atmosphere which currently
exists in international trade and which, therefore, controls the opportunities presented for American business throughout the world.
There is a remarkable change in the standard of living taking place
in many parts of the world. A rising middle class, with disposable
income, has injected a new note of vitality into the economies of the
developed countries such as those of Western Europe and Japan. Even
in the less sophisticated areas of the world there is a noticeable increase
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in the capability of ordinary people to J)urchase goods and service,

which even a generation ago wouhl have ben beyond their grasp.

1n proved transportation, highlighted by the jet airplane, has redu'ed the "size of the world" Iy eliminating the enormous barrier of
travel time which inhibited the growth of international commerce in
large sections of the globe.
The many emerging nations, although not affluent at this time, are
providing a new base for economic expansion and new opportutiitties
for Ameri(an marketers. The elimination of colonial economies, and
the establishment of independent natoinal entities are new and vital
forces in foreign trade.
Technical advancement in communications has given international
trade a new capability; has shortened the time span for completion
of transactions; and has accelerated the flow of marketing infornlltion.
Some of the risks of international trade have been reduced by containerization, improved port facilities, new vessels and plane.;, and
new materials handling techniques.
Improved education on international subjects has provided a growing knowledge of economics, geopolitics, and other factors pertinent
to an understanding of the opportunities presented by the flow of commerce between nations.
The accelerated mobility of people, demonstrated by the soaring
growth of international tourism, has created an interest and awareness
of the products, services, and cultures of other people, which in turn
has stimulated consumer demand for products of foreign origin.
Lastly, there is a resurging effort on the part of all major nations
of the Western World to compete vigorously for international markets. Markets for products and services, influenced by American business in the past, are now under vigorous competitive attack by other
nations with improved export capabilities.
In addition, the countries of the Socialist. bloc are rapidly becoming
serious contenders in the foreign markets of the world. Their increased
capability to market and service their own products will make them
stronger contenders in the future.
The committee assumes that major governmental attention will be
given to the problems of taxation, finance, and transportation covered
Ey other action committees. In the face of the market conditions which
have been summarized above, it is now vital that we have a carefully
coordinated, highly integrated and effective promotional campaign
to give the United States of America its maximum share of world
trade.
The needs of business can best be met by a program which includes
both short- and long-term goals. Such a program would allow bimsine.
to plan intelligently its own requirements, and actions in the field of
foreign trade. Adoption by Government of a long-term program, such
as suggested by the committee, would provide business with assurance
of our Government's commitment to provide stable, sustained, and
vigorous support for the business effort required to expand exports.
CON'CLISVIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The committee recognizes a need for both a short-term export
expansion action program, designed to produce immediate results, and
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a long-range program around which business and industry can plan
and program their international business for the next decade.
2.Short-term efforts should be centered on those companies presently
accounting for the major share of U.S. exports. These companies have
the knowledge and capability to make a major contribution to export
expansion without delay.

3. Both the long- and short-range programs should be as specific as
is practicable. They should have tangible, measurable goals. They
should provide for a system of measurement against these goals, which
can permit the program to be evaluated periodically during the next
decade.
4. An export expansion program, projected for 10 years, should be
l)lanned to analyze the total potential for American exports, marketIy-market, based upon three kinds of growth: (1) a normal growth
based on an expanding world economy; (2) a penetration growth
based on increasing the U.S. share of foreign markets; and (3) the
introduction of new products and services which are presently unavailable in world markets.
.i. There should be an expansion of electronic (lata processing involving market information, trade opportunities, identification of pro-

sJ)ective exporters, and the compilation of export data to permit
tabulation of results.
6. Government should take such action as may e necessary in the
areas of finance, taxation, and transportation to achieve early export
increases front major American coinpanies. The committee has noted
that reconimendations have been made in these fields by other NEEC
action committees. Sine exports to 1 .S. subsidiary companies abroad
.onstitlite an inmportant and vital part of total U.S. exports, prolonged

restrictions on further investments in subsidiary compares can only
have a dampening effect on export expansion.
7. It is the consensus of the committee that an expansion of EastWesi trade is highly desirable. It recommends enactment of legislation
sinlilar to the proposed East-West Trade Relations Act of 1966, which
was not enacted 1y the (ongress. In trading with the eastern bloc
countries, the .omninittee favors a nondiscriminatory tariff approach
and
1 rges the removal of obstructions now blocking trade expansion
in this area.
8. It is recommended that the Senate be urged to approve the Presi-

dent's re'(onmnendations for five classes of Carnets which wiilrsimplify
hoider'formalities and place the United States on an equal competitie
footing with other countries in the promotion of foreign trade.

9. The U.S. Government is urged to continue its efforts for product
protection for American industry on a worldwide basis in the impor-

tant areas of patent and trademark protection.
10. The committee feels that responsibility for development of U.S.
international trade must be centralized within permanent provision for
the re presentation of international trade interests in the highest councils of government (at the Cabinet level). It is strongly urged that
the President require all agencies of the Government to recognize this
centralized authority and responsibility in the formulation and cond1ct1
of programs affecting this Xation's exports.
11. Drawing upon the success achieved by the International Air
Transport .Associatioi (IATA) in the development of a worldwide
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airline ticket which vastly simplifies the transportation of passngers
jind the exchange of revenue, the committee strongly urges that the
U.S. Government exercise leadership in developing international instruments which would sharply reduce the burdensome requirements
for forms, affidavits, and other documents currently involved in international trade.
12. It is recommended that the selection, training, and utilization
of personnel in such areas as the Department of Commerce field offices
and commercial attaches be reviewed and reoriented to meet the needs
of an accelerated export expansion program. Additions to staff as required should be provided.
13. A standing committee should be appointed from the membership of the National Export Expansion Council to work with trade
associations and other business organizations to insure that all such
associations have within their annual programs, activities which directly support the work and the objectives of export expansion.
14. The importance of service industries and indirect contributors
to the balance of payments should not be overlooked. Tourism, for
example, represents a major factor in the international flow of money.
Other nations, through important national programs of tourist development, have made the tourist industry a significant element of their
national economy. Our program in this important area, is inferior to
many other nations of the world. The tourist industry requires centralized promotion of national destinations. The U.S. Government
should accelerate its support of private industry in the promotion,
development and accommodation of foreign visitors to the United
States.
15. The committee recognizes the cooperation between the Departments of Commerce and Agriculture in promoting the sale of agricultural products abroad, and recommends its contnuance.
Because nutrition and hunger are major human, social and economic
problems in two-thirds of the world, imaginative marketing of agricultural products could be a major factor in an improved balance-ofpayments position.
16. We should (1) increase the effectiveness of regional export expansion councils by defining their role more precisely; (2) develop
regional council programs aimed at specific targets with assigned
priorities; and (3) organize'area conferences similar to the productive
1966 Atlanta conference.
1?. We should broaden the base of support for international business within all elements of the executive branch and U.S. business.
Many of the problems, for which remedies are sought, would evaporate if international business were accorded greater importance. In
such an atmosphere, all elements of the executive branch would view
export expansion as a more vital long-range problem and thus the
development, funding, and implementation of constructive programs
would be made much easier.

18. Assuming the adoption of a major number of these recommend,. tions, and recommendations of other action committees a second White
House Conference on Export Expansion should be called to launch a
new assault on the expansion of our international trade and a revitalized program of export activities.
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BASIC ELEME1NTS OF AN EXPORT PROMOTION PROGRAM

I. Long-range planning
A. Recurring throughout the discussion, during the meetings of the
committee, was the need for improved long-range planning. It was
1le impression of the committee that the Department of Commerce,
In the past, appears to have dealt with trade situations on a crisis
basis, and that it seemed to feel compelled at times to raise its level of
effort to meet contingencies in the trade balance. There should be a
long-range plan supported by a detailed program projected over the
next 10 years. This may now become a manageable planning problem
with the availability of oeigrtone ng collected by th e Department of Commerce looking to the construction of an input-output
matrix of the U.S. economy. Similar econometric studies are being
initiated abroad. In the near future, it should be possible to match our
own potential output with that of competing countries and, on the
basis of these comparisons to be in to develop forecasts of what our
export opportunities might be. Once such a plan is developed, it may
then be used as a basis for detailed programing on a year-by-year basis
and, of course, be brought up to date periodically.
B. Another valuable planning toot is the data bank which is now
in the Department. There is a need to educate businessmen on the
latest marketing data, conditions, hazards, and opportunities abroad.
This can be done through a continual updating of the data bank,
and by making it available to regional areas. Specific reference was
made to having available ultimately all the data that any small businessman might need to know about overseas markets for his product.
A system such as this will depend significantly upon the sources of
information abroad, and the responsiveness of the commercial attach
to the needs of the system.
C. It may be that such a program can best be researched and
planned by a private foundation, or a specifically staffednrou within
the Department of Commerce. This approach would erline the
necessity of the project and supply the requisite means for its implementation.
II. Specific objectives
A. It is the belief of the committee that there must be a program
of specific targets, specific action, and specific scorekeeping, and that
the whole emphasis must be on specific and not upon generalities. A
task of this magnitude will deserve to have the same kHind of marketing point of view that a corporation would have if it were launching
a billion dollar business enterprise. In furtherance of this concept,
therefore, there should be a measurement of the total potential for
American exports, market by market, projected for 10 years. Market
opportunity reports showing, for example, that a specified foreign
country has a demand for certain kinds of equipment beyond its capacity to produce could be directed to identified U.S. firms whose
products might be particularly suitable.
B. Once the total size of a market has been determined, it should be
broken down by industry and, at some reasonable level, by product
category. Then the specific companies which manufacture or service
these product categories should le identified. The specific trade opportunities from abroad, processed through a rapid electronic-data proc-
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essing s'stenu, would then be brought to tile attention of appropriate
companies. The entire program would be based upon meticulous, detailed market information, and not upon general promotional approaches. Modern EI)P tehniques make it. possible to work with ani

1ulmI1er of the Iore than 300,000 manufacturing establishmlents in the

I nited States. There are many companies in the Finited States which

regularly, through electronic 'data, processing, handle the billing and
accounts of several million customers. There are others who handle
detailed analyses and information recall ol hundreds of thousands of
industrial accounts, including specifications and requirements.
C. It might also be possible to ask the major exporting companies,
on t lie basis of their annual export business forecasts, to provide figures
from which a composite short-term goal could be determined. Progress
against, this goal-reported periodically by the companies themselvesCould provide conitiniuance position reports against short-range objectivyes.

111. Awtomf;on of data
A. It is the view of the Committee that all possible inforillation
should be compiled and organized for electronic (1data provessin This
would include marketing Intelligence information from abroaim
r
ket opportunities, reports from business in this country, the continuous
u)d(ating of the Amerieain International Traders Index, and any other
information which would befollow:
of value in measuring progress.
B. Specific illustrations
1. Mor'et Ahare s/ud;e.4.-Periodic studies should Ibe undertaken in
muljor competitive markets to determine the share of market for spe.ilie products or industries held iby competitive nations. Progress should
be measured against targets, an(li a continuing( surveillance should be
maintained to insure the maitenaiice of our competitive position.
2. M,,rket ;, form auon.-Comlmercial attach's and other sources of
foreign information should develo) total market information based
upon it standard methodology and uniform reporting. This should he
organized in the United States for dissemination to interested empanies and for storage and retrieval in the data bank.
3. Trai, oiporlyn'h
x and commercial intellqenc.-A program
should Ie developed for the uniform recognition aid reporting of trade
ol)p)ortunities and marketing intelligence. This material could bf
mated by computer against the product capability, product availal)ilitv, and export activity of individual American companies. Recoieiliatiol of this would inovide an invaluable reservoir of action
opportunities.
4. Iexeireh and ;deni;l#iat;ou.-Theultimate EDIP program should
lre keyed to a svstemati, study of opportunities alroad and tile eorresponding mating of AmericO-an capabilities against these opportuniities.
I '. Selection and ?t'izafln, of person ne
A. The commercial attaches abroad fill a tremendously important
role in the expansion of our exports. No matter how good the product
of our industry, nor the capital invested and the energy expended in
selling' abroad; serious mistakes can be made if basic intelligence on
the situation abroad is faulty or missing entirely. Moderate EDP
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Irocessing systems are now in being to enable business to obtain the

atest, up-to-date information that it needs in order to market well.
The most sensitive part of this system is the reporting element that provides the input. ;Te have attempted,.in our Committee, to contact a
number of attaches in order to acquire some feel for how well they
understood the problem and how able they were in carrying out this
particular role. It is our impression that their performance varies
extensively from being outstanding in some countries, to not very
effective in others. Without, therefore, going into specific countries
and personalities, our Committee would urge the Department of Commerce to develop a means of checking the performance of the commercial attaches, replacing those of demonstrated incompetence, and
rewarding those who have done a good job. The entire EDP system
may well depend, in the final analysis, on how well the attaches understand it and contribute to it. Aside from this role, however, they also
have the very important function of meeting the needs of American
businessmen traveling abroad, understandingthe market in the countries to which they are assigned, being sensitive to the opportunities
for American business in that country, and being energetic and imaginative in helping American businessmen exploit these markets--such
assistance by commercial attaches would help assure the success of
our export expansion programs.
The current study of a joint State-Commerce task force entitled,
-,-Overseas Economic-Commercial Integration" is noted. The Committee favors the adoption of those measures which will provide mu,'e effective representation and assistance to American business abroad.
B. The field office officials of the Department provide a great deal
of service to the business community. The Committee endorses the recommendations of the White House Conference of 1963, calling for additional funds for Commerce field offices to augment their export
promotion staffs, and for additional travel funds to facilitate such
work outside the field office cities.
C. An integrated program providing for exchange of personnel
among the Foreign Service, departmental. and field office staffs would
provido increased opportunities for personnel development and better service to the business community.
F. Documentation
A. It is noted that a National Committee on International Trade
Documentation has been established. The National Export Expansion
Council approves the efforts of this Committee. This problem was
stressed by the President himself March 7, 1966, when he stated:
We have mounted a sizable Government-industry program to expand exports,

yet we allow a mountain of redtape paperwork to negate our efforts. Worldwide,
a total of 810 forms are required to cover all types of cargo imported and
exported. In this country alone, as many as 43 separate forms are used in one
export shipment. Eighty separate forms may be needed to process some imports.
This is paperwork run wild.
I am directing the Secretaries of Treasury and Commerce and the Attorney
General to attack these problems, through the use of effective systems research
programs. And I have directed them to eliminate immediately unnecessary
elements of redtape that inhibit our import and export programs.

B. The Committee supports the work now done by Government in
identifying and correcting nontariff barriers. It suggests that the major
87-822-68-pt. 1-

17
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exporters can provide important assistance to the Government's effort
by the continuous import of information which can then be retrieved as
needed for use at the negotiation table. Similarly, a compilation of
nontariff barriers currently in effect around the world would be available to exporting or prospective exporting companies in planning their
export pro-,rams. To the extent practicable, such data should be integrated to tle EDP program for supplying trade information.
Vi. The regionalexport exrnsion councils

A. These groups came in fi - considerable discussion. The Committee
noted that the accomplishment of the regional export expansion councils (REEC's) varied from reg into region. The Committee is of the
belief that they serve an excell t piirpose but that, obviously, some
have done much better than oi
I. I-.is felt that the role of the
REEC's should be clearly defined Ull, hat an action program directed
at specific activity in specific targ t :i n as should be given to those
councils not now engaged in a well defined program. The Committee
noted the meeting of the area conference of nine southeastern regional
export expansion councils in Atlanta. The 120 attendees, including officers of the national council, as well as senior officials of the Department, developed a general unanimity that the REEC organizations
are successfully functioning groups which should be continued. Their
efforts should be expanded. t is the belief of the Committee that the
National Export Expansion Council and the Department of Conmerce should consider having additional area conferences in other
parts of the country. From the discussion held within the Committee,
it became clear that there were a number of things happening in some
REEC's of which other groups are unaware. It is therefore recoimended that the NEEC request from each REEC a summary report
of the programs it has undertaken in the past, and up through the
calendar year of 1966, to include a commentary on their effectiveness
in terms of exports generated. They should also report a forecast of
the programs and activities that each council proposes to undertake
during 1967. This will permit evaluation of the work being done by the
REEC's and the development of a plan for optimum use of the councils in the future.
B. It is recommended that the NEEC suggest to the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce that it takes steps to acquaint American chambers of
commerce overseas with the NEEC/REEC program. It would be well
for overseas chambers to appoint an American businessman, from
among each chamber's membership, to serve in a liaison capacity with
the NEEC and REEC's in the United States. Names of Ameham members selected would then be published and made available to Commerce
field officers and REEC members for contact purposes.
VI!. Publicly and nationalpublications
A. It is the belief of the Committee that the Department should take
the initiative in bringing together a meeting of the editors of such publications as Time, Newsweek Business Week, U.S. News & World Report, Barron's, Fortune, Forbes, Nation's Business, Wall Street Journal and the Reader's Digest. The purpose of this meeting would be to
outline the problem confronting the Department, in national terms,
and hopefully elicit from the publishers a degree of support of the Na-
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tion's exl)ort expansion program. In this connection, the Committee
of
noted the foreign trade page which appears in the WeeklyofGazette
newsthe
issue
each
in
page
entire
an
of
Phoenix, Ariz. this consists
more))Pepaper devoted solely to rei trade. It is recommended that
"foreign
the
riodicals with national circuation be encouraged to adopt
trade page" idea.
VIII. Promotioa programs
A. Present promotional programs
It is the belief of the members of the Committee that the overseas activities of the I)epartment of Commerce are imaginative and well
carried out. Great strides have been made in improving the work that
has been done by the departmentt in recent years in helping expand our
exports. The committeee commends the Department for what it has
done and urges that it continue to present aggressive programs to the
end that they can be significantly improved upon during the coming
decade. New tools are becoming available. New markets and opportunities are in respectt with population growth, the emergence of the
newly developing countries, and the abundance of new technology. It.
behooves us. therefore, to make an unrelenting effort to improve our
present performance if we are going to achieve the high volume of exports that we require.
Present major activities involving trade fairs, trade centers. trade
missions, sample display service, "America Week" promotions. and
producconimended
highly
wereThe
activities cost.
commercial
fiel
workfor
of the
continuing
results at. reasonable
ing effective intelligence
offices and the regional export expansion councils in organizing and
sponsoring export workshops and seminars was recognized by the Committee as an outstanding activity, yielding long-term results. It was
recommended that consideration should be given-to the planned expansion of trade centers in those areas where the opportunity for export
development warrants the investment.
The Committee noted that trade opportunities as published in International Commerce, continue to be of great value as a recent survey
shows. It was the one item that the largest majority of people, 43 percent, felt to be of most value. The Committee recommends that business proposals such as those now being furnished to each trade mission
should be sent-or that manufacturers should be free to send them
through Department of Commerce channels to any commercial officer
at any time. They would be numbered and filed complete with the literature which the officer could lend to any interested party and circularize either through Embassy letter or through their own mailing
list to the newspapers, to local chambers of conmmnerce, and so forth,
simply stating the reverse of a trade opportunity: "American manufacturer of such and such a product seeks distributor, proposal No.
.. ,to encourage people to come into the Embassy to look it over.
It was suggested that services of the Department to assist, single
manufacturers in putting on product demonstrations in foreign coun.
tries be expanded.
The Committee recognized the value of attempting to interest more
and more manufacturers int exporting, and felt that more emphasis
should beplaced on their using export.personnel who are professionals,
either their own professionally trained export managers and assistants
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full time, or outside professionals part time. These include coinbina.
tion export managers, export merchants and other manufacturers already active overseas, under the "piggyback" operation. Export personnel are stimulated by participation in export trade associations and
professional societies.
The present "E" Award program for recognizing export achievement should be continued. It was felt by the Committee that the "E"
Award program may be even more valuable after we reach down to
single out smaller companies and those now achieving success, which
heretofore have not been involved or interested in export expansion.
Ceremonies, publicity, and a full program of their recognition should
accompany every" 'Award.
Case histories of successful export promotion programs are an extreinely valuable tool for involving new companies in export trade.
Consideration should be given to expanded distribution of "E" Awardwinning case histories in some form for use by regional councils the
National Export Expansion Council itself, and the field offices ol the
Department in their day-to-day work with potential exporters. In
addition, these case histories could provide valuable source material
in colleges and universities offering lectures and courses in foreign
trade. They would have the double value of stimulating interest in the
career opportunities of international trade among young men and
women while at the came time serving as important lecture and reference material.
B. New promotionalprograms
1. Suggested name for long-range prograrn.-Becauseof the basic

objective of the Promotion Committee is a 10-year program, it is
stlonglyr recommended that this program be identified with a captivating title such as "Mission '76." It is important that the slogan selectepossess strong merchandising appeal. An imaginative slogan
could infuse new spirit to export expansion, and serve as a rallying
point. for all elements.
2. Business assoeiatiof.q.-In the support of a long-range export ex-

pansion program, it is believed that more use should be made of some
of the major national bodies concerned with economic affairs; for example. it was suggested that the White House request the U.S. Chainber of Commerce, National Association of Manufacturers, the State
chambers of commerce of the 50 States, the Bankers Association for
Foreign Trade, the American Bankers' Association, Sales & Marketing Executives-International, to embrace export expansion as one of
their major projects during the coming year. They should be prevailed
upon to do this in the national interest. When their response to such
a request is received, they should be asked to provide information to
the Secretary of Commerce, periodically on what programs they have
undertaken and the success that they have achieved. It was hoped
through this device to insure an adequate degree of interest and to
obtain and put to better use any ideas that might be developed by the
program. Finally, it is believed that such a program might also include
the American chambers of commerce overseas.
3. hwentves.--The Department of Commerce should give some consideration to incentives particularly to medium and smaller sized businesses that have been demonstrably reluctant to embark upon export
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programs. Apart from existing trade promotional programs, increased

export sales of conventional products now on the market can only be
developed beyond their present level through tax relief, a more liber-

alized program of export financing, and continued increase in export-

stimulating investment abroad. In granting incentives, such programs
must not be discriminatory, but should be available to all. However,

the committee cautioned that incentives should not be permitted to
take the form of price subsidy, which, if permitted to develop, could

result in an international competition for such Government support
and permit acontinuous price war.
4. Lwensing.-It is believed some further program to sell the advanta-ge of licensing to foreign companies should be instituted by the
Department. In recent years there sees to be a trend away from licensing. We should develop a more ambitious program than we now
have. Perhaps licensing should open some different tax treatment than

it has in the past. Licensing has been a large earner in the past and

should be in the future.

IX. East-We8t trade
The committee endorses the paper of the Miller Committee, submitted to the President of the United States in April 1965, which said:
The committee believes that peaceful trade In nonstrategic Items can be an
important instrument of national policy In our country's relations with individual
Communist nations of Europe.

It was felt that in the competitive markets of the world, our friends
and allies are aggressively selling their products and services without
regard to the political philosophy of their customers. Competitive
pressure alone suggests that we should, to the greatest extent compatible with national policy, give American industry the same market
opportunities.
A new form of competition is appearing in world markets. The
socialistic nations of the world are careful-y studying and adopting
our marketing practices and experiences. They are utilizing the tools
of salesmanship, research, advertising, and promotion, which have
given American indust its business leadership. We are now exporting our knowledge to them to be used competitively against us. We
should equalize this condition by selling to them all products and
services which are not in conflict with our national interest. In the
development of East-West trade, consideration should be given to the
protection of American manufacturers with respect to revocation of
export license for commodities in transit. Credits extended under any
East-West trade transaction should not exceed conventional terms now
employed in trade with other markets.
X. Carnetconventions
A. A number of businessmen have reported problems with foreign
customs procedures when traveling abroad with their samples. n
addition, it is often stated that their foreign colmipetitors, by using a
document called a Carnet, are able to travel with their samples between
countries with a minimum of border formalities. These documents
know as ECS Carnets allow duty-free temporary importation of
commercial samples without the necessity of posting a bond with each
foreign customs authority. At present, Carnets for samples are avail-
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able only to businessmen in those countries, primarily in Europe, who
are members of an international convention establishing the ECS
Carnet system. In view of the possible advantages to U.S. businessmen
selling abroad, the President submitted to the Senate this convention
and four other related conventions for its approval to U.S. accession.
These are:
1. Customs convention regarding ECS Carnets for commercial
samples.
2. Customs convention on the temporary importation of professional equipment.
3. Customs convention on the ATA Carnet for the temporary
importation of goods (an extension of the convention of professional equipment).
4. Customs convention on the international transport of goods
under cover of TIR Carnets (to cover goods imported in certain
road vehicles and containers for transshipment without intermediate reloading en route).
a. Customs convention on containers (to provide for the temporary entry, free of duty, of containers used in international trade,
wherein the container will be reexported within a period of 6
months).
B. The committee recommends the immediate ratification of these
five Carnet. conventions now before the Senate to assure treatment of
U.S. educational and promotional materials and samples equal to that
of the foreign competitor.
Xl. Product innovation
A. Because of the special opportunities presented in world markets
by new product development, technological and scientific research, and
product engineering modification, it is strongly recommended that the
Department of Commerce exercise leadership in encouragin American business to innovate, design, and modify products for tffe world
market, rather than domestic consumption alone. Increased competitive pressure and the growing concept of a world market strongly suggest that major research, development, and product innovation should
e internationally oriented for maximum export potential.
B. At the same time the corporate executive needs from Government a clear policy on that proportion of the cost of research and
development which can be properly charged to the subsidiary company
and, in some cases, some sort of special allocation for research and
development for underdeveloped countries. In addition, the committee recommends that appropriate technical, professional, and engineering societies be encouraged to sponsor and support educational seminars on "Designing for World Markets."
In making these specific recommendations, the committee assumed
that their adoption would be accompanied by the use of all suitable
forms of communication, publicity, advertising, and promotion, in
order to reach the largest possible number of potential exporters with
the most convincing story of the profit and growth opportunities available to American business with the assistance and cooperation of the
Department of Commerce and other interested elements of the U.S.
Government.
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In conclusion, the Export Promotion Committee, which has developed a good internal working relationship and a mutual understanding
ot the.problems involved, would like to express to the National Export
Expansion Council, its willingness to continue in being, and to offer
its continued services to the Council as the needs of the export expansion program may require.
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Mir.

FRED C. For,

FEBRUARY 11, 1966.

Chairman, National Export Expan.yton Council, U.. Department of
Commerce, Washington, D.C.
DrR MR. Foy: I am enclosing the rel)ort of the Action Committee
on Taxation consisting of recommendations for administrative action,
legislative action, and additional study.
Our group has approached the preparation of this report with the
understanding that the United States has a very serious balance-ofpayments pro lem, and that the administration believes that more exports by U.S. industry are the best solution to that problem. Removal of
some ol the disincentives to exporting which occur in the tax field will
expand exports because (a) the profits on exports will be higher and
business effort flows toward profts: (b) the depressing psychological
influence on exports of strict administration of tax provisions relating
to exports will be reduced; and (c) the inertia that many U.S. companies have in connection with exporting activities may be overcome.
We recommend three specific areas of administrative action which
will help to remove tax barriers to exports:
1. The realistic administration of laws providing for reallocation of income and expenses between related companies: recent
Treasury efforts to clarify practices in this area have been helpful
but guidelines on the reasonableness of selling prices are needed.
2. The adoption of rules on the repatiation of funds and the
use of foreign tax credits when reallocations have been made by
the Internar Revenue Service between related companies, consistent with policies now governing tax years prior to 1963.
3. More liberal policies on the transfer of industrial property
to foreign corporations in tax-free exchanges to permit favorable
rulings in more cases.
We also recommend four specific areas for legislative changes in the
tax provisions:
1. Less complicated and more liberal rules for export trade
corporations under section 970 of the Internal Revenue Code.
2. An additional capital allowance for equipment producing
goods
forincentive
export. deduction
3. An
for promotion expenses in connection
with export sales.
4. The extension of the investment tax credit to purchases of
U.S.-produced equipment used abroad.
In addition, we recommend that studies be in initiated in two related
areas:
1. A study to determine the feasibility of changing the rules on
export subsidies under the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade.
2. A thorough study of the possibility of major change in the
U.S. tax system substituting a general indirect tax, such as a

value-added tax, as a major source of revenue to replace part of

the revenue now raised by the Federal income tax. It is the understanding of the committee that such a tax could be rebated on
exports without violating the GATT rules.
We have refrained from recommendingseverall popular proposals
because of the apparent conflict with GATT rules. We have also
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omitted a specific recommendation on improvement of drawback pro.
cedures because we understand that the Treasury Department is
working on this problem. We recognize that the Treasury is also giving attention to some of the other problem areas mentioned and
where this is the case we would hope that our recommendations will
be considered as pointing the way to the adoption of tax policies
which will aid the export Wrive.
Any change in the tax laws or any more liberal and reasonable
administration of present tax laws which helps to increase profit
margins on exports will increase U.S. exports and will push the U.S.
business decisionmakers toward more US.-produced goods and less
foreign-produced goods for foreign markets. In fact., if the profit
margins on exported goods could be raised to the same level as profit
margins on domestic sales, the result would be a major jump in U.S.produced exports and a consequent reduction in the U.S. balance-ofpayments
problem.
.Sincerely,
CARL A. GERSTACKER,

Ohainman of the Board.
INTRODUCTION

This report has been undertaken in response to the decision of
the National Export Expansion Council that the effect of the present
tax structure on exports should be studied. The council also urged
that a complete reexamination of the Treasury Department's adim-istrative policies in this area be made.
The report identifies tax barriers and impediments which now
hamstring our export firms, and suggests measures to remove them
so as to help existing firms as well as to encourage more firms to enter
exporting. The approach followed is the essentially practical one of
providing an answer to the question: What tax policies will make
U.S. exports more competitive and bring more businessmen into foreign trade? The answers to this question in this report reflect the
experience and judgment of the accountants, businessmen, tax econvmists, and tax lawyers who cooperated in the study.
Export expansion is one of the most promising avenues for improvement in the U.S. balance of payments. Although total exports
increased slightly in 1965, the rate of growth decreased markedly
compared with prior-year increases. The possibility of larger export
gains in 1966 is in doubt because under today's conditions, U.S. in.
dustries generally can make higher profits selling in the United States
than in exporting to other countries. Business in the United States is
good, with prices generally stable or rising, and the growth and
profitability of the U.S. market make export business relatively less
attractive.
It costs substantially more to process orders from foreign customers
and to prepare and ship goods to such customers. In the immediate
postwar period when foreign competition was crippled as a result of
the war, U.S. firms had a predominant position in foreign markets.
Exporting was profitable as the additional cost of handling such business could easily be absorbed. Under present conditions, with heavy
competition from all the industrial countries of the world, prices
abroad are generally no higher than U.S. prices and in many cases are
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lower. The additional costs of handling foreign business and the discouraging administrative attitude of the IT.S. Internal Revenue Service toward export profits tend to encourage companies already in such
business to emphasize the development of IT.S. markets ana to discourage new companies from entering the export business.
Imports are in a strong rising trend and with our domestic economy
in a stage of dynamic expansion we may be confronted with a repIucedl
export surplus this year. This would follow a drop of $1.6 billion ill
our favorable trade balance in 1965 .from 1964. It is, therefore, encouraging that the administration' has determine(I that export expalsion will continue to be of top priority in 1966. The President's
Economic Report presented to Congress on January 27, 1966 recog-

nized that, although decisive progress was made" in 1965 toward
reducing our balance-of-payments deficit, the account is not yet in
balance. Significantly, he indicated that the United States would "ontinue to work towardl the reduction of trade barriers. The President
then called for balancing our external accounts in 1966 and asked
business "to sell even more' abroad this year, in spite of full domestic
order books." The committee's recommendations, if implemented, will
make a substantial contribution toward this national objective.
Because there have been several previous studies of this subject and
also because of the limited time and facilities available to us, we have
avoided theoretical discussion of the overall economic effects of the
measures recommended or their effect on the general commercial policy
of the United States. However, this does not mean that such factors
as tax equity and compatibility with the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade were not considered in the formulation of our recommendations. Background discussions have been held with officials of the State,
Treasury, and Commerce Departments charged with responsibility
in the policy area covered by this report, and we have benefited from
their counsel.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Recornmendaton which can be implemented by the InteralRe,.ene
&ervieeunder existing legzslftwn
We believe there are certain actions which can be taken by the
Treasury Department and Internal Revenue Service as a matter of
administrative policy which would immediately remove some of the
disincentives affecting export trade.
1.Reallooation.of income and expenses between 'elatedcompanle.l.Regulations should be issued promptly under section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code to provide clear gmidelines for determining the
reasonableness of export-selling prices to related corporations, under

varying economic circum.tances, giving due recognition to the type

of gmods or products being sold, local competitive conditions, local

tariffs, the extent to which such goods or products are incidental to
domestic corporate operations, and-other pertinent factors. The regulations should not provide fixed, rigid price formulas but should indicate
a policy for handling pricing problems in relation to the facts and
competitive conditions relating to particular methods of operation
and pricing. In particular, the regulations should make clear that if
competitive conditions cause the U.S.-manuifacturing corporation to
price to a foreign affiliate at, a level which only recovers the incremental
costs of manufacturing in the United States, this fact will not mean
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that the price is unreasonable. The regulations should clearly state
that they (to not require the recovery of ftull overall costs in the United
States unless the foreign competitive situation will justify prices high
enough to accomplish this.
2. F're.gn tax credits and repatriationof funds where reallocatwns
have been made.-Consistent with the rules developed in Revenue Procedures --54 and 65-17, a policy for all future years should be adopted
(a) to allow taxpayers to repatriate funds from foreign affiliates withand (b) to permit full credit against U.S.
U.S. taxes,
out additional foreign
income taxes applicable to the reallocation of
tax0s Tor any
earnings or expenses tinder section 482. Tax-free repatriation with full
credit for foreign taxes should be permitted in all cases unless the
Internal Revenue Service can establish by a clear preponderance of the
evidence that the reallocation was required because of deliberate tax
avoidance ind failure to make a good faith effort to abide by the U7.S.
rules on intervorporate pricing and accounting for other intercorporate transactions.
3. Transfers of ivdustrialproperty to foreign subskiarie..-A new
policy should be established in connection with issuing rulings under
sections 367 and 351 of the Internal Revenue Code. The concern of the
Revenue Service of distinguishing between property and services
should be relieved by the recognition that there are many cases where
industrial secrets and know-how are valuable in themselves and that
the personal efforts required to deliver such secrets and know-how can
be disting shed from personal services unrelated to the transmittal of
such property items. The Treasury should make clear that section 351
property does not have to be tangible property and should adopt a
more liberal policy so that in more cases favorable rulings could be

given to taxpayers on this point. The only effect on balance of payments
must be beneficial because such rulings reduce the need for sending
cash abroad.
Recommendations for legislative change
There are additional steps that could be taken to remove tax impediments to U.S. export, business but which require legislation. We recoi.
mend the following specific proposals:
1. Export trade eorPorationprovions.-The complicated and restrictive rules for obtaining tax benefits as an export trade corporation
under sections 970, 971, and 972 of the Internal Revenue Code should
be simplified and liberalized. As a minimum step, the limitations on
the profits excludable should be changed to one overall limitation of 10
percent, of groKs receipts each year. Furthermore, an export trade corporation should be allowed the benefits of these sections when selling
to a related corporation in a foreign country provided that the related
corporation resells the U.S. goods to an unrelated trade customer.
2. Capdtal alou'a,nce for equipment-producing ooods for excort.Provisions should be adopted providing an adlitional capital allowance each year for equipment in the Uited States used in producing
goods for export. It is suggested that a taxpayer's depreciation on proauctive equipment be increased each year in proportion to the ratio of
its gross receipts from export business to its total gross recei )ts without the requirement of a reduction in the taxpayer s depreciable basis.
3o. tIrenth-e deduewion for pronwtion expenses.-It is proposed that
companies be allowed an incentive deduction for promotion expenses
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in connection with export sales. We recommend that 150 percent of
such expenses be allowed as a current deduction for U.S. taxpayers.
4. Investment tao credit on equipment used abroad.-The present
provisions of the investment tax credit should be extended to U.S.
taxpayers either using U.S. produced tangible equipment abroad or
leasing it for use abroad. The balance of payments and exports will
definitely be encouraged if the provision disallowing investment tax
credit on property used abroad is removed in all cases where the property was produced in the United States.

Addotioad reeonitrndItlon.sfor odontf',tva
.-htdi's by the eeeit,'e branch

/ot

un~d in-depft,

In addition to the foregoing proipsals., we recmmiiend that the
President direct the Departments of State, Treasury, and Commerce
and other interested agencies to thoroughly review tiye U.S. tax ystem
in relation to exports and the rules on export subsidies contained in
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Such a review should
be directed toward the advisability of raising the question of tax
rebates under present GATT rules during the Kennedy round negotiations, with a view to using the pI'oposed U.S. concessions as a bargaining factor to renegotiate that part of the GATT rules which treats
direct and indirect taxes differently. In our opinion the present language does not reflect the incidence of taxes properly and places the
United States at a competitive disadvantage. We further recommend
that a. study be made of other means which might be employed to
obtain a change in the GATT antisubsidy rules so as to elimina'te this
inequitable treatment of omr tax system as compared with those of
countries having more indirect taxes, particularly in the form of
border taxes.
A related proposal, but one which would require a major change in
V.S. tax policy. involves the possible use of general indirect taxes and
particularly the value-added tax as a source of some of the revenue

now raised' by the Federal income tax. Because of the broad economic
and political" impact of this question, we recommend designation by
the President oft a special panel representing all segments of the
economy which would be affected, to consider the matter. Ie recognize
that this is an issue which transcends tile question of export tnide.
In addition, in-depth studies are needed and should be made by
either the interagency group or the special panel of (1) the possibility
of rebating to exporters so-called secondary excise and other taxes
which are part of the cost of production, such as fuel taxes, State and
local property taxes, taxes on inventory, and Federal excise and social
security tax; (2) the feasibility of additional tax concessions to U.S.

citizens engaged in the promotion of U.S. exports abroad: and (3)
the possible it, of taking into account for tax purposes fluctuations in
the value of foreign investments because of local currency devaluations
in the foreign countries. The inability to recognize such currency
fluctuations for tax purposes until the foreign asst has been disposal
of does not adequately reflect the earnings of a .T.S. parvnt when it
hn s foreign sales subsidiaries whose working capital is constantly declining in value because of currency problems in the foreign countric.
The Tax Action Committee of the National Export Expansion
Council believes that the foregoing recommendations will remove
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many roadblocks now discouraging exports and will have a very beneficial effect on the rate of exports from the United States. 'ihe one
factor which would do most to increase exports is the increase in
profitability of export business. Changes in tax policy which will help
accomplish this goal will assist a great deal in improving the competitive position of American exporters.
oE.EJUAL DISCUSSION

Since the early 1960's when the Internal Revenue Service placed
greater emphasis on auditing international business corporations, and
since the heated debates over the 1962 Revenue Act, taxpayers have
felt clearly that the attitude of Internal Revenue agents has been extremely harsh in this area. While top officials of theTreasury Department and Internal Revenue Service will disclaim any such administrative prejudices, actual experiences of corporate taxpayers have been
very discouraging" and have tended to decrease the enthusiasm of
those presently engaged in foreign business for such business and
definitely have discouraged others from expanding into foreign business. Most of the evidence relating to such harsh attitudes comes from
cases involving proposed allocations of income and expenses under
section 482. Our purpose is not to have the Service give up its right to
make reallocations, but merely to have the Service adopt a policy which
is more realistic in the light of the conditions under which industry
operates.
There appears to be a lack of understanding on the part of the Revenue Service and Treasury Department of the nontax reasons which
very frequently require U.S. corporations to use subsidiaries when
actively engaged in their foreign business. These nontax reasons relate
to one of the classical reasons for the use of corporations under any
circumstances; namely, limited liability. U.S. corporations and th r
lawyers are not familiar with foreign legal systems and foreign business risks. For these reasons, most U.S. corporation lawyers and most
U.S. business executives would insist on the use of subsidiaries when
expanding into foreign operations regardless of the ability to save U.S.
taxes. Practical business considerations, such as foreign import restrictions, often give U.S. firms no choice but to establish abroad; by doing
so important markets for our products are saved which would otherwise be lost. Industry certainly cannot deny that in organizing such
subsidiaries and planning their use tax considerations play a great
part in determining the domicile of the corporation and the method
of its operation. On the other hand, many difficulties between the
Revenue Service and industry would be removed if revenue agents, in
general, recognized nontax business needs for such subsidiaries, did
not take the attitude that such subsidiaries were bad per se, and did
not believe that all transactions between the U.S. taxpayer and its
foreign affiliates were suspect.
We have had our attention called to case histories which indicate
how this attitude on the part of the Revenue Service is reflected in
reallocation cases involving intercorporato pricing. We present abstracts of five such cases in the appendix as representative of perhaps
hundreds now consuming unreasonable amounts of time of both revenue
agents and corporate officials in an atmosphere of mutual suspicion and
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distrustt. Such an atmosphere discourages those I)resently, engaged in
foreign operations at a time when business in the United States is
excellent and foreign business is relatively unprofitable. It certainly
(liseomrage any additional U.S. taxpayers from becoming involved
in foreign' operations to an extent which would expose them to these
tax 1)l) l lls.
I .1e requirement that a U.S. taxpayer must get a ruling under seetioit 1 67 of the Internal Revenue Code before the taxpayer may carry
out certain tax-free transactions with a foreign corporation has been
particularly troublesome in connection with section 351 transfer of
industrial property. Section 351 allows the tax-free transfer of property to a corporation in exchange for its shares if the transferors control the transferee. If the transferee is a foreign corporation, the
section 867 ruling to the effect that the transaction is not for' the purpo.ze of avoiding income taxes is required.
The Internal Revenue Service has reisted gr.Int ing rulings to tle
effect that secret processes and other types of intangible prol)erty are
propertyy for the purpose of section 351. Many times a U.S. taxpayer
could obtain a substantial interest in a new foreign company by transferring such industrial property. This definite, assists the, balance
of Payments because the foreign participants often put in all the cash
in these situations. If the U.S. taxpayer cannot get a ruling on both
the section 367 and section 351 asl)c ts of the deal it is rehlictant to
risk a tax on the unrealized gain resulting from exchanging property
for shares in a new venture.
The alternative in many cases is a purchase of shares for cash by the
U.S. taxater and a transmittal of the property pursuant to a license
agreenent.'This causes an unnecessary adverse effect on short-term
balance of payments. We have recommended a more liberal attitude
in ismiing sul(1l rulings.
on the part of tho Internal Revenue ,Service
section 367 and
eliminating
for
arguiments
strong
Actually thereiae
rulings.
such
for
the need
The specific legislative changes recommended would clearly result
in time removal o certain disincentives to U.S. export business. The
(,hanlges pi-oposed in the export trade corporation revisionss tread on
recenitlV ado)ted policies in the 1962 Revenue Act. It is not our pur10", !,,1111 to lisl the general ildustry feeling that most of the 1962
lrovioniiw in relAtifl to foeiigin source income were ill advised, but it
is our purpose to point out, that one of the efforts at easing the effects
of the 1962 act and retaining some tax ineenties for U.S exports is
ton narrow and complicated and has not had the desired effect. Taking
into ,onsideration the previous (comnnnts that T.S. corporations will
nt (xliid activities al)road without the use of subsidiaries and the
(lesire th gret more U.S. corporations actively engaged in such foreign

selling efforts, it seems clear that a more liberal and simplified version
of the-exIort trade corporation rules would encourage the expansion of

existing export activity and the creation of new export ventures.
The formation of a foreign subsidiary to handle a new export venture for a U.S. corporation is not only complicated by all the various
commercial factors which now make exports less profitable than
domestic business, but it i also faced with the complicated reporting
requirements under the Internal Revenue Code. Thie combination of
these factors certainly acts as a deterrent to the expansion of U.S. ex-
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taxthe
deterrent
rules for exemptions
removal of the
port
business.
tax
from
subpartbyFprotrade corporation
viding
export Proposed
rules will act as an immediate incentive to get new U.S. corporations
involved in export activities. In view of the fact that this country has a

serious balance-of-payments problem which can be favorably affected
by increasing exports, and that the entire basis for the existing tax
rules on foreign source income is still highly controversial, the removal
of these tax deterrents todesirable.
exports through the export trade corporation
vehicle seems to be very
The proposal to grant additional capital allowances to corporations
involved in the export business is more in the nature of an export subsidy than the other proposals. Its justification relates to the competitive situation in the world today. This country's pressing need for additional eq)orts and improvement in its balance-of-payments position
requires some action to make exports more profitable. Other countries
have used similar capital allowances or accelerated depreciation for
this purpose.
The results of such a provision would be direct and immediate. It
would have a particular beneficial effect on U.S. businesses newly engaged in export trade, but would not be discriminatory against the
U.S. businesses which have been leaders in pushing U.S. exports up
to this time.
The proposal to allow extra deductions for promotion expenses will
be even more an incentive to companies not now engaged in the export
business. Generally speaking, the first efforts in this field are in the
nature of a mail order business with an occasional foreign trip by
sales personnel to encourage such mail orders. Companies which operate at this level of export activity before they feel the need for local
foreign offices, which in turn require the subsidiaries described above,
would get particular benefits from the ability to deduct more than their
actual expenses in tlis promotion activity. The disincentives caused by
the need for language skills, different packaging, different measuremient terms, foreign documentation, and strange foreign travel would
be partly offset by the ability to obtain an extra deduction for U.S.
tax purposes.
The use of the additional capital allowance and additional promotion expense deductions to entice more U.S. industries into the export
business Would be followed in the normal course by the use of an export
trade corporation to expand such tentative efforts in exports. these
three provisions taken together would have a distinctly favorable
effect on increasing the number of U.S. industries participating in
export activities and thus in the total volume of U.S. exports.
With particular reference to the General Agreement on Tariffs
.9nd Trale, lie declaration (of which the United States is a signatory)
giving effect to article XVI section B.4 of the GATT bans inter
alia "the remission calculated in relation to exports of direct taxes
or social welfare charges on industrial or commercial enterprises."
In deference to this ban on the remission or direct taxes on exports,
the reIommendat ions do not include proposals which have been put
forivard by others studying this problem that an exemption or reduced
rate of tax be l)rovided domestic exporters. On the other hand, because the same GATT rule permits the remission of indirect taxes on
exported goods provided the amounts remitted do not "exceed those
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effectively levied at one or several stages on these goods," we have
recommended that a study be made of the feasibility of substituting an
indirect tax in lieu of part of corporate income tax.
The committee is impressed by the number of devices utilized by
various countries to reduce the tax burden for their exporters despite
the inhibitions of the GATT antisubsidy rule. Types of export incentives include accelerated depreciation allowances for exports (Japan), establishment of tax-free reserves against losses from exports
(Norway), overexpensing of promotion costs (Australia), rebate of
certain indirect taxes, entering into production (United Kingdom,
Belii1n), bonuses of 2 to 5 percent of turnover of exporting marketing companies (Israel). The border tax systems of most European countries which provide rebates of turnover tax on exports and
assess Ihe tax on imports frequently contain a subsidy element and
their disadvantage to U.S. producers will grow as the Common Market moves toward harmonization of national indirect taxes. In addition, ilht svstemi of vash grants for manufacturers adopted on January
17, 19;(6, by the United Kingdom appears to have been designed to
raise investments in Ihose sectors of the ecolonly that do most to

strengthen the balance of payments.
This country, by contrast. iats 'ew excise taxes which it can and
dops rebIate to exporters, although firinis which can meet the require-

nients of the Western Htemisphere Trade Corporation provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code imy qua lify for a 14-percentage-point reduction on their exports to Latin Ame'riva and Canada.
What seimns to 1e called for is aIless doctrinaire aproach to the
economic theory 1iider'ling the (. 1"1 rule. 'his would permit col-

sideration of normal cnmercial practice under which a company in
fixing prices takes into account. the income tax it will have to pay.
From a study of the forward-shifting of direct taxes a nmore realistic program for rebating taxes on exported products should emerge.
The proposal for studying the substitution of value-added and general excise taxes for at least part of the 1'.S. Federal income tax and
in (-, 'Ii'T rulhs ont ex port subsidits will have less inuimledifor claigel
ate imifluemee on exports and tlie halance-of-paymuelts problem. This
group (hot's not Iniake any dliiiite recoimmendat ion on such basic
changes in I .S. tax laws. 1i nmelv pohils out that many writers today
believe such a basic tax change is ltsirable and that foithis reason the

matter should be carefully studied. This group does feel, however,
that the rules under GAI'T on rebates of indirect taxes are discriminatory against the United States. We strongly recommend that
other
conlevels and
over tariff
in Geneva
negotiations
the
current
cessions
be usi
as a means
of bargaining
for changes
in the
GATT
rules. This country proposes to make some substantial concessions
in the Kennedy round negotiations and we believe this is an ideal
time to bargain for changes in the export rules which would be favorable to the United States.
The Committee has been especially mindful of the Government's

present need for revenue. It believes that the increase in export trade
from the adoption of its recommendations would go a long way toward offsetting any revenue loss. We note the President's admonition
in his Economic Report to Congress, January 22, 1966. He said,
"Against a background calling for fiscal restraint, I cannot this year
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endorse any specific legislative measure, however meritorious, involving significant net tax reduction.' In view of this, we have purposely
attempted to identify separately and appropriately stress those irapediments whose removal would'not involve new legislation. Although
we have included a limited number of recommendations requiring legislative change to become effective, it is our judgment that they are
essential if competitive parity for U.S. exporter. is to be achieved,
and that they would not result in "significant net tax reduction."
APPENDIX

Case8 indicating how admnintrati,', action tenls to di8courage
e,-ports
(1) A F.S. manufacturing company supplies several components

to its Dutch manufacturing subsidiary. Tie latter incorporated these
components into the final product which it. manufactured in Holland
for Common Market distribution. An examining agent made a price
redetermination which resulted in a substantial allocation of profit
from the I)utch subsidiary to the U.S. parent.. The agent's position
was that, the intercompany pricing was not arms length and that lie
was, therifore, autlorized' to redetermine the pricing on a. armslength basis and correspondingly allocate profit from the Dutch
(wiich had been subjected to )itch income tax) to the U.S. company.
The statutory authority for the adjut~ient was section 482 of the
Internal Revenue Code. 'this section authorizes revisions in intercom-

pany pricing where necessary to prevent avoidance of Federal inc.,,me
tax, or to niore clearly retlec.t the true incomes of the related parties.
To date, there are no 'official price guidelines, except for Puerto Rico,
to which the taxpayer or the agent may refer. In this instance, as well
as others, the redetermination may be arhbitrai-'ily designed to increase
taxable income by a predetermined amount.
To avoid recurrence of the problem, arrangements were made to
htve the Dutch subsidiary purchase its components from an independent European supplier rather than from the parent company. To
thli.. extent, the IT.S. expoit position was damaged. Managemnt of the
coupany, when queried, indicated concern with the following:
(a) Tle apparent imipossibility of establishing an intercompaly pricing policy that will not'be challenged by an examining
agent.

(b) The danger of double taxation.
2) A domestic nianutacturing company sold its products in the

l.:mt in American market. through a Westerni Hemisphere trade corporation, a wholly owned stibsidiary. The examining agent objected to
the interconpany selling price, claiming that the parent was selling too
cheaply to the subsidiary which as a Western Hemisphere trade corporation enjoyed a 14-percentage-point reduction in the corporate rate of

tax (now 34 percent i lieu of48 percent).
The agent proposed a selling price equal to the domestic list price
less 15 percent., the price at which products were sold to domestic
wholesalers. At this price, the taxpayer pointed out that the Western
hemisphere trade corporation would operate at a loss. After approximlately a year and a half, a compromise agreement was reached.
87--S22-68--pt. 1-18
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During tile discussion period the company gave some thought to
workable alternatives which might serve to avoid a recurrence of this
lroblem. The alternative found and adopted during the discussion

period and continuing to (late was to have a Canadian manufacturing
affiliate provide the Western Hemisphere trade corporation with a
number of products previously purchased front the doniestic parent
company.
(3) A domestic corporation engaged in manufactirinc in the
United States has Several sul)sidiaries also engaged in manufacturing
in England and West Cernmianv. Wihen sales offices decide which plant

might supply material, the 1.S. plant is in ordinary circumstances

considered tl'e least desirailde because of tile income tax disadvantage.
Export sales are generally made through a foreign selling affiliate

located in a low tax rate comtrv. ()n the basis of several statutory

exceptions, the selling profit of the controlled foreign sales affiliate i's
not. taxal)le on an imputalle basis to the top domestic parent company.
However, mnamagemiemit is of the opinion that the threat of price re-

determination is more pronounced in the United States than it is in
England or even perhaps in Germany. Accordingly, where the tax consideration is decisive the ,,xport orders are directed to England and
then West Germany in preference to the United States.
The promulgatio*n of reasonable price guidelines would doubtless restilt in the direction of orders to the U.S. plant which are now being
filled elsewhere.
(4) Another case involving probable damage to our export position
is to be found in a domestic manufacturing corporation all of whose
stock is owned by a foreign parent company the outstanding stock of
which is foreign'owned. The domestic manufacturing corporation exports to Latin America through a Panamanian corporation all of
whose stock is owned by the same foreign parent company. As the result of a tax examination in the United States, deficiencies have been
proposed against the domestic corporation based on the following:
(a) Allocating the entire net income of the Panamanian corporation to the domaestie corporation on the authority of sections 482
and 61, and
(b) Treating the funds in the Panamanian corporation, allegedly earned by the domestic corporation, as a dividend having
been constructively received by the foreign parent company (on
the theory that the parent company is alleged to have transferred
the earnings and profits of its U.S. subsidiary to its Panamaniniu
subsidiary). Withholding tax liability is being asserted against.
the domestic corporation on the constrictive dividends.
The foreign parent company is planning to eliminate substantially

ill exports out of the IJ.S. corporation. The foreign parent company
will export its products to Latin America through its Panamanian

sales company. It does not anticipate any real ditic&,ultv with its own

taxing authorities. Again, damage to our export position because of administrative harshness.

(5) This U.S. corporation was selling in Latin America through
a Western Hemisphere trade corporation. However. hecau e of continued uncertainty over possible reallocations by the Reveme Serviee,
management chose to forgo the preferential IVesten, Hemisphere trade
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corporation tax rate. Instead of marketing the production of its domes-

tic parent it set up a manufacturing subsidiary in Latin America. This
has the obvious effect of substituting foreign productive effort for an
expansion of U.S. export operations. The eX planation of top management was that they just refu.,ed to expose themselves to second guessing
on the part of examining agents several years in the future because of
subsequent changes in Tieasury Department policy, in the same manner as they feel that situation exists today.
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Morris'i-Knudsen Co.
International Investment Co.
Fluor Corp.
FMC Corp.
American National Bank &
Trust Co. of Chicago.
AVCO Corp.
Irving Trust Co.
Anderson, Clayton & Co.
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N"ATIOx.\L EXIPORT EXPANSION (OUNCI I,
I .S.
oi' ('O.MRC
O)Ei'.i'rENT
r1:ic:,

Mr. CARL A.GEarACKER,

Chairman,NationalExport xrpamvon
..
Council. U.S. I)epo r'tment of
DOnmmere, W.hington, D.C.
DEAR MR. GEsrCKER: There is atotalien s report of our Action
Committee on Export Fiancing. It contains recommendation s that
involve a positive affirmation of national polie and i reappraisl of
the present-day adequacy of
srovernmental facilities for the development of exports, all to the ena of assuring a significant betterment in
our balance ofpaynients
Positive action is needed which requires the active and continiii
level.
support of our Government at the highest administration

The specifics are in the "Blueprint for Action" section of the report.
To the extent your schedule permits we commend it to your study.

The salient points are:
1. A decision must be made. Are we to be a vigorous trading
nation or not? If we are to be then those agencies charged widi
carrying out national policy in this respect must be instructed to
utilize to the fullest the authority and resources they have to
make it so.
2. The voluntary credit restraint program as related to export
credit should be dropped. Domestic actiriity is at too high a level
to make foreign business attractive to many exporters and their

bankers, if they are confronted with unrealistic and unnecessary
restrictions.
3. The establishment of a rediscount facility is of paramount
importance to insulate export credit from the effects of domestic
monetary policy, and to encourage commercial banks to promote
export financing. The Export-Import Bank should use its existing
authority now to rediscount export paper guaranteed or insured
Iy a governmental agency, or for which a prime U.S. commercial
hn-khas accepted recourse.
4. The creation of a separate fund to be operated by the ExportInport Bank for export financing on a "national interest" basis.
5. The appointment by the President of a special committee to
review in the light of today's needs the structure and olicies of
the governmental agencies principally concerned with export
credit.
The United States, to be a vigorous trading nation, must make available to its business sector credit facilities equivalent to those other
industrial nations provide, in the absence of- which our competitive
position based on product superiority and basic price factors is nullified.

Unless we alleviate the existing export credit problem, we must expect a continued deterioration ofour export surplus, thus weakening
for years to come the most important source of strength to our international balance-of-payments position.
Yours sincerely,
DO\nLD W'. DnEOUGLtS, r.,
ch,d'mv,i. .. tfon Corn
,;tteean Ea'portFnac;hg.
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'To: Carl A. (erstaeker,

REPORT
chairman, National Export Expansion

Council.
From: Donald 11'. Doiglas, Jr., chairman, Action Committee on Ex-

port Finiancing.
Tile great implortance of the support American exporters have re-

C'eived from the Export-inport Bank (Eximbank) in the form of
project loans tnd balance-of-pa inents loans to foreign countries
should not be umderestinated. lhese Eximbank direct loans have
resulted in a multitude of export sales for American industry, since
they are tied to the lur'lase- of goods and services from the United

States. In additioti, they have made a significant contribution to a
major I.S. foreign policy objective Iy assisting in the development
of productive resources al)roa(, thus st'rengthening the economic abilitv of foreign nations to purchase F.S. products. Eximbank balance,4-pyei
3 elltts credits have enabled foreign countries to overcome
temporary Itlance-of-paynents difficulties, and thereby avoid serious
disruption in the continued flow of their )trichtases of American goods
and services.
The inany billions of dollars of such Eximbank (redits alone clearly
establishes *thesubstantial contrilmition of this institution to American
direct financing-unXlport
fact that
such Eximibank
and Japanese
by its Europeani
povided
normally
assstance The
theexpansion.
life
c'omnterparts-does not require that Aiierican exporters share in any

of the financing or credit risks, strongly attests to the vast siuperiority
of this type of facility over that of1ei'ed.iuyvwhere else in the world.

Yet tli' direct lhni; at'tivitv of the Eximbank is no longer adequate
to Iieet today ititenisively c'Omlpetitive ex port market situation. The
Aitericait exporter ,,.io has the p)rosp1 ect ofKu iml)ortant order-pro-

vided the necessary financing arrangements call be made very quickly
and efficientlv-finids the fact that FEximbank offers the world's finest
direct loan facility to be irrelevant: What this exporter requires is
simply the ready availability of export credit guarantee or insurance
support to capture his prospective export sale.
The Atericuan exporter who has made costly investments to establish
an overseas sales force has no abstract interest in overall national considerations regarding U.S. export business as a whole. He finds that the
clear superioritv of it system which directly futihers national policy

aims, but only Indirectly furthers the individual requirements of the
American exporter, simi)ly fails to mieet the challenge of today's competitive conditions.

Several of the members of our committee represent leading U.S.
companies which also operate foreign subsidiaries in countries that
provide government export credit guarantee and insurance facilities

to their exporters. They report a firsthand knowledge of various instances in which substantial export orders have deliberately been
diverted overseas, solely because of the superiority of the governmentsul)ported commercial export credit facilities available there.
The U.S. export expansion effort urgently requires a major reorientation of the present Eximbank approach. The Eximbank mus
provide a new emphasis to servicing the individual needs of Ameri n
exporters, which thus indirectly would also contribtite substantial . to

the advancement of national policy aims.

•//
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The conclusion of the Action Committee on Ex port Financing can
therefore be stated simply. At this critical time, the effort to expand
our national export volume is not receiving the support of adequate,
continuous, and realistically competitive financing. An immediate correction of this situation is required.
No single element of our balance of payments is more important to
the national interest than the export of'goodQ and services on commercial account. However, various restraints that were prompted by a
recognition of our balance-of-payments difficulties have obscured,
rather than clarified, the urgent need to revitalize our export efforts.
Financial impediments to commercial exports not only have aggravated the immediate problem of correcting the payments deficit, but
also have exposed American exporters to the permanent loss of market
opportunities in the face of increasingly vigorous international
competition.
The remarkable degree of economic stability achieved by this country in recent years has effectively recouped the competitive strength
of American products that had been lost to domestic price inflation
and the devaluation of foreign currencies of an earlier period. The high
quality, supply, and service possibilities for American products have
an appeal in overseas markets which is second to none. Yet, before our
exporters can effectively pursue an increased foreign volume, with its
greater risks and complexities, they must have a reasonable assurance
of financing on terms that will meet those offered by their foreign
competitors. Exporters must be able to obtain prompt decisions and
firm commitments in advance concerning the availability of financing.
This is of particular importance in negotiating the sale of capital goods
on deferred payment terms.
The favoral;Je contribution of such transactions to the balance of
payments has not received adequate recognition. Instead, our efforts
toward export expansion have been increasingly frustrated by shortrun or shortsighted credit policies and programs. Our balance'of-payments problem is clearly more fundamental than the present temporary
restraint programs can hope to resolve. By creating obstacles to export
financing our policies actually prevent ihe proper treatment of our
ills. We must adopt programs which strengthen, rather than weaken,
efforts to expand exports and to develop future markets for our products. The role of export financing is vital to the success or failure of
these efforts. It is therefore also crucial to the fundamental correction
of our balance-of-payments problem.
Central to any program for export expansion is our commercial
banking system whicfi does, and should, represent the" normal and
major source of credit for that purpose. The assistance provided
through credit guarantees and insurance by the Export-Import Bank
and the Foreign Credit Insurance Association (FCIA), and the tctivities of other agencies provide a framework which theoretically
covers the range of export financing needs. Certain improvements have
been made recently in the programs of these agencies which have been
of considerable benefit. Nevertheless. these changes have provided
neither the stimulus nor the necessary means of meeting the competition of foreign commercial export credit. What is worse, their favorable impact has been vitiated by the effect of policy restraints imposed
under the voluntary balance-of-payments programs.
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This committee of leading businessmen and bankers is convinced
of the need for further significant improvements in our export financing facilities. As shown in the "Blueprint for Action," many unnecessary impediments exist which can and should be rectified. For practical
purposes the presentation is in outline form. To insure emphasis. certain critical items are singled out; unless corrective action is taken
with respect to these items, many lesser )roblenis will persist.
Export credit transactions musi be made exempt from the voluntary
credit restraint program. The combined experience of our group has
convinced us that this program has resulted in a definite tightening in
the availability of export credit and has been a significant deterrent
to the development of exports and future export markets.
Instead of adopting new measures to stimulate and encourage additional business interest in developing new foreion markets for our
products-which would serve as a source of continued strength to the
ILS. balance of payments for years to come-the voluntary credit
restraint, program fias discouraged the American businessman from
making tihe extra effort that the national export interest requires. No
highly paid corporate executive who is responsible to his stockholders
woulhl] choose to devote his firm's limited and costly resources to staff
and equip a new or increased foreign sales effort, When he can simply.
meet the existing high level of more profitable home demand for his*
products.
What leads the Federal Reserve authorities to think that a businessman will take an unnecessary risk of being denied favorable action on
an export credit application by his commercial banker? These authorities can interpret the available statistics on the export credit situation
as they wish: The fact nevertheless remains that their program has
unquestionably caused a serious setback to the progress of our national
extort expansion drive.
, any blnks outside the principal money centers have had to curtail
their international business development programs, while larger banks
no longer actively solicit loans to finance exports. Some of the largest
banks have shunned export transactions that would absorb existing
loan margins under the guidelines limitation. Much nonprime business
essential to continued export expansion has had to give way to the
principle of selectivity, most frequently to the detriment of the developing countries-cited in guideline 4 lor preferential treatment.
Our commercial banks are in a situation similar to that of American
industry. Why should the chief executive officer of a commercial bank
make a strong effort to promote export credits when alternative opportunities for even greater profits from domestic credit activities are
more than ample? To make matters worse, if a.bank should nevertheless succeed in expanding its export credit volume, it would run the
future risk of either having to deny an application for credit from an
important client, or having to exceed its Federal Reserve ceiling-thus
placing itself in an awkward situation with the Federal Reserve authoriti-es. The Fed is far too important to the viability of a commercial
bank's total domestic and foreign operations to warrant the taking of
any unnecessary action that could jeopardize the relationship between
the banker and the Fed.
We know of no other trading nation which allows broad freedom of
credit extension for domestic needs, but applies restraints affecting
the extension of export credit.
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Since credits are so essential for exports, they should not be subject
to any ceiling which results in a rationing of export credit. Commercial
banks have made it clear that they are willing to apply precautions to
insure the bona fide nature of export credits. This should help prevent
the substitution of credit for transactions normally paid for in cash,
and any unreasonable lengthening of credit terms. In view of the
substantial adverse effect on exports of the present system, we should
be tolerant of possible minor credit substitutions that might occur
under our recommended approach.
Recommendations presented in the "Blueprint for Action" are particularly concerned with the effect of general monetary stringency on
our export expansion effort. The current level of domestic business
activity and concomitant demands for credit point up the necessity for
dealing with this problem. There are two main avenues for doing so:
(1) Establish rediscount facilities for export credit paper covered by Eximbank or FCIA guarantees, and for export paper
which bear the endorsement of a commercial bank. Such a facifitv
is now authorized in the Eximbank charter, but has not been used.
The Eximbank should immediately establish a rediscount facility.
Consideration should also be given to the desirability of providing for such a facility in the Federal Reserve bank statutes, so
that there can be assurance that, in the future, there will be the
kind of export credit which will insure the financial flexibility
required to underwrite our national export needs.
(2) Extend the authority ofilmmercial banks to accept export
finance drafts beyond the present statutory limit, of 6 months.
This financial procedure eliminates the need for the direct employment, of the accepting bank's own funds. There is also a ready
market for such acceptances (bankers' bills), largely comprised

of foreign and institutional investors.
The Eximbank and its associated FCIA are intended to render
flexibility and support to the financing of exports as a supplement to
the operations of commercial banks and other private lenders. These
governmental institutions, unlike the free enterprise organizations

which they serve, lack the flexibility of attitude and the speed of decision the exporter needs to be on a par with his foreign competitors.
As evidenced by a retained income reserve approximating $1billionbuilt up over its 32 years of operation-the Eximbank stands in contrast to its counterparts overseas, such as the Export Credit Guarantee
Department (ECGD) of the United Kingdom. The ECGD operates
on a break-even basis. As a result, United Kingdom exporters pay
lower premium fees, and the ECGD covers a considerably higher percenttge of national exports than the Eximbank/FCIA.
We believe that the Eximbank should not finance exports with public funds where private financing is available on competitive terms.
It should, instead, act as an agency whose principal function is to
guarantee export financing provided by the commercial banks or other
private financial institutions. American exporters rely heavily upon
the expertise and worldwide relationships of the commercial banks.
So should the Eximbank. Not only would this role enlarge the Exim.bank's contribution to export expansion, but also would assure compliance with the provision of its charter that "the Bank in the exercise
of its functions should supl'lement and encourage and not compete
with private capital."
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The direct lending activity of the Eximbank should normally be
restricted to long term project type loans.
The fact that the Eximbank/FCIA has been unduly restrictive in
the administration of current programs may partly be attributed to
tile Eximbank's exceptionally conservative view of what constitutes
a "reasonable assurance of repavnent "-s

contained in the Bank's

charter. The "Blueprint for Action" therefore proposes that a special
fund be created within the Eximbank along the lines contemplated by

title 2 of the proposed Maigilusoji-Ad(lanii..xl)ort Expansion Act of
1965. This fund would be subject to more liberal standards, but coli-

fined to certain areas where there is a need for special financing arrangenients to promote the national interest. We quote from the comments of Senator Magnuson in this connection:
Other developed countries, recognizing the potential for trade development
which Is Involved, are hastening to fill the gap between development assistance
terms and commercial terms with semicommercial concessionary financing. By
so doing they establish themselves In these rapidly growing markets and assure
for themselves the follow-on business which will affect the Intermediate countries'
trading habits for many years into the future.
The British on their part have arranged to compete In this arena by making
available to their exporters $2.24 billion of credit guarantees for "national interest
loans" under section 2 of the British Export Guarantee Act. Such loans are made
in cases where normal prudent banking standards would regard the recipient
countries as poor credit risks, but where national commercial Interests are at
stake. Other countries have similar facilities for making national interest loans.

The uses envisioned for the special fund do not involve an unwarranted element of risk. The records of tile British and Canadian "national interest" programs have been reassuring. There is no partienilar
reason to expect that the experience of Eximbank would be unduly

adverse.
The "Blueprint for Action" contains many detailed proposals that
would put our financing facilities on a pal' with those of other major
industrial nations. However, there is one need which transcends all
others. It is the need for a change in the spirit in which the U.S. Goveminent's facilities are being administered. This is particularly true if
we are to be a more vigorous trading nation and to exert the leadership
of which we are capable.
A BLUEPRINT FOR ACTION

I. Exempt from the 'olntary re.traihtprograms
A. Financingof bona fide commercial exports.-Exporters indicate
that the inclusion of export loans under the ceiling applied to the total
foreign asset portfolios of commercial banks has reduced the availability of export financing and made it more expensive. It is recoinmended thatFinancing of all exports of goods and services (including leases,
conditional sales contracts and similar arrangement), where the
exporter has certified to the satisfaction of the lender that a bona
fide export is involved, should be exempted from the program. The
test of the bona fide nature of the export should be based on the
definition and procedure followed for the U.S. Treasury Department in connection with the interest equalization tax.
B. U.S. intm'enet abroad to the extent that they represent bona
fide commerd exports.-The use of U.S. equipment in a plant estab-
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lished abroad should be considered as an offset to the "outflow of direct
investment" that the U.S. parent company includes in its quarterly
report to the Commerce Department on the balance of payments. The
export of U.S. equipment to such a plant should receive a positive
inducement. Additional exports otherwise may not materialize if they
can be purchased abroad.
1f. Protect exTort flnanenq jroi tlie effects of nionetary stringency
A. A rediscount facility shouldd inunediately be established under
the present Export-Import Bank rediscount authority, for export
credit transactions which are guaranteed or insured by he Eximbank
or Foreign Credit Insurance Association, or for which a prime U.S.
commercial bank has accepted recourse. Consideration should also be
given to an amendment of the Federal Reserve statutes in order to pro.
vide a future means of insuring that export credit will be insulated
from the effects of monetary stringency. A rediscount facility for export credit paper would enable commercial banks to provide adequate
funds for export financing on terms which allow the American ex-

porter to meet foreign export credit competition. Such an approach to

exp ort financing would also provide a ready means for making available coneessional terms to foreign buyers as is sometimes required to
meet foreign export credit competition.

I B. Amend Federal Reserve regulations to permit commercial banks
to accept export drafts for up to 18 months (corresponding to installment payments on Eximbank/FCIA guaranteed or insured financing).
IIl. hmproe strtureof Eximbank/FOIA/AID to more adequately
meet the requirements for American ecports

Some 90 percent of the approximately $27 billion of U.S. exports
are financed without governmental assistance by the overseas buyers
and the American exporters themselves, either from their own resources, or with the help of U.S. commercial banks and other private
lending institutions. In the medium and longer term area, relating to
the sale of capital goods which often involve high unit values, there are
serious gaps in oui" present financing machinery, especially when financing is required without recourse to the exporter. This is an area of
great potential for export expansion. However, for this category of
goods, expeditious processing of export credit guarantees, insurance,
and loans on more liberal terms represents a critical need.
Acceleration of the growth of our export trade is faced with substantial and effective foreign-government-supported competition,
mounting pressures from overseas buyers for more liberal credit terms
problems arising from unstable foreign economies, and political
hazards such as that of inconvertibility of foreign currency. These and
other problems inherent in selling worldwide accentuate the need not
only for more adequate assistance through the formal programs offered
by the Eximbank, FCIA, and AID, but even more important, an approach is needed which is more sympathetic to the special requirements
of the exporter.
A. Improve coverage andreduce fees.-1. Provide more flexible and
internationally competitive payment terms and conditions:
(a) Permit lower downpayment.
(b) Allow financing on longer terms when exporter is willing
to assume all risks beyond Eximbank's declared limit.
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(c) Remove present arbitrary restrictions which limit inaturities according to the dollar value of the transaction; instead permit terms customary for the particular equipment and market.
(d) Allow greater flexibility in relating repayment schedules
to the buyer's cash flow and sieasonal factors, where applicable.
,e) Perinit use of accel)ted bills of exchange or other valid and
legally en forcible payment instruments, without imposing restrictive conditions in the credit insurance contract.
2. Provide miore compr nsive coverage:
(a) Improve coverage of equijknnent leasing and rentals, foreign
construction contracts, engineering, and other technical services
which generate dollars, and pursue this coventge aggressively.
(b) In instances in which Eximbank/FCIA require an increased exporter retention of credit and political risks, there
should be greater flexibility for increasing the guarantee or insurunico coverage of the political risk component.
(c) Eximnbank and FCIA should allow a reasonable and necessary percentage of foreign origin content in the equipment and
services financed under -their programs. Vid--the practice of
credit guaranteeing agencies of European ComrnQn Market countries, the UnrtedKi-ngdom and Canada.
3. To afford the exportr relief on his foreign credit retention and
thus enable him to undertake additional export business, provide:
Automatic cover for 100 percent of risks on unpaid balance for transactions guaranteed or ixiured after first half of the installments have
been promptly paid.
4. Reduce Eximbank/FCIA credit insurance and guarantee premiums:
(a) FOIA premiums should be reduced to the minimum required to cover losses and expenses related to commercial credit
risks (including reasonable provision for gradually building
reserves sufficient to support commercial risk insurance with
minimum aid from Eximbank).
(b) FCIA should receive maximum share of premium, leaving Eximbank's share covering only the cost of administering the
political insurance program.
(o) In order to stimulate exports with "minimum cost" export
credit insurance and guarantees, Eximbank should not seek to
increase its reserves-which now amount to over $1 billion-and,
indeed, the present policy of paying dividends to the U.S. Treasury should be reexamined.
B. Providenw or improved services and sources o/funds.-1. Pro.
vide prompt firm and advance commitments. Under the intense competitive conditions which now prevail in the export trade, time is of:
the essence. Any delay in confirming an order or submitting a firm bid
on prospective business may result in the loss of a sae to a foreign
competitor:
(a) Exporter applicants should normally be given firm or advance commitments (or rejections) in writing withinn 3 business
days, provided the requisite information regarding the type of
go6ds and services, the buyer, the market area and terms, and
conditions of the transaction is submitted. When the information
furnished is inadequate, the exporter should be given a cont air-

5
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meant "in principle" subject to the necessary supplementary data
being favorable. This coininitment, firm or in principle, should
e 'lid for aperiod of 90 days.
Rejections should normally be on credit grounds alone, and
whenever feasible, the exporter should be advised of what added
support (in the form of guarantors, etc.) is required to justify
reconsideration.
sales of an unusual nature, for
(b) Applications
example,
constructioninvolving
and engineering,
should be approved or
rejected (firm or in principle) within a maximum of 15 days.
2. Expand authority and capability to commit Eximbank by:
(a) FCIA:
(i) Discretionary authority to commit Eximbank should
be increased from $300,000 to $600,000 per transaction, for
comprehensive nodium-term insurance in all A and B markets. For selected C and D markets, which may from time to

time be designated by Eximbank, FCIA should have discretionar authority up to $800,000.
(ii) Eximbank should periodically assign to FCIA overall
dollar limits per country for political risk insurance, so that
comnitments can be made by FCTA within such established
limits without referral to Eximbank.
(b) Commercial banks:
(i) Maximum discretiontry authority should I* increa-ed
from $600,000 to $1million per transamt ion for (oillprehensive
medium-term guarantees in all A and B markets. Discretion.
ai authority for selected C and D markets, which may from
time to time be designated by Eximbank, should be provided
tip to $300,000.
(ii) When commercial banks asume a greater share of the
credit risk as a result of acting under the discretionary fluthority granted to them they should be allowed a proportionately higher retention of the fee charged by Exiinbank.
8. Make possible maxinum employment of bankiuig and other nongvernmental funds in export financing:
To overcome some of the factors that have limited the availability of
such fnnds, and otherwise threaten increasingly to do so, the following
are suggested:
-a) Allow geater flexibility in Eximbank's interest rate policy
to permit private lenders to earn a reasonable return consistent
with individual credit risk and current money market conditions.
Also Ollow for flexibility in guarantee and insurance fees to meet
the needs of varying circumstances.
(b) Reaffirm Exmbank charter requirement that it not, entertain applications for direct loans where private financing is avail.
able on competitive terms.
() The National Adrisory Council for International Monetary
and Finanoial Policy (NA() should determine (on a ,ase-by-case
basis, if needed) what a reasonable return under a represents.
4. Provide guarantee and insurance coverage for export" credits
denominated in foreign onvertible currency. Every other major trad.
ing country provides similar coverage to its exporters.
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5. Separate loan and guarantee fuictious:
(a) Eximbank should normally limit its lending activity to
"government-to-govermnent" projects aid emergency and standby

Credits to foreign governments.

(h) Eximban k emphasis should b o1 facilitating exports by

issuance of its direct guartutees to banks and by underwriting

export credit insurance or reinsurance through F6IA.
(c Eximbank would reserve the right to finance private proj.

ects in those instances when:
(i) Private financing is clearly not available, or
(ii) The export sale would otherwise be lost to the United
States due to the rate and terms involved in private financing.
(. Review "project" loan or guarantee procedure:
(a) Eximbank should limit its direct negotiations with the
over.eas borrower (buyer)
4Thi4apprach involves needless additional documentation, ig more time consming than commercial
bank/exporter negotiations, and impairs seler-buyer relation.
ships. Thus, J.I. exporter initiative in project development is
seriously discouraged.

(b) Conpetitive bidding should not bp required on projects

developed b3, an Amrican 4por.z'.
Lrovide
polioy coverage
to all American veMdors on
o ne(c)
t . single
. -, abilityy
()1,p rojec
Projt
engiUeeri'm
d. fea
oue prepaod by
reputable U.S. finns of e it~hshed compotepce should be acmpted
by Eximbank, without..irfguiring furthiqr siiIr independent

,akatiQpi Interest.,Fund
,
in Eximbank: . Ceeapproiriate legislatipf
(a), To permt Exijn"p to "1sugutiatees on a Imw strilgeat
basis than cald for by currc.t imbkFCIA sta4dards,
there should be created in xinbamk a special fbud (as Mtemplate
the posed Ma.uso.Adapis Exp9r Expansion Act
of 1965) for at least $500 million, to au horize export credit guarantees to American exporters aqd their coanercial bankers to
facilitate the financing Of exports of U.S. goods/ And services
under umusual ,#tuations.

This fund w.u.d parallel the national interest funds operated by the Britisha d Canadian GoyormentW' export credit
insurers.
(b) The National Interest Fund would be employed to cover
the following circumstances.and categories of transactions:
(i) Siles to buyers in countries recently removed from
or being phased out of the U.S. economic assistance programs,
but wich have not yet aeheved the degree of nationaffinan.
cial viability to boar standard commercial credit terms.
(H) The maintenance or expansion of our existing export

market, aganstihe aggte uve and effective :ompetion f
other hgl indus..reu, naons, transactions requiring

the as umption of risks which neither the individual porter
nor his banker ca reasonably be expected to take orNhea
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part of the hoivt country.

exporter
0. Impro,! adminnitrhlige proecdiurs.-I. The American
lihli, .
rft-'l
and his voinitnereial hunk11 ,shld Ili, ivi

criteria concerning tile ten'is anu mni itiotis 01) whicl foreign tltile
fillaling . eisrrettt
i Iv tly l iiiilie. '1;o .XI-'d ite Exiiniks processsilg

of applnlitllons, pt'ctedelles folr obtaining credit, Iistl'llll'e 1t14 gl-lllatem should be slwleM out. ill iteviullwlirsive, cletarl' pirceleitdl )olicy lflttilll tIntde u'niihhe to exlorter s.' IiExillihnk, |00M! titid ,oinlilercial banks. Revi,'d p)roedue.'.s or criteria should ix proniltly
COlmult1l listed to fmllltid
ltd'lii.I101 is tlereesnry. Trhis couldhi enidled,
2. lttjidd j)roe'ess'illg of lolders.
hy ftirt her dehlgat ion1 of nuithirit y
(a.) Increilso EXiIlll)kn Loan (Cointitte's iuthiority frot
treltlt'
$20,000 to $1 Iilliot with a. provisioni that. revjettioIs
eOl1firiIftliOll bY the lord of Direi'tors.
(h) Give Exitlibllk 1(1)1 olhiers apllllrl)rlte dee'iiomllmilk ig
nulthor'ity withill individhual ceilingg or gllinrfnliteo limlits.

3. pxmlion of credit files: lutk of informiution to qullilfv n fir1'lse
till ,Xflot't
nI
o
eign buyer for a credit gwtlntrlt'eO or ilisitratpee i)ly
order to we diverted to a letter informal foreign Suplly source. Credit

e through their
insurer in the United Kigdom and continental Europu
yea r of experience, ]lave accumulated nunny times the ntlllh'r of
foreign buyers credit, files available to Eximbank and FCA. 'TIhus,
they are bother equ1i)ped to render prompt decisions oil applictitons
.
received from their exporters.
(a) Tho credit files on foreign buyers of tile Eximbank and
FCIA should be merged to broaden the base for proml)t decision.
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(i) Exili itnk/le('I A should foilhwith 11.se:ul :uilill lh, 1.,i
to buithi 1Iji c'iril'li e'rlit files oil It largest pio.sihih, 1iil1.1. (of
t'ist.oli'Is for !T.S. lflOIir-t .
.1. IM'6iM'V rl'iiieiuillis for !41.1Ii foreign
i toiiiilurtii
I IillIIk
(it) i'ximban~k YlCl. gem-,rally cond,,ition ulorvaI (if expl.l+
('ri'tdit. giar Iit'tlvs or il.sura.t.'t for Itiblit. livers oni the rant inig
of pa'melit, guaraifeet' by 1h M llisiry of timilve,tlite ('entr.ii
balks. 'Tlei
h111k, or s.tril lin speei i'll (baveruiiet ,troltl
gilu rit'sllve of S(tIlil o'itit'er'ia I lltIll,; fir'e .)iefill es loi'r realilv
atuiildle Itld ofreir dhtldeqt or e'yeil eqtuIl , 'tli'itV. Accepttaui'e
of tlit'w (',oiliiii'ifl bank gmiiiri'.s would t'xp,4iteitsale.s 11111
avoid uuti
It'('t'5.%esirV risks of loss of lnllless to forignt'i
vollet itors.
(b4) If banIk gitaranii e is iewtt'tetl, I lli d(Itil l finitilvi.l t1:11

('0)i'l'ingl
tile Iliv. should INe waivet,.
() Inlerea
.lstd Weiglht should be give to tile vlte of ,olilt ,'i
us .seeiirit 1'.

. Apliointient. of spe'il conlnitt'i' to review structli micad pol
.5.
(iovernlent export Iimimia.ing fnuilit is: It is re('onvinenldetl

'it's or

1litt. the President.of theiTliited States nlloint a tollllite of leaniling
'it iztns who Ilre Iknowled.R'llle 1ln14l tepe'rweled ill interilltional t m.
nd fi1nning to Stlidlv the prestIu1 aldt:41t of tle stl'Uetl're, pl"4'414hlloe, (rlll of il1:Intlu1rW uirket. t'ill.'lt(utll, fees, e teelin : flntllsuu4tiiins andlt Oleratil ntit eflieiet'v of lExilbank find FCI-A prIe(llrn's and to submit their fllill lint re'IIonilitntlions inl a nt ioll
rep~lot. to t President
'
within I mouths after the ('oniittiee's npIlilutlient. The Comililittee's treplort Should, inter llill. cover:
(a) le4,onnmenlaionsll for nmd'nizifion ntl imnprovemtn)t. of
intt' I

strult't lre Ion 1/gullna'lee t'rieril, ft's, ploedures, tnd
(flide'ieollilking pl'e',.
() l'ro'es iOmll niiipoi'er r'ei lirenients, ftuid formulation )of
Spelt'ihI' IplanS i and proe''llurs 1or selection a114 t raining of

(() The niethil of selection of lxiibumik's Ioaird of ])ireton
to insilit that it consists of ptrsouis
ltxftrit'net
by
-vho
are 4 1qulified
to judtige lIgt' auttil'lomplex iliterliiltil oi'lllerl'ild ert'dils. To
a1frt. dtsiralt
lu'nuhers it is rIrtsunut'd thlt. ther Would bleIlp.
pointed by tho Premident of thle Vlnit States
'd
oil O joint remo1eli|at ioil of the Seretaries of ('olillelve Itid 'I'rln.rllUl, 1nti flt'
]x',xilitk (hairlmui.
(d) ('onsidel'rat ion of anll al)ell io)aid jro
i'elre for dealing
with rejcte(d
applicaion..
.\uatl~v
tit'
of chinluiuel. o ot'j)ei'utfion between entities, hothI

)lblitc and privnte dealing with foreign loan ant igarantee pro.
gramis.
(f) Review of E'hinhank's Advisorv Committee to insuti that
ExImibank funtiuuR ns a wholly feelivo instrument to meet.
toiby's highly cOl)etit itve export market concif ions. Certainre-
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Irements of memberships) und operations wouhl api ir

lows:

to be as

(i) Comnittee members Should be apiminted by tile President. of the unitedd States, uponl the jonllt l'eeojlllllB-ltdatolnl of
the Sev'retaries of commercee 1uol 'Ire~asury, and tlt Exim-

bank (Iairman.

(ii) committeee inemInIrS sholdl he Ipe'In)Is jSImS11ig eX1i41nd skills whih i qalify thent to pass juolge iit'nt 4it
)liellet',
ile (Otlnplex elements involved'in sulbtant ial Intellnutional

trade and lnancing transact ion1s.
(iii) ('unillittee should meet fornlallv at least lbilnonthlv.
Eximbmnk should, as a matter of policy,. consdt informilly

with the committee chairman or with "the individual mereibers of the committee regarding transactions of imnusual size
or importance.
(iv) ('omilletie should have the ault hority and responsihilit to make recommendations whieh afect broad I olicy
issues, such as the grading of and attitudes toward slecifie
markets, the commercial viability of new forms of export
credit insurance and guarantee coverage, fees and premium
charges, and so forth.
(g) ('omnittee should consider whether the FCIA, being a
qla.i. pld ie monopoly. has an adequate management, organizaion, and capital structure, and whether the FCIA Advisory
Council (insofar as the method of appointment, experience, an1d
authority of its members is concerned) is adequate.
R:Pomrr OF THE AcToN CommirEE ON Ocmx TeINSrozrrAnoN AND
FREIHT RFs m, RELATION TO EXPORT EXPANSION, NATIONAL
Exi-mrr Ex,.mNsiox COUNOIL
TABLE

OF CONTFINTS

Members of the committee.

Letter to Mr. Carl A. Gerstacker.
Resolutions.
Equalization of coal railroad freight rates for export and

dmnest-ic shipmets.
Fifty-fifty requirement on commercial sales to blood countries.

Coastal shipping.
Ocean freight rate disparities.
Iron and steel shipping rate adjustment procedures.
Public Law 480-Authorizations C.I.F. instead of f.o.b.
Exporting on a c.i.f. Imsis.
Shipper-carrier consultative machinery.
Promotion of exporting.
Use of American-flag ships.
Maritime subsidies.
Standardized exmrt documentation.
Containerization and through documentation
Analysis of resolutions.

I
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I);.4 t Mi. (h;rms 'Km : It gives me a great deal of pleasure to transmit to you the report of the Action Committee on Transportation
and Freight Rates in Relation to Export E,'ximnsion.
Olr rel)ort (OliXSts of 13 resolttiolis relI eating to U.S. transportation practices and policies which could, if implemented, help increase
American exports by more than $1 billion annually within the next
4i years.
he basic problem whih underlies the findings aid recomlendations of the Action Committeo is that the transportation system of
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the United States generally has not been geared to the nece.ssities of
international competition. The quest for international markets his
not, in the past been as intense among American bisi.ieseien as it

has among the businessmen of other countries. Foreign btsinessn en
and their governments have developed techniques of .oolp, ration andI
coordination with their transportation agencies with the result tlht
such agencies have served as effective instrumentalities of their countries' trade policies. Understandably, our transportation industry has

reflected American industry's preoccupation with the domestic nmirket,
and therefore, often has operated without special coiideration for tile
international competitive problems of American business. .
This basic situation is reflected in some of the specific problems
which now confront American businessmen in competing for overseas
markets.
OCLIN FREIOIT RATE DlISPARITIES

There are disparities in ocean freight rates. InI many instanees,
ocean freight rates on items outbound from the United States are two
to three times as high as on the same or similiar items inbound to tile
United States. This in effect serves as an extra tariff or tax on our
exports and a subsidy to foreign imports.
The ocean freight rate disparities also apply to third-country situations. The per ton-mile costs of shipping from the United States to
third countries in Latin America, Africa, or Asia ate sometimes
several times higher than the per ton-mile costs of shipping from our
competitor countries to those same markets. Such disparities, of course,
give our foreign competitors a significant advantage on many products
in competing for these markets.
Therefore, we recommend that the Federal Maritime Commission
use its full authority to correct unjustified disparities and unfair discrimination in ocean freight rates; that ocean carriers and U.S. shippers be urged to cooperate in developing rate schedules conducive to
increased trade; and that American-flag lines be requested to initiate
thin their conferences a review of import and export rates to achieve
abetter revenue equilibrium between the inbound and outbound rates.
INDIRECT MARITIME SUBSIDIES

A second major problem area involves the impact of indirect maritime subsidies, such as cargo preference requirements, upon the ability
of the American shipper to compete in distant markets.
To the extent that American exporters are required to pay the subsidy through rates higher than tiose charged by foreign lines, they
may be excluded from many markets, thereby defeating the objectives

both of the export expansion effort and the maritime subsidy program. It is obvious that if the U.S. exporter cannot compete because
of higher freight rates, his exclusion from the market also eliminates
the subsidy to American shipping.
The existing requirement that 50 percent of the grain shipments to
the Soviet Union and other Eastern European countries be carried in
American ships illustrates this problem. As a result of this policy, tile
United States has been excluded from this market at a time when these
countries have been buying heavily from other free world nations.
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In light of these considerations, it is recommended that the relui'einent that 50 J)ercent of commercial shipments of certain surplus agricultural commo(lities to Easteni European countries iust be tnmtsported in Ameri.an-fla vessels be terminated. (As vice chairman of
the National Export. Expansion Council, I presented to President
Johnson on January 7, 19(0', the Council's views on this matter.)
Additionally, cargo preference is naking it more difficult for certain
1).S. industries to compete with imports in the domestic market auid iA
thereby adversely affecting our lalance.of-laynwnts position. 71e
Pacifi" Northwest forest products nmanufacturers, for example, are required to use American-flag ships in shipping to the east coast, while
their Canadian competitors enjoy the lower foreign shipping rttes.
for theon discost's;
is largely
siping
The
differential
the
I billion
board
feet of responsible
American lumber
placement
of morein tha
American east coast. The los of this market to imported lumber affects
our international payments situation by about $100 million per year.
We recommend that the administration seek to improve tile compeli-

tive position of our coastwise maritime service so that it can lower
rates to levels which might be charged by foreign-flag ships in this
trade.
COAL RAIl, RATE DI.SP.RITIVS

In railroad transpoMrtation there are situations in which V.S. pIrodncts destined for export pay a higher rail rtte than those traveling
between the sinae points but destined for domestic consumption. One

of the commodities affected by such disparities iscoal.
We recommend in this regard that the Federal Governnent-use its
good offices and authority to obtain from the coal-catrrying railroads
agreement to pass on to U.S. exporters in the form of lower freight
rates those savings in transportation costs which are attributable to the
increased efficiency of the exporters' operation so that the exporter in
turn can use such lower costs to secure expanded foreign sales of coal.
The above recommendations are those which involve major issues
of national policy. I have not attempted to list herein those recommen.
dations which can and should be implemented by the national and
regional export expansion councils by private organizations, or those
which involve only minor issues of departmental or agency policy. This
is not to derogate the importance of these other recommendations set
forth in the attached report. I believe the national and regional export
expansion councils will wish to pursue these measures with all possi.
ble emphasis.
The 24 business leaders volunteering their services on the Action
Committee represent exporters and most of the industries involved in
transporting U.S. products to foreign markets. These include representatives from rail truck, barge, and steamship lines, port author.
ties, freight forwarders, marine insurers, banks, and combination
t
export managers.
Representatives from the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce,
and Interior, and the Interstate Commerce Commission made valuable
contributions to the Committee's deliberations. The Chairman of the
Federal Maritime Commission, Admiral Harlee, contributed generously and substantially.
The views expressed in the report are, of course, those of the private
I,
businessmen serving on the Committee.
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Twelve of the 13 resolutions were adopted at a meeting of the Action

Committee on December 14, with the recommendation on containerization and through documentation being approved by mail on Decemlber
27. As Chairman, I accepted the full report on January 10.
We believe this is a propitious time to achieve solutions to these and
other transportation problems which have long been hampering the
Growth of American exports. As a result of the positive support the
President has given to the Federal Maritime Commission, the Coinmission is making progress in its efforts to reduce some of the more important ocean freight disparities. In addition, the Americun-flag lines

are demonstrating a renewed interest in working with shippers in the
promotion of U.S. exports.
This desire to move ahead from the arguments and discords of the
past to solutions which will benefit both the exporter and the transportation industries is reflected by the agreement achieved in the
Action Committee. We believe that the great majority of the American
businessmen will support the administration in its effort to achieve
constructive solutions to these problems. We hope that our efforts
have opened the door to further industry-Government cooperation in
improving the contributions which the transportation industry can
make to expand exports.
Ron :rr F. Dwm..
EQUALIZATION OF COAL RAILROAD FREIOIIT RATi14 FOR EXPORT AND
DOMESTIC RlIPMENTS

A. Resolution

1. Whereas coal producers, coal handling railroads, and coal exporters have a strong and mutual interest in maximizing U.S. exports
of coal:
2. Whereas coal exporters currently contribute $500 million to the
U.S. balance of payments and have the potential for making a substantial additional contribution to our balance of payments;
It is resolved that the Secretary of the Interior in cooperation with
the Department of Commerce and other appropriate Federal agencies
enter into discussions with representatives of the coal-carrying railroads with the aim of developing procedures that will assure that
savings on systems costs are reelected in coal freight rate reductions
when such reductions can contribute to expanded foreign sales of coal.
B. Background data

Rail rates on Appalachian coal shipped to Norfolk, the principal
coal-handling port on the east coast, are higher on coal sold abroad
than on intracoastal shipments to domestic industries.
For example, New York City purchaser pays $3.38 per ton for
transportation from the mines to Norfolk. However, if this same coal
were bound for export the rate wohld be $4.08 per ton, or 20 percent
more than the domestic rate cited.
The higher rail rate levied on export-bound shipments has deterred
the growth of this important trade. European coal-buying agencies
have indicated a reluctance to increase their coal-purchasing commitments in the United States as long as this disparity exists.
Recognizing that this rate structure adversely affects the competitiveness of U.S. coal in markets abroad, the Action Committee is urging that the Secretary of the Intbrior and the officials of other con-
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corned Federal agencies should discuss this question with the coal.
hauling railroads.
If export coal can be handled in "unit trains," with a minimum of car
demurrage, these economies could be shared with the coal shipper who
has arranged for this more efficient use of the rail equipment.
If export, coal rail rates were reduced to the nite for domestic coal
shimnents, it is estimated that U.S. cotLI exports coul( he increased
from tie current level of $500 million a year to $1l billion annually
within 5 yea rs.
FITY-n'I'Y REQUIREMENT ON COMMERCIAL SALES TO BLOC cOUx-rIEs

1.Whereas the requirement, that -50 percent of the commercial ship.
ments of certaill 1gricultural £m'oIllll itI's ('X )(Ited to Easteri Euroin Aerican-I lag ves.sels t'onstitutes a
paan
be transported
.41,11,riucountries
impedllient
to export expansion:

2. Whereas the long-range export potential of such agricultural
Iprodits in these Eastern European countries is significant;

3. Whereas the shipping cost d(iterential is such as to precllde these
sales inder the present 50-50 requirement;
It is resolved that the ,0-percent Anierican-flag shipping require.
meant be removed from commercial sales of surplus agricultural commodities so that American agricultural exports can be competitive in
the Eastern European markets.
B. IBwkgroundldatit

While the United States is competitive in the wheat markets of the
free worhl(, and provides some 20 to 25 pe'ent of its requirements, it
has not been competitive on commercial sales to tie Soviet Union and
the European bloc countries because of the UI.S. export control requirement that 50 percent of the wheat be shipped in American-flag
vessels.
TJypically, rates on U.S.-flag ships canyin wheat to Soviet bloc
ports are t6 to $8 per ton more than the world shipping rate. On a
50-50 basis this represents a surcharge of from $ to ,$4 per ton, or 8 to
10 cents per bushel.
This year, the bloc countries are buying large quantities of wheat
inthe world market. nie Soviet Union has already purchased some
9.8 million tons for shipment in the fiscal year ending July 1, 1966,
and the Eastern European countries, with ithe exception of Poland,
have contracted for 4 million tons.
In addition, leaders in the U.S. grain industry believe the bloc nations might purchase from 14 to 2% million more tons of wheat, this
over and above that already contracted for.

Tou

Soviet Union
------------------------------1,000, 000-2, 000, 000
Czechoslovakia --------------------------------------250, 000

Hungary --------------------------------250, 000
East Germany
---------------------------------2 000
Total
--------------------------1,750,000-2, 50, 000
Because the other major wheat-ex porting nations have almost exhausted their supplies, nearly all of the bloc's unfilled requirement
could represent additional sales if U.S. grain dealers were. able to sell
at world prices in Eastern Europe. The 50-50 requirement precludes
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this. It has been made clear that the bloc, countries are unwilling to
pay these preniis.
If the United States is to capitalize uln this market, however, it
i essential that-the America-fliag shipping requirement be waived
promptly because the bloc nations' need to buy additional grain decreases as they restrict consumption with the approach of the new crop
year.
This question will also be pertinent next year. It is now estimated
that in fiscal 1967 the Soviet Union will be in the market for 3 to 4
million tons of wheat and that the Eastern European countries will be
buying some 4 million tons, adding up to 7 to 8 million tons.
If the United States could compete in the bloc, it could sell from
1W to 2 million tons in this market during fiscal 1967. This pro.ectionl reflecting the U.S. share of commercial sales within the free
world.
COASTAL. SIIIPPING
A. IBe-olption
1. Whereas this action committee is aware of the cost differential
Iwobloms pertaining to the maintenance of the coastal shipping segnient of a strong American inerchant marine;
2. Whereas cabotage laws can impede certain industries, such as the
U.S. Northwest lum er and timber p r dus industry, in competing
with imports in the V.S. market: It is
Resoled, That the President, in formulating a revised national
maritime policy, give full consideration to this problem.
B. Backgrouhd data
The statutory requirement limiting commerce between U.S. ports to
American-flag slilps may impose an extra cost upon the shiliper. In
addition, this ivstriction'can be self-defeating when the relativelyFihigh
U.S. shipping rates make it impossible for American companies to
compete with foreign producers having lower transportation costs.
This is illustrated by the $100 million annual loss in lumber sales to
the cast coast by Pacific orthwest mills bweause their shipping costs
are substantially higher than those borne by Britih Columbia producers. The shipping lines as well as the mills are penalized in this
situation.
Other examples may be provided by low-value, high tonnage commodities, such as fertilizers, where these restrictions benefit neither
the shipper nor the coastal maritime industry. In addition, it should
be noted that the application of these laws to Puerto Rico and Hawaii
has also resulted in increased imports at the expense of the U.S. product sales.
These coastal shipping restrictions are making it more difficult for
some U.S. industries to compete with imported products and are
thereby reducing the U.S. trade surplus. Thus, a revised national maritime policy should aim to improve the competitive position of coastal
shipping so that it can lower rates on bulk commodities to levels competitive with rates charged by foreign-flag ships servicing the U.S.
market.
OCL\

FREIGHT ILRTE DISPARITIES

A. Resoluttion
1.Whereas there exist significant disparities in certain ocean freight
rates both on reciprocal trades between United States and foreign
ports and on commodities moving from the United States to foreign
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ports in competition with similar commodities moving from other ilduistrialized countries to those same foregn ports;
2.Whereas, insofar as has been determined to date, certain of these
disparities do not appear to be justified either by the volume or value
of the commodities shipped or by other transportation factors:
31.Whereas these particular lisparities may constitute a serious

iml)edimnent to the penetration of overseas markets by American exporters of the products or commodities involved;
4. Whereas certain analyses indicate that as a result of such disparities a disproportionately large share of the revenue of the roundtrip voyages is imposed on American exports which, in effect, represents an extra charge onl exports and a subsidy for foreign producers
selling in the V.S. market and in third country markets: Mris

1oleohed. That:

(a) The Federal Maritime Commission continue to use its good
offices and full authority to take steps to correct unjustified disparities and unfair discrimination in ocean freight rates;
(b) Ocean carriers and U.S. shippers cooperate to the extent
posible in developing rate schedules conducive to increased trade
an1d increased ocean cargo movement: and
(e) American-flag lines initiate within their conferences a review of general import and export rates to achieve a better revenne equilibrium between the inbound and outbound rates.

B. Background data
Comparative ocean freight' rates on U.S. outbound and inbound
shipments as well as rates for products moving to third countries has
received considerable attention as Government and business has sought
to expand exports in recent years. Inquiries have been conducted ill the
('ongress bv the Joint Economic Conunittee, the House Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee and within the administration by
the Federal Maritime Commission and the U.S. Department of Commerce.
These studies have illustrated how ocean freight rate disparities
often tend to limit exports and subsidize imports. They have also
shown that for many products the freight rate differentials are a
minor factor in the final delivered cost.
As a result of this attention and the strong efforts being made by
the Federal Maritime Commission to correct such disparities, considerable progress has already been made in the past 2 years.
The action committee's resolution recognizes that the primary interest of the American-flaf lines lies in takin the leadership in correcting such disparities. The resolution also asks these lines to take steps

within their conferences to achieve a greater equalization of freight
rates both inbound and outbound as well as rates to third countries.
IRON AND STEEL SHIPPING RATE ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURES

A. Resolutiofn
1. Whereas in many countries U.S. iron and steel products are often
priced above competitive imports, partly because of high ocean transportation costs;
2. Whereas some shippers of such items have considerable difficulty negotiating shipping rate adjustments with sufficient speed to be
competitive in such markets; it is
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Resolved, That the shipping conferences and American-flag steamshiplines-(a) Review export rates for U.S. iron and steel products; and
(b) Establish procedures to expedite and facilitate rate adjustments which will permit the UT.S. products to be competitive
when it can be shown that the ocean transportation costs are
controlling.
B. flackground data
For several years relatively low-cost foreign iron and steel products
have captured foreign. markets previously served by U.S. iron and
steel exl-orts and have increasingly penetrated U.S. markets. Furthermore, U.S. export shipping rates on iron and steel products are frequently higher than import rates for the same products. Therefore,
freight rate disparities are often an additional obstacle to exporting
U.S. iron and steel products.
As the efficiency of the U.S. iron and steel industry increases and the
quality of production improves through significant technological advance, sue as that provided by improved oxygen furnaces, 1opportunities for exports of U.S. iron and steel products will increase. In
1964 these exports were about $600 million.
The resolution asks that the shipping conferences and the ,Americanflag steamship lines expedite consilderation of ocean freight rate adjustments where lower ocean freight rates can be instrumental in
assuring export markets for U.S. iron and steel products.
The potential dollar value of increased exports of U.S. iron and steel
products is difficult to estimate, but the Government and industry
should support these efforts to build such exports.
PUBLIC IAW 480-AUTIIORIZATIONS C.I.F. INSTEAD OF F.O.B.

A. Resolution
1. Whereas the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Public Law 480
sales agreements with foreign countries for surplus agricultural commodities and the resulting purchase authorizations provide only for
the purchase of bulk grain f.o.b.-U.S. port and not c.i.f.-foreign port,
as is customary for most of the export grain business;
2. Whereas the issuance of these purchase authorizations on a c.i.f.
basis would permit more efficient use of grain terminal facilities and
shipping, and thereby facilitate additional grain sales:
3. Where such issuance would also l)erinit U.S. insurance companies to compete for this business: it is
Resolved, That the Secretary of Commerce request the Secretary
of Agriculture to authorize the issuance of Public Law 480 grain purchase authorizations on a c.i.f. basis or other terms, and thereby permit
the shipped' to control the service aspects of the shipment when
possible.
B. Background data
Public Law 480 sales of surplus agricultural commodities by the
Department of Agriculture provide for f.o.b. terms so that buyers
wifl have to pay for shipping, insurance, and other delivery services.
Representatives of the grain and insurance companies contend that
our grain exports and insurance sales could be increased, if the terms
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were on a c.i.f. basis. Agriculture officials contend the change would

increase Government costs, since the present arrangement requires the
buyer to pay delivery costs.

Direct marine insurance business amounting to several million dol.
lars annually is presently lost to U.S. firms on Public Law 480 grain
sales because the foreign buyers arrange for their domestic firms or
other foreign firms to handle the insurance. Shipping inefficiencies
resulting from loading grain at times stipulated by the buyer do not
permit ti e most efficient grain loading operations, and result in in-

creased shipping costs. This in turn reduces the axnount of grain
which cn 1e sold under Department of Agriculture purchase
anut horizations.
This resolution calls attention to t ese problems and seeks corrective measures, which could result in greater deliveries of grain and
in increased U.S. marine insurance sles which would benefit the
balance of payments.
A. Pa,e.,ultdt:

EXPOINIXO ON A C.i.'. BASIS

1. Whler'eas byv .selllg expots f.o.p.IT.S, plant or f.a.s.-U.Spport
illteatl of c.i.f.-foreign port. 1'.S. producers are possibly curtailing
their export mlarkets, bec ase the and
foreign
ibuyels may' have difficulties
shipping:
arranging for V.S. tianslportatim
2. Wh~ereas the Shilment of Snlh exports on a e.i.f. basis to foreign
iorts will expand U.S. exports because the foreign buver will know

(1fore purclase the delivered (ost and will have no problems arranging for delivery:
:1. Whereas 'this arrangement permits the exporter to select U.S.
banking, insura ce, and carrier firms:
4. 11 heroes exporting on a c.i.f. basis can contribute to the U.S.
balance-of- payments posture:
It is resoh'ed that all concerned private interests, with governmental
assistance, develop an educational program to promote the sale of U.S.
exports on a C.i.f. basis.
II. lvwackromuid dater
When a U.S. company sells domestically, f.o.b. terms are readily
acceptable since the buyer is as knowledgeable as the seller in arranging for transportation and other aspects of delivery. When selling
abroad, however, the exporter may find that foreign buyers are unfamiliar with arranging for transportation (especially in the United

States) and are reluctant to take on this chore. Thus selling exports on
f.o.b. basis frequently reduces the attractiveness of purchasing in the
U.S. market, and therefore impedes export sales. These difficulties can
Ibe avoided by selling exports on a cost, insurance, and freight basis.
In addition. exports quoted on cost, insurance, and freight terms pro-

ride the foreign purchaser with total delivered costs which f.o.b. terms
fail to provide.
A balonce-of-payments benefit is also derived from cost, insurance,
and freight sales as U.S. exporters will tend to arrange for U.S. firms
to handle transportation and insurance rather than having foreign

firms provide these services.
To the extent that the resolution results in increased U.S. export
sales on a cost. insurance, and freight basis, exports will be increased
and our balance of payments improved.
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SHIPPER-CARRIEM COSULTATIVE MACHINERY

A. Resolution
1. Whereas if shippers can cooperate in negotiating with shipping
conferences, there may be a reduction in costs and improvement in
service, thus increasing exports through greater foreign market penetration;
It is resolved that the antitrust laws be reviewed and, if necessary,
amendments be sought to assure shippers of their rights to negotiate
collectively with the ocean carriers.

B. Background data
Antitrust laws apparently prevent shippers from acting collectively
in negotiating rates with shipping conferences. However. under the
supervision of the Federal Maritime Commission, shipping lines can
cooperate in establishing uniform rate, and practices. This resolution
recommends that such differences in the bargaining positions of shippers and carriers be eliminated.
The potential increase in exports resulting from such a change cannot be estimated, as different groups of shippers face different ocean
freight rate problems. However. in certain cases, shippers acting collectivelv in rate negotiations with shipping conferences should be able
to obtain rates suficiently favorable as to significantly lower the net

sales price of U.S. exports and thus stimulate export expansion.
If exemption to existing antitrust laws is required in order to enable
shippers to act collectively in rate negotiations the Federal Maritime
Commission would appear to be the logical Fedral agency to administer such an exemption.
A. Resolution

PROMOTION OF EXPORTINO

1. Whereas, a number of organizations are working to increase the
efficiency of transportation and other organizations have the objective
of increasing U.S. foreign trade;
2. Whereas, 1.S. firms exporting for the first time need expert
guidance and information;
3. Whereas, recent investigations of ocean freight rate questions
have revealed that new exporters or firms entering a new export market need more information than is currently available:
4. Whereas, improved sources of information will help expand exports through more responsive ratemaking and shipping practices, as
well as by helping to reduce delivery costs of exports;
It is resolved that(a) The Department of Commerce and the Federal Maritime
Commission not only continue but expand their program of educating shippers about their rights and responsibilities in exporting, such as the distribution of privately and Government-prepared publications concerned with shipper education and export
. possibilities;(b) Action Committee members take the leadership within
their organizations, such as carrier and shipper groups, financial
institutions, freight forwarders, combination export managers,
insurance companies, port authorities, and other organizations in-
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evolved in exporting, to expand and improve their educational programs to help new exporters, especially by preparing and distributing booklets or other information concerning their services
for exporters; and
(e) The national and regional export expansion councils coordinate such educational programs and help distribute such booklets or other information.
B. Backgroul data
Numerous organizat ions, such as the regional export expansion Coluneils (REEC's), the National A.ociation of Manufacturers, and the
Committee of American Steamship Lines (CASL), are actively engaged ill export pronotioni programs. Certain of these pograllis 1la1ve
met with only Iminted success, howmver. It is the consensus othe Act ion
Committee that these organizations should increase their export promotion efforts and that such activities should be coordinated by the
REEC's.
Potential exporters are often not aware of the contribution which
the various trade associations, industries, and companies can make to
their exporting. The members of the Action Committee have conmitte(I th emsees to obtain areeiment from their respective trade
organizations to prepare pamnllets describing the assistance whiieh
those organizations can provide niew or potential exporters. Such
pamphlets have already been pmblished by the insurance industry and
the Committee of American Steamship Lines.
Action Commnittee members representing the following industries
have agreed to seek I)re)aration of the above described pamphlets from
their re-spective industry organizations: railroads, trucks, barges, port
authorities, freight forwarden, coinination export managers, and
banking. In addition, the Commnittee believes that the Commerce
departmentt should expand its activities in the field of "export
education."
USE OF AMERICAN-FLAG 81111S

A. Resolution
1.Whereas American-flag steamship fines offer services equal or superior to those provided by foreign-flag lines in shipping conferences
that serve the United States;
.. W1 hereas, when American exporters em ploy Ameri an-flag steamship lines, they may benefit from the efforts of the cargo promotion
staffs of such lines to develop new export markets and deepen the
penetration of existing markets;
3. Whereas the employment of American-flag ships makes an important contribution to our balance of payments;
It is resolved that the President request the national and regional
export expansion couneils, private organizations involved in the servicing of UT.S. exports, and appropriate Government agencies to promote
the greater use of American-flag ships.
B. Background data
American-flag steamship lines are aggressively promoting the use of
their vessels but other industries concerned with handling and promoting exports have not been fully supporting these efforts.
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In addition to recommending that the President urge private and
governmental groups to promote a greater use of American-flag ships,
the Action Conunittee aiso called on its members to have their trade
associations and businesses support the use of American-flag ships, and
thereby benefit the Nation's balance of payments.
MARITIE St-JISIDI
A. Resolution

1. Whereas certain industries in the United States that serve international markets, such as shipping, have costs that render them noncompetitive with like industries located in foreign countries;
2. Whereas the continuance of such industries is in the public interest
for reasons of national security and convenience and necemsity;
3. Whereas some form of special financial arrangement must be employed to Piermit such industries to carry on their operations;
4. Whereas direct subsidies are preferable to indirect subsidies or
hidden arrangements for the support of such industries, so that the
shipper does not risk having his products eliminated from the market
because of the higher freight costs lie has to absorb: It is
Resolved That the President propose legislation to pay direct maritime subsidies to American-flag steamship operators to cover wage
differentials and other higher IT.S. operating costs found to impair
the competitive ability of American-flag shipping in lieu of some present indirect, subsidies."

B. Backgrounddata
lidden support for the maritime industry prevents the Public from
evaluating whether the higher costs Paid b y shippers are worth the
benefits obtained.
Recognizing this problem, the Action Committee supports the principle of eliminating indirect or hidden financial support il the maritime industry. Specifically, an operating, differential subsidy, such as
that now paid to liner operators. would replace the systein'of differenitials paid by the Departnient of Agriculture and other agencies for
the shipment of bulk commodities on American-flag tramp ships under

present cargo preference requirements.
STANDARDIZEID EXPORT DOCU3FENTATION

A. Re-olution
1. Whereas the use of simplified and standardized documents can

reduce the costs of exporting:
2. Whereas a standard export format has been developed under the
auspices of theNational Facilitation Committee:
3. Whereas major shipping associations have endorsed this format
and are promoting its widespread use: It is
Resolved, That:
(a) The National Export Expansion Council endorse the stand-

ard export format, and
(b) The regional export expansion councils encourage all shippers and transportation industry representatives to convert their
documents to that format.
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B. Backgrounddata
The Government's National Facilitation Committee has worked with
industry in preparingta standard export. format which call be used for
all of the basic exportldocuiments. The Action Committee reviewed and
endorsed this fo,'mat and pledges that each member will work to expedite its adoption.
Widespread use of the standard export format will result in reduced
(ocument preparation costs and handling expenses. Such savings will
make it easier for U.S. exporters to be more competitive in world
markets. It sltould also make the proslets of exporting more attractive
because it eliminates many of the complications of document prepara.

tion for export shipments.

COXTAIN I1ZATION AND THROUGH DOCt7MEXTAToX
A. Resolution
1. Whereas the conventional method of transporting general cargo
in export trade is on a break-bulk basis;
t
.
h2.
ereas certain ocean, rail, air, highway and wate!rway
'

have programs and studies underway to utilize containers for tlie.
through movement of goods from American manufacturers to customers abroad;

3. Whereas the unit-load principle of transportation promises sub.

stantial benefits to American exporters and carries by way of lowered"

costs of transportation, packaging, documentation, and other eost
factors as well as improved outturn of goods at destiliatnio:

4. Whereas the use of through documentation from inland point, of
origin to inland point of destination is a desirable concomitant of unitized or containerized export slhipments because it. should silnplify export procedures and reduce time anti expense involved: It is
Resolved, That:
(a) The President direct those agencies involved, such as the
)epartments of Commerce and the Treasury, Federal Maritime
Commission, the Inteirstate Commerce ('ommission as well as the

National and Regional Export Expansion Councils and the National Facilitation Committee, to lend their fullest support to the
further development. of unitized or containerized equipment, and
the use of through documentation, and

(b) The President request U.S. industries and all service activities involved in exporting, particularly port authorities, to assist
and support the development of this program.

t. Backgrounddata
To promote economic and efficient transportation and distribution
facilities this resolution asks the Government and industry to support
the deveiopmnent of cargo unitization and containerization and concomitantly to encourage the use of through documentation.
Through documentation from origin to destination should elimin.
ate some of the paper work and establish the overall cost of deliverimr the product to the foreign customer.
With effective use of containers it will be easier for many producers
to export. Containerization should contribute materially to improving
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the ,.mpetitive positionn of U.S. exlmils and to invieasing the efficiency
of t lie U.S. merehluint marine.
ANALYSIS
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DE.%n MR. GEISTACKEIIS: The report of the NEEC Action Conunittee

on U.S. Trade and Investment in Doveloping Countries is attached.
Tite are& of study of this Action Committee includes over 70 per
cemt of the population of the free world. It accounts for roughly 30
per cent of current U.S. exports and 80 per cent of our overseas direct
investments. This area is of great importance to the United States,
both in terms of future business possibilities and of our broad national
interests.
87-822--O--pt. 1--20
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'lile primiaJry as-signment of the ketion Committee was to seek ways
ill whillcurrent I.S. aid programs could make a greater eotribultiolI
to V.S. export development objectives. The Committee concluded that

this could be (lone without adversely affecting the basic Purpose of afid.
which is to assist in aecelerantil economic and social deve lopment in
the recipient countries. Other aid-providing countries apparently have
no hesitation in gearing their assistance progreis to trade development objectives.
The first requirement is that there should be wholehearted acceptance at all levels of the Agency for International Development of I .S.
export expansion as a fully worthy supplementary objective of its
activities. Such acceptance should, in turn, be reflected in appropriate
,nodifications of AID's programing and implementation policies and
produres.
Further steps in this direction recommended by the Action Committee include:
1. Early completion of detailed studies of aid/trade relation.
ships;
2. Regular discussions of these problems between AID mis.
sions and resident U.S. businessmen in the recipient countries;
3. Specific efforts by AID to involve increased numbers of U.S.
private consulting and operating firms in its technical assistance
activities; and to assist U.S. firms intraining local sales and serv.
ice personnel in aid-receiving countries:
4. New provisions for supporting U.S. technical services to
nonaid and postaid developing countries; and
5. An increase in the ful-time AID staff working on trade development aspects of the program.
Iooking at current U.S.LDC economic relationship from a broader
standpoint, the Action Committee found that neither U.S. business nor
the U.S. Government are currently giving the developing countries
the level of attention which their basic importance warrants. While
there are good short term business reasons for this relative neglect of
LDC's, substantially wider and deeper involvement of U.S. business
will be essential if our national objectives ar to be served. Indeed it
is difficult to see how the race between population and productionwith all its literally vital implications for the world of the futurecan be won without increased application of the resources of U.S.
industry.
To bring about significant increases in U.S. business attention to
these areas, especially on the part of smaller U.S. finns, will, the Ac.
tion Committee believes, require U.S. Government action to bring
about substantial improvements in profit/risk ratios. Related changes
in thinking and action by the business community and the LDC governments will also be needed.
To this end, the enclosed report makes 11 recommendations for U.S.
business action: 22 recommendations for U.S. Government action; and
several suggestions for new appraisals by LDC governments.
Among other points, these recommendations call for:
1.-Major new U.S. tax incentives for American firms doing
business in LDC's.
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2. Significant expansion, rationalization and improvement iii
existing U.S. Government information, guarantee, loan, and other
suppoiting services for such business activities.
3. Increased efforts, including consideration of preferential

U.S. tariff arrangements, to help developing countries increase
their own export earnings.
I. i.WK;AOVNXD

The problems of economic growth in developing countries and the
role of U7.S. business in these countries are receiving increasing attention in both government and business circles in the United States.
TIhis Action Conunittee was set up by the National Export Expansion Council in April of 1960 to review one specific aspect of these
problems--that is, ways of improvin coordination between U.S. export expansion programs and U.S. aid programs, particularly in terms
of maximizing long term exports to the LDC's.
As is looked into this speific question, however, the Committee be.
came convinced that it could only be dealt with meaningfully in a
considerably broader context.
This report, therefore, presents the finding and recommendations
of the Action Committee on a wide range of U.S./LDC trade and investment problems.
The Action Committee was not equipped to undertake extensive research, investigation or documentation of the problems it considered.
However, its findings and recommendations do reflect the thoughtful
views of a group of U.S. business executives with wide experience in
overseas business activities.
II. FINDINGS

1. U.S. business activity in developing country narkets, in absolute

terms, is substaia and growing.

The United States exported $8.4 billion I of goods and services to
the less developed countries of the free world in 1965. This was 30 percent more than we exported to them in 1960 and 90 percent more than
in 1950. It constituted 81 percent of our total 1965 exports, and 22.6
percent of the total imports of the LDCs. In comparison, our exports
to industrialized countries were 38.5 percent higher in 1965 than they
were in 1960.
U.S. direct investments in developing countries totaled $15.1 billion
(book value) at the end of 1965. This was 26 percent more than at the
end of 1960 and 165 percent more than in 1950. The developing
countries accounted for 30 percent of total U.S. direct foreign invest.
ment in 1965. About 56 percent of current U.S. direct investment in
LDC's is in mining and petroleum activities, and about 22 percent each
in manufacturing and other types of businesses.
Task Force VI of this Committee has developed a rough global
estimate that each dollar of U.S. overseas manufacturing investment
produces an average of $2of sales revenues annually.
SJUnless otherwise specified, all Ofiures used In this report are drawn from oMOIai U.&
Government or UN statistics. $veeiEo sources ar available on request,
I The report of Task Forc* I ot te Action Committee presents a detailed analysis of
current and prospective LDC trade patterns.
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Thus, taking exports and sales of overseas affiliates together, U.S.
businessmen (and farmers) are now doing a very substantial volume
of business in develo in country markets.
Several hundred U.S. firms are now significantly active in these
areas, and the indications are that, on the wliole, these firms are being
imaginative in their efforts, employing a wide variety of approaches
to selling in these markets. In general they are being successful in
meeting international competition.'
2. Nevertheless, thi8 activity is spotty in terms of areas and comn.
modities.
Over one-third of all U.S. exports to developing countries in 1965
were directly financed by U.S. AID and Public Law 480 programs on
a tied-source basis. Clearly, total imports by the LDC's and U.S. shares
of many of these markets would have been substantially lower in the
absence of these aid programs.
In geographic terms, the U.S. share of total LDC imports in 1964
rnged from a low of 13 percent in Africa toa high of 40.4 percent in
Latin America. Traditional business and political orientation and the
availability of aid programs appear to be the major factors influencing
these regional variations, but relative U.S. business interest is also an
important factor.
Seven-eighths of the U.S. nonoil, nonmining investment in LDC's
is in the Western Hemisphere, leaving a tota [of about $800 million
of such investment in all of the developing countries of Asia, Africa,
and the Middle East, This represents U.S. private direct investment of
scarcely more than 60 cents per person in these areas, which contain
over 60 percent of the population of the free world.
A sample study of 20 broad industry categories in 20 major developing countries shows that only 70 U.S. firms account for almost 50
percent of the U.S. investments in the industry-cotintry situations thus
defined. Less than 500 firms account for all of the identified U.S.
investments in these areas.
Last year the U.S. Department of Commerce publicized over 900
specific investment proposals in which businessmen in LDC's sought

joint venture or licensing arrangements with U.S. firms. Admitting

the marginal quality of many of these proposals, it is still a sign of
general -lisinterest on the part of U.S. business that only a handful
of these proposals appear to have been actively followed up by responsible U.S. firms.

In stating these facts, the intent of the committee is to point up a

situation, not to be critical. As is noted later in this report, there are

numerous valid reasons for the current relative lack of interest in
LDC's on the part of U.S. business.

8. A substantialincreasein the level of activity by US., flrnis in the
LDC's could provide important benefit to the rm evolved ; to the
national interests of the United State; and to the deve, ping coun.
tries themselves.

A. Frm the standpoint of US. business

It is evident that there is a great deal of additional profitable business to be done by U.S. firms in LDC markets in the years ahead.
4This Is borne out by the report of Task Force 11 of the Action Committee which presents
Information on the practice and experience of selected U.B. Arms In LD markets.
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The magnitude of this future business potential can be assessed at
two different levels:
(1) There will be substantial future opportunities for additional profitable.U.S. exports and investments in the LDC's, even
at currently projected slow rates of economic growth and sharply
limited availability of foreign exchange resources.
In terms of export potentials alone, these countries now import
some $18.5 billion a year of goods and services from industrialized
countries other than the united States. Their total imports are
expected to increase by something like $1 to $114 billion a year
over the next 10 years. This additional import demand will not
be nearly as "locked up" by traditional suppliers as are present
imports. Moreover a high proportion of these additional imports
are expected to be in commodities like machinery and transport
equipment in which the United States is highly competitive.
Even under conservative assumptions, many nevi enterprises
involving foreign investment will inevitably be started in the
LDC's in the years ahead.
(2) Much more significant business opporunities can result
from successful efforts to accelerate the LDC's rate of economic
growth in general, and their ability to finance imports in particu,ar,beyond present expectations.
The import levels mentioned above visualize total 1975 annual
imports of only about $20 per capita in the LDC's. This low level
of imports is related to projected low average levels of less than
$200 per year in per capita gross national product in these countries in 1975.
What can happen instead in the next 10 years-if there is more
rapid growth in national output and import-financing abilityis illustrated by what has happened in the past 10 years in twoadmittedly special-cases: Israel and Taiwan. Both of these areas
were able to secure substantial development resources and used
them effectively. As a result, total per capita GNP in each of them
increased by more than 50 percent from 1955 to 1965. Particularly
relevant to'the present point is the fact that total annual imports
in each of these areas were almost 21/1 times as large in 1965 as
they were in 1955.
l. would be obviously unrealistic to project anything like these
rates of growth for the less developed countries as a whole. But
the special advantages they enjoyed are not necessarily limited to
them . Israel has benefited from' large foreign private contribu-

tions and immigration of skilled manpower; nuid Taiwan from
extraordinarily large U.S. aid inputs. The effects of these factorsthough not the specific means-could be duplicated to some degree
ill otier developing countries by the implementation of the recon-

mendations in this report.
It,isobvious that even a partial repetition of the growth achievements of these countries on the part of any significant number of
the other LDC's would mean import incieases very much larger

than the $1to $11/2 billion of annual increase now visualized for
Based on estimates provided by task force T of the committee. These estimateR reflect
under present arrangements. Among other factors, servicing of existing debts are expected
to demand an Increasing share of total LDC foreign exchange earnings.
the Increasing difficulty LDC's are expected to have In financing imports In the years ahead
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the IDC's as a whole between 1905 and 1975, and consequent
greatly enlarged trade and investment opportunities.
B. From the standpoitof the U.. nationalinteret
The United States is committed to helping the developing countries
of the free world to achieve better living standards. We have specific
cominitments to help our fellow Republics in Latin America in this
regard and have recently made new commitments to the nations of
Asia.
We have made these commitments both on humanitarian grounds
and in terms of our own national self-interest in avoiding a future
world marked by widespread starvation, epidemics, economic instability, and political desperation.
Tie resources and energies to achieve increased growth must, in the
future as they have in the past, come primarily- from the internal
efforts and savings of the LDC'.q themselves. Multilateral and bilateral
international aid programs will continue to play an essential role.
However, there is much evidence that the size of these official programs
has more or less reached a plateau, and that it is unlikely that they
will be substantially increased. Yet. most authorities agree that sl;stantial additional inputs of resources andl skills will be necessary if
adequate growth rates are to be achieved in the LDC's.
The only available sources of such additional inputs are increased
export earnings by the countries themselves (including tourism earning-) and foreign private investment.
Confirming this analysis, a primary conclusion of the recent authoritative report of the Advisory Committee on Private Enterprise in
Foreign Aid (the Watson report) was as follows:
First. added capital cannot be exleted to eoie from Government su rces In
quantities sufficient to fill the gap. The non-Goverznlent resources of the United
States and other advanced countries must, therefore, play a much greater inart.
Second. the skills nd other human resources whieh the less developed countries need must also come largely from non-oovernment sources. Governments
simply do not have command over most of the human resources that are needed.
Third, the role of the non-Government group.--of business enterprises. labor
unions, professional societies, and all the rest-mnuqt be greatly expanded. Otherwise the economic development we do achieve will not provide the pluralism, the
democratic balance, and the diffusion of benefits which are Its final purpose.

Thus, it seems clear that, if our national interest in accelerated
development of the LDC's is to be achieved, substantially increased
activity by U.S. business in these areas will be essential.
(. From the standpointof the developing eountrehs
If accelerated economic growth in the LDC's is highly important
to the United States it is literally vital to the survival of tens of
millions of people in the LDC's themselves.
As has been stressed above, increased foreign private business activity is one of the major potential sources of the large additional
inputs of external capital and skills the developing countries will need
if they are t6 increase their growth rates.
Foreign business participation can also be of great assistance to
these countries in increasing their own export earnings. Such firms
are uniquely qualified to provide the productive efficiency, quality
controls and marketing skills necessary to gain access to international
markets.
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While the other special factors mentioned above have been of predominant significance, it is worth noting that Israel and Taiwan, the
two areas mentioned above in which economic growth has been exceptionally rapid-have been leaders among the developing countries
in providing a warm welcome to foreign private investment and have
in fact, received far larger per capita inputs of foreign industrial
investment than most other such areas.
4. The U.S. business
community,
Government,
andand
thepro
desubstantial
beenU.S.
making
have the
governments
celo~ping country
ducth'e efforts in the LDC's. However, the current level of such efforts
,Reemn unlikely to bring about the level of inreaye in U.S. business actt'vity in these areas which the situation 'requires.
A. Writh ngardto the US. business community
As noted earlier, to the extent that U.S. business is active in the
LDC's, it has proved to be generally imaginative, energetic. and suecessfui. However, the full range of LDC opportuniities for U.S. business can clearly only be met if there is a significant increase in the
total number of U.S. firms involved in such activities and even more
vigorous efforts on the part of those U.S. firms which are already so
engaged.
Admittedly, there are a number of roadblocks to such increased partici nation by U.S. business. The most important are the generally
higher risks and frequently lower returns and limited markets which
U.S firms find when they look into business possibilities in most
LCD's. General difficulties of doing business in many of these countries, including multiple official approval procedures, and lack of
assurance of continuing availability of foreign exchange for produc-

tion requisites are other significant negative factors.

Even without these important special disincentives, any major expansion in U.S. business activity in LDC's must depend on a change
in the traditional domestic orientation of most U.S. firms. Wh1tile this
situation has changed markedly since the end of World War II, it

remains true that there are still only a few dozen U.S. firms which
are truly multinational, regarding the world as their market and organizing effectively to expand equally inthe United States and abroad.
A considerably larger number of U.S. firms have recognized the

potentials of foreign markets to the extent of forming an export department or an international division. But in many cases these firms
appear to reard international activities, especially LDC's, as marginal operations, providing some supplemental income but receiving
low priority when it comes to allocating financial resources and managerial time and skills. Sales and service efforts by many U.S. firms

in lmny LDC markets are minimal. Particularly luring the present

period of full domestic order books, many such firms are giving low
priority to foreign orders and have slackened their efforts to expand

their markets and operations overseas.
Finally, there is a much larger group of U.S. firms, including some
whole industries and many firns of substantial size in other industries,
which have shown little or no interest inforeign market opportunities
anywhere, least of all in the developing countries.

Prom a purely business standpoint, this lack of interest in LDC
markets on the part of many U.S. firms is most unfortunate. As this
report. has stressed, the LDC markets are already large; they will
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expand substantially in the years ahead; and, with adequate internal
and external efforts, could grow ver-y rapidly indeed.
There is an understandable tendency for businessmen to think that
overseas operations, especially in LDC's, are something which only
very Jal-g firms can consider. However, exporting (either directly
through local agency arrangements, or through combination export
managers or "piggy-back" facilities) licensing and joint ventures can
provide promisiiig opportunities for many TS. firms of modest size.
As one member of the Action Committee put it: "LDC operations are
not just for the big fellows. There is plenty of room for the little man
who thinks big."
BI. Vith record to the U.S. Government
The U.S. Government operates a wide range of programs designed
to encourage and assist U.S. exports to and private investments in
developing countries.' Internal Government reviews and the recomniendations of earlier business committees, including particularly the
Watson report, referred to above and reports of prior NEEC Action
Committees, have been instrumental in stimulating a niunber of improveielts in these programs.

Many of these programs are individually useful and operate with
reasonable effectiveness for the purposes for which they were intended.
()utstanding examples are the AID investment survey and specific
risk gunrantee programs; many of the Department of oimerce and
Foreign Service international' business information and trade pronotion services; Export-Import Bank export financing and insurance
facilities: and Department of State business protection and trade
liberalization efforts.
One of the major problems with some of these programs is simply
that many of the U.S. businessmen whom they are intended to serve
are. still insufficiently aware of their provisions and consequently do
not use them effectively.
The Committee, therefore, wishes to emphasize its feeling that time
Uv.S. husine.ssman interested in doing business abroad can already
obtain highly valuable service and support from his Government.
At the same time, time Committee feels that the totality of present
Government supports and incentives to doing business in the LDC's
is inadequate to offset the prevailing disincentives. This is particularly
hlie case with respect to the thousands of medium-sized U.S. firms
whose interest in IDC's must be stimulated if overall U.S. business
involvement in these areas is to be substantially increased. As long
as the present situation continues, the degree to which such firms will
be active in LDC's is unlikely to be commensurate with the important
'.S. national interests mentioned previously in this report-and time
longer term interests of U.S. business itself.
Apart from the question of the overall adequacy of the available
Government programs, there are a number of anomalies in these activities. These variations arise primarily from the varying legislative
histories of different programs.
From this viewpoint, the major discrepancies and gaps in existing
U.S. Government programs in this area, as the Committee sees them,
are:

"The report of Task Force V of the Action Committee presents a list of most of these
programs and the extent of their use by the -business community.
I
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(1) U.8. corporate income tax provisirns are inconistent in their
requirementson this type of business, and in total, do not provide tu.cient special incentives to stinulate adequate interest in LDC's on the
part of U.S. bwiness.

ltem.--The current rate of U.S. corporate income taxes paid on
profits earned from exports to or operations in an LDC is 34 percent
if the business is done in the Western Hemisphere and the firm involved makes certain special organizational and accounting aranreinents.
It is the normal 48 percent if the business is done in any other
develop
IteMn-- country.
U.S. firm doing business abroad can offset any losses sustained a ainst taxable earnings of the parent company in"the United
states, i! it organizes its overseas operation in the form of a branch.
It cannot do so if it organizes its overseas operations in the alternative-and fTiTiently l)referable-forins of a locally incorporated subsidiary or a Joint venture.
ltem.-Conversely, a U.S. firm doing business in any LDC is not
required lopit " any U.S. taxes on profits from such operations until

they are repatiiated if it uses the subsidiary or joint-venture format,

but must do so immediately if it uses the branch al)proach.
Item.-A number of provisions of the 1962 Revenue Act and the
regulations and audit procedures established under it have the unintended effect of discouraging investment by U.S. firms in LDC's. Several major problems of this type were identified in the 1966 report of
the NE EC Action Committee on Taxation and Exports.
(2) The U.S. Government progvm.t to help U.S. fi rn reduce rt,',e
in overseas bu.sie8 operationsvary substantiallyii their applwabildy

and availability.
ltem.-U.S. Government guarantees covering 90 percent of commnercial and political risks are normally available through the ExportImport Bank and FCIA facilities for export transactions in most
LDC's, but not in some of the most risky ones.
Item.-U.S. Government guarantees to cover 100 percent of political
risks on investment transactions are available through AID for most
LI)C's. However, because the present rules require specific agreements
with each LDC government on each type of guarantee, there are a
number of significant gaps in such coverage.
Item.-Existing political risk guarantee arrangements cover a U.S.
investor against losses from expropriation, war and civil disturbance,
and inconvertibility of the original investment or profits. Extended risk
guarantees partially cover most other factors, including adverse commercial developments, which cause the investor to lose his investment.
However, no means is presently available to assure a U.S. firm against
unusual difficulties in continuing business operations in an LDC because it is unable to exchange local currencies to purchase necessary
imports of equipment, raw materials, intermediates, or finished products. Uncertainty as to the continuing availability of such production and marketing requisities is often a major deterrent to many
potential U.S. private investments in LDC's.
Item.-Existin. AID commercial risks coverage on investment
transactions in LDC's is difficult to get. Only fire such guarantees have
been issued on industrial projects in the several years since such guarantees were authorized. AID is, however, currently taking steps to
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make such coverage more readily and flexibly available. Under the
AID regulations the percentage of coverage available is 50 percent
for equity investment in industrial and agricultural projects, it percent for institutional lenders making loans to such projects, and 100
percent for housing investments.
(3) The aeailability of U.8. Government cpital for support of
(.. busine. activities in LDC'8 iS8iilarly varWd.
Item.-U.S. dollar loan financing of export transactions to LI)C's
is normally available, either through Eximbank guarantees of bank
loans or, it necessary directly froni Exitnbank. Again, certain highrisk LDC's are excluded. On 'the other hand, U.S. (iovernmnent (lollar
loans for investment transactions in LDC's are available from the
Eximbank or AID on a much more selective basis. Thus, AID issued
only nine such loans in 1965. This is primarily bectuiso of the itarrow
range for such loans between AID's legislative direction to act as a
"lender of last resort" and yet. requiring it to he assured of reasonable
prospects of repayment. Loans are also theoretically available to [.S.based enterprises in LDC's front local development ;hanks antd similar
institutions, a number of which have been financed by AI. lHowever.
the access of U.S. firms to these institutions appears to be quite limited
in practice.
Item,.-U.S. (Governmnent loans in local currencies are available to
U.S. firms making investments in a limited number of LDC's where
such funds have become available under the Public Law 480 program.
However, such funds are not available in iany of the most inportanlt
developing countries.
Item.--Where U.S. Government local currency business loan funds
are available, local businessmen have access to then if they intenld to
establish or expand facilities for the import, storage, processing, or
sale of agricultural products imported from the I mted States. T ev
are not available for identical purposes to local firns importing U.s.
industrial products.
Item.--Most other major Western industrialized countries have
sonie kind of public or semipublic corporation which can provide
partial equity capital for industrial and agricultural investment proje('ts in developing countries in cooperation with private investors. The
United States has no such facility.
(4) U.S5. Goremmenl partiipationin market inform n . m(Irket
irsea.Yh and market development .ork inm.tipport of LDOV b,.9hiem
aetiovlies of U.S. #i m also leae. signifeant gaps.
Iter.-At the level of general economic and commercial data about
foreign countries, the U.S. businessman probably has access to more
information through the U.S. Government than do businessmen of any
country. Yet this wide range of data is scattered among other agencies;
it is uneven in ita coverage; and is often outdated by the time it reaches
the businessmnan.'
Item.-The U.S. businessman who wants limited special information
can, for a nominal fee, get U.S. Government Foreign Service personnel to seek out the information.ie needs, if his interest is in credit in'The report of tak fore* I of the Action Committee presents a detailed analysis of
Information needs and problems in this area.
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formation on prospective export purchasers or identification of potent.
trial local agents or licensees. There is no regularized system to l)rovidi
him with such service if he wants any other kind or information ir
rehltion to potential exports or investments.
I11.-If a U.S. firm is interested in setting Ill) a manufacturing
subsidiary or joint venture in a developing country, current legislation authorizes the U.S. Government to pay half the cost of a thorough
feasibility and market research study made or commissioned by the
firn involved, if the investment decision is negative. There is no similr cost-sharing arrangement available if the firm wishes to check out a

market for direct exports of goods or services.
Item.-A tntdo association wishing to conduct market research or
sales promotion activities abroad can get 50 percent or more of tile cost
paid by tie U.S. (loverniien if they are selling any kind of aaricultural ~roduct. No such support is available for identical activities in
relation to manufactured goods.
[te.-The United, States 1ilts lio Cllr'elt prograils for si ipplemnentng local salary levels for U.S. technical adviisrs requested hy L)(i"s
which are not AID recipients. Such advisers can often influence the
4Ilr('e of substantial coi.strutctimo and procurement contrac'ts. Other

iludlistrihlized coulltries aplpiti-elitly do have facilities for slluch salary
tolppi ig in sitllatiolls of i llslleri'ial iliterest.
Item.- Ihe major sp m-'ial I .S. I )epaltnient of olillnere trade proilit loiS lJOglS11)'tS.n are largely collf-llt lated ill industrialized coIntrit's.
Thus, inl the )ast 3 veaits, only nine out of 44 trade fair particilnitions
weMe in LU )('s. Only one out of six pen'lllnlllelit trade centers ,maint.-ibled
y Commerce is in anil)(
(Irhialhid). This eml)hasis is quite mderstandable ill terms of maximuizing iimnediate sales results,'but may be
11ilestiolable in the sense that social government support in market develolment is relatively mre needed ill I)C's than in industrialized
countries.

/em.-The Continuing overs-as b)sinems information a(d service

activities of the U.S. (iovertussent are also concentrated in industrial-

ized countries. Thus, there are 77 full-time commercial officers ill U.S.

E,'mbassies and consulates in onti 21 industrialized countries. There
are 81 such officers in some 41 developing countries. Fifty-four LDC's
with total populations of almost M50
million people hiave no such
o(licers. Other Embassy mid consular officers provide commercial services on a part-time basis in posts where there is no full-time commercial
officer. Meanwhile, the U.S. Government support almost 7,000 Anierican ollfcer-level persomnel in developing countries working on aid progralls and some 700 USIA officers working on telling the Americani
story to the local Iopulace. The activities of many of these USIA and
All) officers do of course, assist U.S. business, directly and indirectly.
'rhe concentration of full-time commercial officers in countries wihee
the bulk of current trade takes place is understandable, but the question remains whether present facilities are adequate to meet the specially difficult information and service needs of U.S. business inl the
LD's.
(5). The Agency fot Internat'onal Doeeloement-at the le#el of
genwal poliei/-ha; w'eently singly e'mljhawed the importance of
Aeekl;Pn

to ad,,anee lonq-,,ri [*.,q. htrde derelopiwnt effects, wIl'lhn

its primary objeot.re of Alpinig LDOe, to accelerate their economic ad
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social development. However, tHe poley is not yet fild! reflecll ;11
AID's programing and impk.mentation pru te.'

Item.-The Agency for International Development and its predeces.
sors have, understandably and properly paid primary attention to
seeking to administer the funds available in such a way as to maximize
their impact on the economic development of the recipient countries.
Thus, tying of aid-financed procurement to U.S. sources was resisted
on this ground until pressures on the U.S. balance of payments made
such action ineauapable in 1950-60. Now almost all of AID's procureilient iq so tied.
More recently, AID policy directives o1 pij)ect selection and pro.
gnming have emlliasized the impIortance of seek ing to .naxilnize I.S.
long-term trade development effects to the extent this can he done
wit iout significant adverse elrects on development objectives. An inte'ageney study rroupset. Up by the Cabinet liahince of PaVments (omoinittee is stuh'ing detailed techniques for increasinigluch I'expol ddelrr,
elle
tionallty" in the All) program. Despite these conimlien
tIa(le develop.
1
however, there is evidence that these ulplellientilry
ment objectives alle receiving less than wholehearted Suport at vnriotuI
levels in the AID organization. Some AID officials do not apper to
itive contribution whii.h in.
have fully appreciated the important
creased P.S. busilleM involvement ill'I" ' (-nii tiiake to AIDs primary object iles or the extent to which astute use of AID sources cln
encourage such involveml ent.
Among other aspects, it should be noted that in promotitng econontie
development in ant LDC, the expectation of a future return sufliient
to justify private investment in a given project call be the best. indicator of a project's economic viability. ihus, greater attention to the
profit motive can in the long term, serve to accelerate economic (le.
velopment of the iFDC on a sound basis.
In contrast to the approach which has prevailed in IU.S. aid pro.
grains, it should be noted that the "aid" programs of other industrialized countries often make no bones about giving major emphaslis to
short and long term trade development objectives.
Item-For their part, many U.S. businessmen have not fully appreciated the great assistance which the AID programlnhas been and enn
be to their efforts to develop immediate and longer term markets in
the developing countries.
ltem.-Over the years, AID has bro1iglt tens of thousands of people
from the less developed countries to the U nited States for training.
Few, if any, of these people have gone into .S. private firms to learn
the skills need to build sell or service ".S. products in their home
countries. Yet the lack oi skilled local personnel in these fields, and
the expense of company-financed training of them, is often a major
factor inhibiting U.S. Arms from developing sales or maimfactun'Ng
facilities in the LDCs. Recognizing .this, son!e other industrialized
countries have made such inl)ant training in industries a major element in their technical assistance programs.
Item.-AID has been making increasing use of technical service
contracts with U.S. nongovernment organizations to provide technical
advice and assistance to LDCs. Over Mi00 million of such contracts
*Th@ reimrt of task force TV of the Action Committee present a more detailed anolyrgis
of this problem.
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had been let as of Sepltemiber 30, 1960. For a variety of reasons, only
it relatively small number of private U.S. consulting, architectural,

engineering, service systems and operating firms have been brought
into such activities. The involvement of a larger number of such firms
would be likely to lead to significant increases in export and invest.
Iuent follow-ons.
/,m.-l)espite its significance to the future success of the aid prograin, it appears that only a few people among tile thousands of AID
e1mp1loyees in the United States and overseas are actively engaged on
I regular basis in any aspect of the.problem of maximiing trade de.
velopment benefits front AID operations.
(6) The U.S. Government /ae recogized--again at the hgA pol.
",r
,'d-that I)CI cannot acelerate the;r d,'eelopment andcannt
1
,ec,.ome better cutonewrs for .,S. goods uide4s they can iturea-e their
oMi caport earnin'go hardly. lWe haeo, ;n pr ice, made sone *lg.
14fli t'n effort to help LD v in tls matter,but 11,#we eqort8 have been
lined in ocope andeffeelhveneoe. Meanwhile eoneraotiuing U.S.
S and program. are rounterproductiv in thi repect.
ltemn.-U.S. trade liberalization programs have, for understandable
reasons, been largely focused on our trade relations with other indus-

trialized countries. LDCs can benefit from generalizations of tariff
1onessions negotiated between the United States and other industrialized countries. I[owe%'er, these generally are not too meaningful
in terms of the slpeial products and potentials of the LDCs
Ite.-For some years, the LDC's have been arguing strongly for
some type of preferential treatment in terms of access to industrial.
ized country markets. The United States has generally resisted such
prol)osals because of our traditional opposition to discriminator tariff
arrangements and because we have leen doubtful of the reabenefits the LDC's would derive from such action. Meanwhile, several
other industrialized countries are providing preferential treatment
for some or all LDC's and have appeared to be more favorable
than the United States toward some form of generalized LDC
preferences.
Item,.-A number of U.S. legal and administrative requirements of
various types, ranging from import quotas to food and drug re gula
tions act to restrict the ability of IDC s to export. to the Unite- States.
There lis, as far as the committee knows, never been a rounded study
of the extent to which such restrictions might be adjusted without
adverse effects to the United States but with beneficial results in terms
of LDC exports. A similar study was launched with regard to Western
European countries as part of the trade-not-aid program under the
Man' ],n 11 plan and proved to be quite fruitful.
item.--While many of AID's programs directly or indirectly act to
advance
the export
potential
of the LDC'
relatively
fewtheir
projects
have
been aimed
specifically
at helping
the LDC's
increase
exports.
Some AID and Public Law 480 regulations still Inhibit the use of aid
resources for development of exports to the United Stat
ltemL-Toursm presents unique opportunities for foreign exchange
earnings by many LDC'a-as well as for increased U.S. exports and
Investment. Relatively little AID support appears to have been de.
voted to this area.
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(7) RcponsibilitWe. fordevelopment/
eo eonoino policiesin relt ion

to LDO', and for providing information and supportt to V.S. bulsnex4

tinder these poles are wideki scattered troughout the Go'erninent,
with resulling renfusion, internaleontrdlfetions,and diIreultse.
Iten.-The U.S. Government has an industrial export policy, an
agricultural export policy, multiple investment policies, a balance.
ol payments policy, tax lOicies ant1aid policies, all of which strong.
lv affect our economic relations with the LDC'. Leadership reSponsbility in each of these areas rests in a different Federal agency.
Only rarely are these pieces brought together for mutual support
in terms of total U.S. objectives. Sometimes they ap war to cut across
and contradict each other, both within and among tlie various policy
area&
Item.-This profusion of policies is reflected in a proliferation of
uncoordinated sources of information and assistance to busies sien
interested in doing business in developing countries. Such a busiie-.
man can spend days of precious time going from office to office in the
DePaitments of State, Commerce, Treasury and Agiculture, All),
the Ex portd1mport Bank, the Federal Trade Commission-and so1e.
times the Departments of Interior, Defense, and Justice. There is no
central office, organization or individual who can coordinate all of
these aspects either at the level of policy or of administration.
The committee wishes to emphasize that this catalog of the omis.
sions and inconsistencies in present Government programs is not in.
tended to Imply any deficiency of thought or effort on tho part of
any of these oliAcials or agencies of the Government responsible for
those activities. What can be said is that some of these programs-like many other activities of Government (and business)--have not
kept pace with recent rapid changes in the international business
scene.
This persistence of ideas which have been outdated by events is
particularly strongly reflected in the continuing dichotomy between
exports, on the one hand, and overseas investments by U.S. firms,
on the other, which apparently continues to per-ado much of Gov.
erment, thinking in this field. This dichotomy runs from the basic
semantics of Government programs-for example, the national ex.
port expansion program-through a wide range of policies and prac.
tices, some of which-have been detailed above.
This duality of treatment is out of tune with the realities of current
international business practices. Most internationally minded businessnen now think in terms of a total process of doinf business in a
prticular foreign market. They seek to use a full kit of tools to maxi.
mi s sales and profits in each market1 ranging in an unbroken spectrum
from direct exports of finished products to assembly abroad to licensing
or direct investment leading to partial or fullproduction abroad.
Which approach, or combination of approaches, they use depends on
their analysis of the current situation in the particular mark,
The U.S. Government's enthusiasm for direct exports as compared
with Investment is apparently based on three ideas which have little
current validity, at least with r
d to developing countries. However
they seem to Persist, both impicitly and explietly in the continued
export emphasis in many Government programs. These ideas ae:

1. TAW U.S. $me have an opn opton whether to eport or invest

abroad.--In fac4 in almost every instance where It is done, particu.
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larly in TDC's, a given degreee of over~pa-4 investment is a husiess
necessity based Oi the nature of the product; the competitive situation
in the market; or local government, regulations. Oil a more general
letel, it is clearly inconceivable that, given their limited foreign exchange resources the developing countries could have imported any
substantial additional proportion of the $61 billion or so of inanufactured goods which LDO affliates of U.S. firms are estimated to have
sold insuch markets in 190.
2. '/at LV.S. dirt ;n reni en
h s LIM
J* "s act to i duee 1..%. E'j/t lV
to the country involred.--Available statistics show that the opposite

is generally true. U.S. exports have generally increased most rapidly
incountries where our investments have also been increasing lost,ralpidly. This fact is supported by a recent study by the U.S. Council of
the International Chamber of Commerce, which shows that, worldwide, increasing investments and increasing exports go hand in hand.
The Oxperiences of many individual firms confirm this analysis. Firm
after firm h4is found that their overall exports of U.S. goods, including machinery, materials, components, and other products in
their lines, are subtantially greater after tiey begin local miianufact ure
inagiven market than they were before.
3. 7itw(t 1'.8. in re'xtient in LD hiti'ie ot' a.dierxe effect on the I..
halanre of/ jyment.-The best available evidence indicates that, with
regard to (leelo)ing countries, the initial outflow of U.S. investment
caj)ital for LI)C investments is offset in a brief period by inflows resuit ing from related sales of U.S. machinery, services, components,
and other products, plus, in some cases, repatriated earnings on the
investment involved. After this brief initial period, the U.S. balance
of payments is increasingly benefited as a result of such investments.
A more realistic appraisal of the real current relationships between
exports and investments would, the Committee is convinced, lead to
a number of constructive changes in government policies, l)ractice-an1d semnanites-in this field.
C.117tA regardto the developing countries
Nothing the U.S. business community or the U.S. Government can
do is likely to stimulate a substantially increased flow of foreign pri.
vate capital and know-how into a les developed country whi- fails
to maintain an adequately attractive investment climate for such activity. Thus, tie LIX 's themselves have the most significant influenee
on whether or not there is such a flow, as well as the greatest interest
in encouraging it.
rTe elements of a reasonable foreign investment climate are not
onerous to tie host country, although it isrecognized that some of them
are difficult, from an economic and political standpoint, lit some countries. Certainly these requirements in no way imperil the sovereignty
of the country involved. Basically, they include: '
(1) iraintaining reasonable internal security and economic and
political stability;
(2) Recognizing that an energetic private sector is essential for
sustained, eflcient economic growth and should, therefore, be en-

couraged;

IThe report of task force it 0tro
of the Aefton Committee presents a mort detailed stateit oft hommItee for eoaSom1u Develo mt om
menat a this subject. Tbe
"HOW/,OW/intom COUntrle am A vane. Thir Own uurowst" hi lso hithi relevant.
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(3) Giving foreign investors equal treatment with local businesses under laws and regulations and in their administration;

(4) Permitting investors to earn and repatriate returns on

capital employed commensuitte with the risks involved and comparable with 'the likely returns from opportunities elsewhere;
(5) Permitting foirign investors to participate in equity and

management control, commensurate with their contributions of

capital and know-how;
(6) Recognizing the need for investment in manufacturing
and/or distribution in relation to regional demand;
(7) Permitting flexible product pricing policy consistent with
an acceptable return on investment:
(8) Permitting, without exeemsive controls, adequate staffing
by foreign technical experts and managerial talent weon required;
(9) Providing expeditious and honest official approval pro-

cedures;
(10) Maintaining stable, simple, and equitable tax and depreciation policies, and particularly avoiding rettoctive taxes either
administrative action;
law orMaintaining
by(11)
reasonable and stable import duties and import controls:
(12) Allowing firms reasonable freedom to select raw material
sources, consistent with commercially competitive pricing; and
(13) Permitting reasonable amortization and dividen. policies,
with adequate freedom to foreign firms to reinvest locally for expansion and technological and quality improvements.
Countries which provide these conditions can reasonably expect reciprocal constructive behavior on the part of investing firms, and that
modern foreign enterprises will conduct their affairs in a manner leading toward accelerated economic growth and social development in the
host country.
In practice today, some LDC governments are openly hostile to
foreign-based private business activity. On the other hand, a few
LDC'As are doing their best to provide a receptive climate for such
activity and are rea in the rewards of such policies.
The bulk of the develo ing countries verbally welcome such activity--and even offer special incentives to it--but in practice, present the
interested foreign firm with so many uncertainties, difficulties, restrictions and delays that only the largest and most patient firms are prepared to try to surmount them.
This contradictory attitude toward foreign business is a complex

result of strong nationalism, adverse historical experience and insufficient recognition of the great differences between the policies and
methods of modem foreign enterprise and some of its predecessors.
Local politics and assiduous leftist propaganda m
the fears thus
generated. Economic misconceptions of the relative cost of foreign
privatee investment, compared with the benefits received, are also an
important factor.
Thus, around the world, we find the incongruous position of LDC
governments building barriers against the most promising source of
the very inputs of capital and skills they most need-lest their independence be endangered by too rat a ow Meanwhile businessmen
in the United States and other industrialized countries are, for reasons
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outlined previously in this report, reluctant to get involved in these
countries even in the absence of such artificial barrers
Apart from adverse domestic policies, the developing countries have
generally been extremely resistant and slow-moving in developing
regional free market arrangements which, for many of them, are the
best hope for assuring large enough markets to make modem industrial development feasible

W. C0OLIUSIONS

AND RCOMMUENDAToS

A. Gewedral concluion
The principal conclusion of the NEEC Action Committee on Trade
and Investment in Developing Countries is that the time has come for
much more vigorous individual and mutual action by U.S. business,
the U.S. Government and the LDC's themselves to bring about a substantial increase in U.S. trade and investment in the developing
countries.
The Committee is convinced that such an increase will be mutually
beneficial to the developing countries, to the national interests of the
United States, and to U.S. business.
At the same time, the Comnmittee is convinced that the capital and
skills of private industry will not move into the LDC's in an adequate
way unless there are major changes in attitudes and ground rules along
the lines indicated below. Exhortation and minor improvement in the
practices of governments and business will not be enough.
The Committee is-aware that many of the changes it recommends
will necessarily take some time to put into effect. Business firms must
take time and care in launching new ventures. For its part, the U.S.
Government must balance the needs for action in this area against
other budgetary needs, overall tax policies, immediate balance-of-payments considerations, and GATT and other existing commitments on
international trade matters. In any case, time is required to formulate
and enact necessry legislative and administrative changes. Similarly
LDC governments cannot be expected to move overnight in matters o0
such political and economic sensitivity.
Thus, the Committee's recommendations should be regarded u a
suggested agenda for action, to be carried out over the next several
years, as the situation permits.
B. Recommendatdone for action by US. bwuien
The committee recommend.
Recommendtion No. -- That U.S. firms carefully reassess their
present planning in relation to business possibilities in the LDC's to
make sure they are giving adequate weight to the future profit potential in these areas, and are giving appropriate attention to these
areas in allocating financial resources and managerial time and skills.
Reom
twnNo. 9.--That each U.S. firm which is already doing
business with or in less developed countries review its product designs
and sales and service facilities as they relate to such countries to make
sure that it is giving this aspect of its business the amount and quality
of attention it deserves.
Recommendation No. 3.--That, wherever feasible, U.S. firms allo-

cate some reasonable proportion of their research and development
87-822--68-pt. 1-1
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efforts to seeking to develop products and approaches designed to fit
the special needs of the less-developed countries.
leeomnmwndation No. 4.-That each IT.S. firm fully inform itself on
the information, service, and supports for doing business in the developing countries which are available from the U.S. Government and
elso'here, and try to make the most effetive use of these facilities.
IReeomendato, Ao. J.-hat the National Export Expansion
Council and the Regional Export Expansion Councils take the leadership, in cooperation with other major U.S. business and trade organizations, in developing expanded programs to dis.,niinate information
in the lsiness conoinunit.y" on opportunities for and methods of (loing

business inthe less-developed count ries, and on Government programs
designed to assist such operations.

Recommendation No. 6.-That U.S. firms (oinR business in lessdeveloped countries make increased efforts, individually and through
appropriate business organizations, to develop better understanding
in the LDC's of modern private enterprise and the contributions it

can make to development.

Recommendation No. 7.-That U.S. flirm.s be flexible in the approaches to doing business in LI)C's. For example, while recognizing
tile problems involved, there are situations in which encouraging local
stock ownership or joint ventures or franchise arrangements wiit1 local
businessmen may make it possible to do business in markets which
would otherwise be closed or hostile.
Recommendation No. 8.-That, in view of tile limitations which
shortages of local managerial and technical skills place on business
expansion in LDC's, U.S. firns pay special attention to providing
training facilities through their local affiliate. and support the general
development of adequate technical and business educational facilities
in these countries.
Recommendation No. 9.-That U.S. businessmen, individually and
through their organizations, participate actively in the development
of policies and programs like tariff reductions andi aid programs which
are designed to hlp accelerate economic growth-and consequently

business opportunities-in the LCD's.

Recommendation No. 10.-That U.S. businessmen actively support
private programs designed to strengthen local free enterprise in the
LDC's, such as those carried on by the International Executive Service
Corps and the enterprise fellowship program of the Council for International Progress in Management, which are designed to strengthen
local free enterprise in the LDC's.
Recommendation No. 1.-That to reflect more realistically the
scope of current international business activities, the National Export
Expansion Council and the Regional Export Expansion Councils
broaden their programs to pay more balanced attention to both investment and exports.
0. Recommendation* for action by the UB. Government
The committee reoommendle
Recommendation No. 1.-The most immediately effective means of
stimulating U.S. investment and export interest in the LDC's, is
through new U.S. tax incentives) sufficiently attractive to overcome
current disincentives to doing business in these areas, especially on the
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part of smaller U.S firms. Over the years a number of different tech.
niques for providing such incentives have been proposed and discussed.
The committee recommends that a top-level interdepartmental Government task force be established to work out, with representatives of
business, an effective program for tax inducements for both exports
to and investments in the LDC's, and that these be submitted to Congress at the earliest appropriate time. Measures to be considered should
include those that act to reduce the capital at risk by means of investment credits or writeoff of losses and those that increase returns
through lower effective tax rates. The committee believes that, to be
effective, the new incentives will have to be substantially more attractive than those currently available under the long-standing Western
Hemisphere Trade Corporation legislation.
Recommendation No. 13.-The committee further recommends that
current tax regulations and IRS audit practices be reexamined to remove disincentives to LDC operations along the lines indicated by the
earlier NEEC Action Committee on Taxation and Exports. In particular, uncertainties as to acceptable pricing policies, caused by vague
proposed section 482 regulations and current administrative practices,

should be removed. In addition, the 1962 Revenue Act. should be re-

viewed at the earliest feasible time to remove complex and ambiguous
provisions which act to deter American firms from engaging in-busi.
ness activities in LDC's.
Recommentdation No. 14.-U.S. Government guarantecs against
political and commercial risks should be made more widely and simply available for all types of constructive business activities by U.S.
firms in LDC's. The possibility of adjusting premiums according to the
locale and nature of the risks to be covered, should be explored, as
should the possibilities of utilizing banks or other private facilities as
agents for such guarantees. Pending such major changes, AID's current efforts to make its extended risk guarantees more readily and
promptly available to U.S. firms should & commended and continued.
Recommendation No. 15.-Ways and means should be exploredthrough expansion of the AID or Export-Import Bank programs or
other appropriate means-to permit U.S. firms conducting or proposing
to conduct operations in LD 's (which are approved by the host government) to be assured of postinvestment foreign exchange availability for a reasonable time to enable them to import from the United
States necessary equipment, raw materials, spare parts, and so forth.
Such a program would be a significant incentive for U.S. business to
make further direct investments in LDC's and would encourage longterm expansion of U.S. exports.
Recommendation No. 16.-Existing legislation and administrative
regulations should be broadened to lermnit I.S. Government loans in
dollars and local currencies to be made more simply and more generally available to credit-worthy U.S. finns for constructive business
operations in LDC's. Time posibility of issuing most such loans through
appropriate U.S. commercial banks and their overseas branches and
subfsidiaries (with U.S. Government guarantees where appropriate, is
now done by Eximbank for export financing) should be explored.
Implementation of this recommendation may require the establishment of a special fund to take care of cases where the U.S. national
interest is involved, but where, for one reasons or another, necessary
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financing caronot be made available front either the Export-Import
Bank or AID. Creation of such a "National Interest. Fund" was prolposed by Senator .Magnuson in 1965 and endorsed by the NEEC Action ('otmittee on Export Financing in February 19060.
Re'omm,'f4lt ion Yo. 17.-The U.S. Government loan and guarantee
arranigements should be adjusted-through permit ing more flexibility
in det-equity ratios, subordinated loans or other iueais-- so that
specially desirable U.S. business activities in LDC's, which cannot
otherwise be financed, can secure the equivalent of the partial equity
participation currently available to French, German, and British
investors through governient-sponsored corporations in their respective countries.
RI'eommetulation Yo. 18.-Existing legislation should be changed to
permit U.S.-owned local currencies to be loaned to local businessmen,
in LDC's where such funds are available, to help finance facility ices for
the import, storage. processing, or sale of any Ut.S. rods on the s:1aihe
r
basis as they are now available to local inpo*rtens otrU.S. agricult
rural
products.
R(cfhlmcmuaitu

No. lO.--Adininistration of the various AID private enterprise support programs should be pulled together under
tuified direction.
Reeomwnation No. 2O.-The general economic and business
information services provided by the U.S. Foreign Service, the Departments of Connerce and State, and other agencies should be
ainlined
and automated,
making
use i)ejartme,
of moderntsdata-1andlininethious
wherever
poaible. (The
adctet
are currently
working on such a plan.) Particular attention should be given to
proper and complete sourtce identification and information retrieval
and timely acce ibility. The specific recommendations of Task Force
III of this Action Committee should be carefully studied in this
regard and the business groups affected should e closely consulted at
each stage.
Reeonimendaon No. 31.-The U.S. Govermnient should provide
preliminary business information surveys for a reasonable feealong broader lines than those now furnihied, to include preliminary
market data on slxecific products, comipetition, production, and sales
channels.
depth of ofsuch
may varythiswith
the
subject andAlthough
with the the
requirements
the stuidies
rquestingfirm,
service
would be expected to draw oin readily available data in the country
involved, as well as pertinent comments and suggest ions by informed
Foreign Service officers and local businesnen.
Recommenmtation Vo. ,32.-Iegislative atthority and appropriations
should be provided to permit U.S. Government cost sharing of surveys
of potential LDC export markets by U.S. firms (comparable to the
arrangements now available to intemiding direct investors) and to extend tie cost-sharing arrangements now available for trade asociations conducting market research and ales promotion activities in
relations to U.S. agricultural exports to cover all U.S. exports to
LDC's
Reemtidation No. 28.-Appropriate legi slative authority and
funds should be provided to perit tle U.S. Government to "top-off"
salaries which developing countries are able to pay to U.S. advisers and
technicians, where necessary to make U.S. services of this type corn-
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petitive with those offered to LDC's by other industrialized countries
and where such services are like' to lead to significant follow-on
exports. Similar arrangements to ielp cover fees of U.S. consulting,
architectural, and engineering firms under such circumstances should
also be considered.
iiccoiniendition Yo. Z.-Curreut I .S. Government-supported
special trade promotion programs should be supplemented by additional activities particularly designed to meet the needs of U.S. trade
and investment development in LDC's. Among other measures in this
area, AID should assist U.S. firms in plrvi~ing training for local
sales, service, technical and managerial personnel needed to support
their activities in LDC's.
Recommnendation. No. 25.-The number of commercial officers in
U.S. embassies and consulates in developing countries should be increased so that there is adequate specialized personnel to meet the
information and service needs of U.S. business in ever major business
center in these areas. In addition, new provisions should be made for
flexible reruit mnent and assignment of experienced U.S. businessmen.
market research specialists. conmoditv specialists and recent business
school graduates to commercial otlices ('fU.S. emnba 4es and consulates
in I,IC's for short-term marker rese ar'h and prontion activities.
lecont nit; la/on ,Yo. 2?;. -Recognizing that AID's primary objectire is:and shouhl eontinve to lbe to hell) accelerate economic growth
in the LI)C*s, it should nevertheless give increased attention to longterim U.S. export. potentials in developing and implementing its programs. To this end, tile curremt interagency studies which are being
conducted to identify specific means of increasing exlwrt development
resulting from Al]) programs should be expedited. These studies
might. well be supplemented by contract studies along tile lines suggested in the report of task fore IV of this Action Committee. In
addition, AID should encourage its missions to discu.Ns these problems
with resident U.S. businessmen ol a regular basis. Fin~atly. AID

should enlarge its full-tibie staff concerned with these problems to a..
sure more adequate and continuing attention to the trade developlment

aspee'ts of its activities.
Reeomninndation No. 2'.-AI) should seek to have as many private
U.S. consulting, architectural. engineerng, service. systems. and1 operating fitlrms as possible participate in its technical assistance aetii.
ties recognizing both the contributions to economic growth and the
trade and investment followons which involvement of such firms can
bring.
Reinommendaflon No. 28.-The United States should make increased
efforts to help the Ll)C's to expand their exports. Increased foreign ex.
change earnings will both facilitate the development of the LDC's and
make possible an expansion of U'.S. exports to and investments in these
countries. Among other measures, the United States should examine
carefullv the feasibility of reducing tariffs of particular importance
to the LDC's and should urge other industrialized countries to do the
same. Such reductions should, wherever possible. he on anMMFN bais.
However, the granting of reductions on a preferential l)aii should not

be ruled out provided (1) that other industrialized countries are likewise disposed toward such reductions and (2) it can be reasonably

shown that the benefits to both the receiving country and the ginti g

1W-1

.-
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country are such as to justify this departure from the established
MFN 1)olivC of the United States.
Recommendation No. 29.-AID should expand its present programs
of assistance to LDC's in specific projects designed to help them expand their exports.
Recommendation No. 30.-AID should give increased attention to
helping the LDC's increase their earnings from tourism, including
identification of tourism possibilities and requirements for tourist
facilities; and technical and financial support for the development of
such facilities.
Rccommenlation No. 31.-The appropriate U.S. Government agencies should carefully examine all legislation, regulations, and restrictions which act to limit the ability of LDC's to export to the United
States, with a view to adjusting them, insofar as feasible, to encourage
such exports.
er,ommclndation No. 32.-The U.S. Department of Commerce
should review its export expansion program and other services to give
more balanced attention to investment, as well as exports, in keeping
with current international business emphasis
and practice.
.
IReeom mendation No. 33.-There is a clear need for more coordinated
planning and execution of U.S. Government aid, trade, taxation, investinent, balance of payments and other related policies and programs

affecting our economic relations with the LDC's. Suitable arrangements should be niade to provide continuing attention to such coordination at. the highest-levels of the Government.
D. For aetimo by developing country govetiniets

It would he inappropriate for this committee, as a group of American businessmen, to make specific recommendations to the sovereign
governments of other countries. Nor do we have the depth of knowledge of the complex and widely varying problems of the many different LDC's to attempt to do so.
What we can do is earnestly to recommend to each LDC government:
(1) That it make a new and objective review of:
(a) The unique contributions of capital, technology, and
skills which business firms from the United States and other
industrialized countries could make to its development objectives;
(b) The actual costs, policies and practices, and benefits of
modern international investment; and
(c) Its own policies, rules, and practices in terms of the
elements of an attractive climate for foreign investors as set
forth earlier in this report.
(2) That, in the light of such a review, it seek to develop a
program which, consistent with its own needs and political piinciples, will act to minimize barriers and maximize incentives to
potential private investment.
(3) That it recognize the fact that the larger the internal market
available, the more private investment will be attracted, and
therefore move as rapidly as feasible toward the development of
regional free trade arrangements with its.neighbors.

I

Prospects for U.S. Trade in the Next Decade
ExEcUTIvE BRAn.CI STATEMENT
A. SUMMARY

1. On balance a more moderate rate of expansion of U.S. trade than
the rapid 1960 to 1966 pace may result in the next decade. The expected
deceleration of economic growth in this country and other developed
areas will tend to slow the rise in our imports and exports. Other
prospective developments-relating to the Kennedy round agreements,
techfiological advances, foreign investment, business practices and organization, and U.S. Government programs--should or the most part
have expansive effects on our trade.
Stimulated by generally higher levels of economic activity here and
abroad, U.S. trade moved up strongly to record levels during the
sixties. Exports, excluding military grant aid, rose from $19.6 billion
in 1960 to $29.4 billion in 1966 and Imports from $15 to $25.5 billion
during the same period.
2. The reductions in tariffs on a wide range of products and the
easing of some nontariff barriers negotiated during the Kennedy round
will be(in to take effect in 1968 and help boost our foreign sales and
purchases.
3. Further technological advances in this country and vigorous participation by industry and agriculture in U.S. Government export
promotion programs should help substantially to improve the level of
our exports.
4. Adoption of the latest industrial and managerial techniques by
foreign firms and the creation of larger business units abroad will, on
the other hand, intensify competition for American firms in the United
States and other markets.
5. Higher levels of U.S. direct investment would boost shipments to
our foreign affiliates. The expanding operations of these firms, however, could result in some displacement of direct U.S. exports to local
and third country markets. They could also involve shipments to this
country of part of their output, although this would include important
industrial materials not produced in adequate quantities here. Moreover, additional earnings from affiliates would bolster the overall U.S.
balance-of-payments position.
6. Government-financed export programs, if expanded to meet continuing large needs overseas, would bring an increase in U.S. deliveries
of agricultural and industrial goods. Should our balance-of-payments
position improve sufficiently to permit the untying of aid, shipments
financed by AID would be unlikely to rise as rapidly as expenditures
for economic assistance.
7. The proposed East-West Trade Relations Act, if enacted, would

provide an opportunity for the expansion of trade in goods with the
Eastern European nations.
(317)
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B. RECENT TRENDS IN U.S. TRADE

United States trade has expanded strongly in both directions during
the current decade. Exports, excluding .military grant aid, climbed
from $19.6 billion in 1960 to $29.4 billion in 1966. Our purchases from
abroad increased by roughly the same amount during this period, from
$11.5 to $25.5 billion.
U.S EXPORTS AND IMPORTS, 1960 AND 196

U.Axpers, e=xluding military grant.aid ...............
......................................
U i

1960

196

19 635
.,018

29,379
25,542

Avorap annual
rate of increase,
1960-6
6.9
9.3

Exports moved upward at an annual rate of nearly 7 percent from
1960 to 1966. This strong increase was characterized by sizable shifts
in the composition of our shipments. Deliveries of finished manufactures and foods now account for a larger share, while crude materials
and semimanufactured goods have declined in importance. Solid gains
in sales of machinery and transport equipment helped boost finished
manufactures exports to 58 percent of the total in 1966. Foods contributed nearly 17 percent, a higher share than in 1960, primarily as
a result of a substantial expansion in shipments of grains and soybeans.
The smaller share attributed to crude materials largely reflected sizable
declines in shipments of cotton and less expansive sales of coal and
tobacco.
Government assistance programs have played a relatively minor role
in the nearly $10 billion growth in our exports from 1960 to 1966.
Shipments of agricultural products under Public Law 480, largely
wheat and other grains to various developing countries, amounted to
$1.6 billion in 1966. This level of assistance was a fifth higher than in
1960. In that year these programs accounted for 27 percent of our
agricultural exports; by 1966, however, they financed only 23 percent
of our total exports of agricultural commodities. Disbursements for
merchandise exports under AID programs last year totaled $1.1 billion, a sharp.rise from the $0.4 billion of goods sent abroad in 1960.
This expansion primarily represented the tying of our economic
assistance to purchases in the United States. Around two-thirds of
the AID-financed disbursements for merchandise exports in 1966
involved shipments of machinery, fertilizers, pharmaceuticals, and
other chemical products, and transport equipment to countries in Asia
and Latin America.
Exports to both the developed and developing countries rose strongly
in 190-66. The former group took two-thirds of our exports in 1966,
gaining by $6.8 billion over the 6-year period. Sales were especially
expansive to Canada, Japan, and Oceania. Shipments to the developing areas expanded by $8 billion, or by more than two-fifths. Increasing relatively rapidly were shipments to East and South Asia, the Near
East, and Africa, while those to Latin America, our largest market
among the developing areas, lagged.
Since 1960, imports have grown at an average annual rate of 9 percent. Stimulated by the expansionf of the domestic economy in recent

W
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years, imports not only increased rapidly but underwent a marked
change in composition. Although all major types of imports expanded
in value, the faster growth in purchases of capital equipment and consumer goods increased the share of these products in our total imports.
Arrivals of capital equipment, mostly machinery, accounted for 8.4
percent of our imports in 1966, or more than twice the ratio in 1960.
Buoyant demand in this country for cars and a variety of other foreign
consumer products raised the share of these imports from 17 to 28
percent. Industrial materials remained overwhelmingly our major
import, but receded from 52 percent of the import total to only 47
percent. Purchases of foreign food and beverages also slipped, rela.
tively, to 18 percent.
Purchases from the developed countries nearly doubled in the 6
yeais ending 1960, accounting for more than four-fifths of the $10.5
billion import rise during this period. The sharpest gain was in arrivals from Japan which climbed from $1.1 billion to nearly $3 billion during 1900-66. Also expanding ra idly were purchases from
Canada an-d Western Europe which in 196i reached levels of $6.1 and
$7.7 billion, respectively. As a result of the steep rise in purchases from
industrial suppliers abroad, their share of our total imports climbed
from 60 to 69 percent.
Reflecting the shift in the composition of our imports to a higher
proportion of finished manufactures, arrivals from the developing
countries expanded by only 30 percent. The increase was $1.8 billion,
less than a fifth of the overall U.S. import growth. Imports from developing Africa, East and South Asia, and Caribbean countries were
the most expansive in the last 6 years. Arrivals from the 19 American
Republics, our major source of developing area imports, grew relatively slowly.
0. MAJOR FACTORS APFEMtINO FUTURE U.S. TRADE

1. Deilelopments in the U.S. economy.-Although the U.S. economy
is expected to grow rapidly in the next decade, the average annual rate
of increase is likely to fall short of the high p ace of recent years. From
1900 to 1966, the rise in gross national product averaged 5 percent a
year in real terms. This rapid expansion was possible because extensive idle human and physical resources were available at the beginning
of the period. Further increases in output will depend principally on
increases in productivity and in the labor force For the next decade,
a slower though still sizable economic expansion is in prospect.
A study prepared for the Joint Economic Committee in 19661 estimated that the U.S. economy can sustain a rate of economic growth of
4 to 41/. percent per year through 1975. This is a measure of the maximum output which the economy is believed capable of sustaining
without running into serious instability in employment, output, or
prices. The projection is predicated on a more rapid increase in the
labor force than in the last 10 years and ii-eontinued gains in productivity.
Since the relationship between total economic activity and impose
is a fairly close one, the rate of growth of the U.S. economy will
2"U.S. Economic Growth to 1975: Potentials and Problems."
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largely determine the import pace in the next decade. This relationship
has been relatively stable in the past Between 1950 and 1905, imports
as a percentage of GNP moved narrowly around 3 percent. In 1060,
pressures on U.S. production for heavy military requirements reinforced the already high civilian demand, causing inmports to climb
sharply. Corresponding with smaller gains in GNP, the rate of increa inimports in the next decade may be t XRcteil to decelerate from
the 9.3 percent annual pace during 190--. Helping to moderate the
flow of imports may bW continuing increases in unit costa of produce
tion abroad relative to those in this country which should reduce the
price advalttage of various foreign manufactures here.
Of the four major classes of U.S. imports, purchases of industrial
materials are generally the uiost. sensitive to changes in business ac.
tivity. Consequently, movements in these imports are largely related
to those in industrial production, but, they also are affect by changes
in technology. Reflecting improved use of basic materials in this country, continued releases firoi national stockpiles, and further advances
in developing substitutes, purchases of industrial materials will de.
crease as a share of total imports in the next decade.
Also declining as a share of the U.S.-import total will be purchases
of foods and' beverages. This drop is expected to occur depile a rise
in the value of these imports during the next decade. There will be a
continuation of comnod itv shifts that have become evident in recent
years with the rise in personal incomes.
Although the rapid rise in imports of consumer goods since the
late 1950's may give way to a more restrained pace in the next decade,
significant advances will be registered in these imports. Increasing
leisure time, higher disposable incomes in the United States, and the
continued cost. advantage of overseas manufacturers of certain prodducts will insure the expansion of consumer imports. The rate of ad.
vance could, however, be accelerated by the large-scale entry of new
proxuts of special appeal or cost advantage, as is been the case with
small cars and motorcycles. In general, imports of consumer goods are
likely to grow faster than total U.S. purchases abroad.
The linge year-to-year increases in U.S. imports of capital equipment in 1905 and 19(60 are traceable to the lpr'e-sture of domes:i demand. Since demand i. not expected to place a continuous strain on
domestic capacity in the years ahead, the p)ace of capital equipment
imports can -1*expected to approximate more closely tl I slower trend
of the early sixties. This will (epend, of course, on the rate of U.S. investment, innew plant and equipment.
The level of domestic economic activity indirectly influences the
flow of U.S. exports. In periods of sustained economic growth rising
import demand in the United States increases the sales and tis the
export earnings of supplying countries, contributing to their ability
to purchase our products. Increasing U.S. imports in the next decade
will benefit our exports. However, when U. . manufacturers expert.
ence extremely high rates of capacity utilization, the availability of
U.S. goods for export is sometimes limited. Though such rates may be
a restraining factor on exports in a year of unusually rapid economic
growth, no general problem of this character is foreseen in the next
decade.
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9. Forigsmarket detelopmenta.-Inthe absence of a major war or
worldwide depression, U.S. exports to both developed and developing
countries should continue to expand vigorously in the next decade.
Sales to developed areas ae expected to show rapid gains, although, paralleling the slower pace of economic growth expected in
most large industrial countries, at least in the next few years, the
rate of Aidvance may be below that of the sixties. This need not neeessarily dampen the expansion of our exports of certain manufactured
products. The anticipated slow growth of the labor force in Western Europe and rapidly rising wage rates in most areas should provide a strong stimulus to sales of our technologically advanced ]abor.saving machinery. Moreover, programs to modernize old industries and to ('reate now ones mean an expanding market for U.S. capital equipment. Amnerican producers should continue to benefit abroad
from having a large domestic market which makes it possible for
them to develop, and produce economically, special purpose machines
reqred in increasingly complex manufacturing procoses
Greater export demand for U.S. capital equipment would reflect
expanding foreign manufacturing capacity and for this reason, U.S.
producers may encounter stiffer competition in both their traditional
and now markets. The adoption of the latest industrial and managerial
techniques will strengthen the position of inanufactureris abroad.
Increased competition will also be provided by larger firms which are
being created through the vigorous merger activity in Western
Europe.
Should tihero be a broadening of the EEC through accession of

other Western European countries a new spurt to economino growth

in that area would be provided. A larger grouping would create greater
oI)ortuiities for U.S. exports, es)cciaily manufactures, although, of
course, there would be some trade diverting effects away front this
country as a source of supply.
Rising standards of living, increased leisure time, and higher disposable incomes in foreign developed countriest as in the United
States, will expand sales opportunities for American manufacturers
of consumer goods. The availability of a wide range of consumer
products in this country which lend themselves to mass production
methods should permit a greater penetration of foreign markets.
When implemented, the tariff cuts recently negotiated under the Kennedy round will benefit exports of these goods, as well as sales of
other manufactures.
Prospects are also favorable for U.S. exports of manufactures to
the developing areas of the world. Economic development in key markets is expected to gather momentum. Regional integration of developing nations, which is already getting underway in several areas,
and possibly more advantageous trading arrangements with the industrial countries, should stimulate the growth of the developing
countries and increase their demand for our capital goods and Industrial supplies.
The outlook for U.S. exports of food feed, and industrial materials is mixed but generallv not as favorable as that for manufacture&
Food shipments will be akected by the level of agricultural production in both the developed and developing countries in the coming
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decade. Proslects are for a substantial expansion in food grain pro.

auction in the developed countries which would mean stronger corn.
petition for U.S. farmers. Also, many of the developing countries
are makin 1 a determined effort to increase output of agricultural
produts *ih, if successful and not matched by population expan.
sion, may reduce their dependence on imports of grains.

Exports of fee Irains will probably fire better than food grains in

the next de,'ah,. The need for proten-rich foods in poorer nations,

together with rising standards of living around the world, will lead
to continueldtl increases in demand for meat which, in turn, will explind
feed rluireient, for livestock.
Along industrial :llateriails, shilnents of fuel are not ,,xpetel to
contrilnute relatively iam muich to the expansion of T7.-. exlltiq ill the
next 10 years. Our petroleum exports, about half of which ,,ow:ist
of lubricating oils, face considerable price competition abrmd, while
ot ir'iIf trade ha i'rieps continue to hinder eoal exports.
Tie outlook is somewhat better for cotton exJ)ort. whicl am currel- le .s tian lIalf their 1.60 level. Compelitive TS. ottn Ii,..A
should help our sales in the next decade. Lower world prices for this
con1,1(lity afnd the ieed to devote re:olirces to feod piolut in in tile
developing countries ire ex)ecte(d to restrain thli Iato of growhI in
cotton pirwlietion alboad. "
.
a. Exporfs under Goi-ern ent v*eu'e l.roqrvim.-'.. exports
of farm ,.oinm)ditjie, under Public Law 4s0 Iprorais iiiereawd by
nearly a third between 1960 aind 1964, to a peak of P1.7 billion in the
latter year: thereafter, they declined slightly. The drop in the hst 2
vears was principally a coll-qllelce of reduced availJlblities of grain
for exmort rather than lower import requirements in the developing
countries.

The needs of the.e nations for imported grain will rise substantially

for the foreseeable future, although the rate of increase. should slow
8 in(ligenous output responds. to agricultural developint-nt program
and a.s population control nuecusures are expanded. The extent to which
growing food imports of the developing countries will continued to he
met by concessional rather than commercial sales will depend on T..
assistance policinA, contributions of other developed nations, and eeo.
nomie conditions in the deficit countries.
Needs of many of the developing countries for au-sistanee arm ex.
Iw'ted to continue to be large in the years ahead. Future levels of
AID-financed deliveries of goods to these areas, however, will deipend
onIT.S. asistanee policy and the level of financial support provided
by the Congress. Should our balance-of-payments position improve
uI
fliCielitly to permit untying of aid, shipments financed by AkID would
I unlikely to rise as rapidly as expenditures for economic assistance.
Merehandis* exports flnane d by the Agency for International Development from the United States were value at P1.13 billion in 1900.

4. Trade pofky.-The Kennedy Round of trade and tariff agree.
ments concluded in June 1967 will be an expansive influence on U.S.
trade beginning in 109. Efforts in this country or abroad to counter
the impact of these change by legislative or administrative mean. or
similar attempts by business through private restrictive arrange.

ments could, of cou

, limit, the expected trade gains.
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Since the lower tariffs are to be put into effect over a 4-year period
beg.'nig January 1, 1968, year.to-year changes in overall and in.
dividual commodity trade will not be distingu-shable from those attributable to the many other factors affectinK international commerce.
Nevertheless, the gradual lowering of tarifs in the Kennedy Round
on a larp volume of U.S. exports and imports will lead to signifi.
cantly higher levels of trade i both directions. These agreements will
spur the exportation of a wide variety of U.S. manuliactured goods
and some agricultural commodities. Easing of nontariff barriers hi
some foreign markets will be an added stimulant to our sales. The
impact of U.S. tariff reductions on our foreign purchases will be al.
most entirely in nonagricultural products.
Attainment of greater stability in sales of commodities subject to
agreements depends upon such unpredictable factors as member goverminent cooperation, policies of nonmember countries, discovery of
major new sources of supply, introduction of substitutes, and change.
in consumer tastes. In any event, the agreements could not be expected
to cause a change in the average level of U.S. imports or exports.
The extension of tariff preferences to the developing areas by the
United States and other developed countries is to be discussed at the
meeting of United Nations Conference on Trade and Development II
in 196 in New Delhi. If detailed agreements are eventually reached
and implemented by the governments of the developed countries, our
imports and exports would be affected, probably in the latter part of
the next decade. Some U.S. purchases of good governed by such arrangements would tend to shift1 at least miirelative terms, from in.dustrial suppliers to the developing nations, and others would tead to
be greater. Certain U.S. exports, on the other hand, might experience
some displacement in other developed markets, though this would be
ccomparatively minor considering the composition of our foreign sales.
However, to the extent that the arrangements result in greater trade
receipts by the developing nations, the United States1 as a principal
supplier, could expect to increase its exports to many of these markets.
The proposed East-West Trade Relations Act would provide opprtumties for increased trade with the countries of Eastern Europe.
Re extension of most favored nation treatment, which would be pos.
sible under the legislation could be expected to stimulate sales by those
countries to the United States, improve their ability to purchase additional U.S. goods, and encourage our businessmen to promote exports. Trade with Eastern Europe may also be stimulated in the years
ahead by the Presidential authorization of October 1966 to the Export-Import Bank to extend normal commercial credit guarantees on
industrial export transactions with Poland Czechoslovaia, Hungary,
and Bulgaria, the same as were provided in July 1984 for exports to
Rumania.
5. U.S. direct invc/menta abrovd.-Expanding operations of 1'.S.

affiliates abroad will, as in the past, have both a positive and negatiVe
impwt on our exports. New direct investment by U.S. firms involves.
in varying degrees, the movement of goods, predominantly capital
equipment for the establishment or expansion of facilities in foreign
countries. Moreover, a substantial followup business results from the
flow of components and parts from the United States for incorporation
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by the affiliates into finished products, as well as finished products
made here but distributed and sold by the affiliate. In 1964, the latest
year for which data are available, total U.S. exports to foreign affiliates were estimated at $6.8 billion, or one-third of our nonagricul.
tural exports inthat year.
.
Sales by these U.S.-owned firms will, however, involve some fur.
other displacement of products which were or might have been provided
directly from the United States to local or third country markets
Political and economic conditions in many countries make their markets more accessible to our affiliates than to the parent companies.
Moreover new markets are created for the affiliates that could not be
serviced directly from this country. The earnings of U.S. affiliates
abroad have made a major contribution to the U.S. balance of pay.
ments over the years.
While the bulk of the output of our foreign affiliates is marketed
in the host country and in third markets, a portion is also sold in the
United States. Shippments to this country include important industrial
materials not produced in adequate quantity hero as well as some
machinery and transportation equipment, component parts, and semifabricated products.
The size, direction, and composition of U.S. direct investments and
their trade effects in the next decade have not been projected. These
investments will be influenced not only by domestic and foreign economic considerations but, particularly in the developing areasTby po.
litical factors.
Since 1960, the value of U.S. direct investments abroad has climbed
by 70 percent to a total of $54.6 billion at the end of 1966. Nearly half
of the substantial growth of $22.1 billion stemmed from investments
in manufacturing affiliates, a fourth went into various sectors of the
petroleum industry and the remainder into mining and other operations. Western Europe absorbed about $91A billion of the increase in
our direct investments during the period- and Canada about $53
billion.
Sales of U.S. manufacturing affiliates abroad reached $42.4 billion
in 1965, the last year for which data are available. About four-fifths
of this total was sold in the same country where the plants were located. Fourteen percent went to other countries and $1.9 billion, or
4 percent, was shipped to the United States. In that year, U.S. purchases from these affiliates, predominantly in Canada, accounted for
about, one-tenth of our total imports.
6. Btsiness attitude. and Government program.--The prospects for
expanding U.S. exports are strengthened by the increase in U.S. producers' interest in foreign markets since the Government's export
promotion programs for industrial and agricultural products and the
Trade Expansion Act were adopted. Greater awareness of selling
opportunities abroad has occurred despite the strong demand in most
home markets since that time.
As American firms have become aware of the considerable profit
possibilities in foreign markets, they have worked to tap this potential.
This is evidenced not only by the rapid increase inour exports in recent
years but also by increased activity in establishing new sales contacts
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overseas. The number of new nonmanufacturing establishments set
up abroad by U.S. firms has almost doubled since 1962.
The heightened interest of U.S. producers in foreign markets has
also been made apparent by their active participation in U.S. Department of Commerce export promotion programs. Inquiries received by
the Department concerning foreign markets and requests for reports
on individual foreign importers have increased substantially in recent
years. Participation in Commerce's overseas trade fair program and
in industry-organized Government-approved trade missions to foreign
countries has expanded sharply since these programs were started mi
1963 and 1904, respectively.
The foreign market development programs of the Department of
Agriculture have played a significant role in the expansion of U.S.
exports in the last decade. These programs have included cooperation
with trade and agricultural groups, participation in trade fairs and
trade center exhibits abroad, and the awarding of grants to foreign
scientific institutions for research aimed at improving the marketability of U.S. farn crops and for studies designed to expand markets
overseas. Outlays for and participation in these trade promotional
activities have increased substantially in recent years.
With a growing interest in overseas marketing by U.S. producers
of manufactured goods and agricultural commodities, and further
planned (overnment efforts in export promotion, a strong, positive
impact. on U.S. foreign sales can be anticipated.
Exports of goods under Export-Import Bank financing, estimated
at around $600 million in 1960, will follow the upward trend of U.S.
shipments in the next decade. New U.S. aircraft such as the jumbo
jets, equipment for nuclear powerplants abroad, and global communications networks under stepped up programs will be among the
growing opportunities for U.S. manufacturers. The nature and degree
of the Banks participation in such transactions will depend on its
authorized lending levels, developments in private capital markets,
and U.S. Governent export promotion policies.
7. Technological development.--Deve opments of a technological
nature will further expand the level of U.S. trade and change its
commodity mix. U.S. products embodying advanced know-how
especially capital equipment, will continue to be in strong demand
largely in the developed areas. Although shipments of individual
products currently in demand may be dampened as productive facil.
ities are established abroad, the introduction of new products and
improvements in old ones should keep our sales buoyant.
_ The transfer of U.S. know-how to our foreign affiliates and, through
licensing arrangements, to other flrms will, of course, help speed the
process of creating manufacturing plants abroad. While this flow may
ultimately slow our exports of some products, technology and demand
will continue to change. New know-hiow acquired abroad is likely to
create demand for other American know-how and products. Moreover, the reverse movement of foreign know-how, earnings from sales
by American-owned firms overseas, and royalties and fees from abroad
will provide additional benefits to the U.S. economy.
New synthetic and substitute products will also nave an impact on
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U.S. trade. Marketing of such products in the next 10 years could
bring major changes in the commodity mix of our exports and imports.
U.S. MERCHANDISE EXPORTS BY MAJOR COMMODITIES, 1960 AND 196
IValues Inmillions of dolirl
Commodity

1960 value

196 value

Total, includin military grantald ........
20.564
Agricultural, total ..............................
4,830
Grains and proprations ....................
,761
Lea( tobacco ..............................
379
beans...............................
bicultural products............... 1,374
agr
Nonawicultural, total ..........................
15,754
Coal ....................................
354
Petroleum and products. .................
466
Chemicals ................ ............
1776
Nonelectrical machinery I...................
01
Electrical apparatus..................
5 .. .. .. ... .. . 0

30,320
+9,736
+6.7
6,875
+2,045
+. 1
3,1
+1,426
+10.4
471
+93
+37
74244.
+
.7
2.022
+6
23,445
+7601
46.8
468
+114
+4.8
433
-35
-1.3
2,675
+89
+7.1
01
+2,393
3
'

Roadrat ad parts..........................
Nonferrous ........................

+,14

4

Coln...................................

Iron and steel mill products ................
Textiles and clothing ......................
Other nnagricutural products ............

Change from 1960
Ito 1966
AVaue
rt nnual
Value
rt
n
(percent)

2
1,024

1j0155
57

61
4,616

I'

+89
+7,
-98
+65
+100

+2,482

+9.
+1.2
+1:
+2.5
+7.4

SIncludes all reexports.
AIncludes tractor parts.
IExcud tractor parts.
U.S. MERCHANDISE IMPORTS BY MAJOR COMMODITIES, 1960 AND 1966
(Values Inmillions of dollars
Increase from ISO to 1066
Commodity

1960 value

1966 value

Total ...................................
Industrial supplies and materials, total...........
Fuels and lubricants ......................
Duilding materials, excluding metals ..........
Iron ad deal mill products ................
Metals and metal ores, other...............
Other industrdl supplies...................
Foods, feedt and beverage, total ................
c and sugar........... ..
Coffee cooa

15,018
7, 34
1,580
541
508
1,66
3 39
3.21

25,542
12,090
2,24?
789
131"
2,912
4,631
4,499

+10,524
+4,256
+667
+248
+804
+1,246
+1,2
+1.213
+3

Otherl s,hee da verages.........

Capital geods, lcluding truk and bues, total ....

Machinery and miscellaneous transport

Civilian aircraft............................
Trucks, buses, other capital goods....
Consumer goods and utomlobils and parts, total..
Passenger cars, new and used ...............
Automotive parts and accessoris ............
Consumer durabes ........................
Consumer nondurable .................
Gem stones and other unmnufctured con.
smer oods .............................
All other products .............................

•

,

Valuo

l

+1

597

2,320

+1,723

540

1'3

+1,399

lZ
2
65
2,499
$44
55
71
1349
217
02

153
22
5,634
1,244
478
2,106
45
1,000

+151
+173
+3,135
+700

+ t'0M
+635
+231
+19

Averae annual
flloences
(percent)
+9.3
+7.5
.0
+
+&3
+5.4

+"5
+25. 4

+23.

+101 0
+26. 8
+14.5
+14.9
34
.I
+11.2
+13.2
+3.6
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U.S. MERCHANDISE EXPORTS BY MAJOR WORLD AREAS, 1960 AND 19M
IValues Inmillions of dollarsi
1960

Area

1966
Per
cent
of
total

Value

Total, developed countries ............

Value

64

13,257

Canada
................................... .7,211
.810
Western Europe ............................
European Economic Community..........
,979
European
Free Trade Associatin......... if1,448
Japan
...................
of
Australia New Zealand, and the Republic

Pr.
cent
of
total

20,010

Average annual rate of
Increase 19606
(percent)

66

+7.1

.6- 2232
( i5.5
2,364 (

1935
19
,467
7

+9.8
+5.3
+516

+3

South Africa .............................
Total, developing countries ............

788
7,132

4
35

1,180
10,112

4
33

+7.0
+6.0

19 American Republics......................
Other Western Hemisphere ..................
Near East .................................
last and South Asia ........................
Africa .....................................

3,351
298
683
2,207
354

16
1
3
11

14
2
4
11

239

1

4,231
538
1,112
3,447
758

+4.0
+10.3
+8.5
+7.7
+13.6

Communist areas InEurope and Asia .........

194

1

Other countries ............................

26

().

198

.......................

1

+0.4

SLess than 0.5 percent
U.S. MERCHANDISE IMPORTS BY MAJOR WORLD AREAS, 1960 AND 1966
IValues In millions of dollars
1960

Area

Value

Total, developed countries.............
Canada ...................................
Western Europe .......
............
European Economic Community.........
Japan .....................................
Autralia, New Zealand, and the Repulic of
South Africa .............................
Total, developing countries ............

19 American Republics..................

Other Western Hemisphere ..................
Near East .................................
East and South Asa ........................
Africa ....................................

Value

17,590

69

+11.9

,125
783

2

+1.7
1.

963
824

12
3

17.1
+10.2

3,153
4,187
2,
1,149
461

21
28
(2)
8
3

5.984
3,171

40

7,770

30

21

3.970

15

43

Other countries............................

84

3
2
8
3
3

1

Average annual rate of
Increase 1960-6
(percent)

Per.
cent
of
total

59

Communist areas In Europe and Asia .........

B-82--48-Pt 1-22

-

8,950

1,257
395
381

'Less than 0.5 pent

1966
Per.
cent
of
total

734
403
1,95
712

2
7
3

26

(1)

182

1

+4.5

1i:
+2.7
+7.4
+10.3

.......................

+13.8

Tariff and Nontariff Barriers
EXECUTIVE BnANCHI STATEMENT
A. GENERAL

Tariff and nontariff barriers to trade are as old as trade itself. While
tariffs are widely understood, the same is not true of nontariff

restrictions.

In the broadest sense, a nontariff barrier is any government or quasigovernment measure, other than an import duty, that limits trade.
Many nontariff barriers however, are imposed for such reasons as the
protection of public health or safety, and the safeguarding of national
security. To the extent that such nontariff measures are not excessive,
tley are legitimate commercial policy practices under existing international commitments. But these measures may be so drawn or ad.
ministered as to have an unjustifiably restrictive impact on foreign
trade and to afford inordinate protection to domestic industries. To
draw the line between what is justified and what is not can only be
done after analyzing the purpose and administration of each measure.
A classic example of a nontariff barrier is the quota-a direct limita.
tion on the quantity or value of an imported product. There are a
number of objections to such restrictions. First, quotas freeze trade
volumes, breed further administrative controls, invite retaliation
abroad, and generally provide excessive protection to domestic in.
dustry. Once imposed, they are hard to remove. By insulating domestic
industry from foreign competition, they inevitably allow such industry
to postpone steps toward greater efficiency. They serve, then, to foster
inflation at home and retrenchment abroad. Second, it is virtually impossible to devise an equitable way of allocating import quotas among
countries, particularly to take account of changed conditions of competition and to accommodate newcomers to the trade. Although global
quotas are less objectionable than country quotas, they are inequitable,
too, favoring nearby sources of supply over more distant ones. Third,
importers who are granted import licenses frequently reap huge profits
on their scarcity value.
Although a very high tariff can be as effective a deterrent to trade as
a quota, it generally operates in a less harmful way. Assuming its rate
is not so high as to prohibit imports, a tariff allows com petitive forces
to work in the exporting and the importing countries. The tariff, as a
fixed element in the cost of imports, does not prevent the exporter from
improving his competitive position through increased efficiency and
does not completely insulate domestic producers from foreign competitors. The interaction of these competitive forces works to the advantage of domestic consumers and the economy as a whole.
The problem of coping with tariff and nontariff obstacles to trade
is not a new one. The fist systematic attack on them by the United
States was launched under the authority of the Trade Agreements
(329)
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Act of I)34. Til sett ing for this first titovo toward freer frade was
bleak. The world was in tli thr es of , e (.ootili r'e.sion. ''aritlrs
were at. t heir highest. levels of the century. Trade bet wetn nat ions wits
marked 1y disc'riminatorv bilateral agreements. A web of controls
w%-it,) imaround intetrnat'lonal transactions. To achieve a "favorable"
lutianvte of trade, coutrios cOul)'d quant itative rest rict ions 01 imp)or's with spe'iaI intelltives to ex torts. Soill t'olit rIies tmll'ed to statp
Il'a(lilng ill order to bring giv Itll)ar.ailli
gar
l power Io l'iir Oil ex)rl't ill.. and imlort ing.
'Ilegiumilut in 1931 lhe I Taited States e/"otietd series
a
of blilateI1l
tril(lt' agreelnients emxclitging fiarill vi('e.si ons wit oi,1111 jor t r(Iing Irtners and. thro gh tlie tunondit iotal nins-favoed-ait Ion pineip)le, extliditl t
.i-sone.sions
to all our t ading partners. As a resuit of I hesetiegot ial ions Ihe I T.S. tariff was gradltally reduced an I he
farils of o.' trdiog partly tirs weiv Similarlv loweld.
A\ dramat11' step it the history of international trade negot iations
took place in 113 with the signaturee of the General Agreitent oi
Tariffs and Tra de (GATT) by 23 countries. The GA'rT not only
brought abouta further redteiiol in the height of national tariff.
and proided a niechanism for continue tariff lowering, bil. it also
established a framework of rules to minimize nontariff trade ob-slacles,
which were so prominent a feature of prewar and postwar trading

practices.

Of key importance is the GATT's general ban naginst quantitative
import restrictions. Exceptions to this I)a11 are sl)evifieially provided
for, most. notably in eases where countries face alanee-of-plavmentls
difficultie.. Pro'i.sions of the GAT also cover such potential nontariff
Iarriers as antidnping and countervailing duties, fees and fornialities as.sociated with importing, mark of origin, and state trading.
By the early 1960's considerable progress in tile reduction of both

tariff and nontariff trade barriers had been nade. As a result of the
GATT tariff negotiations through the 1950's, both foreign and IT.S.
tariffs had been frther substantially reduced. Ttnder tile aegis of the

Organization for European Economiic Cooperation the countries of

Western Europe had removed most trade and payments re.trietions
on intra-European trade. By 1960-1, as the balance-of-pavment.- positionts of our trading partnerm improved and the dollar shorfage disappeared, the vast majority of quantitative restrictions oti
industrial
(goods was removed. With the reduction of quota obstacles and( exehange restrictions, the dhezrimination that. American goods faced in
Etiropeati and other markets was largely el in)uiAted. Regular (on.
stations in the GATT Balance-of-Payments Committee and bilateral
approaches in the various capitals contributed importantly to this
general movement of trade liberalization.
The latest effort to reduce tariff and other impediments to international trade was successfully concluded. Tsing tile negrot iating authority granted in the Trade Pxpansion Act of 1962, tie United States
riehed agreement, with other participants on a package of mutual
Con(le.ssI(ins in the henedy round incorporating tli most importatt
tariff reductions in history. Overall, sime $40 billion of trade was
affected.
The Kennedy rout proved unique not only cause of the depot h
and scope of tariff cuts but also becausethe reduction of nontariff trade.
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barriers was it specified objective for Iho first, Iime in a major GATT

negotiation. It wias obvious to the parties to the negotiations that, as

tariffs became lower, nontariff ba rriers became

IIm'O important trade
rest rictions. The most. signiicia nt ac('omllislleit, was agreement, on alt

international antidump"ig ('ode in whieh our major trading partners'

agreed to common rules and open procelures to Je followed in antidumling actions. This was a major goal of the I'nited States in the
The principal participants in the Kliedy lotid also signed a
separate agreement, providing that, in exchange for elimination of the
American Selling prico system of eusloms viiluatio, the I'Arol)eatt
Econiomuic Coluitnnity atid the United Kingdom would make additi onal and substantial tariiff' reductions on clhmicals, and Belgium,
France, Italy, Switzerland, and thew UInited Kingdom would modify
certain of their nontariir barriers. Specifically, upon replacement of
ASP rates by rates provided for in the aIgreetli('i based on normal
\'aluat ion, Belgium, IFratce, nild Italy woTIId modify their automobile
road-use taxes to eliminate the present dism'riiniatory impact on
lrg r American-type vehicles; the ITnited Kingdom wold re'le by
approximately 25 percent its CommIonwealth margin of prnferenco on
unnmnu factuied tobacco: and Switzerland would elimmnate restniction, oI imports of canned fruit, prevserved with corn Syrup.
There were also other nontariff achievements as a res'ilt of bilateral
magol itat iots. during the KenIllely rotuilld. Austi ria agreed to eliminate

thpo discri IIi
iiatoi'y eth'ct of' anit oinol:
Icloald-tse taxes Otl lrger-

eniginetd American ailoniobiles andI Canada elimnt ated it regulation
prohtliitimlig impjor'ts of fr'eslh fruits :111( vegetables itt tharee-quarter
iuslhel I as ets. (':t1Iada a lso vceased apIlyi ng its sa
Iax to Ile full
value of aircraft, engines repaired in the ITithed States. ''he tvx is now
applied only to the value of repairs. In addition, Canada modified to-

stri.tive standards applying to aircraft. engines repaired abroad.
AIthllfrh Imltit Su
.
vct flor nerot ialtion in the setise that. the Unite'd
sl-c, would Ihe reqai mid to t1ake re('lmpoval voticessiotis, tuanittitative
m,,- :iclri~s were eliminated or reduced by several countries. Of pariul.r itlipoi'illnce to tlhe U'ited State were the elimination of restricI ti- iiilie Uilted Ki lmloil oil fresh grapefruit atid the removal of
rest rict iots ill ! )emlark arid Finland on several agrint itural products.
.la,:,a t!iimiatled or Iiheralized qitota restrictiolis otlta 1uber of a,'i4.hItun l a,111 imalatst riali items. Some Ilevt-lojpitig t.mit'is took action
o v:i'tsit ta rilrI arid tiontait ir neasures as pairt of tlhir contribution
ti' !i qgoti.alio
t
S. lhiest imdcmlcd the ;t1trodu'tio of certain tariff
mlefrl-Ins, the liberal iziatiotn of licetisintg systems aid foreign exchalio
CoMtrol., arid tile elimitinati oil or redutliota of piriordelosit requirentuts arid ot li'!' charges ot Imports.
The Kennedy round has demonstrated that. nontaritr trade restrieiols Cvt be dealt with in 'ATI' negotiations. But much more needs
to be done. The United States continues to prems for the removal of
foreign restrict ioltis, bot Ibilaterally and in the GATT atid the OECI).
Our major trading partners generally agree with uI that. no1taritr
barriers should be lowered.
A number of actions are planned for the mouths ahead. Itn the
e"Cl) an ad hoc group under the Trade ('otittee is considering
compensatoy border tax adjustments; it hasuinitiated Col sittiltioil
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on Germany's changeover to a system of value-added taxation. Also
in the OECD a working party of the Trade Committee will continue
its discussions of government procurement practices. An action pro.
gram that relates primarily to nontariff barriers is on the agenda of
the 24th session of the GATT.
The overall trade policy study being conducted by the President's
special representative for trade negotiations will pursue further the
study of nontariff barriers and possible future negotiations on them.
An inventory of nontariff barriers found in international trade is
beyond the scope of this paper. It might be useful, however, to suggest the extent of various types of barriers by drawing on current
examples.
Although both tariff and nontariff barriers to trade tend to be more
prevalent in the developing than in the developed countries, the examples that follow are selected from developed countries' experience and
practices. There are two reasons for this choice. First the major trade
flows continue to be between the developed countries. Therefore, developed country restrictions have a greater impact on world trade. Second, the nontariff trade obstacles maintained by the developing countries are often justified on balance-of-payments, economic-development,
and infant-in ustry grounds. Since these bases are not likely to disappear in the forseeable future, the prospect for the early reduction or
removal of developing countries' tariff or nontariff barriers is not
bright. The examples relate to nonagricultural products because nontariff restrictions on agricultural products are treated in part B. Further, the selection of examples is only to illustrate the kinds of obstacles
foreign exporters have complained about in this market. No judgment
is intended as to the importance or legal status of these measures.
Quantitative re8triotitn.-Quotas on imports of industrial goods

have been largely removed by the developed countries of Western
Europe and North America. There are a few items, however, which
remain under restriction. For example, Belgium imposes a quota on
coal and the United Kingdom virtually prohibits all coal imports.
France maintains licensing restrictions on certain electronic equipment. In Italy, licenses are required for imports of citric acid, crude
calcium citrate and essential lemon oil; quotas apply to tetraethyl lead
and antiknock preparations; and imports of elemental sulfur areprohibited. Austria limits imports of penicillin and other antibiotics. Canada prohibits the importation of used aircraft and used automobles.
Quantitative import restrictions in Japan cover such items as coal
and petroleum and certain machinery, chemicals, and pharmaceuticals.
Restraints on trade in cotton textiles are widespread under the longterm textile arrangement in which the United States participates.
Quota restrictions on imports of petroleum and petroleum products are
also maintained by the United States.
Fica practice.-Compensatory border tax adjustments are highly
complex and controversial and are the subject of a separate paper.
There are other fiscal practices that also can be harmful to trade. For
example, in Austria products imported and resold by subsidiaries of
foreign firms are subject to a turnover tax of 5 percent, whereas goods
imported and resold by an independent Austrian importer are only
subject to a 1.8-percent tax. Finland applies to automobiles a high
excise tax, which, because of the operation of a fixed deduction, has an
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inordinate
impact onranging
higher from
priced15vehicles.
Japanaccording
levies a commodity
tax on automobiles
to 40 percent
engine
capacity, wheel base and width, subjecting large cars to the highest
rate. In the United States the wine-gallon method of assessing import
duties and excise taxes on bottled alcoholic beverages operates to the
detriment of imported bottled spirits of less than 100 proof.
Health, 8anitary, and safety ?ewtriotion8.-A Canadian safety re-

quirement, calling for a certificate of Canadian Standards Association
on all electrical equipment sold and used in the Province of Ontario
works a hardship primarily on small foreign manufacturers. Many of
our trading partners have adopted rigid safety standards for electrical
equipment and appliances but, in general, their purpose is not to protect
domestic
industries.
European
countries
adopted
equipment.
The Code
of common
Federal
safety
standards
forRecently
this kind15 of
Regulations (CFR) of the United States requires that steel cylinders
used for the transport and storage of compressed gases be tested and
analyzed within the United States for conformity to CFR standards.
Government proourement.--Trade problems in this area stem from
Government purchasing agencies favoring domestic supplies or suppliers over their foreign counterparts. In some countries domestic suppliers are given special advantages through their governments' procurement procedures rather than through clearly established margins
of price preference. Foreign suppliers are placed at a disadvantage,
for example, when there is no publicity on proposed purchases,
when the timespan between announcement and acceptance of bids is
short, or when onerous conditions are established as a requirement for
bidding. In the United States, Executive Order 10582 establishes margins ofreference for domestic suppliers for Government procurement
under the Buy American Act of 1933.
State trading.-Statetrading is often found in the agricultural sector and sometimes in the industrial sector of many of our trading part.
ners. Japan, France, and Italy engage in state trading in cigarettes.
France also has state trading in coal, petroleum, paper, and newsprint.
Canadian imports of alcoholic beverages are under provincial monopolies. In Norway, state trading covers alcoholic beverages, pharmaceuticals, and fishing gear. Similarly, Sweden and Finland have state
trading in alcoholic beverages.
Micellaneoue notariff marer.--There are a number of other govermnental measures or practices that can unduly restrict trade but that
defy precise classification. Examples of these are a transport subsidy on
domestic coal in Canada and restrictions on the advertising of grain
spirits in France. A number of foreign measures ranging from screentime limitations to subsidization of the domestic motion picture industy affect international trade in motion picture films.
Any future negotiations on nontariff barriers will be difficult. Restrictions are sometimes subject to state or provincial jurisdictions and
are not matters of negotiation between national governments. In areas
such as health and sanitary restrictions or safety regulations the merits
of individual cases may involve technical competence quite foreign to
the negotiating table. Philosophies of Government administration, such
as the amount of public disclosure and publicity in Government procurement, are not easy to bargain about. Progress in the reduction of
nontariff. barriers to international trade requires a mutual willingness
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on the part of the United States and other countries to cooperate in removing existing barriers and refraining from introducing new ones.

B.PROECTION IN AGOULTURAL TRADE
Nature of the problem

In most industrialized countries, including the United States, the
farmers do not receive returns for their capital and labor comparable
to returns in other sectors of the country's economy. Because demand
for food rises less proportionately than demand for industrial products in general, agriculture does not share equally with industry in rising levels of income. In the United States farm income per capita on
the average is only about two-thirds of nonfarm income; in other countries the average is only about one-half. This situation has led to strong
movement off the farms, and in some areas has created fears of insuflicient food production to meet national emergency situations. To deal
with such problems, virtually every government has step l in with
programs designed to support farm prices and incomes. To make sure
that imported farm products will not offer competition to doinestic
producers, most foreign governments protect their farmers with nontaritf barriers which now constitute the chief access problems for U.S.
agricultural exports.
For some industrialized areas of the world, the price suplloris extended to the farmers are sufficiently high to induce uneconomic production responses. This factor coupled with the rapid growth in produet ion technology, often results in surpluses that are exported under
subsidized sales. Such sales also create access problems for traditional
suppliers in the market, since their competitive advantage based on
efficient production has been taken away by subsidies.
Many kinds of nontariff devices are used-variable import levy systems, quantitative restrictions, conditional imports, ixing regulations, state trading and monoplies, import surcharges, import discrimination, and preferential treatment. The principal nontariff barriers
in terms of U.S. export interest as as follows:
Variable levie.-Anong the nontariff barriers abroad the variable
levy system developed by the European Community (C) creates a
major problem of access in a market where U.S. agriculture has an
important stake. About one-third of U.S. agricultural dollar sales
traditionally move to the EC.
The variable levy system permits imports only when domestic producers cannot supply all the domestic needs at a predetermined price.
This, in effect, restricts third country producers to the position of residual suppliers. Under this system a levy is imposed equal to the difference between an artiflcally supported internal price and the lowest
representatives world market price. The levy is variable in that it
changes ini response to changes in world market prices and internal
price'levels.
As it operates in the EC, this system insulates much of the Community's agriculture from third country competition, since the variable levy el;ninates any price advantage that an efficient foreign producer miglt have in the Community. Third country producers can
also be ,dlfected by the spillover effect of the variable levy system,
which provides for export subsidies'for the disposal of surplus pro-
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duction in third country markets, frequently at distress prices. Under
the impact of artificially high price supports, protected by variable
levy, Community producers respond with increased production. When
surpluses develop, not only are traditional third country suppliers
denied competitive market access into the Community, but they also
face competition in third markets from subsidized sales. These problems are well illustrated by U.S. experience in the case of poultry.
With the imposition of the EC system of variable levies on poultry
In August 1962-nearly tripling the previous level of proteetion-U.S.
exports to the Community dropped sharply front 180 million pounds
in 1962 to 95 million pounds the following year. Since then U.S.
poultry exports have gradually fallen and by 1966 totaled only 84
million pounds. During the same period poultry production increased
sharply in the EC, creating lresiires to exporI.
immunity exports of
poultry under the common agricultund policy (CAP) system-with
heavy subsidies-hurt U.S. poultry trade in 'other countries, too. In
1961, the United StatesR sold $9.5 million worth of poultry to Switzerland and supplied 60 percent of its poultry meat iniports. In 1966,
largely as a result of heavily subsidized salhs by theb EC. tlu ITnited
States sold less than $1 million worth of poultry to Mwitzrla,d, and
accounted for only 7 percent of the Swiss market. Similar situations
developed in Austria and Greece.
Other agricultural products of export interest to the U-nited States
which are presently subjected to variable levies by the EC include
wheat and flour, feed grains, and rice.
In the case of feed grains, the EC has adopted an increase of shout
4.5 percent in domestic prices for 1968. This will result in a substantial
increase in the levy. This new situation could lead to loss of U.S. export
opportunities both in the Community and possibly elsewhere. The EC

13 also considering imi)osition of levies on a nm)er of products containing added sugar. This would affect a wide variety of '.S. products

exported to the Communitv, including most ciflh
fruits and juices
and a number of sugar confectionery items.
Because of the absolute protection provided domest ic lirmlteers, the
variable levy concept is expanding to other vountr;es. Sweden currenltly
uses variable levies to regulate imports of whlent, feed gra ins., and inat
and meat products. Austria is in the process of adopting levie.; on
products now subject to levies in the EC.
Quanfitathe 'c ftrilons.-Quantitative rest'i,'tions usually taI'e the
foi'l of ;mll)o't quotas and enmargoes.
vAh
ri' iolns liuilit Ihe
volume of imports and in s e,c .ses di,; 'rim'inate betweer .oI ,'. of.
supply. They include S.qea.I llembargros or ofher' t,.a l (mt!.i:i-

tive enl1ton
l... Qu1:ntitative
vAPri(ev of wavs illdling

rI.strnitions, |.y

be

disi'In ill|atorv o1 |)I',fv

:Z1. n]nj
,
illinl

,

b

,|hl

of

imIporl1s. ina 'numberof develo!'Ced c

ounII'
I
tt l{Itf Iive "'{.: ,t IVI
have noted to slow or exeludfe 1'.8. cnxt. I nied S :tt , ex14"'t' of

oralnp a11d grapefruit jilice and tanlli,)w' ,vrlefui,:,
'. ;,, t l
TUnit'Ied Kindoill are pre,:elltlv restrietel in tli+ market hy , V1-I;v
area uo,tas. ritese quot . are holdover: f ro the
W:, I
WrI.:t-Wo;'t
pe-iod. rhen the United Kingdom and 1 nme)6.- of he r'i",u'
comitrie -were attempting to conArve foreign exe'h'in, for halin.eof-pammenf l urpoe'. Contillllce of these restrictiOns I; ]lot s.au

tionel bky the GATT and the United States continues to iress for their
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early removal. Other illustrations are quantitative restrictions applied

to items of export interest to the United States by Sweden and Den-

mark (apples and pears), Finland (offals, dried pears, and soybeans),
Norway (otrals, honey, apples and pears, and certain called fruits),
Austria (poultry), Switzerland (ineat and edible offals), and JaI)an
(canned tomato products, starch and malt extract preparations, and
citrus and pineapple juices).
4 lfonopolte.-Access to foreign markets may also be restricted by
trading by state agencies, or by quasi-government agencies or private
institutions operating under government authority to determine
whether imports are to be allowed and by (,onditions of entry. Among
the major United States export products affected by state monopolies
are tobacco (France, Italy, Austria, Sweden, and Japan) oi seeds

(France), and grains (Austria, Norway, Switzerland, and Japan).

Conlditwna2 fimpor1.-In some countries, domestic mixing regllations and other types of controls make imports of some products conditional on production, utilization, price, or other fator.. For a nuinber of years, Australia has maintained a mixing regulation on tob:eco
which has had the effect of forcing their domestic tobacco nanufaeturers to purchase Australian tobacco. As a result, tobacco production
hae sufe.,(,d.
in Australia has increased sharply and ... les havea
U.S. tobacco sales decreaised from about 30 million pounds in 1954-55
to an average of 17 million pounds during the last 4 years, despite it
substantial Increase in overall consumption.

Switzerland maintains a mixing regulation on poultry which in

effect insures disposal of donlestic production at. renUmnrttive prices

before imports are permitted.
llealth and yandarl regulationy.-While there is no question of

need to safeguard health, sonie existing regulations appear to be unnecessarily strict. Among those that have been particularly troublesome: Italy maintains restrictions against the importation of meat
from cattle treated or fed on feed containing hormones; Germany requires that only whole meat carcas es with-lead attached can be imported; and Switzerland prohibits imports of poultry parts on the
ground that it is necessary to see the whole carcass to determine
wholesomeness.
U8. nontaiiff barrcr,
As noted earlier, the problem of liberalizing agricultural trade is a
general one stemming from the disparity in income between farm and
nonfarm populations in all countries. 'The existence of that disparity
results in efforts by some governments to protect the incomes of there
farmers and at the same tile make sure that the needs of their people
for farm products are adequately met. This sometimes results in conflicting national policies, and consequent special trade actions to preserve domestic income support programs. In the U.S. case, legislation
provides mechanisms for applying quantitative controls to imports
under specified conditions. The appicable measures are:
(a) Section of the A4rieulturalAdjustment Act of 1933.-Under
this provision, the President is empowered, after investigation by the
Tariff Commission, to apply quantitative restrictions on imports of
agricultural commodities when lie finds that imports materially interfere with price-support programs undertaken by the Department of
Agriculture. The commodities subject to section 22 import restric-
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tions at the present thn are wheat and wheat products; cotton; pea.
nuts; butter; dried, skim, and whole milks; and certain cheeses. In some
cases the quotas are allocated to individual exporting countries; in
other cases the quotas are global.
(b) U.S. Sugar Aot.--U.S. sugar needs have traditionally been met
by both domestic and foreign suppliers. U.S. producers at the present
time are allocated about 05 percent of the domestic market under the
Sugar Act, while 35 percent goes to foreign suppliers. Whilo the foreign share of the market in 1905 was reduced to 35 percent (from 40
percent), the United States reserves to foreign suppliers all market
growth between 9.7 and 10.4 million tons during the period 1966-71.
Foreign suppliers are also allocated additional quotas in case domestic
producers cannot supply their quota.
(o) Meat lmport Act.-Public Law 88-482 authorizes the President
to imit imports of certain meats, primarily fresh, chilled, or frozen
beef and veal, to an adjusted quota level based on imports during 195963. The law does not actually establish quotas for meat imports;
rather, it prescribes contingency quotas to be applied only when estimated imports would otherwise exceed certain levels. When quotas
are in effect, exporters are assured access to the U.S. market of at least
6.7 percent of t .S.production of beef, veal, mutton, and goat meat.

,.an;tai7,/ivgula~tionu

The United States employs a number of health and sanitary regulations designed to prevent the iml)ortation of aagricultural products
infected with or carr ing pests or diseases. Under these regulations, for
example imports of live cattle and fresh, chilled, or frozen meats from
areas infcted with foot and mouth disease are prohibited. Care is exercised both to assure that till sanitary regulations are adequate to protect the American public and that no unnecessary burden on trade
results.
THE BROOKINoS IhsTrToz,
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1 am a professor of economics at the University of Wisconsin. This
year I am on leave as a research professor at the Irookings Institution.
Sincerely yours,
RoEEt E. BALWIN.
N1o'.-TaRiFF 3AIERS:

A

BRIEF SURVEY

In recent commercial policy discussions it has been emphasized that,
as tariff levels diminish, nontariff impediments to trade become more
significant and therefore should receive greater attention in future
trade negotiations. Nontariff barriers that were superfluous in their
restrictive impact when duty levels were high have become effective
deterrents to increased trade as these duties have declined. An added
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reason why these barriers are likely to become more significant is the
probable tendency for countries to introduce new nontariff devices and
to enforce old ones more vigorously in order to offset the internal
adjustment burdens of tariff regruations under the Kennedy round.
Despite the general recognition of the growing importance of nontariff barriers, there are few systematic surveys of the specific barriers
most frequently discussed in commercial policy negotiation or of the
kinds of proposals that have been made for mitigating their tradeinhibiting impact. Little has also been written concerning the meaning and scope of nontariff barriers as well as the special problems
that must be faced in negotiating their removal. It is the purpose of
this paper to deal very briefly with these points.
A CLASSIFICATION OF NONTARIFF BRRI S

Current discussions in GAMT and OECD of nontariff barriers typically divide these trade obstacles into the following types of grouping:
(1) Quantitative controls and state trading;
(2) Government procurement policy;
3)M
Customs valuation and practices;
4) Antidun inlegislation and practices;
(5) Border tax adjustments;
(I) Other internal measures that restrict trade.
Each of these categories is briefly considered below.
(1 Quantitativecontrols and st tradinp.--The most obvious nontariff trade barriers are quantitative restrictions on the volume or value
of imports. Among less developed countries such restrictions are almost a stalard part of their development programs. Quantitative
controls were alo used extensively in most nondollar developed countries in the imlnediate postwar period, as a weans of meeting balanceof-payments prollems. Since the midfifties, however, most of these
controls have been eliminated. The main remaining ones cover certain
agricultural products, cotton textiles, and coal.
The quantitative controls ovilr agricullural imports are general yv
thought to be the iost restrictive in trade terhis of all nontaril barriers in existenpce. Most of the imajo trading countries u1se tlem, tld

they cover such mi X)Irtanit products as (eeals, .lgar, meat, dairy
products, coffee, and cotton. (One inve.stigatto' estimates tiat fiee
trade in sugar alone would increase im)Ort into the major sugarprotecting countries by $X) million annually.) These controls are
not-it is interesting to note-usually included in the typical gove.nmental fmeti g oi nontaril' Ibarriers. The reason g~ven for their

separate treatment, is that they are a byprodutt of domestic ,egisation
and thus cannot be reduced unless the supporting domiest ic legislation
is changed.
Setting aside agricultural restrictions, those oni cotton textiles and
coal stand out its tie iiost ill)
ipotint. 1 ider the cotton textiles arr'angement, the EEC, Austria, Denmark, Norway, and w eniiimpo e
quotas on ,lapa, aele exports of ntinufactured cotton textile products.

In addition, voluntaryv" agreements limit the exports of these products by Japan, India, Pakistan, and Hong Kong to the United States
and tile United Kingdom. It has been estimated that U.S restraints
against Japanese textiles cut off $102 million of these products be-
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tween 1957 and 1962. Japan, in turn, applies quantitative restrictions
on products that. in 1959 amounted to 7 percent of its imports.
The nonagricultural quantitative control curtailing U.S. exports
most is the restriction on coal im ports imposed by several industrial
countries. The United Kinglom, for example, prohibits coal sports
from nonpreferential sources; Germany has a prohibitive duty in excess of a global quota; Belgium, the getherlands, and Japan license
coal imports; and in France a trading association monopolizes all
imports of coal. An estimate of the trade expanding effects of liberalizing these controls so iewhat places the increase in U.S. coal exports
by 1970 at between $180 million and $740 million annually.
Some progress has been made in recent years toward reducing
quantitative restriction, for example. the removal of U.S. import
quotas on lead and zinc, the gradual easing of restrictions against
.apanese impools by Eurol)ean colntlries, wi/d'even .soio liberalization

in certain le developed counties, but most of the more restrictive
ones still remain. With regard to temperate agricultural products, the
tendency has been to seek "access" agreements which guarantee exporters a certain market share in impirting countries rather than to
attempt to solve the underlying domestic problem that leads to quantitative restrictions. In the man facturing field, where the long-tein textile agreement has been recently renewed, the approach has alo been
to stress the dangers of market disruption and thus the need for "voluntary restraint by expmoters or for quotas by importers.
Outside of the Soviet, bloc, state tiading is not a very important
practice in international trade. In advanced, market-oriented economies it is usually confined to such commodities as tobacco, matches,
alcoholic beverages, and so forth, and is designed to raise revenue or
discourage consumption. However, since East-West trade is likely to
increase considerably in the future, the special problems that are connected with trade between these two different. types of economies
should be thoroughly covered in any future trade legislation. The main
problem, of course, is to inspire that countries where trade is monopolized by the state-do not practice extensive indiiect export subsidiza.

tion or import protection at the expense of the free market-oriented
economies.
(2) Goventment procurement policy.-One nontariff harrier where
on the surface it seems that the United States is particularly vulnerable
to foreign criticism is Government procurement policy. However, on
closer examination it seems evident that most foreign countries use
informal administrative practices to restrict trade every bit as much
as the United States does by its Buy America Act. Under this act most
U.S. procurement agencies grant a price preference of 6 percent to
American firms over foreign producers (an additional 6 percent is
given to small firms and to those in depressed areas) in awarding contracts on products for internal use. Aloreovor, the Defense Department
now gives a 50-percent margin of preference to domestic firms.
Most foreign governments grant preferences to their domestic firms
through informal administrative practices. These take the form of
giving little or no advance publicity to foreigners regarding planned
government procurement, cumbersome administrative or excessive
bonding requirements, regulations which preclude foreign bidding on
government contracts, and so forth.
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Government procurement policy seems to be one of the more promising areas for progress in reducing nontariff barriers. The basic approach that has ben suggested by U.S. officials is to obtain an agreement among governments to provide foreign producers with the same
opportunity to bid on Government contracts as domestic producers.
7ii would involve such matters as establishing uniform procedures
regarding the announcement of proposed purchases, publicizing required standards, and publishing the bids that are accepted. Any pref.
erence granted to domestic producers would be explicitly expressed
and put in percentage terms.
(3) Cu8to

valuation and classification.-Like Government pro.

curement policy, customs valuation is another nontariff barrier on
which the United States is sharply criticized. The practice of levying
import duties for certain chemical products on the American selling
price of these items rather than their f.o.b. price was a major source
of irritation against the United States in the Kennedy round of tariff
negotiations. The U.S. Tariff Commission has estimated that ASP
approximately doubles the duties that would be collected if the duties
on these chemicals were applied according to normal valuation rocedures. However, the intensity of foreign complaints concerning ISP
policy seems out of proportion to its trade-stricting impact. Imports of
benzenoid chemicals, on which the policy applies, amount to 3 percent
of total U.S. chemical imports, and benzenoid chemical sales by U.S.
firms amount to only 10 percent of.total U.S. chemical sales. To modify
the ASP valuation practice requires specific action by the Congress.
U.S. negotiators in the Kennedy round worked out a tentative "package" with other countries whereby, subject to congressional approval,
ASP would be repealed in return for further cuts in chemical duties
by the EEC and the elimination of discriminatory road-use taxes on
American automobiles.
In addition to ASP policy the United States (and Canada) are
often criticized for using a different classification system from the
other industrial countries. All EEC and EFTA countries as well as
Japan use the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature (BTN). Moreover, they
are members of the Customs Cooperation Council, an organization
that enables these countries to resolve valuation disputes fairly
rapidly. It is alleged that the failure of the United States and Canada
to be members of this organization increases the degree of uncertainty faced by foreign exporters and thereby tends to reduce the
volume of imports into the United States and Canada. It would seem
that the United States and Canada could eliminate any trade restricting effects arising from their customs valuation procedures either by
improving their dispute procedures or perhaps adopting the BTN.
(4) Antidunp'ng legiikton and pravtwe.-Dumping is the practice of selling a roduct abroad at a lower price than it is sold domestically. Article VI of the GATT stipulates that antidumping duties
can be levied against imports if they are sold at less than the comparable internal price in foreign countries and if the sales cause or
threaten to cause material injury to a domestic country. Except for
the United States and Canada, antidumping measures have not been
used very extensively by industrial countries. In the case of the United
States and Canada, most foreign criticism has been leveled at the
arbitrariness of administrative actions and the time consumed in
investigations rather than the antidtimping duties themselves.
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Since U.S. officials were concerned about the possibility that foreign
countries would enact highly restrictive antidumping legislation, they
sought and obtained in the Kennedy round agreement on an international antidumping code. It includes criteria for injury determinations
and for insuring that investigations will be fair and will not retard
trade.
(5) Border ta adid.tments.-Probablythe most complex of all

nontariff barriers currently being discussed are border tax adjustments. These are adjustments-in the form of rebates on exports
and additional taxes on imports-that are made to compensate domestic
producers for the indirect taxes they must bear. The main area of
controversy relating to them concerns the GATT rule which permits
border adjustments on indirect taxes but not on profit taxes. If indirect
taxes are shifted entirely forward whereas the profits tax is not shifted
in the short run, the GATT position is essentially correct and only
neutralizes the trade effects of the tax structure. But, if-as many
economists believe-profits taxes are also partly shifted forward, then
the GATT rule is wrong in principle.
Aside from the shifting question, there is concern by U.S. officials
that in Europe, where indirect taxes are relatively more important
than in the United States, tax rebates are often larger than the true
indirect tax cost involved. The prospective large-scale shift by the
EEC to a high, common value added tax raises the possibility that
excessive tax rebates will be given domestic producers and thus undermine the tariff cuts secured in the Kennedy round negotiations.
(6) Other nontariff barrir.-There is a long list of additional
nontariff barriers on which complaints are received by government
officials. The automobile road-use taxes imposed by France, Belgium,
Italy, and Austria are especially irritating to U.S. automobile manufacturers. These taxes are extremely progressive as engine size increases. For example, in France a Porsche 356 c/carrera with a rating
of 11 horsepower pays a road tax of 120 francs yet sells for 45 000
francs. A U.S. Chevrolet Chevelle, rated at 18 horsepower and selling
for 22,490 francs, on the other hand, pays a road tax of 1,000 francs.
A favorite nontariff complaint of the United Kingdom against the
United States is our internal tax on distilled spirits. U.S. excise and
import taxes are assessed on a proof-gallon basis when the distilled
spirits are 100 proof (50 percent alcohol). U.S. producers pay the excise
tax at the 100-proof production stage prior to the dilution and bottling
of the whisky. A bottle of 86 proof bourbon whisky pays an excise
tax of $9.03 on a 100-proof assessment basis. However a gallon of imported Scotch or Irish whisky in bottles of 86 prooi pays $10.50 on
a 100-proof assessment basis. Thus, the British complain that they are
in effect paying a tax on the water in their whisky. They do have the
option of exporting their whisky at the 100 proof stage and then
diluting and bottling it in the United States, but contend t-hat labeling
the whisky as bottled domestically will seriously curtail their sales.
On the other hand, rules imposed by the United Kingdom concern.
ing the proportion of non-British to British TV programs that can
be shown in the United Kingdom are a trade impediment operating
mainly against the United States. Rules relating to labeling, marks
of origin, and to safety and health standards also can have tlie effect
of protectionist tariffs if they discriminate against foreigners. Restrictions imposed on capital movements and on foreign traveling by
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tourists are two other important trade barriers that frequently are
employed by countries in bi lance-of-payments difficulties.
A MORE GENERAL VIEW OF NONTAIUFF BARRIERS

The essential point about tax and subsidies placed directly on trade
flows as well as all other nontariff (or subsidy) measures affecting these
flows is that they cause a malallocation of world resources. Real In"lcome
in the world is decreased by these devices. Fulthermore, these measures
tend to discriminate against or in favor of foreign compared to domestic producers. Import duties are of course, the best known example of
such trade-disturbing devices. 1lowever, as remarked att the oulset of
the paper, there has been growing concern with nontax impediments to
trade. Consequently, although previous GATT negotiations have by
no means ignored these barriers, they have played a more prominent

part of the negotiating arrangements of the Kennedy round than in

any prior internationaltariff meetings.
The particular set of nontariff barriers discussed in these negotiations; that is, those described in the previous section, covered, however
only a portion of the laws, rules, and practices (both public and
private) distorting trade in a manner that discriminates between domestic and foreign producers. Trade negotiators generally are guided
by shortrun pressures from those who complain as far as what nontariff barriers they discuss. This is probably a fairly good shortrun
negotiating rule to folhw, but it. is not a good one when longer nm
actions-perhaps involving new forms of economic integration-are
M
being studied.
All of the measures described in the previous section distort. trade
in a direct. and obvious manner. However, businessmen and economists
in ,the trade field have become increasingly concerned with trade distortions brought about indirectly by laws, practices, taxes, and subsidies aimed primarily at domestic activities. Government measures
designed to redirect domestic output and income flows have simply
become too important in most countries to be treated as if they had no
significant effect on trade patterns. It has also become increasingly
clear that a country can quite easily offset any trade-creating effects of
a tariff reduction by appropriate domestic measures. Since there is no
code of behavior such as the GATT that covers government behavior
with respect to these internal policies and since they ire not subject to
international negotiation, a real danger arises that what may be gained
in international trade negotiations may be lost through inwardly
directed domestic policies.
(1) Domesticaubeidies
Probably the best known category of domestic activities that distort
trade patterns are government subsidies to particular industries or
productive factors. By lowering production costs or increasing output
demands compared with what they otherwise would be these subsidies
enable firms to compete more effectively both against foreign imports
and in foreign export markets.

1 Exchange rate variations or deflation-inflation policies destined to achieve balance.
ot-paymenta
luaibrula
a and
excluded
frm
tis defntion
of nontarf
barriers
becase world
even
though
they, eet foreign
domestic
producers
dlferenutl,
tbe7 tend
to improve
resource allocation. The use of quantitative measures or sletive taubldyT polices for
balance-of-payments purposes do. however, fall within the definition.
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(a) Maritime 8ubsdie.-Maritime subsidies are a clear example
of government subsidy measures that change the pattern of trade. I or
example, the U.S. Government "for the national defense and development of its foreign and domestic commerce" gives domestic shipuild.
crs a coustruct611-dilferential subsidy and domn tic ship operators
an operatiig-differential subsidy in order to compete with foreign
shipbuilders and operators. In addition, a long list of other government measures such as the maintenance and improvement of harbor
and waterway facilities, low-interest rate loans special tax benefits,
and resarch and development expenditures aid tile maritime industry.
Without such subsidies U.S. purchases (imports) of foreign shipping
services would be much larger than they are presently.
(b) Other transportation ub8idie8.--Payments to air carriers and

to the railroads represent other examples of subsidization in the transport field. In the air carrier case, these directly enable U.S. firns to
compete more effectively in international markets, whereas in the
railroad case they indirectly effect trade by keeping the cost of rail
services to import-comnpeting and export industries below what they
otherwise would be. However, with regard to transportation subsidies-as well as to most of those discussed here--it must be emphasized that most governments (and not just the United States) undertake generous subsidization programs. Consequently , rather than giving one country a net trade advantage over the other what tends to
happen-as in the case of tariffs-is simply that total trade declines
at the expense of economic efficiency.
(c).Agricultural whbhies.-For most high-income countries agricultural programs are the most important type of government subsidy activity. This intervention usually goes far beyond curtailing imports, since the subsidization caused by shifting demand from foreign
to domestic producers is not considered to be adequate to meet "the
agricultural problem." Direct income-raising and cost-reducing pro,grains are the nub of the typical subsidy program. Price fixing mneastires, Public Law 480 type programs, and income-payment policies
are used to increase agricultural comes directly, while such measures
is low-interest-rate loans for a variety of purposes, technical advice,
and research outlays keep production costs b6low their free market
levels. Both types of measures tend to distort trade. Price-raising
policies, for example, require tight import restrictions if they are to
b effective in raising agricultural incomes, whereas subsidies on the
cost side enable farmers to compete more effectively against imports
or in some cases to penetrate foreign export markets to a greater extent
than possible otherwise. (Public Law 480 type programs also have
this latter effect.)
(d) Research and developznett &tbsidie.-Certain parts of the general industrial sector also receive Government subsidies. One that has
become increasingly important in recent years is the research and
training benefits from Government programs in the space and defense
fields. Firms undertaking "cost-plus" contracts in these areas are able
to train at Government expense personnel who can also use their talents
to give the firms a competitive advantage in commercial markets. Direct spillovers in the form of technological discoveries that can be
adapted to nondefense and nonspace products are another form of
Government subsidy. U.S. manufacturers, who already rely heavily
on rapid technological progress and highly skilled labor in order to
87-822-68-pt. 1-
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competee effectively in world markets, thus are helped to strengthen

their export- and import-competing market. positions. If foreign firms
were able to bid for these Government contracts on an equal basis as
American firms and if any technological benefits were made available
to all on an equal footing, there would be no discrimination in this
area. But Government procurement policies and patent restrictions
generally operate to prevent such equal treatment.
Government research grants, scholarships, and fellowship programs
designed to increase the supply of certain kinds of technical personnel have a somewhat similar effect. To the extent that the supply of
these individuals exceeds what it would be under smoothly functioning market conditions, firms whose products tend to use large numbers
of these individuals gain compared to foreign competitors.
(e) Tax benefts.-Special tax benefits to particular industries are
another form of subsidy-like treatment that can distort trade patterns.
Oil and gas producers in the United States, for example, are permitted
special depletion allowances on the grounds that national defense requires continuous exploration and development. This shifts domestic
capital and labor resources into these industries and enables producers
in these industries to capture domestic markets which, inthe absence of
other restrictions against imports, would tend to be supplied from
foreign sources.
(2) Domestic taxes and reguhation.9

Although government subsidy programs are the most obvious type
of domestic policies that interfere with market efficiency and distort
trade, government tax and various regulatory measures also can produce tie same effects. The possibilities that indirect and corporate
taxes may not be neutral in their impact on domestic and foreign producers has already been mentioned. An employers' tax based on wage
payments or a minimum wage law also shifts the structure of trade.
Costs of production are increased and-since border tax adjustments
do not app!y in these cases-domestic producers tend to be put at a disadvantage in import and export markets.

(3) Monopolisticpracticesin the private sector
Monopolistic behavior in the private sector can produce the same
effects. Strong labor unions in particular industries may for example, raise wage costs substantially above their competitive levels

and put producers in these industries at a disadvantage vis-a-vis foreign producers. Likewise, producers in countries where antimonopoly
regulations are minimal usually are at an advantage in competing in
third markets against producers from countries where antimonopoly
rules are more vigorously enforced.
(4) Other internal policies

It is possible to cite a large number of other public and private
domestic activities that have the effect of discriminating between
foreign and domestic producers and that also tend to produce ineffi-

ciency in terms of the use of world resources. They range from

underpriced postal services and government-sponsored insurance
schemes to building a steel mill to increase a country's international
prestige. Many are probably inconsequential in both their discrimination and efficiency effects. I1owever, what is needed are careful investi-
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gations of the distorting effects of these iellstres ls weil as tIle others
already discussed. Since both direct and indirect nontariff barriers
will be the subject of increasing attention in attempts to expand world
trade, we must learn more about what they can do.
SOME NEOOTIATING DIFFICULTIES

Emphasizing the trade distortions indirectly caused by many domestic policies immediately raises the question of how to deal with
these policies in any further trade liberalization efforts. Actually, the
difficulties invoh'ed in negotiating multilateral reductions in the trade
distorting effects of these policies are already present with respect to a
number of nontariff barriers currently under discussion and even with
regard to certain hard-core import duties. The problem is that import
protection or export promotion is not the main purpose of these tradedistorting measures. In some cases firms within a particular industry

are in a depressed economic condition primarily because of an inability to adjust to competition either from other domestic firms
within the same industry or from substitute products (domestic or
foreign). This is characteristic of such industries as coal, textiles, and
parts of agriculture. In other cases, the trade distortions are byproducts of measures designed to meet goals that may conflict with economic efficiency in a narrowly defined sense. The various nontariff
measures designed to promote national defense fit this category. Similarly, policies whose objectives are to redistribute income-e.g., minimum wage legislation; or to increase national prestige--e.g., the
space program, fall into this grouping.
Clearly, one cannot expect nations to abandon these goals simply for
a more rational distribution of world resources devoted to foreign
trade. There may be opportunities to modify some of these goals over
a long-run period of time, but short-run policy usually must take them
as "given." The best that can be done under these circumstances is to
try to eliminate needless conflicts among policy measures. For example
the approach followed by most countries in meeting the agricultural
problem needlessly sacrifices the benefits of economic efficiency. Temporary income-support payments coupled with measures to attract
excess resources out of agriculture are much preferable on efficiency
grounds and yet also can prevent undue distributive hardships. The
same points apply in such industries as coal and textiles. Maintenance
of adequate defense capacity in certain industries also can often be
achieved in a manner that does not sacrifice the gains from international trade.

The changes required to obtain these trade benefits are primarily

modifications in domestic policies. Easing trade restrictions will only

be a byproduct of these domestic changes. This means, of course, that
negotiations with the purpose of modifying simultaneously both internal and external policies are necessary. As the Kennedy round discussions of the world agricultural problem have indicated, successful
negotiations of this type are, however, most difficult to achieve. Thus,
we face a formidable task in any further efforts to expand significantly
the benefits of trade. Some of the most serious distortions in world
trade are the indirect consequence of domestic policies, yet these are
are the kinds of measures that are the most difficult to modify. Only
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if there is a general desire among tile major trading nations at the
highest political levels to modify those polcies will such negotiations
succeed. Furthermore, it may be that the main push of any erorts
to change these domestic measures must be directeW initially more at
harmonization than at significant liberalization. Suggestions to
standardize and harmonize various trade-restricting mteasures on a

sector approach have met with some success in the present negotiations
and may be a useful approach for future neg otiations. Then, as lIarmonization is achieved, it may be easier to red iice the trade-restrictive
impact of domestic policies.

STAMIMENT OF TIII NATIONAh CANNERS ASSOCxIA'rION, WV.SIilNG'I'N-,
D.C.. ox NoN'rlUFiF BARIU1JI$ AI'PLICAIIJE To 1U.S. CA.NNEi) Fooi*
ix ForwION MARREus

Canned foods in international trade are subject t4) all of the colventional trade barriers and, additionally, to ui.111ny specialized requirements to which canned foods are susceJ)tibl. I this compilation are

described-

(1) Nontariff barriers currently in efrect, which inhibit T.S. exports
of canned foods;
(2) Case histories and examples of N'Il1's .pplicable to IT.S. canned
foods: an(d
(3) EEC proposals which, if implemented, would burden U.S. exports of 'anned foods.
The information in this compilation updates and amplifi, 1information contained in the NCA Brief to the 'fi'ade Inforlnat ion Committee,
November 25, 1963, and in advice from individual canning firms. Its
scope is limited, for the most part, to the countries which have indi-

cated their participation in the Kennedy round.
CONrmX'rs
Objectives

(1) Nontariff Barriers Currently in Effect.:
Quotas in France.
Quotas in Germany.
Quotas in Japan.

Quotas in United Kingdom.
Quotas in Finland.

Can sizes in Canada.
Corn syrup in Continental Europe.

Can end embossing in France.
Color additives inEEC countries.
Food additives in Germany.
Vitamins in Switzerland, Denmark.
Labeling in Japan.

Gross weights.
Seasonal duties.
Prior deposit.
State trading, Government monopoly.

Q.R., licensing, exchange control, prior deposit.
C.i.f. valuation.
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CoN.ws--Continued
Objectives-Continued
(2) Examples of impediments to trade.
(3) Potential trade barriers in the EEC:
Can sizes.
Can size measurements.
Dutiable sugar in canned foods.
Variable levy on sugar.
Canned food hiarnionizati~n.
Dating
foods.factory.
La, li'lgcanned
to identify
Index.
OBJ'ECTIVES

Tie firstojeetie of the Un1itedl States in dealing with overseas nontarif barriers should be to obtain the elimination of all quantitative
restrictions. Chief among these are the quotas in France, import tender
system in Germany, currency allocations in Japan, citrus quotas in
the ITnited Kingdom, and dollar allocations in Finland. These are absolute barrio to trade.
A second objective is to obtain elimination of import licensing. It.is
a barrier to U.S. canned foods in Norway, Denmark, Portugal, and in
other countries .
A third objective in dealing with nontariff barriers is to obtain assurance from the EEC that it will not nullif 1 or impair the value of
tatriff conmssions through tihe institution of new controls. Tihe EEC
should not. permit its harmonization of food laws to become so serious
a barrier as to nullify or impair tariff concessions. Food laws and food
standards should not arbitrarily bar the importation of wholesome
foods. To all possible extent., compliance should turn oil tile question
of labeling.
A fourth objective should be to assure the prompt publication of
trade regulations, as presently provided for in article X of the GATT
and to assure continuing consultation between countries, as provided
for in article XXII of the GATT, so as to minimize the burdensome
eff'e't of customs administration and to facilitate the elimination of

barriers to trade.

Ti.xmm ]AMIRT1S CURtRENTLY IN EFmFx
TAIW
4

I I[aR-QUOTA IN FRANCE

France continues to linit imports of tIhe following:
20.06BIIb Canned fruits: Pineapple, peaches, fruit cocktail, and all
other
20.02D
Canned asparagus
20.071311a Orange 'nIce
20.07B11H Pineapple juice
20.020
Cannedtomatoes and juice
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France has agreed to coqiplete liberalization of canned asparagus
and pineapple juice in 1967.
The total volume of canned fruits permitted into France under
existing quotas (9,000 metric tons) is the equivalent of one can a year
for each five persons in France. In contrast, annual per capita consumption of canned fruits in the United States amounts to 23 pounds,
the equivalent of about 14 cans a person.
RECOMMENDATION
The existing French quotas are obviously unduly restrictive. All
such barriers should be eliminated and trade liberalized.
TRDE BARRIER--GERMAN IMPORT BARRIERS

Germany continues import restrictions against a number of U.S.
canned foods, including canned asparagus spears, asparagus cuts and
tips, cherries, green beans, and pears.
Import restrictions are being continued on canned asparagus even
though, according to Germany's admission, the import quotas were
not filled during the most recent period.
Import tenders for canned green beans are generally issued at the
wrong time of the year to permit trade. The German trade prefers
green beans in No. 2% cans, a size which rel)resents only 1.5-to-2 percent of the total U.S. pack of canned green beans. When import tenders
are announced after the pack has been completed, there is only a
limited supply of No. 2%. cans with which to fill orders. If import
tenders were announced at the beginning of the season, it would be
possible for U.S. canners to obtain export orders on the basis of which
to pack in No. 2% cans.
RECOMMENDATIONS

The German import restrictions should be eliminated and trade
liberalized.
TIDE BARRIER-QUOTAS IN JAPAN

.Japan continues import controls on a number of agricultural prod-

ucts, including the following:
16.01 Meat sausages
16.02 Corned beef

20.02 Canned tomato paste and puree

20.06 Canned pineapple sweetened and unsweetened; fruit pul .s
20.07 Fruit juices; tomato juice with a dry weight content of less
than 7 percent
Importation of these products into Japan is permitted only upon
licensing, which is administered by the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (MITI). There are no published quotas, but importers may appjly'for licenses.
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RECOM3MENDATION

These import controls should be terminated and trade liberalized.
TRADE BARRIERS--CITRUS QUOTAS IN UNITED KINGDOM

The United Kingdom continues annual import quotas on canned
grapefruit at X450,000 (US$1.26 million) and on canned grapefruit
juice and orange juice at. £300,000 (US$840,000), both on a cost, insurance, and freight basis.
RECOMMENDATION

The citrus quotas should be terminated and trade liberalized in hotpack citrus products.
TRADE BARRIER-DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS IN FINLAND

Finland limits imports of canned foods through a system of dollar
allocations. Allocations for canned foods are small, and are issued at
irregular intervals. Trade is severely restricted.
RECOMMENDATION

Finland's dollar allocations for canned foods should be eliminated
and trade liberalized.
TRADE BARRIER--ANADA CAN SIZE REGULATION

A historic barrier has been Canada's container regulations which

limit
thepermitted
can sizes which
may the
be sold in Canada.
Among the
cansUnited
which
are not
is the 303,
vegetable
in are
the
States,
in which perhaps
one-halfstandard
of all U.S.
canned can
foods
packed.
The equivalent can in Canada is the No. 300, which holds about 1 ounce
of food less than the 303.
RECOMMENDATION

On the following page is a tabulation showing the can sizes permitted in Canada by Canadian regulations and, on the right, the additional sizes which are used substantially in the Unite States and
which should be admitted into Canada. This matter has been officially
referred to the Canadian Government by the U.S. Government.
If it were possible to ship these additional sizes into Canada, it
would enable more canners to participate in exports to that market,
would enable U.S. canners to sell in Canada when market conditions
made this desirable and would benefit Canadian consumers. Perhaps
the Canadian regulation is preventing freedom of the marketplace
from providing container sizes there which would be preferable to
Canadian consumers.
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Regulation of container sizes has no relationship to wholesomeness
or economic deception.
Trade baiter: Can ses Iare
limited inCanada as follows

Recommendation: Additional can sies Ishould be admissible as follows

$ ounces. 211X304 for asparagus and Iounces, 211 X304 for general use.
oonly.
Bounces 21uX300 for general Use.
10 ounces, lIX400 for lineral use 10 ounces. 211 X400 for asparagus: the U.S. pack of canned asparagus In this
except asparagus.
s Isabout 1,0000 cases arequally.
12 ounces. 11x409 for asperalus.....
14 ounces. 307X306 for corn only ......
1
ISounces. 300X407(No. 300)for general 15 ounces, 3O
0X407 for asparagus: the U.S. pack of canned asparagus In the
use eXcept asparagus.
300x407 and 303X406 sizes amounts to 4,000.000-5.0000M cases or more
than hall 01the pack annually.
303X406, the standard can for vegetables Inthe US.,the 196? pack Including
27,000,W cases or 75 percent of the total pack ot green and wax beans;
22,0000,00 cases or 61 percent af the pack of canned pas; 7,500.000 cases
or 75 percent of the pack of canned beets: plus sizable volumes of canned
tomatoes and canned corn for which precise data arenot available; also
12,000.00 cases or 60 percent e1t le pack ofapplesauce; plus other canned
fruits. The 303 contains 16or 17 ounces deptnding on the blood, and would
likely compete at a disadvantage with &nada's 1ounce can. The actual
difference In contents Is 1522 ounces of water In a 300X407 and 16.88
ounces of water ina303X406 at 680 F.
20 ounces, 307X409 (No. 2) for general
use.
26 ounces 401X411 (No. 2;0 for
Sencral use.
10 ounces, 603X700 (No. 10) for
general use.
I In the statement of can-size dimensions. the first diilt gives the number of whole inches, and the second and third
di its give the fraction expressed
in 16ths of an inch. The diameter Is stated first. Thus 30JX406 means tMat the can is
3ie inches Indiameter and 41te inches Inheight.

TRADP, BARIflER--(OIN SIR/or0/1r1cos1

(

suI'tr

Corn sirup (or gtcose sirup) is a bland liquid sweetener Imade from
shollx], corn. Glhcose sirip is defined (in the report of the Joint
FAO/IVIIO Codex Alimentariuis Commnision Expert Committee on

Sugars, TAndon, March 3-5, 196.) as "a clarified cone entrated aqueous
solution of l)(+) glucose, maltose, and other plvhl ers of I)(+)glucoe, other than starch, obtained by controlled ydlrolysis of edible
starch." A wide range of glutose sirups (containinig viirying proportions of D(+) ghtcse, maltose, find other lolytl1'ns) areproduced
a(ordanl to the wser's riqu iremrnts.
In its various forms corn sirup, is used in the manufaeture of canned
fnits, fruit. juiees, fruit sirups, Jams, jellies, and jpreserves. and other
recessed foods. Corn setup is used lpriiarily as a sweetener. The FI)A
Standards of Identity authorized the use of corn sirtp and/or gtucose
sirutp in standardized canned fruits in amounts up to one-fourth of
the weight of the total sweetening ingredient. Tn other canned fruits,
fruit juice products, and r.ege taliles, there are no limitations on the
use o corn sirup. Corn siruj) also has functional values, enabling
canners to exercise closer control over sweetnessq, and contributing to
such quality characteristics as texture and appearance of fruit.
Corn sirup is a pure product. However, corn sirup is not universally

acceptable as an ingredient in proceessed foods. Two explanations are

sometimes given:
(1) Historical: When many of the laws and regulations were developed, corn sirup and dextrose technology was in its infancy. Only one
type of corn sinip existed as recently as 1935 and there was little in-

diustri

experience with the use of corn sirup in some foods. Thus,

quantity limitations were imposed.

(2) Economic: The EEC produces large quantities of beet sugar and
is a net exporter of sugar.
There is no sound technological reason for arbitrarily limiting the

use of corn sweeteners. In the accompanying chart is a summary of

nontariir treatment accorded canned fruits, fruit juices, and other
proe.ssed foods contaiing corn sirup. hIe outstanding feature of this
chart is inconsistency, with regulations varying from unrestricted
usage to the strictest. prohibition.
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RECOMMENDATION

International food standards should permit the use of all wholesome nutritional sweotners (including cane, beet sugar, and sweeteners
derived from corn, potato, or other suitable starches) consistent with
the physical and organoleptic characteristics desired for the food to
which they are added. Arbitrary restrictions on products containing
corn sirup/ glucoso sirup restrict technological progress and deny consumers freedom of choice.
TRADE

MUER-RANCE, COUNTRY OF oRUGN

The basic French law governing country-of-origin marking requires
the name of the country of origin to be embossed in can end. This requirment is sometimes satisfied by stamping can ends with indelible
ink. It is understood that the basic French law calls for the name of
the country to appear in the French language; for example, "Etats
Unis," but that tils requirement is sometimes satisfied by the use of the
letters, "U.S.A.".
It is impossible to emboss can ends after the pack is completed. Thus
it is impossible to satisfy the embossing requirement except with cans
that have been embossed in advance of canning, either to fill a firm
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order or in anticipation of an order from France. Buyers in the United
States do not want canned foods with "U.S.A." embossed in can ends,
as these products may appear to have been rejected by overseas customers. Although the country-of-origin requirement is sometimes sat isfled by stamping can ends with indelible ink, this involves additional
cost.
Knowledgeable Frenchmen have defended France's can end country-of-origin requirements on the basis that these requirements are
essential to law enforcement in France. They say that if original labels
(bearing country-of-origin mark) are removed from canned foods
imported into France, the indication of country of origin on can ends
is certain to remain on the container and the French consumer cannot
be deceived as to the foreign origin of the merchandise regardless of
what may be stated on new labels. On that premise, the Frenc)t rquirement for country-of-origin marking on can ends transfers the
burden of France's customs enforcement from their own law enforcement officers to the canner who prepares canned foods for shipment to
France.
RECOMMENDATION

A country-of-origin mark on imported merchandise is a reasonable
requirement and universally applicable. Section 304 of the Tariff Act
of 1930, as amended, provides for country-of-origin marking in the
United States to appear in any conspicuous place on the container.
The French requirement should be modified so that the country-oforigin requirement may be satisfied by a suitable declaration on the
label.
Article IX(3) of the GAIT provides that contracting parties
should permit marks of origin to be affixed at the time of importation
whenever it is administratively practicable to do so. It is administratively practicable in all other countries, and should be feasible in
France also.
TRADE BARRIER-COLOR REGULATION IN EEC COUNTRIES

The EEC Council of Ministers on October 23, 1962, approved a
directive on harmonization of member states' regulations on coloring
materials for use in foods for human consumption. Among the colors
sanctioned for use for a 3-year period pursuant to article 2 and annex
II of the directive, is Erythrosine (F.. & C. red No. 3), which is used
in the United States in coloring cherries for canned fruit cocktail and
fruits for salad.
Italy was reported in mid-February to have begun enforcing its
regulation requiring that added coloring matter be declared on the
label.
The Netherlands has issued a directive (No. 582 of December 1964)
prohibiting the use of Erythrosine in foods after October 26,1965.
Belgium was reported in mid-March to have issued a similar prohibition.
Prohibitions on Erythrosine have the effect of prohibiting the importation of canned fruit cocktail and fruits for salad or other
processed foods containing artificially colored cherries.
In the United States the Food and Drug Administration has provisionally listed Erythrosine as a color additive. It had been an ap-
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proved food color for many years prior to the Color Additive Amendment of 1960, and the provisional listing was made automatically and
r hired no presentations or arguments on the part of users.
-O Expert Committee on Food AddiAyt a meeting of the FAO
tives in Geneva in December 1964 Dr. Garth Fitzhugh of the FDA
reported on the status of FDA studies on Erythrosine and other additives. The Expert Committee put a few substances on the A list, meaning that evidence of safety was considered complete. Some others, inluding Erythrosine, were put on the B list meaning that experimental studies are not considered complete. In the case of Erythrosine the
tests on toxicity were considered adequate but not those on its effect,
if any, on metabolism.
RECOMMENDATION

As of mid-March 1965, with the assistance of the U.S. mission to
the EEC (Brussels) the NCA is seeking (1) a tolerance in EEC countries on the use of Erythrosine within specified limits, and/or (2) a
postponement of the prohibition on Erythrosine.
TADME BARRIER--COLOR REGULATION IN EEC COUNTRIES

The basic principle in European food laws is that everything not expressly authorized is prohibited. Consequently, certain canned foods

are not admissible into certain countries because of artificial colors
which are safe but not provided for in the regulations.

The Netherlands prohibits the importation of fruit juice drinks
(BTN 22.02) from the United States because of a general prohibition
in its food law against the addition of artificial colors to such drinks
even though such colors are harmless and are added only to maintain
uniformity of color and to impart a pleasing color to the product. The
addition of artificial colors to such products is presumed to deceive the
consumer.
Germany does not list amaranth (E-123 and Schultz 212) which is a
red used in certain fruit juice drinks.
RECOMMENDATION

It should be permissible to sell processed foods containing safe artificial colors, provided there is a suitable label declaration.
TRADE BARRIER-PROIIIBITION IN GERMANY ON PICKLES CONTAINING ALUM

Germany prohibits pickles containing alum in any amount. Alum is
very generally used in both processed and fresh-pack pickles. Its functional value in pickles is as a firming agent.
The term "alum" refers to either aluminum ammonium sulfate or

aluminum potassium sulfate. Both of these substances were on the
original GRAS (generally recognized as safe) list of food additives
which was published by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration in
1959. FDA officials have Ien unable to furnish any r "-visesources

upon which this GRAS determination was based. Alum h,4s been used
for so long and for so many purposes that it was undoubtedly con-

sidered as one of the small number of substances about which there was
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no question of safety. Alum appears to have been approved for use in
pickles in the United States at least as long ago as 1914. The following
statement was published in 1914 in S.R.A. Chemical 9:
The referee Board of Consulting Scientific Experts has investigated the Influence of aluminum compounds on the nutrition and health of man. The results
of this Investigation have been published in Department Bulletin 103. The Board
came to the conclusion that the amount of alum which remained in the pickles
and is therefore consumed, is so small as to be negligible. From the Information
at hand it also appears that alum is almost universally used in the preparation of
icikles, and will, therefore, be considered a common Ingredient of such products.
view of these facts this bureau offers no objection to the use of a small amount
of alum In the preservation of pickles.

Mr. Harold Kooller, agricultural attach in Copenhagen, was able in
mid-1964 to persuade Norwegian authorities to reverse themselves in
the deletion of alum from their authorized list of food additives.
RECOMMENDATION

On the basis of its acceptability in the United States as a safe addi-

tive, and on the basis of its universal acceptability in all other coun-

tries, alum in pickles should be admissible in Gerinany.
TRADE BARRIER-VITAMINS

In Switzerland the addition of vitamins to food must be authorized
by the Federal Service for Public Hygiene.
In Denmark, a law which has been in existence since 1936 stipulates
that if a foodstuff is said to be fortified with vitamins it must be controlled by the authorities. As a result, Denmark prohibits the label
declaration of added vitamins, and it is necessary to use special labels
(with no mention of vitamins) or to cover existing labels with a special
sticker (with no mention of vitamins). The prohibition on labeling of
vitamins is known to be a barrier to U.S. exports of baby foods.
RECOMMENDATION

The prohibition on labeling of added vitamins is a requirement for
deception, hiding the fact that the food product contains a useful
additive. The effect of this prohibition is to require special labeling, a
trade barrier.
TRADE BARRIZR--LABELING REQUIREMENT IN X"APAN

Japan requires labels of imported canned foods to declare (1) date
of importation; (2) name and address of the importer; and (8) net
weisrht only in the metric system. It is not permissible to show, in
addition to the metric weight, the avoirdupois weight as is customary
throughout the world.
The requirements are being met by the importer affixing a sticker to
the label.
Recent information from the assistant agricultural attach in Too
indicated that it is no longer necessary to erase the avoirdupois weight
from the label. However, A is advised by one of its members that
on the basis of current information from their agent in Japan as well
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as domestic marketing people, there has been no change in Japan's
requirements.
RECOMMENDATIO

The requirement for identifying the importer as a Japanese national
is of que"!onable value. The prohibition against a label declaration of
avoirdupois weight, serves no constructive purpose. The requirement
for dating imports is believed to be consistent with Japan's require.
ments on domestic packs; however, dating of canned foods is unnecessary, inasmuch as commercially canned foods have virtually indefinite
shell life.
TRADE BARJIER--GROSS WEIGHT

Duties are assessed on a cost, insurance, and freight (ad valorem) or
gross weight (specific rate) basis in Sweden and Switzerland.
A case of canned fruit (24/2 ) has a gross weight of 54 pounds
but a net weight of only 45 pounds or only 83 percent of the gross. A
case of canned vegetables (24/303) has a gross weight of 81 pounds
but a net weight of only 24 pounds or only 77 percent of the gross. The
protective effect of the tariff is increased correspondingly.
RECO MENDATION

It would be desirable to have the duty on all canned foods assessed
on the basis of net weight rather than gross weight, as is the practice
in all other countries, according to available information. Neither the
can nor the label can be reused, nor do they have any economic value
other than as an immediate container and identification. It is question.
able whether used shipping cartons have any value.
TRADE BARRIER-SEASONAL DUTIES

Duties on some items vary by the month in Norway and Switzerland.
RECOMMENDATION

There is no reason to have seasonal duties on canned foods because they are nonperishables and may be stored and carried over
from season to season. Any protective effect of seasonal duties may
bo negated by simnply importing during the periods of low duty.
There-ore, seasonal duties on canned foods amount to no more than
a nuisance, which should be eliminated.
TRADE BARRIER-PRIOR DEPOSIT

Prior deposit or prepayment, generally on cost, insurance, and
freight values, is required inthe following countries:
Percent
100
Chile,5-------------------------------------------------100
Ecuador- ------------------------------------------------Indonesia--------------------------100
------------------------------------------1, 15, 10, or 35
Japan
100
Pakistan -------------------------------------------------

Paraguay

---------------------------------------

Philippine Republic ---------------------------------------Turkey --------------------------------------------------Uruguay --------------------------------------------------

100
40
100
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TRADE BARRIER-GOVERN[ENT MONOPOLIES

Canned foods are purchased in Burma and Egypt by the national
governments and in the Philippine Republic by tie National Marketing Corp. (NAMARCO), which controls the importation of most
items.
Gutar restricts imports to its nationals, who must register with
the register of imports. Kuwait issues import licenses only to Kuwait
companies.
A number of countries control imports of some U.S. canned foods
through some form of quantitative restriction, licensing, exchange
control, or prior deposit. Exports of U.S. canned foods are thereby
inhibited at the present time, and any tariff concessions obtained by
the United States would be of questionable value where such barriers are in effect. The summary on the following page identifies the
countries where such controls are known to exist, in some form, on
some canned foods.
Quantitative
restrictions
Algeria ...........................................
Austria ...........................................
Brazil .............................................

British Honduras ...................................
Burma ............................................
Cambodia .........................................
Canary Islands .....................................

Ceylon............................................
Chid .............................................

Chile ............... ...........................
Coilombia......................................
Congo. Brazzaville .................................
Congo Leopoi
ille
.................................
Cyprus .........................................
Dahomey .....................................
Denmark .........
................
Dominican Republic.
..................
Ecuador
...........................
Egypt ...................................

..

o..o..o...
o......

...

.......

..

o.........

...

...

S............

............

............

oo...........
oo.o.........
.. o...o......
....

o........

X
X

X

Kuwait ...........................................
Malaya ............................... ..........
Morocco ..........................................
Noew
Caledoni ...............
............
New Zealand ..................................
Niaragua....................................
Norway ..........................................
Pakita n.....
...... ............. ... ........ .
Panam ay...
.................... ... .........
Paraguay
..................................
Philiaiute Republic .........................
PorLgal ...............................
Sierra Leone. .
...........
South Africa..................
Spain ...........
.................
Sweden.
.................
..
Thailand ........
. .......
Turkey
...................
United Kingdom ................................
Uruguay .............
..................

°°.

o.o......

El Slvador ...............................

Finland...
.......................
France...................................
Gabon ......
......................
Germany ......
....................
Ghana .........
..................
Guatemala ...... . .................
Gutar ..........
India ............
...............
Indonesia ..... .
...................
Iran .............................................
Iraq .............................................
Ireland ..........................
Israel...........................
............
Italy
................
............
Japan ........................ ......
............
Jordan ............................................
Korea .............................. . .........

..

°

o

.....

,o....

......

x

.......

o......

....

.....

x
x
x
x
xx
xx
xx
xx
xl
xx
x

.....

° ....

x

X

.°......°..o.

.o

........°

..........

X

. .......

X

..

x

°

..... °.....

x

x
X

°°.

............
... °°

x
x
X

,

x

............

X

x

....

.°..........

.....

X
x

°..°.........

X

x
xx
xx
xX

o...........

x
x
x
x

...........

•.............

x

xx
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
xx
xx
xx
x

°..o..

xA
A

Prior
deposit

°.o.........

x
x
x
x
x

............

.....

X
X
x
x
X

X
x

o.o...o...

oo...o.......

..

Exchang
control

Licensing

°.
..

.....

.

..........

°
..

°

.

x

.........

. ......

°

......

. ....

.......

............

°

°

x

x

x
x

xX

x

X

x
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TRADE BARRIER--COST, INSURANCE, AND FREIGHT VALUATION

Assessment of duty on cost, insurance and freight valuations is a
serious barrier to exports of U.S. canned foods. The protective level
of foreign tariffs is higher than the published rates in all of the important markets for U.S. canned foods because of the cost insurance,
and freight valuation of imports. For example, the ocean freight on a
$5 case of canned fruit shipped from California to Europe is $1, and
the 25-percent duty on a cost, insurance, and freight basis adds 4 cents
per can to the landed cost.
Ocean freight on canned foods shipped to Europe is higher from the
United States than from any of our competitors, South Africa, Australia, Japan, Malaya, or Argentina. The rate from the Pacific coast
of the United States to Europe is one-third higher than the next
highest rate (from Japan), is 11/2 times the rate from Australia, and
almost three times that of the lowest rate (from South Africa). The
cost, insurance, and freight valuations in Europe increase the economic
disadvantage of the United States on ocean freight rates.
The cost, insurance and freight valuation is of additional disadvantage to the United States in countries having a tariff preference,
and also within the EEC and other common market and free trade
areas. In such countries, the cost, insurance and freight valuations add
to the protective effect of the preferences.
Where surtaxes and national taxes are computed on a cost, insurance, and freight basis, a. further burden is added to imports. In
France, for example, where the TVA (taxe a ]a valeur ajoutee) is 20
percent on top of the cost, insurance, and freight value, the landed

cost of canned food is increased by $1.50 a case or 6 cents per can, as
is shown in the following table:
EXAMPLE: CALCULATION OF LANDED DUTY-PAID COST OF CANNED FOODS IN FRANCE
C.I.f.
basis

F.a.s.
basis

I case of canned fruit, f.a.s. California ............................................
Ocean freight to Europe .........................................................

$5.00
1.00

$5.00
.............

Valuation for customs purposes ............................................
Duty at 25 percent .............................................................

6.00
1.50

5.00
1.25

Duty-paid value I........................................................
T.V.A. at 20 percent ............................................................
Ocean freight to Europe ........................................................

7.50
1.50

6.25
1.25
1.00

9.00

8. 50

Landed cost 2............................................................
I The difference induty-paiJ values is $1.25 per case or 5.2 cents per c3n.
2 The difference inlanded costs inFrance is $0.50 per case or 2 cents per can.

IECOM M NATIONN

Fortall of these reasouji, the IUnited States should seek anu eiud to cost,
i .stiralice, and freight I-altuatioiis, a.s a n('ssioU to the Vnited S latest
hvilif Sificlieee ill trlU(le terlls, deveCially
l)
for U.S. export-s
wI1ihel1 al'e bun'dened with high prices or high ove'an freight rates ill
-.l)ilparison with other countries. With the re(lltioi and elimina ioul

of duties on trade within the EEC and(1 E TA, the I united States will
hp iu.reasifIgly disadlali :tgd ill exporling in lilte yvar- a lead 1rn less
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the cost, insurance, and freight valuations are ended, or foreign tariff
rates reduced sharply, or both.
EXAMPLES OF IMPEDImENTS To TRADE

1. TOMATO SAUCE TO FRANCE

Two thousand cases of tomato sauce were shipped from the United
States to France. In France the sauce was denied entry and placed
in a bonded warehouse.
The reason for this action stems from the classification of sauce.
French customs officials classified the sauce as t condiment (21.04)
rather than as a tomato product (20.02) and would not permit entry.
The sauce was eventually shipped to the only avail-able market,
Puerto Rico. Upon arrival to Puerto Rico the entire shipment was
rejected because of its physical condition (sweat and rust damage).
2. YELLOW CLING PEAChES TO RNCE

A block of yellow cling peaches was shipped to France labeled "in
syrup." French food regations do not acept corn syrup as part of
the total sugar content. Because of this the buyer was ?orced to relabel
the entire shipment specifying that this was a water-pack. This caused

serious inconvenience to both the exporter and the buyer.
POTENTIAL TRADuE BARRIERS

POTENTIAL TRADE BARRIER-EEC CAN SIZE REGULATION

Groups within the EEC are seeking to develop an EEC regulation
that wil specify and limit can sizes. If applied to imports, such a regulation would be prohibitive in effect as cans not on the approved list
could not. enter the EEC. Even if the regulation were not applicable
to imports at the time of its issuance, it could become a convenient
vehicle for amendment by consvinir-protectionist groups, and made
alic)lable to im)orts as wel] as EEC p production.
One of the groups, the European Can Manufacturers Association
(SEI]IFEi,), states tieir purposee in limiting can sizes is to curtail the
number of sizes of tinplate aind/or coils which they would have to
or(ler from tin-plating mills. It is their desire to linit the number of

authorized can sizes to six or seven. It. is their intention to regulate
oly the sizes of cans to be manufactured and filled within the EEC,
and to establish no limit on imports. As an indication of their good
faith, they have agreed to include the 303 in their proposal to the
EEC this is a can they (1o not manufacture and one of the most used
caii sizes in the U.S. canning industry.

Whether the EEC Commission has received the proposal for a can
size regulation or if they would be receptive to the idea is not known
at thisti me. It is certain, however, that such a regulation faces many
hazards before it could be put in final form and made effective.
Another proposal for a can size regulation originates with the
Comite International Permanent de ]a Conserve (C.I.P.C.), a scientific
and trade group with offices in Paris. That proposal utilizes the stand-
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ard European can of 1 kilo or 850 cms as the basic container, and then
provides for multiples and submultiples of that basic capacity, in cubic
centimeters, as follows: 212, 425, 850, 1,700, 3,400, with volume tolerances of plus or minus 3 percent for the small capacities and of plus
or minus 2 percent for the large capacities.
RECOMMENDATION

A can size regulation, if applicable to imports, would be prohibitive
in effect. Furthermore, in addition to absolute prohibitions, can sizes
are measured in Europe according to the metric system and in most
other countries according to inches and sixteenths of an inch.
Regulation of container sizes or shapes has no relationship to whole.
someness or economic deception, and all can sizes should bepermIissible. It is in the EEC's interest, as an importer of canned foods from
all parts of the world, to permit entry of all sizes, according to trade
practice in supplier countries.
As is pointed out in the statement which follows, it may be possible
in the future to establish "commercial equivalency" between the various container sizes. However, this issue should not be raised at this
time, nor at any time until the issue is presented as an actual trade
barrier. Rather, the United States should obtain assurance that exports to the EEC will not be blocked by a regulation of container
sizes or measurement.
POTENTIAL TRADE BARRIER-CAN-SIZE MEASUREMENTS IN METRIC SYSTEM
(EEC) AND INCHES (UNITED STATES AND ELSEWHERE)

In the event that the EEC promulgates a regulation limiting can
sizes, U.S. exports of canned foods to the EEC could be curtailed not
only by the prohibitive nature of the regulation but also by two important differences in methods for measuring can dimensions. These are:
(1) Weights and dimensions are generally measured in Europe accordinpg to the metric system. Can dimensions are measured in the
Unit 'States in inches and sixteenths of an inch; for example, 303
means 33%6 inch. The diameter is stated first. Thus, 401 by 411 means
that the can is 41,8 inches in diameter and 411/ 6 inches in height.

(2) All measurements of can sizes in the United States are outside
measurements; for example, a 303 diameter is measured on the outside
of the flanre, In the EEC, however, can diameters are measured on the
inside of tihe flange. The difference would be about one-eighth inch

or 3 millimeters.
It is important to note that the can measurements in use in the
United States are used also in every other country which is an important exporter of canned foods including Canada, Australia, South
Africa, the United Kingdom, Philippine Republic, Japan, Malaya,
Spain, and Israel. Can measurements derive not from an arbitrary
numerical system but from the design and specifications of the machinery used in can manufacturing. Most countries outside of Europe use
can manufacturing equipment which is patterned on U.S. specifications.
In any effort by the EEC to regulate sizes of cans that may be imported, the EEC would in effect be dictating to the rest of the world,
87-822--68--pt. 1-

24
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not only with respect to can ineasurenments but also with respect to the
specitcations of the capital equipment with which cans are mianufactured.
Conceivably it would he possible, in a can size regulation, to establish tolerances for variations above and below the specified can sizes.
In this manner arrangements would be made for comparable sizes
which would seem to be commercially equivalent to the EEC sizes.
RECOMMENDATIONS

A can size regulation, if applicable to im ports, would be prohibitive
in effect. Furthermore, in addition to absolute prohibitions, can sizes
are measured in Europe according to the metric system and in most
other countries according to inches and sixteenths of an inch.
It. may be possible in the future to establish "commercial equivaleney" between the various container sizes. However, this issue should
not be raised ait this time, nor at any time until the issue is I)resented

as an actual trade barrier. Rather, the fruited States should obtain assurance that exports to the EEC will not be blocked by a regulation of

container sizes, nor by any system relying exclusively on metric

ineasureient.

PtrTiNTIAL T'rrAIE BAiIiIR-EEC SUGAR TARIFF
On page 38-39 of volume IV of the State Department's "Analysis
,.'S. Negotiations at the 1960-61 Tariff Conference" is an
note" which seeks to define when a canned fruit or juice
contains added sugar within the meaning of 20.06-B-I in the CXI',
appearing on page 40. It,al)ears that a canned fruit is deeniid to contain added sugar (and be classifiable under 20.06-B-II) when the
total amount of sugar in the product exceeds the stated limit. Tile EEC
hats reserved the right. to a.*ess a(litional duty on the added sugar. To
our knowledge, the E IE(' has ina(le no provision for doing so.
On tile premise that EEC custonis ofhcers will actet label declarations of water-pack canneil foods, there would be no reason for coer,'n with their dutiable status. If customs examination does not go
beyond the label (k.lelai'atiol of no added sugar, watkr-l)ack canned
fruits would be clasifiable mder 20.06-B-1I I and dutiable at. the more
favorable rate of 23 percent. llowever, if analysis were made of certain
water-lhack vanned foods, it might be found that tlie nlt1tiral sugar in
te liiii would t'x('i'L the I,( 'Jallowal .'e:for' example, iln
fruit cx'ktaii. cherries, a11d l-ple
irl
111s. It apipears that such lpm h.ts colil be
clisilialile m1er 20.06-1i-I
llild dtillIe at 2i el)'rcell|. it appears
riu
rissilh, al.m for the
to tax the nati rally occurr'i n sugars in
4X&S de,
e VE'( allowatces.
.orvwler, lie
h boId rate of 25 per nt on fruit with :idh d sugar
(20.0-l1- l I) is of limited alplicat ion. Tie rte of 2.) pereill will ,aipjul% to valiuid fruit with added s..gar but only i (its slgar.l'o(tllit is
withlhin iilaximlllit limits. If1he Vl:l11(l fruit contains llore sugar I htmri
is I viro
i fled
t(ii in
,te aI
lhman,.e, it w(wu( ieslj.l t ,eoadhditi ,mal il :." fill tie Nilg;ll colteit
i
ill eXtte',s (of4 lie 111:1
Xin ltutu linit. "Tllh
pIt'.i'vif E ( ate of t y oi
iirai' (17.01) is :so )('1
i ent. :1tlI it is
of

additional
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assumed that. the sugar content of some canned fruit would be dutiable
at that rate, or at such rates as may be prescribed in the future under
a variable levy system.
This is demonstrated with canned peaches as the example. According to Agricultural Handbook No. 8 (ARS, 1963), the carbohydrate
naturally occurring in canned peaches amounts to 8.1 percent. The
EEC allows no more than 15 percent (9 plus 6). The FDA standard
of identity for canned peches provides that the product containing
from 14 to 19 percent Brix shll be labeled in "light syrup." Thus,
canned peaches in light syrup of 15 percent Brix would pass the EEC
allowance of 15 percent. -owever if the light syrup pack were found
to exceed 15 percent Brix or oil all packs of canned peaches in "heavy
syrup or "ext rt-heavy syrup,' the EEC would be permitted to assess
additional duty on sugar. On canned peaches in extra-heavy syrup of
245 percent Brix, the IYEC would be permitted to tax 16 percent of that
sugar, the 16-percent figure being the difference between 25 percent and
the 9-percent. allowance for natural sugnr.
For canned fruit cocktail the situation is only a little different. According to Agricultural Handbook No. 8, the carbohydrate naturally
occurring in water-pack fruit cocktail is 9.7 percent. This level of

natural sugar exceeds the EEC allowance, and such a.product would

x-m to be dutiable at. the higher rate of 25 percent and subject also to
duty on the excess sugar. Canned fruit. cocktail in light sirup would
not, enter the EEC without being subject to sugar duty. Canned fruit
cocktail in light sirup of 15 percent Brix wotild be subject to addi-

tional sugar duty on 6 percent of that sugar. Canned fruit cocktail
ill a heavy sirup or in extra-heavy sirup would be subject, to still addit.io)al sugar duty.
1To our knowledge, the EEC has made no provision for assessing
duty on sugar content of canned fruits in excess of the allowances.
I lowever, in the absence of a binding on the EEC sugar tariff, the bound
rate oil cavsined fruits may be vitiated by additional duties and uncertainties. This situation appears to exist ilso for juices and other products covered in chapter 20 of the CXT.
tilb)e.reents lerti'Ilet information Oil EEC
'lTle
allowaln-s for Zdde(Il siglar. tile Iillrtillal sulgall' content, and FDA
re(quiIreinit for a utuinlier of catuned fruits.
lIEUOMMEN

DATION

It. would be desiranble if the rate of duty applicable to canned fruits

wern a iII.ut ter of certainty on which buyer and seller might rely. In
delinin g t he caimed foods which are deem'ied to contain ald(ed sugar, it
is a;l)l)r1i)et' to estilblish lower limits on the proportion of su,_ar.
l lowewer the .,ugar ii caned foods is not us.alble as a sweetener. To
a.,.ses,;s a dut \ on added sugar provides n) protection to the E,C on
sailor '. all is no inloie thian a nuiisan'e tax Wid trade barrier cr-eitinga
llll t' alilll V :liul co h'11'liiol.

O)ne sollit ion would be to eliminate from the EEC forniula all upper
lilmiit., fl 1lhmyaloe suulgar.
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In the parenthetical note (pp. 38-39 of vol. IV), tl e meaning of the
word "tolerance" is not clear. Perhaps it should "be "exemption."
Preferably all upper limits on sugar should be eliminated.
THE DUTIABLE STATUS OF CERTAIN CANNED FRUITS CONTAINING ADDED SUGAR (20.06 B II) IN THE EIC
Ilf percenl
Pears

Peaches

9.0

EECillowa'ice for natural sugar I ............................
EEC"loeirnie" lot added sugar I..........................
[ECtotal allowance for sugar i . ...................
......
Naturally occuling carbohydrales 2........................
FDA standards (cutout Bi):

6.0

Light syrup ............................................
Heavy syrup .............................
Extra heavy syrup .....................................
Subject to [LC sugar duty:
............................
Water pack ...
Light syrup ............................................

No
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

LIght sweet
chleres

AprIcols

16-20
20 25
25 35

16.1
?125
25 40

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

No
Yes
Yes

................

.

9.0
0
9.0
11.7

Boysenbellies

9.0
60
15.0
9.6

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

9.0
0
9.J
10.8

.......

Yes

Loganberries

Gripefruit
segilenls

9.0

9.0
0
9.0
9.1

9.0
40
90
7.6

11

9.0
9.4

i ix):

LiRlit syrup................
.. .......................
Heavy rup..
................ ......
Ix htahe,ivy slrup .... ......
Subject !o I ICsulr dly:
............. .......
Water pack
........
.....
Light syrup .
. ......
Heavy iyrijp.
..............
Calta heavy syrup

Yes
Yes

1822
22 28
28 45

F[C allowance for i,,tur.l siit I........
EtC "tvlert.ce" for idled sugir I...............
FDA slandarJs (cutout

No
(YYes

11 18
18 2?
22 35

Apple slices

Nalm illy &curri

16-19
i9 :4
24-35

9.7

...............................

'
..
ig c3r viydrates

14-18
18 2
22-35

9.0
0
9.0
10.7

Light syrup ...........................................

EEC
totl alli ance for sulgar

9.0
11.9

No

Yes
Yes

Red sour
cherlies

9.0
0

6.0

19.0

No
(J)

9.0
0
9.0

Natually occurling c,,rb~hydrates 2......................

.

10.2

14-18
18.2
22-35

EECallowance for natural sugir .
EEC "tolerance" for added sugar I ......................
.....................
EEC
total dilowanco for sugar.

Extra heavy syrup ......

8.3

14-19
1924
24-35

Fluff
cocktail

Heavy syrup

13.0

15.0

Heavy syrup ....................................
[ira heavy syrup ......................................

FDA st.indards (cutout BlI):
Light syrup ...................................
Heavy syrup.............................
.............
.
Extra heavy syrup ...........
Subject to E[C sugar duty:
Water pack ............................. ..............

9.0
6,0

15.0

8.1

Pineapple Purfle plums

.

(4)
.........

14

..

(4)

)

(4)

(()
-

Yes

Yes
Yes

........

..........

..........

()

Yrs
Yes
Yes

(3)

..

Yes
Yes
Yes

.

.

..

Yes
Yes

' Soe Ip 38 .39of vol IV n the State Departmre;t's "An lvis MfUS. Negoti,itions at the 190 61tariff Coroeence."
I From table I. "Composition ot Foods," Agricultural Handbook No. 8, ARS, USDA, lev. 1963.
3Not available.
4These are ionslandardized products.

IOTENTA[, TIAE 1BAIRIER--C SU(IR

IE(;ULATION

Tihe EEC Commission published in the spring of 1964 a draft sugar
regulation (VI/COM (64) 27 final) which included provision for a
variable levy on imports of sugar and "transformed products" into
the REC. The annex of the draft regulation listed a number of CXT

tariff positions to which it appeared that the variable levy would be
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apl)licable on tile sugar content. The CXT tariff positions listed in
the annex included a number of canned foods in chapter 20 of the

CXT.

The EEC draft sugar regulation appeared to provide for a variable
levy on the sugar content of canned foods as "transformation prod.
uets." The sugar duty was to apply not only to canned foods contain.

ing added sugar but also to unsweetened canned foods which are
competitive. Tihe draft regulation contained a statement to the effect

that account would be taken of "the maximum charge at importation
resulting from the consolidation under the auspices of GA' T ." Tlhe
meaning of this is not clear.
lImporters of these loduclts protested to their nat ional governments.
The objections to the EEC sugar proposal are:

(1) 'The added sugar duty appeared to be in violation of GATT
conceSSIOns:
(2) Establishment of a variable levy on the sugar content of canned
foods would h(,ad to uncertainties as to the amount of duty to be
assessed. Neither buyer nor seller would know at the time of slipment
what the landed cost of the canned foods would be. Such uncertainty
would be a severe burden on trade.
(3) All canned foods should be eliminated from the sugar regulation. Notwithstanding the EEC's apparent intention of taxing the
sugar content of "transformat ion" products, canned fruits and vegetables contain such insignificant amounts of su,,ar, both as to quantity
and value, that they cannot by any stretch of the imagination be considered "transformed" sugar products. It, was recommended that a
variable levy on sugar be limited in application to products containing
sur-ar in a significant degree.

For various reasons the draft sugar regulation of early 1964 has
been withdrawn. It is reported to be under study and revision.
According to information received from Brussels in early February
(195), a group of experts has submitted proposals to the EEC on
the products which should be included in the EEC sugar regulation.
The Italian group proposed that no variable levy on added sugar
should be imposed on any product containing less than 7 percent added
sugar. France and Benelux recommended no variable levy on products containing less than 10 percent added sugar. Germany recommended no variable levy on products containing less than 30 percent
sugar, both natural and added.
U.S. canned foods in light sirup might enter the EEC without being
subject to added sugar (luty under any of these proposals (see preceding item. However, carried foods in heavy sirup or in extra heavy
sirup would be subject, to a variable levy on added sugar, un(ler the
Italian, French, and Benelux proposals. The implication is clear
that the EEC has not al)aidoed tihe idea of including canned fruits
in the sugar levy. It is not clear whether the variable levy would be
made equally applicable to competitive products even though not
containing sugar. Nor is it inconceivable that the variable levy would
be applicable to water-pack canned fruits, containing only the natural
sugars of the fruit, whenever the EEC allowances were exceeded.
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RECOMMENDATION

Ilk
j

14

-y

the canned food items are covered by bound rates in the
Several
CXT,
and ofestablishment
of a variable levy on these products would
A variable levy should not be apconcessions.
these
of
be in violation
plicable to products, such as canned foods, in which sugar is a re-

Jatively insignificant proportion of feight and/or value, and in which

the sugar is not avai able as a sweetener. A variable levy on sugar
content of canned foods would amount to a substantial burden on trade,
without in any way protecting the EEC sugar industry.
POTENTIAL TRADE BARRIER-EEC CANNED FOOD IARMONIZATION

The EEC is working on a regulation harmonizing canned foods
within the Conunnity. Since late 1962 three proposals have cone to
light, two being unofikial and one being a draft issued by the EECI
.Commission.Each of these proposals is' described briefly below for
the purpose of indicating their restrictive nature:

(1) In 1962 there came to I lit a draft of canned fruit specifica-

tions, which had been submitte o the EEC Commission by a group)
of EEC canners, which would have established standards so comihltelv
at variance with the worldwide canning pact ice that many of the high
qunlit\.U.S. canned fruits would have been rolibited iiithe EEC.
-The EEC draft of canned fruit speifications would have established
identity standards and a form of quality standards for a number of
canned fruits produced in Europe and also for those, such as canned
peaches, of which the United States is the dominant supplier. By its
design and technical draftsmanship the proposal, among other things.
would have prohibited the labeling of canned sliced peaches as either
grade I or grade II peaches regardless of other factors of quality associated with the peaches. Sliced peaches could be labeled only as
the third, or lowest, grade under that proposal. The Common Market
canners' draft contained many other objictionable features that would
have seriously burdened 1.S. exports to the EEC.
Canners of the U7nited States and of the U nited Kingdom protested
immediately and determinedly, and the draft specifications

disappeared.

(2) In midyear 1963 there was issued a "Survey on Canned Prod-

ucts in the Frame of tIme Hlarmonization of Legishtions," by Cultrera

and Jumel. both scientists. Their survey was not written as a regulation but rather to set forth an outline of a reguiat ion and the principles
to be included.
Among other things, the Cultrera and Juinel outline would have
established different labeling requirements for canned foods imported
from third countries than for canned foods produced within the (XnnMunity. The label requirement for EEC canned foods called for the

name of the packer or distributor, but the label requirement for imported canned foods apIeared to call for both: this would require

special labels for each importer, in lamburg, Rotterdam, Antwerp,

and so forth, even though they might purchase from the same canner
in the United States. The Cultreil and Jumel document also called
for can end embossing to ilicate the (late of pack within a 24-houm'
period: and a number on the can or label corresponding to a plant
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nunlber where the product was manufactured, over which EEC authorities would have no effective control.
(3) The EEC Commission issued on May 2, 1964, a draft regulation
on the harmonization of member states' legislation concerning called
foods (5282/VI/64-F). In many respects this draft regulation would
have implemented the regulatory principles which had been recommelded by ('ultrera and Jumel, including the name of the EEC implorer on the label, as well as can end embossing of the importer's
number or symbol. The language of the draft regulation left many
uncertainties as to its intent, and appeared to leave considerable lat;tilde to the administrative tiithorities. This. proposed regulation has
been withdrawn, and the EEC Commission is reported to be working
on a new proposal.
RECOMMENDATION

Assurance should be obtained that the EEC will not establish regu-

lations for canned foods that establish requirements wholly at variance
with commercial practice in all other countries.
POTENTIAL TRADE B.' RRIER-EEC REQUIREMENTS FOR DATING CANNED FO)ODS

Several EEC countries have requirements or are considering requirements that the (late of production be embossed in a can eld in
language understandable to tile consumer.
France has regulations, which are not being enforced at the present
time, requiring i code to be embossed in a can end to indicate the date
of production. The requirement may be satisfied in emergency sitiations by advising the French authorities of code marks used by individual canners. 1.S. canner's would prefer not to reveal thell code
marks to anyone, its the code marks are intended only for company use.
Italy has published amendments to its basic food law which provide,
ailonj other things, for the authorities to establish a list of packaged
food products or drinks which shall bear the date of packaging or
anticipated shelf life (see art. 8 in AGR-125 dated June 7, 1963, from
American Embassy, Rome). NCA has unofficial information that Italy
will not implement this provision. However, it remains in effect, ani

was embodied in the EEC (Iraft canned food regulation of May 2, 1964.
Germanv also had under consideration, a few years ago, a dting law
that would require each can to show the (late of production and/or the
length of time the canned foods are fit for consumption.
Japan requires labels of imported canned foods to declare tile date
of importation. It. is believed that Japan requires dating of canned
foods packed in Japan.
Kuwait municipality ordinance 128-62. governing the importation
of canned foods, was eased by an amendment effective January 20,
1963. In airgram A-248, date February 2, 1963, the American'Emasv in Kuwait advised that, as the result of numerous protests, the
Kmait Government decided that "code symbols on the tin covers are
sufficient for the purpose of the packing (late requirement." It would
seem that Kuwait still has its basic requirement for indicating (late of
pack but is not enforcing it.
LeIanon requires labels of canned foods to indicate (late of pack (see
airgram A-94 dated July 31, 1964, from American Embassy in Bpi-
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rut). According to this U.S. source, Lebanon requires the manufacturing date to appear on labels of "camed meats and soups," and on
"canned milk."
Canning renders perishable foods into nonperishable form. Dating

of canned foods is unnecessary, inasmuch as commercially canned
foods have virtually indefinite'shelf life. Dating could damage consumer confidence in canned foods because of the implication that shelf
life may be limited. Also, with consumers now selecting canned foods
off these shelves of self-service stores, only cans bearing the latest date
would be selected, with the result that the older packs would back up
on the retailer and eventually on the canner. In the long run, a requiremnt for dating canned foods in one country could conceivably lead
to the adoption of such a requirement in other countries.
Even if consumers and the distributive trade were to accept canned
foods bearing the date of production, it could be anticipated that a reuirement for dating would specify embossment in a can end, rather
than on the label, with the result that lhe canner would have to prepare
custom packs for each country having such a requirement.
RECOMMENDATION

NCA does not recommend that the question of dating canned foods
be raised with the EEC. However, the United States should understand
the potential effect of such requirements, and should seek a commitment broad enough to obviate this trade barrier in the future.

POTENTIAL TRDE BARRIER-L AlELINO TO JDEN'rFY CANNING FACTORY
Italy also has under consideration a requirement that each label
state, in addition to the name and address of the manufacturer or distributor the location of the plant where the product was packed. This
is intended, apparently, to enable the Italian food authorities to identify the source of any food spoilage which might be encointred, immediately with no loss of time. However, aside from the fact that
heat-processed canned foods are not a source of food spoilage, and
inasmuch as canners generally code their products so as to indicate such
information for company use, such markings on canned food labels are
unnecessary. Such a requirement with resliect to imported food products would sene no constructive purpose. Furthermore, the requirement for listing of individual factories would operate to the disadvantage of any canner, in the United States or elsewhere, that packs the
same product in more than one establishment. To comply with such a
requirement, such a canner would need separate labels for each establishment, Furthermore, in instances when one canner has purchased
canned foods from another canner, or when the exporter is a person
other than a canner, still additional labels would be required. Enforcement would be difficult.
RECOMMENDATION

Such a requirement (labeling to identify canning factory) with

respect to imported food products would serve no constructivepurpose.
The United States should obtain assurance that exports of canned
foods to the EEC will not be subject to such a requirement.

The Consequences for U.S. Exports of the Adoption by the
European Economic Community of a Common Value Added Tax
EXECUTIvE BRANCHI STATEMENT
I. NIROIDI(-rION
Ptrsuant to a 1962 recommendation of the Fiscal and Financial
Colnilitee of tie European Economic Community, the Council of

Ministers of the EEC in April 19067 agreed to harmonize turnover
taxes on the basis of a value-added tax system. For all EEC countries
exWept France, this de,'ision will require substantial changes in internal
tax Structures. Only Fitnce Ipre.sut ly employs a value-added tax. The
remaining
fivesv.;tenl.
Comaion' hev
Market
counties presently employ a cascade
ti'neoverl tax
are to adopt a value-a(ihled ta~x systeml no
later timan.anhary 1I19V 6). (Ivermajv lils passed tile m~+r"legislation which will enabie it to make thle change by January 1, 1968 (the
rates will be lower than Ih o: of France). in lhe ethelfhlnds 1 draft
bill calling for the adoption of TVA by January 1,19(19, was recently
introdied ill ] i:iliatmtin d t he Itall 1ll Governiiieiit ias ifntli'odulel
legislation which would introduce this system by 1970. Belgium and
Luxembourg have not yet acted on this matter.
The Council decision did not specify an initial rate at which the
tax is to be imposed, though ultimate harmonization of rates as well
as st-ricire is foreseen. The EEC Commission is to make proposals in
19(,S to havilonize tax rates b~ut ileienltat ion of such proposals is
1ql.llly• .s'elal years away.
Reph'in,- the ca'ade turnover tax S'stem with a unified valueadded tax system will produce two basic" changes for countries shifting to TVA. First, the value-added tax will establish lax elit rality
aiiOnif dloities-tic Competitors. Second, the new tax system will lend itself to aceuravy from the accounting vie wlpoint in calculating export
rebates and eonlvpensatory im)ort equalization taxes.
'here is no question of a country"s freedomi to choose an indirect
tax .'stenli or to clange from one intirect tax system to another. There
is r(,::n fr co1e0,rn, however, with the efl'cet on international trade
of hoth the Iresent system of border tax adjustments for indirect
taxes nnd the ehanies" in these' ndistments which will take )lace as
the EEC countries haurmonize their inlirect tax systems and eventivlly
their indirect tax rates.
I . PRESENT CASCADE TAX SYSTEMS IN EEC COUNTRIES

A. Domeste trade.-All of the Common Market countries with the
exception of France piwsently employ a cascade type or pyramiding

gross turnover tax. The basic rates range, in general, from 3 to 6
percent. The tax is, in most cases, imposed on tihe gross value of the
product each time it changes hands in rihe course of the production
(867)
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process. Thus, the total tax paid on a highly fabricated end product
will vary according to the degree of vertical Integration in the process
of production.
B. lnternatonuil trade.-The EEC countries currently embrace the
destination principle of taxation in the application of the cascade

turnover tax to goods entering international trade. Under this principle, the tax on a product is theoretically collected in the country in
which it is consumed. Thus, internationally traded products are subject to the taxes of an importing country and are freed from taxes
in the exporting country. This objective' is achieved by means of a
compensatory border tax adjustment which, in principle, frees exports
from the turnover tax and subjects imports to a tax equal to that paid
by domestically produced goods.
Under a cascade-type turnover tax it is exceedingly difficult to
determine the amount of taxes which have actually been paid on particular goods since the amount varies with the number of sales or
"turnovers" from one firm to another. For products produced by firns
which are highly integrated along vertical lines, the product turns
over a small number of times and taxes paid are. close to the minimal
rate. For products produced by firms which are not integrated, the
product can turn over a large number of times and taxes paid can he
relatively high. To deal withl the problem of matching export rebates
and import equalizing taxes against taxes paid on domestically produced goods, countries employing a cascade tax resort to the use of
averages. Consequently, discrepancies may arise between the amount.
of export rebate or import equalizing tax levied. There. is no precise
way of quantifying these discrepancies. Analytical studies prepared
in recent years conclude that ii most cases, however, rebates are
lower than the amount of taxes paid. To cite a recent work of one
expert in this field:
The question then arises whether, in countries operating a ca.i.de tax. export
rebates and Import surcharges are higher or lower than would le the, vase if
they could he calculated exactlyy. While the answer to this question varies from
country to country, product to Imout. Industry to Industry. and enterprise to
enterprise, It can tie .ih that the order tax adjustneiits of countries operating
cascade systems :ire more likely to lie to low to coimnhlensi-te for the lionim tax
burden thain too high." ( Ktiuieth Messere. "Bor(hr Tax AdJu4l intents " OE)D
OhlA-rver.
(-)vtol~r It!X1T.)

fit. TIlF VALJU:-ADDI) TAX
The Frenh vaIlue-added tax is expe,'ted to Ser'i as a ,r.eneral blueprint for the otlhrl" ( ' 'oltittries ailt iotgh thI. rates and details of the
taX structure will hot be the Sante in the initial stage of harionizat ion.
A. (e.wl. /; /,',d.-Like the cascade turnover tax, the altie-aldelhd
tax (TVA ) iI also levied at eael Stage of prodllution. "T'leIaw of the
tax. however, is not the gross tti'ioveir butt only the valite ad led to thepIrod)leit at that stage ol irodlitetioi. l'r,,nI anl accoimtiting 4:1ll(Ij4int.
a firni's net tax liafilitv is the dil lrp, l.wlstweenl the antilmnt iippaS
on its purchases. To oblt'ii a1% given vield. tle IV. i.tt,. int111 4 t.,t.,s:rilv be hirhier than the "asc.de r:ite.-. In ran the
i. '.VAi. appli t'ble prittiarilv to sales at tht production and wholha !e h.'el-'laimd w.
not geneirall" extend to sales4 at the ret ill hwel. 1h1e tfft .iv. rafte 411
11104t prodlucts is 25 ipjier.t on the value of the- pnit.i. Afi r .J:uinit-
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ary 1, 1968 the effective rate will be reduced to 20 percent but its
coverage will be extended.
B. Internationaltrae.-As with the cascade tax, border tax adjust inents, in line with the destination principle of taxation, are made
to free exports of the value-added tax paid and impose an equalizing
duty on imports. Unlike the cascade tax, however, the TVA permits
i precise accounting determination of the tax paid on domestic prodStuts. At any stage of production, the tax paid is equal to the tax rate

times the sales price (net of taxes) at that stage. Consequently, it is
easier to achieve the objective of extending rebates on exports and
levying equalizing duties on imports in the same amount as the tax on
domestic products. This stands in marked contrast to the cascade systen whieh necessarily has to utilize averages and is prone to discrepaulcies.
W1.TIlE RATIONALE OP C031MON MARKET TAX HARMONIZATION

Early in the development of the Common Market it,wits decided that

the creation of an "economic community "' required the harllonization of domestic tax systems its well as t1he elimination of tariffs and
other barriers to trade among the Inner Six. Domestic tax systems,

unless harmonized, can alter the flow of goods and resources among
the member countries. Harmonization of turnover taxes has a dual
objective: to reduce distortions in resource allocation resulting from
the use of cascade taxes which vary with the structure of the industry
anl to eliminate border tax adjustments for trade among the members
of the EEC.
It was felt that fiscal frontiers could be dismantled in a common
market frve of import duties without excessive trade distortion only
if the indirect tax systems and rates in the exporting and importing
countries were essentially the same. In such a case, the rebate in the
exporting country was considered to he roughly the same as the comthe indirectprintax
inwere
the importing
country.
Thus,ofwhen
pensating
the destination
oil trade
alike, the effect
and(luty
rates
systems

ciple (i.e., no export bates and no compensating import duties).

Harmonization with equality of rates, therefore, would permit tile
use of the origin principle for intra-EEC trade at the same time that
the destination principle was retained for extra-EEC trade.
v. BORDER TAX ADJUST3KNNTS AND TIlE GA1'r

The (A'TT treats ,-eparately the two major elements of border tax
adj list mlent. I mlorts may e subjected to a compensatory equalizalion tax uI) io the amount of internal taxes and other cha'res whieh
are applied to like dinnies-ie products. 0n exports. remission of or an
(Iemlptit'll fr.lil ildire't taxes that are levied at one or Several stagps
,on tIll, ..aIle gOad. , if sol fol' internal ('Otnt.tl)tion, i. not considered
io I.e amIex.port .. th idv. It is general practice to remit turnover taxe;
,.viel rfb,he g4140. whivh are exportled and!on their 'otmpoelent parts.

Soil,,

,-tmh ii

relnit til-lover taxes5 levied oil Other input factor.;
)"mrie; .l1-4
i

. .

, tieillV, iiotet fUel, advertising, ete.

saesof in ireet t:txes oi export..;
,1hi-1 iiilc.j ,,It for all;'%iliit full i'el
dulty olt iiiplo'ts 1111it be that tlhe
1
aind Oi, levyilg of ,oiiltli.w-atintr
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result is to neutralize the effect of the tax on international trade. This,
in turn, entails an implicit assumption that indirect taxes are fully
shifted forward into the price of the commodity in an economic sense
as well as from the accounting viewpoint. In otter words, the imposition of, or increase in, an indirect tax will result in an increase in the
price which the final purchaser must pay for a commodity fully equivalent to the amount of the tax. If a tax is fully reflected'in the cost to
the buyer of a home-produced commodity it is assumed to be justifiable
to impose an equivalent tax on a similar imported commodity and to
relieve the commodity of the tax when exported. This is the practical
significance of the destinational principle of taxation.
If, for any reason, the indirect tax is not fully shifted forward into
the price paid by the final consumer on the domestic market, an export rebate equivalent to the tax levied on the product for sale in the
domestic market would produce a situation in which it would be more
profitable to export than if there had been no tax or no rebate.
Similarly, an import-equalizing duty equivalent to the tax levied on
domestically produced goods, would'create a situation in which it
would be less profitable for a foreign producer to export than in the
absence of the tax. In short, if the indirect tax is not fully shifted forward, a part of the export rebate has an economic effect equivfalent to a
subsidy while a part of any import compensating levy has the effect
of a customs duty. The ove-erall trade effect will vary from case to case
and is extremely difficult to quantify.
As the GATT rules are now being interpreted, personal and companv income taxes are treated as taxes which do not increase the price
of a product. Consequently, under current praf ice such taxes are considered ineligible for border tax adjustments.
There is, thus, a sharp, rigid disparity in the general treatment of

direct and indirect taxes which is based'on the assumption that there

is no forward shifting of direct taxes but full forward shifting of indirect taxes. Modern theory of tax sbiftin,_ does not, support such a
cloar-ciit distinction. Indeed, eAen the classification of "direct" and "indirect" taxes is quite tenuou.. The GATT ,,oesnot use this terminology,
but distinguishes between a tax "on a product" and other taxes. There
is expert Opinion fhat an indirect tax levied "across the board" may
only be partially shifted forward wit.p the degree of shifting dependin on variations in commodity demalai1 and supply elasticities, the degve of market control exercised by firmS, the money supply and its
velocitv, and governmental policies There is also expert opinion that
a "direct" tax* such as the corporate income tax, may be partially
shi fted forward, especially in the long run.
To the extent that there is some forward shifting of direct taxes and
lesz than complete forward shifting of indirect, taxes, full border'tax
adjustmnts for indirect taxes and no border tax adjustments for direct

taxes would affect the flow of international trade.
17. EMTI ON r.S. TRADE

Tr.S. trade may be affected by the forthcoming EEC tax harmonization in the following ways:
1. In some case.%a shift, from the ceacade-type turnover tax system
to the TVA system could result in an increase in the arerage amount
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of the rebate oil exports a(1 the equalizing levy on imports without an
equii ah'nt increase in the average tax burden on similar l)roducts produCeCd loniestically.
. ]n sme EE(C,Countries the coverage of the value-added tax might
be extended to include products whicl were previously not taxed or
wero sIbject t) a tax which was not adjusted at the border when the
product entered into international trade.
3. It is anticipated that in some countries the level of value-added
tax will increase over the next few years. Germany has already planned
an increase from 10 to 11 percent effective July 1, 1968. To the extent
it 13ay prove iml)ossible for domestic producers to shift the full amount
of any such tax increase to the domestic consumer, full export rebates
and ompensatory levies will improve the competitive position of these
countries.
Nevertheless, a definitive assessment of the effects of the shift to TVA
on U.S. trade Can be determined, if at all only when information be('runePs available on the extent to which rebates and import realizing
duties will rise or fall and on the extent to which changes in indirect
taxes will be reflected in the price of products. In view of the many
elements operating on prices in any given period of time, evidence of
the precise quantitative effect of tile transition will be hard to obtain.
Thle Feederal Republic of Germany has now enacted legislation providing for a shift to the value-added tax system. The United States is
seeing to obtain the information needed to assess the probable effect
of this legislation on U.S. trade. Notification and consultation procedures adopted by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development are being used to obtain. this information. An ad hoe
group of the Trade Committee of the OECD has been established to
,,0l1duct, these consultations. Two meetings have been held and the
group is currently awaiting the receipt o? further information from
the German delegation.

The Governments of the Netherlands and Italy have recently pro-

sented to their Parliaments draft legislation for the adoption of the

value-added tax system. This development is being closely followed in
order to permit an assessment of the effects on AY.S. trade as soon as
the precise nature of these actions is known.

I

Evaluating the Effects of Direct Foreign Investment on Exports
EXECUTIVE BIRANCI!

STATEMENT

INThODU rION

Many factors have recently directed incoeased attention to the outflow of private capital particularly in the form of direct investments.
The balance-of-paynents deficit and efforts to improve it have created
demands for b~ter information on -tje effects of direct investments
on other international transactions, especially on our trade balance.
The rapid recent growth in both volume and variety of these investments, moreover, has raised many other issues. To what extent, for example, dosuch investments supplant U.S. exports, or stimulate them I
To what extent do they provijI-new sources of imports in conMpetition
with domestic industry I Whatjre their'net asr well as specific effects
on domestic economic growth sad on employment 1
Efforts to measure the pu* ly statistical relationships between investmeots abroad and either Iexports or imports have not yet been
entirely satisfactory. Part of the problem is due to the lack of data, as
well as to differems of opinion oij he formulation and purposes of
.
necessary studies And the priority which,9J6uld be given them,
While %new survey of Amercan bWiness investments abroad will
soon provide new factual materi#l1i...this Area, the data will olhly cover
the year 1966. An effective-anialysis of the effects of investment on
trade would require information fo a substantially longer time span.
Moreover, the, very nature of the mny issues which are involved requires nonstatistical evidence as well, since what is basically involved
is a study of competitive status in world trade and what might be
n it.
required to stregthei
.The essential purpo f this aer..Xto-iview the general problems involved in further study fthIP issues, including in particular
(1) a brief review of the ecoiornic changes and motivations that stimulate investment abroad-and alter trade patterns, together with some
of their implications, (2) the rationale for future studies, and (3) a
review of the types of data now available (or soon to be) for further
analysis.
onal consideration
The setting of the problem: Nationaland inte
Realistic appraisal of the effects of direct foreign investment on
exports has to some extent been handicapped by the assumption that
national territories constitute primary econono units. This assumption underlies the applicable theoretical formulation, whic has
strongly influenced empirical studies in this area. The usual analysis
is geare directly to investment effects on national wealth, national
employment, and national balance of payments in a static economic
setting. But comparison of world economic progress since World War
11 with the similar time span between the two World Wars, suggests
that efforts to promote general world prosperity have been the most
(T)
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rewarding approach to national progress as well. The prosperity of
nations is most fully assured through international cooperative efforts,
and national economic goals are most realistically secured within an
expanding world economy. In a world where nations take their international conunitments seriously, where trade is freer, and where in.
vestment capital moves somewhat. more readily, there is need for a
diterent view or perhaps a now theory of the whole process of organizing for and maintaining economic progress.
While it is generally recognized that trade restrictions and controls on capital are liliely to retard world economic expansion, it is
also acknowledged that the elimination of restrictions and controls is
not. necessarily, of itself, a sufficient guarantee of progress. World
progress is possible, however, with appropriate international cooperation, and the recent agreements on trade and on monetary reform
should be durable new links in a long chain of cooperative efforts to
promote economic growth, worldwide.
America's postwar record of promoting foreign economic, growth
reflects both an interest in others' welfare and i'ecognition 1hat. political freedom thrives best where economic conditions are favorable.
From a more direct. economic self-interest, Americans have been able
to benefit through participation in foreign markets either by exporting U.S. goods or by investing and participating directly through
producing and distribution affiliates operating abroad. From the businessman's point of view these are complementary ways of achieving
the main purpose of building and supplying a wider market. While
his action may, or may not, be most advantageous for his home country, it. is important that the basis of judging national advantage be
sound. This requires an understanding of how businessmen are motivated and an evaluation of the economic effects of their actions in the
broadest possible context.
nvestor reaction to general eeonomio change
In many cases, industry spokesmen have explained their decisions
to invest abroad as a response to changes in competitive conditions.
Certain companies supplying foreign markets through exports have
found it necessary to develop more competitive foreign production in
order to establish or maintain a market position. Exports may be at a
disadvantage even in the relatively protected channels of intra.
corporate organizations. As foreign economies have increased their
productive capacity, the lower factor costs abroad have heightened
their competitive vigor in many industrial categories. Threatened by
a loss of export markets, and encouraged by a growth in the size of
foreign markets, a frequent response is to build producing capacity in
the area or in some geographically favored location with competitive
access to the market. In these cases the problem for the company is to
decide whether or not the foreign market is important enough to
justify the investment expenditure abroad. If the investment is lessen.
tial to retain or fully develop the foreign market and the venture itself
offers a satisfactory return through foreign earnings, it would prob.
ably be favorable for the balance of payments, though its effects on
trade may not be as certain.
Obviously, not all and probably only a minority of foreign investment decisions by U.S. companies have been to maintain an existing
foreign market share. Generally the U.S. companies have wanted to
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o~en up new markets and were attracted by the growth potentials
it )road.he pace of economic progress, rising standards of livimnv
and expansion of consumer demand wol not, have been possible
without foreign expansion in the capacity to produce and close rela-

tionships to the market itself.
For example, is E'uropean per capital income reached the levels
where consimier durables-automobifes, etc.-were within reach of
1many families, it seemed inevitable that. many of these goods would
also be produced there. If production within Europe had not expanded
in these fields, economic growth might have been much less rapid. In
the circumstances, U.S. manufacturers sought to participate in ways
open to them which included expanding g foreign facilities to develop
or maintain a share in those markets.
Supplying mass markets abroad with consumer goods manufactured in the[ nited States was not a realistic alternative where foreign
factors of production, including skilled labor, were available. In order
to be consumers, European and ,Japanese workers had to be employed,
and there was no alternative to employment in manufacturing if these
foreign economies were to recover and progress. American industry
could not develop markets abroad in stagnant economies, but expanding economies also were competitors. Part of the price of progress was
to meet competitive pressure in specific market categories, but comnsation was available through growing foreign demand for other
U.s. goods.
The rapid economic growth in Europe, Japan, Canada, and elsewhere has allowed U.S. exports to continue growing at a brisk pace.
The favorable economic changes abroad have also had favorable effects
on the United States, and as Iong as the U.S. economy remains sufficiently competitive and adaptable in production and in developing
market outlets for new products, it will continue to benefit from
foreign economic expansion.
The United States has been able to maintain continued growth in
exports and a surplus in merchandise trade, although foreign producers have expanded in areas formerly supplied predominantly from
the United States. This clearly reflects our adaptability to changing
world conditions, and our ability to adapt was, in turn, facilitated by
healthy growth of the world economy. The freeing of trade and the
widening of new trade opportunities has been an obvious part of this
process. As the most advanced country industrially and technologically, the United States gains enormously through general expansion
in new areas where its industry has a superior capacity to meet new
foreign demands.
The gain is not only in terms of the initial effects on exports but
also in terms of a general upgrading of U.S. production into the more
advanced or sophisticated industrial lines. The concomitant effect on
factors of production, especially labor, is a shift into uses of higher
productivity and consequently higher worker incomes and rates of
return on capital. This process of upgrading has been reflected in
demand for a better educated and a more highly skilled labor force,
and it clearly has raised the general U.S. standard of living. Alternatively, actions to protect less competitive industries for the purpose
of conserving their wage and profit levels would retard improvement
from those levels.
87-822- 0;8-pt. 1-25
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Investments and trade in nnufact.uring sectors are tile 1los.st. indicative of tile changes in this country's competitive status tnd of its
ability to accommodate to change through continuing )I'og'e. inl
science and technology. It. is not. surprising that increases in foreign
ill
investment in n uanufacturing during the paist decade hiave Xelwn
of
exports
tilme,
sain
the it'eits mtiost advanced industrially. At the
manufachtures live increased in a chAly related pluttern.
''i, Onlecmlex illtttionshi )sbetween investllent. and exiorts valn be
t lie sil)ject of meaningful study only if they an' analyzed in t1w
context of basic O'!OnoIlic forces f(0O change. 'h littteri's of increase
in I)th categories, as shown in the following table, are closely Imnllel,
and they reflect the market attractions for Ameriean business supnpI)lylng directly front tile ITelted States and from plants abroad. Tihe PPr.
cent ages under the following headings show the distribution of V.S.
foreign investnmenit activity in the last decade by regions and industrial
sectors compared with a similar (list ribution of the increase, in exports.
IPercent distibutionsl
Value of
investment, I
Dec. 31. 1966
Total, all areas .......................................

Cumulative
plant and
eq-tipment
expenditures 1
195766

Increase In
exports of
manufactuets,
1957.66

10

IOJ

I00
33
41
26

Canada ...................................................
Europe .......................................
Other .........................................
Total, manufacturing ..................................

35
40
25

27
46
27

100

100

Chemcals ........... .................................
Machinery and transportation equipment ......................
Other manufacturing ........................................

19
41
40

20
44
36

100
18
57
25

i In manulacturins affiliates.

Evahburnqinve8tment activity

By evaluating the investment decisions of U.S. companies in tile
context of world economic change, their desire to hold a share in
foreign markets and to participate in the production plce'man
be better understood. While it is appropriate to ask the aistance of
internationally organized coi pani s in ineeting U.S. balance-of-payments objectives, they cannot be accountable for adverse trends due
to generaI economic change. They can be expected to exert their best.
efforts to improve balance-of-payments performance, but ad hoc
statistical criteria that have been suggested (often by industry, itself)
are of doubtful use in judging results.
Under the voluntary program with the business community, the
Department of Commerce has avoided passing judgment on the invest.nent plans of individual corporations. Tile goals or targets for
improvement in contributions are based upon ranges from results
in previous periods. Participants are asked to improve upon past
performance, but they are not expected to meet some criterion involving measurement of contributions relative to those of other corporations. They are being asked to reduce the adverse effects of foreign
investment through foreign borrowing or other means open to them
but they have not been asked to justify foreign operations by statistical
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nieasures of balance-of-paynlients "payouts' as implied in Some
statistical studies of direct investment abroad.
Efforts directed toward restraining private capital outflows have
encouraged businessmen and public admini strators to take an active
interest in d isvussims on tihe economic consequences of foreign investnient. This, in turn, has increased the demand for empirical studies
and for statistical data that Iluight Serve to delliouistrato flit" relatil0shi ps betweeti capital outflows and other bahIlIe-of-payments tra,actions. Sone of these sta..iical relationships are relatively straightforward, and generally interpreted in simi 'lar
fashion by till ('arefull
investigators. But other crucial relationships are highly complex,
extremely difllicult to ienasrell, and unfollulately subject to a.variety
of interpretations. Among these the etrects on impmrts and exlprts
are easily the most important in any meaningful study of fhe vonsequence, of foreign investment, and they also are the most difficult
to evaluate.
By much the same token, as investments have 'ontinued to rise
and as trade barriers have been steadily reduced, notable with tie
conclusion of the Kennedy round, competition ior world markets
has or soon will be entering a new and intensified phase. The growth It
in numbers and significance of preferential trading bloms of countries
has further augmented the paee of change and affected the interrela.
tionships of trade and investment.
A statistical analysis of these relationships would )e difficult to
conduct. at, this time since data now available would give only partial
and inconclusive results. The new survey of American business invest.
ments in foreign countries now underway will include information on
the extent to which exports are channeled through and promoted by
foreign affiliates of V.S. frins. However even these data will cover
only the single year 190O, and will not fill till of the important. informational gaps for definitive analysis of the subject.
Ratonide of 8tudie8 on fOrmgI invesinent and eapmn'n18
On the surface, it might appear relatively easy to measure the relationship between foreign investment anti exports, but this link is much
more tenuous anti complex than mere statistical measures suggest.
While investment activity has some obvious direct and indirect, effects
on exports, it is only one of several factors and, in many cas, has
only a marginal role in determining the level of exports.
Mtost. notably for postwar Japanlut also for some European countries, foreign investments were not involved in rapid expansion of

exports. In these case the internal cost structure, the distribution of

income, and the relative competitiveness of output were conducive to

It rapid increase in foreign sales. In contrast, despite active sales efforts
and extensive foreign investments the United Shttes la not main-

tained its relative share in certain categories of world trade.

While only competitive conditions in their broadest interpretations
are nectsary to explain most trade results, international business concerns do have some capacity to determine or at least influence patterns

of production and trade. Business decisions are, in turn, conlitioned

by other institutional factors including in recent years, for example,
theo development of regional, preferential trading groups (especially
the European Economic Community), the Canadian-United States
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.1kiloilotivo Produ-ts .kgrel(.11t, %variollsworld rade alld Illolnetilry
a'l(lords, and finally lie u.S. l~iie-of-n'eits prograiiis.
pi
Factors

sleh as these have intlteiced otll I T.S. foreign investment and 1.S.

exports, and there is a need for further study t4) antilyze these broad,
siee'ial ifluence.;.
If it voililtry does not have the wide (oml)etitive margin's that teni
to generate eXport, expansion easily, it may gain alternative benefits
through special institiltional arrangements. Mluch of the interest of
Ibusiness leaders in the study of trade among units of the same corporate family is based on their conviction that the United States all,

or does, obtain important benefits from these organizational ties. 'I'hev

hli'e attempted, therefore, to answer questions as to the quantity anl
duration of benefits gained through tile expansion of direct investment.
The conclusions derived in such studies would seem to be that the es.
tablishmentt of foreign producing affiliates usually provides foreign n
sales outlets for U.S.-made products, as well as creating demaind-s tor
U.S. equipment, parts, intermediate products, and other items which
result. in higher 1 .S. exports than could be expected in the absence of
any direct investment abroad.

On the revere side, an adverse impact through displacement of
exports front domestic sources by shifting production abroad may also
result. Little systematic or comirehlensive knowledge exists by which
it call be appraised. Such displacements may well have been the result
of the original competitive forces adverse to exports which motivated
companies to invest abroad in the first instance. Any analysis of the
impact of investment activity on export patterns must not ignore the
complexities of this mutual interrelationship.
A basic problem, therefore, is to formulate a rational set of cause
and effect relationships between investment and exports. Investment
abroad may encourage a variety of different types of exports--for
initial construction of facilities, for processing in the completed lants,
for repair and maintenance in the operation, or for resale to foreign
customers. The cause-and-effect relationships may span several time
periods; some exports are influenced immediately but may be affected
over a number of yeprs at the same or at. varying degrees. Production
abroad may create sales which could not have been made through exporting, whether because of tariff and nontariff barriers or transport
costs or through marketing difficulties and other adverse considerations.
On the other hand, exports of other goods may be retarded or eliminated. Production abroad by one U.S. corporate group may displace its
own or others' exports from the United States. The displacement may
occur only in the country with the producing facility or it may occur
in other countries that have access to the new foreign supply, as in
the case of other partners of a preferential trading bloc.
In addition there may be a variety of secondary effects on U.S.
exports. If U.S. investment abroad has a favorable influence on income
growth, the foreign country may become i better customer for a
variety of U.S. goods. New foreign sales might. also be promoted
through the presence of the new affiliate abroad acting as an agent for
other U.S. manufacturers, or selling other products of the same fin
and by establishing a market position and distribution facilities to

promote other sales.
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Meaningful analysis of the relevant cause and effect relationship,, is
diflicult without clear knowledge of the many, often complex motivations for investment abroad. In an earlier period, foreign investments
were often made primarily to obtain raw materials for domestic markets. Imported oil from Venezuela, sugar from Cuba, fruit from Central America, and so forth, were supplied by U.S. investors.
Since World War II, investments in primary production such
as oil in the Middle East and iron ore in Australia have been undertaken mainly to sul)ly foreign countries. These supplies may
have adverse eirects on 1.S. exports either by direct replacements
in the same commodity categories or, indirectly, by giving foreign
imanfacturers a cheaper source of raw materials supply than that
available in this country. This availability of cheaper raw materials
for foreign industry may, in turn, also inotivate our manufacturers
to liuild facilities abroad.
If specific U.S. exports are becoming uncompetitive in foreign
markets, a foreign producer may sometimes be. able to capture the
market unless the American supplier also shifts his production abroad.
These protective or defensive investments can also be conditioned by
the need to aVOid foreign tariffs and other foreign market restric-

tio1s.

In smunmatry, the initial problem of establishing significant effects
of foreign investment on exports is complicated by their great variety-some working to benefit exports and others to restrict them,
and some immediate or short lived while others extend over long
periods of time. They are not readily measurable by examining conimodity or country data on overall exports or reports by indi 'idual
('oromrtfions, because the ramifications can be exceedingly broad, and
the indirect effects of the investments may be stronger than those
which appear most closely related to them.
A second major problem, therefore, is the practical one of measurenent, in this complex set of influences, both statistical and qualitative.

Even if we measure only those exports (or changes in exports) that

are directly attributable to existing and/or to new investment abroad,
it, is necessary to know the alternative trade and other flows that
would have occurred in the absence of the U.S. investment.
For example, if it .S. affiliate builds a foreign plant it may pur-

(lase capital equipment in the United States. If the plant. were
built, instead by a foreign interest, U.S. capital equipment, might
nevertheless have been used in its erect ion. Similarly, base. mtte-

rials from the United States may have special preferences abroad

among U.S.-owned firms, but in other cases the competition for U.S.
supplies may be from foreign sources developed by U.S. firms. Ex-

ports of semiprocessed and finished goods may be more directly deterinned by intercorporate relations, but the latter especially tr also
subject to displacement effects as investments are made abroad.
1he problems of measuring displacement effects are the most

trouble.some aspects of an empirical investigation. Substitution of foreign for U.S. production is the seemingly apparent objective in much
foreign investment, but determining what would be lost anyway,
through the general processes of recent economic change, requires
agreement on assumpt ions that would be difficult to obtain.
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A iailability of datz for future studies
The Balance of Payments Division in the Office of Business Economics (Department of Commerce) has regularly compiled data on
direct investment capital transactions and on a series of related inflows including dividends and other income, royalties and other receipts, and special financial transactions. The portions of total merchandise trade directly related to investment activity abroad have
been compiled periodically, but these series are less complete and are
based on voluntarily reported samp les.
'The Division is now gathering data for a new survey of business investment abroad based on 1966 data. It will include information on
exports to foreign affiliates by type of commodity, sales of foreign affiliates including their exports to the United States and third countries,
and the sources and uses of funds in U.S.-owned foreign operations.
Information on exports to foreign affiliates will be more complete than
any previously collected, and should provide new insights into the
relationships of exports with foreign investment activity. This survey
will facilitate comparative analysis among industry goups to indicate
where exports have been most influencedby the existence of foreign
operations.
Obviously, these data alone will not give unequivocal answers to
many of the questions that have been put forward on the relationships
of exports and investment. The data will, however, be helpful for
studies on the extent to which U.S. exports are channeled to and promoted by foreign affiliates of U.S. firms. Problems of interpretation
will still remain and definitive calculations on all the effects of direct
investment should not be expected even when these data are available.
Consequently, additional data based on actual business experience
and judgment, particularly of a qualitative nature, are essential to
provide a sound basis for future policies in this area. It is hoped that
business firms with extensive experience, both in exporting and producing abroad, will participate in future deliberations and studies such
as those now underway to review present trade policies.

Tariff Preferences for Products of Less-Developed Countries
EXECUTIVE BBANCH STATEMENT

One of the key trade policy issues currently facing the world trading
community is the question of tariff preferences for developing countries. While this submission is limited to this issue, it should be clearly
recognized that tariff preferences are but one aspect of trade policies
relating to the special trade problems of developing countries.
Trade preferences are, of course, nothing new. We have maintained
a preferential trading arrangement with the Philippines for some
time though this will terminate in 1974. The members of the British
Commonwealth have extended mutual tariff preferences since 1931.
The French and other European countries have had similar arrangements with African countries for many years. The United States has,
in the past, opposed preferences both as a matter of principle and because we were skeptical that a workable, equitable, and meaningful
system could be developed. Our experience with the preferential arrangements that have existed up to now has generally been negative-while they have conferred some advantages on particular developing
countries, they have had serious disadvantages.
Among these disadvantages were that vested interests were built up
in maintaining margins of preference and preventing trade liberalization; preferences often stimulated inefficient production and a misallocation of resources in particular countries; ,the higher prices to consumers of products under such systems tended to reduce consumption
of the primary products the export of which is so vital to developing
countries; and, finally, reverse preferences-that is, preferences in
favor of particular developed countries in developing country markets-prevented developing countries from utilizing their limited foreign resources in the most economical manner.
In April of this year, President Johnson made the following statement to the chiefs of state of the inter-American system at Punta del
Este:
We have been examining the kind of trade initiatives that the United Statem
should propose in the years ahead. We are convinced that our future trade policy
must pay special attention to the needs of the developing countries in Latin
America and elsewhere in the world.
We have been exploring with other major Industrialized countries what practical steps can be taken to increase the export earnings of all developing countries. We recognize that comparable tariff treatment may not always permit developing countries to advance as rapidly as desired. Temporary tariff advantages
for all developing countries by all industrialized countries would be one way to
deal with this.
We think this idea is worth pursuing. We will be discussing It further with
Members of our Congress, with business and labor leaders, and we will seek
the cooperation of other governments in the world trading community to see
whether a broad consensus can be reached along these lines.
(381)
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A number of developments led to this statement :
First, it had become increasingly clear that there was a trend toward
the proliferation of preferential trading arrangements between certain developed countries and developing countries which threatens to
divide the world into "north-south" trading blocs. Should this happen,
we believe it would be a tragic step backward in the long struggle to
promote a liberal world trading system for both developed and developing countries. Recently, the developing countries themselves have
become dissatisfied with these arrangements. They have pressed for it
system of generalized tariff preferences to replace existing arrangements. Neighboring countries of the developing world who frequently
produce the same finds of products face discrimination in developed
country markets when one receives a preference and the other does not
simply because of the historical fact of colonial relationships. The system pits the poor against the poor and has neocolonial overtones. It is
made to order for creating friction and tensions among the very countries who most of all need to cooperate with each other economically
and for their mutual prosperity.
Second, there was the special problem of Latin America, the one
major area of the world that has historically had no trade preferences
in any market; instead, it has had to cope with discrimination against
its exports nearly everywhere. The Latin American governments have
been urging the United States to do something about this inequitable
situation.
Finally, there was the fact that the United States faced increasing
discrimination in developing country markets because many of these
preferential arrangements provide for the granting of preferences by
developing countries to developed countries.
It might have been expected that with the growing nationalism
characteristic of the newly independent countries, they would find
these economic ties to their former mother countries onerous, particularly since the reciprocal provisions often oblige them to pay more for
their imports than they might otherwise. Nevertheless, the apparent
short-term advantages of preferred markets for their exports, and the
economic assistance which usually accompanies these arrangements,
have apparently clouded their view of their own long-range economic
and political interests.
Wile the United States has strongly opposed the spread of discriminatory preferential arrangements between the developed and the
developing countries in the GATT, OECD. and other organizations
where trade policy is discussed, few other'developed or developing
countries were prepared to support us. It became increasingly clear
that the issue was perhaps not so much between a most-favored-nation
policy and preferences but rather between generalized and discriminatory preferences.
Our experience in the Kennedy round is also a factor in determining
our approach to preferences. Considerable progre-ss in lowering tariffs
on products of interest to the developing countries on a most-favorednation basis was, of comrse, achieved in the Kennedy round. However,
progress was not satisfactory in some areas. The important area of
tropical products, on which many developing countries heavily depend
for their export earnings, was perhaps the most disappointing in this
regard. The major reason for the lack of progress on tropical prodllucts
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is the fact, that some developed countries were unwilling to grant. con-

cessions on a most-favored-nation basis on products presently inpoled

under preferential trading systems, since a most-favored-nation re(iuction would reduce the margin of preference for their a&xciated
developing countries. A generalized preference scheme would eliminate this barrier to, further most-favored-nation tariff reductions on
triipical products. "

Moreover, while the Kennedy round did succeed in reducing duties
on manufactures and semimanufactures by some 35 percent, tariffs
remain a significant effective barrier against imports of a number of
l)roducts of key interest to developing countries. It is highly problematical whether the major developed countries will be prepared to enter
into another round of MFN tariff reductions in the near future. Moreover, even if such negotiations took place, it seems questionable
whether any but a few developing countries would be able to derive
significant. advantages from most-favored-nation duties reductions.
Perhaps these countries requre a "head start-a system of temporary
generalized preferences which would provide the basis for tile development of sound and efficient industries.
What are the prospects for agreement among developed countries
on generalized preferences, what are the problems involved, and what
could we expect. from such a system??
In early 1966, the United 8tates, Germany, France, and the United
Kingdoni, in a.special group of OECD, began to explore some of the
issues involved in preferences. This group as recently reached agreement on a set. of principles or guidelines which might form the basis
for an internationally acceptable system of tariff preferences for developing countries. however, while this agreement is a significant
breakthrough in moving toward an international consensus on this
important . object, it should be noted that there are many vital elements
which remain to be filled in. The matter will be discussed further in
the OECI) and UINCTAD.
Some of the major issues involved in implementing generalized preferences are as follows:
Which countries should receive preferences? While most countrie-s
can be clearly identified as developed or developing, there are a number of borderline cases. Objective measurement standards--per capita
income, gross national product, industrial production, and so forth, all
have their disadvantages. One solution which has been propsed is to
extend the benefits of the scheme to any country which claimed developing country status.
What products should be included in the scheme? There seems to be
general agreement that at a minimum, manufactures and semimanufactures should be included, but at what stage does a primary product
become it semimanufacture? Should processed agricultural products
be included? While the fact that most developing country exports are
primary or agricultural goods would appear to support inclusion of
these products in the scheme as well, the most important elements of
protection on agricultural products are nontariff in nature. and a
simple extension of tariff preferences would be inappropriate. There
fore, special treatment, product group by product group, may be
necessary.
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What about those products in which the developing countries are
already competitive? The purpose of preferences is to ive developing
countries a head start where they are not able to compete on an equal
basis with industrialized countries. Therefore, any preference scheme
will exclude industries which do not need this kind of special tariff
treatment.
A related question is that of safeguarding domestic industry in the
developed countries should imports of good included in the scheme
expand too rapidly. The developed countries are not likely to be prepared to grant tariff preferences without such safeguards, any more
than they are prepared to make most-favored-nation duty reductions
among developed countries without an escape clause. It should be noted
however that for most manufactured and semimanufactured products,
the developing countries would not be fully competitive with domestic
production in the industrialized countries, even with preferential
tariff treatment.
How deep should the tariff cut be? Tariffs vary widely from product
to product and from country to country and it may not be possible to
establish a universal rule on this. To be effective, the preference would
have to be in the form of duty-free treatment or a substantial reduction below the most-favored-nation rate.
Any new plan should have such trade coverage and access provisions
as are necessary to achieve the objective of eliminating the discriminatory treatment now accorded different groups of developing countries
in certain markets and improving the trade opportunities of all such
countries. Existing preferences should, to the largest extent possible be
subsumed in the new generalized plan. Also, in order to achieve air
"burden sharing" among the developed countries, all important industrialized trading countries should participate on a broadly equivalent
basis.
Provision should be made for eventual elimination of the so-called
reverse preferences--tariff or quota preferences extended to particular
developed countries by developing countries. There is no justification
for such arrangements, which penalize the developing countries by
denying them the opportunity to buy in the most favortble market. At
the same time, it is not reasonable to expect countries to grant preferential treatment to developing countries which discriminate against
their trade.
Finally, what should be the long-rnge outlook for preferences? A
preference scheme should not be allowed to create vested interests in
margins of preference and impede further liberalization of trade
among developed countries; such a development would not only be contrary to the interest of the developed countries in expanding world
trade, but it would be contrary to the long-run interests of the developing countries themselves. Neither should preferences be interpreted by
tile developing countries as a permanent advantage which would obviate the necessity for developing an efficient industry eventually capable of competing on the world market on a most-favored-nation
basis. Therefore, tariff advantages should be temporary and degessive.
If these and a number of other major problems can be resolved
satisfactorily, generalized tariff preferences could contribute to the
economic development of the developing countries by opening up op-
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opportunities for incre,-,sed export earnings and by fostering the growth
of new export industries. In order to obtain the capital equipment
needed to sustain the economic development proce3, these countries
must expand their exports; economic aid, as vital as it is in this
process, cannot do the job alone. Other factors, such as economic and
financial stability, the attraction of investment in export-oriented
industries, and proficiency in marketing goods abroad will determine
to large extent the ability of firms in the beneficiary countries to take
advantage of any preferential tariff rates established for them. It is
up to the developing countries 'to utilize these opportunities, for
example, by rationalizing their own economic systems, encouraging
private investment, and participating in regional markets which will
be large enough to justify mass production and specialization.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT . STERN, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, NIVE'RSITJY
OF MICHIOAN, ANN ARnon, M wit., ON NEW DIRECTIONSS IN V.S. TRADE

POLIClEs TOWARD THE LESS )EVELOpDED COUNTRIES
SUMMARY

With the conclusion recently of the Kennedy round of tariff negotiations and expiration of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, the time is
opportune to seek new directions in U.S. trade policies. In this regard,
movements toward increased protectionism must be vigorously resisted as being against the general interests of American consumers
and business firms and because they would invite similar actions from
abroad. New directions in trade policies should accordingly be framed
with the end in mind of furthering the objectives of trade liberalization which are to improve economic well-being both in this country
and abroad. What is important to realize however, is that while
further trade liberalization along traditional nondiscriminatory lines
may be beneficial to the already industrialized countries, it may not
have much to offer the less developed countries (LDC's). The LDC's
are for this reason seeking to alter the world trading system to make
it function explicitly in their behalf by obtaining more favorable
treatment of and discriminatory preferences for their exports of
primary commodities and manufactured goods to the United States
and the other industrial countries.
LDC aspirations could be met in part by making the present system
work more efficiently and equitably. But since this would involve many
changes in existing U.S. policies and programs, it may be unrealistic
to expect that much couldle done in a short time and with a significant
enough impact. It might be more fruitful, therefore, to change the
existing framework to make possible preferential treatment for the
exports of the LDC's. This should not be done by price-raising schemes
for primary commodity exports because such schemes are difficultt to
administer and may waste resources. But a system of trade preferences
for manufactured goods exported by the LDC's is well worth considering since such exports may presently be hampered significantly

by high "effective" rates of tariff protection in the United States.
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SI.VIE31 EN 11
With the conclusion recently of the "Kennedy round' of tarit reductions and the expiration of tie Tra(le Expansion Act of 1962, the
into appeals Op)portune to seel .iew died ions ill U.S. trade policies.
The choices open to this Nation range from the one extreme of unilateral reittoval of all barriers to imports to tho other extreme of .uilaterI imposit ion of a(lit ional Il)rrlS-s to shut off imports completely.
Thi first. extn,me of freeing all imports wohill impro v the Nation's
welfare Iy lowering lite prices of foreign goods ltcld by Ametn('fitl ('Ollllllr
I.M'5
a
ind
l.ess fiuiiis. It. wolhl also restilt it
moretwo1(1nel•. arlangemen1t of iat ional resOr its our relatively loss efficient
imiport -suIst itlite itltstries emiloiraeted aid export itdlistrie's expanded. T'ie oplsile ext reie, of shlttifing otl all ilports woutl make
fol'eign goods proh ihil.ivelyv ex pensi ve. lh is would eneotige resou r'e.
Io)imve fron our highly roidlictive export ililistries to emilployment
ill relt ivelV less efllieit imltistries that would he6 el(oliraged( to prodilce grooms o t le (lie place of implorlts.
I f we think of changes in trade policies as representing it movement
bhu,g :1 (,Out ililltlll !w w(,el, tit( two extremes meinitionedo, it. shoill be
rclar lhat he tiional ol)ject'ie which has beeln soght vial tlh Kenelld r, itn iinther Ihe a111 Iorizltiml ()f tlie l'ra(h Explnsion. At h:as
ie Itol move% ti I ilite(i St rates el)ser to the ideal extreme of free trade.
1h:1t is iml)ortant to emjlihtsizi, is thl:t this (toes not rel)resent a new
delnirtttre in OIl.' ti-'ile )olicv. Rather it mis, 1he in(lerstood as a conliation of" Iie policy of 6r1hlil
liieruI ixt ioln wihieli was instituted
more t han 3) years ago in this Nation's revi)rovil trade agreements
legislattion. l o nIovn now in the directionn of outright, )rotectionism
mvuild be colntrary to oilr nrtil imI se If'-interest at nd our role as a world
leader. It, would elt('oul'le.i, ot her nations to take similar actions in
retlaliat ion and self-defense. Everyone would )e worse ofr in the end.
ictate that I T.. trade policies should
The foregoin.g eonsideritim. (ionbe formulatedlto confine the lr-suit. of trade ihe;'alization. 1 I(itestIo lit
I t. (w :trise. ('On('('sn t le diret'oion these policies should follow.
'r'hat is, should we move Ilong general nondiscriminatory lines ais in
Ilie 'i'rade Elxpalnsion Act' or along lites that a t' designeol to diserimitiato it favor' of the le,,s-developed countries (L)Cs) I Since the
grounds foi. new trale policies favoring the- ,l)Cs are not widely
unIderstood and since s'h policies would represent, a radical (leparture
from the p:stlit the (-lise of thei( nitedt Stltes, tle present paper will
Seek to review some of the lba.ckground isstis which may help to shed
SMte light on the choices the Nati n has l)efore it.
W shuill begin by presenting some fats which are relevant in
evalIuatitug the rehtivi'ponominc position of the LDCs and the fritstrat ions they perceive it tie present-day arrangements for interna-

t ional trade and finance. We shall then dIs('tu from the standl)oilit. of
the ,I)(C's the major Issules arising out of these arrangements. Some
imdlietiois will h giveut thereafterof possible lnges in policy within
tlte existing f ramework of arrangements. We shall (iscuss, fin'ally, the
possible directions in which this framework might be altered by the
Ignited States for the explicit benefit of the LDC's.
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'he relaflve econon , poRsi/an anil /rustrathns
of the LDC's
We tll know the ol refn in that "lhe rich are getting richer hill(] the
p(N~l, are having children." This Inl'y reinind somebody of a song. But

to llbout two-thirds of tle worlds population, it sounds like real life.
We can observe iin this regard that ldlhough the rate of growth in1gross
nat ioial product ((IN P)) in the world's fl)('s between 19,57-58 and
1963-4 was about the sine as in the industrial countries (4.5 percent
per annu ais eoinlmred to 4.4 percent ), on a per capita basis GNP
growth pr annum ill the IXYs was only 2.1 Jlercent, as compared to
:1.1 pe'iut in the industrial countries. 'In ot1er words, the rate of
popular ion growth in the TI)C's (2.4 percent p'r annum) during this
elriod was nearly double. that of the indwLrtrial countries (1.3 perventi) . rhe signiheance of this, global widening of income diflerenes
ciii perhaps be more readily lipreciated when. we note that in 1963
average per capita GNP was $1,122 (ill 1962 prices) for all the indusrial (ointriiris a , onlmared to $141 for all th fl)C's..
Ot her faes worth noting are lhal the exports of the industrial coUlntries ilreilsed 1nnua1lly by 8.6 percent during 1950-60 and 8.4 percent
(h1iing 1960-65. ('olul;a'able rates for the lI)C's in the two periods

were 3.e anid 5.8 pet'l(elt. These dlhilves il rates of export growth

were a consequence il large ineosurte of increased trade aniong the inustrial count rides ltenise es rather titan trade with the LDIX/s. Note,
finally that the aniount of foreign aid as measured by the net official
disbul.sements of the industrial countries was practically unchanged
at. a nominal level of about $6 billion annually for the Periol. If we
take into aceotin interest payments by the IDCs and make allowance
for the significant overstatement of the.aforementioned nominal flow
due to the overvaluation of surplus agricultural commodity aid and
the excess costs imposed o the LDC's by aid tying, the foreign aid
transfer of real resources to the LDC's may presently not, be much
greater than about$4 billion annually. 4
The facts just. ricited suin up the basic frustrations of most, LDC's in
trying to accelerate their rates of economic growth, their belief that
the present system of world trade works primarily for the enhancement of the industrial countries, and that present foiign aid levels
are too snall in general to have much of an impact upon LDC grox 'th.
These frustration and beliefs were what lay behind the convening of
tile United Nations Conference on Tnide and )evelopment
UNCTAD) in Geneva in the spring of 1964. The oultcone of
UNCTAD was a codification of LDC aspirations on these matters of
trade and development into a series of recommendations and the'creation of a new U.N. agency dedicated to carrying out them recommendations. The UNCTAI) recommendations were designed to alter the
world trading system to the benefit of the LDC's by more favorable
treatment of anai discriminatory preferences for their exports of pri-.
I John Pincus, "Trade, Aid and Development: The Rich and Poor Nations" (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1967), p. 72. There were of course substantial variations In per
capita ONP growth rates by region. See Ibid. for details.
*Ibid., pp. 61 and 71. The averages by region were: Latin America, 338: Middle Bast,
$222; Asia, $92: and Africa, $105. These differences as compared to the lndustriai coun.
tries are somewhat overstated since the dollar exchange rates used tend to understate the
LDC per capita Incomes In terms of their purchasing power equivalents.
SIbid, pp. 58 and 60.
4Ibid, p. 310.

I
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mary commodities and manufactured goods and to seek larger amounts
of foreign aid on more favorable terms. In a remarkable display of
cohesion, the LDC's voted formally as a group ill favor of alIthese
recommendations. In a remarkable display of intransigence, the
United States opposed or abstained on most of the recommendations.
Europe and the Soviet bloc were somewhere in between.5
The United States apparently emerged from UNCTAD as the archdefender of faith in the present nondiscriminatory, free-trade philosophy underlying the present international trading system, having
given the impression of being unwilling or unable to see any substantive merit in the charges made by the LDC's against this philosophy and the actual operation of the system and their proposals for
altering it. Since UNCTAD is scheduled to be convened again in full
in New Delhi in early 1968, a reassessment of the U.S. position and
policies vis-a-vis the LDC's has already been set in motion in order to
forestall another debacle on the diplomatic front like the one in 1964.
The major lsue in the present-day y8tem of international trade
and flnane
The major issues under discussion go to the very foundation of the
present world trade and financial system. The pillars of this system
can be characterized in terms of nondiscrimination in trading relationships, reciprocity in tariff bargaining, orthodoxy in the reliance
upon monetary policy to deal with domestic inflation and balance-ofpayments difficulties, and the insistence on "credit worthiness" in the
financing of long-term projects for economic development. Institutionally, these matters are the responsibility of GATT in the case of
trade and tariffs, the IMF in the case of monetary stabilization, and
the World Bank (IBRD) in the case of development financing. These
institutions have evolved to the point where they now play major roles
in the world economy. But these roles have turned out to be of much
less consequence than could have been foreseen 20 years ago.
Thus, on trade matters, the industrial countries have sought waivers
on their GATT obligations, violated the agreement by establishing new
preference areas, and bypassed the agreement by creating new protective arrangements. We have witnessed, for example, the spectacles
of the United States obtaining a GATT waiver in order to protect
the formation of the European
American
agricultural
Common Market
which producers,
in part is designed to discriminate against
outsiders and to grant special preferences to former French colonies,
the Canadian-American automobile pact, and the cotton textiles arrangements which are intended to protect the United States and the
other industrial countries by restricting imports from the low-cost
LDC producers. GATT has sponsored a number of large-scale rounds
of reciprocal tariff reductions among its members in the postwar
period, the most significant being the recently concluded Kennedy
round. These tariff reductions have so far been of little benefit to the
LDC's, however, since the products affected were produced and traded
primarily by the industrial countries. Comparatively little progress
has been made in contrast in reducing tariffs on products of interest
countries
Is
negative"Economic
votes andPolicies
abstentions
the Developed
major developed
IA
record
Towardof Less
Countries"
(WashvenIn
Harryof 0.theJohnson,
ngton: The Brookings Institution, 198T), pp. 25M.
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to the LDC's because of producer opposition in the industrial countries,
especially in technologically less advanced industries that have long
been hig ily protected.
The founders of the IMF did not foresee the role which the U.S.
dollar was to play as a reserve currency nor did they endow the Fund
with resources large enough to deal with major balance-of-payments
crises and to meet increasing world liquidity needs. Thus, the gold
exchange standard of today is potentially unstable due to the sizable
accumulations of foreign-owned dollar balances that have resulted
from the continuing deficits in the U.S. balance of payments since
1957. The industrialcountries have found it convenient, moreover, to
deal with international financial matters cooperatively as a group
rather than individually through the IMF. In an effort to keep its
balance-of-payments deficits within bounds and thus to maintain the
stability of the dollar, the United States has seen fit to institute a
series of ad hoc measures and controls. Most importantly from the
standpoint of the LDC's, it has tied practically all of its foreign aid to
domestically produced goods. The effect of these procurement restrictions is to deprive the LDC's of much-needed flexibility in their development efforts and to deny them the opportunity of seeking out the
cheapest international sources of supply to meet their requirements.
Pending the elimination of the U.S. halance-of-payments deficit and
changes in the international monetary system which will free the
United States from its special responsibilities as a supplier of reserve
currency, there seems to be little prospect of doing away with aid
tying. This makes it all the more essential as far as the LDC's are con.
cerned to seek measures which will minimize the excess s costs to them
that arise out of aid-tying practices.
Foreign economic aid is disbursed for the most part Oil a bilateral
basis rather than on a multilateral basis through organizations such as
the World Bank, and it is looked upon by the industrial donor nations
mainly in foreign policy rather than strictly in commercial terms. Thus,
as Pincus has noted, foreign aid as an instrument of foreign policy
may involve many different motives., "Military security, maintenance
or extension of power and prestige (and its corollary, a latent fear of
change), economic advantage, cKarity, and a sense of community."'6
Since these motives may sometimes be conflicting and since success
in their achievement is often hard to measure from the standpoint not
only of the donor but also of the recipient countries, it is small wonder
that foreign aid has come to be looked upon with disenchantment in
the industrial countries and it has proven difficult in recent years to
argue persuasively in favor of larger aid commitments. Nor does it
seem very hopeful in this light to expect bilateral aid programs to give
way significantly to the provision of aid on a multilateral basis through
the World Bank and other international development-financing agencies.
Pincus has pointed out in this regard that it is likely that additional foreign aid and concessions to the LDC's will be realized only
in response to such factors as important new Communist expansion,
possible reductions in military spending a major reorientation of policy
in favor of giving more aid deliberately and without strings, or as a
aPincus, op. cit., p. 7.
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consequence of the persistence and skillfully applied pressure of the
LDC's themselves.' As already mentioned, UNCTAD is clearly one of
the major avenues by which the LDC's will stek to make their plaSsure
effective. The question is then how may the United States and the other
industrial countries respond to this pressure. Clearly. the choice. is one
of responding within the existing international isttutional framework or changing this framework.
Possible directions of policies within the cxrhting framework
Johnson has made the observation that:
Most of the serious criticisms that cnn be leveled against the present system
of International trading relationships (the GATT system) are Criticisms, not (if
the trade liberalizing intentions and objectives of that system, but of the ways
in which its operating rules and methods have been warped to serve protectionist
ends.'

It would thus appear in this light that actions of significant benefit
to the LI)C's might well be undertaken by the United States (and the

other industrial countries) within the present international instituional framework.
Such actions might involve: (1) reducing the inefficiencies in aid
policies which result from the emphasis upon bilateral aid, projet

rather than program assistance, and aid tying; (2) encouraging the
primary commodity export trade of the LDC's by reducing or liminating the barriers to this trade which exist presently in the form of tariffs,
quantitative import restrictions, excise taxes and other devices such
as mixing regulations and discrimination b government trading
monopolies; (3) reducing or eliminating tari and nontariff barriers
which impede existing and potential exports of manufactured goods by
the LDC's; and (4) adopting a more liberal immigration policy for
the less skilled and educated segnents of the LDC population and a
less liberal policy in order to discourage the emigration of educated
and professionally trained people from the LDC's.9
The difficulties inherent in such actions are evident since fundamental changes would be required in many domestic policies and programs
of long standing in the United States. For example, action on the aid
front would require significant changes in the orientation of foreign
policy, the removal of the U.S. balance-of-payments deficit, and
changes in the system of creating new international monetary reserve
assets to ease the pressure on the dollar. Depending upon the nature of
the primary commodity, major changes might be necessitated in
domestic support programs, tax systems, and the location of the processing of materials. A significant rise in imports of manufactured goods
would require an effective program of adjustment assistance especially
for workers that could not move or be retrained readily for other employment. Changes in immigration policy along the lines mentioned
above would be diametrically different from existing policies.
The chief appeal of the actions described above is that they would
result in an increase in economic efficiency and welfare in both the
United States and the LDC's, particularly if it were possible by means
of these actions to encourage removal in the LDC's of the various distortions in their economies caused especially by their policies of import
vIbid.,p 15.

Joh
p.241.
*Ibid., pp. 7 109.
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substitution, inflation, and currency overvaluation. Strong though the
ajtpeal of efficiency may be, however, there is the question of how realistic it is to believe that much progress can be.made in changing existing
policies in the United States in the next 5 or 10 years. And even if certain policies are in fact changed, it is by no means clear that this will
be enough to stimulate LDC growth significantly and satisfy LDC
aspirations for material improvement. Doubts on these scores have led
the LDC's to place great emphasis on changing the philosophy and
operation of the international trading system to function explicitly in
their favor. They have in particular sought two objectives: to obtain
more favorable prices for their.prinary commodity exports and tariff
preferences to encourage their industrial growth and their exports of
manufactured goods to the advanced countries.
Polloje. de.signed to change the existing framework
In theory at least, schemes to raise commodity prices work best when
demand for the commodity is relatively price inelastic, although as
Johnson has pointed out, optimal restrictions could be devised for any
specified ranges of elasticities.O While the implementation of price

raising schemes would benefit a number of LDC's, such schemes have
little to commend themselves because of their administrative difficulties
and the inefficiencies in resource allocation which they entail. In certain circumstances, nevertheless, it may turn out th'at price raising
schemes are the only way in which income transfers can in effect be
made from the industrial countries to the LDC's.
The question of trade preferences for LDC-manufactured goods exports has taken on special significance and interest because of the persuasive arguments from the LDC point of view that may be found in
the writings of Raul Prebisch," the remarkable mentor and first Secretary-General of UNCTAD, and because of the major breakthrough
which has taken place recently in tariff theory with the development,
attributable in great part to Johnson, of the theory of "effective protection." 12 As the LDCs see it, tariff preferences for theirenanufactured goods exports would enable them to industrialize more completely and rapidly than would otherwise be possible. In particular,
their rationale for preferences is framed in terms of the traditional
benefits arising from the development of infant industrim. But, as
Johnson has noted, this is economically dubious since the industries
that are most highly protected in the industrial countries and that
might therefore 5e the subject of preferences are not necessarily the
ones that would bring infant industry benefits to the LDC's.13 Preferences must therefore be looked upon mainly as another alternative
way of providing additional resources to the LDC's.
A comnion reaction in opposition to the use of trade preferences has
been that the tariff rates on commodities imported into the industrial
countries are already relatively low and will be reduced even further
as a result of the Kennedy round. Thus, the margins of any preferences
granted would be so small that they would have little or no effect in

0Raui Preblscb,

11 Ibid., ;p. 154-156.

"Towards a New Trade Policy for Development" (New York: United
Nations, 1964).
12Harry 0. Johnson, "The Theory of Tarit Structure, with Special Reference to World
Trade and Development" In Trade and Development, Etudes et Travaux de I'Institut
Universitalre de Hautes Etudes Internationales, No. 4 (Geneva: Librairle Dros, 1965).
isJohnson, economicc Policies * * * ,, p. 182.
87-822-68--pt. 1-
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makes it verv e'lear that this argunilnlt is li'laneeptahle on tlheoretial
gi'oind. heelilte what Inntitters is not tile rates on il11(1vidiial o'lliiiodlities blut tile strlltilre of the.4, rats with reference to dollesti' value
added ill the process of prolictioll. This is aImatter of great ilJortance becalise, the tariff structutres in the Unititel States and ill tile
other indUrt4rial countries are es-Aalated aceor(ing to tie stage of prodhction. Tlhat is, the rates typically rise fronm raw materials to semnimanufactures to finished goods, with constlmer good-, generally bearing
inuch higher rates than capital goods. The successive stillges of the

j)roduction process will thus be accorded greater effective protection
at rates which may be substantially in excess of rates listed in the
('olintry s import tariff schedtle.1 'lThis coi'lusion has been borle out
in an eml)irical study by Balassa.13 Using 1962 data, he found that the
average effective rates of protection of value added ill the United
States and in the other major industrial countries were substantially
higher than the average nomlinal rates, and that the effective rates of
protection tended to be unusually high for manufactured products in
which the LDC's have a sle'ial hiterest.16
A strong case can be made therefore that commercial policies in tile
advanced countries l)rovide a major impediment to the industrial
growth and exports of the LDC's and that accordingly these policies
should be liberalized. Such liberalization could well entail the gilliting of trade preferences. As Johnson has noted, there is no reason why
these preferences need conforln to the GATT principles of reil)rocity
and nondiscrimination if we think of preferences as an alternative

form of aid." GATT members so disposed might be permitted to
extend l)references to the LDC's that they wish to hell) in much the
same way as they do now by extending other forns of aid. At the
same time, the GATT machinery could be retained to deal with possible injuries to third parties.
CONCLUSION

It was mentioned earlier that the second UNCTAD is to be convened
in full in early 1968. The United States in particular cannot go to this
meeting empty handed because of the persistent pressures that will be
exerted-by the LDC's to obtain meaningful concessions above all on
matters of trade. Now that the Kennedy round has been completed and
the Trade Expansion Act has expired, the time appears opportune for
MA simple example may help to demonstrate this point. Let us define the effective rate
of protection of a production process I as T=(t,-Z,ot4)l,/V.
Where ti represents the actual tariff rate on the commodity at the last stage of production: t the tariff rate on commodity f (with 4= I... a) which represents Inputs Into
the production roieu al,. the cost per unit value of output of I of the Input of com
modity f which used In process 1; and vj, the value added in process I per uidt value of
output. Suppose that for a given production proem imported materials account for half
the world market price of the final product and that such materials are dutiable at 10 per.
cent while the duty on the final product is 20 percent. The eleottv# rate of protection on
value added In the given production process will therefore by 30 percent IT = (0.20-0.50 x
0.10)/0.50=0.801, as com ared to -he nominal rate of 20 percent ap licable to thp final
product itself. To put this inanother way, the domestic value of the laor and capital used
in the given production process receives protection on the order of 30 percent in excess
of what this value would be If the services of these factors were purchased at world
market
prices.
is Bela Balassa, "Tariff Protection In Industrial Countries; An Evaluation," J.urnnl of
Political Economy, Vol. LXxIii December 1965).
IsBalassa's results are reproduced In part in Johnson, "Economic Policies * *", pp. 98101It and
174-75 and In Pincus. op. cit., pp. 192-98.
Johnson, "Economic Policies * * , p. 199.
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a major reevaluation of (*.S. trade policies. Protectionism is not tile
1lnswer: it should he discourage i I all forms Ie(alse it will result
in relatively higher pri,.es fo' American consumers and increased eosts
lr Anieri(aul IY11siletss firms. At the very least we could continue to
pIrsue our trade policies along thp lines of the Trade Expansion Act.
Iut in keeping with this Natio'Ms long tradition of humanitarianism,
we should seek a new and bold initiative to mold our trade policies in
t lie . vice of more rapid and efficient growth in the LDC's where twothirds of the world's population resides in, comparative poverty.

International Commodity Agreements
EXECuTIVE BBANCH STATEMENT
SU3131ARY

Commodity agreements are one possible approach to stabilizing commodity prices and improving other conditions of commodity trade.
Despite its desire to avoid extending the scope of governmental regulation of trade, the United States is prepared to consider commodity
agreements on a case-by-case basis, particularly where they might
serve its own trade interests or significantly strengthen the export
position of developing countries. Because of the dependence of most
developing countries on exports of one or two primary products, com-

modity agreements can play a usmeful if limited role in helping these
countries with their trade 'problems, which are at present a serious
obstacle to their economic development.
Only a limited number of commodities lend themselves to such
treatment; for most products. there are reasons why it is either not
feasible or not economically desirable over the long term to have a
formal commodity agreement (e.g., problems of substitutes, perishability, market structure). Conflicts of interests between producers
and consumers or among producers may also block the negotiation of
agreements. The common form of governmental cooperation on a.par-

ticular commodity is not a commodity agreement, but a more modest
and flexible arrangement, the commodity study group.
rhus, there has been relatively little partical experience with commodity agreements, despite the theoretical prominence of the technique
as a solution for commodity problems. It is hard to generalize on the
basis of the four price stabilization agreements which have been in
effect in the postwar period since they are significantly different in
form and scope. The wheat, sugar and tin agreements, negotiated in
the early postwar period, have iad limited purposes and served them
reasonably well, at least for a time. The International Coffee Agreement of 1962 is the first test of the theory that an agreement can be
an instrument of development, not only supporting prices and export
earnings in the short run, but generating resources and buying time
to correct underlying structural problems in the developing producing countries.
Conclusions to be drawn from the coffee agreement and the recently concluded grains arrangement are(1) A well-conceived agreement can deal constructively with
more than the short-term price situation;
(2) The attempt to broaden the scope of a commodity agree.
ment in this manner can seriously complicate the negotiations:
(3) The problems of making an agreement work as planned
may be formidable when producing countries lack the institutions and disciplines to live up to their obligations; and
(395)
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(4) An agreement can provide the framework, however, within
whichI better answers to particular problems can be gradually
evolved.
I. Introduction
Primary products-foodstuffs, fuels, and raw niaterials--make up
the bulk items moving in. world trade. They are of great importance
in both U.S. exports and imports. In 1966, grains, soybeans, tobacco,
cotton, and metal ores accounted for almost 20 percent of U.S. export
earnings, while coffee, bananas, sugar, petroleum, and metal ores made
up 20 percent of our imports. We are always articularly concerned
with the prices and conditions of access to markets for those primary
products which we export.
Important as they are to the United States, developments in primary
product markets are even more crucial to the political and economic
fortunes of the developing countries. Production of primary products
is the base of their economic life, the source of much of their income
and employment. Their receipts from exports of primary products
are their main source of foreign exchange. Slight adversechanges in
this area can have enormous repercussions..
Ie are trying to help these nations help themselves and finding
ways to develop their export trade is one way to do this. We have botri
a political and commercial stake in this matter. The developing countries already provide an outlet for $8 billion of our commercial exports. They can become our fastest growing markets as they reach the
stage of self-sustaining growth.
Unless otherwise stated, this presentation is devoted to an examination of commodity agreements in relation to the trade problems of
developing countries.
II. The pre8sures of conmmodity problenaon the developing coutitries
Background.-Economic growth in less-developed countries requires inter alia the importation of increasing amounts of capital
equipment and other goods which can in general be purchased only
from developed countries. While foreign aid is an essential supplement in financing imports needed for development, the great bulk of
the foreign exchange resources of developing countries comes, and
for the foreseeable future will continue to come, from their trade
earnings.
Over 85 percent of the trade receipts of developing countries as a
group is derived from exports of food, agricultural raw materials,
metals, and fuels. Moreover one or two commodities account for the
bulk of the export trade o most developing countries. Some 30 of
the 77 nations classed by the United .Natmons as developing countries
depend upon a single product for at least half of their export earnings.
Colombia, for example, depends on coffee for 70 percent of its export
earnings. Cocoa provides Ghana with 60 p ercent of its earnings; and
copper almost 70 percent of Chile's earnings. Malaysia depends on
rubber for 53 percent of its earnings; the Sudan depends on cotton and
cottonseed for 0 percent. This heavy dependence on trade in one or
two commoditiesmakes the low-income countries peculiarly vulnerable
to world market developments over which they have relatively little
control. Moreover, the range of products into which these countries
can easily diversify is limited. In their efforts to expand and broaden
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their export base, they tend to move into already crowded fields and
may jointly bring on an overexpansion of world capacity for particular
primary products.
Short-term price fluctuation.-World marketprices for most primary products fluctuate widely over short. periods. For a variety of
reasons, the tendency toward price instability is greater for those
products exported wholly or mainly by developing countries. The
wholesale price of Brazilian coffee has been as high as 90 cents a pound
and as low as 32 cents in the past decade. Cocoa was 58 cents a pound
in 1954, 27 cents in 1956, and 44 cents in 1958. In 1965 it dropped to
11 cents, the lowest price in two decades. It has since risen to 30 cents
in 1967. There have been similar sharp and sudden variations in price
for other products exported by developing countries, brought on by
such recurring short-term factors as variations in weather and yields,
which affect levels of output? and by variations in economic activity
in the main consuming countries, which affect demand.
Instability in commodity markets has widespread repercussions
throughout the fragile economies of the developing countries. In
periods of high prices serious internal inflationary pressures often develop. When prices drop, so do government revenues, investment, imports, and the level of economic activity. Development projects are
interrupted, and development programs fall short of their targets.
,.moothing out the effects of price fluctuations in developing countries
is often not possible, because of inadequacy of administrative structures, weak political situations, or inadequate financial resources.
More importantly, instability in commodity markets feeds on itself.
Producers have great difficulty responding to adverse price changes,
because the economy lacks flexibility and their economic alternatives
are few. Excessively high prices in periods of shortage lead to overproduction; overproduction to glut and excessively ow prices; low
prices to underproduction, and so on in a continuous cycle of exaggerated ups and downs. The waste and misallocations of resources are
particularly significant in the case of tree crops with their long
gestation p riod.
The tlonger-range proble .--More serious than short-term price
instability is the fact that world demand for most traditional export
products of the low-income countries is not dynamic. In many cases,
supply has been expanding faster than demand and, under pressure
of an emerging surplus situation, prices have been declining. In consequence, the rate of growth of the export earnings of the developing
countries has not kept pace with the expansion in world trade generally or with their own rising import needs.
The growth items in world commodity trade, except for petroleum,
are generally exported by the developed, not developing countries.
(Examples are soybeans, meat, and aluminum.) For such products as
coffee, sugar, and grains, per capita demand in the main consuming
countries is generally saturated. Synthetic products have steadily
eaten into the markets for natural rubber, cotton, wool, and hard
fibers. Other technological developments have led to economies in the
use of raw materials, as in the case of tin, or to the gradual obsolescence of certain uses, as in the case of jute as a packaging material.
Finally, agricultural protection and rising productivity in developed
countries have seriously eroded markets or sugar, fats and oils, and
certain other agricultural products exported by developing countries.
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In the 1952-61 period, the value of the developing countries' exporta (excluding petroleum, which affects only
creased by only 19 percent, not even keeping a few countries) inpace with population
growth, let alone providing resources for development
at satisfactory
rates. In the same period, the export receipts of the
industrial
countrieWs
increased by about 70 percent. The developing
countries'
share of
world export trade dropped from 27 percent in
1953 to less than 20
percent in 1965.
Many developing countries have found
unit value of their imports rising more rapidly than their exportthe
earnings. In other words.
in terms of real lpurchasllw1 power, they have been
losing ground.
P'en'e. for aetion.-f-liTese common characteristics
of primary
commodity trade-inherent price instability, slow
growth
a persisteht tendency to oversupply-have created seriousin demand.
economic
and political problems for developing countries,
hampered
development, programs, and led developing countries to press
corrective action. Particularly in recent years, with for international
the great increase
il independent national States, the developing
countries
have combited forces in such international forums as
the
United
Nations.
GATT and the FAO, as well as specialized commodity
groups,
to promote concerted action on their commodity prollemS.
.
Oil
a
genera
l
plane, these efforts reached a crescendo at the
fi
st
United
Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
in 1964, when
developing countries in unison called for a systematic
and practical
effort to improve their commodity trade through "commodity
arrangenients" (ineaning commodity agreements or study
groups
as
appropriate), improved access to markets, compensatory
unexpected shortfalls in export earnings, and financing to ofset
export promotionn
nmeastres. A seond UNCTAD Conference is scheduled
New Delhi in February-March 1168 and developing to 1he held in
countries will
continue to press forw ard with their efforts to
secure better trading
conditions for their primary products
While recognizing that commodity
are not feasible or
desirable in all cases and are not in anvagreements
event the only answer to their
problems, most developing countries" want more
aattention paid to
agreements as a vehicle fori moderating
their
trade
have a faith that agreements, where practicable, cannotdifficulties. Tiey
short term ]price fluctuations, but improve the level only smooth oit
of prices and the
structure of world production and trade.
111. The meehanim of agreements
The commodity agreements of the postwar
wheat, sugar,
tin, and coffee-differ from earlier efforts to period-in
influence world naiket
prices in that. they are joint producer-consumer
principles for international commodity action laid undertaking. The
down in the Havana
Charter, and now generally accepted by governments,
provide that
such agreements shall protect consumer as well
as
producer
interests
and give consuming and producing countries equal
voice in all decisions.
Commodity agreements can take
forms and are tailor made
to fit the particular circumstances various
of the situation concerned. The"
principall mechanisms which have been applied in
practice are the ex)ort quota system, the buffer stock.and the multilateral
contract. There
are other possible mechanisms, at least in theory.
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The sugar agreement adopted the export quota approach. Each participating exporting country had a basic quota for shipments to tle
wold market, based on historical shares. Actual quotas were raised or
lowered, proportionally, as prices aproached the top or bottom of the
agreed range. As a protection for consumers, exporters were obligated
to hold a specified volume of stocks. In practice, the market changes
with which the agreement was faced were often beyond its power to
control and prices moved outside the range from time to time. The
economic provisions of the agreement became inoperative in 1962, after
Cuba and other exporters failed to agree on a revision of basic quotas.
Recent attempts to develop a new agreement have made little headway,
again due in part to Cuba's. quota demands.
The basic mechanism of the tin agreement is a buffer stock, which
buys as the market price reaches the lower level of an agreed range and
sells when the price moves into the tipper part of the range. Export
quotas may also be imposed, as required to back up the buffer stock.
Present plans for a cocoa agreement also call for a buffer stock, but one
that at the bottom of the range will buy cocoa in excess of sales quotas
for sale as the maximum price is approached.
The International Wheat Agreement is the only example of a multilateral contract. Originally, the undertaking was that importing countries would buy from participating exporters agreed quantities at a
specified minimum price when the market price slipped below that
level, and exporting countries would sell to participating importers
agreed quantities at a fixed maximum price when the market moved
above that level. As the agreement was successively renewed, the obligations of exporting and importing countries ceased to be syninetrict l.
Importers agreed to buy a specified percentage of their imports from
member exporters at a price within the agreement range and exporters
agreed to sell to member importers within this range.
The recently negotiated International Grains Arrangement, which
is to take the place of the wheat agreement, uses much the same mechanismn. A new feature is a Food Aid Convention, which recognizes the
necessity for a continued large-scale flow of grain to developing countries on concessional terms and obligates all developed signatory countries, both grain exporters and grain importers, to support a 4.5 million
ton food aid program. Beyond its humanitarian benefits, the Food Aid
Convention will benefit commercial markets, through the obligation
on signatory countries to contribute either grain or cash to purchase
graim.
The coffee agreement relies on export quotas as the price-stabilizing
mechanisms. The basic problem in coffee is not the risk of short-tern
price swings but a large and persistent surplus production, which must
be curbed if the quota system. is to be viable for any extended period.
The coffee agreement has not only worked to avert a disastrous collapse of coffee prices, by restricting the flow of supplies to the market,
but also provides the framework for a joint effort to use the extra
resources made available by the agreement to cut back production,
reduce producers' stocks, and achieve a long-term equilibrium between
world supply and demand. The agreement also contains provisions
aimed at expanding consumption but demand cannot be expected to
increase fast enough to produce market equilibrium; resources must be
moved out of production.
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The steps taken to date which indirectly serve this purpose are a
selective system of adjusting export quotas in response to price changes
(and market. demand) for the four main types of coffee, and an enforcement system designed to halt evasion of quotas, which should help
bring home to producers that production in excess of authorized ex-

ports and domestic needs has no value but become a burden. In addition, in the renegotiation of the agreement, a major effort is being directed toward the creation of a diversification fund, financed largely
by producers, and the promotion, in cooperation with international

financial agencies, of country diversification program tailored to tile

needs of the countries concerned. The coffee agreement is in a sense
unique but it does illustrate the possibilities that exist, and the innovations that can be devised, to move toward market equilibrium and
eventual market freedom without subjecting the developing producing
countries to all the financially disruptive and politicallY dangerous
adjustments that may result fr om reliance on market forces alone.
problemss of neqoitflon mid implementation.-Not all commodities

lend themselves to formal agreements. It would be difficult to develop
an effective agreement of tle conventional type for perislable commodities like bananaq: for oils and oilseeds, because of problems of
substitutability and competition from synthetics: or for those metals
where scrap is' a major element of supply.
In addition to these technical or economic problems. there are
political difficulties in tihe negotiation and implementation of any
agreement.
Agreement among the participants on a realistic price range w-ithin
which it can be expected to stabilize prices must be obtained before
negotiations have a chance for successful conclusion. Normally, agreement must also be reached among producers on relative shares of the
market. This effort can penalize tie most dynamic and progressive producers, because quotas tend to be set on the basis of past export performance and not with an eve to relative efficiency. As a result t,o0Wcost. producers become restive in time and are tempted to violate the
agreement so as to capture a larger share of the market for themselves.
New producers also seek a share of the market without regard to the
requirements of the agreement.
Thus, another problem may be enforcement of the provisions of the
agreement, once established. Supplying countries find it hard to limit
exports to their quotas so long as additional sales offer the immediate
prospect of extra earnings. Coffee-producing countries tried to regulate supplies to the coffee market in the late 1950's but failed because
members were unable or unwilling to abide by their export quotas.
Each sought to evade the burden of export control at his neighbor's ex.
pense. But the result of such widespread evasion was to place more
coffee on the market than it could absorb at prevailing prices and to
force down prices for all. Similar problems plagued the current coffee
agreement in its initial years.
Clearly, an agreement that depends on supply control cannot protect. producers unless they are prepared to hold hack supplies when the
market is weak. Nor can it protect consumers if exporting countries
are not prepared to release available supplies when prices are pushing
through the ceiling.
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The task of setting production goals for each supplying country so
as to bring world production into line with estimated world consumjtion is an especially delicate and difficult problem. Countries not oniy
have to agree on which among them should expand production and
which should curtail but, having agreed, must then follow through
on their agreement. The curtailing of production and finding of alternative employment for displaced labor is acutely difficult. The problems which the United States would face in this regard are compounded many times in the developing countries. Yet, unless such action is taken 'in the case of commodities in persistent oversupply, a
commodity agreement is likely to fail as stocks build up and the cost
of holding them becomes intolerable. A main value of an agreement
may be the leverage it provides to force governments of developing
countries to take these "self-help" measures.
IV. U.S. poSdiflon o commodity agreements
The United States was for many years reluctant to support international commodity agreements, although it did participate in the
agreements in sugar and wheat-commodities produced at home. It
has not joined the tin agreement.
.
A combination of factors, however, led to modification of this position a few years ago and to active U.S. participation in the developmnent of the coffee agreement and in the current negotiations for a cocou
agreement. These factors are (1) recognition that losses in commodity
export earnings can offset the resources made available through our
foreign aid program and thus impair the benefits of that program; (2)
recognition of the need for a special effort to help the developing countries become more self-supporting through trade in light of the lag
in growth of their trade in recent years; -3)the sheer number of new,
independent countries heavily dependent on commodity trade, and the
growing force of the political pressure which they ana other developig countries are exerting on the industrial world for assistance in
overcoming their trade problems; and (4) the increasing evidence that
the economic ups and downs caused by commodity problems inspire
political unrest and have a serious impact on our foreign policy objectives.
The participation of consumer countries in agreements is essential.
Without them, there is no satisfactory way to police an agreement or
to prevent producers unwilling to accept the disciplines of an agreement from profiting from the restraint others observe. This lack of enforceable sanctions was one of the main reasons why the producers'
coffee agreement of 1958-62 did not work. With consumers as members, the possibilities for insuring compliance with obligations under
an agreement and for moderating disagreement among producer nations and in applying enforcement measures have been crucial in
keeping the present coffee agreement functioning.
In addition where it is clear that an agreement is feasible and desired by a suicient number of countries, there is a presumption in
favor of U.S. involvement to safeguard its own trade interests and the
requirements of its consuming public. Not only the range of prices
provided for in an agreement, but the form of controls and administrative mechanisms can have an impact on American consumers, trade,
and industry. When the U.S. Government participates in negotiation
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oi
of ai agreement, it. seeks tlt, active advice of trade and indu.strt
such matters and makes every effort to keep new controls to a miuinm

and to retain as inueli as possible of the normal market mnltlisil.
It. also seeks to insure that prices, while fair and renlulieraitive to proiucerg, are in lineo with the realities of the ma111rket ald Such as will bie

reasonAble and aceeptable to the U.S.consuming public.
Thum, the hited States is prejiared to consider sypjat lit i-aillv any
reasonable proposal for allev'it ing t lhe pr ddnlems of commodity i rade,
including i conmolity igrelient. 1)espitlt tie tehlical, eoollillce.
andlolitieal difieulties. of devising and op)erat ing agrepmnts, it seems
eleir that eonstruetivi' and workable agreements are possible. ' herefore, th e United States should cooperlte with other governments in
examilling all proposal on their nmerit.s and .olltriblte a measure if
leaderslil ill clarifying whilt is find is Int feasible land ecolnoliically0
S0titid.
'i'he
Unite States does not, on le tle,' hat nd, elollrage fhe tholight
that there is 1nuich scope for IIt'W formal igreements. A lllre Iliil"et
an1d flexible approlll to joint fiction on palrticular om ily probmdv group. Such aw now exists
hlm is tlie intelrniitionlil cmolili
for rubber, cotton, wool, hilld-ziliC, iingst;ei, hiai and soft tilirs, fiits
and oils, rice, and inanis, These groups perform i variety of viarilllh
services, inellding thle disselitnatll lnind imlrovenliellt *of Stli isteis
on
l tile detailed prolband lstltistical forestss, periodic consu.ilsiiont
lei s fiaeing )rodlueers and consulliers, aild o nsionllly some form of
voluiltary arranlgemien. designed to lvelt or clorect ainilkeIt proltleml.
Iitlh eaWrl postwar period, it waS assmllied that, lmhe-niin function of,
a stud1I group was to eary out. the pItI'l)t'ltor• work leading to a
formal stiibilizitionliiagreemienlt. Itisnow gelle'lllv r'cogiliized that a
Std
idrioll can be it Stabilizing force in its own right and that itmay
he tie esti
or only possible forn of ail inllteritional ciiiinoiility
arraligelient in

vnan
cases.

There are still otlhllr, uor el'le ll lleasures to iprhoitve i ivtiis of
eomimiodity trade whiel arc -Smlpllirted by tie I listed Shites. Thus, it,
favors conliilling eloits to) redli e ulnlvesslry hia'rriers. to trade ai1d
'
t arills
lile -ferential
collsiillpt ion, ineluldig Ilie high revenue di it and
of Some developed countries which aieet Ilie levelIs lld patterns of
tlith develtrade in tropical products. forts to facilitile trade 1nioi
antIiiarkettitt.
o)hing countries, to help them Improve t heir ioductict ion
techni qules,., nti( to broadelln their export a' aireillso important, in this
s llso i instrumental in prolnting estiabcontex Tihe united States wai
lishilent, of tlt, I F's collipelitory hllfliing flcility to provide
quick balance-of-piayments assistiice io developing onlllitlies sit ll'erili
temporary shortfolll in export elllings.
To Siill 1i1), eonlinodity agreements Call play a useful Ihough Ilimiteld
role in hellling the teveloilig conliltries wit their trade probhns.
'I'"lliev are Io )alllea, however, a aiifre tolie considered as on ll e of
1
w1'111
. be etsseitilil, to)
several io ,i'lh
measures which ml1Y hi'ed,
(ieal wi these problemsn-.
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rrl1:s N U.S. FUItma" TR.DE P'oLIXCY
(Ry lalph 1. St rlls)
lle Trade l,:xinlsioil Act if 1962 (T'.k), which inspired the Kentiedy%roudll of trade liegoltiati ls, will expire on Jiule ;30, 1967. Th,

tlhe1'residellt, alnd the Colgrerss it'-( clfrllited with the necemsity of
Illakinlg soie basic alld
IUHI
cial decision 'egadilg
flutUlre '.S. foreign
rade pol icy. Five years ago, well thitllst
major review of tile el't ire
I .S. trade program wus carried d out, Presidelt Keinedy and the Col-

greSS a vree(l Upon subsallntlul clallge.s, emulo(Iiel ill thle Trade Expils.ion1ct. In illy ju(lglent, preal)lrafil(m shold now be made for new
trade legislation authorizing even illore far-reaching illitiatives. Before examinilng these )rOlO)0.dl.. it will Ikx
instruct ive to review briefly

the history of I .S.trade anid tarilr policy sinllce 1930 with emphasis oil
heTlE'A (and
the Kenlleiy round negotIlitio)s.
At the begiiliiig of tlt: great eolnolmnic depression, Congress passed

Ili(%Suloot-Hwley Tarifr Act, of 1930 establishing the highest tariff
~ ~ hol)iig
rates ill I".5. history,
tltereby to protect 1;.S. ministries rather
~
thal to increase exorlts. Ilevitablh, tills legislation set off a series of
tariff retaliation abroad, and world tiade declined p)recil)itously. In
•

.

t o

1

I

I

elr'ect, delpression.s were exl)orted from olle Colultry to another. )isillsioninent. quickly followed, id there was grow lg awareness that
tiii ex lllnsiOll ill world trade ul.st depend oil reciprocal tariff re(hilctio.s h V all major Inatiolls. 'To lead tlhe way, the Reeil rocal Trade
Agreellelts Act of 1934 auithoriezed the Pres'idelt to redlce I'.S. imiIport duties hy not more lhlt ;')0 percent ill exchange for equivalent
cnIcPSSiomis fro1 other govellellts. By 1945, several bilateral trade
lgrellellts had beellnegotialed by the 1Unliited States,, thereby reverse.
ing the tren(I to protectioilisin.
It 1945, with World War 1I coining to a close., Congress extended
tie Trade Agreementq Act, authorizing the President to reduce existing tariffs by an additional 50 percent. Most of the authority inder
the original act had been exhausted. Concern about l)otentill. injury
to I.S. industries led Congress to add a "peril point clausell" 1 in t1he
Trade Agreements Extentsion Act of 1948 and an "escape claulsO" 2

inthe 1951 act. In the 1955 and 1958 extensions of the act more "escape

clause" restrictions were added, including safeguards dealing with
national security.

By 1962 it al)pared that the old form of Ilaio legislation lind )ee'olne
outmoded for a vian.ty of reasons. Tile 19,158 renewal of te Trade
I Tie peril point clause" direct the Tariff Comuission to deterznne-Pior to negotlhtltltIR--IiIl

The " =
result In

level of iui'h Iae ,1,10
.sIrT to preventi Injury to (Ioneltllt, immlucerit.
ellimpu" nutholeau the V.S. I'tNee ite to withdraw tarilf lon aeasiole that
mulalllhil Injury to dwnuleic iindusries.
ihIlll

(.1031
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Agreements Act, permitting a 20-percent reduction in the U.S. tariff
on an iten-by-item basis, resulted in the )illon round of 1960-tle
fifth series of trade negotiations since the war. This produced only
marginal tariff (uts.

Menii President. Kennedy proposed the T'ade Expansion Act of

1962, lie was motivated by otler considerations: The potential threat
of the Euojeani
('om111o1 Market (EE() to Am1erican exports and

the desire to promote unity in the Athintic alliance. The new legislation was framed, not so much to protect. our imlport.comnipeting indus-

tries, but, to enable our export industries to keep their dominant
posit ions in world trade. and to "bil rguain down" tlie common external
tariff of the six-nation Comnilo Market or of an enlarged Coninon

Market. (In 1962 it was anticipated that Great. Britain and possibly
many other European countries would soon join the EEC.)
Moreover. lonon
the (
Market was offering a 20-percent acro"s-theboard or "linear" reduction in its common external tariff which the
United States, because of its item-by-item method of tariff reduction,
was unable to match. To achieve results the President would have to he
iven authority to offer linear tariff cuts, unrestricted by peril points.
he Congress rave him this authority. Protection to American industries was provided by tie TEA's "adjustment assistance" provisions
for both industry and labor in addition to tightened escape-elause
criteria. Tariffs could be cut by 150 pereiit, reductions of tariffs to
zero were permitted on certain trolical products of interest to the less
developed countries, tariffs of 5 percent or less (nuisance taxes) could
be reduced to zero. Under the "dominant. supplier" provision the Presi(lent was authorized to reduce to zero the tariff on articles in which
80 percent of free, world trade was accounted for by the United States
and the EEC. But this latter provision was based on the a-slmption
that the United Kingdom would soon become an EEC member; it
became virtually meaningless when President De Gaulle vetoed
Britain's application in January 1963.
This brief outline of U.S. trade legislation brings us to spring 1967,
when the fate of the Kennedy round hangs in the balance. The U.S.
Government must now decide whether the momentum achieved in
liberalizing international trade can or should be continued or whether
the frustrations that have attended tariff negotiations in the Kennedy
round should be allowed to slow down or actually bring to a halt the0
gradual lowering of trade barriers by the nations of the free world.

THR.EJ COURMsS OF AMrlON
Three possible course of action appear to be available to the IPresident in making recommendations for trade policy legislation to succeed

the TEA. (1) The President could decide that no new trade legislation
is necessary. (2) He could ask Congress to extend the Trade Expansion Act for one or more years, in its present form or with certain
changes. Or (8) he could request the enactment of new legislation,
either modifying the Kennedy round approach or proposing a bold
new initiative in foreign trade policy.n
Failure to enact new trade egslaton would slow progress toward
lowering trade barriers, raise doubts about the U.S. determination to
continue in this effort, and sacrifice U.S. world leadership in this vital

I
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area of economic policy. Moreover, continuing participation in tile ('en-

oral Agremeint oil Tar iffs and Trade (GATTI) requires that the President be empowered to enter into limited trade agreements from time to
time. If the United States. invokes the escape clause of the TEA, we
must be in i position to offer compensatory cotcessiols to the injured
a~ties, or face retaliation in the forin ot eotntervailing barriers to
'.S. exports. It.would seeiii imperative, therefore, to enact some legislation not long after the TEA expires.
.A(1eision to extelid the Trade Expansion Act in its pi,,*nt form for
I or 2 veam. would preserve the basic authority uecesary for the President. t() handle routine trade problems arising from ou. obligations
under G(ATT. Such a simple extension, however, would sidestep certain
illijeatives of the pIresent situation both here and abroad. An evaluation of domestic and foreign political factols Suggests it two-Step applaoach: first, a request to extend the TEA. with certain additimns ,aud
modifications, for a period of -2Vears: anil s.eend, preparation for a
major new foreign trade initiative in 11)69.
In summit of this two-stage approach, postponing major new legis-

lation until 1969, it can be argued that both government, and private
industry want. a respite from further intensive negotiations. It may he
necessary. therefore, for the Presidelnt to give assurances to the (ongress that no major tariff negotiations
,
are C(otel)latl (luring the
Period of the extended legislation. Thu%the residual authority would
oli used only fot' sllh adjistments a. become necessary. Certainly it
will take time to ev'aluate the effects of reductions negotiated in'the
Kennedy round.
Moreover, since 1968 will be a presidential election year, the political
cllate probably would make it inadvisable to introduce any strikingly
new and potentially controversial trde legislation before the election.
Wwhether or not President Johnson wins a second term in 1968, the year
1969 would appear to be an appropriate time for setting forth new and
forward-looking trade proposals. Thus, it would be logical to request a
2-year extension of the present act.
'Any modifications of the present TEA requiring extensive congre.-

sional hearings should probably be avoided because of the pressures for
Protectionist amendments that could arise from certain industries
which fear the effects of the Kennedy round, as well as from those

Members of Cogress who think that tariff reductions will adversely
affect the U.S. ba lance-of-payments position. There are a number of de-

sirable changes, however, which might not. r re such extensive publie- hearings. Fint, a liberalization of the adjustment assistance proi.
sions of the resent act would make them more easily applicable to eases
of import injury to both in.lstr'V and labor. They could be patterned
after the trade adjustment provisions of the Canadian-American Auto-

niobileAgreement.
Second, some of the legitimate complaints of the less-dereloped
countries could be met. in part by granting them immediate application
of reductions negotiated in the Kenned, r.und rather than phasing

these over a period of 5 years, as specified inthe present Trade'Expansion Act.
Third, little progress has been made in negtiating the elimination
of nontariff barriers in the Kennedy round. The only possibility ap-

pears to be an agreement on a code of antidumping rules. It might be
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well, therefore, for the P'resident to seek approval from ('ogi'ress to
conclude agreements with other countries on nontarilt' lr,'riers. with
the proviso that any agreements requiring new legislation or ehaune
in preseiit, U.S. laws would be sent to the Congress for approval. Ohviously, any treaties negotiated would require approval of two-thirds
of the Senate.
luring the 2-year extension of the piesent or modified TM.. tle
Ignited States should explore with other nations the possibilities. advantages, and disadvantages of a bold new approach to trade problems
involving Western Europe and other developed countries, the lessdeveloped countries, and those Communist nations willing to make

some adaptation of their state trading systems to the market economies
of the West.
A NEW FOREIGN TRADE INITIATIVE: A WORLD FREE TRADE ASSOCIATION

The 1969 trade bill should project a bold and far-reaching new
initiative in the field of foreign trade policy. Its introduction should
afford the President a unique opportunity to assume world leadership
in the continuing effort to expand friendly and profitable economic
intercourse among all nations. Such an initiative, to be politically acceptable, should appeal not only to the pragmatic judgment of business and labor, but also to the deep feelings of idealism of the American people. It was just such a mixture of pragmatism and idealism
that enabled President Kennedy to push tlirough the TEA of 1962.
Any new initiative should, of course, be designed to provide benefits
to other industrialized nations. It should offer some promise of action
to meet the increasingly vehement demands of the developing countries for a more positive treatment of their problems. It should aim to
reduce international political tensions. Most important, it must conand profitable economic activity and
tribute to increased employment trade.
international
of
volume
a greater
To achieve these objectives, this writer suggests that the United
States propose to the other developed countries of the free world the
establishment of a World Free Trade Association (WFTA). It would
be patterned after the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) and
established within the broad framework of the GAIT, under whose
rules the great postwar expansion of international trade has taken
place. It would be open to all countries willing to charter a course
toward the greatest possible elimination of trade barriers.
WFrA, GAIT, AND MW

The proposed WFTA should include in the first instance the United
States, Canada, and the seven members of EFTA (Great Britain,
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Switzerland, Portugal, and Austria). It
would be desirable to have Austrialia, New Zealand, and possibly
Japan as founding members. The EEC should be invited to join as a
unit, with'the sincere hope that it would do so-but the WFTX should
be formed with or without the accession of the EEC at the start.
The proposed WFTA could be patterned after EFTA with some
notable exceptions, such as the inclusion of agricultural products which
are left out of the EFTA agreements. The WFTA would eventually
include a great many countries, both developing and developed, with
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economic systems, resources, and requirements of much greater variety
than those of the EFTA Seven. Consequently the proposed association's charter should be less demanding than that of EFTA in terms
of uniformity and timing of tariff reductions, but not so loose as to
violate the basic most-favored-nation (MFN) provision of a free trade
association permissible under GATT rules, or to permit members to
find loopholes which could invalidate the basic purposes of the organization.
Basic to the GATT is the principle of unconditional most-favorednation treatment, which specifies that all tariff concessions negotiated
between any members shall be extended to all other GATT members
on the same basis. U.S. tariff policy has been based on this principle
of almost universal MFN since 1923.
The GATT has proved to be extremely adaptable to new developments. Under article XXIV, free trade areas, such as EFTA and the
Latin American LAFTA, and common markets, such as the EEC and
the Central American CACM, have been permitted as exceptions to
the most-favored-nation clause. 4 GATT's flexibility in response to
changing conditions of politics and trade has beon achieved both by
unanimous decision of the membership to amend the agreement (a
form seldom employed) and by the waiver provision of article XXV-5,
which empowers the membership by a two-thirds vote to waive any
obligation in the agreement and to set forth conditions of rtification
for any such waiver.
In proposing t World Free Trade Association the United States
wouldbe following precedent as established in EEC, EFTA, and other
regional groupings, whereby departure from the unconditional mostfavored-nation principle is authorized in return for achieving substantially free-trade conditions over a broad area within a designated
time period. This is-a compromise-a second choice to our traditional
MIFNpolicies-but one that has received GATT endorsement and now
is generally accepted among free world trading nations. It should permit an important measure of progress toward a major policy goal of
trade expansion.
The proposed WFTA should provide, as permitted under GATT
rules, a plan whereby certain countries iould be empowered to lower
their tariffs according to a slower time schedule than other countries,
either for all of their trade or for the trade of certain of their indusa The GATT was founded In 1948 and its membership now includes TO full contracting
parties plus 14 other countries in some stage of accession (as of Nov. 1, 1966). OATT ineludes all the Industrialized nations of the West except Ireland; as well as Japan. Aus.
trails, and New Zealand. Fifty-one developing countries are full or partial members, Ineluding India nine Latin American and Cariean nations (notably Brazil, Argentina, nnl
Chile). and 26 African countries. Two Communist nations Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia.
are full contracting parties, and Rumania has made special arrangements. Polanrs request
to become a full member has been backed by most Western trading countries. All of these 84
nations subscribe to OATT rules and regulations in their trading relations.
6Article XXIV recognizes that the closer integration of national economies Is a desirable
objective and that a customs union or free trade area may serve to facilitate trade between
the participating countries while not raising barriers against the trade of others. AccordIngly, the agreement permits violation of the MFN standard only when the scheme takes the
form of a tree trade area or customs union (or an Interim arrangement leading to either)
with certain eharacteristles: (a) complete, not partial, elimination of trade restrictions
among members,. and with commodity coverage accounting for "substantially nil the trade"
among its participants; (b) no increase in the restrictiveness of trade barriers against nonmember countries; and (e) a definite plan and schedule calling for the complete elimination
of dues within a "reasonable length of time." Where a free trade proJect falls to meet
these standards, a waiver must be granted by two-thirds of the OA'T! members. The difference between a free trade area and a customs union is that the countries forming a free
trade
areaa waiver
are not required to-adopt a common external tariff.
4Such
was granted when the United States and Canada concluded their bilateral
agreement on free trade In automobiles and auto parts In 1985.
87-822-68--pt. 1- 27
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tries which might not be able, witioult causing s1er'iOs eonomlic hardship, to adhere to the overall WFTA uniform timie s hdule for tile
complete abolition of duties. This would seem to be consistent witl
policies approved iil previous GAT'T mini.sterial resohltiolls and ill
particular with GA'T's avowed (leteri1ililZtion to exerceie a firiii
influence toward helping le.-.&-deleloped Voltit ries to expand their exports. Precedent for such exeeptions is found in tlie rules of EFTA,
which permit Portugal to apply alteli'ative anld more favorable rates
of reduction of import ditties on certain categories of products and
accordin-, to a different time schedule than that required of the other
EFTA c'untries6
There may well be difficulties in this proposal, including the potentially divisive implications of -sich aln arrangement. Nevertlielcs,
the initiative should be aimed at the widest possible niemiershil, and
should always be open ended. It should not be undertaken at all uile.s
the subscribing nations comprise a signlificant sector of GATT's industrialized membership. The deterinination of these countries to carry
out such a program would present a powerful incentive for ot her
nations to join.
The time period during whicl tariffs would gradually be reduced
to zero should be flexible, so as to aeonmmodate tile different stages of
development of the member countries and the vulnerabilities of special
industries. In other to maximize the growth of world trade with a
minimum of dislocation to domestic industries in each country, the
schedule for the reduction of tariffs to zero might be set at 10 or 1,5 years
or longer, with a consequent 10 percent or eveni lower annual redlt tion.
SpeciAu provisions might be proposed to specify no reduction of less
than 1 percentage point per year, and to encourage total renlmoval of
duties of 5 percent or less. Somewhat similar provisions are already

included in the current U.S. Trade Expanision Act.
WFTA should also urge its members to adopt adequate adjustment
assistance provisions to cushion the economic dislocation tiat iniglht be
caused by increased import competition. It is interesting to note that
companies and unions in EEC and EFTA countries have made vely
little use of the adjustment assistance provisions 'embodied in their
respective treaties, although tariffs on industrial goods have been almost completely eiminated on internal trade with the two groups.
The proposed WFTA should provide for continuing negotiations.
after adoption of the agreement, on all nontariff barriers-for example, border taxes domestic purchase requirements (whether official
policies such as buy American" requirements in the United States,
or unofficial practice as in most other countries), customs evaluation
methods, labeling requirements, technical regulations, and the like.
It is important to stress that the new Free Trade Association should
be established within the framework of the GATT. Any changes in
present GATT rules that may be necessary or desirable under the new
initiative could be submitted to the GAT'T membership for approval,
either through amendments to the GATT agreement, or, preferably,
under the waiver procedure noted above.
oIn general, the EFTA agreement allows Portugal to proceed to the elimination of
duties on certain products at halt speed until 1970. by which time these duties must be
reduced by 50 percent: according to the overall EFTA.timetable, virtually all other dutipQ
on Industrial products among RP'A members were abolished Jan. 1, 196T.
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PiEFERENCES FOR TIHE LESS-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Special treatment for the less-developed countries will be a basic

feature of the proposed WFTA. Tihe GATT has already made such a
provision in a protocol and a new part 1V section on traide and developmeint adopted and incorporated in its new charter of February 1965.
In es:enee, this wetion states that complete reciprocity by the less-

developed countries is not required when tariff and trade barriers are
reduced or eliminated under MFN agreements of the other GATT
members.
The U.S. Congress has also recognized the special status of the
less-developed countries. The 1962 Trade Expansion Act provides for
elimination of U.S. tariffs on tropical products which are of prime
.oncern to them and which are not produced in substantial quantities
in the United States. It exempts these reductions from the 5-year staging requirements so that the total agreed reduction in duties is effective
immediately.
The less-developed countries, on their part, have been seeking preferential treatment for exports through the United Nations Commission
on Trade and Development (UNCTAD).* The United States in particular has opposed such preferences as violations of traditional MFN
policy. Analyses of trends in international trade during the last 30
years show that preferences are of value only when the exporting
country exports goods (1) which are not produced in the importing
countryy , or produced in quantities insufficient to meet the total demand
of the nnporting country; or (2) which it produces more economically
than the importing country can. 8
If preferences could be granted to certain selected exports of major
importance to the less-developed countries, to enable these exports to
compete with similar products of industrialized nations without causing market disruption, the result would be as valuable to developing
economies as granting overall preferences on all their exports. Equally
important, developed countries would no doubt be more amenable to
negotiating preferences under such conditions.
Since it appears that relatively few of the less-developed countries

will have the confidence to forgo protectionism at their present stage

of development, the staged concessions industrialized members would
grant to each other under the proposed WFTA should be offered
equally to all less-developed countries without demanding immediate
reciprocity. This means that the latter might be granted either free or
preferential access to the markets of the developed countries according
to an accelerated timetable.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE REVIEW BOARD
An International Trade Review Board (ITRB) should be estab.
Wished to define criteria by which a nation qualifies as a less-developed
f I'NCTAD. which first met In 1964, has a membership of 119 nations, Including 77 developing countries.
$For example, for many years India enjoyed substantial benefits as a result of the im.
perial prefer ee system in frade with Great Britain on primary products and certain light
consurner goods such as cotton and jute textiles and leather, which India could produce
more efllently than could British producers. Despite preferences, however, Indian exports
to the United Kingdom or ail other manufactured goods--b ces, electric motors, electric
fans, and the like-remalned negligible.
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country, to determine which countries and which industries are eligible
for sp cial preferences and to conduct continuing reviews to determine at what point sUcA countries or industries within them would be
able to withstand the rigors of world competition under nonpreferential world trading rules. At this point of time in its development a
former less-developed country could become a candidate for full membership in the WFTA.
Since the proposed review board would have to make judgments
charged with highly explosive political implications, it should be composed of individuals meriting the confidence of the majority of nations.
There are three international organizations that have existed since
World War II which enjoy such international confidence. Members of
the ITRB should be nominated from among their ranks:
(1) One member could be named by the World Bank, which has
made detailed analyses of most less-developed countries. The Bank
should be able to develop -zriteria determining whether a country should
be considered less developed; how long it should remain in that category; and whether all or only certain of its industries should be
eligible for special preferences.
(2) Because of the acute balance-of-payments problems experienced
by most less-developed countries, it would be apropriato for the International Monetary Fund to furnish one ITRB member. These payments deficits are usually associated with fluctuations in prices of raw
materials on which many less-developed economies depend. They also
derive from the heavy burdens of principal and interest payments on
development and other loans.
(3) The third member of the ITRB should be nominated by the
Director General of the GATT, for it is under GATT rules and covenants that international trade has flourished in the years since World
War II.
The members of the ITRB should probably be nominated for a fixed
tennm, and should be provided with a permantent operating staff. Substantive questions could be referred for guidance to any one of the i
three international organizations represented on the Board. Provision 1
should be made for aappealing decisions of the Board through the type
of conciliation preulre worked out by the Secretary General of the
OiCTAD and its
United Nations for unresolved disputes arise in
conunittees.'
It is suited that requests for tariff preferences be forwarded to
the ITRB-by one or more less-developed countries. The request would
list the product or products involved, and would include all the necessary data concerning the supply position and the price at which the
goods could be deliveed. If the ITRB approved the request and if a
majority of industrial countries was prepared to rant such preferences, a decision would be taken to depart from the MFN rule and
preferences would be authorized, subject to the following terms and
conditions:
(1) Preferences would be granted only if all or a substantial number of importing countries were prepared to open their markets to
such products, so as to spread the possible adverse effects of increased
import competition over the domestic industries of many countries.

*See

is. 276.

Richard N. Gardner, "In Puradit of World Order" (New York: Praeger, 1964),
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(2) Importing countries would be permitted to exclude certain lessdeveloped countries from the benefits of preferential treatment should
the ITRB determine that these countries had already reached a level
of economic development and efficiency in the industries involved to
permit competition on relatively equaf terms with the industries of
importing countries.
(3) Preferences would be granted for a limited period only-)erhaps not to exceed 10 years. The decision should probably stipulate
that barring a decision to the contrary, preferences would be reduced
gradually after 5 years, with a view to their elimination at the end of
10 years. The reference might be eliminated even sooner if the ITRB
ascertained that preferential treatment was no longer required. All
decisions would be subject to review to determine whether adjustnments
were necessary due to changing conditions.
If developed countries should decide not to grant preferences for
unlimited quantities of goods, tariff quotas could be set for limited
quantities or for i certain percentage of the domestic market. Imports

in excess of these quotas would carry a higher tariff rate. All such

quotas should be global, however, and should be applied in a nondis-

criminatory manner to all less-developed countries accepted as eligible
for such preferential treatment.
While the less-developed countries should receive the benefits of the

WFTA trade liberalization program without the requirements of

strict reciprocity, they too should be asked to make commitments. They
should be invited, and in every appropriate way persuaded, toliberalize, the flow of goods and capital into their countries and to insure
fair treatment of both. All less-developed countries receiving preferential treatment should be required to report annually to the ITRB
on the steps taken to fulfill their commitments. At the same time, they
should be encouraged to form regional free trade associations similar
to the Latin American Free Trade Association, so as to derive the
advantages of lower trade barriers.
Thus,-WFTA would grant all less-developed countries the same

privilege of exemption from MFN obligations, and in certain cases

even preferential tariff treatment, subject to periodic review by the
projsed ITRB. Special treatment of certain countries for historical,
political, and geographic reasons, such as that accorded the former
African colonies by the six members of the Common Market, would be
barred.
TARIFF REDUCTION8 BY SECTORS

Since negotiations for establishing the proposed WFTA will be
extraordinarily complex, involving many disparate countries, industries, and commodities, provision should be made for reducing duties
on particular products or groups of products according to an accelerated time schedule.
It has been suggested that if a substantial proportion of any one
industry in tie United States and in other nations deemed it to be in
its best interest tonegotiate a reduction of tariffs to
zero among the sevn egotiationsethough
eral countries, this industry could initiate such
the respective governments without waiting for a full-scale trff conference such as the Kennedy round.o This approach to tariff reducasDue consideration would have to be given to U.S. antitrust laws in this connection.
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tion was advocated by Eric Wyndlian-White, )irector General of tile

GATT, in a speech at Bad Godesberg, Gernmany, on October 27, 19016.
He said:

It has become apparent in the course of the Kennedy round that there are

certain sectors of Industrial productlon--eharacterizl, by modern equipment,
high technology, and large-scale production, and by the International character
of their operations and market&--where there are evident gains to all InI arriving.
within a defined period, at free trade. As has been seen In the ElC and lFT,\, a
defined period Is extremely important since it provides Industry with a elar
indication both of the need for adjustment and adaptation to conditions of free
trade, and an assurance of a reasonable period In which to make these adjustments. While, initially, the period has to made sufficiently extensive to provide
this assurance to Industry, experience In the EEC and JP'TA suggests that, In
practet, it Is likely to be curtailed. Industry tends to adjust more quickly thaln
Its fears suggest and once the adjustments are made. there Is evident advantage
In moving more rapidly to attain the benefits of freedoin of trade.

Such special negotiations of course, wouldhave to he condueiled
within the broad established rules of the propost'd associlitioll. They
could be conducted among members. of WF'TA its well as with those
nations that (lid not join WFTA but, mi lit want to joill InlI negotiations
on the particular pr(flct or group of pr(xlucts in (pest ion. It should be
emphasized that MF treatment would have to be extended to fill
WMTA lelber nations, regardless of whether tJley were. l
ies lo
the special Ilegotiat 10119.
The prilciie of negotiating for coilletei
(|inatioll of thrill's has

already been accepted as U.S. policy. The 1962 Trade Exlansion Aet
gave the administration authority to ,ego liate to zero oiji those iteleis
for which the United States and the ('ollinon Mfarket together accounted for at least 80 percent of world trade-the so-called dominut
supplier provision. In drawing up enabling legislation for the WFTA,
Congress should have less hesitation in broadening the zero tariff
authority to cover items for which the United States and all other
developed countries (not merely the United States and the EEC)
account for at least 80 percent of free world exports.
TRADE IN A;RICUILTURALI, I'iRODU"I S

The foregoing discussion of a proposed WI'AT. has been concerned
primarily with industrial I) oducts. I he EFTI'A Convent ion specifically

excludes trade in agricultural and fish products from its rules. lowever, the Congress specified that the lifted States must negotiate oil
both industrial and agricultural products, and the Common Market
haius I(ade its common agricultural policy a keystone of its operations.
thereforee, the proposed WF'IA lust be given authority to deal with
both industrial and agricultural products.
Agriculture-is clearly a most difficult issue. PracticAlly every coun-

try in the world protects its agricultural producers and Its home markets for food products in a variety of ways. Tariffs are not the major
barriers to the flow of trade. Instead, such devices as import quotas,
tied to internal price supports, direct payments and other controls
aimed at insuringa reasonable income for the farmer and protecting the
home market, are the principal restraints to international trade in agricultural products. Processedand manufactured foods, including canned
foods, meats, and dairy products, are exceptions to this general rule,
and tariffs do play a significant role in trade in these items. In most
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coltries this whole complex of controls is widely regarded as coining
within the realm of domestic policy: for the nee imliorting countries.
p)articlarly, their' elects on foreign trade tire regarded tis of secondary
cOlicernl.

lihe problem of agricultural trade in a sense falls into two categmre,
whose c'hl01racteristi(s differ cnsiderably. There is, first, the trade in
Iemperate products: that is. those grownl or lrodli'ed in the inll.strial
Nations, primarily in the nottl : ala, secon(ld, the trade in tropical prodlit ts grown primarily in the south. In the northern half the major
([Iesttoll collcerls the relltiolIshtl) [Rtweell major exI)orters ali(I Illjor
importers of foodstuts: in the south, the chief concern is the relationship between less-developled countries and the major markets in
fhe north.
IMre gently the Products of the south-coffee, cocoa, teal, fruits-are
taxed by northern states both to produce revenue and to cut consmnpIioln. The less-developed countries are dee ply disturibd by these recasmIres. rhe solution would qeem to be a concerted effort, Wlich is now
umderway in the GATT, to reduce impediments against, such products
.111d to urge importing countiess to find their tax revenues in other
ways. here remains the continuing problem of overl)roduction and
jriceo instability in
Products of imnl ortance to tile south. Conpomany
nmod t agreement now in force seemio
to be less than adequate; unless
ore steps are taken iii the disctiopl of broadening their geographic
'overage and inrealsig the ldiscillinen on the participants, both importers and exporters, it would seem that t
iere
agreements will fll
:,ort of provlmg a loing-termpe
solution to commodity problems.
Toe Iroblem of trade in temperate agricultural products is even
moreadiicult and complex. If production is to be maintained at lowest

cost and under the most, favorable Circumstances, the whole question

Of domnesti agricultural policies 1an d fairil income in eac idulstrialied country emust be the subject of intensive international consultation.
,here must be a willingness On the part, of every government to ec-ke
concessions if trade among these countries is to be freer and more eco-

nomic. Ointhe other hand in the coing years we must expect to he in
t rce against, fasmilne as tie word s rapidy growing population begins
to outrunt its food supply~. It may be necessary to maintain high-cost
production on a subsidized hasis'in order to siipply the food needs of
underdeveloped countries. While this may mitigate trade lroblenls
among the countries of the north, the relationship between subsidized
agriculture and commercial trade and the question of how costs are to
be divided among the rich countries in suply
ling the food needs of tile
poor will remain critical.
For tile United States. it seems clear that. the President must be in a
position to negotiate with other countries on U.S. domestic agricultural
policies and to revise them in the interest of an international agree-

ment. As an exporter: the United States is interested both in its commercial exports because of their importance to its balance-of-payments

I

position and in its role as a mnaor provider of foreign aid to the lessdeveloped countries. These two interests can and ought to be reonciled
in the larger context of international trade and conity. The essential
point is that the President, under proper congressional safeguards,
should be authorized to proceed in this direction.
In the case of some agricultural products that present no serious
problems, a rreement might be reached to treat them as industrial goods
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subject to normal gradual tariff reductions. This technique was applied
by the EFTA countries in 1963 for a number of items, mainly ol Portugal's behalf. The special treatment of tropical products of particular
interest to the less-developed countries is already under consideration
by the United States and the GATT.
WFA AND THE UNITED STATES: LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

Te proposed World Free Trade Association offers a plan for removing tariffs and nontariff barriers over a ininimum of 10 years (and
more probably 20 years), at the initiative of the United States but with
the initial participation of a majority of the developed nations of the
world. During these 10 years there are bound to be great and rapid
changes in the world economy as well as in political relations between
countries and among groups of countries. To meet these contingencies.
Congress should give the President broad and flexible negotiating authority, subject to broad criteria defining the national interest and eiphasizing the economic, defense and other objectives of the Nation as
a whole, including its formidable international political responsibilities.
A principal consideration will be the potential impact of WFTA on
the U.S. domestic economy. Advantages for U.S. exlport trade must he
carefully weighed against possible disadvantages to doinestic industry
and agrliculture. The legislation should provide for Presidential accountability to Congress in the form of annual reports detailing (1)
actual use of the authority, and (2) the effect of WFTA operations on
the American economy (with recommendations for reinedial legislation if necessary) and the overall objectives of the United States.
It is important that the legislation authorizing U.S. participation in
a World Free Trade Association include adjustment provisions similar
to those recommended above for the revision and proposed 2-year extension of the 1962 Trade Expansion Act.
Measures for the protection of countrie. encountering balance-ofDayments difficulties are currently being applied successfully by the
,12F and the (,ATT. and of course will be applicable to WFTA inembers. No special balance-of-payments problems should be anticipated
for the United States as a result of its participation in this free trade
association. While average U.S. tariffs have decreased substantially
from the rates ini force when the Reciprocal Trade Agreenients Act
was passed in 1934, our volume of exports has increase and we have
enjoyed a favorable balance of trade on merchandise account in all of
the "interi'ening years. Oire current balance-of-payments difficulties
arise not from any inability to compete in world markets, but from
military and foreign aid commitments, foreign investments, and tourism. CNnsequentlv there is no reason to fear that U.S. industry and
agriculture will be unable to sustain in the future, as they have over
the past 30-odd years. their overall predominance during the contemplated gradual reduction of tariffs. Complaints against U.S. technosuperiority voiced by other countries-notably by the Common
M'frket nations-,are most reassuring on this score.
At this loint a brief comment on the present TEA is necessary because of the possibility that future legislation might follow the postwar
pattern of holding general trade conferences instead of seeking to form
a free trade area. New legislation should delegate broad authority to

1orical
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the PLresident to negotiate trade agreements without specific restrictions
such as the 50 percent limit on tariff reductions under the present act.
This will allay a frequent (and justifiable) criticism of our current
legislation. The United States is the only country that places such
restrictions on its negotiators, primarily because the fixing of tariffs is
Unler the Constitution, a prerogative of the Congress. Delegation o
this authority has always been hedged with strict limitations, presumably beeaiise of congressional distrust of the executive branch, or
congressional anxiety over import competition and possible injury to
certain sectors of industry or agriculture. Government negotiators,
however, backed as they are by nongovernment technical advisers from
both industry and agriculture, might better serve both the national
interest and various private interests if they were not hampered in
their negotiations by arbitrary numerical and other limitations. There
is nothing magical about a 50 percent tariff reduction, instead of a
figure of 25, 75, or 100 percent, as being in the best interests of an industry or of the Nation as a whole. If otur negotiators should make unwise
decisions, these could normally be rectified by adjustment assistance,
or in extreme cases by congressional action.
TIlE ATI.AN1IC COMMUNITY,

EEC AND EFTA

Let us now examine the possible efrects of a WFTA on the relations
of the United States with the Common Market, the European Free
Trade Association, NATO and the Atlantic Community.
The six countries of the EEC (France, Germany, Italy, Belgium,
Netherlands, and Luxembourg) have enjoyed increasing economic
prosperity since the signing of the Treaty of Pome in 1957. As internal
tariffs have fallen, trade among Commumity members (1958-66) has
increased by 242 percent, as compared with an increase of 89 percent
in their traie with the rest of the world. As a unit, the Six has become
a formidable trading bloc. Currently the fastest growing internal
market in the world, the EEC commands, by virtue of its common
external tariff and a volume of external trade surpassing that of the
United States, greater bargaining power than the United States in
trade negotiations. Primarily. as a result of French pressure, the Common Market has adopted an isolationist-protectionist attitude during
the tariff negotiations of the Kennedy round. The common external
tariff is the principal cement now holding the Six together. Unless
other sections of the Treaty of Rome are implemented over the next
several years, this bond may not prove strong enough to prevent the
dissolution of the Community.
The EFTA countries, often called the "Outer Seven," abolished
tariffs on trade among themselves (with some exceptions) on January 1, 1967. As tariff barriers within the EEC and EFTA are removed, maintenance of the Common Market common external tariff
threatens to disrupt European trade and investment patterns between
the Six and the Seven as well as with other countries--unless substantial tariff reductions are negotiated in the Kennedy round.
If the Common Market continues its inward-looking policies and
other European countries cannot gain admission to it, the latter may
find in the proposed WFTA an alternative method of expanding their
markets, as well as a potential counterbalance to the EECin any future
trade negotiations. It is also possible that an agreement by the EFTA
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countries to form the WFTA together with the United States, Canada,
and other nations may either be so attractive to the EEC or, conversely,
pose a sufficient threat to the EEC, as to cause it to consider joining
the WFTA.
To cope with Great Britain's economic difficulties, Prime Minister
Wilson and the Labor Party decreed a policy of drastic deflation and
have determined to renew Britain's application to join the Common
Market. However, in doing this the United Kingdom will face sonic
very real problems. Acceptance of Common Market agricultural policies will inevitably result in higher food costs to the British consumer:
and the delicate issue of the pound sterling is bound to complicate neo'otiations. If the EEC nations deen) it necessary that sterling be 1evalued in order to make British industry more competitive and to
rectify Britain's adverse balance of payments, and the British refuse to take this step, it is questionable whether France or even the
other five EEC nations would vote for British memlershil).
It is also questionable whether sterling as a reserve currency entailing world financial obligations has a place within the EIC as
presently constituted. On the other hand, the recent reorientation of
the Gernan Government toward a stronger and more independent. position within the EEC may cause France to acce(le to the British
request to join the Common" Market. Britain's inclusion would create
a counterbalance to a Germany that is stronger than France both
economically and militarily (except for nuclear capability), and for
the first time since 1945 threatens to pursue policies independent of
both France and the United States.
In any case. Britain's request for membership in the EEC niay
not be granted for a few years-and perhaps not at all. Britain want.
and needs membership for political and economic reasons. Her exclusion has eliminated her political influence in maintaining the balance of power on the Continent. Economically she needs a larger market for her industrial products as well as the tought competition that
would be provided by the industries of the Common Market, and that
is not afforded now by her six EFTA partners. An enlarged free trade
area such as the proposed WFTA might well be an attractive solution. Conversely, an agreement by Great Britain to join the WFTA
might block her way into the EEC unless the latter were to become a
member also.
From the point of view of the United States, it would be to our
advantage if the British were to join the Common Market and if
the Six as a unit were to join the Seven in an enlarged free trade
association. A united Europe, including the United kingdom and
working in cooperation with the United States and Canada, could
become a major force in establishing a solid foundation for world
peace and prosperity. The danger exists, however, that a united Europe might pursue protectionist trade policies, might develop antagonistic attitudes toward the United States. with the avowed purpose
of becoming a political "third force." and might not assume its share
of responsibilities to the less-developed countries. As such it would
pose a serious threat to the United States and to the security of the
I western world. By proposing a WVFTA the United States could help
to reduce these dangers and retard the threat to established patterns of trade resulting from tariffs and other barriers erected by
the two rival European trading blocs.
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In proposing a WFTA, the United States would be laying the foundation for an economic structure compatible with its commitments
to GAIT and the IMF and yet broad enough to include dissimilar
economic groups. Because the WFTA would- seek to include all developed nations, Washington would be able to counteract the probable
accusation that it was trying to undermine the EEC or to dominate
the nations of Europe. Indeed, a WFTA proposal might result in
giving new expremsion and meaning to the concept of an Atlantic
Community, both militarily and economically. Constructive economic
cooperat ionl in a WFTA mikht counteract the disintegration of NATO,
it symptoin of the changing political attitudes and increasing economic strength of Europe during the last decade. It might encourage
the EEC to -divertsome of its attention from internal concerns to those
of the Atlantic Community and the world as a whole.
A .EW LOOK AT EAST-wEsTRADE
A review of U.S. East-West trade policy should be undertaken in

developing a lU.S. foreign trade policy for the coming decade and ini

planing for the proposed 11"TA. In the first instance, it will be
iieessary to fornnhtlate polices and procedures for trading with coiitries maintaining collectivist economies. This includes all the Communist countries of Eastern Europe and Asia, except Yugoslavia."
Second, when any Coitiunist country adolpts sufficient features of a
free economy, similar to Yugoslavia's, it should become eligible for
membership in the WFTA. In other words, the development of EastI'Vest trade could proceed side by side with the development of WFTA.
As the Eastern I oc acquires tiade and payments procedures similar
to those of the market economies of the industrialized 'West, steps
could and should be taken to explore mechanisms to enable tle collevtivist. nations to become partial or full members of the WFTA.
On February 16, 1965, President Johnson appointed a special comutittee, with J. Irwin Miller of the Cummnins Engine Co. as chairman,
to "explore all aspects of expanding peaceful trade in support of the
President's policy of widening constructive relations with the coun-

tries of Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R." In its report of April 29,

1965, the Miller Committee recommended that the United States use
trade negotiations with individual Communist countries more actively,

aggremively, and confidently in the pursuit of our national welfare
and world peace. The committee emphasized, however that political,
and not commercial or economic, considerations should determine the
formulation and execution of our trade policies with Communist iations.

I

Several of the Miller Comnmittee's recommendations (notably proposals to expand credit guarantees and to extend .FN treatment to
Communist nations other than Poland and Yugoslavia) were embodied
in the administration's East-We st trade bill of 1966. But Con~rss
took no action on this measure and the President has not yet submitted
a new East-West trade bill to the 90th Congress.
The United States will undoubtedly liberalize its policy in the direction of expanding East-West trade in the years ahead. Such liberaliza11Modifications in Its economic and monetary system hare allowed Yugoslavia to adhere
to the GATT! and conduct trade in a manner not greatly different from that practiced
between nations with free economies.
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tion, however, should be judged against the political reality of Soviet
statements and actions antagonistic to U.S. interests. Despite recent
steps which suggest that there may be areas in which American and
Soviet interests coincide-the recent treaty (still to be ratified by the
U.S. Senate) to outlaw the use of outer space for military purposes,
the agreement to open a direct Moscow-New York air service, the
consular treaty, and the continuing negotiations on a nuclear non.
proliferation treaty-we must not forget that it is scarcely 6 years
since the Berlin wall was built, and not yet 5 years since the uban
nuclear confrontation. In addition, the Soviets currently are providing
large-scale military assistance to North Vietnam, thus prolonging the
Vietnamese war. On the other hand the Communist countries no
longer constitute a monolithic bloc. The apparently irrevocable split
between China and the Soviet Union and the efforts of certain East
European countries to assert increasing independence of 'the U.S.S.R.
afford opportunities for the United States to use its dominant position
in world trade in furtherance of its policies.
Until very recently, it has been U.S. policy to limit trade with most
Communist countries to minimum levels. lhis policy has been based
largely on the theory (or the fear) that such trade would be of greater
benefit to the Communists than to ourselves. During periods of acute
crisis or war, many Americans have felt moral compunctions about
trading with the enemy. Most West European countries and Japan,
however, have deliberately and steadily increased their trade with
Communist nations. They have acted jointly with the United States
only in embargoing trade in certain strategic military harware and
goods having direct military application, the so-called COCOM list,
which has been steadily shrinking in length over the years. The U.S.
list of embargoed items is considerably more extensive than the
COCOM list.
Because of our more rigid and uncompromising attitude-official
or popular-toward expanding trade with Communist nations, many
U.. firms have either leen prohibited from competing for such business or inhibited from bidding because of fear of adverse publicity in
this country. In many cases they have been unable to match the more
liberal credit terms offered by competitors in other industrialized

countries.

While the Communist states have generally been punctilious in the
prompt repayment of commercial credits ini convertible currencies,
private firms are nevertheless reluctant to extend such credits without
guarantees. The Export-Import Bank has been cautious in extending
such guarantees to American traders, adhering to the rules of the Berne
Convention in limiting guarantees to 5 years, and then only for major

capital exports.12 Our Government has taken the view that guarantees

are in effect a form of foreign aid, and can be equated with the transfer of capital, releasing scarce foreign exchange which Communist
governments might use for purposes hostile to U.S. interests. Other
Western countries have been more liberal in guaranteeing commercial
:0 The President'can authorize the Export-Import Bank to guarantee commercial credits
to a Communist country when he determines that guarantees to such a country are In the
national interest. The terms of such credits must be within the range of common commercial
ractices, but in any event it Is U.. Governmen polLey to limit such credits to 5 years.
This limit is also consistent with the Berne Union-a lonstanding, though informal.
agrement reached by leading insuring and guaranteeing institutions in the field of international credit.
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credits, and efforts to hammer out agreements on credit terms with our
NATO allies and Japan have so for been unsuccessful.
Tile first recommendation for future U.S. East-West trade policy is
pl)rocedural in nature: The President should be granted suflicient authority to determine a course of action without the burden of congressional prohibitions. Since Communist trade policies are rarely established without regard to their political implications, the President
should have the freedom to determine U.S. measures of economic intercourse so as to achieve the greatest political and security, as well as
economic, advantage for the United States. He should be accountable
to Congress for his actions, of course, and should be required to preit
an annual report on steps taken to expand or contract trade witi Communist nations.
Specifically, the President should be authorized to extend or withdraw MFN treatment in trade relations with selected Communist
countries when he finds this to be in the national interest of the United
States. (At present, this authority exists only for trade with Poland
and Yugoslavia.) He should also be given authority to permit appropriate Government agencies to extend credits or to guarantee private
credit for nonstrategic trade with Communist countries up to a maximum of 5 years, or, if forced by competition from other non-Coninunist countries, for an even longer period.
Finally, our policy of a complete embargo on trade with Communist China should be reviewed. Despite that country's intransigent and
aggressive posture, there is always the possibility that limited trade
with China could be of distinct advantage to us. For example, the
United States might have been able to bid successfully against Canada
for its recent huge sales of wheat to China, and this would have enabled us to reduce our balance-of-payments deficit. In sum, the Congress should not make it impossible for the President to take action
in regard to trade with Communist China when he deems this to be
in our national interest.
SU31MARY

This paper has proposed a new approach for an international trade
policy to meet the complex political and economic issues that will confront the United States over the coining decade. It would appear to be
impolitic to introduce major new legislative proposals involving controversial foreign trade policy initiatives in 1967 or 1968. During these
2 years, the President should explore with all other countries (with a
view to introducing the necessary legislative proposals to the U.S.
Congress in 1969) tile possibility of establishing a World Free Trade
Association patterned after the European Free Trade Association.
Congress should give the President broad and flexible negotiating
authority, permitting such initiatives. The legislation should set fortI
broad criteria defining the national interest, emphasizing the economic,
defense, and other international objectives of the Nation. Congress
should also delegate to time President certain powers in connection with
East-West trade designed (1) to open the proposed WFTA to Communist countries under certain conditions; (2) to extend or withdraw
MFN treatment. consonant with the national interest; (3) to extend
credits or guarantee private credits for nonstrategic trade; and (4) to
consider limited trade with China.
:* I
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h1ie WI'TA, estaif ished within the framework of the (Jeneritl Agreement oil rar:Its and Tirade, would be oen to all nations at any time.
It should e established at the outset, however, only if a substantial
number of the developed countries becanine founding ilieilber.s. Tlis
initial group should include the United States, Canada, the seven
EF["'A nations (Great Britain, Norway, Sweden, I)einark, Switzerland, Portugal, and Austria), and, hopefully, Aust r'a 1llINew Zealand,
andta
Jaian. The ]EEC should be urLed to Join as a unit, but lTA
should be formed regardless of whether EI'1 acceded at the start.
In proposing W TA, the United States would Ihe following the
precedent, established in the fti'iat ion of EI,'1 ,, F1,TTA, and other regional groupings, of de )arting from the unconditional MFN i]riiciple-a cornerstonO of T.S. tarilf policy since 1923-in return for
achieving substantially free-trade coatilions over ai broad area within
a designated tile l iod. Stuch conditional (as opposed to unconditiontal) five trade arrangemieis are permitted under the rules of
An International Trade Review Board should be established to
define the criteria lv which a nation qualifies as a less-developed country; to determine which countries and which industries are eligible for

special tarill preferences and to conduct continuing reviews to aseN'liltit. what point special preferences should be withdrawn front such
countries or industries within those countries. The ITRB would be
composed of three individuals, one front each of three orgniamzalions
enjoying great international conlidence: the World Bank, the Internat onal IMonetary Fund and the GArI'.
The 1TRB should be em powered to grant special taritr prefere'llees
subject to certain limitations: (1) preferences should be granted only
if all or a substantial mnmuber of importing countries atire preared to
open their markets to selected products: (2) importing countries
should Ibe permitted to exclude certain less.-develoed countries front
the benefits of preferential treatment if the ITRI should determine
I hat slhll countries well able to compete on relatively equal economic
terns with the indtistries of imn)ortin countries; ild (3) lrefereitces
should be granted for a limited period-perhaps iot to exceed 10 years
and with gradual reductions-and should be subject to review and
termination by the ITR B.
It is important that the less-developed countries, for their part, conunit themselves to liberalize the flow of goods and capital into their
countries and to assure fair treatment for both. Those receiving preferential treatment should Ibe requided to report annually to the II'RII
on steps taken to fulfill these commitments.
The WFTA, combining the advantages of both multilateralism
and regionalism, should have a salutary effect on political, economic
and military developments in Western Europe and on relationships
among the nations of the Atlantic community. It could reduce current
threats to established patterns of trade resulting from tariff and other
trade barrier's erected by the two rival Eurolan trade blocs. If the
(omnmon Market should decide against Joining WFTA, the other
European countries may find in the WFTA an alternative method
of expanding their markets. If Great Britain is unsuccessful in winning entrance into the European Common Market, she may find an
enlarged free trade area an attractive alternative.
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From thle Ainerian 1)oint of view, it would be IlIost advaIntageous
if tihe Britislh were to joinB the Common Market, and tlie i4"E.( and

EFTA were to come to an agreement which, with United States and
('anadian participation, would be the basis of an At lantic comuntnity.
There is a dang er to the unitedd Stlates and to the security of tie
Western World in an inward-looking united Europe pulr'suing protec-

tionist trade policies with little regard for its relationships with the
I nited States and its responsibilities to the less-developed countries,
and bent on becoming a political "third force" between the United
Sltles and the Sovietinion.
.#

This two-step policy should help to sustain the continuing expan-

sion of commerce among nations, strengthen U.S. leadershipj in the

international trade field, and contribute to the lowering of internaIional tensions.

I
U
S
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GATT as an Instrument for Assuring Expanded World Trade
on a Reciprocal, Nondiscriminatory Basis
EXECUTIVE BRA.NCH STATEMENT
The GATT is both (a) an instrument that incorporates those rules
of fair lay concerning international trade by which the contracting
parties have agreed to-be bound, and (b) a forum in which intergoverninental trade problems can be discussed and resolved.
The United States took the lead in its creation in 1947, when it met
with 22 other countries, including all of the more important wartime
Allies, and negotiated the first multilateral tariff agreement in the
history of the U.S. reciprocal trade agreements program. That negotiation not only resulted in the substantial reduction and binding of
many tariffs by all the participants but in the acceptance of a basic
set of obligations governing their trade relations and the creation of
procedures designed to reinforce those commitments. In the course
of its 20 years of operation, the GATT has been modified and amended
as necessary to adapt it to new developments in international trading
relations.
While one function of these mutually accepted rules was to protect
the value of those tariff concessions that had been obtained by negotiation, an equally important one was to dismantle the system of
discriminatory bilateral quota agreements that had grown up during
the depression of the early 1930's and had become part of the economic
system of most countries during the war. Both the principles underlying. these rules and most of the provisions desitld to rive them
meaning were patterned on the agreements the United States had
earlier negotiated under the Trade Agreements Act, and most of them
closely followed existing U.S. law.
The four most basic principles in the GATT are:
The protection of tariff concessions.
Where a concession must be withdrawn, restoration of the
balance of advantages obtained through negotiation.

Nondiscrimination that is, the right of each GATT country to

receive unconditional most-favored-nation treatment from all
other GATT countries, and
Abolition of quantitative restrictions as a means of protection.
All of these principles are, of course, subject to exceptions in special
circumstances.-For example, the sanctity of tariff concessions is qualified by an escape clause, closely patterned on U.S. law, to cover cases
in which tariff concessions result in increased imports that cause or
threatent serious injury to a domestic industry. The rules against
discrimination do not apply to existing preferential systems, but
margins of preference may not be increased. Another important
qualification to the rule of nondiscrimination is the traditional excep.
(428)
87-822-68-pt. 1- 28
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tion for customs unions which, in the GATT, is broadened to include
free trade areas. The rule against the use of quantitative restrictions

(quolas) is suspended when the International Monetary Fund finds

that a country is in such balace-of-payments difliculty as to need to
apply import restrictions. In addition to these and other specific ex'eeptions, the GATT contains a blanket exception to all the rules in
order to permit a country to protect its- national security.
IoeoillixhmenM and deftcienCie8

The GATT has, so far, accomplished a large part of the objectives

that led to its creation. It has increased its membership from the origi.

nal 23 countries to 74 and now covers most of the important trading

countries of the world. 'Ihe GATT membership also includes a large
number of developing countries in Latin America, Africa, and Asia.
Under the GA'TIT, by far the larger part of the quotas that were in

existence at the end of the war have been dismantled. Tariffs have
been reduced substantially in a series of negotiations. Especially noteworthy is the vastly increased scope of tariff negotiations conducted
under GATT as compared with the prewar bilateral negotiations.
In the Kennedy round, latest and most important of (rATT negotiations, the previous method of negotiating item by item was largely

abandoned, again on U.S. initiative, in favor of across-the-board tariff
cuts, and resulted in the broadest reductions ever achieved, with con-

eessions affecting $40 billion of world trade. Also, for the first time, the

reduction of nontariff barriers was made a specific objective of the
negotiation. In one field-that of antidumping practices-an interna-

tional code of behavior was accepted. In a supplementary agreement
subject to congressional approval, the United States agreed to eliminate the American selling price method of valuation now applied to
certain chemicals in return for further concessions affecting tariffs and
certain nontariff bariers of other countries.
One of the more important achievements of the GATT has been
the prevention of trade wars. By providing standards and procedures
for dealing with cases in which one country takes action adversely
affecting the trade of another, it has been able to limit the provocations
to trade warfare and to prevent such retaliation as does take place
from setting off a chain reaction.
An area in which the GATT has not been able fully to live up to
its original ambitious objectives is the field of agricultural trade. The
practice of most countries in using extraordinary means to protect
their agricultural producers has handicapped the GATT in moving
toward a world market economy in that field. The latest manifestation
of agricultural protectionism which creates problems for us is that
embodied in the common agricultural policy of the EEC and the use
by the Community of variable import levies.

Developing vountrWea
An area of GATT activity that Ias greatly intensified in the past
decade relates to the special trade problems of developing counties.
The original text of the GATT contained certain exceptions and pro.
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cedures that recognized the inability of these countries to conform to
the kind of trade discipline that it was reasonable to expect of the
developed countries. However, a more positive approach was launched
in the GATT program for expansion of international trade following
a ministerial meeting in 1958. One major part of this program dealt
with developing countries. Subsequently an action program covering
specific measures of value to developing countries was adopted and
vitrious committees focused special attention on the removal of barriers affecting export products of particular interest to less-developed
countries. An International Trade Center was set up to provide information, training, and technical assistance in promoting exports.
The (iATT has also been amended to include a part IV on trade and
development which provides a legal basis for commitments aimed at
helping developing countries to accelerate their 'economic growth
through increased trade and higher export earnings.
Within the GAT', considerable progress has been achieved in reducing barriers to imports of trol)ical products and other export items
of particular interest to developing countries. However, the developing

countries need to accelerate the expansion of their exports and lave
been pnrssin in the GATT and other forums for the establishment

by develop petcountries of tariff lreferelnces in their favor. President
at. the OS meeting at. Pinita del Este announced that the
I united States would consider the possibility of obtaining international
agireJment on a plan of temporary preferences, generalized to all devt loping countries.
The special trade problenis of the developing countries are also to be
exilorid further in the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development which will meet early in 1968 at New Delhi, but any resolutions of that Conference will not involve legal rights and obligations
in Ihe trade field as is the case with commitments negotiated under the
GATT.
,Johlnson

Pl/a.,s for.thke fid1re

While there is no plre.ent plan for the early initiation of another
round of negotiations in the (TA'I1T, a special meeting of GA'1' countris in November 1967 is expected to launch a series of international
studies and consultations designed to identify the areas where intensive international collaboration could pave tihe way for further negotiat ions. These studies will largely parallel and support the studies of
future commercial policy that the President has directed tihe executive
branch to conduct. under the leadership of the Special Representativ*e
for Trade Negotiations. They will be especially helpful in determining
the international acceptability of new approaches to tariff reductions,
to the modification of nontariff barriers, and to the liberalization of
agricultural trade. These interrelated studies could also lead to a reexamination of those GATT provisions that are no longer adequate
to deal with the trade problems that have emerged since the GATT
was drawn up.
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[From the Journal of World Trade Law, vol. 1, No. 2, March-April 1967J

Tim' PUZZLE OF GAT'r
LEGAL ASPEcTS OF A SURPRISING INSTITUTION

John H. Jackson*
Nineteen years ago last October delegates of 22 nations signed a
temporary agreement involving tariffs an international trade.' Today,
two decades-later, this "temporary agreement" is one of the principal
regulating institutions for the international trade of over 70 nations.
If one were asked in the early years of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) whether or not it would survive long. his
answer no doubt would have been very pessimistic. With scarcely any
institutional framework, with no provision for a secretariat,s and with
legal ties to an organization that failed to materialize the GATT
woull hardly have qualified as "most likely to succeed" among the
international or anizations set up in the years immediately following
World War II. ndeed, in theory at least, GATT was not an "iiternational organization" at all-merely an "agreement." Despite the
lack of an institutional framework, despite lack of financial support
John H. Jackson is professor o1 law, Uaiversity of Michigan, School of Law, Ann . rbor
Mich. This article is part of more extensive present research on the law of GATT. The
author wishes to acknowledge the assistance of the University of California School of Law.
Berkeley (where he was professor of law until the summer of 1966), In providing re. ourcps
and leave time for conducting research on the law of GATT. The author also wishes to.
acknowledge the cooperation of various members of the GAIT Secretariat in Geneva.
Switzerland, as well as members of various delegations there. The full responsibility for
this article is the author's, however, and since he has no official connection with either
GATT or any national delegation he feels uninhibited about presenting his personal con.
clusions
and30recommendations.
I October
1947 55 U.N. Treaty Series 194. General Areement on Tariffs and Trade.
(Hereinafter the U.N. Treaty Series Will be cited as "UNTS".)
3The latest status of the GATT membership is set forth In GATT Press Release 973 of
Nov. 1, 1966. There are 70 contracting parties to the GATT, plus four countries which have
acceded provisionally, two countries which participate in GATT under special arrangements, and eight countries which apply GATT de facto pending final decision as to future
commercial policy.
GATT documentation is extensive. Letter and number document designations in this
article are GA'T documents unless otherwise specified. Citations to GATT documentation
In this article will utilize the following abbreviations and symbols: "PR" for press release:
AtLI" followed by a number Indicates the "L",1
series of documents; BI5D" Indicates "Basic
Instruments and Selected bcuments" which are a series of volumes, usually one per year,
containing selected documents from GATrT. The BISD series consists of you. 1, 2 and 8.
and supps. 1 through 14. This series will be cited using abbreviations exempliNed b-y
the following: 11/120= vol. 2 BIS, p. 120; 88/185B= ISD. third supplement p.0 g
Recently GAT n
h omte
vits
policy of derestricting documents, so as of
De. 8,. 1966, a large number of GAIT documents have become available to the public for
the first time. (See INF/i21, h/2647 and INF/122.)
The general agreement itself contains no mention of a Secretariat. The original Ides was
that the Secretariat of the International Trade Organization (ITO) would service GAT
and at the beginning of GATT the "Interim Commission for the International Trade Organization (ICITO)" performed the services of the Secretariat. To this day, the legal structure
when It Is not blurred, consists of this relationship. Rule 15 of the Rules of Procedure for
the Contracting Parties of GATT provide. "the usual duties of a Secretariat shall, by
agreement with the Interim Commission for the International Trade Organization. be performed by the Executiv Secretary of the International Commission on a reimbursable 1asia.",
Further discussion of the many Interesting legal problems of the Secretariat of GATT1 had to
be omitted from this article due to space limitations.
'The International Trade Or anisation (ITO) Charter was drafted at the Havana Conferenc 1947-48, but when the t.0. President finally decided in 1950 not to submit the ITO.
Charter to Congre for ratification the ITO died. See Diebold, "The End of the ITO 0 *01
(Princeton Essays In International Finance No. 16, 1952), and Gardner, "Sterling-Dollar
Diplomacy" (Clarendon Press Oxford, 1056)., p. 8178.'
The General Agreement refers to "contracting parties" and to "contracting parties."
The latter, according to art. XV pr. 1, means the contracting parties, "acting jointlv."1
At one of the preparatory. sessions for GAI'T It was decided to use the term "contracting
parties" Instead of committee or other reference. In order to remove any connotation of
fraraization. "GAT, Analytical Index" second revision), p. 188. See U.N. document-.
EPC/T/PV12,p.8
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-except of the most meager sort," and despite powerful forces for trade
protectionism which killed the International Trade Organization
ITO)I and tried to kill GATT,3 GATT survived. The fact that the
did survive, and that it has become a major force in inter1.41
national relations today is not only surprising but instructive.
It is instructive because it tends to indicate that legal structures or
institutions have less to do with the development of affairs than dimly
understood political or economic forces, aided by the efforts of dedicated men. One could argue, despite the apparent obstacles, GATT
survived and developed because history "required" it to do so. These
explanations, more appropriate for the historian, the political scientist, or the economist than for the lawyer, suggest that constitutional
form may not be as significant in international institutions, as it seems.
These reflections suggest the danger of a "leo'al approach" to the
GATT. This is reinforced when one observes 46A'T work at close
hand. Lawyers' considerations seem to play a small part. The secretariat which serves GATT presently has no position for a lawyer.
Delegates and secretariat members often express an attitude such as,
"Letrs not be concerned with legal technicalities." The GATT has consciously abandoned an attempt to solve some legal problems which
seemed perplexing and irreconcilable, proceeding on to other business. 9 .
Yet legal problems there are. The GATT is being invoked before
national courts.10 Certain provisions of GATT have proved very confining and yet have been respected.', Some delegates to GATT have
expressed a plea to "know where we stand, to know our rights," and2
others have been pushing for greater sanctions in the event of breach.
Tie purpose and commission of this article is to survey the legal
aspects of the GATT. It is not an easy assignment because any selection
of problems is certain to leave out interesting and important topics,
ani because most of the problems selected for treatment here can
each form the focus of a lengthier work. Nevertheless, this discussion
*The total GATT budget today is about 8 million (L/2694), as compared to about
$18 million for the international Monetary Fund, $19 million for the International Labor
Organization, $21 million for the Food and Agrlculture Organization.
See Diebold, op. cit., tupra note 4 and Gardner op. cit., uvpra note 4.
There is a history of hostility in the U.S. Congress against GATT. One example of this
Is still In 19 U.S.C. 1851 where Congress states"
*the enactment of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1955 shall not be construed to determine or Indicate the approval
or disapproval by the Congress of the executive argeement known as the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade."
*See, for example, "GATT, Reprt of the Working Party on the Association of Overseas
Territories with the EuroYan Ecnomic CommunI. including commodity trade studies
1958 (GATT Document L[805/Rev. 1) p . See also GATT Report by the Intersessional
atcommittee,
78/60, YO. "The Treaty Etalishing Eouropean Economic community" , par. 8, reprinted
'See, for example, U.S. Amicus Curiae brief In the case of T1upman Thurloge Cempang
l11., v. W. P. Ma80 OommisuonOr, 252 P. Supp. 041 (1960, )5 International Legal Miaterials (American Yournal of International Law) 488 - Bowis-LI me-Hamalton Vorp., v.
Superior Oourt, 208 Cal. App. 2d 808 25 Cal. Reptr. 98 (19062) (hearing denied December 19. 1962). See also Comment, "6ATT, The California Buy American Act and the
Continuin Struggle Between Free Trade and Protectionism", b2 Cal. L.R. 8Md (1064)'
Comment, "National Power to Control State Discrimination Against Foreign Goods and
Persons: A Stud? In Federalism", (12 Stanford L. R. 855 (1960) : Comment, "California's
B(1964).
U-Amerlcan Policy: Conflict with GATT and the Constitution", 17 Stanford L.R. 119
u See the discussion of art. XXX of GATT concerning amendments, uubpt. C of pt. 1,
below.
" For proposals to amend art. XXIII of GATT to establish rules Increasing sanctions for
breach of GATT, see GATT Document COM.TD/F/1-4.
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fity servo us a starting point for tihose who wish to Study

A.N'I"'

I'iis urtielt, will discuss egal assets of (.\ r T under live major
headings as follows:
T.'1'he Fundamental T'reatv Law of (.AT'r'.
11. Tarill X .egot
llt ons and T1riV Billdnllgs.
III. l' meetingg lle Value of T1'ari't (C'on'essions.
I N. E.'(eept ioils and EScap ('laustes ('oul ilmos Negotitat ion in
(I A''1"!'.
'. Dispute Resolit ion ill ( .I'.
I. iil l'
T'ho

I.

I .mI.'NrI,

iixriv

Iasi' t rtllly, tile "general 'itreten

i..\W oi.i t.\ l'r

itll," itself, was comllelei il

never come into fole, 4 being applied
0t'tohtr 1947. It h1s techiuit lyI1v

Iv . " 'Otwl of lprvisiolll alpplication" dest'rilbed I, hew.l'' The
( ''T 'hos been a ended it number of t ilnes,i and alfected Ib. o helr
pI-olo.tos, iul iding soilto not. tedtii'lally -ill force' lhenasehes,' 7 s)
1hat tevel t.1,' basic trealy is a coi phoex .-et ort instruments, aplyitg
wi hIli Ierlltill n'igrm. to di IIerelt ollll ries. I'r t he lawvet IIta..er annl
-lt aiiv 'ivei
l ime. tie precise hvoral villll.livii'ills i we&'uil l two Ila Iions, is no easy t:tl.
k.
li is pil I will otllit lthe sleiA I IleCessatly to
uiikt' stich . theiern intl ll. inl four sul -topii's: First, t brief sirvevvI'
lte
ert, ratoi" work for ( AT'i' with tillialysis
a
of its releva ui.e tI
(,Ai 1 and is relalt i O I.ll, IT) wilivl ws I
afd lie same lie.i.
s";i-mi1.
IlI p'.l t'ovmol (if pro'visional nli litol and its 1'0l1lioll I4)

.IATT, Iit) nitrodit'e the lwo emi, wliat is tle legal foro of (A.VI'?
13s,,, I addilillon. Seyhl
hailnumind. "The Legal Frinework of World Trade," l'r:ieger,
NMw York. II15i" Note. United 4ttes l'irtilelllnon ii the, General .creieniit on 'Iarlffi
anl 'l'rle, Of t'olumlit Law iReview 5it5 4 1l)li. For a itOre general treainolt froin llt
,,,.,miistl's viewiwilt, see Clrzon. ,MNlilt lhnteral Cominarhl Dilianey," Mhclel Joseph,

l.,0'lln1m, 111115.
1 r . XXVI of GATTL gov
r
it%h
governlentsla4.ity veeplt flip agreemienlt it-sf. amid
lrvilil,'s it foriilha tar siertilllliillg. wIell a1slltllil ltlnmbor aot governments l:t a4.lti,,l fles, igireeme.iit sil that It liters Into foret'. I'rii
tII.TTA
do.uiimentatnhl
hl'
II
:llil'var's that
l
i
oltll lry. IIIIII. ht11s a1e',lt'td I he geiii'ril agr'eviit itfslt..,,
L/2:175 /Ad1. 1. It. 20 .Malr. 5. 11165, doeunittt relprintlig a document of Sept. 25. 195M).
et-1slbl1. It li-low.
I g mistsor protocols and trealh. l'ttet ttlu iIhe GAI'T may be found lI U.N. iloeunint
1' 1.1.: a':I. Stlmttas of Mlilt lilt teral ('onvetilolns, for lhstruilntith idrawn prior lit Feb. I,
19.5, and delsmlted with ftie Secrelary (l nrn :
da (I A'e'
Ml Illoenlnen
itI',2
(a .
r,,veil through ulAguist 11111) for Instrllll'tls drawn saIuseflqut to ebrlary 1I15;. ,omiiwi'
of tl,'e litmIru ,els act iutlly timnll lit% texl of Il.
while othlnr, sltl;ly a fede i le
rl ,ir osr fore., or tho liartlhs Invlvedl. of varlo. ehi
latas'g i GA'I'T. 'i'l'ri, ore :11 Irant
ltIrU nnis iml
tne l'he genral ltgre,en
lstIlf
ilI1,il
Il lhe U.N. Ilh ilelni
ST'l I.i'W3.
.\IT ,hll' tinen t I'liOl'2 lIls 01 in Isrn.nit
lilrtiugh .,1lll 11111d. "or proto'ols till
"4'll4.t I14
t "l ly I1111t1see I, '2714 lhDe. 2. 1111,11). It M h liI b
olotld that lit
dIlllli
a ti lh l st rUlnel is ltei
lit lit twit ollheill lisl nis relainl I (IiT, v lhere ar, vermtin
olier Inslrlnment with trenty folt,., or Ireaty-liki, elhanittritls
whehh also rehlte to
GATT. S mun're i force' anil in' o not..\lllanl Itiest' lire , of cout rse. th.' liii Vitil
el'rr
itselft (i'e U.N. isoettilent
'iTo'11 4 and I'.N. I)oe'nlent I'/ON F.2/,.
o,,
IAI'T "'irftitilloei
of I fefiattletIIs a11ind .illticatiol'" Lolg-tll lla rrillgmvli'
rtlHig
Iiterntiotlanal trile itiiid cotton textllh's (aA.'rT 111631. 'i'lieri are oflers aIis,. Iii
elitlillnc it miinlli'r of blinateral iit'enaents between pairtile to (.'i"i' whil
relateito
their , aA'Ir olilirltions. Mi,' nllti' 137 Iltifr.
1. (;.VrI'
tiliotl
t P'i(O'r'T,2 Iallii'ts whihh of tlh Instrltiteits listed ti ereiti arelIn
fore'v or not. mlid to which cottrlt lithey iluly.
For
t, Initiunce, olli gtions reiltin * to sti ishle fund lii art. XV I
(
GATT.
pIr. .1.
ari' aff'eelid by a seriesif
dtt.elriattos a nd "iol'lo' s-verluiatil.'' 8In'.' some newly ll'.
tlmlet 'ountrrh' bevni metelsl'rs of (GA'"i' ildter .mlitlisorship t's.l"'lo'as otlll'il iII
this arlh'e below at sibpl. It of thl.
irut.
animl slitue lu' pedenhnt votls
ani'di'rna'ii tli h i'e lh,, i lll, e lition IIi IArT a lihe sim sonilg e'eiitryi tt til' tliine
,f ,qmmi-ors lp. stivh new tGATT linrlh'slight
hi, eolsihired to llitiv lhi,' sim' lusltlln
with re, l,.i.' Io airt. XVI lar. 4 its the ,slonsoiig country ait the tiie of lhe it itaisor-,tilt.
Vol ai 'll. liltiia ltlis of 1I 1T't) 2. p. 42 r.'gariit ig file 'ileeliirt tlongivii ir i'tl.it tot It,
IrovisI, lu of tart. XV'I :4 Ihiiilvlea aflst
th
nit, i'w Inlpemidelit less devi'ltel etlliltry
whIh'li ,lit'red (0ATT uiiiib'r sl s orsh 1-tt
is devi'i.'d ti Ill 111lyli
tfi llsla1 it li' , .t'rh'l
.
It is iit ehlir i. v t hi
Islilt- tiesi'.ltholii
aiei irt'oilalti
frolt
pei'ith'
f
'goenlieliits concerned flight enable one to rnitioiilize this lioilitt. Sep note $4 infra.
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Third, the atuending process of GATT. Fourth, a short introdic:tioni
to the complex "inilieibership" law of GATT, suggesting till approval
to tie question, which nations are legally Ionimiby portions of tlit(
general agreement?
A. I'ru'lra/or/ wo,A

' lT'h collapse of international trade in the 1930"s and its eifects oi
and war led some world leaders to conclude that new interna-

jieace

tioial e(vOliOiiiitb inistitutions we're esselt ial.", The goals iivisaged for
such ins1 it it ions were its Iiilleh polit ial as eolonlite, t hat is-the IPoevl'tioli of warl' and t(e establishilleit. of it just. sSteit of ecolieliliv
reht1 ions were Its nli ortait. a.s t li teOliolii( helielits that nilighit deri ve

f'rom international trade anld t'onloillr stlllty. " lIurm/.g W\orld
Will' 11 prla)ations were Illi(le fot'r developing such inst itut iolls."
Ilhe BrettontIoods conference e and ithe re.silting agreelmelits were
s." 111)11i'ii
Ilt even lit that eolfei'elive
lie ealyIV result of tlese
it, was recognized 1ln1t. tn internat ionl|i organ ization to iegullte ira(h
wits 11IieCesiS1'rY colitpell(ent to tite 131F ad the IBHI).'
The IU.S. State i)epartneit had prepared it draft charge' of all
literiliat iolill Trade ()rgalizal ioll.0' At flit' first sesion of tle United
Na ioIs, tit( Eononiic and So'ial ('ouncil resolved that, a cofereule to diaft; it charter for aill IT1) Should be called, and thai a
plrepralto'y v'oiiiiiltee for this conference be established.
III all, fiur international voliferellces. were held to draft : JT()
cial'lter, tlirte of which were "lelarntoi.'.=u The first was a iiitetitig
of tlie' "l' arepiI'
v ('onim ilttee III Londoil from October 1I, to Noveni ter 26. 19,101.. 'he sevolni was a neetling of tlie "l)raftingr ('ommll tee' of tile IPreparator ' Comiiittee. lit-li lt ]lke Slecess, N.Y.
fl'(mll Jllltaaary 21), to lebruary 2, 1 I), -'' to edit. anditi draft it 'lrter
ill liglit of te luidlon nIletting, with alternatives for p'ovisions om
while tlie, 4I.uI sesSioin 'ould not agree. The third was tile (illev:
('oliferine, ofliviallyt lile second Stessl0n of the Prpa'loIv (n
,o nihilet,, which was held from Awi'il 11), I947, to October 10; 1947.:'-"
''his collferlt'iehad t dun I functions. ()ni tile one handl tit' ('olluittee
c'oli ied its traft-ing of itI ( cltirtt'r, preparing for the 1avalmi
('on lerellce. ()n the other h1and, 21 nations undertook negotitioiis
.'.e (h] a i nel', a . e't.. stiprt lotel' : Iu.S. Sliatt iwplairtnlient,
.m 't'r
ltako'ley
serhq.
naumbehliars 71 1Snma'r Welles Speech 11141 I. 74 ( hurry ilwklnn Si1141'e1 1144).
" Ii
tlit lion to ftip slee'emt' iand alte{rials rreriei'ti tInfiat irovis
footlnot. st, fh.
general poaley speeches naie by delegates at tit{ openhig of tle S'eand S'ssion (if I.
Prepirt ory ('.aaaliltle tit flit, Oa'aeva ('Gene
a
rotieraelit 1947. i.S. docent
EI'('T/1'12 1 4.
l St' Ilrri
p. cit., supra note 4 : note 19 salaria.
-SI, itrition il
taala I'rov'emliags. the Artlh't' ut .ofgreenhent
of flat' Jnt'rnitioalal Molletnry l,'aind. atDil of flat- IntterlualataOItI lank for Ileconrstraction atuatiJ4w{.IOiaipmeDt.

2l lrelttol Wools I'roe eatingg. vol. 1. p. 9t41. The conferene rea'-la'.l "ttlnitle. fitt liita1 alt
* polla1a'tt
| fin
biel
l I a jo it
mi r * * * canot
ItItO b it-lpi
ved liroulgh
flit' iatt rlaInaifaily (iftha fund alone': * * *', iadti reconaIaealded flint tli gaiernitillit4
se'e'k .agreenlit'aat "1tu re'(hi'ae ob,'ttt'iat to inta{rnifloi tl ratle aln in ot
olher waysi lroniatt
ml fal l
ll a'ttll aa11volaaii
International 'ommriaailrtrahl relafhlo. s
,
2 |5.
,Shf t' lhipiartinpnt J)oet'llaant 2411. Dt't.'libt'r 1915.
.'S. t'eonoiiae' sind Soc'ial ('oiilaetl r'aoltition 1,1.'1. Feb. 18. 19411. !".X. loa'uinient 1. 22.
'$Tle tdotiments of nil ('totf-renrtt
tiro offlieally 'nillod Nallonq aoemnenf. Th first
fiitm- iaowt fhis doeulwnnit IDnaIDber. I,/l'('/T (|larlar'aahld tai'CT)
t
lali'aT
phe otiher l'tarA
atiad il ifert detmilgivl hlag Nuoilolet of flit' Prep'lartory ('onittee. The f(irth. ilt Illvai:
Confe'rt'nce., bt'atrs. t'e tiloeunent numbiiaers ,/CONT.2,'. . See IATT, Analilytical Index (sve-

mid reivIslon 1. lap. It and IlI.

Sleport on filat firgt sslon of flat' Pre paratory ('eanalaatttp for tIl' I'nfited N'afI
Con .
f'r,.',in PTradp fnd Emaployntnt. London. Oefohr 1946.
4Ietiort
of ft Drafting Committe. of the Preparitory onanlt,,,, of fli t, 'nltd Na'.
tiiuts "Nit.te'iieo on Trad. and Emnploymetnt. Lake Sutcre_!. N.T.. El'11'34. Mar. 5. 1947.
'" Ifeifrt
Iat
flt'
seoaitt
mesion of t
Preparatory Conmittee of t'e |'nttetl N:athti
('anferaimer' 'an Trale" iad l
oyent'att. (enen. Aiguilst 1947 El' T,,'11 ; f6al.l at't andalfait-1
at flit eon'lsilon of ft'e Ptecoid tension. etc.. 55 U'NTS 188 (Oct. 30, 1947.
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with a view to reducing tariffs and eibd(ied the results of these negotiations ill the Generti Agreement on 'Tarifs and 'l'rade. 0
Fourthl. the Ilavana Conference itself was held from November
21, 1947, to March 24, WI.IS, for (lie purpose of finally (ira fting on iTo
charter.-"
Clearly froi the point of view of GAITr problems, the Geneva
Conference wias the most. important. rhe GAL Ia was iially drafted
there (a previous draft had beeyei t'elmid at Lake SIIcces) 3 and
transmitted to government q.33 1ut in all important. sense all preparatory work for the ITO charter is relevant, to (IT'I.'Mud of the
GArT was taken verbatim front the draft of tile ITO ehrler as it
stood at the end of the Geneva Confernee deliberations on I'1'O.?
The general agreemennt was expre.,dy tied to the prospective ITO..
For examle, certain clauses resulting from the Havana Conference
were to 1e substituted ill the general agreement, abl.snt object iou, if the
ITO caine into effect, and later aiendmients to GATTL' rell ted I [avala
Conference work on the ITO. Finally, when the ITO failed to come
into being, tile GATT had to fill the ga in international relations.S?
However, persons dealing with tile GA'I r were often those who had
drafted the ITO and their attitudes toward GATT were undoubtedly
colored by their experiences in the ITO negotiations."
The function of the preparatory work for ITO in the interpretat ion
of the GATT is thus complex. Although a broad brush generalization
would state that all ITO preparatory work is relevant to GATT, a
stricter view would conclude that the ITO preparations must be
specifically traced as a source of language in the GATT, to be relevant.
Even when the ITO preparatory work relates to a clause of the
ITO charter which was selected for inclusion in GATT, there is arguablv a difference in the effect, of that, preparatory work on interpretation
ot GATT. The GATT was drafted as at "trade agreementt" including
only those clauses which thle draftsmen felt were normially, found in
trale agreements,39 and which were considered essential to protect the
value of tariff concessions 0 Consequently tile preparatory work
0 The documents of the Geneva Conference most relating to GATT were In a series
BPCT/TAC/- (the Trade Agrcinent Committee).
hinal act and related documents. United Nations Conference on Trade and Employ-

ment. April 1948. U.N. document ICITO/1/4 and RO/CONI.2/78. See also ICITO, Septemher 1948. "Reports of Committees and Principal Subcommittees" [of United Nations Conference on Trade and Rmployment held at Havana, Cuba) U.N. document ICITOI1/8.
* Report of the Drafting Committee of the Preparatory Committee, BPCT/84, op. cit.
supra note 28, at p. 65. See also "Resolution regard 9 tie negotiation of a mulilteral
trade arirement embodyinor tariff concessions," p. 47 of 'Report of the First session of the
Preparatory Committee," NPCT/38.
*Final act adopted at the conclusion of the second session etc., op. elt.. supra note 29.
t, See EPCT/189, Aug. 80, 1947, the draft of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
taken from the Preparatory Committee's text of eorresponding articles in the draft Havana
Charter as embodied In IOPq/180.
a Article XXIX of GATT Is entitled "The Relation of the Agreement to the Havana
('barter."
AParagraph 2 of art. XXIX of GA'' as It was originally worded stated "On the day on
which the charter of the International Trade Organization enters Into force, art. I and
pt. It of this agreement shall be suspended and superseded by the corresponding provisions
of the charter: provided that - - any contracting party mav lodge* * an objee.
tion *
." See OAMI.
Analytical Index (second revision), V. 10,5 (re: art. XXIV).
0 Official death for the Vro is considered to be the pres release for the President of the
] united States announcin$ that he would not submit the ITO Charter to the Congres,
uardner, op. cit., supra note 4. at p; 8T8.
0 for Instance IU.D. Wflress of Canada was a signatory of the final act of the Geneva
Conference In 1947 and the Havana Conference In 1948. and was Chairman of the Con.
tracting Parties of GAT' from their first through the fifth and their ninth through 11th
sepions (spanning the fint 9 years of GATT existence).
STT.N document VPCT/'tAC/PV/11, 845-8 (Sept. 5. 1947, discussion at Geneva
Conference .
f
"U.N. document IPOT/TAC/PV/I, p. 24 (Aug. 5. 1947), Geneva Conference discussion).
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pointed to interpretations of (GATT which would fulfill these two criteria. GAT'1T was not, considered an "organization," it. was merely ia

contract with specific limited j)urposes. It is fair to state that the subsequent, development of GAT I' has pushed it, far beyond this initial

imttgo.42 The extension of (,Vlr's role can be justified not only on
the basis of its practice and custom (if one is prepared to accept this
as a basis) but also on the basis of continued participation, policy statenents, and utilization of GATT institutions by lany of the governthesits concerned.4 (oUpled with a right, to withdraw on relatively
short, notice," this continued 1)reiciltion sugge.sts ai ongoing basic
consensus that one can use to rationalize the ilexible and ]pragitlatic

approach that has characterized Gl1ATT during its existence. fit any
event it is clear that. in practice GATT will continue to be treated as
a major international organization.
B. The h'gal force of (r.J '"''
77 and thei 'ro (,l of , oI.;xwII/, appVcalion
fit August

1)-t 71lt (G nevi',

tile parties to tihle ('I1"I'

negotiations

were faed with a dilenInla. heree was tile design to put the warily coun.
eIssions into tfeet as soon as pmosilble ill order to plrvent mnalket
disruption and speculation as well a-, political opposition that could
elIsule if details of tihe concessions lea ked or beealme public information
before tile agreement, becalue effeetive. Against this wa tile legal
nece.sitv for soie nations to obtain legislative changes in laws ineonlsistt'llt with pals of tihe A'II'.' The solution chosen was "provisional aplication," by a lrotocol which stated that eight named
governments unletakeve beeni Signed oil behalf of fill Ii.4 forngollig
Irovied tlint tils Irotocol Nha Iittl,
goverInt'It.

not liler than November 15. :19-17, to upliy irorlshnilly ol atlu

after Jtnuary 1. iiM:
t)

Part I and III of the Geuneral Agreinent oniTriff. andl Trd,, aind
It tie fullest extent Ilot iu.cosistent with

ih) Part i1 of that agreement
existing hegisliti lol."

The protocol allowed other Geneva participants to sign, and stated
that, an nation could withdraw on (0 days' notice (coinpared to the
6 months not ice required in the general agreement ).4T
This protocol became effective wln the eight named (ounltriev
signed before November 15, 11947,- and is still effetive. The general
41See note 5 supra, and discussion In the preparatory work at Geneva, 1947, U.N. document EPCT/TAC/PV/12 (Sept. 16, 1947).
*'This Is evidenced by the continual development of committee structure In OAT! In.
cluding the early Balance-of-Payments Committee and the Intersessional Comnittee, cul.
minating In the development of the "Council" (see 98/7. 1911). Another action reflecting
the attitude of the Contracting Parties toward the GATT io a decision of Mar. 218, 1961.,
chalnging the title of the "E~xecutive Secretary" to "Director General." thus conforming
the title of the chief executive to that of a number of other International organizations.
13/19.
" For instance, the Connenl of GA'T'T has no authorization In the general agreement itself,
but Is set up by decision of the Contracting Parties. Yet a considerable number of the
contracting parties participate In the work of the Council. Any contracting party who
desires can become a member of the Council If It I willing to assume the responsibiities.
"See subpart Hbelow.
u See the preparator. discussion, Geneva, 1947, U.N. document BPCT/TAC/PV 1-5.
5 UNT8 808.
't Ibid., ef. GATT, art. XXXI.
0 The signatures, Including some with reservations, are set out at 55 UNTS 312-4316.
The 8 named countries, easential for the protocol to come Into force, were Australia
Belgium. Canada. Prance Luxembourg, Netherlands, United Kingdom, and the United
Sates. These eight signatures were completed before Nov. 15. 1047. Subsequently 14
other governments signed the protocol, but four (China, Syria, Lebanon, and Liberia)
after that withdrew. Curzon, op. cit., supra note 18.
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,l'eeltnenllt,
l is. a11ppliedl. Ih rilz this. I otov.ol or-.,innila r Iwotov,,. , riled

l)v (ovel'rlneits wlith liter camee (olntritetinl

parties to (;.

What is the effect of this 6n (GATT? Thera'wlre two major effects.
lFirst, tile withdrawal pel'iod is shorter, as stated above. Se ld, a
Ial~'xe portion of GTATT oldigations are eftletive only to "the extent
11t ill('Onisient with (.Xistill(4
legislation." The first e'e't iteeds no
addlitionll explanation. ex(el)t to note that it reinforces the "('Oiliuminglll ('olwelnsus interpretations of (,A.I mentioned above. The
se,'Oi(d etfleet needs some elaboration below. It might also he argued
that the WloId J)ro'viSiOlla ateets the interpretation of tle whole
(G.\TTagreement because tile protocol applies the entire (;.%'T "proviSionalv. No instance where tile tell "p'ovisioinl" has I'esulted ill
:llv nolti'eabh, difhlrenc.e ii, ti l1)proaeh or application of (AT.'r hs
hetIl folnd (xept its IlSt stated above. "Provisional" seems to be
dhefiied lbv tle remainder of the protocol, and al)l)arenltlv tlt means
(ml fullestt extent not inconsistent with existing legislation" (for
P't. 11).
Ihe concelpt "not inioiisi.t'ent with exist inlg legislatioln" needs eaboration. I'here ai'e three pioldens that merit (liseii;sion. First, "existin," at, what point of tinne.? Second, whose legisltioln, that of local
sul)divisions as well as that of the nation ? Third, what does "in sistlit"
meanpermissive,
('Ss)eeia llvi.e.in wlich
the ontext
of legislitioln
thatnot
is not
landatory but
authorizes
(but does
require)
executie a'tiol o regulation wir, wouhl be inconsistent with (;ATT
part II.
First. What point of time? At the third session of the (it
Con('
f':ltinV Pa'ties. an i"sle was raised whether "existing legislation" in
tlie Protocol of Provisional Appli.ation meant that which existed at
tlie date a nation signed the l)l'Ortoiol, o' the date in the last palragrpl
of tle protocol (MOctober 30, 1947). Water oloside,'atioi tle then Chairman of the contractingng Parties ruled that it refers to the latte,'."" The
pIrocedure is perhlapsl more intriguing than tile substantive result of
this ruling i.e. the apparent avceptan('e by states of a ruling of a
.ha irnlin of a group of government 'e)resentatives as a definitive
ialterlpetation of treaty language.
Second, Wlose legislation? In a federal nation, does "existing
legislation" also include legislation of the federal subdivisions? Although this issue has arisen in litigation," it is not easy to answer.
The preparatory work foil GATT does not completely settle it.52 In
the subsequent practice of GATT only one reference to this issue can
be found. (India in reporting on "existing legislation" expressly
excepted State subdivision legislation from its report because it hal
not. had the time to study it).53 Article XXIV, paragraph 1-2, relates
to this problem also and -leads one to an analysis that. depends heavily
on the constitutional law of the nation concerned, both as-to (1) the
supremacy or nonsupremacy of the federal treaties: and (2) the effect,

0"The protocols of accession are listed in OATT, Analytical Index (second revision),
It. 1 3-7.
W'lI/.5. ruling on Ali. 11, 1949.
1 Raldor In-Ima.lailton Corp. v. superior Court, supra note 10.
* MtnHon of the problem in located at U.N. document EPCT/TAC/PV/11, p. 44; and
U.N. document EPCT/TAC/PV/19, p. 83.
= L/2375/Add. 1. p. 11.
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atil(] the pirelovol of 1ir'ovisioitiil application as imllicilZl law
(of GTT

(wit hout addit tonal implement ing legislation)?""
The third problem coierining the protocol of provisional application that must be discussed is the question of what is the "fullest
extent, not inconsistent with existing legislation"? This issue is best
posed by a hypothetical.
Legislation of nat ion A (signatory in 194T of the protocol) existing
on October 30, 1947, "authorizes tie President to limit imports by
(uiotia whenever they iiijure 'l domestic producer, for such time as the
President shall det erii e." Si(l quotas would be inconsistent with
article Xl of the (IA'l.
Case 1: Prior to October 30, 19-47, the President of A had limited
imports of perfume to 1 million units per year, effeetive indefinitely.
Case 2: In 1948 the President )roclaims a quota on wheat of(1
million units per year.
In either ease is A violating its international obl]igations? If the
key word in A's legislation were "requires" instead Of "authorizes,"
one would probably conclude that neither case 1 nor case 2 were. a
viola-tion of the protocol of provisional application. But what about
"authorizing' leislat ion ? This issue has generated son controversy
in G'TT resulting in l)raetice which suggests a conclusion that both
cases are a violation of GA.TT.
W1hen the islle was initially raised in GATT, a working party report
adopted by tie GAT1r oneluhded that measures are within tle "existlegislaIion" exception of the protocol, "provided that the legislation
on which it is based is by its terms or expressed intent of a mandatory
cha'ncter-that is. it iml)osts on tie Exe.utive authority requirements
which cannot be modified by Executive action." 14
This ruling was reaffirmied inl 1955, at a time wien the GATT
members considered and accepted a proposal that would allow nicmnber. to accept the GATT "definitely" (i.e. directly,.without application
through the appropriate protocol), while expressing a reservation as
to that legislation existingg" within the protocol's meaning.-z
Several cases have arisen testing this concept of "not inconsistent
with existing legislation." In each case the 'ATT official position was
in accord 'tith
the discussion al)ove.J However, in at least one case
a waiver was issued by GATT to the nation concerned, il a sense
"legitilmizing" its act ion' which that nation claimed was allowed in any
case under tihe protocol of provisional application. 7
C. A mcndlnq the GA IT
Article XXX provides the basic framework for amending GATT,
requiring unanimous consent to change part I (i.e. art. I and II and the
schedules ineorlporated by reference), article XXIX and article
XXX itself. Other amendments become effective "in respect of those
&10
Art. XXIV. par. 12 of (;.An reiatd: "'atch contracting party siali take miich ream,'abhl, teJsuri as may be available to It to instire observance of the provisions of this

Agreement by the regional and local governments and authorities within its territories."
"611/62.
&I
"I 3,/249.
R./01, OS/60-61, 78/104-107.

it Waiver to West Germany for It, marketing laws which apply quantitative restrictions
to certain agricultural products, decision of May 30, 1959, 88/31. This waiver has apparently expired.
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contracting parties which accept them" upon acceptance of two-thirds

of the menibers.
Article XXX has proven one of the most troublesome and restricting
in GATT. The unanimity requirinent has engendered an almost hope.
lessly confusing situation regarding the schedules (the author has been
told that some nations do not even know the true status of their own
tariff concessions in GATT). InI addition, the provision that amendments which are authorized by two-thirds vote apply only to those
governments who accept them, has the potential of needless procedural
confusion. Three problems ill particular will he discussed (1) the

unanimity requirement and schedule adjustlllellts; (2) the relation of
waivers under article XXV to amendments; (3) procedural difficulties

caused by article XXX.
The schedules of tariff concessions are, by article II "hereby made
an integral part of Part, I of this Agreement." A schedule is a detailed
list of products for a specific GATT partv, which states for each
product that party's maxunum allowable tarift. Thus a schedule for the
United Kingdom might list. "Widgets-10 percent," meaningg that the
United Kingdom has promised or "bound" itself to impose a tariff on
widgets tlat will never exceed 10 percent ad valorem. The schedules fill
many volumes and altogether contain some 65,000 items. Because
errors are found, and because the GATT contains procedures for modifying or renegotiating items on the schedule (see pt. II below), the
schedules are constantly being changed. Since its inception there have
been 26 protocols of "rectification. modification, or supplelnentary eoncessions" amending the schedules, of which six are technically iot in
force.ss Protocols conll)ieted for signature as long ago as 1955 are still

not in force.5 However, oddly enough, and again illustrative of the
ragmatic approach of the GXTT. these sclhedille changes are treated
by ATT parties as if they were in force. 0
In 1955 an attempt was made. at the major review session of GATT.
to amend article XXX to provide, "any amendment to the schedules * * * which records rectifications of a purely formal character 6r
niodifications resulting from action taken under paragraph 6 of
Article II, Article XVIII, Article XXIV, Article XXVII or Article
XXVIII, shall become effective on the thirtieth day following certification to this effect by tile CO N-T.CTIo PARTIES: Provided that prior
to such certification, all contracting parties have been notified of the
proposed amendment and no objection has been raised, within thirty
days of such notification by any contracting party, on the ground that
th proposed amendments are not within the terms of this
paragraph." "I
Because one nation still ias not accepted this amendment, it remains technically not in effect. 2 Yet subsequent changes to the schedules have been embodied in a series of "certifications" which state.
i PROT/2, revised to August 1966.
I Ibid.

mThis was stated to be the case In discussions which the author had with various government and secretariat personnel and Is Illustrated by the fact that no complaints of
breach of GATT obligations have been brouht when nations institute the tariff changes
resulting from the changes to the (IATT schedule.
AGATT, final act adopted at the ninth session of the contracting parties and protocol
amending pt. I and arts. XIX and XXX of the general agreement, etc., Mar. 10, 1955,
Geneva. p. 20.
4*PROT/2, p. 5. L/2575 (Mar. 10. 1966).

I
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"on the date of the entry into force of paragraph 3 of Article XXX

this decision shall constitute a certification by the CoNm%cTr Vo
.ARnEs on that date

** *79 03

These certifications are also treated by GATT parties as if they were

in effectA4

The relation of article XXV to article XXX has posed an intriguing
legal problem. Article XXV, paragraph 5, provides that by two-thirds

votes including half of the members, GATT contracting parties may
"In exceptional circumstances not elsewhere provided for in tbis
Agreement * * waive an obligation impose upon a contracting
party by this Agreement * * * Often waivers are granted to obliga-

tions under part I of GATT (including schedules), so as, for instance
to allow a party to change tariff concessions pursuant to a revision of itq
customs tariff.65 Article XXX, however, requires unanimity to amend
pait I. Therefore, it has been argued, waivers should not be granted to
part I if they amount in effect to an amendment, unless the vote is
unanimous. This argument has been rejected by the GATT contracting
parties artly because of the opening clause of article XXX which
states, 'Except where provision for modification is made elsewhere in
this Agreement * *

,

arguing that article XXV is just such other

provision for modification excepted from article XXX.6 1 Tihe problem
is, of course, that if the waiver power is unlimited 67 it could be used to
produce an effect substantially the sane as an amendment. In fact, at
least two waivers 68 have been framed in general terms to apply to any
contracting party who fulfilled the criteria, just as an amendment
would be. Most waivers apply to just one named contracting party,
and often for a limited time.09 At their 11th session the contracting
parties formulated a series of guidelines for the issuance of waivers,
partly as a response to the amendment problem. 0
The procedural difficulties that can result from article XXX can be
illustrated by the following hypothetical. Article XXV provides that
most actions of the contracting parties be by majority vote. Suppose
an amendment were adopted by two-thirds under article XXX which
changed article XXV to reuire a majority of GATT members (not
just those present and voting), and suppose nation A voted for the
amendment but B did not. Article XXX provides that such amendment is effective "in respect of those contracting parties which accept
it." Thus the mended article XXV applies to Abut not to B. B is governed by the prior article XXV. Now consider a vote at a meeting of
the contracting parties. How is it to be evaluated 1 11
Article XXX phrasing reflects ideas stemming from days when
trade relations were primarily bilateral, and no obligations could be
'OATT, certification relating to rectifications and modifications of schedules to the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Jan. 15. 19063, Geneva; GATT, second certification relating to, etc., Apr. 29, 1964 Geneva.
"Supra note 60.
Waiver
r
to Brazil of Nov. 16, 1956. 58/36. Recent waivers to obligations under pt. I of
GATT' Include a waiver to the United States of Dec. 20. 1965 (automotive products),
148187: and to Australia (preferences for less developed countries) Mar. 28, 1966, 148/23.
0 L/403 (Sept. 7, 1955).
:Working party report adopted by contracting parties on Nov. 10, 1952, 18/80.
U Decision of Oct. 22, 1951. extending the time limit In art. XX, pt. II, BraD 11/28;
decision of Mar. 5, 1955 (hard-core decision relating to Import restrictions), 38/AS.
* See list of waivers at 148/224-228.
" Procedures adopted Nov. 1, 1956, 58/25.
"

188/108.

t.
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imposed on a nation without its consent.-"2 In addition it fails to distinguish between the rules which are procedural in nature and those which
are substantive. It is submitted that the idea that no international trade
obligations should be imposed on Itnation without its consent no lollger
de.srves unwavering recognition. Such idea was truly effective, iF at
all, for onlya few large, powerful nations. For most countries, dependance on international trade is a fact of life and leaves them vulnerable
to forces beyond their control including sometimes selfish and irresponsible actions of trading parties.". The very purpose of international organization of trading relationship is to reduce the chance of such actions hurting other nations and to thereby increase the stability of international trading relations. A change" in the amending article of
GATT seems in order. Even the 1955 amendment (not yet in effect) is
probably inadequate for the fuutre of GATT.
D. Member'9hip and participation in GATT

There are basically four ways to become a "contracting party"
(loosely referred to as a "member") of GATT. Three involve accession
by a government: by the Protocol of Provisional Application,4 subsequent protocol and agreement under article XXXIII of GATT,'
and by directly accepting the GATT itself under article XXVI:2
(only one nation has accepted GATT in this manner and then only
after acceding to GATT through a protocol).76 These methods of accession are preceded by tariff negotiations, the "ticket of admission,""
and often these negotiations extend for several years, during which
time, by special declaration (protocol) the applicant government is
given "provisional accession" 8 to GATT,79or relations with GA'T are
established by other special arrangements.
The fourth "route" to membership is open to "customs territories,
in respect of which a contracting party has aceplted this agreenient"
when such territor y "possesses or acqutires full autonomy in the conduct of its external commercial relations * * *." so In 1957 (ATT set

forth a series of recommended procedures to guide this sponsorship
route to membership,1 which enabled a newly independent government to have "de facto" participation in GAT'r pending a finial deci-

71See, for example, discussion at EPTC/TAC/PV/15, as excerpted in GATT. Analytical
Index (2d revision),p. 150.
3An analysis of the percentage that exports is to total ONP is one measure of dependence on international trade. For example, such percentage for Netherlands Is 48
preent, for Switzerland 31 percent for Canada 21 percent. whereas for. the unitedd
States only 5.7 percent (based on IMP, "International Financial Statistics," October 1960).
7455 UNTS 308, Oct. 30, 1947.
"A list can be found at GATT, Analytical Index (second revision), p. 155-150. This
Includes the so-called Annecy Protocol and the Torqunay Protocol.
"The sole nation accepting the agreement pursuant to article XXVI Is Haiti, L/2375/
Add. 1. p. 20.
?The second and third "rounds" of tariff negotiations, at Annecy In 1949 and
Torquay in 1951, were In substantial part negotiations for the accession of groups of
governments. Ten new contracting parties entered GATT by the Annecy Protocol, and 0 by
the Torquay Protocol. See 11/33-35, and 62 T'NTS 121. 142 UNTS 34.
U PROT/2, Rev. 2. For example, Declaration on Provisional Accession of Yugoslavia,
Nov. 13. 1962. 119/50.
,,PROT/2/Rev. 2. For example, Declaration on Relations between Contracting Parties
and the Government of Poland (Nov. 9. 1959) 88/12. See also L/2595.
" Article XXVI :6 (c) "If any of the customs territories, In respect of which a contracting
party has accepted this agreement, possesses or acquires full autonomy in the conduct
of Its external commercial relations and of the other matters provided for in this agree.
ment, such territories shall, upon sponsorship through a declaration by the responsible
contracting party establishing the above-mentioned fact, be deemed to be a contracting
party." See Kunugl, "State Succession In the Framework of UATT," 59 American Journal
of International Law 268 (1965).
68/11.
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sion as to entry into GATT.12 Since 1960 a large group of new members
have entered GATT in this niannerS The "sponsored" government iS
deemed to step into the GATT legal relations and oblitrations of the
sponsorilig parent just as they were when spoiisorship occurred.A
11. "mi'n.vr -NI.-Go'rATrmS ..,,'I TARuIFF" DBI,ING's
The central feature of GATT is the conimitment to limit tariffs that
will be applied to imllorts of wcific goods," and the generalizatio
of these coinnitmnents to all GA "I parties through the most-favorednation clause ("MFN ).61 All else in GATT was originally subsidiary
to this central feature.? The scheme of GATT friom its 0ri,.(in is fol.
each party to have a "schedule" of tariff concession." Article II of
GATT, which incorporates the schedules into GATT, states:
Each contracting party shall accord to the commerce of the other contracting

parties treatment no less favorable than that provided for in the appropriate
part of the appropriate Schedule annexed to the agreement.

and further states:
The products described * * * shall, on their Importation into the territory * * *
be exempt from ordinary customs duties In excess of those set forth and provided

for therein.

Multilateral trade has benefits over bilateral trade which the economnists can describe.?9 Multilateral trade negotiations have advantages
over bilateral negotiations which are illustrated by the following example. If a most-favored-nation clause is generally inserted in bilateral trade treaties, then when nation A agrees with nation B to reduce
63Ilbid., par. 2 "At their next ordinary session, the contracting parties, after consultation
tion, should set a reasonable period during which the contracting party should continue
to apply de facto the agreement in their relations with that territory, provided that that
latest report
territory also continues to apply de facto the agreement to them ...

with the representative' ofl the resporible contracting party and of the territory In ques'The

on GATT membership, contained in GATT press release 073 of November 1, 1066 indicates
that 8 countries are now applying GATT de facto pending a decision as to their future
commercial policy. These countries are Algeria, Botswana, Congo Democratic Republic of
Lesotho, Maldive Islands, Mali, Singapore, and Zambia.
63A list is found at GATT, Analytical Index (second revision), page 140.
8 Report adopted on December 7, 1961 by the contracting parties, 108/73. "The working
party .. . wishes to point out that there can be no doubt that a government becoming a
contracting party under art. XXVI:5 (c) does so on the terms and conditions previously
accepted by the metropolitan government on behalf of the territory In question." The
report in which this paragraph is contained concerns the application by a country of art.
XXXV against Japan so that the GATT would not apply between that country and
Japan. Newly sponsored states were deemed to Inherit the same position vis-a-vis Japan
under art. XXV as the sponsoring contracting party. It is not entirely clear how far this
principle will extend however, particularly with reference to protocols and treaties
relating to GATT. See note 19 supra.
In a number of cases. these new governments have no tariff schedule (and thus no
obligations to limit tariffs), because the schedule of tariff concessions of the sponsoring
parent did not b its terms embrace that customs territory prior to Independence.
* GATT art. H and the schedules. See annexure 10, "Multilateral Trade-Agreement
Negotiations" In the Report of the First Session of the Preparatory Committee of the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment, London, October 1946.
8 GATT, art. I.
-1Annexure 10 of the Report of the First Session of the Preparatory Committee, op. cit.,
su ra note 85.
The original schedules of the general agreement occupy 6 volumes of the U.N. treaties
series, vols. 56-61. Subsequent schedules can be found n the Annecy protocol, op. cit.,
supra note 77, and the Torquay Protocol, op. cit., supra note 77 as well as a number of other
protocols. In addition, there have been a large number of renegotiations as Indicated
below. The GATT has never satisfactorily been able to produce a series of "consolidated
schedules", giving the schedule for each country as it would be if all tariff concessions
which it has made within the framework of GATT were included in the schedule. How.
ever. GATT did attempt to publish consolidated schedules In 1952 In 5 volumes. Document
GATT/CP/133, sales number OATT/1952-1. See also supra note 84.
s' Kindleberger, International Economics, third edition, 1063, Richard D. ErwW Inc.,
p. 318, et seq.
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tariffs on widgets, A may have to grant the same reduction to C under
a prior treaty which has MFN. But A will be able to extract from B
only such reciprocal tariff reductions that compensate for B's advantage received from A. C will get a windfall. This knowledge will
inhibit A from offering very much to B in their negotiations, at least
as to goods which are tradedI with nations other than B. The only way
out of this dilemma is for A, B, and C to negotiate "together.' This
GATT attempts to allow.
At the first GATT tariff conference, in Geneva in 1947 (while
GATT was being prepared), the procedural outlines were as follows. 00
As many pairs of participating countries as possible began bilateral

negotiations, bu a participant

s were kept informed of the progress

of negotiations so when A offered a concession to B? A could at its
next meeting with C urge C to counter with concessions that would
reciprocate for the benefits C would get from A's concession originally
m11Mle to B.111 No concessions were final until the end of the conference
whewn each p~articipant could appraise the totality of his concessions

with the totality of concessions of all the other lialies (each concession, of course, being subject to MFN when it came into force). Thus
a conference of basically bilateral negotiations occurred with some
multilateral features and results.
This was substantially the pattern of negotiation at the subsequent
"tariff rounds" held at Annecy in 1948, Torquay in 1951, Geneva in
1956, and Geneva in 1960.92 There were two significant limitations on
this procedure. First, negotiations were on a product-by-product basis,
a laborious process especially after the European Common Market
began negotiating as a unit and the six member nations had first to
bargain among themselves on each product so as to agree on a common
bargaining position at GATT.9 1Second, the negotiations were almost
entirely confined to tariffs. The general agreement banned (with exceptions) most other types of trade barriers, in theory leaving only
tariffs as the legitimate type of trade barrier."
In intheprogress,
sixth mathese
or "round"
of negotiations,
the "Kennedy
95 The round"
now
two limitations
were abandoned.
United
States obtained authority from Congress to bargain on an "across the
board" or "linear" cut in tariffs,9e and most other nations having this
authority, joined with the United States in formulating new negotiating rules largely based on this "linear" approach. Secondly, the
participants in this round decided that the negotiations would concern
nontariff barriers to trade also, so the negotiations are termed "trade
negotiations," rather than tariff negotiations.91

The details of these negotiations cannot be set forth here, but a few
legal implications of the new negotiating techniques may be highlighted.

'm
Annexure 10 of the Report of the First Session of the Preparatory Committee of the
U.N. Conference on Trade and Employment, op. cit. supra note 85.
1 U.N. document EPCT/DEL/21-23 (Aprili942).
ll/le6, 48/74.
a 128/47.
", enerai agreement. part U (art. 1I-XVII).
SRemolution adopted on May 6, 1964, by a meeting of the Trade Negotiations Committee
at the Ministerial Level, 1381109.
"Trade Expansion Act of 19062 enacted Oct. 11, 1962, 76 Stat. 872, 19 U.S.C. see. 1861.
tr Note 95 supra.
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First, there are provisions in the GATT which give special rights
concerning a tariff concession to the contracting party with which it
was negotiated. Article XXVIII allows withdrawal of a concession
after negotiation with such party "with which" it was negotiated., 8
But under a linear approach each partici pant has declared a percentage
cut in tariffs on all products as a contribution to the conference generally. Consequently this special right becomes a dead letter.
Second, as to non-tariff-barrier negotiations, several questions can
be posed: Iow are the results of such negotiations to be embodied in
an agreement? Is there to be a separate treaty or convention on each
l)artlcular barrier, such as antidumping duties? 90 Or an amendment
to GATT? Will the obligations be designed to apply to everyone or
merely negotiation participants, or just those participants who agree
to limit their nontariff barriers as a "concession" in the bargaining?
Some of these questions relate to and pose a more fundamental question
about the structure of GATT, namely, why should there be only one
"legitimate" trade barrier (the tariff) and not a whole series of flexibly
used barriers including quotas and subsidies? Could not negotiation
on trade barriers encompass these other barriers also? Does this make
the negotiation too complex I Or too difficult to evaluate? Or could the
prohibition of quotas and other barriers be the "presumption" so that
only exceptions need be expressed in the schedules? Another suggestion
for a way to handle nontariff barriers in the "code of trade conduct"
will be made in the discussion below in the next part.
Third, how are the linear cuts to be reflected in treaty obligations?
Presumably the cuts will apply to all existing items subject to tariffs.
Could not items at present free of tariffs be "bound" free, i.e., obligating
that nation to continue tariff-free treatment of any item not presently
subject to tariffs? This would achieve greater free trade for the future.
ihe language of the statute appears to authorize U.S. negotiators to
agree to such action.loo The GATT Director General recommends this
under a separate agreement after the Kennedy round.101
The most-favored-nation principle is itself under constant and increasing attack. Both legal and economic works have treated this
principle in depth, 0 2 and more undoubtedly will be said in the next
few years. The MFN principle is particularly tinder attack at the
moment from two forces, (a) the development of regional trade

8

Article XXVIII :1. "On the first day of each 8-year period. * * * a contracting party
* * * may, by negotiation and agreement with any contracting party with which such
concession was initially negotiated and with any other contracting party determined by
the contracting parties to have a principal supplying interest * * * and subject to consultation with any other contracting party determined by the contracting parties to have
a substantial interest * * * modify or withdraw a concession * 0 *."
99 "International antidumping pact urged by trade committee report to White House
Conference on International Cooperation,' New York Times, Dec. 1, 1965. p. 18.
100U.S. Trade Expansion Act of 1962, op. cit., supra note 9a, see. 1821(d) (2) authorizes
the President to "proclaim such modifications or continuance of any existing duty or other
import restriction, such continuance of existing duty-free or excise treatment, or such
additional import restrictions as he determines to be required or appropriate to carry out
an such trade agreement."
0o"International Trade Policy- The Kennedy Round and Beyond" address given by
Eric Wyndham White Director General of GATT, to the Deutsche Geseilsehaft for Auswlr.
tige Poiltik at Bad Oodesberg on Oct. 27, 1966, GATT document INT (60) 567, . 8.
'Ito. La Clause de Ia Nation ia Plus Favorsede, Paris, 1930: Riedi, Richard La Cause
de In Nation Ia Pius Favoris&e, Vienna 1928, Austrian N~ational Committee oi the International Chamber of Commerce, subtitle "Documentation Presented to the Economic Cornmittee of the League of Nations and to the Chamber of Commerce International"; Patterson, Discrimination in International Trade: The policy issues 1945-65, Princeton University Press, Princeton, N.J. 1966: Zinser, Das GATT und die Melstbeg1nstigunh, Ver na
August Lutzeyer. Baden-Baden. 1962.
87-822--68-pt. 1-

29
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blocs; ' 03 and (b) the urge by less-developed countries for trade preferences. 104 Both of these factors will be briefly discussed below. (See
part IV.)
III. PROTECTING THE VALUE OF TARIFF CONCESSIONS

It has already been stated that central to GATT are the tariff concessions. But if the agreement only obligated parties to tariff limitations, the value of the tariff concessions could be easily lost. For instance. what good is a concession by another nation to limit its tariffs
on an item to 10 percent if imports into that nation are totally banned?
Recognition of this and experience with previous bilateral trade agreements led the draftsmen of the ITO Charter and of GATT to formulate
elaborate provisions regarding nontariff barriers.105 Indeed, among the
most hotly contested negotiations for GATT were those centering on
the drafting of clauses respecting import quotas (articles XI, XII,
7,and XV).106
XIII, XIV
These provisions cover internal taxes,107 antidumping and countervailing duties, 08 paperwork and administrative costs,109 valuation of
goods for customs purposes,110 quotas,"' freedom of transit,"' marks
of origin,118 export subsidies,'" government monopolies,"" and other
barriers."6 No list, however, can be certain to cover all the possible
restrictive measures that the human mind can invent. Furthermore,
apart from a general ambiguous admonition against "discrimination
between countries" and "disguised restriction on international trade""I
the GATT does not govern barriers that could result from food and
drug requirements, fair packaging requirements, taxes which differ as
to classes of goods which coincidentallyy" fall heaviest on imported
goods, unfair trade and monopoly regulations. Restrictions pursuant
to an "intergovernmental commodity agreement which conforms to
criteria submitted to the contracting parties and not disapproved" are
excepted from the GATT,"' a loophole which understanably is causing controversy, especially in connection with the Cotton Textile
Arrangements."'
Historically the most significant nontariff barrier was the import
quota (quantitative restriction).I1 Even after the complex compromise
discussion in part IV below.
1INSee
See discussion at note 162 below. See also United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development, final act. E/Conf. 46/L.28, General Principle 8, "New preferential concesstons, both tariff and nontarit, should be made to developing countries as a whole and
such preferences should not be extended to developed countries. Developing countries need
not extend to developed countries preferential treatment in operation amongst them."
1'See discussion at notes 89 and 40 above.
3" Gardner, op. cit., supra note 4, at p. 148. See also the preparatory work for GATT, at
notes 26 through 80 above. Discussions with some Individuals who lived through these
negotiations
'OfArt. IIL also confirms this statement.
e Art. V.
10 Art. VIIL
I Art. VII.
Iu Arts XI through XIV.
,WArt. V.
u Art. IX.

" Art. XVI.
" Art. XVIL
3M Arts. XX, XXL
ut Art. XX.

usArt. XX par. (h).
to Long Term Arrangement Regarding International Trade In Cotton Textiles, entered
nto force Oct 1. 1062 GATT qeneva 190& BS reviews of the operation of this agree.
ment at 128/66 813I/
and 14b/0.
3' Kindleberger op. cit., supra note 89, ch. 18; Patterson, op. cit., supra note 102.
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expressed in GATT articles XI throlllgh XV was made, quotas proved

the most troublesome trade barrier until the late 1950s.11Much of
early GATT history, an1d perhaps its greatest achievenelit after tariff
reductions, was the part it played (along with the IMF and the OEEC)
ini getting quotas reduced or disnmntled.1 21 The Balance of Payments

Committee i GA'J.'T was the patform for constant pressure against
Ioevrany quotas, some consistent with
tre
resill
quots
GA'LT, and some in violation OffGAfT.

One potentially troublesome nontariff barrier is the practice of
state tradin enterprisesr 4 Suppose all imports of an item are bought
through a government agency or authorized monopoly largely controlled by Government decisions. Then even though a tariff concesion
niaT limit the tariff to be applied on that iten, only that amount can
be imported which is purchased by the exclusive importer, and the
decision to lower the amount of purchases, or to purchase from one
country or another can be made on political or other noneconomical
grounds. Article XVII of GAIT requires that in this case the iml-

porting country shall "act in a manner consistent with the general
principles of nondiscriminatory trettinent prescribed in this arrangemnent,' and establishes consultation and reporting l)rocedures to try
to reduce
the obstacles to international trade that could result front
State
Thetrading
Problein of State trading arises to some extent with almost
eveT (ATT menber,115 but it obviously is most serious in connection
with Socialist economies. For many years the only member of GATT
in this category was Czechoslovakia, but Yugoslavia has joined
ll
GATT,'2 negotiations have been underway for Polad to join, 7 and
I[ungary has recently been admitted to observer status.12 - While the
vohime of trade involved when only Czechoslovakia was a GATT
member was small, little concern was evidenced about the problem . 29
As this trade becomes (at least potentially) more significant, new ways
to insure fair reciprocal relations among trading nations, consistent
with general GATT objectives, will be needed.
The various nontariff barrier provisions of GATT are gathered
primarily in part II of the agreement, aid are drawn front the ITO
Charter.a They formn a "code of conduct" for international trade.
Many provisions, of course, have been "honored ini the breach" and the
In GATT, "Review of Import Restrictions Under Art. XII:4(b) and XVII:12(b).
Geneva 1959 (reprinting GATT document MGT/59(70) and L/1005). Annual reports of
the GATT Bance of Payments Committee regarding consultations on restrictions (see
list of reports at 148/211).
Patteraon, op. cit., supra note 102, at p. 53. The Vnited Kingdom announcement in
October 1904 that it was imposing surcharges on all imports for balance of payments
reasons recognized that the general agreement (art. XI )assumes that restraints for
balance of payments reasons will be by means of quantitative restrictions, but the
United Kingdom noted that urgent acton was needed which "could only have been
delayed while the elaborate administrative machinery of Import licensing was re-established." This was a tacit recognition of the achievement in dismantling quotas that had
occurred during the previous two decades. L/2285.
W14 8/160161.
3MGATT, art. XVII.
'JThe GATT Secretariat from time to time surveys the subsidies and state trading of
the contracting parties. See L/2284 and documents cited therein.
INA list of the contracting parties to GATT as of July 1960 is located at 148/1. Subsequently Yugoslavia became a contracting party. PR/973.
' Declaration on relations between contracting parties and the Government of Poland,
Nov. 9. 1959. PROT/2/Rev.2: PR/973.
In See "Hungary Asks Observer Status." New York Times. Nov. 12, 1966, p. 45.
n9 See waiver granted to Czechoslovakia from the provisions of art. XV :6 regarding a
special exchange agreement. 88/48.
13 See discussion at subpt. I.B. above.
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extt'nt of violationi is lnpossilde to filly ascertain. 3' ' Perhal)s one of

the lessons of the GATT experience is the need for constant reap)aisal, interlretation, anld ihantge in the Coiitext of this "code." Tlere
lave been mnany tkextual changes in part II of the (ATT. Since not all
alie
changes have heen accepted by every GATTI party, the "code" is
really man y codes.1-2 Sometimes failure to amcept an amendment, is due.
less to a disagreement with tie value of the change, than to inertia in
get'l ing the reqluisite governmntnal approval. Since it. is likely that the
,,code of conduct" will continue to nteed anleninlent so its to meet tile

needs of international trade as it changes from year to year, a differ-

ent legal structure should he formulated for application of the code
of colduot.. Such aaliew structure should eaiible change to cCur somiewhat more easily and should permit the degree of flexibility and nonuniformity that individual nations need anldcall often b granted
without seriouss consequences to the whole interitatioital trade regulatory scheme. Such a code might e removed as an integral part of it
treaty, and(he instead authorized by at treaty provisions and "annexed'
or incorl)orated by reference. Change perhaps could be affected by a
certain type of vote at a GATT meeting (rather than by the laborious
proce s of protocol), with provision that it becomes effective upon such

adoption for all GATT members who voted for it and all others unless an "exception" were filed by a member. Theu it complementary
principle coul1 be recognized that, whenever a nation did not subscribe
to all parts of the code, its tariff concessions were thereby presumptively inqpaired or lessened in value, suggesting that at the next regu-

lar negotiation or renegotiation of trade matters, such lesening iiin
value should be compensated unless that nation could rebut the presumlption. These preliminary thoughts need refinement but are put
forward to suggest a way out of the tangle of lrotocols and treaty obligations that now exist and will probably be accentuated ill the

future unless better arrangements are developed to enable this interimttional trade regulatory institution to keep abreast of the times and

capitalize oil tile experience it obtains as it operates in a very complex

and rapidly changing world.

W,. EXCEHTIONS AND ESCAPE CLAUSES: CONTINUOUS NIX'OTrIATiON IN GAIT

It has been said that the GATT is "riddled with exceptions." It is
true that there are a number of provisions in GAT'T which relax the
GATT obligations under various circumstances. But arguably these
provisions are essential to an institution as new (and therefore experimental) as GATT,,which purports to regulate the complex and politically sensitive subject of international trade. The escape clauses and
exceptions provide the necessary flexibility, without which the general agreement might never have been concluded, or might never iave
endured in the face of pressures that have buffeted it. However, one
needs to understand these exceptions in order to evaluate the degree
of stability and predictability which the GATT can bring to infer-

national trade-relations.

3LVarious GATT documents havo reports of certain practices, some of which .Mnay I.
violations of OATT. See, for example, L/2140, L/2330 and addenda, L/2375 and. addenda.
Also business reports which detail the Import restrictions of various countries can sometimes
be used to detect violations of GATT.
133See PROT/2; and L/2575 (status of protocols, listing governments which have not
accepted each protocol, as of Mar. 10, 1966).

-4 1-1-v,,J ?4.
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These ex'eptiolns fall into several lasses. The fil.st of these ass(s
includes tho "reiemo(iation" provisions of articles XXVIII and
XTill. Under at le XXVIII every 3 years Itparty may negotiate
to witlhdiaw any conicussion of its schedule, and, failing agreement,
iay unilaterally withdraw (,onc;'siois subject. to the right of other
interested parties to withdraw "substantially equivalent concessions."
Also, at. any timo iin "special ci,'cumstaices" the (ontraeting parties
11ay authrize negotiation and withdrawal of concessions under protle sameias just ol!illed above. A third "reliegotiat loll'
cedu res l ht1l0
proveduro is found in article XVIII. This entitles a less-developled
ltry
at
ay,t tine to reliegotiate a Ceneesolon when! it. deeims it de.ircoi
able to (i0 so' "i order to promote tle establislhment of a larticiular
industry * * *;:'The procedure followed is very similar to that of artile XXVIII. 'I'hese three reiiegotiation provisions, when added to the
ina iol' t rid egol iat ion "rotlinls" (discussed in lit. II above), colistiII the fouri major negot hit ions inder ('TT
which result in permaiient challges in t lie sliedi les. ':' 'le "special circinistmiines" 1odilivaIio s (oel'
' Colst ant ly, although they are usually kel)t coniiidclutial lal
liIliht appears abmut Illem in tile press or in (O.A'l' l pmllisled (l()luinent s.'," anld
Periodically
of t]lese
modificat ions were
gathered
t0gethler
Pe1l (KMdthe
ill results
a1"]Protocol
or ]wetivations
andi modiicalhey have beell embodied in 1 "(.ertilicatioll Re'" Sille 19.3(,
lat ing to Rectificatiois and AModilications." '" Results of specific bilateral renegotiations can sometimes also be founid iln bilateral agreemne|is between the negotiating parties.'''
A second class of exceptions found in GAIT includes a diverse
group which have in coimlloit lie repi iremient that to exercise the
exception a government imist either (1) get. prior approval froni
GATTT, or (2) report its action to GAT ,. Among these are the balan|ce of payiient, excel)tins to the prohilitions on quantitative resl ritionls," the
lhie"'scape clause" except ion allowing SliispliSlOlI, Withl(irawal, o' modification of a concession when "unforeseen developiieits".resull, in iniporls wlich "causes or threaten Serious injury to
(lollestieC Jroluers- * * 4*' i"t and t(lie provisions of article XXIV
0
ITgri'ing f ree trade arieas andi customls ul lls.""
Third class of except ion includes those which aire "self -execuiting"
and require no reports. Most of these can be found in articles XX
(" n(enal xcept
l.)ios' and XXI "Security Exceptions." Since GATT
documents only infrequently reflet. government l)ractices ruider theso
exceptions,"' it is most diflcult to appraise the extent and nature of
Iions.'

the use of these.

A final exception inlGATT is the general waiver power of article
xxVr:5. Under this article, "in exceptional circumstances not elseuimision suiprn at note 58.
V Many reerences to the reniogotlnllons ore contained in the GATT doetment series
"sifCR
ip/-". tirst 152 of which have Just recently been dereqtrieted. (See INP.121,
,
Dec. R. 19606.) A nuinlbr of other refrreinees to the rengolilons will be found In the
conIell doeumnents, C/M/- seres (ninny of which wi-re just derestriled ,lso).
133PROT/2.
nMGATT. Certification Relating to Rectlflentions and Modifluatlons of Schedules to the
Oeneral Acrepment on Torlifet ond Trade. Geneva, Jan. 15. 1903: GATT. Second Certifleafion. ete., (epnva. Apr. 29. 1904.
13? For example.
airewnt between flihe ITS..anl the
(" * * *. 436 lINTS 50 (1902.)
interim agreement Iletweeti tho' Tlittd Stttefs aind Canadat
6.136 IINT1 . (1902).
13' Arts. XIT. XIV. and MITI. pt, I.
" Art. XIX.
1#0Art. XXIV :-10.
141
See. fsrexamlde. W,!1771 iMaiy 21. 19C12).
133Sep
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where provided for in this agreement," it "waiver" may be granted
(upon two-thirds vote including a majority of the contracting parties
approving). The relationship o this ' waiver" power to the amending
power in GATT has already been discussed,"" but it. remains to analyze briefly the use of this power.
From 40 to 50 waivers have been granted by the GATT contracting
parties during the course of its history (not counting amendments or
extensions).113 Most of the waivers fall into several categories:
(1) Waivers granted to a contracting party and a newly independent nation formerly governed by that party to allow the
special preferred treatment that occurred before independence to
continue;

1"

(2) Waivers granted for a period of time to allow a nation to
institute a new tariff nomenclature or fiscal reform, pending renegotiation of its schedule to reflect the new system; 15
(3) Waivers granted for associations of two or more states
into preferentiar regional areas, when such associations do not
technically qualify for exception tinder tile criteria of article
XXIV.

146

(4) Waivers granted a few GATT parties which are not IMF
parties to enable them to escape the obligation of entering into a
"special exchange agreement" inder article XV of GAIT; 14?
(5) Waivers granted to allow a member to impose special tariff
"surcharges" because of balance-of-payments difficulties; 1s
(6) Waivers granted for import quotas on agriculture goods
primarily to "legitimize" prior action otherwise in violation of
(7) Various "decisions" of the contracting parties have been
made which extend time limits set in certain parts of the general
agreement. For instance, the 90-day period set in article &.IX
:3
for withdrawing substantially equivalent concessions under tile
escape clause, has often been extended. These decisions do not
always expressly refer to article XXV :5, but this article appears
to be the only one authorizing this action.'°0
discussion above at note 65.
14 No thoroughly complete list of waivers in GATT' hot; been compiled, but there nre
lists at 148/224 and GATT. Analytical Index (2d revision), p. 135 and pages referred
there. Se also Curron. op. cit., supra note 101.
p. 4.
11For example, waiver to the United States re: Trust Territory of Pacific Islands, 11/9;
waiver to Italy regarding products of Libya, 11/10.
14 For example, waiver to the United States regarding tariff classification, 125/rIT:
waiver to Pern re: reform of its customs tariff Involving the adoption of the Brussels
nomenclature. 13S/27.
IMArt. XXIV. par. 10, provides an alternative for a waiver under art. XXV:5. This
alternative reads. "The contracting parties may by a two-thirds majority approve proposal. which do not fully comply with requirements of paragraphs 5-9 inclusive. provided
tiaet slch proposals lead to the formation of a customs union or a free trade area In the
sense of thils article." This paragraph Is more stringent In Its requirement that proposals lead to the formation of a customs union or a free trade area in the "sense of this
article," but less stringent In that merely a two-thirds majority is required (ef. twothirds of the votes cast comprising more than halt of the contracting parties, required
by XXV :5). There have been both "waivers" under art. XXV :5 (see waiver to the European Coal and Steel Community, IS/17. and "approvals" tinder art. XXIV:10 (see the
decision regarding the free trade area between Nicaragua and El Salvador, I1/30.)
1 For example, waiver to Czechoslovakia regarding the provision of art. XV :6. 38/43.
14"For example, waiver to Pern for Iiport surcharge. for balance of payments reasons.
7SI/17.8Seelistofaurnchargsat CONXTI/P/W/8, p. 4-45.
'"'For example, waiver to the U~nited States regarding the restrictions tinder the
Airicul t irail Adjuistment Act, 88/82; waiver to Germany regarding Import restrictions,
BIRD.
15 SA/M (expired).
Sep the decision extendinit the time limit In paragraph A of art. XIX L/16WR diecision extending the time specified for pt. It of the original art. XX of GAITT L~/571.
11Sep

I
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Finally under the terms of article XVIII there have been a series
of "releases" similar to but legally different from waivers under article

XXV.151

In addition there have been several waivers, each of which is sui
generis, as follows: (1) the waiver concerning certain "hard-core"
quantitative restrictions; 152 (2) an action in 1951 that may have been
a waiver, which "took note" of U.S. suspension of GATT treatment
towards Czechoslovakia; 151 (3) a 1965 waiver to the United States in
connection with the United States-Canadian agreement on automotive products;14 (4) a 1966 waiver to Australia enabling it to grant
special preferential customs treatment to less develo ed countries.1
Of these, the three most important waivers are t e waiver to the
'nited States on agriculture import quotas, the waiver to the United
States regarding imports of automotive products, and the waiver to
Australia for preferences to less developed countries.
The U.S. agriculture waiver followed some years of breach of GATT
bv the United States through its agriculture import restrictions."
lhese restrictions were designed to protect the U.S. price support program. This waiver was granted (in the opinion of some) with the
belief that failure to grant the waiver could result in U.S. withdrawal
from GATT, or at least a substantial weakening of GATT. It has
evoked considerable criticism."s

The waiver to the United States to enable it to grant preferential
treatment to Canadian auto products under an agreement with Canada
is a particularly interesting waiver, because (a) the U.S. position has
lonvY been and still is opposed to special preferences among other
GJNTT parties; 158 (b) less developed countries are viewing this waiver
as a precedent for further preferential arrangements for them, and
they used this argument to support the Australian waiver; 159 and (c)
the United States forthrightly admitted its Canadian agreement was
a "'technical" violation of GAI'T requiring a waiver, but argued that
it did not in fact hurt any GATT party. 14'
The United States should perhaps have been more cognizant of the
history of GATT waivers--here novel U.S. waivers have several
times furnished precedent for similar type waivers to follow for other
GATT members." Not many GATT members seem impressed by the
U.S. "pragmatic" argument made in connection with its agreement

M Alist of these releases can be found at 14S1216-217

1S!38/38.

and L/478 (1956).

In 1II/36.

145/37.
,a4 For details of this agreement, see Stanley D. Metzer, "The United States.
Canadian Automotive Products agreement of 1965," ante, p. 103.
JM 148/23.

I" See OATT resolution of October 26. 1951. regarding U.S. import restrictions on dairy
products, 11/16; report on U.S. restrictions at 88/141; waiver granted to the Unitea
States. decision of March 5. 1955. 38/82.
161Report of working party adopted on April 6, 1966, regarding U.S. import restriction
on nrultural products. 1481195.
339
U.8. Conference on Trade Development. Final Act, E/Conf. 46/L.28. '"General Principle 8," supra note 104. (United States voted against the measure which was adopted

78 to 11 with 23 abstentions; the measure advocated preferences for less developed

countries.)
1m
0 Bulletin of the EEC, Brumels. January 1966 No. 1. P. 27.
I'm Report of working party adoted oa March 25, 19M, Canada-United States Agree-

ment
on Antomotive Products. BIRD. 118/112 at 116.
i The TI.S. waiver for auricultnral products 8/32, was followed by other agricultural
waivers, that for Germanv. 88/11. for Belgilm. 481/22.
frh U.S. waiver for Trade with Trst 'erritory Pacific Islands. Il/9 waa followed by a
number o others such as th waiver to Italy for Products of Libya, 11/10: waiver to Italy
for products of Somalia, 98/40, p. 40, etc.
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with Canada, that a breach of principle is all right if it does not in
fact "hurt" anyone. Whether it does presently hurt anyone will be
interesting to observe. The potential harm caused by its inhibiting
effect on new foreign industry in future years is more difficult to
appraise.

The Australian waiver could be tile opening wedge for a system of
general preferences for less developed countries. The trade relations
of these countries are posing the greatest challenge to GATT. In the
last 6 years GATT has changed from an institution of primarily industralized nations, to one of which over 40 of its 70 contracting parties
are less developed countries.162 This, plus the potential competition
of the United Nations Trade and Development Board (which developed from the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development known as "UNCTAD") has already led the GATT to adopt part
IV of the general agreement relating to developing countries.13 It is
clear that the impact of this political development will be even more
profound in the future.
Regional preferential trading bloes have been mentioned twice
above.," Perhaps no problem of GATT has as extensive a lewal literature as the relation of such blocs to GATT.1"" GATT artic e XXIV
authorizes a departure from tile most-favored-nation clause (and vertain other obligations) in the case of a free trade area, a customs unioln,

or all interim arrangement that has t "plan and schedule" for the

formation of a free trade area or customs union "within a reasolalle
length of time." 161There have been about a dozen requests to GATT
for approval or waiver for a regional trading group. 1 7Although a few
of these may fulfill article XXIV criteria, most of them adimittedly
have not (and usually waivers or approvals have been requested and
granted).'" Two problems juxtapose themselves. Oil the one hald,
as the preparatory work reflects, 69 is the realization that tle very
preference schemes that the most-favored-nation clause is designed
to outlaw could be instituted under the guise of a free trade area or

customs union unless rather stringent attributes were required for a

scheme to qualify. On the other hand, no members of a potential
regional trading group are prepared to jump into a free trade area or
See discussion supra at note 83. PR/97.
10 Part IV of the GATT which was completed on February 8. 1905. entered Into force on
June 27, 1968, for those contracting parties that accepted It, GATT, PR/962.
I" See discussion supra at notes 140 and 146.
3Allen, "The European Common Market and the GATT"1 (1960) : Dam, Kenneth. "Regional Economic Arrangements In the GAWIT: The Legacy of a Misconception," 30 University of Chicago Law Review. 619 (1963) : teinberger, "Gatt und Regionale Wirtschaftzummienschlisase," Karl Heymanns, KbIn (1963).
30 Art. XXIV, paragraph S.
18t Lists exist In Dam, op. cit., supra note 165; GATT, Analytical Index (2d Hev.) p.
126-8; 148/214-215.
1" Dam, op. cit.. su ra note 165. Writing In 1963. Dam concludes. "On first Impression
the historical record isr a sorry one Indeed. Not a single customs union or free trade area
agreement which has been submitted to the contracting parties ias conformed fully to the
requirements of art. XXIV. Yet the contracting parties have felt compelled to grant
waivers of one kind or another for every one of the proposed agreements." Dam, however.
cites no waiver as such for the EEC, for Instance. Interestingly the last session of GATT
contracting parties (March 196) adopted "concluslono" respecting customs unions or
free trade arrangements and In no case did It approve any of these arrangements or waive
the GATT with ropect to them. Instead it noted certain apparent Inconsi.teneles with
GATT and nred further reporting and consideration at ftiture sessions. 14S/20-23. Although prodletlonq are hazardous. probably no serious student of GATT could conclude
thit the GATT will nltimatelv "turn down" the reiplonal plans presented, since the political pressures Involved are such that it would probably be litmfsible to do so. As has been
pointed o . over two-thirds of/the ntroctIng parties of GATT now helona to one or the
other of the dozen or ao roplonu'l trading blocs. A waiver requires a two-thirds vote.
10 .N.T document EPCT/C.6f 84.
30
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customs union overnight. A gradual approach is needed to allow econonuic adjustment to cushion the dislocations that would be caused
by sudden change in the trading rules. And if gradualism is required,
why not leave details of the developing g free trade area or customs

union to be filled in later, as experience sheds light on what is desirable?
Thus the attributes required by article XXIV appear to ask too much
and too fast.
It seems clear that article XXIV has not worked as it was intended.
It is not clear whether this could be corrected by some tinkering with
article XXIV, maintaining its basic concept, or whether on the other
hand the two objectives involved (most-favored-nation treatment and
regional preferences) are irreconcilable.170 A general world-movement
toward free trade, would, of course, reduce the significance of regional
l)references and thus escape the "dilemma". Unfortunately, as trade

statistics suggest, the degree of worldwide free-trade required to forestall injury or complaint by the regional preferences is not likely to

occur soon."' Indeed, regionalism may itself cause a counter tind
toward greater protectionism.
Finally, this discussion of excel)tions and escape clauses must include some further thoughts on surcharges.' 72 The relation of balance-

of-payments difficulties to the GATT obligations has always been a
troublesome one. This trouble is reflected in the articles concerning
quantitative restrictions.17 But as pressure against such quotas continued, or the apparatus for admninistering them was cut down or
eliminated, alternative ways to reduce imports in a balance-of-payments crisis were sought. One such way is the surcharge.
This refers to the imposition of a temporary tariff on all or a majority of goods imported. A GATT secretariate paper ' records tlat
there have been nine cases of surcharges notified to the GATT, seven
for balance-of-)ayments reasons. In five of these cases waivers were
granted. In tle others, presumably the action violated GATT but
was "tolerated" while considerable diplomatic and moral pressure was
used to get the surcharge dismantled. The oddity of the present GATT
structure is that quantitative restrictions are allowed for balance-ofpayments reasons, whereas raised tariffs (surcharges) are not. Yet as
a matter of policy economists and the GATT itself reflect the view that
tariffs (even surcharges) are much preferred to quantitative restrictions1 5 For these reasons there has been some attempt to amend the
GATT to allow surcharges in those cases where quantitative restrictions would be authorized. 7 The problem intimately relates to the
reforms suggested in the international monetary system and therefore
cannot be solved within GATT alone."?
STOComanre
Dam. op. cit.. supra note 165. See Viner. "The Customs Union Issue."
Carnete Endowment for International Peace (1950). and Patterson. op. cit.. supra note 102.
inThe shift of trade growth rates In Europe caused by the two major trading blocs, the
EEC and EFTA, supports this conclusion. "International Financial News Survey," vol. 18.
No. 4. p. 26 (Jan. 28. 1966).
' See mention above at note 148.
373See discussion supra at note 121.
214COM.TD/P/W/R (May 25. 1966).
17 Ree supra notes 120 and 121.
Se COM.TDIIF/W/1.
m1
See, for example, International Monetary Fund, "Enlargement of Fund Resources
Through Increases in Quotas," a report by the Executive. Director to the Board of
Governors. December 1958: "International Reserves and Liquidity"-a study by the staff
of the International Monetary Fundk August 1958: "International Litqid:lty and Reserve
Creation." Schweitzer, Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund. at the
1966 annual meeting of the Fund. reprinted in International Financial News Survey.
vol. 18, No. 89, Sept. 30, 1966, at p. 320.
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V.DISPUTE RESOLUTION IN GATT

_

S

Throughout the general agreement are sprinkled clauses which
obligate parties to consult with another party, T" and which allow
an injured party to GATT to withdraw traff concessions affecting an
injuring party in certain circumstances so as to "compensate" for the
injuryY These are in addition to the clauses which authorize negotiatedwithdrawals or substitutions of concessions.18o
The tw o central articles of GATT concerning consultation and
compensatory withdrawal of concessions are articles XXII and
XXIII. Article
XXII
imposes an obligation to consult "with respect
to any matter affecting the operation of this agreement," and prowides that where individual consultation has not been successful in
findingng a "satisfactory solution," the matter may be brought to the
attention of the contracting parties generally.
Article XXIII goes further. Where any party claims his benefits
under the agreement are being "nullified or impaired" he can make
written representations to nothe wicht
s b given "sympthtic
consideration." If this does not res-ult in a "satisfactory adjustment
* * * within a reasonable time" then the matter is referred to the
contracting parties. If the contracting parties consider that the "circumstances are serious enougIh" they may authorize "a contracting
party or parties to suspend the application to any other contracting
party or parties of such concessions or other obligations under this
agreement as they determine appropriate * * *."
Several aspects of this "suspension" power should be noted. First,
it does not depend on a violation of GATT. Nullification or impairment, whether from measures inconsistent with GATT obligations
(inconsistent measures have ben termed a "prime facie" nullifcation
and impairment) "8 can engender the suspension. Thus the term
"sanction" is usually avoided Suspension is thought of as "compensating" redress for harm rather than a "penalty" for breach of obligations. Consequently if exercise of any of the "exceptions" or "escape
clauses" of GAT' cause "nullification or impairment," recourse to
article XXIII is available also. This opportuntiy for a rebalancing
has been advantageously used as a way out of a stalemate in various
negotiations, especially when the stalemate is partly caused by a fear
of what unkown future circumstances may bring. Drawing the attention of the disputants to the fact that should events occur in such
a way that benefits are "nullified or impaired" the injured will have
redress through article XXIII, sometimes helps to break the stalemate and bring about agreement.
Second, the "suspension" remedy is basically self-defeating and
in some instances totally ineffective. It is self-defeating for two reasons: (a) for the country that suspends concessions 't may mean,
insofar as the economists' theories of comparative advantage are valid
more costly purchases from the world market; and (b) obviously ii
very wide spread, a number of such suspensions could trigger a "chain
7'See articles and paragraph numbers as follows: IT:5, VI:1, VII :1, VII! :8. IX:6.

XII :4. XIII:4. XVI . XVII:4, XVIII 07 XVIII:12 XVIII :16 XVIII' 21. XVIII :22,
XIX :2. XXII. XXIII, XXIV :7 XXV :1, XVII XXVII1:1, XXVII1:4. XXXVII "2.
"'See article and paragraph number as follows: 11.5, XI1:4, XVIII., XVII1:21,
XIX :S, XXIII, XXVII, XXVII :8, XXVIII:4.
Spe dtcu
supra
onion
note HEat

~Report allopted on Nov. 16, 1962, Uruguayan recourse to art. 23, 118/95 at 100.
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reaction" resulting ultimately in a substantial reduction in the free
trade effect of GATT.1 2 The "suspension" is ineffective when a small
nation attempts to suspend a concession against a large nation-the
impact on the large nation may be negligible.8s Thus individual suspension is a threat that may inhibit a small country's action but can
often be ignored with impunity by a large nation.1'
For these reasons the GATT generally tries to use all other means
to pursuade an "offending" nation to cease the practice which is hurting a complainant, and after these persuasions are successful."8 5
I third, however, it should be noted that the language of article
XXIII is broad and sweeping. It is not limited just to "compensating"
redress but is broad enough to be used as the basis for serious sanct ions. For instance all concessions of all other contracting parties could
be suspended vis-a-vis a notoriously offending contracting party (in
effect driving it out of GATT, although no procedure for expulsion
exists in GATT) if the contracting parties determined this to be
"appropriate".s Likewise lesser penalties, but still stronger than compensating redress, could be imposed by groups of contracting parties.
None of these stringent uses for article XXIII have occurred, but
there has been a movement during the last year to tighten the redress
process, even to the point of suggesting cash damage payments as a
remedy for injury., 7 Only one llstance of actual suspension of concessions under article XXIII has occurred 188 (although withdrawal
of concessions in compensation for harm has occurred under the authority of other parts of the general agreement).189
The general procedure followed in GATT to process complaints is
very informal. There is no special complaint form. Often a "process"
has been initiated by a request for an agenda item concerning the dispute, in advance of an impending meeting of the contracting parties."90
If not resolved by informal negotiation, the complaint is usually referred to a "panel" on complaints appointed by the contracting
parties."' The panel is composed of individual persons (invariably
drawn from national delegations to GATT) in their own capacity ana
not as representatives of nations. The panel continues the process of
trying to get a settlement or compromise, but hears arguments and
evidence on both sides. It will then report to the contracting parties,
who almost invariably approve the report. The report may ask for

I

See 38/250.
suspnsion by! the Netherlands of concessions made to the United Statep, after
nuillification
nro
US import restrictions on dairy products, was apparently Ineffective.
The Netherladne was authorized to suond Its concessions by Imposing a limit of 60,000
metric tons on Imports of wheat and four from the U.S. per year. T Is suspension was
authorized
for a number
SCOM.TDLP/2,
p. 5. of years. See 18/31, 2S/28, 3S/116, 49/31, 58/28, 68/14, 78/23.
z 3R/250. For example, see the recommendation to the United States with respect to
its complaint against Wrench Import restrictions, 118/55. See list of the outcome of earlier
complaints in a note by the Secretariat, 78/68.
IM The full text of the relevant sentence of art. XXIII:2 is "If the contracting parties
conslder that the circumstances are serious enough to Justify such action, they may
authorize the contracting party or parties to suspend the application to any other contracting party or parties ,of such concessions or other obligations under this agreement
as they determine to be ap ropriate in the circumstance."
"Sr/2195/Rev. 1. p. 20 Flnnex IV).
101
The Netherlands suspension, see supra note 183.
20 For example, see suspensions under art. XIX :3, listed in GATT, Analytical Index
(second revision), p. 107.
'30For example L/234, Italian complaint against Greece, Oct. 5. 1954:
bL242
r.s. complaint against Weat Germany, Oct. 11. 1954: L/245. U.S. complaint agalupt Francee. Oct. 13.
1954: L/235,I Czechoslovakia complaint against Peru, Oct. 4, 1954: L/258, U.S. complaint
against
Belgium. Oct. 26. 1954.
'*' For example L/1739, Mar. 7, 1902, panel on recourse to art. XXIII by Uruguay.
113Th
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more information; it lay find that one nation is actually in violalion
of GATT obligations, or fie ,onltIary , '" If in addition ii fils111 nullili-

cation and ilnplairlent (iot well (etineld, but. related to the expectation of the injured party fat the tine of negotiation with the ililuring
parlty)v93 it will make reconunendatimiis. Usually it reconiunends that

le offeneldinlg practice be 'eased, and often this reconmlendaliol is

taken. 191 When not. taketi, the matter is usually put Oin the agenda of

subsequent sessions of tile conlracttig p)arfbles, for some ('oleheve
"lnizer pointing" at each session lint it he offlense is ret ified.
The j)roeedure appears to have been often suees4ful when invoked,
but this may lbe due to the reltance to invoke the procedure when
Sulc('ess is (t fairly probable. A small nat ion. for instncee. tholuh aI,grieved by actions of a big nation nay prefer not to invoke this procediire because (o) itknows that the enld result will be futile: and ()
it feels it can as a l)raetival matter elfevtuate its purposes betfei, by
direct negotiations an(d agreements with the offender even lhoi.,h th'e
ofellndei will only agree to J)artial measures. )iot giving full redress.
A larize nation ay decide no4t to invoke the procedure against an
offending small nation that, is less developed, becalise to do so would
be "unpopular" in the camp of the less developed countries. Ti sim,
the l)reselit pr'op(lres seem mRo.t effective when viewed as a conciliation process, and least effective if viewed as a sanction or compensation
process.
CONCLUSION

(.ATT has clearly world better during the two decades of its
,1xistelice thain anvon'e had the rihit to expect at the time the ITO died.
Despite an inadequate cost itutional base. the O\TT lhs Ira.u.iat ically picked its way from obstacle to obstacle to the point where its
ach ievements are ge'ierallh recognized.
But the future is always uncertain. and the GATT as it rses(,iitlv
exists has defeets which'could prove troutblesome if not disastrous.
The complex tangle of treaties and protocols that have resulted from
cumbp-some amending processes mid 19 years of iropine have several inherent, dancers: (1) it makes it moVe difficult for the public to
understand GATT and therefore more difficult to build the base of
nopular support that is probably essential for such an international
institution to survive the onslaught of local or narrow nrotectionist
interests: (2)it,is potential of unnecessary misunderstandin,.s among
nation concerning their obligations: (3) it makes it more difficult to
flevibility adiust to new circumstances and adapt tn new needs.
This iiiflexibilitv niqv prove narticularly troublesome now that the
honmogeneity of GATT miemberchip has been destroyed bi the aeession
of a,large iiumber of less-develorled cmntries. The added diversity of
interest and viewpoint introduced h this phenomeno,. plus the greater
diversity that, mar be introduced as more state trading countries (eP!Mecially those of Eastern Euone) become interested and 1011i. will
imnvose greater neerlq for fle'-ibilitv an( ehanze upon GATT.
On the other hlind G.TT has stron..r points worth p,'eservin,'g. The
specific trade conduct rules have been tested and are beginning to have
3"
1M For example. 1/88: L/829: l/838: Lr/1O27.
ee the panel report on the complaint of Chile naninst Australln, 1I/195-193 (1050).
a The results of eight earlier complaints are outlined at 7S/68.
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a context of exp~erience hat is invaluable fr'inlterpretation and appr'aisal. There is a Iasit' core (if iebl lately halaicetd obligations recognized as desirable by most. nations. ineliding the tariff bindings and
CMIi'eS.lon wlli(l few -woerlnmellts would want to lose. There is a
prim edllre for almost daily conlla loll
a mid
n .stdyabout iitei'ntatloll
lx
l icls
lelAy streliglening by (a)
rah,I'rolems, that.Iliowever. l
ld .sati restore, and (hb)a prelee(ure for sipeedy
ll0'e .-e'retariat
cvoililenltial vonsullation ald devisiol in tlhose Cases where speed and
Re41recy are esselltial to forestall a t rade or avillielits crisis.
'l'l,
it. woild seelil that soioll after the lcemledy round, careful
attllt ion should be givenio a new or revised legal st'ieture for GATT.
As iindiated early ill this arti e, -it l'allenp' n1v not oyI be econioiiiic

al material benellits, but the fabric and essential voiditioiis of peace
itself.
'rle,fact that GA'IT has survived and aetuall" achieved much in
tlhe course of its history to date should not lead t the conclusion that
the samte will occur' in ihe future. The fact that GATT has developed
ill sl)ie of legal and colilstitultiollal defects tops not automatically
meal that. legal and vollstittltioial institutions are tlfeeessarv for
tilt' future. The forces now coming to bear on GTA1' are very difl'erent
from those of much of its experiene. 'The participation of less devel-

opedIIoulitries and of socialist state trading countries has been meniled. Indeed some observers already note in GAUT a more strident
tone of deI)ate, and increasing degree of procedural maneuvering,
centeringOl bl politics, and a tenileney to ignore or overlook GAT
obligations whenever they get "in the way." These tactics are justified
on the ground that without them sonme ar.TT members seem to overlook legitimate aspirtions of less powerful nations. But these tactics
can destroy whatever values that presently exist in the GAT1i unless
the various conflicting asl)irations are reconciled or compromised by
formal (i.e., legal) undertakings, both procedural and substantive.
fA further factor sumrests the need for greater attention to the "law"
of GA\T 1T. So far GA IT has existed in a period of overall growth and
(vrowing prosperity. In such a period nations as well as individuals

iecomeconfident and sometimes lax. Failure to develop legal institutions can come back to haunt the world, however, if a real crisis occurs
and tile structure begins to break apart. It may break apart anyway,
of course, but it would be tragic if the destruction were aided by misunderstandings engendered by a lack of adequate legal craftsmanship,

or 1y the absence of appropriate institutions worked out in advance
and impossible to develop during the heat of a crisis.
'he pieces of the GATT puzzle now need to be fitted together.
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II

General Statements Submitted Which Cover Various Aspects of
U.S. Trade Policy
A. Submissions by Organizations and Associations
STATEMENT OF TIE COr37IrEE ON COMM RACIAL PoucY, U.S. CoUxcM
OF TIE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INC.
V.S. FOREIGN TRAI)E POLICY*

7he results of the past 20 years

It is now almost 20 years since the GATT was founded. These 20
years have seen remarkable progress in the lowering of barriers to
trade, most dramatically among the more developed countries. Similarly, there has been a parallel development of freer financial practices, especially those which have been encouraged under the aegis
of various international agencies. The results in terms of expanded
international i,'ade and investment have far exceeded even the hopefilled expectations of the most optimistic at the close of Vorld War HI.
Recently, too, new flexibility has been introduced into negotiations among nations to take account of both the broad and the special
needs of individual countries. During the Kennedy round the world
for the first time began to move away from narrow item-by-item nego-

tiations. Countries began to meet the breadth of the problems with
appropriately broad negotiating concepts-approaching industries
sector-by-sector, across-the-boarXdtariff reductions, an overall balancing of benefits, and, most importantly, special measures to encourage
the exports of the less-developed countries. Agriculture and nontarift
barriers were dealt with, if only hesitantly.
The stubbornness of the problems arishig under the Kennedy round
of negotiations brought to lighl the compelling need for more adequate means to deal with thims far more complex world of international trade and production in which we find ourselves today. Hope-

fully history will record these often frustrating and discouraging
years as a transitional period, one in which slowly and sometimes
painfully the groundwork was laid for a more effectively integrated
world. 'the need is to provide for innovation, technical advance, and
freer movement of goods and capital to encourage a greater development of resources everywhere-in short, economic growth on an unprecedented scale. The penalty for failure to move forward from
this transitional period would be high in terms of sacrificed trade,
production, and economic betterment.
The getting today
The danger is that both the cumulative frustrations of the Kennedy
round negotiations and the fears aroused in some industries by the
*The numbers refer to specific issues raise( In the September 27 press release of the
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unprecedented sweep of the aelievements will foster a negative atmosphere encouraging again unilateralism and economic nationalism.
If the United States pauses or, even more seriously, backtracks from
this effort, our trading partners are bound to retaliate. As we have led
the world in the postwar movement toward freer movement of goods
and capital, so the world will follow us were we to take off in the
opposite direction.
A series of proposals are now under consideration within Congress,
including a number of quota bills before the Committee on Finance,
which show that this danger is real. Such proposals, although aimed
at undoing some tariff agreements on a few specific products, would, if
acted upon, negate the whole Kennedy round since they would bring
about across-the-board retaliation from other countries.
This trend is by no means confined to the United States. Other developed countries continue to show tendencies toward economic nationalism. Everv country has its protectionist forces consistently o)poing liberalization of commercial policy. The proliferation of regional
trading blocs raises a serious concern, in addition, that national protectioniism will be replaced by even more serious regional protectionism
with its inherent tendency to favor members antl exclude nonmembers.
Worldwide. we are at a point where the whole structure of the
liberalization of trade and the strengthening of international mnonetary policy is in danger.
the immediate need is to hold together this structure. based somewhat fragilely on international cooperation. The grim international
experience of the 1930's is an abundant reminder of the traumatic
consequences on production of competitive economic nationalism.
The steady postwar expansion of international trade has provided
the United States with a highly stable and buoyant factor in its economy. Since World War II our exports have expanded at the average
rate of 7 percent a year, while GNP has risen by 4 to 5 percent annually.
We have consistently run an export surplus wich has provided a valIable cushion to our balance of payments during a period of heavy
expenditures connected with Vietnam.
ThAe .shnrfpn.,need.R

a.A policy change which has more political than economic significance is to get rid of the anomalous American selling price system
of valuation wliieh, in principle, we agreed to remove, subject to leWislation, in the Kennedy round in exchange for specific reeiprocal benefits.
The American selling price system can operate as an absolute prohibition to competition and. as suh, is at fundamental variance with the
concept of competition for which the United States stands and for
which we have pressed so consistently.
T. To assist firms and workers in ad lusting to changing competitive conditions, the Adjustment Assistance Act should be broadened so
that its provisions are more readily applicable in cases of real injury.
It is just to assist individuals injured by new competition, at the same
time 'it is economically sound to accept this competition as an increment to national well-being rather than to curtail it to everyone's loss.
The President must have housekeeping authority to adjust tariffs
when. for instance, an escape clause action is warranted. We recommend that the unused authority of the Trade Expansion Act, to reduce
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some remaining tariffs be restored for a 2-year period for use in such
housekeeping adjustments.
During these 2 years a thorough study should be undlertaken to
ascertain the requirements of trade in an increasingly internationalized
world and the best means of making sure that these requirements are
satisfied. The experience of hmiiness, labor, and agriculture should be
brought together with that of Congress and the administration in this
study.
It is vital that no shortrun measures should be enacted during this
period that might thwart our longrin objectives and make the policies
needed for future economic growth unattainable.
The longer term inmperative8
The freer movenient of goods among countries has taken on a new
urgency in today's world of increasingly internationalized production. 'the ready movement of producers' and consumers' goods and
services has now beolIe a structural necessity of a system of production with which American industry is increasingly involved. Imports
and exports are no longer just the nweans to inciental trade gains. As
we see the increasing amount of production that stems friom the investment of enterprises of one country in the production of another,
it is clear that trade barriers which yesterday appeared as limitations
to the gains of trade, would-if continued tomorrow-hobble production itself. Accordingly, the key problem in commercial policy is how
to accommodate, not negate, the worldwide enjoyment of the fruits
of accelerated worldwide production. It is no accident that the V.S.
economy, enjoying the free interstate movements assured by constitutional guarantee, has achieved dramatically high levels of production.
Similar assurance for internation movements is the real task for world
policymakers.
2. To assure this ready movement of goods and services internationally tariffs must be even further reduced. This is particularly
urgent for those products in which the less-developed countries have
or can become competitive in the markets of the more-developed countries. Perhaps one thing that can be learned from the exhausting negotiations of the Kennedy round is that the need for progress has
outrun the techniques for achieving it. The periodic rounds of negotiations that countries have entered into to lower trade barriers have, by
the nature of the bargainIng procedure, resulted in substantially less
than each country had hoped to achieve. It is time that some better
method is found by which countries can move together toward freer
trade. A number of plans have been put forward to this end. All, in
varying degrees, would bring progress toward an unhindered interchange of goods and services on which future worldwide economic
growth depends. Intensive study needs to be given to these proposals
to determine which lend themselves best to implementation and which
will most quickly produce maximum results.
6. As tariffs 'have been progressively lowered, nontariff barriers
stand forth as major deterrents to expanded international trade and
production. A first step was taken during the Kennedy round to negotiate internationally in this broad field. It is often an elusive area,
by its nature less definite than the tariff question and therefore less
amenable to multilateral remedy. The antidumping agreement rep-
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resents a real achievement and is of particular benefit to the United
States since it provides for the use by other countries of essentially
the same standards that apply in this country. U.S. industries have
sometimes, and with some reason, felt in the past they were asked to
bear the main brunt of lower cost foreign competition because other
major countries did not permit access. Again, with some reason, in-

dustries have felt that existing I.S. laws were not always administered
as effectively as they might have been to 1)revent clear'cases of dumping. The anti(lumping agreement, effectively administered by all major
trading nat ions, will not only assure fair treatment for U.S. exl)orts
but also equal access under standardized con(litions to the markets of
all e ilidustrialized countries of the productss of one another.
10. A number of groups, inclu(lingi the I.S. Council., are currently
working to identify those nontariff' barriers both here and abroad
that are most commonly considered to inhiit normal commerce. It
should be emphasized, however, that the most troul)lesome nontarifr
barriers go far beyond national buying policies, customs and administrative procedures, auld the indiret subsidization of exports. Tlhe
nontariff barriers we will have to deal with in the future have to do,
for example, with the conflicts, assvmetries and disharmonies of national fiscal policies, tile conditions uider which companies are
permitted to do business within the territories of one another, the
availability of sufficient credit to finance international trade and
productioli and national competition in the terms of such credit, the
extraterritorial effect of national haws, barriers to the free movement
of capital. and obstacles to international investment.
The take of the Uited States in the world economy is enormous.
Our exports today amount, to some $30 billion annually. Even more
imlmressive, total i)roduct delivery to foreign markets associated with
I .. direct investment abroad is'estimated to be in the nei-hborhood
S
of $110 billion a year. When product associated with T.S. investment
other than direct is included, the figure grows to $150 billion. These
figures give some idea of the extent of U.S. commercial and financial
involvement in the rest of the world-and of tlme critical need to protect
this involvement.
8 While so far the United States imports relatively little from

foreign affiliates, its exports to them are substantial-ilout 25 percent of total U.S. exports-and growing. Our own foreign atliliates are
already one of our major customers abroad. On present evidence the
future will robablv find us trading increasingly with ourselves
throughout the worla. The increase in U.S. exports as a result of inconie mains abroad associated with U.S. local (foreign) production,
while lesA measurable, is also significant.
1- It is evident that any curtailment of our participation in international production and trade would do incalculable harm to the
world economy and to our own, and yet we are slipping even more
deeply into restrictionist patterns of thought. The present restrictions
on banik lending inhibit exports. The vohintary restraint program inhibit-; production. These measures, adopted for short-run baiance-ofparments reasons, have already become self-defeating even in balanceworld where
of-payments terms. Tn terms ot unrealized production in aare
far more
lm 'ie human needs are by no means satisfied, the effects
serious.
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To go further down the road of restrictions is clearly inconsistent
with both the short-term and long-term economic interests of the
United States. Given the enormous influence of the United States on
the policies of other countries, we have here a problem that goes beyond
the sound of disposition of the American economy and involves the
whole world's economic structure. In this context the United States
must keep undeviatingly to its somnd established policy of encouraging
world commerce and production.
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resents a real achievement and is of particular benefit to tile United
States since it provides for the use by other countries of essentially
the same standards that apply in this country. U.S. industries have
sometimes, and with some reason, felt in the past they were asked to
bear the main brunt of lower cost foreign competition because other
major countries did not permit access. Again, with some reason, industries have felt that existing U.S. laws were not always administered
as effectively as they might have been to prevent clear cases of dumping. The antidumping agreement, effectively administered by all major
trading nations, vill not only assure fair treatment for I"S. exports
but. also eial access under standardized conditions to the markets of
fill file iIIdlist riaI lized (oliltries of the l)ro lhi('ts of o c. allothei'.
10. A number of groups, including the IU.S. Counil, are currently
working to identify those nontarift barriers both hiere and albroadl
that are most commonly considered to inhibit nonuitl conmlerce. It
should be emphasized, however, that the most frouileso, ie nonitariff
barriers go far beyond national buying policies, customs fil(] administrative procedures, and the indirect subsidization of exports. The
nontariff barriers we will have to deal with in the future have to do,
for example, with the conflicts, assymetries and (lisharinonies of national fiscal policies, the conditills under which companiess are
permitted to do business within the territories of one another, the
availability of sutlicient credit to finance international trade and
production) and national competition in the terms of such credit, the
extraterritorial effect of national laws, barriers to the free movement
of capital. and obstacles to international investment.
The take of the United States in the world economy is enormous.
Our exlports today amount to some $30 billion annually. Even more

impLressive, total i)roduct delivery to foreign markets associated with
IT.,. direct investment abroad is'estillated to be in the neighborhood
of $110 billion a year. When product associated with U.S. investment
other than direct is included, the figure grows to $150 billion. These
figures give some idea of the extent of U.S. commercial and financial

involvement in the rest of the world-and of the critical need to protect
this involvement.
8 While so far the United States imports relatively little from
foreign affiliates, its exports to them are substantialt -abou t; 25 percelt of total U.S. exports-an growing.
d
y Our ow foreign affiliates are
already one of our major customers abroad. On present evidence the
future will probably find us trading increasingly with ourselves
throughout, the worla. The increase in U.S. exports as a result of income gains abroad associated with U.S. local (foreign) production,
while less measurable, is also significant.
12 It is evident that any curtailment of our participation ia international
production and trade would do incalculable harm to the
world economynnd to our own, and yet we are slipping even more
deeply into restrictionist patterns of thought. The present restrictions
on hanlk lending inhibit exports. The voluntary restraint program inhibits production. These measures, adopted for short-runi balance-ofp~aymlents reasons, have already becomnesel f-defea tin g even in balanceOf-paymnents terms;. In terms ot unrealized poduction in a world where
hasie' human needs are by no means satisfiede, the effects aire far more
serious.
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To go further down the road of restrictions is clearly inconsistent
with both the short-term and long-term economic interests of the
United States. Given the enormous influence of the United States on
the policies of other countries, we have here a problem that goes beyond
the sound of disposition of the American economy and involves tile

whole world's economic structure. In this context the United States
must keep undeviatingly to its sound established policy of encouraging
world commerce and production.
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Research and Policy Committee which authorizes the Program
Committee to issue statements within the framework of policy
previously stated by the Research and Policy Committee. This
statement is based on a series of statements, beginning in 1945, on
U.S. trade policy by the Research and Policy Committee.
Except for the members of the Program Committee, and the chairmen of subcommittees of the Research and Policy Committee whose
names appear below, the recommendations presented in this program
committee statement are not necessarily endorsed by other truste 's or
by the advisers, contributors, staff members, or others associated with
CED.
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The United States has played a major role in the progressive liberalization of international trade for more than a quarter of a century.

The agreements reached in the sixth or Kennedy round of GA.

trade negotiations will bring down the tariff barriers of the major
trading nations to relatively-low levels Especially important for the
continued expansion of woild trade is the reduction achieved in the
common external tariff of the six-nation Earopean Economic Com.
munity (EEC). We welcome this latest step toward a better integrated
world economy, recognizing that the adjustments which some interests
in each country will have to make are required in gaining the wide.
spread benefits of trade liberalization.
CED from its beginning has favored trade liberalizaion on the
ground that the expansion of international 'cnm.re pzmotes the
most effective use of the world's human and material resources and
thus increases the economic welfare of the United Statq
alone with

that of other nations Or view is that the United St1teese An by t61i
stimulus to its economic effienoy and growth tha oo f6p rewov.

ig restraints on the growth of its international trade. Th* fad that
the export.import trae of the United States passdo$85 billion in
1968 can be attributed in no smfll part I the pksitent and success.
ful efforts this country has mie over the yeas to remove these
obstul to td. in return for., similar action. b :other conUis.

World trade has expand by more than 80 pemeit mthe puAhade,
with total world exports amounting to over-00 billion in 19884
6Ch4 1e
*Is"mlabm t1 oss"&as Poli CoawMt
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Successful though the recent tariff negotiations have been, the
United States is left with a number of important trade policy problems. Some call for immediate attention.
The President needs a ineasure of negotiating authority to protect
American interests as th,. greeiient reached in the negotiations are
put into effect. and their impact is felt.
The problem inherent in the large number of noauriir barriers amd
subsidies to trade that result from goveniunental aIjon in various
countries wasbarely touched in the negotiations, while teir relative
significance and the need to deal with them were increased by the
tariff cuts.

The sp~ial trade problemO of the low-incomne countries could not
be
dealt With adequately
faced.
.... in,the. K6nady
" . round and will nee4 to be
For the present, another hajor' initiative to reduce tariffs among
the industrial countries is Oiither feasible' nor ne~emary. Looking
somewhat furtherahead, however, efforts hould b6 made to identify
additional opportlUnities'for mutually profitable liberalization of trace
among t)e industrial countries throoigh o.rff reduction, as well &
for improved techmques for future negotiations. "
I
In calling attention to these problemswe o not in~nd to bo critical
of the rent trade negotiationss, which wAre crowded enogigh with
difficult issues. Negotiations on the whole were very'successful and con.
stitute a major achievement. We believe, however, that this is an appropriate tinto bring up the problems that remain ond to discuss
them in the light of the positions on trade policy taken by the CED
in previously issued policy statements.
Negotiating autkori i_
With the expiration of the nego ttmiuthoty of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (TEA) the United States is left without the
means to conduct its normal international trade relations within the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) framework. To
comply with our GATT obligations and at the same time with unexpireid provisions of the Trade Expansion Ac the President needs
some kind of authority to negotiate routine or "housekeeping" adjustments in commitments made by the United States. Especially important is the authority to negotiate compensatory tariff settlements.
The need for this authority would arise if under the escape-clause
provisions of the TEA the Piesident were to increase the duty or impose a quota to prevent or remedy serious injury to a domestic industry arising from increased imports that have resulted from tariff
conoee.on gra ted by t4i united States. Suoh an increase in pro.
tection is permitted under GATT rules on condition that compensation
is ma e tq the supplylog countries, and normally it is made by the
rodioot
one or mo, tarift ou. other goods we import. Thus, the
interest the nt Stata require that the President should be in
a p 0tQma
~
compens.tion. F.lme on our part to do so
lead to retaliatory withdrwal of tariff conoes.
sion grVnA
. b. tnraeqplymg omtr* on good, exported to them
byA
00 cotsn
q. tarift redutimos would also

e eatiqa

wen enacted by Congre

fo example to

I
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change lariff elIi.siti'iltioiis, with the inciplntill ef'eet of ilicraxluing
duties. ]n this e-se algin the President, would have to lioov Ietwleein
inerielsing tlip .op , of (itri It eone'.:..ioll iit Irealy iado toolot li ntIioiis
or
retaliitory
Malllijtt.ingtariti invieasis iagillu. our, exports.
So that tho Inited -Sttes nay W able to meet itls GAIl olligafillS ill (.,S sch is tho8 de.u'il'd , amiiuilso to r, iiovo any doulbt
almut. th future direction of Aleriei trade policy, lhis ('ouuaittee
believes tllt. Congress should provide l e Preside(it. withb th lieecessar' negotinting authority.

l' d/lP4flit
(A'it
a7WVJ
i10
'I'I Tndo Exlausioi Act of 1962 was lhe h.'st recipl'wl I nde

aiguvlienlts legis.litiout to revoguizt exlicitly two points: first, lhal.

tui'tr coneess,.ions rm-,ullting in iereuaue

imlporls may Causo Seri.,u.

injury to some workers and tirmiis within n industry oven where tlli

douiesti i ndutry iis it whole is not. seriously injured ; atid sevoI~id,
Slutt in such Case the alpropriaite rlief is through adjustnient asis.anee to workers and futns, a forlum of relief that. would also be availatlde, however, to in enniro industry as an alternative to the reinlposi.
tion of import. restrict ions.
Tius far in no v:ase pIJ entero to the Tariff Commission hats any
petitioner been able to (iali fy for assistance, for the reason that it hu1s
proved imlo)ibile to idtittity inivmtised ii)Orts as the major auso
of injury, and seldom possildle to IOve that tariff concesio. s were
the major cause of increased imports. This does not necessarily mean
that tire ho been no injury froun tariff concessions but rather that
a,largo number of factors affect the competitiveness of American
producers and that tariff coneesions have not. been judged to Ie the
major one. In a dynainic economy a frequent. side effect of teehnical
progress is injury to or difficulty for sone workers, business irnis, tnd
oven regions. Often a number of factors are at work, so that the causes
of injury are so complex that to sort. out the effects of any sp(ilic
factor frequently is not possihie, while to make on attribution of cause
would be arbitrary.
It has been our position that for reasons of equity, sound economies,
and administrative feasibility, adjustment assistance for import con.'
petition should Ie provided under currout general programs for coping
with distressed areas and sectors rather than through aspecial program
related to the expansion of imports. While it continues to be our view

that changes which call for adjustment are usually so complex that the

needs can be met better by general programs than by those specifically
directed to injury from import competition, some hberahzation of
TEA requirement may be appropriate to reflect the intentions of
Congress.
The CED has frequently pointed out that the primary requirement
for a smooth adjustment process in the economy, whether the need
for adjustment is due to imports or to domestic factors is the maintenance of a high level of general economic activity an employment
with stable price levels. Appropriate fiscal and monetary policies com.
bined with well-designed general adjustment programs constitute
in our opinion the bet hope for reducing injury and improving the
rate of adjustment in the economy, whatever .the source of the need

for adjustment.
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Nontarff barrers an.tbshiesto trade
The flow of international trade is distorted not only by tariffs but
also by it wid variety of grovernmental actions which fall under tile
general heading of nontarllr barriers and subsidies. These are usually
lleferrlVd to siniply as nontariff barriers, but the export subsidy aspect
should not 6e overlooked.
As the Keanedy ronld tarilr cuts go into effect, governments may be
tt, )ted to aitke further use of nontariff devices to reduce the impact
of tie euts. At the same time, the impact on trade of existing measures
will increase as the rates of duty dcclnc. Yet it will not be es to deal
with this problem. Many existing nontariff barriers originateld in the
fiscal, social, and economic policies of each nation and their primary
purpose has not. b en import, protection, which imakes it hard to jsearate out the incidental protective effects from their legitimate public
purpose.q. hus it will i a long uond complicated process to remove
some of the more important nontariff barriers through international
negotiations.
The major governmental actions involving practices consitituting
nontariff barriers include quantitative restrictions; state trading and
government Ipr(xnurelnent; customs classiflcation and valuation; antidumpint legislation and procedures; border tax adjustments; and
various internal measures having a discriminatory impact on imports,
including domest ic subsidies, government pricing practices, and taxes.
I [owever, the whole complex of nontariff barriers and their conpetiI ive impact internationally still needs detailed study before the reciproval reduction, dismantling, or harmonizing of the barriers can got
underway. Looking toward such notiations, a study of these barries's is being undertaken as part of the general review of American
trade policy called for by President Johnson. The Organization for
Economic cooperation and Development (OECD) and the EEC also
are devoting considerable time and effort to similar studies. The CED
is studying the subject in collaboration with counterpart organizations
in other industrial countries.
All countries impose some nontariff barriers, but. businessmen and
(lovernnent officials alike tend to be conscious only of those imposed
by other governinents. For example, U.S. businessmen are considerabhly, and we think justifiably, concerned over the border tax adjustniont system used by the REO countries as well as others. Under this
svstl
indirect domestic taxes--excise, turnover, and value-added
4xes-which are major revenue sources in these countries have for
many years been refunded for exports and levied on imports, on the
theory that indirect taxes are in reality taxes on consumption that
should be imposed by tile consumers' country. The practice is permitted
under GATT rules, whereas direct taxes such as the personal and
corporate income taxes may neither be rebated on exports nor added
to imports. The United States rebates its excise taxes on exports of
tobacco and liquor, but since it makes little use of indirect taxation
of businem in general it is tint ill a position to make much use of border
tax adjustments. The amount of net disadvantage to outside competitors resulting from longstanding border tax adjustments is a matter
for debate on economic grounds, and the EEC countries generally deny
that tlere is any such disadvaitago. But there can be no question that
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the recent and expected adoion by other EEC countries of high-rate
value-added taxes comparable to those of France will create a substantial disadvantage to U.S. producers.
The Kennedy round negotiators, as noted above, were so deeply involved in difficult tariff problems that they were unable to pay much
attention to nontariff barriers. Moreover, President Johnson and his
negotiators had no special legislative authority to reach binding executive agreements outside the iariff field and so would have been obligpd
to refer anv nontariff agreeinents to Congresc' for legislative action. In
one area it did prove p,'ssible to reach agreement within existing legis.
native authority: the United States and a number of other countries
had reciprocal complaints about the administration of antiduanping
legislation, and an agrnment altering administrative procedures was
reached that should help to meet. these complaints.
An area in which feeling abroad is particularly critical of the United
States concerns customs valuation of certain products and uncertainties in customs procedures. The complaints regarding customs valiation are directed toward the so-called American sellina price (ASP)
system, which applies to relatively few product groups hut notably to
benzenoid chemicals. Under this' valuation method tile tariff rate is
applied to what is determined to be the domestic selling price set I'
American producers of the product. rather than on the sellimig price
of the foreign producer in his own country, which is the norma system applied to the great majority of products in this country and in
other countries. Tariff rates on imports that are valued by the ASP
system are not. comparable with other tariff rates, since ASP values
often are far higher than normal customs values would be. The use of
the ASP system tends to conceal the actual level of protection from
public awareness, and consequently may result in higher duties than
would otherwise be imposed.
Our principal concern, however, is with other problems that are
created by the use of the ASP valuation system. The American producer of chemicals subject to ASP treatment can influence the level
of protection by deciding at what price he will sell, and when he
changes his price he changes the amount of the duty. The foreign
producer and the American importer often do not know when the
merchandise is shipped to the United States what the tariff rate will
be; the customs administration must make a study to find out, frequently with long delays.
In the Kennedy round negotiations a conditional agreement was
reached that if the United States changes the law so that the normal
and
procedures are applied to benzenoid chemical.,conventional
the United valuation
States will receive in exchange chemical tariff conoessions going well beyond those agreed upon in the main chemical
'paokage_1 and other concessions as well incuding the elimination of
the discrinminatory aspects of automobile road-use taxes in France,
Italy, and Belgium. This agreement of course depends on favorable
congressional action.
I a 1964 policy statement dealing with the Kennedy round nego.
tiationN, CED took a stand against such protective devices as customs
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valuations not reflecting actual prices, maintaining that such devices
1hao no place in a free world economy accepting competition as a
necessity of economic health." We believe that Congress should follow
this principle and extend the valuation system that applies to other
products generally to those products now valued for customs purposes
at their American selling price. This action would confirm the general
commitment of the United States to trade expansion and provide
spe:ihic evidence of its intentions with respect to the reduction of
nontariff barriers to trade. By demonstrating its readiness to act on
one of its own nontariff barriers, the United States would put itself
in a. tronger position to take the initiative in future negotiations for
a general reduction of such barriers.
Tiade probkcm.? of the developing country

Another major trade policy issue that soon will confront the United
States is the need for the industrialized nations to help the low-income
countries expand their export earnings, and thus to increase their
capacity to finance imports required for economic development. Since
our Government aid programs as well as those of other high-income
countries are subject to quite strict limits, tho low-income countries
must increasingly depend for much needed outside development resources on private foreign investment and on their export earnings.
Export markets for the low-income countries can be opened up
significantly only if the United States and other high-income countries
join in a special program of further trade liberalization. The basic
elements of such a program should be agreed upon as soon as possible
by the OECD countries after discussion with representatives of the
low-income countries in the GATT and the United Nations Trade and
I)evelopment Board.
In a recent policy statement on "Trade Policy Toward Low-Income
Comitries," CED proposed the following:
That in the area of primary products, which account for more
than four-fifths of the export earnings of low-income countries, the
high-income countries should progressively eliminate their import
and consumption taxes on tropical products which they do not produce
themselves; reduce domestic sulsidies and price supports for agriuiltural products imported from low-income countries; eliminate their
tariffs and quotas over P transitional period on those raw materials
and foodstuffs that are not subject to domestic market management.
That barriers to the export of manufacturers from low-income countries be reduced, with emphasis on products resulting from the early
stares of processing raw materials and from labor-intensive industry,
including assembly processes and the manufacture of parts.
That immediate reciprocity on the part of the low-income countries
should not be expected in the proposed trade liberalization.
With respect to the pressure from low-income countries for the in.
dustrial nations to extend to them generalized preferences on manufactured exports, this committee has some reservations. We believe
that the high-income countries should consider whether a common
move in this direction would be desirable and feasible. To help in ths
consideration, advice should be sought from a special GATT committee set i3) to study the issues involved. In any event, if such preferenees are t6Tbe extended, they should be limited in scope and duration.
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One step that could readily be taken would be to grant immediately
to the less-developed countries the tariff reductions of the Kennedy
round that will only gradually become available to the industrial
countries. To accomplish this result would require agreement among
the industrial countries, and a congressional grant of authority to thePresident to make such an agreement.
It must be recognized, of course, that the benefits which will accrueto low-income countries from any of the special trade liberalization
steps taken by the industrial countries ultimately depend on the domestic policy actions taken by the low-income countries themselves to become internationally competitive.
Further tariff negotiations among industrialcou ws
t

Industrial countries will be reluctant to follow the Kennedy round
with new tariff negotiations of the same sweeping character until the
reductions already agreed upon have become fully effective and an
assessment can be made of their impact on production, competitiveness, and the volume of trade. In some sectors the amounts of tariff
that will then remain will be largely nominal. Other sectors posed such
difficulties in the Kennedy round negotiations that passage of time
will be required before they can profitably be taken up again.
Accordingly, a further major initiative to reduce tariffs among the
industrial countries is neither feasible nor necessary in the immediate
future. However, there undoubtedly are substantial areas in which
further liberalization will in time come to be recognized by industrial
countries as mutually desirable. The possibilities for such liberalization should be under continuing study. In methods, too, new approaches may be found. The across-the-board reduction method introduced by the Trade Expansion Act is credited by some with being
a crucial factor in the success of the negotiations. Other innovations
in negotiating procedure perhaps can be devised for future
negotia ilons.
The legislation needed to make the Kennedy round agreements fully
effective should be promptly enacted. Preparations should be made
r international negotiations regarding nontariff barriers and sublies and regarding trade policy toward the low-income countricq.
'O.he momentum of trade liberalization should not be allowed to falter
or be pushed back by protectionist reaction to liberalization already
achieved.
STATEMENT oF THE MA NUAmTIN CHmsrs' AssociAnoN, In.,
WAsHiNoToN, D.C.
SUMMARY

This statement reflects the views of the Manufacturing Chemists
Association on U.S. trade policy and practices and on emerging problems in foreign trade affecting the chemical industry and its nearly
1 million workers. It proposes a course of action for maintaining and
improving the balance of trade and balance of payments.
It recommends:
Continued support of GATT as an institution for expanding
world trade.
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Rejection of proposals to eliminate the American selling price.
Extension of Executive authority relating to "housekeeping"
activities but opposes extension of authority to reduce tariffs to
zero where United States and EEC together account for 80 percent of trade or U.S. duties are less than 5 percent.
Enlarged participation of industry advisers, certified in the
formulation of U.S. trade policy and negotiations.
Full exercise of investigative power by Tariff Commission in
matters pertaining to foreign trade and their effect upon industry
and labor.
Liberalization and use of same criteria for escape clause, and
eligibility for adjustment assistant for firms and workers.
Support of international dumping code adopted and required
use of special customs invoice form 5515.
Steps be taken to have Europeans honor commitments to ad.
here to the most-favored-nation principle, especially in respect to
Japan.
Consideration of export incentives to increase the Natikn's
trade balance.
Review of U.S. policy relating to direct foreign investment
with the object of termi nating the voluntary program.
Effort to adjust application of patent lawswith respect to compulsory licensing on failure to work.
This statement also identifies a variety of nontariff barriers that
restrict and impede trade and deny U.S. companies fair and equal
access to foreign markets.
STATEMENT

This statement is submitted on behalf of the Manufacturing Chemists Association, a nonprofit trade association of 185 U.S. company
members representing more than 90 percent of the basic chemical
manufacturing capacity in the United States. Fourteen Canadian
firms are also members of the association.
The U.S. chencalindwtry
The U.S. chemical industry is of vital importance to the national
economy and to the Nation's defense effort. In 1960 the chemical industry m the United States employed more than 965,000 persons, operated
over 14,000 plants, and spent nearly $3 billion for new construction.
In the 10-year period ending in 196b the industry invested $18 billion
in new plants. In 1966 chemical industry wages and salaries totaled
$7.6 billion, approximately 6 percent of the $128 billion paid to all
employees of manufacturing industries. Chemical industry shipments
in 1966 were estimated at $38.7 billion, up 67 percent over 1957, reflecting an average annual growth of 6 percent. 4 i the end of 1966, the industry's assets were 9.7 percent of the assets or all U.S. manufacturing
operations.
The chemical industry is a prime innovative force in the American
economy. For 1966 the industry's research and development expenditures approximated $1.3 billion. Of the industry's more than 10,000
products, nearly half were unknown 20 years ago. The ability to create
new products through research and produce them at a profit is one of
the motivating forces in the chemical industry.
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The foreign ehemialindwitry
During World War II much of the foreign chemical industry,
particularly in Germany where a large part of it was located, was
destroyed. thus, the U.s. chemical industry had a broad market for its
products with little or no competition. Adnt this advantage is being
rapidly eroded by the advances made by foreign producers. Several
factors have contributed to this progress: Chemicals is an industry in
which national levels of technology are substantially equal. New foreign plants are automated, embody the latest processes and techniques,
and increasingly enjoy the advantages of high volume production.
Antitrust laws and practices in other countries permit rationalization
of production and other actions favoring their domestic industry.
Wages in Europe and Japan are well below thoFe in the United States.
Productivity of workers has increased rapidly until the former U.S.
advantages have-been substantially neutralized.
The magnitude and growth of the foreign chemical industry as compared to that in the United States is indicated in the following table:
Persons employed
1957
European Economic Community ..............
Japan............................

United Kingdom ...............
nted 11I-R1357,000
United States ............................

900,000
3748
428
810, 000

1965
1.059,145
4900254
409.......37
4000
408000
90,400

Turnover, sales or shipments
(millions)

1957

1965

$10,000
2,5 4
3,668
23,206

$19,990
,,9
37,792
6,360
36,030

Based on sales (shipments) during the period 1957-65 the average
annual growth rate in Japan was 23 percent; in the EEC, 11 percent;
in the Tnited Kingdom, 8 percent; and in the United States, 0 percent.
Of the first 50 chemical companies in the free world ranked according to 1966 sales, 29 are foreign while 21 are United States based. Sales
of the 29 foreign companies were $20 billion as compared with $19
billion for the 21 U.S. firms.*
- Indicative of the growth of the foreign chemical industry and its
effect on U.S. exports is the fact that in 1958 the United States had
59.2 percent of the market for chemicals in the OECD countries,
whereas by 1965 the U.S. share had been reduced to 49 percent.
Posible shortcomingsin the applioable8tatute8
The U.S. chemical industry has made in the past, and will continue
to make in the future, specific recommendations concerning legislation
affecting U.S. trade policy. Past suggestions pertained particularly
to safeguards on executive authority and import relief measures in
trade agreement legislation. The most important shortcomings in
existing and proposed trade policy statutes will be detailed in this
statement along with constructive recommendations. Among the more
important of these are measures to increase exports and to lessen the
impact of imports on the U.S. economy.
*Complied from Fortune, July 15 and Sept. 15, 1967, Issues.
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The GATT as an instrument for assuring expanded world trade on a

reclpocald,nondisci'iinatorybad.v
The General Agreement oil Tariffs and Trade (GATT) has been in
existence since 1947. At the conclusion of the "Kennedy round" in
Geneva in May 1967 the GATT had 71 nat ions committed to its articles,
four applicants and two nations, including Poland, with special associate membership.
member nations are contractually, obligated to abide by GATT rules.
Thus, by design and intent the nations of the world have a forum in
which to propose tariff and trade matters, a place to negotiate. and
a permanent secretariat to implement and administer its deliberations.
The GATT has some solid acomplishments in expanding world trade
and does provide a mechanism to initiate means for further expansion.
Although agreements reached in GATT have, in some cases, been considered by segments of U.S. industry to be unfavorable it is believed
that the iechanism should he maintained.
Despite the availability of the GATT as an international organization there are soim real and growing difficulties that pertain to U.S.
participation. The original 23 members are mature industrialized nations whose delegations maintain close liaison with industrial groups
in their respective nations and are thus very responsive to industry
needs. Growth of the GATT has drawn in an ever-increasing number
of less-developed countries whose demands are being voiced effectively.
These two situations have tended to alter the atmosphere of the GATT
from one of simple negotiation into an arena of international politics.
Effects of the Kennedy round
The Kennedy round of tariff negotiations is now history. While we
are well aware of the agreements reached, their effect can only be
anticipated at this time. It is the view of MCA that concessions made
by our trading partners will not result in a significant increase in U.S.
chemical exports. On the other hand we are convinced that concessions
made by the United States will result in an increase in chemical
imports which will be further augmented if legislation to abolish the
ASP method of customs valuation-is enacted by the Congress. It should
be noted that the average annual growth rate of U.S. chemical exports
since 1957 has been 7.5 percent compared to 14.6 percent for chemical
imports. In 1966 the excess of chemical exports over imports was $1.7
billion which accounted for about 50 percent of the U.S. trade surplus.
It is expected that maintenance of this contribution to the U.S. balance
of trade when new tariff rates become effective will be jeopardized.
During the Kennedy round the European industrialized nations
made such an issue of the American selling price method of tariff
assessment that negotiations very nearly ground to a halt. To remove
the impasse the Director General proposed a 50-percent average tariff
cut on chemicals by the United States for a 20-percent cut by European
Economic Community and United Kingdom, the remaining 30 percent
to be granted contingent upon elimination of ASP. The U.S. negotiators acquiesced andnegotiated a two-package deal, one of which was
strictly contingent and actually not within their authority to bargain.
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There has been a marked increase in the balance-of-trade deficit of
some segments of the chemical industry in the last 10 years. For example in 1957 imports of chromium and manganese in the form of metals
and ferroalloys were $8.4 million; in 1960, imports of these products
were $64 million. In contrast, exports in 1957 were $4.4 million as
compared to $2.2 million in 1966. In the first half of 1967, imports of
manganese had increased to over 50 percent of the noncaptive domestic
consumption as compared with 33.7 percent in 1966. The increase of
productive facilities for other chemicals abroad and the lowering of
U.S. tariffs will have a further adverse impact upon the balance of
trade and balance of payments. At any rate, our foreign trade policy
must envision the situation in 1972 when the Kennedy round schedules
have been fully implemented.
UVe of industry advisers
It has been the stated belief of the chemical industry for many years
that U.S. trade negotiators have not made full use of the knowledge of
which are available
from
the
international
in past
nations have
chemical-producing
Other majorfactors
industry itself.competitive
years of trade-agreement negotiations regularly-had such advice from
their industry representatives, which was used to good advantage. The
result, we believe, has been that the U.S. negotiators have been at a
disadvantage vis-a-vis their foreign counterparts.
During the Kennedy round negotiations, the Office of the Special
Representative for Trade Negotiations (STR) appointed knowl.
edgeable industry representatives who could be called upon for information and technical advice. This innovation was an encouraging start,
but the outcome would seem to indicate that little credence was given to
the advice received from industry.
The use of industry advisers, the representations by industry to the
Tariff Commission and to the Trade Information Committee, some of
which have been provided for by the Trade Expansion Act, are all a
part of the process of insuring that the STR and our negotiators are
adequately informed of the impact of foreign and domestic concessions
onte industry. Some method should be found in legislation to insure
that the intent of Congress in establishing these safeguards for industry in these negotiations is followed in spirit and in actual operation
during the bargaining session. In many aspects, this has not been the
case; and the Kennedy round negotiations provide a prime example of
how representations by industry concerning chemicals were apparently
disregarded. It is hard to rationalize the action of the U.S. negotiators
with the intent of Congress when the STR was established and the advisory procedures provided for in law.
We believe that the United States in its legislation and trade agreements bargaining must greatly enlarge the participation of industry
through the technical advisory system. In future negotiations, whether
related to tariffs, nontariff barriers, or other matters affecting the U.S.
chemical industry, the advice of the industry through its advisers
must be sought and carefully considered.
The problem of security of confidential information must, of course
be dealt with. We believe that through some method of certification oi

individuals from industries, this problem can be solved. The chemical

I
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industry stands ready to cooperate in any realistic, new approach to
U.S. trade agreements bargaining.
Eetension of executive authority grantedin the TradeExpansion Art
It is understood that the administration will ask for an extension of
,certain provisions of the Trade Expansion Act relating to housekeeping activities in connection with GANTT and bilateral trade agreements.
We favor retention of the Office of the Special Representative for
Trade Negotiations. We do not favor an open-end extension of some of
the other provisions of the TEA. For example it is believed that the
authority to reduce duties to zero where the 'United States and the
European Economic Community together account for 80 percent of
world trade or where U.S. duties are less than 5 percent should be
termifated.
Role o*f the Tariff Oommi ion
The U.S. Tariff Commission was created by the Congress to assist it
in the exercise of Congress' power to regulate commerce with foreign
nations. The Tariff Commission is an arm of the Congress, and one of
its major functions is to investigate matters pertaining to foreign trade
and their effect upon industry and labor and to submit reports of its
investigations. The Tariff Commission has power to investigate such
matters as tariff relations between the United States and foreign countries, commercial treaties, economic alliances, the volume of importation compared with domestic production and consumption, and conditions, causes, and effects relating to competition of foreign industries
with those of the United States, including dumping and cost of
production.
MCA believes that the Tariff Commission should exercise to the fullest possible extent its investigative power. In this way the Congress can
be assured of having accurate information concerning foreign trade
matters, and this is an indispensable prerequ isite to the development of
U.S. foreign trade policy. Of course, it follows that MCA believes adequate funds should be appropriated so as to enable the Tariff Commission to carry out this important function efficiently and with
dispatch.

Procedures for aiding workers and industries harmed by exocesive
smporte
The MCA has steadfastly maintained for many years that appropriate relief should be provided domestic industry when it has been
injured by reason of imports. Currently the Trade Expansion Act provides that an industry must prove (1) that tariff concessions were the
"major cause" of increased imports and ()duthat sucIn pere
im.
hd
ports were the "ma'or cause of injury to the industry. In practice this
has turned out to e an impossible burden of proof. The President's
special representative for trade negotiations, Ambassador William
. Roth, summed up the problem succinctl in his statement before
the Subcommittee on Foreign Economic Policy (July 11, 1967) when
he said:
In the complex environment of our modern economy, a great variety of factors

affect the productive capacity and competitiveness of American producers, mak.
Ing it virtually Impossible to single out increased Imports as the major cause of
Injury. In fact, it has usually been Impossible to prove that tariff concessions were

the major cause of increased imports.
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For these reasons MCA believes the eligibility criteria for escape
clause relief for industry should be liberalzed. MCA does not object,
to similar liberalization of the criteria for eligibility for adjustment
assistance for firms and workers since the adjustment assisan,,e collcept is now a part of U.S. foreign trade policy. MCA favors a poljiy
which will prevent injury rather than one that provides for correction
after injury has occurred.
Antidumping, cu,ton8 administration,and valuation of ha;ip,.eIl
good
In the competitive world of today, it is inevitable that producers
with any idle capacity will seek to sell in foreign markets, at dumiiping
prices if necessary. The producer can justify this by incremental co.tin. of his extra production, assuming that dumping overseas will not
affect his home market price. Eimination of dumping is essential to
gi owth of international tnide on a sound basis.
With the recent tariff reductions, the proper adminitrat ion of dul,-

ing laws becomes of increasing importance. The international dumping code adopted during the course of the Kennedy round trade negotiations assures some international uniformity of dumping policies.
An integral part of the administration of the dumping law, as well as
of customs valuation matters, is the problem of obtaining value information concerning the value of goods in the home market. This
problem was recently brought into focus by a notice published in the
Federal Register for September 27, 1967, in respect to in ports from
Japan. This document frankly states that considerable difficulty has
been experienced in obtaining home market value information for customs purposes. We suggest that the Japanese import problem, as well
as the problem of determining the appropriate home market value for
dumping purposes, could be cured by requiring ise of special customs
invoice form 5515 together with a strict requirement that all pertinent
value data called for by that form be supplied.
Incentives that could lead to an increase in U.8. export.s
One of the most positive ways to alleviate our persistent balance-ofpayments problem is through an increase in exlmrts. For a iuiber of
years Government and industry have cooperated in this effort through h
vehicles such as the National Export Expansion Council. Despite a
number of positive steps such as improvement of export credit facilities and greater emphasis on commercial functions in U.S. cnbausie.:,
the goal of a quantum increase in the trade balance has eluded us. This
is all the more frustrating because of the relatively minor incr-v. *i
exports--in terms of our vast production-needed to solve the problem.
The Government is now exploring the incentives that might he ,sed
to bring about this desired result. From a chemical industry point of
view we tend to agree that some.system of export incentives is necessary
to favorably modify the economic cs of exporting many of our product.;.
Many of our members are convinced that to remain competitive in

exports to overseas markets, the chemical industry must have aeess
to competively priced raw materials-which in the case of foreign
feedstocks is now substantially denied under the oil import, program.
They believe that if these low-cost foreign raw materials continue to
be available to the domestic chemical industry, it faces potentially
destructive competition in its export markets now and in domestic
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markets as tariffs come down over the next 5 years. They 1el that
nome method should be devised to permit adequate imports of foreign
feedstocks for chemical production.
Several studies have been made by the National Export Expansion
Council dealing with incentives that could increase exports. It is suggested that the recommendations contained in these studies should be
considered during the oversight review of U.S. trade policy.
Foreign invstnent a8 force for growth
The rapid growth of international investment has been one of the
most dynamic forces at work in developing the world's economy in the
two decades following World War II. It has opened up new fields of
production, employment, and income. It has increased the flow of
technology and trade. It has enhanced the wealth of nations and the
prospects for a more durable peace. The United States has been the
leader in international investment-particularly the chemical industry.
I)ue to the persistent halance-of-payments deficit and the resultant
drain on the Nation's gold reserves, American companies were asked in
19065 to cooperate in a voluntary program of restraint in direct foreign
investment. Nearly 600 companies, including chemical companies. volunt.trily acted to curb the dollar outflow, modifying or postponing
overseas projects, financing through foreign borrowing, and taking
other measures to meet the short-term need of the United States in its
efforts to balance its international accounts. At the outset, the voluntary
pro,:rnm was recognized and described as a stopgap measure which
would only temporarily interrupt the process of direct foreign investnents which so success ully served the economic interests of the United
States and its free world friends and trading partners. This beneficial
force for international development has now been encumbered with
restraints for nearly 3 years. We urge a review of U.S. policy in this
field with a view to ending the voluntary program as soon as abatement
of the Vietnam war pressures on the balance of payments permits.
About 25 percent of all U.S.-manufactured exports are shipped to
overseas subsidiaries. The level of U.S. merchandise exports has closely
followed the flow of direct foreign investments, conclusively indicating
the relationship between export growth and capital investment abroad.
Curtailment of overseas expansion thus adversely affects our trade
surplus as well as our competitive position in world markets. For
comn.petitive reasons or for reason of restrictive sovereign policies, it
is nece.s.ary to operate production facilities within the borders of certain countries in order to gain or maintain access to markets. These
plantss are America's best overseas customer. Direct foreign investment
benefits our exports through (1) shipment of capital goods, supplies,
and components and (2) opening the door to other product lines.
The flowback in income of U.S. subsidiaries and affiliates abroad
exceeded $4 billion, not including more than $1 billion in royalties
and fees, last year while the outflow, after deductions for foreign borrowing, amounted to $2.9 billion. The positive contribution o direct
foreign investment and the export growth it generates is one of the
more significant factors in our international transactions.
American international investment exerts a powerful influence on the
level and structure of world trade. Continued curtailment of foreign
investment will tend to retard world growth and diminish our own
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prosperity and economic progress at home. U.s. foreign tade lohicy
shou d therefore encourage direct foreign investment both as an instrument of world economic development and a positive long-term
factor in the balance of payments.
Development of /orign inartikei
While private enterprise and private initiative remain the central
thrust in developing international markets, cognizance sloul be ,,tiven
the energetic and productive efforts of the IT.S. department of Comnierce in widening opportunities for U.S. business abroad.
It is with muti pride that, we point to the fact that chief executives
of two MCA member companies ave proviled the leadership for the
Government's export expansion programs--Carl Gerstacker of the
Dow Chemical Co. .s Chairman of the National Export ExlonsiMio
Council and Fred Foy of Koppers Co., Inc., who preceded him ag head
of the nationwide voluntary organization.
ELconorli a.9.'shtance to d(evelophlq cou n rrie
We recognize that economic assistance to the developing countries

is cardinal to the endeavors of the United States to achieve a rational,
progressive, and peaceful world order.We support tie administration

policy in emphasizing the private role in the ecoionlic development of
tho e free world countries who are our friends and future trading
partners. This policy recognizes that private initiative, resources, capital, management know-how, and experience provide the most effective
means of Improving production, eniploynient, and income in developing countries.
Disregard of most-favm'ed-nadon principle by European countries
It is well known that many European countries, while granting
trade concessions to the United States, by various devices such as
import licenses or informal quotas, have succeeded in not according
other nations, princi)ally Japan, the full benefit of these concessions.
This has resulted in unluo pressure on the economy of the United
States. Our trade concessions are extended automatically to all nations,
including Japan. Thus, domestic industries are subject to import competition from both European countries and Japan. However, the European countries refuse to extend tle same concessions to Japan and thus
Japan can market its products only in the United States. It is reported
that informal quotas are often agreed upon by the private industry of
a European nation and the Japanese industry. Obviously, it is impossible for U.S. domestic industry to enter into agreemenis of this kind
because of the antitrust laws.
MCA urges that the U.S. Government take steps to assure that
European nations honor their GATT commitment to adhere to the
most-favored-nation principle and accord imports from Japan the
same treatment as imports from other nations.
Tariff andnontariff barriersthat limit US. exports
While some of those listed are possibly not major factors, tiey are
barriers to expanding U.S. foreign trade fn varying degrees,
Tariff barriers
A. Regional trade blocs present increasing tariff obstacles to U.S.
exports because of the relatively favored position of bloc members to
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complete in the dolnestic markets of other ineinber.s. Such trade ex-

pansion and diversion is an objective of regional trade blocs and has
bet| muecessful as illustrated by the following data:
County

Trade bloc

Germany ........................
France ..........................
United Kingdom ...................

EC ...................
EC ...................
EFTA ................

Cllvado ........................

CACM .............

Aintna .........................

LAFTA ...........

Imports from bloc countrls as percent of
total Imports
1960
1963
1966
29.8
29.4
9.4
8.5
11.0

33.2
3$.8
10.5
10.4
16.0

8.2
40.9
12.1
20.2
24.0

B1. The effect of the Common Market External Tariff (CET) rates
gives a competitive advantage within the bloc and against U.S. exports by raising tariff rates in formerly low tariff countries that are
or were major export markets. Even with the full imposition of the
Kennedy round agreement on chemicals (and including the separate
package with CET 50 percent reductions), many German and Beiehix chemical tariffs would be higher than their pre-EEC national
rates.
C. Tariff preferences extended to specific countries such as the corn11ioiiwt'lth preferences in thte United Kingdom operate to limit export 8 of otherwise competitive U.S. products.
1). The valuation base as well as the rate affects cost of entry and
must be considered along with the tariff rate in determining the
sigrnilicance of tariffs as barriers to traded. U.S. tariff rates are based
on export value in country of origin, whereas foreign tariff rates are
based on cost including freight and insurance which add 8 to 10 per('ent to export value. This must be taken into account when comparing cost of entry.
Nontariff barrivr-8
A. Taxation systems and particularly border tax adjustments are
important cost considerations affecting trade. A special report on
comparative cost of entry into United States and European chemical markets of February 1966 (copy attached) may be helpful for
information on such taxes currently in force in the EEC countries
and their effect on costs of entry. This report analyzes the issue of the
incidence of direct taxes and indirect taxes and shows how the border
tax can have the effect of placing U.S. chemiclits in A relative cos
disadvantage with respect. to the corresponding EEC product, ant
further that the rebate of tax allowed by some EEC countries on their
exports can give a competitive advantage on such shipments to the
United States and/or third country markets. The intended harmonization of border taxes along the lines of a value adde(I tax system used
by France at a figure of 10 to 15 percent has raised many questions
regarding the additional effect on Imports into and exports from the
EEC and its compliance wit th GATT rules. Accordingly, it is
pertinent and of major Importance to consider the effect which taxes
can have in enabling the American exporter to compete in world

markets and particularly in the EEO. Because of the fact that Euro.
ran countries rely heavily oi turnover, value added and other indlrect taxes, whereas the United States derives the greatest proportion
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for the United States. The chemical industry strongly endorses such
a study, believing that a new approach to bargaining on trade barriers
is essential. We further believe that the ultimate enabling legislation
must specify details of the new U.S. trade policy.
The proposed study and eventual recommendat ions must be coin.
mercially oriented. Our knowledge of the trade policy of other major
industrial countries and conduct of GAT bargaining shows the

United States to have been comparatively weak in obtaining commercial reciprocity measured in new export opportinities. To correct this
shortcoming, tohe U.S. Goverminen t si ild provide for use of the extensive expertise in American industries in its legislative proposals aid
in its later bargaining prcedures.
Accordingly, the chemical industry proposes that the Pres ident
appoint a special group to aid the Special Representative for Trade
Ng otiations in this study. This group should include knowledgeable.
high-level representatives oT rhd major U.S. industries. It should be

supported by technical represntation also froin the industries directly
a tr, ted by international trade negotiations.
SYNTrI.'rIc ORGANIC Cliic.,
[.ANUFA 'c'rUEts ASSOVIATION.

tee,
Fi a c
TiuoM As VAn , Esq.,
Chief Coun.el, Senate Finance Comdtee,
1Vas lngton, D.C.

Yorki

DEAR Mn. VAIL,: I am enclosing herewith a statemnciIt setting
forth the views of the Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturers As-

sociation (SOCMA) in response to the committee's invitation to interested parties to submit statements on U.S. practices for incorporation in a compendium of papers which will forin the basis f(r Cear-

ings at a later date. SOCMA is a trade association representing 76

manufacturers of synthetic organic chemicals. Our member coinplianies
produce benzenoid chemicals at over 135 plant locations in 49 States.
ver 115,000 persons are employed in the production and sales of
benzenoid chemicals.
Because of the space limitations we have concentrated on those areas

in which we have had the most experience and which have the most
effect upon our industry. There are, of course, other areas upon which
may wish to comment in the course of any hearings held by the
we
committee.
As the committee is undoubtedly aware, our industry will be very
much affected by the so-called ASP separate package agreement negotiated on chemicals in connection with the recent negotiations in

Geneva. This so-called separate package agreement was negotiated
outside the authority granted by the Trade Expansion Act of 196:2 and

must be ratified by the Congress before it canbecome effective. While
a number of aspects of this agreement have a bearing on the points.

covered in our memorandum, and therefore are discussed therein, we
have felt it neither necessary nor desirable for our memorandum
to document the undesirability of that agreement. We have therefore
reserved that material for another day when the agreement has been
presented to the committee for its considerations.
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I am also enclosing a one-page summary of the points raised in our
memorandum.
Very truly yours,
JAma D. MAo
,

STATEMENT OF TIE SYNT1rMtO ORGANTO CHEMCAL MANUFAUURR
AssomA/io
SUM3MARY
1. Import pelnet1r'tion.-As a result. of the substantial tariff reduce.
agreed
to problems
in Geneva,forincreasing levels of import penetration
tons
will )OW
serious
broad sectors of U.S. industry. Congress
has t'ie authority to establish reasonable limits upon the level of impart penetration to which our industries and workers will be subjected. Any such limits should at the same time permit a healthy and
reciprocal expansion of world trade.
2. Border taars.-Increased border taxes in most Common Market
countries will substantially offset. the tariff reductions made in the
Kennedy round. The imlosition of these taxes on imports and the rebate of turnover taxes on exports provides these countries with an unfair compete itive advantage over the 17nited States and other income tax
base countries which are not i-rnitted by the GATT to collect such
taxes or provide such rebates. The U.S. countervailing duty statute
should be enforced until our trading partnersl agre to an acceptable revision of the GATT to provide fair and equitable treat,meant whi th does
not discriminate against countries with ant income tax system.
3. Vaiualion.-The "export. value" method of valuation applied by
the United States is especially vulnerable to undervaluation. The
United States should develop on the basis of objective standards a
more appropriate method of valuation which will avoid the possibility
of either under or over valuation to the fullest extent possible.
4. lerea.ed import perchatlon.--At their current rate of growth
under existing duties, the share of the U.S. market. supplied by i.
ported benzenoid chemicals will rise from the 4 percent inI 1966"to 12
percent in 1975. As a result of the reductions agreed to in Geneva,
imports
capture 20 to 35 percent of the market by 19T.
5. Ad could
hoc ogreettettt,.-Agreements
in excess of thu'br~td authority specifically delegated by the Congress are ill advised. As the Qocahled separatee package" agreement on chemicals clearly demonstrates sue-h agreements present the Congress with a fait accompli
which limits it to one of only two alternative courses of action, neither
of which may be acceptable. This undermines congressional authority
over the formulation of our trade policy and effectively denies the
right of the public to be heard while the full range of choices are
still freely open to the Congress.
STAT ENT

Inftd lion
This statement is submitted on behalf of the Synthetic Organio
Chemical Manufacturers Assocition in response to the commtttee's
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invitation for interested parties to submit written statements on U.S.
foreign trade policies and practices for incorporation in a compendium which will form the basis for hearings at a later date. As suggested by the committee, we have concentrated on those areas with
which we have had the most direct experience and which have the
greatest effect upon our industry.
I. Possible sehortcomings in applicable 8tautes
While shortcomings in the laws relating to foreign trade policy
are dealt with elsewhere in this paper, we wish to deal here with what
we believe to be the principal problem that will be facing U.S. industry in the future-that of import penetration. We believe that as
a matter of national policy it would be generally agreed that there
is a practical limit to the extent the United States will permit import
penetraion in major industrial sectors. While there may be disagreement as to what this maximum level of import penetration for major
U.S. industrial sectors should be, there obviously is a practical limit
beyond which imports would be curtailed. Obviously, no one would
maintain that imports should be allowed to rise to a level that would
permit them to destroy or dominate a substantial sector of industry.
The problem of import penetration has been increasing substantially
in a number of industrial sectors in recent years and is expected to increase even more as a result of the Kennedy round tariff reductions.
We therefore believe that the time has come for the Congress to consider establishing limits upon the degree of import penetration which
will be permitted-in broad sectors of U.S. industry .
The principle underlying the present U.S. tariff is to attempt to offset the differences in production costs here and abroad and thereby prevent unfair and ruinous competition from low-cost imports. Hopes that
time would cure the wide disparities in the costs of production here and
abroad have not been realized. While there was some narrowing of the
wide differences in foreign and domestic costs in the 1950's and early
1960's, this trend has stopped. Indeed, in the past couple of years the
that the gap has begun to widen agan. Meanwhile,
evidence sug
via our t'r .a8 ements program, we have all but abandoned the
"scientific" tariftheory under which the tariffs were to reflect the difference between foreign and domestic costs of production.
The tariff reductions entered into during the first 10 years following World War II did not cause a serious rise in the overall level of im.,
port penetration. This was because of the large demands which recon.
ctruion after World War II was placing upon the productive capacity of our principal trading partners. During this period, we exported
to them a they could afford to buy. We provided reconstruction loans
and grants and encouraged foreign investment by U.S. industry in
order that they could afford to buy from us. The hope was that even.
tually our trading partners would be able to redevelop their productive
capacity and trade with us on a mutually beneficial basis.
However, by 1956, with reconstruction well on its way to completion,
our trading partners were once again in a position to begin to trade
with us on an equal basis. Because of the disparities in reduction costs
here and abroad, and the abandonment of the scientific tariff theory as
a means of equalizing these differences, the future well-being of our

I
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foreign trade became largely dependent upon our ability to obtain
reciprocal concessions for any tariff reductions that we made. Had we
been successful, the proportionate increase in imports as a result of our
tariff concessions should have been offset by a proportionate increase in
exports resulting from foreign tariff concessions. Unfortunately, this
has not been the case
In the period 1956-66, encompassing the 1956 and 1962 trade negotiations our imports rose at twice the rate of our exports. Perhaps more
si' iicant was the fact that our tariffs were beginning to be reduced
to-levels which would no longer offset the production cost disparity. On
the other hand, the disparity in production costs made foreign tariff
reductions less significant as a means of expanding our exports The
obstacles to exports were the low foreign 0o. In order to maintain
their foreign markets, U.S. companies found it necessary to develop
production facilities abroad, where the lower cost base would permit
them to compete in foreign markets on an equal basis.
During this period, the increases in imports in the various sectors of
the economy were not uniform. In general those sectors of industry in
which the level of import penetration was the greatest were those where
(1) the disparity in costs of production here and abroad was consider.
I
ably greater than the amount of duty imposed, and (2) where production capacity abroad had become sufficiently develop to permit sub.
stantial export&
In the 1950's the cotton textile industry and the petroleum industry
experienced an injurious level of import penetration. The same factors
which generated high levels of import penetration in these industries
also precluded them from receiving the benefits which were to flow
from the reduction of foreign tariffs; for them there was no reciprocity.
As might be expected, exports declined, and the trade balance in these
sectors continued to worsen. The level of Import penetration became
so high that the Government had to take action limiting imports. In
the case of petroleum, increased imports also raised a question of
national security. Tariffs simply no longer offset, to any significant
extent, the disparity between production costs here and abroad.
The import penetration problems suffered in the 1950's and early
1960's began to have a serious effect upon other industries following
the Dillon round negotiations in 1962. In a number of other sectors, the
level of import penetration reached the point of causing serious hard.
ship for industries and workers, and the Congress is now considering
measures designed to limit the level of import penetration.
All of this has occurred prior to the completion of the Kennedy
round negotiations in which we have now agreed to what is certainly
the largest and broadest range of tariff reductions in the history of our
trade agreements program. These reductions, on top of the other reductions made since the end of World War II, will subject a wide range of
domestic industries to injurious levels of import penetration and
numerous industries are currently petitioning Congress for relief.
The cause will be the same; tariffs will have been reduced to levels at
which they are no longer a significant factor in offsetting the disparity
in production costs.
The degre of import penetration in any given sector of the economy
will b largely a function of the williness of foreign producers to
develop the capacity necessary to supply large portions of the U.S.
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market. No one can doubt the ability of the foreign producers in
chemicals and in other industries to develop this capacity. Both the
capital and the technology for developing it are readily available to
them, especially where their significant cost advantage will yield high
profits in the hfih-cost T.S. market.
The cost disparity and expansion of capacity abroad will prevent
us from obtaining any meaningful degree of reciprocity for the tariff
reductions we have made. Foreign tariff reductions simply do not open
export markets when foreign costs are already substantially lower
than ours. In the administration of our trade agreements program, we
have proved unable adequately to take these factors into account in outr
attempts to negotiate reciproal tariff reductions with other countries.
It is, of course, no easy job to attain reciprocity. The basic difficulty is that of determining the amount of increased imports that will
result from a given amount of tariff reduction taking into account the
existing and future status of production cost disparities, foreign
capacity, technological developments and a multitude of other factors
which bear upon the issue. To date, we have not developed a nieans
of adequately taking these factors into account in trade negotiations.
Consequently, in the end, the currency of trade negotiations has generallyheen the swapping of equivalent percentage tariff reductions

on equivalent amounts of past trade without any meaningful consideration of the level of the tariff relative to the production cost disparity
and other factors which will determine whether the resulting future
trade flows will be reciprocal.
Our past failure to obtain reciprocity in trade negotiations and
the resulting increase in the levels of import penetration present this
country with the twofold issue: (1) how to provide reasonable limits
on the'increasinr levels of import pnetration to which our industries
and workers will be subjected, an() at the sme time provide for
the future expansion of international trade on a truly reciprocal basis.
It is clear that there must be a fair and practical limit to the degree
of import penetration which broad sectors of U.S. industry will have
to bear. While there may be room for disagreement as to what these
limits should be-5, 10, 15, or 20 percent, for example-or how the
limit should be established, there should be no question as to the need
for facing up to the problem of establishing such a limit.
The Congrem is the appropriate arm of Government to deal with
the problem of balancing the national interests involved and estab.
fishing a limit for broad.sectors of industry which will provide an
appropriate safeguard for U.S. industry and workers and at the same
time permit a healthy and reciprocal expansion of world trade.
The time to consider setting an acceptable limit on import penetration is now, before the damni e is done, not after. By acting now to
establish these limits, we wil-be able, in large part, to avoid the in.
ternational problems which would result, from later having to cut

back a then unacceptably high level of import penetration.
Action now would also avoid the necessity of piecemeal treatment of
industrial sectors ftWer they have already been injnred. It would also
remove an important element of uncertainty from investment decisions
here and abroad by assuring that a certiin portion of this market
would be available to each. It would reasure the industrial sectors
which have yet to experience a harmful level of import penetra.
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tion that there would be a limit to the price they would have to pay
in the likely event an acceptable level of reciprocity has not been

obtained for the tariff reductions we have made.
Unfortunately, the administratiors of our foreign trade policy have
failed to come to grips with the problem of import penetration in any
meaningful way. They have followed the policy of dealing with import penetration problems piecemeal as they arise and then only to tile
extent to which they are forced to do so by the Congress. Even then,
they resist vigorously claiming that retaliatory action by our trading
partners will seriously impair our exports. They ignore the fact that
we have, in the past, for one reason or another, iniposed reasonable

limits upon imports of a number of products without suffering

retaliation. They ignore the fact, as documented by the Joint Economic
Committee in 1663, that our tniding partners have literally hundreds
of quota restrictions on imports.
Moreover, they adopt the position that a system of limiting import
penetration must be unreasonably restrictive and is therefore a for-

tiori bad. This attitude is indeed unfortunate and hopefully will be

changed.

One should begin by recognizing that a system of limits upon the

level of import penetration does not have to be restrictive, especially

if established in advance. Past history has repeatedly d6nionstrated
that no country will permit an intolerable level of import penetration
in any of its important industrial sectors. The issue, therefore, should

not be whether to establish such limits, but rather how to develop
such limits in a manner which will be fair to us and to our trading.

partners and which will provide for a continuous and healthy expansion of world trade.
The time has come to develop, both here and abroad, new techniques
to assist in regulating foreign trade which will avoid the historic
swings in the tariff pendulum and assure the benefits of expanded
world trade without anyone's having to bear an unreasonable share of
its burdens. This is true reciprocity. If because of the uncertainties
involved, it cannot be obtained indirectly by adjusting tariff levels,
then we should develop new and more direct means to assist in
achieving this goal.

The development of a system to achieve the purposes which we have

outlined is not an easy task, but instead of fighting it, we urge the ad-

ministrators of our foreign trade policy to join with the Congress,
labor, and industry in formulating a system to achieve these important

objectives.
Their failure to join in such an effort will undoubtedly result in
either a serious worsening of our balance of trade or the enactment
of restrictive measures which will adversely affect the healthy ex.

pension of world trade. No one should realize more than they the uncertainties involved in the application of the indirect tariff reduction

approach. Realizing these uncertainties, they above all, should be
interested in the development of a safety valve to prevent the dire
economic consequences which can befall us if, once again, we have
failed to achieve an acceptable degree of, reciprocity in our trade

negotiations.

.

In order to begin what we hope will be a useful dialog on this subject,

we have outlined below some of the features which we believe might
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well be considered for incorporation into such a system in order to
achieve the twofold purpose of providing for a healthy reciprocal
expansion of world trade while minimizing the harmful efects of import xenet ration.
1. samaximum permissible level of import penetration could be
established for import-sensitive industries. This limit could be expressed as a percent of domestic consumption. Within each industrial
sector, broad product categories could be established, basically in line
with the product groupings set forth in the existing tariff schedules.
T order to avoid gerrymandering, these product categories should
be established according to appropriate standards. Such categories
should not be overly refined or narrow, but rather should cover broad
groups of similar products involving similar manufacturing processes.
In no case however should such a category be so narrowly defined as
to currently have a level of import penetration in excess of the maximumpermissible level of import penetration.
2. For each broad category, an import limit could be initially established at the percent of domestic consumption supplied by imports in
the preceding calendar year, rounded to the next higher whole percent, but in no event higher than the maximum limit established for
all industry. In order to provide for orderly adjustment to increased
import competition, the limit established for each category could then
be gradually increased each year until the uniform maximum permissib Fe limit is reached.
8. In order to encourage a reciprocal expansion of trade, once the
maximum permissible limit is attained in a category, the limit applicable to that category might be increased by the amount by which
U.S. exports of such category increased in the preceding calendar
year.
4. In order to encourage exports an attempt should be made to
develop a system which could provide for further increases in the applicabre import limit to reflect the amount of such imports that have
been incorporated into products subsequently exported by the United
States.
5. Provision could be made for periodic review of any such svstem in order to assure that it is adequately fulfilling the purposes ?or
which it was created.
This is a general outline of one means of limiting import penetration which would provide for a healthy expansion of world trade
without forcim a given sector of our economy to bear the burdens of an
unreasonable egree of import penetration. A system could be developed along these lines which would not reduce the existing quantity
of imports or level of import penetration. Indeed, even in the few
categories where the maxim permissible level of import penetration
might have already been reached, imports would continue to share
in al increases in domestic consumption, and receive in addition an
Increased allowance based upon increases in U.S. exports.
With respect to most cate ories of products, the import limitations
would ad merely as a standby safety device in the event imports in.
creas substantialy more thai is presently contemplated by our trade
negotiators. The ifidustries involved would, of course, compete viorouly to prevent imports from ever reaching the mxmum permisble
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level, but at least they would have the assurance that there would be
some limit upoir the price which they would have to pay in the event
we have failed to obtain a reasonable degree of reciprocity in inter.
national trade negotiations.
While we have outlined one approach, there are of course, other
means which could offer a solution to this problem. *or example, consideration could also be given to establishing tariff limits under which
a higher rate of duty would be imposed after the limits have been
exceeded. There is undoubtedly more than one way of resolving the
serious threat posed by the rising level of import penetration. The
important thing is to face up to the problem now. It is useless to try
(as our trade administrators have) to pretend it doesn't exist in the
hope that it will eventually ro away-it won't.
short, we do not believe that past history justifies placing
all of our eggs in one basket-that of attempting to obtain reciprocity
indirectly via traiff reductions. There has to be a limit upon how much
industry, or any given sector thereof, will have to pay in the event
reciprocity is not attained, and this limit has to be a reasonable one
which will permit a healthy reciprocal expansion of world trade. We
will be pleased to work with the Congress, the executive, labor, and
other industries in developing a system which will meet these goals.
I1. Valuation of imported good&
Over the years the valuation of imported goods has proved to be a
recurring tariff problem for the United States. Since our import duties
are made up in major part of ad valorem duties, the effectiveness of
our tariffs is largely a function of the reliability of our methods of
valuation.
At the present time, our valuation system is based prncipally upon
export value, pursuant to which imports are valued at who esae price
at which they are freely sold or offered for sale for export to the
United States in the principal markets of the country of exportation.
It is usually difficult, if not impossible, for Customs to ascertain with
any reasonable degree of certaiidy the price at which any given product is being sold for export to the United States in the principal
markets of any given country. Customs must therefore rely to a very
considerable extent upon the prices listed in the invoices submitted
by the importer. Consequently, a clear opportunity exists for the
foreign producer and the importer to avoid the payment of duty by
submitting fictitious invoice values. Moreover, even where the invoice
value does reflect the actual price being charged in the transaction, the
prce itself may also reflect other relevant considerations, such as tied
purchases, which result in an understatement of the export value.
Not only does the opportunty and a clear incentive for undervalua.
tion exist, but the ability of Cusms to check on the value claimed by
the importer, increases the potential for undervaluation. Customs
simply cannot redY ascertain what the export value should be with.
out making inquiries abroad, which may or may not assist in estab.
fishing the export value. Even where f reign inquiry is made,.tere
still exists the possibility of claiming and supporting an artificial
price as the export valu..
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That this is not only possible, but indeed likely, is evident from a
recent report prepared by the Customs Bureau 1 which discussed the
problem of determining whether or not to apply the export value on
the basis of the price of the goods free on board foreign port or on
the basis of an ex-factory price. The elimination of inland freight
charges usually results in an export value 3 to 5 percent less than the
free on board price.
.
Under existing practice, the merchandise is appraised at the free
on board price unless the manufacturer furnishes an affidavit that he
sells, or offers to sell, at an ex-factory price. The Bureau of Customs
report points out:
That this can lead to fraudulent practices Is obvious; to prove It Is In most
cases difficult, If not Impossible. In Japan alone approximately 4,000 manufac.
turers hare submitted affidavits that they sell at an ex-factory price. Because
of this most of the merchandise coming out of Japan Is appraised on an ex4actory basis. Yet those who profess to know claim that 96% of the merchandise
Imported from Japan is sold on an f.o.b. basis.

Because of this problem, the Bureau of Customs has recently an-

nounced its intent to value all goods coming from Japan on an free on
board basis unless an affidavit is submitted and Customs has been able
to confirm the fact that the goods are actually sold on an ex-factory
basis. The actual implication of this proposed regulation is that the
Bureau of Customs is unable to rely upon the sworn affidavits of
foreign manufacturers that sell on an ex-factory basis. If we are
unable to rely upon the sworn affidaits of foreign producers, at least
as to the basis upon which they sell their goods where only 3 to 5
percent of the export value is involved and where Customs should be
able to check, then one can only imagine the amount of undervaluation
involved in the export values submitted to Customs where there is
usually much more at stake and where Customs is in even less of a
position to check the accuracy of the prices submitted.
While the export value method used by the United States is subject to undervaluation, the Bru.sls definition of value applied by most
of our principal trading partners often results in overTaluation. Brssels valuation is based upon "the price which rthe imported goods
would fetch * * * on a sale in the open market between buyer ond
seller independent of each other." Althoutih this avoids the niecesqity
of having to determine dutiable value on the basis of prices prevailing
in foreign countries, it also gives customs officials considerable discretion in establishing the dutiable value, especially where the buyer
and seller are not completely independently of one another. The Ynternational Chamber of Commerce has severely criticized Brussels
valuation because of its uncertainty and tendency toward orervaluation.' This criticism coincides with .,Lo export experiences of some of
our member companies, for whom the resulting overvaluation has
become known as the "uplift" or "Maidenform" tax.
In order to avoid the problems of undervaluation inherent in our
existing system of import valuation, and theoovervaluation problems
bu reauu of Customs, %Uvaluation of: Minion Oranisation Management" (December
la~ternatfonal Chamber of Commerce, "The Brussels Definition of Valu.-.The Ca
of the 'Sob- Boer'" 'Peruar 1A): Tnftprnntlonal Chamber of Commerce. "Custom
Valuation of imported Good--A Review of the Brussels Definition and of Its Application*
(February 1939).
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of Brussels valuation, it is clearly necessary to develop a new and
more appropriate method of valuation based upon objective stand.
ards which will minimize the possibilities of either undervaluation
or overvaluation. An appropriate standard would be that the method
of valuation selected be (1) certain, (2) readily ascertainable by im.
porters, domestic industry, and Customs, (8) not subject to manipulation, and (4) not inconsistent with the purpose of our tariff. We
believe that the American selling price system currently applicable
to benzenoid chemicals and a few other products meets these objective standards far better than either the 'export value" method currently applied by the United States or the so-called Brussels method
of valuation applied by many of our principal trading partners.
Unfortunately, American selling price valuation ias been much
maligned both by our trading partners and by our own Government
on the grounds that it provides for a higher basis of valuation and
consequently higher amounts of duty than the other methods currently applied. This criticism is completely unjustified and is certainly
not a consideration in the determination of which is the most appropriate method of valuation. It should be recognized by all concerned
that the fact that one method of valuation results in a higher vlue
than another is completely irrelevant, since, consistent with international obligations, the rate of duty may be adjusted in such a manner
as to assure that any change in valuation base does not result in a
change in the amount of duty collected. The fact that American selling
price valuation usually results in a higher valuation base than the
(export value" system is no more of an argument against American
selling price than the fact that the Brussels valuation fbased on landed
value including insurance and freight) results in a higher basis of
valuation than "export value" is an argument against the Brussels
method.
We outline below the reasons why we believe the American selling
price is a more appropriate basis of valuation than either export value
or the Brussels methd. For these reasons, we believe that Americau
selling price valuation should be retained for benzenoid chemicals.
1. American selling price valuation is certain. It is based upon the
price for which fie product is sold or offered for sale in the lUnited
States in the ordinary course of trade and in the usual wholesale
quantities at the time of eportation. Where the product is being sold
at more than one price, Customs uses the price at which the greatest
quantity was being sold as of the time in question.
American selling price valuation has been criticized for being
uncertain, not as to the value itself, but as to whether or not there is
an American selling price in instances where the product is not produced in the United States. If the product is not produced in the
United States, the U.S. value or the so-called export value is applied.
It is of course possible that U.S. production and sales of a given product may commence between the time an order is placed for import
and the time the goods are actually exported to the United States. To
the extent that this is a problem, it may readily be cured by providing
that the American selling price will only be applicable to products
which were produced and sold in the United States for a Period at
least, for example, 6 months, before the goods are exported.'We have
recommended such a procedure both to the Bureau of Customs and to
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the office of the special representative for trade negotiations on several
occasions over the past 8 years.
2. The American selling price of the product is readily ascertainable
to importers Customs, anddomestic industries. In addition to having
the benefit oi prices filed by domestic manufacturers and weekly price
information from, trade publications, Customs can quickly andeasily
confirm the American selling price through direct inquiries to domestic manufacturers and their customers. Likewise, an importer would
undoubtedly know the ASP before he places an order. He has to in
order to determine whether or not it would be profitable to import.
Because of the availability of information concerning the American
selling price to all concerned, the chances of undervaluation or over.
valuation are virtually nonexistent. Both importers and domestic
manufacturers are in a position to challenge any appraisement which
may be out of line. Similarly, Customs is not in a position of having
to accept the word of an interested party as to what the proper a
praisement should be, since it is in a position to quickly confirm the
ASP with U.S. consumers and in the case of any dispute is able to
subpena the records of domestic manufacturers.
3. ASP valuation is not subject to manipulation. Importers are unable to establish an artificial price where the exporter and importer
are not dealing at arms' length, such as an intracorporate transaction
or any other situation where the rice of the goods is not the sole
consideration of the transaction. or is ASP subject to manipulation
by domestic producers. Competitive factors at work in the U.S. market, and certainly the U.S. antitrust laws, are a powerful deterrent to
any manipulation by domestic producers.
fore important, however, is the fact that there is no competitive
advantage to be gained over imports by raising the American selling
price. For example, assume the American selling price of the product
is $1 per pound and imports of the same product can be sold in this
country at 99 cents per pound. Even at 40 percent, the highest ASP
rate currently applicable only 40 percent of any raise in the American
selling price would be oset by increased duty. If the domestic manufacturer raised his price to $1.10, it would result in 4 cents additional
duty, which would raise the price of the import to $1.03. Although the
American manufacturer could by raising the ASP have increased the
amount of duty the importer would have to pay by 4 cents, this would
make little sense because he would actually be increasing the competitive advantage of the imported product from 1 to 7 cents.
4. ASP valuation is consistent ith the purpose of our tariff. The
principal purpose of our tariff is to offset some of the disparity in costs
of production here and abroad. Also a guiding principle is that of
equal treatment to all of our trading partners. Yet the use of export
value violates both of these principles by providing a tariff advantage
to the lowest cost foreign producer on top of the significant cost advantages they already enjoy. Thus wherelow production costs permit
a low-cost country to undercut the U.S. pric oa product or the prices
of other higher cost producers selling in this market, the application
of a duty based upon export value actually increases rather than decreases the existing cost disparity.
By providing a tariff advantage on top of the substantial cost ad.
vantage already enjoyed, the use of export value actually subsidizes
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a widening of the cost disparity. Where a 30-percent duty is involved,
the U.S. Government actually bears 80 percent of any reduction in the
export value. This is, of course, clearly inconsistent with the theory
of
attempting to offset the production cost disparity. It does just the
opposite.
ASP valuation, on the other hand, is consistent with the purpose of
our tariff. Although it does not in any way diminish any existing cost
advantage an import may have, unlike export value, it does not accentuate the cost advantage by providing additional tariff advantage on
top of it. It treats all imports equally by levying the same amount of
duty on imports irrespective of whether it is a high. or low-wage country. Moreover, iulke Brussels valuation (c.i.f.), it does not discriminate
against foreign producers who, because of the distance involved or
discriminatorv freight rates, have to pay higher shipping charges in
order to land their goods here. Finally, ASP valuation reflects the cost
of producing goods in the United States and the competitive factors
prevailing in U.S. markets, instead of those prevailing abroad. This at
least serves to diminish the extent to which changes in existing differences in production costs and market conditions will result in more
favorable tariffs for foreign producers.
ill. Ad hoe tradeagreement# and the negotiating process
A. Ad hoe tradeagreement
Article I, section 10 of the Constitution gives the Congress, and only
the Congress the power to set tariffs. Since the Trade Agreements Act
of 1934, the &ngress has followed the policy of delegating to the Ex.
ecutive, within carefully defined limits, the power to raise and lower
tariffs pursuant to trade ag ents. Pursuant to this authority and
within the limits of the authority delegated, the Executive has entered
into a series of agreements with foreign countries pursuant to which
tariffs have been lowered considerably.
In the recent Kennedy round negotiations, the U.S. trade negotiators
were no longer content to act within the authority delegated by the
Congress. Despite the clear and emphatic warning from the Senate in
Senate Concurrent Resolution 100, they negotiated a separate agree.
ment on benzenoid chemicals in excess of their delegated authority,
in the process of.. bringing back to the Congress for
which they are now
._
approval,delegated authority, our negotiators ageed to a
Pursuant to their

patently unreciprocal deal with the United Kingdom and Common

Market under which we would reduce our chemical tariffs by almost
50 percent in return for reductions of approximately 20 percent by
these countries. The then entered into an ad hoc agreement-the so.
called separate package agreement--pursuant to which they would
obtain for us the remaining 80 percent of the reduction we had bought
and paid for in the Kennedy round in return for the elimination of
American selling price valuation and further reduction of many of our
chentical tariffs.
The negotiators permitted our trading partners to withhold the
other 30 percent of their reduction as a 'hostage" in an attempt to
coerce congressional approval of the so-called separate package agreement. In so doing they presented the Congress and our industry with
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a faith, accompli and the Hobson's choice of electing between the adverse
effects of the unreciprocal deal made pursuant to their delegated authority and the even more injurious separate package." We believe
that this "separate package" agreement provides a practical example
of why such "ad hoc" trade agreements are inadvisable.
B. The twgotiating process atd reeipivoity
1.Office of Special Representativefor Trade Negotiations
In the Trade Expansion Act of 1902, the Congress created the Office
of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations as an independ.
ent governmental office charged with handling U.S. trade negotiations.
The establishment of this office was largely the result of the desire to
provide business and labor with more of a role in our trade negotiations, as well as to meet the criticism that, when handled by the De.
apartment of State, our trade negotiations had become dominated by
political, nther than by economic considerations.
The creation of this office was generally considered by all concerned
to be a step forward. The special representatives appointed over 200
advisers and technical specialists from labor and industry to assist, the
negotiators. However, the hope that greater participation! by industry
via this new office would result in more rei )rocal negotiations based
upon purely economic considerations ,'ams left unfulfilled.
While the framework for greater industry-government cooperation
in the negotiations was established and industry was kept better in.
formed of negotiating developments than in the past, the deal negotiated was little different from those negotiated in the past. While
industry had been represented and had submitted numerous memorandums to assist the negotiators in evaluating proposed coneessions, most
of the information submitted by industry appears to have been disregarded.
This was not the case with foreign countries. In some instances industry representatives actually served on the negotiating teams. They
not only had access to all of the confidential negotiating documents
which were denied to U.S. industry advisers, but were actually in a
position to and did influence the negotiating positions of their respective governments. We believe that in large measure this is one of the
reasons why our trading partners were able to obtain such a favorable
deal.
We commend the establishment of the Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, as well as the broad framework for
industry contact established by that office. However, we believe that
the time has come to give substance to the forms that have been established by not only giving business a forum for presenting its views, but
by providing some measure of assurance that those views will be taken
into consideration in the negotiations.

Me
Rec'iproeitv
The principal failure in our existing trade agreements program has
been our inability to obtain reciprocity. This- is due in part to our
failure to define clearly what we mean by reciprocity. Although the
trade negotiators take the position that a reciprocal deal is one which
will have a neutral effect upon our balance of trade, the actual measures of reciprocity used by them in the negotiating process are ill
suited to achieve tiis goal.
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Currently negotiations are generally carried on on.the basis of trading equal percentage tariff eluctions on equivalent 'am6tints' (f past
tnde. No real atteml)t is made to take into account the height of the
tariff relative to production cost disparities and other factors which:
will determine the amount of trade which will flow in the future as
a result of the tariff reduction. While we recognize that it is extremely difficult to estimate with any high degree of accuracy how
much new trade will flow as the result of a given tariff reduction,
there can be no justification for not making an effort to take these
fitors into account to the extent possible.
We believe it clear that it is not, the height of the tariff or the percentage redluction therein which determines the amount of future trade
flow, Lit, rather the height of the tariff relative to the differences in
production costs and other factors. which will actually determine the
amount of future trade that will flow from a given tariff reduction. As
long as we continue to talk in terms of comparative tariff levels and
reciprocal amounts of reduction rather than in terms of reciprocal
amounts of fut ure trade which will flow from tariff reductions, the
United States will continue to fail to obtain any meaningful degree of
reciprocal trade its a result of its trade agreements program.
, e therefore strongly urge that the Congress make apoint of clearly
defining reciprocity in tertms of resulting future trade flows and direct
our negotiators to'avoid dealing with this pl'oblem in terms of reciprocal percentage tariff reductions on equivalent amounts of past
trade. Unless recipro(ity is clearly and emphatically defined in such
terms and our past trade negotiation procedures abandoned, we will
not obtain tnuy reciprocal concessions from our trading partners.
This will cause an even more rapid deterioration in both our balance
of trade and our balance of payments.

IV. Fuiturw of benzenoid ehermnalimports and the efect of the Kenned,
rouid upon T.S. balance of paynents
A. Rising level of import penetratimt under existing duties

Over the past 10 years domestic imports of benzenoid chemicals,
while relatively low, have been rising at a rapid rate. During this
period domestic consumption of benzenoid chemicals has grown in
value at a compounded annual growth rate of approximately 5 per.
cent.. During this same period the average annual compounded growth
rate of benzenoid imports has been almost 20 percent. By 1066 imports, by value, amounted to almost 4 percent of domestic consumption.
There is every indication that even under pre-Kennedy round duties,
benzenoid imports would continue to increase by considerably more
than the 20 percent compounded annual growth experienced in the past
decade. Indeed, last year alone benzenoid imports increased 35 percent
by value over 1965. however, assuming that they continue to increase
at an average annual growth rate of only 20 percent, by 1975 they will
account for over 12 percent of the value of domestic consumption, even
if domestic consumption continues to increase at the 5 percent growth
rate experienced over the past 10 years. This of course is under preKennedy round duties, without any tariff reduction at all.
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B. PtrtAv import petnztio wuling from tariff redwuo
In view of the extremely large tariff reductions made in the Kennedy
round negotiations, U.S. imports of benzenoid chemicals will continue
to increase at an even more rapid rate. Indeed, the reductions made
have been so great, that the amount of benzenoid chemical imports in
the future will largely be a function of foreign producers' ability to
develop the capacity to supply them. As a result of the 50-percent
tariff reduction in the Kennedy round, it is not only possible, but indeed
likely that imports of benzenoid chemicals will capture 20 to 80 per.
cent of the domestic consumption by 1975.
This significant increase in the level of import penetration would
be still further increased if the separate package agreement were
approved. The possibility of imports accounting for anywhere from
25 to 35 percent of domestic consumption of benzenoid chemicals is
extremely likely. In some sectors of the benzenoid chemical industry,
the degree of import penetration would be even greater.
On the other hand, the cost disparity which permitted a significant
degree of import penetration of our domestic market for be, zenoid
chemicals, would also reduce greatly the pmspects for any significant,
increase in exports as a result of tariff reductions made by our trading
partners. We will in fact continue to lose our export markets. Since
1959 the U.S. share of world chemical exports to countries other
than the United States has decreased from approximately 34 percent
in 195) to a little more than 20 percent today.
Because of cost disparities the U.S. chemical industry (including
the benzenoid sector) has been forced to develop production facilities
abroad in order to be able to compete on an equal basis with foreign
producers and thereby retain their foreign markets. This trend will
undoubtedly continue, and at an ever-increasing rate. But perhaps
mor significant is the fact that our indust will forced to develop
p roduction facilities abroad, not only to maintain our foreign markets,
but in order to be able to compete on an equal basis with imports in
our own domestic market.
Thus, the tariff reductions will not only result in a deterioration nf
our balance of trade, as the result of the increase in imports relative
to our exports, but it will result in a further deterioration of our 'sal.
ance of payments as a result of the capital investments abroad T.1hich
we will be forced to make in order to ie able to compete both in world
markets and our own domestic market on a more equal basis. We do
not wish to invest abroad any more than is necessary in order to remain
competitive with foreign producers and thereby maintain our share
of world consumption of benzenoid chemicals. We do, however, believe
It far better, both. for our industry and for the country as a whole,
that U.S. compares continue to retain their share of both foreign
markets and of the domestic market, rather than let foreign producers
take them over by default.
We believe that there is a far better solution. We believe that it is
in the interest not only of this industry and its workers but of the
United States as well, that steps be taken to avoid the nocesity for
having to invest abroad, by assuring producers that the will nothave
to suffer an Intolerable level of import penetration. Wear willing
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to work with this committee, the Congress, labor, and other industry
representatives to find a means of resolving this important problem.
V. European border tao'ea and turtwover taw rebate
Many European countries derive a large portion of their tax revenue
from a turnover tax system under which a tax is applied to goods each
time they change hands. In the Conumon Market countries it is estimated that over 50 percent of all tax revenue is derived from the turn.
the
to goods sold awithin
over tax. The turnover tax only appliesrequired
to pay turnover
country. Consequently, all imports are
equalization tax, more commonly known as the border tax, and products exported are entitled to receive a rebate of the amount of turnover
tax previously paid.
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade distinguishes between
turnover taxes and income taxes on the groumds that the turnover tax is
passed forward to the customer while the income tax is borne by the
pldticer. Oil the theory that the turnover tax is really a tax on the constimer, article III of GATTI permits the application of turnover taxes
to imports, while article VI permits the rebate of such taxes on exports.
The validity of the distinction made in the GATT is subject to con.
siderable question. Economists both here and abroad have taken tile
the consumer
passed
whollyborne
turnover
position
any morethat
thanthethe
incometax
taxisisnotwholly
by ontheto producer.
We
believe that the consensus of economic opinion today is that both forms
of taxes are passed forward to the consumer as much as the laws of
supply and -demand will permit. Although it may be easier pro.
cedurally to pass the turnover tax forward, there is not sufficient distinction between the forward or backward incidence of these two forms
of taxation to justify the distiliction which is made in the GATT.
Consequently, the GATT discriminates against the United States
and other countries which derive their tax revenue principally from
income taxes, as opposed to those countries which derive a major part
disthisincome
distinction
taxes.
of
their revenue
criminates
againstfrom
bothturnover
the exports
andMoreover,
imports of
tax countries such as the United States. The border tax forces U.S. exports to
bear not only the entire tax burden placed upon business in thi United
States, but over 50 percent of the tax burden placed upon business in
the Common Market. On the other hand, the turnover tax rebates
given by the Common Market countries, subject U.S. industries to
unfair competition from products which bress than 50 percent of
the tax burden imposed upon business in their own country, and none
of the tax burden impose upon U.S. business .
Thus, under the GA our exports are required to bear an unreasonable share of the overall tax burden, while exports from the Common Market countries to the United States do not bear enough of the
overall tax burden. This not only permits unfair competition from
imports in the U.S. market, but discriminates against our exports, both
in the Common Market and in third country markets.
We have now arrived atth-oint where the actual incidence of the
border tax in most Common Market countries is now, or soon will be,
higher than the tariff itself. Even now there is no question but that the
87-822-0S-M'.
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combination of tariffs and border taxes in the Common Market coun.
tries result in a cost of entry into those markets considerably higher
than the cost of entering the same goods into the U.S. market. A recent
survey of 14 important chemicals involved in world trade showed
that the average cost of entry (insurance, freight, duty, border tax less
any turnover tax rebates) into the United States andthe EEC under
existing turnover tax levels amounted to the following percentages of
the selling price in the country of export:
TABLE 1.-TOTAL COST OF ENTRY AS A PERCENT OF SELLING PRICE COUNTRY OF EXPORT, UNDER CURRENT
TURNOVER TAX LEVELS
jAverage for 14Important chemlcalsj
Average cost of entering Common Averae cost of entering U.S. exports
Market
countries
States exports into the United into the Common Market
Pre-Kennedy round duties..............
After Kennedy round reuctions .........
Alter separate package reductions ........

27

56
56
51

The above table shows that the average cost of entry into the EEC
of U.S. exports of these important chemicals is substantially higher
than the cost of entering EEC exports of these same products into tile
United States. The difference inentry costs will be even greater under
the duty reductions agreed to in Geneva.
Unfortunately, however this is not the whole story. The EEC countries have recently agreed to harmonize their turnover taxes. The
first step is to harmonize the methods applied to the value-added
method (TVA) used by France. Thus, on January 1,1968, Germany is
changing from a 4-percent "cascade tax" applied to the entire value
of the goods each time they change hands, to a 10-percent tax on the
value added at. each step in the manufacturing process. The German
border tax will rise from approximately 4 to percent to 10 percent.
The switch from the "cascade" type of turnover tax to the value.
added turnover tax will require an upward revision in the border taxes
of all of the European countries except France, which already has the
value-added turnover tax system. Once their tax systems have been
harmonized the Common Market countries will agree to a common
turnover tax rate, which it is estimated will be approximately 14.7
percent. This will constitute a further rise in the border taxes of all of
the EEC countries except France and perhaps Italy. It is contemplated
that the finally harmonized rates will be in effect some time inthe early
1970's.
Thus, while tariffs are being reduced the border taxes are actually
being raised. Indeed, as a result of these border tax increases the
average cost of entry into the EEC for U.S. goods will be higher after
the Kennedy round deductions than before. Applying a harmonized tax
of 14.7 percent, and a similar tax rebate, the difference i average cost
of entry here and abroad for the 14 chemicals previously discussed
would be further increased, as idicated by the following table.
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TABLE 2.-TOTAL COST OF ENTRY AS APERCENT OF SELLING PRICE COUNTRY OF EXPORT, UNDER HARMONIZED
TURNOVER TAX RATE OF 14.1 PERCENT

[Average for 14 important chemicals
rage cost of entering Common AveeagcostofonterlngU.S. export
Market exports into the Uned Into the Common #Marketcentrles
States
Pre.Kennedy round duties..............
After Kennedy round reductions .........
After separate package reductions ........

28
1
12

64

The harmonization of border taxes reflected in the above table further
increases the disparity between United States and EEC costs of entry.
As a result of harmonization, the average cost of entry into the EEO
is actually higher after the Kennedy round and separate package tariff
reductions than it is now under the present.tariff and turnover tax levels
shown in table 1.
We believe that the inequities resulting from the distinction made by
article VI of the GATT between direct-indirect methods of taxation
can and must be cured if we are to obtain any benefit at all from our
past. tariff reductions. We simply cannot permit our trading partners
to offset even in part via border taxes whatever benefits we migfit other.
wise have obtained from the tariff reductions they have made or to
expand the value of our tariff reductions by increasing border tax rebates. In order to prevent this we believe that article VI of the GATT
can and must be renegotiated in such a manner as to either do away
with border taxes and turnover tax rebates, or else permit the United
States to impose a similar portion of its taxes upon imported products
and rebate a similar portion of U.S. taxes on exports.
It will undoubtedly be urged by our foreign trading partners that in.
asmuch as we agreed to the GATTi as the basic grouni-d rule upon which
negotiations were to be conducted, we are obligated to pay compensation for any change therein. It is, of course, obvious to al concerned
that we hardly have enough tariffs left. to be able to compensate our
foreign trading partners for the large inequitable advantage which the
border tax-turnover tax rebate mechanism provides them. Moreover,
we do not believe it is legally necessary to pay compensation for this
much needed revision.
Section 303 of the Tariff Act of 1930 provides for the imposition of
countervailing duties to offset any direct or indirect bounty or grant
accorded by a foreign country upon the export of a product. Both the
clear language of the statute and its legislative history make it clearly
itplicable to the rebate of turnover taxes. In spite of clear and explicit
Supreme Court decisions 3 interpreting this statute as applying to these
types of tax rebates, the Bureau of Customs has administratively taken
the position of not applying the countervailing duty statute to such Mr.
bates. Following entry into GATT, the Treasury Department sought
legislation to change the statute in order to bring it in line with the

aNIehola d co. v. United states, 249 U.s. 84 (1919): Doon v. United State,, 1s
U.S. 490 (1008); Cf. United states T. Puauant, 169 U.s. 16 (1898).
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manner in which they had administered it, but the legislation was not
passed. 4
Consequently we had on our books at thie time we entered into GATT
a statute whose clear language and legislative history, supported by
Supreme Court interpretations, clearly requires the imposition of
countervailing duties to turnover tax rebates. Paragraph I(b) of the
GATT Protocol of Provisional Application reserves tie right of the
parties to appy previously existing statutes which are not in harmony
duties
apply the countervailing
right toany
We have
T. section
with the GA
303thewithout.
violation of the (L 1T. We
provided
for by
should, and indeed a domestic law paramount to the GAT' (which is
only an executive agreement never ratified by the Congress), re uires
that we apply countervailing duties to these turnover tax rebates.
These countervailing duties sould be applied until such time as our
European tending partners agree to an acceptable revision of the
GATT to provide for fair and equitable treatment in a manner whih
does not. discriminate against countries with an income tax system.
Until this basic inequity in the GAIV is reinoved, the United States
will continue to suffer from unfair coinpet ition as a result of turnover
tax rebates, and will continue to see border taxes offset such foreign
concessions as we have been able to obtain from tariff negotiations.
STATEMENT OF TiE AM ICAN INSTITUTE FOR IMPOTi) STEEL, INC.

Gentlemen the American Institute for Imported Steel Inc. (in.
stitute) is pease to respond to the invitation of Hon. hussell B.
Long, contained in the committee's release on September 27, 1967, to

interested parties to submit written statements on U.S. foreign trade

policies and practices in aid of the committee's legislative oversight
review.
The institute is a nonprofit trade association, incorporated under
the laws of the State of New York in 1950. It has a present membership of approximately 55 U.S. firms with offices located throughout the
United States. Among these firms are the major U.S. importers of
steel primarily from the steel producers of the European Economic
Community, whose trade associations are contributing correspondents
to the institute. The institute members also import steel from producers
located in the other major steel-producinf nations of the world.
Although a principal part of members businesses is steel importing,

they also engag in the export trar selling throughout the world a

range of American-produced products, including steel. Thus, the institute's members have a strong interest in U.Z two-way trade. As
American citizens, the officers and employees of the institute's member
firms, of course, are primarl. concerned with the vigor of the U.S.
economy, a major factor in which is the continued expansion of inter.
national trade and its concomitant increased domestic economic

activity.

The institute wishes to commend the committee for its deep interest
in all of the economic and political aspects of this vital area of U.S.
aHearins Before the House Committ e on WAYS au Means on simplification of
Customs Aiimtnistratlon (H.P 1585), 821 COng., nm 908,. p. 15 (1951).
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policy as reflected in the present legislative oversight study. With the
cooperation of the American business community, including both the
exporting and importing trades, it should be possible to develop a
record in the form of written statements and oral testimony at the
committee's forthcoming hearings which will illuminate those areas of
international trade policy which may need revision and updating for
the years to come. We believe that the result of the committee's study
will be to reaffirm a policy looking toward a further expansion of
beneficial trade in the free world by the reduction and eventual elimination of both tariff and of nontariff barriers to that trade.
The areas which the committee plans to explore, contained in its
September 27 release, are comprehensive. A number of the subjects
on that, list aire of direct interest and concern to the institute. WOWever, it is po.sible only to comment on some of these topics within the
purview of a short statement.
VALUATION OF IMPORTED GOODS

In the fall of 1900, the institute submitted a comprehensive state.
meant on valuation of imported goods to the U.S. Tariff Commission.
The statement was submitted in connection with the Commission's
study of valuation laws of the United States and of the principal
trading partners of the United States made by the Commission pur.
. nant to this committee's request. This November 23, 1966, memorandum, a copy of which is annexed to this statement, analyzed the socalled Brussels definition and demonstrated why such a standard
would neither be feasible nor appropriate for adoption by the United
States. The institute views the present U.S. usual standard of "export
value," with certain modifications, as an excellent valuation standard
which might well be emulated by other countries throughout the
world. These modifications, as discussed in detail in the annexed memo.
randum, would be to make the date of the contract the date for valuation purposes, rather than the shipment date of the imported merchandise, and to make the invoice price prima face the value for customs
purl oses. As the institute pointed out to the Tariff Commission, these
changes in U.S. customs valuation practice and procedure would
bring the United States into fullest compliance with the "actual value"
standard set forth in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) and, even more importantly, would further streamline
tie appraisement process, making it essentially a self-policing procedure similar to that used in the collection of Federal income taxes.
DUMPING AND UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETiIMON IN IMPORT TRADD

Another subject on the committee's list, dumping and unfair methods
of competition in import trade, has also been the subject of a detailed analysis by the institute. Last year, at the invitation of the
Trade Information Committee (TIC) of the Office of the Special
Representative for Trade Negotiations, the institute submitted a brief
in connection with TIC's consideration of an international agreement
on antidumping. Ths memorandum set forth recommendations on
what should-be covered in such an international compact with rgard
to both substance (definition of "normal value," "industry," and
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"injury") and the procedural requirements of an antidumping proceeding. A copy, dated-August 30, 1900 is annexed hereto.1 Because of recent controversy concerning the International Antidumping Code
drafted this year in Geneva, the institute's brief may be of particular
interest.
It is the institute's view that an international antidumping code
containing appropriate procedural provisions will be of considerable
value and importance particularly to American exporters. In the piust,
various countries who are signatories to GATT have taken rather arbitrary administrative action against American exports accused of haying been dumped. As the institute recommended to the TIC, the
International Antidumping Code negotiated at Geneva contains provisions requiring in effect. Anglo-American type "due process" in a
dumping proceeding. Because the present American procedure enbodies a requirement of notice to the accusi-d larti2's and an oplrtlunity
to examine and answer the charges ml'ade atainist them, these provisions
of the International Antidumping Code will not require any sub.
stantial change in American antidumping procedures. On the other
hand, Great Britain and certain members of the EEC are, for the
first time, binding themselves to give American exporters a fair hear.
ing and an opportunity to defend themselves before imposing anti.
dumping penalties on American merchandise shipped abroad. Because
of actions in the last few years by the British and the French against
American chemical exports, the new International Antidumping Code
should be of particular benefit to the U.S. chemical industry.
NONTARFF BMUEI1S TO FREE WORLD TRADE

At this committee's recent hearings on import quota bills, Profs.
Walter Adams of Michigan State University and Joel Dirlain of
Rhode Island University gave this committee a critique of the alleged
need for and justification of import quotas for steel to protect the
domestic steel industry. Their study, which was undertaken under a
grant from the institute to Michigan State University, shows that the
domestic steel industry neither needs nor is entitled to such special
protection from Congress. As their testimony is part of the record
before this committee, we will not burden the committee with a reiter.
tion of their findings. Suffice to say that it is apparent that, not only
should the steel industry not be singled out for special favor at the
expense of the small American fabricator and the consumer, but also
such a quota arrangement would be a clear violation of the prohibition
of quota limitations contained in the GATT.
In the final analysis, the institute believes, the steel Import trade
is part and parcel of the overall two-way trade of the United States.
It should not be singled out for special treatment because it does not
present any special problems. In the institute's view, quota arrange.
ments either by statute or by administrative provision, to whatever
product or ,oup of products they may be sought to be applied, are
wrong in principle.
The whole underpinning of the U.S. trade policy for the more than
80 years of the reciprocal-trade agreements program has been a pro.

IThe brief referred to appears at p. 191.
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gressive elimination of tariff barriers throughout the free world so as
to stimulate expanded trade. That this consistent, bipartisan U.S.
policy has been a successful one is attested to by the consistently e.
pandina volume of international trade and the resulting economic
prosperity of the United States and its trading partners. The Kennedy
round hits been a fitting climax to this policy. After the Kennedy
round tariff cuts have become fully effective, tariff barriers will have
dwindled to the point where they will constitute little or no impediment
to international trade.
However, in another area tile Kennedy round results are only a
beginning. As has been observed by the learned chairman of this
committee and by Representative Thomas Curtis, one of the congressional delegats to the (eneva negotiations, nontarifr trade barrierssuch its quotas, disguised import taxes, governmental discriminations
in the purchase of imported goods, a;nl so forth-can constitute more
substantial barriers to trade than high duties. Tile GATT signatoriesT
who condeinied these nontariir trade barriers in principle in 1947,

have only started in removing them as a practical problem. Thus, in
tile Kennedy round such areas as antidumping, American selling price

valuation, European road taxes, and Swiss discrimination against
.ntlerican canned fruits were among the first nontarilr' trade barriers
to be dealt with in an international trade negotiation. Tt is important

that tho monentuni generated by the Kennedy round not be lost by
the UTnited States as the principal trading nation in the world. Rather,
it must furnish the leadership in the einnination of nontariff trade

barriers, its it has so successfu ly in the elimination of tariff barriers.
Viewing American trade policy in a factual and objective manner
the conclusion is inevitable tlat our Nation must forge ahead toward
greater international exchange of goods and services. The economic
activity generated by such expanded trade is the esential ingredient
of our continuing prosperity. Tie great depression of the early 1930's
brought on and accentuated by the protectionism embodied in the high

tariffs of the time, stands as an object lesson that a retreat from a
liberal trade policy can only spell economic and political ruin for the
United States.
It cannot be gainsaid that international trade, like all forms of

competition arising out of our free enterprise economic system, will

cause some dislocation to firms and workers. The institute is by no
means blind to the problems that such dislocation may caus. It full
supports the principle of governmental economic assistance to such

affected workers and firms .to ease the pains of transition into more
profitable and economically Justified fields. However, we believe this
committee will agree that the long-term interest of the United States
cannot be sacrificed to special parochial interests. The free enterprise
system, to which we adhere on a national level, is just as important
on an international level to continue to generate the efficiencies which
lead to better goods for lower prices to the consumer and prosperity
for the Nation.
The institute wishes to extend its thanks to the committee for giving
It the opportunity briefly to state its views on various areas of T.s.
trade policy. If fiuis committee should find it useful, the institute is
prepared to appear at. the forthcoming legislative oversight hearings
in order to elaborate upon the points that it has covered here.
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AMEoAN IRON & STUE,Wa~Aington,
INSTnT,
D.C.

Tox VAIL,
Ohief Counel Oommittee on Finawe,
U.S. Senate, IIaengton,D.C.
DrAR MR. VAMn: I enclose three copies of a paper prepared b the
American
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in response
to theonivitation
man Long Iron
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to Institute
the committee
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U.S. foreignof Chairtrade
policies and practices. I also enclose three copies of a one.paSg summary of that paper.
As stated in the paper, it is based on the institute publication entitled
"The Steel Import Problem" which I presented to the committee during the recent hearings on import quotas. A much more detailed treatment of the import problems faced by the steel industry may be
obtained
from a review
Very truly
yours,of that publication.
JoHN P. Rocnz,
President.
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STEEL IMPORT

PaoBLEM AND SHoRrcOMINS

APFPLiCAD STATUTES

OF TUB EXIMSTNo

SUMMARY

The domestic steel industry is now facing a volume of increasing
imports that threaten it with serious injury. The United States since
1958 has lost most of its export markets to foreign producers who are
now endeavoring to take over its domestic markets as well. Steel
imports have increased nearly tenfold in the last decade The possibility that that trend will continue is very real since world steel
capacity today exceeds demand by more than 50 million tons and
European countries and Japan are proceeding to expand their
capacity. The continued unchecked growth of steel imports would
present a direct threat to our natio aal security.
While there are some 12 existing statutory possibilities for relief
from such imports, plus the provisions of the antitrust laws, the
statutes as currently administered are unlikely to afford any protection
to the domestic steel industry. Many of them have been so little used
in recent years that they are virtually unknown today. A review,
statute by statute, of the action taken In proceedings brought under
them demonstrates that it is difficult indeed to produce evidence
acceptable to the administering agencies and that itis even more dificult to convince them that a domestic industry has been injured or the
national security threatened. A new approach is clearly needed and is
needed prompt. The Iron and SteeZi Orderly Trade Act of 1967
S. 2587, provides the required approach. It affords a moderate and
realistic answer to the seel iniport problem and AISI urges its
enactment.
STATZEM

This paper is submitted by the American Iron & Steel Institute
(AISI) in response to the invitation of Senator Lone to submit to
the Senate Finance Committee statements on U.S. foreign trade poli-
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cies and practices. AISI is a nonprofit trade association the membership of which includes 70 companies, both large and small, which have
operations in 87 States. That membership together produces 95 percent
of all the steel made in the United
States and in all of their operations
ately 750,000 people.
employ appr
At the recent hearings on import quotas the. president of AISI
presented a statement and, in addition, submitted for the record a book
entitled "The Steel Import Problem." This paper is based on that book
and the committee is referred to it for a much more detailed treatment
of that problem. This paper is devoted primarily to the shortcomings
of the existing applicable statutes affecting imports.
A. Introduwtion
As the president of AISI stated at the recent hearings, the domestic
steel industry is now facing a volume of increasing imports that
threaten it with severe injury. The United States, since 1958, has lost
most of its export markets to foreign producers who are now endeavor.
ing to take over its domestic markets as well. From amajor net exporter
of steel up to 1958 the United States has become the world's largest net
importer. Steel imports, which amounted to 10.8 million tons during
1908, were nearly 81 times as great as they were in 1961 and nearly
10 times as great as in 1957.
Imports are today taking a vital fraction of the sustained growth
and demand for steel in the United States and if recent trends continue, imports will not only be taking all of such growth but will eat
into the present level of domestic supply as well.
The possibility that the recent trend will continue is a real one.
In the world steel market today production capacity Plready exceeds
demand by more than 50 million tons. We can expect thi; imbalance to
increase since European countries are proceeding to expand their
total steel capacity and the Japanese, alone are planning increase
their capacity by over 50 million tons over the next 8 years. There is
also no reason to believe that the other additional basic factors which,
coupled with excess capacity, have brought the above-described developments about will disappear through the operation of economic
forces. The other basic fictom are (1)Y labor costs in other countries
which are far less than those in the United States and which are not
offset by comparable differences in labor productivity. (22 the result.
ing prices of some steel products in world markets at lores below the
domestic prices of many producers; and (8) the mevaures taken by
other governments to protect and strengthen their own steel industries
and to encourage exports.
The unchecked growth of steel imports would present a direct threat
to our national security. Since imports have been growing and would
continue to grow at a much faster rate than domestic requirements, the
United States would become increasingly dependent on foreign sources
for steel which migh be cut off in a tune of national crisis. Not only
would the quantity of steel produced here be cut back but the dmestic
steel industry would no longer be able to produce the full ranFe of steel
products necessary for national security. Under crisis conditions, the
product gap could not be ovemome intime to prevent serious shortages.
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If we are to be able to meet out international responsibilities in the
future, we must have a healthy and expanding economy within our
borders. This requires a healthy and expanding steel industry.

S

B. 8horteomIngs of e'.i'ii/ statutes
1. General
While there are some 12 statutory possibilities for relief from steel
impolts plus seven provisions of the Federal antitrust law-, these
statutes and provisions have not been assembled in any systematic or
logical order. In fact, many of them have been so little used that they
are virtually unknown today.
In order to secre relief under any of such laws, a doinetlc industry
is require(] to establish the specified factual elements requisite for relief. and in most cases must also establish that it has been injured as a
result. of increased imports or that competition has been destroyed or
damaged as a result of the alleged conduct. As the statist ical material
presented below denmnstrates, domestic industries have found it diflicult, indeed to produce evidence acceptable to the administering agencies. particularly since mucht of such evidence is only available to foreign proMucers. They have found it even more difficult to convince such
agencies that it domestic industry or a regional port thereof has been
injured or the nttional security threatened.
. An t ;imjuepn renedics
(a) Anttiduping Act of 1921
The Antidumping Act of 1921 (19 IT.S.C. 160) provides that whenever a class or kind of foreign merchandise is being sold, or is likely to
be sold. in the United States at less than its fair value and an industry
in the United States is being, or is likely to be, injured as a result of
such sales, the Secretary of the Treasury is required to assess a special
dumping duty equal in amount to the difference between the selling
price to the U.S. importer and the selling price of that merchandise
in the manufacturer's home market.
While it seems to be almost universally recognized that foreign
steel producers (or applicable trading companies in the case of Japan)
are selling their products in the United States at prices lower than
the prices at which those products are sold in the home market, the
steel industry's efforts to obtain relief under this statute have met
with meager success. The Treasury Department under the statute
and its regulations makes its own 'findings of foreign market price
based, in part at least, on unverified assertions by foreign producers
and then makes varying adjustments for questionable differences in
circumstances of sale and differences in quality of product which tend
to erode alleged dumping margins. The Treasury furnishes domestic
producers with very little of the information supplied by the importers and thus the domestic producers are not in a position to rebut
effectively the ale'ations of the foreign producers.
As a result, in the 14 cases which were initiated by the domestic steel
industry only six resulted in findings by the Treas'ury Department of
sales at less than fair market value and in those cases the dumping
margins found by the Department were considerably below the dump.
mig margins alleged in the complaints and believed to exist by the
domesticindustry. Of the six cases in which the Treasury found siles
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below fair value, the Tariff Commission disposed of four of them
on the grounds that the sales below fair value were not causing material injury to the domestic steel industry.
The domestic industry feels that it was particularly whipsawed in
the wire rod proceeding. The domestic industry remains convinced
that the Japanese export price for wire rod is not a fair value price
and that it is one below the home market price. The Treasury Depart.
ment, however, found that the Japanese price was a fair market price
and. therefore, the case involving Japanese rods did not reach the
Tariff Commission. The Tariff Commisc.sion then found that the low.
Sliced European sales, which the Treasury found had been made
below fair value, were not injuring the U.S. industry as the Europeans

were merely meeting the fair value Japanese price.
Since September 1, 1954, when the Andtidumping Act was amended
to give the Tariff Commission jurisdiction over injury determinations,
368 complaints of dumping have been processed and there have been
only 12 findings of dumping. Of the aforementioned 368 complaints,
316 resulted in findings by t e Treasury Department of no sales below
fair value, which means that only 52 cases were sent to the Tariff Commission for an injury determination. The Tariff Commission made
findings of no injury in 40 of such proceedings which, as stated above,
means that only 12 findings of dumping have been made.
The record,' year by year, after 1954 is as follows:
Year

1955 ............................
1956 ............................
1957 ............................
1958 ............................

1959 ............................
1960 ............................
1961 ............................

1962 ............................
1963
1964 ............................
............................
1965 ............................
1966 ............................
1967 (ist 10 months) .............
Total .....................

which action
completed
51
22
27
21

37
29
38

23
30
38
23
11
12
368

Treasury
No sales
Sales below
below fair
fair value
value
45
20
25
25

2
2

21
23
26
21
7
11
316

2
127
2
4
1
52

36
26
30

Tariff Commission
Inu, thus a
No Injury
fin# of
dumpong
5

1
3
$

2

1
2
5

2
96
1
$
0
40

1
0
0
0

0
1
3
1
12

A batting average of 3 percent by domestic industry demonstrates
that the act and its administration does not afford any substantial
degree of protection to U.S. industry.
Moreover, the coming into force on July 1 1968, of the International Antidumping Code, which was adopted on June 30, 1967, by
GATT will make it even less likely that domestic industry can obtain
relief from sales in this market at prices less than home market prices.
The administration has shown by the proposed rules issued by the
Bureau of Custons and published in the Federal Register of October
28, 1967, that in many respects the Antidumping Act of 1921 is to be
di regarded and the provisions of the code substituted. The code and
1flaped on Information obtained from the Treasaut7 Department and the F*Gral
Register.
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the proposed regulations place additional procedural and substantive
burdens on domestic industry.
Senator Hartke and 40 other Senators have introduced S. 1726 to
amend the Antidumping Act. While enactment of S. 1726 would afford domestic industry some opportunity for meaningful relief from
sales in this market at sales below home market prices, even its enactment would not regain the market for domestic steel producers since
the margins of dumping would not be sufficient to reduce the marked
differences in the selling prices of the domestic and foreign steel
products. Under present conditions therefore, the Antidumping Act
offers little possibility of effective relief for the domestic steel industry.
(b) Section 801 of the Revenue Act of 1916

Section 801 of the Revenue Act of 1916 (15 U.S.C. 72) makes it
unlawful to commonly and systematically sell foreign articles in the
United States at prices substantially less than actual market value
thereof in the principal markets of the country of their production,
plus the cost oftransportation to the United States if done with the
Intet of destroyinK or injuring an industry in the United States. The
section also gives rise to a treble-damage action by the injured person. The statute, however, is a criminal statute and it has been so
d"icult to prove that sales are being made in the United States at less
actual foreign market value with the specific intent to injure
]lha~t
tha no action wider the provision has ever resulted in success. In fact,
its lack of enforceability was recognized soon after its enactment in
1916 and led to the passage of the Antidumping Act of 1921. It is apparent that the steel industry cannot expect any help from this
criminal statute.
3. (outervailing duties

Under existing law, the Treasury is directed to impose a special
countervailing duty upon any imported merchandise equal to the net
amount of any bounty paid the manufacturer by his government or a
cartel. The purpose of this section is to prevent foreign governments
from subsidizing the exports of their manufacturing industries so
that their products can be sold in the United States at abnormally
low prices.
Proof of unlawful bounties or grants is exceedingly difficult since
foreign govenunents obscure the financial help they ive to their steel
industries. In addition, even if a domestic industry should be successmanuthey affect only the
ful in having countervailing duties applied,
remedies
facturers in the country making the rfund whichmeans that
must be pursued on a product-Iy.product, nation-by-nation basis.
We are not able to set forth any statistical information since until
this year the Bureau of Customs did not issue a notice at the time a
countervailing duty investigation was instituted. We do know that
since 1954 only three orders imposing countervailing duties have been
issued. Those orders are as follows:

-i.

.

Pluct

Yer

T.

..............
.ip

IN
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..............

Cuntry
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4. Nation 8ecuy clhawe
The national security clause is presently embodied in section 232 of
the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1862). The immediate
predecessor to the current section was section 8 of the Trade Agree.
ments Extension Act of 1958 which provided the same authority to be
exercised under the same criteria.
The aforementioned section 232 provides that, upon the request of
the head of any government department or agency, upon application
of an interested party, or upon his own motion, the Director of the
Office of Emergency Planning shall immediately make an investi.
gation to determine the effects on the national security of imports of
any article.
In determining the effects on the national security of such imports,
the Director is required to take into consideration the following
factors:
(1) Domestic production needed for projected national defense
requirements including restoration and rehabilitation.
12) The capacity of domestic industry to meet such projected
requirements including existing and anticipated availabilities of
human resources, prod ucts, raw materials and other supplies and
services essential to the United States.
(3) The requirement of growth of such industries and such
supplies and services including the investment, exploration, and
development necessary to assure capacity to meet projected defense
rn uirements.
4) The effect which the quantities availabilities, character
an uses of imported goods has or will have on such industries
and the capacity of the United States to meet national security
requirements.
(5) The economic welfare of the United States as it is related
to our national security, including the impact of foreign com.
petition on the economic welfare of individual domestic indus.
tries. In this regard, he is to take into consideration the close
relationship of the economic welfare of our Nation to our national
security and the impactt on same of any substantial unemployment,
decreases in revenue of government, loss of skills or investment
or other serious effects resulting from the displacement of any
domestic product by excessi.ve import&
If the Director is of the opon that the article is being imported
into the United States in such quantities or under such circumstances
as to threaten to impair the national security, he is directed to promptly
so advise the President. Unless the President determines that the
article is not being so imported he is to take such action and for such
time as he deems necessary to adjust the imports of such article and its
derivatives so that such imports will not so threaten to impair the
national security.
The Office of Emergency Planning and its predecessors have, since
the National Security Clause came Mto being, considered 29 applica.
tions. The only applications which resulted in Presidential aclon
establishing quotas were those for oil w!1ich demonstrates that it is,
indeed, difficult, if not almost. impossible, for domestic industry to
convince the Office of Emergency Planning. or the President that
imports of any given article threaten to impair the national security.
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Moreover, the investigations have almost invariably taken several
years which means that, even if relief might ultimately be forthcoming
from this source, it might come too late.
6. Tariff aditmentand other adfutmenta8sskatwe
Sections 301 and 802 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C.
1901 and 1902) provide that a domestic industry, or group of workers,
which believes that, due to increased quantities of imports of a given
article, it is suffering serious injury or faces a threat of such injury as
a result in major part of concessions granted under trade agreements,
may file a petition for trade adjustment or adjustment assistance. If,
after investigation, including a public hearing, the Tariff Commission
determines that serious injury or the threat thereof has resulted
from trade concessions it may recommend to the President an increase
in duty or other import restrictions necessary to prevent or remedy the
injury. The principal remedy is for the 1President to proclaim an
increase in the applicable duty (a remedy formerly afforded under the
"escape clause" provisions). The President may also permit the company or worker concerned to apply for adjustment assistance. Since
1962 the Tariff Commission has undertaken 23 investigations pursuant
to section 301. Of those 23 investigations 21 were terminated with
negative findings and two are pending. Thus, to date, neither domestic
industry or workers have revived any help from these provisions.
Moreover, the sections offer very little practical benefit to the
domestic steel industry. Foreign steel producers are presently underselling domestic companies by significant margins on many product .
It is, therefore, extremely doubtful that the Tariff Commission wou ld
determine that such injury as has resulted was occasioned by trade
concessions. In addition, in any such proceeding the domestic industry
must not only establish that it is being injured but it must establish
that the injury is serious. The administration seems to have recognized
the weakness of these provisions and has stated that it will ask Congress
to liberalize them.
6. AdjWtment for cost differences

Section 336 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1336) when enacted
was to afford relief to domestic industries faced with low-p riced for.
eign imports when those low prices were primarily the result of differences in the cost of production. However, the provisions of such section
336 do not apply to any article, the importation of which is covered
by a foreign trade agreement. Since such an .agreement ha been concluded with respect to all steel products of importance, this section,
therefore, isof no assistance to the domestic steel industry.
Between 1946 and the present there have been 19 applications for
relief submitted under this provision. The Tariff Commission has not
granted relief in any of the proceedings.
7. Orderlymarketing agreements
Section 351 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1981)
authorizes the President to proclaim an increase in any duty or to impose any other import restriction on any article imported into the
United States, found by the Tariff Commission to be causing or threat.
ening to cause serious injury to an industry in the United States. Inves.
tigation is made by the Tiriff Commission which reports, if it finds
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injury, to the President. This is the equivalent to the escape clause provision contained in prior statutes. The President has not invoked any
new increases in duties or imposed any import restrictions under this
provision since it was enacted.
Moreover, at the time of its enactment, there were eight escape clause
duties in effect. Under the provisions of this section the President has
eliminated all but two of them. His latest action in that regard was on
October 12, 1967, when he permitted the escape cause tariffs on type.
writer ribbon cloth and stainless steel flatware to terminate and con.
tinued higher tariffs on certain types of sheet glass and certain types
of carpets. The statement which he made at the time lie allowed the last
two escape clause tariffs to remain in being for a temporary period
indicates how unlikely it is that he will use his authority under this
section to give relief to domestic industry in the future. Ie stated, in
part, as follows:
I have reluctantly concluded that a temporary extension of these cases Is it ar.
ranted. The evidence shows that a substantial increase in imports of these prod.
ucts would result In the absence of this action. This would cause severe Job dis.
location in the domestic industry. Many of the plants are located in regions of
large unemployment with limited opportunities for reemployment in other in.
dustries. In the opinion of the Departments of Labor and Commerce, the adjust.
meant assistance provisions of the Trade Expansion Act are at this time not an
adequate remedy for these dislocations.

In lieu of increasing the duty and imposing import restrictions

under section 351, the president under section 352 of the Trade Expan-

sion Act may negotiate international agreements with foreign countries limitin gthe export of the article in question from such countries
to the United States. This authority has yet to be exercised.
As with the adjustment assistance remedies, it is doubtful in any
event that the domestic steel industry would benefit under the orderly

marketing agreements provisions. The increased imports which cause
or threaten to cause injury must result "in major part" from concessions granted under trade agreements and, as stated above, it would be

difficult, if not impossible, to establish that the injury suffered by the
industry was due to such concessions.
8. Unfair practice in import trade

Section 387 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1387) authorizes
the Tariff Commission to investigate alleged unfair methods of com.

petition and unfair acts in the importation of articles or in the sale
of imported articles inthe United States. When the effect or tendency
of such methods or acts is to destroy or substantially injure a domestic
industry, efficiently and economically operated, or to prevent the

establishment of an industry, or to restrain or monopoize trade or
commerce in the United States, the article involved may, by Executive
order, be excluded from entry into the United States.'
Between 1949 and the present there have been 29 complaints and
investigations pursuant to section 337. In no case has there been a
Presidential exclusion from entry. In one instance the Tariff Commission recommended exclusion but the President rejected the recom.
mendation. Another case became moot before the President had acted
;p on a recommendation for exclusion. The two cases in which the
Tariff Commission recommended exclusion both involved instances of

patent infringement or palming off.
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The domestic steel industry could bring an action under this section
only if it had acceptable proof that foreign steel producers were
engaged in cartel-like activities to restrict trade to the United States,
to price fix or to allocate markets or that similar activities had been
adopted by importers. Such evidence is extremely difficult to secure.
P. Section 7 of the Vilhem Tariff Act
This criminal statute (15 U.S.C. 8) was enacted 4 years after the
Sherman Act and makes applicable to foreign commerce the general
antitrust provisions of the Sherman Act. Section 7:1 makes ilh gal

ever combination, conspiracy, trust, agreement. or contract intended
to operate in restraint of lawful trade. In order to establish the offense,
one of the parties (as agent or principal) mnust. be engaged in im.
porting the article from a foreign country into the United States.
Since section 73 is one of the antitrust lawMs it. is subje t to enforce.
ment by the Department of J.ustice and 1w injured l)arties who may

seek to recover treble damages. Smtion 73 nlso permits seizure and
forfeiture of any) property involved in any illegal contract, combina.

tion or conspiracy.

Tlisection has
only ifrequentlv
ieen
used. In addition, in those
instances when it. has Ieen used. it has normally Ien cited as a see.
ondarv count in an indictment primarily ('barging violations of other
antitr, st laws.
The major obstacle to effective ilief under this section is lhe diflicultv of establishing the fact of an agreement. and of its terns. Since
it. is a criminal statute, efforts to secure criminal penalties would

require that the violation be proved lxevond a reasonable doubt, a very
difficult, standard to meet where infonmation must be obtained fromt

abroad.
There is also some doubt, whether cartels which operate solely

abroad and with the blessing of a foreign ggovernment would be un-

lawful iunder section 73 if the trading companies selling in the united

States were not parties to the agreetnent. This provision, therefoe,,
also affords very little hope for relief to domestic industry.
10. lection 802 of the Re'cnue Act of 1916
Section 80 (15 U.S.C. 773) provides that, if any article produced
in a foreign country is imported into the United Slates under agreement or upon cond tion that the imlorter shall not use, llmiJlaso, or

deal in the articles of any other person, there shall be levied in addition to the duty otherwise imposed by law a special duty equal to

double the amount of stch duty. There is an exception to wrnuiit a foreign producer to establish an exclusive sales agency in the United
Stat.
Section 803 of the same act. (15 U.S.C. 74) provides that the Secre.
tary shall make such rules and regulations as ore neesary to carry
out the provisions of section 802. The (tistoins reghlit.ions coMnaii ;I
very brief provision devoted to section 802. Section 16.25 of sudi regulations (19 CFR 16.25) provides that whenever it appears that arti-

cles may be subject to the special duties provided by section 802 the
collector shall report the matter to the Commissioner of Customs and
await instructions as to the imposition of duties. We have been advised
by officials of the Bureau of C.stoms that no suich report has been
made to the Commissioner or his subordinates in Washington for

.

#

*-', o..

mnty years, if over. It appears that, this tion hIas become virtually
inloporblo limldildusto,.
J111, it, therefore, is not apt to afford ruy relief to tJ
doilelitesuel
11.

Z5Z of the Trade Ex.pamion Act of 19.96
Seet ion 2 (11) 1T.S.C. 1882) has been in being since tie first Reeij.
moeal 'lride Agm meant Act of 1914. Its pupl)os was twofold: (1)
to limit eoll'vie.slons gralltld by the I Taited States under trade agl'eeASe'fcl

ments to thuo eountries whiel; do Iot di.eximinawt against Amoriean
milui goods ind (2) to curb the Retivitieo of illitorlinttiollal enrtels.

When l

foreign govprmnti

wihielt Ias made tide vont'esstons to

tile 11ntited St tes at ltltits to impair tho value of tho.elvlissioIW by
way of diret. or itiliri-.t import. '.st 'ietions, lie Presidet.t is antlu;I'izedto iij] o t les or o l nilort. ret frietions against the
lrod.
liets of sleh foreign govlernmllellts. Flhl' President has delegated the
1)oWers gratldl to him uintler this s ectionI to ilhe Off of' the Spcil
e%,ltnt1a ive for Tr, do Negmt iimt iolis.
Wet' knowof

o11y o11 illshil'e wht'ln :3o
.t'li lll

hasw been invoked.

Tal was in 1963 wihen the commonn Mrket avtied to redlee imports
of 1.S. poultry. 'T'lie Presidetit i.uetd Presidential Pu-huntion
3564, which I'laeed inl'rela-sl titities oil certain olher types of prwhlcte
llering lie Ilited IStIille from tho Coiimon Market. 'Tho tetion
tiken ill thut, il.titl'r' iniatt|1tt'11
that tltioll 2.52 would be of little
wothIi to tie doilestie Steel industry. Evei if flit' steel industry were
able to de|i|onstrato foreign di6.riIlti lt ion, itleIt reidelnt would not
Io',estiilv ittreies (ulities oit ste,1 ilniport's as opl).sed to ditles on
co her l ulhlcI, to offset. 1hat di.el'ilsrlintl loll.
Sec tion
a1
ts, stall aoe, is Illso d iredted t4a inst c.itls tnljustifialy restr icing II.S. ellnerce. To Mee'e ally n,'lief, the
doliiet ie i|dust v mllust. establish not only the existence of th.' eartel,
bull. lso its rest.l'ielvo vltlarct-'lr. Wile th1 otelittoi of ltriels hatve
l'ei widely di.t'i.ssed, little evidence is available on the details of
their olera itils.

When a foreign government mainttlns nonl-t|tilrlffrade restri tons

rigaiist l ST..
pnrtilit.ts or ot Ierwi.e ,(ets to nst lid I 1.8. tcnminerve, le
President.
is
limited
il gI'zlitfitg
relief
to the suspension
or withdrawal
of (',it,.'i.i .i gruintted
nude~r trade
agreeiezats
or to refnain
froml mitkigf llUt tire rate conessiolis applicable to lIhrodeIts of 11 colnl IT.

Witlidra wing eou.
,SIOlisg wanted under tlie 'Trade lO'xlanlsiot Ati
would have comlrpalively little ttret. oin (te domestic steel industry's
competit ive limit ion vis-a' vis foreign producers.
h'. I8Th'O..I nt-).ehht.
Act

'l'hi., little known itol npmently overlooked sntatue, whieh is st
1 . l1, lroles that whenever the
President is satisfied
that ijust disriminations ire made by or under the aulhority of any
foreiti state against the importntion to and stile in such foringn state
of tilly luutnels of thi Uiited States, lie mia' dirttel thtt st.h01 podlets
it lit' mar deem proper shall be excluded trom importntion into the
U ited SAtes. We have not been able to find any instance in whiel this
broad over, requiring a hiding against. a foregfit state itself, has ever
beent used and it.seenls to us that it is Ii' 'i0ly in likel, that it. would be
u.ed today, particularly against any GAW'Frpart ieipannt.
foIrth in 19 P..(

'o,22'
1qT5.191,

tu.
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13. Federalantitsif Ia,',s
Since the antitrust laws apply to all persons engaged in commerce
in the United States, they are applicable to foreign producers who ore
engaged in such commerce (either directly or indirectly through
domestic subsidiary companies), to im orters and to foreign trading
companies selling in the United States. he problems of proof of violation, however, would indeed be formidable even for the Department of
Justice and certainly for any domestic company seeking treble damages. Such a domestic company would also have to establish injury. In
the light of present foreign trade policies, action by the Department
of Justice to investigate possible violations by foreign importers is unlikely. We believe, therefore, that the antitrust laws do not provide a
practicable means of preventing further increases in steel imports at
this time.
P.

The above review shows the shortcomings of the existing applicable
statutes and demonstrates tlint such statutes as currently administered
are very unlikely to afford any protection to the doiiestic steel industr. A new apmroach is clearly needed 1and
it is needed promptly.
(onditions of trade in the I nited States must be such as to enable the
domestic steel industry to continue its expenditures for research, (levelopment, and plant iml'ovement in or(ler to provide the indispensable base for the Nation's economy and military strength and titus for
the national security. hmne(liate action to arrest the growing penetration of U.S. markets by foreign steel imports is required.
Tie Iron and Steel ()rderly 1rade Act of 1967, S. '2537, introduced
on October 16 by Senator Hartke for himselftand 35 other Senators,
provides the required approach. It affords a moderate and realistic answer to the steel import problem and we, therefore, urge its enactment.
AMERCAN Im rrs

AssoCoIToN, INo.,

New York, N'.'.
Hon. Rrss;.rt, B. hLoxo,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Fnance,
11aUhhbgton. P..
DrAs SNWATOR Loxo: The American Importers Association, the only
trade organization representing importers of all items and importers
throughout the United States, commends you and the Senate Committee on Finance for holding this legislative review and welcomes this
opportunity to comment. The "compendium" being compiled by the
committee should prove to be a very vattuable source of information to
all concerned with the foreign trade of the United States. When hearings are held A1A will be very glad to provide expert witnesses to the
extent time can be made available.
Taking your press release with its .16 items aE our guide, AlA pre.
sents its comments on the following pages.
Sincerely,

GE.AI MO'B mn ,-,

Executive ie President.

4,
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SUMI.ARY

(Related to uunbered items in statement)
2. AIA believes the negotiating process set forth in the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962 is fair for all concerned, and that Congress
should give to the President standby authority to negotiate ad hoc
trade agreements.
3. AI . Supports existing structure and functions of the Tariff Commission and believes that the Commission is fulfilling the role for which
Congress established it.
4. AIA supported reorganization of the Customs Service in 1966,
and has submitted to the Bureau of Customs suggestions for further
iinprovements in the service. Some of these stiggestions will require
enactment of legislation by Congress.
5. AIA respectfully urges Congress to complete the simplification of
customs valuation procel ures begun in 19156 by deleting from the
Tariff Act of 1930: (1) Section 40.a and the final list; and (2) the
American selling price. In addition, AIA urges Congress not to adopt
the Brussels definition of value which would require appraiz,-:ient
of imports on the basis of the c.i.f. value.
6. AIA opposes very strongly proposals now pending in Congress to
amend the AntidumpIng Act lor the purpose of harassing importers
rather than truly seeking to prevent predatory dumping. Our organization supports the International Dumping Code recently negotiated under the GATT.
7. AIA supports the President's proposal to liberalize adjustment
assistance provisions in the Trade Expansion Act provided that it is
shown beyond doubt that injury to domestic industry or workers is
due to imports, not to the incompetence of the complaining industry,

changing patterns in consumer demand, or other factors.
8. Tile best way to expand exports is to maintain our longstanding
policy of freer world trade.
9. AIA holds that the prospects for expanding exports and imports
in the next decade are excellent, provided the liberal trade policy set
forth in the Trade Expansion Act and the hope and enthusiasm engendered by the Kennedy round are allowed to prevail. However, if
the protectionist spirit rampant in Congres. just now is crystallized
intolaws imposing quotas and other restrictions, then these prospects
are very bleak.
10. AlA affirms that as tariffs are lowered, nontariff barriers to
international trade grow in significance. Elimination of nontariff
barriers has to be reciprocal among the trading countries and the
United States should take the lead.
13. AIA feels that granting preferential tariff treatment to products
of less developed countries is a drastic departure from our mostfavored-nation tariff policy.

14. AIA believes that commodity agreements are of value to less
developed countries, but American Importers do not want to see trade
in commodities covered by agreements settle into rigid patterns requiring imposition of quotas and allocation of markets.
15. Any participation by the United States in a free trade area,
whether by geography (United States-Latin America) or by industry
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(United States-Canada automotive agreement) should be avoided if
it. detracts from the long-range objective of freer multilateral trade
among all nations.
16. AIA believes that through the GATT member nations have
carried out their goal of an expanded international trade and now
GATT should be used to negotiate the nontariff barriers nearly all
nations still maintain.
SrATEMN

1.Poaible shortcomings in the applcable statutes
Specific points which AIA believes to be shortcomings in the statutes
relate directly to items discussed below (i.e., valuation, adjustment
assistance) so will not be cited here.
As a general observation AIA believes it would be helpful to all
concerned with foreign trade if U.S. statutes could be compiled into
a single United States Code.
8. The negotiating proce88 and ad hoc trade agreementa
AIA believes the negotiating process set forth in the Trade Expansion Act'is very fair to those interested in the importation of goods
from abroad and to the domestic interests that might be affected
thereby. Because of the complexity of modern trading and changing
circumstances, we believe the President must have authority to negotiate or renegotiate trade agreements to correct any situations that
might result from the operation of across-the-board agreements, such
as the Kennedy round. For this reason, AIA urges that the President's
authority under section 201 of the TEA should be extended.

3. Role of tho Tariff Oommi8ion
AIA supports the structure and functions of the U.S. Tariff Commission as presently constituted, and its basic mission-to collect facts
on which the Congress and the President may take the actions prescribed by the Tariff Act and the Trade Expansion Act. AIA wants to
go on record as stating that the Tariff Commission has and is ful.
filling the role for which it has been created.
We do recommend a change in the law which compels the Tariff
Commission to depart from its regular procedure and constitutes a
discrimination against American importers. In 1958 Public Law
85-630 added section 201(a) to the Antidumping Act. AiA, however,
hopes that this amendment will be deleted. This amendment provides
that the Tariff Commissiun shall be deemed to have made an affirma.
tive determination of Injury to a domestic industry if the Commissioners voting are ervnly divided as to whether the determination of
the Commission should be in the affirmative or in the negative. Prior
to 1958, when the Commissioners voting were evenly divided, the
Commission was deemed to have made a negative finding.
4. eastom administration
AIA strongly supported the reorganization of the customs service
in 1966, and blieives that in spite of some "bugs" that have developed,
this reorganization will benefit importers and-the Government in the
long run. To complete this reorganization legislation is necessary
so in 1966 the administration introduced HI. 1853. So fir hearing
have not been held on this bill. AIA's detailed comments have been
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sent to the Commissioner of Customs and we hope the points to which
we object will be eliminated before the legislation is lfially presented
for consideration by the congressional committees. Since ALA's objections are rather technical, have not been rejected by Customs and do
not seem quite germane to the committee's inquiry they will not be
presented here.
6. Valuation of importedgoods

Although some progress was made in this field when Congress
enacted the Customs Simplification Act of 1956, more simplification
may be effected without injury to domestic industry and with great
benefit to the U.S. customs service and to American importers. The
purpose of that act was to eliminate foreign market value as a basis
for valuation. By the time it was enacted into law, however, that act
established two sets of bases for appraising imported merchandise: one
set for all articles on what is known as the final list issued under that
act; and another set for all other articles not on the final list. The
irony is that now the United States has a confusing variety of methods
for
determining
(1) offoreign
market(4)value,
two types(5)
of
export
value, (8)value:
two types
U.S. value,
cost of(2)
production,
constructed value, and (6) two types of American selling price, one
for articles on the final list, and another for those not on that list.
Congress can rectify this by eliminating the final list and section 402a
of the Tariff Act from the statutes. Then we will get the simplification
the 1956 act sought to achieve.
American 8c lhig price.-Much has been said and written as to
whether or not American selling price should be used as a basis of
valuation. Our organization grew out of a group of importers who got
together in 1921 to op ose a proposal before the Congress at that time
to assess duty on all imports on the basis of their American selling
price. Fortunately, this unwise proposal was defeated. Instead, AS P
was confined to tlie appraisement of what are now called benzenoid
chemicals. Ever since that time, we have advocated elimination of
ASP from the Tariff Act. Once more, we urge the Congress to delete
this discriminatory and unfair provision.
AlA urges that Congress approve the special agreement negotiated
in Geneva in which the Unted States would eliminate ASP and replace rates currently calculated on ASP with converted rates proposed by the Tariff Commission in its report "Products Subject. to
Duty on the American Selling Price Basis of Valuation; Conversion of
Rates of Duty on Such Iroducts to Rates Based on Values Determined
by Conventional Valuation Methods" (TC Publication 181, Washington, D.C., July 1066).
ASP is cleiirly special-interest legislation, and a form of trade restriction prohibited by the GATT o-which the United States is a member. It is a tricky device designed to hide the fact that rates of duty in
excess of 100 percent appear on our tariff schedules-a device which results in duties of over 100 percent in the case of competitive benzenoid
products, and of 200 percent or higher in the case of rubber-soled footwear-the two principal commodities subject to ASP valuation. Under
ASP, a domestic industry may .manipulateits wholesale prices to produce a high dutiable base requiring a large amount of duty. This is
done by issuing price lists quoting prices which are very seldom the
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basis of aettial tra actions lxecai,,e they do not take into account qilal|t.i'v discounts or other special arrangellenlts affecting tle actual price
the producer receives. Tnder tlie Inw.however, the list price is the basis
for thlP
ks valuation. Eliminatiig kS, therefore, would eliminate
exorbitant and dis'iminat'ory rates of duty ilmpo.sed as a special favor
to two indlistries: oolrti'il)it, to thie simlpliizeation of e.ustoins imocediiu-es begzim iln 1953; and~ improve fil. illierilliliollil re11lal, of the
United States.
It has Imsen prol(*qed that lhe Uniited States adopt tlhe I'ili'sels dMi1nition of valie is a basis for the appraiiselieal of imported articles. In
effect, the B'ussels delinioin requires that imports be al[)wlhi. d oil
their v.i.f. ("ol. in.urnle, frei'il ). vilue. MI lie retills otlthe ('oni.
flltte' oil F4inianie, in 1966 the 'r arilr (Comilmi.-sion consulted an investigation o31 lhe valuation laws of le I 'nited States and of its prilleilpal

trading jpart'ers.
.%IA strongly oppose. the Brulsoi detiiition of "value" for the fol.
lowing rellsolls:

(I) It. diiliniiates aga in.t s ill iluporte s in favor of those

who pay lower prices be'llse they 'aili by large 1111:il1 it ies.
('2) It nglies olv to trallnsaiions between nrllelated persons,
:1ind plll'O es nlo alternative for a1Ssssilng diltv on trasactollns be-

tween related companies. In much case, it is feared that the lippraiser might determine vahii( on tle basis of arbitraryiv figues,
usually higher.
(3) The dt,inil ion would dis.rim31inate against distant. colintries, as it woull result in higher amounts of dilty |leeli.se of higher
'hlirge,, on freight, e.g., Japan versts Canada. ' h'ho.e who drafted
he detillit ion suggested that it might not be applicable to the
I"llited State. becae
ls of its geogrilhie po.sit ion.
(4) It would rmsilt in difteren entered values it ditrerent porl,
and even it lie same poil, depetdingonlt ie transportation usedsteamer, rail, or air-iud oil whether coliferelice or indepident
freight rates were charged. C.i.f. valuation would discriminate
uniduly against air transport.
(5) Problems would ilso arise froi variable insurance rates,
and nillit resilt; in Anierican insurance comnllies loing business.
(6) It. might cause, chlinge in patterns of distribution; i.e., for
the sike of paying smaller amount of ditty, goods from Euirope
miight only go to east coast ports.
(7) The income in the almloulit of ditty on goods of high value
and small bulk wouldI be tolerable: but it. would be onerous on
bulky and heavy items of low value: e.g., plywood, steel products.
etc.

(8) If the definition is adopted, rates must be reduced to coinpensate countries with which we have trade agreements for the
increase in the amount of duty. An equitable ad justnent of such
rates wold be virtually impossible.
(9) The ostensible ;bjective is "uniformity" with the customs
valuation practices of the principal trading partners of the United
States who appraise imports on their ca.., value. It is feared,
however, that too high a price will be paid to achieve such a uni-
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forntity because it would be ,e.,sary to violate commercial real-

ities andul long-existing coniinerciad practices. Canada. Japan. and
Mexico, by far our biggest trading partners, do not use the Brusso1' definition.
(10) 1.S. Customs officials must. spend considerably nore time
in the appraiunent of each entry because they would have to
must be incoml)ute variable insurance and freight costs w inhi
cluded in the dutiable value.
6. DuMnqtig and uin.fair Jn/Lods o/com1l)ilion ;n ;fqiioir/lrtur
Our aswkiation supports the International Antidumping Code recentlv negotiated under the auspices of GATT. This agreement is a
significant achievement, for the Tnited States because the other trading nations have in effect accepted '.S. law and regulations. Wh11ile the
new 'ole will benefit importers it. will be of even greater betefit to
American exportens.
We ve:'y strongrly O)pos the proposals now pending in Congruss to
amend thw Antidtiinping Act for t ie purpose of harassinrz importers
rather than truly seeking to pIeiveit illegal dumping. ' he existing
I'.S. law and the new International Code atre quite ade4luate to protect domlesticintrt.
As to unfair methods of competition we point out that. the existing

law is sullicient. Section 337 of the Tariff Act. prescribes drastic lIe-

alt its against those who engage in stch methods. This section authorizes the President to require a bonid for the entry of gools suspieted
of violation, ald to exclude them from entry into the United States
whenever the existence of unfair methods of coilpetitioni is established. In addit ion, sm.t ion 2,38 of the Tariff Act prescribes additional
duties up to 5t0 perveint ad valorem, or exclusion from entry of inn-

ports front any country found to discriminate against Americin goods.
. 'rocdt'w(r for ahinq tor'erq antid inhustri'Es a,'mned by exce&-i'e
AIA demnurs at. the term "excessive" imports. Would the committee
be willing to have other countries commence referring to "excessive
American expomls" .?
Our as-sociatiou favored inclusion of adjustment assistance provi-

sions in the legislation which became the Trade Expansion Act of

11)(1: and inI a iositioi statement issued in 19601, AIA sul)lorted the
President's proposal for liberalization of the existing program of adjustlent assistalce.
We believe, however. that before all industry is found eligible for
tariff adjustment, or before any firin or group, of workers are found
eligible for adjustment assistance it should be proven beyond doubt
that injury was due to imports, and to imports only. not to the in.
competence of the conlplainiing industry, changing 'patterns in consumer deniand or other factors. All decisions as to whether or not
tariff adjustment or adjustment assistance is to be granted should be
based on clear-cut economic considerations, and not on political ex.
pedieney dictated by particular groups or geographical areas.
8. PolieA nee'dd to crrlandU.S. exports
The best way to expand exports is for Congress to maintain our
country's long-standing policy of freer world[ trade. How can the
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United States expand exports. when the files of tile House Colmmittee
on Ways andi Means and the Senate Commnittee on Finance are bIlgillf with bills proposing, uotas oil so mnany individual coni)Iodities,
oite bills )popoSliliF "oftI'lli' 1tliet ity,04 otlitr l)illSillslltnr tilot
bl. proposuiui till kinds of sIchenes
lp'lspect iv. buives of our eXlorT,to ijilwle imports made 1b so-callhd (lieap foreign labor.
A. The i'/'r,/)cts for' exports and imports over the net decade and
how the IlfcnnaCd! ronUi ,'.qotJi tons ivill af,'ct thc trends
l'ere' is no doubt that the prospects for both ex )orts and imports
over th1e next dveade are excellent, provided the liberal trade policy
set forth in the Tr1ade expansion Act, and the hope and enthusiasm
engendered bv the Kennedy r'oiuIdti are allowed to prevail. On the other
h,-) ni, i l't 1,
I'Otedt lofllist spirit rampant itn Wtshiiiigtoni today is cry.s.
11ti Iz/d into la ws niposing qIutotais and other restrictions oil il0ports,
then these yli*,perls are er
ol Weak. Japanese iiist r' and labor have
Piljliasize that apan will retaliate if Congress heeds the uIireasontable detuiands of the dlomest ic industry for rigid quotas on textiles.
1 nlultedlv, ot ber count ries will ret aliate when restrict ions are preserilib(d for lieir exports. The Kennedy round achieved the objective
stl b'v C('m,..ss
ill Ilhe !lrah
I Expani ,n Act of 1196--redtlve tarill's by
till ntilts altd e, l
i-1erntionlaI
im
t
trade. If tile United States
sliold now reldi'itle the Kennedy roinid by turning to lrotectionisni the natimis of the world nmay break into anitagonistit' trading
Olhf-+ +afar cry from the hopes set forti in the statentent of pUrpo)ses
of tll'EITA.
10. *Vwj,' tor/f and nontr'iff barbers wihrh mitut be faced in exporting
.As an otga nization of il1wi'ters, MAI does not claim to be convvt-,.ant with the problenms Atnerican exporters eneunter abroad. But
we wolld lik, to call aitteintion to the growing significance of nontariff
barriers as tariffs are lowered to the point of posing no obstacle. The
elimuin ion of nontariltrbarrivrs hais to be reciprocal among the trading
county ries and the I ited States should take the lead.
I/. (' ,nvqtwnes
for U.S. ex)or/s of the R E value adde(id taxe
No onillellt.
12V. F7J't of IVS. forviqa in 't'stnilt oil U . e/)PoQ'18

(No coijitent.)
1. Tariff /'efercnc(s for products of less-d'velopcd courtr/'.
A ptcferential tariff would be a departure from the 1".S. lliostfavored-nat ion policy which has prevailed since 1934. Such a departure
cannot be taken without great study of the economic and political
constl(1 elleps.

Any preferential tariff will affect importers. ALA has just begun to

investigate this rather new proposal and is not prepared to comment:

at this time.

14. (7omsnodity agreements

In 1963, the Senate ratified the International Coffee Agreement, and
ilh1965 the Congress authorized the President to carry out the obligations of the United States under that agreement. By these actions, both
the administration and the Congress accept the idea of commodity
agreements for the stabilization of prices of-basic raw materials. There
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is no doubt that such agreements are of paramount importance for
the economic and political stability of producing countries. However,
to achieve this stability, consuming countries must agree to pay higher
prices and agree that producing countries may impose restrictions on
Production or quotas.

American u iporters see the virtue of creating conditions which
result in the stability of the less-developed countries involved in the
negotiation of conmiodity agreements. At the sanle time, however,
A\mericaii importers do not want to see the trade in these commodities
settle into rigid patterns requiring the imposition of quotas, allocation
of lnarkets, or other restrictive devices.
15. Free trade area with U.S. participation

The history of international trade indicates that completely free
trade among all nations (even though it has never existed in modern
times) would be to the benefit of mankind in that the greatest amount
of goods would be available to the most people at the lowest prices.
The United States achieved this goal at the beginning of its history
with the constitutional prohibition against interstate bariers to trade.
The EIuropean Free Trade Association has already achieved this goal
and the European Economic Commnunity is scheduled for free trade
within severalyears.
The economic virtues of freer trade are becoming obvious to most
nations. Within the framework of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT) the trading countries have reduced tariffs and are
working toward free trade for the world.
It would appear that any participation by the United States in a
free trade area, whether by geography (United States-Latin America)
or by industry (United States-Canada automotive agreement) should
be avoided if it detracts from the long-range objective of freer multilateral trade among all nations.
16. The G..ITT as an iiistrunmntfor assuringexpanded world trade an
a. -reiprocal.,nondiseriminatoiybasis

GATT has proved to be an effective instrument for member nations
to use in pursuing the goal of expanded international trade. The Ken.
nedv round tariff reductions (at completion of the 5-year stagng) have
neailv eliminated tariffs as a major obstacle to trade. Now, GATT
should be used to negotiate away the nontariff barriers nearly all
nations still maintain.
STATEMENT OF

0. R. STRACKBEIN, CHAIRMAN. TIE NATION-WIDE
CoMMITTrEE ON IM PORT-ExPoirr POLICY
SUMMARY

Our foreign trade policy will stray wide of the mark of both national
and international interest if we continue to be guided by the fallacies
described in this statement.
We will do much better if we face the fact that our economy does not
operate in a free market and that the cost of domestic policies, borne by
our industries has placed us on a high-cost plateau in relation to the
rest of the world. The freeing of foreign trade from tariff and other
barriers will not resurrect the free internal market. Therefore, the
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higher cost plateau will continue. The competitive disadvantage of this
country wil persist because international competition is irrelevant to
the preponderant cost factors that determine our production costs.
These arise from our domestic policies, and because free market forces
are not allowed to operate, competitive equilibrium will not result from
imports. We cannot reduce costs without creating a variety of Appalachias of different magnitude, and if we do not reduce costs radically,
as for example, in the steel industry, we will see imports absorb a rising
share of the market, to the distress of the domestic industry.
Also, we must discard the fallacious notion that foreign competition
is the same as domestic competition and that since domestic competition is good, foreign competition enjoys the same virtue. The cardinal
principle prescribed for domestic competition is that it must be fair. We
cannot extend this principle to foreign competition because our wage
and hour and antimonopoly legislation stops at the water's edge. We
have sought specifically to remove wages from domestic competition,
both to protect our wage standard and to bolster consumer purchasing
power, but we cannot reach our foreign competitors with such legislation.
Lastly, we must face realistically what it costs in terms of job displacement when we seek to reduce production costs so that we may extend our productivity lead sufficiently over other countries to offset
their lower wage cost. Labor displacement is a radical approach and
yet represents the only means of becoming or remaining competitive
with imports. That way lies the creation of structural unemployment.
As a defense against being outflanked by imports we need a 'substitute for the tariff, and the earmarking of a liberal share of the market
for imports, with participation in the market's growth, represents the
happiest measure of control that looms on the horizon.
STATEMENT
U.S. trade,poly
Three intractable fallacies or errors have bedeviled the foreign
trade policy of this country in recent years. Clear thought has been
impeded by unquestioning subscriptions to these fallacies without reexamination of long-accepted premises that have lost such link to
reality as they may have enjoyed once upon a tifne.
The first fallacy is that our economy is impelled and guided by free
market forces. The second lies in looking upon domestic and foreign
competition as arising from the same economic bases and producing
equally beneficial effects; and the third, which is an outgrowth of the
first, is the assumption that unit-cost differences cannot persist among
the trading nations because competition will eliminate such
differentials.
These fallacies will be examined in sequence in this paper.
First fallacy
The first of these fallacies arose from the persistent, teachings in this
country of economics based on a sublime faith in the benevolent operation of market forces as if these forces had not in recent decades been
systematically unhitched from the underlying doctrine by legislation.
We have been left with the spectacle of teams of harnesses intellectual
horses running at high gallop over the roads under the conceit that
they were pulling a load of reality while, in fact, they were only drag-
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ginz a pair of wildly swinging singletrees behind them, pulling
nothing.

The deeply emb,..dded notion was that international competitive
forces would bring costs and prices onto an even competitive level
among the nations, reflecting relative wage levels and productivity
just as they would do within a country where market forces are free.
The principal obstacle preventing the international operation of these
forces was held to be trade barriers in the form of tariffs, quotas, and
the like. Remove these and the competitive forces would do the rest.
Tie only competitive advantages that would endure would be those
based on genuine economic superiority, such as may be embodied in
richer resources, in terms of land fertility or mineral deposits: or in
better rive-s and natural harbors, more suitable climate, labor skills,
and so forth.
Inability to compete would of itself then reflect some real economic
deficiency,' uncovered by competitive forces, and the producer in whatever country should not be helped artificially to remain in business
by government because he was devoting capital, labor, and land to
relatively unproductive pursuits. He should relinquish such pursuits,
leave them to areas of the world where they could be done better, and
divert his capital and energies to economically more profitable investments. No one. asked whether or how soon these could be found.
It was thought that tariffs and other trade barriers erected by countries against each other were the culprits that prevented competitive
forces from operating equally and conferring their benefits universally.
A greater error could hardly have been contrived as justification for
drastic tariff reductions, for during the very period when we reduced
the tariff we walked away from the free market on the domestic front.
We enacted a program of controls and regulations over business that
far surpassed the trade barriers in their interference with and hobbling
of the free market forces. These legislative enactments, generally supported by heavy popular mandates in this country, blocked one area
of the free market forces after another. The blockages were in the form
of farm price supports, minimum wage and maximum hour laws,
obligatory collective bargaining, social security, restriction of immigration, I)ank deposit insurance, governmental control of interest
rates, social taxation, and other like measures. Whatever their justification, which is not in question here. these laws interfered more effectively with free market forces, even internationally, than the tariff,
which came under such severe attack. The country demanded these
measures and they were adopted.
While controls over domestic economy were thus multiplied in all
directions, interfering with and regflating economi. fnrce,. the tariff
was to be dismiantled. In other words, while some 92 percent of our
economy was brought under more rigid controls, at the expense of free
market forces, the remaining 8 percent (imports and exports) was
opened progressively to the operation of free international market
forces, so far as the United States was concerned.
Somehow it was thought that freeing of 8 percent of our economy
which was turned outward to the rest of the world, while the remaining nine-tenths was being trussed in domestic legislation, would
redeem the free market.. This notion not only bordered on the ridicu.
leusl it animated the political emotions of the times against the tariff.
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We evidently felt guilty about putting aside the free market at home
and took our vengeance out on the tarif.
The effect of this contradictory process was quite the opposite of
what was intended. It was destroying the flexibility of many domestic
industries toward meeting import competition which, ever more liberated from restrictions, could work its havoc on these industries while
they could not respond in kind. They could not for example, lower
their wages as the free market doctrine would have suggested; nor
employ workers longer hours without paying a penalty. The had been
put into a veritable competitive straitjacket and alienated from the
sympathy of the electorate. Their only hope lay in widening their
existing productivity lead over their foreign competitors by increasing their output per man-hour as a means of overcoming the foreign
wage-cost advantage.
The international measures (tariff reductions) hand in hand with
the domestic measures which greatly increased the cost burdens on industry and agriculture pitched otir high-wage system and its sensitive counterpart, the high consumer purchasing power, which is the
prop of mass production, against the low-wage patterns of the world.
The low-wage countries were not gaged, wifh some recent reluctant
exceptions, to the creation of high national income and high consumer
purclsing power (arising from high wages) as is the Amerlann system, which in this respect was the world pioneer and continues to
stand virtually alone.
By discarding our outward controls while imposing cost-raising burdens on the domestic economy, in the conceit that in so doing free market forces would be restored throughout the world, we unceremoniously
exposed our high-wage, high-consumer income system to countervailig and eroding forces from abroad exactly as if we did not know what
we were doing.
If this punitive exposure is to be perpet tinted we are now on the right
track in resisting the use of regulatory import quotas to control the
competitive impact of low-cost foreign goods. As a parallel measure
we should undo the controls and regulations that interfere with the
free market forces on the 90 percent of our economy that falls under
the sway of our domestic operations. So long as we maintain these and
perhaps extend them, it wl, of course, be oddly reflective on our economic logic to look to the removal of trade barriers as the savior of the
free market.
It is precisely the domestic interferences with the domestic market
forces, inhibiting greatly their operations, that creates the need for the
outer controls, lest the unhampered competitive forces from abroad
topple our unique high-wage, Iigh-consumer income economy upon
which our mass production deends for its sustenance.
It was, as we can see, a national sequence of the prevailing thought
to say that any domestic industry that found itself unable to compete
with imports was uttering a confession of inefficiency. This indictment
was forthcoming as surely as the sunrise even if it could be demonstrated that the output of the domestic industry per man-hour was
double or more than of its foreign competitor. We sewed on the scarlet
letter in any event. That it was natural to place the blame on industry
followed from failure to see the results in cost burdens of the domestic
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legislation (plus war and defense outlays) on domestic industry, not
shared overseas.
It need not be surprising then that while the ostensible purpose
under the escape clause of tle trade legislation was to provide industries that had been seriously injured by imports with a remedy, the
official attitude, nurtured on the prevailing misconception, including
the White House, should have been highly negative toward the remedies
recommended by the Tariff Commission over a 10-year period (195162). The phiolosphical justification for the negative attitude at the
White House was that the noncompetitive industries were inefficient
and not entitled to encouragement even though their application for
a remedy had been approved by the Tariff Commission. While the
Commission itself, operating principally wider the same concept,
rejected nearly two-thirds of the pleas from industry, the President in
turn rejected over 60 percent of the Commission's favorable recommendations for relief, with the result that only a little over 10 percent
of the cases resulted in an actual remedy in the form of a tariff
increase.
In 1962 a yet more restrictive attitude surfaced in the Trade Expansion Act. In effect, it said "we expect industries to be injured, but it
will be in the national interest to afford no protection for the inefficient.
Let them find some other employment for their capital and let their
workers be retrained for something more suitable at public expense."
This attitude continued to reflwt the view that domestic industry that
could not compete with imports was ipso facto inefficient and should
find some other use for its capital.
Compensation was to be provided to tide over industries and their
workers as they shifted to other endeavors. The law's strictures, however, were so tight that the Tariff Commission failed to find a single
case in which the necessary degree of injury had occurred. Eighteen
cases were heard, but since they were all rejected they did not even
reach the White House and the Commission's docket soon became
empty. In all cases but one, that body's decisions were unanimous.
The Trade Expansion Act represented the final flowering of the
economic fallacy that inability to compete with imports was the result of inefficiency.
The second fallacy
This fallacy, the second one, mentioned at the outset, arose from
failure to distinguish between the ground rules of our domestic competition and that embodied in import competition. Yet, the distinction
is dramatic and deep.
In this country competition is supported by the Sherman and Clayton Acts, the R obinson-Patman Act and by the active surveillance of
the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission. The
purpose is to assure not only competition but fairness of competition.
n order to prevent price competition among domestic companies
from depressing labor standards, Federal minimum wage Jaws, moreover, were enacted together with limitations on maximum hours and
abolition of child labor. Individual States have laws of their own on
wages and hours.
The purpose of this second type of legislation was to remove wages
as a source of competitive advantage. Wage cutting was thus thor-
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oughly discomged. By maintaining minimum wage levels two objectives were served. The "fair" employer would not be driven to wage
cutting or shrinking of the pavroll• l)v "cutthroat" competition, and
consumer purchasit power would be preserved.
eyond this the Peilell guarantee of obligatoI colle't i e bargaining ')olstered the power of labor unions to ol,,an their share of the
growing production pie.
The upshot. is that domestic competition has been controlled and
regulated with the twin objective of assuring its fairness among
business enterprises while preventing the undermining of wages and
consumer purchasing power. However, in. doing this and in adopting
measures to counteract and prevent cyclical depressions. we concurrently clipped the wings of the free market forces that we professed
to revere.
That, American industry enjoys a considerable but variable lead
in productivity over foreign industrT is generally affirmed. That this
productivity lead does not at all assure a competitive lead is, however
too readily overlooked. That the difference in wage cost per unit oi
production may be higher in this country despite our higher productivity
Isour
nevertheless
demonstrable.
"If
wage is $3
per hour and that of our competitor is $0.75 or a
quarter as high, we will have a higher unit cost even if the American
worker produces two units of output per hour against his foreign
counterpart's production of only one. Only if lie produced four units
while his 75-cent-an-hour competitor produced only one. would lie
be at par with him so far as direct labor costs go. Merely being twice
as productive would not close the gap. Higher productivity of itself
does not assure a lower cost.
With respect to our European competitors, our wages range from
about 21/2 to four or five times as high as their rates. This disparity
would call for a productivity rate from 2/., to five times that of our
European competitors if competitive equality were to be achieved.
This lead we do not always enjoy. Perhaps in a few IodUcts we may
have such an advantage; but productivity has been rising very rapidly
abroad in recent years because of the reequipment of plnts with
modem machinery and the building of new plants also equipped in
that fashion. Therefore many of our industries could be expected to
suffer from a competitive handicap. Indeed, the opposite would be
surprising.
With respect to Japan, the disparity would be yet wider in many
products.
Meanhivg of Co8t reductln in job eflndnation

The demand that any domestic industry that is at a competitive disadvantage with imports should exert. itself toward cost reduction
through greater efficiency is an outgrowth of the fallacy under examination. The demand for higher efficiency seems to assume that no
more is involved than dusting off and oiling the machinery, putting
eventhing in order and prodding the workers to greater energy and
speed.
Unfortunately, much more is at stake than such a simplistic judgment indicates. Industrial efficiency today is usually a question of
degree of mechanization and the productivity level of the machinery.
A large steam shovel can outdo a dozen men no matter how hard
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and fast they might work with a hand shovel. Handicraft work is a
modern-day rarity in this country and is being discarded or supple.
mented in other industrial countries. Comparative productivity is
therefore principally a question of comparative machine output per
worker; not of speed of muscular movement in workers.
Employee compematio Me heaviest cost factor
In the United States an average of a share below 80 percent of the
total income from corporate business takes the form of employee
compensation. (Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1966, table
459, p. 325.)
It is clear that no material reduction can be achieved in production
costs without a substantial shrinkage in the man-hours of labor per
unit. of production. This shrinkage regularly takes the form, not of reduction of the workweek, but of displa(einent of workers by more
productive machinery.
IWe quickly come to see that the preponderant burden of cost reduction must fall on the workers. Assuming that wage reductions are out
of the question, as they are in this country because of labor power, there
remains only worker displacement as the source of any material cost
reduction. Iven drastic corporate tax reductions would not provide a
really meaningful source of cost reduetion-no more so than reduction
in the margin of profit. The two combined, together with interest payments, average only some 20 percent of the total income of corporate
business. Taxes, we may be sure, are here to stay. Profits have some flexibility but cannot be cut too deeply without courting unwanted consequences. Moreover, they serve as the source of tax revenue, as do wages.
Competition from abroad meantime is of a different breed from the
domestic. It is, of course, not subject to our domestic legislation. Where
minillmum wares exist they are far below thoso of this dountry (Canada
xCepted). 11 ages are not treated as the principal source of fairness of
'omnlpetit-mon, nor have they been looked upon, until possibly in recent
times, as the support of a vast and growing consumer purchasing
power. It is safe to say that foreign industry is not under the same
type of requirements, inhibitions and restraints that produce rising
costs: or at least not to the same degree. Labor power, notably is less
robust.
Therefore to persist. in equating foreign competition with the domestic, including that arising from technological advancement, represents
a failure to recognize the profound differences that separate the two.
It further represents an insistence that domestic industry and agriculture be exposed to economic practices from abroad that are outlawed in
this country. In many instances this outlaving, however justified, represents a cost item of no small magnitude.
To ignore these facts is to be essentially unfair to the domestic side
of the competitive equation, callous to the effects provided by legislation that, while perhaps justified on other grounds detracts fromn
competitive capacity vis-a-vis those who are not similarly burdened.
It represents a disowning of the economic offspring of our own siring.
It flouts one of the most characteristic elements of the American heart
and mind; namely, fairness of treatment.
The third fallacy
This fallacy is an offspring of the first one; namely, that we operate
a free-market economy. It holds that unit-cost differentials between
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this country and its competitors cannot persist if liberal trade policies
are adhered to.
Unfortunately for the theory, a liberal foreign trade policy does not
restore a free domestic market. Rather, it increases the need to extend
the domestic controls seaward to protect our vulnerable, exposed competitive flank.
Now that the tariff is on its way out we are faced with the fact that
the problem to which it was addressed has not been overcome. The
logical consequence is then that a substitute instrument must be found
for the tariff.
The view that insulation or cushioning is necessary for support of
the American standard of living, dependent as this standard is on a
high level of real wages, runs counter, of course, to the deeply revered
principles of economics.
The classical economist is aghast at the thought that a trading nation
such as the United States could stand on a cost plateau in relation to
the numerous other countries with which it carries on its trade.
Yet the point is of critical importance in the weighing of alternate
possible trade policies. If competitively significant cost differences
between the United States and its foreign competitors do persist over
the years, as established by indisputable facts, notwithstanding deeply
entrenched theory, the bearing on trade pmlicy would be direct, radical,
and far reaching. If international competition is prevented from estab.
lishing cost equilibrium between this and other countries, or a balance
in cost elements in relation to different levels of productivity, measures
that would bridge the cost gap or insulate its etect would be justified.
Failure to close the gap or to render it innocuous would place the
country of the high-cost level, which is to say this country, in most
instances, at the competitive mercy of the countries in which lower
levels prevail. Unless the higher cost level prevailing here were the
result of relative inefficiency, any domestic industry suffering from a
competitive disadvantage would be unjustly treated if it were not
given a remedy, and would face lingering destruction in the home
market from imports.
The indictment of inefficiency, however, is a necessary defense of
the current free-trade position. The remedy then peremptorily pre.
scribed by the economist is one of modernization, technological up-

grading and aggresive selling of the domestic industry as a means of

becoming competitive. The demand, oddly enough, is not that the
foreign competitor come up to our level of wage cost, but that we out.
striphis efficiency sufficiently to overcome his wage advantage.
Ea'periencein coal

It seems safe to assume that few economists are fully aware of the
meaning of cost reduction as a means of becoming competitive. One of
the most memorable examples of sharp cost reduction in recent history
was recorded in the coal industry from 1950 to 1965. The industry w:w
beset by seemingly insuperable competition front diesel oil, natural gas,
and imported residual fiuel oil. It faced certain extinction unless it accomplished a substantial cost reduction. This it did over a period of
some 15 year by introduction of mammoth coal digging machines and
some other "improvements." The industry, thanks to radical modernization, achieved competitiveness both with rival fuels at home and with

coal abroad.

.I
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What was the price of this achievement.
The cost reduction was met, not by wage cutting, but by displacing miners. The extent of this displacement is not a matter of general
pu ic knowledge, although it is recorded in official statistics. (See

Statistical Abstract. of the United States, 1966, table 1047; Survey of
Current Business, I .S.Department of Commerce, June 1967, 1. S. 15.)
The public knows of it only indirectly through the poverty and distress
that goes under the name of Appalachia. Some 340,000 out of 480.000
miners were displaced in the 15 years of escalating productivity. This
was the cost of Icomingg competitive. Two miners out of every three
were evicted front their jobs and thrown on the ash heap of obsolete
humanity.
In teris of lost purchasing power. the shrinkage was of a startling

magntitude. Had the full copht llefent of 43,(00) miners of 1950 worked
in 196.9 when average weekly wages were $135.86 per man, the payroll

for the year would have been $2.563 billion higher than it was. I he lo s

of 340,000 miners from the payroll left a gap that came to spell Appalachia. Losses suffered by cominuinv lt6tme&; and profesisonal activities, of course, swelled the loss inall directions.
The purpose of this recitation is to place itsocial and economic price
tag ont the greater elhiciency that is so readily demanded of industries
that face competition it the form of appreciably lower costs from
abroad.
Not all industries face tte difficult competition that faced the coal
mines; but it, is a ntatter of degree. The mathematics of labor displacelltenit necessary to reduce costs significantly is nevertheless
appailing.V
Iforeover, the number displaced by one industry increases the burden of other indust.riu-i and economic activity es-not only by tile nmber displaced, but. by the share of the new workers supplied'by population increase who Nere not hired, as in the case of the coid diners.

They must be hired elsewhere or add to the unemployment burdens

and the poverty rolls.
Serious students of industrial efficiency know that no magic comes
forward to absorb the unemployed. Numerous factors inhibit the
absorption. Therefore to dismiss labor displacement with the ready
answer that American business genius and know-how will take care

of the upnxted workers, represents a shrugging gesture of the highest

irresponsibility (Stat. Ab., 1953, p. 216, table 233: p. 728, table 857;
idem, 1967, p. 266, table 323; p. 690, table 1026; Survey of Current
Business, Aug. 1967, p. S-15, S-13.)
Steel ihuluryfacing import problem

Today the steel industry is among many domestic industries facing
distress from import competition. From a position of a net steel exporter, this country now imports four or five times as much steel as it
exports. Imports have captured over 10 recent of the U.S, market.
While in the output per man-hour this industry leads the world, it
cannot compete successfully with imports because of lower foreign
costs. The price of becoming competitive appears to be in the magniitilde of somD 200,000 jobs of steelworkers. Already, in 19o, 75,000
workers had been displaced since 1950, while output per man-year had
increased from 165 tons of steel to 248 tons per year, and total tonna "
increased by 32 percent. Obviously this was not enough-not nearly
87-822-68--vol. 2-
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Muc, JIioi'e drastic surgery ' must be performed if inaceoulintably the industry is given no alternative to this method of defense.
Economists who prescribe higher efi(,iency as it means of becoming
,.10,llIetitive with imllpo'ts sen to be blis'sfully unaware of the vost
ot their prescription. They simply harken back to the textbooks that
served as their source of inloctrination.
The thought of these economists has been impeded by entrapment
in their own doctrines. They substitute doctrine for reality as the
matrix of their thinking processes. They cannot believe, as stated
tIi( ihig.

above, that American industry can and

*
*

6oes operate on it higher plane

of costs, surrounded by other countries operating on lower costs levels.
According to untouchable economic theory competition would soon
bring all the unit costs to a nearly equal level, except as one or another
country might enjoy some special advantage.
Interference uth free market forces
Verifiable facts demonstrate that because of multiform interventions by the Federal Goverment in the economic processes, touching
all factors of production, free market reactions are modified, distorted,
or even buried and thus prevented from expressing themselves. When
either national or international political considerations, or both, determine legislation, the laws of economics often take a back seat.
The interventions, controls, and interferences with the economic
forces, which have proliferated so profusely and most of which are
applicable only to the domestic economy, have insulated numerous
economic activities against the equilibrating force of international
competition.
Ea'perienceof the maritinm industry
The persistence of unequal costs between this country and its competitors abroad, which is the ghost of Banquo to the free market
adherents, is unmistakably illustrated by the maritime industry. Comparative cost studies of ship construction and operation between this
country and its foreign com petitors are made periodically by the Federal Government under the Merchant Marine Act of 1936, as a means
of measuring the cost differential for subsidy purposes. The disparity
or differential has not merely persisted but has actually widened about
10 percent since 1957. It is now slightly over 100 percent. The subsidy
to the domestic industry which bridges this gap has prevented tle
disapparance of American-flag ships from the high seas.
A disparity of 100 percent in costs would not yield to the most
advanced cost-shrinking technology in shipbuilding anywhere available. A ship built in an American yard could come into a position
of competition only if the ship could be put together without the
use of manpower, since the cost of materials and equipment to be
incorporated into the ship is of itself equal to the cost of the finished
ship built in a foreign yard using foreign materials. Even then the
ship if put into service could compete only if the operator hired a
foreign crew. Should lie hire an American crew as he must do if he is
to fly the American flag, he would again be out of competition, even, to
repeat, if his ship were-built in a foreign yard.
Here is a clear example of the gaping disparity confronted by any
domestic shipbuilding entrepreneur wio would pitch the American
wage level competitively against the foreign. He would enjoy no tariff
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protection since the merchant marine produces a service instead of
goods that, coming from abroad, inust- pass through the customs house
where the duty islevied. The competitive confrontation is net. and if
free international competitive forces had free reign the U.S.-flag
merchant marine would quickly be anniihilated.
The subsidy, like restrictive immigration, is an interference with
the free market forces. As in other segments of the economy the free
market forces are not permitted to operate.
The same is true of our aircraft industry. It is not only subsidized
heavily but, unlike the merchant marine, enjoys a virtual monopoly of
the home market. Otherwise foreign airlines might soon drive us out
of the skies. Several subsidized agricultural commodities also enjoy
a virtual monopoly of the domestic market. Wheat, cotton, and dairy
products are examples. Their costs, too, are too high in relation to the
foreign and would for the same reason as in the cases of the merchant
marine and coal, put farm products out of competition and drive their
producers to the borders of extinction. The urban disturbances of
today, with the eviction of yet more millions of farmworkers for
descent on the city wou'd soon intensify.
It will perhaps b; said that all subsdies are economically bad; that
they should be abolished for the good of all. This is a pipedream in a
democracy where votes achieve a higher virtue titan the orthodoxy
of economics. Moreover, the free-market, five-trade economists have
generally given full support to the legislation that has paralyzed the
free-market forces. Therefore in blaming * . economists we should
blame them for ignoring this extremely erttie fact: They proceed as

if free-market forces were not shackled while they subscribe to the
very shackles that bind the economy.
Subsidization, of course, extends far beyond the instances mentioned here. It has become a way of life, like it or like it not; inex.
tricably interwoven with important productive and trade operations,
no less than with the universal consumer who as a citizen is the beneficiary of many subsidies that in turn help create the need for other
subsidies. Postal subsidies, and, more recently, educational subsidies,
rent, health and various urban subsidies, and'a variety of others have
accumulated. In addition to the high taxes resulting from the exigencies of world leadership, militai'v and economic, as interpreted
by the Government, all these charges come to rest on production; but
yet not as heavily as labor costs. No other country has burdens comparable to the American, most of which have been self-imposed in
reaction to circumstances and developments in response to popular demand as reflected by the electorate.
Abandonment of the tariff
The tariff was long marked as a bete noir by the honorable economists who had the good of the Nation at heart. Oddly enough, as these
economists aided and greeted with perfervid applause the proliferation of domestic economic controls and interferences, they were loud
in decrying the tariff as an interference with the free market. More
naturally fhey should have embraced the tariff as blood brother. It
represented regulation of market forces of foreign origin even as the
new domestic legislation regulated domestic market forces. It could
have operated as a counterforce against the destructive effects on competit iveneps embodied in the other measures.
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It is indeed doubtful that the American system of mass production,
dependent as it was and is on mass consumption; that is, high
and absorptive wage earnings, could have made its way had it not been
for the tariff and restrictive immigration. It might not have got itself
off the ground.
Be that as it may, the tariff came tnder the curse of the economic
thinkers armed with their inmutable doctrines; and its was marked for
mayhem and eventual slaughter. This eventuality is almost upon us
and the abattoir will soon have seen its best days.
As the tariff fades from the scene, what is the outlook of domestic
industry, agriculture and labor? A few industries enjoy direct subsidies, as already noted. A few more enjoy restrictive limitations on imports, such as cotton textiles, petroleum, sugar, dairy and meat products. A handful, as also already noted, enjoy a virtual monopoly of the

domestic market, in some cases in addition"to a subsidy, tile nmerchint
marine representing the extreme exception.
With few other exceptions the remaining industries and agricultural crops are dependent for insulation against low foreign costs upon
what is left or will be left of the tariff. Tho average level isnow some 11
percent against 50 percent 35 years ago. After tle Kennedy round hits

taken full effect it will decline to some 7 percent. Coip are this with the
100-percent differential found in labor costs in the domestic and for-

eign maritime industries. Approximately 38 percent of our total im-

ports are free of any duty. Some of the latter items are now encounter-

ing rising import competition, but are virtually defenseless under
present circumstances.
The greater part of our industries are without a defense against import competition other than what is offered by the low tariff rates. The
Tradie Expansion Act of 1962 provided for adjustment assistance but,
as already noted, exacted conditions that turned it into a sterile gestre.
Yet, as previously noted, the competitive disparity between this
country and foreign countries has not disappeared and may he expected to endure indefinitely. (1) Our wage levels move constantly upward, and (2) while foreign wages have been rising proportionately
more rapidly, a lower percentage increase here cosis more in dolhl:.
and cents than a higher percentage increase abroad. An increase of 5

percent here will equal one of 25 to 30 percent in Japan and one of 121.
to 20 percent in most European countries. The free play of economic
forces that would make a realistic objective of free trade has been dissipated or suppressed by countervailing measures more restrict ive than
the tariff ever aspired to be. The wage-cost gap may therefore be expected to endure.
What, then, is the outlook I
The supporters of yet freer trade may be expected to persist ill prescribing for the economy as if it were what they think it should be, not
what it is and undoubtedly will continue to be. They will be driven by
their irremissible umbilical attachment to a free market that is as irrecoverable as the vanishing prairie.
The outlook is'unobstructed so far as continuance of governmental

controls, interferences and regulation of the domestic economy is con-

cerned. Domestic industries will continue to be burdened by cost-

increasing effects produced by legislative enactments, which is to say,
burdens imposed by the public for ends that under the flammable
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solicitude of the politicians for votes will come to be regarded as
worthy of support by the majority of the electorate; or vice versa,
where the initiative lies with the voters themselves. There will therefore be no remission of the handicap under which many industries
will labor in competit ion with imports.
The problem will present, itself in starker and more stern outlines
than in tile past because of the rapid techuologicad advancement of
other countries and the relentless tariff reductions in tile offing under
the Kennedy round. The competitive handicap will no doubt continue
as now to be hidden by official statistical reports that will conceal the
unwelcome reality of trade deficits.
Tariff 8ub.91;tute
Since the problem will remain and may be expected to intensify, it
follows that regulation of imports must become a pre.-sing concern
to those who prescribe for the national economy. If a reversal of the
low-tariff policy is not. rthstically expectable, as it is not because of
the visceral attachment to it, a palatable substitute lust be found.

Beside the debilitating effect of the successive tariff reductions on
the usefulness of the tariff as an offset against lower foreign costs, the
tariff at best. has come in recent years to suffer from a structural limitation or defect as imports have come inrising volume from Far Eastern
sources. Because of the most-favored-nation clause, tariff rates must be
tile same toward all countries not especially excepted (such as the
Communist countries). A tariff high enough to brake imports from
Japan or Hong Kong, for example, would, in many instances, exclude
imports from European countries, which in many instances have
higher costs. On the other hand tariff rates custom made to fit the
European competitive level would award a competitive advantage to
the Far Eastern countries, possibly delivering the predominant share
of our import market to them.
Alarket 8haringa8 a mtbtitute for the tariff
The economic interdependence of the world, and especially the plea

of the developing nations for markets abroad, has accentuated the
concept of market sharing as a substitute device for the tariff. The
United Nations Conferencr n Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
has brought the plight of the less developed countries (L)C's) to the

attention of the leading industrial countries of the world. The United
States is in the forefront of the latter group, and as such will be eyed
with special solicitude by the less developed countries.

This country is the largest single market in the world and no doubt
one of the 2nost attractive to foreign exporters. It would be possible to
assure not only the LCD countries but all other countries a reasonable

share of our market under conditions that would not expose our indus.

tries to the irremediable competitive defeat that inheres in our higher
costs in the absence of the insulation that was previously provided by
the tariff. To be most equitable and to avoid delivery of the market into
the hands of the lowest wage cuntries, a percentage share of the
market would be opened to imports. To prevent freezing the import
volume at the level of the time of instituting the sharing accommodation, imports could be assured proportionate participation in the
domestic market's expansion.
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Only if it. should It tthought that. the reduction in cost of t e product. would lead to higher coiisunlt.ion and therefore a r'ariasol)t ion of
tho displied workers could III) appr'oach sli'h Its the adjustlment. assistan'o I)'0visions of the ri-a'rtde 1E.vllsion Act of 106-1 be regail'ted as it

sat isfactory remtldy. Only a (lule h'lasti coiisuiner demand for the
111,4ltt. would Irin!r ithlut silll a Ieslt. It would iot. I r'l of 010
n,'ssitie:; because o the itielasticily of Ilite dietald for tlieil. A 'ost
redutt1ion would not wel I conisuiIItl ion iliit Ily. Also, if Ithe cost
rediltt ioll wer'e III 'e51)oll. to lite lower j)riwo of inl trts tho reduction
would do well if it sucteeded in holdig t he currnt share oft he niiirke,
otven if tlie detulaid for 1h1 Iproduct. were l'ls it%It. would nicrely pre-

vtent imlorlts from calpt ring ,in ev'r-i emreasing shire.
Asidt' froi net al Innarket lnert al ion the dlaiiiage callsed by low('oSt. iinpoits resides in the resulting ulncertainty and los of Contidence induced and the consequent. inability to plan far into thie future.
Such a. blighting eftct is particularlyporniciotus if tli domestic

industry is a piodiu'er of eonsuntr goods for which the demand is

elastic.-A growth indlusry may i' prevented front creating it great
market, sueh as in a ti(ild of new constumer products. The great. employ-

ment potential may not bhrealized bcAus imports skini thl' cIream
and dest roy tlit incentive.
Allotment of a share of the market to imports eliminates this facet.
of import blight or damage. Forward planning of domestic productonr could proceed with confidence that the market would not bo
swamped by imj)orts. In some instances total removal of the duty

uuiglht be countenanced without producing the misgivings that dampen
pins to expand.
•S'rThMKANT OF JoHN W. ][lo0rr, ]XECTJ'E Dul.rohI, OonrMi'rr, FOn
,A NA'TlO

i,h

TRtADE, POLICY

I .S. foreign trade policy since 1931 has on the whole served the
Nat ion well. It has been the basis for It.S. initiativ't's toward lowering
barriers to trade on a broad multilateral basis. The lowering of trade
barriers has not, only contributed greatly to trade expansion; it has
also stimulated a mort efficient. utilization of our resources at home and
greater efforts to expand markets for American goods abroad. There
is one basic fault in V.S. trade legislation and in the trade policy based
on this legislation. namely, the legislation and the policy, in some
years mtore than orders, lac'k a coherent, dependable consistency. Such
coherence and consistency would more accurately reflect the iniipressive
capabilities of the American economy than the backing and fllling, and
the recurrent threats of protectionism which remain a major characteristic of U.S. performance in this policy area.
FuNtrv tradepolicy
The major point. our committee wishes to make in its contribution
to this compendium is to emphasize the need? the economic advantages,
and both tje eco~iomio and political feasibility, of a U.S. commit ent
to the principles of freer trade and to a program designed to achieve
complete freedom of international trade as soon as possible on the

part of the world's economically advanced countries and regional

instrumentalities. This trade policy goal should be sought within the
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terms of a negotiated timetable, providing for appropriate difterences
in phasing to reflect the capabilities of specific countries and specific
types of product ion.
Settingour sights on this objective and identilying ourselves unmistakablv with its inmplhnetation is tl e route of maximum eflectiveness
in overcoming the anuiy obstacles that made the achievements of the

Kenlnedy round considerably less thmn the goals considered a few short
years ago to he essential (and which are still essential) to our national

interest. A lear national cominitment to this long-term objective
stands tle best ('Ihai1t' of overcoming tihe short-term inmipedimnents to
continuing, 01n1ine prore s in liberalizinf world trade.
iPointing tNi way to this long-range go/i li this vital area of both
foreign and dontest ie policy is of great inportance to all sectors of our
highly prod ietile ecolloillyo. a111not just, ill teruis of their stake in
export exptiision. As enti'elprelnurs in malnnfacturiuig, milling, and
ag(vriculture make decisions that Iiiiist continually be made wit-h res uect
to invest 111en, pricing, sales pionotion, desigul,' ald ill tile otherl disio1 so essential to eitlective hiisiuli.s 1)lalning, it is illillnijtit that
they take appropriate amount of their government's long-term policy
withi respect Ito trade with the rest of the world. A. policy tenldilg
toward t-rade restriction, or indivati.g a posture of 'vell teuiporary
uncertainty re,.xarding future, policy, will tend to enicouluage ell'o'ls to
seek restrictions on trade and to relv on such restrictions, present, or

hoped for, instead of pursuing efrorts to generate the best kinds of
Job opportunities and the highest levels ofeconomic performance of
vhih a free enterprise economy is capable. 'hose wi todo not seek
tral e restrictions will themselves lavlc a lear, dependable trade-policy
premise to which to alapt, their operations. Unsound use of resources
would in manv cases follow.
lPointing th way dependably to these new goals of freer world
trade is also essential at this tiunt to tile scoles of countries with which
we trade, and wlose economic strenlgzh and Cooperation are essential
to the achievement of our highest international objectives. The message front America to nations at all levels of economic development
should not reflect uneerltaillty regarding the future course of American
policy, and it. should certainly not indicate any possibility of this
coulntrY returning to points of no return we wisely decided fo pas so
long ago.
The ecoiomically
countries should know where we
and tile diction weadvanced
intend to take. as they proceed with theirstand
own
policy planning, in some cases as part of regional free trade com.
munities. The clear determination of the United States to continue
to progress toward freer trade, and even to accelerate progress in
this direction, will tend to influence private and governmental deei-

sioll. inthose count ries jn ways that accelerate sound economic growth,
raise living standards, and expand markets for producers everywhere,
including outr own. Convincing evidence of our own determination to
cooperate in reducing artificial barriers to world trade is the policy
stance best calculated to stimulate other economically advanced nations and regional instrumentalities to liberalize foreign access to
their own internal markets. And, working together in this way, the

economically advanced economies can proceed most effectively to carry
their full and fair share of the needed efforts to speed development
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in rte developing countries-both through foreign aid programs and
through expanding tile access of goods of all kinds from tile less developed countries to the world's best markets.
In declaring our readiness to pursue such a policy without delay

in the years to come, we shall be reaffirming, in convincing action, to
the world's less developed countries and the millions of people who
live there that there is a meaningful place for them in the world
economy currently dominated by advanced nations of the northern
helmspiere. By d~ing so, we shall also be serving our own enlightened

self-interest.
It. should be emphasized that trade policy initiatives are not the
sole responsibility of the United States. We should, of course, seek the
cooperation of other governments in implementing initiatives in
which we have played a leadership role. We should also invite other
governments to step forward with their own trade policy initiatives
and to seek the cooperation of the United States in exploring new
frontiers of freer world trade. Inviting other governments to assert
themselves in this way, we should promise them the earnest participation of the U.S. Government in exploring ways and means for successfit] international cooperation in this vital Aeld.
The Federal Government should pledge to the country its earnest
efforts to help in the most. constructive way to prepare the American
economy both to adjust successfully to tile higher degrees of international competition that lie just ahead and to capitalize fully on tile
higher degrees of export. opportunity which are the other side of the
Same coin. The Federal Government. should work closely with State
:id local governments to insure a domestic policy framework within

which the American economy may achieve the pace of economic growth

and adjustment to change so necessary to backstop the proposed initiatives to remove artificial restraints on world commerce.

The private sectors of the American economy should reassess their

operations across the board to make sure that'everything possible is

being done to secure for themselves a durable and highly productive
place in an increasingly interdepcnident world economy-one that is

moving resolutely toward freedom of international trade. All State
and local governments should also undertake a.fresh look at their own
policies and practices affecting the prospects for durable competitive
strength in this kind of world. The Federal Government should reassess its own policies w*,ith this objective in mind, and this includes

devising ways in which the Federal Government can be helpful to
State and local governments, and to the private sectors of the economy.
as they prepare for the part they must play in building a.brighter
future for the American people, and in insuring the successful par-

ticipation of their country in helping to build a brighter future for
peoples throughout the world.
Trade policy should thus be calculated in bofh foreign economic and
domestic economic policy terms. Such a multidimensional trade policy

consequently transcends the responsibilities of the Senate Finance
Committee and House Ways and Means Committee. It involves not
only trade negotiation, escape-clauses, adjustment
proviof foreign-trade
sions,
antidumping regulations, and other aspects assistance
policy in the usual sense. It also involves adequate government progranis (at Federal, State, and local government levels) dealing with
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effective adjustmient to tile challenges of change from any (iluarter.
A ld it. also involves government articulat ion of these new trade-policy
Ilhjeetive$, and of how the American economy cani most successfully
1,1itiitalize on tie trade ol)l)ortuiities to which sluch a policy contributes,
and1( niost successfully adapt itself to tle probleins of foreign competition that are certain to follow.
I'hluis, in our view, the Congress would be acting most constructively
in this field if it assumed sustained and accelerated progress toward
free trade and devoted its efforts to ways and means of preparing this
country to maximize its net gains from this kind of trade policy.
Com.memts on. specifl is.ue.q

The "resident today lacks adequate negotiating authority with
which to cope effectively with the vast array of tariffs and nontariff
barriers that still clutter the channels of world trade. He lacked that
authority even after enactment of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
The major deficiency in the authority delegated to him at that time was
the lack of clear authority to negotiate in the field of nontariff barriers.
Since the most effective way to negotiate regarding nontariff barriers
is to deal with these barriers across the board and in conjunction with
negotiations on tariffs as such-searching for a fair and far-reaching
balance of concessions-it is essential that congressional delegation
of authority to the President should be in the broadest possible terms,
designed to give him maximum flexibility. On the other hand, it is
essential that the President provide Congress with an annual assessment of the Nation's foreign-trade position. Hearings might be held
on this report.
We believe a sound escape clause is an essential part of our trade
legislation. We regard the existing escape clause as adequate. The
adjustment assistance criteria, however, should be liberalized, and
attention should be given, in this regard, to the possible removal of the
role of the trade concession as one of the criteria. This criterion might
be replaced by an assumption that U.S. foreign economic policy in one
way or another has contributed significantly to the export capabilities
of foreign countries and consequently to any U.S. import expansion
that may occur.
A sound national-security provision is also necessary. However, we
do not regard the present provision as sound; in fact, the nationalSecurity clause of U.S. trade legislation has never been soundly coneeired. Its basic defect is its prescription of import controls as the
only congressional mandate to the Executive when imports are found
to ipair the mobilization base. A sound national-security clause
should include a congressional mandate that the President find sound,
constructive answers to whatever problems are revealed and authorizing him to resort to such import restrictions as may be necessary in the
national interest to supplement such remedies. Import restrictions
should be a last resort and such Government costs as are incurred in
the domestic efforts should be clearly recognized as a form of subsidization which, as adjustment proceeds, could be phased out.
The Tariff Commission's role in escape-clause and adjustment assistance proceedings should be retained in its present form. We recommend, however, that the Commission be required to probe more deeply
into the steps which the petitioning industry, firm, or workers have
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taken to improve their positions. Such inquiry is essential to deterinining whether and to what extent Government assistance is warranted in
a free enterprise system. The Tariff Commission should also inquire
into the adequacy of Government policies affecting the ability of the
petitioners to adjust to the rising competition which sparked the particular proceeding.
Customs administration should be made as simple as possible and
should in no way impose unreasonable and inequitable burdens on U.S.
importers. U.S. imports should continue to be recorded on an f.o.b.
basis. We have no objection to the calculation of U.S. imports on a

c.i.f. basis, but the data for this purpose should not. be acquired in a
way which imposes unreasonable burdens (for results not worth the
cost) on those engaged in international trade. Ad valorem import
duties should be entirely on foreign f.o.b. valuations; the "American
selling price" method should be discontimed and the final list estab-

lished'by the customs reform legislation of 1956 should be eliminated.
Sounl and effective antiditming regulations are essential, but

these should in no way impose unfair peenalties on those enga ged in
international trade. A negotiated antidumping code is of basic 1importance. We support the code negotiated in the Kemedy round. Atten.
tion should be given to the negotiation of codes dealing with other

business practices.
We believe in the freest possible movement of capital in international transactions and as an integral part of a free-trade policy. To
the extent that the United States departs from progress toward free

trade, to that extent there will be an even greater incentive for U.S.
capital to go abroad in order to win or retain foreign markets.
Inevitably such a turn of events would lead to strong pressures for
Government regulation of U.S. capital outflow. This would, if successful, be most unfortunate for the growth of the U.S. economy.
Every effort should be made by the United States, in cooperation
with ot ier industrialized countries, to liberalize access to these markets
for goods of all kinds from the less developed countries. Tariff prefer-

ences as such are a doubtful method of achieving this goal. They are in
economic tenums a misguided and misleading device, and in l;olitical
terms impractical unless an interim part of a broadly based program
aimed at, complete fie trade by the industrialized countries. Il our
view, such a broadly based initiative, with all the domestic economic
concomitants, is much better calculated to facilitate and stimulate the
exports of developing countries thani any such gimmick as tariff
preferences.
Commodity agreements are acceptable as a.device 'for helping to
stabilize the export earnings of the developing countries, but. they
should be regarded as only a measure of last resor-a temporary instrunient that may be needed in certain emergency situations, to be
used in conjunction with other, more constructive programs dealing
with the problems besetting the producing countries.
In this statement, we have proposed a free-trade initiative. The
technical form this should take under the rules of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade is a free-trade area. U.S. efforts toward
negotiation of free trade should be from the very outset on the broadest possible multilateral basis-directed at all the industrialized areas
of the free world and providing special prerogatives and responsi-
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bilities for the less-developed countries. It is conceivable that circunstances may require a more restricted free-trade area than one em-

bracing all of the industralized areas of the free world-for example

the North Atlantic area or a free-trade area involving only North
America. But such truncated free-trade areas should be seen as inferior alternatives of only last resort.
Weon
strongly
the need
forpursuing
strengthening
the General
Agreeenunciated
and Trade,
and for
the objectives
nent.
arifl' endorse

in this paper in accordance with the basic principles of that covenant.
CulA'MER OF CO3MMEIIC

OF TilE UNITED STATES,

lVashington, D.C.
Mr. Tom V.%I,,
ChieCoumel, (Yommittee on. Fina'e, Tew Senate Of/iee Building,
Il ashingqton,D.C.
DEAR MR. VrI: This is in response to your letter of September 27
and Senator Long's invitation to submit written statements on the legislative oversight in the trade agreements structure.

Enclosed are: (1) The national chamber's most recent statement on
aspects of U.S. foreign trade policy, approved by the board of directors
in June 1967. A one-page summary is contained in the press release
cover to the recommendat ions. (2) 'The published study of the national

chamber on "The Most-Favored-Nation Principle--An Appraisal of
Its Current. Validity in World Trade." A summary of findings of this

study is contained on pages 33-36 of this booklet. (3) "Policy Declarations on World Affairs." The chamber's foreign trade policies begin on

page 8. We submit these documents because they relate especially to
items 10, 13, and 15 of Senator hAng'S press release of September 27.
We hope that. these chamber documents will be use-ful additions to
the studsv being undertaken by the Senate Finance Committee.

With kind regards,
Sincerely,
Do"N A. GOODALL,

GeneralMlanagerLegislative Action.
NATIONAL CU.A3 ER CALLS FOR Nm~w FLEXIBILITY TO "MOriTFAvonED-NA'boN" WORLD TRADE
P-IXCIPLE
11TA5n iOTON, July 9.-The Chamber of Commerce of the United

States today called r (oitlnued adherence to the Imost-favored-nation" principle in world trade, but said there should be added the element of flexibility to permit limited departures from the principle "in
the interest of developing more world trade.'
Thie position was outlined in it major statement on

post-Kennedy

round P.S. foreign trade policy approved by the national chamber
board of directors.
Specifically. the chamber statement said that "in certain circum-

stances trade may be promoted more effectively through limited departures such as tenin)orary tariff preferences sanctionedin connection
with the estahblishment of colmnon markets . . . or extended by industrialized nations to tile exports of developing countries."
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The statement endorsed expansion of developing countries' exports,
careful consideration of qualified extension of trade preferences by
the industrialized countries to the exports of developing nations, 1and
the integration of national economies into nonprotectionist regional
markets.
At the same time, the chamber called for increased protection and
stability for private forei.M investment in the less-developed countries.
The statement urged a 2-vear extension of the unused "residual"
(post-Kennedy round) aut hority of the 1962 Trade Expansion Act,
without additional authority to further reduce tariffs. It endorsed
continuation of the escape t'lau.se provision of the present law, and

liberalization of trade adjustment assistance to firms injured by imports. The statement recoimmended a high-level joint bushies.-government study of long-range U.S. foreign trade polk.
The chamber board also approved a study to Identify and propose
ways to eliminate nontariff barriers to trade (special'taxes, quotas,
licenses, and other restrictions on imports).
FOREIGN TRADE POLICY

STATEMENT, CIA.MBER OF COMMERCE OF TIi1e

UN ITED STA' S
1. 1110SI ECTI V FOIGEl(N TRADlE POII'Y LE(IISL.VA'ION

Prhwiples

That adherence to the most-favored-nation principle, continue to he
the basic tenet of international trading relationships, allowing support of the concept, of regional economic integration, consistent with
continued efforts to develop and expand the world economy; but that

adherence to the most-fivored-nation principle of nondiscrimination
be flexible to the extent. that departures from the principle may be
permitted in the interest of developing more worl trade.
Proposals

1. That residual authority of the Trade Expansion Act be extended
for a period of 2 years with the extension to include the following
essential provisions:
(a) That no major round of tariff negotiations be undertaken
during this period and that prior to additional negotiating authority there shall occur an interim study of the results of the
Kennedy round negotiations, an examination of appropriate

negotiating techniques, and an assessment of remaining trade

barriers-bot-h tariff and nontariff.
(b) That Congress authorize appointment of a high-level joint
U.S. Government-Business Commission to study long-range U.S.
foreign trade policy in an international context.

(c) Continue the trade adjustment assistance and escape clause

provisions of the Trade Expansion Act, liberalizing the criteria
for trade adjustment assistance to firms and workers to make them
consistent with similar authority under the Canada-United States.
Automotive Products Trade Act of 1965.
2. That these recommendations be adopted with the greatest urgency
possible so that work may go forward by all appropriate bodies i'
ascertaining tle most desirable foreign trade policy for the United

States in an ever-increasingly interdependent world economy.
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2. TRADE WITH LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES S

While it continues to he advisable to advance most-favored-nation
tariff treatment as a general principle of IT.S. foreign trade polily. in
certain circumstances trade may be promoted more effectively through
limited departures such as temporary tariff preferences sanctioned in
connection with the establishment of common markets or other economic grouping of states or extended by industrialized nations to
the exports of developing countries.
As a means of advancing trade with the developing countries an(l
thereby promoting their economic development, the national chamber
favors:
1. The encouragement, by all reasonable means. of the expansion
of developing countries' ex ports to enable them to take their place
among the trading nations of the world.
.The integration of national ecotiomies, through arrangements
which will promote trade both among the participating nations and
with other nations as it becomes economically advantageous. These
arrangements should avoid perpetuating protection of noncompetitive
enterprises and should seek the maximum degree of unrestricted trade.
3. Careful consideration and analysis of proposals for the extension
of temporary tariff preferences to exports of developing countries.
Such extension by the United States should be in concert. with other
industrialized nations, whereby such nations would share in granting
preferences on a basis of equality to developing countries. Such preferences should be periodically reviewed to determine their continuance.
These preferences would be most effective in collaboration with
increased foreign private investment. The preferences should be in
connection with understandings and agreements, participated in by
the developing countries to provide protection and stability for such
investment under principles of international law. These understandings and agreements should include the usual stipulations as to performance of contractual obligations relating to foreign investment.
3. NOXTARIFF BARRIERS

Calls for the "greatest possible relaxation of discriminatory and
restrictive trade and investment practices which reduce the flow of
goods and services and the volume of international payments. and
which obstruct production, distribution, and economic growth, such
as: exchange controls, quotas, preferential or discriminatory treatment monopolies, subsidies, bilateral trade and exchange agreements.
or other devices...." This policy also states that the chamber "supports a trade agreements program which provides the Government
with adequate authority exercised through the proper agencies for
negotiation and administration to make effective agreements for the
selective adjustment of tariffs and the orderly and gradual reduction
of other barriers to world trade. Such adjustments should be accompanied by comparable or appropriate tariff reductions and the elimination of trade restrictions, whether in the form of quotas, exchange
controls, or otherwise, on the part of foreign nations.... "
Nontariff barriers are frequently more significant impediments to
trade than are tariffs; and as tarifts become-less restrictive, nontariff
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barriers tend to be greater restraints on trade. These restraints are
thorny and difficult to negotiate.
Nontariff barriers, for the most part, were left intact at the conclusion of the Kennedy round. They must not be. long neglected.
No meaningful or definitive effort appears to have been made in or
out of Government to develop the required information.
It is recommended, therefore, that the national chamber, in cooperation with its organization and business members, undertake immediately a study to identify catalogue, and propose effective ways to eliminate nontariff barriers which i !Oihit the access of goods to foreign
markets and which significantly otherwise impair the healthy expansion of trade.
[Excerpts from the Chamber of Commeree booklet Policy Declarations on World Affairs]
INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL PoLWY-Fom.N TR.%D. AND
INVESTMENT PRINCIPLES AND OBJECTIVES

A sound and expanding international commerce is essential to the
continued expansion of the economy of the United States and to the
achievement of greater prosperity and strength of all nations. Mutually beneficial trade raises standards of living by providing people
with more goods at less real cost, by raising productivity, and by increasing economic efficiency through competition.
The United States has a vital stake in promoting measures to
achieve the greatest possible relaxation of discriminatory and restrictive trade and investment practices which reduce the flow of goods
and services and the volume of international payments, and which
obstruct production, distribution, and economic growth, such as: exchange controls, quotas, preferential or discriminatory treatment,
monopolies, subsidies, bilateral trade and exchange agreements, or
other devices.
The U.S. Government should promote these goals, consistent with
the national interest which requires the maintenance of a healthy, competitive enterprise economy at home.
FOREIGN TMUM POLICY

The United States should pursue a constructive and realistic tariff
policy which seeks to encourage a high level of international trade
and investment, while affording reasonable protection for U.S. industry and agriculture against destructive or unfair competition from
abroad.
To this end, the chamber supports a trade agreements program which
provides the Government with adequate authority, exercised through
the proper agencies for negotiation and administration, to make effective agreements for the selective adjustment of tariffs and the orderly
and gradual reduction of other barriers to world trade. Such ad justments should be accompanied by comparable or appropriate tariff reductions and the elimination of trade restrictions, whether in the
form of quotas, exchange controls, or otherwise, on the part of foreign

nations. There should ie general agreement among nations on acceptable and binding definitions of unfair practices in international trade.
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Such trade agreements legislation should provide adequate safeguards for interested parties to be heard promptly on contemplated
alnd publicly announced negotiations. Moverover, this legislation
should provide an escape clause, effectively administered, permitting
timely modification or withdrawal of concessions in order to deal with
unforeseen developments seriously injurious to domestic producers.
The determination of injury due to imports should be judged in the
light of the national interest.
TRADE ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

The authority to negotiate tariff concessions to meet the problems
of maintaining U.S. export markets in the face of growing international competition maiy result in injury to domestic industries,
firms, and workers front the reduction or elimination of duties.
Any steps, taken in the public interest, to expand escape clause anti
related provisions for assistance to such industries and firms should
not take the form of cash subsidies, should be subject to specified
terminal dates, and the eligibility criteria therefor should be carefully
detined.
Any aid to displaced workers should be administered and financed
by the States through their State unemployment. compensat ion systems,
with eligibility andthe benefit amounts and durations being provided
in the State system.
RELATIONSHIP OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN ECON03MIC POLICIES

To assure maximum economic health and growth, the United States
requires a growing export and import trade. This trade depends,
among other things, upon strengthening the competitive position of
U.S. products.
Domestic matters-Government fiscal and farm price policies and
other policies and decisions by Government, business, and labor affecting prices, taxes, wages, costs, and productive efficiency, for example-have a strong influence on the competitive position of U.S. products
in foreign markets. The cost-increasing effects of price supports and
high taxes limit growth potential and affect coin)etitive pricing in
world markets. It, is essential that in formulating domestic policy the
ultimate impact on the U.S. trade and payments position be considered.
REGIONAL TRADE AREAS

The chamber welcomes the avowed intent of regional trade groupings in furthering the integration of economies and the expansion
of world trade.
It recommends, however, effort to prevent divisive regional group
inos, and emphasizes that regional arrangements entered into should
be consistent with continued efforts to develop and expand the world
economy, and should not preclade broader multilateral arrangements.
To these ends, the harmonizing role of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade should be strengthened to prevent harmful
restrictions on trade and investment involving "outside" countries,
which includes the United States.
87-822-08-vol. 2-7
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COMMUNIST BLOC TRADE

The United States should take all suitable measures, including coitingency planning, through its own foreign economic policy.' and in
concert with other free world nations, to inllnize (lsrUpltion 1). ti)(.
Communist bloc of the normal flow of trade and its use of trade as a.
political weapon, particularly with respect to the developing free
world economies.
TRADE WITH THE U.S.S.R. AND ITS EUROPEAN SATELLITES

With respect to export trade with the U.S.S.R. and its European
satellites, the U.S. Government should adopt programs, consistent
with the national interest, which have the following objectives:
1. In coordination with other free world countries, to improve agreed
and enforceable trade policies and measures which will effectively inhibit and prevent the buildup of Communist warmaking potential.
These policies and measures should prevent sales that increase the
capacity of the Soviet bloc to disrupt free world economic and military
security, or provide long-term credits.
2. To undertake a prompt reexamination and reevaluation of the
present system of export controls with the objective of strengthening
some controls and of eliminating others which are not necessary for
the security of the United States and which result in discriminations
harmful to its competitive position.
CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION

The chamber urges that continued attention be given by the responsible agencies of the Government to the further simplification
and modernization of the administrative provisions of U.S. tariff laws.
Beyond the domestic revision that may be necessary, the chamber
recommends such international action as is required to modernize,
simplify, and standardize customs, consular, and other trade documentation and formalities.
ANTIDUMPINO MEASURES

The Antidumping Act is intended to curb the injurious dumping
of foreign goods in U.S. markets. There is need for more clearly
defining the term "dumping" as an unfair trading practice, and in
this context the meaning of "fair value" and "injury." Every effort
should be made to establish uniform antidumping laws and regulations
among trading nations. Care should be taken, however, not to amend
the U.S. law in a manner which would subject it to unduly protectionist interpretation or implementation which would impair the
healthy expansion of trade or invite damaging retaliation by other
countries.
EXPORT TRADE ACT

The Export Trade Act of 1918 permittin American exporters to
form export associations in order to assure t]fem of an adequate competitive status in the markets of the world with combinations of foreign competitors should be kept in effect.
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FOREIGN TRADE ZONES
Tile chamber approves of the purpose of the Foreign Trade Zones

Act, which is to promote the foreign commerce, s uiipping, and related
activities of the United States, while fully safeguarding the enforcement of our customs and other laws.
The laws and regulations under which the customs bonded warehouse system and the foreign trade zones are being administered
should be reviewed to determine if forei gig trade zones and existing
suitably located and(l designated customns)onded warehouses may be
enabled to further expanTl forei gi commerce. The Tariff Act an([ the

Foreign Trade Zones Act should be amen(led to extend the benefits

of foreign trade zones to suitably located and designated customs
bon(led warehouses.
[Excerpts from the (i'hamber of Commerce booklet, "TI'he MostFavored-Nation Principle"]
POLICY FOR TIE FUMRE

The United States finds itself (as do certain other countries) at a
relative disadvantage in many important export. markets of the world

because its competitors enjoy new (and increasing until the schedule
is accomplished) preferences that have been conceded as exceptions
to application of inost-favored-nation treatment. The immediate benefits of these exceptions (which consist of lower tariff rates tian must
be paid by others) accrue to the preferred countries and do not become avialable unconditionally to those outside the preference areas.
They must be sought by some other means, if they can be obtained at
all. Hence the question is basically whether the unconditional form of
the MFN clause may be expected to be as beneficial to the United
States in the future as wotld be conditional form, which provides
more of a direct bargaining mechanism for obtaining nondiscriminatory treatment in various world markets or for minimizing the extent.
of discrimination that exists and may expand.
One should certainly consider that tie benefit from exceptions to
the prhiciple of nondiscrimination should be such as to bring about
possibly a greater overall good than would be available without the
exceptions. For example, the politico-military advantages of economic

growth and closer interdependence, devolving from the expanded
markets of customs unions and free trade areas, have a price, that

being enough advantage to those participating in the preferred area
(andthereby surrendering to some degree control over their own policies) to make it worthwhile to them. There is also a price to those
outside the preference units, that being the surrender of competitive

equality in several areas. Offsetting this "price" is the advantage, to
those inside and outside tie preference area, of the economic growth
effects of integration. To those outside, the result can be a smaller
share of a foreign market, but at larger absolute market (see sec. VII
and chart VI)..
Customs unions and free trade areas have received general approbation through the GATT; and they have received solid support from
the U.S. public and the U.S. Government. What would it mean to the
whole fabric of economic relations if the United States, the world's

0
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largest trading iiiition, wvere I)O i,) siV troat it is II() Ioligeir williilig to
give ip competitive equiality in certain areis iin order to encourage,
and po,rhaps even make possible, international integration and cOOl)oration on a wider scale What would it. mean if the United States
were now to insist on eolmipetitive equality in geographic markets as
they existed at some prior (late, and were to grant or withhold advantages in the home market in order to achieve such coinpetitive equalit v
abroad? Is there some other way by wh~eh the net "price" to the I'niteil
States and to other countries o lost relative competit iye op)ort unities
can be minimized f Is there any basis for concluding that a return to
the conditional method of achieving nondisc-rimination would in fact

do so, and would it b)e worth the price of other elanges that woilhl

entrain from suvh a move? Is there some possi)ilitv that the United
States, itself, may use the 3IFN exception feature to its own advantage
by i oining a free trade area or customs union ?
So far, the unconditional principle has withstood a number of
economic
.and political changes but there is op position to, or. at least
q liest ion In several quarters as to, its continlneT valid ity. This is evi((lued by the following:
If it should turn out that some major trading inuit. of tile free world
should be unwilling or unable to uidertake trade liberalization that
is substantially equal to what. is generally desired, the rest of the free
world nations should consider how they could nevertheless enalmce
their continued economic progress through tie benefits of expanded
trade, not excluding froin consideration a departure from the unei ditional most-favored-iation principle, valuable as tint principle is.
(CEI), "Trade Negotiations for a Better Free World Economny," May
1964, p. 41.)
If the Kennedy rondll (hmsknot, coine out reasonably well for the
Anericans, the long period of U.S. adhercn'e to thle principle of iondiscrimination as the basis of trade policy, and with it, the GATT
system, is likely to collie to a perhaps rather abrupt, end. ("Can the
(I.A.T.T. System Survive" by Mic ael L. flotlmian, Lloyd's Bank
Review, London, July 1961, p. 5.)
Obviously, if tile dher ('(,lIt ri(.s aue willing to make considered
CMicessions and the ('onimion Market is not, this country cannot lie
expevited to treat, Ioth grOuls adike, as it no)w llldrtakes to do lnde'
the unconditional M FN priuiciple
* * E'ditorial in New York
Journal of Commerce. New York.,1 ine S, 19t) 1.)
Some ob verss feel niat tle MFN has olt lived its u-efulness i(and
should b~e Sliperseded by (anIultic,,llntI tarifti ha: ed squarely on country
of origin. While en foren ent could create problems, suclh altariff strll:time would allow imre (,it rol ower which ('ountrv would benefit froii
I '.S. 1an'iff concessions granted dlliring the Kenne'dv ronmid and future
internal ional trade negotiations. (('oninierce and lIlustry A,.soeiation (f New York World Ti ade Bulletin, vol. XIX, No. 25, j). 5, June
21. 11965.)
()ur preseilt un.onlditi olal most - favored-nat ion policy i ieds to be
s1ildied tllouzhlv ill view of tile iioveliecut ill various parts of tle
world toward
i'egional conn markets or free trade areas, a movemn ut we consider desirablee. It mayIbe found that fliprgnleralizationl
of U.S. tariff .oncessionls to all coulintries should not be automatic, particularly il stuch situations as that existing between the European
('oinmon Market and the associated African countries, or ill
other rela-
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tionslips of this kind, as they afteet producers of similar commodities
suIIt us those in laltin Anmeli'ca. (View of Senator Jacob K. Javits, in
Report of the Joint Economic Committee No. 965, 88th Cong., second
ses.j p. 24.)
.1/tcrnolbv opporlun;t,,s
Inl view of recent develojpiients iin the international economy, solie
of which could not he ailticil ated when the Unlited States adopted an
unVonditional MFN policy; and in view of the widespread erosion inl
the competitive eionoinic, benefits that were expected under a general
policy of nonliscrimination, what may the United States do to improve
its situatnohl in the international tuiadig worhl ? Four choices suggest
IhemIs. ves:
1. Continue the present unconditional MFN policy because of its eeonoinic benefits and its contribution to more harmonious international
relations but match it with a vigorous effort to reduce the ecoiionlic
cost of discriminatory preferences. This, ill fact, is the rat ionale of the
Kennedv round of (ATT negotiations.
.

Withdraw

unconditional

MEN treatment as now employed and

A

revert to a policy of condit ional applicabhilitv.
:3. Make use of exceptions permitted by G'ATT and negotiate toward
a free t rade area with one or more of our major trading partners.
4. Attempt to amend the GATT definition of a "free trade area"
inssh :1 way as to perilit new p'eferences intended to serve as a lever
to force further negotiation toward reduction of the level of discriniination by customs unions o1 other free trade areas.
1. CONTINUE TIlE PRESENT POLICY

The present system of nondiscrimination, widely accepted in
principle through' the GATT, has definite advantages t'or harmonious
international relations and would, in the absence of widespread ex(ceptions, yield equality of Opportunity with competitors for foreign
import markets. Its a ternative is a policy of discrimination, which
entrains certain undesirable effects, tile difficulties of which contribuited to the adoption of the unconditional principle by the United
States.
In contrast. to the disadvantages of tle conditional clause, listed
below, the unconditional clause offers certain advantages. Fi.st, as
stated by the Acting Chairman of the Tariff Commission. (Culbertson), in" a letter to the Secretary of State (Hughes) on December
14,1922:
No really satisfactory state of International relationships, no assured peace,
can be established until all countries feel secure in a guarantee of equality of
treatment in all the markets of importance throughout the world * * * The
unconditIonal form of the most-favored-nation clause is the simplest application
to coinilercial intercourse between nations of the equality-of-treatment principle
and tends powerfully to prevent discrimination against third countries and all

the Ill-feelIng, distrust, retaliation, and International friction incident thereto.'

Finally, lie states:
Thm, when all countries follow the unconditional most-favored-natIon practice,

equality of treatment is guaranteed generally and tendencies are set In motion

Ilapers Rela-tine to Foreign Reiatonq of the T'nited Sthtps (Washington: Government
'rinting Offlco. 19:2S). p. 124.
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contributing to commercial stability, simplicity, and unifornmlty of tariff rates,
mutual confidence, and international good will.'

The unconditional principle does, however, have drawbacks, such

as recognized exceptions to tile area of its application and the widesprad einplovyment of nontaritl trade barriers which mizy negate the
benefits anticipated under a nondiscriminatory tariff. Many nations

were forced during the depression, the war, aid postwar periods to
engage in barter and payments agreements and in quantitative restrictions on trade that tire not. consistent with the unconditional MFN
priciple. However, nondiscriminatory tariff bargaining still remains
the most. widely accepted basis for tariff negotiations. Indeed, in
GATT the nations have accepted the principle (in some ways the
obligation) to negotiate reductions in duty and to do so on a nondis-riminatory basis.
The tariff, itself, evolved as the dominant instrument of comninercial
policy and this factor, along with the appearance of additional trading nations on the scene, caused equality of treatment concerning
tariffs and interest in reducing the level of cities to become matters
of prime interest. These are, in the words of Professor Hawkins, the
two basic aims of commercial policy.3 Ile further observes:
To employ discrimination against high tariffs may at times seem iogivi.i and
Just, but It leads almost inevitably to a quagire of reci-proval di.,riniluitiins.
III fteling, and trade loss during protracted negotiations that iay only had back

to the status quo ante.'

Despite these advantages in principle tndithe fact that the United
States adopted the formal unconditional approach to nuike more
positive our iew p)olicy of nondiscrininat iol and to gain similar
treatment from others, its continuation must always hbe sibije't to
justification oi tie ground that it has yielded tie best benefit or that
it promises to do so in the future. Bit the policy, to le effective in
acconsishing this goal, iiiust be SUll)Orted with a several-pi'roged
attack on thei impact of commercial preferences ad(i discrininiatioAi
and of other policies and practices that work against open international markets, i mininnm being to-(a) Continue a deliberate effort to negotiate for further tariff reditions. Such a policy is consistent witi e.oItomic theory whlich
argues for the most efficient allocation of 'esourires, as determined Iv
the competitive minarket, but to many col'tries with nationalistic
aspirations and with hopes for rapid! ecoon
(
ie develolnient, this
may not be acceptable. 'I'his Pmticular alternative calls for ait extension of tile Trade Exlpansion Act of 1962, p~ossiblv anlended by
authority to place more items on the free list so that winitever progress
is made in the Kennedy round(can be continued.
(b) Work via GATT and international agencie.s; to reduce further
the use of nontariff trade barriers which negate the intended benefit
of the MIZN clause as it relates to tariff rates. This goal has already
been accepted iv (TT but its aeeomplislment depends on the witlingness and ability of contraetinr Inmrties to adhiere strictly to GAT'!
rules. It is to this extent a political anl econ)mie rather t'han a legal
problem. However, some narrowing of the basis for exceptions to the
Ibid.. P.125.
'Harry C. 11awkins, "Commercial Treaties and Agreements" (New York: Rinehart &
.I ..,1951). p. 71.
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GATT riles may have to be negotiated, if possible, to eliminate the
use of certain n4intariff trade barriers.
Suhli a negotiation may be difficult on two counts. Oin tile one hand,
26 countries (these inelule all the major trading nations) other than
tlhe United Stitles had accepted the discipline of article VIII of the
IMF by mid-1965.8 On the other, the United States, itself, emj)loys
nontarfff trade barriers, such as on lead, zinc. petroleuni, bee and
A'eal, wheat, and textiles. Other countries may properly object to
reducing theirs unless we reduce ours.
(e) take a firm position against exceptions to MFN on the grounds
of special arrangements with customs unions or free trade areas. This
question arises currently in relation to association with tile EE(',
whereby its membersn;ay obtain p. ferences in countries that are not
full members of the Comlulllity.

(d) Expand our series of treaties to take in countries not now eoyered by treaty or agreement.

As shown on -table II, the United States does not have commercial
treaties or agreements, and therefore does not enjoy as a matter
of right equality of treatment in opportunities to trade, with at least
30 countries. Most of these are small and relatively unimportant in
world trade, but together they take about 7 percent of total U.S. exports. 'Fihe most timportant ini our trading picture is Mexico, which
takes almost 4 percent of our total exports. Even without guaranteed
equality of treatment, however, the I nifted States is in many Cases a
princil;al supplier of the other country imports.
Most. of these countries are members of customns unions, or of free
trade areas or have other commitments that justify discriniut'ory

treatment under GATT rules: several are countries in tle Soviet

bloc: and most of them employ quantitative controls on imports from
the Inited States, so the nmnediate practical benefit that might be

anticipated is slight.

2. WITIiI)Ih\W UN('ONIiTIl)N.L MI.'N iOlIltY .\s NOW EMPL0OYED .ANI REVERIT

TO A PIC'riY (OF. CONDITIONAL Ai'.\i'A IIIrTY

This would put us in the position of opting for discrimination in

Tirade relations, a1primary objective of which is substantially to force
equality of treatment In international commercial opportunities.
Tiere have also been instances in which a discriminatory policy was
emnploy'ed, or threatened, in order to gain an advantage or to assure
that a*position would not Ie lost. Such was the Tariff Act of lS90,
which pla,'ed sugar, molas.es, coffee, tea, and hides on the free list hut

tave tile President the power to Jprotlaim Specifie'd penalty duties on

these Jprodu(ts when imported from any country imposing i unreason-

able duties on the. products of the I nited States. Similar autlority
is still available to the President under section 338 of the Tariff Act
of 19301. This section also enpowers the President to impose new
or additional cities on products of countries dis'erimiiati g unreasoiiably against tile commerce of the United States. The fact that
this authority has never been used suggests that there were and will

contime to 1w policy objeetims to doing so: that in the long run,

the advantage to he' gained by direct and harsh action may not be
as great as it would be by working out a more diplomatic resolution
&See fnotnote 15.
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III eolsidt'ri:ng a ret urn to it )oliV onve used and then abandoned, it
Ibehootves ti0etd%,*otlttes thereof to eX11hiill0 j)pst eXl)OrieIICe witLh the
policy. It his letter to the StmcretarV of State of December 14, 1922,
which apea)tls t) have had signilicaht t'rt'ct oni Senator Lodge, Secretary of State lughts, and President larding, and which iii t'oient
is also )apllitaletoday, Mr. Culbertson listed (lie following as Seliolls
tisadvant iiges to the conttlit ional ;oneept.9
It. imllies
t tilln It'live l)olivy of lar ahrgaining * * "Tariff bargiaining with other nations for concessions is lt best volli)plcatetd and
dililto nvIl Seldom , if ever, lprod itts r e 411lts w llit-1h Ire com mlensurate
w-lII lie illtital iol which it, ellgendtrs among excluded nat ions." ( For

1in indiel ion of Ilit complexity of bilateral bargaining of tariff Colt.

, I, ). 4.)
2. The liractitalv certain results is a Se'is of nites of dutv UP011
1lit'
sanio article dii'rinig Nwitl thlhe country of origin * * * "T
is
tXpeltsive to atnminis'ler and lends itself to'fraud." Moreover it means
(disVritintion against t't'tamil coutitri's in favor of others"', "antd the
Ir'sent is (t'trainlly no time to ifi'rrase the prejudice of foreigners
against. thl Illitt Sdt ates."
III suillinarv, oiltht' disadvantagets of the 'onditional clause, Mr.
('ullberlt soil states:
't.;oll., s.t't'
Se

The re-tll under tlis pIralvlet Is nhat
no mailh1 on eatlrth (ol ever Ie ertailli
tlhat its co.llnit're with any third mtion will not lieplaced tt a disadvantage
0 comlparetred wlh1i COMlli g coiutrie's. 'l'h' the
tndeny Is toward inequality oif
tr'atinnlt, complexity of tariff rales, vunteinhlal Instecurity, I1'rlit',lal ls.)ihih11
.ud inutual dlitrisl with tw onstll.itlent Inte'rnat intall III will mild miorer loress
i cIolnsistent ahttenjl it retalllin1ol1 by Injured countries.",
:1. MAKE 1'1sF 01' Ex('KI.'IONS
IT'IMI'II.) IlY I.Vr AND NFO(YI'I.VIT. 'IOWARDI) . F'ItE 'l.\)l. IllA..A WITII ONE O1 MOt501'O
OUR
1 M.JOl
TIDINGS l'.A\'I'NESl

'I'l'e is Ii oubtht that, l det)rt(Ission, Wo'l War It, and its afterfint h left. sears oi1
tile slysttI of international Comme1l
e, Slt'mh that tile
Trading weorhl today is. not that, contemplate a generation ago. The
disintegrat ion of emjnpire: the rise of lieW nat ions, whid tin no find l)oliv'ies thi art' lilt'le to major trading nations suitable for their own
neds and desires: the format ion of plreft'r(n(e areas which are certain
4)
lhan' a diver.sionary e'iet Oil tlie pattern and flow of trade--all afrtevt
lho tvpt of Irading world in which the United States must play its
Vole nd guard its interests.
Monovt'r, tht dithelthit's of ne,.otiating a widely acceptal)le set of
rules of CollIiiere ial policy antid ofpliting teeth ilto thetil11 tl0
elios latted It thoit GITT. It concedes nunerous exceptionls to the imnliediate application of accepted principles,1
and provides for n expansion
of exceptioiik t, the-t principle of nondiscrimination through the formatiol of customsli unions and free trade areas. Somi of t01 exeltiolis
allow for prefernees in favor of members that place outlsidt,'s at. a
signiticant. cometlite(ivo disadvantage.
Since the Tnited States cannot object to the development of custoiiis
unions and free trade ar eas because, of its commitment to .A'ITT andi,
aIside from that, may not wish to do so Ncalse of the political adval' Ibh..
121 1241.
I" . Pp.
t,,p12.5.
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tages to be gained from closer regional economic arrangements and the
economic benefit to be gained from faster growth and better allocation of world resources, its most effective attitude may be to attempt
to minimize the trade-diverting effects of preferences by negotiating
down the rates of duty. In addition, it might consider entering into
preferential arrangements, itself, that would not violate GAT'T. This
could be by participation in a customs union or a free trade area.
Such a step could be taken without violating our widespread MFN
commitments. As indicated earlier, article XXIV of the GA'T prorides that the agreement shall not prevent the formation of a customs
union of free tiade area between contracting parties as long as the
rates against outsiders are no more burdensome than they were before
the preference existed.
If such a step were to be taken, two advantages would be possil)le
from it: (1) A preferred position (relative to nonmemiers) in the
import market of the other member(s) of the free trade area, and (2)
the influence such another free trade area could bring to bear on those
now existing to negotiate further reductions in trade barriers a. a
means of minimizing the effect of preferences on a discriminatory basis.
In fact, one may observe that preferences and discrimination can tlitis
be powerful influences for moving toward regional free trade and
global freer trade. Wider use of preferences within regional areas
should induce nonmembers to be more willing to negotiate downward
in order to preserve a more competitive position in the preference area,
especially if it is an important market. This is what happened to the
United States, whose Trade Expansion Act of 1962 has as its prince
objective ai ill)roved access to the EEC, internal preferences of
which would be much les bearable if rates of duty of the common external tariff remain high.
What, then, are countries or areas that appear likely candidates for
a free trade area )artnership with the United States? One imeastre

is that they should be significant, as markets for each other-they for

our exports and we for theirs, otherwise gaining improved access

would not mean much. The following table shows some coinparisons
along this line:
CROSS-DEPENDENCE ON EXPORT MARKETS, 1963

Country or region
Canada ...... ..............
19 American Republics..........

LAFTA..................

CACM ...................
EEC
..........................
EFTA .........................
Japan .........................

Percent of U.S. Percent of exports
exports going to of other areas govig
other areas
to United States
20
i5

56
36

19
10
8

7
8
28

.(10) (1)

Source: Derived from direction of Trade (International Monetary Fund),
various monthly issues, 1964-65.

From the viewpoint of importance in each other's trade, the most
logical candidate would seem to be Canada, which takes about 20 percent of our total exports and sends some 56 percent of its exports to us.
Statistically and overall, so would the Latin American Republi's as a
group and Japan. However, the overall statistic is not adequate as an

I
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indication of the potential attractiveness of a free trade partner. Much
of the trade between two or a group of countries may already be free or
subject to very low tariffs. Moreover, the composition of trade and of
national production will influence the extent to which each major economic segment within each country will be affected by a lowering of
tariffs. Many American industries can already stand up against foreign
competition, even without a tariff, while others cannot do it, even with
the help of a tariff on imports.
A considerable amount of work has already been done on some of the
problems of a Canada-United States Free Trade Area. One suih
study 1 lists a number of operational and institutional proble.is the

.lution of which depends on choices made between alternative options.
A very important one of these is commodity coverage, inasmuch as by
GATT definition a free trade area is understood to mean a group of two
or more customs territories in which the duties anl other restrictive
regulations of comnierce * * * are eliminated on substantially all the
trade between the constituent territories on products originating in
Siuch territories.
Vie two key clauses liere aire el ilin inlt ion of (lilt i s and other rest ni,'tive regulations. and substantially all the trade. The first ineanls eventual free trade in all the products covered. The fact is, however, that exeelptions in conininodity coverage are not new to post-GATT free traide

arrangements between developed countries. Tfie EFTA, for exani)le,
excludes most basic agricultural and fishery products; its eventual friee
trade arraingenient. pertains substait inIly.to ind~ust rial goods. Anl ex-

remne is the United States-Canadian limited free trade agreement. on
a1utomobiles and automotive parts, accorded GATT waiver.

While this alternative could yield some advantages, as just mentioned, there are also important objection to it. ()e is the adverse
effet that would befall nonmember countries, Partiularlv those ltn-

alilfated with any discriminatory regional trading arrangement : they
would find some competitors favored in entering the United States and
the other member markets and may be in a weak bargaining position
to do anything about it. Another is the possible unwillingness of most
other countries to enter into such an arrangement with the United
States. There is widespread fear of U.S. competitive srength and there
could be expected to be opposition on the part of many foreign leaders
to submitting their economies to open competition with it in their home
markets.
4. ATTEMPT TO ATTEND CATT TO PERMIT TIE FORMA1ION Or PARTIAL FREE
TRADE AREAS

The rationale for this alternative is to create additional preferences
(or the threat thereof) that could be used as a bargaining device to ieduce the burden of other discriminatory arrangements.
If one of the obstacles to the formation of more free trade area
arrangements is unwillingness or inability on the part of some countries to abolish duties on substantliallv all their trade with other
designated countries, tCen the seond tiest arrangement my be the
Cnanada-inited State@ Free
n Canadian-American Committee. "A Possliio Plnn oo r
Tradp Aroa" fWa ington: National Planning Association. U.S.A.. and I'rIvate Planning

Association of C.,nada, 1965).
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partial elinmination of duties, itiutiiilI agreed but Ilst)o 2vw.ssilde to
others on it conditioml, Itegotitited basis. 'T'hti eul be 1evoml)li-het'd
by going fill tile way it) Zero oil it limited group of pI'odiwts, or b%
goJing part. way in tariff re(Ii.tions (i all products, and having either
iI'larra ellen oualify1 lly amenlel (G TT (hfillitioll, i's it limited or
partilI
In! tihetrade
eas area.
of redicing tariffs to zero on o(llV it limited IiIwllr of
prodiewts, the free trade are-a exeel)tiol to utn"'01li itional MIlN app)li'at loll ('ollid ho0ldw blalik(t (; AIIT authorit v if tle prod( 'ts eVIM'TiIL.

sy, M percent of the (ltia!ble

"ilijliort tr'1e(If' fite ('olltrm'"

l1en4-

lbers during it representative l)erio( were jiWOrlorated into a fie tra(le
tI I arralngelienit anid the 'veliluilI abolition of ditties fill(] otiier restri(tions pertaining thereto were definitely .so'hIl lP(ld
: o1' the anloilit
of dutiable tralde stili.ient to qualify efouldle .Il pervtent, or 75 perv(,lt0
perhaps of nonagricultural trade), or aniv giwi percentage less tih{m
s llstalntially 1all, is desirable assm fll%, tild the lat tel'.
Leaving it to the discretion of each,'(olliltrv is to irduiets to be
included il its "freed" list pr'eellts II complex problein of detailed
flegotiation in order to viel .satisfavlion to other '"otlntrics 1it)nny
proposed-ticross-thte-litord tive trade alrea. I'lle very lt'roliits
less-tlilt
Oelle 1111V desire to have freed bealluse of its export interest, tllotIel

1

Ima1y wish to protect from imntport ('om1pletitiont. le (itli('hulty ill either
case is in arriving at nuitually agreed aind worthwhile ol1(essiolis.
Perhaps a
pOllI)romise, to j)l'e(;lllde tile )'essrll(' for lllllerolls ill-

div'idual product exceptions, could be efle('ted b' lii'ilg any arrallgl(,Int
over no less than large segilielts or1 groili)s of p'odtluts, such is
sec(t ions of tile Standard Intermit ioumil Trade (hlassfiatioln (revised)
of the Internatioll Standard I n(lustrial (lassfiviation.
Another variation, of a limited free trade area would call for I!
diiin,.
tariffs in fii'or of the imenil e's across flhe board. of all prodlcs, bit by, say, 50 per('(nt rather thillloWIi
own t tZero. This lplOlposi{I

wit,
" sugge-ted by tit, L lOdon Economist (p. (,18) of Feltiriry li963.
Sll0je('t to three e0olidit ions
(it) The p)referl,(,Ii'(s 1ill lie estilished lIn redlletiolls ill tiiri trk
within the group iinid not (its with the ()ttaii preferelnces in I 932)
I v ilncIneUses for outsi(iers"
(b) tariff reluc('tionsliet w('enl Illeiilier eollillries of the group nilist
: 'lPly Ilniforild to fill their 1iiitll11l taritl's, an11d
1 lot selectiv('y oil)
t('iieos'll pI'odits: ill1]
(r) ('ollj)illlel,
ftl('ilities IIIIst lie oIf'ed to I liot
to (')If Ilpl.,

Ti this fourth alternative (all the wa

to zero (it

(if li'odliits, or1 pai't WaV ill ti'it reduti0ioil
5

fae((I with 'Qeguilizinig" 1illtisil as well

il

sides

lit'lrl'e(l

limited number
ductss,
l
ole is

its (olij)ete diserilninalio.
'll(' reason for doing so, its stated illove, WouiJ( lie to )erlilit the
develoelint.e of idditliolil pIrefeil('('s, ('oilditionaltl openi to all Its i
111irinliin g de'ice to stinuiate negotiation toward redileiig the level
of discriminalor, preferences in general.
There are, on the, other hand, arglltinents against suleh a prollosal.
One is that a narrowilin of the preference area, ol )'oduet ('overage,
reduces the stilililiis to I rade ereiat ion filid econnllic gri-otllh within the
arva: that. is, the iiore e'(oloic ailloca tion O M'esO(irees Ihliotlh the
shift ing of production from higher cost sources within the prefer(nee
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arelL to lower. However, alrt il progress may he Ilt lerI than none and,
since the Obljeetive is not so much to gain prefereix'es for their own sake
as to gain, greater eit|alit y in world trading opportunities, the means
may stand to be justified"by the end. lle meals is siibstantially the
same as if a. 'ountrv were to(desig.il a lig.,h ta ifl not in the expect at ion
of its wide its(.. lui as a barga ining weapon to gain concessions from
ot hers.
Another criticism of such a proposal is liat trade diversion (from
hose formerly enjoying \f FN Ireal ment to Ilhos now)preferred) imy
be greater tlhil trade (Ceatilo possibilities, wlhii are more eononle.
Still another objectiolt to partial |rediiction|s in the tariff itty be
(lit when tai-ls are reduced to zero ratie.r 1ian, saY, by .,0 pmecelt,
it signifies a more seaiotls Step iky gOverniiient, and this fma l Illeail More
assurance foil long-teiim2 investment. Partial re'lietiol does not provide t he same aSstia lle,.'
Aside from anyte
i0 or legal lrguilieint, such it proposal light.
also ha hard sledding (m lolitial irolinds. adllthere is always tile
danger that vontll i|(d (asemiients ill diseiplim,Iemay erode the foundatiolis of the GA '"'.
It, is aplpmrent that alternative 4 is not the uiost desirable one. However, it.slioul be considered its a lMssibility if it Ie4'oine iessa'llrv
,'
to
serve notice tliat lie U nited Stlates is unable to tolerate the blocking
of further progress toward a fer trading world by regional groups
eno
jofig substantial (liscrililatory preferene.q. Its employment
w;uld require a waive' from the provisions of the General Agreement
offITa Il ls an I Trade.
It fact, alternatives 31and 4 tire similar in intent, tle main difference
being their degree of conformity with present G.ATT provisions.
SUMMARY

1. Through its commercial policy, each nation is concerned with
(1) the protection it wishes to accord to its own industries or to its
economy, (2) the conditions of its access to foreign markets as compared to other outside suppliers, and (3) the protective obstacles it
must overcome in obtaining access to foreign markets, even though
these iml)edmnlts apply to all outsiders and are therefore nondiseriminatory.
2. The basis on which the concessions granted by one nation to another become available to more than the one recipient is a fundamental
aspect of commercial police. Should they be given only in exchange
for concessions identical or equal to those offered bly the first recilpient.
This is called "conditional" most-favored-nation treatment. Or should
they be offered to others without requiring a ineasum le and directly
related quid plto quo. Tbis is called unconditionall" most-favorednation treatment, biut there may be a condition: that each country
receiving the concession (s) itself pass along to the country granting
the concession(s) and to all others following similar lieral policies
the same benefits as it grants to its owni most-favored-trading
partnerss.
2,'or a dis .sion of partial versus com)letib diserlmin ition, see I ili l'rlik.
E:urol,,,an common Mairket" (New York: Fredierhuk A. 'raeger, mew., 19111), pp. 13:1

"The

17.
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3. In its first commercial treaty, with France in 1778, the United
States sought to be assured of nondiscrimination at that time and ill
the future. Ill this treaty, the "conditional" interpretation of MFN
was specified; it became, and remained, U.S. policy for over 140 yealrs.

4.The United States abandoned its conditional policy and adopted
the unconditional application of most-favored-nation treatment ill
1923. By virtue of its single-coluinn tariff, and with the exeception
of preferences accorded to the Philippines and the special dut-y-free
arrangement pertaining to automobiles and automotive parts imported
from Canada, all countries outside the Soviet bloc (excluding Yugoslavia and Poland) receive equal opportunity for access to tle U.S.
market.
5. A number of nontariff barriers appeared following the economic
and sial pressures of World War I, the depresion and World War
11. These tended effectively to relegate the tariff to an inferior position as an instrument of commercial policy.
6. Anticipating the formation of a generally nondiscriminatory
postwar trading world, the General Agiement on Taritfs and 'Ttrade,
which became effective in 1947, provided in principle for the nondiscriminatory application of all trade barri(,rs, for the gradual elinmination of nontariff trade barriers, and for thie restoration of the t4ariff
as the principal policy regulator of trade patterns.
7. 1o acconnodate the demand for increased economic interdiependence and wider marketing opportunities, the GATT provides
that preferences arising from customs unions ind free trade areas are
acceptable as derogations from the unconditional MFN principle.
However, these preferences, which arose through the elimination of
duties on a geographic basis, were not necessarily directed against

outsiders; they were necessary to bring about free trade and increased
marketing opportunities within regions. The GATT provides for
their possible minimization by the process of negotiated reduction of
rates of duty applicable against nonmembers.
8. in the 19O's when the United States adopted its policy of
unconditional MfFN, territorial exceptions to the principal of equality
of treatment were of relatively minor importance. They generallyr
Involved smaller economies or contiguous territories that, were not

important markets for U.S. products and, in some cases, (lid not

bid fair to be so. In the postwar period, however, prefenices based

on membership in customs unions and free trade areas have involved
many of the major markets of the world and, indeed, some of the
United States' most important export markets. Furthermore, the
preferences given have favored sonic of our strongest competitors.
9. It is not possible to measure statistically the impact on U.S.
exports of prm rerences based on customs union and free trade area

obligations. However, it is in the U.S. interest to reduce the level of
discrimination against it.
10. Alternative choices open to the United States are:
(a) Continue present policy, but, support it. with a vigorous
program to reduce the burden of accepted discrimination.
(b) Abolish the unconditional concept and return to a policy
of conditional most-favored-nation treatment.
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(c) Make use of GATT exceptions to MFN treatment to gain

preferred po.sitions which can their be negotiated away for the

price of equality or.something (lose to it.
(d) Attempt to amend tIGATT definition of a free trade area
to make their formation easier, enter into one, and use the preferences arising therefrom as a lever to encourage further negotiation toward reduction of the level of discrimination by other free
trade arels or bystormss unions.
11. The present. inconditional 3MFN policy was adopted because
of elange competitive and trading positions following I orlI War I
and in order to obviate some of the inconsistencies and disadvantages
relating to employment of a conditional MFN policy.
12. Withdrawal of the tinvonditional principle as it. applies in 01r
present treaties andl agreements would mean abandoning the principal
postulate of GAT--that of nond iscrimination. It would mean tile
abandonment of GATT, itself, as an institution in international e'.nomic relat ions and as ain instrument to rat ioltalize t'otii'ercial policies
between nations. It would defhniteiv set in motion a series of demands
by ninny count ries for "compensatim" to offset any loss ill (pport ullitv
Ihev nay feel they will suffer. A practically certain rest would be the
witddrawal by some of concessions they have given us over the past
few decades.%
13. The 6iited States can hardly object to customs unions and free
trade areas because of our commitment to GATT and aside from that
may not wish to do so because of tihe political advantages to be gained
from closer regional economic arrangements and because of the econotic benefit to be gained from faster growth and better allocation
of world resources. Our most effective attitude may ie to attempt to
minimize the effects of preferences by negotiating 1lown their tariffs.
An alternative Woulh, be to strive fo)r some Meaningful Ipreferences,
oillrs]eves, that would not violate (A IrI'. This could be by participate ion
ima customs union or a free trade area.
14. If such a step as participation, in a free trade area were it) be
taken, two direct. a(hantages would accrue: (1) a preferred position
(relative to nonmenibers) mu the import market of tIhe other memIler(s)
of the free trade area. and (2) the intiluimee such another free trade
area might. bring to beai' on thosenow existing to negotiate further
reductions in trade barriers as a means of minimizing the effect of
preferences on a dis(riltmilatory baisis. In fact, one may observe that
preferences and discrimination'can be powerful influences for moving
toward regional free trade and global freer trade. In addit ion to direct
economic advantages, certain arrangements could also yield indirect
political advantages.
15. Because it would involve discrimination on the part of tile
Ignited States, the largest trading nation in the world, recourse to
alternatives c and d would apl ar desirable only if it becomes neces.
sarV to serve notice that. the united States is unable to tolerate the

blocking of further progress toward a freer trading world, which
is the most satisfactory' way of offsetting the effects of discriminatory
preferences by regional trying groups.
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STATEMENT
SH!ORTCOMIN(;S IN APPLICABIE STATUTES

A serious legislative oversight in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 is
tile omission of a provision for practical aid in the form of an iml)01t
quota for industries like the se-rvice tools industry vhich have een
Seriously injured by imporls and in which a substantial nuimber of
American jobs have been lost. Applications for escape and relief from
serious (damage under various laws have been filed by numerous injured industries, but only a negligible number ha:e brought any
results.
Accordingly, quotas based on reasonable U.S. market plarticil)ation
are, the only practical remedy to be applied in such cases. We, therefore, respectfully suggest and urge that the Committee on Finance of
the U.S. Senate'make every effort to see that such a quota provision
be included in any new version of tile ITrade Expan.ion Act which
may he presented to Congress at any time in the future. We recommehd that such a quota provision require that an embargo be placed
on imports of products manufactured by an injured industry when
imports have exceeded certain reasonable'lercentages based upon past
years experience
of the consumption of the product in the United
States.
TilE NEGOTIATING PROCESS AND AD H1OC TRADE AGREEMENTS

We respectfully submit that the m-nanner in which tariff negotiations
anl trade agreements has been carried on I)v GATT under the Trade
Expansion Act have been unfair to domestic producers. Both negotiations and trade agreements have been reacted in an atmosphere
of secrecy. Representatives of industries affected have not been permitted to participate in the negotiating or agreement sessions and have
had no voice in the proceedings. We respectfully reconmend and urge
that the Finance Committee of the I T.S. Senate make every effort to
include a provision in any new version of tile Trade Exlnsion Act
introduced in C'ongr,,, which would require adequlte lel)rcsentation
of dometic industries on all negotiating panels acting for the United
States at international trade negotiations and trade agreement sessioits.
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Safeguards should in'eliide a provision in tile hiw for Congress to
reverse tile agreements negotiated by tle U.S. negotiators when tile
agreements are clearly contrary to the intent of Congres ill granting
the power to negotiate tariff reductions. For example, we do not believe it. was the intent of Congress in the Kennedy round that almost
all U.S. duties should have been cut the full 50 percent while redtictions of other countries did not equal U.S. reductions within any
reasonable interpretation of the word "reciprocal" reductions. Nontariff barriers continue. In the case of handtools, while our tar iffs were
reduced the full 50 percent on all items except slip joint pliers for imiports from all countries, reciprocal reductions of less than 501 perv'em
on handtools were obtained only from Iceland, New Zealand, and

Canada.

HOLE OF TlE

TI'RI

COMMISSION

While appeals for escape and relief filed with the ".S. Tariff ('onmission on behalf of industries injured by imports have Iheen handled
ettiviently by U.S. Tariff ('ommission ler'sohiel, it has he.oine evident
that. the Ta'riff Commission operates more like an arm of the While
House than as an independent agency. As muentioned above, an almost
negligible number of industries for which appeals for relief have teen
filed ave received any relief. In til ease of the domestic wood :'frew
industry, which has lost more than 54 percent of the U.S. market to
imports, three such appeals were filed. None of them brought aiy relief whatsoever. We, therefore, respect fully recommend aild urge'that
steps be taken to amend governing laws to provide for the operation
of the U.S. Tariff Commission as a more independent nonpoitical
agency of the Government and administered by ('ommissionems appointed by Congress.
CUSTOMS ADMINISTIRATION

While, in general, the administration of customs regulations is
handled efficiently, we respectfully submit that there are two areas
in which investigating and policing could be handled more speedily
and effectively:
(1) Violations of customs marking regulations.
(2) Dumping of foreign products in the .nited States.
Regarding the first, current customs regulations require that all imported products stscel )tilble of marking must be plainly and conspicuously marked with the country of origin. These regulations also
provide that containers of imported products which reach the ultimate
consumer must be marked with the country of origin of (ontents.
However, upon tile basis of informatiion received from reliable
sources, handtools, including socket wrnehes and components,
,ar
being shipped from Puerto Rico to Philadelphia, Pa., in bulk packed
in cardboard cartons 2 by 2 feet. The outside of each carton is stamped
"Made in Japan." In the cartons are socket wrenches anti other tools
packed six to a plastic bag. On none of the tools is the marking "Made
in ,a pan" as required by customs marking regulations. It is also reported by reliable sources that these tools in plastic bags unmark,,d
with the country of origin are transferred I to small plastic toolboxes
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which are resold in ilhe 'nited States with no marking whatever on the
Iox to indicate the country of origin. Reports persist that this apparent violation of customs regulations is continuiing despite the fact thatthe matter has been investigated by the U.S. Customs' iureall.
We respectfully sulmit that in fairness to U.S. producers who are

servingg all ethical marking requirements, customs

1

'ocedures should

be revamped inuuediately to provide for prouipt corrective action in
cases involving violations of this kind.
Regarding the second item referred to above, it is obvious that io
etffective adininistiVtion to curtail antidunping of foreign products

on the U.S. market can be carried on unless the present antiduinping
law is completely revamped to provide for the immediate eliminatioi

of dmunping practices in all cases where dumping actually exists, even
when such dumping applies to one or o1'a a few iteins in a product line.
To the best of our knowledge, only an ahnost negligible percentage of
duinping complaints filed with tie ('ustoms Bureau to (late hiave icsulted in any corrective action by U.S. customs authorities.
According to the Anti-Dupnplg Act of 1921, dumnping exists when

foreign merchandise is considered to be sold at less than fair value, for
example, when the net f.o.b. factory price for exportation to the United
States is less than the net f.o.b. factory price to Iurchaseis in the home
market, or where appropriate, to purchasers in other countries, after
due allowance is made for differences in quantity and circumstances of
sale. We respectfully urge, therefore, that the committee on Finance
of the U.S. Senate sponsor and support such legislation as would insure prompt corrective action where duniping actually and literally
occurs within the meaning of the above definition.
TIE PROSPECTS FOR EXPORTS AND IMORTs OVER THlE NEXT DECADE

Unfortunately, due to the substantially higher labor costs paid by
domestic producers of service tools and many threaded metal products
running in the neighborhood of $2.91 average hourly earnings as conipared to 54 cents per hour for wages and fringe benefits paid in Japan,
(the principal exporter of hand tools to the United Statee) and appreciably lower wages paid in other foreign countries, our domestic tool
and threaded products producers have been unable successfully to export any appreciable quantities of such products to foreign countries.
Tlhe prospects, therefore, are for virtually no rise in exports of tha
above products by U.S. producers in the future, but a continued increase in imports of the same into the United States.
TIlE OATT AS AN INSTRUMENT FOR ASSURING EXPANDED WORLD TRADE ON A

RECIPROCAL NONDISCRI3MINA7TNO BASIS

To date the GATT has done nothing but Increase injury to many
small 'domestic industries producing service tools, threaded fastening
products, such as screws, bolts, nuts, rivets, bright wire goods, including gate hooks and eyes, screw eyes, etc.; also power-actuated
tools and many other products on which U.S. import duties have
been lowered. As indicated above; due to the higher wage coAts and
fringe benefits to employees of American plants, it is virtually impossible for domestic producers of service tools and numerous threaded
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products to export to other countries. To date, reciprocal trade agreeitients with foreign countries have only had the effect of increasing
imports of such products into the United States and compounding
injury already sustained by such small producing domestic industries.
VALUWATIO

OF IMPORTED OODS

1Whlien import values are based on foreign value without insurance
and ocean freight, such values do.ilt accurately reflect the value of
ierehandise being shippxd into the United States hi coin petition with

domestic products. It has been estimated that ocean freight and insuraMnce amount to from 10 to 15 percent of the total cost of shipping
products from abroad to the United States of America. Therefore, if
the total imports were, say in 1965 $20 billion, 15 percent of this

amount, including ocean freight and insurance, would be. $3 billion,
or a total of $23 billion imports instead of $Wbillion. Accordingly, in
order to give a true and just picture of the import situation, we respectfully suggest and urge that. the Finauing Committee of the U.S.
Senate give full support to :Senate Joint Resolution 115 introduced by
Senator Everett, M. l)irk.nl and make every possible effort to have
legislation enacted which would require that all Government import
statistics be based on cost,'insurance, and freight of imports entering
I
this country.
This statement is respectfully submitted on behalf of the domestic
manufacturers whose names and addresses appear on the list attached
to this statement.

LIST OF SERI CEF.
TOLS 31ANUFACTURtERS

A.&E. Manufacturing Co., Racize Wis.
Advertising Metal- Display Co., Iem Line Division, Chicago, Ill.
Apeo Mossherg Co., Attfeboro, Mass.

I

Apex Machine &Tool Co., Davton, Ohio
Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, IJL.
Baltimore Tool Works, Baltimore, Md.
Bergman Tool Manufacturing Co., Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.
Boker Manufacturing Co., Subsidiary of New Britain Mtaehine Co.,
Maplewood, N.J.
The Bridgepoit Hardware Manufacturing Division, Crescent Niagara
Corp., Bridgeport, Conn.
C. &G. Wheel Puller Co., Inc., Scio, N.Y.
Cameron Manufacturing Corp., Emporium, Pa.
Chamielhwck, Inc., Mlea&iille,IPa.
Cleco Division, Reed International, Inc., Houston, Tex.
Cornwell Quality Tools Co., Mogadore, Ohio
Crescent Niagara Corp., Buffalo, N.Y.
Crescent Tool Division, Crescent Niagara Corp., Jamestown, N.Y.
l)iamond Tool &Horseshoe Co., Duluth, Minn.
Dowley Manufacturing, Inc., Saring Harbor, Mich.
C. Drew &Co., Inc., Kingston, Mass.
I)uplex Manufacturing Corp., Fort Smith, Ark.

Duro Metal Products Co., Chicago, Ill.

a
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oIt(laillh Industries, lne.,
Cleveland, Ohio
Fleet Tool Corp., Schiller Park, Ill.
The Forsberg Manufacturing Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Jo-Line Tools, Inc., South Gate. Calif.
Ken To)l Manufacturing Co., Akron, Ohio
Kennedy Manufacturing Co., Van Wert, Ohio
Mathias Klein &Sons, Chicago, Ill.
McKaig-lHateh, )ivision of Tasa ('oal Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Metal Box &Cabinet Corp., Chicago, Ill.
Midwest Tool &Cutlerv Co., Inc., Sturgis, Mich.
Milbar Corp., Cleveland, Ohio
Millers Falls Co., Greenfield, Mass.
Mooie I)rop Forging Co., S)ringfield, Mass.
New Britain Machine Co., New Britain, Conn.
Nuela Manufacturing Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
Fairmount Tool & Forging. Division of

C. S. Osborne Co., Harrison, N.J.

Owatonna Tool Co., Owatonna.Minn.

P &C Tool Co., Portland, Oreg.
Park Manufacturing Co., Grant Pork, Ill.
Parker Manufacturing Co., Worcester. Mass.
Petersen Manufacturing Co., Inc., DeWitt, Nebr.
I1.K. Porter, Inc., Somerville, Mass.
Proto Tool Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
The Quality Tools Corp., New Wilmington, Pa.
Reed &Prince Manufacturing Co., Worcester, Mass.
S-K Wayne Tool Co., Subsidiary of Symington-Wayne Corp., Chicagog ll.
Snap-On Tools Corp., Kenosha Wis.
Stanley Tools, Division of the Stanley Works, New Britain, Conn.
Stevens Walden, Inc., Worcester, Mass.
Stream Line Tools, Inc., Conover N.C.
P. A. Sturtevant Co., Addison, Ill.
Superior Tool Co., Cleveland, Ohio
Thorsen Manufacturing Co., Oakland, Calif.
Torque Controls, Inc., South El Monte, Calif.
Union Steel Chest Cor., LeRoy, N.Y.
lTpson Bros Inc., Rochiester N.Y.

Utica Tool &o., Inc., Orangefbirg, S.C.

Vaco Products Co., Chicago, Ill.
Vaughan &Bushnell Manufacturing Co., Hebron, Ill.
Vlchek Tool Co., Cleveland Ohio
Waterloo Industries, Inc., Waterloo, Iowa
Wilde Tool Co., Inc., Hiawatha, Kans.
J. H. Williams &Co., Buffalo, R.Y.
J. Wiss &Sons Co., Newark, N.J.
Wright Tool & Forge Co., Barberton, Ohio
Xcelite, Inc., Orchard Park, N.Y.

LIST OF VISE MANUFACTUmERs
Columbian Vise &Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio
The Erie Tool Works, Erie, Pa.
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Milwaukee Tool &Eqpaipmnent Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Morgan Vise Co., Chicago. Ill.
Parker Vise Division, Union Manufacturing Co., New Britain, Conn.
Reed Manufacturing Co., Erie, Pa.
Ttho Ridge Tool Co., Elyria, Ohio
The L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.
W1 ilton Tool Division, Wilton Corp., Schiller Park, Ill.
LIST OF PIPE TOOL MANUFACTURERS

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., Chicago, Ill.
Collins Machinery Corp., Monterey Park, Calif.
The Erie Tool Works, Erie, Pa.
Tie Oster Manufacturing Co., Wickliffe, Ohio
Reed Manufacturing Co., Erie, Pa.
The Ridge Tool Co., Erie, Pa.
Nve Tool Division, Symington-Wayne Corp., Chicago, Ill.
T;ledo-Beaver Tools, Inc., Toledo, Ohio
LIST OF LEVEL MANUFACTURERS

Colunhian Vise & Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Exa't Level & 'fool Manufacturina Co., Inc., High Bridge, N.J.
Mayes Bros. Tool Manufacturing &o..
Inc., Johnson City, Tenn.
Port Austin Level & Tool Manufacturing Co., Port Austin, Mich.
Stanley Tools, Division of the Stanley Works, New Britain, Conn.
LIST OF POWI)EII-AC'IATED TOOL MAXUFACTVRERS

AMMO-'S.Ml Fastener Co., )ivision of United Shoe Machinery
Corp.. Shelton, Conn.
Onmark Industries, Inc., Portland, Oreg.
Ramset Operations, Winehester-Western Division, Olin Mathieson
Chemical Corp., New Haven, Conn.
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp., New Haven, Cornn.
Remington Arms Co., Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

Speed Fastener, Inc., St. Louis. Mo.
Star Expansion Inlustries Corp., Mountainville, N.Y.
LIST OF SCREW AND NUT MANUFACTURERS

American Screw Co., W ytheville Va.

Anchor Fasteners, Division of Buell Industries, Inc., Waterbury,
Conn.
Atlantic Screw Works, Inc., Hartford, Conn.
The Blake & Johnson Co., Waterville, Conn.
Camear Screw & Manufacturing Co., a Textron Division, Rockford,
Ill.
Central Screw Co., Chicago, Ill.
Continental Screw Co., New Bedford, Mass.

Eaton Yale & Towne, Inc.. Reliance Division, Massillon, Ohio
Elco Tool & Screw Corp., Rockford, Ill.
Everlock Chicago, Inc., Lathnp Village, Detroit. Mich.
Great Lakes Screw Corp., Chicago, Ill.
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H. M. Harper Co. Morton Grove, 11.

Harvey Hubbell, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.
Illinois Tool Works, Inc., Chicago, Ill.
International Screw Co., Detroit, Mich.
Midland Screw Corp., Chicago, Ill.
National Lock Co., Rockford, Ill.
Pawtucket Screw Co., Pawtucket, R.I.
Allied Products Corp., Pheoll Manufacturing Co. Division, ('uicago,
Ill.
Pioneer Screw &Nut Co., Elkgrove, Ill.
Reed & Prince Manufacturing Co., Worcester, Mass.
Screw & Bolt Corp. of America, Southington Plant, Southington,
Conn.
Southern Screw Co., Statesville, N.C.
United Screw &Bolt Cor., Chicago, Ill.
Universal Screw Co., MSL Industries-Fastener Group, Franklin Park,
Ill.
Whitney Screw Co., Nashua, N.H.
LIST OF CAP SCREW MANUFACTURERS

The American Screw Products Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
E. W. Ferry Screw Products Co., Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
Fer Ca &Set Screw Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
The H. I. Harper Co., Morton Grove Ill.
Kerr-Lakeside Industries Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
Lake Erie Screw Corp., Cleveland, Ohio.
National Lock Co., Rockford, Ill.
The Win. H. Ottemiller Co., York, Pa.
Allied Products Corp., Pheoll Manufacturing Co. Division, Chicago,
Ill.
Reed &Prince Manufacturing Co., Worcester, .fass.
United Screw &Bolt Corp., Cleveland, Ohio.
LIST OF SOCKET scREw rnoDucTs MANUFACTURERS
Allen Manufacturing Co., Hartford, Conn.

American Chain & Cable Co., Inc., Bristol Socket Screw Division,
Waterbury, Conn.
Holo-Krome Co., Hartford, Conn.

Mac-it Parts Co., Lancaster, Pa.
George W. Moore, Inc., Waltham, Mas.s.
Safety Socket Screw Corp., Chicago, Ill.
Set Screw & Manufacturing Co., Bartlett, Ill.
Standard Pressed Steel Co., Jenkintown, Pa.
The Standard Screw Co., Bellwood, Ill.
LIST OF AIRCRAFT LO('KNUT MANUFACTURERS

Boots Aircraft Nut Division, Townsend Co., Norwalk, Conn.
Elastic Stop Nut Corp. of America, Union, N.J.
Kaiynar Manufacturing Co., Inc., Fullerton, Calif.
'SICorp., Pasadena, (0if.
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LIST OF TUBUlAR AND SPLIT RIVET MANUFACTURERS

Aluminum ('o. of America, Lancaster, Pa.
American Rivet Co., Inc., Franklin Park, Ill.
Chicago Rivet, &Machine Co., Bellwood, Ill.
Miami Rivet Co., Miami, Fla.
Milford Rivet &Machine Co., Milford, Coun.
National Rivet &Manufacturing Co., Waupun, Wis.
.J.L. Thoinsin Rivet &Machine Co., Waltham, Mass.
Townsend Co., Beaver Falls, Pa.
Tubular Rivet. &Stud divisionn of Townsend Co., Braintree, Mass.
LST OF RIG HT WIRE G IDS MANUFACTURERS

M.S. Brooks & Sons, Ine., ('hester, Conn.
The Gerwin Corp., Michigan City, Ind.
If indlev Manufacturing Co., Cumberland, R.I.

Chase. 0.Larson Co., Sterling, Ill.

Lawrence Bros., Sterling, Il.
Merrill Manufacturing Corp., Merrill, Wis.
The Washburn Co., Worcester, Mass.
AUTOMOBILE MfA.NUFACTU"RERs ASSOCIATION, INC.,

ion. RUSS.,L B. Lox,

Wa8hington, D.C.

Chuidrmnu, Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate,
l1tash;ngton,D.C.
DFAR SENATOR LoNo: This letter is in response to the invitation extended to interested parties on September 27, 1967, to submit written
statements to the Senate Finance Committee on U.S. foreign trade
policies.
The American automobile manufacturing industry has, as a matter
of general policy, consistently supported efforts to lower barriers to
international trade on the basis olf reciprocity. This policy rests fundamentally on our belief that the principles of competition are as valid
in world markets as in our domestic market.
We believe that the agreement reached during the Kennedy round
negotiations for the reciprocal reduction of tarifs on passenger cars is
another step in the right direction. It can be fully effective, however,
only when the many nontariff barriers to the export of automobiles
from the United States are removed. The industry has repeatedly
called attention to this need. To this end, the "supplemental agreement" includes a proposal for the reduction of road taxes in Belgium,
France, and Italy wiich discriminate against U.S. cars. This has the
full support of our industry.
In the past, trade restrictionism did not work to the advantage of the
American people. The old restrictionist policies encouraged protectionist retaliation and economic nationalism in other countries. On the
other hand, the trade policies which have been in effect since the mid1930's have significantly contributed to the growth of the American
economy and the economies of other nations of the free world.
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Trade must, of course, be a two-way. street. More determined efforts
are ne ssary to remove restrictive policies and practices affecting U.S.
exports to and investments in other countries. Similarly, problems of
particular American industries should, we believe, be deav1t with in a
way compatible with the continued expansion of world trade.
WVe are bringing up to date an. industry policy statement on trade
matters which describes in greater detail tie industry's position on
particular
Sincsubjects.
erely y ours,
i o%.s C.
C.MAN..
M N .
Tuo3.~s
FEDiEs .Assoil.VriOx, SItBF. M.oC\-NF,EXE(UTIvE SEV'ET.lW-TlI:.s1rIil

STATEMENT (IF TIE N ,TION.L LIVESTOCK
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Prehfce.
A Need for Review.
The Negotiating Process and1(. Ad floe Trade Agreenents.
Shortcomings in Applicahle Statutes.
Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
Trade Agreements Extension Act.
Antidumping Act.
Countervailing Duties Law.
Customs Valuation-Customs Simplification Act of 1956.
Export Control Act of 1959.
Improper Reporting of Trade Statistics.
Case For Retaliation Bv Other Countries.
Kennedy Round Negotiations Gain Nothing for .S. Agriculture.
Effect of Kennedy Round on Livestock and Meat.
Tariff Colnnissio'n-Tariff Act of 1930.
Conclusion.
PIEFACE

In response to the chairman's annoUlnement on Septenber 27, 1967,
we are pleased to submit this statement as the contribution of the
National Livestock Feeders Association to the conpendium of papers

on the legislative oversight review of U.S. trade policies. We understand the compendium is to form the basis for a public hearing at a

later date at which time it will be possible to make oral presentation.
1,No attempt has been made to comment on all of the areas which
were indicated as possible guidelines in the preparation of statements. Instead, we have confined the views and comments of this
association to the several particular subjects listed in the accompanying index.
It is our firm belief that a thorough review of the It.S. trade polioies and practices is of the utmost importance to domestic industry.
Furthermore, it is our sincere conviction that the United States must
alter its course with respect to foreign trade and take a far more firm
position for the benefit of U.S. industry, its citizens, and taxpayers.
We compliment the chairman and the Committee on Finance for
this step toward a more realistic approach to foreign trade policies
and practices.
Respectfully submitted.

Do,.% F.

MAGDA~N-Z,

E ',renthi e ,Ser ,,ofr T rensfire r.

i
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REVIEW

(IF

'RAIME

POLICICIES (IF-T1E INITE) ST.1TES

A NEED Foi REVIEW

One of the grave injustices of the day is the derogatory labeling
as "protectionists all who raise their voices in opposition to any part
of current U.S. foreign trade policy and/or methods of trade nerotiation. Such persons, firms, and grou'jps have been castigated by officials
in the executive branch of our Federal Government and bvmanv at
our academic institutions, and have been amu*d of being "i.solationists."
Any spokesman who urges, or even suggests, that the interest of U.S.
agriculture and business should he given top priority in fore ign trade
negotiations is scorned by "trade theorists* and cast into the "fiery
furnace of protectionism!'
The true facts of the case are that many who are labeled as being
"protectionists, because of their support. of domestic interests, are
not "isolationists" in any sense of the word; but rather, are dedicated
to expandiing world trade. They have not abandoned free trade as a
goal in a fair and truly competitive world marketplace; but they
realize that such marketplace conditions do not exist and, therefore,
today)s foreign trade negotiations and agreements must be subject to

the overriding criteria of assuring true reciprocity and adequate protection for U.S. industries.
The almost complete disregard of American business interests by
administrative officials of the U.S. Government responsible for trade
negotiations is a mystery in the eyes of other nations of the world.
They view as unbelievable, and certainly unexplainable, the willing-

ness of U.S. block."
officials to place American agriculture and business on
the "trading
Most other nations in the world diligently watch over the welfare
of their domestic industries at the bargaining table. Failure of U.S.

officials to do likewise erodes respect for our country and its representatives.
In a recent speech, Hon. William M.Roth, Special Presidential Representative for Trade Negotiations, likened the foreign arena to that
of domestic trade among the States.' Such naivete is unbecoming an
official in this high position and, in fact, is downright alarming.
Reciprocity, and similar trade and operat ing conditions that go with
it, are everwlay facts among the States: Federal law demands and
assures said conditions for each individual State. No such statutory
umbrella, and environmental circumstances, govern the arena of inter-

national trade. In fact, as far as V.S. industries are concerned. nelro-

tinting officials have made a shambles of congressional intent to estab-

lish reciprocity as a requirement of every trade agreement. by inaet ivating the protective effects of trade legislation for domestic industries
and exaggerating those provisions which benefit importers of goods

produced in foreign nations.
Why should anyone-and above all. our own Government-be apologetie or nealectfl in working for the good of U.S. agriculture and
business? This is the unmitigated responsibility of our Government
and, in our opinion, to do otherwise is a dereliction of duty.
' October $I.1967. before the World Affairs Committee, Export-Import Committee of

the Greater Detroit Board of Commerce.
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Tlie National Livestoc-k Feeders Asociation, irrespective of the
severe criticism leveled at it by high Government officials and others.
inakes no apology for working in the best interest of its nenihers and
will continue to (o so.

The asosciation is encouraged by the move on the part of the Senate

Finance Committee to question tle claim of the executive branch, via

administrative fiat, to eminent domain in the area of foreign trade, and
to open the door undauntedly to this highly charged arena in an
attempt to ferret out "the legislative oversight of the administration
of 1'.S. customs, tariff, and trade leJislation."
We highly commend the committee for this undertaking.

TIlE NEOOTIATINO PROCESS AND AD 1OC TRADE .AREEMIENTS

National Livestock Feeders Association members are gravely concerned over the general policy which has guided 1.S. trade negotiations during recent years and. particularly, vith die employment of
trade concessions as an international relations tool. This use of trade
agreements. in our opinion, has led to an utter disregard for the health.
and well-being of domestic industries and has divorced trade negotiations froma sound basis ineconomics.
Government officials who participate in trade negotiations do. in
effect, represent. American agriculture and business. This rightfully
should be a partisan representation, rather than for its primary base
to one of international relations.
The Congress recognized this problem when it created the Office of
tile Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, at. the Cabinet
level, in the 1962 Trade Expansion Act. Unfortunately, however, the
necessity to rely upon State Department personnel in the actual negotiating process, plus the overriding influence of State Department orientation and international relations philosophy, has resulted in the Office
becoming,
for all practical purposes, merely an extension of the State
Department.

international relations and economics often do not inix with any
more compatibility than do oil and water, and as long as the State Department is intimately involved in trade negotiations, international
relations will be given overriding consideration.
A businessman does not send his public relations director out to
negotiate purchase or sales contnets. Likewise. a nation should not
put. the responsibility for -trade negotiations in the hands of its public
relations department.
Trade negotiation responsibilities should be
taken completely out of the hands of the U.S. Department of State.
We recommend that the Office of the Special Representative for
Trade Negotiations be given overall coordination responsibility in this
lTnportant area, as per eongre&sional intent in the 1962 act; and that the
negotiating teams be made up of the Foreign Agricultural Service of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Department of Commerce, backed up by representatives of agriculture and industry.
U.S. industries should e extended the privilege of contriluting to
the process of negotation, which privilege is extended to domestic industries in other countries. During the-negotiations on meat agreements with Auralia and New Zealand during early 1964, representatives of this association tried in vain to obtain permission to sit in on
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it. least the preliminary roiundIs. This was flatly denied; yet, industry
representatives of the other nations were present and assisted their

official negotiators.
r(de agreements negotiated in recent years have failed miserably
in their reciprocal arrangements for U.S. industries. Most industries
in this country have been forced to compete with whatever products,
and in whatever volume, any other country of the world decided to send
here; whereas, the firms in these same industries have been, and still
are, faced with insurmountable obstacles in the formi of tariff and nontariff barriers in trying to sell their products abroad.
We respectfully suggest that the ('ongress should proceed to initiate
and pass legislation with sufficiently strict reciprocity provisions to
make it impossible for the executive to negotiate other than truly reciprocal agreements.
SlORIrvoMIN(;S IN APPLICABLE STATUTES

The attention of Congress in recent years has focused primarily on

the delegation of much more authority to the President in the negotiation of agreements. In addition to the expansive authority granted by
Congress, the executive branch, by administrative fiat, has extended its
actions far beyond the limits intended by Congress.
An example of the latter was the agreement to a GATT resolution
providing for an across-the-board reduction in duty of 50 percent on
industrial products. Contrary to the provisions of the Trade Expansion Act, the executive agreed to the resolution in May of 1963, about a
year before the Tariff Commission even submitted its report on tile
i)robable economic effect of reduct ions in duty.
('ongresional intent in setting down the policy of careful evaluation
and selectivity in the determination of articles to be placed in negotiations, as a prerequisite to negotiations, was thereby completely ignored.
TILtM: EXPANSION

AT OF 1962

To guard against the usurping of congressional authority, the National Livestock Feeders Association recommends that Congress with1hol the added negotiation authority delegated in the 1962 act. Said
authority, including that to reduce tariffs by 50 percent, has now lapsed
and should not be reconferred on the executive branch. The "peril
point" concept, as a prerequisite to trade agreement negotiations, should
be reinstated.
Under tihe 1962 act, "adjustment assistance" was substituted for
the former escape clause provisions. Executive branch urging that provision be made for adjustment assistance was, in itself, an admission
of the expectation of harm to American firms and labor from contemplat negotiations.
Administrators now admit, in the face of Tariff Commission refusal
to make necessary findings, the act imposes too severe a standard.
But the important fact to consider, in making legislative changes, is
that adjustment assistance is nothing more or less than a welfare concept and, therefore, is not a sound approach to solving problems
brought. on by unwise trade concessions by this country.
The only wise course of action is to prevent undue hardship to
domestic firms and labor by following a trade negotiations course of
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careful analysis and sealsoiled judgment based on thle sond prinill,
of reciprocity.
provisions of the I'M, should )(irefie "aoljstmsnl'It assistaInceii
pealed and th e'al-'l clause prOedil'C reinstated, with modifications
to Inake it, a less cunelibersoile and more practical safety valve for

doinestic industries and/or firms.

TRADE AGREEMENTS EXTENSION ACT

In passing the National Security Amendnent (Trade Agrements

Extension Act of 19515 and carried forward in tle act. of 1958X), the
Congress intended to provide ready relief for lasic in(lustries, in the
interest. of mainhdning the securitv of tile Tnilted States. howeverr.
hero again, tile dominant concern for international relations on the
part of the State Department has had an overriding influence oil tile

decisions of the Office of Emergency' Planning (and its predecesor.s)
to the extent. that such provisions are, in effect, disregarded.
Of the over 20 oases which have been bronyiht before the Office of
Emergency Planning, relief has been granted in only one. In other
word., the remedy lro'ided by Congaress,, has been east aside by tie
Executive through its usurping of policy authority.
We", believe said provisions should be revived by the Congress
through amendments to the present law spelling out.'in nore speeilic
terms the criteria. to be use(l and the stens which must be taken to
protect. basic industries in the interest of national security .
A wise investor does not put a major part of h;.4 finances ii1 high risk
investments. Likewise, it is not prudent for this Nation to allow it;
basic industries to be damaged to tile extent, of running the risk of

becoming dependent upon other countries for products that are basic
to its economy, and thus, to its survival.
ANTM'UINGACT

If this act, is to fun *ion effectively as a deterent against unfair
practices in connection with imr orts. there must be substantial amendments to its provisions, including those setting down administrative
procedures. The Senate is well aware of the need for legislative
changes in this area. as evidenced by the moves during recent years
on the part of a large number of Senators to bring about statutory
and administrative revisions.
.S. 2045. introduced by Senator Hartke in the 89th Congress, and
carrying the names of 31 other Senators as cosponsors, is indicative
of senatorial effort. In our judgment, the Congress should follow
through with such legislation.
COUNTERVAILINO DUTIES LAW

The practice of foreign countries to subsidize exports, or the production for export, to the United States raises havoc with the establishment of reciprocity. The most common way in which bounties or
grants are bestowed for the production or export of producbs shipped
to the United States is through the remitting of value added or turnover taxes.
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1 .S. enegotiator 1111(d custoilis ollicials 1aetlot so niuch as scratelied
the polished surface of this nonequalizing gimmick. In fact, by interpretation, the U.S. Treasury does not impose countervailing duties

on such imports, an action which is contrary to the ruling of the
highest court in or land. The U.S. Sulreme Court held (Poui
v. United ,SItt81,, 187 U.S. 496) that rehittingg a tax imposed on t lie
production of a conunodity upon the exportation of that commodity
is tantaiiouint to a bounty for exportation, regardless of the name by
whie'h tile lI'm(tie niy be disguised, aid is stibject to the imposition
of coiiiervailiig duties.

Therefore, we feel it is necessary for Congress, through legislative
direviion, to overrule the interpretation of the Treasury Department
and to restore the act as a check against the subsidization of exports
to the United States by foreign countries.
CUSTOMS V.LUATION-CUST03[ SIMPLIFICATION ACT OF 1956

The enactment of the 1956 act has brought about a serious situation with respect, to both the collapse of Antidumping Act for administration and enforcement ald the valuation of imports for duties
anld trade balance accounting purposes.
The record shows there have been less than a dozen cases in which
antidumnping duties have been imposed since 1956; yet, several hundred
coMiplaints have been filed since that date. Also, we believe, that domestic industries have been further injured through a reduction in the
amounts of duties collected because of tile acceptanice of deflated prices
used as tile base for customs valuation.
Of equal seriousness, too, is the misleading information, being furnished to Congress and executive branch officials, who are responsible
for establishing trade policy and making administrative decisions, in
connection with tile position of the United States in foreign trade.

Since we relv on customs for import statistics, deflated valuation results in a. distorted picture of the U.S. trade balance, deeniphsizing

the import component and, conversely, exaggerating the relative value
of exports. Such distortion makes thie U.S. position appear much better
than is tile actual case and, in addition, makes it more difficult for

domestic industries to establish the degree of injury which is actually
taking place.

.

Tile 1956 act has made it easier for foreign exporters to manipulate
Ioth the home market and the export price in order to predetermine

collections of U.S. duties based on ad valorem. Prior to the passage of

tile act, tile primary basis for valuation was the higher of the foreign
(lome market) value or tile export value; enactment onade export value
tile principal base. Tile latter 1has allowed exporters to have some control over tie amount of duties collected in the United States since tile
price they charge for exports becomes the principal basis for customs
purposes.

It is not difficult to realize a natural inclination on the part of those
working in U.S. customs to follow tile practice of taking the price car-

ried on a commercial invoice as that representing export value and

to use this price for customs valuation. It is our understandinT that

such value is often considerably lower than foreign value. The ltter,
under statutory provisions, formed the basis for our customs valuation
prior to 1956.
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It is the recommendation of this association that the Congres, make
the necess4try legislative changes to provide that all duties be levied on
an ad valorem ba.sis; and for customs valuation to be based on the
higher of foreign (home value) or export value, pls cost, insuran'T.
and freightt to the IT.S. port.
EXPORT CON''ROI. ACT

Fi 11159

Misuse of the provisions of the act by the )epartient of Comi ere
to restrict exports of hides and skins-action contrary to the intent
of the Congress-is fresh in the minds of the members of the Sente
Finance Committee, and the livestock and meat industry.
The association recommends that section 3 be amended to clarify
the intent of Congresq to preclude export, controls being institute
against agricultural commodities, the production of which is il excess
of domestic needs.
IMPROPER REPORTNO OF TRADE STATISTICS
The misleading manner in which trade statistics are reported and
emphasized is not a new subject for this committee. When it took on
the job over 3 years ago of determining the true situation with respect
to meat and meat product imports, a sea of frustration existed. There
were at least four or five official sources of published data, which were
impossible to reconcile, and from which it was difficult, if not impossible, to make meaningful breakdowns.
The committee's work at that time contributed to the solution of the
problem of several different sources of trade statistics. Then, again, in
1966, the committee addressed itself to a complete airing of the compilation and reporting of trade data and statistics.
It was our understanding that the committee was given certain assurances, at the time of the 1966 hearings, by the executive departments. Said assurnces were that these agencies would come u) with
non-burdensome procedure of compiling and reporting trade inforination and statistics which would provide Congre-s and others witi a
true picture of foreign trade in clearly understandable terms--information that would provide the answer to the minority leader's simple
request to know "what we get for what we sell abroad, and what we
pay for what we buy from other countries."
It is now obvious that administrative officials are still traveling the

familiar route of misleading the Congress and the people, rather than
fulfilling their pledge to this committee. Therefore, this leaves the
Congress no alternative but to resort to specific legislative direction
in this important. area.
On October 18, 1967, before this very committee, the Secrtary of

Agriculture reiterated tlre same trite aned misleading statements, with
respect to agricultural trade, that have been coming forth from his
Depailment since early days of discu-sion about meat imports. In
support of arguments that American farmers enjoy a highly favorabl
balance of trade lie said:
One out of every 4 cropland acres harvested is produced for expwrt; exports
provide employment for one out of every eight fannworkers: exports account
for 17 cents out of the farmers' market dollar; against well over $5 billion of
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commercial export salhs we have around $2.. billion of more or less directly
conll Itive iinlorts ; for every $2.N1 Imnported we export $5 coninerclilly.
iTese stahelnienls ill thenliselvtes are fr-ssiy niisleadinig.
The !positioll of U.S. agricultilre Nis bet-n seriou'dsv (liSto'tled lv
colnliarig lit'iecly tile ligilre le-sigiiatted Uis total eXj)Oits with tli;'
reported value of ilnports to deteritiine the t'olpetitive, position of
lit. Alleriall falll'lllt. ill foreign trade. Whenl it lusilles'sillall dolaltes
to it d~iaiitalble
eh'ildo
{{es not crei't . the amount to the income side
of his h
yet,
jdgi' thi.S is exactly Wh'at is done ill thet'se of certaill
slii iits abroad.
bgricultru'al
We give away a bIatload of wheat.
for example, shi!p it, to it foreign ollitlV. alld(then enter its valley oil
the credit si(e of the L.s. balalce for agriuiculture. The error heire is
actually twice th valuehofthe Irothict shipped.
A s&Ofletl 'lllSet of distortion is the failure of the United States to
relior't ilulports oil the saine basis as other major trading nations:
namlnely, f.o.h. our shores. Most other major t,trading nations include
cost, insiuiaiwe, anti freight (c.i.f.) ill tiltir import. Value figures.
a third source of distortion results from our use of export. value
as the primary bast' for illport valuations, as explained in the previous
,,ectioli oillcustoms valuation.
Let us examine the inliort-export. figures carefully to determine
more accurately the position of U.1S. agriculture. 1he data for fiscal
1965-60 is used in the following elculat ions because colllete detailed
lreakoiowns are not vet available in published form for fiscal 1966--67.
First, tile eonpletely distorted picture commonly portrayed by tie

departmentt of Agriculture:

Fiscal

)t96-b'b

(In millions of dollars]
Total Agriculture "exports"
Total agricultural "lliwrts"

---------------------------------

Claimed favorable lIdat - -----------------------------I Source: Foreign Agricultural Trade of the United States, ERS, USDA.

OS 1---------------4, 454
2. 210.7

Now, a more careful look at. the makeup of the figures, labeled for

what they are. (Figures again in millions of dollars) :
Total agricultural shipments abroad
----------------------.681
Less shipments under Government-financed programs ---------.--- 1,0615
Commercial sales for dollars (including those subsidized by
Government)
------------------------------5,0
Imports (export value basis-point of origin)
----------------4, 41M
Plus 8 percent c.I.-----------------------------------816
Imports (export value basis-our shores) -------------------Apparent favorable balance -----------------------------------

4,810
2

Influence of deflated customs valuation.....------------------------()
Actual balance of agricultural trade
-------------(?)
ICost. insurance. and frplght for agricultural products imported is estimated at 8 per.
cent of valuation. "CIP Value of U.S. Imports," U.S. Tariff Commission, February 1907

You'll notice that the above listed commercial sales for dollars in-

cludes ma.les subsidized byt the U.S. Government. Let's take a look at the
reall world" of conpetitive trade-how much did we actually sell

m1
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abroad (hiring fiscal 1935-66 without Government subsidization? Bear
in mind that we pay out hard cash dollars for all imports.
[Figures again In millions of dollars)

Commercial sales for dollars
--------------------------Less Government subsidized sales
-----------------------Commercial exports without Government subsidy ----------

Sports (export value basis-our shores) --------------------------

5,006
1,219
3,847
4, 810

Deficit (nonsubsidized sales le..' dollar imports) -------------

Inlueuce of deflated customs valuations -----------------------------Actual deficit, this basis -------------------------------------------

3
( ?)
(?)

D can be argued, of course, that at least some of the so-called comnielcial sales which moved with the help of export payments would
have leen cowsimintated in the absence of Government sIlbsidizlation.
We eladily concede this; all we are saving is that this volume, in fact,
did not. move without export help and 'this should be made clear in ainy
referenve to agricultural exports.
CASE FOR IE'I'ALI.VITWNS IY OTIlER COUNTRIES

Cabinet officers, in their recent testimony before this committee, attempted to make a strong case for the harm which can come from re-

taliation on the part of other nations, as a.consequence of attempts to
give domestic agriculture and industries a fair shake in foreign trade.
Again, impressive, logical cliches are utilized to make the points:
"I f we are going to sell, we must also buy."

Contrary to the impressions left. of automatic mass retaliation, any
move to retaliate must come on an individual country-Ily-country basis
(except for group action by the EEC, for example). Furtherlore,
other countries are already providing a very high and eftective degree

of protection for their do'iestic agriclulture anl industries; and they
iost. certainly do not give a second thought to retaliation on the part
of the United States when putting their protective measures into
practice or' in maintaining themt,.
'.5. officials fail again to paint the true picture for the Congress

an d the public. Nearly every other country in the world, through some

kind of control on Imports, takes only those products, and in the
volume, that they want and/or ,need. They do not feel any obligation
to throw their borders open to take ally product in whatever volume
some other country wishes to ship to its ports of entry. The United
States is practically the only country which guilds and'carries out its
trade policy On such an "ivory towei," mpractical foundation. Other
lions handle foreign trade ol a strictly businesslike basis, not in
the fmaunework of goodwill gestures.

Actal cases do not bear out retaliation warnings. Witness the
absence of such action with the passage of the 1961 meat import law,
anti the action to curtail dairy imports under Presidential Proclaina-

tion 3790, issued on June 30 of th is year.
Retaliation warnings on the part of our executive branch officials
are like ghosts in haunted hlouses--used only in an attempt to scare
the Congress and domestic agriculture and business into meekly following the course of basing ti'ade policy and negotiations oi interna-
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tional relations considerations and the "free trade" philosophy of the
trade theorists.
KENNEDY ROUND NEGOTIATIONS GAIN NOTHING FOR U.S. AGRICULTURE

Administrative officials have looked long and hard at the results of
the recent Kennedy round in the GA'IT negotiations to try and carve
out some "paper" gains for U.S. agriculture, rather than to flatly admit
that the American farmer will still not be accorded reciprocal treatmnent, to any greater degree than in the past, as a result of said negotia;ions.

Even before the Kennedy round results could be analyzed, the EEC
estahlislied an export sub4dy on canned hams amounting to about
25 cents per pound, in face of the V.S. agreement not to increase the
minimal import duty of 3 cents per pound. This is a concrete example
of how much Ock can be put in the dollar value placed on claimed
concessionns to U.S. agricultural products, froin the standpoint of "real
world" re.sults.
It is claimed that "the United States received concessions on items
of interest to agriculture valued at 1866 million, c.i.f. basis, and gave
concessions valued at $860 million. c.i.f. basis." *
In three of the five agricultural actors in which negotiations were
conducted, tariffs were not the only major impediment to world trade;
these include (1) grains, (2) red meats, and (3) dairy products.
In the words of lion. William M. Roth, Special Representative for
Trade Negotiations, "there were nontariff l)arriers that were not
tout.hed in the Kennedy round." Mr. Roth included such devices as
state trading, border taxes, arbitrary customs valuation, "Buy National" laws and practices, and discriminatory internal taxes, and remarked that there were a host of others. 3 And; indeed, there are a host
of other nontariff barriers utilized by other nations against exports
from tie United States. In addition to the ones listed by Mr. lRoth,
there are quotas, import licenses, import certificates, gate price sys-

tems, health restrictions, outright import prohibitiiins, inimumn price
controls, and others.
These barriers have been a nmjor cause of discrimination against our
exports, resulting in nonrecipro:LI treatment for U.S. farmers (and
industry), regardless of paper concessions spelled out in officially ne-

gbfiate1 agreements.
Can the EEC still utilize its system of variable levies? The answer
is "Yes." Can foreign nations still impede, or completely wall out,
U.S. exports by using a multitude of nontariff barriers ? The answer
is obviously "Yes," again.
Another factor which distorts the picture of U.S. concessions and
gains is the failure of this country to change to an ad valorem basis

in assessing duties during these past years of growing inflation. Many
other nations have gone to an ad valorem basis, in addition to complex
systems of high tariffs, flexible tariffs, and the like.
A study of the reports setting forth the results of the Kennedy
round, with respect to agriculture, bears out the fact that other coun"'Reoort on Agricultural Trade Negotiations of Kennedy Round,"
USDA. September 1967.
$ Ibid. Footnote 1.
87-822-68-vol. 2-9

sA-M-198,
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tries are still free to exercise all of the above-named trade restrictions
against U.S. agricultural exports.
How can there be any realistic conclusions drawn on the value of
concessions when foreign nations are still in a position to change their
"ground rules" of trade whenever it suits their interests? The-Jnited
States is simply not guaranteed access to many markets, regardless of
"paper" tariff concessions.
The high degree of nontariff protection afforded livestock and meat
producers in other countries is dramatically illustrated in the table
below. The information in the table is the most nearly current available to us. We understand there have been some changes made, but
they appear to be minor.
LIVESTOCK AND MEAT: PROPORTION OF THE VALUE OF DOMESTIC PRODUCTION PROTECTED AGAINST IMPORTS
BY NONTARIFF TRADE BARRIERS, SELECTED COUNTRIES
IDollar amounts In millions
Country

Total value

France ...............................................
$2,479
West Germany .........................................
2,349
Netherlands................................
475
Italy ..................................................
1,136
Belgium ..............................................
341
Greece ................................................
109
Austria ......................
------.
...
310
Denmark ..............................................
560
Norway..........................................
112
Portugal .........................................
102
Switzerland ...........................................
242
United Kingdom .......................................
1,355
618
.................................
Jaan
United States
..............................
9,255

Protected value

Percent

$2,355
2,231
452
1,136
156
109
310
560
106
102
232
456
355
0

95.0
95.0
95.2
100.0
45.7
100.0
100.0
100.0
94.6
100.0
95.9
33.7
57.4
0

Source: Agricultural Protection by Nontarl.t Trade Barriers. ERS-Forelgn-60, September 1963, U.S. Department of
Agriculture.

We understand a complete current listing of nontariff barriers etmployed by other countries is in preparation. Upon its completion, we
will be glad to make it available to the committee.
EFFECT OF KENNEDY ROUND ON LIVESTOCK AND MEAT

Of special concern to this association is the additional pressure on
domestic producers which will result from the tariff concessions
granted by the United States on (.tnned beef, fresh pork, lamb, certain
prepared meat products and meat extract, wool, hides and skins, and
the binding of duties on canned hams at 8 cents per pound.
In most cases, the United States cut tariffs on these meat and other
animal product items in half; and these are for real since the United
States has no other barriers on them.
On paper, we did receive some minimal concessions, but what these
will amount to in actual practice remains to be seen since the countries
involved with the possible exception of Canada, can still restrict said
exports from this country by means other than duties.
It is plainly clear that the United States definitely came out on the
"short end of the stick" in the negotiations involving livestock and meat
products, and U.S. feeders, ranchers, and related industries will suffer
the consequences, in the form of increased imports with no assurance
of reciprocal treatment.
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TARIFF COMMISSIO-TARF AMT OF 1030
The Tariff Commission was established by the Congress as a quasilegislative body. Its purpose was to inform and assist the Congress in
tariff and trade legislation. Section 332 of the 1930 act directed the
Commission to carry out continuing investigations on a variety of factors and topics and to report the findings thereon to the Congress. Subj ect areas included those factors and practices affecting competition
between U.S. and foreign industries and those having a bearing on
competition in U.S. markets between articles of the United States and
of foreign origins.
Investigation and reporting responsibilities were to cover such competitive industry considerations as the effect of customs laws on U.S.
industry and labor, trade practices of foreign countries, preferential
provisions of treaties, and dumping. Also, among the factors having a
bearing on competition between U.S. and foreign articles in the ON.S.
markets, to be investigated on a continuing basis, were costs of production of U.S. versus foreign-produced articles, import costs of
articles competitive with U.S. production, and the like.
How far afield the Connission has strayed from the original congressional intent and legislative direction.
To sav that the Commission has failed to carry out its duties, as
spelled out by Congress, is to put the situation in mild terms, indeed.
Representatives of this association who have taken the livestock feeders, problems to the Commission, and have appeared before it in recent
years, would not recognize it at all in the terms used by the Congress
to set down its functions, and certainly not as a quasi-legislative
body.
b11e Commission operates more as if it were linked with the executihe branch, and more specifically, as an extension of the State Department. It has been our observation that foreigners and representatives of foreign interests feel more at home in its hallowed chambers
than do representatives of U.S. industries. International relations considerations seem to dominate its work and its decisions.
Petitioning the Tariff Commission in connection with injury to a
domestic industry is both time consuming and expensive, beyond reasonableness; furthermore, this has proved to be an impossible route
to obtain import relief for agriculture.
The requirement of proving injury under the provisions of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962 is an insurmountable obstacle to agriculture. It is impossible to obtain thousands of financial statements
from individual producers in support of the injury claim; and, also,
it is an impossible task, with general farm units, to separate out the
particular enterprise involved in the production of the specific product(s) or commodity(s) in question. Yet, this is what the Commission
has*ur.
told us would be necessary to substantiate a claim of import
in
ling an appeal to the Office of Emergency Planning under the
national security amendment presents similar impossible obstacles in
proving injury, in addition to the Office's reliance on the State Departnent's assessment of international relations considerations, in
making its decisions.
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The Congress badly needs to set up a practical avenue for doesi e
industries and agriculture to present. their problems involvingf, ilpo't
injury. Surely, U.S. agriculture and businem firms are entitled to lte
privilege of presenting their cases to their own Government without
becoming involved in what amounts to international court case.. 11o,
we should be able to depend on our own Government being sympathetic
and even partisan to U.S. interests.
As it is now, the injured domestic industry, or party, winds up ]i'ing to defend its position against the exporting foreign countries and
a proimport U.S. Government body. The resulting maneuver silmlites an international court battle with all the guns pointed at the
petitioning domestic party, including those of the "judge alitl jtwry"
(Tariff Commission or other U.S. Government body).
CONCLUSION

In these chapters and paragraphs we have attempted to exp!a:iin
numerous situations and circumstances supporting an introductory
statement that the United States must alter its course with reect to
foreign trade and trade policies. On behalf of the National Lives o k
Feeders Association, we express gratitude for the opportunity of vontributing our views, comments, and recommendations to the Committee on Finance, U.S.S enate.
ADrER THE KENNEDY ROUND--ALTExnATIvES FOR U.S. TRADE

1.lICY

(By Edward G. Posniak, chief economist, United States-,Japan Trade
Council)I
SUMMARY

Following the successful conclusion of the Kennedy round there appear to be three basic alternatives for U.S. foreign trade policy:
(1) Forward to freer trade on a multilateral and nondiscriimiinatory basis-a direct continuation of the U.S. trade policy .iji.e
1934.
(2) Sideways toward regionalism 1111( the "sphere of inuttence" concept-a radical departure from established
e
policy.
(3) Backward toward protectionism-a reversion to the Smnoot-

Hawley era of trade contraction and economic nationalism.
The first course means concentrating on nontariff trade barriers,
where a bare beginning was made in the Kennedy round; on agricultural trade; on greater access to industrialized markets for the underdeveloped countries; and perhaps on freer trade in sections dominated
by multinational corporations. These are more in the national interest
of the United States than of any other country.
Regionalism ignores the United States interest in Asia and Afri.a
and is incompatible with the position of the United States as a world
power.
A return to protectionism would invite retaliation and tnmde war;
would promote domestic inflation and discourage economic growth;
and would adversely affect the U.S. balance of payments.
' Mr. Pounlak paised away on Jan. 20,1968.
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The only trade policy that makes sense for the United States is a
munltilateral and nondiscriminatory policy tinder the auspices of
G.\ TT.
ST.%T.MENT

A negotiation as complex and protracted as the Kemiedy round,
involving so many different commercial, economic, and political facets,
is obviously difficult to evaluate in simple lerms. Yet the sixth round
of ta,'iff negotiations in(ler the General agreement on Tarifls and
Trade (GATT) was a %,erysignificant achievement from several points
of view.
'lhe fact that, contrary to earlier )essimnistie expectations, an averare Ililif
ut of 15 1)erv'ent wa'
iwhieved with respect to some $40
hi liol of worhl trade is certainly an impressive accomplishment.
TariI will be reduced, over a 5-year l)eriod, on a much larger proportion of the world's dutiable trade thman in any of the five previous
G.ATT rounds of tariff negotiations. Particiifarly important is the
f:wt that. the tariff cuts of the Kennedy round will minimize the discrimination against U.S. exports involved in the common external
tariff of the European Economic Community (EEC).
In contrast. to earlier GATT negotiations, the Kennedy romnd was
('on(lucted on a "linear" or across-the-board basis, rather than on an
iten-by-item basis. This was the breakthrough in negotiating technique tlat was largely responsible for achieving as ligh an average
tariff cut as 35 percent. Had it not been for the many exceptions made
for so-called sensitive import items (like textiles,'for example), an
even higher average tariff cut would have been possible, approximating the 50-percent reduction authorized in the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962.
Agrain in contrast to the previous GATT negotiations, which were
confined to tariffs, the Kennedy round took at least the first steps in
dealing with the problem of nontariff trade barriers. In this context
the International Antidumping Code and the abolition of the American Felling price and of the European road taxes are of particular
significance. In tackling nontariff barriers for the first time the Kennedv round pointed the way to what is clearly the main task of trade
liberalization in the years to come. For as tarift levels are progressively
lowered and reduced in significance, nontariff barriers become proportionately more important. And, it might be added, interest groups
inelvasingly tend to seek protection in the form of import quotas and
other nontariff devices.
It is true that, except for the International Grains Agreement, the
Kennedy round's results in liberalizing trade in agricultural products
were somewhat less than had been hoped for. This was a direct result
of the fact that agriculture in virtually ever country of the world is
a highly protected and fairly rigidly controlled sector of the economy,
more for social and political reasons than for purely economic ones.
In particular the common agricultural policy painfully hammered
out by the six EEC countriesq is an inward-looking and restrictive kind
of policy. Its variable import levy on agricultural imports from outside the EEC is an essentially protectionist device, aimed at maintaining domestic production regardless of world market patterns.
This shortcoming of the Kennedy round with respect to liberalizing
airicultural trade,-however, only increases the importance, from the
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standpoint of the U.S. national interest, of proceedin on
further trade liberalization. As in the case of nontari trade barriers,
it is clearly not an argument for standing still or going back but, on
the contrary, for pressing ahead. This is equally true with regard
to trade with the less developed countries, which view the results of the
Kennedy round as falling short of their expectations.
The most widespread criticism of the Kennedy round in this country
has come from import-sensitive industries-largely those labor-intensive industries which are least efficient and thus least competitive in
world trade, in terms of comparative advantage. The criticism, largely
emanating from sources claiming increased import competition, is
that the United States has failed to obtain full reciprocity in the negotiation; that is, that it has
actually been the loser in terms of tariff
received.

concessions granted and

It is interesting to note that the same criticism of alleged lack of
reciprocity and potential damage has been heard with equal vigor in
other countries that were our negotiating partners in the Kennedy
round. Surely, if the IUnited States had struck as bad a bargain as
some critics maintain, our trading partners should have been unanimously delighted by the results. -In point of fact, a reading of the
foreign press (notably the European press) indicates that they have
not.
As the Morgan Guaranty Trust Co.'s survey for September 1967
concludes:
The Kennedy Round's true claim to success is not expressible In quantitative
terms. The essence of the achievement rather is that the Geneva negotiators
succeeded In restoring forward momentum to the International march toward
freer world trading conditions that began three decades ago. And multilateralism
was urgently In need of Just such a boost, since for more than a decade the most
dramatic Innovations In trading arrangements have all been bloc-oriented.
ALTERNATIVES FOR U.S. TRADE POLICY

Following the successful conclusion of the Kennedy round there
appear to ie three basic alternatives for U.S. foreign trade policy.
Reduced to their simplest terms, they may be summed up as follows:
The first is, in effect, forward to freer trade, on a multilateral and nondiscriminatory basis, under GATT, the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade. This is a direct continuation of the established policy
pursued by the United States since the first Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act of 1934, associated with the name of Cordell Hull.
The second alternative--in effect, sideways toward regionalism and
the "sphere of influence" concept-would represent a radical departure
from established trade policy. Presumably, it would have to be adopted
only if circumstances have changed so drastically as to make our longstanding policy of multilateralism and nondiscrimination unworkable
or no longer in the national interest.
The fiial alternative-in effect, backward toward protectionismobviously represents a complete reversal of everything this country
has stood for in the last 33 years. Its adoption would signify a reversion
to the Smoot-Hawley era of trade contraction and economic nationalism, if not isolationism. It would be a clear signal to the rest of the
world that the United Statts has gone back, at least in economic terms,
to the concept of a "fortress America."
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These three basic alternatives for U.S. trade policy are examined
in sequence below.
Since this is the traditional U.S. foreign trade policy, pursued since
1934 and culminating in the Kennedy round, it can be stated in a few
words. This policy implies continued multilateral trade negotiations
under GATT auspices, involving perhaps a new round of tariff negotiations in 5 years or so, once the tariff cuts of the Kennedy round-to
become effective over a 5-year period-have been absorbed and dirested. And it is suggested thiat they will be absorbed and digested with
far less of a traumatic impact on domestic industries than the present
hue and cry would lead one to believe. This prediction is based on recent, experience in both the EEC and EFTA (European Free Trade
Association), where the reduction of internal tariffs to zero-as distinct from an average 35-percent tariff reduction over it 5-year period,
as in the Kennedy round-has been accompanied by very little dislocation
of domestic industries, certainly far less than had been
anticipated.
In the immediate future, this "forward policy'" would mean concentrating on (1) nontariff barriers, where a bare beginning has been
made in the Kennedy round, especially in the International Antidumping Code; (2) trade in agricultural commodities, where the
Kennedyr round has made only small progress, largely because of the
inflexible and restrictive Common Agricultural Policy of the EEC;
(3) arrangements with the less-developed countries designed to facilitate their access to the markets of industrial countries, notably in
manufactured
products;
and characterized
(4) perhaps moving
toward free
trade
in certain industrial
sectors
by multinational
corporations, large-scale exports, and a high rate of technology in capitalintensive industries.
It should be emphasized that all of these approaches toward freer
world trade are more in the national interest of the United States than
that of any other country. This is true because this country is the most
powerful and most productive economy in the world, because its interests in foreign trade and foreign investments are worldwide, because it
has the largest volume of trade and the biggest export surplus of any
country in the world, and because, as a result, it has more to gain and
less to lose from freer trade than anyone else.
Points (1) and (2) above-the reduction of nontariff barriers and
the freeing of world trade in agricultural commodities-are most
particularFy in the clear national interest of the United States because
(a) this country has relatively fewer nontariff barriers than other
countries, notably in Europe, and (b) the United States is by far the
largest, exporter of agricultural commodities in the world. All of the
foregoing would seem to be self-evident and would hardly deserve emphasis, except that the current protectionist offensive has tended to
obfuscate these basic truths. This may be a time therefore when, in the
words of Oliver Wendell Holmes, '"the vindication of the obvious is
more important than the elucidation of the obscure."
Sideways toward regionaligm
Some students of trade policy believe that in today's world of
regional trade blocs, such as the EEC and EFTA as well as the Latin
Afmerican Free Trade Association (LAFTA) and the Central American Common Market (CACM), multilateralism is obsolete and the
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United States should take tile lead in forming a fee trade aea 1r oill-

tion market of its own, to be joined by one or another set of collltries.
Four or five main variants of this idea may be distinguished, allllllgh
there are others.
-

Perlial s the most influential school of thought argues for Conelltrl-

ion on Eatin America, that is, for a modifiel free trade area of fhe
United States, and the Central and South American Republics. i'llis
idea was inititilly proposed by the late Will (layton, Under Secretary
of State in the Trunan administration, who argued for one-way abolition of U.S. tariffs vis-a-vis our Latin Americall neigl1I)o. at .least
with respect to agricultural products, on the ground that elimina! ion
of Latin American tariffs on U.S. products would expose these colintries to intolerable competition. The general proposition of an Auerican free trade area has many proponents, notably aloll I T.S. corl)orations with extensive investment 41l1d trade interests in Latin Amerit'ia.
It suffers from at least one serious defect: most Latin Aiuerivains themsolves do not want it, fearing domination by tie "colossus of the
North." Another drawback is tat a free trade area confined to (ertain
products (in this instance agricultupl products) would not he cvon-

patible with the provisions of GATT with respect to customs unions.
Another influential school of thought looks north rather than south
and favors a free trade area between the United States and Canada. It
points to the recent United States-Canadian Auto Agreement as a step
in the right direction and reconlllds its extension to other industries.
The foremost proponent of this idea today is David Roekefiler of tite
Chase Manhattan Bank, as well as tle American-Canadian Committee
of the National Planning Association. The notion suffers from the
same defect as the proposed free trade area with Latin America: few
influential Canadians will really want complete frve trade between

tile United States and Canada, fearing domination by the colorss us

of the South." Again, to be compatible with GATT the customs union
would have to cover trade in all products and could not be confined to

certain industries, as advocated by most of its proponents.
A somewhat broader version involves, in addition to tle United
States and Canada, the United Kingdom and perhaps the rest of the

EFTA countries (Austria Denmark, Norway, Portugal, Sweden,

Switzerland, and perhaps PFinland, which is an associate member of
EFAT). This idea was propounded at a recent United States-United
Kingdom-Canadian meeting at Ditchley (England). One of the weaknesses of this proposal is that the British circles favoring it are not
influential. More important British elements see it not even as a seconldbest solution in the event their current attempt to join the EEC fails.
The Government of the United Kingdom as well as its leading economic interest groups, as represented in the Confederation of British

Industries, are clearly committeed to this latter course, come hell or
high water or General de Gaulle., The proposal of the United States-

IThis statement of fact does not Imply that the author views Britaln's entry Into the
RM at being necessarily In the U.S. national Interest. For one thing, Britain s entry Into
the EHIC-followed presumably by Ireland, Denmark. Norway, and Austria. It not other
EFITA members as well-would clearly extend the area of trade discrimination against
U.S. exports by an enlarged EEC. Even the assumed political benefits of sueh a fusion of
EEC and EFTA. In ternm of a stronger, united Europe linked with the United States In
an "Atlantic partnership." seem at best debatable. If such benefits were realized. France
under do Gaulle would clearly never stand for It. It nnrealized, the trend may well he
away from the United states, toward Europe as a "third free."
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Uiiited Kingdoni-Canada free trade area under present circumstances

is, therefore, totally unrealistic.
Finally, some would broaden th fre trade area (ollcejt still further
to iIIludt%the Tnited States, united lningdomil, EF1 A, (anada, anti
l)el'l

.aps
.

.What this aIioulIts to), of cOurI.'se, is fill anllti-EEC trado

in vol vin,_ liore or less (o)enl Irade warfare against Ihe ErlllOpeal
CoIllnillnitV. f'hat such a ri ft l)etween "tihe Anglo-Saxojis--to use
General di' Gaulles favorite terni--and the heartland of Western
.rel,

Europe would do to the '.S. foreijpn policy of NATO and the Atlantic

Alliance van b left to thl readers imagination. But ill addition such
a
tree
rale area wolldd clearly b., regarded b t ie developiIg Cointries
as a "ril, man's elub," thus ancentual ing sI ill further tile rift between
lie industrial Iiol h and the underdevel-oped south of the world and
negating U.S. influence in the "third world."
All of the above allterinative , except perhaps one ,version of tile last
one, have onle thing in common: they ignore Asia. They also appear
to ignore A frica, presumably leaving it to l)e(olne the private preserve
of the EEC. Ill his recent testliiv before the Slbconlillittee on
Foreign Economic Policy of the oin't Economie Comnnittee, former
IUnder Secretary of State George Ball implicitly favored this "sphere
of intluence" aplpi'oaeh a.s tile most realistic colurse of action, suggesting
that tihe IUnited States should treat Lat in Amterica as its area ofmajor
interest, while leaving Africa to the ]EC.

It is-not necessary to argue the merits of a spluhere-of-intluence policy

versus a global l)olicy to deinonstrate tile incontrovertible fact that

the united States is not it power whose interests aie confined to Latin
America or Canada or even Europe. It is also a Pacifie power. and it

has definite economic and political interests in Africa. Again, one need
not get. involved in the current debate over "overeomnmitment" to agree
that none of the free trade area proposals discussed fit the reality
of America's role in world affairs. Only it multilateral trade policy fits
the requirements of U.S. foreign police, with its many interests in all
parts of tile globe. There are sound foreign policy reasons why the

United State, has pursued this multilateral policy for the last. 33 years.
here appear to be no cogent. reasons why it should depart from it
HlOW.

Perhaps a word should be saidtiat this point about one other alternative appr'oaeh, although it has received fiar les" consideration than the
ones dicussed and is not a free trade area or eustonis union, as are the
others. This is the idea of an Asian-l'acilie Community. advaned by

Japanese Foreign Minister Miki and advocated in thi country by
Representative Riehard Hanna of California, aniong otlheri'. The saiiejt fact about this proposal is that its proponents do not regard it its
another trade bloc., either in tile form of it eoImlon market or of a
free trade area." Instead, they view it as a t'omtnuinity for Ihe ecolnolic
development of the underdeveloped countries of Southeast Asia, using
the capital and technology of the area's advanced countries: namely,
the Unifed States, Canada, Japan, AusI niia, and New Zealand. As a
pnese 1,conoinie
"This was madte quite clear In the address by the Chairman of the i.la
Mission to the Midwest, Mr. Klkawada, delivered In Washington on June 30, 1967: "When
we siwak of a Pacific Community. we emphatically do not mean an Inward-looking and
restrictive trailing area. tenuling to divide the world still further Into rival trade blocs.
Itgloual cooperatlo through trade and aid, mutual assistance and self-help, joint Investments, and other forms of economic coopertion-this Is what I have In mind when I
speak of a Pacific Community."
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result, this pl)roposal does not suffer from the inherent vice of all the
others; that is, that of being an exclusive, divisive, and discriminatory
trade bloc.
The discussion so far has been centered primarily on the foreign
policy aspects of the various free trade areas proposd. Mhat about
their economic impact on the trade of the United States? A recent
study at Michigan State University 3sheds some light on this subject,
though the projections are necessarily highly conjectural. Comparing
the effect of alternative trade arrangements on U.S. external trade,
the study arrives at the following summary table:
lln millions of dollars
Trade arrangement
Atlantic free trade area (AFTA) ....................
European
integration
.............................
AFTA without
the EEC
..........................
50 percent MFN tariff reduction ..............

Change inUnited States
Imports
Exports Trade balance
+2,183
..........
+- 500
+1150

+2,488
-450
1,900
+1,300

+300
-450
150

The Atlantic free trade alea, as visualized in this study, comprises
the United States, Canada, the EEC, EFTA, and Japan. "European
integration" is defined as a merger of the EEC and EFTA. The difference between this alternative and the next (an Atlantic free trade
area without the EEC) is that the latter contemplates a free trade area
between the United States, Canada, EFTA, and Japan, whereas the
former does not. As to "50 percent MFN tariff reduction," it means
the kind of multilateral negotiation concluded in the Kennedy round,
except that its average tariff cut was only about 35 percent.
These calculations indicate that an Atlantic free trade area, with or
without the EEC, would tend to have the most favorable impact on the
U.S. trade balance, while European integration as such would probably exert the most unfavorable effect. While the gain to the U.S.
trade balance from a 50-percent tariff reduction under the mostfavored-nation clause would be more modest, it should be noted that
the increase in U.S. imports under this alternative would also be far
smaller than in an Atlantic free trade area, especially one that includes
the EEC. Thus, a 50-percent MFN tariff reduction would presumably
require far less domestic adjustments and encounter less protectionist
resistance than an Atlantic free trade area.
As the author of the MSU study is at pains to note, "the effect of a
certain policy on the U.S. external trade position is not the paramount
factor in determining its desirability." He correctly emphasizes that
"the choice among available alternatives will probably rest mainly
on political considerations."
As the previousdiscussion indicates, none of the free trade area proprosals advocated in recent years meets the requirements of U.S.
foreign policy' that is, the imperatives of avoiding A split between
America and Europe, of taking into account U.S. national interests in
Asia, Latin America, and Africa, and of preventing a still larger gap
between the advanced industrial countries and the third world.

I "Alternative Commercial Policies--Their ]fect on the American Economy," by Mordechat D. Kreinin, MSU international Bualnes and Eonomic Studies, 1967, especially p. 74.
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Backward toward protcct/oiim
Back to protectionism after 33 years of successful efforts at trade
expansion through a liberal trade policy, culminating in the success
of the Kennedy round, seems on the face of it like an inconceivable if
not an irrational alternative from the sttandpoint of the IT.,S, national
interest. And yet it is frilteningly clear today that it might be
adopted by dealt unless the current protectionist onslaught against
freer trade is decisively defeated.
To be sure, virtually no one explicitly advocates a return to the
Smoot-Hawley era. Propoonents of re4rictive legislation merely Seek
to "help" the palicular segment of industry or agriculture in which
they are iilterec|ed against import injury, real or imaigined. They genera'lly prof't,:s merely to seek an "exception" for their particular ]nldustry, leaving trade policy in genera I otherwise unchanged. But the
number of commodities involved in the pending quota hills (which
have been estimated by the President's special representative for trade
negotiations to affect some $12 billion worth of imports. or almost half
the U.S. total) makes it quite clear that these "exceptions" would become the new policy.
It is true that these bills generally seek import quotas rather than
high tariffs. But most economists agree that quotas are far worse than
tariffs because they distort the normal patterns of trade and do not
permit market forces to operate freely. As Prof. Gottfried Haberler,
of Harvard, has said, "Anyone who asks for *** quotas * * * in effect
asks for Government handouts and, whether lie knows it or not. demands the replacement of the businessman and market forces by public
officials and Government flat." 4
In fairness to the proponents of import quota legislation is should
be noted that some of them explain it in terms of reaction against
damage suffered by American exporters at the hands of the EC,
notably on account of its variable levy on agricultural imports. To this
extent one should perhaps refer to them as "neoprotectionists" as distinguished from thle old-fashioned variety.
But how realistic is this neoprotectionist school of thought ? Do they
really believe that the enactment of massive quota legislation by this
country would show the EEC the error of its ways and convert it to a
more liberal trade policy? Clearly, the likely outcome instead is a
wave of retaliation by the EEC, as indicated by the notes of protest
already lodged by all six EEC countries with the State Department.
This, surely, is a prescription for an all-out trade war between America and Europe, which would make the famous "chicken war" of a few
years ago seem like an insignificant trifle.
If the neoprotectionists are in earnest about wanting to achieve a
more liberal trade policy abroad, and especially on the part of the
EEC, the way to go about it is surely by embarking on a new round
of negotiations aimed at nontariff barriers. If the neoprotectionists
prefer retaliation to negotiation, one must ask whether their references
to the iniquities of the EEC are a rationalization for protectionism
of the old-fashioned variety.
That this reactionary trend back to Smoot-Hawley should emerge
in the wake of the most far-reaching and successful round of GATT
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negotiations ever conducted may seem, at first sight, paradoxical. But
it is precisely the fact that these negotiations are concluded, together
with the fact, that the negotiating authority of the Trade Expansion
Act has expired, which gives the opponents of freer trade a field (Illy.
Protectionist lobbies appear to have labored long and hard to nullify
the tariff reductions achieved in the Kennedy round by means of import quotas. On the sound strategic principle that one should yell before one is bitten, they have been pushing restrictive proposals long before they are feeling any damage from tariff reductions-munch les before they can document such damage.
So much for the origins of the current protectionist counterofen.4ive.
What about its probable consequences? The most obvious and likely
result of a U.S. relapse into protectionism is the prospect of retaliation
from abroad. In recent weeks every one of our major trading partners-the EEC, the United Kingdom, Canada, the Scandanavian countries, Japan, Latin America, and so forth-has explicitly warned the
United States that if the import (jilota bills were to become law, tley
would have no alternative except to retaliate against us. And mnder
GATT, they would have a perfect right to retaliato (or seek compensation) for injuries suffered, just as the United States retaliated
against the EEC in the "chicken war" by raising tariffs on French
brandy and German Volkswagen buses. As the President's Special
Representative for Trade Negotiations has pointed out repeatedly,
such retaliation would not be necessarily directed against the industries affected by import quotas-such as steel, textiles and so forthbut rather against those American industries most vulnerable because
they are most. dependent on exports, which cover a wide range of
products from agriculture to machinery.
This process of retaliation would almost inevitably escalate into a
trade wau,--a trade war incompatible with either our alliances or our
prosperity. In the thirties this kind of economic nationalism and trade
contraction was accompanied by a worldwide depression. Such a depression would be even more likely today, simply because the world
economy has grown far more interdependent, as shown by the expansion
of world
trade, the growth
of American investments abroad, and
the rise
of multinational
corporation.
In terms of foreign policy, retaliation and trade war between this
country and the rest'of the world would inevitably result in the isolation f the United States and the abdication of 'its world role. It is
quite clear that protectionism in economic affairs has as its logical
counterpart isolationism in foreign policy. It would be almost impossible to pursue one without achieving the other. Thus, the choice between alternative trade policies is in actuality a choice between conflicting foreign policies. And yet this inevitable correlation has not
been nearly recognized and faced thus far; there are many-far too
many-voices clamoring for protection but very few, if any, advocating a return to isolationism.
The domestic economic implications of a returnto protectionism
are equally serious. For one thing, protection breeds inflation because,
by impeding imports, it restricts competition favors monopoly and
oligopoly, and drives the price level upward. ;lis is of special implotanee at a.time like the present, when inflationary forces in the dome.stic economy are again on the upswing. It is of particular signifi.
cancer when basic industries like steel and textiles clamor for protection,
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Since their price levels tend to affect the rest of the economy and since
imports thus far have been one of the few restraining factors in their
price behavior.
Protection, in addition to raising prices, restricts the free choice of
tie conismner by limiting the range of imp,,rted goods available. Thus,
the consumer becomes inoile thanl ever tile forgottell nu11-1-1111( wolllan-of the American economv. If the lh(rishllive voice of the Anm'.a'ican consumers wore proportionate to their nuiners, we would hear
less ithout )rotectionism wid more abolit (lie mmcd io) 1:elp pri,'i. ,low).
In essence, of course, protection means sacrificing the nio-:t tdhient
American industries-those best. able to compete in foreign markets
and thus vulnerable to foreign retaliation-in favor of the least eflicient, which are to be shiel&'d from competitioll by import quotas.

Such a policy is clearly to the detriment of the Nation's welfare aQ a
whole and of its rate 'of economic growth in particular. To sacrifice
the most dynamic sectors of the American economy for the benefit of
the stagnant. ones is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, a most important aspect of protectioniism is its impact on
the U.S. balance of payments. In his letter to tie -Senate Finance Com-

mittee, of October 18, 1967, the Secretary of the Treasury has pointed
out that, "i country %
with a large trade surplus is uniquely 'ulnerable
to the adverse effects of a quota war." This is true because of three
side effects of import quotas: the feedback effect, the retaliation effect,
and the competitive loss effect. As to the first, experience suggests that
for each $1 billion reduction in our imports the United Sri(te, loses
more than $500 million of exports-even in ihe absence of retaliatory
action, simply for lack of dollars abroad with which to buy in this
country. The retaliation effect has been discussed above, and the Secretary estimates that "loss of U.S. exports for these two reasons alone
might well exceed any reduction in our imports resulting from the proposed quotas." As to the competitive loss effect, imposition of the

quotas would encourage higher domestic prices and tend to make U-.S.
products less competitive in foreign markets. The combined impact of
these three side effects cannot be predicted exactly, but the Treasury's
judgment is that "the ratio would be ('onsiderably greater :la1 onie
for one." The Secretar concludes: "In summary, the proposed quotas
would hurt our trade balance and therefore our balance of payments."
In conclusion, the Secretary's letter emphasizes the import anve for
the United States of "maintaining an open economy-that is, one free
from widespread quotas and other barriers to trade." He poins out
that "we cannot hope to produce in a highly protected domestic market
and sell successfully in highly competitive international markets."
Herein perhaps lies the crux of the difference between the proponents
of a liberal trade policy and the advocates of protectionism: Do we
believe in an open competitive economy or do we go back to mercantilism, that is, an economy sheltered, protected, subsidized, and supervised by an omnipotent government?
CONCLUSION

If it is agreed that U.S. trade policy cannot be evaluated except in
the context of U.S. foreign policy and the national interest of the
United States, then it is suggested that the only trade policy that
makes sense is a multilateral ahd nondiscriminatory liberal trade policy
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under the auspices of GATT. It is no accident that this is exactly the
trade policy that the United States has successfully pursued for the
last 33 years-a period in which U.S. exports have risen from less than
$3 billion to more than $30 billion a year, and the U.S. trade surplus
from zero to almost $5billion.
It is evident that the various regional free trade areas proposedwhether oriented south toward Latin America, north toward Canada,
east toward Europe, or west toward Asia-fail to take into account the
imperative of universality imposed by the requirements of U.S. foreign
policy. They all ignore the fact that the United States is both an
Atlaiitic and a Pacific power, a good neighbor to the South and to the
North, and that it has a vast stake in the economic stability and political orientation of the third world. For this reason the United States
should be the last country in the world to contemplate an exclusive
trade bloc with one set of countries or another. Regionalism, if it ever
comes to that, would only be a last resort for the United States and it
would clearly entail a radical reorientation of U.S. foreign policy.
As to the final alternative-back to protectionism-it is difficult
to regard such a trade policy as a serious proposal worthy of earnest
consideration. This is implicitly admitted by the proponents of import quotas themselves., because they insist on presenting their pro.
posals in terms of except ions from a liberal trade policy-Lexceptions,
to be sure, which would become the new policy if even a few of their
proposals were to be enacted into law. Protectionism, it would seem, is
not so much a reasoned and deliberate policy as simply an accidental
end result-the cumulative product of a little protection here find
a little protection there. ITn fortullaely, as experience shows, a little
protection islike a little pregnancy.
Since the case for a return to Smnoot-IHawlev is so weak. it may seem
odd that the voices speaking out for protection are so nunierous. It
is well to remember that in tli. particular instance the whole is much
less than the sum of its parts. What does seem strange indeed is the
psvchology of protectionism, which combines a queer sense of omni-

potence with al even odder feeling of impotence. The sense of

onmipotence is evident in the illusion that this country can unilaterally impose quotas on virtually half of its imports and the rest of the
world will not dare to retaliate. The feeling of impotence is inherent

in the delusion that this country-the most dynamic and productive
economy in the world-cannot compete with foreign imports. It is hard
to tell which assumption is more quixotic.
T.

siF.IED Buszss NTHE FIELD OF CusTOfS ADMrIVISTRATIO.'

(By Noel Hemmendinger, Counsel, United States-Japan Trade
Council)
SUMMARY
There hu been inadequate attention to the interests of the United
States in eiminating trade barriers for the sake of its own import
trade.
The cu nm reorganztion should be completed by merging the
procedures for protests and appeals.

Section 336 of the Tariff Act, relating to equalization of cost of pro.
auction, and section 337, relating to unfair acts in the importation
of goods, are obsolete and should be repealed.
The Tariff Schedules should be further simplified by greatly reducing the number of different rates of duty.
The valuation of imported merchandise should be brought closer
to the actual transaction value. In particular, valuation at date of
exportation should be abolished.
The "final list" should be abolished.
American selling price valuation should be abolished, and conversion to rates affording equal protection should not be confused with
reciprocal tariff reduction.
STATEMENT

This paper is submitted to the Senate Finance Committee in response
to its announcement of September 27, 1967 inviting written statements
by interested parties on U.S. foreign trade policies and practices for
inclusion in a compendium to be published by the committee as the basis
for hearings at a later date.
Introduction

The facilitation of importation into the United States is a stepchild
of U.S. foreign economiii policy. Much has been done in this field
through the Customs Simplification Acts of 1938 1953,1954, and 1956,
through the reorganization plans adopted by tihe Treasury Depart.
ment, and through other internal procedural changes within the Cus.
toms Service. At the same time, because of actual or anticipated resist.
ance, there are many obviously desirable and appropriate changes that
have not been made. None of the points raise in this paper are new.

It is an unfortunate fact that most of the problems that exist today

have existed for a long time and have not been resolved despite a
widespread knowledge of them.
We suggest that the reason for this is that, since the inception of
trade agreement legislation the praiseworthy aim of lowering trade
barriers has been promoted by undue emphasis ujpon reciproity of
concessions, while inadequate attention has been given to the interest
of the United States itself in facilitating the importation of goods. A
neomercantilism has developed around the doctrine of reciprocity to
the point where it often sounds as if importing goods was a regrettable

necessity and not an end in itself. It is accepted as a matter of U.S.
national policy that a high level of international trade in both exports
and imports is desirable. Every academic economics course in the land
teaches that the free flow of goods between nations is valuable for the
American economy in the same way that the free flow of goods among
the various regions of the United States is desirable. Nevertheless, the
technicalities attendant upon the importation of goods are tremendous
when compared with the technicalities which commerce has to face
domestically, burdensome as they are often thought to be.
In consequence, we submit, many measures designed to facilitate the
importation of goods have been considered, over the last several decades, from a protectionist bias. Measures desired to rationalize
clarify, and siinplify U.S. customs procedures have been examined
largely in terms of whether they would add to or subtract from the
protection afforded by present tariffs to the American industries con-
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corned. This has not been in the broad context of whether the measures would deprive the industry of a protection which is truly justified
by some accepted standard, but rather simply by whether they would
alter the existing level of protection. That protection has often been the
result of ancient and accidental factors, and not of a considered current judgment that such protection is called for. This is especially the
case in the areas of American selling price valuation and of the exceptions set forth in the "Final List" to the scope of the Customs Simplificat ion Act of 1956.
The,.e are by no means academic issues in the fall of 19617. Tleh. isN,
we suggest, a conceptual error in the usual ap)pitaelh to tli: subi,ot.
For instance, American selling price valuation is looked ulmn11 ait
kind of asset in the nontariiff trade barriers market whih should he
eliminated only on the basis of a hard bargain. Yet if other nations
had no abusive trade practices which the United Statps would like to
see removed, it woudd still be in the interest of the United Stat. to
eliminate this anomalous and inequitable system.
Pie1,;1? of U.S. la1?
This general heading includes a number of different matters whicl
involve both l1wo('edurc and trade po!icv. We omit, however, from the
present discussion pl)rolems relatinF to'tariff adjustment and adjustment assistance under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. These are
not primarily questions of clarification or of removing technical
problems; they are major issues of policy. We assume, however, that
there will be some changes in this area since it is the stated intention
of the administration to propose them and there appears to be considerable support in the Congress for some changes.
Legislation to implement customs reorganizationplans
Late in the 89th Congress in 1966 a trial balloon repairedd in the
Treasury Department was introduced-H.R. 18533. The bill would'
have formally merged the appraisement and clasification procedures
to conform to changes already effected in practice in the reorganization plans. It would also have made language changes such as substituting the words "appraising officer" for "collector" and "appraiser"
where they appear in the customs laws.
The bill was designed essentially to provide a single method of
review of a challenged customs ruling, to make reconsideration within
the service more practical, and to narrow the cases actually taken tothe Customs Court to those involving a definite issue on which adjudication was definitely desired. The bill did not provide the amendments
to the Judicial Code which are necessary to merge the promedures for
review of appraisements and classification decisions. Such legislation
was in preparation, however, as a companion measure.
Contrary to expectation, no legislation along these lines has yet
been proposed to the 90th Congress, probably because of opposition.
by the customs bench and bar to the proposals that the Customs Court
review be initiated by a separate complaint in that court, rather than
automatic transmittal by customs as at present. Without Iaking a posi.
tion on the s peifics of such legislation, we regard the delay as unfortunate, because the procedures for reviews and protests are prv.sently unduly time consuming and unsatisfactory. Most needed is a
method for obtaining expeditious consideration of serious issues. first
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administratively, andi then if necessary, in court. Such decisions will
thei control the disposition of many other cases.
Section 3386 of the Tariff Aot of 1930
This section contains the equalization of costs of production provision, the so-called scientific tariff, first enacted in the FordnevMcCumber tariff of 1922. The theory was that the rate of duty should
be adjusted from time to time in order that the cost of production of
the import plus the tariff should equal the cost of production in tie
United States. If this doctrine had ever been consistently applied, it
would have stifled all trade in articles competitive with articles produced in the United States, except where the import. enjoyed a prestige
value that would permit it to sell at a premium. T his antitrade (10'-

trine has been rejected since the inception of the trade agreements
program in 1934, and by law since then has been inappli.able to
articles that are the subject of trade agreement. concessions. Since most
of the items in the Tariff Schedules have uiow been tie subject of trade

agreement concessions, the continued existence of section 336 is rather
like the human appendix-it doesn't do any good, it doesn't. do any
harm most of the time, but every once in a while it flares up.
This was illustrated in 1962 by the case of BIroons Made of Broomeorn, Tariff Commission investigation No. 336-121. Section'336 provides that if an increase of duty to 150 percent of the original statutory
rate does not suffice to equalize'the costs, then the statutory rate shall be
applied to the selling price of U.S. made articles. The Tariff Commission found that to equalize the cost of production at home and in
Mexico, it was necessary to apply the duty to the price of Americanmade brooms. Section 336 is in mandatory terms, unlike the escape
clause provisions of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. Nevertheless,
the President refused to act on the report, on the ground that it did
not show the need for the duty to be so applied. (White House an.
nouncement, Feb. 15,1963.)
Section387 of the Tariff Act of 1930
Another obsolete provision that should be repealed is section 337
of
Act,ofwiich
provides
for Tariff
investigation
andthe
theTariff
embargo
articles
imported
into theCommission
United States
by unfair
methods of competition or unfair acts. There are other provisions of
law which are more effective and fair for dealings with abuses that it
may embrace. Paradoxically, this section, aimed at unfair competition,
is itself the basis for unfair competition aimed at imports. The funda.
mental vice of section 337 is that it provides an omnibus treatment,
aimed at a whole sector of trade for remedying commercial disputes
between particular parties.
Unfair acts can mean a wide variety of things. To the extent that
section 837 was designed to strike at selling in the United States at
unduly low prices in order to capture a market unfairly, the abiss are
dealt with by the Antidumping Act of 1921, which is frequently invoked. It is an effective deterrent to predatory price-cutting activities,
which are in any ease rare.
1..9o far as concerns unfair acts in the antitrust sense, the Federal
Trade Commission Act, the Sherman Act, the Clayton Acts, and the
Wilson Tariff Act give ample powers to the Federal Trade Commission and the Justice Department to act with respect to imports as they
87-822-OS-vol. 2-
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do with respect to domestically produced goods. This includes tile
power to act against the goods, as does section 337. The only serious
attemptto invoke section 337 in the antitrust field was in tie corplaiit
against Swiss watches, Tariff Commission investigation No. :17-19,
June 1966, where the Commission found that the activities complained
of had been adequately restrained through action of the Federa courts
at the instance of the Department of Justice.
The only field in which section 337 has been used extensively has
been that of alleged patent infringement. Practically oery case in
which relief has been granted under section 337 involved such at
harge. Section 3:17 is a peculiarly unsuitable vehicle for determintion of such questions. Two essential issues in any latent, case are, first,
whether the patent is valid; and second, whether it is actually infringed. The courts have held that the Tariff Connission has no lower
io adjudicate the validity of the patent, and the Tariff Conmission
ac'ordingly refuses to hear evidence on this point. The court also held
that. the- ariff Commission has no power to adjudicate the issue of
infringement..' Aceordingly, the Commission engages in a. kind of
shladow proceeding, frequent lv as costly and elaborate as a trial in the
Federal court, to determine wYlhether the inmport complained of falls
within the terms of the patent.
There is no need whatever for this Tariff Commission activity in
patent cases since in a proper case the aggrieved pIrty cami obtainian
injunction against an infringing article in a Federal district court. In
lie Federal courts, however, such an injunction is not granted unless
the patent has been adjudicated. The Tariff Commission has grlanled
relief by assuming the patent to be )rimna facie valid. This is (liseriimination against, sportss, since a different standard is applied than is
aI)lied domestic ly.
Section 337 itself recognizes that. the adjudication of private rights
is involved and that some sort, of legal determinations are require . by
providing for an appeal to the Court of Customs and Patent Appleals
before the Tariff Commission's report goes to thle President. This
provision is unique long proceedings of the Tariff Commission
which are for the rest of a purely administrative character. It has
been undermined by a 1962 decision of the Supreme Court, GUilden .
Zdmiok, 370 U.S. 510, indicating that the Court of Customs and
Patent Appeals may not, constitutmonallv render an advisory opinion.
Such an opinion is advisory because alter decision of the court, the
matter goes to the President for final action. Hence it is unlikely that
section 337 could be enforced today against a party who insisted on
his statutory right of appeal.
Shmpliflcatianof the 7'drff Sehedib*s
Problems of tariff classifleation have been somewhat eased by the
entry into force on August 30, 1963, of the revised Tariff Schedules of
the United States, prepared by the Tariff Commission pursuant to the
mandates of the Customs Simpllification Act of 1954. The new schedules
eliminated many anomalies (such as the charging of duty on synthetic
rubber automobile tires as articles in part of carbon because they contain more than 2 percent carbon) and introduced some greater certainty and ease in the determination of the applicable rates.
Ini re Von Olemm,

43 C.C.P.A. (Custonis) 56. 229 P. 2d 441 (1955).
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While the new se)dliules relre.,ent a big accomplishmlent, they have
only scratched the surface of simplifleat ion of the U.S. tariffs, which
remain an incredible thicket. There is still no iqnse whatever to the
proliferation of conimodity descriptions and rates. There are reasons,
of course, how they got the way they are, but, few if any of those

reasons tire valid reasons today, if they ever were. Protectionists and
liberal trades alike have to take responsibility for the present maze-almost every item and rate represents a victory for one or the other
ill soe hIlstoric battle or forgotten skirmish. The tariff paragraphs

.i, omtlted (most recently in 1930) reflect the notorious logrolling
of the tariff acts, creating a hodgepodge of product descriptions and
rates. The 1930 act. is sinlicity itself, however, compared with the

descriptions aid rates that riesilt from a series of Presidential proclanmatmos-some un(ler tlie flexible tariff. escape clause, et cetira.
lbut most ly iiiij)lemnent.ig duty reductions on specific commodities
ulder the i nado lg-reelmlenl s acts.

In the 1963 revision the Tariff Commission was greatly limited by
the congressioal injunction not to change rates of duty. What is
tieeded is a thorough revision that does change rates of duty where
this is nee(essairy to drastically reduce the number of categories. To
take just a few example,, there should be one rate for footwear instead
of the 20 items found in the new schedules, which is a reduction of

only four from the old; and one rate for toys instead of 13. For
"wovei fabrics, wholly of cotton, not fancy or figured, not bleached
1nd not colored," there are 88 separate rates depending on the yarn
complexity are watches, siainvont. Some other areas of incredible
les st eel flat ware, and ceramic tableware.
The Trade Expansion Act of 1962 represented an important break
awa.y from l)roduet-by-product iegotlations of tariff reductions. but

it did not. establish the means for further simplification of the schednles. The tariff changes in the Kennedy round were for the most part
on the basis of the existing item numbers of the tariff schedules of the
united States and did not do much further damafre. On the other
hand, they did not do anything to simplify the schedules.
The proliferation of tariff rates is particularly unfortunate in a

number of situations where the rate changes with the value of the
goods, for instance, wire rods imported under items Nos. 608.70.
608-71, 608.73, and 608.75 of the TSUS. When the value breakpoint
is close to the actual value, the existence of such a nte structure
becomes a serious harassment. to the trade, since the importer cannot
be sure at what rate the goods will be charged with duty.
As a result of the Kennedy round and previous tariff concessions, a
great many American customs duties will be at the point where pro.

tective effect is no longer a major consideration. Obviously, the simplest
way to eliminate problems of tariff classification is to reduce tariffs

for whole categories of goods to zero. To the extent that this is not
feasible, a major objective of the next round of international negotiations on trade should be the merger of existing items into broad
categories carrying a single rate. A new legislative approach is re.
quired in which simplification will be no less an objective than re.
duction of rates.
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att
Probh'nmsel .u./E'iftIti
In georral
There is only ome possible touchstone for valuation if the ,,ustOils
laws tire to be realist iv'allv administered: naiiiely, tile u.s of atelu.lI
Irallsi('tloll value. Al old 'eolce tion lingers on, that Iollelltary value
is all itiliereut anld collstan quality of a part ieulir object. (f' ourse,
e'onolists and iisinessmen alike recognize that. vllue is a subiel.tive
itlt'ter tlt.varies according to the eirllsllstanllces.
r I alort, u
n
li pri'iciplh, tierefoi'e. and also as a wIaetical Iitler.
valiation must. be bIsed on tle price in tie actud import t ransa.1iou.
iioriii inl the Brusselsh dtinlit ionl of valuep
This Jprincilple is sttitted ats tilhe
(lily ill tutu daly out. it is the' 11t1t1tl mtethod liptjJ~ht'(l withI reslxet
1111d1,
to most. of thle goods*eniterllig thep U united States. It is Ilot til'e xtclusive
1t's havv
met Nunider Ihe laws of tilt%- eou11u1 rv bec:lse tI le allit liorit .,,
some basis on which N)determine whether the invoice value :tccul':ule.
reflects the actual transaction, and also whether the actual transaction
departs from the realistic commelvial value for soie spe('ial reason of
the parties. The valuation laws and practices of the United States requir reconsideration not merelv to eliminate arbit r' valuation
discussedd below), but. also to permit the custonis officials to use the
invoice values mon freely where there isii reason to sus)ect a nm:niulh plIvtiienls of cities.
lation of the trallslet ion itself to avoid le
There is one provision of the customs laws nIlartiieular which necessitates fiquent, de partuure from the prini)h of ttj)plyilig the invoice
value and which holld he ehimllinated. TIhus istle provision of sect of 11930 which provides for valuaIiii:i 402)and 40)a of t lie 'Iaritr Acr
The value in fact, is fixed by the
time
of
exportalion.
tioni as of the
into,
which, of cotmte, is norm'lallv
parties
entered
which
the
contract.
before eXl)Ortation. lit result, either this provisions is igored, which Is
often trute, or if coisienti ously applied, it,greatly i'retases the work
of the Customs Service and tlhe'burlens upou the shippers who prepare
tle import douments. Over a period, there should hei no sigmiii'alt
Couise(iemices for the revenue, since prices fluctuate ul) and dowin. ( It
would be hard to convinCe iml)orters, however, that. dity aljustllnments
were not much more common when the price tit date of exportaiom is
higher than at date of contract,than when it is lower.)
A small step which requires no legislation would take much of the
mystery out of the valuation process. This is the publication of the
rulings and instructions that issue through the Customs Information
I'x(hmng known as CIE's. It is said that these relate to particular
sit iutions which are unsuitable for publication, but every customis hIw-

ver knows of the existence of nlings having general importance which
he,ouie known only when a specific inquiry is made. It should be possible to prepare abstracts or summaries of such rulings which would
disclose no confidential information nor impair the free exchange, of
information within the Customs Service.

The "finalIlt"
The "final list" remains in the customs valuation laws of the United

States like a wrecked vessel recalling an ancient storm but cont inning to
interfere with commerce.
The Customs Simplification Act finally passed in 1956 was con,'eived
at. least tdecade earlier and was first proposed to Congress in 1950.
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Was tieeitolitiot of foreigti valte to make export
valley t le ull' and |rllcl4~al is for v'litat iOn. This refoi Jl| w
ade
at the illitittive o the TelltSlilV li)t'llirt illt, sinte the iece,sit y of
illvt'stigtll lg foreigll vahie greall'
eoniplaled the lwoes of pPl'aie1llmlt. and led to tiflece~sary (iii$plitte wili foreign goveruitelliits.
Ti saiistatute
le
alliel
iliorjl'taltt eaulges in Ilhe delfiit itons of the terms
-freely offered for sit I," "il ljIl'Il. s'rs. "llstil wl.olt,.'St IViltIIitis,"
IIl "trdillti'y COurse of trade."
lht pttrl)ose of' thi., chittiges wIst 14terilit ('Istolisolliet'rs to select
reillsti, lri.es a ilt
whil lost goods Were really iitovitig ill (10l)t'rel'.
The l)'-ViOllS olellit lis hd lNeelt iilter'eted oso restctltletilv b d e
tiItr t,It. to illt rodlce cotlideralle artificiality, alld to illvitte Oti' elilen'Ile
114th or litrt i.hb lt.terms ofr tranllil lioll to dt'in
flie etlstollls

The 'ardiiail poitit

liv reason of Ilie opp, "ition of it few Alericanl inIdustries, these refolntll;l. 'elli i ht
1ot Mlitical, issue lulld it Was ililJ)5ssi)lh, to ol)taill
Sellate elllllclnlt wilotit con 1)roultis". Oppolnelts ltiliied that it
wold lead to sigtificallt luty reduictm10) o0 sonie )roulucts. il' toill)l:1!It Illi-ook tilt, nature of thel I)lt'olei, which was essentially that
I
here
were products on which extept iotiallv high dllt i's resulted front
illn t'l',en zlltapplications of the law. The lrelir.). I)eptllttnIlt Nll,".lell t lhtt it lIst be Iltlade ti) of products oi which tle dilut would
afleceld to the extent of 5 pi't'eltt or iore, aid that this fist Ie tenllolIrilv cxteptedl front the lew law. Soliellow, ill the legislative shuille,
thisi
ii-i
it'lded its telmulontrv, Wits adopted without any nlachinlry
l'r ,l,:inge mother lham new legllitol: .tild
tlilt' bill ailliedl at Csloils
sillltii"icioi liedd 11) by produeinlg two )arltlel systells: se tions
l02 aiid -102a of the Tariff Act of 1930 its unewded.
Tlhere is n) lited lt this poilt ill history for i jlstificalitolt of tile new
Ilw asigaillist tile oild. The new law is. today the accepted llelhod of
'Itstolls vluatioll for lost, of the ai'ticles ill tile thrill' list. It takes
to
whatever to have two l~llillel methods of vlaioat 101.
Wen:e
()1t- of lhe objects of sinpliication was to imike the processes of
vlllill reasotlllhy collprewisihe to the illporters, brokers, a1nd
lawyers that hllve #o work with thel, to say lothilng of thie Cll.stoms
Service it ;elf. A set of dootrilles hald dleveloled through judicial inter.
l)retlatioi)s of tile ol1 law. Today the elstols expert iust be a1ma11ster
Iot only of that body of dotrin-e, bill. of the different hidicial doctrine
nd ll't(t ice h liavt.
hve nriseti aroundltit
ew low. 'I lie Chart.set. out
Imy ll TaIrily ('onlnlli.sSion lit p~age 11 of its Preliminary Report Oil
\'alhItloil (T.('. l'llbliclt ioll 180July 1966) ill ttrtestf lle illte'leetilal
legerdellin illvolved ill choosing oie of Inine different legal bases for
%altutt ioll.
It is .lrely tillie to recognize that tihe "final list," has long since served

whatever valid purpose itinay have had. Even a modest analysis would
demonstrate, we believe, that the "final list" no longer operates as it did
when originally adopted. It is inevitable that shifts in world trade
have made the "final list" an arbitrary discrimination against the prodlcts
there enumterated-or indeed perhaps in some cases in their favor,
for there are situations in which the importer finds a lower duty under
sect ion 402a than under section 402.
The theory of the old law in assessing on the basis of foreign value
or export value, whichever is higher, is itself incompatible with the
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principle of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, winch provides (art. VII, par. 5) :
The bases and methods for determining the value of products subject to duties
or other charges or restrictions based upon or regulated in any manner by value
should be stable and should be given sufficient publicity to enable traders to

e.tiniate with a reasonable degree of certainty, the value for customs p',r1Mse-..

The interpretations given the ol law, which led to assessments on
the basis of infrequent and atypical transactions, are also contrary to
the principle of article VII, piaragraph 2, of the GATT, which l)10rides that, the value for customs purposes shall be l)ased on the actual
value of the imported merhan(ise and not on arbitrary or fictitious
values. Arbitrary or fictitious valuations also result from the fact that
section 402a provides arbitrary per'entages for commissions and
profits in determining U.S. value, and for general expenses in determining cost of production.
The vexation caused by complexity of administration is not easily
measured, but it is not necessary to look far for concrete evidences of
the unfairne.,s caused by ihe "tinal list." The most horrible recent example is the treatment -of vacuum tubes from Japan. Tie marketing
system in Japan is such that the Customs Bureau found no freely
offered articles that could be taken as the basis for foreign vale at
the same level of trade as the exports, that is large-scale sales by the
factory. However, Customs did find sales, su)lposedly at whole.sale
level, that were at a price miuch higher than those the factory sold for
the domestic market, on the part of one wholesale house in Tokyo,
many of whose sales were closer to retail than to a normal wholesale
price. The use of such values were sustained by the Court of Customs
and Patent Appeals in Dayttrom. Inc. v. United States C.A.D. 920
(1967). Many importers are faced with the payment of large additional duties on values considerably higher than the prices which ltey
actually paid.

The furor over American selling price valuation results not only
from the arbitrariness and unfairness that are inherent in this method
of valuation, but also from the fact that rubber footwear and many
benzenoid chemicals are on the "final list." This is no coincidence, nor
is it a coincidence that these industries actively opposed the Custom3
Simplification Act of 1956. For most imports, the definitions of "freely
offered," "all purchasers," "ordinary course of trade," "usual wholesale quantities," related to foreign or export value, which, if controllable at all, could be affected by the terms of transactions between
exporters and importers. In the case of ASP, it is offers by the American producers-the competitors of the importers-that can be
arbitrarily controlled to affect the import duty. In consequence, appraisers may be compelled to disregard terms of transactions at which
00 percent of U.S. products are sold, to find a price that meets the
statutory standard -Thisis the actual situation at present with respect
to the American selling prices on rubber-soled footwear.
American selling price,valuatkm

The objections to American selling price valuation have been widely
discussed in connection with the Kennedy round and are well understood. In brief, American sellir.g price valuation means valuation upon
the value of like or similar American-made goods rather than on the
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value of the imports themselves. This so-called arbitrary valuation is
a complete departure from principles of valuation followed by the
United States for all other products, and is contrary to the principles
of article VII, section 2a of the GATT. Anteri&an selling prie Aaluation
min tio
is inherently
of " i'I'a
arbitrary
iy
or ii and uncertain
J"°"
" sinee (Qit "i',requires a deternlnatiol of "sinlarity" oreoin petitivene~s." and since the valueaimn
easily change through action of competitors in the United States after
orders have been placed abroad. Duties thnus vary with the price stru,ture of the United States, as well as with aritrarv actions of the U .S.
producers, all of which are subject to) control by tle domne.tie indust ry.
American selling price valuation leads to a vastly disproportionate
number of problems in customs administration.
For purposes of this paper we would like to stress three points.
First, the legislative history of the 1922 Tariff Act shows clearly
that the purpose of American selling price valuation was to apply
very high protective rates without appearing to exceed the normal
range of ad valoremn rates. American selling price valuation got into
the IT.S. law as a consequence of a major campaign in Americnn tariff
history for something that was called American valuation. After exlflust IVe study, the Senate rejected as entirely unworkable the Fordnev
bill, embodying the concept of ASP value which had passed the IHouse
of Representatives. Senator Smoot. hardly known to history as. an
apostle of low tariffs, siunnarized the situation on the Sellate floor,
referring to the Treasury investigation conducted with an appropriation of $100,000 to assist the Senate Finance Committee to determine
its position on American value. Senator Smoot said:
The advocates of American valuation exletled this investigation to dewmonstrate beyond doubt the desirability of their prolsal. On the contrary, the fitts
brought up by this investigation demonstratee conclusively the inadvi.sbility of
breaking completely with the valuation in our customs service (02 C(ongresshniazil
Record, pt. 6, p. 5878, Apr. 24,1922).

A further colloquy on the Senate floor is illuminating:
Senator JoEs. The objection to making a rate upon the foreign valuation was
based solely on the argument that the rate would have to be so high that it
would shock the public conscience * * 0.
Senator SMoor. I recognize, I think, what the Senator is getting at *
no
one Is trying to deny it (62 Congressional Record, pt. 6, p. 5883, Apr. 24, 1922).

.Nevertheless, American selling price valuation was adopted for
benzenoid chemicals and the )ossibiity of applying American selling
price valuation was provided for in ile equalization of cost of production section, now section 336 of the 1930 act. All of this was at the
instance of the American chemical industry, whose dyestuffs production was then in its infancy and which 'feared the revival of the
Germanlidustry.
The second point we should like to make is that there is a highly
capricious element in the use of American selling price through the
application of section 386 of the Tariff Act. This was done five times
under the Tariff Act of 1922; all of these changes were abolished when
the Tariff Act of 1980 wes a.,dopted. There have been only three cases
under section 886 of the Tariff Act of 1930-these remain in effect,
but agreements were entered into with Japan subject to congressional
action, for the abolition of the rates on canned clams and certain woolknit gloves. These are not controversial. There was no agreement on
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the abolition of American selling price valuation on rubber-soled footwear imported under item 700.66 of the tariff schedules-valued in
1966 at 416.5 nillion-largely because the United States, in negotiating with Japan, started from a conversion rate that represented a
substantial increase in duties. The reason for this was the political
strength of the Ainerican rubber footwear industry. The ludicrous
claim is made by the American rubber footwear industry that continned protection at levels over 50 percent ad valorem is necessary', at
the same time that duties of 10 percent on leatther footwear have been
reduced still lower.
As indicated above, section 330 is obsolete and oilght to be repealed.
Most of the tariff increases effected through it have been subject to
reductions in the various trade negotiations and the rates have lon
since been absorbed in the tariff structure. The few cases in which
American selling price was applied remain, however, l.ecause there
has been no legal machinery short of legislation to get rid of them.
The third point we should like to nake, as suggested in the introduction, is that. an tuindue emphasis on reeil)rocity has obscured the
interest of the United States in abolishing ASP for the sake of its own
import trade. It is desirable to persuade other countries to reduce
their barriers and if the reduction of those of the, U nited States call
be instrumental to that end, it is a (rood .idea to kill two birds with
one stone. However, the result emot e setuzed with Iatthe1Pmar;1 al
accuracy, and the business of removing ASP and converting to the
equivalent rate of duty on the usual vahalion ba.is should not be confused with the business of reducing duties. The 1:tier lends itself
to formulas that can and have been successfully applied for the necessary comparisons; but there are no tested f;rmulas for conparing
nontariff trade barriers.
ST.\TEENT OF TIIE BRTTSI1-A3rERt.\N CII.\3IBEI

OF (OMM11l('E.

NEw YORK, N.Y.*
Tim BITI5JJ-AIERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
ion.

RUISSELLJ

B. LoNe,

New York, .1'.

Chair'nan,Senale Committee on Finnce,
New Senate Oflwle Building, Wga.hington, D.O.
DEAR SEN-ATOR Loxo: The British-American Chabiber of (oilnineree

(hereinafter referred to as the "chamber") has for its'basic purpose

the encouragement of commerce and reciprocal trade between the
United States of America and the United Kingdom. More titan 80 per-

cent of its members are American citizens, American firms, or Anerlean corporations having a principal office and place of business within

the United States of America.
The members of the chamber regard as fundamental thdl the influence which the United States pomsesses as leader of the Western
* 'his mterInl han been flied with the Department of Justice, Washington. D.C.. where
three IF available for Inspetion the regstration statement of the British-Amerfean
('hnmit,,r o! Come ce under 22 T'.,.C.. sees. 611-621. as agent of British National ENxport
Coumil and Confedration of British Industry. In London, The Scottish Counell. D relopmWent nd Industry. In Edinburgh, and the Development Corp. for Wales, In CardiUf.
Registration omes not imply approval of this material"by the U.S. Government.
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World is inextricably bound up with its position as the world's treatest trading nation. Tile prestige of the Vinited States and the degree
to which it can influence worl d affairs will increase in proportion to
the growth of U.S. external trade.
The members of the chamber hold the opinion that unmwvPt.-:iri~v
protective legislation, by reducing the flow of trade and wt.akening
tlie bonds which unite the Western World. would not only lo hiarmfili
to the eonomy of the United States and other friendlW vontris as
a whole but would bring comfort to those nation-, whos-e I,:siv beliefs
are ideologically opposed to those of the United States.
In the case of the United Kingdom the effects of such protective
legislation could be very grave. If the United Kingdom is denied the
opportunity of expanding the volume of its exports to !b, U'nited
States it clearly will not be able to support the importation of a growing volume of Anmerican-manufactured goods, farm products, and raw
materials. The balance of trade between the United States and the
United Kingdom has for many years with few exceptions been in
favor of the United States. For the years 1960 to 1966 U.S. exports to
the United Kingdom exceeded imports from the United Kingdom by
an average of approximately $230 million per annum. The imbalance
in overall trade is even more marked when the disparity in the populations of the two countries is taken into account. On a per capita basis
each U.S. citizen buys about $9 worth of goods from the United Kingdom a year and each United Kingdom citizen buys about $32 worth per
year from the United States.
Measures whereby imports into the United States are to be restricted to present or recent levels or are limited by reference to the
size or competitiveness of the U.S. industries could well reproduce
trading conditions similar to those of the early 1930's. The results
will for the United States as well as for all of those nations who look
to tAis country for leadership in international affairs, be as tragic as
the were 30 years ago.
In recent years American exports to the United Kingdom have provided employment in every State in the United States with the possible exception of Alaska.
As an example of the way in which the benefit of British purchases
are spread throughout the United States there is attached a schedule
(A) showing how the separate elements of fou-' defense contracts have
provided or are providing employment in 36 States.
British imports of American tobacco and tobacco manufactures
in 1966 were $137,800,000 and American cotton and cotton fabrics
$24 million.
But imports and exports bring advantages not only to ianufacturing companies but also to many in the ports through which they
pass. It is understood that the U.S. Government has estimated that
approximately 31/2 million U.S. residents earned their livelihood directly from international trade.
Each country enjoys peculiar advantages and specialized skills which
enable it to produce certain goods more economically or in greater
variety. That such advantages can be made available to others without impediment provides an element of healthy competition in tile
trading community of nations and can well result in an important
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check upon the price inflation which can occur when domestic industries are secure from competition.
Finally that the Amencan people can enjoy the choice to purchase
goods of the widest possible variety is one aspect of the freedom which
we enjoy which is denied to those who live in Communist countries. We
believe that rather than inhibiting such choice every effort should be
made to increase it by simplifying all barriers to the free movement of
goods between the trading partners of the free world.
The chamber's customs and tariff committee has examined in close
detail the statement to the Senate Committee on Finance for its "Compendium on Legislative Oversight Review of U.S. Trade Policies"
prepared by the American Importers Association and fully endorses
the positions taken by the AIA which if adopted it believes would be
in the best interest of 'the American people.
Respectfully yours,
R.L. EVANS.
ManagerandSecretat'y.
SCHEDULE A.-DISTRIBUTION OF UNITED KINGDOM ARMS PURCHASE LISTS IN UNITED STATES
IThe f3llowing figures show the distribution by States of Ihe United Kingdom expenditures on 4 main weapons system
contracts)
[In millions of dollars
State

Polaris

Alabama ................

F-4

0.5........................

Arizona................................. 31.8

Arkansas .................. ..............
California.................
2
Colorado ................. 198...7
Connecticut ...............
2.2
Florida .................... ..............
Gergia ...................

Il i s....................

.

. .....

.3

C-130

5.4

F-111

Total

..............

...... "".".".

.3
164.7

..... 16 .......... 9A.....

.7
1.7
12.2
14.6
10.0
24.3
62.7
15.2
20.4

11.7
.2
105.0
1.1
39.5
4.2
1.1
..............
1.1
2.23.
1.1
..............

..............
3.0

1.8

.

14.3
..............
.

..

0.5

37.2

3
462.9

3.

.9
06.7
22.5
56.2
18.1
25.5
66.3
22.1
25.6

Indiana ..................
1.2
.9
Iowa ..................... ..............
3.9
Kansas ..........................
.1
Maryland .................
1.7
1.9
Massachusetts .............
1.9
3.9
Michian .... ........... ..............
0
Minneta...........
...
.9
3.0
2.6
8.6
Missouri .................
.8
0.3
325.
Nebraska .................
.7
.3
New Jersey ................
4.9
20.7
..... 1.......
4.6
41.2
New Hampshire ............
.5
.............. .............. ..............
.
5
New Mexico ...............
1.4 ......... .............. ..............
1.4
New York ...............
7.4
17.6
4.2
20.
305.2
North Carolina .............
4.1
.5. .....................
4.6
Ohio ....................
.2.2
24.0
.
18.2
Oklahoma.................
1.6
2.7
..........
3
.
Oregon ...........................
1.8
.3
2.1
Pennsylvania ..........
O..
7.6
1.1
14.5
24.2

South
Carolina .............
Tennessee ................

16

..............
Texas.....................
1.2
Utah ......................
519
Virginia ...................
2.7
Vermont ..........................
Washington ................
1.6
Wet Vii............................
Wisconsin
..........................
36 States
............

638

3.6
24.7
.9

2.2

5.4
4.2

.......
280. 0

.............. ..............

8

9.0
310.1
52.8

4.3
1.1
3.2
11.3
.3............... ..............
3
3.4
.3
.3
..... 4.2 .....
4.2
0
..............
821

220

725

2,404

Note: The totals are correct as some $320 mijlions Inminor contracts am not detailed. Inaddition to these figures there
purchase.
Is an annual United Kingdom Government expeoditure in the United States of America of about $60 million for military
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AiR Tn.%xs owrr AO8'OTION,

Vuahington, D.C

Senator RUSSELL LONG,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, P.O.
N,\.x:
Your press relea,*, dated September 27, 19067,
DR. M[R. CHIRM

invited interested parties to submit written statements on U.S. foreign
trade policies and pract i(es. The Air Transport Association of America, whose membershi p is composed of virtually all of the scheduled
airlines of the Ulnite States, has a direct and vital interest in our
foreign trade policy. We, therefore, appreciate this opportunity to
reaflirm the basic piiosophy which the airlines believe is so important
.
o....
oot
to U.S. trade
The scheduled nirlinei of the United States link hundreds of Ameri
can cities with humidreds of other cities throughout the world in friend.hip and comnlerce. These airlines devote considerable effort and
financial resources to the promotion of international commerce and
represent an extensive and highly developed transportation network
which is essential to the conduct and expansion of our foreign trade.
By the very nature of their service, and the congressional mandate
under which it is performed, it is the policy of the airlines to advocate
and promote the freer flow of persons and goods in international colimerce on a reciprocal basis.
We are, accordingly, extremely concerned over recent indications of
a possible change toward a mnone restrictive trade policy for this country. We can anticipate that adoption of new trade barriers by the
United States will inevitably result in the adoption of new trade
barriers by other countries.
The U.A. air transport industry is one of many which would be di.
rectlv affected by a slowing down of international .ominierce. The airlines' will soon be introducing new equipment capable of transporting
400 or more passengers or over 100 tons of cargo. Our ability to utilize
that capacity will be impaired if the pace of international commerce
slackens. The level of our public service, our employment rate, our
financial strength-in short, this industry's commitment to our
Nation's economic growth--would be jeopardized by unilateral action
of our Government which would attract retaliatory action by other
governments.
0Such retaliatory steps need not be confined to measures specifically
in kind. The price for attempts to protect specific U.S. producers of a
given commodity is not likely to be paid by just those producers.

Here too, the I.S.-flag airlines stand to suffer. For many years we have
been engaged in an effort to persuade foreign governments and their
airlines that their best interests lie in a policy permitting the relatively
free play of economic forces in international airline competition.
Through the determined support and advocacy of our Government,
great strides have been made in recent years in turning the tide against
foreign restrictionism. Trade measures which hurt not only our business but that of our foreign competitors as well invite a reversal of that
trend.
The Kennedy round dealt primarily with the removal of tariff
rather than nontariff barriers to international trade. Nontariff barriers
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are, of course,'similarly ritieal to Ut.S. trade. In the lilt transport field,
pftrts of foreiri. gol' rneuts to ple restric~t'ls of) the volu) of
I .$.-1 lg ,rvive are heing fought with suhstantial sli.ess in the diplonmiatI
arena. We u rge that the Finance ("omiittee's review of out trade
l)oliev fo'oil
o h.gislatioln looking to the reeilpro,'al reiloval of non,ta'il Imr
larier.. It will be through such positive action that ilhe Init d
States will realize the further expansion of exports we ill seek.
IWe aklo believe Ilu.'h rnilaizs ito he done to v(iOn'(, stitl; lor initionq to the facilitation of trade and travel, particularly tluo: de ll..
with e',rli. ,1stoml.s laws and other Q4atutory formldities of on ad110nist,'ative nature.
To cite hllt one example.
infornial entry va!,ation lij.v't.
11r.0 hld a'
v25
j-uIP~lIt
1
to Sentil 4-98(a) (1) of fti, T,:rill' Act o f
193:0. as a1mled in 193. If the..e limits weir raised to $S500or I)(.
: l:1r.er numellr of shiplments could enter the United Stale ud1..r the
simple inforital entry procedure. particularly in view of the fact
lint merlchandi.'- va!tied at ,420 in sterns of 1963 dollars is now valued
at mllore than $300 in teufiIs of 1967 dollar. lRaising the valuation limit,
for ,iich informal triesis would in no way alter tnv duty or va ue filr
,'tolnlis tiriif )IrpoQeP..ineP only the method of preparing entry dI..Jlmeltatiol wmdd b, affected. An'informal entry is much
n
e ,r'to P
lm,v' and1)'o.es than a formal entry.
t'l'iere are several of her burdensome techniques an d statutory reqPiP ;,.
Ileit.- ":h i%n('e(. arilv impede the movement of goods and tra ve'r:,
to andI 1',o)l tl l'Iited State.. We would appreciate the ol)Jmrt:, ,it
to .... ;eHit tvP4 ii)iiv iiill ti connection wln hearings are held inl
th,, IFiiul.lt Committee.
(orldiallv.
S. G. '', 1 \.
STIATEME~ruNTOox

LF:u~uvoF !iri

OIL~ ('ofl.

"Fluiv hrif ;ftimenl i' sbmd itted for ilevhlIio1 wvilt 011 thme ',eii;)x'idini wlich Will fomin tie basis for the public hearings wldeh are ,,~o Pl to be held itt a later (late. Tie scope of the,. e remark: is addre -el
reuendillv to f]e eom..eqencec of the adoption of r(Intr'i 'e q..);is o,,
)'Mi;.OfhlitV
ty mnJts and Specifivally to the imposition of fimore stri. .jen
re.t,itious on th. imuportatiolt of crude oil an( Ietrolemn rd),luu'et...
Murphy Oil Corp. believe. restraints on trade afre findlam.nt:1l1v
unsou!d and llat in the end they usually harm even tho;e wnl)o hav'e
SouI!,lt protection. ('onversely, we believe free flow of eoimnm"'ce :und
c, ital resu t s in i imor efficiellt allocation of re.ources t0n1ii1o.:.1h1
v
can be (lone by any program of controls, however enlightened. Wit 6:lieve these views are consistent with our Nation's dedication to free
enterprise. If. however, imports are to be relegated to control by the
legislative return to the era of severe trade restraints of the 1930's.
then we strongly urge that such protection, if any, as is deemed mieessariy to protect, lome.sti industry rather be provided through ti system
of tariffs. Tariffs, unlike quantitative controls, would permit equitable
p articipation by all domestic companies on a purely coml)etitive basis.
The rate established within such tariff system could be varied in favor
of critical items within the present and any future period of national

001
ew ergencv. S.]alh tariff system could plev'ent the disruption of e.tabli.hV- i 1t;natluial trade algi ecut'ntl and poI ilhiy market retaliation
against A\meri'an
Iprodt.ducs
whi(h NIWIdh disruption might otherwise
cause.

I our view, it is itnin')rctical to adopt a rigid system which would
limit imports to aint arltitnary percentage of the total domestic con-

sunil)tion for such restricted cnmimtodity. We strongly submit that this
approach would prOtect neither the dolilestic industry nor the domestic
(O0iilillplr bitt would rather create greater burdens than benefits for
both. The coitwept of a tariff system should not be charged with those
proIblelnls, if ajiy, which domestic industries anticipate they will enounter ulpn tit' elltective (late cf pending reductions in international
tltritli. Iliktorically there have been many sharp conflicts and encounters uetiween t ose who support the adoption of trade quota barriers to curb foreign imports and those who advocate a tariff system
to impose trade rest saints. We submit that the political and commercial
ralities of the jpresent-day world should be accepted in order that
uiatural economic and competitive forces might be exerted in the ab-

.llve of artificial restraint in the form of quantitative controls. Those
who truly believe in competitive Irivate enterprise can advocate Ito
(other

l)hiosopt.y.
Equally evident is the fact that itseems inevitable for control jrograins to'involve prollems in administration. Equity is difficult if not
hllu)o.,-iible to maintain under a quauititative quota system, which
tIviils to' slickle .ompetitive forces and creates special privileges for
a avowedd few irrespective of whatever method of allotment is utilized.
'1'lte oil ;m 1it program has been 11o exception. Unfortunately howevCer. most of its problems have sprung from the unwarranted regulatory exceptions which have been created and by stretchig the program to include unrelated matters. Illustrative of si(.h exceptions are
the special treatment accorded Puerto Rico, petrochemical participation within the oil program and credit allowed for low-sulfur crude
to combat air pollution . Even so, we nevertheless recognize the need to
preserve flexibility of administration in order for the oil import )rogram to accoin phsh its stated purpose. The volume of foreign oil required to supply the shortage between domestic production and de-

mand will necessarily fluctuate. Consequently, the adoption of legislative proposals which prescribe the maximum level of permissible oil
ionports is contrary to this concept and disregards this fact.
The rigid limitation of petroleum imports into districts I-IV to a
quantity not exceeding 12.2 percent of production of crude petroleum
and natural gas liquids in those districts is impractical. Available data
indicate no increase in l)roductive capacity within these districts in the
foreseeable future. On the other hand, demand within these districts is
expected to increase at the rate of approximately 3 percent per year.
Any oil program must therefore allow for the importation of that
varying quantity of foreign oil required to supplement domestic sup-

p!y. Further, it. must also recognize the necessity of importing crude
oil in sufficient volume to allow the domestic producing industry to

maintain adequate reserve capacity for use in any emergency.
The United States not only needs but requires increasing quantities
of foreign oil. We therefore urge that the Secretary of Interior be
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permitted to retain the authority to establish the maximum level of
oil imports in order to maintain a healthy relationship between supply
and demand, capable of meeting any national emergency which migh
arise. We further urge that no egisl ative restraints be adopted which
would lead to the imposition of either direct or implied quota control
on oil imports from Canada. Canadian oil is equally secure from the
perils of war, readily available by pipeline in quantities required to
augment domestic production and competes fairly with domestic crude.
It is clear that congressional attention is presently being directed
toward the establishment of controls on the importation of many different commodities. Justification for the imposition of such restraint'

is grounded upon the alleged need to protect American markets from
cheap competitive imports. If political judgments, however, must be
injected into economic processes, then an increased tariff would be far
preferable to a more restrictive quota. Such a tariff would have equal
application and provide an enlarged source of needed revenue.
In conclusion, we therefore recommend that(1) Congress not adopt any legislation which would ,nmee.sarily impede free enterprise nd restrict foreign trade;
(2) Such restraints, if any, as are actually required to protect
domestic industry be provided through a system of tariffs rather
than import restrictions:
(3) Rigid limitations not e prescribed for crude petroleum
and natural gas liquids and that the oil import program he permitted to retain the flexibility to establish the quantity of foreign
oil which may from time to time be imported to supplement domestic supply; and
(4) No -legislative restraints be adopted which would imn)po. t
either direct or implied quota control on crude petroleum amid
natural gas liquid imports from Canada.
We request that this narrative statement be included within the
publication which will be prepared of the written statements and
views which are submitted. We further request that we be extended
the opportunity to amplify on the views herein briefly expressed by
the presentation of an oral statement when the proposed hearings are
scheduled.
Respectfully submitted.
CIHARLES E. COWOER,
Senior Vice President.
STATEMENT OF

R. G.

WINGERTER, PRESIDENT.

LiHBY-OwExs-Foni)

GLAss Co.
SUM3,ARY

1. The Kennedy round negotiations-success or failure?
(a) Only incomplete data available even now on the tariff
concessions other nations granted.
(b) United States places principal reliance on tariffs to control
imports while other nations rely on the more positive
nontariff barriers to trade which were left virtually ntouched.
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2. In the context of the balance-of-payments problem, misleading
official statistics are used to indicate a favorable balance of
trade.
(a) Exports are overvalued due to the inclusion of goods paid
forby United States.
(b) Imports are undervalued because all moneys paid by importers for foreign goods-including insurance and
ocean freight-leaves the country and contributes to the
balance-of payments deficit. .
8. Proponents of free trade fail to recognize necessary prerequisites
in order for goods to be made where the natural resources and
aptitudes of the people are most favorable to their production.
(a) There must be no Government subsidies.
(b) There must be no major variation in taxes on business.
(c) There must be uniform business laws,.uniformly enforced.
(d) There must be no Government enterprises.
(e) There must be free movement of labor.
4. Criticism of business proponents of quota bills as being self-serving
is unwarranted.
(a) The proposed bills are much less stringent than the nontariff barriers which U.S. exports face abroad.
(b) The impact of unrealistic foreign trade policy falls heaviest, not on the enterpreneur. but onI labor which cannot
seek a more favorable foreign business climate.
(e) The U.S. economic structure is predicated on the high
wages paid U.S. production workers. and on the full employment of those workers.
STATEMENT
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Robert
G. Wingerter. I am president of the Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co.
Our plants are located in Louisiana. West Virginia, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Illinois, Iowa, and California. We manufacture plate glass, float
glass, sheet and window glass, and patterned glass. We supply those
products to the architectural construction and homebuilding markets. We further fabricate those products into Thermopane insulating
glass, safety glass for automobiles and trucks, heat-strengthened glass
for use where breakage constitutes a hazard, high-performance glasses
for air, space, and military vehicles, and so forth.
We now employ 11,080 men and women, down from 13,391 10 years
ago. We have faced and are facing unfair and crippling competition
as a result of the foreign trade policies of the United States as they
have been executed by the administrative branch of our Government.
In reviewing the legislative record of the various extensions of the
Trade Agreements Act and the Trade Expansion Act, I am convinced
that it was not the intent of the Congress to hurt American industry.
If the safeguards to domestic industry and employment have been
regarded.-with tongue in cheek, those who framed those safeguards
and voted for their inclusion in the acts did not so regard them. The
fact that your committee is now engaged in so thorough an inquiry
into the results of U.S. foreign trade policy is evidence ofyour concern.
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Many Members of the Congress have referred to Ihis legidlat iol as
"tie Reciprocal Trade Agreements Acts," although the word "relil)'ocal" dloes not alwar iil the actual titles. The use of that word
clearly indicates what re:itils were expected
If reciprocity in trade agreements means anything, it mealls that,
in tie negotiations of each agreement, the trading partners swap
etial access to their markets for goods of equivalent value. Bitt the
concessions received ini past trade agreements have not, honored this
principle. Other nations have diluted the face value of their tariIr eoncessions by a host of nontarillr measures. The Tnited Staltes plhit'es !'illcipal reliance on taritt's to control the flow of imports. Other cmnll Iries
rely on embargoes, quotas, import livenes, border taxes, exehatrge strietions, and prior exchaiue deposits, .as well as taurif'rs, to control
imports. It is remotely possible for ati unusually eflbeent I.S. prod (Pler
to pay even a high foreign dlty lind still compete. It is not possible to

sell any goods whatsoever in a country whieh refuses to issue an import
license.
Yet in all the explanatory words spoken by Anlbasadll' Roth and
his associates following tile recent Kennedy round agreements att
Geneva, no substantial progre. was reported in negotiating away
those real obstacles to out' export trade. All we hear are a few wistful
words about their hopes of doing something about nontariff barriers .t
-()ie time in the future and that hopefully the rest of the world will
ash'me as sterile a position as has the United States on Such matters
;s ,1 iming and proof of injury.
Blt if we were to ignore the very vital question of nontariff barriers,
V~m we be assmed that. in the area of tariffs by themselves, other
e'rmifties conceded as much as the United States?
The office of the special representative for trade negotiations, soon
after the conclusion of the Geneva conference, published a list of tariff
conceRSions granted by the United States. The detail of our concessions
throughout the entir, range of all products and commodities is carefully listed in two volumes that run to 632 pages. We can estimate what
those negotiations cost U.S. manufacturing, mining, and agriculture.
But. what, did we receive in exchange?
Where is the companion volume, setting forth the concessions made
by other countries? True, a.volume of 184 padres, listing selected Euro)an Economic Community concessions, selected United Kingdom
concessions, and selected concessions by others has more recently been
published. Why is this only a partial list? Why is this information
being dribbled iut piecemeal M
Must we in business and you in Congres
rely on Amba.sador Roth's assertion that we got as good as we gave ?
Is there some reason why complete information is being withheldI
Surely our negotiators must know the foreign quid pro quo. Must
Congress act on new trade legislation without such information at
hand?
The basis for our negotiations was stated to be the value of 1964 and
1965 imports and exports. If we really did get as good as we gave, the
dollar value and extent of tariff reduction of our concessions should
balance with the dollar value and extent of the tariff reductions of
other countries' concessions on their imports from this country during
the Nune base period.
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From the Department of Commerce we know commdity by commodity, exactly what our exports to and imports Irom each other cormtry amounted to in those years. We know what concessions the United
States gave at Geneva. We can calculate the dollar value of those concessions in the 1964-65 base period. But without knowing, commodity
by commodity, all of the concessions other countries gave, it is impossible to calculate the 1964-65 value of foreign concessions.
As a conscientious citizen and a businessman, I should like to comall the tariff concessions we received with those we gave. I should
ike to have at least this measure of the stewardship of those entrusted
with a matter vital to the economy of our country. It would be reassuring to find that the tariff concessions by others actually did match our
own, even though, as in football, it is'the final score that counts, not
the game statistics. As I said before, the game was lost when nothing
was done about foreign nontariff barriers. The relative weight of tariff
concessions given and received is hardly more than a matter of academic interest. Whatever the balance of tariff bargaining, in many
cases,
we gave real concessions for paper ones-rice
paper, made in
JaIt)an.
''
is no wonder that our foreign competitors regard us as naive

Iare

beyond belief and laughably ineffectual. We gave them the golden
eggs to rebuild their industrial plants and now present them with an
ax to kill the goose that laid those golden eggs.
Since hearings were held by this committee in October on a number of bills to establish quotas on the importation of oil, textiles, steel,
footwear, meat, dairy' product'ts, and flat glass, a frantic hue and cry
has been raisedl by administration officials and by the free trade press.
I charge that they come to this debate with incorrect and misleading
statistics. I challenge their understanding of the free trade theory.
And I criticize their assigning shortsighted, evil and selfish motives to
the Senators who sponsored these bills and to the businessmen and
labor leaders who testified on behalf of these bills. I propose to disel s these points in order.
First, th1e proposition that opposition to these bills is based upon
deceptive an misleading statistics. It is died into our ears with
insistent repetitiveness that the United States enjoys a favorable halanee of trade: that we must protect this favorable balance of trade;
that the surplus of our exports over imports helps our balance-of-paymients problem: that any move to defend our domestic markets will
result in "massive retaliation" at great cost to this Nation.
Thanks to the hearings held by this committee, and to the probing
questions of the chairman and his fellow committee members, all who
have the ears to hear and the wit to understand know that our presutmed favorable balance of trade is a myth. It is a myth being rel)eated over and over again by officials of this Government, despite
lie evidence of its basic error which this committee has documented.
The Department of Commerce "official" figures continue to inflate
the value of our exports. When we export grain tinder Public Law 480,
we are paid in currency which is not convertible. We are paid in
"wooden nickels" which cannot be turned into real money and returned to this country. Yet these exports are counted as bona fide sales
and are included in our export totals. Even the charitable gifts of
87-822-68-vol. 2-
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private American citizens-CARE packages and the like-have been
used to swell the total of our presumed "export ales."
In my opinion, it is misleading and inaccurate to include the value
of goods fori which we Americans pay in our export totals, particularl- when those totals are used to prove the importance of our cxport trade to the United States economy. It might. be excusable if the
'"official" figures told the whole story. But wheii "exports" paid for by
Americans, or paid for in currency of dubious value and severely restricted use, inflate by 10 percent the true exports actually bought and
paid for by foreign nations, there is reason to question the statistics.
The department of Commerce export figure are unrealistic and deceptive and those using them are, in my opinion, misleading the
American public.
On the other side of the coin, our imports are "olhcially' unadervalued. Department of Commerce figures value imports free on board
a ship in a foreign port. Other nations realistically value imports on
a landed cost basis including transportation insurance and ocean
freight. The importer pays those costs, and the number of dollars
that leave tile country as a result. of his purchase of fore g goods
include the costs of insurance and freight. Again, if the dillw'rence
were of small consequence, the exclusion of these costs might be excused as sloppy bookkeeping. But according to the DIepartment of
Commerce itself, these omissions understate the value of imports bv
8.9 percent. According to the Tariff Commission, the understatement
is of the order of 10 percent.
According to "official" figures, we sold $3 770 million more than we
bought in 1966. But when goods paid for by U.S. citizens, or paid for in
nonconvertible foreign currencies, are deducted from our export totals, and when all the money U.S. citizens pay for foreign goods
is added to our import totals, we find that our "official" favorable
balance of trade of $3,770 million becomes a deficit of $1,800 million.
And all the arguments which are based on our "favorable" balance
of trade vanish.
Nor is this the only figure that is being "officially" warped.. In a
speech fore the National Foreign Trade Association in Pew York
on October 30, 1967, Nicholas Katzenbach Under Secretary of State,
asserted that "Last year our exports provided 3,000,000 jobs in various
industries." He cited no source of that figure. He simply asserted it.
It's a good round number, and the free trade press printed it as a
fact. If it is a fact, let's examine what it means.
That same press, commenting on the inability of the domestic flat
glass industry to meet foreign prices based on low wage rates, characterized our industry as "obviously inefficient." If that means anything, it must mean that we produce less dollars of product per employee than the average American manufacturing industry.
In 1966, Libbey-Owens-Ford produced and sold $265,368,000 worth
of products. Our average total employment in 1966 was 11,080 men and
women. Therefore, the average employee produced $23,950 worth of
products. But according to Mr. Katzenbach, workers whose jobs depend
on U.S. exports
produce only $9,853 worth of products ($20.5 billion divided byeach
3 million jobs). The conclusion is inescapable.
If
Mr. Katzenbaci's figure for export-oriented employment is correct,
the average job affoided by U.S. exports isn't as productive as the
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experience of a company finding it very hard indeed to compete with

impor.s. Is it Consistent with tile national interest to sacrifice highly
productive, highly paid manufacturing jobs in order to promote lower
produ('tire, low flty jobs?
Next, the prolp)sition that, American proponents of free trade do
not understand the conditions under which five trade must work.
Most of us, whuenu we studied economics in college. were taught
1h1t free41 trade between na1utions is the logical extension of Adam
siith's concepts of division of labor and the regulatory force of
free competition. It is hard to argue against Ihe lrifloSition that
goods should be made where natural resources and aptitudes of the
people are most favorahle to their production. Ohviously, it would
hv stupid to raise barriers against the importation of coffee from
tropical Brazil in order to "protect" an inefficient hothouse culture
of coffee in a temperate climate. Furthermore, the benefits of unreslrited,€ Conmler(e bet weenl the States of the United States (,an bet
and often are, cited as an example of the validity of the free trade
coicept.

But for free tnde to work as it, does in the United States, even
the theoretical economist acknowledges that manmade regulations affecting the production and sales of goods must be relatively uniform.
Otherwise, the verdict which would be returned by nature) resources
and aptitudes is thwarted. As a minimum, the following conditions
imumst he met:
1. Thi're in.vt be no government sib8idie8

International trade based on Government. sulsidies-for example,
the forgiveness of turnover or value added taxes (the principal tax on
business in some countries) on goods to be exported-subverts the
price mechanism of economic allocation.
The unfairness of such subsidies is recognized in the Tariff Act of
1930, which provides that,such subsidies be offset by a countervailing
duty equal to the amount of the subsidy. That provision is still the law
of the [and, but as far as I know, has been applied only once in recent
years when a countervailing duty was imposed to offset an Italian export subsidy on steel. I was therefore deeply disturbed to read the following in a letter dated September 25, 1967, addressed to LibbeyOwens-Ford's Washington office, and signed by Alexander ,f. Davitt,
counselor for commercial affairs, Embassy of the United States in
Paris. I quote:
Our understanding is that exporters of fiat glass are not given any particular

s1elal tax relief by the French Government. All exports, Including thase of
fiat glass, are exempt for the tax for value added (TVA). This tax is Imid on
products sold domestically; French exports are exempt. The Department of Com.
inerce can provide you with detailed information on the tax for value added. We
understand that the situation Is the same In other countries of the European
n.-.onomic Community; however, we here In Paris have not been able to Cheek
this out thoroughly.

That is the end of the quotation from Mr. Davit's letter.
Gentlemen, does this mean that the Department of Commerce has the
facts necessary to determine what the level of countervailing duties
should be to offset these export subsidies? If so, why has the Treasury
l)epartnient not been advised? Is the provision in U.S. law requiring
the imposition of countervailing duties being deliberately ignoredI
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Whatever the reason for this inaction, it is obvious from Mr. Davit's
remarkably candid letter that the payment of government subsidies on
exports is common practice in Europe. Their payment contravenes the
verdict of the market place and violates tile fundamental free trade
premise that "goods should be made where the natural resources and
aptitudes of the people are most favorable to their production." The
existence of government subsidies violates the first of the conditions
prerequisite to free trade.
2. There must be no major variationin taxe8 on bizmise
Taxes on business are an important part of the costs of production.
Goods will not be produced where resources and aptitudes are favorable if a tax differential outweighs those natural advantages.
In your own experience, gentlemen, you have seen industry locate in
Ohio rather than Michigan, or in Iowa rather than Minnesota, because
the State tax advantage tips the balance of decision. And I remind you
that State taxes are the small part of the tax burden business shouhiers.
By far the greater share of that burden is imposed by our Federal
Government. It is obvious that the total tax burden between one country and another varies more widely if only because a difference in tax
rates applies to the whole tax burden instead of to only a small part.
Thus the natural advantages one country may enjoy a6'being offset.
Important tax differentials do exist, and they violate the second of the
conditions prerequisite to free trade.
3. There must be uniform bush
le.
laics. uniformly enforced
Laws regulating business activity, hours in the work week, ovelime
payments, minimum wage rates, safety standards, vacations, and holidays all affect costs of production and niav determine where goods can
be made to sell at the lowest price. Take tie matter of minimum wage
rates. If Pennsylvania established a minimum wage rate of $1.75 while
Ohio had a rate of $1.25, how long do you think it Would be before there
would be a mass migration of industry from Pennsylvania ? Fortunately, our minimum wage rates are Federal laws and apply uniformly
to all States. In this frame of reference, goods can be made where the
resources and aptitudes of the people are most favorable to production, and free trade is viable within our borders.
It is superfluous to point, out that neither minimum wage laws,
nor any of the other business laws mentioned above, are uniform as
between this Nation and any other nation in the world. I simply call
your attention to the fact that the overwhelming vote in the House of
iRepresenatives in favor of the Dent bill indicates that, however much
administration officials would like to pretend that minimum wage laws
are not related to international commerce, the Congress knows better.
The wide variation in business laws between nations violates the third
prerequisite to free trade.
4. There mi.qt be no government enterpr'isee
In State trading, prices are based on political considerations rather
than costs. International trade involving government enterprise will
not lead to international division of labor based purely on economic
efficiency. During the last few years, Russian window glass has been
imported into this country at prices not only far below domestic prices
but below the prices of Japanese and other low-wage producers. This
has been true despite the fact that the Russians pay the full 1930 rates
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of duty while the Japanese pity the much lower most-favorel-nation
rates.
In a capitalist economy, each producer, to survive, must sell his goods

for more than they cost. This is not true in a state enterprise. If tie ob.
ject is to acquire foreign exchange, or simply to disrupt the economy
of another nation, Russia can and does sell at whatever price level
it takes to get the business, regardless of cost. Such pricing has nothing
to do with natural advantages or aptitudes of the people and violates
the fourth prerequisite to free trade.

5. There mut be free movement of labor
Artificial restrictions on the movement of labor result inevitably
in the imbalance of labor supply and therefore an imbalance of wage
rates. When differences in wage rates become so great that they cannot be offset by superior productivity, the presumption, basic to the
free-trade theory tiat goods will be made where ni1tural advantages
are most favorable to production, no longer is true. Mr. Katzenbach
stated on October 30, 1967, that, "Our high wage rates reflect the high
productivity of our labor force and our economy." High prodictivity
is partly responsible for our high wage rates. But I would remind 31r.
Katzenbach that the administration itself determined that our productivity was increasing at a rate of 8.2.percent per year. Guidelines
were suggested, indicating that wage increases should likewise be
held to .2 percent per year to keep pace with productivity increases.
What happened to those guidelines? Did the administration stiddenly find that our productivity was increasing by 5 percent or 6
percent or 7 percent peryear? Or did the unions tell the administration
to go jump in the lake
The unqualified statement that "our high wages reflect the high
productivity of our labor force" reflects a surprising unawareness of
the world about us.
The years between 1867 and 1914 brought an average of 556,000
immigrants to this country per year, beginning with 316,000 in 1867
and ending with 1,218,000 in 1914. If Mr. Katzenbach does not understand the impact of the addition of this number of people to the
work force of the less populous, pre-World War I America, he has

not read about the early frustrations of the AFL and the predecessor

Knights of Labor.
In 1915 immigration dropped from 1914's 1,218,000 to 326,000
because of the Kaiser's U boats. After World War I, inn'gration laws
were passed, and immigration has never again approached the million
mark. Would Mr. Katzenbach assert that the addition of a smaller
and smaller number of immigrants hungry for jobs did not strengthen
labor's position in demanding and getting higher wagest Would he
still claim that high productivity is the sole reason for high wages?
The diplomats and economists who put the EEC together understood that the free movement of labor within the borders of that
trading bloc was necessary before free trade between the EEC's
member nations would be possible. As a consequence, we saw Greek
and Italian workmen leave an area where there was a surplus of labor
and move to Germany where they were needed.
But as between the EEC and the United States, or between Japan
and Australia, or between any of the negotiating countries and trading
blocs which participated in the recent Geneva conference, migration
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of labor is not free. And the fact that there is no free movement of
labor between these various economic units violates the fifth pre.
reqo site to free trade.
entlemen, that is why I assert that American proponents of free
trade do not understand the conditions under which free trade must
work. They pretend unawareness of these conditions, as if their failure
to recognize them would lessen their overriding importance. In the
absence of a supranational world government, the conditions prerequisite to free trade cannot be present. It is shoveling smoke to
talk about free trade unless and until these basic imbalances are
solved. In the real world, each nation must offset by import controls the
unnatural handicaps that prevent them from realizing the natural advantages each has. As long as these handicaps exist, the nation that
fails to offset them will watch important industrial segments bleed
to death on the commercial battlefield.
Last, I address myself to the irresponsible charge that the Senators
who introduced quota bills, and the businessmen and labor leaders
who testified on their behalf, are shortsighted, evil and self-seking.
31r. Katzenbach notes in his October speech that, "The United
States has already been formally put on notice by some 40 countries
that they strongly oppose the proposed legislation."
Reports of plans to increase European nontariff barriers to offset
tariff concessions granted by the EEC in the Kennedy round have
been widely discussed in the press. As a citizen, I should like to know
if our State Department has been as diligent in the protection of our
export interests as the EEC, ITnited Kingdom, and .Japanese foreign
offices have been in the protection of theirs. I have heard of no American protest. being filed regarding the contemplated expansion of any
foreign nation's nontariff barriers. Is it really true, as Senator Harris
suggested on October 20 during hearings of this committee, that there
is no "U.S. Desk" in our State Department?
Mr. Katzenbach notes that, "President Diaz Ordaz of Mexico last
Friday eloquently reminded a joint session of Congress of the consequences for the world of a resurgence of American protectionism."
I do not question tihe eloquence of President Ordaz, but I do assert
that he assumed a posture completely at odds with his own policies.
We are unable to sell one square f6ot of window glass in Mexico.
Flat glass is one of many products which must have a Mexican license
to be imported. Before a license is issued by the Government, the request is studied by a board of review. Can you guess who sits on the
board which reviews applications to import flat glass? Representatives of Vidrio Piano, the company manufacturing window glass in
Mexico.
Not one of the quota bills which this committee studied last month
approaches the harshness of this Mexican prohibition of imports. By
contrast, the flat-glass quota bill, S. 2554, introduced by Senator Randolph and cosponsored by Senator Robert Byrd, Senator Lausehe,
Senator Scott, Senator H4arris, and Senator hirksen, seeks no rollback of flat-glass imports from their present high level. The quota is
established as the average of imports during the years 1965, 1966,
and 1967.
Further, provision is made for the quota to be increased by a percentage equal to the increase in U.S. consumption of flat glass in each
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prior year. And last, the President would be empowered, without
regard to the other provisions of the bill, to negotiate agreements
which would raise or lower the quantity of flat glass which may be
imported from foreign countries in accordance with the Nation's obligations under GATT.
The essential fairness of this bill has been recognized in the House
of Representatives, where an identical bill, H.R. 13845, has been introduced by Congressman Edmondson of Oklahoma with 16 cosponsors.
Is it just or reasonable that the Members of Congress who sponsored
these bills to arrest the frightening erosion of jobs in this industry be
rebuked by President Diaz Ordaz a man who enforces an embargoin-fact in his own country? Mr. katzenbach would do well to quote
some statesman who practices what he preaches, if such there be in
any of the trading nations of the world. Whose ox is being gored I
I see no need to apologize for the wealth we citizens of the United
States share. Our position was achieved by hard and intelligent work.
I am more than a little tired of the poeudointellectuals who suffer a
guilt complex because we have realized the opportunities our natural
resources gave us. I am not opposed to charity toward those less fortunate than we, but I am opposed to destroying the industrial might that
has brought us to this favored position.
In 1914, Henry Ford stratled the world by this announcement of
a then unheard of $5 per day minimum wage. When asked his reasons
for this astonishing announcement, Mr. Fora said, "If I pay my people
at least $5per day, they can buy my Fords."
This rationafe might not have proved sound if all wages had not
risen dramatically as a result of World War I. But the point is that
men who, prior to 1914, walked or rode bicycles to work, were able to
buy automobiles and refrigerators, and furniture, and homes. It is
this broad base of highly paid wage earners which makes the U.S.
market the prime target for all types of products and for all manufacturers everywhere.
The jobs and the pay of people who make things set the pattern of
pay of all wage earners. No economy can survive where every ody takes
in each other's laundry. Wages in service industries cannot be high if
production wages are low. If we give away a job in the flat-glass industry, where the average pay, with fringes, is $5.05 per hour, in order
to preserve U.S. jobs in the rice paddies or the soybean fields, as Mr.
Katzenbach suggests, the base on which this economy rests will be
eroded.
We have heard it argued that the American "consumer" benefits
from low prices made possible by low foreign wages. Since when has
the American consumer not been one and the same as the American
wage earner? With the exception of drones who live on inherited
wealth, the incapacitated, welfare recipients, and retirees who live on
past earnings, people's ability to buy depends on what they earn. And
the American who loses his job because a Japanese works for wages
which would be illegal here, is not going to buy even a rer" low cost
Japanese radio.
Industries which seek even the modest. approach to orderly marketing proposed in the quota bills studied by this committee are castigated
as self-serving. I suggest that it is not" the entrepreneur who suffers
the ultimate impact of inadequate import controls here and the strin-
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gent imp!rt controls abroad. Capital is resilient and flexible. Factories
can, with some sacrifice, be closed down where the business climate is
hostile and the prospect for relief negligible. Actually, the abandoninent of a plant sometimes is an advantage to tie entrepreneur since
bad labor practices which prejudice production are likewise left behind.
At some point, the advantages of low labor cost, export subsidies,
favorable tax treatment, and other foreign inducements will outweigh
the natural wish of American businessinen to produce and invest In
America. If the manufacturer seeb no prospect of relief from intolerable low wage, low price competition, le must seek a foreign base for
those operations which are being disadvantaged here. Responsibility
to shareholders will admit of no other course. As long as American
import controls fail to offset foreign cost advantages, the American
corporation can reach this American market more profitably from a
foreign-based factory. The road is already well trod, and I make mo
secret of the fact that Libbev-Uwens-Ford may be forced to adopt
the course that many other Anierican companies have already taken.
The ultimate impact of unrealistic foreign trade policy thus falls
on labor, because labor must stand on the ground where men live. In
a larger sense, however, it falls on all Americans. When, production
workers lose their jobs, the commercial and tax base of the economy
crumbles and the country suffers. Over the course of a decade or so,
an American company may find an advantage in transferring to a
foreign base. But if a great consuming market, predicated on highwage employment, is lost, the total market for all producers is
withered.

That is why I ain deeply thankful that the Founding Fathers, in
their wisdom, assigned to the Congress the responsibility for regulating foreign commerce. The acceptance of that responsibility, as
evidenced by the proceedings of this committee, is heartening to all
thoughtful Americans.
TREoXTO

TRLST CO.,

Tren onN..J.

Mr. Tom VAIL,

Chi el Oovi'nel.Ondnrittee moFinance,
Neie
,%nte OPee
lFashington,
3.. Btildin!7
'
DEAR MR. V.im.: In response to the press release of September 27,
1967, of the Senate Committee on Finance, I am enclosing my endorsement of the statement submitted to the committee by the United States
Council of the International Chamber of Commerce.

Very truly yours,

3ARY

.

ROEBrjxo.

G. ROEBLING,
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

ST.%TEMExT FROM H ls.IMARY

As a member of the Committee on Commercial Policy of the United
States Council of the International Chamber of Commerce I would
like to underscore my endorsement of the statement on U.S. trade
structure and policy submitted by the United States Council of the
International Chamber of Commerce to your committee.
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It.seems to me most unfortunate that the United States should even
appear to be giving serious consideration to proposed legsilation
which would reverse our long-standing policy of wider and more liberal international trade.
The pending legislation seeking to i )ose import quotas on it whole
host of imported commodities is shortsigh ted and, in my judgment, inevitably would prove self-defeat ing.
I share the concern of the many Senators and Congressmen who
are troubled by the possibility of economic harm to American companies and workers threatened by rising imports. But the potential
iarm must be balanced by the potential benefits that can accrue and
are accruing to the American people as a whole from lower commodity
prices and greater range of choices, and from the positive effects to
still other American companies and workers of expanded, opportunities
for increased exports. The sizable surpluses on commodity trade account which we have consistently enjoyed and which have contributed
so much to the amelioration of overall balance-of-payments deficits
would be seriously jeopardized by a return to protectionism.
The Senato an( the House have an obligation to help mitigate the
difficulties certain American companies and workers would experience
as it consequence of sharply increased import competition. But this
obligation can and must he fulfilled on a case-by-case basis and legitimate claims-following confrontation and jistitication-should he
s-atisfied by operating within the framework of improved trade
"n adjusit ment assistance program.
The present proposals to forestall any competitive import injury by
imposing blanket quotas quite properl3- are |eing viewed witl n;u,']d
alarm and apprehension by our allies'and trading partners all over
the world. Such legislation would undermine all the hard-won gains
painfully accumulated over the past 30 years in the area of trade liheralization. and strike a devastating blow at. our international prestige.
It would also give comfort and effective propaganda weapons to the
Community nations. It would open the floodgates to a torrent of economic reprisals which would inflict much damage to V.S. industry
and employment, considerably more than that allegedly threatened by
Kennedy round tariff concessions.
The overall economic and political interests of the United States.
both at home and abroad, require that the U.S. Congress reject summarily this latest blatant appeal to protectionism and get on with the
necessary task of strengthening and improving our trade policy.
Dzti MoNTE CORP.,
OFFICE OP THE. PRESIDENT.

kan.Fran1e*co. Calif.

Mr. THOMAS VAIL,
~h;ef (!oumn.el, Senate Pinanee Qommittee,
Senate Ofee Building, Washington. D.C.
DEAR ULf VAtL: It is our understanding that the Senate Finance
Committee, preparatory to a full review of U.S. foreign trade, is initing papers from interested parties dealing with Ainerican "trade
structure and administration". Del Monte Cbrp., the world's largest
processor of fruit, vegetable, and seafood products, has a deep in-
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terest in trade and we are anxious to improve export prospects. We
are convinced of the importance of world trade to our company, our
industry, and the U.S. balance-of-payments position.
There are numerous considerations that should be examined in
formulating a trade posture but it appears to us that the most important starting point is to carefully assess the results of the recently
concluded Kennedy round of GATT negotiations. The major reason
for the passage of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 was, of course,
to expand world trade and to achieve reciprocity in whatever concessions that were made whether they be agricultural or industrial. It
is our belief that the Kennedy round achieved very few of its goals
insofar as agriculture is concerned.
EXTENT OF TARIFF CONCESSION

The principal export items of the U.S. fruit and vegetable processing industry are canned fruit cocktail, peaches, pineapple, and asparagus. In a brief submitted to the Trade Information Committee
on November 25, 1963, the National Canners Association stated that
these items had an extraordinary export potential. The value of exports of these items to the European Economic Community in 1966 is
shown below. The industry's principal market for these items is the
European Economic Community (BEC) yet the concessions received
by the United States from the EEC were negligible.
Tariffs (percent)

1966 value of U.S. Industry exports
(thousands of U.S. dolors)

Canned fruit cocktail........................
Canned peaches- .......
...........
Canned pineapple .......
...........
Canned asparagus ..........................

Existing

Concessonal

25
25
25
22

22
24
24
22

To EEC

To world

7,005
11,543
7,476
3,695

24,418
21,834
14,712
9,227

It is clear that the tariff concessions the canning industry received
are at best insignificant. To add to the insignificance these minor concessions are to be staged over a 5-year period. To make matters
even more difficult, the EEC is currently in the process of implementing a levy on added sugars in canned fruits. In the case of canned
peaches packed in heavy syrup, the new sugar levy could add 15 to
20 percent to the total paid duty. It is therefore very likely that when
all is said and done American exports of canned fruits such as fruit
cocktail and peaches will be subject to a higher overall duty than
existed prior to the Kennedy round.
A REVIEW IS NEEDED

Because of the insignificant concessions granted to the industry by
our major market, we are apprehensive about granting additional
tariff-cutting authority to the President. We feel that although the
last 5 years-have not been a complete failure something more should
have been effected. It is therefore suggested that the Congress and
the administration not rush into any new trade act but carefully
review the results that were accomplished by the Trade Expansion Act.
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After these results have been thoroughly assessed and their effect
on
world trade crystallized, then new trade legislation should be
considered.
BE'I'rER COMMUNICATIONS

Tie recently concluded round of trade negotiations had an air of
secrecy surrounding it. It was impossible for interested parties to ascertain how the negotiations were going. Consequently, much of the help
that could have been granted to negotiators from industry was not
forthcoming. Communications between negotiators and interested parties should be improved and the communications should be two-sided.
NONrAR

BARRIERS

The food-processin, industry today continues to face a great many
nontariff barriers sul as quotas, labeling requirements, food additive control, and container control. Few, if any, of these barriers
were resolved in the Kennedy round. Industry's exports are still subject to quotas in France, currency allocations in Japan, dollar allocations in Finland, and many additional licensing-type controls in many
foreign countries. Food laws in many countries are arbitrary and some
bar importation of wholesome food products that are acceptable in
the United States. Nontariff barriers are of such importance today
that any significant increase in trade in processed foods must wait
until these barriers are liberalized. There is a further threat that some
countries may institute new nontariff barriers. The EEC currently is
considering limiting importation of certain can sizes, prohibiting certain food and color additives, and possibly instituting a variable levy
system on canned products. Implementation of these barriers could be
a serious impediment to future trade. In any future trade negotiations
utmost importance should be given to the problems of eliminating
nontariff barriers.
In 1965 the National Canners Association, representing over 85 percent of this large industry, compiled a list of nontariff barriers facing
canned food exports. Most of these barriers are still in effect. We are
enclosing a copy of this report to indicate just how serious these
barriers are to any expansion of canned food exports.
TRADE PREFERENCES

It has recently been brought to our attention that the United States,
France, Britain, and Germany are very close to an agreement declar.
ing their support for a system of generalized tariff preferences to lessdeveloped countries. Reportedly, a paper on the subject is to be presented at the November 30 ministerial meetings of the OECD in Paris.
Developing countries are primarily exporters of agricultural products,
consequently any tariff preference that is granted to these countries
must be in the area of agriculture. Yet the United States is a large
exporter of agricultural products. If there were to be a general agreement on granting preferences to less-delevoped countries, it would be
U.S. agriculture that would be most vulnerable to the increased competition. On the other hand, temporary tariff preference might be necessary to enable less-developed countries to achieve export earnings to
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I)un nhip.- The An tidumping Act of 19121 should be strengthened
by enact lug S. I 72?6 and the I nternatlonal Ant idumping Code should
bit rejected.
Ilisjll(,5s represetnta ives during
lhoth t'ohrcdrc..--lnforned
1
the l(,teldy round negotiations were not elitectively utilized.
('ndh.,ion,,

recoin

eps at
tireahion.,.--Stto reilt'dy

tIhie faults indicated in our present foreign trade policy.

o'(/We of , t(tenwid
'li domestic brass mill industry subilits this statement basd on
its experience under the U.S. foreign trude policy in tihe hope lh.t. it
will Ie of service to the eonmitte in the very iuportant task it has

ulertaken. The industry has l tn dirct ly involved in important
h11n4,1cten of li Reciprocal Trade
:tsp-eets of this policy sinve the
Agnrmlents Act of 10)34. 1leretofor'e it his advilsed appropriate (,overinent agelncies of tile adverse eheels of celi ai features of this policy,
beginning with the Brit ish-Ameriean Trade Agreement in 1)38. Suhsquettlnt
at le multilateral trade glreenents under tle General
Agireement on 'l'iritfs andi Tuide (GA IT) were made, it continued to

amplify atid update these statements.

I'& domistw bra,.'.s mill indut,.y
The b115N mill industry uses copper in its unwroutt form, together
with qunti itiies of zinc. till. iele, alnd oliher metals, Ill roll. draw.

ext rude and of herwise form such basie product . as plates. sheet s. ,Iou.
wire, ithe, and pipe of copper and its various alloys. Tt is distinct in
its operations and imirkets from the copper lullning and rfiiingz segmelnts of the copper indltst ry its a whole, its well ais from the electrival
wire and cable foutdry and other particular components of the overall
industry. Ifs problems with respect. to foreign trade may he quite different. its products are essential, constiluting the r'atw materials in
sulh important, industries as Imilding, automotive, electrical, and me.
chanicil parts, as well as being vital in the titional defense. F'rom
5 to :0 peretent of its productive capacity for vitrions of its produtels.
hve beetn set aside fot' defense ordet's during le i.' st three (ttarlt, rs
of 196,7. In 1Otit, ).8 percent of its shiplnelts, or 121 million Iollils,
we rfi military purposes. During Wotld Wa II, ,esvetially all (if
its production wits preemptled for military and related pIurpose.s, and
during the otean episode tip to a quartet of its oulltjit wais simnila'ly
applied.
'hproduction capacit-y of the domestic bnass- mills is quite antple
for both commercial and defense required ts. Its total shipments in
1966 were 3.33 billion pounds. Tile vidu of its oltlutl in 1)64; is estimated at. over $2.b billion. It. employs about 40,000. lhaBss mills are
located in 20 States.
The industry has steadily increased its efficiency, with substantial
itvesti ent, in new plant. an1 equipment, average outuitt per mnn-hour
having increased front 30 to .15 pounds in tei last decade. Tits workers
are highly training and well paid, tie overn'e wa, being $2.9$ per
hour, tint. wneluding 78 cents per hotitr in Stltpeninltary colittenis1t loll
( fringe benefits).
Th ndustr'ys products are in dire.t conlltit iolt with similar prod.
nets of nluminunm, stainless steel, and plasties, and the industry is utinder
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constant challenge in its production and marketing procedures to meet
this competition.
Besides its severe domestic competition, the industry has had to meet
aggressive competition from abroad. Because brass mill products, to
be marketable, must conform with widely accepted standards of physical and chemical characteristics and performance, they have to be
essentially identical. There are, of course, no variations of stvl or
appearance, on which a competitive choice may be made. Price is a
dominant factor. Under these circumstances, the much lower labor
and related costs abroad give imports a substantial price advantage.
This advantage is enhanced by the availability in this country of large
markets for certain widely used brass mill products , established as a
result of comprehensive research and promotion by the domestic
industry.
On the other hand, because of the disparity between foreign labor
-and related costs and ours, which will be discussed later on, our exports
are now inconsequential and largely dependent on American manufacture s abroad and others who require certain of our products for
their particular uses. Thus our exports have declined from 50 million
pounds annually in the period immediately preceding the agreements
under GATT, to between 15 and 20 million pounds now. Imports, however, have increased from negligible quantities to over 200 million
pounds. Imports overall, now amount to 7 or 8 percent of the domest ic
nonmilitary market. They represent for higher percentages of the nonmilitary markets for particular products which have been developed
here by the domestic industry. ius imports of copper alloy tube in
1966 amounted to 25.6 percent of the domestic nonmilitary market. for
that product as a whole, and even higher percentages for specific
types of such tube, as for example thin wall tube for pluhbers iwa.
godls for which only a vel small percentage of the market remains
for the domestic mills. The impact on the brass mill industry of 248
million pounds of imports in 1966 would have been disastrous had it
not been for the 326 million pounds it was producing that year for
mu military purposes. It is clear that the foreign trade policy of the united
States has a direct bearing upon this industry and for the most P111t
.... A its detriment as that policy has been developed and as it is today
administered. The industry is well qualified, therefore, to speak on the
subject.
alidy of Goiernnent sftatit;ex perta/nhsq to U'S. bted,/ /il;,.:/
First of all, certain Government statistics on foreign trade, widely
used publicly to support our foreign trade policy, aIr misleading allil
give an erroneous picture of what has happened. The purported substantial surpluses in our international merchandise trade (lurini the
years in which the international trade agreeme't*l have len in effect,
have been offered as an important reamn for pronotin,, the further
development of our trade agreements program by firtfier reduce ;o
of our tariffs. Thus, Ambassador Roth has stated: "Similarly on the
international scene, the United States with by far the highest wagre
rate in the world, exports more than it jmnpos." Our export. surplus,
it has been claimed also contributes favorably and substantially to our
international balance of payments. But if correct statistics are used,
there is no surplus.
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Of prime importance to our business community is the actual economic results of our commercial foreign trade. What is really important in this frame of reference, is how the statistics are used to
determine whether our foreign trade has been favorable on balance
and whether it shows a tenable competitive position for us. In order
intelligently to understand what is happening we must know to what
extent the landed cost of our imports has balanced the payments for
exports which our industries received from their foreign customers.
Hut the cost of imports as given in the commonly published Government statistics is not the landed cost on our shores but the value in
the principle markets abroad. Thus it does not include the cost of
freight and insurance and whatever additional cost may be involved

in bringing them from the markets in which tie prices have been
derived, to the ports of entry. The Bureau of the Census, late in 1966,
estimated the overall cost of insurance and freight to be of tie order
of 9 percent of the reported import value. 1This does not ineluide
whatever additional cost may be incurred in bringing the products
from their f.o.b. points to the ports of shipment.
Our merchandise trade surplus is further overstated by the fact

that our export figures, as given in the ordiiiary public press releases,
include exports resulting from Government grants. These, of course,
are financed by the taxpayers and should not be included in our comimercial transactions. 'lie significance of this should be clear if we
realize that under our present system of publicizing our export volume,
we could readily increase our ostensible merchandise trade surplus by
raising another billion dollars or two in taxes and using the proceeds
to buy goods to be exported to our friends abroad as a gift.
Below are the foreign merchandise trade data for 1965 and 1966, as
released by the Department of Commerce, to demonstrate ]low profit-

able our foreign trade is:

Merchandise exports (excluding military) .................................
Merchandise Imports ...................................................
Surplus of exports ................................................

1965

1966

26, 244
21,472

29,168
25,510

4,772

3,658

If, however, these data are adjusted to properly reflect available
information (which may not be complete), we have:
(Inmillions of dollarsJ
1965

1966

26, 244
2,758

29,168
3,012

23, 486

26,156

21,472
2,147

25.510
2,551

Landed cost of imports ...........................................

23,619

28, 061

Surplus of imports (or deficit) .....................................

133

1,905

Merchandise exports, as reported .........................................
Less Government grants, as reported .....................................
Commercial exports ..............................................
Merchandise imports, as reported ....................................
Plus ocean freight, insurance and other costs, 10 percent.................

Source: Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business. June 1967.
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Thus, the actual commercial picture is quite different from the presentation regularly publicized and presumably to be understood as reflecting the favorable position which we have reached as a result of
our for ign trade policy.
It has been suggested by some that the omission of ocean freight
costs from our imports is not serious, as some of this freight is paid
to U.S. interests. This, waiving the fact that it suggests bad accounting,
provides small comfort, however, because our international transportation balance also shows a deficit
The common assumption that our foreign trade policy has been outstandingly successful, is subject to further question. Thus, even if we
use our foreign trade statistics as commonly publicized, we find that
the percentage of our foreign trade to our gross national product from
1948, the start of the multilateral agreements, to 1966, has varied
from year to year between 6.6 and 7.8 percent, with no particular
trend. But the proportion of imports included has steadily increased
from about 33 percent of the total to 46 percent of the total. Even during the last 10 years. or so, this situation has remained essentially the
same. Our total foreign merchandise trade still varied between 6.7 and
7.5 percent of our gross national product and imports rose from 43 to
46 percent of the total. It is evident that imports have been an increasingly large part of our foreign trade.
The lack of any consistency in the relation between our foreign
merchandise trade and our gross national product, raises the question
whether the relative course of economic progress here and abroad has
not controlled this situation more than the tariff adjustments which
have been made under the trade agreements. At the same time, the
greater increase in imports, to the extent that these have merely displaced production in this country, has not been constructive since it
as seriously hurt certain of our industries and their employees.
The stock argument currently used against any attempt to limit our
imports, even where necessary to maintain an important domestic industry, is that foreign nations will retaliate by instituting immediate
restrictions on our exports and taking other drastic steps. Foreign
nations are now featuring this plor, even where it is only proposed
that our imports be kept in reasonable balance with our actual needs
to avoid stunting the growth of some of our industries. Except under
special circumstances, foreign nations only buy from us what they absolutely need, such as food and machinery, and this they will continue
to do even if they object to certain steps we may take to protect one
or more of our industries. Similarly, it is questionable whether we
would actually stop importing commodities we really need or find
desirable because of action taken abroad to mitigate some economic
trouble. or instance when Germany limited the quantity of coal
which she would buy irom.us, even though it was considerably cheaper
than her domestic coal, in order to keep her miners employed, we
scolded, of course, but we are not aware that we retaliated by eliminate,
ing an equivalent value of imports from that country. Moreover, if
German policy in this respect changes, it probably will be primarily
on the basis of the economic situation she races and not specifically to
induce us to increase our imports from her. If our foreign trade is to
be based on sound economic principles, and not on the ephemeral support of favors given and granted, we should not be talking in terms
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of reprisals, but of orderly adjustments which even the GATT agreement makes feasible.
It is often proclaimed by those who stress the benefits of increasing
our foreign trade in toto, that more imports are desirable because they
make available to the domestic consumer a greater variety of products
in larger volume at lower prices. While this claim may be true for certain products, it is typical of the unreliability of such broad statements. The benefits cited are certainly not applicable to any such
highly standardized products as those of the brass mills. As to the
assertion that greater variety is provided by imports, the contrary is
here the case. Our imports ohbrass mill products consist almost exclusively of common items readily available from the domestic mills. To
the extent, then, that these products are imported at prices lower
than the domestic mills have to charge, to that extent foreign cheap
labor has been used to reduce the earnings of the domestic worker, with
a corresponding reduction in his purchasing power. There is thus an
economic loss that at the very least offsets any gain to the buyer in
lower prices. The reduction in the business of the domestic mill compounds the economic loss.
This all leads to the key question whether a truly realistic appraisal
has been made of the overall economic effects of our foreign trade
policy and what the impact has been and will be on the industries adversely affected. Do the actual results, evaluated on accurate and correctly used statistics, justify this policy where the health and welfare
of important domestic industries are put in jeopardy I If the policy is
defended on the ground of political expediency a more convincing
story must be told than has been given us heretofore, before it can
be accepted as good for our country, when it carries with it damage
to some important domestic industries.
Diparity in labor and related cot8
Little consideration aappears to have been given to the substantial
disparity in labor and related costs among the various countries, particularly between the United States and other countries. Generally
these have been dismissed with the implicit or explicit assumption that
our superior productivity offsets the difference between our high labor
rates and the typically much lower rates abroad. Here again a number
of important considerations have been overlooked. First, these differences quite generally apply not only to the direct labor rates, "iot also
to the indirect labor costs. Moreover, they often quite extensively influence other costs, such as plant, equipment, and supplies. Further,
while the assumption that productivity is roughly proportional to
those labor rates may be valid with respect to some products, it most
certainly is not true for others, for instance, brass mill products. Even
if foreign mills may not be quite up to the efficiency of domestic mills,
they doliave up-to-date plant and equipment, and use modern production methods. Tn many of the countries most of the plants are newoften financed b:7 this country-and the management is generally well
informed on the latest procedures used by our mills. Therefore. their
costs, except for copper an other metal components, may be assumed to
be substantially less than ours. Insofar as copper and the other metals
used are involved, these are in international trade and prices usually
do not differ materially. Such variations as do occur from time to
time, generally do not subject mills abroad to increases in cost not com87-822-68-vol. 2-12
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fortably within the margin provided by their lower labor and related
costs. The really significant fact is that foreign bress mills quite generally price their exports to this country at substantially lower levels
than even our most efficient producers can afford.
In recent years much has been made of the fact that wage rates
abroad generally have increased in percentages more than labor rates
in the United States. So they have. A completely different picture,
however, is presented when the changes in the rates themselves are
compared. This is made clear in exhibit A which shows comparative
wages in the manufacturing industries in the United States and principal foreign countries shi-pping brass mill products to the United
States. Thus, while the United States shows the least percentage increase in wage rates between 1955 and 1966, except for Canada, its
increase in cents per hour, which is the true determinant of labor costs,
is higher than that of any other country. How misleading dependence
on percentage increase alone can be, is graphically indicated in the
case of Yugoslavia. That country has had the highest percentage increase, 200 percent, and yet its rate in 1966 was only 27 cents perhour,
or 10 percent of the average rate in the United States.
This wide disparity in manufacturing labor and related costs has
had a most. profound effect on the foreign trade situation of the brass
mills. Exhibit B shows that between 1949 and 1966 annual imports of
brass mill products have increased from 21 million pounds to 248
million pounds, whereas exports have varied between about 10 and 20
million pounds-they averaged about 50 million pounds in the perd
before the trade agreements. Even this relatively small quantity of
exports undoubtedly is influenced by the need in American owned or
managed manufacturing plants abroad for our mill products to meet
their particular requirements.
Tari#8 on brams mill products should not have been reduced

This industry needs more protection-not less. A simple statistical
summary will indicate how inequitable and unrealistic the reduction
of the brass mill tariffs under the philosophy of the Kennedy round
has been. Exhibit C gives a series of significant comparisons which are
pertinent. The countries included account for 87 percent of our imports
of brass mill products in 1960 and 92 percent in 1966. It shows that
labor rates in cents per hour in these countries, except for Sweden, have
increased from 1960 to 1966 less than those in the United States, and
in all cases their rates are still only a fraction of ours. Their imports
to us, except for the United Kingdom, in the same period have increased
substantially. Nevertheless, their tariffs, except those of Canada, have
been reduced by varying percentages generally substantially less than
50 percent, whereas ours have been reduced the full 50 percent. In the
case of Canada, as is to be expected because of its close commercial
relationships with the United States, our imports and exports have
increased about proportionately between 1960 and 1966 and because
the wage rates there are still nearly 25 percent lower than ours, the
equal reduction in their tariffs and ours will merely serve to increase
our imports more rapidly than our exports.
It is particularly difficult to understand why tariffs in Japan were
reduced only 20 to 25 percent and those in the Common Market only
20 percent, when they continue to increase their exports of brass mill
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products to us-from 45 percent of our exports in 1960 to 56 percent
in 1906; their wages are far lower than ours and at the same time our
exports to them are negligible. Their tariffs, after the reductions will
still remain higher than ours. As a matter of fact, it is quite doubtful
that our exports to those countries could increase to any substantial
extent, even if their tariffs were eliminated entirely. The full reduction
ill our tariffs was thus entirely in their favor with no benefit to us.
It may be that the limited redutctions in the brass mill tariffs of these
countries were predicated on factors which are not applicable to our

dome-tic industry, such as competition among the affected countries
outside of the United States. If this is so, then the full reduction of 50
percent in tie 1.S. tariffs means that a serious sacrifice has been
mlposed on the domestic bras mill industry to serve some other pur-

pose. It is hard to believe that if (oI•si.ltation bad been had with
experienced men in our industry, familiar with the practical economic
factors involved, stieh an ineqiutable treatment of our industry would
even have been considered.
Secretary l)ean ]usk stated to the Senate Finance Committee on

October 18": "For 33 years it has been the policy of the United States
to lower, on the basis of reciprocity, barriers to international trade."
Does this treatment of tariffs on brass mill products in the Kennedy
round conform with the principle of reciprocity? Or does it merely
indicate that our negotiators were satisfied with overall numbers, that
is, reduction of x percent on the tariffs applicable.to y dollars of our
total exports warranted a reduction of w percent in the tariffs applicable to z dollars of outr imports, so that the overall results were in
approximate balance? On this basis industries could be lumped together to produce this balance, particularly under last minute pressure,
without too much attention to the specific effects. Ambassador Roth's
statement in Detroit on October 5, that "Some of the most serious of
these [crises that threatened to destroy the 4 years of bargaining]
occurred during the final days of negotiations in Geneva and, as you
know, were overcome only after the negotiators realized that they were
on the brink of failure," at least, adds to the conviction that acrossthe-board bargaining under such pressure cannot be accepted as bringing the most enlightened solution to difficult economic problems.
Dumnlpng

The Antidumping Act. of 1921 is basically a part of our unfair trade
laws governing the sale of products in our domestic markets. Critical
provisions of the act have not been updated since 1921 with the result
that the act as administered is not serving the purpose for which it
was enacted: namely protecting domestic industries from unfair competition from abroad. It is for this reason that the copper and brass
industry publicly supports S. 1726 which has been introduced in the
Senate by Senator Hartke, of Indiana, and 40 cosponsors. This bill is

designed to strengthen the Antidumping Act so that it will provide
meaningful relief to industries injured by the unfair trade practice

of dumping. It is not a protectionist tariff measure in any sense but
is directed solely at the elimination of dumping, a form of unfair
competition which is universally condemned.
It is quite important to prevent foreign merchandise from invading

our markets through unfair and often predatory pricing practices.. It
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is often difficult to prove that this takes place under the procedures
followed in our present Antidumping Act. This is so, not because
dumping is not taking place, but because of the diftiwulty of getting
the facts. A good example is what happened several years ago in connection with sheet copper used for roofing. Sheet copper from Belgium
forced the domestic price (lown from 46 to 42 cents a pound at which
price the product could no longer -be profitably sold by our domestic
mills. The Belgiunm price, however, continued down to 39.75 cents.
Yugoslavia during this entire period consistently offered its copper in
selected markets here at up to 10 percent below the domestic price even
though there was evidence that this price was far lower than its domestic price for similar material. Because of various technicalities in
the interpretation of ti act and the regulations under it, remedial
action was denied.
The Antidumping Act of 1921 is badly in need of amendment so that
the criteria for in urv are more definitely established and judicial
review made possible as would be provided under S. 1726.
The International Antidumping Code which was negotiated in
Geneva and is scheduled to become effective July 1, 1968, would stibstantially amend and indeed completely emasculate the present Antidumping Act. While the copper and brass industry has been convinced
through experience that the present act as administered has not. provided the relief against dumping which it was designed to give-the
International Antiduimping Code would so weaken the act as to effectively remove it from the statute books. If this code becomes law industry may as well forget about dumping.
We therefore urge the Congress to hold hearings on S. 1726, as well
as on Senate Concurrent Resolution 38, because we think that both bills
should be adopted by the Senate. And as a part of this move we urge
that the International Antidumping Code be rejected.
Aegoialion, 1nroeedu.re*
Whatever steps may have been taken in the Kennedy round negotiations to keel) in touch with various industries, in orderto establish that
the proposed tariff modifications would not be unduly injurious, it is
apparent to us that the procedure was not effective. There was no justification for appointing industrial representatives or "technical specialists" in certain industries for consultation during the negotiation. if
they were not to be kept apprised of proposals applying to their respective industries. If an industrial representative is not to be trusted with
supposedly confidential information, his usefulness is largely negated.
Eat ier than merely serving as a standby for special information, in
most cases not consulted at all, it is certainly more desirable tlat lie be
at least an observer in the negotiations affecting his industry. Without
direct knowledge of the balancing of proposals in the course of the
negotiations, he can hardly be of real service in pointing out the practical business implications involved. There should be very much closer
coordination between our negotiators and our business representatives.
Actually, some degree of actual participation by such representatives
should receive serious consideration.
Much of the clamor against the Kennedy round agreements which is
now arising from many industries, could have been prevented, if representatives of these industries had been consulted and their advice ade-
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quately weighed. Many of these industries for the first time, ours among
them, have now had the opportunity to appraise the effects of the
agreements, and what they find alarms them. We do not believe that
foreign business representatives have been kept in the dark. Ours
should have been treated with equal trust.
Concliokrn8 andrecommendations
As we have seen. the conclusions drawn from the statistics used by
the Department of Commerce are seriously in error because the statistics used were not the ones that should have been used. The Government should use statistics applicable to foreign trade so as to present
accurately what is taking place. Furthermore, in order that international statistical comparisons may be more accurately drawn, including
tariff comparisons, a real effort should be made toward the adoption
of an international uniform tariff classification.
The Antidumping Act of 1921 should be amended to accomplish the
purposes for which it was originally enacted; namely, to protect our
domestic industries from the unfair trade practice of dumping. To that
end S. 1726 should be enacted and the International Antidumping Code
should be rejected.
A whole new approach is required so that we may stop the dumping
of imports by certain foreign exporters that attempt to gain a foothold
in our markets by unfair and demoralizing pricing practices.
In view of the fact that a number of our industries have been, and
will be unnecessarily injured by the reduction in our tariffs under the
trade agreements, the remedial procedure under the Trade Expansion
Act should be substantially strengthened. When an established, essential industry in this country is injured by unneeded imports, it is of
little benefit to train and relocate its disemployed workers and to offer
loans which could not possibly save the industry. Similarly, to extend
to injured businesses tax relief to offset losses due to imports, as has
been proposed, would be difficult to administer in fairness to an entire
industry and would be an inequitable burden on the taxpayers to support unneeded imports induced by the cost advantages of low-wage
foreign labor. It is also shortsighted to encourage foreign industries
to displace domestic industries to a material extent, when they cannot
be counted on to serve our requirements in times of national
emergencies.
Procedures under the escape clauses of thd trade agreements have
been very unsatisfactory. Of 113 investigations completed by the Tariff
Commission through October 11, 1962, less than one-third (33) received
a favorable determination reported to the President. The President
invoked the escape clause in only 15. The adjustment assistance of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (to which nearly one-half the text of
the act is devoted), in spite of its limited efficacy, has not even been
granted in any case. Section :301 (a) and (b) (industry petitions for
relief), section 352 (tariff adjustment), and section 352 (orderly marketing agreements) should be modified so as to be effective in stopping
actual and potential injury to industry by providing reasonably definite
criteria which would serve as presumptve evidence of injury. These
and other changes should be made to insure that relief to industries
injured by imports is tailored to fit the specific situation involved.
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During negotiations between the United States and foreign countries involving changes in tarifrs and other import and export restrictions, appropriately selected representatives from our industries should
be kept informed and their counsel considered. Some secrecy may be
required in the course of international negotiations of this kind, but
or bargaining teant has kept industries such as ours completely in the
dark. The shock wave of revelation following secret deals may be so
great as to threaten the durability of the structure painstakiugly built.
Finally, it. should be emphasized that those who plead for the pre.
vention of damage to U.S. industry because of excessive imports
induced by the cost advantages of low-wage foreign labor, are certainly
not generally opposed to foreign trade as such. But in the course of
increasing such trade, any adverse effects on American business should
not be left unrelieved because of the enthusiastic espousal by exporters,
importers, and financial interests who are in a position to profit, by it
and who may insist that any limitation whatsoever on imports must be
avoided in the quest for freer trade. But it is usually their free trade
that they espouse.
Free international trade is a wonderful ideal, but until the various
nations adopt similar labor and business standards, free interchange
of money and labor, and other economic equalities which have made
free trade among the States in this country practicable, there will renain the need for some protection. In the meanwhile, the brass mill
industry for one should not become a present casualty on the way to
this distant goal.

EXHLIBIT

A

COMPARATIVE WAGES IN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES IN THE UNITED STATES, AND IN PRINCIPAL FOREIGN COUNTRIES SHIPPING BRASS MILL PRODUCTS TO THE UNITED STATES
IM-male only; M--mto and female

UnltedStates ...............
...........
MF
Cnda .....................................
MF
United Kingdom ............................
M1
European Common Malket:
MF
West Germany ......................
France ............
...........
MF'
Netherlands ..
....
.
....
.MF1
Belgium .............
............. M
Italy .................................
Sweden
...
Switzerland
Yugoslavia

Japan ...............

Percent
Increase,

Amount per hour

Country

..........
......

MF
MF
Mi
M.
014

MF'

1955-

Percent of
United States

hour)

1955

956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

$1.86
1.45
.66

$1.95
1.58
.71

$2.05
1.63
.76

$2.11
1.72
.78

$2.19
1.80
.82

$2.26
1.79
.90

$2.32
1.75
.95

$2.39
1.74
.99

$2.46
1.81
1.03

$2.53
1.88
1.11

$2.61
1.97
1.23

$2.71
2.08
1.29

46
43
95

100
78
36

.41
.41
.32
.51

.45
.43
.35
.54

.50
.39
.39
.57

.53
.38
.39
.59

.57
.40
.40
.61

.63
.43
.44
.63

.73
.46
.48
.65

.81
.50
.53
.69

.87
.54
.S3
.74

.94
.58
.66
.83

1.03
.61
.73
.91

1.10
.65
.81
(a)

168
59
153
378

22
22
17
27

.30
.82
.65

.32
.89
.67

.33
.95
.72
.10

.35
1.01
.75
.11

.36
1.05
.77
.12

.37
1.11
.81
.15

.440
1.20
.85
.15

.46
1.31
.91
.15

.54
1.40
.99
.19

.59
1.54
1.06
.24

.62
1.69
1.14
.r)

.64
91.64
1.22
.. 27

113
i€.
88
2r.

C.)
.23

.09
.24

.26

.27

t Adults only
'Not available.
:91955 65.
S1965.
* Excluding payment in kind and holiday and sick leave payments; this apparently amounted to
17 cents in 1965.
* Based on 200 hours worked per month.

.27

.31

.34

.38

.42

.46

.50

.56

66

!43

Increase,
(cents
per

1955

1966

1955-"

100
77
48
41
24
30
'35

85
63
63
69
24
49
240

16
44
35

24

12

21

34
82
57
'18

61

45
I1

33

'The dinars per U.S. dollar were charged July 26. 1965, from 75' to 1.25(; based on the old rate of
750 dinars per US. dollar the 1965 and 1966 figure would be 33 cents and 46 cents respectively.
* 19% 65.
'1956.
Soure: Internatinal Labor Office from United Nations monthly bulletin of statstics, June 1967.
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ExII1B1T B
IMPORTS OF COPPER AND BRASS MILL PRODUCTS
fin thousands of pounds, metal LWe~tj
copper alloys
Ptate,
roll.
a
strIp
1949 ....................
1950 -----------------1951 .............. .....
1952 .------------1953..
------------4

(I)

C.)

(1)
(,)

()
(2)
(-9

(,)

16.592
22.337

M97

37.924
42,490

1960
1963
---1964
1965
--- - - -- - - 1966 - - - - - - - - 67(8 m uts- ...
1967:

J-.--------

i"..

.. -......

Fol

25.919
14.532
17.509
16.787
18.695
21.988

2. 788

11.726
1.918
1.125
1.753
1.622
1.522
1.529
1.497

(2)
(2)
(2)

(:)
(2)
(.)
(2)

(,661
21.983
25, 227
18.915
12.092
1.873
1.831
1,474
916
992
1.551
1,529
1,926

Searmless
tube
20
35U
948
5.146
1.166

5.268

11.5
23. I"
31.396
46.430
51.857
45.121
20.343
13,585
12.169
13, 743
19.550
51.116
2X.115
3.282

2942
3.323
2.66

2.327

2.137
1,795
1,613

Total
copper
20.640
18,329
14.973
22,180
12.342
17.924
29.84
39.790
53.733
84.354
94.347
71.040
34.875
3.1094
34.617
54.411
66, 765
90.819
43.933
7.023
5.a8
6.550
4.372
4.941
5.210
4.853
5.036

plate,
sheet,
and
strip

Foil

Rod

8
(3)

(3)

(*)
1'.l03

6.251
7.454

6.770
13,708
26.19

26.214
25,335

(:)
(2)
(-)

4.211
5.492
4.137
3.807

3.381

3.380
3,179

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

5

17.244

1 .133

6.021

V)
(.')

22,327

50.509

33,608

(4)

23.

(:)

30.094
29,612

29.987

()

11. E44
15.111
16.819
19.095

(:)
()
(-)

(:)
(.)
()
(-)

28.712

Angles,
sha-pes,
and
sections

17.887
18.976
15. 782

6.725
1,123
1,050
595

784

775
1,024
775

9,944
42.953

22,518
4,9W0

4.920
3.312
2.727
2.243

1.490

1.348
1.578

Grand
Smless
tube
310
1.650
1.882
882
7.277
15.154
20. 7(8
23.881
28.431
33.510
38.500
28. 148

(2)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

24. 319

(,)

262
1.228

29.355
32.706

1.034
617

Total
copper
alloys

Wire

20

492
447
368
326
55

382
802

2.895

2.991
5.992
5.352
3,602
2,713
3.407
3.831

791

40.383
41.113

46. 753
23.027

1,944
2.321
1,329

100

3.704

175

23

70

76
43
64

97
144

2.340

3.317
2.372
3,272
2.632
2.642
2,748

188
243

131
116

177

202
97

445
12.356

14,026
33.936
33. 773

32.981
38.985
47.248
54.915
69.304
94.5%

82. (41
70. 500
78 667

85.445

90.836
83,779

156.703
87,824
16,023
12.281

13.484
10.038
10.265
8,519
8.693
8.521

copper
pkrs
copper

Monthly

average

alloys
21.

5

30.685
28.999
56.116

46.115
50.90

68,869

87. (038
108.648

153.658
188.943

1.757
2.557
2.417
4.676
3.843
4.242
5.739
7.253
9, V4
12.8
15. 745

153.081
105.375
109.761
120.062

12. 757

131. 757

16 470

145.247
150,544
247,522

23.096
17.179

20.034
14.410
15.206
13.729
13.546
13.557

8,781
9.417
1c. 0(,5

12. 10'
12. 545
20,627

Copper alloys
Plate sheet
roil and strip
Aemt 1867:
Canada-------------------------Uited Kingdom -----------------F

e Comoo Market:
Fracermn --------N e..ands................
Belgium
and Luembmil........
_
|Sbly ---------------------------tal

EEC.....................

Swetzstad .....................
Yugoslavia----------Japan .........................
Nl others. .....................

Foil

Total
copper

Seamless
tube

292
570

255
339
230 ---------

11
167

30
194
117

355
39

341
1.061

8
402
20

16
433
24
178
1,497

800

815
359

396
400
117
239
24

724
441
230
300
39

39

704
137

1.176
1,105
189
743
137

1,926

1.613

5,036

i

Plate sheet
and -.rvp

IPrior to 1955 census dat knclded copper rod. Subsequetly rod was separately reported. but
is eluded trom this tabulation because predomItantly used for electrical wire.
2Foil not segregated prior to September 1963; 1963 includes 4 months only; alloy foil is included
thasug December 1965, segregted beinnirg January 1966.

151
70
38
6
3,179

65
347

......

Angles,
shapes, and
sections

Rod

Foil

....

219
140
4
775

Seamless
tube

Total copper Graad total
alloys

Aste

41
42

84
it

249
56

is
I

1,272
816

2.158
1.616

892'
527

4
24

014

11
10

14 ..........

3i

3.445
1.043
506
315
80
5.469
156
346
112
262
88
8. 521

3,841
1.443
703
554
104

22
16

2.170
----------.

..........

20
......... 1.578

----11
144

22
210
41
2749

.°.........

1o
30
97

6.645
1.261
346
301
1.005
225
13,557

a%ot segregated prior to 1954.
4 Nct segregated prior to September 1963: 1963 covers 4 months only: includes copper ales,
shapes, ad sections which are infrequently reported in relatively small quantities.

IMPORTS OF COPPER AND BRASS MILL PRODUCTS FOR 8 MONTHS ENDED AUG. 31. 1967
[In thousands of pounds, metal weight
Copper alloys

Copper
Country

Plate, sheet,
roll, and strip

Foil

Seamless
tube

Total
copper

Plate, sheet,
and strip

Foil

Rod

Angles,
shapes, and
sections

Seamless
tube

22.659
12,963

16,987
345
102
368
166 ---------23
II
412
1

33,308
7,946
4,209
4,811
1,712

38,178
9,494
4,848
7,293
2,131

14,750
235
35 ---------3,615
28
976 ..........392 ---------277
277.......
21

17,965
49
21
226
69
208
438 ------ 1,473
125
520
88

51,986
2.139
5.066
2,277
4,943
1,259

61,944
8,874
5,086
3,506
14,377
2,348

22,518

23,027

87,824

131,757

6,832
4,750

947
2,055

1,322
1,151

157
176

2,072
469

European Common Market:
682
40
4,148
any------------------631
72
France------------------------845
Netherlands-------------------------- 639 ---------Belgium and Luxembourg --------2,472 ---------10
Italy ---------------------------82
5
332

44,870
1,548
-639
2,482
419

6,559
3,348
1,979
3,623
884

66
580
1,534
4
---------

9,307
3,374
525
1,148
396

174
5
2
10

Total EEC --------------------4,081
1,315
Sweden ------------------------563
5,873
Switzerland --------------------------------------------Yugoslavia--------------------------839 ---------Japan ------------------------------53
766
Allothers--------------------------193 ----------

4,562
299
20
390
8,615
896

9.958
6,735
20
1,229
9.434
1,089

16,393
2,184
427
1,430
1,146 ---------863
2,844
109
353

20,115

43,933

33,608

Grand total--------------------

4,282
1,715

11,726

1.819
2,319

12,092

5,078
255

6,725

Grand total

11,480
8,674

11,179
4,289

Canada --------------------------United Kingdom ----------------------

Total
copper
alloys

Wire

617

150
73

1,329

-WNW

EXPORTS OF COPPER AND BRASS MILL PRODUCTS
lin thousands of pounds, metal weight
Copper
Period

1949 ------------------1950 ...................
1951 ...................
1952 ------------------1953 ---------------------1954 - - - - - - - - - - 1955 ....................
1956 ------------------1957 .....................
1958 ...................
1959 .....................
1960--................
1961 .....................
1962-................
1963 .....................
1964 .....................
1965----------------- -1966-- - - - - - - - - .
1967:8 months ...........
January ----------February..........
March ...............

June --- - - ---July ...............
AugusL
.............
I
2

Plate, sheet
and strip
2,177
1,163
1,145
1,106
734
600
1,083
674
529
334
627
1,001
710
697
675
-796
1.860
621
419
52
28
41
66
50
57
97
28

Bars, straight
rods, and
shapes

Foil
()
(a)

Pipe and
tube

U
2)
I2)

(19

Copper alloy

212

(1)

432
979

Total copper

Plate. sheet
and strip

Bar, rod, and
shapes

Wire

Pipe and
tube

6,689
3,976
4,319
5,182
3,244
2,397
2,583
3,101
2,708
3,216
1,598
1,449
1.897
1.728
2,315
2,866
1,789
1,039

8,866
5,139
5,464
6,288
3,978
2,997
3,666
3,775
3,237
3,550
2.225
2,450
2,607
2,425
2,990
3.662
6,786
4,760

3,859
1,874
1,657
1,851
1,283
872
1,434
1,674
1.578
1.109
1,146
1,300
1,155
2,274
1.335
2,228
6,869
2,387

3,126
1,731
1,827
4,423
2,517
910
1,296
1,468
1,170
1,130
1,030
1,143
1,315
1,820
1,573
2.082
4.146
3,457

2,894
2.306
2,892
1,339
559
753
724
813
906
655
693
647
450
665
1,123
680
1,632
2,233

3.148
2,058
2.915
2.801
5,716
1.731
2,314
2,839
2.923
2,395
2547
2.070
2,687
3,528
4,238
2.732
3.759
3,863

Total, alloy
13,027

7,969

9,291
10. 414
10,075
4,266
5,768
6,794
6.577
5,289
5,416
5.160
5,607
8,287
8,269
7,722
16,406
11.940

Total, copper
and copper

alloy

21,893
13,108
14.755
16,702
14,053
7.263
9.434
10,569
9.814
8.839
7.610
8,214
10,712
11,259
11,384
23,192
16,700

706

599

1,079

2,803

1,723

2,672

973

2,968

8336

11,139

50

47
117
101
30
45
35
215
9

122
71
89
117
121
331
113
115

271
264
400
316
308
508
506
230

142
262
229
128
301
271
200
190

314
279
215
337
308
814
193
212

95
47
144
88
186
102
170
141

381
142
372
150
493
763
324
343

932
730
960
703
1.288
1,950
887
886

1.203
994
1,360
1,019
1,596
2,458
1,393
1,116

48
169
103
92
85
81
78

Not segregated prior to January 1965; alloy foil is included.
Segregation available only back to January 1, 1965.

Note: Figures for 1965. 1966 and 1967 revised to incorporate exports of copper bars, straight
rods and shapes, now available back to January 1, 1965.
Source: Bureau of the Census of the United States.

0=14 VW
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EXHIBIT C
SOME SIGNIFICANT COMPARISONS 1 1960 AND 1966
United States
1960 1966
Average labor rates in manufacturing (dollars per hour)
Picent of U.S. rates..

2.26 2.71

Forein trade, brass mill products (millions of pounds):
d.S. exportsto .......
.........................
U-S. exports from ...............................
Tadfs:

Present tariffs (percent) ---------------------------

Increase

Reduction in Kennedy round In percent:
Sheet and strip -------------------------------....
Foil-----------------------------------Rod, bar, and shapes ------------------------..
Wire ---------------------------------------....
Pipe and tube-------------------------------

1960 1966

In1960
crease

1966

0.39 0.31

0.56

0.45 0.90 1.29
40

...

.18

34

48

.

.39

14
.21

26

-8

.14

6

76.1 ------ -----------------------------

50 ------50 -------50 ...........
50 ---------50--------------____
-

47
50
20
20
50
50

---------------------------

AApplicable to countries from whom about 90 percent of U.S. imports of brass mill products come.
* Present tariffs I0, 15, and 20 percent.
3 Present tariffs 20 and 25 percent.
4Present tariffs 8 and 10 percent.

Japan 3

United Kingdom 2

European Common

Sweden 3

Market (EEC) 4

Increase

1960

0.25 0.50

2

22

.79

.65

30

24

.

.88

63

1966

In1960
crease

0.80

30

1.62

19

0.30 1. 1i

49

.74

46

.09

14

1966
1.64
6!

.02
17

Canada 0

Increase

1960

0.53 1.79

79

-. 07

3

2

16

1966

Increase

2.08
77

5

0.29
...

3

46

30

50

-------

-----. ................

25 -------25 ...... ---25-----------25
..........20-25

None -----20 ------ ....
20.............
20 ...........
20 --------

None .
40 ..
None.
None
None ------

50 ..

None -----5o ---...

3Present tariffs 3 and 5 percent.
Present tariffs 10 and 15 percent.
Equivalent of average duty applied os dutiable value of bras: mill products imported during 1966.
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B. Submissions by Individuals
FoREIGN TRADE REVISITD

(By J. W. Culliton)I
SUMMARY OF HIGHLIGHTS

The evidence is overwhelming that international trade, of which the
foreign trade of the United States is a part, is not now and will not in
the future be the same as it has in the past. The very nature of international trade is changing. As a result of both the changes and of
inadequate attention to them a large portion of the current discussion
of U.S. foreign trade policy runs the risk of being based on obsolete
facts and hypotheses.
The article covers some 19 areas of changing facts and suggests that
there are others, all of which should be considered in arriving at an
integrated foreign trade policy, especially when there are reminders
that the main characteristics of the country's present policy were
established more than 80 years ago.
It deals with such things as "tariffs and revenues," "the mix of
imports," "implicit hypotheses and labelized thinking," "national
goals and foreign trade," "sovereign right to set ground rules on
imports," "international trade and world markets," and "the concepts
of industry, injury, and like and competitive products."
Recognizing that there is much special interest pleading involved,
the author observes: I feel that many falacious and irrelevant arguments are made not so much out of malice of self-interest as because of
the continued used of a conventional wisdom that is outdated. Another
way of saying the same thing is that some of our notions of the relevance of things (and therefore our resulting value judgments) are not
in tune with the current facts of life.
STATEMENT

There is currently a great amount of discussion, much of it just
below the surface, about the need of a thorough review of the foreign
trade policy of the United States. The President's power to negotiate
1 The following

comments are included as part of my submission:
1. My statement is submitted by me, as a private citizen. I do not, and cannot, speak
for the Tariff Commission, any of its members, or its staff.
2. The statement was not prepared specifically for submission to your committee. Rather
It represents an attempt on my part 8 months ago to try to pull together, In a preliminary
way, some of the thoughts which I had been accumulating over the years.
3. By its very nature and intent, this is not the type of position paper which will evtr
be or ever should be considered "finished." I am submitting it as it was prepared for my
own use and have not attempted to rewrite it.
4. Because of the nature of the submission and the fact that it exceeds the suggested
length, I am perfectly willing to have the committee keep this paper in its files and to
waive its commitment that "these papers will be published."

(633)
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tariff reductions under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 expired on
June 30,1967; the Kennedy round of negotiations, in which the United
States participated tinder the authority of that act has been completed there is a growing interest in the question of East-West trade;
there are charges that protectionist sentiment is growing bolder; the
President has instructed his special trade representative to make a
broadranging study of our foreign trade policy; and there are reminders that the main characteristics of the country's present policy
were established more than 30 years ago.
The purpose of this article is not to get involved in the major question of whether review is necessary, and it certainly is not to get mixed
up in some of the subquestions concerning the need for this or that
particular reform. Rather, I presume that national policy is always
subject to review and would like to suggest some things which ought to
be taken into consideration. My concern is- that many people urging
review give evidence of basing their arguments on questionable hypotheses (which are usually implied rather than explicit) and upon a
less-than-full appreciation" of the current realities of international
trade.
The evidence i overwhelming that international trade, of which
the foreign trade of the United States is a part is not now and will
not in the future be the same as it has been in the past. I am not referring to the normal aspects of international trade--such as the development of new products or a changing pattern of countries exporting to particular countries such as the United States. The very
nature of international trade is changing. As a result of both the
changes and of inadequate attention to them a large portion of the
current discussion of U.S. foreign trade policy runs the risk of being
based on obsolete facts and hypotheses.
One of the most obvious things about international trade, as is
characteristic of every important phenomenon in modern society, is
that it is complex and dynamic and that each of the several parts of
the situation is interconnected, not only with other parts but also with
issues that lie outside a narrow definition of the phenomenon. Without careful restraints, therefore, a discussion of U.S. foreign trade
policy can easily slip into the whole issue of international relations
or even broad philosophical questions like the functions of Government and the rights of man.
Even on a narrow front-trying to stay on the subject of foreign
trade--the truism of interrelationships produces a dilemma in the
organization of pertinent observations: no one element of the situation
cn be fully understood apart from all the others, while understanding
of the whole is impossible without rather accurate understanding of its
p arts. In this short article I do not intend to try to solve this ditrma.
Rather, I propose to live with it or, if you prefer, to ignore it. I shall,
therefore, make a few observations on some of the facts and developments in international and foreign trade which I think have a bea ring
on the situation without going very far in trying to evaluate their
significance or to weave them into an overall pattern. The article is
little more than a catalog.
In view of this decision to produce a catalog, there is no particular significance to the order in which individual observations are
presented except that I have tended to take an historical point of
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view, to start with the United States, and to group together observations that have some relationship to each other.
1. Tariffs and revenue
The United States of America is an old, large, successful common
market established long before that term was thought of. The Constitution, adopted 178 years ago, in very few words, in a few related
provisions, established the groundwork. Section 8 (powers granted to
Congress) provides, among other things:
The Congress shall have the power"To lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts and excises** * but all duties,
imposts and excises shall be uniform throughout the United States" (now
known as a common external tariff or, In our alphabetical Jargon, CXT].
To regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several
states * * *.

Section 9 (powers denied to Federal Government) provides that
"No tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any state";
while section 10 (powers denied to State governments) says: "No
states shall, without the consent of Congress,lay any imposts or duties
on imports or exports, except what may be absolutely necessary for
executing its inspection laws * * *." Two simple, yet powerful provisions are added to make sure that the exception cannot be used
as a ruse: "and the net produce of all duties and imposts laid by
any State on imports or exports, shall be for the use of the Treasury
of the United Sta'es; and all such laws shall be subject to the revision
and control of Congress."
Without exploring all the disputes, variations, and decisions that
have defined and refined these provisions more precisely in action, it is
still true that these concepts have remained the law and practice of the
United States. There is free flow of trade among the States with almost
no "duties or imposts"-a trade restrained onl in small part by annoying restrictions in the name of "inspection.' Pme may claim, and
with apparent justification, that tax and corporate State laws interfere
with interstate trade but the fact remains that the United States has
a national economy relatively unfettered by State-imposed restrictions.
I find it of more than passing interest to note, too, that there is
strong evidence that these same provisions furnished two of the main
reasons for the success of the U.S. constitutional government as compared with the failure of the Articles of Confederation which the
onstitution replaced. The Federal Government under the articles
had two serious drawbacks: (1) The absence of revenue to sustain
itself, and (2) the absence of any uniformity in trade relations With
foreign nations (with the difficulty compounded by the trade jealousies
and barriers among its member States). Both these difficulties were
corrected by the provisions cited above and, at the same time, the
practical effect was to make import duties the prime source of revenue
of the Federal Government.
Some incidental reminders of this fact remain today. The committees of the Congress which are responsible for tariff matters are the
Ways and Meais Committee in the House (which is also responsible
for revenue bills which, according to another provision of the Constitution, "shall originate in the House of Representatives") and, in the
Senate, by the Finance Committee. In legislative form, tariff matters
are dealt with as revenue matters.
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A study of the relationship of customs revenues to the total revenue
of the U.S. Government, expressing the percentage of Federal Government revenue furnished by customs from 1790 flrough 1962 shows
that:
(1) There are three noticeably different normal patterns over
the years, roughly 1790 through 1860; 1867 through 1914; 1918
to date.
(2) From 1790 through 1860, in all but 7 years the percentage
was above 70 percent and in all but 13 years it was above 80 percent. An "observable normal" was around 90 percent, and well
above 80 percent.
(3) From 1867 to 1914 every year ranged between 35 percent
and 60 percent, and an "observable normal 'was about 45 percent.
(4) The 1918-to-date period was all less than 17 percent, but
there are two subperiods noticeable: 1922-40, between 5 percent
and 12 percent; 1940 to date, between 1 percent and 2 percent.
Meanwhile there has been a great upsurge in the total dollar amount
of customs collection since 1950-from $529 million in 1950 to $1,623
million in 1965. But other revenues grew apace to keep the percentage
almost constant.
A footnote in history: In 1790, when customs revenues were 98 percent of total Federal revenues, they amounted to $4million. While they
have increased absolutely, by 40,574 percent, the percentage to total
revenue has declined from 98 to 2.
f. Tariffs and protection
It was pointed out in the previous section that at the very beginning
of the country's history, and with very few exceptions for the next
70 years, customs revenues were the dominant financial mainstay of
the Federal Government. (There is even one instance when tariffs
were reduced because of an embarrassing surplus of Federal funds.)
This does not mean that tariffs were never looked upon as a mechanism for regulating trade or even, more bluntly, as an instrument
of protection for American industry. As a matter of fact, one of
the strongest cases for protectionism was Alexander Hamilton's paper
"Report on Manufactures," a report of the Secretary of the Treasury
issued in 1791 and widely referred to over the years.
In its early days the United States was what would now be known
as al "underdeveloped country" or "less developed country" (LDC).
While it may not have been as less developed then-because of the
scarcity of highly developed countries-it certainly was less developed
by the subsequent standards it did so much to produce. Over the years
then, both infant country and infant industries arguments were well
suited to the conditions which existed. It is commonly agreed that
Othe Civil War gave great impetus to the industrialization of the
-'ited States, the development of its extensive resources, and a degree
of self-sufficiency never before achieved by a major nation.
It is also generally accurate to say that the so-called tariff issue
was a major political issue in the Vnited States from around 1870
until, say, the 1930's. At tines the position on tariffs was one of the
main distinguishing features between the two major political palies.
A book reviewer recently observed that until the middle thirties a
politician seeking public ]notice could achieve success by making some
comment about tariffs, but tlhat this is no longer true. In his opinion,
comments on taxes are more successfid today.
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Just as, in the early days, the predominant role of customs as
revenue did not rule out consideration of free trade versus protectionism, the current deemphasis of tariffs as a dominant political issue
does not rule it out as a matter of grave concern or political importance. The causes of this change in the relative position of tariffs
and of protectionism or free trade as a dominant, central national
issue are as varied and complex as the several topics dealt with in
several sections of this paper
3. The m.ix of mpoh'ts
One fact of life which is all pervasive, and yet sometimes sOft

pedaled? is that foreign trade has always been a part of the economic
and political activities of a modern nation. The question would seem
to he, therefore, not whether foreign trade should exist but, what kind
and how iniuch. For reasons which will be touched upon again later the
myth seems to be almost universally accepted that exports are good
and imports are bad.
At the samne time there are two other realities which are also acceptable provided they are not brought into too close contact with the
idea, of the goodness of exports. These are that some imports are neces..ary (e.g., raw materials which a country does not have) and that,

despite the goodness of an excess of (desirable) exports over (necessary) imports and the resulting favorable balance of trade, somehow or
other in the long run imports and exports nust be equal. These and
other types of conventional wisdom generalizations are touched on

in several other places. Here, I merely wish to give two illustrations
of
the kind of analyses which might be made of the real goodness of
imports.
For sake of argument, let us assume that by and large the United
States has put on the free list (i.e., assesses no duty on) those coin-

modities which it needs or wants and that it assesses some duty against
those whose free flow it would like to slow down. (In view of the
changing position of cities as al important source of revenue this
assumption, while obviously not wholly accurate, might be used as a
first a.pproximation for an analytical experiment, say from 1930 on.)
It is generally agreed that the Tariff Act of 1930 was "the height
of p)otectionismln' and that the general movement since then has been
toward freer trade.

A study of the years 1930 through 1965 leads to tl.e following

observations: I

(1) Percentage of total imports which entered free of duty
declined from the 60- to 70-percent range to 35 to 40 percent.
(2) Dollar volume of duty-free imports increased from around

$1 billion to around $7billion.
(3) Dollar volume of dutiable imports increased from around
$1 billion, but less than the free goods, to close to $14 billion.
At the same time the ad valorem equivalent of duties assessed as a
percentage of dutiable imports decreased from a high of near 60 percent to the 11- to 12-percent range. This suggests a relationship between
volume of (dutiable) imports and average rate of duties assessed. At
this point the information is presented merely as an indication of one

I These observations are based on a table prepared by the U.S. Tariff Commission showIng free and dutiable imports, duties collected, and ad valorem equivalents under the Tariff
Act of 1930, from 1930 through 1060. See table 1.
87-822-68-vol. 2-13
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view of actual event.; the causal relationships are so complicated and
involved that any julnping to collclusions would be dangerous. The
information is best used as a clue to the kind of analysis that might
be productive of understanding.
Examination of imports from 18'1 through 1965 by major types,
i.e., crude materials, crude foodstuffrs, manufactured foodstuffs, seminmnufactures, and finished manufactures-all as percentage of total
imports suggests the following:
TABLE I.-AVERAGE AD VALOREM RATES OF DUTY ON IMPORTS INTO THE UNITED STATES BY YEARS UNDER
THE TARIFF ACT OF 1930
Note: There are two fundamental difficulties inmeasuring average rates of duty under different tariff acts b.n'e use of
statistics of imports: (a)The change inthe character and quantity of the articles imported from year to year and still
more from decade to decade; (b)the change inthe general price level and even inthe prices of single major commodities.
Unless due regard isgiven to these changes comparisons between different years are likely to be misleading.
jValue inthousands of dollars
Imports for consumption
Year

Free

Percent

Dutiable

free
HAWLEY.SMOOT
LAW
(Effective June 18,
1930)
1930 (June 18Dec. 31).........
1931............
19321 .............
1933
.............
1934: .............
1935 .............
1936 ..........
1937 ..........--..
1938..............
1939..........
1940 ..... .....
1941
..............
1942 ..........
1943 ..........
1944 ..............
1945 ..............
1946 ..........
1947 ..........
1948 ............
1949 ............
1950 ..............
1951
..............
1952 .............
1953 ..............
1954 ..............
1955 ..............
1956 ..............
1957 ...........
1358 .............
1959..............
iA6...........
..............
1961
1962s ............
1963 .............
1964 ..............
1965 ..............
1966 ..............

979.016
1,391,693
885.536
903.547
991.161
1.205,987
1 384,937
1,,765,248
1,182,696
1,397,280
1,648,965
2,030,919
1,767,592
2192,702
2,717,986
2.749,345
2,934,955
3,454,647
4,174,523
3,883,186
4,766,778
5,993,442
6,256,950
5,919,501
5,667,904
6,036.634
6,234.514
6.036.400
5,341,561
5,821,729
6,142,076
5.922,298
6,224,850
6,265,096
7,045,056
7,434,414
9,343,89

69.5
429,063
66.6
696.762
66.8
439.557
63.1
529.466
60.6
644,842
59.1
832,918
57.1 1,039.040
58.6 1,244,604
60.7
766,928
61.4
878,819
64.9
891,691
63.0 1.191,035
63.8 1,001,693
64.7 1,197,249
69.9 1,169,504
67.1 1,348.756
60.8 1,889,946
61.0 2,211,674
58.9 2,917,509
58.9 2,708,454
54.5 3,976,304
55.4 4,823,900
58.2 4,490,546
54.9 4,859,403
55.4 4.571,613
53.2 5,300,153
49.8 6,281,233
46.6 6,914,206
41.9 7,397,868
38.8 9,165,346
40.9 8,871,834
40.4 8,734,599
38.3 10,026,213
36.8 10,739,791
37.8 11,568.138
34.9 13,847,409
36.8 16,022,695

Percent

Total

dutiable

30. 5 1,408.079
33.4 2,088,455
33.2 1,325,093
36.9 1,433,013
39.4 1,636,003
40.9 2,038.905
42.9 2,423,977
41.4 3.009,852
39.3 1,949,624
38.6 2,276,099
35.1 2,540,656
37.0 3.221,954
36.2 2,769,285
35.3 3,389,951
30.1 3:887,409
32.9 4,098,101
39.2 4,824,902
39.0 5,666,321
41.1 7,092,032
41.1 6,591,640
45.5 8,743,082
44.6 10,817,341
41.8 10,747,497
45.1 10,778,905
44.6 10,239,517
46.8 11,336,787
50.2 12,515,747
53.4 12,950,606
58.1 12,739,429
61.2 14,987,075
59.1 15,013,910
59.6 14,656897
61.7 16,251,063
63.2 17,004,887
62.2 18,613,193
65.1 21,281,823
63.2 25,366,594

Duties

collected

192. 528
370.771
259,600
283,681
301,168
357, 241
408,127
470,509
301.375
328,034
317,711
437,751
320,117
392,294
382,109
391,476
498,001
445,355
417,401
374,291
529,621
603,468
574,733
597,760
556,939
669,579
739,228
776,884
832,155
1,066,536
1,085,115
1,052,702
1,234,921
1.262,156
1,371,265
1,622,920
1,716,882

Equivalent
ad
valorem
rates percent
valoematepecen
Dutiable Free and
dutiable

44.9
53.2
59.1
53.6
46.7
42.9
39.3
37.8
39.3
37.3
35.6
36.8
32.1
32.8
32.7
29.0
26.4
20.1
14.3
13.8
13.3
12.5
12.8
12.3
12.2
12.6
11.8
11.2
11.2
11.6
12.2
12.1
12.3
11.8
11.9
11.7
10.7

13.7
17.8
19.6
19.8
18.4
17.5
16.8
15.6
15.5
14.4
12.5
13.6
11.6
11.6
9.8
9.6
10.3
7.9
5.9
5.7
6.1
5.6
5.3
5.5
5.4
5.9
5.9
6.0
6.5
7.1
7.2
7.2
7.6
7.4
7.4
7.6
6.8

I Subsequent to June 21,1932, certain commodities which had previously been on the free list were made taxable, and
since that date have been reported as dutiable commodities. The principal commodities affected were petroleum, copper,
lumber, and coal.
I Trade Agreements Act passed as amendment to Hawley-Smoot law June 12,1934. Under It many rates of duty have
been decreased from time to time. First agreement effective Sept. 12t 1934, with Cuba.
Includes imports of uranium ore and concentrates previously withheld from publication for security reasons. Does not
In:Iude certain low-value shipments amounting to approximately $10.000,000.
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(1) Finished manufactured declined from a high in the 40- to
55-percent range (1821 to 1860) to a low in the 10- to 25-percent
range in the between World Wars period, and since 1950 has moved
upward again to over 40 percent.
(2) Crude materials had a rather regular rise from a low of less
than 5 percent in 1821 to near 45 percent during W orld War I.
Then, except for an artificial peak in 19)41, there is a downward
trend to about 23 percent in 1965.
(3) These shifts in crude materials and finished manufactues
are the most pronounced-most other series are relatively steady.
Given the substantially different conditions in the two periods when
imports of finished manufactures were larger than crude materials
(i.e., 1821-95 and 1955 to date) there is strong likelihood that the competitive impact was also substantially different. Preliminary evidence
suggests that the imports in the early period were of a kind not generalfy available domestically in adequate quantities (including capital
goods), whereas in recent years they are more directly competitive with.
consumer products regularly pJroduHced in the Uriited States).
4. Foreign trade and gross vnatonalproduct
A quick review of the available statistics indicates thatThere have not been any spectacular changes over the years since
theCivil War as there have been in the data reviewed in the previous sections. Foreign trade has never been a dominant portion
of our activities (the range of imports as a percentage of GNP.
for instance, is from about.4 to 11 percent). This is not to say that,
exports and imports have not been important-merely that they
have not been dominant.
The importance of exports and imports is hidden in such overall figures as cited above. In some categories they may have been
dominant, in others insignificant. Reexamination of work already
done and further analytical research seems necessary.
Quite apart from th statistics there are rather widely accepted
hypotheses about the business world that support the view that,
in total, foreign trade has not been dominant but in segmentss of the
business word it. has been important. The U.S. Government has,
on many occasions, launched drives and programs to interest
Americdn business in exports. The facts indicate that large numbers of American businesses have never even looked at export
markets but have kept busy with home markets; that, in many companies which did engage in export, trade, it has bepn a kind of stepchild from the point of view of managerial attention and a kind
usual marketof marginal market to which American business'
minded approach to product design and selling campaigns has not
been applied. Once again, these facts are not universal-there are
exceptions. But, by and large, such campaigns have been bucking
a lethargy and have been only moderately successful.
The figures seem to indicate that in almost every year, and over
the years, the United States has, to coin a phrase, "enjoyed a
favorable balance of trade." But, in view of the fact that this is
impossible it would appear that the figures on exports and imports
need some further explanation and analyses with respect to other
factors such as capital movements, credit programs, foreign aid,
and debt default or forgiveness.
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6. Extreme of theoretical policieso"
Apparently no discussion of a foreign trade policy can be conducted
for very long without the ideas of "free trade" and "protectionism"
being brought up. Not infrequently they appear to be mutually exclusive.lWhoever is in favor of one is against the other.
In reality, as trade policies affect. actual actions, the mutual exclusivity of the two ideas is a,myth. The reasons for this are explored in
somewhat more detail in several other sections throughout these observations. The main reason for raising the question here is to suggest
that explicit attention should be given to the meaning and practical
operation of "policy."
To some theorists "policy" is a statement of principle. Hopefully,
such a statement would be arrived at after a discussion and examination
of the issues and rational determination by appropriate authorities.
It could, however, be determined irrationally and by selfish power or
pressure groups. In any case, from this point of view, policy is determined on high, promulgated, and used as the norm against which
specific action is then determined.
To others, policy is the net result of what is done in any number of
specific cases-the net result of specific decisions, projected into the
future with appropriate modifications.
These extremes might be likened to codified law established after
deliberation, and to common law, which is the cumulative result of
experience.
In my view, neither extreme is realistic. Policy, in a real world, cannot be made in a vacuum-apart from reality; nor can individual
decisions ]leading to policy be made in complete disregard of some
overriding thoughts, objectives, or value systems.
In top-level, abstract policy parlance the free trade philosophy
would have the amount and kind of trade determined in a free market,
unrestricted by artificial controls (especially tariffs). At the same time,
the protectionists would take a case-by-case approach to the right of a
country's citizens to engage in business of their choice unhampered by
competition from outside the country's borders.
To my mind, the only realistic answer to this problem is to recognize
that policy has aii element of both high-level deliberative thinking
and low-level practicality. The two elements interact and the interaction is more or less controlled by policy-kind of ideas which are more
like goals or ideals than like controlling principles. In this context the
opposing objectives can be dealt with: free traders would like as few
restrictions as possible (ideally none?) ; protectionists are not afraid
of controls and would like those which produce an immediate good, as
they see it. At any one time and facing any given problem, two opposing theorists might, as a matter of fact, end up with the same practical
answer but with widely different views of the reasons and of what they
would like the answer to be tomorrow.
I find it much more useful to think of policies in terms of goals and
tendencies--concerning a world in motion-than either as a set of controlling principles or as case-by-case chaos.
6. Tranitio problem
One of the facts of life is that at any given time you have to start
from where you are. If one looks upon policy as goals and objectives
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rather than as principles and determinants the tactics of getting from

where you are to where you want to be show up in a different light.
I suspect that there is some circular reasoning involved in many of
the statements made by proponents of various policies. Just to express
the positions in extremes let me cite two different types uf attitudes:
(1) You can't get there from hero. This is the favorite argument of the status quo advocates who emphasize the difficulties that
any change will make. At their best, such people can demonstrate
that going back where we came from-because where we are is too
far area dy-isn't really change.
(2) The advocates of change, on the other hand, when faced
with a "you-caiWt-get- tlere- fromi-here" situation may respond
with the advice "let's go somewhere else" so we can stait from
there.
The first school of thought tends to overemphasize transition probleins, the second, to underemphasize or ignore then.
7. Implicit hypothese8 and labelized thinking
The claim has been implied in the foregoing comments that the extremes of theories, whether they be "free traae" or "protectionism,"
are unreal. In many cases they take on the character of labelized thinking, which is useful for either of two tactics: (1) If anyone disagrees with the specific action which you propose, you label them with
the opposite tag. Any advocate of an increased duty is, thereby, automaticaIly "a protectionist," and vice versa. Whatever you call the
other guy is, quite clearly, bad. (2) At the same time, using a label
to categorize a particular proposal also tends to relieve the proposal
from the need of rigorous analysis of its particular merit.
Iest anyone think I am being overly cynical, I should like to report the following statements, which are typical of the kind made
before the Tariff Commission in its public hearings. As quotes they are
fictional, but only to the extent that they are not taken from specific
transcripts:

(a) Domestic manufacturer: "I favor an increased duty be-

cause I cannot compete with the flood of low-priced imports Made

by slave labor and dumped in my market."
() Importer: "I favor a decreased duty because the present
rate is unfair and discriminatory; costs in the exporting country are rising; I furnish necessary goods to small businessmen;

and I, too, am an American taxpayer.
(c) The front man for a committee: "This is an unnecessary

barrier to foreign trade is resented by our allies, and hinders

the development of the LbO's."
(d) Front man for another committee: "How long can we go
on exporting jobs? We don't want subsidies, all we ask is the

oportunity to compete on fair terms."
For the purpose at hand, let us suspend any value judgment about
the merits of the positions espoused by each of the above hypothetical
witnesses. The only point here is that each of them-for reasons
which, on the surface at.least, are obvious--has elected to cite certain
facts which, within his frame of reference, argue in favor of his conclusion. In many, perhaps most, cases there really is not too much
argument about the general accuracy of the "facts."
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The point I am trying to make is that the facts recited by each
were :elected on the basis of certain hypotheses which, all too frequently, have never been examined or nade explicit. This, of course,
is not a unique human phenomenon. If, as is sometimes done, it is
attributed to the natural tendency to "make the best case" and to the
organizational requirements of seeking truth via testimony, a correcto
tion factor" can be applied with fairly high accuracy.
I suspect, however, that in many iistanwes, especially in the present
stage of the development of the world, the l)roblem is more fundamental. My suspicion may best be expressed in the hypothesis that
many current arguments are niad, witiihin tle. context of a point of
view or conceptual scheme which at some ime in the last was substantially accurate but is no longer in tune with the facts. Two quick
examples will suffice: "One of the main functions of import duties
is the generation of revenue," and "The volume of exports and infports is the result of market interchange carried on in arm's-length
argaining by independent profit seekers."
ii a F.Itll
gllmeIn tire
aIam(;'ms Im 1 trl'
I feel, t erefore, that
Illle Ilo)l so 11li o1;t of uin lice or Sellf-intre as, because of the 'ont iniled ise of a coliventiolnlal wisdolml Oat i.s motdated. Another wav of
Saving tile same thing is that. sonic of our iltiolns of the relevanlce of
tlii!ltr, (and tlhelefore our resultillg va
jililgillt )-I')
are not iii tule
with Ilie ,urret facts of life.
Another aspect of labelized thinkilig rind iistated iV po! lieses is extreinely subtle and yet of great significance. Note, fi'iInstance. iii tho
hypothetical ( uotes from witilesses before the Tarit (-olililllsisioi time
wav in which the "prolectionlists tuck inl such words as "flood," "slave
labor," (luml)ed," "ex)orting of jobs,'' and "unfair conipetition." Who
can favor these things? The )rotectionist does not waint special pi'ivl
lege. all lie wants is a fair ciance to (olinpete on equal terms.
Note, too, that the free traders hi'v, first of all, latched onto the word
allied, "
•fr('. But. they also I.e "siall bll.,ne.s," Amlericanin
"LIDC's." 1Who Call Opl)Oe these?
It migl]it appear from the above that the protectionists are against
evil while the freetraders are for good. But life is not that simple beca.1use freetraders are against barriers to trade. There is some evidence

that the whole free trade movenient has, as a matter of fact. been based

oil vssentially ne(gative tactics suich ias the reduction in tariffs and lhe
reliiVal of barriers rather liia ol progi'ains to Iind the inost ef'fel ive
ivh, allil 'oniliuliations of controls which would foster time right kind
aild tv Wof foreign trade in the light of all lhe desirata.
]v'6lIe salme token, protectionists are not totally against. They art ill
favor of America, equal opportunity, fair competition, 'and d(11in-tiC
eni)loylnent.
8. 1), qrees of freedou,
In MV opinion, it is logically impossible to argue against the basic

thesis of the freetraders: Trade, carried on in complete freedom, will
produce the greatest, amount of goods and services, at the lowest prices,
and by means of the most economical allocations of resources.
As an ideal, in an ideal world, I see no possible objection to this and,

in the context of the previous argument (viewing policies as goals or
ideals (see. 5)), it appears to me that both the so-called freetraders
and the protectionist agree.
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The trouble arises when such a policy goal is looked upon as an immediately useful determinant-type policy. And the trouble arises because of the facts of life which are mainly of two different types:
(1) Even in the realm of economic theory, unhampered by political reality, full working of the free trade theory would depend
upon the complete and instantaneous mobility of the factor.. of
production. Labor should be mobile; capital should be mobile;
marketing and nianageient systems should be mobile (and then
managers should be all knowing and all wise). The nonexistence
of these conditions (which for tye plur)ose of logical analysis may
be assumied) makes It immediately necessary to modify the theory
if it is to be used even mildly as an action deterininant.

(2) In addition to the absence of economic mobility which is

essential to freedom there are further actual restraints imposed
by people, governments, and noneconomic considerations. For instance, monopoly iml)oses restrictions on the freedom of some
participants in the market process (while antimonopoly govern-

mental actions also im ose restrictions on the freedom of the
would-be monopolists). in addition, all the items discussed in the
following section also impose restrictions on the degree of freedom
which actually exists at any one time and is achievable in a real
world.
In the light of these obser ations I would suggest that any review
of national trade policy would have to take into account the degrees of
freedom which actually do exist, and the degrees which might be desirable and attainable in view of the conflicting demands for freedom
and in view of the absolute necessity of some restraints on sonic
freedoms.
9. Nat onal floal.8 and foreign trade
For more than three-quarters of a century the people of tlhe United
States, especially through their Federal Government, have had the
policy of promoting the healthy development of private enterprise
and of the free worker by promoting comn)etition which is free and
fair and, conversely, by 'outlawing (.competition which is artifically
restricted and unfair. '
From the Interstate commerce e Act. (1887) and the Sherman Act
(1890) through the Clayton and Federal Trade Commission Acts
(1914) the emphasis was primaril oin establishing ground rules for
the conduct of business in the ntrketplace for tie Lproducts of industry. In 1938, through the Fair Employment Iractices Act, further
,romld rules for free and fair dealings with labor were begun to be
laid down. In 1946 still another step was taken when the Federal Government established that its policy was to take the steps necessary to

l)romnote full employment. The language of the act made it clear, how-

ever, that the necessary governmental action was to be taken "in a
manner calculated to foster and promote free competitive enterprise

and the general welfare."
Other legislation during the same period can also be interpreted as
having the same goals. These include the Securities and Exchange Act,
SociaLSecurity. and even the creation of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation. The purpose of this section, however, is not to prepare a
complete list of governmental actions which affect the operations of
the competitive system. Rather it is to sketch, in broad outline, the
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fact that such actions were taken and to higlight the basic commitments to national ideals which were involved. From this point of view
it is sufficient to stress principally the actions against monopoly, unfair trade practices, price discrimination, and unfair labor practices,
and for free competitive enterprise and the public welfare.
From the opposite side of the coin the governmental action can be
looked upon as placing restrictions upon American citizens (both
corporate and individual) in the exercise of their own judgment in
either adapting to or taking advantage of a licentiously free competitive system. No one has seriously disputed the right of the Government
to impose such restrictions, although the debates upon the wisdom of
its doing so, especially in a particular way at a particular time, have
been vigorous, loud, and unceasing.
Despite the bitter, prolonged, and sincere disputes about specific
applications of the policies (and about the continuing need of updating
them as conditions change) it can be rather accurately observed that
discriminatory pricing, monopoly, restraint of trade, blue-sky financing, unemployment, loss of bank deposits, discriminatory labor practices, and wages and conditions of employment which are below
standards of human dignity are against national policy; but, at the
same time, that national policy is committed to comletitive enterprise.
In typical American fashion there is continuing debate and differingr
opinion about whether too much or too little is being attempted too
earIv or too late. But even those segments of society (e.g., those vague
generalities known as the conservatives and the businessmen) which
violently opposed each new move toward restraints find that their
successors accept them as part and parcel of tile ongoing competitive
system. While some would like modifications, few argue that tile once
revolutionary Government ground rules and systems be removed entirely. For instance, unemployment coni)ensation is now built into the
economic as well as the social system. By the. same token, few argue
that the basic commitment to free enterprise (with restraints and
ground rules) should be abandoned in favor of a completely Government-run system of enterprise.
Nationally, therefore, the debate has centered on the question of
what restraints are desirable, with a great deal of emphasis on the
problems of establishing workable ma('linery for attaining desirable
goals. Central to an understanding of this development in the United
States is a view of business that, for appraisal of its significance, nmust
be made explicit. Tile hsl)othesis is that being in business is .a rivilege.
In the American sense business is ultimately rooted in the right to own
private property, to use it as the owner sees fit excel)t for necessary
restraints. These restraints fall into two broad categories.
1. Go'ernnn.t impoid.-The measures already discussed illustrate
some Government-imposed restraints on the free use of property. By
and large, these apply to business in general. More specific ones are
also imposed, such as public utility regulation, the reservation of
postal service to the Government, the regulation of narcotic sales, and,
during the noble experiment, the prohibition of the manufacture and
sale of alcoholic beverages.
These types of restraints, which are of the "ground rule" variety,
should not be confused with Government enterprises which perform
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services private property owners shy away from (such as hurbors,
roads, airports, defense); nor with 'those where Government enterprise competes with private enterprise (such as TVA, schools, employment agencies); nor with some borderline cases between these two
(urban transportation, water systems, theater).
But, no matter how government activities are looked upon-establishing ground rules, competing with business, or performing services
business is not interested in-the fact remains that even in a society
committed to private property and private enterprise, the people,
through the machinery of government, have the right to define the
conditions under which the privilege of being in bilsiness can be exercised.
2. Con-tumer impo8ed.-So far in this paper, the exercise of the right
to use private property has tended to emphasize its use for the "business" of making things and offering goods and services in the marketplace. The other side of this operation is, however, equally important.
In tie process of a sale a consumer agrees to buy such goods or services.
And, in the American system, the consumer (or woul-be consumer) is
also free in his right to use his property as he sees fit. Putting it bluntly,
the free citizen may choose to buy or not to buy if lie has the wherewithal. (In this context it is a somewhat different problem if the hoped.
for consumer is unable to buy.)
In his buy or no-buy decision the free citizen exercises an extremely
powerful restraint on the free use of private property by would-be
sellers. Even with the complete absence of any government-imposed
restraints whereby a man, if he cares to, may make all the chocolatecovered widgets he wants, the consumer can effectively deny him the
privilege of selling them and thereby creating a going business. Nobody cares if he makes them (provided he has room to store them and
it doesn't become a public nuisance) but lie has no right or means to
make people buy them, either above or below his costs.
The privilege of being in business in America is, therefore, restrained
by a free people operating at two different levels: the first, through
their Government, and the second through their individual free choices
in the markets. While the second level is not very visible in the sense of
organized action, there is much evidence that given a relatively free
competitive climate established and maintained by the Government
constraints, it is every bit as powerful as the first: In addition to its
tremendous power, the consumer-imposed restraint can be swift, merciless, and without appeal.

Thus, on the American scene, being in business is a privilege.
Our tradition has been that anyone may be in any business of his
choice provided (1) he does not run counter to the ground rules established by the people through the Government; (2) he can persuade,
not force, free citizens to buy his offerings. The two provisos are closely
interrelated on two counts: (a) They are imposed by the san; free
citizens; (b) a large portion of the Government-imposed restraints are
aimed at preventing the business user. of property from interfering
with the full freedom of-choice of the consumer.
In summary, then, no property owner has the right to say: "My
father before me made widgets; I like to make widgets; I do not know
how to do anything but make widgets; therefore, I have an inalienable
right to make widgets at a profit. Yet, in effect, that is what many do
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say, especially as they oppose proposed new Government restraints
or seek special assistance to make it easier to meet competition.
The American experiment, as it is sometimes called, has resulted on
the domestic scene, in a continuing compromise between the extremes
of full, unbridled use of private property and State ownership. The
specific terms of the ongoing coiproillise probably never have fully

satisfied all or even any of the parties at interest. Bult the compromise

has been workable. As a matter of fact, it would appear that an extremely large majority (whether they be people who think we haven't
gone far enough or too far, or who accept any current position as being
about right) attribute many achievements of the United States to the
workings of the ongoing compromise, and its continued modification
following extensive experimentation and debate. In my opinion, one
of the deadliest things that could happen would be a consensus that
we have finally arrived at the ideal situation and that the debate may
therefore be called off.
10. Sovereign right to 8et ground i'ucs on imports
The point has been made, in many different contexts and on many
occasions, that the United States has achieved the highest standard of
living ever known. This means that its average citizen consumes more
goods and services than any of his counterparts either in the past. or
the present. When this is related to the fact that there are nearly 200
million people, the aggregate U.S. "market" far outstri ps any, other.
percent of the world's
The litany of the largest (such as with percent of its telephones) need
population the United States has not be repeated here. It is too well known.
In the context of foreign trade this makes the United States a "very
attractive market" for foreign producers. Not infrequently a small
percentage of the total American market will be as big as the total
capacity of another country, which means that substantial portions of
a foreign plat's output can be sold in the United States without showing up as large percentages of the total U.S. consumption.
In the context of the previous sections of this catalog it may also be
observed that the large American market is, in part at least, the result
of the country's national policies with respect to competition, monopoly, unemployment, and conditions of employment.
There is an additional aspect of these national policies, however,
which has not been made explicit. It is the recognition of the U.S.
worker as a consumer. Wages have been looked upon not solely as a
cost to be kept, as low as possible (for the residual benefit of the owners
of a business) but also as a claim check upon the output of the economy.
This attitude has been expressed in various ways, such as the famous
decision by Henry Ford in the 1920's to pay his workers $5 a day; the
national concern for maintaining p)urchasing power (which is a partial
explanation for the adoption of unemployment insurance) ; and the
concern with mass distribution concurrently with mass production.
The emergence of a so-called large, affluent middle class is not unrelated to this whole phenomenon.
Viewed in this light, the American market is one of the country's

major assets. A market, of course, cannot be owned like a factory or
natural resources, but neither was its development strictly accidental
nor the result, solely, of the country's extensive natural advantages.
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There are observable relationships between the country's policy commitments on the one ]land rangingh from the early establishment of a
common market," through controfmonlies a tecanis o
maintain "free and fair" competition, to full employment under conditions consistent with
human
dignity) an , on--the Other hand, the
large market and high standard of living.
If its markets ate looked upon as a national asset; and if the
preservation of those markets, together with the special characteristics
which enhance their value, is important not only as a mechanism for
maintaining economic well being but even as an essential element in
achieving goals of human freedom and dignity-then it follows that
a sovereigni nation has the right and the (duty to establish the ground
rules whereby such markets can be enjoyed by would-be suppliers, foreign as well as domestic.
It does not seem to me that the complaints of U.S. businessmen that
they are restrained
by domestic ground rules while foreigners are not
canbe lightly dismissed by labeling then as "protectionism" as if they
were part and parcel of 19th-century capitalism. At the same time, ft
does not seem to me that they can be blithely accepted as requiring the
19th-century capitalism..simple answer of "itdequate tariff protection."
The new conditions, tl, new facts of life require new and imaginative answers.
11. Reconciling differing ob~jeC;rt,.C ond fares
Involved in this process of setting ground rules are all the problems
of reconciling complex and a apparently contradictory objectives and
facts into a workable pattern. Here, only three different kinds of
problems are mentioned:
1. International trade involves interplay among nations and is concerned not only with goods (and services) but also with the characteristics of tlhe nations in which those goods and services were produced. As a result, there is competition not only among the goods but
also among the ideologies of the competing countries.
This has probably always been so but currently takes on new and
different complexities. For instance, when the "merchant" conducted
international trade it was largely carried on by entreprenures and risktaking wanderers who, by and large, brought to various countries
products which were not readily available (such as spices and hemp
in the early days and coffee and tobacco, later--and god anytime).
As industialization developed, empires and colonization kept the
problem under control through captive supplies and markets. Later,
"markets" developed in key trading centers and alert traders would
move goods to the most attractive spot and thereby contribute to the
economists' claim of free trade allocating the world's resources in
the best possible (economic) fashion.
Countries with antimonopoly policies compeA with countries where
cartels are both legal and Government-sponsored; countries with systems of privately owned property and nongovernmental business compete with State-owned enterprises; under-eveloped, low-wage countries compete with high-wage (and high qualitative norms of employment) countries which today are largely without the features of
a colonial captive relationship.
2. Not only has the political relationships among geographic areas
changed but the very nature of international business has also changed.
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Trade, so-called, is much leq an arm's-length purchase in a markett"
but is largely dominated by the multinational corporation with worldwide markets and plants scattered in many countries. The management of such companies can decide whether to transfer goods from one
country to another (still called trade in published statistics) or whether
to furnish goods from world-scattered plants to markets which can
best Ib -erved (in the light of the corporation's own characteristics
and objectives). For instance, it is quite difficult to identify what is
meant. by an American-made television set., automobile, bicycle, or
wateh each of which will contain varying amount. of foreign-made
parts which, in turn, may be purc asei abroad, made abroad in captive plants, or made abroad by companies operating under various
license, patent, and management-servie agrmnents. The industrial
process; of "rationalizing" production is, in the most., important. industries, now being done on a worldwide scale. In the Tnited States,
for instance, within a very short period (probably less than 40 years)
we have gone from local, to regional, to natioiml, to international
planning of production and marketing facilities.
State-operated enterprises also function in ways substantially different from the conditions assumed under free trade.
3. The political and social problems and objectives have been substantiallv chani ged, too, largely by the revolution of expectations. Poo)r,
underde'elol)ed, and less developed count ries are all seeking tlie currently accepted goal of economic growth. The facts of life both in the
developed and less developed count ries Imt great pressure on tlie M
policy which had as its selling point equal treat ment for all. Currently,
the idea of treating unequals as equals is being challenged as unfair.
NOTE

Written In July 19417)

The remainder of thi "catalog" iq not so fully developed as son of the preceding set ion.s. The reason Is that T would like to he able to get critical appraisal
of the whole concept before embarking on extensive work and rese"arch that
would be necessary to make the whole story coherent. In addition, such critical
appraisal could help define the additional work, if any, which might be done and
tbereby make It more efficient.
The remaining sections. therefore, are generally in outline form and. no doubt,
contain somewhat more duplication than eventually would be tolerable.

1. The kit of eotrol teetqT'ew
Every nation ha., in fact, exercised sone control (including both

restraints and stimulants) on foreign trade. Being a member of the
Tariff Commission, I may have a somewhat myopic point of view. Yet,
looking at. the history o? the United States trom its very beginning,
through the reasons for the establishment of the Tariff Commission,
to many of the practical observations and theoretical analyses of the
relations between tariffs and trade, there seems to be gooA reason to
suspect. that many people look (and have looked) upon tariffs as the
main, if not in fact the only, tool for control of exports and imports.
merely to make this charge is to have it denied because obviously
there are and always have been other techniques. But we still find sudh
statements that the reduction in tariffs b.y the United States since the
midthirties has caused a large increase in imports. Surely the reductions have been a factor, hut to say the "caused" runs into difficulties
not. only of logic but.of analysis. Tie Tariff Commisgion's members can
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give firsthand evidence of the economic and legal difficulties of appmisig the casual relationships between clnuiges mn duties and changes in
imports.

At. the inic time there are other observable facts which indicate that.
tariffs do not. at. the present time bear the same relationship to trade
1 or' one thing, in tile united States the changing
as they did in thle ?st.
itrll)0r1lne of taritr reveliUc to total Government revenue has changed

our attitude toward tariffs. Even more so, however, has been the developmient and refinement of other means of controlling trade at(d the

changing mix of their importance. ,lust to mention the most, obvious:
Regullitions relating to health, safety, labeling.
Taxes (such its EuropeIn r'oad taxes).
Quotas.
svstenllS.
V1t1liltionl
practices.
Adnlinis! riiiive
procedures.
idunping
' l
c' io
k;,r
-V re,,t
Volillill
"Ant
r'ct
jt).
*'~oli~tar
The Ililore mre -some of tile other "kols" used. Meanwhile there has
also beei some reshlulllitg and change of elliphllisis oil tile ratioailles for
using var'iolls tedtimlties:
I)efense requirements.
Ph tection of domestic goverinmiental programs (,e. 22 of the
Agricultural Adjlstmllent Att e.g.).
Monetary stability.
]la3hn'e'of Im(
yil'ts.
.
Mmarket stability.
l'Export sttiiuIIaItioil.
13. Int/ter antlhal trad,'and eo1d mat'
Reference hm1t already I ,cki tndde to the mull ilt (ioni corporation
111d t 'ate-owlied eltel'riss. lhtese are both cause a1(d result. of essential clhlges imworld trade.
Whetn lrodutitg and selling iuis were local or regional and relatively small trade was, to a large extent, 1111 exchange. Now, it is ImIuIh
evelolliletlts
more a1 )lIl'lled oleratioll 111de Iosible Iby vT'l reelt (i
811l11h :Is---

li 1~titatitleOliS ('conmlmuniea tions.
BV paIs standards, almost ihsantalilleols Irallsporltatioll.
The 'ollplel'.

S)e\velopmienr of the ability to 1111anage large-scale Pill erplises
(dependenlt ill part oil tihe ilbove).
Teehnologicil develllents ill proce'es, material s, 1id prodlels.

11(orld imiarkets whieh, ill s,,tne respects mako evei tile lern
l aspects of pmitermi t ntrad" obsolete. Tie "interinati(Ililt
ducing for tid selling to the world become more alnovalive'. to)
doing the jot) than let hlods of aellievincg it.
()ne of the results of these developmentls has been the declining vnflIC
-f nlonopoly (as it ehites to It given, traditionally dhtitled product)
because slbtlitutes, both te'hnialllv and pricewisil, arme nmore readily
avilie.
()e aspeet of world market -a ndl u11i mllilional 0 rlmatiow iltrates mnaingerial ehnges over the sweep of timn,. Perhaps not more
thii l) veal, ago ill tile I'tited Siltelboth prodtuetion ad markets
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for many items were local, or at best regional. Production of some items
were geographically concentrated, like textiles in New England.
As textile manufacturers began to look at new locations, principally
the South, they considered wtige rates, tax concessions, nearness to $1pplies and markets, unions, labor supply, and the like. Part of the consideration, too, was the construction oi new and modern plats which
could have furnished their own benefits even in the old location.
The same considerations are now taken into amount, not merely on
a national but.on a world base. While some of the risks (such as the possibility of nationalization or unstable governments) may le greater in
the international than in a national arena, the factors in the decisionmaking process are the same and the managerial pattern for dealing
with them are the same. Given the developments cited above, such as
communication, transportation, and nmaliagerial skill, plant location
decisions are now made, in many companies. in a worldwide context.
Another aspect is that while a country's exports of certain articles
may be going down, the amount of worldhmsine,ss achieved by the eountrv's firms can be expmnding. For instance, in a recent year the world
business done by U. S. corporations through foreign affillates in foreign
countries was twice as large as this country's exports. The corporate
entities involved did more world business ;ut decreased exports from
the United States. In many cases companies increased their imports
into the United States of either parts or finished products or ot!i, or
at least. changed the mix of things made in their various plants in the
several countries, as most notably, following the Canadian auto agreement.
11. Ihe concepts of industry, injuy, and lke and competitive products
While the facts of business and world trade are thus changing, most
of t lie domestic laws dealing with the impact of imports on the domestic
economy continue to use such concepts as "the industry affected," "like
and diretly competitive products,' amid "injury to a firm or group of
workers."
These concepts seem to be based on such assumtions as:
The volume of employment in the United States is directly prof)ortionate to the volme of production.
The corporate health of a company is directly related to the
vol time of a product which it makes.
An imported article sold in the United Statrs replaces the sale
of a similar domestic-made product (with similarity resting more
on physical characteristics than on market competition including
price and substitutability) to say nothing of the marketing efforts
of importers (or foreign manufacturers) to develop markets in
the United States.
While such assumptions were never wholly in accord with the facts
ihy may have been close enough when most 'companies were clearly in
an industry, multiproduct companies were few, and interproduct competition w as small But the assumptions no longer approximate the
fa,.t. even remotely in a large number of items and in corporate situatimis which are extremely important in world business.

15. The consumer
The theoretical structure of the free traders leads to the conclusion
that the most economic allocation of resources resulting from the working of a free market will produce goods and services for the consumer
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at the lowest possible price and at the highest possible volume (or, perhaps, at optimum price and volume).
Protection of an uneconomical or inefficient industry in a particular
country, therefore (so the argument goes), results in unnecessarily
higher prices. Being vely specific, a consumer should be delighted to be
able to buy a mans drs shirt in the United States for $1 (made in
Hong Kong) rather than for $3 (made in the United States). And,
protecting the $3 U.S. price deprives the consumer of that choice.
The argnument is appealing ut. has many ifs in practice: if the
former maker (worker) of tie U.S. shirt can transfer to another job
(better suited to the U.S. use of resources) and can, thereby, have the
$1 to buy a shirt (and $2 left to buy something else) ; if the supply
of $1 shirts is assured both in the short run and after the United States
stops making shirts; if the transition problems do not interfere too
seriously with other domestic goals; etc.
16. Foreigntrade and internationalrelations
Three items come quickly to mind under this heading:
The "trade not. aid" philosophy.
The relationship between trade policies and the foreign relations objective of the Government as, for example, in its relationship with LDC's and as it relates to military requirements.
So-called private diplomacy, including the fact that some multinational corporations far outstrip many national governments in
size, influence, technological skills, and ability to adapt -to world
market changes.
17. Realities of making trade policies
Constitutional authority ultimately rests with Congress.
In fact, much has been delegated to Executive (in part at least for
sheer technological difficulties of setting and maintaining trade (tariff)
machinery).
The increase in importance of international agreements which confine and constrain the full freedom of unilateral sovereign determination (such as the U.S. GATT commitments).
Domestic pressures from interested parties (of all persuasions).
The reality of transition problems; immobility of labor, capital; resistance to change; the older worker; distressed areas.
Difficulties of collecting information and establishing machinery for
achieving theoretically desirable objectives (e.g., adjustment assistance?).
18. Inability to hold bark change
TIe modem industrial world is filled with examples of the futility
of trying to prevent change--the best that can be done is, perhaps, to
slow it or guide it slightly.
Individual storeowners and wholesalers tried to stop the chainstore
and the integrated merchants.
Small business.
Fair trade (price maintenance) laws.
Bigness.
19. The raggededge of knowledge
In this catalog there are some items about which we know quite a bit
and others where ignorance of all but the bnre outline of tha fact is
common.
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Integration of such ragged bits of knowledge into a truly integrated
foreign trade policy is in fact, then, much more difficult than even the
theoretical problem (which is, quite obviously, complicated enough).
£0.
Numbering the items in this catalog is merely a convenience for
reference purposes and should not be interpreted a." indicating that
there are just 19 items. This open-ended item is includO' as a reminder
that there are other things to be considered.
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1. U.S. balance-of-payments policy and trade policy have been
based u1)on the assumption of a fundamental U.S. superiority in inter-

national commerce.
2. This assumption is invalid as evidenced by adjusted trade data
and the U.S. share of world trade.
3. The assumption of commercial superiority and notion that reciprocal tariff reductions would bring corresponding trade barrier reduction led to weak bargaining in the Kennedy round.
4. The present U.S. position requires a reopeningr of trade negotiations to include nontariff barriers and a reexaminahion of the terms of
the GATT.
INTRODUCTION

This paper is submitted in response to the invitation of the U.S.
Senate. Committee on Finance for interested parties to submit written
statements in connection with the committee's legislative oversight
review of U.S. trade policies.
The material presented is based upon the premise that the United
States has a serious, longrun balance-of-payments problem, and that
this problem makes the formulation of U.S. trade policy and certain
mistaken assuml)tions which have recently surrounded that formulation, of unusual significance.
The U.S. balance-of-payments deficit is serious because, being persistent, it has led to a situation where dollar claims held by foreigners
far exceed our gold supply. This in turn has raised questions about the
stability of the dollar and has placed us on the defensive in international economic policy debates.
That the U.S. balance-of-payments deficit is a longrun problem has
been asserted in private quarters for some time. There was finally concurrence in the public sector in a speech by Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury Winthrop Knowlton on May 2, 1967 before the World Affairs Council. The deficit, measured on a liquidity basis, has persisted
in every year but one since 1949 and during the last 5 years it hats
averaged over $2 billion. This continuing large deficit has been in spite
of an official Government program to elminate it. That program has
been steadily expanded in scope and the temporary controls extended, but the 1967 deficit seems certain to again exceed $2 billion.
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Tie seriousness and longevity of the deficit should not be discounted
because of Vietnam. For despite the fact that that war may be costing
us as much as $2 billion in balance-of-payments drain, we have at the
same time benefited from bookkeeping and nonrecurring items as well.
Thus, there was a favorable imp act of nearly $1billion i-n the first half
of 1967 alone as foreign official agencies made deposits or purchased
certificates with a maturity exce ing 1 year. In 1966 nonscheduled
repayments on U.S. Government credits exceeded $400 million. It is
thus unlikely that the deficit would disappear if the war suddenly
came to a halt even if we did not subsequently provide substantial economic assistance. And it would seem extremely naive to believe that
the end of the war would lead to a surplus of sufficient magnitude to
persuade the Government to remove restraints on capital movements.
TRADE AND THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

U.S. policy with regard to the balance-of-payments deficit has been
based upon the belief that our trade surplus would grow with a little
effort and by natural causes, thus eliminating the deficit. This is not
only apparent from Presidential messages on the balance of payments,'
but is the logical implication of the claim that capital controls were
temporary. To be temporary it was necessary, in the absence of other
major policy initiatives, that some fundamental force be working in
our favor. As it was apparent that significant reduction in our overseas commitments would be at best a long-range factor, and as substantial changes in European capital markets have a similar timetable, the
fundamental force had to be trade.
While it is my strong belief that trade is not the solution to our
balance-of-payments deficit under present international political conditions, I would assert that we are running serious further risks to our
balance of payments and will fail to achieve what relief through trade
is available if the present assumptions ulnderlying our trade policy
formulation are wrong. Unfortunately that appears to be the case.
TIHE UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS

Expressed, for brevity, with oversimplification, this country seems
to be formulating its policy posture with regard to trade on two broad
assumptions. The first of these is that the United States has a pervasive
fundamental, and steadily widening commercial superiority over the
rest of the world on an almost across-the-board basis. This is in larg
part a carryover from experience in World War II and immediately
thereafter and because of an up-to-now clear superiority in certain
areas of glamorous technology--aircraft, atomic energy, and computers. This belief in our commercial superiority is reflected in the
terms of the GATT, in the previously referred to Presidential balanceof-payments messages, in the assumption that our deficit was a short
run problem, and in the recent Kennedy round tariff negotiations.
Evidence suggests that such a superiority does not exist. This
is not to argue that we are poorly equipped to deal in international
SSee Presidential balance-of-payments messages of 1961, 1963, 1965 and Economic
Report of the President 1966, 1967.
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1947either.
when markets are ours for the asking
markets, but it is no longereffort
and exports grow without
Let us look for a moment at the available data. The Department of
Commerce reports that the United States has had a merchandise trade
surplus ranging between $3.6 billion and $6.7 billion since 1960, an
impressive total indeed. However, in a inemorandum item, the balance on merchandise trade is shown after adjustment to exclude exports financed by U.S. Government grants and capital outflows. These
figures range from $600 million to $3.9 billion. The annual comparisons
for the years 1960 to 1966 are shown below.
INmillions of dollars

Balance on merchandise trade.......................
Balance excluding Govermnent-hinaned exports .......

1960

1961

1962

1963

4.757
2,859

5.444
3,235

4,417 5.079
2,084 2,358

1964

1965

6,676 4,772
3,875 2,014

1966
3,658
646

The merchandise trade surplus figures before adjustment are not incorrect, but they are the incorrect figures to use in formulating trade
Policy. Yet our trade str )lus is conventionally described in these terms,
both'domestically and abroad, which obviously affects our negotiating
posture. This would be a far less significant factor if our aidwas not
tied and these exports still took place as it would then more fairly
represent an economic choice by the aid recipient. Assume for the
moment two nations, A and B. Country A has merchandise exports of
$5.5 billion and imports of $5 billion giving a surplus of $0.5 billion.
Country B has merchandise exports of $5 billion and imports of the
same amount giving a zero balance. It would seem logical in the process
of bilateral trade negotiations that country A would be under some
pressure to make the greater trade concessions. Now assume country
B aunches an aid program involving grants of $0.5 billion which are
100 percent tied to country B exports-and assuming no leakage or
substitution. Country B would now have a trade surplus of $0.5 billion identical to that of country A. Despite the neutral balance-of-payments impact on aid of country B under the assumptions used, she
would now in all probability lace a different situation in bilateral
trade negotiations with country A.
In addition to exports directly financed by Government grants and
capital flows, there is some further quantity of agricultural exports,
which are commercial exports, but the products themselves are raised
only by virtue of Government subsidies under the terms of which
they are sold at lower prices in international markets. Here again,
that portion of our exports does not reflect a genuine commercial
advantage.
A third adjustment involves the basis of import valuation. Without arguing the relative merits of f.o.b.-c.i.f, the fact is that other
nations report their trade statistics with imports on a c.i.f. basis while
those of the United States are on an f.o.b. basis. Here again, while
there is no impact on our overall balance of payments, the result shows
the U.S. merchandise trade position in a light more favorable than
is true in other nations using f.o.b. valuation. The Department of
Commerce now has computed a c.i.f. adjustment for imports of 8.9 percent. Adjusting 1966 merchandise imports upward on this basis, the

I
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Department shows 1966 imports of $27,815 million compared to an
unadjusted figure of $25,510 million This adjustment of $2.3 billion dwarfs the memorandum item showing the merchandise surplus
adjusted to exclude Government financed exports of $646 million.
The final item to note is the U.S. share of world trade. U.S. exports related to world exports have declined from 18.2 percent in
1960 to 16.8 percent in 1966.3 While it is obvious that tiie United
States continues to be a very large factor in world trade, these figures
do not support the assumption of a broad and growing sit priority.
The second broad assumption underlying the t'.S. approach i to trade
policy is that multilateral tariff reductions will move us toward free
trade. More specifically it is assumed that time Kennedy round resulted
in roughly comparable concessions and that each country's relative
progress toward free tra(1t, was about equal. Regrettably, this assumption too is questionable.

On the issue of equality of concession, only the future can tell us
the answer with certainty. However, in view of the fact that the U.S.
share of world trade has tended to diminish in recent years there is
some cause to worry about the U.S. case. Our negotiators apparently

worked with 1964 data its a base. The years since lave not been nearly
as good in terms of the U.S. trade sum'rp Iis :,nd our exports have declined as it percent of the world total. Secondly, there has been a
tendency to speak of the comparability of concessions overall by applying the average tariff cut to the volume of trade (historical, 1964
base) affected. Thus, it was inferred, a large cut on a small volume
of trade is equivalent to a small cut on a large volume. This may clearly
be nonsense if, for example, the large cut (on small volume) takes
p lace on items where it is a high tariff which has held down trade.
Obviously, the matter of real concern is what imports and exports
will be, not what they were.
Subject to much more precise analysis is the subject of relative
progress toward free trade. Even assuming that the concessions were
equal and fair relative to the various national tariff wall levels, an
adequate comparison requires attention to the dynamics of nontariff
barriers as well.
In the European Economic Community (EEC), tariffs have not
been the only barriers to trade recently subject to revision and tariffs
are a relatively smaller part of the barrier to trade than is true of
the United States. Because of the border tax mechanism, allowing
charges to be levied on imports equivalent to domestic indirect taxes
(and the tax is applied to c.i.f. value and the tariff to landed value
including the tax), U.S. exports face a significant barrier in addition
to the tariff. Thus, tariff cuts or removal are of less relative significance
to EEC countries than to the United States. Added to this is the fact
that the EEC member countries recently agreed to a border tax harmonization scheme, the results of which will apparently raise the border
tax on imports into five of the six nations (the excel)tion being France).
Without trying to assess the overall impact of border tax harmonization, data below in tables I, II, and III give an example of the nature
of the impact of the combined forces of tariff cuts and tax harmonizaI U.S. Department of Commerce, Highlights of Foreign Trade, June 1967 and Survey of
Current Business, September 1967.
a IMP, International Financial Statistics.
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tion and the relative impact of tariff cuts in the United States ant
certain other nations for three selected products. No claim is made that
the products chosen are representative of trade in general between the
countries used. However, the application of the border tax and the
changes due to harmonization are in no way unique to these products.
TAnrz I-A.-Phenol-United states to

Germany

[In cents per pound)
-----------------------------Selling price, country of origin

9. fl

Before Kennedy round:
Duty: 4 percent, export price, c.l.f. basis (10.9 cents) -------------. 4
1.4
--------------------------------Freight and Insurance
4
Border tax (4 percent on landed value, 11.3 cents) ---------------.
Total costs -----

--------------------------------------

2. 2

--------------------------------

11. 7

Landed cost of entry

After Kennedy round (20 percent) :
.8
Duty: 3.2 percent, export price, c.1 basis (10.9 cents) ----------.
1.4
--------------------------------Freight and Insurance
4
Border tax (4 percent on landed value, 11.2 cents) ---------------.
2.1
11.6

Total costs
---------------------------------------------------------------------Landed cost of entry

After separate package (50 percent) :
Duty: 2 percent, export price, .. f, basis (10.9 cents) -------------. 2
14
--------------------------------Freight and Insurance
4
Border tax (4 percent on landed value, 11.1 cents) ------------------.
Total costs

2.0

---------------------------------------

Landed cost of entry ....

----------

----

11.5

After Kennedy round and border tax harmonization:
Duty: 3.2 percent, export price, c.i.t, basis (10.9 cents) ------------.
-------------------------Freight and insurance
Border tax (14.7 percent on landed value, 11.2 cents) ------------Total costs

12.8

After separate package and border tax harmonization:
Duty: 2 percent, export price e.Lf. basis (10.9 cents)------------------------------------------Freight and Insurance
Border tax (14.7 percent on landed value, 11.1 cents) -------------.

.2
1.4
1. 6

.2

-------------------------;-----------

Landed cost of entry ------------------------------------

1.0
3.3

-------------------------------------------------------------

Landed cost of entry

Total costs

3

1.A

TAmEx I-B.-Pheftol--Ocrmany to United States
IIn cents per poundI
&4.1.t114 price, country of origin
-------------------------------

12.

7.0

Before Kennedy round:
Duty: 3 cents per pound plus 17 percent ad valorem (ASP, 9.5 cents).. -4.6
1.4
Freight and Insurance
--------------------------------Subtotal .. . . .......

. .....

.. :. ..

....

Sutoal-------------------------------8.
---- --------------------------------Less rebate---Tota
-................
--------------- Landedostscost oof entry-W..
-----

----

.404

.

.0

8
--

-7
"-x°2°7
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TABLz I-B.-Pheno--4Grmany to the United State8--Continued
After Kennedy round:
Duty: 1%cents per pound plus 81h percent al valorem (ASP, 9.5 cents)
Freight and insurance
--------------------------------Subtotal
Lms rebate

2. 3
1.4

----------------------------------------3.7
------------------------------------------.
3

Total costs

---------------------------------------

Landed cost of entry

--

3.4
10.4

-----------

After separate package:
Duty: 1% cents per pound plus 11% percent ad valorem (country of
origin seeing price, 7 cents)
---------------------------2.3
Freight and Insurance -------------------------4
Subtotal ----

Subtotal -----------------------

Less rebate -----------------

---

8. 7

----------- 7-- ----- 3.

------------

8

-.

Total costs------------------------------------- 3. 4
Landed cost of entry.....-----------------------------10.4
,"
After Kennedy round and border tax harmonisatIon:
Duty: 1 cents per pound plus 8% percent ad valorem (ASP, 9.5 cents).. 2.3
Freight and Insurance. -------------------------------1.4
Subtotal ------------

Leos rebate (14.7 percent) -----

Total
costs
Land
cost---------------of entry

-------- ------------

...------------------

----------

3.7

1.0

t--------- ------ 2.7
.-------------9.7

After separate package and border tax harmonization
,
Duty: 1% cents per pound plus 11% percent ad valorem (country of
origin selling price, 7-cents) -------------------------2.3
Freight and Insurance
--------------------------------1.4
Subtotal

-----------

-----------------

Less rebate (14.1 percent)
-----------------------------Total costs
--------------------------------------Landed cost of entry -----------------------

3

7

1.0
2. 7
9.7

TABLE JII-A.-Styrene monomer-Unlte4 States to Netherlans
(In cents per pound]

Selling price, country of origin

------------------------------

Before Kennedy round:
Duty: 8 percent, export price, c.L. basis (8.7 cent) --------------.
Freight and Insurance
----------------------------------.
Border tax-6.-25 percent on landed value (9.4 cens) --------------.
Total coats..
..
Landed cost of entry

----------------------------------

After Kennedy round (20 percent):
Duty: 6.4 percent, export price, e..f1 basis (&7 cents) -------------Freight and insurance
Border tax--.25 percent on landed vlue (9.3 cents) -------------Total costs ------------------- -------------------Landed cost of entry ---------------------------------

&0
.7
7
5
.19
9.9
.8
.7
.5
1.8
9.8
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TAnUC. II-A.-S /prc" mfoonr-Unitcd S1at's to Ncthe
rlands - Contlimnd

After

,lijrnte ilekge PA) percent :

Duty: 4 iKrvent, exirl pri'e, elf. bisIs (8.7 eenl.)
Freight anl isir, ve-.
Ilorder tnx--.25 itreent. on minded vllie (9 veitIs)

-.-.--

.7
....

.5.

-

iuuihed ei, t of entr.' -...................................---------

9.

After Kentedy routid n border tax hrltoimillln:
)ity t. lerent, export privec e.i.f. basis 8 . l..
..
Freight

3

.

-

...

.6

i 1111411rlllle.-------..--------------.

Border tax-14.7 iereent on titled value 9.3i et'l4)
Tothl cost4 ----------------------------------------.
hmded most of (itry...................
- --

7

1. 4

------

--------

__---------- 2.7
10.7

After separate package nind border tax linrinonizl
•on
Diuty: 4 Iercent, exmrt. Irlee, elf.Imsis (8.T cents)---------------. 3
Freight od Ilsurante ......
- --------.

----

Border tax 14.7 percent on lnM

Troted

t'tb N.......

12IIhI'()

....

-

l.imiled eost of entry

---.
-------------.
.i.s)

l
-

-

..

. .....

..

..

. :1

..-------------------------------------

TAII.F: IIll .-- Sltlreve noiiomcr .cthcrlnd.

10. 3

to Utnfted Stath's

IIn cents per pound)
Selling price, entry of origin -----------------------

8. 0

------

Before Ken(tily round:
I iy : 2.8 (''ilts per jIdOtlnl pulth 18 IN'reemit. ad valtoreln (AS'. N n'til)
l"reiglit a1liinsr
e -------------------------------------..-

4. 2

-.

-

.7

Subtotal .----------------------------------------------

4.1

ToIal cots-----------------------------------------------------

4.9

lt,148 r'blile . . . . . ..

Lauded (xost of entry

.

----------------------------------- 12. 1

After Kennedy round:
I)uty : 1.4 ('elJts per pound plus ) i'rcent lid valoren (ASP, 8 eents} .)
Freight. and lltr
n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. .

2.. 1

. .71

Subttal 1--n--r--i-e-----------------------------------------. 8
.................................
T#M btt------------------------------------------------ -----'.
TSRteljlt'.........

Ial '
-t. .-------------------------------------------2.8
JlAnded cost of entry
-------------------------------------- 10. 8
After separatte package:
Duty: 1.4 cents per pound plus 9 percent ad valorem (country of origin
weling price), or 20 percent, whichever Imlower ------------------

Freight annd Insurance

1.6

----------------------------------

Subtotal -------------..............
Less rebate.....................................

Total cost ..--------------------------------------Tended cost of entry --------------------------------------------

.7

.....

2. 3

2.3
10.3

i
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TAttLE 1J1-1j.-8tprnemonomer-cterlunda to United Stat8-Cont Inued
After Kentedy round and bordhr tax Iiiiriuionizittlon:
Dity: 1.4 (ent INr ipomid Ilus 1)I recent aui valorem ( ASI', ,
.
.
..
.
lreight and i.I6urlI(,e .

IA.

11+1,,1P

'Total

.

.

2.8

(14.7)

.osts

2. 1

eqnls)
.

..

...

--

.

-.-.

i,1t141d( cost. of en1t.ry_...

. ..

. . . . . . . . . . . .

1.1..4

.

.------------.
- ----------...

1.4

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I. 4

After melirale jickage und Iuhrder tax IiirilOlllitiOnl

l)uty : 1.4 c'It Iier lod piluItI im-r4~emtt ad vllol'iln Icountry of origins
...............
selling pIrie), or .) imNr('eit whichever i., lowerIs

-................
-e_

Ithurtu

Freight. andl

IA'-* rebate i 14.7- . ..
TotitIl

colt

-

-

.
..

- ...

..

.

.

.

.

..

.

.....
.

.

.

-

.

..

-

...
.

-

-

...
.

-

. ..
.

1.6

.

.7

..

1.4

-.

.9

..-

8. 9

lanihtl vost of entry ----------------------------------------------1rA.mi.K I I A.--- Phtholle athyidridh -U'elIrd States to Germany
(In celtli per pound]I

14.0

,t'llilg prihe, country of origin ----------------------------------------Bl'fore Kenul'ui round:

1Duty: 1 Iper'ent, ixlport prihe, u.i.f. haIsis ( 15.5 cents) -------------

2.2

Freight atnd Isutral -.-----------------------------------1.5
florder tax 0. iwreenllt on landed value, 17.7 cents) ------------------. 7

4.4

Totall cos1s ---.......-------------------]ltult' cost of entry---------------------------

18.4

After Kemnimly round (2) iMre'nt) :

Duty: 11.2 Iwrue'nl. expmri cre, u..f. lai .1 (15.5 (ents) -----------

1.7

Freight and Insram

1.5

------------.

-

Border tax (4 Ix-reent on lauded value, 17.2 cents)
Total 'osts ----------------------------

Landed cmst of entry

-------------

--------------.

3. 9

------------

---------------------------------

17.9

After separate
e (50rckage,
percent):
luty: 7 jeent export price .f basis (15.5
.-------------cents)..
Freight and Insurance_

1. 1

-----------------------------

order tax (4 Iercent on landed value, 16.6 cents) -----------------

Total coats
---------------------------------------Lalded cost of entry
----------------------------------

7

1. 5

.0

3. 2
17. 2

After Kennedy round and border tax harnioniatlon:
)uty: 11.2 preent, export price, c.l.f. basis (15.5 cents)-Freight nnd Insurance
--------------------------------Border tax (14.7 pereent on lnded value, 17.2 cents) ------------

1.7
1. 5
2.5

Total costs'
---------------------------------------Landed cost. of entry
----------------------------------

5. 7
19. 7

After separate )a'kage and border tax harmonlation:
Duty: 7 percent, export price, c.l.f. butei (15.5 cents)-.
Freight and Insumrane
------------- -------------------Border tax (14.7 percent on landed value, 10.6 cents) -----------

1.1
1.5
2.4

Total costss

Landl cost of entry

--------------------------------

.--------------19. 0
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TAIIZ II-B.-Phthatao anhydride-Gemany to United States
[In cents per pound)
Selling price, country of origin

---------------------------------

Before Kennedy round:
Duty: 2.4 cents per pound plus 14 percent ad valorem (ASP,
14 cents)
----------------------------------------Freight and insurance
----------------------------------Subtotal
----------------------------------------Less rebate (4 percent)
----------------------------------.
Total costs

----------------------------------------

Landed cost of entry

--------------------------------------

13.0

4.4
1.5
5.9
5
5.4

18.4

After Kennedy round:
Duty: 1.2 cents per pound plus 7 percent ad valorem (ASP, 14
cents)
Freight and insurance
---------------------------------

2.2
1.5

Subtotal
----------------------------------------Less rebate (4 percent)
---------------------------------.

3.7
5

Total costs
--------------------------------------Landed cost of entry
---------------------------------

3. 2
16. 2

After separate package:
Duty: 1.2 cents per pound plus 7 percent ad valorem (country of
origin selling price) or 20 percent, whichever is lower---------Freight and insurance
---------------------------------

2. 1
1.5

Subtotal
----------------------------------------Less rebate (4 percent)
----------------------------------.

3. 6
5

Total costs
--------------------------------------Landed cost of entry
---------------------------------

3.1
16.1

After Kennedy round and border tax harmonization:
Duty: 1.2 cents per pound plus 7 percent ad valorem (ASP, 14 cents)..
Freight and insurance
---------------------------------

2.2
1.5

Subtotal
----------------------------------------Less rebate (14.7 percent)
-------------------------------

3.7
1.9

Total costs
---------------------------------------Landed cost of entry
---------------------------------

1.8
14.8

After separate package and border tax harmonization :
Duty: 1.2 cents per pound plus 7 percent ad valorem (country of
orgin selling price) or 20 percent, whichever Is lower---------Freight and insurance
---------------------------------

2. 1
1.5

Subtotal
----------------------------------------Less rebate (14.7 percent)
------------------------------Total costs
--------------------------------Landed cost of entry --------------------------------

3 6
1.9
1.7

14.7

These tables make it clear that comparisons of tariff cuts alone, even
if they are "equal," by no means proves equality of relative barrier
removal, and that nontariff barriers can bo adjusted in ways which
offset tariff reductions. In each of the products analyzed it is clear
that tariffs are a relatively smaller portion of the barrier to trade in
the foreign country than in the Ifnited States, that the tariff cuts
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removed a greater portion of U.S. barriers than those of the foreign
nation, and that the tariff cut abroad was offset due to border tax
harmonization.
The inequities sug ted above are possible because of the GATT.
The defects in GA . from the U.S. viewpoint) stem from the environment of world trade at the time it was formulated following World
War II. At that time the United States did have a fundamental acrossthe-board commerical advantage and our neighbors needed help. The
permission to form trade blocs and to rebate indirect taxes were of
small consequence to the United States at that time. As time went on,
with the economic recovery of Western Europe and Japan, our position changed and with each successive round of tariff reductions,
tariffs became relatively less important in the barriers to trade of other
nations and the permissive clauses of the GATT gained in significance.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The continuing balance-of-payments deficit of the United States

does not permit this country great latitude in economic bargaining
with other nations. We not only cannot expect our merchandise trade
account to quickly eliminate the deficit, but viewed realistically there
is good cause to question the assumption of an across-the-board and
expanding U.S. commercial superiority. Such an assumption and the
belief that tariff cutting provides an uality in lowering barriers to
trade further endangers our present trade position.
In view of the arguments developed in this paper the following
recommendations seem well suited to this Nation's problems:
(1) Presidential authority under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962
not only should be renewed but should be expanded to specifically
include nontariff barriers on the broadest scope;
(2) International trade negotiations should 'be renewed at the earliest opportunity to fully explore nontariff barriers to trade as well as
remaining tariffs"
(3) The GAI should be revised to eliminate preferences due to
tax treatment that are available to some but not all developed nations
and to allow significant trade preferences to be granted to developing
nations(4) The entire U.S. economic AID program should be overhauled
in the light of GATT revisions, our own lalance-of-payments problems, developing nations needs, and anticipated rates of return.
Yonx, N.Y .
LoNg,
B.
Senator Russ=na
Chairman,6Comemttee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Senate Ofpee Building, Wa8ki#gton, D.C.
DEAR SENAToR LoNG: On September 27 you announced that all
interested parties were invited to submit written statements to the
Committee on T.S. Foreign Trade Policies and Practices, and that
all such papers should be submitted no later than November 1, 1967.
Because of the relatively short period of time which you have allowed
for preparation of statements, I 'have been unable to prepare and develop the subject as fully as I would otherwise have done.
i

|

iiiiNEW
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In my opinion, there are two aspects of tile problem, the immediate
and the long term. For the short run, the Congress faces (a) the task
of the cleaning up job of post-Kennedy round legislation and (b) it
has to deal with the plethora of bill.4 restricting imports into the
United States which have been introduced into the House, as well as
the Senate. I should like to address myself to these immediate
problems.
In the first place, there are three pressing post-Kennedy round
matters that need to be dealt with before long-range trade policies are
subjected to the scrutiny of the legislative proees.z.
1. The first item of legislation is relatively simple. It consists of an
extension of the negotiating authority of the'present Trade Expansion
Act. Without an extension of this authority the TT.S. Government will
not have the power to negotiate even minor tariff adjustments resulting. from continued participation in the General Agreement on Tariff.
and Trade-the GATT. Unless the President is granted the authority
to change tariff rates as a result of escape clause actions, or for any
other reason, lie will not be empowered to grant compensatory dutv
reductions to countries affected thereby. Under these circumstances.
the only recourse these other countries would have would be to take
retaliatory action against U.S. exports. It should be understood that
any such extension of authority would not be used as a basis for any
major tariff negotiations.
2. The second important matter to be immediately dealt with relates to adjustment assistance. The criteria of the present act are so
tip,,tly written that no applicant for adjustment assistance has been
able to qualify. The new act should substantially liberalize the terms
of the present act by making a favorable finding for the receipt of adjustment assistance easier than at present, and to provide for more
liberal loans, tax benefits and retraining programs for workers in
injured firms or sections of industry. Liberalization of the adjustment
assistance provisions could be patterned after the trade adjustment
proriions of the Canadian-American Automobile Agreement.
3. The ASP Package: Some of the most important concessions negotiated at Geneva under the Kennedy round were provisional, and contain what is generally referred to as the ASP-that is, American selling price-package. These can only come into effect when the U.S. Congress has accepted them as a separate agreement, and this constitutes
the third area of immediate legislative requirements in the trade field.
The American selling price method of tariff evaluation was initiated
in the 1920's when there was little question that the chemical industry
needed some sort of protection. Before the First, World War, the
United States depended on Germany for dyes and pharmaceuticals, two
of the products made from benzenoid chemicals. Occasionally, Americans formed companies to manufacture these items, but German cartels
drove them swiftly out of business with drastic price cuts. Thus, during the 1914 war, the United States found itself without supplies. The
result was the Tariff Act of 1922 in which Congress established the
ASP system of customs valuation as a way for the industry to protect
itself. It was a device to protect an infant industry, but it was a highly
unusual device, and except for its extension to rubber footwear, canned
clams, and knitted gloves during and after the Second World War
under situations that were completely different, it is the only example
of this type of valuation of goods for customs valuation by the United
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States. Whereas it might have been justified at the time when the
chemical industry was struggling against great odds, it cannot be
argued that the same companies at the present time are infant industries. In effect, ASP applies to only 4 percent of U.S. chemical imports
(worth $31.1 million in 1965) out of $778 million worth of chemical
imports in 1965, and it does not even apply to all U.S. benzenoid imports, which amounted to $64.9 million worth in 1965. It only applies
to the benzenoids deemed competitive "for domestic products.'
Actually, it is a well-known fact that a preponderant percentage
of benzenoid chemicals are manufactured by a few large companies
which are no longer infant industries and should be able to withstand the rigors of normal competition. In the case of smaller companies which might be seriously hurt, the liberalized adjustment assistance provisions of the new law suggested above should take care of
them.
The reason that the ASP package is so important is because it has
become a symbol to the Europeans and to other industrialized nations
of a legislative nontariff barrier, and a particularly onerous and unfair one at that. To get rid of it, they have offered greater concessions
than will be required of the U.S. chemical industry in getting rid of
ASP. The effect, if Congress approves this supplementary agreement,
would be that the weighted average reduction on all U.S. chemical
duties would be 47 percent rather than the 43-percent reduction brought
about by the Kennedy round without the ASP package. In exchange
for these further concessions, the EEC would increase its average
chemical tariff reductions from 20 to 46 percent. In other words, the
American chemical industry alone would be exchanging an additional
4-percent tariff reduction in the U.S. market for an additional 26-percent reduction in the European market. If and when the ASP package
comes into effect, the average benzenoid chemical duties of both the
EEC and the United Kingdom will be much lower than that of the
United States.
Secondly, the U.S. industry has more than demonstrated its ability
to compete with the industries of Europe and the rest of the world
by maintaining a very substantial export balance. In addition, however, there are other industries that would benefit from passage of the
proposed ASP package. The EEC would modify its road taxes so as
to eliminate existing discrimination against the type of car produced
in the United States. The United Kingdom, for its part, would reduce
by 25 percent the margin of preference it now grants Commonwealth
producers of tobacco.
Passage of the ASP package is essential if the Kennedy round is to
be completed. On it may depend not only the concrete benefits contained in the package itself, but the ability of the United States to
continue its role of leadership in international trade.
IMPORT QUOTAS

A considerable number of bills are now pending before one or both
Houses of Congress that would restrict imports-in most cases by
quotas--of a broad range of manufactures and commodities. Also, the
Dent bill, which has already passed the.House, sets up machinery to
permit the President -to restrict imports of any product which is produced abroad under labor standards below those existing in the United
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States. In addition, a number of other bills have been introduced that
-would curtail imports for a variety of reasons. All of these bills have
been introduced for the purpom of protecting U.S. industries from
foreign competition, and all of them, if enacted into law, would decrtem U.S. imports, tts well as U.S. exports, because of inevitable ietaliation by importing countries. The net effect would undoubtedly be
to decrease our foreign trade and the total of foreign trade thoughout the world.
The rationale of protectionism should be viewed bath,front the point
of view of the industries seeking increased protection from imports,
as well as the effect of such import restrictions on the total economy of
the United States including exports and their relation to the balance
of payments. The history of the postwar years has demonstrated that
decresing-trade barriers has increased international trade. After all,
the lesson of the trade policies pursued bv .the United States -oce
1934 is that tariffs can be very subslantially reduced without great
damage to domestic interests, and with undoubted benefit to the nia.

tional economy. Although our tariffs are now but a fraction of what
they were tinder the Smoot-Hawley Act of 1930, the gross national

prltnct of the country, the total nmnmber of persons employed, and the
average real income of the population are at an 4lltime peak. The
gloomy predictions of the opponents of trade liberalization: namely,
that mo-s unemployment, extensive business failures, and industrial
stagnation would result from the lowering of tariffs and trade Irriers,
have not been fulfilled.
On the other hand, it would be inequitable and unfair to expect
that individual workers, firms, or industries should be called on to
bear the economic cost of t rade policy decisions taken in the national
interest, but which do prove injurious in particular instances. For such
cases we have a law against unfair competition resulting from "dumping practices" and tin's should be enforced. We also have trade adjustmentprovisions incorporated in the Kennedy round legislation. They
shouldbe liberalized as recommended above.
If we have faith in competition within our borders, we must also
have faith in the values of international competition, and indeed the
multibillion-dollar value of the foreign subsidiaries of so many of our
domestic corporations is a commitment to ju.4 such competition. We are
used to competition between industries in this country-aluminum
versus steel; plastics versus aluminum; cans versus bottles versus paper
containers for milk and soft drinks; and between sections of the
country-textiles between New England and the South; citrus fruit
between Florida and Texas and California. Such competition--enforced by our antitrust laws-has been the foundation on which our
economic strength has been built, and which has been the basis of
ever-increasing sales and profits and to generally lower prices for
our consumers in terms of their purchasing power as compared to all
othercountries.
The Dent bill attempts to base unfair competition on the differential
in wage rates between the United States and other countries. If
carried to its logical conclusion, practically all imports could be
subject to increased duties, the rise in rate of duty being dependent
on the very much higher wage rates in the Tnited States and the wage
component of the import involved. If the wage differential actually is
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the real measure of fair contpetition between U.S. and foreign prod-

ucts, how can one account for annual I.S. exports of $25 billion?
The answer is, of course, that wage rates by themselves do not determine the relative level of prices nor the basis of competitive values.
Output per man-hour, social security taxes based on wages, degree of
meclhanization and automation, the education and skills of the worker,
and as important as any other, management skills and organization,
relative price levels in different countries, tax rates, foreign exchange
rates, interest rates--ull these are variables and affect prices--not wage
rates alone. If relative wage rates are to be used as a basis for deternination of whether import prices are fair or not, then all these other
factors should also be cranked into the equation, obviously an imp)ossible and fuvie exercise.
FUTURE OF U.S. TADE POLICY

The writer has recently prepared an article entitled, "A Proposal
for New Initiatives in U.S. Foreign Trade Policy," that appeared in
the spring 1967 issue of Orbis, a quarterly journal of world atlairs publisheK by the Foreign Policy Research Institute of the University of

Pennslvania. This article was reprinted by the Subconmnittee on Por-

*eign Economic Policy of the Joint Economiic Committee, Congress of
the United States, in its hearings on tile "Future of U.S. Foreign.Trade
Policy" (vol. II, p. 465).
With your permission, Senator Long, I should like to request the
privilege of resubmitting this article to your committee, inasmuch as
there has not been time to abstract the pertinent parts that correspond
to the 16 headings li~ed in your press release o Septeinber 27.1
Tile article covers both proposals for current legislation, as well as
suggestions for the future course of U.S. foreign trade policy. As to tile
latter, it applies particularly to your item No. 15, "A Free Trade Area
With U.S. Participation."
I would appreciate the opportunity to testify before your committee
on my free trade area proposal in case you are planning to hold public
hearings at some future date.
Respectfully submitted.
RALPH I. STRATUS.

Mr. Tout VA, ,HNsuNTOW,

MD.

Chie/ (ouwewl, Committee an Fittane, New Senate Oiflwe Building,
Waskingtai, D.C.
DEAR M. VAIL: The enclosed paper is submitted for inclusion in thle

Compendium on Legislative Oversight of U.S. Ifade Policies. I am1
submitting it as an interested citizen as well as an international economist working privately after more tian 30 yea t.s as a civil servant.
working on the trade agreements program for the U.S. Government.
The statement is based on a proposal for a new approach to international trade discussion which I developed during a sabbatical year
1964-615) granted me as a career service, award by the Secretary of
labor. It was originally spelled out in the manuscript "Rethinldn
Foreign Trade-Policy," WVashington, February 1966, copies of whicf
-can be obtained from the Division of Foreign Economic-Policy of the
Mr. Straus' paper appears at p. 403 of 'ol. I.
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U.S. Department of Labor. The central thesis of that manuscript. is presented in a statement, "The Restructuring of Foreign Trade Negotiations," in "Issues and Objectives of U.S. Foreign Trade Policy," Subcommittee on Foreign Economic Policy, Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the United States, September 1967.
On the basis of my conversation with Mr. Robert A. Best, the enclosed statement is directed particularly to the format of the proposed
approach, with emphasis on its usefulness as a method of dealing with
nontariff trade barriers. It also brings out the advantage of facilitating
the coordination of foreign trade policy with other economic policy.
When the committee schedules its public hearings on U.S. foreign
trade policies, I will appreciate an opportunity to present an oral
statement.
ROER B. ScnwvE.o0n.
Sincerely yours,
A

F
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Dv.%rIc EcxorIc ENVIRONMENT

(By Robert B. Schwenger)*
RESU3IE

Modern industrial countries have evolved a dynamic mixed economy
competitive process which puts technological progress to serving the
people. Our shrinking world must similarly evolve a dynamic process
adapted to its needs. Trade policy should *be formulated in this perspeetihe, since the U.S. economy can achieve its greatest potentiality
as part of a dynamic world economy. Our present "bargaining-awaybarriers" trade policy was formulated in the perspective of the exce.ssive, "beggar-my-neighbor" trade reArictions of the great depression
and has reduced them to merely nuisance levels. Most Government
actions now affecting trade substantially (whether they are high tariffs
or nontariff barriers) are directed to national mixed economy policy
purposes.
.
A number of ways have been improvised, as "temporary exceptions"
to the bargaining-away format, for reaching understanding and cooperation regarding such purposes. A new policy format is suggested
(labeled "deliberating-the-public-interest") in which intergovernmental public discussion of the effects of individual trade barriers in
the light of their purposes would be followed by national reconsideration and, as appropriate, intergovernmental cooperation.
CONTENTS

1. Introduction.
2. Summary of a "deliberating-public-interest" format.
3. The dynamic, competitive, mixed economy puts technology to serving the public interest within a country.
4. The trading countries are interdependent parts of a world economic
mechanism.
5. The international trade and production community requires a
mixed economy structure.
*Mr. Schwenger worked In the trade agreements program as a U.S. civil servant from
July 1934 to December 1966.
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6. The need is being met after a fashion.
7. Open procedures can help the forming structure function represe itati vely.
8. The "bargaining-away" format has done its job.
9. The bargaining format impedes positive intergovernmental trade
cooperation.
10. Discussion must focus around the purpose of a trade barrier.
11. Cooperation already improvised, as "exceptions" to the bargaining
prog am, prefigures the new format.
i . A rational approach.
1. INTRODUCTION

This paper suggests a new general format for future intergovernmental trade discussion and domestic legislative authorization. It is
based in important part on techniques improvised among governments,
over the years of the present trade agreements program, for dealing
with intergovernmental actions (such as farm income, mineral supply,
full employment and depressed area measures) that create trade problems not amenable to solution directly through the present program's
"bargaining-away-barriers" format. (A comparable label for the suggested format might be "deliberating-the-public-interest.")
In effect the suggested format would institutionalize the revolutionary acceptance among governments and people, particularly in the
great trading countries, of the obligation to consult regarding acts

distorting tride even when they cannot be barmained away, and the

obligation to avoid injuring one another by such acts as far as practicable. It would drop the idea of short-term reciprocity and the con-

cern for "balance" in trade-barrier negotiations which have caused so
much public bickering and resentment in recent years. Instead, it
would embody a concern to maintain a dynamic competitive process
inthe world economy.
Adopting the format would involve a shift of emphasis inthe official
view as to the way of accomplishing our objectives m the foreign trade
field. Instead of regarding ll barriers as impeding economic elfficiency

and peace and therefore, as actions to be discontinued, we would de-

liberate publicly regarding individual acts affecting trade-with the

idea of maintaining those exceptional ones needed for desirable national economic objectives. Moreover, the barriers maintained would

be coordinated as far as possible with related actions of other govern-

ments. We would replace a program originally designed to achieve an

armistice (and eventual disarmament) in the economic warfare of the
great depression with a progrm creating positive economic peace on
the basis of increasing interdependence as beneficiaries of an expand-

ing world economy.

e would move a step further toward internal.

The suggested format Is one method of following certain principles of international
trade discussion worked out by the writer during a career-service sabbatical year (196465) spent at the University of Stockholm's Institute for International Economic Studies.
The approach was first pUt in publishable formin February 1966 in a manuscript,
"Rethinking Foreign Trade Policy," some copies of which are still available at the
Department of Labor (OrAce of Foreign Economic Policy)
A condensed presentation of the central thesis of that manuscript will be found In
"Issues and Objectives of U.S. Foreign Trade Policy," Jolnt Economic Committee, r.s.
Congress. September 1967. The present, shorter paper emphasizes the advantages of the
proposed format for discussing the more realcitrant trade barriers, most of which
reflect conflicts between the present trade policy and other economic policy.
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tional principle and law, and a step away from economic power, in
reaching trade understanding.
2. SUMMARY OF A 14DELIBERATING PUBLIC INTEREST) FORMAT

There would be established a continuing forum for conversation
among governments regarding any of one another's specific actions
which had (or was alleged to have) significant repercussions on international trade.2 The forum would be open to participation by all
governments. The conversation would be-held in public.
The conversation would be nonadversary. Each participating government would be committed to state the economic purpose of any of
its actions brought up for consideration and to limit the action to the
level and the duration required for that purpose. The forum would not
debate the purpose but would address itself to the economic effects of
the action. The stated purpose and the facts and analysis of effects
would be published in a report. Actions by other governments affecting
the same trade might be included in the conversation on the same nonadversary, analytical basis. There would be no recommendations.
Following (or in connection with) the intergovernmental conversation, the acting government would be committed to give public reconsiderltion to its action, through its own constitutional processes, in the
light of the facts and analysis brought out. (For most U.S. actions
other than tariffs reducible without serious injury, this would presumably mean congressional reconsideration.) If the government decided
that the action was not currently necessary or, on balance, desirable,
it would schedule it for discontinuation. If it found that an alternative
or modified action would serve the stated purpose sufficiently and with
fewer undesired side effects, it would change its program accordingly.
It might, of coure, decide to make no change.
Following (or in connection with) the reconsideration, the acting
government might seek cooperation from other governments in the
particular mix of actions that would serve the stated purpose in the
most efficient way. All participating governments would be committed
to give Public consideration to thus cooperating with the acting govern.
ment.Mlucll cooperation would probably be agreed upon in commodity
or sector groups. .

Each participating government would maintain a special independent official trade-information structure (preferably an agency of
the parliament), the sole responsibility of which would be to assure
that the facts and analyses for assessing the effects of trade-affecting
actions were fully and understandably available at both the multi.
lateral conversations and the national reconsiderations and were
brought to public attention. The head of this trade-information atructure would have the status and authority needed to obtain appropriate
information. He would be a member ofWan inter-governmental trade'trade barrier," to used In the general discussion because that Is the
I While the term, GATT
program, the more accurate term,
the trade agreements
and international
In affecting
practiceaction
public
.government
(or forelm) trade," Is used in this specific
are barriers in the sense of
question
In
actions
the
all
Not
format.
statement of the
all are directed
obstructions; some (e.g. export subsidies) are stimulants to trade.andNotsocial
lesinlation)
at trade: some (e.g., price pegging, production subsidy, taxation,
domestic probin
the
changes
with
are purely d mestic measures id Intention. They vary
governed
be
to
barriers
be
considered
usefully
cannot
and
directed,
are
they
lems to whic
primarily by trade considerations.

information orfanizatioii to exchange facts and serve the intergovern.
mental public orum.
Actions might be scheduled for examination on the basis of a government-complaint procedure, a report by each government on the eco.
nomic effects of its own actions, recommendation of the principal officers of the special information structure, or reference from more
specialized intergoverniental groups (ruch as international commodity groups) within the purview of the general forum and its public
process. In addition, it should probably be open to i government to
put forward for consideration an action which it contemplated but had
not yet taken; this technique might appeal in cases where foreign government cooperation was particularly valuable for insuring the success of the action.
The intergovernmental conversation would deal primarily with the
economic effect of a government action. It would cover all significant
effects-omestic and foreign, direct and indirect, concentrated and
diffused, immediate and longer term, costs and gains. It would run to
specifics. As far as possible, it would be in quantitative terms-estimating or evaluating even when examining doctrinaire allegations of effect.
How much does an action change prices, costs, profit, production, consumption I Who is affected adversely, who beneficially, when, and to
what degree I What is the effect on the growth of the world production
process--on innovation-on adjustment to current changes in the economic environment? A participant government would not take a
position as between a national (say, producer) interest that might be
helped by an action and another national (say, transportation or consumer) interest that might be inrured. Each would be assessed separately; and the presentation of this combination of assessments--for
all interests, wherever found, which are significantly affected by the
action-would be the formal object of the examination.
Disagreements would be reported-and quantified as far as possible;
they would relate to facts, not to recommendations for action.-although perhaps facts about alternative possible actions might be presented. There would be no reporting of resolutions to create a sense
of progress or a facade of decision. The consequences in action would
come in the public national reconsideration and the consultations
regarding cooperation. The latter might, in many cases, take place in
existing commodity councils or other organizations for intergovernmental cooperation. The new forum would have a coordinating and
multilatera1izing influence on all intergovernmental discussions related to trade.
3. THE DYNAMIC, COMPETITIVE MIXED ECONOMY PUTS TECHNOLOGY TO

SERVING THE PUBLIC INTEREST WITHIN ACOUNTRY

The suggested format of trade discussion is based on the assumption
of u word undergoing great economic change. Two main characteristics of that change are (a) a technology-a state of the arts as
theorists call it--advancing at an accelerating rate and amenable to
even more rapid advance when directed to particular areas of need

and (b) a rapidly integrating world economy which, to the extent it
is permitted to function as such, will direct this technology toward
the great economic challenges of our time-including the challenge to
87-822-68--vol. 2-15
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continue economic growth and to relieve the misery of the world's very
po0' people--miuch more dramatically and ef'ectively than can a series
of national economies governed as though each were a separate produetion complex.
Some insight into the kind of IT.S. policy toward foreign trade
appropriate in a world of this sort can be obtained by considering
the role of government in the lro,'ee. by which technological progress
is put to the ser-ice of society within'a modern, private ownership,
industrial country. G'overnment moderates the effects of competition
on a imnmlier of maltte 's-e.... filarm prices and output, monopolistic
controls and practices, investment, saving. and wages. Effective competition persists in the form that John Maurice Clark describes as
a dynamic procesS. 3 There is freedom for initiative and innovation.
There is-a tendency to try to better, or to join, one's competitors. Individuals operatin 'in groups often have an advantage, and most advances in technology seem to increase this advantage and to make the
optimum 0roup size lar-er. However, limits are imposed on excessive
economic power seeking in conformity with bagic social and moral
concepto,-e.... libiness metods must be socilly acceptable, they must
not unduly restrict comnmnity progress and the benefit pattern must
not outrage egalitarian ideals."As necessary, government intervenes in
response to political pressures-some (often secret) from special interwsts-some from informed public opinion.
The economic process comes to be carried on by a dynamic coibination of heterogeneous units-individuals, firms, "associations,
combinations, public corporations, labor unions, community action
groups, clubs and societies, together with the press and other information media and all the complex and conflicting units of government.
All of these, in a sense. compete for the custom and support of the
paying and voting public. Any of them may influence the market or
check and balance the influence of the others. The sum of all thisand more--is the dynamic mixed economy. It has been a dramatically
successful combination thus far, However, eternal vigilance seems
necessary to keep it in dynamic balance. It must grow and change to
meet its challenges. Not the least difficult of those challenges come
from the increasing importance of economic relations with other
countries.
4. THE TRADING COUNTRIES ARE INTERDEPEXDEN'T PARTS OF A WORLD

ECOXOIC MECHTANISM

The various national economies, particularly in the private-ownership industrial countries, are growing together': to a significant extent,
they already are inseparable parts of a single production-consumption
process. Not only is there a good deal of trade but also a movement
of production nethods, distribution systems, skills, capital, and all
of the things and ideas that each economy develops to enrich the
consumption pattern of its people. One national part. of this international economy cannot be governed without regard to what is done
in governing the other national parts. Moreover, the mechanism is
growing dynamically, so that a national gain contrived by the govern*Claruk. ,. M., "Competition as a Dynamic Process," the Brookings Insituton, Washington, D.C., 1061.
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ment of one of the countries at the expense of others tends to be short

lived; the adverse repercussions on the overall growth can more than
wipe out the gain. To understand the effects of government action
within a country, one must examine the relevant portions of the
entire international economy. Where intervention is undertake, it
cannot be carried out efficiently by one government without the
cooperation of others having jurisdiction over economic processes
which interact with those the subject of the intervention.
5. THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND PRODUCTION COMMUNITY REQUIRES A
MIXED-ECON031Y STRUCTURE

From the perspective of our present, bargaining-away posture
toward foreign trade barriers, this interdependence appears as an
embarrassing problem when we want to intervene for reasons of national policy. Other governments must be persuaded to reinforce, and
not counter, this type of "trade barrier." If we are to raise our domestic
cotton prices, holding down the level of our production in an effort
to give our farmers acceptable incomes (when technological ferment
would otherwise ii .)poveishthem in the free market), other governments must. also limit cotton production and certainly must not encourage its expansion. If we set certain health or quality standards
for a perishable product, other governments must not let lower grade
products spoil the market. If we give surplus wheat to an exchangeshort, government for its poor people, that government must not let
the wheat be used in place of our nominal commercial exports. If we
raise tariffs against imports or subsidize our exports to compensate for
costs we consider special to us, foreign govermnents must not pay
subsidies to offset our action. If we limit the rate of expansion of a
certain import trade in order to avoid market disruption, foreign
governments must help by limiting their exports. How are we to
persuade them to cooperate in such efforts to use the power of government to serve our idea of the public interest?
However, there is another way of looking at it-a larger trade policy
perspective--which can serve as a better intuitive guide in serving our
national purposes. The growth and integration of the world's production mechanism is making an economic community of its beneficiaries.
The members of that community have a common interest in the dynamic operation of the world mechanism, whatever their country. Like
the national communities in the industrial countries, this world tradeand-production community must evolve a dynamic competitive mixedeconomy, social-political structure adapted to its needs. Within such a
structure the emerging world community can, as the national communities have done, grow much more rapidly and give a greater and
greater proportion of its people substantial economic benefit. The
structure should express in action not only the real differences but
also the essential unity of economic interest among the different countries just as the mixed economy structure within a country reflects in
action the essential unity of ifiterest of labor and management, farm
and city, rich and poor.4 Trade policy is part of the role of government
in such a structure.
4 For the Insights out of which this and related parargaphs were written, a particular
debt is due to Prof. Gunnar Myrdal. (See especially his "Beyond the Welfare State,"
Yale University Press, 1960.)

0. THE NEED IS BEING MEr AFTER A FASHION

The need for such a structure is slowly, unevenly, but increasingly
being met. Not only is cooperation developing among firms such as
shipowners, traders, and underwriters, whose operations are naturally
international, but more and more originally domestic firms are extending their operations over a number of countries. Ties and affiliations are being developed among labor unions, trade associations,
chambers of commerce, and all sorts of groups whose roles in the national economies must be played in the larger economic community, too.
Inevitably, the pattern is forming unevenly. The nongovernment
entities that influence the international economy tend to represent
the larger and mor powerful interests. Small lroducers find international operation too difficult or costly. Consumer and civic groups
do not readily discover, and express internationally, their common
interest with their foreign counterparts in the maintenance of market
dynamism. Community organizations, unions, and the many other
types of nongovernment entities that can influence decisions in the national mixed economy cannot very easily do so on an international
scale. Hence, the international structure of nongovernment entities
is growing in an unbalanced way. The number of large firms operating over more than one national market is increasing rapidly. Industrial organization managers are stepping in to embrace and direct tho
interdependent world production mechanism. Their contribution toward the effectiveness of that mechanism is very great and they are
channels for dynamism and efficiency interchanges which governments are not in a position to envision. By the same sign, however,
they can inhibit such interchanges. A mechanism is needed to relate
their power to the public interests requiring international representation.
Similarly, the structure for carrying out the role of representative
government in the dynamic international production-distribution
mechanism is unbalanced. Governments acting on the international
scene--whether in organizations or in bilateral cooperation-are "narrower" and less responsible than they are in domestic matters. It is
almost exclusively the executive branches of the various national governments which have developed ways of acting together. It is true
that there are international institutions of legislative and judicial
form, that executives tend to limit their action to that which has parliamentary support and that they often associate other branches of
government with themselves in their international representations.
Nevertheless, on the intergovernmental plane, it is difficult for economic interests not ad~uately weighed in executive decisions to find
corrective expression through legislative, judicial or "commission"
processes.
7. OPEN PROCEDURES CAN HELP THE FORMING STRUCTURE FUNTON
REPRESENTATIVELY

The foregoing characteristics of the international politico-economic
structure are doubtless imposed by unavoidable real circumstances:
The difficulties of communication, the costs of international business,
and the system of sovereign nation-states. In any case, it is not here
proposed to change them. However, it is proposed to use national au-
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thority and international agreement to make them operate more
openly and, thereby, to involve them more fully in checks and balances of the type which characterize the representative, mixed economy process.
It is to this end that the suggested format includes a trade infornation structure. This would remove the veil of secrecy which so often
shuts governments off from their own normal sources of information
on trade matters. It would contribute to more fully informed public
discussion in advance of significant decisions and to effective public
scrutiny of subsequent performance. It would tend to keep governments from assuming adversary trade policy attitudes based on just
one segment of their national interests. It would enable the public in
each country to weigh foreign as well as domestic considerations and
to take thle growth of the world economy into account.
The senior officer for trade information to be established in each
country under the suggested format should be equipped with the
necessary responsibility and authority to maintain constant pre:.sure,
on those involved in deciding the trade role of government, to reveal
their actions and to show publicly that they have considered all relevant facts bearing on the public interest. He should have no right
to guide policy but he should have an almost unlimited right to knowto sit in on discu;%ion-and to make information public except as there
is a public need for confidentiality. The operations of these officers.
affecting governments through the mixed public process, could lead to
international understanding more effectively than has the largely
secret intergovernmental discussion in the present format.
8. TIE "IBAIGAIN AWAY" FORMAT

IAS DONE ITS JOB

Cordell Hull's trade agreements program was a triumph of statesmanship in its time. It brought down the high walls behind which
nations tried vainly to protect themselves out of the great. industrial
depression. It. dramatized and institutionalized the two-way nature
of trade-the lesson that a unilateral trade restricting act can be completely frustrated by a foreign counteract. It caused the United Statets,
for the first time in history, to emerge from a major war lowering
tariffs instead of raising theme. It functioned as a natural bridge across
which opinion in the great trading countries moved away from faith
in trade barriers as instruments of domestic welfare toward the concept of a reciprocal interest among countries in reducing one another's
barriers; it used protectionist sentiment to help reverse the protectionist trend. It has reduced to little more than nuisance levels most of
the trade barriers which are not of major importance in the economic
policies of the countries maintaining them.
9. THE

BAROAINING AWAY FORMAT IMPEDES POSITIVE INTERGOVERNMENTAL TRADE COOPERATION

But the virtues of the bargaining format for dealing with the
excessive depression barriers are the very qualities that prevent its
resolving present trade problems. It is directed against all foreign
government barriers impeding American exports; it has almost no
rationale for government cooperation in a foreign market-moderating
purpose-whether national or affected with an international interest-
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which a particular foreign barrier may be designed to serve. Rearding
barriers of this sort, which have a positive policy importance, the most
distinguished and responsible officials have sometimes been reduced to
railing at one another publicly for refusing to bargain in good faith.
This is because the public framework of their conversation forbade
recognition of important parts of the reality they were discussing.
10. DISCUSsTON 31UST FOCUS AROUND TilE PURPOSE OF A TRADE BARRIER

It should be noted that this has been true whether the barrier in
question was in the form of a tariff or in some other form. Since tariffs
lend themselves readily to quantitative statement of a sort they were
more easily reduced than other kinds of barriers under a bargaining
format giving the President a measured degree of negotiating authority and requiring him to obtain a measured reciprocal balance of
concessions from each country bargained with. Moreover, other barriers were sometimes substituted for tariffs in order to satisfy the
bargaining format; as when the first. important program reduction of
a high IT.S. tariff (that on sugar) was accompanied by the establishment of a comprehensive variable quota system withlt which sugar
trade has been controlled ever since. If ence, most of the substantial
barriers remaining after the Kennedy round are nontariff barriers
(NTB's). There are dozens of formis. of NTB's, of all degrees of
importance: new ones are constantly being invented. \Very few facts
are available about most of them.
While the new forms lroNably create some new problems, tei key
to an approach I I's.,h will deal A"ith restrictions (YoverI'nentqconsqiler
necessary is discussion centered around their purposes. rhe form used
to carry out the purpose may be subject to change to avoid effects not
essenliil to the purpose. 'lhis, brings a wide range of domestic problem
discussion into the international forum. There should he no problem
of appropriateness ill such discussion, however, since no recommendations may be made by the international forum and since all countries
will have their domestic problems and programs discussed. The eonsiderat ion of which barriers a country wishes to maintain and which
are no longer of net advantage to 't must, of course, be a pr'ely
domestic matter. In this process, conflicts between a country's domestic
object ives and its foreign trh(le objectives will be worked out, and tle
decision as to priorities will benefit by a.maximum of information and
a world perspective.
11. COOPERATION ALrIIEADT 13PrIOVISED, AS tWXCEIrTIONs" T0 TIIE
iARO.\INING PROGRAM, PRIEFIOURES TIIE NEW FORMAT

From the very l)eginning of the traule agreements program, governments had to improvise ways of going along with one another's decisions to retain actions affecting trade. Much of this was done tacitly,
but some of it was based on discussion of the domestic purposes of tie
actions and of ways of limiting their undesirable international effects
as far as was consistent with the purposes. To the extent that such
discussion was made public, much of it was kept in forums not associated with the tariff discussions, e.g., International Commodity

Councils, FAO Committees, OEEC and later OECD Committees.
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Some of tile discussions led to agreements formal enough to bring
to Congress for approval quite without. reference to trade legislation.

Sometimes there were flareups within the Government over trade
policy-as between U.S. representatives at the (A'IT bargaining
lite barforumis.
Buttas began
natives
and U.S.
meetJngs
to
productive,
theattwoother
kinds
of discussion
S gaining became
les repre.se
merge. The tariff reductions of the Kennedy round are intricately
interwoven with understandings regarding the operation of relatively
high barriers which are to be maintained (e.g., on wheat and flour,
textiles, and chemicals). Governments are now using the two ap-

nraches to complement one another. Tie new format, suggested in

the present, paper would complete and formalize that trend-opening
it to wider public surveillance and Imrticilption.
12. A tATIOX.L APPIOACI

inder the proposed format, the President might be authorized
to completely eliminate tinuisanice Irriers whose protective impact
was negligible--plerhlaps after a .reseribed process of consultlatiol

and sonie sort of adjustment assistance assurainee where appropriate.
For other 11.8. iariers that miight he brought to the multilateral
forillli he would p)'eslmmubly bring the results of the discussion, with
his reconunilendat ions, to thie ongress for eonsiderat ion.
What is envisioned might, be described as a working operation
synthesis at. a point in the relations between governments-and the
coonorent tinits of governient-where a number of p,'ams and
theories converge and confuse and conflict. Formats for reasonably
harmonious operialion in such circumnistances do not. sl)ring full blown
from the heads of writers or economists or officials. ThIeiy get. worked

out in meeting problem is. This paper has reasoned front some of the
formats partially worked out. in practice to one general format, that
would symbolize tle great, common
oJ) ortunitics to which tradepolicy discussions can point the way. Since deliberation of facts is at
its core, it would militate toward rationality, rather than national
bargaining power, in meet ing those opportimit'es.
Mr. Tomt VAIL,
, hief Cousel. Committee on Finance,

New Senate Ofice Building, Washington,D.C.
D&.%R MR. VAm: The October 03 issue of the International Comnmerce publlished by the U.S. department of Commerce carried a block

suggesting that interested parties convey to you their views on U.S.

foiign trade policies.
Time was too short: Statements have to reach you by November 1.
Sufficient time was not given for hundreds of export trade and international trade associations to eonver to von their views.
I believe I am qualified to speak for literally thousands of concerns
and millions of people employed in foreign trade: The reasons that I

make such a bold statement are-

Fifty yea actively engaged in world trade: Trnveled in over
150 cotiries; lived in 10.
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Active in scores of international trade associations: See attached
letter of the Insurance Co. of North America showing recent
affiliations.
Attend more export meetings than any other American: As
chairman of the Regional Export Expansion Council, and as a
member of the National Export Expansion Council, I have this
year been either the speaker, a moderator, or on the panel of 6S
meetings, up and down the Atlantic coast. On November 8 and 9,
I will be in Mobile, Ala., as a speaker with the Argentine
Ambassador.
Have now spent 7 years since I retired working hard as hell to
help our country increase its exports: All of this effort without
pay, and with expenses out of my own pocket, to the extent of

over $1,500 per year.

I believe we are entering a period of isolationism that will make the
Hawley-Smoot days appear conservative: If any country needs international trade to solve its problems, our country certainly badly needs
itnow.
Dollar deficit: Twelve years, in which one has existed is a long time.
And it will get worse, even to the extent of requiring a devaluation of
the dollar, if our Congress takes the isolationists steps that too many
Congressmen are proposing.
My comments on the specific areas of interest listed by your committee: I am not qualifiedto comment on those listed, and to which I
make no comments. I respectfully ask that the committee in their
deliberations consider my thoughts and remarks on the following:
Reciprocal trade agreements: the United States has been a very
large net gainer. No domestic industry has been sacrificed. Millions of
American workmen and agricultural workers have gained employment b our exports.
rue--Concessions have been made: To get concessions from
other countries, we must make some concessions. Please challenge
any industry that is against imports to inform you what percentage of their production is exported-and what percentage
imported. All but the steel industry have exports far in excess of
imports. The chemical industry's exports are three times imports;
the shoe, six times.
"I saw eight screwdrivers in my hardware store imported from
Japan": Afn American manufacturer of screwdrivers rushes to
his Congressman and sys, "We must stop imports. I'm getting
hurt." He thinks that if imports were stopped that lie would sell
those eight screwdrivers.
Japan buys more from us than we sell her: How can any Congressman fall for such illogical ideas, and do anything to hurt
our sales to Japan?
Tariff Commission: Well run have done a terrific service for the
American people in spite of terrific political pressure.
Customs administration: Much more efficient today than previously,
and, in spite of bureaucracy, fairly well run.
Valuation of imported goods: The American selling price (ASP)
should be abolished by Congr, immediately. The section of the
chemical industry that have for many years had this unheard of
protection, has exports of 9 to 1 of imports. If the American chemical
industry, nonexistent before World War I, and which owes its origin
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to seizure of German patents (and sold by Alien Property Custodian
Palmer to them for a song) cannot be competitive after 50 years of
high protectionist tariffs, they ought to go out of existence. The
ASP results in current tiess of 178 percent on the sales price of
some imported chemicals. Can any industry expect that kind of
protectionI
If ASP is not abolished many of the great advantages of the
Kenndy round will not be operative until ASP is abolished. Look
at the concessions that U.S. manufacturers will get by abolishing
ASP. ASP is hated and loathed by every foreign nation.
Procedures for aiding workers and industries armed by excessive
imnports: Those in existence are workable. True they have not been
used to any great extent, but only because industries have not been
able to prove that they have been harmed. The Export Act of 1962
made such provisions to assure protectionists that no industry would
be sacrificed.
Policies needed to expand exports: See the recommendations of the
National Export Expansion Council.
Provide for a larger budget for the U.S. Department of Commerce:
Other nations, in proportion to their trade, do more for their manufact urers and suppliers than we do. The U.S. Department of Commerce
is the only Department of our Federal Government that assists American concerns in increasing their exports.
U.S. share of exports is diminishing: And has now been for many
years. Without Government's greater support, it will continue to
diminish. Commerce's budget is pitiful.
The prospects for exports and imports over the next decle, and how
the Kennedy round negotiations will affect these trends: Total trade
(international) of the United States, both exports and imports, should
increase from 6 to 10 percent yearly, and by 1975 should exceed $75
billion.
The Kennedy round will, if full benefits are to be attained and the
ASP abolishe-and if no stupid import restrictions are imposed by
Congrs- ure that volume being attained.
Te major tariff and nontariff harriers which must be faced in exporting, and some estimates of their relative effects: See reports of the
National Export Expansion Council, the U.S. Department of Cominerce reports, and the knowledge of those that negotiated the Kennedy
round. The export trade has over many, many years informed Commerce and the State Department of tie barriers that hurt trade.
The effect of U.S. foreign investment (and the voluntary restraint
programs) on exports to developed and less developed countries: All
investment restraint programs are terribly damaging to the long-range
interest of the United States. Such programs should be canceled immediately. American investments abroad and the establishment of
American industry abroad are essential to increased exports. Those
overseas operations mean, when profits are returned to the United
States, millions in revenue for our Government in taxes. Factories of
American companies abroad produce increased exports-and the records prove it.
What could be American projects are being lost: Yes; such investment restrictions are causing the United States to be replaced by other
nations. See the reports of the National Export Expansion Council.
Ask the American banks of the detrimental effects.
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Tariff preferences for products of less developed countries: Dangerous, because of retaliatory action by otlier countries. In addition,
we niust soon reach the conviction that we cannot solve Iho problems of
all the countries of the world. Let those tfuintries that economically

should not exist solve their own lproblens, even if it iflenis chaos and

revolut ions, with the Soviet V'i :z.umig the fimiancial urdllen. Why
help countries that hate us? Let's exert our effort where we are
aplpreciated. Communism will not always rule--witness Indonesia, etc.
free0 trade area with 7.s. participation: What could that area be?
Camtada,
and England ions-uonnnanufact
not admitted to uringEEC).-and
Certainly
not theiWVest era ] lemnisphere nat(if
most compel
tive with our agricultural exports.
Are free trade areas beneficial to the world ?Certainly to those within
the area, but many times disadvantageous to those outside.
Good for the world if tley inerea: e world trade: If, for example,
the EEC, because of the elilnmimntiomi of (hti s, and tile establishment
of large indust ries ( mide possible by a bigger 1poteintial market) means
a better market for U.S. goods, then we have done well by encouraging
soine.

If we could get into EEC: Yes; because we would not. then be at the
current disadvantage of higher duties than those now in EEC.
The GATT as aii instrument for assuring expanded world trade on
a.reipreal, nondiseriminatory basis: Most emphatically "yes." Have
done a fine job. Have never sold the United States down the river.
To deal with hundreds of countries individually would be not only
time consuming but impractical.
Subject on which no information was requested: But very important.
East-West trade: Most essential if United States is not to lose an
opportunity that is being seized by other nations and which can never
be regained by the United States.
American companeis have been denied the right granted to their
competitors in other countries: 'While others trade rather freely with
the Communist bloc, American companies are prevented from laying
the groundwork for a section of the world that will consume tremendous quanities of goods in years to come. No section of the world
will surpass the Soviet bloc in its progress of consumer consumption
in the next 50 years. The now "developing countries" (mostly backward and primitive) will amount to a small, infinite market compared
with the Soviet bloc.
I challenge your committee: I challenge anyone, or all of your coinmittee, to read the report of the Committee on Banking and Currency, House of Representatives-a report pursuant to House Resolution 1043, 89th Congress, second session, for the Committee on International Trade.
I am proud to be an American: I think the report is terrific. I am
proud of our CIA.
How could anyone be against the Fiat Soviet auto plant gtting
American machine tools: How could anyone read the report andnot be
in favor of permitting American machine tools from being supplied I
Should we accept defeat and allow German. Italian, French, or British
machine tools to be supplied, so that our competitors would in future
years be well established in the trade I. -
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Russia devoting more of its energy to serving its people, and less to
war supplies: Who could read the report and fail to realize that
motels, highways, service stations will be built-with less going to war
supplies.
I he Soviet, Fiat plant will be built: Our shortsighted act ion of Congress will not prevent the phnt being built. Their actions does damage
Ameriea's chance to sell nonstrategie goods, at a profit, with resultant
taxes for our Government.
Now, let's look at history-and how isolation has damaged the
United States: Here are the irrefutable facts:
At. the turn of the century: As the 20th century opened, we had
world trade, both exports and imports, of $2 billion.
After World War 1: Total trade, both exports and imports, was
$12.6 billion.
The famous Hawley Smoot days-isolation rampant-the depression: Total trade, exports and imports, dropped to $5 billion. How
many Americans did that throw out of a job I
11.f616: Total trade, both exports and imports, $48 billion. With a
favorable trade balance of $5.2 billion (exports over imports) that
permitted us to help the rest of the world in economic and military aid.
It also caused a $2 billion payment deficit. We have had since 1959 a
dollar payment deficit.
How c;n this deficit be corrected? No better way than to increase
exports. Can we do that, with isolationism rampant in Congre s? If
any-yes, any-import restrictions are enacted, exports will not only
not. increae, they will materially decrease.
Other ways to cure deficit: They are:
Stop American tourists: There is a $2 billion deficit in tourism.
Stop economic aid: Much of it should be stopped, but we have
become an altruistic nation, determined to save the world-with
chance of destroying our great. country. How can any country in
15 years give $1,500 billion (yes, $11., trillion) away? Are we loved
or hated for such giving?
Military aid: Our military says it's necessary to survive.
Is America a failure at exporting? If any more obstacles are put
in the way of the American international grader we will do worse
than we are.
Are we doing good Who would say so, when our exports of gross
national product (GNP) amount to the following in comparison with
other countries: United States, 5 percent; Canada, 17 percent; Japan,
9 percent; West Germany, 15 percent; United Kingdom. 14 percent;
Italy, 12 percent; France, 11 percent; Netherlands, 35 'percent.
Would you be disgusted I If you were any one of the 1,200 businessmen serving on the national and regional export expansion councils, would you continue to give gladly of your time to help exports
if your Government and Congress take steps to make your goal unattainable?
I, personally, am about fed up: I was originally appointed on the
Regional Export. Expansion Coutncil by President Eisenhower in
1960, and subsequently by President Kdnnedy and President Johnson. I, in June, accepted another 2-year term expiring in June 1969.
Why should I give 00 percent of my time to think I am helping the
country I love to increase its exports when it is such a discouraging

jobt
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I have spent 4 hours of my time typing this letter. I hate to type.
I can't type. Please pardon errors. How many retired men, 72 years
old, would go to the trouble that I have togive you my honest opinion
and views, which I firmly believe should be advantageous to your
committee.
Statements should be limited to 20 pages-and a one-page sum.
mary: I have limited my remarks to six pages, one-third of the permnissible number. I have not made a one-page summary. Who could
summarize what I have said on 18 subjects in six pages.
I regret that this report will reach you 1 day late. Meetings and
other commitments prevented me from writing you before this
evening.
I hope that I have been helpful. I have been honest.
Sincerely,
IV. TI. LURES
Drex,e Hill, Pa.
TR\DE AND TIE BALANCE OF PAYMEN-IS

(By Dr. Lewis E. Lloyd, Economist, the Dow Chemical Co.)
Discussions relative to and following the Kennedy round of GATT
negotiations have centered attention largely on technical factors and
the mechanics of trade and trade barriers. These gain relevance as they
are projected against the fundamental economics of trade. For a full
evaluation of US. present trade relations, and particularly for projecting into the future, it is essential that careful attention be given to
the fundamentals involved. Accordingly, this paper will address itself
to the U.S. balance-of-payments problem, its basic cause, and its implications for foreign trade policy.
For several years the U.S. negative balance of payments has been a
matter of concern, both in government and financial circles. The
subject has been widely discussed in the press. It has been a regular
subject of discussion at the regular meeting of the central bankers of
the major industrial nations. It, along with the problems associated
with the British pound, has raised many questions of international
liquidity and schemes for coping with continuing balance-of-payments
problems for the two major train currencies in the world.
Already the United States has taken several actions to minimize the
outflow of dollars and improve the short-term balance of payments.
The% include, among other things reduction of duty-free imports
which travelers may firing home, guidelines for control of the outflow
of capital investments in overseas plants, and a foreign investment tax
on portfolio investments. Moreover, in recent years, to minimize the
outflow of gold and the overseas dollar balances, we have borrowed
extensively in foreign currencies from several European countries.
How big, then, is this balance-of-payments problem I How did it
suddenly come to the front as a major concerns What are the fundamental causes?
BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS SITUATION

First, it will be desirable to clarify the relation between trade balance and balance of payments. Foreign trade and foreign trade balances refer to the shipment of commodities and manufactured goods
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across borders. The balance of payments, in addition to including tho
trade balance, includes also all tile other economic relations between a
nation and its trading partners. More specifically, the balance of payments consists of-

1. The net of foreign trade.
2. Tile net of foreign services-shipping, insurance, et cetera.
3. Tile net of tourism.
4. The net of capital flow, including payment of interest, dividends, et ce(eia.

5. 'he net of gifts-foleign aid, as well as private gifts.
A "negative" balance of payments means that more dollars have left
our shores tian have returned in it given year. A "j)ositive" balance
would mean the reverse. Obviously, over an extended period of time it
would be desirable to have the balance of pay11ents net out at zero.

This would indicate that, on the average, our total outflow of goods
and services of all types precisely balance the inflow.
It is clear that the flow of capital, either short term because of differential interest rates or longer term in response to investment opportunities, can substantially affect the balance of payments. It is also
clear that our massive Ioreign aid program has had an important
influence on the outflow of dollars which has given us a negative balance of payments even when the trade balance was favorable.
A look ht. the record clearly shows why there is concern about thle
position of our balance of payments. Chart I shows that we have had
a negative balance of payments every year since 1949, except for the
year 1957 when the Suez crisis forced Europe to Iby quantities of
oil from the dollar area. This means that year after year more dollars
have left our shoi .s than have returned. 'rhis continuing and growing
deficit exists beca' se foreigners who get dollars from' our inports

from tourism and from gifts, can on the average use tlieie dollars
to buy elsewhere more cheaply than in the United States.
Since 1958 the Federal Government has taken several actions in
order to minimize the size of the reported negative balance of payments. They have induced the French and others to prepay long-telm
debt; they have obtained prepayment for military equiplMent before
delivered; and they have borrowed foreign currencies. The solid line
in the chart. shows the official reported balance of payments: the dashed
line shows the current account negative balance of laymnents before
adjustment for the above-mentioned special transactions.
As a result of the continuig outflow of dollars, foreigners have
increased their sliort-term claims against the dollar, and in addition,
have exchanged dollars for about half of the gold that we had at tho
end of the war. Chart 2 shows the U.S. gold reserve and the net claims
against the dollar-that is, foreign claims against .the dollar less our
claims against other currencies. In 1948 and 1949 our gold reserve
was at $24.6 billion. It has now been reduced to about $13 billion. The
gross foreign short-term claims against the dollar at. the end of June
1967 were $3,3.6 billion, but our claims against foreign currencies are
only $7.9 billion, so the net is something like $25.7 billion.
As a result of the continued growth of claims against the dollar.
there has for some time been concern about our ability to meet our
promise that we will exchange gold for any dollars that foreign central banks present for gold. Chart 3 shows the amount of gold we
would have-had left during the 1950's and early 1960"s had the claims
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CHART 1
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all been tendered. Since mid-1962 we have not had enough gold to meet
the net foreign claims. We are now short by more than $15 billion of
being able to cover all the claims against our gold.
As shown by the dashed line in the chart, gold is also required as
backing for the dollar. Formerly, a 25 percent reserve was required for
both Federal Reserve notes and Federal Reserve deposits. By early
1965, however the gold required to support our bank credit had risen
to almost $14 billion, and this left only about a billion of free gold to
meet any foreign claims that might be tendered for gold. The administration then asked and Congress authorized the removal.of the gold
cover from Federal Reserve deposits. The domestic banking requirements dropped to about $8 billion when the gold cover was removed
from deposits, but has now increased to a level of about $10 billion.
This leaves only about $3 billion of free gold against net claims of
$20.9 billion by the end of July 1967.
It is clear that snce 1960 we have not had enough gold to meet all
of our foreign commitments, let alone our domestic banking requirements. It is this shortage of gold that has reduced foreign confidence
in the dollar and toppled it from its former position as the most sought
after currency in the world.
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The seriousness of our international monetary position is the fact
that many of the dollar claims held by foreigners are used to support
credit in their country as though the dollar claims were gold itself. As
a consequence, both foreign central banks and the U.S. banking system
have each extended extensive credit, based on the same gold. I at some
point confidence slips, there will not be enough gold to go around and
is precisely why many people are concerned about international
this
liquidity
The U.S. balance-of-payments situation has worsened again this
year. It is clear to all that we cannot continue to run such a large
negative balance of payments indefinitely. The problem has become
so important that it becomes the matter of first concern in all of our
foreign economic relations. What are some of the con sequences of our
unfavorable balance-of-payments position? Wh"Itat can be done to alleviate the problem I
Ideally, it would seem that we should plan to move from a negative
to a positive balance-of-payments position for a few years so as to
win back equilibrium. The administration has mounted a massive
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campaj~nign to increase exports aid hazs tried to re,(dLCe Ca)i(Ill outflow
il till littenilpt to lt taill this olbjet'live; but. tle illbanlllice worsell
ill.s{end, of i
rOVi. IA. Iglllt
. iOn Iis Ieeun ilt rot|tieed to take thelolI
cover oft Fed Re serve lotes. ''hlis would tu)eg fle dollar tmroni
Fod lltetlh'er. Somie pr 1 )Os that it devalhltlholl o (lie dollar would
)e file 11listr. In order to better unide.ftluld flhe Silital)ilitl, fromt tIte.,*
Or otlhr J)sil)h itethills, it will Ibe nIess'ilb to eXatine IIl depth the
nature of foreign trade and our other economic relations
'ill: NA'rI'l1: 01' INTERN.VrlIONAL

R.ADE.

Objc(,ircs ofl o,'iqn tivlo
Wheni w examinei the objectives of trade, foreign or doltiestit, we
ind tflint individuals trade to illclease tho ltienge of choices zilid, 11)n)Ofully, to lower (lie cost of satisfying human witts. flow does trade
lowerl "osts-4
fTo 1iiiswe'i t his qulest ii~liq we shall Ilee(0
t exillulio sfle
fllldlilllell il eollnollits.
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Thke basic econoillic Ipi't)1bh,'ili t oilists i this: Mall lhas li it les wults;
he seeks to satisfy tlem witlh limited resoi 'ces.
Mll, being a rational aima1l having llt' power of memory, reaso,,
and ii liatio, i persists ill forever visualizing new wants whith I,

would ile to have salislied. The natural lrsources and (lhe hu.nal,
energy available to satisfy these wants ate limited.
Faced with this basic. dilemna, 1m11
1mist make choices. lio must
decide how lie will allocate the earce resources andi toward what. ends.
Ie must lmike devisiois oil what will be lrloduced, alnd then other
decisions about. how thle prodlictliol will be divided bltweeul the meniirs of society.
hu'otchipl it ,#,
davar of Nheiny

The, stmildard of living of a smiety consists of the stun of the goods
anl services that are produced. We cal i('t
iure the four factorS. of
Irodction aimd their relationship) by the following equation:
where--

.ll.illlr=.iI'lx

JI11 I= 1iii1ii's uat erial wel fitre
Nl.'= Rat
at.rol
end i1r(,le.lidi)

lIE.=h.mmiia energy labor )
IV=tools (capital)
I= idea. (ell repreneuirship)

Analysis indicates that natural resources are it fixed quantity. Man
111ay1 conserve then or utilize them imuon' elliciently, but. he eamot
creto tleim. i na energy increases only slowly and evei then is
balneed by all equal increase in eoillCsuing units. By contrast, the
list' of t(ls and ideas it11y increase mlpidly id without limit. The
Use of tools I'erllilts the
effective division of labor ill t sOeiety. This
reachesl its uliltmate ill the modern, automlaled faeory systenli where
rotiltetivily Ccan
be Very high.
It is interesting to note that. the factor "tools," or "capital" its the
e'onoist. calls it, multi)lies human energy. In the United States, we
have substituted mechanical energy to the point where something over
98 lercent of ortotal energy inljit is now iteehanical. Tihe extent to
whhh tools are available in a society is proportional to the savingsstored-.i human e
Vergy.
Equally if not, more important
is the inlut of ideas and innovation.
The entrelreneur who conceives an idea, for a better product or process,
organizes the human and( nartural resources toward this idea, takes
action, and bears the risk for his deeisions- is certainly as important,
)e'haips even tmiore ilor)0rillta, than capital itself. Without new ideas
aid imilovatioli, we would merely replicate tle present., and such is the
road to a stagnant, society.
It is lear that wienever a nation or a community wants to increase
its standard of living, the wi9' to do it. is to produce lore. Not mu h
cnilt begained by trying to redivide the plie in diltrereit ways. It is much
1l011e important toilucrease the total size of the pie. The individual has
two oplt ions: lie may produce more, or lie miy tid wy to get part
of alotler s prodii'ton. Society, however, hs only one Ol)t Otl : it must
lpro(tie itioxtx. Of ot'outit,
Cotrit|i'es ais irt of the total world society
87 822-41-l-vol. 2-10
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may, through gifts and( aid. programs, through war reparations, or
through unequal trade pwtices. conceivably bonifit at the expense of
some other nation or peolles. This, however, is not an effective way
for a permanent improvement in a standard of living.
It is clear, then, that trade in and of itself is not a direct way to
increase living standards. There are, however, some ways in which
foreign trade may affect the factors of production. Examination reI'eals that there are live economic reasons why a nation may benefit
from international trade:
1. If a nation is lacking in certain essential raw materials, it will
need to import them. In fact, if a nation's sources yield essential raw
materials of only low grade, it may import them more cheaply from
nations with sources of high-grade minerals. Some nations are more
favored than others in tlie fibundance of natural resources. Few, if any,
find themselves with adequate quality and quantity of all desired raw
materials. Hence, all nations will probably need foreign trade to get
certain raw materials.
. A second reason why nations may want foreign trade is to get a
full variety of animal and plant life. Nations witfh an abundance of
suitable soil and climate for growing certain products may protfitably
sell these in world markets. Coffee, bananas, rubber, and spices are
products, for example, that grow readily in tropical areas, while edible
grains and food animals are more efficiently produced in temperate
climates.
3. Another reason for foreign trade is to obtain a mass market.
Whenever production can be mechanized, unit costs decrease in proportion to the size of the production unit. Outsanding examples are
large steel mills, petroleum and chemical plants, and the productionline automobile plants. Large-scale production is not possible, howei er, unless there is a mass market. Wherever a country is too small
to represent by itself a mass market, it will need trade with its neighbors to expand the market and get the advantages of large-scale
production.
4:0 Converselyi-a nation may profit by foreign trade if its technology,
ingenuity, and inventiveness la&behind. By trading services and craft
products with neighboring nations for mass-produced items, a backward nation can obtain manufactured products not otherwise available to it. Industrial nations can get new and/or patented products
that it does not yet produce.
5. Finally, the badance of supply and demand is constantly shifting
in each nation--crop failures, temporary imbalance in new capacity,
etc. Foreign trade often is able to-bridge the demand/supply gap in
individuarcountries on a current basis.
The exchange equation
"Trade" is the term we use to describe the exchange process; the
act whereby we increase the variety of goods that we may enjoy. It
is an essential part of that production technique called "division of
labor" that permits specialization and large increases in efficiencies.
In a division of labor society, some workers produce a given goods
or service and exchange this with other workers for tlie products
of their labor. When a society becomes industrialized, barter is inadequate to bring about the exchange of goods and services, and so money

I
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is
used as a tool to expedite the exchange. We can indicate this process
by the following equation:
GOODS AND 8El1A'CF8t*ONEYt*GOOD5 AND SERVICES

It is important to note that the economic exchange process is not
complete with the first step of exchanging goods for money, but only
after the second step of exchanging the money for another economic
good. If one individual or group of individuals exchanges goods or
services for money, and retains or hoards part of this money, failing
to exchange it for other goods and services, then an imbalance results. It means that others have production for which there is no
market.
As we shall see shortly, this basic equation of economic exchange
portrays the economics of trade between nations as fully as within a
country. In the case of nations, however, if the export and import of
goods and services does not balance, then money will flow into or out
of the country and from this there are some important economic
consequences.
From this equation it is obvious that trade in and of itself does not
increase the amount of goods and services available. It merely brings
about redistribution of the goods already produced. If a nation or a
community wants a higher standard of living, it must either produce
more or find a way to get part of somebody else's production.
FREE TRADE THEORY

Historicaldevelopment

I

In 1776, Adam Smith, a professor of moral philosophy at the University of Glasgow, published his revolutionary book, "Inquiry Into
the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations." Prior to this date,
economic thinking had been dominated by a theory called mercantilism. Its central theme was the notion that a nation is prosperous in
proportion to its supply of the money commodity-gold or silver.
Common belief held that one way to increase the stock of precious
metals was to expand exports and limit imports, and thereby induce
an inflow of gold and silver bullion. This naturally required a host
of regulations and restrictions in the country as well as at the borders,
and with all a swarm of enforcing agents.
Adam Smith, in his "Wealth of Nations," developed a new concept. He declared that wealth consisted in the quantity of goods and
services produced and freely exchanged. lie proposed competition as
an effective regulatory force in a free economic society and saw government regulations as unnecessary overhead. Complete freedom for
trade between areas and different countries was a natural extension of
his idea of division of labor and competition.
At the time Adam Smith proposed the free-market economy, all
of Europe was in a transition from a feudal society into an age in
which personal freedom was gaining acceptance and dominance. Representative and constitutional governments came into being; universal
education and suffrage were counted as worthy goals. Free-market
economics was in line with the trend.
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By the end of the 19th century, Europe had moved far in the
direction of separating eeonomi' decisions tund activity from control
by political power . Most of the European nations practiced essentalivl laissez faire in economic activities. Trade barriers were reduc&I, and eliminated altogether by England. Among the industrial
or industrializing nations, fle t'nited States alone Iaintaied rather

high tariffs. From1
the beinning, the Tnited States was committed to
maximum economic freedom and the utilization of competition in the
marketplace to regulate and direct the internal economy. III contrast to
internal policy. external trade was lham eid by sui)stantial duties Oil
iml)orts. In part, this was for revenue, prior to the income tax amend-

ment, and in part. because many thought that tariffs would protect

and foster industrial growth in the New World.
Early in the 19th century, utopian s('ialists-anld later, [arx.
Engels and others--propomed substituting government control and
direction of the economy as a substitute for the free-market system.
By tile turn of the 20th century, the clamor for government controls
and for the socialist apjproaeh to economic problems had gained substantial headway. Little by little, political actions were taken to move
segments of the economy under political control. Sometimes, this collsisted of extensive reg,'lations-as, for example. ill utilities in the
Ufnitd States. In other areas, and particularly in Europe, it went all
tile way to state ownership, so that today most of the power facilitie.i,
telephones, TV's and even railroads are a state monopoly.
The ideas of central control had gone so far that early in the cell-

tury tile labor control party were able to install socialists in the government in the United King( om; anti in the 1930's, Italy, Germany,

and Spain were taken over by socialists who installed dictators at the
head of the government.
Even in the United States, high corporate income taxes, laws favor-

able to monopoly unions, and a proliferating maze of regulations and
controls lave injected political decisions deeply into the economic
sphere.
Accordingly, in the past half century, in Europe and the United
States there has been a substantial move away from dependence on
fie markets within nations themselves. In fact, in France, in Holland, and in England there is today a central planing agency that
tries to plan and direct the total overall economy from (entralized
government. These stop short of full government control, but do establish national wage policies and capital programs.
As the European nations moved away front free-market economic(
and embraced more and more central planning, it became necessary
also to restrict the freedom in international trade. No internal plan

of control can succeed if there is freedom to thwart and subvert the
plan at the border. Accordingly, the European nations, particularly
under Hitler and.Mussolini, moved extensively away from fie trade
and toward regulation of exports and imports. Eveh after the downfall of state socialism in Italy and Germany, many of the state-owned
industries were retained, substantial controls aid regulations have
remained, and. a good deal of central planning practiced. To match
this, foreign economic relations had to be controlled. Where it was
not expedient or adequate to adjust tariffs to this end, exchange controls and quantitative regulations, including licensing and quotas,
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were instituted. In general, in recent decades the European nations
have relied less on tariffs and more on direct and other indirect controls to regulate their foreign trade and balance of payments.
rhe United States started out as the nation most committed to free-

market economies. Since the turn of the century, however, we have

been movinfy steadily in the direction of more government controls
and restrictions. It is interesting that at the very moment when we
are beginning to catch up with the Europeans in government interferences in economic decisions, we are putting on our greatest drive
to remove tariffs. At. the very moment that we deny the suitability
for free-market decisions internally, we insist that they should be the
exclusive arbiter in international tiale.
Free trad theory
The extension of the ideas of division of labor and free markets
to.a. worldwide basis has been formalized in the free-trade theory.
'his proposes that in the absence of interferences, division of labor
woul(f take place on a worldwide basis: that., as a coneluence, man-

hour productivity would increased everywhere and this would mean
higher standards'of living for all. It would result in the use of the best,

most. readily available raw materials, the best locations, the most
crectivo human energy, and the best. ideas, coupled with the best
tools to bring about, tle lowest cost, protluetion. I lie theory proposes
that under such conditions individuals would be employed at their
highest skills, the most readily accessible and highest 6touality raw
materials would be utilized, and tie ultimate in mechanization reached.
In other words, this theory holds that if there is complete freedom
for trade throughout the world, man-hour productivity, per capita
income, and living standards will be maximized. The theory also holds
that unilateral adoption of free trade will benefit any nation that
practices it, whether or not other nations reciprocate, and that any
nation that does not practice free trade cannot obtain the highest
standard of living for its people.
The free trade theory does not even require that each nation be
able to do something ttter than all other nations, but merely that
each nation be engaged in that production which it can do better than
anything else. Dr. C. E. Griffin, professor emeritus, University of
Michigan, states the principle of comparative advantage as foll;ws:
"If a country is blessed with advantages it always has greater advantages in some lines than in others. It will, therefore gain most
if it devotes its efforts to the things it can do best and exchanges the
products of these efforts for things i which its advantage is least."
(Clare E. Griffin: "A Tariff Policy for Modern Times", Michigan
Business Review, vol. V, No. 5, September 1953,
9.)
m.
Mi
The advantages proposed for free trade are both desirable and coniicing, since man seeks to satisfy his wants with the least possible

effort. The free trade theory is very appealing. In an ideal world, free
trade might be as perfect ini practice as in theory, but to fully evaluate

its application, we must examine the premises on which it is based
and see to what extent they are realized in the real world. We shall see
that many conditions must be fulfilled if free trade is to give the results
claimed.
For several decades, discussions concerning international trade have
focused attention primarily, in fact almost exclusively, on the question
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of tarilrs. There has been a tacit assumption that the elimination of
tariIts would in and of itself lead to the advantages of free trade.

Careful examin-lion shows that the free trade theory was con-

ceived as a basic natural law. Its attention is centered on division of
labor based on nattirai advan ta ,vo-nalural advantage associated with
either inherent; individual skills or advantages in patu'al resources
and climate. Mlthough the statement of the theory does not say So, it
is inherent in its major precise that. other factors, let us carl then
u1n:l iiral adva ntit es, are. all equal. It means that all the w-ays other
than tarils hn which government may interfere with or strnctire
the inlernalional market place must be eliminated or equalized. In
other words, it. asslines that all of the international economic reliitiois )f th lpeoples of nations are on a completely free-market basis.
when the ei'onomic engrineer seeks to apply the fiee trade theory, he
finds that, as a minimumi, the following conditions would have to4be
niet if) order for the proposed results to be obtained
1. .\o
0. No government
go'ermnent enterprises;
subsidies;
.,. No major variat ion in taxes on business;
4. 'Uniform business laws, uniformly enforced;
,i. No immigration restrictions;
6. Com,,plete free markets in exchanges rates and movement of
capital:
i. No overriding defense requirements; and
8. No cartels.
When government enters production or engages in state trading,
prices itre bas.ed. on political considerations and not economic costs. As
a consequence, international trade which involves government, enterprise will not generally lead to an international division of labor based
purely on economic efficiency. Trade and economic programs that are
tailored to political objectives have shown a history of low economic
efficiency. This is not stir rising because the political reward system
penalizes mistakes so mu2 more severely than it rewards success;.
In similar manner, international trade based on government subsidies--whether it. be tax forgivenem, whether it be government guaranties of loans, whether it bosales of subsidized products below home
prices, or by whatever means-all subvert the price mechanism in the
economic allocation process. In fact, the whole object, of a subsidy is
to negate the consequences of the decision of the marketplace. Thus,
subsidies thwart the objective of free trade.
If there are major variations between countries in the taxation of
businesses, then governmentimposed taxes will be a major factor in
determining the economic division of labor. This will thwart the allocation based on true economic costs.
In similar manner, laws governing business activity, man-hours,
overtime ayients, minimum wage rates, safety standards, and vacation and
aolid
_practices influence production costs. However, socially valuable such regulations may be, when there are wide differences
between different countries this may influence the allocation of production more than does true economic efficiency
Human enery--labor-is one of the key faetors of production. If
maximum efficiency is desired, then workers must be free to move so
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that the most effective combination of natural resources, workers,
capital and ideas may be combined.
In a ca jitalistic, industrialized society, capital is a very initiortant
factor of production. Accordingly, there should be no restrictions on
the movement of capital across national borders nor on the earnings
from the employer, lnt of resources in any given areas. In like mamIwer,
there should be a.comp~hete free market. in exeihange rats so that Ihe exchange rates can adjust between countries and properly relate changes
in productivity and wage rates.
No nation will be willing to truly face the ultimate in international
division of labor unless it feels secure from war and the nece.,ssit3y of
maintaining an adeqluate national defense. Modern warfare is heavily
based upon technology and the products thereof. The implications for
national defense are cfear.
Finally, businessmien themselves are inelinedl to try to thwart. the
verdict of the marketplace. One way is to forni carlls. In so doing,
producers either collude in setting prices or on dividing the market by
territory. Cartel practices are outlawed in the United States but have
been a regular part of export pact ices of the Enropean and Jalanese
business communities. A cartel may set export. prices at, above, or below
domestic prices, depending on the immediate objective. If the'exJ)ort is
primarily to move surplus, then the export price may he set. low. Under
other conditions and especially to underdeveloped countries, the export,
price is often held above domestic prices.
Basically. cartels are formed to reduce or eliminate competition. In
foreign trade, cartel pricing may be used to drive competition out of
business, or to prevent potential competitors from getting statoed.
After the competition has been destroyed or blocked, then price. are
raised to higher and lucrative levels.
Individual firms may also treat, the foreign market different than the
home market. It is not uncommon for a producer who has some unused
plant capacity to reason that, on an incremental basis, the cost. of producing additional units, up to capacity, would be very low. Further,
that lie could sell the extra production at lower prices fn foreign countries without disturbing hisiome price, and thus add some incremental
profit. This is, in fact, a very common practice. It distorts the price
mechanism, causing it to give a false signal. Tile undesirability of this
type of short-range, shortsighted practice is indicated by the derogntory term, "dumping."
'thus, business practices may also thwart. the international marketplace in its allocative function of maximizing efficiency. Within a
country, government regulations may be used to prevent collusion and
reinforce competition. No government, however, can control what the
nationals of a foreign sovereign nation do. The most it can do is to
offset at the border the consequences of restrictive practice by foreign
producers.
When a theory is applied under conditions different than those which
its premises assume, the results are likely to be quite different than
promised. When we look at the real world of commerce, we see that
there are many ways in which governments structure and interfere
in the international marketplace, ways that thwart the ideal division of
labor.
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To be realists, we must do one of two things: Either we must sueceed in eliminating all interferences in the marketplace and accept a
large degree of laissez-faire in economic affairs, both internally and
internationally, or we must recognize that we are not dealing with an
ideal situation. It may be that the structure of tariffs that has been
widely used for many decades is a practical way of dealing with the
imperfections in the international marketplace when the world is divided into sovereign nations.
It is interesting to note that when six countries of Europe sought
to establish a Common Market, they had to wrestle with these very
problems. As they have eliminated, step by step, the tariffs between
them, they have had to try to harmonize the other factors that impinge
upon economic efficiency. They have permitted the freedom for workers
to move from country to country. They are seeking to harmonize their
fringe benefit programs. They are moving in the direction of harmonizing business laws-antitrust and patent laws, et cetera. They
are making progress toward harmonization of business taxes, and theyv
are looking forward to the day of a common currency, which would
eliminate the exchange problems.
This is not stir posing, because in the great free trade area between
the 50 States of the United States, we have met or approached all of
the requirements in the premises of the free trade theory.
Theoreticians have steadily set their face toward the ideal of free
trade and the maximum division of labor. There is reason to doubt
that a maximum division of labor for maximum efficiency on a worldwide basis would, in fact, be a desirable situation. Maximum division
of labor would carry with it the risk of maximum instability. Communities, companies, even individuals, find it desirable to spread the
risk-to diversify, to apply the insurance principle. Even the Detroit
auto industry has seen fit to spread its production units into every
corner in the United States and to expand into many other products in
addition to automobile production.
Stability is becoming an increasingly prominent objective of industrial systems. It is doubtful that, given a free choice, workers
would choose the small increments of productivity increase over the
increased risks from maximum specialization. Countries that are essentially "one industry" countries (coffee dominance in Brazil, copper
in Chile, and tin in Bolivia) are in frequent trouble due to instability
in fluctuating markets. The ideal would surely be some appropriate
accommodation between diversification and maximum specialization.
In the economic reasons for foreign trade, we noted the need for a
mass market. The economics of total cost, including distribution to
the consumer, indicates that there is a practical limit to the advantages from specialization as between industrial countries. For example, it would not be economically desirable to have the United
States make all of the automobiles and Europe make. all of the steel.
Both Europe and the United States have ample requirements to permit maximum savings from large-scale production in both of these
products. To ship half of the cars to Europe and half of the steel to
the United Sttaes would add unnecessary shipping costs.
The free trade theory presupposes a world marketplace that is unhampered by government restrictions and interferences of any sort.
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It assumes a worldwide dissemination of pertinent product informa-

tion. It assumes freedom to advertise and transmit-knowledge about

products. And, in a sense, it also assumes an openmindedness about
foreigners and foreign products-no nationalistic bias.

To what extent are these conditions met in actual practice? What

are the conditions and special hazards that the businessman meets
and must adjust to in international commerce? To what extent do
governments place special hurdles that impede international trade?
In actual practice, most countries apply a whole host of procedures, taxes, and restraints on imports. Some countries, like the
United States, rely primarily on duties. Others have, in addition to

duties, extensively utilized direct quantitative restrictions and more

subtle regulatory practices. The United States has been extensively
reducing trade barriers for two decades; by contrast, many other

countries have been increasing restrictions, especially in the area
of nontariff barriers.
The U.S. Department of Commerce, Business and Defense Services
Administration and the Bureau of International Commerce, have set
forth a definition of "nontariff trade barriers" and listed many practices which are or can be used to impede imports:
Deflnition of vontariff trade barrier
A nontariff trade barrier is defined as any law, regulation, policy,
or practice of a government, other than hie import duty proper,
which has a restrictive impact on imports. For purposes of this questionnaire, this definition does not include impediments to trade resulting from the operation of foreign cartels, private monopolies, or
other nongovernmental business practices.
Some nontariff restrictions may be specially designed to insulate
segments of the domestic economy from the effects of imports from
foreign competition. There are, however, many other reasons for these
barriers including the conservation of scarce foreign exchange, the
promotion of economic development, the protection of domestic business against unfair competition from abroad, the protection of the
public health, safety and morals, the protection of the national security, the collection of revenue, and the control of imports of products
for the public account in favor of domestic procurement. Some of these
barriers are recognized as legitimate under international commitments
to the extent that they are not abused.
The following is an illustrative list of trade regulations and practices which may be so drawn or administered as to have a restrictive
effect on the sale of U.S. goods abroad, and should be considered as
nontariff trade barriers.
A. Cwttomw
o

1) Regulations governing the right to import.

2 Valuation and appraisement of imported goods.
3 Classification of goods for customs purposes.
4 Marking, labeling, and packaging requirements.
5 Documentary requirements (Ecluding consular invoices).
0) Measures to counteract disruptive marketing practices e.g.,
anti umping and countervailing duties.
(7) Penalties (for example, fees charged for mistakes on
documents).
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(8) Fees assessed at customs to cover cost of proces-sing (handling)
goods.
(9) Administrative exemptions (for example, administrative
authority to permit duty-free entry of goods for certain purposes).
(10) Treatment of sainples and advertising material.
11) Prohibited and restricted imports.
12) Administration of customs law provisions (delay in processing goods, inadequate or delayed publication of customs information).
B. Other leqislation Specilealb. a/pplk'lue to imports, iUder wiehieh
restrictions are applied prior to entry of goods.
(1) Taxes.
(2) Balance-of-payments restrictions (inluding quantitative import restrictions, licensing fees, prior deposit. requirements, import
surcharges, credit controls on import transactions, multiple exchange
rates).
(3) Restrictions imposed to protect individual industries (including measures to protect infant industries).
(4) Taxes applied to imports to compensate for indirect taxes
borne by comparable domestic goods (European turnover taxes).
(5) Restrictions applied for national security reasons (other than
under customs law).
(6) State trading (or the operation of enterprises granted exclusive or special import privileges).
(7) Sanitary regulations (other than under customs law).
(1) Food, drug, cosmetic, and pharmaceutical regulations.
()) Patent,. trademark, and copyright regulations.
(10) Shipping and insurance regulations.
0. Other legislation and administrative trade barriers
(1) Government l)irchasing regulations and practices.
(2) Domestic price control ieglations.
(3) Restrictions on the internal sale, distribution, and use of
products:
.(a) Screen quotas and other restrictions
affecting motion
picture film and television program material.
(b) Specifications. standards, and safety requirements
affecting such products as electrical equipment, machinery
and automobiles.
(e.) Internal taxes that bear more heavily on U.S. goods
than on domestic products (for example. automobile taxes in
Europe based on horsepower rating).
(4) Restrietions on advertising of ,roods.
(5) Restrictions on display of goods at trade fairs and exhibitions.
It will be useful to single out a few of the more important nontariff barriers and to examine then specifically:
1. State trading. Obviously, nations such as the U.S.S.R. and its
satellites, which set up a political bureau to plan and handle all
foreign trade, have moved rtie foreign trade sector of their economy
completely -into the political arena. While only a few nations openly
apply state trading, many other nations in applying licenses, quotas
and the like, start by developing a central plan which includes a
specific level of expected exports and imports.
It is interesting to note how many businessmen and Government
spokesmen credit our export controls as the factor that prevents a
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substantial increase in our shipments to Russia. They seem to forget
that the U.S.S.R. and its satellites plan their total economy in 5- to
7-year increments. The level of imports will change only as they revise
or extend their comprehensive plans. Their imports will match their
exports, and both are planned well in advance.
2. Import licenses are a widely used means of controlling imports.
Most of the underdeveloped countries use licenses extensively. Many
countries, even when not faced with unfavorable trade or balance of
payments, leave their import license procedures on the books. They
merely naked licenses easy to get when imports are desired.
3. Some countries require import deposits, which run from a modest
amount up to as much as 200 percent of the value of the merchandise.
These deposit systemsn have been extensively used by South American
countries. Even more important than the interest cost is the loss in
purchasing power through a rapid and continuing price inflation that
reduces the purchasing power of the local currency.
4. Foreign exchange allocations of currency for imports. This has
been extensively used-in Japan and in some Latin American countries.
It was also used by Europeans after the war until they began to have
a surfeit of dollars.
5. Price controls has been used by India and Belgium to limit specific imports.
6. Specific requirements such as field testing of pesticides by West
Germany and France, or difficulty in registering pharmaceutical
products in Spain, is another mnetiod of limiting imports and the
competition therefrom.
7. Excessive delays in the clearance of import licenses and excessive
paperwork are procedural impediments in a number of countries,
notably in South America.
8. Cartel arrangements which may be used to freeze out other potential suppliers-an example is the arrangement in the EEC for the
distribution of ammonium sulfate fertilizer that precludes U.S. entry
into that market.
9. The use of turnover, value-added or cascade consumption taxes
and special surcharges in some EEC countries are another potent nontariffbarrier.
In moving to harmonize the taxes on business within the EEC,
several countries are adding or adjusting their value-added tax. This
becomes significant. because whereas the total tax against business in
Europe does not differ greatly from ours, in most countries half or more
of the corporate tax is i the form of a value-added or turnover tax,
whereas most of our corporate tax is profits tax. When we ship to
Germany, we will alreadyliave paid income tax on the total income, and
will in addition have to pay a border tax equal to tie turnover tax
that would have been paid it the product had been Pade in Germany'
so the total tax on exports from the United States to Germany will
be considerably higher than on German production.
By contrast, when a firm in Germany or a number of other European
countries ships to the United States, the value-added or turnover tax
is refunded. Thus, the tax on a U.S. export sold in Germany may be
twice as much as the tax that a German producer pays on exports to
the United States. This is one example which shows how taxing differ.
ences can affect international trade.
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U.S. tradeexperience
National trade policy, if it is to be successful, must be sound. To be
sound, it must recognize and accommodate to the facts of the eal
worHd-a world composed of sovereign nations and less-than-periect
men. Men who are often shortsighted and eek short-tern gain over
longer term benefits. A world in which in proportion as political forces
are injected into the economic process, short-term or irrelevant criteria
influence decisions ad, as a consequence, basic factois are submerged.
It will be instructive to examine the recent history of U.S. foreign
trade and economic policy as a frame of reference for projecting the
future. Pat policies needI to be examined an( evaluated in order to
judge what changes are required for the future.
It,will probably be adequate to look at our foreign economic history
in the period since World War 11. Important change. in foreign eeonomric policy that lr'present a break with our total history occurred
in the early postwi- years. The practical policy question is whether
thee policies should be continued and extendled or whether some basic
and important changes are necesary.
One break with the )ast was our initiating and joining the organization known as General Agreement. on Tariffs and 'rrado (GATT). By
this step we shifted from bilateral to multilateral trade negotiations
and agreements. The trade agreements acts have authorized the Chief
Executive to negotiate reciprocal tariff cuts with other nations. Since
1948 these negqoAations have been carried on through the GTATT organization on a multilateral basis.
It is difficult to deterinine the average level of tariff rates for any
given nation and, even more difficult, to judge their degree of proteetion. It seems clear, however, that since 1934 U.S. tariff rates have
been reduced, on the average, by more than 75 percent and that. the
recent GATT negotiations will have reduced the renmining tariff level
b an estimated 35 percent. The reason the average will be le, than
t e 50 percent authorized by the Trade Expansion Act. of 196. is
that already many of our tariffs were so low that.they were reduced less
than tie full 50 percent.
The argument. for the Trade Agreements Act. in 1934 and for its
many extensions since has always leen that reiprocal tariff reduction
would increase our exports anl thereby improve our economy, and
particularly our balance of payments. On fhe basis of both theory antl
practice, this is a forlorn expettation. At at time when we claim td have
the largest favorable trade balance il the world, we could hardly
expect file Europeans and others to agree to tariff changes such that
it would further tip the trade balance in our favor. 'evertheless, we
should examine the trade data for the past couple of decades and s
what indeed has happened to our foreign trade.
Chart 4 shows the U.S. imports and exports in the postwar years.
The dashed curve shows the imports and the upper curve the exports
as reported by the Department of Commerce. The lower solid curve
shows exports after removal of that part that is not competitively sold
in world markets.
A significant part of our exports are goods that we buy with our
own money and ship overseas. included are sizable quantities of agricultural products sold under Public lAw 480 to tile less developed
nations of the world. These are paid for in the country's local currency.,
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and these payments are blocked so tliat. they cannot be converted to
dollars but must be spent in the country. To date, about the only use
we have been able to make of these currencies is to build elaborate
embassies and to finance congressional junkets. So these sales are,
in fact, a gift. Also included as exports are the food supplies that
we ship as relief to famine areas. Included also are sizable shipments
to our military establishments overseas. And finally, included are an.
nually $2 to $3 billion of agricultural products which are subsidized.
The grain and produce that are under our price-support programs
are sold on the world market well below the support price at hoome.
The difference constitutes at subsidy that has average ed about 25 percent.
When all these exports that are paid for with American dollars or
subsidized are subtracted from the export data, the so-called trade

surplus vanishes.

I

We follow the practice of tabulating our foreign trade on the basis
of f.o.b. values (for imports this is the price at the foreign factory
or shipping point). Practically all other nations use a c.i.f. basis (cost,
including insurance and ocean freight--tliat is, landed cost). Practically all of our imports and most of our exports move on foreign
bottoms. In the case of imports, therefore, we pay out dollars for thle
landed cost. The ocean freight, insurance, and other transport costs
have to be added to arrive at a landed cost. Several studies have
indicated that this ranges from 10 to 25 percent. One study shows an
average of 17 percent.
In chart 5, the import curve has been converted to a landed cost
basis by adding a modest 10 percent. It is clear from this data that
our commercial exports (those sold in competition in the world
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market) and our imports on a c.i.f. basis for which we pay out dollars
has not. been in balance in the past two decades, and that we do not
have a favorable trade balance but a net unfavorable trade balancezifts can hardly be called "trade"-and that the dollar value of
imports has actually grown more than commercial exports since
the end of die 1940's.
CHART 5
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Moreover, even the adjusted exports shown in chart 5 exaggerates
our competitiveness. A significant portion of our exports are from
U.S. firms to their overseas subsidiaries. Department of Commerce
data shows that this has varied from $21/2 to $3 billion annually in
recent years. In many cases, these exports were not competitive and
were justified solely on the basis of internal corporate accounting.
It is clear that we not only do not have a favorable trade balance,
but actually an unfavorable one as far as our competitive commercial exports are concerned. Instead of our trade data indicating that
there would be a large growth in our exports relative to imports if
all tariffs were lowered or eliminated, it indicates the exact opposite;
namely, that we are not competitive in world markets and that, in
the absence of tariff protection, imports can be expected to climb
faster than exports. Moreover, there are other independent evidences
that we are, on the average, noncompetitive with efficient foreign
pro ducers.
One such is the changing character of our exports and imports
since the early 1950's. Dating back to early this century, the U1nited
States imported primarily tropical products, raw mnteriaIs, and products of low labor content; and exported primarily manufactured goods.
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In the past decade and a half, this has been reversed. We now export,
on balance, more agricultural products raw materials, scrap iron,
chemical raw materials, and products of low labor content, than manufactured products. More than half of our imports are now manufactured goods of high labor content-cameras, typewriters, automobiles,
motorcycles, TV's, dyes, medicinals, et cetera. This striking change in
the character of our trade is a clear-cut indication that our labor costs
are pricing us out of world markets. The higher the labor content of a
product the less we export and the more we import relatively.
A study that compares our exports and imports in various important
classes of products for the years 1951-60 shows some striking differences. In most cases, the trend that had been established in the 1950's
has continued and in some cases accelerated. The following are some
examples of the percentage change in the ratio of exports to imports:
Export
Percent gain

Percent loss

Hides and skins (raw) ......................................
43.2
Leather manufacturers ...................................... ................ . ..... 32.
Rubber ....................................................
32.1
Rubber manufactured goods.........................................
42.6
Wood, not manufactured ................................
....
30.4
.
......................
Wood, manufactured ........................................ ......................
10.3
Pig iron ...................................................
20.7
.......................
Scrap iron....................................
57.
Steel mill products
.................
....................
........
14.7
Metal manufactures .........................................................
15.3
Machinery (6classes) .......................................
.
(,)
(,)
Crude coal tar products .....................................
146
Coal tar dyes .............................................. ......................
32.0
1All 6classes negative and ranging from 2.8 to 22 percent.

The result of this study is summarized as follows:
We have registered large losses in share of market in exports of manufactures
with relatively high labor content. Leather Manufactures. Fur Manufactures.
Grain Manufactures. Rubber Manufactures. Cotton Manufactures.. Products
made from Man Made Fibers. Food Manufactures. Steel Mill Produets. Metals
Manufactures. All kinds of machinery except agricultural. All kinds of vehicles
except aircraft. Photographic goods. Scientific Apparatus. Toys. Firearms.
This is true in small industries as well as large, as the footnotes to the main
product groups amply show. In specific product after specific product imlorts
capture a larger share of market where labor content is high. Exports capture
a larger share of market only where labor content is low.
"The kind of exports in which we are gaining ground are those ordinarily
associated with underdeveloped countries. The kind of exports in which we are
losing ground are ordinarily associated with highly developed countires. The
common denominator of the difference is labor cost. Not hourly wage rates.
Labor cost.

A report ini the Survey of Current Business (February 1966) shows

that the unfavorable trend in steel has continued and accelerated.
Whereas exports of steel mill products were about 6 million tons in
1947, they were down to 2% million tolls in 1965. By contrast, imports
had increased from about 0.1 million ton in 1947 to 10 million tons in
1965.
Testimony of James 31. Aviley, president, T.dde Relations Council of the United States,
n., presented Mar. 19. 162. before the House Ways and Means Committee, 87th Cong.,
second sess., with respect to H.R. 9900 (Trade Exponsion Act of 1902).
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Another study made by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston and
reported in the New England Business Review (July 19O5), further
confirms the shift in trade and its implication for our relative competitiveness. Figure II, reproduced here, shows the results of their
study. Pertinent quotes help explain the curves on the chart.
The results presented In Chart II do Imply a deterioration in the competitive
position of U.S. consumer goods from the early fifties to the early sixties.
Chart II also presents a series on our competitive ability abroad. Because of
lack of data this series Is for a shorter time period. It depicts the ability of the
United States to sell consumer goods in the United Kingdom, as compared to that
of all other foreign countries that sell In the United Kingdom except the United
Kingdom. In this way, a measure is provided of the ability of the United States
to compete In so-called third-country markets where both the United States and
foreign goods must bear the Import and transportation charge.,
The results of tils series imply a much greater deterioration In the U.S.
competitive position than that shown for the U.S. market.

A final evidence of our noncompetitiveness is a continuing chronic
negative balance of .payneitq.
Our merchandise exports and imports

are, of course, only a part of our economic exchange with other nations. We have to look at the balance of payments to see the whole
picture. The economist. speaks of "goods and services" and our inter.
national economic relations must include the service sector as well as
the goods sector. It is the balance-of-payments figure that shows the
balance or imbalance of our total economic exchange with other
nations.

It turns out that our foreign-aid policy represents another break
with previous history' in our foreign economic relations. The massive
outflow of dollars through foreign-aid gifts-more than $6 billion
annually in recent years--have had important implications for our
balance of payments. If all the aid dollars were spent in the United
States for goods and services, there would be no effect on our balance
of payments. Such, however, is not the case. Even in recent years, less
than bO percent of grants and loans have returned in the form of purchases. Incidentally, if all these dollars had returned, we would have
had from 1 to 11A. million more industrial jobs than we have had in
the last half dozen years. Nevertheless the most fundamental factor
relative to a balance of payments is the competitiveness of a given
economy in world markets. If, for example, our competitive position
were favorable enough, all of the foreign-aid dollars would be spent
for our products, and thus, the gifts would not have an influence on
the balance of payments.
(auees of 1os of competitive position
There are two
basic causes
noncompetitive
unfavorable
consequences
for for
the our
balance
of payments.position
One hasand
to its
do
with the inflation process, and the other with rigidities in the foreign
exchange market. A nation's competitive position is determined bT its
wage rate divided by its productivity vis.a-vis other nations. At a given
exchange rate, if the wage rate divided by productivity turns out to
be the same for two nations, then they will on the average be compete.
tive. If the wage ra n one country is twice that of the other and its
productivity ii twice that of tho other, they will have the same average
unit cost faor.
But wage rates and productivity factors are constantly ehani
and at,different rates for different countries. When this happens in a
87-82"-8--vol. 2-17
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truly free international market, the exchange rate will adjust to keep
the average relative unit cost factors the same.
Another important change took place following World War ITI:
namely, the establishment of the International Monetary Fund and its
control of exchange rates. Exchange rates are now fixed by this international bureaucracy and are not subject to fluctuation in a free
market as they were early this century. Here we have a political rigidity
which affects one important part of the international market.
The present exchange rates were fixed soon after World War II, long
before anyone could foresee the resurgence of Europe and Japan and
the phenomenal increase that they have made in productivity. Their
productivity has increased about twice as fast, as ours, and they have
not matched their rapid productivity gains with equally large wage
rate increases as we have. As a consequence, they have improved their
competitive position vis-a-vis the United States.
inflation
Another important factor is the inflation that we have sustained and
which has not been matched by any devaluation of the dollar or exchange Iate adjustment.
On page 12 we noted that. nioney is a tool used to assist. in the economic exchange process.
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If the amount of money is kept in step with the amount of goods
and services to be exchanged. the exchange process can operate
smoothly. If, however, hoarding (which draws money front circulation) or counterfeiting (which adds excess money) distorts thel money
supply in relation to the economy, the economic exchange process is
disrupted.
Private counterfeiting, although constantly being tried, has never
become large. The creation of worthless, l aper, fiat ioney by nionetization of the Federal debt, however, has reached major proportions in
the United States. This type of "printing press" money has an effect
on the exchange proes similar to that. of private counterfeiting. I)uring World War II, Korea, and subsequent years, Federal expenditures have often exceeded income. A substantial portion of the bonds
covering this debt has been delivered to the central. Federal Reserve
Bank. fn this way they become new and additional money created out
of "thin air." More tian $100 billion of "printing pres" money has
been injected into the banking system and this has served as a base for
further credit expansion. By this process of monetization of the Federal debt, the ratio of money supply to goods and services to be exchanged has more than doubled.
Chart 6 shows the Harwood Index of Inflation dating back to the
beginning of the Federal Reserve System. In this curve we see the in.
flation of World War I and the rapid deflation that precipitated the
sharX economic setback in 1921. We see the inflation of the 1920's and
the deflation after early 1929 which precipitated the grat depression.
We see theinflation of the 1930's ans the deflation oF18 which precipitated the stock market crash in 1937 and the economic setback in
1988; And finally, we se the much larger inflation that has resulted
from Government deficits of World War II, Korea, and subsequent
years.

CHART 6
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This curve shows the true economic inflation and should not be confused with price increases, which are not in and of themselves inflation,
but rather, are one of the consequences of monetary inflation. Frequently, price increases lag sometimes as much as several years following the injection of inflationary money into the banking system. This
may be the reason why many people focus on price increases and forget
to relate it to the basic cause printing press" money.
There are far-reaching consequences from such extensive monetary
inflation. One is the increase in prices. In the postwar years, $2 (one
good dollar and one "printing press" dollar) have been coming to the
marketplace to bid for a dollar's worth of goods. Since the market
couldn't tell one from the other, prices have been bid up to twice
prewar level. In fact, the price index indicates that the dollar is only
worth 43 cents in terms of 1939 purchasing power. Not only have prices
of products been bid up, but also wages. T.3 price of labor has gone
up along with, in fact a little more than, the price of goods.
This monetary inflation has had important consequences for our
competitiveness in world markets, and hence, for our balance of payments. The basic difficulty becomes evident when we examine the
exchange equation:
GOLD

U
GOODS AND s ERV1CEzt4 LLARSUOOoDs AND SERVICES

Normally, when foreigners sell us goods or services or by whatever
means get'dollars, they would spend these dollars for our goods and
services. If this balanced out, there would be no distortion. As a
result, however, of our monetization of Federal debt, the prices of
our goods and services have more than doubled. There is one economic
good, however-gold-that still has the same price as was fixed in
1934; namely, $35 an ounce. Thus, gold is the cheapest commodity
that we offer to the world. It is not surprising that foreigners prefer
to trade our dollars for gold or to hold these dollars against the day
when they might wish to trade them for gold. So long as confidence
remains, the advantage of holding dollars in the form of Treasury
notes or bills is that they pay interest. When dollars are cashed in for
gold, not only is there no interest payment, but there is in fact a
storage charge.
The monetary inflation and its consequent higher labor costs and
prices is the basic reason why our products are not more competitive
in world markets. To be sure, the foreign aid dollar outflow has aggravated the problem, but fundamentally our unit costs have advanced
iher than that of our aggressive competitors in the Common Market
and Japan.
Since 1960 the Chief Executive, with the cooperation of the Federal
Reserve System, has sought to drive our economy forward at an artificially high growth rate through inflationary monetary and fiscal
policy. Here we see a massive interference in the market mechanism.
At the same time, the administration was mounting an all-out drive to
eliminate or minimize our tariffs--almost the only restriction that we
have placed on external economic relations. These two policies are in.
compatible and one or the other must be abandoned.
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We cannot hope to get back to a permanent balance in our foreign
accounts until we recover our competitive position. The straigh-tforward and simple wa to do this would be to establish a free exchange
rate or at least widen the limits for fluctuation so that supply and demand forces can make some real adjustment. In this way, the relative
value of the currencies of different countries would again truly reflect
the average wage level divided by productivity, and hence, the average
real price level in each country.
The basic problem of the United Kingdom is the same as ours.
They, too, have lost their competitiveness. In their case, it is more
through lagging productivity gains than inflation, but the end result
is the same.-With fixed exchange rates, the international exchange
system has no automatic adjustment mechanism.
Future trade policy

First, in looking at the question of future trade policy, we need to
recognize that trade is not. an isolated event but only part of our total
foreign economic relations. We need to develop a policy that covers
and coordinates all of the economic relations between other nations and
ourselves-trade, tariffs, quantitative controls, dumping practices, caitels, patents, exchange rates, capital transfers and repatriation, tourism. and aid.
We must also recognize that theories do not operate in a vacuum:
that the real world differs substantially from the idealized conditions
visualized by the free-trade theory. It is essential that our policies be
based on the real situation, on reasonable expectations of the behavior

or sovereign nations, amid on enlightened self-interest.
1.We should recognize that the system of trade controls that nations
have developed through the years has, in fact, been a system. That
tariffs, for example, are only one of the ways of "handicapping" in the
world'marketplace. In part, tariffs have been used to compensate for
other restrictive practices. Further, we should realize that of all the
various forms of Government restrictions on trade, tariffs are much
less objectionable than are quotas, licensing, and other quantitative
restrictions. We should be extremely leery of moving in the direction
of quotas and licensing in areas where tariffs have been reduced or
eliminated, and as a consequence, industry and jobs jeopardized. Quantitative controls inject Government policy decisions deeply into the
economic process. It becomes difficult even to the point of impossibility,
for Government regulations to avoia inequities as between individual
enterprises. If we find that on the products of some industries our
tariff rates have been reduced too much, it would be better to increase
the tariffs than to get involved with licensing and quotas.
2. As a first step, we should recognize the basic cause of our difficulties and readjust the exchange ratios of the various currencies to reflect the average unit costs of each country. The simple way to discover
the relative average costs would be to reinstitute a free market in for.
eign exchange. Those who claim that this would disrupt foreign trade
becuse of uncertainties of foreign exchange rates apparently have
never heard about "hedging" by buying exchange futures,-a common
practice even today.
An important side effect of floating exchange rates, or at least a
widening of the margins within which exchange may fluctuate, is that
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it would take care of the so-called international liquidity problem
Experience indicates that when free market forces can adjust the
the money
between because
currencies,
exchange
thatcommodity-have to be
thererery
are little
few of
imbalances
gold-is ~quired
corrected by the shipment of gold. It is the present system of rigid
exchange rates which makes almost any level of gold reserve inadequate to meet all of the imbalances that tend to pile up.
3. We need to put an end to our Federal deficits and monetary
inflation in the United States in order that we do not further aggravate the problem of pricing ourselves out of world markets through
the well-known inflation process.
4. We need to substantially revamp and improve our antidumping
laws. In a world of sovereign nations, it is inevitable that producers
with any idle capacity will seek to sell in foreign markets, at dumping
prices if necessary. Such a producer can always justify his lower
foreign price by incremental costing of his extra production and by
reasonin that dumping overseas does not affect his market price at
hlome. Tils kind of distress selling, and even more so, direct predatory
pricing with an attempt to drive localized production from the market,
is disruptive of ordinary marketing processes. It gives false signals
both to consumers and producers as to the relative value of competing
products. International trade will grow on a sound basis in proportion
as dumping practices can be minimize
The low levels of tariffs to which we are now committed will be
an open invitation to extensive dumping practices: therefore, we need
to prepare the -best possible defenses against this type of market;
disruption.
A sound antidumping law would establish dual criteria as a basis
for dumping penalties:
( V)That there be, in fact, sales below fair market value;
) That there be injury to producers in the country of import.
The crux of the matter comes in the definition of the terms in these
two criteria.
To arrive at a definition of "dumping," a fair market value must
be established. Important criteria for the definition of "fair market
value" are(1) That it should represent a price at which the product is
freely offered in the country where produced:
(2) In normal wholesale quantities, unless the import is similar
to a level of trade in the product for which there is special pricing
and conditions of sale in the home market-"condition of sale"
here referring to end use, type of shipment, duration and volume
of the commitment, etc.;
(8) That the price be. taken as f.a.s. (free alongside ship) or
f.o.b. ship's rail (depending on whether packaged or bulk cargo)
at the time and place of shipment or at the nearest port;
(4) That calculations of currency exchange rates used in any
antidumping case be the actual involved in trade transactions
where there is a difference from official rates.
It is important that an injury test be relevant to the actual market
conditions. Any suitable definition should include the following criteria:
1. An antidumping statute should recognize no injury for products
that are noncompetitive. For this, the U.S. criteria of I'like and simi-
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Jar" in present legislation in defining competitive products seems to
be a good one.
2. There should be a presumption of no injury where import sales
are not below theprevaihing price in the country of importation. There
should be no penalty for imprts that meet the going price.
3. There should be a finding of injury if the import is sold at prices
below the prevailing price inltile country of importation and producers
have capacity to supply 10 percent or more of the home market.
4. Each product or product line should be considered an industry in
and of itself. An injury test which looks to the average profitability
of an industry or a company therein is meaningless: in fact, there is
no economic basis for applying any profitability test in an antidumping law.
5. Experience has also shown that in a large and diversified country
like the United States, regional considerations may be important. Even
as we recognize regional pricing under the Rohinson-Patman Act, we
should also recognize regional areas for antidumping injury cases.
0. Special consideration should be given to shipments from a parent
company to a foreign subsidiary. I a product is shipped to a sub.liaryv and further upgraded by.25 percent or more, there should be
the presumpttion of no injury, since the product does not enter the
channels of trade but rather serves as a raw material.
7. Special consideration should be given to "coproducer" transactions. In many instances, coproducer sales will be made at special
prices. Since the coproducer buyer is not interested in destroying his
own price structure, such a sale, eveen though technically "dumping,"
will not tend to injury the market of the country of destination.
It is recognized that the rules of procedure and the ways in which
they are applied can greatly influence the effectiveness of any regulation. It would seem that the following principles should be incorporated into any antidumping law:
(1) A chance for interested parties to be heard;
2) Prompt disposition of cases;
(3) Safegiards for confidentiality of data; and
(4) A requirement that complainant and defendant supply
necessary data promptly.
Failure of the former to comply within a specified time would dis.
miss the case, and of the latter would automatically constitute a finding of dumping.
In the matter of procedures, it is important that the findings be
prompt and not delayed, and that they be as specific as possible with
a minimum of judgmental leeway. Only if both the regulations and
procedures are specific and clear can either the exporter or domestic
industry judge what is dumping and what is not.
A failure to make these changes that strike at the root of our balance-of-payments problem can only lead to further controls and reg-.
ulations. Tn time, we would be faced with more restrictive capital
export and investment controls. Gradually, step by step, we would find
it necessary to place quotas on the products of one injury atr another, as we have already done on agricultural products, oil, and cotton
textiles. It is time to give attention to the fundamentals, and tailor
our next move in trade policy to the fundamentals of the problem.
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STATEMENT SUBM'ED BY DAvi A. GOLDEN, or LA3 & LERCH, COU.SELORs AT LAW, Nzw YomK, N.Y.

From the beginning of the trade agreements program there has been
concern that as a result of a decrease in import restrictions there would
be such an increase in imports as to seriously injure or to threaten
serious injury to domestic manufacturers. When the President was
given authority in 1934 to reduce import restrictions he committed
himself to use the authority in such manner as not to injure sound and
important American industries. However, in administering the Trade
Ageements Act it soon became apparent that some domestic industries would be seriously injured. An "escape clause" was, therefore,
included in trade agreements which permitted the United States to
withdraw a concession under certain conditions.
The Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951 for the first time had
an "escape clause" procedure provided for by statute (sec. 7). This
provision in substance held that the Tariff Commission should in.
vestigate all escape clause applications; imposed a time limit for the
investigation; and allowed an actual as well as a relative increase in
imports to satisfy the procedural criteria. The Tariff Commission pursuant to the investigation then had to determine if as a result in whole
or in part of concessions granted, imports of the article under investigation were being imported into the United States in such increased
quantities, either actual or relative as to cause, or threaten, serious
injury to the domestic industry producing like or directly competitive
products. Section 7 of the Trade Extension Act of 1951 was reenacted
in 1955 and 1958. It lasted until 1962.
Under section 7 of the Trade Extension Act of 1951 (and its reenactment) 113 investigations were completed by the Tariff Commission. Of that number of investigations the Tariff Commission
found that in 33 investigations the criteria for injury was met b)y the
domestic industry and recommended to the President that relief be
granted; in eight investigations the Tariff Commissioners were divided
as to their findings and therefore, the cases had to be referred to the
President for disposition; and 72 cases were dismissed by the Tariff
Commission on the grounds that the domestic industries did not meet
the criteria set up by Congress for relief.
Of the 41 investigations referred to the President, 15 were granted
relief pursuant to the statute and 26 were denied relief.
In the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 Congress enacted a sweeping
reorganization of safeguard procedure which among other things
made a form of relief available to groups not covered by earlier acts,
such a individual firms and employees of injured industries. Under
the 1962 act the President could provide relief in cases of injury to an
industry by withdrawing, or mocifying the concession or he may grant
trade adjustment assistance such as loans, tax relief, andtechnicl
assistance. During the debates in Congresson the 1962 legislation it
was held out to lator as an inducement for the passage of the act that
individual groups lof workers, not provided for under previous legislation could-obtin trade adjustment assistance.
'However, ii addition to the attempted beneficial changes made by
the 1062 acti the criteria for "injury" was chatiged, Which change male
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it impossible for domestic industries, firms, or individuals to get any
trade adjustment assistance.
Before the Commission can make an affirmative finding under sec.
tion 301 (b) (1) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 it must determine
(1) that the imports in question are entering the United States in increased quantities; (2) that the increased imports are a result in major
part of trade agreement concessions; and (3) that such increased iraports have been the major factor in causing, or threatening to cause,
serious injury to the domestic industry concerned. If the Commission
finds in the negative with respect to any one of these three requisites,
it is foreclosed from making an affirmative finding for the industry.
Since the drastic change made by Congress in the act of 1962 in determining the criteria for injury to be found by the Tariff Commission
before relief can be secured by an industry, firm, or individual, not one
petition was found to have met that criteria. From the enactment of
the 1962 Trade Expansion Act to date, domestic industries have filed
10 petitions with the Tariff Commission for investigation and trade
adjustment assistance; domestic firms have filed six petitions; and
workers have filed five petitions. In all, 21 petitions have been filed
and as previously stated the Tariff Commission has not made an affirmative finding in any.
An excellent example is the petition filed by myself on behalf of the
U.S. Potters Association. It was the first case which came before the
Tariff Commission for relief under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
As a matter of fact the petition was filed under action 7 of the Trade
Agreement Extension Act of 1951, as amended, and the hearings were
also held under the provisions of the act. However, before the Tariff
Commission could render its findings the Trade Expansion Act of 1962
was passed and, therefore, this petition had to be adjudicated under the
new act with its changed criteria for "injury."
The Commission found that there was an upward trend of imports
of earthenware tableware and kitchen articles and that such earthenware "is being imported * * * in * * * increased quantities" within the
meaning of the Trade Expansion Act (p. 4--"Report to the President
on Investigation No. 7-114"-TEA-1-2). They also found (in one
category) that the significant increase in imports occurred years after
the duty reductions were made, hence the duty reductions could not be
the maJor cause of the increased imports.
The Tariff Commission stated that 15 domestic producers of earthenware had ceased production, eight of which terminated production in
the period 1957-41. Production declined from 80 million dozen pieces
in 1954 to 26.8 million dozen pieces in 1957 and to 22.1 million dozen
pieces in 1958; production then increased to 24.4 million dozen pieces
in 1959 and declined to 21.6 million dozen pieces in 1961. In all of the
years 1957 through 1981, dinnerware accounted for more than 98 percent of the total quantity of earthenware produced. Sales of household
earthen dinnerware by domestic producers declined from 26.4 million
dozen pieces valued at $57.15 million in 1957, to 28 million dozen pieces
valued at $48.4 million in 1961. Durhin 1958-40 the average annual
imports were 17 percent greater than 198-57, and in the 2-year period
1961-62, they were 11 percent greater than in 1958-40. Imports of
earthenware amounted to 6.5 million dozen pices in 1957, increased to
9.2 million dozen pieces in 1960. Estimated imports of earthenware
dinnerware rose from 2.5 million dozen pieces in 1957 to 4.3 million
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dozen pieces in 1960, then to 3.4 million dozen pieces in 1961. These
imports were equivalent to 9 percent of the apparent consumption of
such dinnerware in 1957 and to 13 percent in 1961. (See Report to the
President on Investigation No. 7-114 (TEA 1-2) under sec. 301 (b) of
the Trade Expansion Act of 1962). The statistical information secured
from the Labor Department, Bureau of the Census, Customs Bureau,
and so forth, can be found in the report submitted to the'President;
the testimony adduced at the hearings and the exhibits submitted can
be seen at the Tariff Commission.
Since the finding by the Tariff Commission that the domestic
earthenware dinnerware industry did not meet the criteria as established by the Trade Expansion "Actof 1962 and, therefore, no relief
was afforded the industry, matters have worsened. The following table
secured from the Bureatu of Labor Statistics covering this industry
tells its own story. (See table 1.)
It can readil- be seen from all of the foregoing that there must, be a
liberalization liv Congress of trade adjustment assistance under section
301 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. Domestic industries, firms
and workers are entitled to have their companies and jobs protected
from ruinous imports. The domestic pottery industry is one such industry that needs help from unbridled imports. It is too much to expect
that ihis industry which is economically and efficiently operated can
give tip 27 percent of domestic consumption to imports and remain in
business.
TABLE I.-FINE EARTHENWARE TABLE AND KITCHEN ARTICLES, SIC 3263
(Dollar amounts Inmillions
Shipments
1960
196

,73. $60.2

Imports
$13.0

Total supply

Imports,
percent of
total

is~
,
27

Employment
770
.,
6,447

Employment
decrease
(percent)

Imports
Increase
(percent)

.............
............
+42
-26

There can be no doubt that the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 should
be amended so as to at least reinstate the "escape clause" remedy that
was introduced through the Trade Extension Act of 1951 as amended;
to eliminate the tests contained in the Trade Expansion Act which
require an industry to prove that increased imports was due in major
part to a tariff conces sion and that such imports were a major factor in
causing serious injury to the domestic industry. In order for an industry
to receive relief from imports by way of increased duties or quotas t
should be necessary to show that imports contributed in any substantial degree to causing or threatening serious injury. It should also
make it mandatory on the President to proclaim the increases in duty
or other import restrictions found and reported by the Tariff Commission to be necessary to prevent or remedy serious injury from

imports.
Antidumping

Our negotiators to the "Kennedy round" of trade negotiations held
under the auspices of GATT, entered into an agreement with the other
GATT countries to establish an International Dumping Code. This
action was taken without any specific authority under the Trade Ex-
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mansion Act or any other act of Congress. A question, therefore, has
een raised as to whether or not Congress has to ratify that agreement.
The free-trade proponents claim that the code does not have to have
congressional approval but that it can be proclaimed by the President.
In any event it is weil to look at the proposed code in relation to the
present Anti-Dumping Act of 1921. At this point it is well to note that
tie present Anti- uniping Act of 1921 should be made more effective
in procedure and in protecting domestic industries who are injured
by competing with tile dumped imports. To that effect there are many
bills presently pending in Congress to tighten up the administration

of the Anti-D-mping-Act to make it more speedy and certain inits

application.
lhe proposed antidumping code seriously weakens tile deterrent
effet. of our present Anti-Dumping Act, even under the present administration. At the present time if a valid dumping complaint is
being investigated the appraiseement of all entries made by importers
of the merchandise tinder consideration, are withheld pending the investigation. This is to insure that even though the dumped imports are
permitted to enter the commerce of the United States, nevertheless, if
dumping is found to exist, lie dumping duties will be paid on the
imports made during the investigation. The proposed dumping code
would eliminate the withholding of appraisement.
Under the present act if a dumping complaint is filed, the Treasury
Tq)artment first determines if the merchandise is sold for export to
the U7nited States at less than its "fair value." After an investigation
if it is (leterinined that the merchandise is in fact sold for export at

less than its "fair value" the matter is then turned over to the Tariff
Commission to investigate whether or not a domestic industry is being
injured due to the imports being exported at less than tfieir "fair
valuee" If a donebtic industry is being injured by these imports, dumping is found and a special dumping duty is imposed.
The proposed dumping code contemplates an immediate investiga-

tion by tle Tariff Commission of the question of "injury" to the domestic industry. It would require the dismissal of the antidumping
complaint if tie Tariff Commission, after a preliminary and hasty
investigation, concludes that the clumped imports are not causing

injury.

It is, therefore, suggested that if a new antidumping law is needed
or contemplated, the one presently pending in Congress (S. 1726)
be acted on.
Further duty 'edureton.9

In the fact of the deep reductions made in U.S. duties agreed to by

the United States in the Kennedy round, no authority should be give
to the President to make further reductions, for a period of at least 5
years. It will take some time for domestic industries to adjust themselves to the current reductions in duty and to meet increased foreign

competition as a result of the duty reductions. To extend the Presi.
dents authority to further reduce U.S. duties in the near future would
put an undue hitardship on domestic industries.
Congress can best determine if additional authority should be given

to the President. At the present time there are many bills pending
in Congress seeking import quotas or other relief from ruinous im.
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ports. As soon as the current duty reductions are felt by domestic in.
dustries there might be an influx of "escape clause" actions filed with

the Tariff Conimuiion or many bills introduced in Congress for relief

front imports. A "cooling off" period from further duty reductions or
import restrictions coild benefit all parties concerned.
respectfully submitted.
LAMZB & Litiucu.
).vip A. GODeN,
Of counsel.
STATEMENT SuBminrrr.

ity C. AUSTIN

(,',STJAE, W.\SIIINT'oN',

D.C.

'Inhii is the "one-page suininarv of tie highlig
of the full statemient," as requested( in the last 'line of Senate Financep Committee's

press release of September 27, 1967, sent to minby Mr. Ton Vail, the
committee's chief coun.el in his letter of that saine date.
Section A. The 16-facet worldwide perspective in Senate Finance's
release of September 27,1967, can make your annomined "Compendium
of Paperson Legislative Oversiglht Review of T.S. 'l'radh, [i.e., not payments] Policies" required study beneficial to hoth the United States
and to our planet's 139 other nations-all in world trade; i.e., in
business.
Section B. Fifty percent victory: For the first time in our country's
191 years of exisfence, the United States can--though imperfectlycompute U.S. imports e.i.f., i.e., on the world's standard base for
im ports.

sectoin C. Letter (11A page., 1,192 words) of September 9, 1966: It,
took m 10 years to set up this letter. Its content is lasting.
Section 1. Devaluation of currencies: (1) Of U.S. dollar, one of 14
dollars in our planet's trade--33 years before Kennedy round; (2) of
Finnish markka on October 12, i167, i.e., after Kennecbv round; (3) of
99 devaluations, 25 in 1966, i.e., during the Kennedy round negotiations-all of which are unconstitutional. (See art. I: see. 8, items 3
and 5, of the Constitution of the United States for "Powers of Con-

gross.")

Section E. Conclusion: U.S. nonrealism in (1) the official UT.S.
arithmetic of U.S. foreign trade (this is not payments) and in (2) the
manipulated "values" of non-UT.S. currencies vis-a-vis our U.S. dollar
has made TT.S. foreign trade policies catastrophically harmful to
both the U.S. socioeconomy and to the socioeconomies of the other
139 nations on our planet.
Section F. Addendum of incredible oddities.
STATEMENT
Section A-1. Proverb: "There needs a long apprenticeship to un-

derstand the mystery of the world's trade," from page 173 of volume
II of "Best Known Quotations and Proverbs." I find that experts

from small, old countries are tops in appraising trade between the 140
nations on our planet.
There are many "instant experts" on it in our country. Their conclusions must be measured against those of their superiors from the
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fifteen-sixteenths of earth's peoples outside the United States, which
has lent one-sixteenth of ten today, and will have only one-twentieth
of them by the year 2000-33 quick years away.
Section A-2. There follow the 16 areas which the Senate Finance
press release of September 27, 1967, says "might properly be explored

and developed in tlie papers" sul)nitted to the committee for its "'Compendium on Legislative Oversight Review of U.S. Trade [this is not
pavlients] Policies." Where I jtiiali fy,I give comments.
1."Possible shortcomings inthe alJlicable statutes."
.2."I'he negotiating process and ad heoC tlade [this is not payments]
agr-eellents."
3. "Iole of tile U.S. Tariff Commnission" [now 50 years old]. Investigated e.i.f. iuder instructions f'om Senate Finance.

4. "(ustoins administrat oi."
:,. ,,vaition ,f [u.s. imported goods" [not payments]. (Note:

Over Senatei' lussel I. Long's signature as chairmlan1 of the Senate
Finance ('omimitlee, under date of February 9, 1966, instrue ions were
giveii to the Il onorable Paul Koplowitz, ile then Chairman of the
U.S. Tariff ('olinission lo carry out. the Finance Conimittee's resolution approve( in i.s exe i tive s&'Sion of that (late, viz: "* * * to make
ln investigation of tl imetiods of valuation used by tile United
States and by the principal trading partners of tlie United States * * *"
as explained in det ail in t he ins ructions-291 words q.v.
On November 3, 1966, 1 lestitied to the IT.S. Tariff Commission in
these 45 words, available in the printed record:
Mr. Chairman and genthemin, the United Stats of America miust tabulate

IT.. Imports

c.l.f. for exactly th- stime reasons and for exactly the same mur-

o do 133 nations, as do all busles.mnien, as does IMP, and as does the
United Nations.
poses

I could have added to the above (1) the reasons why Israel, after

ad hoe research by an ad hoe international committee, elected to tabilate its imports c.Lf.; (2) the reasons why at least two nations switched
away from the U.S. way of tabulating imports to c.i.f.; (3) th textbook reasons for c.i.f. as explained/taught, in many U.S. and non-U.S.
schools, etc., et(. I urge that the "reasons" and the "purposes" i my
te,st imony be compiled by an agency of the U.S. Government. I have
done so.
See 24-page release on February 7, 1067, by the U.S. Tariff Commission, entitled "C.i.f. Value of U.S. Imports," for the results of its studies under instructions from Senator Long as chairman of the Senate Finance Committee. For the
first time in U.S. history there is official e.l.f. value for U.S. Imports.

6. "Dumping and unfair methods of competition in import" trade
[this is not payinents]..

7. "Procedures for aiding [U.S.] workers and [U.S.] industries

[and U.S. communities] harmed by excessive [sic] imports" [of foreign t(oods and of foreign service].

8. "Pelicies [foreign and domestic] needed to expand U.S. exports"
(i.e., the sales of T.S. goods and services to our planets other 139
nations with fifteen-sixteentlis of earth's peoples in 1967 and with, it is
forecast, nineteen-twentieths of them by year 2000). Important: Ex.
pansion of U.S. exports was explored in depth, in it37-page, 7 ¢/ x 10%
inch report by 11 ad hoe committees of-total-267 leading U.S.
businessmen aid somne professors, all nuned, in the "White House Conference on [U.S.] Export Expansion," September 17-18, 1903, sub-
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mitt4,d to the l1te President John !1'. Kennedy on $elemler 120, 1963,
over thesignatures of Mr. Luther It. lodges eonflrence chirmn and
tho then Seretarv of ('onuner'e. h'lis exellnt. reporesf in(le detihnite
t'V'OlIlllelldlittolls for "(11verlnelt. al-t ion hI' tle exetllt ie and hgi.kby
lative l)ranclies," plus others whicl called for "gra.ssrmos aliti'
Isis(,., l1i14W, ligrie'lti',,l li detdu at ii ti' .hotlt tile 'oiitr'."
The von ferenee viv, ih irmen were: Mr. Neil (C. J[trley, .1r., ('hmiritut,
of tlte hoard lid
National Ex)ort Ex tsion ('ouneil, andt! ehilt in.
residents, 'hor Plwelr '1ool ('o.: Mir. Fred ('. 1Foy, honorary ('hair('omC i, cliviiria of the bIoard,
lExpaitusio
min, National "xl)ort l
I'd,
itta Ior th hioit
it
i. .t i. .Ie
.1.W'Itn
Iv: M. 'lh.Ia
Ol)1l'. ( . lat.
1).
Franklin
llonorabh
it'e
Ite.:
+
lu'uiiw..
lnteriii lional lht,<it'ss
pt'oeduires
n
for
i
'nii
'I
(r'onim.re,.
oJ
,,t
Ii'v
S
Roosevelt, t., I hu1"a'
:t i .:.;giuitet s: Mr. E. E. S.ichunel hhilmr, Assistial. )irector, Btireatu
of tuterntionail ( 'lonuere(,, executive (lii'etor of tile co1 ference---ltnd
still at his 1I151, i.e., availilde. It is t ut tost iiml't alee that I hose who
now review all "lspeets of the I T.S. Iran sructtre nd the ,dministraI iot of the I I T.S. I Irade 11greeients I)1'ogt1'amIll" (as stated ini the Senal
Finallne (Collittee's presss release of Se)t. 27, 19(17) stildy this 19(63
ollieiil el)Otl- So as to hiai'.Vest its eo0el.isions.
9. "'I'le lprlospes for I IT.S.1 exl)orts ati II T..1 iitl),0't5 o'r the
next. decade a14 how Ihe KenIed' round negotiations will al'ect those
trendss" :ald.a: , IT.S. jolbs.
which mt14e fiaced ill
10. "The ill:Ijo1ftriff and iontittabi h -r v'Nrier
[IT.S.1 exV0)rting anld som estimates of their r,,lative elrect.." ( No.1)evala' iou of f)'eign i'rret.ete's a111.0w the mai t.oit anrifl' "tr:tegy
il world irile. But their iinpu('tS (on the IT.S. Ibalanc(ep of tt(lo aii(I olt
the IT.S. blalanve of pltyments have nower been appraised ! I See see. 1),

be)ow.)
It. "The colnst'ttenees for U.S. exports of the adoption by the
Eu'ope:tmi Eeonomic Community of it common value added tax.:"
12. "The elr't't of It.S. foreign investments (and the voluntary re-

stratint )irogir1ui.4) on i1.S. exports to developed atnd les, (lveloped
countries." (NoTE.--Beause o our planet's new jet age itmiacies of
its peoplee and of their goods and services and bIcaltse of he worlS
ex)iodng technology it. is urgent. for lummts everywhere to realize
rv. is i nlrdevel1.o,it
that. every comunmiity/nation, including ou1r
oped in trns of both its short-term and long-terilt l)lentl il., whiu'h
tre deeisionnimking guidelines fora Il lusiine.s.)
13. "Tariff preferences for products of le.s developed 'Ountrie-."'

(NoTr.-This relates to what. economists like to call infant industries.
Most college textbooks on economics can orient it student of this subject

oil it.)

are
products
S"herlh,.
utn..
nreements."
A
repre.se,,tat ive Willm
thusprobleli,(Nom.-Agrieultural
"Commodit
examles'. ofI
pri,,e
the14.
of Town, a grain and livestock farmer and busines.qan, is a specialist
in this world trading of agricultural commodities. For Mr. Scherle's

penetration see the P es before and after page 969 of the printed
]134-page hearings of e resentative Dent's General Sulommittee
on LAor for .Tl 27,1967.
15. "A free-trade area with TT.S. partii'ipation." (Noi-'. l.--Wnorld
Trade is confrontation of living standards, now that "know-how" Is
worldwide, often in 24 hours. The best U.S. Persl)e(t i'e on world trade,
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in the lvat four decades, is RepResentative John Hr. went'ss House Concurrent Resolution 32,1 of April 26, 19679 the text. of which is:
(CONCURREINT IESOIUTION
(Wlhereas Industries4 In the United States engaged In tile production of goods
are rolilrei to imet the llinltltil wage iad overtime compensation standards

of the Fair Labor tindards Act of 10)38; and

(Whereas these [U.S.J Indistrics are stbjeet to unfair competition by reason
of the Inliortation of goods frot foreign producers who do not meet stich standards: Now. therefore. lIk, It

(itc.mlved by th, louso of Ilepresentatwtis (the Senate coneurritig). That it
Is the sense of the Congress that tw mlinhium wage and overthne coml)enlsahti
statidards established for employees i the United States of America by the Fair
Lalior tandards Act of 1938 should be iet Iy foreign producers andu thixt the
Importation of goods front foreign plroducers who do not lntet such standards

should be prohibited.)

(NoI.: 2.-O .Jaiititt'V 1), 1818. ill Biussels. lgitim, the Colllollit.
Kitrl MA rx dvoctt (A "rAe
It ',itle" y:
ligi "Ilit, f vet rmIlh s'st em works
diest rcIl ively, "ci trieis tllitlgollsm * f jwi'
l
1IIIrgeoisie
t1
to
the uit tpiost pointt" "Ihe free tido,syste mnhastens tOie social revoluahtI.
* * I :amn ill favor of free
tlioll, "ill Ihi.--revollitiollry -vMllse
trade.")
16. "The (1ATT as an instrmimtenit for Isstiring exl'panded world trade
ouit it retipr4mtlal. nonidiscrimiiatoryo lIzIsis." (FN'r..-- ip to now there is
no worlwide delinit ion of "revilrt.al" which can be implemented de
facto il Ill oil1 I it'tII
IS 1.10t) fiilt i(11,
) I f whitiliIle I 'tited States is one.)
A-3. The goal of world til'h is (I) bettermelit of o1ll. phlnet's exjploding l)Ol)lIt ioll, l1oW ;.;33:1 Iiilliolltii11ais: 21) Wit 111I h:ilrl to
ally gmlOlul of its people, i.e., to any of its 140 nat ions. 'ihis goal is al)ilrent in leach of tihe 16 arens listed love. liltSadly lacking is it formula by which a-espec4ialv oir----nation can
andit. its world trade in a businesslike way. (1or detllnition of "blnsine.Slike," constilt. ct lined public aecoutntants Who colipile-oln one
double pago--a "t'onsoli(Iatted balance sheet," for at least 2 years, of
leading

U.S.-eorporations. Haskins & Sells, 2 Broadway, New York,

N.Y.,--hnndles this work for the largest icorl)oratioll ill tile United
States viz., generall Motors Corp.. with its 21 foreign allil iates/subsidiaries, as instanced in GTI's annual reports y-ear after year, q.v.

Senator John Sparkman, teniber of nine conuittees, went into this
matter in the last.months of 1966 iin connection with his bill S. 3.522, on
which Senate Finance held hearings as reptnmted
in its 177-page
1966.) brochure "Foreign Trade Stat istis," released in Septenmber
A-4. I plead with the Senate Finance Committee to (1) set, pl) achinery to evolve a formula for the audit of U.S. world trade (this is

not payments), ind urge (2) that the Committee consider giving instructions to that end to the U.S. Titrift Commission, comparable to tihe
instructions re valuation of imports which it gave to the Tariff Cotmission on February 9,1906 (which produced, for the first time in U.S.
history, a way to convert, the f.o.b.-countries of their origins values of
U.S. imports to their approximate c.i.f. values, the world s.:ndard.
Non-American, and many American, world trade experts a)pIud).
A-5. A vital comlputation in any nation's world trade (this is not
payments) is its "trade surl)lus", indmill nations compute it so as to
evolve trade pohicies.
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The world consensus on how to compute it is this simple, five-word
formula (which has a plus or minus answer): "Exports f.o.b. minus
imports c.i.f." (The exports must be only bona fide, commercial sales,
i.e include no "give-aways" and no subsidized exports.)

A-6. Of help in implementing the above formula is this basic knowl-

edge (seldom taught in U.S. colleges):.
Balance of trade.-Balanza comercial-Balanca comercial-Bilancia commerciale-Balance commerciale-Ilandelsbilanz-Maazan mis.
chari-Empopikov ioozuylov-otc. I have the Burmese and the
Japanese, i.e., a total of 10 languages out of the 135 major ]anguages used by our planet's 140 trading nations.
Balance of paVyments.--Balanza de pagos-Balanga de pagamentos-Bilancia dei pagaienti-Balance des paiements-Zailungsbilanz-Maazan tashunin- 'Ioozuylor Phnywuwr, and I have the
Burmese and the Japanese.
A-7. Each nation computes its own BOT (balance of trade) and its
own BOP (balance of payments) with its own official statistics. It does
not use those of our country, an obvious fact but ignored, often, by U.S.
academicians researching on world trade!
A-8. See A-5 above. These are not one, but two dishonesties in the
U.S. official (sic) computation of the U.S. "trade surplus," viz:
I. The f.o.b. export figure includes both giveaways and subsidized exports, tabulating them, believe it or not, as parts of commercial sales !
II. The c.i.f. import figure is not even used I What is used is the
f.o.b. values of U.S. imports in the * * * countries of their origins.
A-9. Were the "U.S. trade surplus" computed honestly, it wou-d be
a minus result, meaning that U.S. imports exceed U.S. exports.
A-10. The above conclusion is clarified in(1) Representative Gross' insertion in the Congressional Record for September 29 1965, copy attached, q.v.
(2) My letter of Aeptember 9,1966, to Senate Finance, copy
attached, q.v. (that letter required 10 years to write).
(From the Congressional Record, Sept. 29, 19531
UNITED STATES IS NONCOMPETITIVU IN WORLD TRADE

DISTORTED TBADE STATISTICS

The SPEALK. Under a previous order of the House, the gentleman from Iowa
[Mr. Gross] Is recognized for 30 minutes.
Mr. Gaoss. Mr. Speaker, it Is my purpose to bring before the Members of this
House a matter that I think will be recognized as being of great Importance,
especially as it bears on our foreign trade policy and the balance-of-payments
equation.
I refer to what has been a longtime practice in the statistical treatment of our
Imports. This practice has led to a distortion of the balance of trade between this
country and the other leading trading nations; and the distortion is important
enough to affect poUlcies and actions that may be shaped or modified by statistical data,
We hear a great deal, for example, about our favorable trade balance in the
form of export surpluses from year to year. The matter to which I refer should
lead to greater caution in statistical use, and even to a change in the collection
and publishing of these statistics.
Only in recent times has it come to be noticed that the United States uses a
different basis for reporting its Imports from that followed by nearly all other
countries of the world. We record our imports to reflect the f.o.b. value, foreign
point of shipment, whereas nearly all other countries report their imports on
e.i.f. or port of entry basis. They add to the f.o.b., foreign port of export, the
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freight and insurance charges incident to shipment to their own ports of entry
from abroad. This is the niethod referred to as c.i.f-cost, insurance, and freight.
As a result when we export $1 million, let us say, to Britain, their Import
figure, covering the identical merchandise, will record the Imports as some $1.2
million, by adding costs of Insurance and freight from U.S. port of export to
England. This will be some $200,000 higher than our records show as exports;
while If Britain ships us $1 million In merchandise we record it as $1 million and
not at $1.2 million or some similar figure.
It has not been possible to compute precisely the amount of the distortion
caused by these different bases of recording imports. However, we have some
statistics on total Imports of particular countries from this country, and these
import figures may be matched with our recorded exports to those same countries.
For example, In 19063, according to our official Commerce Department statistics,
we exported to Japan a total of $1,714 million in merchandise. Japan recorded
imports during the same year from the United States at $2,077 million, or $363
million more than our exports. While the cutoff date at each end of the yenr will
find shipments at sea in both directions, the distortion cannot be very large. The
$363 million can be regarded as representing approximately the shipping charges
and insurance from the United States to Japan, or 21.2 percent more than our
export statistics show. In 1964, using the c.i.f. basis, Japan recorded our exports
of $1,008 million as imports of $2,30 million from this country, or 22.4 percent
higher than our recorded exports.
According to our own statistics this country exported $1,714 million to Japan
in 1903 while we imported $1,498 million from Japan. Were our import statstics
recorded on a c.i.f.--cost, insurance, and freight-basis and, assuming ship.
ping and insurance charges on the eastward voyage from Japan to the United
States to be the same as on the westward voyage, we would increase our import
figures from Japan by 21.2 percent of the total of $1,498 million. The total would
then have been $1,815 million. In other words, the United States would have
recorded an adverse balance in trade with Japan in the magnitude of $101 million
Instead of showing a surplus of exports in the amount of $216 million, as recorded
In our official statistics
If we turn again to 19064 we find a similar distortion. According to our official
trade statistics we exported to Japan $1,908 million In that year while we Im.
ported $1,769 million giving us a surplus in exports of $139 million. If, however,
we bring our f.o.b.-foreign port-level up to the c.i.f. value, again using the
difference already referred to-this time 22.4 percent as representing the differ.
ence between f.o.b. and c.if-we find the imports of $1,769 from Japan rising to
$2,165 million, leaving us with an adverse merchandise balance of $257 million
instead of a surplus of $139 million
Mr. Speaker, to me this transformation of the United States from a surphls
to a substantial deficit position In our trade with Japan is a serious matter. The
public, including all of us, have been fed with the Impression that our exports to
Japan have exceeded our imports from Japan, year after year. Japan apparently,
despite her valiant struggle, had not been able to square her trade with us.
This distortion of fact, indefensible as It is, undoubtedly colored our trade polfcy vis-a-vis Japan. We pride ourselves on being guided by the facts. This is all
the riore reason why we should be careful of the data on which we rely. There
is a great onus on our executive departments that collect and disseminate statistics to assure the accuracy and integrity of all the statistical data they give
out because we seldom have other sources and therefore must rely on the Government.
If we turn from Japan to the United Kingdom we find a similar distortion.
The United Kingdom, like Japan, computes its Import statstictics on the foreign
sales price plus shipping costs and insurance from the foreign port of shipment to
the English port.
If we match our exports, f.o.b., United States, as recorded In our official statitics, with the United Kingdom's recording of these same Imports for the years
1062, 1903, and 1964, we find that the British after adding shipping costs and
nsurance from this country, recorded her Imports from us at a higher average
level for the 8 years of 22 percent.
Our exports- of $1,074 million to the United Kingdom ih 190 were recorded
at $1,834 million In the official' statistics of that country. This was 24.1 percent
higher than our exports. The excess of the British Imports according to the
British method of recording imports was therefore $260 million.
However, If we add 24.1 percent to our Imports of $1,006 million from the
United Kingdom In 1062, they would reach a level of $1,247 million, or $173
million more than our exports of $1,074 million to that country.
87-82--68-vol. 2-18
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Yet, the Impression has been widespread that Britain has been suffering from
a substantial adverse merchandise trade balance with this country.
In 1903 there was an apparent British deficit of $387 million In her trade with
us; but If we enhance our Imports from there by 20 percent-which was the difference attributable to Insurance and freight in 1063--they will reach a level of
$1,295 million compared with our exports of $1,161 million. This would show an
adverse U.S. balance of $184 million.
For 1904 our exports were $1,468, recorded by the British at $1,790 by adding
shipping costs and Insurance. According to this result the British deficit was
$322 million. We recorded our Imports from Britain at $1,141 million. If we add
22 percent, which measures the British markup attributable to the c.i.f, basis
she uses, our imports from that country would have been $1,392, Instead of $1,141
ts recorded by us, leaving us this time with a merchandise export surplus, but
one of only $76 million Instead of $322 million, as figured by the United Kingdom.
Mr. Speaker, the average markup on our imports from Japan and the United
Kingdom would be 22.9 percent for the 3 years of 1962-64 If we undertook to
bring our Import statistics to a par with those of nearly all other countries,
assuming that insurance, freight, and other shipping charges from all other
countries were the same on the average as from England and Japan. This,
however, Is not the case. Obviously the charges applicable to shipments from
Canada and Mexico would be very much lower.
Since these two countries account for 20 percent of our imports this share
,should be averaged In at close to zero. If we use zero for them, as if no freight
or Insurance charges were applicable to imports from them, the 22.9 percent
would be reduced by one-fifth-420 percent.
Inasmuch as the remaining countries-with the exception of Cuba, with which
we have only a very small amount of trade-lie a considerable distance from us,
some of them farther away than England or Japan, It would seem safe to accept
the figure of 22.9 percent minus 20 percent. The remainder would be 18.3 percent, applicable to Imports as a global average.
To be on the safe side, we might settle for 17f percent.
That this is far from being an insignificant factor In our merchandisise trade
balance will become obvious as soon as we apply it to our total imports. These
were recorded at $18.68 billion in 1964.
If we enhance them by 17% percent we arrive at an additional $3.25 billion.
Added to $18.68 billion, the total would be $21.93 billion. This would put our
imports on a comparable basis with those of nearly all other countries. Our 1964
exports were $25.6 billion, thus casting a surplus of $6.9 billion under the official
system of recording Imports adhered to by the Department of Commerce. If the
correction is made the surplus shrinks to $3.65 billion.
This reduced surplus is then not the towering factor In our balance of payments that It has been widely acclaimed as being. It is only half of the magnitude
generally assigned to It.
This serious shrinkage of a plus factor In our merchandise trade balance resultIng from abandonment of on untenable method of measuring our imports has
other implications.
It flatly contradicts the perennial claim that American industry Is Indeed
highly competitive In foreign markets, as witness our huge export surpluses.
This inflated balloon is now deflated beyond hope of reinflation.
I have previously pointed out to this House that our export of subsidized farm
products-wheat, wheat flour, rice, cotton, and dairy products-has been, at a
level of some $2.3 billion. Most of these shipments were made under the AID
program. Of this $2.8 billion we shipped $1.38 billion during the fiscal year 196364 in the form of wheat, wheat flour, cotton, rice, dairy products, tobacco, and
olseed products with export payments, over and above AID exports. These
were classified as "commercial exports," by the Department of Commerce even
though they were subsidized. These shipments have been treated as separate
from governmentally assisted exports and not reported under that classification. thus making our commercial exports look better than they should. See
Foreign Agricultural Trade, May 1965, U.S. Department of Agriculture, table 1,
page 7.
In 1964 we shipped additionally $1.4 billion In nonagricultural merchandise
financed by U.S. Government grants and capital. See Foreign Agricultural Trade,
July 196, U.S. Department of Agriculture, table 1, page 8. Added to the $2.8
billion of U.S. Government financed exports of agricultural products, the total
rises to $8.7 billion. This then neatly wipes out the $8.65 billion of surplus ex-
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ports to which the $6.9 billion had shrunk after our imports were placed on a c.l.f.

basis.
Mr. Speaker, the upshot is that the United States does not enjoy an export
surplus at all if we count only our private commercial unsubsidized exports;
and it is these exports that measure our competitive status in the world.
The stimulation of our exports of agricultural products by subsidies and
grants has hidden the lag in our exports of manufactured goods with the exception of machinery. Our exports of machinery, stimulated by our fast.growing
foreign investments, rose from $3.95 billion in 1957 to $0.3 billion in 1963, a gain
of $2.5 billion. This more than equaled the increase of $2.1 in our total exports
during the same period.
Considering the increase in agricultural exports and that of machinery, it
is obvious that our exports of other manufactured goods combined must have
shrunk. These other exports cover the whole spectrum of American Industry.
Some of these others did increase, helped by AID shiprients, but our private unsubsidized commercial exports in general, with the exception of machinery,
declined.
This is the situation and it is at complete variance with the official statistics
on which optimistic statements continue to be based.
Mr. Speaker, I am not an expert on trade statistics but am fully confident
that the statistics I have presented are reliable. They were supplied by Mr.
0. R. Strackbein who is chairman of the Nation-Wide Committee on Import-Export Policy. His knowledge in this field needs no affirmation by me, and his repuation for accuracy of the data supplied by him has not been questioned to
my knowledge over the years. I have no hesitation in relying on his researches.
Mr. Speaker. I am introducing a resolution designed to cure the distortion of
statistics of which we have been the victims. I think we in Congress no less
than the public are entitled to get our statistics straight. Too much rides on
conclusions drawn from them to continue to submit to the dangers of false
guidance. False and unjustifiable policies are too prevalent as It is. We do not
need false statistics to encourage and bolster them.
Mr. HALL. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GRoss. Yes, I am glad to yield to the gentleman from Missouri.
Mr. HAL. I should like to compliment the gentleman on taking the time to
appear In the well of the House at this time of the day to bring this very important
subject before the House and before the Nation. As I understand, this deals
with the statistical way of reporting Imports In some countries, and exports in
others, and the treatment of each, as differentiated from the way that our Depertment of Commerce treats our calculation of exports and imports.
Mr. GRoss. The gentleman Is precisely correct.
Mr. HAL. I believe it is most noteworthy that the gentleman brings this to our
attention. Of course, until such time as we can at least "figure," as we say down
in the Ozarks, in the same way that our competitors around the world in
international trade are calculating exports and Imports, we certainly cannot
expect to meet their requirements, we certainly cannot expect to "out figure" the
European Common Market, and we certainly cannot expect to tear down all of
.our protective tariffs as we did under the reciprocal trade agreements of 1962
and not have an outflow of gold and an Imbalance of trade In favor of the other
-nations around the world.
This Is a most timely and important subject, and I compliment the gentleman
for bringing this to the attention of the House. I thank him from the bottom of
:my heart.
Mr. GRoss. I thank the gentleman from Missouri for his kind comment.
WASHiNOTON, D.C., September 9,1960.

*To:U.S. Senate Committee on Finance.
Attention: Statisticians.
References: (1) S.J. Res. 115 (Senator Dlrksen) ; (2) S. 8522 (Senator Sparkman).
Subject: Currency valuation of Imports. World consensus Is C.I.F.
GENTLmE N: A. As I did on July 22, 1962. and on February 24, 1965. I confirm
again now, on September 9, 1966, my 155-word letter to you of July 8, 1958,
published on page 1517 of your 1958 hearings on H.R. 12591 (Trade-AgreementsAct extension), the Honorable Harry Flood Byrd being then your chairman.
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Indeed, additional worldwide data assembled by continuous ad hoo research
during the intervening 8 years actually fortify the statements in that letter, Ineluding the deplorable one second-rating our U.S. "authorities" on international
trade (not to be confused with international payments) from our U.S. population
(now one-sixteenth of earth's peoples) to the non-U.S. "authorities" from the
fifteenth-sixteenths of earth's peoples outside our United State&
B. One reason for the nonsuperiority of our U.S. "authorities": Those U.S.
texts on economics studied in our U.S. universities do not have even an entry
for c.i.t in their Indexes. Thus, U.S. students are not taught the meaning of the
international triad, c.i.f. and, lacking Intimate commercial experience in inter.
national-trade auditing, they reach the rating of "U.S. authorities" without suspecting the de facto worldwide significance of c.i.f (President Eisenhower's
specialist is included in the above, his name being available. And, I can add other
names.)
C. The "professors" err. One example: On page 130 of his 197-page, 1945. $2.50
book, "America's Role In the World Economy," the then "Littauer Professor of
Political Economy" at Harvard University, and. also. "SIK-clal Economic Adviser,
Board of Governors of the U.S. Federal Reserve System," Dr. Alvin H. Hansen,
lists five products in which, he says, "American producers... can undersell any
competitor." For each one of his astutely selected live Items, both U.S. and nonU.S. statistics now prove the professor wrong. Nor is c.i.f. In the index of his
book. Nor balance of trade, although there are 10 references to balance of payments. Nor does he make appraisals of even one of the many foreign devaluations
on the U.S. socloeconomy. (And, to tell the whole truth, a pedagog's first (tty.on
his page 188, after his sentence, "American imports did not rise," he should have
stated that the United States was forced to devalue-on January 81, 1934t-our dollar. That devaluation made (1) U.S. products cost foreigners 41.06 percent less, but made (2) foreign products, I.e., imports, cost Americans 69 percent
more. Naturally our Imports "did not rise." The disaster which the professor generates Is that those whom he taught grew up to be influential U.S. "thinkers."
Even helped formulate U.S. policies. And some of the opinions voiced to your
committee are proliferations of the professor's errors.
D. For an honest dedication to pro-United States and proworld analyses of
international trade, Mr. 0. R. Strackbein has achieved both U.S. and non-U.S.
applause. Our country, for its and the world's guidance, needs more philomophers
of International trade/Jobs realism like him. His 193-page, mid-1965. $3.75 book.
"American Einterprise and Foreign Trade," mostly well reviewed and commended,
Is a compact sample of his decades of his productive thinking pro-United States
and proworld.
1E. At the committee's hearings on August 81 and September 1, opponents of
Senator Dirksen's and Senator Sparkman's bills called the requirements in them
too "burdensome" and/or too "costly." Those witnesses' provincialism could not
have gone farther, since 183 out of 154 nations--this Is my later count; In my
letter of July 3, 1958. 1 said "89 out of 104"; but compile your own list, there
being three easy sources-officially tabulate their imports c.l.f., which uniformity
makes c.l.f. the world consensu.
If the 0., procedure Is so burdensome and so costly why don't at least somp"of those 188 countries switch to the U.S. base, viz., f.o.b. countries of origins of
the Imports? I Insist that these home-grown, bleeding-hearts alarmists confer
posthaste with little--smaller than Vermont, U.81A.-Israel (which made an
ad hoc study before electing to tabulate its lmportsf.li.f.), with United Kingdom
(which tabulates f.o.b. for bop and c.i.f. for bot), wlth Upan, and with all the old
trading countries on our earth plus the newly emerging Afrcaii countries, even
via their embassies here in our Nation's Capitat The opponents of these bills
must cure their provincialism--as non-U.S. experV well know.
F. During the hearings, the outstanding bleeding hearta were: (1) The Assistant Secretary for International Affairs from the U.S. Treasury Department.
(2) Counsel for the United States-Japan Trade Council, who failed to tell Senate Finance Committee the "whole truth," via, that his employer, Japan, tabulates its imports c.l.f. (8) The representative for the "National Council of American Importers, Inc." who really goofed (details available).
G. The guiding perspective on International trade (not payments) Is the "ware.
house" concept of nations, Including our country,. An emigrant and an export
from that warehouse are analogous; an Immigrant and an Import are analogous.
The formulas to compute the excess of Immigrants over emigrants (and vice
versa) and the excess of exports over Imports (and vice versa) are identical.
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They derive from the "Inventory" concept of people (as In a census) and of merchandise. That Is, when a U.S. resident emigrates he decreases by one human
the total U.S. "population mix"; when an immigrant enters the United States he
adds one human to the total U.S. "population mix"-and our Bureau of the Census
so counts. In Identical manner, when a product is exported from the United
States it decreases the total "U.S. product mix" in the warehouse known as United
States; when an import enters the United States it adds to the total "U.S.
product mix" in terms of Its Inventory value, which is c.If. as the experts of 133
nations can confirm.
11. Lacking an official U.S. c.l.f. Import figure, U.S. polieymakers and U.S.
students of international trade (not payments) cannot compute essential data,
two of which are:
(1) Per capita imports (check with 138 countries).
(2) Export/Import surplus (check with 133 countries).
Not even the Department of State can operate vi-a-via other nations, either
taken as groups (e.g., Common Market, GATT, etc., etc.) or as Individual trading
partners of the United States of America without these essential guides to trends.
Also, it Is inconceivable that the (staff of the) President's own "Spelnl Representative for Trade Negotiations" can honestly overcome this hurdle of no( 1)
c.i.f. statistics for U.8. imports in confrontations with the delegates whose countries have, for decades. tabulated their own Imports c.i.f. I believe these countries
total 133. and have nine-tenths of earth's peoples as their populations
Respectfully,
C. A. CAs=.
NoTr.-Ten years were required to set up the contents of the above 1,102-word
letter because experts and official statistics of foreign countries had to be
consulted.)
Section B. Fifty-percent victory.
Section B-1. References: (1) In Its 24-page (plus two preface pages) release of
February 7, 1907, the U.S. Tariff Coutnission relmrted on the results of its studies
on "methods of valuation [of imports] used by the l'United States and by its principal trading Imrtners to determine the duty applicable to imports" This study was
ordered by Senate Finance Committee on February 9, 1966, In Senator Long's
letter to the Chairman of the U.S. Tariff Commission. (2) In its four.page
rele.tse-CB)-152-of December 20, 1900, the Bureau of the Census, U.S. Depart.
nent of Commerce, reported its findings re the "value of U.S. Imports on a c.I.f.
basis."
Section B-2. The USTC release (its pages 1 and 22 of its statistics) Indicates an
addition of 10 percent to convert current official U.S. Import values to a c.Lf. base.
The Census release Is entitled "C.I.F, Calculations Add Nine Percent to Import
Figures."
Section B-3. These official findings for the first time In U.S. history, provide,
officially, for computation of U.S. Imports on the c.L. base, which has been the
world standard for decades.
Section 13-4. It is, however, only a 50-percent victory, because the 10-percent
and the 9-percent do not match the percentage used by other nations in their
tabulations of their Imports of goods from the United States. Their percentages
are: 24.08-percent, 10.9-percent, 25.1 percent, 21.5 percent, and 16.8 percentand 12 to 18 percent for nine countries as a group.
Section B-5. All necessary data re the above is available In statistical detail
from official sources.

Section C. My letter to Senate Finance, dated September 9, 1966
(1 pagese, 1,192 words, in "Foreign Trade Statistics," the brochure
released-by Senate Finance in September 1966), is attached to section
A-10 above. It required 10 years to set up the content of that letter.
Its content is lasting, can be expanded into a tewt on international
trade (this is not balance of payments, but is related to "Measuring
the Nation's Wealth, Wealth Inventory Planning Study," as reported
in December 1964, in an 835-page Joint Economic Committee book,
following hearings by Senator William Proxmire's Subcommittee on
Economic Statistics).
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Section C-1. The base logic is:
1. When an export leaves the warehouse called the U.S.A., it
reduces the inventory of U.S. goods, i.e., the U.S. "wealth," by its
f.o.b. value.
2. When an import enters the warehouse called the U.S.A., it
augnents the inventory of U.S. goods, i.e., the U.S. "wealth," by
its c.i.f. value.
Section C-2. I have worked over the above inventory concepts of
U.S. exports and of U.S. imports with international authorities, one
in Brookings Institution and one in the U.S. Department of Ai ICUture for farm products, since foreign countries sell into the U.S.A.
annually some $5million (c.i.f.) farm products, half of them identical
with those produced on U.S. farms by U.S. farmers, thus reducing the
latter's jobs and explaining, significantly, the alarming decrease in the
numbers of U.S. farmers. (Indeed, it now seems unwise for U.S. teenagers to prepare to go into U.S. farming for lifetime livelihoods, since
U.S. farm jobs are likely to phase out Lefore today's teenagers reach
their retirement at 65 years, i.e., from years 2013 to 2019.)
Devaluaton of foreign currencie8

Setion D-1. There are about 140 currencies on our planet, all used
in world trade, which is business. Each nation fixes the "value" of its
own currency, and can alter that "value" again and again and again;
and almost all changes in the "value" of a currency are downward, i.e.,
devaluation. (The European guilder and the deutschemnark were upvalued, but by only a tiny fraction of their prior devaluations. I know
of no other up-valuation.) The International Monetary Fund, a nonU.S. agency, attempts to monitor devaluation, with incomplete
sUcceSS.
Section D-2. For I have a list [should be published] of 99 devaluations since 1940, 25 of them in 1966 alone (that is, during the Kennedy
round trade negotiations). All these devaluations were made on the
advice of the devaluing countries' trade experts, i.e., not on whims.
Section D-3. All aimed at (1) increasing the deraluing country's
sales of its goods and services (tourism, etc.); and (2) decreasing the
devaluing country's purchases of its imports of goods and services
(tourism, etc.). both objectives were usually aimed mainly at the
United States of America. (Two examples: annda's devaluation of
its dollar on May 2, 1962 ;and Mexico's four devaluations of its peso
which was worth 0.20% U.S. cent in 1946, but since 1954, has been
worth only 0.08 U.S. cent. Both these two countries have pronounced
their respectives devaluations a "success," thus implying, perhaps,
future devaluations, an implication which I read into President (of
Mexico) Gustavo Dfaz Ordaz's address to our Congress on October 27,
1967, using the original version in Spanish.)
Section D-4. A devaluation "lasts" about a decade. All its impacts
are not implemented the next day, as some U.S. experts seem to me
to think.
Section D-5. After its trading partners have "adjusted" to one of
its devaluations, a devaluing country can devalue-again. Devaluation is, now, recurrent trade strategy.
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The most important part of tide paper
Section D-6. Items 3 and 5 of section 8 (powers of Congress) of
article I of the Constitution of the United States read:
The Congress shall have power3. To regulate commerce with foreign nations * * *
5. To coin money, regulate the value thereof and of foreign coin

*

Section D-7. But, the powers of the U.S. Congress are limited to
the one fifty-fourth of our planets' surface; i.e., to one-sixteenth of
earth's land which is the geographical United States, which insignificance is emphasized by noting that our country is but one of our
planets' 140 "nations."
Section D-8. The planets' other 139 nations have, only since 1940,
devalued their currencies at least. 101 tinies. In so doing they have
up-valued our U.S. dollar in their markets, a do facto change in its
value which our Congress cannot control. It is, therefore, in order
for an American to denounce those devaluations as "unconstitutional."
I beg that the Senate Finance Committee take a position on this point.
Section D-9. Illustration of the above: If your neighbor removessay-2 feet of topsoil from hi plot, he has done two things, viz: (1)
He has made his plot lower than yours, but, (2) he has made your
plot higher than his.
Section D-10. Shocking: There is no study of the impacts of foreign
devaluations in the U.S. socioeconomny. In'2 years, of search I have
been unable to find one in any U.S. agency and in any U.S. college.
Section D-11. Worse: Two employees in Federal Reserve, one in
Export-Import Bank, a stall' member of the Joint Economic Coinmittee, a member of Brookings Institution, and the Bureau of International Commerce, U.S. Department of Commerce, in official letters
in 1965 and in 1967, all confirm that "no official U.S. Government
study has been plpared on this subject." of the "effects of foreign
devaluations on the U.S. balance of payments and the U.S. balance
of trade."
Section D-12. No denunciation of the above bureaucratic stupidity/
negligence can po sibly be too strong.
Section E-1. (onclusion: U.S. nonrealism in (1) the official U.S.
arithmetic of U.S. foreign trade (this is not payments) and in (2) the
the manipulated "values" of non-U.S. currencies vis-&-vis our U.S.
dollar has made U.S. foreign trade policies catastrophically harmful
to both the U.S. socioeconomy and to the socioeconomies-of the other
139 nations on our planet.

Section E-2. Iow By generating synthetic "comparative advan-

tages" which drive a nation's industries into wrong areas of production

for generations.
(This subject is better discussed with trade experts in the fifteensixteenths of our planet's peoples outside our country than with their
counterparts inside the United States, only one-sixteenth of our
planet's peoples.)
Section F. Addendum of incredible oddities applicable because all
are true, to assertions in the above "paper."
Section F-1. The devaluation of the U.S. dollar in 1934 madeOur goods and services cost foreigners 40 percent less.
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Our purchases of foreign goods and services cost us 69 percent
more.
Section F-2. When Canada devalued (May 2, 1962) a U.S. broker
supplied a list of seven Canadian industries which would benefit-one
being International Nickel-and, contrariwise, (a) the mayor of a
Connecticut town wrote to me about the harm done industry in his
community, (b) GM and Mead Johnson suffered, etc., etc.
Section F-8. Devaluation equates technical know-how! In one of
its publications available in both our language and Spanish, the International Monetary Fund reports that the British pound was devalued
to equate $2.80 simply because, at its previous "value" of $4.03, the
British could not meet U.S. competition in third countries!
Norm--The British are fond of, and adept at, the strategy of devaluation, and are now, the press of November 15, 1967, reports, probably "forced" to devalue their pound again. The British pound has
equated: $8.2, $4.87, $4.03, $2.80 (the current rate), and only $2.43 if
Britain's 15-percent surcharge on imports (of October 1964, utn d since
rescinded) is computed as one more devaluation of it. Make your own
appraisals of what happened to world trade.
Section F-4. There were 25 devaluations in 1966, i.e. during the
Kennedy round in Geneva, yet I am informed 'by a stake member of
the President's Special Representative for Trade Negotiations that
devaluations were not up for consideration" which is as fan.
tastic as saying that the designs of a transatlantic liner ignore the
water!
Section F-5. In its press release of October 12,1967, the Embassy of
Finland reports the devaluation of its markka, making imports cost
Finnish puihasers 81.25 percent more, but making Finnish goods and
services (tourism) cost foreign purchasers of them 23.81 percent less.
On pages 65-70 of its "General Summary" (undated; I received it
August 2, 1967) the office of the Special Representative for Trade
Negotiations reports on the Kennedy round negotiations with Finland-but the devaluation of the markka, taking place after those
negotiations has completely vitiated their impacts upon the socioeconomies both the United States and Finland I
Section F--. Uruguay devalued, again on November 6, 1967. De.
valuations are currently normal world trade strategy.
Section F-. Etc., etc.-That U.S. experts on international trade
ignore devaluations reflects on them adversely to the nth degree.
Section F-8. The import/export impacts of the Finnish markka's
devaluation, in F-5, are official, i.e., the 31.25 percent more and the
23.81 percent less. As given in F-i, the corresponding figures for the
U.S. dollar's devaluation (in 1934) are 69 percent more and 40 percent
less. according to authorities.
It is incredible that no U.S. agency will compute-and publishthe corresponding percentages for the 101 devaluations that I list, or
for any o them. from United Kingdom's repeated devaluations of its
pound to, say, Italy's devaluation of its lira. (The U.S. dollar once
brought 5 lira; today it buys 625 1 lira 1)
.iv'Ln mathematician can make the required computations, but they
shoul~i be made, and published officiallyby the authorities in the U.S.
,5feanlng, In reverse, that an italan must now assemble 625 ira to buy $1 worth of
U.S. goods and services. he can't do it !
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Government (Treasury, Federal Reserve, etc., etc.) so that they may
be quoted. It would be of great help if Senate Finance could insist
upon these devaluation percentages.
Section F-9. Because of the fact that U.S. giveaways and U.S. sub.
sidized exports are tabulated as "commercial exports," it is possible
for the United States to (1) "up" its "trade surplus" to any figure,
merely by, say, giving more wheat to India, etc., etc.; (2) meaning that
U.S. trade deficits are easily eliminated, merely by using U.S. taxpayers' money to buy U.S. "exports" !
Section F-40. Ecology of our Nation's Capital: Were our U.S.
capital a commercial center, like Pittsburgh, Bonn, London, Berne,
Paris Tokyo, Amsterdam, etc., etc., U.S. official trade negotiators
would live intimately, for years, with U.S. industries, experiencing as
their neighbors the harmful or helpful impacts of imports. This "education" is standard for all the foreign negotiators !-but not for the
U.S. bureaucrats who confront those talented foreigners in trade
negotiations.
Section F-11. All our planet's 140 nations, having exploding populations, require more jobs. There are only two ways by which any nation can generate its jobs, viz: its internal commerce and its foreign
trade. It is now in "style" to stress the latter rather than the former,
but this solution cannot be final, since our planet, as a whole, has to
be self-sufficient. It cannot export to or import from other planets.

PART III
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Specific Industry Problems
STATEMENT OF INDEPENDENT REFINERs AssocuToN or AmEIcTA
REOARDlIXO OIL IMPORT QUOTAS

SUMMARY
Independent refiners share the concern of independent producers
with regard to recent changes in the oil import program which are
designed for purposes othei' than the national security and which
threaten the effectiveness of the program in maintaining a healthy

producing and refining industry. They endorse S. 2332 which seeks
to confirm and tighten the established oil import program.
IRAA. points out that the real success of the program depends not
only on the overall quantitative limit on imports-but also significantly
upon the way in which quotas are actually distributed. This aspect
of the matter, which is not touched by the presently proposed legislation, is of particular concern to independent refiners because the very
survival op most independent refiners today depends upon their oil
import quotas.
There was carefully developed over several years and under three
Presidents a method for distributing import quotas which has been
highly effective; namely, to refiners on a sliding scale basis in inverse
re action to refining size. To discourage further deleterious tinkering
with the program, IRAA urges the Senate Finance Committee to
express its endorsement of this method of distributing these valuable
import rights and to confirm the quota treatment which the independent refiner has had and must continue to have if the import program
is to succeed.
Detailed reasons and views in support of IRAA's position are set
forth in the current statement and in several prior IRAA statements
at congressional and administrative hearings. These are submitted and
also incorporated by reference.
STATEMENT

This statement is submitted by the Independent Refiners Association of America for two purposes. The first is to express the views of

this association in connection with the committee hearings of October
18-20 on specific import quota proposals including oil. The second is
to express IRAA's views with respect to the committee's general re-

view of U.S. trade policies, and the proposed extension of the trade
agreements statutes, as to which hearings are yet to be convened and
the committee has asked that papers be filed in advance.

It is appropriate at the outset to identify this association and the
companies it represents. The Ind, ,endent Refiners Association of
America consists solely of independent oil refiners. It includes inde.
(729)
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pendent refiners of all types-in all parts of the country and of varying size--representing their common interests as independents.
A word about the independent refiner. The independent refiner
characteristically owns or controls little of the crude petroleum which
he processes and except. in rare instances, has little control over the
markets in which he sells the products which he manufactures. Yet
without a refining element in the petroleum industry crude oil cannot
be transformed into consumable products and without the independent
refiner, the competitive elements in the marketplace which provide
such products to the consumer will be removed. Moreover, the independent refiner by size and location possesses facilities not readily
susceptible of destruction, in even the most grave national emergency.
Further, an excess refining capacity upon which this country must
depend in times of national peril exists in operable condition, immediately available, only by virtue of the existence of the plants of the
independent refiner. The independent refiner is, therefore, critically
important to competition in the domestic economy and to our national
security in emergencies.
Because of their position, dependent upon the purchase of crude
oil for their raw material supply, independent refiners have had from
the inception of oil import controls a special concern with the meastires proposed to allocate foreign oil to firms in the United States.
From the outset of import controls in 1959, this subject has been a
matter of major interest to the association and its members. The
current importance of import controls to independent refiners is most
simply illustrated by the fact that, absent tie share in foreign oil
which the import control program allocates to independent refiners,

most
independent refiners in the United States would be operating
tit a loss today.
As a result of IRAA's deep concern with oil imports we have testified at all of the congressional hearings bearing on this subject and
all of the administrative hearings on this subject since the inception
of the program. The impact upon independent refiners of alternati'e control measures and the facts in support of ind)eendenit re,finers' proposals (which have been largely embodied in the program
as developed until reently) have been set forth previously in these
various statements. The most recent of these, submitted in the Department of the Interior's general hearings on the oil import program in May 1967, brought these facts up to date. In the interest of
revitv we incorporate by reference and attach herewith certain of
these key statements, to W'it: statement of May 10, 1961, before the
Department of the Interior oil import hearings; statement of September 2, 1964, to the Senate Select Committee on Small Business;
statement of March 10, 1965, before the Department of the Interior
oil import hearings; statement before the May 22-24, 1967, Department of the Interior oil import hearings, and the statement of Under
Secretary Elmer Bennett dated April 21, 1960, explaining the fundamental premises of the import program, and referred to in the last-

mentioned IRAA statement.
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We should like, however, to highlight certain aspects of the matter
of direct and immediate significance for the legislation currently
under review.
1. Oil import control differ from genera) proteetioniwt legi~ation
The pending oil import legislation (i.e., S. 2332) differs greatly
from the pending bills of a general protectionist nature considered
by the Senate Finance Committee in the hearings of October 18-20,
1967. It is most significant that the existing oil import program (which
it is the purpose of S. 2332 to confirm) has its statutory origin and
basis in the several trade expansion acts. Oil import controls are there
authorized-under the national security exception to the general program for unrestricted trade. A national security exception was recognized as a necessary part, of this country's trade expansion policies.
National security has been and should continue to be the basis and
the objective and correspondingly the limit of the oil impolt program.
The other protectionist bills "pending before the Senate Finance
Committee represent instead a direct collision with thhe policy of
free trade which so recently was pressed to significantly new accomlplishments in the so-called Kennedy round. This difference between
the oil import control legislation and the bills of a general protectionist nature should be recognized in the consideration of these bills
by the Congress. The national security exception to fi'ee trade, which
has been an essential part of the free trade policy since its inception,
should meet with the approval of even the most vigorous free trade
advocates who otherwise would oppose general protectionist legis-

lation.
The oil import proposal now before the committee reflects essen-

tially the concern of its sponsors that recent administrative actions
are tending to twist, the program toward objectives other than the
national security (specific instances are discussed separately below).
It represents a" -ightening of the program to its national security
purpose. As such,'the legislation deserves the endorsement of everyone including those favoring the original trade expansion legislation

now up for further extension.
2. Recent 8teps to subvert the oil import program.
S. 2332 is a response, in effect, to recent steps by the administration,
some accomplished and others still proposed, which would have the
practical effect of subverting the oil import program as it has been
so carefully developed over the years under three different Presidents.
The recent measures which would use the import program for purposes
other than fie national security include:
(a) The grant of special import treatment to the Phillips Petroleum Co: to encourage it to make investments in Puerto Rico which
would help the economic development of that territory. Following this
special deal, other companies promptly sought similar treatment with
proposals to stimulate the economic development of Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, and even Guam in exchange for the grant of valuable
import rights. All these proposals are extraneous to the national secu-
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rity. Worse, they will weaken the program and thus thwart the national security. As desirable as the economic development of these territories may be, it is not an objective of the congressional mandate
on which the oil import program is based.1
(b) The grant of special import quotas to promote air pollution
control. The President on July 17, 1967, authorized changes in the
oil import program designed to aid in air pollution control. The
Secretary of the Interior thereby was authorized to grant additional
allocations-Notwithstanding the levels established in section 2 of this Proclamation [the
limitation on oil imports (except for residual fuel oil) to 12.2% of domestic production in accordance with a careful Cabinet Committee study and Presidential
determination that imports above that level would threaten the national security].

A breach of the 12.2-percent limit by the Secretary is there clearly
authorized.
In the same proclamation and again for the express purpose of
aiding air pollution control, the definition of residual fuel oil (which
is outside the 12.2-percent limit) was redefined to include No. 4 fuel
oil. The net effect was to remove No. 4 fuel oil from the 12.2-percent
limit and to authorize an increase in overall imports beyond the 12.2percent limit as previously applied by an undetermined amount of
No. 4 fuel oil imports. As desirable as the control of air pollution may
be and as desirable as strenuous efforts in aid thereof by the Government may be, there is still, however, no connection between air pollution and the national security. Significantly none was even asserted.
(o) Expansion of asphalt imports in excess of the 12.2-percent
overall limit. The President on April 10, 1967, authorized changes
in the oil import program which would permit imports of asphalt
"without respect to the levels of imports prescribed in section 2 [the
limitation on imports to 12.2 percent of domestic production]". Again,
a breach of the 12.''-percent limit by the Secretary is clearly authorized.'
(d) The administration's threat in February 1967, released through
"briefings" by Federal officials, to use import controls as a threat or
sanction to enforce compliance with the administration's desire to
roll back gasoline prices. No hint of any national security connection
'Trade Expansion Act of 1962, Pub. Law 87-794, 19 U.S.C. 1 1862. Nowhere does the
statute contemplate grant of quotas for foreign oil for the purpose of Improving economic
welfare or unemployment which has not been adversely affected by excessive Imports. The
lawyers who prepared the Presidential Proclamation legitimatislng the special deal for
Phillps a pa enty recognlsed this because the special quotas for Puerto Rico there
authorized,were expressly limited to "Instances in which the Secretary determines that
such action would not Impair the accomplishment of the objectives of this Proclama.
tion.... p" (Setion 8b)(2) of Proclamation 3279, s amended.) The Secretary has au.
thorized the Phillips deal; Impliedly he has deteriained that this one special deal will
"not Impair the accomplishments of the objectives of this Proclamation." But what
about the host of alications for similar treatment now pending Also Interesting: the
case for quotas for Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands It completely at odds with the
statute's concern for excessive Imports In that It relies on alleviating unemployment by
increasing Iports Into these areas, and thence to the mainland.
8
Tbe procla
d lM the
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Apr. 19, 1967.h
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appears here and none was even suggested. The administration merely
found its control over valuable import rights a most powerful too.
It felt no restraint in using this powerful tool for objectives completely unrelated to the national security.
(e) There is under consideration by the administration at, the present

time (by reason of its affirmative sponsorship by key Members of Con-

gress f rom New England) a proposal which would in effect accord to
No. 2 fuel oil (the prime heating oil) a relaxation like that for No. 4
oil, permitting imports beyond tlie existing 12.2 ercent overall limitation. It remains to be seen whether if done, it will be done by "redefinition" as in the case of No. 4 oil or by authorization "notwithstanding"
the 12.2 percent limit as in asphalt, and the air pollution bonus quotas.
But it is obvious that one breach easily begets another. The express purpose of this proposal is to reduce home heating oil costs for consumers
in New England. No hint whatsoever of a national security purpose
al)pears.
With such steps already taken and proposed, the present legislative
proposals to restrict such adventurous toying with the program make
sense.
V
". Significant aspects of the oil, import program not dealt with. in
proposedlegislation-Towhom hallquotas go?
While the limitation of oil imports quantitatively (heretofore to 12.2
percent of domestic production plus residual as required) is a substantial part of the oil import program and the present bill is concerned
solely with tightening such quantitative restrictions, it is important to
note lt the real success of the program and attainment of its national
security objectives depends significantly upon the manner in which
quotas are actually distributed.
Because of the large price differential between domestic and foreign
oil, these quota rights are valuable. To whom shall these valuable rights
be granted and on what basis ? This matter, wh,'h is not touched by
the present legislation, is of particular concern to independent refiners.
As noted above, the very survival of most independent refiners depends
upon their oil import quotas.
For reasons which are developed in detail in the prior IRAA statements attached hereto, the carefully developed system of distributing
import quotas to refiners and on the basis of a sliding scale in inverse
relation to refinery size 3 serves best the objectives of the oil import
program. For reasons there documented, that system best serves to
maintain a sound producing industry, a sound refining industry, a
wholesome competitive environment and the health of the small companies in the oil industry upon which national security especially depends. For a single concise statement on this critical point we reler to
the explanation of the Government's decision to distribute quotas in
this way, given by Under Secretary of the Interior Elmer Bennett on
April 21. 1960, a full copy of which is attached hereto. le said in part:
Caught In the two-fold squeeze of declining general business and the competitive pressures from large Importers with access to lower-cost Imported crude,
8in short, the system as developed over many years prior to the recent grant of quotas
to petrochemical companies and for the several other purposes noted above.
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the domestic refiner was faced with serious problems. I would be less than frank
If I did not point out there was grave concern within the Federal Government
about the future of the Independent refining segment of the Industry.
The Independent refiner was threatened with extinction by those Integrated
companies whose refinery locations gave them access to lower-cost raw materials
but whose marketing areas everywhere permitted fullest use of this competitive
advantage.

The facts and factors there set forth still exist and are still relevant.. Extinction of tile independent refiner has been averted and this
is due directly to the method in which import quotas have been diktributed. By that very token, any steps which threaten the independent
refiner's quota position, threaten his survival.
111.8 ITiCOM3

NI)ATIO.N

W1e urge that the Senate Finance Committee's report on S. 2030,2
include not only all endorsement of the quantitative limits heretofore
in effect (which S. 2332 would confirm and tighten), but an endorsement also of the method by which quotas have actually been distributed prior to the recent administrative aberrations herein noted, that
is, quotas to refiners and on the basis of a sliding scale in inverse reittion to refining size. We urge that the Senate Frmnnee Committee also
express clearly its disapproval of the recent steps which have provided
for quotas outside of the refiner-sliding scale system and for purposes

unrelated to the national security. (If and to the extent that some of
the recent steps cannot now be reversed, we urge congressional recognition of the special role of the independent refiner and congressional

endorsement of the rule that any reductions in refiner quotas (needed
to pay for special quota deals and stay within the 12.2 percent limit)
shall be borne by the major oil companies.) Such congressional expression confirming the skillful administrative development of the import
control machinery until recently will discourage further tinkering
with the import program. This tinkering, if continued, will soon
defeat that program's base objectives and ultimately destroy both the
independent refiner and the independent producer.
In taking this position the Senate Finance Committee will also confirm the position and views of every congressional committee which
has considered this subject.?
Respectfully submitted.
EDWIN JASON DRYER,

MEYERS & DRYER,

Washington, D.C.,

Coutnel for the Independent Refiners As8sociation of America.
4 See IRAA statement May 22-4,

1967, p. 12.

See especially) the report of hearings on "Oil Import Allocations," August 10 and 11,
1984, by the Senate Select Committee on Small Business and the annual reports of that
committee from 1904 to date.
8
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GENERAL INDUSTRIAL WORKERS UNION,
LocAL 146, D.R.W. & A.W., AFI-CIO

Linden, N.J.

Now Address: 6 West Elizabeth Avenue, Linden, N.J. 07036.
Mr. ToMf VAIL,

('h;e Cottimel. (om;her on; ,'hfre,
Yew ,'enate Ofee Bldldhig.
11"(.8h ;/ifon, P.C.
1). 4,%R

SIR: Enelosed please find statement covering g our local union's

views relative to tle con(emplated public hearings to be held before
the IT.S. Seiite Finance ( committee.
Our local 111io is most ap)J)reciatiiIe of Senator Long's and your
interests ill thi.; matter of itiost coleel11 to or people.

Please keep ul) iiforiied as to the schedlled dates of the public

he1rig)9s and it is also our wish that a representative from our local

union will be al)h to express the enclosed views relative to the best
itller'ests oftle l)arga *in*l

llit people we

represent.

Also, eI(losed )lease iiid petitions signed by over 700 Illeluhers of
our local union. 'Thalk vo very mu1h for you r kind interest in this
1l )St 1irgelt Illiattel'.

Very 11r11l3 yours

4

VINCE NTSP'INA, AVeeeaI'.
(.Not(-: The l(1t ilon referred to bloIJve wvas imiih at Wl)rt (f the official flies of
Iie committeet)

ST.V'rEMFNT
T'o thelebe/

w of lhe ,enute 1'al(,he ('omin;l/e:

It is a known fact that the U.S. Government controlled the General
Aniline & Film Corp. from 1942 until 1965. This control did not permit
tile corporation to expand as other chemical corporations have done.
Our international and local union spent mniy trying hours, days, and

years to have the General Aniline & Film Corp. returned to private
American interests.

Following the sale of the corporation to private American interests, our corporation has expanded at Linden, N.J., as well as
in other divisions of the corporation. The Linden division has hired
well over 100 employees since the disposition of the corporation by
Mthe Government.

Now the employees are threatened by the reduction of tariffs on

benzenoid chemicals.

Over 741 employees at our plant are classified as benzenoid workers; this means those employees could very well lose their jobs. This

(loes not include clerical, laboratory technicians and craftsmen who
would also be played off. The total could very well equal 1,000 employees.

I.
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The average age of our bargaining unit people is 47 years of age.
This would mean that our members wtio have held no other jobs would
find it very difficult to find other gainful employment. This could
result in their being added to already overburdened welfare rolls of
the communities in which they live. I am speaking of Elizabeth, N.J.,
Linden, N.J., Rahway, N.J.,'plus other communities.
The economic impact on the employees and the immediate conmunities in which they live could very well be catastrophic. The loss
in wags and fringe benefits would be well over $8million.
Petitions have teen signed by over 700 members of my local union
requesting that the American selling price system of valuation be
maintained.
Gentlemen, before closing, I most humbly request that the members
of this committee give this matter your deepest deliberation before
final disposition of the matter is made. I further hope that in the final
analysis not one single American worker's job is put in jeopardy. Thank
you very much.
Respectfully submitted.
VIN'CENT SPINA, Secretat!/.

STONE, GLASS & CLAY

COORDINATING COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.

Mr. Tom VAn,,

C7hie Counsel, Conmittee on Finanee,
U.S. Senate, New Senate Offlee Building,
Washington, D.C.
DAR Mn. VAIL: We certainly appreciate this opportunity to present
our views on foreign trade policy. I am enclosing the statement made
on behalf of the Stone, GI ss & Clay Coordinatin Committee for
publication in the compendium. The statement is o ered as a brief,
concise, and factual view of the problems involved with our present

trade py.

As I have pointed out in this statement, the unions involved represent employees in industries that are already extremely import sensitive and this sensitivity can only be accelerated by the tariff cuts of
the Kennedy round.
We believe our trade policy requires, in the interest of the United
States, regulatory controls in the form of import quotas in order to
maintain n healthy economy and to maintain employment and industry
in this country.
When the hearing is held I would appreciate if you would enter the
appearance of the tone, Glass & Clay Coordinating Committee, listing me as a witness, and reserving time for the international presidents within our committee to testify to specific problems within their
industry. I have listed the names and addresses of the seven international presidents in our statement.
With best regards.
Sincerely,
P. CIISTER,
Executive Secretary.

HOWARD
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STATEMENT OF PosImON OF THE STOXE, GLASS & CLAY COORDINATING
COM~rri;

In the Matter of Compendium To Be Published on Legislative
Oversight Review of U.S. 'Trade Policies
Whose members are
The American Flint Glass Workers' Union of North America.
The Glass Bottle Blowers Association of the United States & Canada.
The International Brotherhood of Operative Potters.
The United Brick & Clay Workers. of America.
The United Cement, Lime & Gypsum Workers International Union.
The United Glass & Ceramic 1orkers of North America.
T4e Window Glass Cutters League of America.
S'TOXE, G(lSsS & (,LAY COORDINATING COMI3'PrE,

LEE IV.MINTON, ('hainn.

Seeretary-Treasurer.
Submitted by Howard P. Chester, executive secretary, Stone, Glass
& Clay Coordinating Committee.
LEWIS MCRACKEN,

SUMMARY

(1) Import sensitive industries-Pottery, ceramic tile, pressed and
handmade glassware, hydraulic cement, and flat glass.
(2) U.S. industries willing to share in growth.
(3) Congressional concern with foreign trade policies.
(4) Deficiencies in present Trade Expansion ct.
(5) Understanding import statistics.
(6) Flight of U.S. private capital.
(7) Jeopardy to our economy of unregulated imports.
(8) Nation requires strong industries and maximum employment.
(9) Must provide reasonable and orderly control of imports.
STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Senate Finance Committee, my
name is Howard P. Chester. I am the executive secretary of the Stone,
Glass & Clay Coordinating Committee. We are composed of seven
international unions, all affiliated with the AFL-CIO, who have joined
together to cooperate on mutual problems that affect any one of our

seven affiliates. We have a combined membership of 250,000 workers,
with active locals in almost all of tlme 50 States.
The identities of these unions, their chief officers, and their head,iarters addresses are:
In George M. Parker, president, the American Flint Glass Workers'
Union of North America, Toledo, Ohio.
Mr. Lee W. Minton, president, the Glass Bottle Blowers Association of
the United States and Canada Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. E. L. Wheatley, president, the International Brotherhood of Operative Potters, East Liverpool, Ohio.
Mr. Paul Pelfrey, president, the United Brick & Clay Workers of
America, Chicago, Ill.
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Mfr. Felix C. .Jones, president, tile 'United('ement, 1,1111P & (;ypsui
Workers Int'rnatonial union . ('hicago, Ill.
"Mr.Ralph Rie.,er, presilhill. ihe Ulnited (flass & ('erai:li Worker', of
North America, ('olullhs,Ohio.
the Window Glass ('itters League
Mr'.
lary ]Baulhmnan,
of ,mei'io'a,
(Coh.lIibs.president,
O)hio..
Ill this review of I .S. trade policies we would like tf) make it clear
from tile beginning that the 1 ioll. listed al'ove repreelit employees
ill indilistries thal are alreaiv extrenilel" import sellsitive and we know
that tile Keeniiedv round of ftalil' (ilts will serve to filter av'ele ale
the foreign low-w-age inlorts inl these iIl.list ries. They are Ireselilly
faced with large sltares of the domt1est ic'market I eing c. pl rel Iby fo reig iiiiporls. 1auising Phlnts to close ald workers to Sulter lms I lItheir
emldoYmlt.
To list soie of the indust ties now suflering s,evere flnnig( :I)Ot trv,
ceramiv tile,. pressed IaI( llitnf'adh .'l0ssware, hyvd.aulli, fVIIIeIii, and;i
fiat glass. We submit 1lhat for these labor-ilnlensive iniltustries tf Iiompete with the like prod't produced in foreign counlltries, who have
production system llut
wlli ingly accepted our technology and oul.t IINa
did not. accept our .high wages. (-lilt only be dest ruiet ive to our highwage, hlgh-plrlaSing-power economy.
andtlries
are willing to slutre ill ti' growll, of IU.S. mar11l'ket
Most
with the foreign )rIOduers, liut tliv are not willing oi have this growl Ii
. bey imlports o' to have pn'-teut p'olif'ti ve cnpacit ty
toinpletely, aib.orl)d
and eniloynlent displaced by imports.
The Congress is showing i'ts concern with our, foreign trade policies
and ills have been introduced: to establish import quotas on specified
)rolucts; to amend the Trade lxmptision Act: to , eiiid tlt,' Ant iDltn1ping Act; and to provide for orderly marketing, -md certainly
we in labor who are vitally atfef'ted by imil)frts should unite ol' efforts
and ight for fair and just tnde legislat ion.
There are several important deficiencies in the present Trade Expalnn:iii Act : (1) We know that trade, adjustment assistane has tif,
worked, in fact. not one case has been allowed and this was a very important provision to labor and the reason for AFI,-IO su)l)fprt.
However even this could not replace 2t jot) and1i a useful, prodiletive
place in society. (2) We know that the present criteria in the eiape
clause for a finding of injury is far too stringent, the use of the word
MAJOr, -under title I11, actionn 301, hits resulted in a prohibitive,
rigid interpretation by the. Tariff Comnission which hI has rendered this
section useless to workers or firms.
We also know that our import, statistics are Inliderstated, reported on
foreign value instead of like most nlt ions oil a oc.i.f. basis, whi.h lmnfIerstates our imports by 10 to 20 I)ereent. If we reported on a e.i.f, basis,
our 6;o-called ba.lane of trade would evaporate if not disappear. Our
statistics should be relprted on a factual basis so the general public
is aware of our real position in foreign trade.
Are we enicoulilging the flight of IT.S. private capittil to forvign nations? The answer is yes. with foreign capacity increasing in practically
all products aided in' tnatill Cases 1)' IT.S. private investi'lent, which hlin
now reached the astonishing figure o)f, in excess of $Z,.0 billion.
This foreign increased ealmeity can only serve to defresel our
CXlports and increase oure imports and since capital is nmilei and labor
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:I af'ord to allow aiy vision of free trade to blind 11, to the

4..,riou. jeopardy to our economV of unregulated imports that are bevenld theirea
fll (f our laws on miilimui wNIres, miaim i hours, health.
-11.-d safeltv stanidalrds and vxploitatimn of labor. The tliff tittI it1lj)(l)

quoas are the only sulstitulles for sueh laws within our roach, a,1
with the recent tari'll culs, t he tarill will he ift It,or n1o heterretit, so it i1ihitersla.i1ablewhy import quota legislation las b(en it roduted, it is
(MW last defense
t o'laidifig wer tli richest market in the world. I)I!t
(if course it would mit long be the richest market, because as imports
(omltiit to rise so wouhl l illtmjlh)p'iilt'llt1
atit1 with Itemplto ielt tht
power.
drastic drop inl Iurchasitig

Our Nation requires strong imidustries and iaximiuum (wilploy1 elit
to liiaitalinl a healthy eConony, n11111d
Without a heaIltly econoimyi om.W
positioll as a. World power aIol leader of the free world will o1 iicklv
deteriorate, and just. as quickly he replaced by another vointry less
g.e.merouas than the Ulnited States.
Our foreign trade politvy must provide reasonable al orderly coultrol of imports, whether through orderly marketing negotialtions or by
onibus import-quota legislation coverlg all lines of coimeree.
Thank you for this opportunity to present o0r positions.
LEAD-ZI Nt' PRIODUCER:S (OMITTEE..
ll'ash ;nqton. D.C.
Re Legislative Ovensight Review of U.S. Trade Policy.

1[011. RUSSELI, It. IJAN(t,

('omnItee on Finance.U.S. Senate,
Yle'Wu
Senate Ohie
ll',,Ahig/on,
1D.C. BUding,

I)EAR SENATOR Lo; : The domestic lead-zinc mining and smelting
industry wish to commented you and your committee for your interest.
and action in examining U.S. trade )olicies ind, particularly, ill asking for factual and objective comments that, we hope will l~e used in
a new, constructive trade program. We would like to address ourselves to item 1 in your press release, "Possible Shortcouino-p in the
Applicable Statutes."

Our industry has been subjected to a series of economic cycles basically produced by excessive, unneeded imports that have alternately
produced excessive metal stocks in the United States or, conversely,

shortages of necessary domestic stocks when the foreign, metal price
exceeds that in the United States. These conditions of metal surlIlus
in turn depress our market prices with periods of mines closures and
unemplo'ment and other periods of intensive effort directed to providingy L.S. consumers with necessary metal supplies, when foreign

production is channeled to more favonble foreign markets.
We have worked with the executive departments since World War II
trying to develop a minerals policy that would stabilize imports at
levels required to supplement domestic production of both lead and
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zinc. Unfortunately, every time we mention restrictions of imports
we run headlong ilito trade policy dictated by the State J)epa-itievi.
Their philosophy seenis to be oie of great concern for the foreign
industry, and we are always referred to their policy of not wishing to
(listllrb G.TT negotiations and that our alternative to legislationl is

aln appeal to the tariff Commission for determinations of import
injury and recommendations for assistance.

At recent hearings of the Finance Committee discussing import
quota plans, reference was made to the fact that, the U.S. Senate has
over accepted GATT, and we tire at a loss to understand how this
argument can be valid in opposing our efforts to aid both the I-.S.

Producer and consumer.

Our primary interest ill writ ing your committee at this ti e is to
briefly discuss the induistry*(t'hrt before the Ta riff Conlm ii.
This
has imn'olved 12 different actions with two unanimous findlings ,f,
import ilijiiry and recommendations for a:ppqroria te ilill, t oolItrolb.
We are attaching to this letter an exlilbit eilith'd -Si1m.,%rv of
IeaUd-ZiiIC Legislative and (Goverlimelt ExN crin'e Since I9, " thal
indicates ill sonic detail the actions before the 'Tarifr ('onmissionm and
tle results of their study.
The first finding of in ury was returned, May 21. 19'P4. bImt the
President at that tiuue did iot wish to disturb St"tte D)epartment relaions with foreign importers and a stockpile p1urcha-e and barter
PIrogram was instituted to avoid accepting the Tariff Comlission recoiiWIiedatioll. This Ir)gralfl was only tem p)rary a1d its'i.ted il
large tonnages of lead and zinc placed in (Gm'eri'nnent stockpile es that
have now been declared "surplus." The current effort of tle G(o\'ernluIueit to sell this "Surplus" is currently a real l) emi, insolar as the
industry is concerned. Stockpile Pur:hases were a temporary palliative andlwere al)andone(l in 1957. The President then proposed an import excise tax in the form of legislation. The Ways and Means Contumittee held a hearing )ut after ol)taining tle blackground informalioO, informed tile President that lie still had a i oldigation to maice his
own d(e('i.-iojl wAhich Shbolld
( ave been based m Tariff (ommission
l'ecOillmlelldal iOilS.

The industry was at. this point forced to file another escal)e clause
amid, once again, on April 24, 1958, the Tariff Commission unanliunously found riots i1l)ort Injury with a recommendation for both
restricted quotas and hil ecr duty rates. Once again the President suseide(1 consideration of the Coi;hmission's recommendations and prol)osed the "Scaton plan," a subsidy program for lead and zinc. This
was not approved by? tile Congress and later on the President did aecept on a part ;al basis an import quota restriction that, tillfortutlately,
favored the importer rather than tile domestic producer based on eronomic conditions at the time. This quota was subject to annual reviews
and the plan remained in effect until ()ctobm' 19(;5, when general business conditions had iml)roved sufficiently to relieve the need for the
import quota restriction.
In the. meantime, the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 had. been enaicted, eliminating the escape clause and substituting provisions for
adjustment assistance. lWe objected strenuously to elimination of the
escape clause even though its provisions for assistance were greatly
limited and took the position that adjustment assistance as such was
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,,f ho use to our industry and based on the legal requirements, could
iit be obtained. As youknow, import restrictions or adjustment as.gstHc('e to industry, COmlnies, oi- workers c(an only come about after
thie Tariir omissionin can make an atlirmative finding that (1) the
imports ii) qiitstion are entering the United States ili increasing quantities; (2) that the increa.ed imports are due "in large part" to trade
agreement cone.,sions: and (3) that such increased imports are "the
hilajor factor ill causing the import injury. This law has been tested
I,v 2( cases, one from the zine industry, all with negative results. We
would summarize this solution as recommended b the executive dop'lhiiment as having been ineflective in the Past aniil impossible to use
at the present time u' in the future.

fn sunmmry, it has been our experience that the escape clause of
the Trade Agreemets Act was not a satisfactory long-term solution
for as:;istatuce to V.S. industry and the provisions of tLe Irade Expansion Act completely eliminated any avenue of help. It is imperative
that the Congress establish some workable legislative plan that will
assist, domestic industry, as it is threatened by unneeded imports. We
would hope, as a result of study, that your emmittee can recommend
amendments to the Trade Expansion Act whereby industry can apieal for import relief under rules and regulations that will" be workaide and further, it will be incumbent upon the President to accel)t eo'
enact the recvommendations that are made to accomplish such relief.
Sincerely yours,
ROBERT

G. DwyER, Chai'man.

SUMMARY OF LEAD-ZINC LEGISLATIVE AND GOVERN31E.xTAL
EXPErW.FCE SINCE 19 50

Peta.7 of cme1)rienwe of the domestic lead-zhmc industry under various
In'oLMons and procedures of U.S. trade laws. international
negotiations, and leq.4atre propo.qals for a lead-zinc minerals
policy

1. On May 10, 1950, the lead mining industry petitioned the Tariff
(ominission for "escape clause" action, requesting that tariffs on lead
ores and metal, reduced 50 percent below 1930 rates, be restored and,
in addition, be raised 50 percent to relieve import injury. (The 1930
tariff rates on lead were cut 50 percent in 1943 under negotiations for
the Mexican Trade Agreement.) This petition was filed in accordance
with article XI of the Trade Agreement With Mexico (1943) and witlh
the provisions of Executive Order 9832 (1947) that first established
the Commission's "escape clause" l)rocedures. On July 18, 1950, the
Commission n informed the inlustrv that. no consideration would be
given to this "escape clause" petition because the Mexican agreement
was bing '11Meled by"'he Vnited States effective December 31, 1950.
The ifnuustry 's petition was formally dismissed by the Commission on
,Janmrv 25. 1951. With the cancellation of the Mexican agreement,
the 193i) dutv on lead (21' cents per pound-metal) was temporarily
rest ored.
2. In spite of presentations in early 1951 by the lead-zinc industry
before the Committee for ReciprocitY' Information in preparation for
tlue trade airreements negotiations at Torquay, the dity on lead, which
had been restored only 5 months before by abrogationi of the Mexican
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agreement, was (lit 50 percent to iIs prior leveh 11 va
ents per lohn,dmetal) on June 6, 1951. In addition, tile (lilt"
on zinc was ('lit h 60
percent at Torquay on the same date,. to R'. cent per pould--eta..
3. On February 14, 1951, the lead mingP, indlirvti made appqlicat ion
to the Tariff Comintlissiol under the provisions of se.t ion 336 of the
Tariff Act. of 11930 for an investigation of the "(diftef,'ies ill tie cost
of production" of lead in the united States and foreign vollitrie.Z.
Rates of duty on lead had become eligible for change by aerion under
section 336, ;inee the termination of the Mexican agreement with lead
dty rates returningto those provided by t h Tariff Act of 1930. After
the filing of this applicatiofi, the taiitiir redletions of the TolUay
negotiations were announced (May 8, 1951). Inasmuch ias tiraide agre4ment rates of duty cannot be changed by action tinder tile provisions
of section 336, the Tariff Commission dismissedd the. application on
May 29,1951.
4. On September 14, 1953, the lead-zinc industry petitioned the
Tariff Commission for escape clause action under section 7 of the
Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951. Hearings were held during
November 1953. ()n May 21, 19'4. the commissionn made a unanimtous
finding (escape clause Investigation No. 27) that serious, injurywas
resulting from excessive import s and five Comiissioner riieomnilt4,nded
maxinlumn permissible increase in duties (pig lead, 2.55 (elts per
))lnd; silb zinc, 2.10 cents per oiund).
5. Concurrent with this 1953-54 escapee clause " act ion. h)v resolut ion
of the Senate Finance Committee (Julyi'.27, 1953), and the lous(e Wayas
a 1d Means ('omnittee (Putly 29, 1953), the Coimtimission also condi'ted
a general invest igation in tceoI'(lanee wivth the Pl1ovisiOums of sect ion 332
of the Tariff Act of 1930. This was trtnsinitted to the ('ommittee oi
Ways and Means and to the committee e on Finance on April 19, 1954,
and"is a 256-page volume with 'adetailed analysis of the economic (-onditiotis and )ertinent stmitist
ic concerning the'lead-zinc indut rvy of the
United States.
6. On Atugitst. 20. 1954, President Eisenhower advised the Comimittee
on Ways and Means and the Committee on Finance that he would hot
implement th(- uianious re('onimendations of the Tariff ('onmissiom
in their fay 91, 1954, report (T.C. No. 97). The President eited as olle
of the reasons for not implementing the Commission's findings, that
the maximum permissible increase in duty was insufficient to "reopen
closed mines" and would have only a ",minor effect" on V.S. prices.
In lieu of accepting the Commissioii's recommen(lations the President
instituted increased defense stockpile I)p:l' ises of these two luela Is
and sublsequently initiated h, rter. The P'esident fttlher statld thit
lie was directing the Secretary of State to seek recognition by foreign
eoutries who were, principal'importers that they would not'take an1v
"unfair advantage" of his alternative programs. However, the record
now shows that imports for consumption (lid not decline and, in fact,
inereaqed following the President's letter.
7. In a series of regulations issued May 28, 1957, the Department of
Agriculture essentially stopped all bartering in lead and zinc, which
was the major alternate stabilization program instituted by the President. In testimony befie the Ways and Means Committee, August 1,
1957, Mr. Gordon'Gray, Director of the Office of Defense MobiliZation,
announced that the defense stockpile goals for lead and zinc had almost
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lbeei met aind that purchases would ceas e in the very• near futue. This
stateen t was again repelted by Mr. (ray in his testimony before the
Ilouse AppropIriattins., Sllvolinnittee during 1Felruarv 1V5. TVhe
Oliee of Defense Mobilization announced that April 1958 was the last
n1lonth it would purchase zin(', and lead buying was scheduled to ).e
StOlpe tt ti(, end of .Jnne.
8. In his Jetter to the two congressional committees of August 20,
1954, the President concluded by stating that if the action he was
taking, instead of following the Commission's recommendations, did
not accomplish the objectives he sought that lie "will be prepared early
next year to consider even more far-reaching measures, and to make
appropriate reconnendations to the Congress." On June 19, 1957, following the sequence of events cited in parag'aphs 6 and 7 above,
Secretary of Interior Seaton forwarded to thei congress , for the exe'ulive del, rtment, a b~ill ljroVi(lilg fojr Ilhit;1pmlsion of pi'te4et tie
find slibst litillig a serie,.s Of impijiort texise tlaxes which would lbe el'etive oIl]oV if tile price of lead was below 17 cents and the price of zinc
lelow 14,4 eents.
9. hearings were held August 1 and( 2, 1957, before the Committee
on W1"ays and Mans on I[.R. 8257 (and similar bills for anl import
,xCise tiix on lead and zinc). hearings were also held on a companion
luill, S. i376, by the Senle Finane ('mimlitIee On iulv
fill "
, 1957. The
industry
ecelicurre1
in
the
proposed
"peril
point"
.S. lead-zinc miniu-1,
market prices of 17 eents lead and 141., cents zinc. It also pointed out,
however, that the proposed excise lax schedule was wholly inadequate
to sustain tile "peril point" priees. The proposed schedule for zinc was,
on an average, about 4) percent less than the Tariff Commis.sion's
1954 reeoninendat ions; for lead, o)i illverage,
a
about 2() percent less.
In only one instance was the proposed sliehulle greater than tile Com1iss1io011 S re,o1ninvndat ions-that, was for lead, at lower market price
levels and then was only 1.45 vent in e tian the ('onmmission's report.
Also, these ilees were iiconisist'nt with the President's comment on the
19.54 Tariff Cominission's rate proposal, cited in item 6.
10(.*'estimonv was presented to the Committee oni Ways and Means
In" Mir. (1rV o;n Aigust 1. 11957. and repeated nI Felru a'v 19, 111.8.
thlat, the lead-zinc inldustry was not eligible to seek reliefunder tlie
"llational security anlldnient sapi e clause" (section 7(h) of he
Trade .\,Ag.reements l.xtension .Aet o 1955). lie stated the reason fo'
his decision wis tli(' .xsene of very large stoekz of both iel.:. in
lie Ihand, of the (;cveriuinet which 'were acquired by the two aiternative pog 'amin. i tltited IY the 1Preident when he'deelined to follow the enui'lnh ions of the 'la riflf ComIll i.Sioln.
11. Followi~ig tOle hearing. M'r. cooper . eli irman of the 11':iv. and
Iasll."o
(onlnih tee, wrot the Pl're-ident Ihat tite Ways and Mealls (Comimittee would not consider tarill' legislation that. wns counter to the
principle. of thile rade agi'eeints p'og'amll particularly sine , the
lPresident. had authority to act under provision. of the eseave clause
or National Seemit Allendmnent of theIT rade Agrlllelle.s EXtellsion
Act, ( 1951 and 1950,6. 11w P'resident agreed that "exlansio of foreign
trade is in the best interests of the 1ited States" and indicated that :
"It is my understanding t le indusltrv will file an escape-claulse action
if the Cmgress pe not pasq the requested legislation."
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1'2. This legislative Irogranm "died" with tile excialtge of letters
between Mr. ('ooper (August 16, 1957) and President. Eisenhower

(August. 2-. 1957), and the

E]ItnergetlCY lad-Zinc ConiMittee again

pet it ioned tl lTari l ('Olltitii)ll for eSCalle-,lhtu5e att ion.he petit io
was iled September 27, 19,'7. and Iarings were held November -)20.
1957. Tile 1.S. industry petitioned the Commission not only for illCreased dutiess. blit also for it'lasIls. A cotlete iljot a plan was subInitted to tie omissionio. t1il,.
the "a1nlf Comremission ag,.,ain unanimoisly
13. On April 24,
fountid ( escape Clause Investigatiotn No. (5) that the (lotIt'5tic leai(Izili intustrY was Sltll'tring s'hiois import iiury. Three (Coinlissioners re'on'mmended tie itaxinuittl increase in dlty (.'0 percent above
the 1945 I'ates. pig lead, 2.55 cents per pound ; s1a1) zinc 2.1 cents per
iound) aid also reconmendedl the imposition of absolute quotas, based
onl 5 percent of imports during tlhe period 1953-,57. The other three
(omnllissioners recoitienided a retlurll to the 1930 dilty rates ( pig
er)poiltd: slab zinw, 1.77" cents per )Oilid).
lead, 2.12.')cetiti
of the t;l-thav Ieriod, as p'ovilIed itl the Trade
.tlusion
14. At the ct
Ag tetllels Atl tihe I 'esidetlt advised tile cliiritanl of tile Sellte
Fillalce totillanittee that he was 'l'ispending consideration" of ille
omissionn s reconilnenldations. Ihe President further stated that a
final decision would be appropriate after tile Congress had completed
its c nsideratioln of a bhitinerals stabilization plan " lopos'd by tlie
eXecitive (el)at'ttlent
alla.' and Stubmitted hy Secre larv of the Interior as
the"Seaon
17i. The "Seaton pla"-S. 4036(-proposed stabilization pamlents
on dotnestic production iul) Io 350.O)) tolls of lead and 550,001) toils of*
cents per pound for lead and
zilti when tht ma rket price was below 1.7,.:1
13:1 cetits per po id for zinc,. Ant additional limited tannage paytient
Was to be IlladIe wihte the market prices of lead and zitic werebevlow
17 cent. and 1-11. cents per potlld, respectively. This legislat iol pas.,ed
the
iSenate. but was defeated Ihr the [ouse in Augtust 197s.
16. Presidential Proclamation No. ;117 of September 22, 19,
estal lished absolute quota rest ri't iolls on imlports for consumption of
iuntanufat uired lead and zinc, elect ire October 1. 1958,. I however, tile
quota amounts were set at SO percentt of the average ann iaIcommercial
imports for the base period, much tuore generous to tihe importer than
the 50 percent recommended by the Tariff Conmission. Therm was no
change in base tariff rates a[nd no provision for quota control of
manufactured items. The annual quotas established limits for imports
as follows-lead :54.720 tonis and zinc,
of ore and metal comtbinedl,
520,9(0 tois.
17. E41Z received all invitation to send one "ob!server-delegate" to the
London Conference of the U'nited Nations' Interim Coordinating
Committee for International Commodity Arranmements, Septei)er
1958. The Committee was unable to be re resented. Mr. C. E. Schwab,
Conuittee Chairman, attended til secontN meeting in Geneva. Novetitber 1958. Plans were formulated for a. long-term lead-zine study
group.
18. Metal prices improved slightly follhuing the quota. proclalat ion
but, dropped again in early 1959. It; March the western Senators intro-

duced S. 1566 ialead-zinl

flexible quota bill. Allowabl imports (under

quotas) were still excess,:e, lead and zinc stocks were increasing, nine
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prOdhti'oll
slowed 1)o imp'ovemient, and (li)l
d.a

(1l1el

ioymil
t had

ot il-

nl (1 u11itt'ep. l (1
I). 'The third .tssil1 of tihe 17.N. lIu(l an
during M111 .59, inl
New York, folund a world exces.. plowdict 101 of
Iead aild zinclte Il1lov'er constuml)tio. Voluntary productlol curtailiilts were announced by tie larger export in.r,
ilint ions. Plals were laid
for estadishing an llcrlatoanl
t
Lend-Zine ftudv (Group.
21). By id-l.);95, lt 'oliftiuiied troubles of ellemilling industry
jll'oillj)letd fii'rlier (-oiii..ressiounal aeti
withil
inrduetil of S. 2119
(Murraly-Moit anln Id oth l'es) and I.R. 7720 (Anderson-Montana,
and others). This hill I)Olzd c:nce llation of existhilg dutie,: and
appl lieatioll of a .l-cent tax on Ill al imm)tfIvwlever i:rlahet pries
MATe below 151 a,
ad 1:11 :, vents per ponid, resl)ect ivel. for eil and
zin'. Wayne N."Aslinal i(('olorado) introilueed 11.1t. '7721. aI flexible
nIllota
lill. 'Ihis lil proposed itmiilnllltl t1iiola and a lar.er flexible
qilanlity Ibsed on market. price.
21. lIn May 1959, Way'ne N. Aspinall introduced Hos'e Resolution
No. 177 starting "that it Is in the national interest to foster and en,'oura4ge (a) tle lailtenane andi develo)Inent * * *, (4)orderly dlist, -ery * * *, an (r) restarch. to p'omte tile wise and ellicint I se of
nlestfe nietal and1(
mineral, reserves.", Hearings were hehl ,June 29
with F,/z relure.entation. Tiq was lInSSeV( by the congress , and while
not. having legislative force, it did call on the ('xeuth'tive depar lment to
advise o tile Congress as to relief aetius proposed.
'22. During July 1959, lthe IT.S. producers of coated and uncoated
zillc slee s filed for a setlioln
escape (']lls ivestligil . Hearings
were held November 3, With EIZ preSelintilg a state11ie1t. 11,Jalllary
14, 1960, tile Tariff Conuission issued a rePort (CO!11isiole1S '1 lbot
and ()verton dissenting) th t injury from imports did not oxist. and
therefore, no re(ommnlendat ion forn change in tariff' rates.
23. ELZ plamned to file another escape (.lalle at tile end of I market,
year under quotas. Tariff Commission counsel ruled that an industry
beratingng under ili esceape-cllise proelamnationl was prectidetl from

tiling again for section 7 relief. Ii Augu. 1959, mining"State Senators
introduced Senate Resolution 162, direct ing the Tariff Commission
to review again (under the provisions of-see. 3312) tile condition
of the lead-zinc industry with findings of additional import restrictions
needed for a sound and stable industry. Hearings were held January
12, 1960, with ELZ wvitues-ses disetsming all phases of the industry
problems. Fluomrspar had a similar hearing under Senate Resolution
163 with the report issued February 29, 1960. Three of four Commissioners refused to make specific findings on the grounds that tile Comnm ission lacked authority under section 3:12 to submit reeomnmendat ions
or findings. In the lead-zinc report, issued March 31, 1960. Comrmissionen. Talbot, Oveton, Jones, and )owling maintain this sme
position. Schreiber and Sitton recomnlende(d increases ill tariffs to
:1 cents on lead and 2.5 cents on zinc metal, and 70 percent of this on
ores and conventrates. It addition, compensatory duties were proposed
on manufactured items.
24. Six collpanles (importing Smelters) filed ,a representation with
the Commerce Department (August 28, 1959) and on November.4,
19059, with the Tariff Commission requesting formal investigation
under Executive Order 10401 to determine "to what extent the quotas
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imposed b!- Preideilltial 1 rocli rlli(
oif Septlmlber 22, 1 ).Nremniin
necessary." This was opposed by the ELZ Commitie, and Senator
Murlray as sponsor of Senate Resolut ion 162. Tnis petitioll was refuse
by the Tariff Commission on December 15, 1)5), .s untimely in view
of the Senate Resolution 12 investigation.
25. Tle International Lead and Zinc Study Group was formally
created and its first, meeting held in Geneva, ,hanuary 19060. Volhintar.
commitments made in New York in May to restrict zinc sales were
withdrawn. Regarding lead-MAsiralia,'(anada, Mexico, am] Peru
stated they would withhold offerings to t lie market. The I 'nitedl Kinigdol anniIunoced that its Government
slab zin.. hand available for "orderlv"
dispOsal, 54,000 metric tons of
2N. hearings were held by House Interior Comnittee in MIarch
on a small ine subsidy Iill (H.Rl. SS0, Emondsoil. Oldahoia ).
This passed the House plioir to tli politicall con veltioll recess. It passed.
the Senate in the l)postcov('ite ll1 session -I1(1 was I).ket-vetoed by
tho President as being (liflicult to adminiister, would establish 11;
unleonolic precedent, production would adversely affect tile Iiai'ket,
an(l the present quota plan was still in effect.
:27. On April 6, 1960. ('ongessinan lollvard Baker (Tenmessee)
introduced IlR. 11584, sponsiored by the "importing smelters" prolsing import ta.Nes at the rates recommended by the minority in the
Marchi Tariff Commission Report (3 cents per pou d for 1)ig lead,
2.5 (vents per pound for slab zinc-duties on ore, 70 percet of these
rates). The domestic miner did not. consider these rates as adequate
to correct, the import prol)r!ems inl times of surplus supplies. The
legislation was not considered by the Congress.
28. In Jine 1960, Senator Kerr introduced tle "im)orti ug shelters"
bill as S. 3698, essentially the Baker bill, but including a 1-cent removable tax in the 3 cents aod 2.5 cents on lead aid zinc, respectively.
The basic tax rates were proposed as .2 cenls and 1.5 Cents, resp)ectivelv.
for lead and zinc with an additional 1 cent to l)e applied or triggered("
when the market price was below 13.5 cents and 12.5 cents, respectively,
and removed above 14.5 cents and 1:.5 enis, respectively. Senator
Benielt introduced t]ie ELZ removable 4-cent. tax as S. 21696 (11.11.
11786, Pfost, Idaho). This wa.,s esseittiallv the sane as S. 2169 (see
item 20), except the "Irigger" fo' renioval of tI 4-cent tax of 15.5
cents and 13.5 cents, respectively. for lead amd zinc was furthler
specified by the requirement that the coml)iiied price for lead and zinc
1uist average 29 cents per J)ould. Ilm Finance ('onmnittee action, Sellator Kerr was successful in attaching S. 1698 as an amnendlment to
the Virgin Islands )ill, I.R. 5547., already passed yivthe lHouse, ad
thereby, bypa'ssing the noruial origimat ion o)f leuad-zim tariff' legislt io)n
in the house Was and Meanls ('onunit tee. Senator Kerr*,s ima in interest
was the small line subsidy bill, and the lead-zinc tariff bill never
reached the Senate tlor. No lead-zinc tariff legishution was passed ill
tile 86th Congress.
29. ]it 1955 import laxes. on imported bicycles w(re increased ln"
Presidential proelanhation following a finding of injury ill a Q
et io;
7 escape clause actio). The resident imposed only a part of the rco}ielide(l tax in(,reiease. All imuiipo'ter chliallellged the validity of the
l)roilalllatioll and tile coirts held that the ])resident hacked (liecr',t iolary power to accept only ill part a recommendation of tile ('onu.ission.
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This case doubt on the legality of lead-zinc (jiotas; however , the ex-

e'ulive, department held that tile 1958 extension of the Tradle Agree-

luments Act gave the President authority to accept (.oniniission reconimeluations in whole or in part, lead-zinc quotas were iml)osed subsequent to the 1.958 extension and. therefore not affected by the "hicv le decision." (Later )eril po int hearin,.s realfirmed bicycle'rates, and
these were iml)osed by Presi(lential l)ro('lanlation, February 1961.)
30. The second session of the International Lead and Zinic Study
Group was liel in Geneva, Se)tembe' 1960. There was no action on
restrictions of zinc offerings. Voluntary restrictions on commercial
olerings of lead remained as per the Fel~ruary 1960 meeting. Concern
was expressed with plans of the United Kingdom to Sell 35,000 metric
tois of slab zinc from Government stockpiles by September 30.
31. Oin September 30, 1960, the Tariff Commission issued its first
(uidet Executive Order 10401 ) report reviewing the lead-zinc industry experience after 2 years of import quotas. Tihe statistical informialion in(icate([ that se'i0ous injury continued in the domestic industry
(inle to imports, and the inference) was that quota controls should conlinue. The quota proc'lalmation was continued in effect.
3I2. Metal prices dropped in December as metal stocks built ul), reaffirming need for legislative import controls. Mr. Wayne N. Aspinall.
chairmann of the House Interior (Committee, introduced 11.R. 3416. in
Jailnryp 1961, providing a Iamse lperniallent tariff on lead and zinc metal
of 2 ('ents el poun1)11d (70 )e('ent on ores and concentrates) and a removable tax of 2 cents (applied below 1311 market price and removed
above 14 1 cents market. price). It included compensatory tariffs on
manufactured items and a small subsidv to domestic miners financed
from tariff collections. This legrislatio was planned to (1) get the
miner to work, (2) stabilize a reasonable price and supply for the consuner, and (3) )rovide a portionn of our market to the importer at a
good prie with reasonable tariff rates. This was assigned to the House
Ways and Meamis committee e for hearings. The same bill was introduced in the Senate by Senator Andersol as S. 1747, April 1961. and
was assigned to the interior and Insular Affairs Committee.
33. The small mines suI)sidv bill was reintroduced as H.P. 84 bA- Mr.
Ednlondsom of Oklahoma (S. 115 Kerr of ()klahoma), and hearings
were held bny the House Interior ('ommittee in March, tJune. and
Julv 1961. The administration opposed tile bill as too expensive and
stated that a(lded mine production would be (letrimental to tile current
market price. They recognized (Government resl)onsibilitv for en,ouragin.,tile smail mines dhu'ing war times and )ro)osed a l)haseout subsidy Iased on a combined prive of 27I cents per 1)omd pidiI on
751, -ns each of lead and zinc the first year, 500 tons the second vyear.
aml( :") tolls the third and last vear. Tle Interior Committee rel)orte(I
out, a compromise version. 'The subsidy was to be paid whenever the
domestic price for either metal was be--low 14.5 cents per pound. The
subsidy would be paid on 1.500 tons each of lead and zinc in 1962,
1.200 tons in 1963 )00 toils in 19)64. and 600 tons in 1965, with total cost
limited to $16.5 million. Proposed payments were further limited to
domestic produs('e by past production records. In this form, tile
bill passedd the House on August.24, 1961 by a 196 to 172 vote. It passed
the Senate by a voice vote on September 21, 1961. and was signed by
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the President on October 4, 1061. Operating funds were l)rovi(led byiWa
supplemental appropriation in 1962.
34. "Importing smelters" tax bill was again introduced in Mardi
1V61 by Congressman Baker as H.R. 5193 and by Senator Kerr as
S. 1361. The tariff rates were the same as the kerr-Batiker bill of the s6th
Congress, with a permanent tariff of 2 cents on lead metal, 1.5 cents on
zinc metal, 70 percent of these rates on conelittrates, and an additional
1 cent removable tax on each metal controlled by peril points of 131. ,
cents and 141/2 cents on lead and 121/2 cents and 13!/ cents on zinc. A
change in this bill divided the compensatory rates on manufactured
gods to a 1 cent base tariff on lead products, 0.8 cent base tariff on
zinc products, and 1 cent removable on each controlled by above periI
points. The Baker bill was reported out of the House Ways and Means
Committee late in the first session of the 87th Congress with no action
by the House or Senate.
35. The third session of the International Lead and Zinc Study
Group was held in Mexico City, March 20, 1961. Nations other than
the United States felt that their zinc stocks were normal and called
for no controls. The U.S. delegate discussed our problems of stocks and
reduced production, but no action was taken. The lead stock was acknowledged to be a world problem. The solution presented and accepted
was a U.S. offer to barter surplus world stocks in return for reduced
mine and metal production. LME metal prices at the time of this meeting were: lead, 83 cents; zinc, 101/2 cents. Seven months later, price;
were: lead, 7%cents: zinc, 9 cents.
36. The Senate Interior Committee held a hearing in May 1961 to
study the general condition of the domestic lead-zinc industry, and a
second hearing in ,July to consider the Anderson bill, S. 1 4. Testimony by ELZ noted that domestic stocks of metal and ores and concentrates were at record highs with domestic mines and

p lants

posting

substantial voluntary production restrictions as follows:
a. The Anaconda Co. discontinued
facilities. all lead-zinc mining at
Butte and curtailed refinery
b. American Zinc, Lead & Smelting Co. cut metallic zinc production 10 percent and closed three Tennessee mines.
c. St. Joseph Lead Co. curtailed zinc smelter product ion 15 percent, zinc ore production 15 percent, lead ore production 10 percent, and postponed plans to increase lead smelter capacity. In
June, they announced that the Bonne Terre mine would clo e because of low metal prices, after 94 years of operation.
d. The New Jersey Zinc Co. cuirtailed production of slab zinc
and alloy metal by 15 percent, followed by a second 15 percent
cutback at Palmerton, Pa., and Depue, Ill., smelters. Also closed
Flat Gap mine at Treadway, Tenn.
e. Matthiessen &Hegeler Zinc Co. reduced its slab zinc production by 20 percent.
f. American Smelting &Refining Co. curtailed zinc metal production at Corpus Christi, Tex., by 11 percent.
g. Several months previous, the Eagle-Picher Co. substantially
cut back zinc metal production at Henryetta, Okla.
The Interior Committee reported out tie Anderson bill (S. 1747)
substituting provisions of H.R. 84 for the subsidy terms of 5. 1747.
The Senate Finance Committee requested jurisdiction of the bill because of its tariff provisions. A hearing was held to hear administra-
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tion witnlesses who opposed 1oth the tarill' and subsidy lromisiois
stating, "we believe that the prograhil would lrejmlie thelbroaler
interests of the Illited States * * * in its political relations with
other countries." ie, bill was amenoled in executive session of tile
Finance (oimittee eliminating fill tariff provisions ani reported out
as a subsilv bill. At this point, Senuator A.dmlerso1 iioved for Selate
considerations of Il.R. 84, with a) IrovaIl as reported ill item)l ,33 above.
37. Th- ahinistrat ion was ul- ci pressilre all year fofolrnulat ion
of a lead-zinc minerals policy, a1d oil #Jnne 23 l)OPlO-ped t I!e following:
a. A "barter" lurcllase of $65 million of domestic lead-zinc
stoe, s.
b. A propel for the Treasury lDepartment to disoltinle conniercial sales of silver, permitting the market ricre to ri.e.
c. Appointment of a mining task force to study loal ,emditiois
in mining districts.
Adverse reaction from industry and Congress was imme liate as the
program had no long-teiin ,stability and would again subsidize foreign
production. I he proposal was shelved.
:18. Following the State I)epartment foreign lead barter ahlomuncement in Mexico City, negotiations proceeded with Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. of Canada. Ltd., and Broken Iill Associated
Smelters Proprietorv, Ltd., of Australia. On August 24, 1961, the
Department of Agriculture announced completion of arrangements
for contracts totaling $18 million to acquire for the U.S. supplemental
stockpile 5.5,000 tons of Canadian lead and 45,00(0 toils of Australian
lead. The U.S. lead-zinc industry was in accord and on record as
opposing these barter (deals. Dielhveries totaled 106,02_1 tons (lurilng
lNuO and1 19.)62 with .50,474 tons from Australia and 5:i,547 tons from
Canada.
'19. On September 23, 19.61, the Senate adopted Senate Resolution
206 requesting the Tariff Commission to bring up to date the investigation of the lead-zinc industry published in March 1960, under provisions of section 332 of the tarifff Act. A public hearing was held on
damumary 16 and 17, 1962. Witnesses appeared for the domestic leadzine, miners, to again prove that imports continued to injure our industry even under the qmuota system, and that quotas, as presently constituted, provided insufficient controls on unneeded imports. Importing
smelters urged a "reasonable" tariff in place of quotas. Canadians,
Mexicans, and Peruvians urged cancellation of quotas and lowering
of tariffs (see item 47).
40. On October 2,1961, the Tariff Commission issued a second leadzinc report (under Executive Order 10401) reviewing the industry
experience after 3 years of quotas. It informed the President that seriouus injury continued in the domestic industry due to imports, and
quota controls should continue. The President accepted the Tariff
Commission findings on February 9,1962.
41. The fourth session of the International Lead-Zinc Study Group
was held in Geneva during October 1961. A comparison of world metal
(lead-zinc) production and consumption indicated a surplus still continued with stocks accumulating; however, there was optimism
amongst the importing countries that the situation for the first half
of 1962 might improve. The United States was purchasing lead under
barter from Canada and Australia (see item 38) with agreements from
these countries to curtail their production. There was agreement that
87-822-68-vol. 2-20
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production should be reduced, but no elective act ion was taken to coit'ol contemplated metal surpluses. The United States continued to
receive criticism for its import controls, even from the countries belieliting from the barter cont acts.
42. Tariff legislation to protect the lead-zinc mining industry was
a.,,Iin introduced in the second session of the 87th Congress by Congressiman Wayne N.. Aspinall, as II.I1. 9965, and by Senator Clinton P.
Anderson, as S. 2747, in January 1962. T wenty otlier Congressmen introduced identical legislation, and 41 Senators cosponsored the Senate
bill. This proposed the same tariff rates (2 cents permanent and 2 cents
removable at peril points of VI., and 141/ cents per pound) as
included in sillllar bills of tle fist sessioll, but e] llllllltd proVisiolls
for tile mine subsidy, enacted in tile previous session of Congress. This
legislation was prepared to provide consumers requirements and permit imports as needed. Tile legislative climate of this Congress was
free trade and the session adjourned without consideration of the
lead-zinc bills.
4:1. The fifth session of the International Lead-Zinc Study Group
was hell at Geneva in March 1962. The balance sheet for world metal
production and consuIp)tion again showed a surplus for final 1961
figures and in the estimates for 196"2. There was general agreement that
reductions in production were needed, with offers by some eounmries
to do so. Tile .S. delegate offered reductions, subject to agreements
to be negotiated between individual producers and U.S. Go-vernment
representatives. Some substantial producing countries were uncooperative, and the session adjourned until May 28 for further considerat ion of the l)roblems.
44. The proposed Government-industry discussions, referred to
above, were ruled IbV the Justice Department to be contrary to antitrust regulations. Tho I.S. delegate informed the study group secretariat that U.S. reductions proposed during Mardh could not be
negotiated.
45. The fifth session of the study group was resumed in Geneva on
May 28, 1962. New balance sheets of productionn and consumption were
prepared
for 1962. Following a restatement of voluntary reductions
by Several producing countries, there appeared to be an estimnated world
lead deficit for 1962 (consumption over supply) of 18,000 metric tons,
and a zinc surplus of 87,000 metric tons. IVorid metal stocks were still
excessive, anti United States and world prices had decreased since the
first of the year. The collection of world statistical information by the
Lead-Zinc Study Group had improved but there still was no studgroup help for control of excessive imports into the United States, thant
continued to depress our domestic mining industry.
46. The Presidential aminounement of January 31, 1962, of an inves-

tigation of the national stockpiling program, reacted unfavorably on

world metal markets. The price of lead in the United States (9.5 cents
l'r pound) and on the London Metal Exchange (7.3 cents per poun(d)
was (lepresed to new lows since price controls were removed following
1.World War II. ELZ testified before the stockpile committee emilphasizing that (a) the announced maximuJil objectives for lead :nd zinc
in the stomkpile appeared to be ridicilously low, (b) no disposals
shioulh be considered until objectives wereoreevaluated considering g
reconstruction needs in the Unnted States and abroad. and (c) industry

,I
io
representatives should be Cousulteld iin estimatingmiietal supply mid
demand durilig an energen'y. In 0June 1962, the E1LZ Comiiiitee

offered services of industry experts to assist the OEP in determining
stockpile goals (based on supply and demand statistics) for lead anl
zine. This ofler to the Direetor of the OEP was diverted to the )epart-

ment, of die Interior that furnishes supply data. EMZ was assured
that, the industry offer of consultation regarding stockpile objectives

would be used, but the services of mining industry representatives
were never requested.
pulislished Doc iment 5S in May 162
47. The Tariff Coimigin
Pursuant, to Senate Resolution 206, directing a:t iu(dy of the leil-zii'
industry. This is a.factual report of industry (onllitions, complete witi

statistics. The figures again highlighted the excessive imports that
supressed
.
domest ic prices and iine. jro(liuction. This investigation,
coiI1luted under sectimn :332 of the Tariff' Act of 19:10, could not col-

sider import injury to the iii(lustr" or recommend corrective import

coll( rols.
48. The ELZ Committee testified before both the House Ways and
Means (oinimittee and the Semite Finance Conmmittee to (1isctiss
further complications to the security of our domestic lead-zinc mining industry that would develop from provisiois of H.R. 11970, the
Triode Expansion Act of 1162. Under the definition of an "industry,
and according to new rules for determining injury, lead-zinc mining
could not qualify for escape clause relief. The economics of the leadzinc miner was presented as the outstandiiig examl)le of an industry
iiijlre(l by imports and so determined by the Tariff Commission.
Adjustment assistance proposed in the legislation would not help in
our case. ELZ proposed an effective escape clause and elimination of
adjustment assistance.

49. The Trade Expansion Act was approved by Congres's and en-

acted as Public Law 87-794 on October 11, 1902. An escape clause "of
sorts" was included, requiring a Tariff Commission finding that "increased imports have been the major factor in causing or threatening
to cause" serious injury to a domestic industry. n -making such a
finding, the Tariff Commission must "take into account all ecoomic
factors which it. considers relevant, including idling of )roductive
facilities, inability to operate at a level of reasonable profit. and unemplowient or undereml)loyment. Inder a findig of Injury, a firm
eofl(l obtain a reconien(lation for import restriction. The President
may accept this or recommend adjustmeiit assistance (technical assist1miice, loans, tax carrylack). Uunemployed workers may obtain adjustment assistance as uuiemployn ient payments, retraining. and relcation
allowances. The terms of the "'escal~e clause" are so stringFent that for
all practical purposes, it will be inoperative for obtaining import
relief, even for an industrY such as leai-zinc miiing with two previous
Iii(lil,.s of import injury and reeommendations for im )ort eontrols.

Juterpretation of the law, following enaetment, l)roved tlat. the tariff
Commission could not reoinmml(1 adjustment assistance for eml)lovees, companies, or industries (see item 55).
50. The sixth session of the International Lead-Zinc Study Group
was convened October 2. 1962. in Geneva, Switzerland. Tihis will be
remembered as the U.S. stockpile meeting, as great concern was raised
by many of the 23 participating countries who correctly fear the dras-
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tic effects of disposals on world markets during those pmrods when
metal stocks are surplus to world consumption requirements. Foreign
producers were quite insistent that the study group be consulted byito
U.S. Government before any disposal of lead and zinc is arranged.
From the U.S. lead-zinc industry standpoint, this was the only positive accomplishment of the meeting. World production of lead and
zinc still showed a surplus compared to consumption. Canada and Australia estimated for 1963 the largest lead and zinc production in their
history. This estimate followed the completion ol a lead barter arrangeinent whereby the United States stockpiled during 1961 and 1962
50,474 tons from Australia and 55,547 tons from Canadi. (This agreenient, sponsored by the State Department and opposed by the U.S.
domestic industry, further ngaravated the question of "so-called sirpluses" in the supplemental Stockpile.) The United States was still
abused during the study group session for trying to maintain a "marginal lead-zinc mining industry" through tariffs, quotas. and subsidies.
Voluntary production eurtailnents were no longer considered by the
group. A special working party was assigned to study controls through
international agreements. This, plus statistics, continued to extend
negotiations within this group.
51. On October 1, 1962, the Tariff Commission issued a third leadzinc report under provisions of Executive Order 10401, reviewing the
industry experience after 4 vears of quotas. It informed the Presilent,
that serious injury continueil in the domestic industry due to imports,
and quota controls should continue. The President accepted the Tariff
Commission's findings on January 9,1963.
'52. The small mines subsidy bill referred to in item 33 was financed
for the calendar year 1962 through a supplemental appropriation of
,4,690,000, authorized July 25, 1962. Sixty producers were certified for
1962 participation. Fifty-four receiv ,d payments amounting to $1.012.580 pai(l on 21,152 tons of lead nnd zine (8.241 tons wa.; lead). Approximately 42 percent of the subsidy was paid to producers in the tristate mining district. No estimate is available on "new production"
stimulated by the plan, but appears to be a small percent of the total
program.
53. The 1962 market prices for lead and zinc remained at continuing
low levels. High lead stocks resulted in a. price drop to 9.5 cents per
pound-lowest since price controls were relaxed following World War
II. Lead mine production was the lowest since 1900, resulting from low
prices and the shutdown of mines in Missouri by a prolonged strike.
The zinc price at approximately 11.5 cents per pound also reflected
excessive zinc stocks. Excessive imports continued under the quota
plan, again exceeding domestic production. Since inception of the
quota plan on October 1, 1958, through 1962, imports of lead were 140
percent and zinc 110 percent of domestic production.
54. A lead metal import quota of 31,520 tons per year was assigned to
Yugoslavia under the 19,58 Presidential quota proclamation. Under
provisions of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 a trade concession
should be suspended "as soon as practicable" to any country dominated by communism, which was the situation in Yugoslavia. This
meant that the lead import duty would be doubled on Yugoslav imports and would be a small additional protection to the U.S. domestic
industry. The State Department recalled a treaty of commerce agreed
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with Serbia in 1881 that called for a 1-year notice on intention to revoke a concession. No such notice was given by the President. The provision of the Trade Expansion Act cited above was amended in December 1963 by Public Law 88-205 giving the President the power to
maintain a trade concession with a country, if doing so would promote
the independence of such country from domination by international
communism. The quota privilege for Yugoslavia remained in effect.
55. The Hanover, N. Mex., zinc mine and mill was closed for economic
reasons on i)eceniber 1. 1962. An application was filed with the Tariff

Commission by the union representilig the unemployed workers re(luesting adjustment, assistance provide under terms of the new Irade
H1xalnsion Act. As indicated in item 49. the new "escape clause" provisilons required in this case, that unemployment resulting from imports must be due in major part to a trade concession granted under
Irade agreements. The Commission found (March 11 1963) that competition from imports was a factor in the decision to close the property,
but not the major factor. The petition was denied. It is practically imp~ossille for a domestic industry to obtain a finding of injury under the
"escape clause" of the new Trade Expansion Act. The Tariff Commission considered 12 applications for relief under the escape clause during 1963, from workers, companies, and industries. Allwere denied.
Any assistance to curb excessive imports will have to come from con-

gressional action.
)6.The Interntaional Lead-Zinc Study Group has noted the increase
of new lead-zinc smelting capacity aro~llnd the world that is in excess

of actual need. A part of thfs expansion is a new lead smelter at. the
Tsumneb Mine in the Union of Soith Africa, to "go on stream" in 1963.
South Africa was allotted an annual import quota undler the 19S8 quota
proclamation for lead ores ani concentrates of 29,760 tons. There was

no allowable import quota for lead metal. The operators of the South

African mines would like their quota classification changed from con-

'entrates to metal to acconnnodate this change in their product. The

roceiitrates were being treated in thv United States on a "toll" basis,
and the smelter a plied to the UTS. Tariff Commission on March 8,
1963, to have the. African concentrate quota reallocated to other countries producing lead concentrates to assure continued operation of this
smelter. The Emergency Lead-Zinc Committee opposed any change
in the quotas as presently constituted until an overall import control
plan would become effective to assist the entire lead-zinc mining and
smelting industry. The ELZ Committee so advised the President, the

Tariff Commission, and our friends in the Congre.s of our position on
this matter. The smelter application for a change in the quota was

denied by the Tariff Commission on March :27, 1963. The section of
the law applicable to their petition provides for reductions or terminations of a trade concession, if it appears to the Commission that the
duty or other import restriction proclaimed by the President may no

longer he necessary to recentt serious injury to the industry. The Coin-

mission stated that an investigation was ;ot warranted At this time.
The interpretation was a recognition of the continuing injury to the
domestic, lead-zinc mining industry as a result of excessive imports.

57. The Senate Subcommittee on Minerals, Materials, and Fuels

held hearings May 9 and 10, 1963, on the state of the mining industry.
Government and 'industry witnesses, including the Emergency Lead-

7 )4
7,iC' liltittee,, l elntd statements. Senator Grueninl (Ala..ka),
,'Oiiitlttee Outirmaii, aid other Senators emi haisized that tIe xeC.t it,
delpirinlent shouldh begin to give at least as m11ch attention to dolettiei'
jumbin
industries a. they now do to foreign pro(hition. lhe effots
of tile lead and zii mining indl.stry reelved oilsiderable attention
fron all Steator1s in tllttenidallt'e.

.S. Flexible import lead-zin, quoti hgi.lation was imtromitied on
MaIy 11, 19,63. by Sen:tor Clinton P. Andeleron as. .V)34and by
('ongressntan Wayne N. Aspinall its ll.R. 02,61. These bills werv e,SPonS01id by -216 %4enlatorsaid 23 Relpesentalives. The legislation wa,-.
proPIo.4,d Ito replace the Abllute quota established b' Presidential
ixno'l:imnation and would provide the following: (1) A Iixed quarterly

quotal for eah
'ltntetal.
somewhat below the l;
prot'laniation levels
whatever the market price for eaih metal w.s., below 13.5 centss per
potltid : (2) a flexible quiarterlv quota established as the difference
tween I tie total doi ,st it, il)Iv a nd I .S. ('O1lsiinllpt iol whatever the
market price for each netafI was. above 13. (cents per pound for a
presribed period: (0) ti rntio of imiuitrled ore to metal was incre1ased to assist operations of custom smelters: (4) it wa..; proposed
that quotas he on a global basis rather than by countries, as at pre',nit.
to) a,,oliuillodate changes in world Ji iudctioi of the orts and metals:

:1nd (A) an imlprt quota systent was, pr)posed to control imports of

im iifaelrt,d lead-zinc, prodluts, as imlrts of several of theA-, items
have increased greatly front the quota x.se peril 1953-571"
and are an
""elld rl11 Alrotilld tie present quot:a syteimn. Exanp)les-litharge iIIelle:uilSe from 2,765 tons annually ( 195-.*i7) to 2"2.437 tons 11i4 3: zine
oxihle ilnre.sed front 3l,153 hii- annually (l9i3-i) to 13.Si4 toils
IL.H.R. 6-2161) wa.s assigned to the House Ways and Mean. Con.
nittieo for consideration : however, CongressmanAWayne X. Aspinall.
chairman of the House Interior and hiiilr Affairs' Committee. annolinied' "backgroIund hearings" on the hill before the Subcommittee
on Miles and Mining for *lile 1:. 106:3. The Emergency Lead-Zine
('ommitteo was represtied fir five witnesses: there wee nuneroul.
stateminiti of support from Memlbers of Congres-s, mining companies.
ind mining and trade asceiations. There was no industry O1l)iOition
to the bill: Statements from the executive department were in gen.
e, litie as their oflitial positions on the legislation had not. been filed
at that time (when prepared they were negative). The Interior Ielartment siggestd another Tariff Coinnaission hearing, the State
p)el'artment romminiended negotiations on a global nature ind argued
against further protection for domestic industry. The Interior ( omInittee issued a report of the hearings with a resolution urging the
'ai-s and Mean. Committee to give faronible consideration to leadzine import legislation.
C0 During 19M3 the Office of Energeny Planning (OEP) initiated
a pr mIn to reevaluate stockpile objectives for trategic and critical
materials in the Nation'. stockpiles, baid oiln needs in the event of
conventionall warfare." Thi. asiumed supplies wonild be amilable
from the United States and neighboring countries in North America.
triOls obuecjtiveis had been as high as 1,14,0WO tons for leId anti
LIAWIoNt tomi for zinuc. The new objetires were reduced to zero on
hlino 11, 196. Wo oljectives hare been ca lculated for nuclear war or
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rehabilitation need.. It is therefore premature to designate supplies
its surplus or consider disposals. Legislation to provide the executive
department with authority to authorize stockpile dispo.ls was discussed and studied in the congress , but there was no effective action
in 1963 and it is expected that Congress will retain ,ontrol of disposal
authority.
61. tearins were held on S. 1534 before the Senate Interior and
Insular Aftaiis Subcommittee on Minerals, Materials, and Fuels, August 14, 1963. Senators Clinton 1. Anderson and Ernest Gruening
were assisted by other inLerested Senators in conductin r the hearing
and qUistion n witnesses. T]e milling industry was wer, rel)iesented

by Emergency Lead-Zinc committee e witnesses from numerous producing areas. The bill was supported by several Senators and Representatives and lead-zine uia nu fact ures, 'who pr.,nted favorable
statements urging enactment. Opposition to the bill was expresed by
Robert Koening, of Cerro Corp., an importer and free trader. The
Department of Interior opposed the bill (echoing State Department
philosophy) for various reasons, emphasizing, iti their Opinion "this
advocated price support practices, control oftrade, guaranteed markets. and asking firascistanee when none is needed." They completely

overlooked the need for a plan of long-term stability in Ithe industry
that tile I)epartnent has disusc*e, but not acted 'on, for years.
62. *OnOctober 1, I9gt/the Tariff. Commission sent to the President
an annual report reviewing developments with reslct to the leadzinc industry. This wasthe firth report since enactment of quotas
but the first one to be made.tinder provisions of the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962. section l (d) (1).

In prior reports tnder provision of Executi'e Order 10401, the
Comiimion judged competition with respect to trade of imported articles and could recommend an investigation to determine if the quotas

should remain, be modified (relaxie). or withirwn. Their reports of
196(k 1961, and 1962 found that no investigation was warranted based
on the continuing problems within tV ,domestic industry.
Under the Trade Expansion Az;-'the Tariff Commission prepared
a factual report of the.statisieat'situation with no additional comment
on the question of hearings.
This report was referred to the Office of Special Representative for
Trade Negotiations (lerter group) and studied by an interagency
committee with representatives from Interior (chairman). State. Commerce, and Labor. Apparently in view of improved conditions within
the industry this committee recommended a full-scale review of the
industry experience under quotas, as the President, on March 3, 1964.
ordered the Tariff Commission to undertake an investigation under
section 351(d) (2) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 for the purpose
of advising him on the probable economic effects of a change in im
port quotas on unnanufactured lead and zinc. The hearing date was
set for June '23, 1964.

63. Auring the latter part of 1963, representatives of the Emergency
ILad-Zinc Committee and the lead-zinc custom smelters studied tile
provisions of S. 1534 to consider improvements in the formula for
control of flexible import quotas that would serve industry needs and
answer executive department objections. Several suggestions were
made, the more important being (1) the u.e of a fixed or flexible quota
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calhulation to lie deternlilld(( Ihy tile relative surplus or deficiency of
pl ducers stock levels of nietal, rtitiler thlan it fixed market price ( 13.5
('elts per pinind), (2) iIaintaini country qyott
1 isui.llgnints, bit on
a p)erceiltlge $(Ile of ireselet s'hidllles (elill illa(ilig ialy, who hud
not recently used their qiiota), (3) it coulity-r using les-s than 90 per('elt of it I11oti during a year would loe a potidol of its assignment
to Ibe plc,,eS ill i global q(lwtti, (4) iIrgell('V quotas ('ol be established if the metal demand required suc l iion, and (5) pi)roisions
ilels.
tanufactured
rhe fu lI interior
ieinained for quotas on lead-zinc
Colmnilitee approved S. 15-34 is amended, Dee)linber 10, 19613, IIId

re-referred lie bill to flulw Senate Finance committeee for further

Comilside ait ioll, rcconiIIleiiling api)roval by the Congress.
G-1. On 8et)itemlKr 4, 1963. i bipartisan group of 15 Senators, led
hv Senator lionn 1). Anderson, addreme(l it letter to President KenIlnedly expressing t heir interest in the concern of the executive departmIleilt. over,the "Chicken wir" with the (',onlnnon Market nations (ETC)
involving only 21,,.', percent of domestic production and $50 million
annually in foreign trade. At tile same time the administration was
ignoring act ion needed to stabilize tile lead-zinc mining .in(iustry wit h

production value reduced front $375 million in 1951 to $160 million
in 1962.

65. The seventh isesion of tile Iternat ional lead-Zinc Study Group
was held in Geneva, Switzerland, November 4-7, 1903. Tile United
States was again sul)jecte(d to tile continuing criticism of our "friends"
who insist that. T.S. import quotas be removed. All countries making
a statenelit at tile plenary sessions of the group insisted that the
general inprovelent ill world lead-zine stat-istics were now sufficient

to justify quota removal, as these restrictions were only temporary in
nature. It. was and is our industry position that quotas have only
Iegun to work and should lie allowed it chance to perform their
intended function-to i'estornT domestic mine production.
Most of the delegates present were still greatly concerned over the
possibility of releases of lead and zinc from the U.S. stockpiles
an(i insisted on consultation with the United Nations group if dispostls were to be considered.
For tile first. time the ,.S. delegation included four represelitatives,
a special Subcommittee oil Mines and Mining, from tile Iouse Interior
and Insular Affairs Committee, together with the staff consliltant oil
Illingf. Members of the delegation are free to voice their opinions
in UT.S. delegation meptings and our Congressmen did so very effectivelv to inpress upon tihe State Department that U.S. policy at. these

mneetinsrs should place greater emphasis on domestic problems as
c(40pared with State apartmentt concern for the world economy. The
Interior and Insular Afrairs Committee published a review of the
stu(y group session as Committee Print. No. 18, on February 18, 1904,
rec(ommellding no change ill 1958 quotas until67.)
replaced by import leg.
r%
islat ion proposed in I.. 98-55. (See item No.
(6. During 1963 prices for both lead and zinc increased, reaching 13
cents per pound (lead Januare 2,1964: zinc December 3,1963) and approached reasonable minimiui prices for the first time since 1956. This
rise resulted from decreased producers stocks (see statistical summary). Consumption increased for both metals (7 percent for lead,
5 percent for zinc), reflecting increased usage by tile automobile and
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a]increase
tendencyIi to1W0th
showed a affected
production
steel
11)62 and
was materially
pro(hiction
lead mineMine
thoughliindustries.
1963 by the strike in Missouri August 1, 1962 to March 31, 1963. The
1963 statistics again emphasized the natural timelag-in the response

of mine production to mt, the needs of increasied consumption following years of unreasonably low prices thialt (liscoirnate exploration and
dev(elopmnent of new ore resourcets and ilmaitenance of normal mine
operat 1i1S. It is eveni to1 aJ)paI'enit that Irodictioi andi price tal)ility nmust. be provided by sensible import controls.
67. Following aliendnent; of S.1.534 referred to il iteii (13, the leadzinc indlustry coitiinued its study of netlhods for calculating flexiblh,
quotas to stabilize lie natural clitimges in (puotii levels froni one quarter
to another. This new )roposal was introduced in the I louse of Representatives on February 3, 1964, by Wayne N. Aspiall as 11.11. 9855
and by 31 other Congressinen. The quotas wouhl be determiined from
a minimum of simple arithmetical factors defined in the legislation

as follows:
(a) A calculated quota represents the difference between doiioct productionn and domestic consuil)tion of lead or zinc metal
for at given period.
(1)) A basic quota represents a percentage, as provided in the

legislation, of consumption for 2 previous years and upon enactllent. of tle legislation would initially be established at levels of
quotas l)rtstly in effect.
(o) A minimum quota, as the word indicates, is a minimum figtire that would be guaranteed the importing nations, regardless,

of domestic consumption and production.
Each quarter the Secretary of the Interior would examine these
three quota figures in relation to the market position of metal stocks.
that is,are theso stocks surplus or deficient to normd levels as defined
in the legislation. Based on this metal stock position the Secretary

would determine a quota for the ensuing quarter that would use one
or a combination of the three quotas described above, directly reflecting consumnet' needs and the ability of the domestic industry to produce ores and metal ts defined in provisions of the legislation. Except
for this change the bill was essentially the same as S. 1534, as amended.
68. All lead and zinc manufactured products are. on the list subject
to a.reduction of import tariffs during the Kennedy round of negotiations initiated 4tt Geneva during 1964-as provided under terms of the
Tnule Expansion Act (TEA) of 1962. The Emergency Lead-Zinc
Committee al)peared before both the Tariff Commission and the Trade
Information Committee in February 1904 protesting the inclusion of
these items on the negotiation list. a reduced tariffs will increase imports of manufactured items and reduce consumption of lead and zine
produced by U.S. mines and smelters. Present duty schedules should
be maintained particularly on lead and zinc articles that have a record
or potential record of excessive imports. Litharge and zinc oxide are
exitfl)les. Unmanufactured lead and zinc were not on the negotiation
list as items included under escape clause action were eliminated by
provisions of the TEA.
69. Consumption of both lead and zinc increased in 1963 comparable
to general business trends, continuing into 1964, and U.S. primary
producers metal stocks at the close of 1903 and again in 1964 were at
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the lowest levels since the prequota period. The lead price increased
from 10.5 cents per pound on January 15, 1963, to 13 cents per pound
on #January 2, 1964, and zinc increased from 12 cents on July ', 1963,
to 13 cents on I)ecemher 3, 1963. Metal stocks continued to (eclinle in
1904 both in the United Slates and abroad, reversing th( normal
world and U.S. metal market price relationship. The Loidov Metal
E'xchange usually qotes lead and zinc 2 to 3 cents below 1.S. prices.
In A.Pliff 1964 the ,IME zinc price exceeded that in the llited States
and ad followed in Aug4rust. The LIME average zinc Iprice in July
19614 was £140 or 17.5 cents pe' pound and producers outside the
United States established a proHhicers price of £125 (1..62.5 cents),
followed by a further reduction ini September to £110 (13.75 cents).
The U.S. zinc price at that time was 13.5 cents and closed the year
at 14.5 cents per pound. The LME average August 1964, lead price
was 13.6 cents per pound (U7nited States, 13.2 cents) and reached
levels of 18.5 cents in mid-l)ecember (United States, 16 cents). A producers lead price was discussed but is difficult to attain as lead metal
marketing is complicated by a large production of secondary lead
metal. The U.S. industry is to be complimented on maintaining dIomestic lead-zinc prices at reasonable and competitive levels compared to

inflated world market demands.
70. The tight metal supply situation, referred to above, initiated
requests from consumers, early in 1964, for a release of both lead
and zinc from the national stockpile. Stockpile holdings at June 30,
1964, totaled, lead, 1,378,368 tons--cost value 14.4 cents per pound;
zinc, 1,580,741 tons-cost value 14 cents per pound. Government agenicies declared this all surplus to conventional war defense needs. The
U.S. industry was never consulted on developing this zero objective
and disagrees with such at determination. The zero objective made the
material eligible for disposal and le islation was introduced requesting
congressional authority for limited disposals to industry under controlled conditions to eliminate market disruption. H.R. 11004 authorized release of 75,000 tons of zinc and H.R. 11257 for 50,000 tons of
lead. This legislation became law in July 1964 and metal sales began
in August: 67,500 tons of zinc was sold to domestic producers of p rimary slab and 7,500 tons to independent alloyers; 29,000 tons of lead
was allocated for sale to domestic producers of reined lead, 9,200
tons to representatives of foreign lead producers, 4,300 tons to secondary lead producers, and 1,200 tons to domestic consumers. The balance
of 9,000 tons was sold in December, allocated amongst the above
category. All the material was sold for domestic consumption, to be
distributed on an equitable basis at no profit. These two limited disposals were approved by both producers and consumers as metal
stocks were reduced to minimum levels by increasing consumption.
71. The Tariff Commission hearing referred to in item 62 was held
June 23, 1964. Senator Anderson and Congressmen Aspinall and Edmondson presented personal statements, representing 53 Members of
Congress from 21 States. These statements reviewed industry efforts
for establishing a lead-zinc minerals policy and strongly advocated that
before any change is made in the present quota proclamation, the
flexible quota legislation be enacted to solve industry problems. As
usual the importing nations urged elimination of trade barriers and
free access to our markets. The domestic industry position was well
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)resented by ELZ witnesses, who urged (a) consideration of tile flexiile quota bill as a long-range minerals poliicy, and (b) recommendations for its enactment. This was endorsed (with only one exception)
by the U.S. custom lead-zinc smelting industry. This hearing was conducted under provisions of section 351 (d) (2) of the Trade Expansion
Act of 196:2. The Tariff Commission is asked to advise the President
"as to the probable e.ononhic ( t'ect of the reduction or termination"
of the present quota system. The industry brief, filed following the
hearing to summarize the industry statements, stressed (a) the doMestic industry has yet. to recover from the injury which the quotas
were meant to cure, (b) the probable economic consequences of modifying or eliminating the absolute quotas (particularly with respect to
near future predictable imbalances of world metal supply versus demand) and (c) the probable economic effects of a flexible quota (stressing this as the long-term solution).
The procedure is to refer a Tariff Commission report on a hearing
of this type to an Interagency Committee (State, Commerce, Interior,
Labor) for recommendations of action by the President.
72. During eJuly 1)64 a representative of the #Japanese lead-zinc
industry proposed to the ELZ that we appeal to the U.S. Government
for use of Government stockpile releases (a) "as a short-term measure
to prevent further excessive rise in the world zinc price," (b) that. as
new mines and smelters come in around the world, the U.S. stockpiles
should be. under close supervision and control of the International
Lead and Zinc Study Group for use as globid buffer stocks to stabilize
iietal prices. The EiLZ answer was a restatement of position that (a)
stockpiled materials are for use in case of a national emergency (b)
Congress provided that they were to remain isolated from (oii;estie
and world markets and (e) it is unthinkable that Congress would abdicate control of these materials an' more than it would other Government property.
1:. T6he eigilth s..es.ion of the International Lead-Ziiic Study Group
miet. in Madrid, Spain, October 21. 1964. The session, once again, was
principally a 'lobby" against U.S. im port quotas and tarif.s in the
continuing foreign effort to take more of our domestic market. Interest
was shown in short-term stockpile releases to ease current metal shortaures but. there was great concern over any long-term disposal plan
that might 1*giy-e consideration in the United States. This latter concern recognizes the results of a study roup report. (unpublished) summarizing planned expansion of lead anl zinc mining and smelting
facilities in the next few years that appear to exceed any current estiniates of increasing consumthption. This situation was emphasized bv the
statements of numerous countries that. an International Commidity
Agreement (ICA) to stabilize world lead-zine production, consumption an(d trade, should be established during. tie current period of
improved business conditions. The ELZ stated its position to the State
Department, once again, that an ICA is not a practical means of stabilizing domestic industry and leads to undesira ble Government controls
of American business. tIhe 1965 forecast was at
deficit of metal supply
compared to consumpt ion (before stockpile release) of the same magnitude as 1964.
74. The lead-zinc flexible quota bill was reintroduced in the 89th
Congress as S. 564 by Senator Clinton P. Anderson with 24 cosponsors
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and Congressman Wayne N. Aspinall as H.R. 3183 with 34 identical
bills, representing Members from 20 States. The principles of the
legislation were the same as S. 1534, amended and 1H.R. 98055 of the
previous Congress, with some adjustments reflecting charged economic
conditions. The minimum quota was increased to quota levels of the
1958 proclamation for both lead and zinc, making this legislation no
more restrictive than the then present quota program. The South
African lead ore quota was assigned to a global category as these ores
were being smelted in a new African smelting installation and no
African ore imports were expected to be entered against their quota
beginning in 1966. The unused Italian zinc metal quota was assigned
to a global quota. Thesenare indicators of the flexible features of the
legislation and the recognition of changing world trade patterns.
75. The increasing consumption of lead and zinc in 1964 continued
in 1965. The reduction in producers' metal stocks, plus the normal lag
in "bringing in" new mine and smelter capacity to meet increased consumption, was the basis for a second release of both metals from the
stockpile. Legislation was introduced in January 1965 as H.R. 1658 for
lead and H.R. 1496 for zinc. Each bill authorized the release from the
national and supplemental stockpiles of 150,000 tons of metal for sale
to the industry plus 50,000 tons for direct Government use. The legislation was combined as H.R. 1496, including a copper sale with an
additional 30,000 tons of zinc in brass; approved as Public Law 89-9,
April 2,1965. The zinc sale was made in two offers of 75,000 tons each
and completed in August 1965. The initial lead sale was 60,000 tons
offered and purchase requests of only 19,568 tons, August 1965. In
October, sales were begun on a "off-the-shelf" basis with bids open
during the third week of each month. On December 31, 1965, 35,057
tons of the 150,000 tons authorized had been sold.
76. The Tariff Commission report (T.C. Pub. 157) following the
investigation, referred to as item No. 71, was issued June 8, 1965.
The Commission reported to the President that termination of quotas
on unmanufactured lead and zinc "would not likely have a detrimental
effect on domestic lead and zinc producers unless world demand for
these metals should subside substantially in relation to world supplies."
77. The report to the President was referred to the Office of Special
Representative for Trade Negotiations (Herter Committee) for study
and recommendations. This study was made through an interagep y
committee, principally representatives from Departments of Interior
(Chairman), Commerce, State, Labor, and Treasury. Representatives
of our committee conferred with all these departments and the counsel
to the President stating our position on this report. as:
1. No precipitous action should be taken to change the present
quota system until the effect of stockpile releases and the effects
of the worldwide buildup of production on domestic and world
markets could be evaluated.
2. The logical adjustment to sole inequities of the absolute
quota proclamation was substitution of provisions of the flexible
quota legislation (S. 564, H.R. 3183). Friends of the industry
in Congress agred with this position and so advised the President.
The reasoning was logical and valid; but effective October 22, 1965,
the President terminated the quota proclamation on entry of lead and
zinc ores and concentrates and 30 days later on the entry of lead and
zinc metal.
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78. Tihe producers' stocks of zinc remained at levels considered
below normal during 1965, accompanied by increasing consumption.
In June legislation was initiated for a third release from the stockpile of an additional 300,000 tons of zinc. This was generally considered by all facets of the producing and consuming industry as "excessive" and at an industry-GSA meeting in August, agreement was
realched on an authorization of 1.50,000 tons. The House bill, H.R. 9047,
was amended to this amount. The Senate approved a release of 225,IJ0 tons and a compromise of 200,000 tons was enacted as Public Law
89-322 on November 4,1965. Following joint agreement of the industry
and GSA, 75,000 tons was offered for sale. Actual sales from this authorization totaled 68,727 tons in 73 lots.
79. At the close of 1965, direct use of lead and zinc from the stockpile by Government agencies totaled 1,184 tons of lead and 3,092 tons
of zinc (50,000 tons of each metal authorized).
80. The ninth session of the International Lead-Zinc Study Group
met at Tokyo in November 1965. The production-consumption balance
for lead showed an apparent. surplus in 1965 of apprc;-vmately 1-plus
percent of consumption; assuming that planned U.S. stockpile sales
were completed. The 1966 balance showed similar apparent deficit
of supply in 1966, assuming no further stockpile sales-1965 actual
stockpiles were less than authorized and were continued into 1966. An
apparent world surplus was shown for zinc in both 1965 and 1966
as metal production seemed to be increasing at a greater percent.
aige than consumption. The group prepitred a summary of announced
expansions of mining and smelting capacity, and while totals were
not given, the conclusions are that world mine and smelter capacities will be substantially increased by 1968. Foreign nations still
insist on being consulted before sales are made from the U.S. stockpiles and some of the exporting nations, led by Mexico, are still asking
for consideration and adoption of an International Commodity Agreement. A "price mechanism study" and a report of "forward estimates
of consumption" through 1970 were presented to the group and dismiussed but not released as they were considered needing further study.
The study group "welcomed"the action of the President in removing
quotas aid noted the time was opportune for further liberalization of
trade restrictions in those countries "where practiced."
81. As reported in item 49, the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 included provisions for adjustment assistance to an industry, firm or
workers following a finding by the Tariff Commission, that as a result
in major part of concessions granted under a trade agreement, imports
of an article have increased in sufficient quantity to cause or threaten
to cause, serious injury to the domestic industry involved. From May 4,
1961, through August 30, 1965, 20 applications were filed and investigated by the Commission (nine by industry, six by firms, five by
workers). The first application by workers was from the zinc industry,
item 55. The first 18 findings were a unanimous negative finding by all
Commissioners. The hearings on the last two applications resulted in
a split decision by the Commissioners (Dec. 21, 1964 and Oct. 29,
1965). No action has been announced by the President Yor application
of adjustment assistance for these industries. The TEA provided for
exclusion from the "Kennedy round" of tariff negotiations, items
inder a concession resulting from escape clause action of the previous
Trade Agreements Act. Eight items were excluded including unman-
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ufactured lead and zinc (quotas). The TEA also provides for an annual review of these excluded industries and reduction or termination
of the concession by the President following advice of the Tariff Cornmission and other executive agencies as reported in item 77. This type
action resulted in cancellation of the lend-zinc quotas. Concessions
have been terminated on three other items, modified on one, one is
awaiting Presid-ilti'tl action and hearings have been held on the remaining two (May 1967). U.S. industry has certainly lost the "escape
clause" provisions of former trade legislation. lievisions or extenisioils
of the TEA of 1962 must include effective )rovisions to assist industry

aflected by excessive imports.
82. The small mines subsidy bill (item 33) was scheduled to "phlase
out" at the close of 1965. (No payments were made in 1965 as the lead
market price was 16 cents and zinc was at the stabilization price of
141/ cents per pound, established for both metals.) Legislation was

introluCed by Congressmnan Ed E(hmundson as 1.R. 5842, 3arch 4,
1965, to extend and amend the original act (Public Law 87-347-Oct.
3, 1961). Public Law 89-238 (Oct. 5, 1965) extended the act with the
following amendments: (1) Total annual payments limited to $2.5 miI llion; (2) payments cannot be made on sa1es in excess of 1.200 tons of
either lead and/or zinc annually: (3) the termination (late for the
program is December 31, 1969; and (4) a "small domestic produlier'
cannot have produced or sold in excess of 3,000 tons combined recover-

able lead and zinc in a 12-month period between January 1, 1960, and
the first day of the period for which he seeks payments. During 1964,
payments were made to 82 producers on production of 6,177 tos of
lead ($145,989) and 14,402 tons of zinc ($200,201).
Total appropriations available to the program December 31, 1905.-.. $5,237, 0.1
Total stabilization payments and expense through 1965 --------.
300,3
Balance remaining for future use
----------------- 2,930, (t17
83. S 28, the materials Reserve and Stockpile Act of 1965, was introduced on January 6, 1965, to repeal and replace the Strategic and
Critical Materials Stockpiling Act as amended of 1946. This would consolidate the National and Supplemental Stockpiles and Defense Production Act inventory into the (1) national stockpile (these with an
established objective) and (2) the metals reserve inventory (materials
excess to stockpile objectives). The President could authorize disposals
for defense purposes or to avoid economic dislocation without. congressional authorization, but Congress could veto such action. This passed
the Senate by a voice vote on February 10, 1965. A 2-day hearing, July
1965, was held by Subcommittee No. 1 of the House Armed Services
Committee with witnesses from the Bureau of the Budget and Attorney
General discussing "unconstitutional interference" of congressional
power to veto disposals. The hearings were adjourned indefinitely with
no further action on the bill in the 89th Congress. Disposals of numerous materials were authorized by congressional action under the
present law.
84. All activities of the Emergency Lead-Zinc Committee are being
continued in 1966 by the Lead-Zinc Producers Committee.
85. Industry and GSA met in January 1966 to discuss a marketing
plan for the remainder of lead and zinc authorized for sale from the
stockpile by legislation enacted in 1965. Sale of lead as an "off-theshelf" item during the third week of each month (started in October
1965) was continuing and GSA wanted to include in the plan, the bal.
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anlie r'emaining of the authorized 150,00J0 tons. This was announced
its an amendment to the original sales offer on March 10, 1906, with
103,305 tons available for sale throu 'h December 1966. A similar sales
plan was announced for zinc on February 7, 1966, for the balance of

aplroximnately 129,708.5 tons authorized (ordisposal, to be offered the
second week of each month, February through September 1966. Start-

ing in June 1966, sales were open all month for both lead and zinc.
SUMMARY OF STOCKPILE SALES'
Of' short tons)
1964
Lead .............................
Zinc ..............................

50.000
75,000

1965

1966

Balance remaining
authorized for sale
(Jan. 1,1967)

35.057
218,727

73.208
42,165

41.735
89,107

'Actual delivery does not coincide with the year ol sale.

Lead sales for 1966 reflect purchase to supplement l)roduction cut
in Missouri smelter expansion. By March 1967 sales of both metals
were nil.
86. During the industry-GSA January 27, 1966, meeting, the GSA
proposed use of stockpile lead and zinc in the AID program. They
cited use of stockpile tin, nickel, etc., as a precedent. The direct use
of so-called surplus metals in the stockpile is preferred in AID rather
than barter, and it is against U.S. fiscal policy to use dollars. Their
tonnage proposals were considered by the industry as high and were
scaled down to 2,500 tons of lead and 5,000 tons of zinc for sale at our
domestic price from stocks authorized for commercial sales. Industry
cautioned GSA on disturbing diplomatic relations with foreign sup..
pliers as this practice affects their markets. The quantities were raised
in July to 10,000 tons of lead and 15,000 tons of zinc, following telephone conversations with the industry. Negotiations on this '-sale"
were continuing in 1967.
87. GSA was receiving considerable pressure in early 1966, a parently from the executive department, to sell stockpile'lead and zinc
as a source for Federal revenue. Industry advised GSA of expanding
metal production and the probable adverse market effects of substantiaI sales. "The Government must face the proposition of limiting
imports to sell stockpile supplies."
88. As previously reported, the industry proposed rehplacement of
the Presidential quota proclamation with provisions of flexible quota
legislation, S. 564 and H.R. 3183. With the proclamation canceled,
new legislation was proposal to provide limited, but effective, import quotas based on the current and improred business conditions.
The legislation was introduced as 1I.R. 16660 on July 28, 1966, by Congressman Wayne N. Aspinall and 29 Congressmen sponsoring identical bills. On the same day, Senator Clinton P. Anderson3 introduced the same provisions as an amendment to and substitute for
S. 564. This proposal was limited to a 5-year term, during which
quotas would be applied on either lead or zinc ores and metal for
one term of 3 years, if producers' stocks rose to levels defined as ex.
cessive in relation to producers' shipments (a direct measure of consumption). A quota would be canceled during the 3-year term, if
producers' stocks were less than specified minimums. Specific quotas
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would be assigned to countries with an import record in excess of
10 percent of imports during a current base period. Quotas could
be placed on manufactured items, if imports were excessive. Importers
were guaranteed a minimum quota. This was proposed as "stopgap"
legislation to control unneeded imports from increasing as a result
of excess production expected from the announced expansions of l1ad
and zinc mine ahd smelter capacity around the world. It would proi'ide an immediate remedy when needed and allow time to assimilate
any surplus or allow the Congress or executive department to formulate a long-range minerals plan. Congressional time was short and
no action was taken.
89. On August 18, 1966, a supplemental list of articles was published on items to be considered in the Kennedy round of trade negotiations. A change of definition for "pigments" in the Tariff Schedtiles of the United States brought litharge and zinc oxide into
consideration for tariff reductions. A statement was submitted by the
LZP to the Tariff Commission and Trade Information Committee
urging maintenance of present duty scales on zinc oxide as imports
are detrimental to domestic industry. Also the increasing imports and
largest percentage are from Mexico, a nonsignatory nation to the
GATT agreement. A similar statement was presented by a litharge
producer.
90. The 10th session of the International Lead-Zinc Study Group
met at Munich, Germany, in November 1966. Balance sheet-lead
showed a projected deficit of 13,000 metric tons for 1966, and a surplus
of 45,000 metric tons in 1967, before any stockpile sales in that year.
The zinc figures are a 38,000 metric tons surplus in 1966, and a 123,000
metric tons surplus in 1967, before stockpile sales in that year. Free
trade-there were numerous comments applauding the action of the
United States in canceling, import quotas, reference to U.S. participation in the Kennedy round as an indication of their hopes that we would
not consider further restrictions on imports and general approval of
free trade policies. Outlook for the future-the point was made by
many countries that business has been ood, but the forecast of a nearfuture surplus in metal supplies calls for more action by the study
group than just a continuation of statistical studies. Action-the proposed action was in two categories: (a) general praise for the zinc
producers' price ,itsid* the United States (United Kingdom has res.
operations at present levels), and the suggestion that similar action
should be taken for lead. This was emphasized by statistics that indicated lead situation stronger than zinc, but prices just the reverse; (b)
a continuing effort to interest the study group in price action through
an International Commodity Agreement (ICA). This was particularly
stressed in the Polish statement and supported by Norway, Denmark,
Peru, Mexico, and U.S.S.R. This action is met by the comment from
other countries that such a plan requires information not now available
for consideration of an ICA. Stockpile sales-grave concern was expressed in practically all statements regarding the U.S. intentions or
plans for further stockpile sales, particularly in view of a 1967 surplus
balance for both metals without such sales. The U.S. delegate stuck
with the executive department's position that our Government will continue to seek ways to dispose of the surplus "without undue market disruptions." There was no clear definition of this quote, even during long
discussions in the meetings of the V.S. delegation (Government and
industry representatives). The tabulation of industry expansion ndi-
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cated that lead and zinc mine capacity are estimated to increase 19 to
20 percent by 1969, compared to 1966. Smelting capacity expansion was
estimated at 14 to 15 percent.
91. The domestic lead price held constant through 1965 at 16 cents
per pound, f.o.b. New York. This was reduced to 15 cents on May 5,
1966, and again to 14 cents on October 10,1966, closing the year at that
level. Both price reductions were made to restore the world balance in
p ricing the metal reflecting the decrease in quotes on the London Metal
Exchange; 1966 domestic consumption set a new record. The additional
metal supply came from increased mine production (6 percent), an
increase in imports of lead ore (18 percent) and lead metal (31 percent) and stockpile sales of 73,000 short tons (not all delivered in
1966). These offset a temporary reduction in smelter production. Producers' and consumers' metal stocks did not show much change during
the year. The domestic price for zinc, stable at 14.5 cents per pound
from October 1964 through 1966, dropped to 135 cents on May 1,
1967, reacting to the increase of slab zinc stocks around the world. The
producers' zinc price outside the United States, 13.75 cents (1102)
per pound at the beginng of the year, was reduced to 12.75 cents
(1022) per pound in March.The London Metal Exchange responded to
these changes, from a high of 17.5 cents per pound in July 1964. As in
lead domestic zinc consumption set a new annual record in 1966. Zinc
production in 1966 was affected by mine strikes in Tennessee, a smelter
strike in Illinois a new zinc mine placed in operation in the State of

Washington, and an electrolytic refinery reopened in Montana in the

latter part of the year. Slab zinc production was 8 percent above 1965.
General imports were entered at substantially increased rates, 22 percent for ores, and a startling 82. percent for metal. Stockpile sales

totaled 42,000 short tons, compared to 219 000 short tons in 1965. Mine
production in 1966 was 6 percent under 1965, due to strikes, but will
probably increase well above this figure in 1967. Consumers' stocks
were fairly stable during the year but producers' stocks increased
from 40,000 short tons in January 1666 to 125,000 short tons on April
30,1967. This is equal to 140 percent of I month's shipments, somewhat
above what is considered the normal minimum stock level.
92. The legislation described in item 88 was reintroduced in the
90th Congress b Conressman Wayne N. Aspinall as H.R. 51 on
January 10, 1967, and by Senator Clinton P. Anderson as S. 289 on
January 12, 1967; 34 Congressmen and 27 Senators were cosponsors.
This legislation was changed to provide for mandatory quotas on
manufactured lead and zinc items when imports exceeded defined
-

limits. This provision was discretionary in the 1966 proposal.

93. S. 289 was referred to the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs
Committee. A hearing was held on April 12, 1967, with statements
witnesses.
by industry
presented
the industry
discussingand(1)Government
the economic
history LZP
of therepresented
industry
relating this to previous congressional action, (2) the urgent and current need for enactment of S. 289 considering the changing supplyconsumption ratio, (8) a detailed description of the bill, aid (4)
proposing three amendments to clarify interpretation of quota mechanics and simplify application of quotas on manufactured items.
The amendments were accepted and the committee action in ordering
S. 289 reported favorably, was unanimous. The executive department
recommended against enactment of the bill urging the industry to

use remedies in the TEA relating to injury from imports. The In.
87-822--68-vol. 2-21
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terror Committee viewed this "argument" as lacking in validity and

in complete disregard of the facts as shown by repeated negative experience under this law. The bill was referred to the Senate Finance

Committee on May 4, 1967, for further action.
94. On January 6, 1967, the Office of Emergency Planning an.
nounced nuclear war stockpile objectives. This concluded a 3-year
study to determine how conventional war stockpile objectives should
be changed to suit nuclear war conditions. The nuclear levels specified
for 77 items were equal to or lower than conventional objectives for
all but one material-opium. Nuclear and conventional war objectives
for both lead and zinc are zero. Both objectives are completely unrealistic from the standpoint of emergency needs during either war or
peace. They were arrived as without industry consultation.
95. In October 1967, the lead price decreased from 15 cents to 14 cents
per pound and production of lead by certified small producers was
again eligible for stabilization payments. Lead payments are 75 percent of the difference between 141/2 cents per pound and the average
price for the month in which sales occurred. Zinc payments are at 55
percent of this same difference, and small producers became eligible
when zinc was reduced to 13.5 cents per pound in May 1967. The program extends through 1969, and funds available December 31, 1966
totaled $2,901,633. Sixty-two producers were certified to receive lead
payments.
96. The changing economics of the lead-zinc industry in 1967 have
prompted the following actions:
1. In Jamn, 1967 tie Anaconda Co. stopped its zinc mining operations in Montaia, as they were becoming uneconomic even at the then
current price of 141% cents per pound.
2. In February 1967 the American Zinc Co. shut down its mine at
Hanover, N. Mex., and its flotation plant at Deming, as these operations
had become uneconomic; 118 employees were affected.
8. Effective March 10 Mathiessen & Hegeler Zinc Co. reduced slab
zinc output at its Meadowbrook, W. Va., smelter by 400 short tons
per month, because of rising smelter inventories. (Production capacity
50,000 tons per year.) On April 11, 1967, their smelter was closed by a
strike.

4. In mid-March the St. Joseph Lead Co. announced that slab zinc
production at their Josephtown, Pa., smelting division had been reduced by 10 percent for the first quarter of 1967 and the second quarter
output would
be trimmed
approximately 18 percent. (Production
per year.)
capacity
26,000 tons
Smelting
&Refining Co. announced that operations
5. American

would be suspended at-its Van Stone Mine effective May f. This is
located in Colville, Wash., and during 1966 was producing 820 short
tons of zinc per month and employed 55 men.
6. On May 5, 1967, the Bunker Hill Co. announced that, after investing $3m
million in development of a lead property near Fredericktown, Mo., it is now halting development work "because of softening in
the domestic lead market."
7. On May 19, 1967, the American Zinc Co. announced a temporary
cutback of 10 percent in zinc production because of producer stock
buildup and lower consumption by the automobile and steel industries;
1966 production was 180,000 tons. Altogether, these cutbacks involve
nearly 10 percent of the t
annual zio output in the United States.

SUMMARY OF U.S. LEAD STATISTICS SINCE 1950
ln short :ons of bad|
Stocks. end period

Prodution

Permo
U.S. mines

Metal, smelter production

Dutiable
ir&ports,

Secondary

melal

Primary

195

----- -------- - ------- 523.386
430.827
388. 164
..........
.......................
444.283
3'0. 161
43'.bi8
195
2---------------------1993 -----------------------------------.-------342,644
4S. 978
3?5.419
499. !09
19
5
4.---------------------493. 743
338,025
195
5---------------------352. 826
555.965
1959--- -------------------1951 .......

1957

9.....................7 ...........

. . .......

19958
...........-- -....
- ---...
...........
L9 9- - -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - 196 -----------------------

33C. 216
267,377
255.5M6

246,669
261 921

236:956
1962 ....----................
- --.----.---.....
1963
963..............................
........... 253, 269
286.010
19646
.....---------------------------------4°
301.147
19
65---------------------319.302
L9 6- - -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - -

553. 403
486.6J2
353.333
384.821
474.531
403.446
403.988
458.036
424. 861
457,786

482.2)5
518, 110
211.294
486. 737
40. 925
502,051
5116.755

48. 229

40. 787
451. 387
4(9, 9-3
452.792
444.20"2
493.471
54!.582
575.819
550.398

1.005.66!
962.39
962. I,<3
97;,.
9iW. 715
4 4
99b. 734
1.06Z. 72
1. O2.632

&Ug.3t9

804, 720
84.724
9.'7, 323
847.648
897.459
991, 6! 8
1. 009. 6S0
1.063.184

' Duties suspended Jan. 12, 1952, to June 4. 1952. This figure includes 464,617 tons of lead,
duty free.
2 Anmal import quotas for consumption effective Oct. 1, 1958, proclamation No. 3257, 354,720
toes of lead, ore, and metal.
s Sales from stockpile totaled 50,000 tons In 1964; Public Lav 88 373.

t

ore and

Total

4 Previous figures Tariff Commission. 1964 figure factored from U.S. )epartr, esst of Ltor stabase of years 1959 through 1963.

137. 6S9
124.OJO
149. 718
20 1, Z50
159.7159
237. 912
3[3.3:6
230.238
305. 81
312.4'iZ
235. 54
16, 113
138.182
133.231
166. 060

139. M
WO./6ilJ
12L.530
113. 763
124.641
117.453
1,3.935
129.310
122.99%
126.49G
97.268
99. 140
97. 496
119.930
113.441
103,153

86. 538

Industrit1
consump-

tion

1.237.981
514.954
191.649
1. 184.793
3644.21
1. 130. 795
409.004 1.201.604
1.094.871
461. 197
424.413
1.212.644
420.005
1.29. 717
512. 2b9
1,138. 115
:61. 263
9,,. 397
1.091.149
347.117
1.021. 172
354. 211
3 4. 714
1.027.216
340.191
1. 19. 635
.J42. 161
1. 163.358
341. 638 3 1.202.138
354.630 61,241,482
439.020 '1,300,199

Lead and zm employees
-

Mines,
nulls

Primary

smelter and
refinery

24. 282

17.889

16. 845

17.156

10. 6)
9.893
9.430
9.312
8.561
8.595
4 9.324
9.405

13.641
13.308
13.303
13,335
12.020
11.893
11.979
12.700
13.200

17,016

8.800

Average
F. & Mi.

price

13.296
17.500
16.467

13.489
14.054
15. 138
16.014
14.658
12. 102
12.211
11.948
10.871

9.631

11. 137

13.596
16. 000
15.115

AQuo:a proclanw'io terminated Oct. 22, 1965, on lead ores and concentrates and 30 days biter

on lead me'aL

4 Saics lrmm sinzkpile totaled 35.057 tons in 1965; Public Law 89-9.
7 Genral imports is reported by US Bureau of Mines.
9 S31es from srot pile tcG'al-d /3.20,S Ions in 1966; Public Law 89 9. Balarce remaining authorized

for sale Jasn.
1, 19.7, 41.735 tons.
'1966 figures aie esiniates.

SUMMARY OF US. ZINC STATISTICS SINCE 1950
[in short tons of zinc

Production
Period

Ore US.
mines

Metal
Secondary

Total
metal

1950 ........................................................
623.375
1951 ------------------------------------------------------681,189
1952 .----------------------------------------------------666.001
1953 ----------------------------------------------------547.430
1954 ...
.
.
..
. .
.
...-----------------------------------------473,471
1955 ------------------------------------------------------514.671
1956 ------------------------------------------------------542.340
1957 .....
. .
.
. .
..------------------------------------------531.735

66.970
48,657
55,111
52.875
68,013
66.042
72.127
72.481

910.437
930.290
959.590
968.980
870.433
1.029.546
1.055.737
1,058.277

1959 ------------------------------------------------------1960 ------------------------------------------------------1961 ------------------------------------------------------1962
1963 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1964 ------------------------------------------------------1965 ------------------------------------------------------1966 -------------------------------------------------------

57,818
68,731
55,237
58.880
60,303

856 484
868:247
902.032
938.275
952,887
!025,680
1,078,021
1, 111,035

1958 ------------------------------------------------------

412.005

425,303
435,427
464,390
505,491
529.254
574.858
611,153
583,418

46.605

71,596
83,619
72,351

827.851

I Duties suspended Jan. 12, 1952, to June 4, 1952. This figure includes 599,435 tons of zInc,
duty free.
2 Annual Import quotas effective Oct 1, 1958, proclamation No. 3257, 520,960 tons of zinc,
ore, and metal for consumption.
3Sales from stockpile totaled 75,000 tons in 1964; Public Law 88-374.
'Quota proclamation terminated Oct. 22, 1965, on ziac ores and concentrates and 30 days
later on zinc metaL

Stocks, end period
Producers Consumms

Dutiable
imports,
ore and
metal

Zinc consumption
Slab
zinc

Ores
consumed
and scrap

Total

8.884
21.901
87.160
180.843
124.277
40.979
68.622
166.660

64.206
50.071
92.579
84.863
100,981
123.544
104.094
88.342

394.153
285.618
'698.509
653.832
630.488
569.639
627.071
881.953

967.134
933.971
852.783
985.927
884.299
1,119.812
1.008.790
935.620

383.367
392.111
358.865
356.462
296.393
349.268
314.232
295.973

1.350.501
1.326.082
1.211.648
1.342.389
1.180,692
1,469.080
1.323.022
1,231.593

154.419
190,810
172.586
181.513
74.467
50.226
39,416
76,461

102.428
67,760
95,869
80,036
97,169
107.097
145,371
123,195

514,112
956,197
501.899
877,884
479,624
931,213
510,121
509,908 1.031,821
1,105.113
487,583 31,207.268
4561,594 61,354 092
6805,421 7 1,8337

322,179
281,054
276.256
298,769
309,103
328.483
87 975
347:900

1,278.518
1,158.938
1,207,469
1,330.590
1,414,216
1,535,751
1,742.067
1,756.237

190.237

93.266

:687. 189

868.327

273.838

1.142.165

Average
. & J.

price

13.866
18.000
16.215
10.855
10.681
12.299
13.494
11.399
10.309

11.448
12.946
11.542
11.625
11.997
13.56g
14.500
14.5%

$Sales from stockpile totaled 218,727 tons in 1965; Public Laws 89-9 and 89-322.
$General imports as reported by U.S. Bureau of Mines.
I Sales from stockpile totaled 42.165 tons in 1965; Public Law 89-322. Balance remaining authoIzed for sale Jan. 1, 1967, 89,107 tons.
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COMMENTS ON LEAD-ZINC STATISTICS

1. Varying U.S. market prices since 1950 have had very minor, if
any effec on changes in U.S. industrial consumption of lead and zinc.
Conversely, the changes in lead-zinc consumption (directly reflecting
the variations in the general economy) together with the surplus of
metal stocks, caused by excessive imports 1 depressed lead-zinc metal
ices to unprofitable levels for the domestic miner from 1957 to early
2. During Korea, U.S. prices of lead and zinc were frozen by the
Government at levels several cents below world prices. Import duties
were suspended from February to June 1952 to "attract," back to our
markets, the normal flow of imports from exporting nations, needed
at that time, to support the Korean war effort. The duties were subject to reinstatement when the U.S. price fell below 18 cents for each
metal.

-

3. U.S. prices improved in 1955 and 1956 under the alternative programs initiated by the President (purchase and barter of lead and
zinc for the stockpile program in lieu of accepting the Tariff Commission's recommendations), but employment did not return to the
early 1952 level.
4.*The barter program was a short-term palliative to an industry
requiring a long-term minerals policy. As barter stopped, in 1957, unneeded imports continued, and-forced the price of lead to decline
from 16 cents in early 1957 to 11 cents in July 1958-a drop of 30
percent. Zinc dropped from 131/ cents in April 1957 to 10 cents in
August 1957-a decline of 26 percent.
5. Employment, in the lead-zinc mining industry by 1901 was 38
percent of the 1952 figure. The total loss of employment by 1961 within tis industry since January 1952 was well over 15,000 jobs.
6. A sharp decline in U.S. mine production occurred in the second
half of 1957 and early 1958. The annual rate was lower than the depression years of the mid-1930's. In 1966 lead mine production was
still below the 1950-57 average and zinc mine production was slightly
above the average figure of this period. The gradual increase in mine
production reflects a normal reaction to increased consumption, lower
metal stocks, and improved prices; however, it takes time for mine
production to react to these other faster changing conditions. In 1967
metal prices are at reasonable levels (lead, 14 cents; zinc, 13.5 cents),
although abnut 1 cent per pound less than the 1966 average. Mine production in 1907 is expected to approach a tonnage that is economically
sound for this industry and effective for national defense.
7. The current expansion of foreign mine and smelter production
during the next 3 to 5 years will exceed any present estimates for
expanding world consumption. The surplus will seek U.S. markets.
Now is the time to provide for some type of import control plan that
will encourage the domestic miner to explore, develop, and produce
lead and zinc, assure the consumer of adequate metal supplies at a
reasonable price, and share a portion of the U.S. markets with the
exporting nations. A stopgap quota system has been proposed in the
90th Congress to provide the time and temporary import controls
during the period of planning and enacting a long-range minerals
policy.
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STATEMENT OF MUSHROOM CANNERS CoMMititiTTEr, PENNSLVNIA
C.\%''lxEs & FOO) PRoC.tS liS AssoCi.VrlioN.

The American Muahroom Canvers Comm ttee
The American Mushroom Canners Committee is part of tile Pennsyl.
vanja Canners & Food Processors Association. The committee is comprised of 28 different canners and producers from several States who
account for approximately 95 percent of the domestic production of
canned mushrooms. The committee's membership is listed in appendix
A which is attached. The canners committee is the only association
which represents domestic procesors and producers in matters of collective concern to the industry and in a very real sense represents the
voice of the industry.
Positionof the committee
The canners committee genuinely wehomes the opportunity presented by the Committee on Finance and the chairman to present its
views on U.S. foreign trade policies and ract ices. In particular, the
canners committee wishes to addressitsel to suggested topics Nos. 1
and 3; namely:
1.Possible shortcomings in the applicable statutes;
3. Role of the Tariff Commission;
and, in particular, to the adjustment provisions of title III of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962 and their administration by the U.S.
Tariff Commission. The domestic mushroom canning industry is one
which faces severe competition from imports and as an unsuccessful
applicant for adjustment assistance under both section 301 of the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962 and section 204 of the Agricultural Act of 1956
feels that it is well qualified to provide the committee with factual and
objective insight on certain very serious shortcomings in our existing
trade policy. The domestic mushroom canning industry submits that
the existing adjustment. provisions of title III are so drafted as to make
their application awkward and difficult to situations not created by
Kennedy round concessions and that this situation coupled with their
questionable administration by the Tariff Commission effectively denies all relief to those industrial which Congress intended to amist.
A brief r6sum6 of the recent problems of this industry will provide
a meaningful background for its observations on the adjustment
mechanics.

Industry background
For many years prior to 1960 the domestic mushroom processing
industry has been a small, but successful and important component of

our agricultural economy. Mushroom production is one of our most
important specialty crops and has consistently provided a high level

of employment to many families and workers and has provided many
depressed localities with valuable industry. For example, the single
largest cash crop in the State of Pennsylvania is mushrooms.
Competition from imported products has always been a substantial
factor in the industry. History has seen certain periods of extremely
intense competition from foreign sources and, in particular, from
Japan and France. Prior to 1960, however, the industry was always
able to coexist with its foreign competition. Foreign suppliers, while
occasionally in a favorable position to actively export to the U.S.
market, generally provided only restrained competition since a com-
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bination of home demand and comparable production and marketing
costs prevented any wholesale assault on the 1U.S. market. Thus, for
the years 1954-60, the average annual volume of imported mushrooms
was approximately 2,260,000 pounds or between 5 and 10 percent of
domestic production.
In 1959 and 1960, however, unbeknownst. to the domestic producers,
certain ominous developments were taking place in Formosa. The
Formosan Government abetted by the UT.S. Agency for International
Development began searching around for an export product which
could provide Formosa with much needed hard currency. Mushrooms
were selected as that product. That mushroom production in Formosa
was designed solely for export is convincingly attested to by the fact
that mushrooms of the type here involved are alien to the oriental
diet and no home demand existed for the product. The reaction of
certain Western consuming markets to this venture was decisive-France embargoed Formosan imports. Their impact on the U.S. market, however, was withering. The prevailing tariff rates which had
been formulated with the traditional suppliers in mind were meaningless in connection with a foreign source which operated as a gov.
ernment controlled and subsidized cartel and relied on child labor
and an average wage rate of 5 cents per hour. The following table
which depicts the import trend speaks for itself on the devastating
impact which low-price Formosan imports have had on the U.S.
market.
US. IMPORTS OF CANNOT MUSHROOMS, 1960-67
in pounds|
Year
1960 ..........................
1961 ..........................
1962 ..........................
1963 .........................
1964 .........................
1965 .........................
1966 ........................
967 (8 months) ..............

Total imports

Imcris from

2.272,433
4,711.204
10,184.828
13,859,577
10,495.520
13,207,973
14,004,616
13, 944,386

None
679,707
6 371.209
11:251,949
8,698,283
11,569,517
12,771,990
13, 075,197

,omoss

Source: Deportment of Commerce reports.

These statistics dramatically portray the onslaught unleashed on
the American industry. By 194, For~osan mushrooms amounted to
30 percent of domestic production and had driven all other foreign
suppliers out of the market.
Impact of Formo8an imports on U.S. producers

After working for many years to acquaint the American consumer
with the mushroom and develop a demand, the domestic industry
saw the fruits of its effort taken by Formosan producers who deluged
the American market with low- priced imports. The nonexistence of
an export market coupled with the loss of a substantial portion of its
home market had a predictably disastrous impact on the domestic
industry:.
Selling prices fell. sharply and in many instances below cost.
Inventories doubled.
Employment declined by one-third.
Several producers went out of business.
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These facts are fully documented in industry presentations before
the President's Trade Information Committee and tile U.S. Tariff
Commission. While the executive department and the Formosan suppliers have been consistently success fl in denving the American producers one iota, of assistance by beclouding the situation with legal
shortstrokes, one fact, albeit an irrelevant one under prevailing administration of the law, is clear-the American producers have been seriously injured by imports. Since the Tariff Commission and the President believe existing law permits them to deny relief without any
consideration of injury, there exists no formal finding by any of the
agencies who have considered the industiys plight on its true status.
However, this matter will be considered in greater detail below.
lndustnj ecperienre i ith adju.tewnt a. sbtanee proviisons
Beset with the sudden and critical situation which we have briefly
described, the industry decided to invoke the relief mechanics of section 301 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. As we have stated our
efWorts under section 301 and subsequently under section 201 of the
Agriculture Act of 1956 failed. While the industry has no intention
of attempting to retry its case before this committee, it does wish to
point out certain aspects in the structure, formulation, and administration of the adjustment assistance provisions which preordain them
to failure.
1. The Trade ExpansionAct produced a Iegi8lative vacuum
It has always been the policy of Congress to author trade legislationwhich tempers provisions designed to liberalize trade mstrictions with
mechanics for according protection to industries which are injured
from liberalized trade. Simple equity demands this policy and it is
internationally reflected in article XIX of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade which provides:
If, as a result of unforseeen developments and of the effect of the obligations

incurred by a contracting party under this Agreement, including tariff concessions, any product is being imported into the territory of that contracting party
in such increased quantities and under such conditions as to cause or threaten

serious injury to domestic producers in that territory of like or directly competitive products, the contracting party shall be free, in respect of such product,

and to the extent and for such time as may be necessary to prevent or remedy
such injury, to suspend the obligation in whole or in part or to withdraw or modify
the concession.

Prior to the eniactment of the Trade Expansion Act in 1962, our
comparable trade laws appeared in the Trade Agreements Extension
Act of 1958, which was the successor to a basic legislative scheme first
formulated in 1934. Section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act
of 1958 popularly known as the escape clause, was designed for the.
protection of industries which were injured by import competition.
Section 7 essentially afforded relief to domestic industries which were
injured by increased imports occurring "as a result in whole or in part"
from tariff concessions granted by the United States. Section 7 worked
reasonably well and numerous domestic industries were successful'
in procuring relief from unreasonable import competition.
As the expiration date of the 1958 legislation neared, it became apparent that the President and the Congress were anxious to wipe the
slate clean and promulgate an entirely new law founded on a new
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philosophy and providing the President with expansive and far-reaching authority. Thus, President Kennedy told the Congress:
On June 80, 1962, the negotiating authority under the last extension of the
Trade Agreements Act expires. It must be replaced by a wholly new instrument.
A new American trade initiative is needed to meet the challenges and opportunities of a rapidly changing world economy.
S

S

S

S

S

- To meet these new challenges and opportunities, I am today transmitting to
the Congress a new and modern instrument of trade negotiation-the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962.

Indicative of the wave of enthusiasm in Congress for the great good
promised by "trade expansion" are the following remarks by the then
Representative Lindsay:
Mr. Chairman, In my view of this bill, the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, Is the
most Important legislation before the 87th Congress. Indeed, I believe that it
is the most important bill that I have seen on the floor of the House since I have
been a Member. This bill marks the place at the crossroads where we In this
country must choose between an inadequate status quo, and a new challenge
put to us by a moving, changing, and advancing world. In my view, we have no
choice. We must put this bill through as thu very least that we must do to
build a stronger America both at home and aLbroad.

In its enthusiasm over the future and the challenge of a changing,
advancing world, Congress forgot about the present. The legislation
set in motion a chain of events, including the Kennedy round, designed to make material changes in the future status o our foreign
trade. The Congress, cognizant that these far-reaching measures and
the changes wrought by them might very well have an adverse impact
on certain domestic industries wisely included the title III adjustment assistance provisions for the protection of any industry injured
from the implementation of the broader provisions found elsewhere in
the low. The House Committee on Ways and Means stated:
In view of the expanded tariff negotiations which your committee believes
now to be necessary and authority for which has been provided in the bill, your
committee has directed a special effort toward refining and expanding safeguards to protect the interest of United States firms, workers, and industries,
Including agricultural interests. These safeguards have traditionally fallen into
two categories: those applicable before trade agreements are concluded, which
attempt to insure that the nature and extent of contemplated concessions will
not seriously injure domestic firms and workers; and those available after tariff
-concessions are put into effect, which seek to remedy serious Injury (or threat
.thereof) that may nevertheless result from such concessions. .R. 11970 incorporates, In the Judgment of your committee, substantial improvements and
strengthening of both of these forms of safeguards.

The foregoing makes clear the fact that the 1962 legislation marked
a new departure in our trade policy, the fruition of which was not to
come for many years. Indeed, it was not until 1967 that any changes
were evolved and they have yet to become effective. As such, Congress
in 1962 eliminated the section 7 escape clause and replaced it with
-provisions consciously designed to remedy results which could only
potentially occur -veral years in the future; namely, after the changes
made under titles I and if became a reality. In effect Congress passed
-legislation for the future but made no provisions for the present. Pro.
visions designed to safeguard industries from the ill effects of the
Kennedy round had' little relevance to industries whose problems
preceded the Kennedy rotd, Imports did not cease after 1962, and
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industries afflicted by them found themselves in a remedial no-man's
land. Manifestly, an industry damaged in 1961 by imports faced an
insurmountable job in adapting a safeguard scheme designed for conditions in 1970 to its problems.
We submit that section 301 must be amended so that it may be meaningfully applied during the remaining period before there is any
actual impact from the Kennedy round.

2. Administrationof section 301
Our trade law safeguards are administered by a Commission which
is beholden to the Executive, not the Congress. Its evidentiary standards are vague, its procedures unique, and there is no judicial recourse
from its rulings. Despite the title III shortcomings which have been
pointed out, we submit that the safeguards could have worked had
the Tariff Commission administered them in the spirit which Congress
passed them. The Tariff Commission has frequently stated its duties

under the law. In Investigation No. TEA-l-6--Umbrellas and Part
of Umbrellas (Except Hdndle.) the Commission observed:

The obligation of the Tariff Commission in investigations conducted under
section 301(b) (1) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1902 is to determine and report
whether the statutory provisions which authorize action by the President have
been met. The conditions to be investigated are specifically enumerated in the
law which instructs the Commission to determine:
I. Whether the article in question is being imported in increased quantities;
2. Whether the Increased imports are a result in major part of concessions
granted under trade agreements; and
3. Whether such increased Imports have been the major factor in causing. or
threatening to cause, serious Injury to the domestic industry producing an article
which is like or directly competitive with the imported article.
An affirmative finding in an investigation must rest on affirmative determinations respecting each of these requisites (p. 3).

Cases brought before the Commission collapse on determination No.
2 and the meaningful investigation under No. 3 need never be reached.
Conceding, the infirmity which we have noted that the "concessions"
referred to in point 2 are Trade Expansion Act concessions and the
law can only be awkwardly applied to previous concessions, we submit
that it would have worked had the Commission not seen fit to arbitrarily distort the plain intent of Congress. Industries such as ours
fail because they are unable to demonstrate that the increased imports
resulted in major part from tariff concessions. The Tariff Commission
has persisted in its requirement that the concessions be the immediate
and per se cause of the imports. Since it is virtually impossible to
establish the type of causal relationship required by the Commission,
worthy cases are rejected summarily with findings such as the following with which the Commission decided the mushroom investigation:
The Commission finds that major changes In the world demand-supply situa.
tion provide the principal explanation of the substantial rise in U.S. imports..

We submit that an investigation which produces "findings" like this

and fails to even consider the injury issue falls short of intended congressional standards. Moreover, the Senate in passing the Trade Expansion Act took special steps to make clear what they required insofar
as the relationship between imports and concessions was concerned.
The forerunner to title III and section 801 section 7 of the Trade
Agreements Extension Act of 1958, provided in pertinent part that
injurious increases in imports must occur "as a result in whole or in
part" from tariff concessions to warrant relief. The phrase "in part"
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was defined as meaning a "substantial" part. In title III of the original
House and administration version of the Trade Expansion Act (H.R.
9900), the section providing for posttrade agreement safeguards for
domestic industry, petitioners were eligible for relief if injured by
imports which increased "as a result of" trade concessions, et cetera.
The Tariff Commission in its analysis of proposed H.R. 9900 made
specific mention of what, in their judgment, consisted of a change in
causal emphasis engendered by the new language. In the Commission's
opinion, the use of the words "result of" was subject to the interpretation that concessions were the "per se" cause of increased imports.
Upon arrival of the House bill in the Senate, this ambiguity raised
by the Commission was immediately clarified by the Senate )Finance
Committee. That it was, in fact, an inadvertent ambiguity is attested
to by the complete absence of discussion or emphasis on this language
during its arduous passage through the House. The Senate obviated
any possible interpretation, as that suggested by the Commission, by
the insertion of the words "result in major part."
The committee analyzed their amendment as follows:
Number of Senate Amendment
Deacriptiosof Amendment
57 (p. 36, 1.2), 62 (p. 87, 1.12), 65 (0 87, 1A.0). These provide specifically that
the causal connection between increased imports and the concessions on the
article concerned need not be exclusive. It would suffice if such imports resulted
"In major part" from the concessions. The House bill did not qualify the causal
connection between the concessions and the increased imports and the Senate felt
that the House provision was susceptible of an Interpretation requiring a finding
that the increased imports resulted exclusively from the concessions on the
article.%

Webster offers the following definition of the word major: "of a
greater value, length, age or the like, than other or others oi the same
type."1
ty1he changes made by the Senate, which were ultimately enacted into
the law, were unmistakeably intended to diminish the degree of required causalty which might have been implied under the House
version.
In summary, this crucial portion in the remedial mechanics of the
act evolved as follows:
As a result in whole or in substantial part (see. 7).
As a result of (H.R 9900).
As a result in major part (T.EA., 1962).
In the final analysis the degree of difference between "whole or substantial part" is little different-if any different,--than "major part."
Neither suggests exclusivity, nor does either suggest over 50 percent.
The presentlanguag merely requires that concessions be the principal
among contributing factors, which is clearly short of the "whole" cause
and in most cases approximate with the substantial cause.
Had the Tariff Commission administered section 801 in the spirit
suggested by the Senate we believe that the adjustment provisions
would have ben workable. We do not subscribe to the analysis made
by the President's special representative for trade negotiations that
the adjustment provisions failed because "the test of eligibility to apply
for the assistance has proved too strict."
87w007 ot Seate aa
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There is nothing basically wrong with the test, the problem lies with
its administration. Unless and until the Conress can insure that trade
safeguards are administered by an agency which is accountable to Contress. there can be no assurance that any system which it enacts will
be effetive.

Respectfully submitted.

Musintoo3r CANNERS Co3[3I~flr
By LFwE B. MAnTIN,
Counsel, rashington, D.C.
APPENDIX

A

MEMBERS OF THE ASSOCIATION

Anerican Mushroom Corp., Wilmington, Del.
Brandywine Mushroom Co., West Chester, Pa.
Johm J.Biscanti, Inc., Temple, Pa.
Di Cecco, Inc., Avondale, Pa.
Fran Mushroom Co., Inc., Ravena N.Y.
Fred Mushroom Products, South Lebanon, Ohio.
Fry Foods, Inc Bettsville, Ohio.
Girgio Foodsnc., Temple, Pa.
Great Lakes Mushroom Cooperative, Warren, Mich.
Grocery Store Products, West Chester Pa.

Hockessin Food Products, Hockessin, el.

Hungerford Packing Co., Inc., Hungerford, Pa.
Kennett Canning Co., Kennett Square, Pa.
George &V.H. Leaver, Inc., Port Credit, Ontario, Canada.
Emil Lerch, Inc., Hatfield Pa.
Losito Mushroom Corp., Toughkenamon Pa.
P. Mastrippolito &Sons, Inc., Embreevilie, Pa.
Mt. Laurel Canning Corp., Temple, Pa.
Mushroom Cooperative Canning Co., Kennett Square, Pa.
fyers Canning Co., Temple Pa.
Nottingham Canning Co., N'ottingham, Pa.
Ostromn Mushroom Co., Seattle, Wash.
Oxford Royal Mushroom Products, Inc., Kelton. Pa.
J.B. Swayne &Son Inc., Kennett Square, Pa.
Tim's Packing Co., kaolin, Pa.
TuesolMushroom Products, Inc., Beach City2 Ohio.
United Mushroom Corp., East Palestine, Ohio.
D. Vincenti &Co., Kennett Square, Pa.
West Foods, Inc., Soquel, Calif.
STATEMENT OF T lE ANIFTCTTON BEARING MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION

The.Antifr&'ton BearingManufaetlurer A association,Ino. (AF AIA)

The. Antifriction BNaring Manufacturers Association Inc.
(AFBMA)"is a hiational trade association of companies engaged in the
manufacture of ball bearings, roller bearings, and parts. The associa.
tio. ' ,omprised of 8s5 producers in 12 States who account for 75 percent of, ths domestic prodution of ant i lotion, bearings. .Tha current
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industry output is approximately $1,300 million per yeur. Members of
the association are shown in appendix A.
The antifriction bearing is a critical component in virtually every
mechanical device. Trucks, trains, airplanes, automobiles, machine
tools, business machines, and farm equipment are all dependent on
bearings. If wheels or shafts turn under load or at high speeds, ball
or roller bearings are required.
Bearings and national security
Bearings are of great importance to an industrialized economy and
of even greater importance to nations maintaining an elaborate defense
establishment. Virtually every piece of equipment in a sophisticated
defense arsenal requires one andoften thousands of antifriction bearings. Industry surveys show that 12,000 bearings are used in the construction of an attack aircraft carrier, while a typical submarine needs
more than 2,000 bearings. The following list shows the 10 primary
bearing consuming industries:
1. Motor vehicles and parts (including trucks and trailers).
2. Agricultural, construction, and mining machinery.
3. Aircraft (complete, engines, propellers, and equipment).
4. Motors, generators, and motor generator sets.
5. Mechanical power transmission equipment.
6. Metalworking machinery.
7. Machine tools.
8. Laboratory scientific and engineering instruments.
9. Railroad equipment.
10. Electrical equipment for motor vehicles, aircraft and railroad.
The role of these industries in national defense needs no amplification.
History demonstrates that in times of national crisis this industry
is called upon to supply an enormous amount of items for the defense
effort. Appendix C shows vividly the relationsIp between bearing
production and defense activity. During World War II, production
rose from $135 million in 1939 to $549 million in 1944. In 1944, 88 percent of total production was devoted to military and supporting projects. With the cemsation of hostilities in 1945, the demand receded.
Production in 1946 amounted to only $321 million, while for the years
1947-49 production averaged only $360 million. Pressures on tle industry similar to those of NVorld War II were created by the Korean
war and for the period 1951-54 production averaged $625 million-an
increase of $265 million annually over the immediately preceding
nonwar years. The productive increase for the 1951-54 period was a

direct reflection of our expanded military activities. There is no one

who seriously questions the paramount role of this industry, to national defense and security.
The rie in import of antifrictionbearing

Historically wars, home demand, and other factors have restrained
the abilities of foreign bearing producers to export to the U.S. market.
In recent years, the productive capacity of foreign producers, especially
that of Japan, has burgeoned far beyond domestic needs. By 1966,
Japan alone had more than 50 plants engaged in the production of
antifriction bearings and parts. Their collective production was far in
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excess of any home demand. The following table illustrates the magnitude of the unrestrained growth of the Japanese bearings industry
compared with that of other foreign producers:
SELECTED FOREIGN PRODUCTION OF ANTIFRICTION BEARINGS
Year
1952 .................
1953 .................
1954 .................
1955 .................
1956 ..................

West
Italy
Germany
(Metric tons) (1,000 units)

Russia

Japan

(1,000 units)

(1,000 units)

31,165
32,425
26,908
32,143
38,321

141,200
162.500
183,200
218, 000
263.700

1959 ..................
51,516
49,028
1960 ................
61,329
5606
1961 ............. ............ 68,000

350,000
370,200
35000

24,797
25,919
28053
37,870
42,277

1957
................. 49,55?
195.................
49,044

1962.......

43,345
47,835

296,200
325100

.................................

France
Czechoslovakia
(1,000 units) (1,000 u.its)

812
29,412
33,384
27,084
48,096

30,400
33,260
35,000
43,800
49,000

7.635
8,579
10,208
1255
17,963

125,509
18t,29

76980
80,000

37,243
41,173

61,524
58,800
675
54,9.
............
27,675
81153. ............
30,845

244,074

88000

.............

Moreover, a substantial portion of total Japanese production is
programed solely for the U.S. market. The Japanese Government
through subsidy and incentive programs actively encourages the production for export program. Indeed, many of the Japanese bearing
types and sizes, particularly in the miniature precision field, must be
exported to the United States since there exists no home demand for
these products. The pressure which foreign imports have exerted on
domestic producers in recent years has been both vigorous and constantly increasing. Note the rapid growth in imports of antifriction
bearings.
IMPORTS OF BALL AND ROLLER BEARINGS AND PARTS, BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

Austria ...........................
269,475
387, 985 $285,035 $259,427 $335,009
3409,146
Canada ........................... 1,644'4
2,177,565 2,202,909 2,471,335 3,627,535 5,673, 081
France ...................
287 322
387,131
504,488
472,815 1,403,429 !,665,90
6,265,233
2,177,372 3,684,020 3,424,241 3,901,337 4,914,43
...............
Germany
Ireland ........................
0
81,064
504,787
520,63
Italy ..............................
130,09
24682
402,027
517,019
634,198
g37,91
Japan
...................
3,738,071 6,711,235 9,986,308 13,752,211 16,970,258 25,743,365
893, 906
581,877
478, 330
318,970
486,098
540 948
..........
Sweden.........
Switzerland.................
514 543
662,247
509,775
514, 417
821,652 1,103,812
United Kingdom ...................
801,091 1,409,510 1,657,306 1,664,274 3,408,144 787,592
Other .............................
20,032
123,089
93,7 4
142, 877
201,915
635,506
Total..................... 10,123,38? 16,275,702 19,384,853 24,255,106 33,403,243 51,636,094

While the level of imports alarms the domestic producers, their
g test concern is with the pattern of imports The bearing, while a
simple machine, is produced in several different types sulh as ball,
thrust. and roller and hundreds of different sizes. Most are precision
instruments which meet sophisticated engineering standards. Foreign
suppliers concentrate and confine their exports to the U.S. market to
a few high-profit, high-volume types and sizes. Thus, while the total
volume of imports is low when compared to domestic production, it is
disturbingly high in selected categories. This situation is typified by
recent difficulties which the domestic industry has encountered in its
efforts to produce and market ball bearings whose outside dimensions
fall between 80 and 52 millimeters. Berings of this type are the
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domestic industry's largest item of production. In a very real sense,
they are the bread and butter of the industry and provide the volume
and profit which enables the producers to manufacture the more
:1 specialized but often unprofitable lines upon which our defense effort
is so reliant. An estimate made by the domestic producers illustrates a
portion of the selective impact of Japanese imports on the domestic
producers:
U.S. PRODUCTION OF 30- TO 52-MM BALL BEARINGS COMPARED WITH JAPANESE IMPORTS
,1n thouunds of pounds
U.S. production
Year

S

1958 .........................................
1959 ..........................................
1960 ..........................................
1961 ...............................
1962................................
1963....................................

.

Japanese Imports Perent(coL2ofl. l)

(1)

(2)

12. 747
389
14,853
14,280
16,460
13,807

5
1,436
1,517
2614
3,604

(3)
...

9.7
10.6
13.4
26.

The domestic industry believes that our dependence of foreign
capacity for more than 25 percent of our requirements of these important bearings presents a very serious national security dilemma. An
identical situation obtains with respect to minature and instrument
bearings which are largely purchased by defense suppliers. Had a
similar dependence existed in 1940, it is doubtful whether the domestic
industry would have had the requisite capacity to respond to the war
requirements.
INDUSTRY ACTION ON IMPORTS

Noting the rising tide of low-priced imports, particularly those
from Japan the bearings industry in 1964 petitioned the Office of
Emergency Planning under section 232 of that Trade Expansion Act
of 1902 to determine whether antifriction bearings and parts were
being imported into the United States under such circumstances or
in such quantities as to threaten to impair the national security.
3
The domestic producers contended that the basic evil and threat to
national security lay not in the volume, but in the pattern of imports
Unfortunately, neither the domestic industry, the Office of Emergency Planning, or any other Government agency had or could obtain
the necessary data to evaluate the contentions of the domestic industry.
U.S. import statistics on antifriction bearings are so rudimentary as
to be valueless. Imports of bearin are categorized between balls,
rollers, and parts. They are quantifed only in terms of pounds and
dollars. Manifestly when indidual bearings vary in weight from
grams to tons and are made in significant varied sizes, reports showing
imports by pounds are of little value. Appendix B contains correspondence between the association and Government offices on the problems
and deficiencies in U.S. import data on bearings. Secretary of Commerce Connor stated:
In our attempt to make a determination of the validity of the Industry's claims,
we were hampered by the lack of detailed import figures.

Appendix D shows the breakdown of domestic bearing production
made by the U.S. Department of Commerce. Sheet 9 ofap endix B
illustrates a breakdown proposed by the domestic industry for imports.
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The association Submits that data on imports must approximate data
on domestic production if responsible Government agencies are to
properly implement the trade legislation enacted by the Congress.
This industry has been consistently handicapped by insufficient
records and data on imports. This dilemma is well illustrated by the
industry's recent experiences with integral shaft bearings. These bearings were an innovation of the industry designed to conserve space
whereby the shaft serves as the inner race. They are widely used in
automobiles, home appliances, and pumps. They are an important
product of this industry and are made and sold in volume. Recently,
domestic sales of these bearings declined precipitously because consumers were buying low-price imported integral shaft .bearings. Since it
was apparent to the industry that foreign suppliers were quoting
prices, which were below costs, when the applicable duty was considered, a study was made. The study revealed that customs officials were
classifying these bearings as parts of automobiles at a duty far less
than that applicable to bearings. More importantly, by not entering as
bearings, the U.S. import statistics on bearings materially understated
the
trueassistance
volume of succeeded
bearing imports.
While the
industry,
with congressional
in obtaining
a proper
clarification
of
these items, similar problems still exist.The domestic producers are
now attempting in H.R. 12264 to insure correct classifcation of another group of bearings (mounted bearings) which are otherwise
classified by the Tariff Schedules.
In regard to H.R. 12264, the domestic industry has again been
handicapped by the absence of reliable data. In fact, to gain a true
insight into the volume of imports of mounted bearings, the industry
has been compelled to buy data by financing special studies by the
Department of Commerce.
Sheets 7-10 of appendix B is a request by the domestic producers
to the Tariff Commission for a better definition of bearing imports. It
will no doubt be rejected because it is "too burdensome" or because
customs officials are 'too overworked" to provide such material. While
there is undoubtedly a burden involved and while customs officials are
undoubtedly overworked, we submit that Congress, if it intends to
include safeguards in its trade legislation, has the responsibility to
make sure that these safeguards can-be implemented.
The affected Government agencies must be given the statistical data
that will enable them to evaluate safeguard leislation, particularly
in matters concerning a threat to the national security.
The Department of Commerce deems antifriction bearings to be of
such great defense significance that the Business Defense Services
Administration requires domestic producers to report in detail on
their output. (See app.D b is made a part of the official files of the
(CwiKI's NoT.committee.)
We submit that if foreign suppliers wish to sell in our market, they
too, at a minimum, should furnish the same information.
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CONCLUSION

The domestic bearing producers, to whom our Government turns in
times of national crisis, are concerned over the destructive and disruptive patterns of import competition. They have manifested their
concern in a petition under our national security provisions. The
statutory investigation required by law could not be made properly
because no reliable data existed. We submit that the inability of those
entrusted with the administration of our trade laws to make the investigation intended by Congress becomes a matter of serious concern
when the problems arise in connection with the impairment of national
security. Based on our experiences, we recommend that Congress review those safeguard provisions of our trade legislation and strengthen
them so that foreign suppliers who wish to sell to this market are required to divulge the details of their sales inthe same fashion required
of U.S. producers.
Respectfully submitted.
BEKAnRD J. SHALLOW, Chairman.

AprENmix A
XEMBkRS OF THN ASSOCIATION
The Abbott Ball Co., Hartford Conn.
Aetna Bearing Co., a Textron division, Chicago, Ill.
American Roller Bearing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Barden Corp., Danbury, Conn.
Brenco, Inc. Petersburg, Va.
The Fafnir Bearing Co., New Britain Conn
The Federal Bearilngs Co., Inc., Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
Federal-Mogul Corp., Detroit, Mich.
Freeway Washer &Stamping Co., Cleveland, Ohio
General Bearing Co., West Nyack, N.Y.
Hartford-Universal Co., Division of Virginia Industries, Rocky Hill,
Conn.
Hoover Ball &Bearing Co. Anm Arbor Mich.
Industrial Tectonics., Ic., Ann Arbor, iich.
Keystone Engineering Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
Oldahoma City,
Bearing
L&S
Ind Oka.
o.,Co.,
Indianapolis,
Link-Belt
Marlin-Rockwell Division TRW, Inc., Jamestown, N.Y.
McGill Manufacturing Co. Inc. Valparaiso, Ind.
Ihilaaelplm Pa.
Messinger Bearings c.,
Miniature Precision Bearings, Inc Keene, N.H.
National Bearings Co., Lancaster, Pa.
New Departure-Hyatt Bearings Division, General Motors Corp.,.
Sandu y Ohio
New Hampshire Ball Bearings, Inc., Peterborough, N.H.
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Norma-Hoffmann Bearings Co., Stamford Conn.
Orange Roller Bearing Co., Inc., Orange i.J.
Pioneer Steel Ball Co., Inc., Unionville, Conn.
Rex Chainbelt, Inc., Downers Grove, Ill.
Roliway Bearing Co., Inc., Syracuse, N.Y.
SKF IndustriesIc:: Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith Bearing 1Division, Accurate Bushing Co., Garwood, N.J.
Sterling Commercial Steel Ball Corp., Sterling, ll.
Superior Steel Ball Co., New Britain, Conn.
The Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, Ohio
Torrington Co., Torrington, Conn.
Winsteid Precision Ball .orp., Winsted, Conn.
APPENDIx B
POwa BALLR

& Los,

Washngtot D.O., October 81, 1966.
Re investigation of imports of antifriction bearings under section 232 of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1982.
Mr. FAMIns BRYANT,
Director,Office of Emergency Planning,
Wa.shington, D.O.
DEan MR. BRYANT: On October 21, 1904, the Office of Emergency Planning

issued a notice of investigation on antifriction bearings under section 232 of
the Trade Expansion Act of 1902. This investigation was instituted at the request
of the Anti-Friction Bearing Manufacturers Association, 60 East 42d Street, New
York, N.Y.
On behalf of that association, I respectfully request that it be permitted to
withdraw its application for the reasons set forth below.
At the time the petition was filed, the association was of the belief that anti.
friction bearings were critical to the national security of the United States and
that they were being Imported In such a fashion as to threaten to Impair the
national security.
To the best of our knowledge no one has seriously contended that antifriction
bearings are not crucial to the effective and efficient functioning of a staggering
array of mechanical entities. Further, we believe It to be conclusively established
that those Items in our military arsenal which comprise our national defense and
provide our national security are universally dependent on the products of this
industry.
The strategic Importance of securing a large, uninterrupted, and properly distributed supply of antifriction bearings has been confirmed by the war production
experience of all major belligerents in World War I. Again the exigencies of the
Korean and Vietnam conflicts have stressed the importance of maintaining a
domestic capacity to produce bearings In all sizes and styles.
Imports of antifriction bearings, which were comparatively small prior to and
after World War II, suddenly tripled dollarwise In 1959 and have spiraled
upward since that year. In fact, in the 2-year period since the petition was filed
(1903-85), total Imports of bearings and parts have increased 75 percent In
pounds and 72 percent in dollars; 1966 will be no exception for in only 8 months
there are 2 million more pounds and about-the same amount of dollars as In the
complete year of 1965.
Foreign producers, particularly the Japanese, have continued the considered
program of selecting those U.S. bearings produced in the greatest volume. This
selective usurpation of the domestic market has been felt the most by the producers of small bearings (82 to 50 millimeters outside diameter) and miniature
precision bearings.
The results and effects of this approach are to capture the high-volume U.S.
rofit lines, leaving the domestic industry to produce the low-profit specialty
lnes for Itself and the world.
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*

At the time the petition and additional views of the applicants were filed,
domestic producers had been forced to curtail or eliminate capital investment
in new or existing capacity in the areas of the largest import penetration. Some
producers, especially in miniature precision bearings, had actually retired and
disposed of much of their specialized machinery.
However, the increased demands of Vietnam and the overheated economy of
1965-66 forestalled further removal or destruction of capacity and by requiring
increased production have obscured the threat of Impairment of imports on the
national security. Fortunately, the U.S. Industry had the remaining capacity to
supply the needed bearings but this continued ability is questionable If imports
are allowed unrestrained future entry into the United States.
The complete deficiency of statistical data on Imports of bearings has further
obscured the adverse effect of these Imports on the national security. Imports
are reported in basket classifications in terms of dollars and pounds. Dollar figures are f.o.b. foreign port and do not reflect their true competitive Impact.
Further, by grouping Items which vary in weight from a portion of a gram to several tons by weight, the resultant statistics are virtually useless In evaluating the
seriousness of a segmented attack such as that being waged by foreign bearing
producers on the American market.
Both the domestic industry and the U.S. Government have been handicapped
In their documentation of this investigation by the insufficiency of current Import
statistics. Accordingly, th(, association urges the Director to Institute, now and
for the future, a system which will provide meaningful data on the Import of antifriction bearings.
Such data would have eased the task of the Office of Emergency Planning In the
present Investigation and will be vital to all parties if the economic and Import
station require further review under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act,

Sincerely,

IAw B. Mavz.
ExOuTive OFICE or Tz PRzSmNT,

OFFICE or EMERENOY PLANNING,

Washington, D.C., November 8, 1966.
lIe investigation of imports of antifriction bearings under section 232 of the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962.
Mr. LEwE B. M RTI,,
Pope Ballard d Loos, Wah ington, D.C.
DEAR M. MARTIN: This Isin reply to your letter of October 25, 1966, relative

to the above Investigation instituted by this Office on October 23, 1904, at the request of the Anti-Friction Bearing Manufacturers Association, 60 East 42d Street,
Ne w York, N.Y.
The request in your letter, on behalf of that association, that It be permitted

to withdraw Its application for the reasons set forth in the letter has been granted

and our records marked accordingly.
Your comments concerning the Inadequacy of statistical data on imports of
bearings has been noted. I am forwarding a copy of your letter to the Secretary of
Commerce for his consideration.
Sincerely,
Fums BaNT, Direotor.
Tiu SulAYzT oiw COMMERCE

Hon. FARaS BRYANT,

Wahimnpton, D.C., Deoember 6,1966.

Director.Oice of BmergentV Planning,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR GovNioR BRYAxT: Thank you for your letter of November 8, 1966, ask-

Ing for our reaction to allegations made by counsel to the Ant-Friction Bearing
Manufacturers Association about the Inadequacy of Import statistics available
for antifrietton bearings.
The application by the association for an Investigation of Imports stated that
certain types of bearings were being imported In such quantities as to threaten
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to impair the national security. In our attempt to make a determination of thevalidity of the industry's claims, we were hamlred by the lack of detailed'
Import figures.
Most antifriction bearings are dutiable at 3.4 cents per pound and 15 percent
ad valorem. It Is therefore neiissary only to have data on the weight and value
of imports for tariff purposes, and this information hus heretofore been adequate
for Industry and governmental statistical needs. We make every effort to have
Import export, and census of manufacturers' figures for hearings, as well as
other commodities, reported in such a manner as to provide comparability. lh,yond that we cannot always antieliate the need for import information for
specific sizes and types of the more than 5,000 categories In the Tariff Schedules,
and the gathering of such data would create a heavy administrative burden of
very questionable value. Procedures for spot checking of invoices or auditing
of entry papers through the cooperation of the Tariff Commission, the Bureau
of Customs, and the Bureau of the Census are available on an ad hoc basis
when more detailed Information Is needed. In our Investigation of bearing lmports, however, we found that these procedures were not useful In asessing
the Impact of Imlorts in the limited sizes and types under consideration.
In a matter such as this where the natlonal security Is Involved, the serious.
ness of this lack of Information cannot be overlooked. The Committee for Statistical Annotation of Tariff Schedules at the Tariff Commission has overall responsibility for reviewing statistical data and making changes when Justified.
upon application by interested parties. The Anti-Friction lhearning Manufacturers Association has made such application, and I understand that the Counmittee is studying the need for changes In the bearing (lassiications, as well as
the feasibility of implementing any changes. Members of the responsible industry
division in the Business and Defense Services Administration are working with
the Committee, and I hope that a suitable solution can he found so that more
meaningful data can be provided for future use.
Sincerely yours,
Joniq T. CONNOR,
Seerctary of Oommercc.
Tna ANTIFpUTION B AIUNO MANUFArURMS AssoouTro, IWO.,
New York, X.Y., Ziovembe 4, 1966.
CHAIRMAN, Co&ii"rrri: FOR STATISTICAL ANNrATIoN or TARIFi SouzDULIz,
U.S. Tariff Commision,
Washington, D.O.
D&%R MR. CHADIMAN: Imports of antlfriction bearings have been Increasing
significantly In the last few years and for 1KI amounted to some $38 million. It
Is estimated these imports will approximate $540 million In l66.
At present the Tariff Schedules of the United States classifies these Imports
principally In two separate Items; namely, ball bearings and roller bearings.
Recently an investigation was conducted by the Office of Emergency Planning
Into the threat which increased Imports posed to the national security. Both the
governmental agencies and the domestic Industry were handicapped by the
Insufficiency of detailed statistical data as to the makeup of these Imports by size
and type. In fact, this lack of data served to obscure the adverse effect of the
considered program of foreign producers in selecting as targets the highest vol.
une sizes and types of bearings. Unless the statistical annotations are reported
In more detail, the proper governmental agencies will not be able to analyze the
true effect of these Imports on this extremely strategic Industry.
A schedule of requested detail on bearing Imports has been prepared with two
criteria in mind:
(1) The production data of the domestic Industry is gathered annually in
great detail by BDSA Form 88 (copY attached). This detail Is published and
makes available marketing Information for importers. In the Important segments of the industry we must have similar data on Imports.
(2) The export portion of U.. foreign trade Is now covered by greater
detail than Imports. To properly ases the true balance of trade we must
have equivalent data on Imports.
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It is respectfully requested that the TSUSA be amended as of January 1, 1007,
-to report Imports of bearings In the classifications contained In the attached
schedule.
Sincerely yours,
JAMES . WuruSfrf.
Presently available
Schedule
A

Included

Hequested

Dewription

TSUSA No.

BALL BEAHINOS

710.7040

Ball bearings and
parts:
080. 3300
Ball bearings with
Integral shaft.
080. 3400
Ball bearings with
iktcgral shaft,
CAP.
080.3520 1
Other ball bear.
Ings and parts.

Ball bearings, complete annular, ground or precision,
not thrust:*
(112) lender 0 mm O.D.
ABEC I and 3.
(113) U'nder 9 mm 0.D.
ABEC 5 and over.
(114) 0 inni to 30 mm
O.D. ABEC I and 3.

(115) 9 111 to :0 mm

O.D; ABEC 5 and over.
(116) Over 30 immn to 52
mm O.D. ABEC I and
3.

(117) Over 30 mm to 52
min O.D. ABEC 5 and
over.
(11--127) Over 52 mm
0.1D.

Ball hearings, annular, other.

Ball bearings, thmst.
HOLLER BEARINGS

719.7000

.........

Roller bearings and

parts.

80.-3540 ..... (to .............

I

iteferenced numbers are fro
muibmil annually.

(1) Roller bearings: Cylindri.
c4l: Not thr1st.

(2) Roller bearings: Spherica 1:
Not thrust.
(3) Roller bearings: Taper:
Not thrust.
(4) Roller bearings: Not else.
where classified.

DI)SA FM8, aud are the data which domestic Inlustry Is required to
PARTS

719 7020

Balls and rollers, anti080. 3020
080 3040

719. 7080 ..---080. 3100
080. 300

friction.

Balls............

Balls, altfriction.

Rollers ........... Rollers, antifriction parts for
ball and roller bearings.
Ball or roller bearings These should be not grouped
and parts: (NES,
Inabasket but should be
CAP):
subdivision of above categories; i.e.:
Balls and rollers:
(1) Balls: CAP.
CAP.
(2) Rollers: CAP.
Other ball and
(3) Ball Bearings: CAP.
roller bearings:
(4) Roller Bearings: CAP.
CAP.
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PILLOW BLOCKS

719. 9300

Transmission shafts,
Ball bearing pillow blocks.
cranks, pulleys,
chain sprockets, etc.,
and parts:
680 45
Fixed ratio speed
changers.
680. 47
Other speed
changers.
680. 48
Parts ...........
Roller bearing pillow blocks.
680. 50
Pulleys, pillow
blocks, shaft
couplings.
Torque converters.
680. 52
680. 54
Plain bearing pillow blocks.
Chain sprockets,
clutches.

Note: CAP (Canadian auto part).
APPENDIX C
U.S. PRODUCTION OP BEA RINGS, 193-06

Yer

I

1938
.....-1939.........................

1940.......................
1941.......................---194219431944 .........................
1944
1945.......................
1946.......................
19471948....................
1949
1950.............. ........
1951w1952 -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- 1953 --...........................
-- -- -- --....-- -- -1954
1955
1956
1957--- - - -- -..--

- -- - - -

1958
1959.......................
1960 ......................
1961 ....
1962-1963.
19641966 --...................
I Not avalabl.

Value
$91, 432, 761
135, 758,941
192, 488, 019
307, 809,477
441, 515, 372
542,294, 352
549, 954, 614
374, 700, 860
321, 530,173
352, 501, 000

I

Event

IWo
War II.

(I)

342, 886, 000
450, 495, 000
625, 528, 000
606,079,000
644,868000
533, 796 000
673, 933000
735, 257000
750,902 000
636, 777s 000

IKore
war.

904 588, 000

836,201,000
799, 732 000
937,862, 00
959, 203, 000
It 087,142, 000
1,236, 0009,000
1t 385, 0001 000

JVietnam war.
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STATEMENT OF STAINLESS STEEL FLATWARE MANUFACTURERS

AssocATiox

The Stainless Steel Flatware Manufacturers Association is a national trade association of 10 domestic producers of stainless steel
table flatware who account for over 85 percent of domestic production.
A list of the members is attached as appendix A.
Experiences of the stainless steel flatware industry over the last
decade as a petitioner under the escape clause of the Trade Agreements
Extension Act of 1951, as amended; as an industry which was accorded
relief under this act; and as an industry whose escape clause relief
was reviewed under Executive Order 10501 and secfiop 351 of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962 provide factual evidence as to topics 1
and 3 [(1) possible shortcomings inthe applicable statutes and (3) role
of the Tariff Commission] contained in the press release of the Finance
Committee dated September 07 1967. This statement is submitted on
behalf of the Stainless Steel Flatware Manufacturers Association in
response to the press release of September 27,1967.
Following a deluge of imports in the 5-year period 1953-57 when
there was over a tenfold increase (883,000 dozen in 1953 to 10.600,000
dozen in 1957), the domestic industry in April 1957, pursuant to the
escape clause (section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act. of
1951, as amended) petitioned the U.S. Tariff Commission for relief.
Wide differences in units costs which are the basis of true competitive standards explain why this .S. industry is particularly sensitive
to imports and the flood of imports attracted in the years 1953-57 and
subsequent periods.
Disparities in manufacturing and processing costs between the
United States and foreign producers, particularly the Asian countries,
can be traced primarily to differences in wage rates rather than major
differences in manufacturing or processing practices. In both the
United States and the Asian countries, manufacturing and processing
of stainless steel are labor-intensive operations.
Stainless steel table flatware is very simply a piece of metal stamped
formed graded, and polished, all processes which require direct hand
labor. Nothing is added to the metal by way of parts or accessories, the
manufacture of which could be automated or imported to reduce unit
costs. The state of the art of producing knives, forks, and spoons has
been under constant research and development but with surprisingly
meager results.
As a general statement, automatic machinery and manufacturing
techniques in regard to stainless flatware are available on a worldwide
basis. The basic fact is that the United States does not have a monopoly
on any equipment or machinery enabling it to offset lower wage rates
by extensive automation in the production of flatware. It is wellknown
not
;'imilar,
countries,
tat
the Asian
that ifthere
Unitedposseob
States and
to thatparticularly
use in theJapan,
identical,
equipment
are very close similarities in the technologies of manufacturing fiatware b tween these countries. Such similarities in efficiency of manu-
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facture accompanied by wide differences in wage rates result in higher
cost per unit of product in the United States than in the Asian countries.
In January 1958 die Commission unanimously found in its escape.
clause investigation that imports of stainle steel flatware had increased rapidly following trade agreement concessions and caused
serious injury to the domestic industry. Such a finding could be made
under the 1951 act if the Tariff Commision determined that the injury
was substantially caused by increased imports. A recommendat ion was
made to the President that the duty concessions be withdrawn.
Instead of adopting this recommendation, the President. by letter
advised the Senate Finance Committee that he had asked the Tariff
Commission to keep the matter under review in 1958 since the Goverineint of Japan had informed the 1.S. Government that it had decided to limit Japanese shipments to the United States to 5.5 million
dozen during the calendar year 1958. In a subsequent letter to the
Finance Committee dated October 20, 1959, the President stated that
the limitations intended by the Japanese Government on stainless
steel flatware had been substantially exceeded and he was, therefore.
proclaiming it tariff quota effective November 1, 1959, to continue until
the President otherwise proclaims.
That tariff quota, of 5% million dozen which was 20 to 25 percent
of domestic consumption remained in effect unchanged from November
1, 1959, to January 7, 1966, when it was modified by Presidential
proclamation. Over quota imports which were increasing under the
original quota jumped substantially under the modified quota of 7
million dozen.

TABLE I.-IMPORTS IN EXCESS OF QUOTA RISE SHARPLY FOLLOWING INCREASED QUOTA QUANTITIES
Quota years

1963-4 .......................................
196545 .......................................

Quota

5 750,000
,750, O989

Imports (indozens)

Extess

5859.658
83

9,6
29823

INCREASED QUOTA AND REDUCED DUTIES EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 1,1965
1965-6 .......................................

7,000,000

7.671,738

671,738

196647 .......................................

7,000.000

9,361,362

2,361,362

JTo OcL 7,1967.

Although the domestic industry had not had time to adjust to the
January 1966 modifications reducing the effect of the tariff quota by
more than 50 percent it was faced With a complete termination of the
tariff quota by October 11, 1967 unless the Tariff Commission, the
Department of Commerce, the department of Labor the Special
Representative for Trade Negotiations and other affected Government
departments and agencies and the President could be convinced it
should be extended. Quite a formidable task for a small industry.
It should be especially noted by the Finance Committee that the rules
were changed as to the criteria for the continuation of the escapeclause relief 8 years after it was proclaimed. Section 7 of the 1951 act.
which was modeled after the escape clause contained in article XIX
of GATT, provided that where imports increased as a result of tariff
concessions and caused serious injury to a domestic industry, the
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United States would be free "to the extent and for such time as may
be necessar., to prevent or remedy such injury" to withdraw or mioify
the concessions previously granted or estabhsh import quotas.
Executive Order 10401 issued by the President in 1952 provided
procedures for periodic review of escape clause modifications of trade
agreement concessions. These annual reviews were to keep the President advised of developments with regard to the products which were
the subject of escape-clause relief.
In addition to the annual review provision, this Executive order
provided that if in the judgment of the Tariff Commission conditions
of competition with respect to the trade in the affected imported and
domestic articles have so changed as to warrant a formal investigation
to determine whether escape-clause restriction could be modified or
terminated without resultant serious injury to the domestic industry,
a formal investigation must be instituted. The Commission was charged
witli reporting to the President its findings as to what extent, if any,
the continuation of the escape-clause restriction is necessary in order
to prevent or remedy the serious injury to the domestic industry

concerned.

Compare this to the stringent language of section 351 (c) (1) of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962 which provided that escape-clause relief
under section 7 automatically expired October 11,1967, with no affirmative consideration required of the matter by tlme U.S. Government
even though the industry involved might still be seriously injured.
Domestic industry is given the opportunity to petition for an extension of escape-clause import restriction by section 351 of the TEA
but as described above, it. must overcome administrative hurdles of
enormous proportions. The domestic industry, believing that serious
injury still existed and that there would be serious economic effects if
the tariff quota were terminated, filed a request for extension in January 1967 under section 351 (d) (8) of te TEA. No longer, however, is
the criterion "injury" but rather "probable economic effect."
section 351 (d) (1) of tihe 7'1"EA, similar to piiragral1h I of Executive
Order 10401, provides that the Tariff Conmission should keep under
review developments with respect. to industries for which escape-clause
restrictions were in effect under section 7 of the 1951 act, and make annual reports to the President. Section 351 (d) (2) of the TEA provides
upon request of the Presidwit or upon its own motion the Tarif' Coiniss:omn shall advise thepPresident of its judgment of the Iprobable economic
effect of the modifietion or termination of any escape-clause restric.
tions under section 7 of the 1951 act or section tI51 of the TEA. In advising the President. as to the probable economic effect the Tarifr Commission must take into account all economic factors which it considers
relevant including idling of productive facilities, inability to operate at
a level of reasonable profit-and unemployment or underemployment.
Recognizing this subtle yet. real difference, the domestic industry , filed
with the Tariff Conimnihoion in the section 351 (d) (3) i Benefit-Cost
Analysis of the Economic Consequences of Termination of the Tariff
Quota which was prepared by Prof. Harley 11. Hlinrichs of the University of Maryland. This was the first tinue to our. knowledge that the
procedmre now required by the Bureau of the Budget for appraisal of
most. Government projects has been used for an objective measurement
in an investigation by the Tariff Commission.
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Using a most conservative approach to quantifying the benefits and
costs of terminating the tariff-quota, it was found that costs (loss of
jobs, skill obsolescence, indirect unemployment, and idling of productive facilities) would exceed the benefits (an insignificant saving for
each of those new families who buy imported flatware made at low labor costs by foreign workers) by more than 3 to I for the 5-year period
surveyed. It was projected that imports would increase from 23 percent
of consumption to 55 percent and that 700 production workers plus
hundreds more service and related workers would lose their jobs. It
is requested that this analysis be included as part of this paper.
Taking the liberty to adventure beyond the restrictive confines of
section 351 of the TPEA, the domest ic industry presented evidence to
the Tariff Commission that the national interest can be shown to be
improved by optimum tariffs rather than no tariffs at all. This information was contained in a paper entitled "National Interest Considerations." In the case of the tariff quota, benefits can be shown to have contributed substantially to the maintenance of the flatware industries in
both the United States and in Japan, its principal foreign supplier (80
percent of imports in 1966). It is requested that the study on national
interest considerations be include as a part of this paper.
The success of the tariff quota on imports of stainless steel flatware
can well be used as annex. mple of the benefits that accrue to the overall
U.S. economy when a reasonable import quota is applied to certain
specified products. In the 8 years of its operation, it provided job security for thousands of American workmen safety for many American investors, and contributed strongly to the welfare of those cities
and towns whose principal industry is flatware manufacturing.
A sufficient optimism was generated by the tariff quota in the domestic producers to warrant their capital expenditures of $12 million
between 1959 and 1966 for plant, machinery, and other improvements
to increase efficiency. Sales increased 00 percent within that period,
employment increased 15 percent and man-hours worked increased 46
percent. While profits on average continued ait ain unreasonably low
level,progress.
the domestic flatware industry made substantial and encouragini
t the same time, importers and foreign manufacturers enjoyed
significant benefits from the quota as it brought order to a chaotic
market where quality was constantly being sacrificed in profitless price
wars. During the 8 years of the quota siniflcant strides were made
toward establishing an orderly market for stainless flatware in the
United States. The "fast buck" operators who had preempted responsible importer distributors of flatware prior to the quota sought other
areas of activity. Sales df imported flatware continued to rise in about
the same ratio as U.S. consumption.
Prior to 1959 Japan concentrated iMprincipal selling efforts on the
U.S. market. The imposition of the tariff quota obviously was the
impetus that inspired Japan to aggressive selling efforts in other world
markets. It has been very successful. While the United States was, and
still Is its principal market, its world market has expanded at a very
rapid rate. Between 1959 and 1966, its exports of quota and non-quotatype flatware to the United States increased 71 percent and, during
the same period, its total exports to all countries increased 78 percent.
Today Japan produces and sells more units of table flatware than any
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other
country in the world. It is now No. 1. The United States is
N'o. 2.
One unanticipated but very important benefit of the tariff quota
to American consumers has been the improvement in quality of both
foreign and domestic made stainless steel flatware. With both domestic
and foreign manufacturers assured of a future position in the U.S.
marketplace, they concentrated their efforts to improving the quality
of the product which they provide in the various price ranges. An outstanding example is the formation recently of a iild of manufacturers
in Tsubame, Japan, to aggressively promote the sale of fine quality
stainless steel flatware. To day this quality Japanese product is readily available in the U.S. marlet-a far cry from the inferior quality
of flatware which composed the bulk of the imports originally received
from abroad. Certainfv this is concrete testimony of one of the principal benefits received by American consumers as a result of the quota.
These effects of the tariff quota were succinctly stated in the Tariff
Commission report to the President in April 1965 as follows:
Apparently the rise in the average value of quota.type flatware imported from

Jain reflects an increase not only in the proportion of higher quality ware Imlorted but also in the prices paid for goods of comparable quality. Limiting the
quantities that may be imported without the payment of an Increased duty contributed to both of these trends.
Some importers, although dissatisfied with the changes made by the TSUS In
the description of the articles subject to the U.S. tariff quota, appear to benefit
from the quota itself. Japan's practice of allocating export licenses to firms on
the liasis of their purchases In former years, as well as the U.S. tariff quota,
tends to assure such firms a known share of a limited market, allows them to
upgrade their merchandise, and permits them to sell at somewhat increased
prices without fear of severe competition from other importers. In general, the
Importation of flatware Is now conducted primarily by firms that specialize In
flatware and tableware, and by certain retail outlets that Import directly.
Firms that formerly imported flatware as a sideline, or only occasionally as
special opportunities arose, have for the most part ceased to do so (p. 41, T.C. Pub.
lication 152, Apr. 14,1905).

The Tariff Commission report in the section 351 (d) (3) inv(.stigation to extend the tariff quota for 4 years was not forwarded to the
President until September 26 1967. Only 11 working days were allowed for consideration of this vital matter by the President and
affected Government departments and agencies. This time deficiency
served to effectively deprive the domestic industry of an opportunity
to analyze the report and prepare for conferences with the affected
agencies and departments.
A representative group of domestic producers did visit with Ambassador Roth and officials in the Departments of Treasury, Labor,
Commerce, and State. The meetings were approached with some confidence for two of the three Tariff Commissioners strongly supported
the economic need for continuance of the tariff quota by stating:
If restrictions are terminated, on the other hand, the more efficient domestic
producers will proLbly continue operations in the United States, but at the same
time import Increasingly from abroad, while the less efficient domestic producers,
located largely in the Northeast, will reduce employment and production, Importing a larger share of their merchandise, or will be forced out of the Industry
entirely.
In our view, the degree of dislocation in the domestic industry likely to follow
the termination of escape-clause restrictions is sufficient to warrant considera-

tion of their continuance.
S

S

S

S

S

S

S
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We also noted in recent reports under section 351 (d) (8) the possibility of using
adjustment assistance to aid marginal firms and workers in the carpets a"4 glass
industries. The stainless steel flatware industry differs from those in that the
number and relative Importance of marginal firms is greater.

In the course of these meetings, it became unmistakably apparent
that governmental agencies and officials entrusted with the administration of our trade legislation safeguards felt first and foremost that
escape-clause restrictions must be temporary regardless of whether
a convincing demonstration could be made for their continuation. As
such, the Tariff Commission findings on the economic posture of the
industry, together with the industry's studies (benefit-cost and national interest) relating to the undesirable national consequences from
unrestricted imports, were ignored under the overriding official position that safeguards were by definition short term only.
CONCLUSION

In his recent appearance before the Joint Economic Committee of
the Congress, Ambassador Roth acknowledged that the mechanics for
obtaining adjustment assistance do not work. He is undoubtedly correct in that observation. The domestic flatware producers submit that
the law and its administration is deficient not only with respect to
obtaining adjustment assistance but also in keeping assistance once it
is obtained.
The section 301 standards for obtaining relief, which Ambassador
Roth now admits "have not had the expected beneficial effect"at least
are clear and concise in their requirements. The Commission must make
certain findings and the President must, if the findings are affirmative,
take certain definite action; and if he does not take action, he must
justify inaction to the Congress. No similar provisions apply with
respect to extensions of relief, which are of equal if not of greater
importance to industry.
Prior to the statutory expiration of the adjustment assistance, the
Tariff Commission if requested by the domestic industry assisted,
merely reports to the President on the "probable economic effect on
such industry of such termination." The P&esident then decides whether
to terminate or continue relief on the basis of the "national interest."

Congress need not be told that many camels fit under the "national
interest tent," most of which have little to do with a small industry
such as ours and its problems. Presumably, the President is well within
his rights to deny relief extension when the economic effect is clearly
adverse because other "national interest" considerations take precedence. Since the President as recently as November 1, 1967, stated
that trade restrictions are not in the "national interest," we contend
that unless Congress specifically establishes concrete guidelines for
when or when not to extend relief, it will invariably be canceled upon
statutory expiration. If this is Congress intention, it should remove
the extension provision from the law. If it is not, they should be,
amplified, since the Executive has made clear to this industry and we.
bWieve to the public that trade restrictions and a fortiori their continuation are not in the "national interest."
Ropectfully submitted.
Luws B. MAwRTI, Cou~weZ.
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3IEMBFM OF TIE ASSOCIATION
Gorham Corp., Providence, R.I.
Hobson &Botts Co., Inc., Danbury, Conn
Imperial Knife Associated Cos., Inc., New York, N.Y.
International Silver Co., Inc Meriden, Conn.
The Majestic Silver Co., New iaven, Conn.
Oneida Ltd., Oneida, N.Y.
Reed & Barton Corp., Taunton, Mass.
Utica Cutlery Co., Utica, N.Y.
Voos Amsociates, Inc., Wallingford, Conn.
Washington Forge, Inc., Englishtown, N.J.
APPZNDIx A
A BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS OF THE ECONOMIo CONSEQUENCES OF TERMINATION
OF THE QUOTA ON STAINLESS STEEL TABLe FLATWARE
(By Prof. Harley H. Hinrichs$ and Roger Lind)
INTRODUCTION: A RATIONALE FOR RENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS IN TARIFF
DETERMINATIONS
Often tariff and quota discussions are clouded by references to earlier quasi.

theological appeals to "free trade" or "protectionism." However, today such outmoded slogans of the past are yielding to attempts to measure explicitly benefits
and costs involved in public policy decisions. Indeed, even in earlier years such
calculations-even if not formally spelled out-were often in the minds of the
final arbiters in determining tariffs and quota decisions. This paper analyzes one
such case: the question of termination of the quota on stainless steel table flatware. As much of the data and other considerations are presented at length in
earlier Tariff Commission reports and hearings, or in past and present briefs
by counsel for the stainless steel flatware industry, this analysis is limited to a
summary prima face case of specifying and quantifying the benefits and costs
that are relevant to a determination in this case.
"Free trade" anti "protectionlsm"as outmoded guideposts
Economists today have developed more sophisticated tools of analysis than
simply falling back on ideologies of the past. Free trade, for example, as an

ideology developed and promulgated by a 19th-century England that happened to
have a headstart on industrialization made a great deal of sense-for England.

It made less sense for a 19th-century Germany, or as the German economist

Frederick List pointed out: In a small fenced-in yard, it is usually the elephants

and not the chickens who espouse freedom of movement. Free trade also makes
less sense (as supported by the United Nations Conference on Trade and De-

velopment) for underdeveloped countries of the world (or, as might be added,
less developed areas within developed countries). When other goals of national

policy are considered (such as national defense, income maintenance, war on
poverty, social unrest from excess area unemployment, and so on), free trade
Is usually subordinated to other policy goals. In short, In a commonsense world
of policy problems and decisionmaking, a simple appeal for or against free trade

may be Irrelevant at best; or at worst, it could be highly misleading.
On a more esoteric plane, economic theory has also laid to rest free trade as

a controversy (almost in the same fashion as earlier centuries disposed of free
will as a bone of contention). Indeed, even In a perfect world with free and per.
$Faculty of economics. University of Maryland' Dr. Hinrichs has academic degree
from Harvard, Purdue, and Wisconsin and was a lhlbrIght scholar at the Universlty of
Melbourne (Australia)s he has also taught at Harvar, Wisconsin, Mexico. Kabul
(Afghanistan) and Pourue; his publications include "A General Theory of Tax Structure

Range During Economic Development" (Harvard Law School and numerous professional
articles and reiews. He has bee (or Is now) a consultant to U.. State Department/AID,
World Bank International Finance Corporation, Institute for Defense Analyses, U.S.
Treasury (gice of the Secretary), National Bureau of Economic Researeb, and the Joint
Economic Committee of the U.S. Congress.
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feet competition, free markets, no externalities, full knowledge and with a full
complement of necessary conditions to achieve an economic maximum, free trade
(as freely moving prices and wages) will yield the most efficient solution for
allocating resources-but does not necessarily reach the best position (the
optimum optimorum) as determined by a social welfare function. That is, what
may be efficient in maximizing production may be Inefficient in distributing the
fruits of that production. In fact It may be worse than a non-free-trade allocation of resources. And that is in a perfect world.
Now, when we broaden this simple "economic model" to make It resemble more
closely the "real world" (such as by introducing government, social goods, private and public externalities, economies of scale, dynamic as well as static coniparative advantage, imperfect markets), economists' "theories of tile Second
Best" demonstrate that pretending the world Is perfect and adopting "free trade"
by one sector or one country is not necessarily more "efficient" than other means
of allocating resources. Inleed, as "theories of customs unions" demonstrate,
some countries may "lose" and others may "gain." National Interest (if this is

chosen to be maximized) can be shown to be improved by "opltimu

tariffs"

rather than by no tariffs at all. Thus, economists now ask the real and relevant
questions: who gains? who loses? and by how much? This Is what "lenelit-emst"
analysis tries to do. Such analysis was first uvced extensively in 11711 by th, De.
partment of Defense. Since then its use has bee widely extended by order of tile
President throughout other agencies arnd departments of the Government. Today

it is virtually mandatory that Government agencies use benellt-t'ost analysis
(so-called "PPB8") In evaluating their programs. Tile Iwieellt-cost mietlbod used
In thuis appendix can serve as a vehicle for the Tariff Commission in4dt'vrimlnir ig
the probable econoile effu''t of the termination of tire tariff qu''ta on stiiuess
steel table flatware.
T. MTIO)O.OGY

We seek to specify and quantify the costs and benefits of removal of the quota
on the import of stainless steel table flatware. However, as the printa faNic vase

for retention of this quota appears to be so overwhelming, we have intentionally
excluded certain "costs" and used fairly conservative estimates of other "costs"
to simplify the presentation. Thus, in the sense of using "Occam's razor," we have
only quantified those prime costs that demonstrate a necessary and sufficient
rationale for maintenance of the quota.
Likewise, the "bemetits" may have been overstated in this exposition because
of the highly Imperfect market structure In the leading export country, Japan.

(There exists a de facto collusive oligopoly (quasi-cartel) of Japane.e stainless
steel flatware exporters that exercises considerable market power over quantitative exports [Indeed for countries where Import quotas do not exist, this
"cartel" may establish export quotas] and thus prices; thus, removal of the
quota would give this "cartel" a certain degree of control over U.S. prices now
exercised to a degree by the U.S. Tariff Commission and the Executive; It could
also result In a gain in "monopoly profits" In Japan and a loss In tariff revenue
to the U.S. taxpayer/consumer).
ILOOWI

We consider here four economic "costs" of quota termination: (1) the prime
cost of unemployed and underemployed workers In the Industry affected; (2)
the cost of making obsolescent the human capital (skills) these workers now
possess, thus reducing their future earning power (or Involving coseb of retrainIng and relocation) ; (8) the Indirect cost of reducing other employment and
output now dependent on this Industry; and (4) the cost of making unemployed,
underemployed and/or obsolescent other factors of production (plant and equipment) In this industry.
We exclude a number of other costs and considerations which would add con.
siderable weight to the position for quota retention. These include: (1) retrainIng and relocation costs; (2) financial costs to local, State and Federal budgets
for unemployment compensation, and other welfare costs; (8) reduction In local,

State, Federal, Individual and corporate Income taxes and other taxes; (4)
windfall losses In real estate aqd other values (property tax bases) in communities affected; (5) adverse effects on the balance of payments due to increased
Imports and a shift of capital investment In the industry to foreign locations;
(6) "welfare" or "Income distribution" considerations In that those affected are
essentially lower-middle class Income groups (average wage: $105 per week) or
the more intense and pinpointed coata on the Job-loser and company owner as
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contrasted to the minor highly diffused reduction in consumer prices; (7) consideration of promoting small business as those most affected and most likely
to be forced to liquidate are the smaller, weaker companies In the industry
whereas the larger corporations In the Industry can shift production to foreign
sites; and (8) considerations of regional development as those towns and areas
most affected are to be found In New England and upper Now York State; certain areas of which have suffered from slow development and face a possible
return to a status of excessively high rates of unemployment (as experienced in'
the period before the Vietnam conflict).
Extlmate of decline in domietlo production following quota termination
First, before unemployment costs can be measured, we must determine (1) the
level of future total demand, (2) expected level of domestic sales with quota
removal, and (8) the residual to be filled by imports. Note that we are colsidering "losses" here from present levels of domestic production and not from the
growth in domestic production (and Jobs and Investment) that would accrue If
the quota were preserved.
(1) Future total dentand.-This Is projected (see chart, table I and the

statistical appendix) on the basis of the very close (and statistically highly
signiticant) relationship with personal disposable Income and household formation. Total demand should continue to rise by between 5 and 0 percent per year,
reaching a level of about 5*5 million dozen (of stainless steel table flatware) by
1972 compared to a level of about 40 million dozen as estimated by preliminary
data for 1966.
(2) Future domestic production.-Method A: Long-experienced experts in

this Industry estimate that with quota removal sales of domestically produced
stainless steel flatware would decline by at least 18 percent between 1n(:0 and
1972 as contrasted to a 38-percent decrease projected for total consumption.
Other experts regard this as overconservative and foresee a much greater decline
in domestic sales.
Method B: A recent private questiornalre survey of the Industry (conducted
by these authors) indicates a decline In domestic sales during this 196e)-72
period of 28 percent. This naturally might reflect the vivid imprint of the 1)-4-57
import surge when the absence of a tariff quota resulted In a nearly eightfold
increase in imports within 3 years.

Estimate uscd.-Tending toward the more conservative estimate, and based
on the past relationship between production declines and the resulting (ecline
In man-hours employed, we arrived at an estimate of 20 percent for the decline
in man-hours due to quota termination and based on the range of a possible
18- to 28-percent drop In domestic sales.
(3) Futurc import grotith.-With quota termination, on basis of methtod A
Imports would nearly quadruple between 1960 and 1072-reaching a level of
about 30 million dozen in 1972 as contrasted with a level of 9 million In 1900.
The Industry survey Indicated a potential ceiling of as many as 33 million
dozen In 1972 with quota termination or-without quota termination-still about
a 40-percent increase In imports to a level of about 13 million dozen. Thus, even
under the present tariff quota Inports can be expected to grow at a faster rate
(40 percent) than total consumption (38 percent) in this same period of time.
.Ieasurenent of economic cost of quota termination
(1) Cost of unemployed and underemployed labor.-Given these underlying
data and projections cited above, an estimated 20 percent decline in man-hours
(translated into equivalent full-time Jobs) would mean a loss of about 700 Jobs
(20 percent skilled, 00 percent semiskilled, and 20 percent unskilled) out of an
equivalent full-time work force of about 3,500 production and related workers in
The figures are as follows:
TABLE OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRODUCTION AND MAN-HOUR
DECLINES
Period of production deline
1952-51 ......................
1957-56 .......................
196-60 .......................

Percentas of
Percentale of
dine
production decline aman-hour
22
I1
4

15
7
4
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stainless steel table flatware. On the basis of the average earnings per job of
$5,400 In this industry and on the basis of other economic studies ' that provide
expected time-unemployment distributions, the total cost of such unemployment
would be about $1,757,700.'
(2) Coat of skill-obsolescence.-There Is an additional loss in that these

workers which are eventually reemployed at other jobs generally are employed

at lower wage rates than their previous Jobs. Tils is to be expected: a skilled
or semiskilled worker (and these comprise 80 percent of those that would be
unemployed In this industry) faces the "human capital loss" of the present
value of future stream of earnings from the use of his developed skills. When
these skills are no longer demanded, he must shift to a Job where he has no or
little skill (or must undergo the considerable cost and time in retraining and
relocating himself and his family). Other economic studies' have indicated
that the "new" job provides wage rates at between averages of 56 to 78 percent
of thj, wage rate of his **previous" job. In this analysis we use a conservative
"new" wage rate at 75 percent of the old wage rate. Thus, over a 5-year Im'riod
(the period we are using to measure both benefits and costs) this "cost of skillobsolescence" would total about $4,725.0007
(3) Indirect cost of indu d un'niployIni(t.-This total of direct unemployment and skill loss of $6,482,700 ($1,757,700 plus $4,725,000) will induce other unemployment. Generally, economists have estimated that as many as three to four
tertiary sectors jobs (service and related jobs in the community) are dependent
on one Industrial job. This would be especially true in this industry whwre
certain of the companies and plants represent the economic foundation upon
which a small town or community and its services are dependent. To estimate
this cost we take another conservative estimate of these "multiplied" losses
at only two to one. Thum, the indirect cost of induced unemployment (and output) may be taken as $12,965.400 during this 5-year period under analysis.
(4) Cost of idling of produetirc faeilitics.-The present value of existing
plant and equipment will suffer capital losses in that the demand for their
specialized services will decline with the estimated 20-percent decline in
domestic demand and production during this 5-year priod (1968-72). The
present plant and equipment (with the labor force and management) produced
in 9M66 a total output of about $71 million. A conservative estimate of the value
of the total plant and equipment can be roughly set at no less than $30 million,'
Thus a 20-1prcent decline in demand for the output of these assets might be
capitalized into a capital loss of no less than about $u1 million.
' Such as "Studies In the Economics of Income Mnintenance," Otto Eckstein (Ed.). The
Brookings Institution. Washington. D.C.. 1907: particularly see John Dorsey, 'The Mack
Casp: A Study in Unemployment," pp. 175-249, op, cit.
8Based on the conservative assumption that all such unemployed workers would find
Jobs within a year. none would leave the labor force, and there are no retraining and
relocating expenditures by the workers or government agencies. The expected "layoff"
distribution would be:
Jobs found by end ofI month .....................
3 months .....................
6 months .....................
12 months ....................

Percentage of
unemployed
20
30
30
20

Total ....................................

Wages lost
$151,200
283, 500
567,000
756,000
1,757,700

4See Eckstein, op. cit., p. 203.
O'Twenty-five percent skill-obsolescence times $5,400 average wage times 700 workers times 5 years.
4 As estimated by both the new Investment over the past 7 years of $12 million IncreasIng output by about 0 percent as well as by Judging by a conservative capital/output

ratio of 1 to 1 and a capitalization of net profits into net assets for this industry.
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Summary: Total costs
To summarize, for only these four more obvious economic costs resulting from
quota termination (and excluding the measurement of the eight other potential
costs and considerations mentioned earlier) we can conservatively estimate a
total cost of about $25,448,100 for this 5-year period flowing quota termination.
JU. DENIIT

Benefits from quota termination would primarily, if not exclusively, be any
gains in "consumer surplus" that would be derived from lower prices (if any,
given the highly imperfect market structure Involved and the considerable
market power potentially available to foreign exporters). However, if we heroIcally assume that the full Impact of the quota termination elimination of the
approximate 17-25 percent duty differential on above-quota imports would be
passed on to the consumer in lower prices (and by this assumption set a "maximum" as to possible "benefits"), the resulting "gain" over this 5-year period
would not exceed about $7,750,000.'
Application of interest rates to the analysle
In the spirit of simplicity and conservation (to understate possible costs and
to overstate possible benefits) no interest rates were applied to the benefits and
costs measured over the 5-year period 1968-72. If these are added, It would con.
siderably strengthen the case for quota retention. This is because most of the
"costs" appear earlier and larger in the 5-year period whereas--as can be seen
in footnote 7-most of the "benefits" (gains in consumer surplus due to lower
prices) accrue toward the end of the period. Indeed, more than half of the gains
appear only in 1971 and thereafter. Thus, using appropriate discount rates of
5-10 percent for such benefit-cost analysis would considerably reduce these "far.

off" gains relative to the heavier weight given to the more immediate human

and capital losses involved.

sUMMAY
Measured as objectively and conservatively as possible it would appear that
at a minimum the four costs measured (and excluding eight others) would be
more than three times as great ($25,448,100) as the possible maximum benefits
($7,750,000) from termination of the quota on stainless steel table flatware over
the 5-year period 1968-72 Inclusive. Even without quota termination It can be
expected that Japanese (and other Far Eastern) Imports will continue to show
appreciable Increases, sharing In the growth of the American market and Indeedgiven new sources of lower cost supply elsewhere in Asia and a continued increase
' Based on typical economists' measures of consumer surplus from the removal of a tax
or tariff (consumer surplus=dQdP). The estimated price reduction per average dozen
pieces might be at most 25 cents (given a 17-25 percent tariff differential on Imported
cost of flatware ranging from only 77 cents from Taiwan to $1.18 from Japan) while the
estimated import Increase (due to quota removal and not from the lowering of prices
that can be expected due to the growth of non-Japanese sources of supply) might range
up to 21 million dozen by the end of the O-year period. The $7,740,000 may thus be derived
from the following disbution:
Year
1968..............
1969..............
1970 ..............
1971 ..............
1972 ..............

Increase in Imports due to quota removal
4million dozen (X.4X250)equals ..............................
8 million dozen (X; 5) us .................................
12 million dozen (X X25E) equals ..............................
17 million dozen X
iX2
equals .........................
21 million dozen (XhiX250) equals ........................

5-year total "benefits" (maximum estimate) ....................................

87-822---08--vol. 2-23

"Benefits" (ret of tax
revenue loss)
.

$500.000
1,000,000
1,500,000
2,125,000
2, 62S. 000

7,750, 000
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In productivity throughout the world-prices for stainless steel flatware may be
expected to decline.
STATISTICAL APPENDIX
In order to obtain an accurate projection of future consumption of stainless
steel flatware, It was necessary to determine those factors which have been
major determinants of consumption in the past.
Taking a sample of 14 years (1953-66), a multiple regression analysis was
run on a 7094 computer. The independent variables In the analysis were personal
disposable income and household formations. Other variables considered were
marriages and population In the 15-40 cohort, but they were not used In the
analysis because of the high correlation between these variables and personal
disposable income and/or household formations. The dependent variable in the
analysis was consumption of stainless steel flatware.
The results of the regression analysis showed a highly significant relationship
between consumption of stainless steel flatware and personal disposable Income
and household formations. The coefficient of determination was 0.92. This means
that 92 percent of the variation in the consumptions of stainless steel flatware
could be attributed to variations in personal disposable Income and household
formations. An F test was used to confirm this relationship and was highly
significant. (F=05.54.)
The regression program produced the following equation:
"
X.-Bo+BuX '+1

Where
X,=Consitmption of stainless steel flatware (million dozen)
X1=Persowll disimpw ble Income (billions)
X*=Household formations (million)
B.=Constant -41.392 (million)
Bt=.0971
Bs=.3il51
Projections of the consumption of stainless steel flatware were then made
for the years 1967 through 1972 using the regression equation above. Estimates
for personal disposable Income were obtained by projecting forward the 1966
figure at a 4-percent rate of growth per year In real terms. Estimates of household formations were obtained from Bureau of the Census data, with the excep.
tions of the years 1971-72 which were obtained by projecting the 1970 figure
forward at a growth rate of 1.8 percent per year.
Table I.-Relationship of Consumption of Stainless Steel Flatware to Personal Disposable Income and Household
Formations. 19535
Disposable income
(billions of dollars)

Household
formations
(millions)

Consumption of
stainless steel
flatware (million
dozen)

1953 ....................................... I .......
....................
1954...............
1955 ................................................
1956 ................................................

275.
278.4
29&6
306.

46.334
46.893
47.874
48 902

11.563
12.050
18.081
22. 309

1958 ................................................
1959 ................................................
1960 ................................................

318.8
333.1
340.3

50.474
51.435
52.774

22.,75
27.217
26.281

1962 ................................................
1963.............................................
1964................................................
1965 ................................................

367.3
380.

54.652
55.19

26.074
2&1729

1957 ................................................
1961 ................................................

1966 ................................................

316.1

350.6
406.
430.8
451.5

49.173

53.464

55.996
57.251

58.543

23.725

26.492

33.801
35.756
40.057

Source of data: "Disposable income," 195345, 'Survey of Current Business U.S. Department of Commerce, Aulust
1966 (inconstan! 1958 dollars); 1966, "Economic Report of the President. 197"; "Household formations," Bureau of
the Census- "Consumption of stainless steel flatware " 1953-65, Tariff Commission publication No. 189, November
1966, table ; 1966, estimate, Stainless Steel Flatware Manufacturers Association.
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TABLE II.-PROJECTIONS OF CONSUMPTION OF STAINLESS STEEL FLATWARE BASED ON PROJECTIONS OF DIS.
POSABLE INCOME AND PROJECTIONS OF HOUSEHOLD FORMATIONS

1966 ................
1967 ................
1968 ...............
1969 ................
1970 ................
1971
................
1972 ................

Disposable income t
(billions)

Household formations I
(millions)

Consumption of
stainless steel
flatware 3(million
dozen)

451.5
469.6
488. 4
507.9
528.2
549.4
571.3

58.543
59.587
60.664
61.750
62. 863
63.995
65.146

40.057
42.050
44.560
47.142
49.820
52.597
55.455

I Disposable income was projected to grow at 4 percent in real terms
I Projections of household formations were taken from Bureau of the Census estimates with the exception of 1971 and

1972 where the projections were based on agrowth rate of 1.8 percent per year.
a Consumption of stainless steel flatware was estimated using; the projections for disposable income and household
formations and the regression equation developed from the statistical analysis.

TABLE Ill.-PROJECTED APPARENT CONSUMPTION OF STAINLESS STEEL TABLE FLATWARE; PROJECTED SALES
BY U.S. MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION RATIOS OF SALES BY U.S. MANUFACTURERS AND
IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION TO APPARENT CONSUMPTION, 1967-72 (IF TARIFF QUOTA TERMINATED OCT Ill
1967)
lAmounts Inthousand dozensJ
Sales of U.S.
manufacturers
1966 ..............................
1967 .........................
1968 .........................
1969 ..........................
1970..........................
1971 ............................
1972............................

Amount
'30,871
'30,254
.28,439
227,302
226483
.25,689
2%175

Percent
77.1
71.9
63.8
57.9
53.2
48.8
45.4

Imports for
consumption
Amount
9,186
'11,796
'16,121
119,840
'23.337
'26,908
'30,280

Percent
22.9
28. I
36.2
42.1
46.8
51.2
54.6

Apparent consumption
Amount
' 40057
42, 050
'44, 560
247,142
14, 820
'2,597
155455

Percent
100
100
100
100
100
100
t0

I Estimated.
I Projected.
Note: Sales by U.S. manufacturers were estimated based on the assumption that their sales would fall by 2 percent
In 1967, 6 percent in1968, 4 percon! in 1969, 3percent In 1970,3 percent in 1971, and 2 percent in 1972.
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PROJECTED SALES OF U.S. MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTS FOR
CONSUMPTION AND APPARENT CONSUMPTION OF STAINLESS
STEEL TABLE FLATWARE, 1966-72, IF TARIFF QUOTA ISTERMINATED
Million Dozen
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TABLE IV
EsUma
lions
of- o the future lesof stainlessteel flatwr by quanty Isdozens o pieces through 1972 basd on the assump.
(1 Teminlation of the Urf quota on Oct 11. 1147.
Retention of the tai quota at present quantf level and rate of duty.
IThousand doW
(1)

(2)

I .....................
307
19
67............
$0,2
19
6 8...........
28, 412 34,.7
Ig......................
0
M
70............
21.-0
38,1292
19
1972 ......................
,
,20

19......................
7 1

Note: These estimates for the total Industry are based on extrapolating data from survey replies reprosntng 80 percent
of Industry sales.

TAiAY

Number of full.time equivalent production and related workers employed by
80 percent of Industry in 1908 producing stainless steel flatware.
A) Skilled . .
..
.59H
(Bkemiskilled.
1,1w
(0) Unskilled
.
.
......................................
M,
TOWUske .... ..... ...........................
.. . ......... Stwo
TABLE VI
Estimated number of production and related workers that would be released In1968 based on the assumption sale of
stainless steel flatware declined byPercent
A........................ *......00.......................
......... .
B..........................................................................
2
C.......................................................
0.................... 50
A.................................................
0........... ....... .... 291
B ..........................................................................
787
C..........................................................................
1,557
Note Data baued on survey replies of approximately 80 percent of Industry.

NATIoXAL INTERET CoNSiDEATIONS ox !xTzNsIox or TAmy QuOTA oxr
STAINLESS StEEL TAnjze FLATwAR

O
(y Prof. Harley H. Hinriebs and Lewe B. Martin)
INTZODUC7IIOI

Whereas zn earlier paper' presented at the Tariff Commission hearing, May
23, 1967, has amply demonstrated a purely economic case for extension of the
tariff quota on stainless steel table flatware by Indicating that four obvious costs'I
of the removal of the quota exceeded any "benefits " (some reduction In consumner prices) by at least 8 to 1-even using highly conerative assumptionsand In reality by substantially greater margins (approaching 10 to 1),9 the purpose of this paper soto underscore that other factors in the general national Interest also strongly favor retention of the quota on stainless stee flatware.
Such factor Include (1) congressional Intent to grant or renew extensions of
Irellef; (2)
balance-of-payments
effects;
the or pointed
unemployment
sumer
~areas
~atecleost
~ return
~ prcs(0
"y (3)
reduvnusnf
c areas;
ing tier
effects In
that
could
to a status
of ldepressed
(4)empoment
the "welfare" consideration of a serious effect on certain workers, businesses and cities

2"A Benefit-Cost .Analys. ofatde*...n
Co.e.uence
....
of Termination of the Quota on
Stainless Steel 1latware"0 by Prof. Harley
H Hnriclh
.
and Roger Lind,May 23. 19in.
21a) The prime cost oa unemployed and underempgloyed workers In the Industry, (6)t the
cost of making obsolescent the human Car I
lila) these workers now possess, tbue
seducing their future earningpOWer
re ( t e
recin
herimp
y
and output now dependent on tils eatr mai the cost of making unemployed, under.
employed and/or obsolescent other factors of production (plant and equipment) In this
Industry.

4
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relative to a very slight and widely dispersed gain to many consumers; (5) the
consideration of the economic repercussions on the small businesses (often family
owned and of principal importance to small- or medium-sized communities) that
would be liquidated if the quota were removed; (6) retraining and relocation
costs involved which far outweigh any consumer benefits; (7) the de facto status
of the quota itself which is flexible in practice to allow gradual adjustments to
take place, to allow for a steady increase In imports, and to provide an opportunity for American industry to make adjustments in both capital and labor decisions without inflicting undue and unnecessary severe hardship on either; and
(8) the failure of any effective adjustment assistance mechanism necessitates
that the quota be maintained until the Congress has acted in passing new legislation for such adjustment assistance.
These considerations are briefly spelled out in this paper and shall be further
expanded in future papers, as will other points not herein mentioned.
(1) Congressional intent to grant or renew cxtenalors ot relief
Initially, it is important to emphasize that while section 851 of the Trade
Expansion Act contains provisions providing for the automatic termination of
proclamations according import relief to a domestic industry, it also provides for
continuations of relief under subsection 851(c) (2). Thus, the Congress gave equal
prominence to the extensions of relief as well as to terminations, signifying the
unmistakable understanding of the Congress that In appropriate situations a
domestic industry should be provided with relief for periods greater than 4 or 5
years or more. While the domestic industry does not suggest that Congress intended relief once granted to last forever, on the other hand, It should be stressed
that the act is replete with carefully drafted mechanics for the extensions of
tariff relief and that these provisions were intended as viable parts of the legislation and not as Idle verbiage.
While the Congress in Its considerations of the Trade Expansion Act concluded that the U.S. industry as a whole waR competitive with those of other
nations, it nevertheless recognized that some industries are not competitive from
a unit-cost standpoint and that "our traditional practice of protecting American
commerce and labor from serious injury from imports" I requires the imposition
of tariff assistance to protect certain American Industries. Congress gave "Special
effort" in devising the various forms of assistance and concluded that the section
351 procedures had substantially Improved and strengthened the traditional
escape-clause remedy and the periods of time for the existence of such remedies.
Wide differences in units costs which are the basis of true competitive standards explain the flood of imports In the 195-69 period; the Increase since the
modification of the tariff-quota In 1966; and the new deluge that can be expected
from Japan, Taiwan, and the Republic of Korea if the tariff-quota is terminated.
Disparities in manufacturing and, processing costs between the United States
and these Asian countries can be traced primarily to differences In wage rates
rather than major differences in manufacturing or processing practices. In both
the United States and the Asian countries, manufacturing and processing of
stainless steel are labor Intensive operations.
Stainless steel table flatware is very simply a piece of metal stamped, formed,
graded, and polished, all processes which require direct hand labor. Nothing ts
added to the metal by way of parts or accessories, the manufacture of which
could be automated to reduce unit costs. The state of the art of producing knives,
forks, and spoons has been under constant research and development but with
surprisingly meager results.
As a general statement, automatic machinery and manufacturing techniques
In regard to stainless steel flatware Is available on a worldwide basis.
The bald fact is that the United States does not have a monopoly on equipment
and machinery which provides an extensive automation In the production of flatware so as to offset the lower wage rates abroad. It is well known that the Asian
countries, particularly Japan, possess similar, if not Identical, equipment to that
used in the United States and that there are very close similarities In the
technologies of manufacturing flatware between these countries. Such simllari.
ties in efficiency of manufacture accompanied by wide difference in wage rates
results In higher cost per unit of product In the United States than in the Asian
countries
*Report of the Hounm Committee on Ways and Means to accompany FIR. 11970, 87th
Cong.. second seas., 1062, Rept. No. 1818, p. Y.
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The domestic flatware industry Is Justifiably proud of the progress it has
made since 1959. It has vigorously attempted to improve Its competitive status.
The wisdom of granting the Initial relief In 1969 Is fully borne out by the In.
dustry's progress, and the ability of the Industry since January 1966, to continue under relaxed Import restrictions. The Industry's current ability to survive
demonstrates that from 1969 through 1966, It did not sit Idly by but rather acted
to strengthen Itself. This process has continued, but the plain economic facts of
record show that the flatware Industry is not yet sufficiently competitive to meet
unrestricted imports.

While the flatware Industry has made real progress since its near decimation
front imports In 1958, the most recent report of the Commission following Investigation TEA-IA-5 establishes that complete removal of tariff assistance
would rapidly lead to a situation where Imports accounted for between 80 to 40
percent of domestic consumption. A collapse of the price structure would ensue,
with the resultant elimination of some producers and the concentration of the
remaining production In the hands of a few. Surely, without specifically so say.
Ing, the Commission's report established that there would be dire consequences
If all relief were removed.
With respect to the current situation, Professor Hinrichs, In his economic appraisal, has convincingly portrayed that the Commission's findings of 1966 are
equally true today.
To remove all restrictions now will be to wreck the strides made since 1969.
Instead the domestic industry submits that in the face of certain Irreparable
economic injury, the wisest course is to extend the existing tariff-quota for the 4
years permitted under section 351 of the act.
(9) Balance-of-payments effects
Removal of the present quota would result in more than doubling Imports that
would otherwise occur during the 5-year 1968-72 period under the quota. Imports
would rise to at least 116.4 million dozen (about $174.6 million)" for this period
as contrasted to about 57.5 million dozen (about $86.3 million)' with retention
of the quota-even though imports Indeed would still rise during this period
due to the "flexible" quality of the quota. These data are derived from the
previous paper cited ("A Benefit-Cost Analysis of the Economic Consequences of
Termination of the Quota on Stainless Steel Flatware" by Prof. Harley H.
Hinrichs and Roger Lind, May 23,1907).
IMillions of dozens ImportedJ
Year

1968 ......................
1969 ......................
1970 ......................
1971 .....................
1972......................
5-yur total ..........

Imported It no quota

16.1
19.8
23.3
26.9
30.3
116.4

Imported it quota

Difference

10.3
10.7
11.5
12.1
12.9
57.5

5.8
9.1
11.8
14. 8
17.4
58. 9

Added to these "dollar costs" in the balance of payments on current account
(flow of goods and services) are costs on the capital account: During the past
7 years American Industry has Invested no less than $12 million In plant and
equipment In this industry; It would be not unreasonable to expect that at
least $10 million might be Invested abroad during the next 5 years rather than
In the United States If the quota were terminated.
Thus the projected Increase in losses on current account (about $88.3 million)
plus those on capital account (about $10 million) would total to nearly $100
million over the next 5 years. This means that the total drain on the balance of
paymemnts during 1968-72 would be more than double ($184.6 million) the losses
that would occur If the quota were retained ($86.3 million).
(3) Pinpointed unemployment effect
The increase In unemployment that would spring from the removal of the quota
would be pinpointed in areas that had-or still have-unusually high rates of
unemployment (taken as the usual standard of 4 percent of the labor force) ;
' Assuming an average import price of $1.50 per dozen; the average January-4une 1966.
during 1968-72 would be no less than $1.50 per dozen, as a consefatlve minimum.
price was $1.47: however, the trend toward escalation In quality suggests that the average
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thus the workers released from Jobs If the quota were removed would not be
"automatically" absorbed in new jobs (even if they had the required skills) be.
cause the areas In which the stainless steel flatware Industry has been tradi.
tonally located have been generally "distress" areas under current laws (quali.
tying under the Public Works and Economic Development Act). If the country
returns to a pre-Vietnam war "normalcy" (as In 1964 and before), these excessive unemployment rates in these pinpointed areas would be aggravated by removal of the Import quota and would thus not be In the national Interest.
Sample unemployment rates in such areas where stainless steel flatware Industry
factories are located are as follows:
Labor area
Providence, R.1
.............................
Now Haven, Conn ..............................
Utica NY ............................ .......
Lowel, Mss ..................................

Percentage unemployment rates
1964
1966
. 5. 8
4.4
i,

3.9
3.2
4.
&.2

Source: "Manpower Raped of the President," April 1967. Earlier (1960) data report 7 percent for Meriden, Conn.
end 4.8 percent for Taunton, Mass. (See County and City Data Book, Department of Commerce.

(4) The "welfare' consideration of severe Zones on certain workers and busi.

twees a. against relatively misor and widely dispersed gains to consumer#

This argument is gaining Increased credence In International trade theory and
practice: It was well expressed by the renowned Prof. Robert E. Baldwin, of the
University of Wisconsin, in a study paper submitted to the Subcommittee on
Foreign Economic Policy of the Joint Economic Committee in July 1967:
"(1) Achieving a better baknsce between consumer and producer interests in
economically vulnerable industries.--This is the key domestic problem In any
tariff-cutting exercise. Yet it Is one that has not been adequately handled since
the first Trade Agreements Act In 1984. The Issue can be simply stated. Since
the time of Adam Smith, economists have been able to show that-setting aside
nfant-industry and term-of-trade effects--it Is possible for a country to raise
-its real Income level under free trade compared to a system of tariff protection.
However, although the gain to consumers In the form of lower prices is more
than enough to compensate the producers of protected products fromz any loss
they suffer, In practice such compensation Is not made. In industries where
workers and employers can readily find alternative employment the adverse
effects of tariff cuts are minor. But In Industries where employment and profits
are already declining because of increased Imports or competition from some
other domestic or foreign Industries: where the workers are older, less skilled,
and less educated than most workers; and where the areas in which the industries are located are depressed generally, then the costs of greater Import
competition can be high for a small group. It Is true that even under these
conditions there is usually a net gain in the sense that the gainers from lower
prices could conceivably compensate those losing their employment. However, In
the actual situation where compensation Is not made, it Is understandable for
members of both the legislative and executive branch of the Government to give
greater weight to the large loss suffered by a few people than the more-than.
offsetting gain distributed very thinly over many people. Obviously the typical
legislator knows that he Is likely to lose votes on balance if be sacrifices the
losses of the few for the greater, but thinly spread gain to the many. But Instead
of this representing a regrettable fact of politics--as some seem to suggest-I
suggest It reflects the actual value judgements of the people In general. In other
words, the general public does regard a larger gain spread over many people as
inferior to a smaller total loss that falls on a relatively few."
And this Is the case when the benefits exceed the costs of a tariff or quota
removal. In this particular case, we have already demonstrated that the costs
far exceed the benefits (by from 8 to I to as much as 10 to 1) so that this line
of reasoning as recognized by both economists and legislators becomes even
mrre imperative In the formulation of economic policy in the national interest.

(5) onsderati

of small business and dorestio competition

Defense of small business and domestic competition has been long recognized
as fundamental to American economic principles. As close examination of the
financial statements of the 19 companies In the stainless steel flatware Industry
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will Indicate, removal of the quota would be the death-knell to the majority of
the firms In the industry-primarily the smaller, weaker firms. This would thusly
reduce domestic competition In the industry. A majority of the number of firms
are already operating at net losses or lower-than-average levels of profit. Many remain In business simply because cash flow has still been positive and thus this
branch of their multiproduct output helps to cover overhead costs. Thus, removal
of the quota would in fact reduce competition In this industry from a domestic
viewpoint and would strike with the greatest severity at the smaller, family-type
of business operation.
(6) Retraining and relocationcosts
Retraining and relocation costs in the United States have been estimated '
to approach as much as $10,000 per man. This does not include the lost production from unemployment or underemployment Thus the total retraining and
relocation costs alone of the expected 700-plus unemployed workers in 1 year
would In fact roughly equal ($7 million) the total benefits consumers might
gain over the next 5 years. If a discount rate is applied to these consumer benefits, the immediate costs of retraining and relocation--and ignoring all the other
many costs jmd considerations--would far outweigh consumer benefits over the
extended future.
(7) The quota itself is a fleziblo instrument and does not protect the status
quo but allows for gradual and less painful adjustment
Retention of this quota does not limit imports; in fact imports even with the
quota are projected to increase at a faster rate over the next 5 years than
domestic production. See following table which shows the growing Increase in
Imports above the quota limit. Retention of the quota merely-and importantlyprovides a gradual adjustment process for American capital and labor to make
rational decisions as to future Investment and job training over the next few
years without being forced to sustain severe and Inequitable hardships in the
process. The national interest has traditionally been best served by allowing
incremental and gradual changes to occur without arbitrary changes In national
policy inflicting unusual damage on any segment of Its population.
U.S. imports for consumption of quota-type stainless steel table flatwere in
gntit
excess of the existing quota
Quota year:
----------------------------------------1961-62
1962-3--------------------------------------------1963-64----------------------------------------------

1-------------------Duty change effective Nov. 1,1965:
195--------------

1966-67 (to July 28, 1967)

-----------------

----------------------------------------

o! Imports

4, 39
0+90t8on
+9, 823
+671,788

1, 509, 219

(8)Failure of any adjustment mechanism argues for delay until Oongres aots

In making this point, we can think of no better spokesman than the administration's own special representative for trade negotiations, William N. Roth, in
his recent (July 11, 1667) statement before the Subcommittee on Foreign
Economic Policy of the Joint Economic Committee of the U.S. Congress:
"ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE MODIMOATION

'Turning to the adjustment assistance question, we find ourselves dealing
with the probability that the Congress, in writing the provisions of the Trade
Expansion Act, intended far more readily available recourse to adjustment assistance than has proved possible.
"These provisions were designed to authorize quick and substantial assistance

to any worker or firm Injured as a result of increased imports caused by tariff
concession& The underlying concept was that rather than restrict Imports It was
far preferable to help firms and workers meet problems created by Import comthrough Improved productivity.
petition
"Unfortunately, however, the adjustment assistance provisions have not had
the expected beneficial effect because n practice the present test of eligibility

I Department of Labor Manpower Retraining Division.
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to apply for the assistance has proved too strict In fact, In no case brought
under the act have any firms or workers been able to prove eligibility.
"The present test of eligibility requires (1) that tariff concessions be shown
to be the major cause of Increased imports, and (2) that such Increased imports
be shown to be the major cause of Injury to the petitioner.
"In the complex environment of our modern economy, a great variety of
factors effect the productive capacity and competitiveness of American producers, making it virtually Impossible to single out increased Imports as the
major cause of injury. In fact, it has usually been impossible to prove that
tariff concessions were the major cause of Increased imports.
"Under these circumstances, it is apparent that action must be taken to make
the intended assistance a reality. We now have under consideration several
formulations that might meet the requirements of the situation. No final decisions have yet been taken, but It Is the Intention of the administration to propose
congressional action to modify the present provisions of the act."
In the same statement Special Representative William M. Roth added: "Ad
hoe measures to protect certain products may continue to be needed from time
to time, in emergencies." Given the administration's intent to introduce new and
effective adjustment mechanisms under the Trade Expansion Act, it would
appear quite premature to remove the existing "ad hoe measure" now protecting
stainless steel table flatware until such new legislation Is In fact adopted.
CONCLUSION

In an earlier paper dealing only with four selective economic costs involved
in quota trmnation, it was demonstrated that there was no "economic" case
at the preamt time for quota removal. This outlin of other "national Interest"
consideration confirms the earlier view. Indeed, even If there were an "unfavorable" economic case, these "national interest" considerations would prevail.
However, with both "economic" and "national interest" considerations pointing
in the same direction, it would appear that at the present time there Is no rational
basis for quota removal in the stainless steel flatware Industry.

INDEPENDENT WIRE DRAWEnS ASSOCIATION,

Washington, D.C.
Re legislative veright review of U.S trade policy.
Mr. Tom VAIL,

Chief Ominseh. Senate Committee on Fhince.
New Senate Ofice Building, Wa1shington, D.O.
DEAR MlR. VA.I: In accordance with Senator Russell B. Long's
announcement of September 27 1967, the Independent Wire Drawers
Association wishes to submit a brief memorandum in connection with
the Senate Finance Committee legislative oversight review of U.S.
trade policy.
The Independent Wire Drawers Association is a national trade
association representing over 30 independent nonintegrated wire
drawers and fabricators, located in the following States: California,
Connecticut, Florida. Georgia, Illinois, Louisiana, Maryland Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, Ohio, t'ennsylvania, Tennessee, and Texas.
I use the term "independent" to indicate these firms are not subsidiaries, divisions or captives of the major steel corporations. I use
the term nonintegratedd" in the sense that these firms do not possess
basic steelmaking capacity.
I should also like to'explain the term "wire drawer." Wire is
manufactured from wire rod, a semifinished steel product, by dlrawin[
it through a series of (lies which reduces the diameter of the wire roa
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and at. the same time increases its length. Thus, the descriptive term
'wire drawer."
A wire fabricator manufactures a, finished wire product from the
wire, producing such things as nails, barbed wire, woven wire fence
and welded wire concrete reinforcing mesh. Most members of our
association fabricate some wire products in addition to drawing wire.
The basic raw material for the steel wire and wire products industrry
is hot-rolled v'arbon steel wire rod. In the United States, wire rod is
produced by 15 vertically integrted steel mills; and 93 percent of
V.S. wire rod cap~acitv is controlled by a mere 12 of these producerinclIding such industry giants as United States Steel, Repulic and
Bethlehem. Steel wire alnd wire products, however, are produced by
both the major integrated producers of wire rod and by many small,
independent, nonintegrated wire drawers and fabricators, who are
dependent, upon the integrated prod('ers for their wire rod. Econoinists characterize this situation where a supplier is also a competitor
as "dual distriliti1."
There is nothing inherently evil about this dual distribution situation so long as a normal rebationshl) exists between wire rod, wire
and wire product prices which permit an adequate margin for converting wire roI into wire, and wire into products . But beginning in
1955, the behavior of the. Prices has not been normal, instead th
prices illustiite how an integrated producer in a dual distribution
Inldulqtrv can apply anticometitive price .-queezes to their nonintegrated conipetitors.
The case of a typical wire product, annealed baling wire, graphically
illustrates the double price squeeze experienced by the independent
wire drawers and farbricators. Prior to 1955 most independent producers purchased their wire rods from domestic steel mills at an average
price of approximately $105 per ton. At that time baling wire so d
for about $192 per ton which permitted the fabricators a reasonable
markup on the wire drawing and fabricating process. But the major
steel producers raised wire rod prices in 1955, 1956, 1957, and again in
1958. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, wire rod prices rose
more than any other steel product during the postwar period. The
price of the finished product did'not increase proportionately, instead
it decreased. A point was reached, in many areas, where the raw material was selling at a higher price than the finished wire product. For
example, during 1963, hot-rolled carbon steel wire rod was sold for
$144.50 per net ton. Yet, the same integrated steel mill was selling
annealed baling wire for $141.50 per net ton.
The independent producer, of course, could not purchase wire rod
from the integrated producers at $144.50, clean and draw the rod into
wire, fabricate the wire into annealed baling wire and then compete
against a price of $141.50. As a matter of survival the independent
producer had to turn to imported wire rod.
The enclosed memorandum discusses the duty treatment accorded
hot-rolled carbon wire rod and wire products during the Kennedy
round of GiAT' negotiations.
Sincerely yours,.
,AN D. HirmiuIso, General Couwel.

,ese
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U.S. CUSTOMS DuTr

TPEATMENT or

WELDED WM MESH

Win ROD AND

The U.S. tariff treatment of wire rod is as follows:
Wire rods of Iron or steel:
Other than alloy iron or steel:
Not tempered, not treated, and not
partly manufactured:

Item No.

608.70

Valued not over 4 cents per pound ---------------

0.1 per lb.

608.71
Valued over 4 cents per pound
-------------- 0.250 per lb.
On an average, the ad valorem equivalent of these two specific duties
is approximately 5 percent. However, the price of wire rod generally
varies at just aout 4 cents a pound or $88.20 per metric ton. Thus,
the independent wire drawer is never quite sure what duty will be
applicable. This is a matter of great inconvenience to steel importers
and independent wire drawers.
Even though the ad valorem equivalent duty on wire rod is about
5 percent, no action was taken in regard to wire rod customs duties
during the Kennedy round of GATT negotiations. The Trade Expansion Act of 1962 authorized the President to completely eliminate
duties on articles with an ad valorem or an ad valorem equivalent duty
of 5 percent or less. It was expected the duty on wire rod would have
been entirely eliminated. It was not reduced at all.
U.S. independent wire drawers face severe competition from imported fabricated wire products, particularly welded wire concrete
reinforcing mesh. But the independent wire drawers have always
been willing to meet their import competition in the marketplace.
The U.S. customs duty on about all fabricated wire products was
reduced 50 percent. For example, the duty on welded wire concrete
reinforcing mesh (TSUS item No. 642.P9 is 19 percent ad valorem.
During the Kennedy round this duty '.;a. '.duced the full 50 percent.
It is unfair to the U.S. independent vire drawers to reduce the U.S.
customs duties on competing fabricated mire end products a full 50 percent and not reduce the duties on his basic imported raw materialwire rod. In all fairness to the U.S. independent wire drawer, the small
duty on wire rod should be completely eliminated.
STATEMENT OF THE FINE

& SPECIALTY

WIRE MANUFACrTURERS'

AssocIAToN, WASHINGTON, D.C.
This statement is filed on behalf of the domestic producers of fine
and specialty carbon steel wire through their trade association, the
Fine & Specialty Wire Manufacturer& Association. This association
is composed of 18 member companies who account for more than 75
percent of the fine and specialty steel wire produced in the United
States. Manufacturing facilities of these member companies are located in 16 States: Alabama, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri,
New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Texas.
We have requested this opportunity to speak to you during this
"Legislative Oversight Review of U.S. Trade Policies" because our
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industry has been adversely affected by imported wire for more than
10 years. Despite a growing domestic market for our wire we find ourselves producing an ever smaller percentage of it. Best estimates are
that in the last 10 years our share of the American market has decreased from 98 percent to approximately 80 percent. Wire mills have
been closed and almost all of our members have dropped certain items
from their list of products because they could no longer compete in a
marketplace where foreign competitors have unfair advantages. I say
unfair advantages because they would be so considered under present
American laws applying to domestic transactions.
Let us look at a gra phic picture of what has happened to steel wire
during the past quarter century. It has been necessary to use statistics
covering the broad category of "drawn steel wire" since no data are
available covering solely the fine and specialty wire field. These graphs
were plotted using data from the publication "Foreign Trade Trends"
by the American Iron &Steel Institute. The dotted bars show what has
happened to the volume of American exports of this product. The solid
bars show the very dramatic growth of imported wire. You will note
that 1956 was the first.year imports exceeded exports and that is why I
have selected 1956 as a reference year in these remarks.
Also plotted on this same graph is the U.S. tariff or rate of duty on
wire valued at over 6 cents per pound. There are, of course, several
tariff categories for steel wire but this one would most fairly represent the bunk of fine and specialty wires we are concerned about. Under
the Tariff Act of 1930 the statutory rate was 25 percent. In April 30,
1950, the first General Agreement on Toriffs and-Trade (GATT) reduced the rate to 10 percent. Three reductions of 2 percent each becaine effective later with the current 8 ,-percent rate starting June 30,
1958.

In the year 1950, when the major drop in rate of duty first went into
effect-even if only for 8 months-the tonnage of imported wire increased nearly sixfold to a new alltime high of nearly 26,000 tons.
Interestingly enough, in that same year exports of wire decreased
from 252,000 to 60,000 tons--a drop of better than 4 to 1.It can hardly
b ecoincidence that the decrease in duty, the decline in exports, and
the jump in imports occurred simultaneously. Not only was the domestic American market being invaded but what had been a thriving
export business was being eroded by these same foreign producers who
were not hobbled by high wages nor bound by antitrust laws, Fair
Labor Standards Act and so forth, which are an accepted part of
doing business in the United States.
Now, I want to direct your attention to the very startling developments during the last 10 years. Exports of steel wire have remained
practically stagnant since 1956 and, in fact, were trending ever downward until some small spark was injected by AID programs in 196263. However, even that small spark has apparently been extinguished,
as the last 3 years have been at the 1956 level.
The import line, however, shows a very dramatic and steady climb
toward the top of the chart. As stated earlier, the 1960 imports of steel
wire were 250 percent of those in 1956-or specifically 458,000 tons
compared with 61,000, a very substantial 40,000 ton per year increase.
During the first 6 months of 1967 imports continued to climb, reaching a total of 292,000 tons. This represents roughly two-thirds of the
total wire production of the members of our association.

FOREIGN TRADE
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It seems quite apparent from these figures that the so-called free
trade policy. which has been our Government's otlicial policy, does not
result in reciprocal trade in the steel wire industry. A once-thriving
.American export business has in a quarter century been replaced by an
ever-increasing invasion of the American market by foreign producers.
Wily is this so? Why could imported wire make such an invasion of
the domestic market? Fine and specialty wire is one of the highest
labor-content items produced from steel. It is estimated that 10 to 12
man-hours are required to produce 1 ton of the average steel hot rolled
mill product. In contrast, a survey bi our association disclosed an average of 35 man-hours required to produce a wide range of fine and
specialty wires. A very special item such as 0.006-inch coated rope wire
(which is used in aircraft control cables) has a labor content of 131
man-hours.
It is a well-known fact that wage costs--including fringe benefitsare much lower in other countri-es than in the United States. They
run from something in the range of one-third of ours in West Germany
to one-fifth of ours in Jiapan. Thus, the very nature of our product
with its relatively high labor content makes it, an attractive target
for those nations seeking to increase their trade dollar with the United
States. There was a time years ago when our technological advancement kept us ahead of our lower waged competitors. However, this
advantage largely disappeared as postwar technological assistance
pacts were put into effect and our more advanced machinery and
techniques were dispersed to the entire world. We are today competing in the world marketplace-including that portion which is in
America-with labor costs far above those of our competitors with no
compensating advantages.
You might expect then that perhaps we would have higher tariffs in
the United States to at least partially equalize this difference in standards of living. As mentioned earlier our current rate is 81/ percent,
while in England it is 25 percent; in France it is 12.4 percent and 1I
Japan it is 15 percent. Only Germany, with 8 percent and the Benelux
countries with 6.4 percent are lower than ours. However, both these
have a turnover tax which is added to the tariff. Obviously then, fine
wire producers in America-and their highly paid workers--are not
given even as much tariff protection in their home market as are their
competitors overseas.
It has been urged on all American business that they expand their
export efforts. As has been shown, our industry has had rather the
opposite result. Let us quickly examine a few of the reasons for the
decline in exports of fine wire.
First and foremost, of course, is our previously discussed cost disadvantage. Even considering that we make the finest wire in the world
and are more service minded than most foreign mills, our costs necessarily result in prices which are almost laughable in overseas markets.
Then, we must add to this the higher tariffs in most other countries as
well as the nontariff trade barriers such as turnover taxes, total value
added taxes, quotas, and outright iorbiddance of any imports. In this
latter category many of the developing or growing nations, forbid any
imports once the local industry is capable of producing the product.
ThIs barrier is maintained even though the price of the product produced locally may be much higher than the former price paid for iun-
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ported wire-even from the United States. Some of the Latin American
countries engage in these practices.
We have yet another problem when we try to export wire. For some
reason, the ocean freight rates on steel wire leaving the United States
are higher than those on the same product coming to the United States.
An example, to ship 1 ton of tire bead wireFrom New York to London the rate is $39 per ton.
From London to New York it is $29.75 per ton.
From San Francisco to Tokyo the rate is $35 per ton.
From Tokyo to San Francisco it is $25.75 per ton.
From Philadelphia to Antwerp the rate is $31.50 per ton.
From Antwerp to Philadelphia it is $26.50 per ton.
It seems difficult to believe that these rate differences can be related
to actual costs differences. Yet they do exist and are just one more
"unfair trade practice" that we must face.
Among yet other unfair advantages enjoyed by our overseas cometitors is their lack of restriction under such American laws as the
air Labor Standards Act, and various antitrust and antimonopoly
laws. Not only are they not bound by these, but those of our laws which
do affect them, such as our antidumping regulations are inadequate
and the intent of these laws is consistantly violated by selling in
Amerca at prices lower than their own country. Since Ameirican industry is unable to satisfy the "damage" requirements of our law,
dumping is not an unknown practice when it suits the foreign pro.
ducers' purpose.
In conclusion, I want to say again that high labor content items
such as fine and specialty wire can never be fairly and freely traded
among the nations of the world until all those nations have attained
an equality in their standards of living. Until that day, proper and
equalizing tariffs or quotas must be maintained by the nations which
have attained these higher standards in order to preserve them. We in
the Fine and Specialty Wire Manufacturers' Association can only foresee that a continuation of past American foreign trade policies will
further widen the gap between imports and exports in future years and
will result in an ever weaker industry-an industry without which our
Nation cannot exist in the modem world.
J. A. Moor
Respectfully,

Chaimnan, ForeignTrade Oomittee.
STATEMENT OF THi

AMERICAN WATCH AssocIAToN, INC.
SUMMARY

The attached paper, derived from the AWA's involvement in a.
12y 2-year escape clause action on watch movements, discusses the
economic function of the escape clause and its relationship to the goals
of U.S. trade policy.
The AWA believes that the multilateral trading system developed
under the leadership of the United States has played a central role in
promoting economic growth among free world industrial nations in
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the post-World War II period. Multilateral trade promotes growth by
providing access for dynamic and efficient industries to a larger number
of customers than would be available to them in their home markets.
In this way, international trade operates as a major force in allocating
national resources in an economic manner.
Utilization of the escape clause or other devices to prevent effective
import competition has the effect of voiding the principle of reciprocity
on which the entire multilateral trading system is erected. Those who
seek to restrict imports to a certain limited share of the U.S. market
invite retaliation which would severely hamper U.S. exports.
Under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, however, the escape clause
is conceived, not as a means of preventing competition, but as a form
of temporary relief allowing domestic industry to undertake an effective adjustment to import competition. The AWA's experience makes
it clear that adjustment to import competition is a realizable goal.
In the 121/2 years during which the escape clause tariff increases
on watch movements were in effect, the domestic watch industry underwent substantial changes that materially increased its competitive
capability. Sales and profits of the domestic companies are today at an
alltime high. While it is premature to assess the effects of the recent
termination of the escape clause tariff increases, the early evidence indicates that the domestic watch industry is holding its own.
The AWA observes that if the fruits of the Kennedy round agreement are to be fully realized, it is essential in the future that the escape
clause be employed only to facilitate adjustment to import competition
in cases of pervasive injury to an entire industry and then only as a
temporary form of relief subject to automatic termination unless
renewed.
STATEMENT

This paper is being submitted by the American Watch Association
in connection with the compendium scheduled to be published by the
Senate Finance Committee on U.S. foreign trade policies and practices.
The AWA represents about 50 leading U.S. firms engaged in importing watch movements and assembling complete watches for the U.S.
and world markets.
For 121/2 years beginning in July 1954, imported watch movements
were subject to the provisions of the "escape clause." U.S. watch duties
during that period averaged about 50 percent above trade agreement
rates. On January 11, 1967, President Johnson determined that domestic manufacturers of watch movements had made a successful adjustment to import competition and ordered the restoration of duties applicable under the N.S.-Swiss Trade Agreement of 1936. He thus
brought to a close the oldest escape clause action in the history of the
trade agreements program.
As a result of the watch action, the AWA has been intimately involved through the years with the criteria and the procedures of the
escape clause. We believe that our experience and the opinions derived
from that experience may be of interest to others concerned with the
future of U.S. trade policy. Although it is not the central purpose of
this paper to discuss economic conditions in the watch industry,
changes undergone by the domestic producers while the escape clause
action was in effect provide, in our opinion, an illuminating case study
87-822-68-vol. 2-
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of the adjustment proees.. A brief summary of major developments
will be found following a discussion of general trade'policy considerations. Persons interested in it fuller (though somewhat out-of-date)
treatment of the subject may wish to consult "Trade Adjustment in the
Domestic Jeweled-Lever Watch Industry" in "The U'nited States and
World Trade," Coinmittee on Commerce, U.S. Senate, June 26, 1961,
pp. 234-254.
Purpose of the esgeape clause
The purpose of the escape clause is to relieve serious injury (or
threatened injury) inflicted on a U.S. industry by competition from
imported products on which a tariff concession has been granted. Although this purpose has remained constant since the escape clause was
incorporated into the trade agreements program, the definition of what
constitutes serious injury, the degree of relationship which must be
shown to import competition and to the results of trade negotiations,
and the duration and the objective of relief have undergone a number
of changes.
In examining the economic function of the escape clause, it is first
necessary to consider where the escape clause fits into the overall structure of 1U.S. trade policy. For more than 30 years, through five administrations, the United 8tates has been vigorously pursuing a policy
dedicated to the reduction of tariffs and other barriers to international
trade. Especially since a mechanism for multilateral trade negotiations
was developed following World War II, the growth of world trade has
been nothing short of phenomenal. Advocates of a liberal trade policy
believe it is no accident that this period has also witnessed a remarkable spurt in the economic growth of the United States and the other
industrial nations which form the backbone of the international trading system.
The liberal trade position
The thesis of those who support a liberal trade policy can be simply
stated: The multilateral exchange of goods conducted with a minimum of governmental interference, assists dhe economic development
of all parties to the trading system. International trade performs this
catalytic function by enabling each trading partner to concentrate his
resources on the activities in which he enjoys the greatest relative
efficiency. A liberal trading system affords each partner's efficient industries access to broader-than-national markets. Equally important,
it allows each partner's industries and consumers access to less expensive commodities produced by other countries, thus reducing production and living costs.
Because of our own immense, tariff-free internal market, we in the
United States sometimes fail to recognize the contribution which the
export market makes on particular commodities to the efficient utilization of domestic economic resources (and, therefore, to reductions in the
price of the commodity domestically). These effects are easier to comprehend in the case of countries like the Netherlands or Belgium or
Switzerland where the domestic market is comparatively small. Nonetheless, for many products of U.S. industry, export trade provides an
irreplaceable means of mobilizing a substantially larger number of consumers than would be available in the domestic market alone.
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For example, the U.S. aircraft industry exports about 15 pecelt of
its total production, well over a billion dollars annually. The same is
true for the scientific instrument industry" and the farm machinery
industry. More tI'an 20 percent of domestic production is exported in
the case of cash grr'in farm products, coal, construction equipment, and
metalworking macl,inery. Lubricating oils and leaf tobacco exports are
around 30 percent. Hides and skins, sewing machines, gear-cutting
machines, and phototinishing equipment are above 30 percent, milled
rice above 40 percent and new locomotives over 50 percent.
These few examples illustrate how critically important the export
market i; in sustaining production and employment in these industries, which are among the most efficient in the united States. In each
instance, economic analysis would undoubtedly disclose that. the earnings of these industries on their export business substantially exceed
the incremental costs incurred in Iprolucing the additional goods required to serve the export market. Thus, the export market plays a
umndamental role in reducing unit costs of production for eVient

industries and, indeed, in allocating the resources of the Nation as a
whole in the most economic manner.
There are undeniably numerous factors which distort the operation
of the multilaterial trading system, including nontariff barriers, "infant industr-"" considerations, etc. But in general the system
..
appears
to work superlatively well as a mechanisn which provides economic
leverage for dynamic industries allowing them maximum oJportunity
for growth.

At one time, there was a school of thought which rejected this view
entirely and which embraced trade only on commodities offering no
competition for domestic industry or providing an essential supplement to small-scale domestic production. Comparatively few people
would argue today that the United States could or should adopt a
policy of economic self-sufficiency. The staggering subsidy costs inherent in such an approach, the'violence it would do to established
economic relationships, and the consequences of a beggar-thy-neighbor
policy for foreign relations all work to limit the appeal of this sim-

plistic economic notion.

The real issue in recent years between liberal trade forces and the
protectionists is over the scope and extent of reciprocity in international trade. It is into this context that the escape clause fits.
The protectionistvivw
Protectionists want the escape clause to prevent import competition from seriously disturbing the habitual operations of the domestic
industry. Thus, at one time, the philosophy embodied in the escape
clause seemed to be that the domestic producers were entitled as a
matter or right to a fixed share of the U.S. market. Any difficulties
tley experienced in maintaining that share was cause for an escapeclause action, regardless of whether or not trade agreement concessions played a major part in creating the problem. An extreme version
of this philosophy is to be found currently in S. 2476 by Senator
Smith, Republican, of Maine, which would require a finding of "serious injury or threat thereof" to a domestic industn whenever "the
ratio of imports to domestic production exceed(s) 10 per centum"--
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without any reference to whether the domestic industry involved previously produced 5 percent or 95 percent of domestic needs.
The logical flaw in the share doctrine, as President Truman pointed
out on August 14,1952, is that it "finds that serious injury exists when
the domestic industry fails to gain something it never had, even though
the industry may be prospering by all of the customary standards of
levels of production, profits, wages, and employment." On the national
policy, level, an even more serious difficulty is that the share doctrine
actively invites other countries to adopt identical policies reserving the
lion's share of their domestic markets for their own industries. If
major U.S. customers adopted the philosophy of autarchy inherent
in the Smith bill, U.S. exports would obviously suffer a severe blow.
An even more basic problem with the share doctrine, however, is
that it would paralyze the very force that delivers the benefits of
trade to the participating partners. For at bottom, the share doctrine
represents a refusal to accept the competitive consequences of trade
and therefore an implicit denial of the concept of reciprocity.
However disguised this denial might be by pro-trade rhetoric, it
would have practical effects that might not differ very greatly from a
straightforward policy of protectionism. Other countries simply cannot buy substantial amounts of U.S. merchwiidise if we limit their
ability to earn foreign exchange through trade with the United States.
Reciprocity, in short is the cornerstone of the entire system.
This point was tellingly illustrated some years ago by Harold 31.
Talburt, Scrips-Howard s Pulitzer prize winning cartoonist. Ie portrayed the U.9. economy as a surgical patient lying on the operating

room table. Over the patient, scalpel in hand, stood the U.S. Congress.
Protectionists nearby were instructing the doctor: "Fix him up so he
can breathe out without breathing in!" Obviously, it can't be done.
The trade adUstment coept
The Trade Expansion Act of 1962 utilized the escape clause, not as
a device for fending off import competition indefinitely, but rather
as a means of facilitating adjustment by domestic industry to the competitive effects of tariff reduction. The escape clause was designed to
serve, under strict criteria for the determination of serious injury,
as a temporary shelter while the affected domestic industry took steps
to improve its competitive position. The duration of escape-clause
relief was expressly limited, subject of course to renewal if continuation of the injury could be shown. Previously, relief continued until
elimination of the injury was established. This shift in the burden of
proof made by the 1962 legislation assured a careful periodic reexamination of the economic justification for relief, in place of the cursory
review of surface developments which had previously been characteristic.
In addition, the Trade Expansion Act contained provisions for adjustment assistance to individual firms or workers adversely affected
by import competition. The intent was to relieve particular hardships
without resort to steps affecting an entire industry. Narrow interpretation of strict criteria has prevented the adjustment assistance concept
from having any effect outside the bounds of the United StatesCanadian automobile agreement. Legislation to deal with this question presumably will be offered in the near future by the Johnson
administration.
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Competitive adjuwtrnent in the watch industry
Tile AWA's experience makes it clear that adjustment to import
competition is a realizable goal. The undeniable fact is that the do.
mestic watch industry underwent very substantial changes in the 121/2
years that the watch tariff increases were in effect, and these changes
,reat ly improved the ability of most. domestic producers to meet import
Competition.
In 1953, the last year before the watch tariff increase, U.S. manufacturers sold a total of 10.7 million watches. In 1906, domestic manufact urers probably accounted for 22 million units or more (exact figures
are unavailable). Domestic watch production rose from 7.4 mbilion
units
in 1954atosharp
15.2 million
1966, an increase of 105 percent. Imports
experienced
upturn in
beginning in 1965, largely because of spectacular growth in the market for ladies' fashion watches which was almost entirely created and supplied by imports. Prior to this sudden
growth, imports by importer-assembler firms were actually lower than
in 1953. On the other hand, imports by the so-called domestic producers
were substantially higher, reflecting the fact that each of the domestic
companies had established or expanded its own manufacturing facilities overseas. Several had also entered into exclusive marketing arrangements with watch manufacturers in Japan for sales in the-.S.
market.
The outstanding development during the period was the spectacular
rise of U.S. Time (Timex) from virtually a standing start to the
dominant position in the U.S. market. On a unit basis, U.S. Time alone
is believed to account currently for more than 40 percent of U.S. watch
sales. U.S. Time's success was founded on a brilliant marketing strategy and on efficiently organized manufacturing operations. Over the
decade of its rise to dominance, U.S. Time established factories both
in the United States and in Western Europe, enabling the company to
take advantage of maximum production efficiencies hiboth locations.
U.S. Time's domestic employment rose substantially from 1954 to
1966. Employment of other manufacturers appears to have declined, in
large part because of appreciable gains in the productivity of workers
employed in the jeweled-lever seomnent of the industry. Productivity
changes, of course, are one of theebest indexes and tests of adjustment
to a competiti-e situation. An increase in labor productivity implies a
reduction in unit labor costs.
The ability of the domestic industryto cornete was also strengthened by product innovations, the best known of which is Bulova's pat
tented Accutron, a battery-powered device regulated by a tuning fork
instead of the conventional escapement mechanism. Hamilton and
U.S. Time were also marketing battery-powered watches, and U.S.
Time had developed an unconventional jeweled-lever watch to go with
its inexpensive pin-lever line.
The fundamental strength of the domestic industry was amply attested by the fact that, with one exception, all of the firms i the
domestic industry enjoyed all-time record sales and profits in 1966.
The lone exception, Elgi , was in financial difficulty as a result of large
losses suffered on defense contracts. Elgin's weakness is in striking
contrast to the robust economic health of the other companies in the
industry. In any case, the difficulties experienced by the firm cannot
be charged primarily to import competition.
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Dkstortionscausedby high watch tariff
It is worth noting that the increased escape clause tariffs had some
collateral effects which were definitely not favorable from the standpoint of either domestic watch producers or of duty-paying importers.
Smuggling of jeweled-lever watches and watch movements, not an
appreciable factor prior to 1954, ballooned under the stimulus of
higher tariff rates into a traffic estimated in 1964 at 1 to 1.5 million
units annually. Duty-free shipments from U.S. insular possessions
(through a tariff provision allowing duty-free entry for such products
when assembled under certain conditions from imported parts) mu.shroomed to a peak of 5.45 million units in 1966 before becoming subject
to congressionally enacted quotas. Although one of the domestic manufacturers, Hamilton, was the first major company to enter the U.S.
Virgin Islands and although all of the principal domestic producer.;
have assembly operations there, it is generally recognized that the
insular watch industry would probably not have gotten underway on
any significant scale but for the escape clause action. Certainly no one
disputes the fact that the growth of the insular industry greatly unsettled the domestic watch market prior to the January 1967 rollback in
mainland tariffs.
Such distortions commonly occur under the artificial circumstances
created by high tariffs or other trade barriers. This is another reason
why sound policy dictates that any escape clause action should have a
terminating date. If the relief is plainly designed to be temporary, thi:
will help discourage people from experimenting with methooIs for
getting around limitations on market access. Even with the higher
tariffs in effect, it is doubtful, for example, whether a wholesale rush
to the Virgin Islands would have taken place if the watch escape clause
action had-been scheduled to expire in 1960 or 1961.
While it is premature to assess the results of President Johnson'is
decision to restore the pre-1954 tariff rates, early evidence strongly
suggests that the domestic watch industry is holding its own. For the
first 6 months of 1967, preliminary figures reported by the U.S. Tariff
Commission show that domestic watch production rose to 8,761,000
from 7,956,000 in the first 6 months of 1966, up 10 percent. Imports isose
to 9,931,000 from 9,232,000, an increase of 7 percent. However, the
greatest part of the increase in imports came immediately after the
President acted, probably reflecting postponed entries by those anticipating a reduction in the tariff. If January results in both years are
left out of the picture, the increase in imports through June was only
1 percent.
Duty-free shipments from U.S. insular possessions dropped nearly
one-third from 2,132,000 in the first half of 1966 to 1,448,000 in the
first half of 1967. This reduction was partly due to the operation of
the quota system and partly due to the lessening of the artificial incentive provided by hi her mainland tariffs. Overall, the share of the
market claimed by domestic production actually increased 3 percent
during the first 6 months of 1967 as compared to 1966.
. Having undergone an extensive adjustment, the domestic watch industry now appears to be well situated to meet increased import competition. While there are those in the domestic industry who continue
to demand protection, claiming that they can make more money by
closing their U.S. factories and shifting to imports from their own
factories overseas, these claims appear to have no factual basis. The
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domestic industry's call for restoration of the escape clause tariff rates
must be interpreted as an outright bid for permanent shelter from
import competition. After 122 years of relief, the domestic producers
obviously are not interested in just temporary breathing space.
The future of the escape clause

Use of the escape clause, however, to guarantee domestic industries
indefinitely against import competition is inconsistent with the operation of a multilateral trading system based on reciprocity. This point
assumes special importance in light of the broad concessions which
the United States gave and received in the recent Kennedy round
negotiations. As successive annual tariff reductions take place on Kennedy round items, the number of domestic industries seeking relief
could be fairly substantial.
If the escape clause is permitted to be used to prevent effective competition or if other restrictions such as quotas are imposed on U.S. imports, other countries will inevitably act against U.S. exports. Reciprocity in the reduction of trade barriers would be superseded by a
reciprocity of retaliation. The hard-won commercial gains of the postwar era would be lost to all of the industrial nations. For the United
States as well as for other countries, the economic consequences would
be extremely far reaching.
In our judgment, it is crucially important that the escape clause be
employed on-y to facilitate adjustment to import competition in cases
of pervasive injury to an entire industry and then only as a temporary
form of relief subject to automatic expiration unless renewed. Certainly our experience indicates the adjustment to import competition
is an attainable goal.

Rua MANUFACTURERs ASSOCIATION,
PREPARED BY ALBERT TARABOEL, EXEcuTVE DntzorOR

STATEMENT OF THE BRAIDED

1. Purpose of bill, S. 929.
To correct inequity due to adverse interpretation of tariff law.
2. Industry description.
Twenty-five small plants in nine States. Efforts of industry to
promote product.
3. Imports penetration.
Imports increased from 1.1 million square feet in 1957 to 139.4
million square feet in 1966. Imports command over 80 percent of domestic market.
4. Competitive position of domestic industry.
Imports undersell domestic articles by 35 percent. Wage costs
in major competing foreign country less than one-quarter of
those in the United States.
5. Effect on customs practice on domestic industry.
Ninety-five percent of imports are incorrectly classified for duty
purposes and denies domestic producers a fairer share of the
domestic market.
6. Summation.

Gentlemen, this statement is presented on behalf of the members of
the Braided Rug Manufacturers Association, which represents over 80

percent of the domestic production of braided rugs, and was prepared
by Albert Taraborelli, executive director of that association.
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The subject of this testimony will be legislative proposal S. 929 which
would amend the tariff schedules of the-United States with respect to
the tariff classifications of braided rugs composed of tubular braids.
1. PURPOSE OF BILL
For background information, braided rugs are made from two types
of braids, kfiwn in the trade and by consumers as flat braids and tubular braids. Important to the considerations here is that both are distinctly braids, made on braiding machines and both meet every known
definition of the term "braid". Yet, it has been the practice of customs
officials to exclude from the meaning of the term "braids" the tubular
type of construction. Rugs made of this type braid are called tubular
mats by importers and are subjected to much lower rates of duty than
those intended for braids.
For informational purposes, the two types of braids may be described
as follows: In one, the material is braided around two alternating centers in a figure 8 pattern, and is referred to as flat braid. In the second
type of braid the material is braided around a core or filler and is referred to as tubular braid. The flat braid is dutied at 42'A percent while
the tubular braids are dutied at 15, 16 and 30 percent depending on
the fiber used. Whether flat or tubular, both braids involve the same
type of maypole construction, both are made on braiding machines,
and both fall within all accepted definitions of the term braid.
Justification advanced for the practice of excluding the tubular type
braids from the category of braids is a custom courts decision in 1'944
which dealt with the proper tariff classification of certain ladies handbags and belts. it should be noted that this decision was in no way related to braided rugs.
The law is very clear that all braids be dutied at. 421/9 percent. Paragraph 1529(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 provides for "braids, made by
hand or on a braiding machine and fabrics and articles wholly or in
part thereof, by whatever name known, and whether or not named, described, or provided for elsewhere in this Act." Headnote 2(f) in schedule 3 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States states, "The term
'braids' as used in connection with textile materials includes all braids
in the piece, whether flat, tubular, or other construction, with or without cores.." It is very clear, from the two references mentioned that
Congress intended tiat all braids, flat, tubular, or otherwise, be dutied
as specified.
It is our contention here that all braids are duitable at 421/ percent
and that customs actually violated the law in allowing certain types oi
braids to be imported at rates of duty other than that specified for
braids. The Tariff Commission, replying to request from the House
Ways and Means Committee states "From a tariff standpoint there is
no reason for different treatment of the two types of braids solely
because of the difference in the braid used."
Gentlemen, this bill has been introduced to correct a serious inequity
in our tariff laws. as presently interpreted, with regard to the importation of braided rugs. This adverse interpretation of our custom laws
has very sharply curtailed the market opportun'lies of the domestic

braided rug industry.

The bill would simply amend the tariff laws to prevent exclusion of
the tubular type of brafd from the tariff treatment intended for braids.
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2. INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION
The domestic braided rug industry is a small industry composed of
about 25 small plants in nine States. The braided rug is an Almerican
conceived and developed product, having been produced in this country
for the last half century. For many years the braided rug was nothing
more than a novelty item and was produced on a very small scale,
mostly in spare time operations. In the years 1955 and 1956, the industry as it existed at that time, embarked on an ambitious promotional
program, with considerable outlays of capital. This was followed by an
expansion program, with costly employee training programs in addi.
tion to the outlays of capital for expanded production facilities. By
1957 the braided rug emerged as a dependable volume product in the
floor covering field.
8. IMPORTS PENETRATION

In 1957 imports of braided rugs began to flow into the U.S. market
with a volume of 1.1 million square feet. By 1960 imports had increased
to 58 million square feet, passing domestic production of 39.2 square
feet. By 1966 imports had reached 139.4 million square feet while domestic production dropped back to 34.2 million square feet. In share of
market, imports now account for 80 percent, having increased 10 percent over the previous year of 1965, while domestic production share of
market dropped from 28 percent in 1965 to 20 percent in 1966. The
domestic market expandedfrom 41 million square feet in 1957 to 173
million square feet in 1966, an increase of over 300 percent. It is important to note that while the domestic market expanded by over 300
percent, domestic production fell back to 84 million square feet from
about 40 million square feet in 1958.
Rapidly accelerating imports on one hand and shrinking domestic
production on the other are clear indications that domestic producers
are unable to compete in their own markets, and that the ability of
foreign producers to penetrate our markets is controlled solely by their
productive capacity.
4. COMPETITIVE POSITION OF THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

Because of their much lower wage and material costs foreign producers are able to undersell the domestic producer byW3 percent. The
domestic industry's efforts to meet foreign competition through increased efficiency or output per worker were in vain since the efficiency
and productivity of foreign producers are at least equal to ours. Japan,
which accounts for over 97 percent of all imports of braided rugs,
has wage costs of less than one-quarter of ours.
A member of this industry recently made a very comprehensive cost
study of both import and domestic articles of braided rugs and arrived
at the startling conclusion that, even with materials furnished at no
cost, he would be unable to compete with foreign producers because
of their much lower wage costs.

5. EXPECT OF PRESENT CUSTOMS PRACTICE ON DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
The manuever through which braided rugs are imported as tabular
mats at a much lower rate of duty has resulted in a quantity of imports
far in excess of that which would have been the case if the correct
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rate of duty had prevailed. The rate of imports accelerated from onehalf million square feet in 1957 to the present rate of 139 million square
feet, of which over 95 percent was at a lower and incorrect rate of
duty. In 1965 imports at the correct rate of duty amounted to 2.9
million square feet while imports at the lower and incorrect nrte of
duty totalled over 112 million square feet.
0. SUMM13ATION

The two bills referred to above would simply provide that any and
all braided material, flat. or tubular, be uni-formly dutied at the intended rate of 421/ percent. The imported tubular mats, regardless
of what they are called, are for all intents and purposes braided rugrs,
and have io distinguishing differences from the American-made
braided rug which has been nade and sold as such for over .50 year..
The whole question hinges on whether or not the imlrted articles is
a braided rug. Paragraph 1.5.29(a) of the tariff law of 1930 says it is.
The tariff schedules of the United States say it is. Manufacturers. of
braiding equipment say that it is. The consumer says it is.
Accordingly, we submit that this article of braiI, regardless of its
end use, should be dutied as intended, at 421,/ percent.
Passage of this legislation would simply prevent the exclusion of one
type of braide from the tariff schedules pertaining to braids, and
making all types of braids uniformly dutiable at 421/ percent.
This reform would bring fair and long overdue relief to our industry.
It would plug a loophole through which foreign manufacturers have
been flooding our domestic market with braided rugs, under another
namine. The application of the correct rate of duty will reduce, but not
erase, the wiie price differential between domestic and imported articles. It would afford some relief to an industn whose future existence is now in jeopardy. A great part of this threat results from a
serious inequity, a deception, and an abuse of our laws. We only ask
that the law be applied as intended nther than as interpreted by
foreign interests.
STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE DomrEsTIc PRODUCERS OF SLIDE, FASTENES, ANDI PARTS THEREOF (TSUS Imfs 745.70, 745.72 AND 745.74),

SUiDE FSTENER T, PE (WHOLLY OF TExTLz FMERS) (TSTTS ITEMs
886.50 AXND 847.3340). PR PARED By RICHARD A. TTINF..4. TILDEN &
LmENTRJr, NEw YO R, N.Y.
SUMMARY

Domestic producers of slide fasteners, tape, and other parts for slide
fasteners have already lost a substantial part of the domestic market
as a result of duty reductions under the trade agreement program.
When the further reductions provided for tinder the GATT agreement
are put into effect, it is anticipated that increased imports will force a
drastic curtailment of domestic production, the layoff of American
workers and closing of plants. There is presently a wide price differential favoring imported fasteners and parts, wliich gap will be widened
by the projected duty reductions, encouraging more and more users

to switch to imported'slide fasteners and parts.
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The domestic industry believes that Congress (lid not intend that the
trade agreement program would result in the sacrifice of American
industry and workers in order to make a gift, of the American market
to foreign producers. It believes that the program was intended as a
means of making all markets available to idproducers on an equal
basis, without artificial restraints which give one group of producers
a competitive advantage over others. Tariff restrictions should be
designed to enable both foreign and domestic producers to compete ofl
an equal basis for the domestic market as well as foreign markets.
Where inevitable inequities arise as a result of concessions, an effective means of correcting such inequities must be provided. No such
means has been providedby Congress. Both the fornter "escape clause"
and the present "assistance" provisions of the law have proved to be
completely ineffectual.
Trhe committee is urged to favorably consider enactment of mandatorv relief for industries threatened or injured by the. trade program,
such as is provided for in S. 1891, preiently'pending before the
committee.
GENERAL STATEMENT

This statement is presented to inform the committee as to the expected effect on the slide fastener industry of the recently announced
duty reductions to be made under the GATT agreement, the need of the
industry for more rather than less tariff protection, and the importance
to the domestic economy of action by Congress to provide effective
relief to industries which are seriously endangered by concessions
gri'anted under the trade agreement program.
The statement was prepared at the request of the Slide Fastener
.Association, Inc., a trade association representing 26 domestic producers of slide fasteners and parts, operating 37 )lants. The names of
the members of this association, and the location of their respective
factories are appended to this statement as appendix A. It is estimated
that slide fasteners and parts mainufactured by these companies constitute more than 80 percent of current domestic production.
THE DOC:ESTIC INWSTRY

The American slide fastener industry isa purely American industry both in origin and development. 'the idea of a fastening device
that could be opened and closed by means of a slider was first (onceived by an American inventor more than 60 years ago. Many years
of experimentation and effort followed and nmany failures were encountered in attempting to develop and perfect this product. It was
not until 1911 that a practical and commercially successful fastener
was designed embodying the saime fundamental principles as the
present-day slide fastener.
Many more years of development and promotion were required before public acceptance of slide fasteners could be created, merchandisingF problems overcome, and a broad market obtained. IDuring the
First World W~ar slide fasteners caine to be used to some extent on
money belts for sailors and on flying suits for aviators. They were used
on gloves and after 1919 on tobacco pouches. In 1923 the B. F. Goodrich Co. commenced manufacturing galoshes equipped with this product, which were marketed under the trademark "Zipper." The wide
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distribution of the Goodrich galoshes helped greatly to introduce slide
fasteners to the general public and they have been known as zippers
from that day to this.
By 1928 slide fasteners had been accepted by manufacturers of a

variety of products and the demand for them was becoming substan-

*

tial. At that time there were still only two or three companies in the
field. The industry has had a steady growth from the year 1928 when
it first began to realize on the long years of research and development
and on the large sums of money expended to create a market in the
United States for this product.
Slide fasteners, or zippers, are now used in a wide variety of manufactured articles. The slide fastener industry supplies its product for
use in production to more than 100 other industries (the products of
some of which, of course, are related). The general classifications of
articles in which slide fasteners are now most extensively used are
women's and men's clothing, handbags, leather goods, and footwear.
More than 90 percent of the slide fasteners produced are sold to manufacturers of these and other articles and less than 10 percent are sold
at retail.
Experience has demonstrated that it is necessary for the slide fastener manufacturer to constantly supervise the production methods of its
manufacturing customers and to cooperate in the introduction of newly
designed products on the market to assure satisfactory performance.
Laboratory research, engineering, and experimentation in the adaption of sliale fasteners to new forms or styles of the products in which
they are used. and promotional advertising, constitute a very substantial portion of the expense going into the production of American Qlide
fasteners and are directly responsible for the growth of the American
market for this product and its present wide consumer acceptance.
During the period of the war, due to industry restrictions and the
limited amount of metals and other raw materials available for civilian
production, the manufacture of slide fasteners for civilian uses was
greatly curtailed. However, the industry produced large quantities
of slide fasteners for the Armed Forces of field jackets, flying suits,
combat suits, sleeping bags, jungle hammocks, gun and instrument
covers, and many other articles.
Very largely through the extensive engineering research and development work above referred to, accompanied by nationwide advertising, the domestic slide fastener industry has grown steadily and rapidly
until there are now some 180 companies engaged in the manufacture
and assembly of this product and its component parts.
HISTORY OF IxPORT COMPETITION

*

The slide fastener industry, which is entirely the product of American inventiveness, ingenuity, and investment, lhas had to battle for its
life since shortly after 1928 against foreign-made slide fasteners
produced with low-cost labor, and sold in the United States at prices
far below domestic costs of manufacture. This battle has been a long
and bitter one, with many ups and downs. Apparently in recognition
of the urgent need of the domestic industry for reasonable protection
against low-priced foreign slide fasteners and parts, particularly those
imported from Japan, the U.S. Tariff Commission and other Governmeant agencies have several times come to the assistance of the industry,
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with the result that the industry has been enabled to grow steadily and
to provide employment for thousands of workers, mostly in small communities where employment opportunities are sorely needed.
Patents afforded the industry reasonable protection until about
1932, when foreign-made fasteners began to flood the American market
in complete disregard of American patents. An appeal to the Tariff
Commission in 1932 resulted in an order of exclusion. This order
helped some, but in view of the expiration of a number of the basic
patents, by 1935 the industry was again in trouble. Tremendous
volumes of imports from Czechoslovakia and Japan entered the country, and in the fall of 1935 the Commission was again asked for helpthis time under section 336 of the Tariff Act of 1930. This appeal
resulted in an increase in the rate of duty from 45 percent to 66 percent. Although this increase helped to stem the flood of imports from
European countries, it did not have any appreciable effect on Japanese
competition. lhe cost of Japanese fasteners was so low that, from the
standpoint of ability to undersell the domestic product, it made little
difference to importers whether the duty was 45 percent or 66 percent.
Imports, primarily from Japan, continued to rise reaching a high of
43
million
units incame
1938.toThen
the They
war came
andbethe
problems
with imports
an end.
did not
in industry's
again unti-1959
after there had been four reductions in the rates of duty through trade
agreement concessions. The duty was reduced from 66 to 40 percent on
sFlide fasteners valued at over 4 cents each and to 50 percent on fasteners
valued at 4 cents or less and on parts.
Imports jumped from negligible quantities during the years following the war to over 7 million units in 1959. However, they fell off
after 1959 for the reason that in 1960 the Japanese importers obtained
a ruling from the U.S. Customs Bureau under which slide fastener
chain was classified either under paragraph 912 at 171h percent, or
as metal products, n.s.p.f., under paragraph 397 at 19 percent, depending upon whether in chief value of cotton or metal.
Importers found it more profitable to import chain, and assemble
the slide fasteners in the United States, paying the 171 or 19 percent
duty, rather than to import completed fasteners and pay the 40 or 50
percent rate. As a result substantial quantities of chain were imported
until September 1, 1963, when an appeal to the Customs Bureau resuited i a reversal of the ruling and a requirement that chain in
chief value of metal be classified as parts of slide fasteners, with the
50 percent duty applicable.
As a further means of avoiding the 50 percent duty applicable to
parts, beginning in 1958 importers began to import from Japan flat
and corded slide fastener tape. Corded tape represents approximately
60 percent of the cost of the raw materials going into slide fasteners.
Flat tape is simply a narrow strip of textile fiber-primarily cottonwith fast edges. Corded tape consists of flat tape to one edge of which
is affixed a cord which anchors the teeth or scoops which make up the
chain. The cord may be woven into the tape at the time the tape is
made, in which event the end product is known as "woven corded tape,"
or it may be sewn on after the tape is woven, in which case it is known
as "sewn corded tape."
There is no known commercial use for either woven or sewn corded
tape except in the manufacture of slide fasteners. The two types look
very much alike and only an expert could tell one from the other
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merely b.y looking at, them. They are used for the identical puIrpose
and are directly competitive.
The slide fastener tape which began to come into the I'nitid Silt',in 1958 from #Japan was primarily corded tape classified under panritgraph 912 with a rate of duty of 171/ percent.. By 1960 these imports
were beginning to seriously injure domestic producerss of such taple
and domestic textile and slide fastener manufacturer's coinmun icattd
their concern to the IT.S. Tariff Commission, the Departnent of ('oiimrce, and the Department of State.
Imports of tape from .Japan increased fru 171,000 potlnds in 19.mis
to 971,000 pounds in 1962, when it was finally determined that thte
17 -percent rate of duty was grossly inadequate to protect the industry
and thait the industry was being seriously injured by increased import,;.
The result of this determination was that slide" fastener tape was

accorded special treatment under the long-term international cotton

textile arrangement, and graduated quotas were established."
These quotas have been of inestimable value to the domestic industry.
Without them it is probable that there would no longer be a domestic
industry. As a result of the quotas, imports during most of 19(m went
at a relatively low level, totaling 795,000 pounds during the year.
However, since the latter part of 1963 (when the Customs ruling 011
chain was rexersed and chain was required to enter at the :-perent
rate), the trend of imports of tape has continued u )ward-notwithstanding the quotas. The exact extent of this upward trend cannot he
determined for reasons which will be outlined hereinafter. ]lowever,
the upward trend is clearly indicated by the fact that imports of fiat
and woven corded tape alone increased to 975,000 pounds in 1964, to
1,309,000 pounds in 1965, and to 1,233,000 pounds in 1966. The 1966
figure represents a 56-percent increase over 1963 imports of all types
of slide fastener tape.
The i- possibility of determining the full extent of tile increase in
imports Otape arises from the following facts:
The Tarliff Classification Act of 1962, which went, into effect August
31, 1963, included slide fastener tape under TSITS 347.3340 at ti
17 -percent rate of duty. Some time thereafter the Customs Bureau
ruled 'that sewn corded slide fastener tape was a manufactured ploi( .t
and hence should be included under TSUJS 386.50, with a 20-percent
rate of duty. Woven corded tape continued to be classified under TSIUS
847.3340.
As stated above, the usage of woven and sewn corded tape is identical-solely for the manufacture of slide fasteners. The basis for the
two classifications is far from clear, but it. is quite clear that the result
"was to make it impossible to determine the quantity of slide fastener
tape imported since such time. Figures are available showing the total
imports of flat and woven corded tape under the 347 classification, but
no figures are available to show imports of sewn corded tape under the
386 classification.
On February 3, 1964, the Bureau of Customs ruled that corded tape
had no known commercial use other than in the manufacture of slide
fasteners and should be classified as slide fastener parts under TSUS
745.74. As a result of this ruling, imports of sewn corded tape were
subject to the 50-percent rate of duty tinder TSUS 745.74.
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There is a difference of opinion among Government officials a, to
whether woven corded tape also was classified under ISITS 745.74 oi
remained under 347.3340. Since the i',ding of the Bureau specifically
referred to TSITS 386.5( and described the item by stating: "The cord
is sewn to the fabric after the weaving of the fabricc" it is believed that
the ruling was construed to be applicable only to sewn tape, notwithstanding the fact that woven corded tape also has no known commereial use other than in the manufacture of slide fasteners, and clearly
is as much a part, of a slide fastener as is sewn tape.
While no definitive answer as to the classifieat ion under which woven
tape was injported since February 3, 1964, has been forthcoming, it is
safe to conclude that at, least some-if not all-has been brought in
under the 347 classification. The import figures so indicate. If woven
tape during 1964 has been removed from the 347 classification and
placed under 745, it. seems probable that the volume of imports under
347 would decline and that, there would be an increase under 745. As a
matter of fact, the reverse is true. Imports under 347 jumped from
793,000 pounds in 1963 to 975,000 in 1904, while imports of parts under
745 declined from $183,000 in 1963 to $135,000 in 1964.
Effective October 7, 1965, TSTTS 745.74 was revised to specifically
exclude "tapes wholly of textile fibers," in response to pressures
brought on the Congris by Japan. Since such date sewn corded tape
has been imported under TSIS 386.50 and woven corded tape went
back to the 347 classification, if it ever left there.
Accordingly, the figures of 975,000 pounds in 1964, 1,309,000 pounds
in 1965 and 1,233,000 pounds in 1966 to which reference has been made
as representing imports of slide fastener tape, must be increased by
the following:
1.The quantity of sewn and woven corded tape imported under
TSUS 745.74 from February 3, 1964, to October 7, 1965.
2. The quantity of sewn corded tape imported under TSUS
386.50 prior to February 3, 1964, and after October 7, 1965.
These quantities are unknown since both classifications contain other
items. However, it is reasonable to conclude that the increase was substantially greater than is indicated by the official figures for imports
under TSUS 347.3340.
Effective October 1, 19660, the United States and Japan entered into
a new bilateral agreement reducing the duty rates on slide fasteners
2 percent per year for 5 years, resulting in a current rate of duty of
46 percent on slide fasteners valued at 4 cents or less and on parts,
and36 percent on fasteners valued at more than 4 cents. These rates will
be further reduced under the GATT agreement to 25 and 20 percent,
respectively. The duty applicable to parts currently is 46 percent under
the bilateral agreement with Japan and will be reduced to 35 percent
under the GATT agreement.
The GATT agreement will also result in reductions in the 171/ per.
cert rate under TSUS 347.3340 applicable to flat and woven corded
tape to 13.3 percent and in the 20 percent rate under TSUS 386.50 applicable to sewn corded tape to 14 percent.
These reductions have been and are being made despite:
1. An increase in imports of slide fasteners from 1,113,000 un1its
in 1963 to 10,705,000 units in 1966-an increase of more than 860

4%
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percent. (NOm.-Inports during the first 0 months of 1967 totaled
,761,000 units--an annual rate of 17,522,000 units.
2. An increae in imports of slide fastener tape from $776,000
in 1963 to $1,233,000 in 196(--an increase of nearly 60 percent
despite the quota. (NOTE.--Tho 1966 flguiv does not include sown
corded tape imported under TSUS 386.50, so that the actual figure
is unquestionably considerably larger.)
3. The substantial increase in volume of imports of wearing
apparel, bags, and hundreds of other items contaiing slide
fasteners.
ECONOMIC IM'A(Yr OF REDIRITION IN DUTY RATES

Any determination as to probable economic effects of a reduction

in duty is dependent upon an estimatedas to the extent to which such
a reduction would curtail domestic production. It. is, of course, diflhult

to come up with such an estimate in view of the many variable factors
involved. However, the Tariff Conmuission itself estimated in 1945
that a duty reduction of 50 percent. would probably result in imports
supplying between 15 and 20 px'cent of the domestic market (19415
report to the Senate on "Postwar Imports and Domestic Production
of Major Commodities").
The slide fastener industry believes that this prediction was unduly
conservative. It is obvious that. imports increase where they can be
sold at prices lower than the prices of domestic manufacturers. The
desertion of the domestic product for the foreign product for price
reasons is bound to be cumulative. As the volume leaders in one after
another of the industries using slide fasteners turn to the lower priced
foreign product, their less important, low-volume competitors must
follow in order not. be to be at a competitive disadvantage. The desertion of one large customer, a volume handbag manufacturer, for in.
stance, might force the desertion of 20 of its competitors to the imported product.

The los of 20 percent of the domestic market. to foreign production,

as was estimated by the Tariff Commission in 1945 in the event of a

50-percent decrease in duty, would undoubtedly progress to a further
loss far exceeding that percentage. Any opening of the gates which
would permit foreign-made fasteners to flow into the American market
at prices substantially lower than domestic prices would soon result,
in an increasing floo;1 which might in a short. space of time engulf
the entire American industry.
It. is important to note that since this prediction by the Commission the rate of duty applicable to slide fasteners has already been substantially reduced, and when the GATT reductions are effected the
total reduction from the rates in effect when the 1945 prediction was
made by the Commission would be 70 percent in the case of slide
fasteners valued over 4 cents each, and 62 percent in the case of slide
fasteners valued at 4 cents or leq.
It isa apparent that such a reduction of from 62 to 70 percent of the
rate of duty in effect. in 1945, would probably lead to a loss to imports of a considerably greater part of the domestic market than estimated by the Commission in its 1945 report to the Senate. Moreover,
a loss of even 20 percent of the domestic market to foreign production
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would
directly affect employment inthe slide fastener industry. It
would necessarily result in reducing employment and probably would

also mean reduced compensation for those remaining in employment.
It. would also adversely affect employment in those industries which
s8tpply the slide fastener industry with materials.
It ilie percentage of the market lost to imports increased to above
0t) percent as is highly probably, the closing of domestic plants would
inevitably result. Probably the first to close would be branch plants,
most of wich are located in small towns and are designed to stipplement the production of the principal plants. Two of such branch
plants, one operated by Scov'ill Manufacturing Co., and one by Talon,
fle.,tare located in the so-called Appalachia region of Georgia.
'IThe economic effect of reduced domestic production caused by the
los of at large share of the domestic market to imports can be drainatictlly demonstrated by an analysis of tile effect of the closing of these
two branch plants.
According to an article which appeared in the Atlanta Journal and
the Atlanta, Constitution on March 1, 1964, the largest monthly payroll in Georgia's Ap)palachia region is "lubli assistance." The article
goes on to say:

While poverty In Appalachia, Georgia, may not be as extensive as, say In the
coalfields of Kentucky, the region still Is a dark spot on the face of shimmering
prosperity.
In Appalachia, Georgia (a region rich In natural resources and scenic grand.
deur), taxpayers spent $1,471,078 during January for welfare assistance. A total
of 32,493 persons (out of a population of (075,000) drew an average of about $45
each front their department of family and children services in January.
Fourteen Appilachi counties are listed by the U.S. Labor Department as areas
of substantial unemploynent-at least 6 percent of the work force Is out of work.
Elevcn of these are listed as areas of "substantial and persistent unemployment."

Tile article concludes:
Appalachia's problems may be among Georgia's most striking. But poverty Is
not limited to the mountains by aty means.
Almost incredible conditions of poorness exist within the shadow of the State
capitol. Urban areas, such as Atlanta, are overburdened with rural families displaced by farm machines who have come to town only to find that the city has no
place for them. either.

The Scovill and Talon slide fastener branch plants are located rigl
in the heart. of the Appalachia region just described. The Scovill plant
is located in Clarkesville, Ga., a city with a population of only 1,352
persons in Habershani County. According to the latest figures available, Habersham County has a population of 19,000, with about 2,500
unemployed.
The Scovill plant employs 370 workers with an annual payroll of
over $1 million. It is one of four industrial plants in the entire area.
The other three employ a total of about 640 workers. Total employment in the area served by Clarkesville is approximately 2,000 of
which the four industrial plants provide employment for a total of
1,010. There are currently about 2,500 workers in the Clarkesville area
who are unable to find employment, and it is obvious that if the Scovill
plant were to close an additional 370 workers would be added to tile
unemployment roll. As indicated by the above-quoted article, there
does not appear to be anywhere for these people to go for employment.
95 mils away, and tle closest large city-has no
Even Aflanta-onl
them.
for
place
87-S22-6,%Zvo1..°2-25
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Similarly, the Talon branch plant is located in Cleveland, Ga., a
city with a population of only 700 in White County. The December
1963 Labor Market Report issued by the Georgia State Employment
Service of the Department of Labor shows that White County has a
population of 6,935, with a civilian labor force of 1,900. As of February 1964 133 or 7 percent were unemployed.
The Talon plant employs approximately 230 workers and has an
annual payroll of approximately $800,000. All except four of such
workers are longtime hite County residents. The Talon plant is the
only industrial plant in Cleveland, and there are only two other industrial plants in the county. These provide employment to about 300
workers. Currently there are 58 employable workers living in Cleveland who have been unable to find any kind of employment. Again it
is clear that if the Talon plant were forced to close an additional 230
workers would be added to the rolls of the unemployed, and would
have no place to go in the area-not even to Atlanta which is about
65 miles away.
The full economic impact of the closing of these plants can only be
visualized by picturing the effect oil the cities in which they are located. Attached to this statement are letters from the Honorable S. W.
Reynolds, mayor of the city of Cleveland and Mr. Clifford Campbell,
clerk of the superior court, of White County, marked "Appendix 1"
and "Appendix C," respectively, emphasizing the importance to Cleveland and 1hite County of the continued operation of the Talon plant,
and pointing out the direct economic impact on the area if the plant
had to close. The association has on file a certification by the tax commissioner of White County showing that 139 of the Talon employees
own their own homes and pay taxes. It is apparent that if the Talon
plant were closed these 139 workers would have to sell their homes at a
substantial loss, if forced to seek employment elsewhere, and would
seriously affect the entire economy of the area.
Since 1964 the administration has been studying poverty conditions
in the Appalachia, Georgia, area and the Congress has appropriated
millions of dollars to "prop up" the economy of the area and to provide
lobs for the unemployed. At the same time as it is spending these
millions of dollars the administration reduces the duties on products
manufactured in the Appalachia area, thus endangering the jobs of
some 600 workers in slide fastener plants who are fortunate enough to
miow have employment.
CONCLUSION

Domestic slide fastener manufacturers fully recognize the importance to the national economy of entering into trade agreements under
which foreign markets are made "available" to the products of American labor, and the necessity of making compensatory concessions to
foreign countries under which the American market will be made
"available" to products of foreign labor. However, they submit that
making a market "available" merely means to enable both foreign and
domestic producers to compete for it on an equal basis, without artificial restraints which give one group a competitive advantage over the
other.
There is no indication that any foreign country has ever made a
"gift" to the United States of a market for any product, produced in
that country, and thereby deprived its own citizens of the opportunity
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of competing with the Inited States for sucl market. TIhe I'l'ited
States has not asked for, nor obtained,a coniti ieadvantage foi its
Iproducts in any foreign market. It has asked for elimination of reto a
-arkets
straints which raised costs of U.S. products in forish
point, where U.S. produces were at a competitive disadvantage.

Similarly, concissions made to foreign countries should be designed
to enable foreign producers to compete on an equal basis with American
producers for the American market. They should not enable foreign
pro ulcers to take over the entire market because of lower labor costs,
thereby depriving American producers of a market they have developed, and taking jobs away from American worked s.
Domestic slide fastener producers are not seeking it monopoly of the

American market, despite the fact that no concessions have been obtained under which any' foreign market is available to them. They ask
only for such protection as is necessary to enable them to compete with

imports on a price basis. Records on file with the Tariff Commission

fully evidence the fact that they cannot now do so, even with the cur-

rent rates of duty. The projected reductions in the rates will give foreign producers an even greater price advantage, with the inevitable
result that a larger and larger share of the domestic market will be

taken over by importers, requiringr domestic manufaci tirers to curtail
production, lay off American womcers and eventually close plants.
It is inevitable that the negotiation of trade agreements will result in
inequities which will seriously injure specific domestic industries. This
does not mean that the trade agreements should not be negotiated. It
does mean that effective means of correcting such inequities must be
provided. The domestic slide fastener manufacturers are satisfied

that no such effective means has thus far been provided by Congress
and that other witnesses before the connittee will present evidence
which will similarly satisfy the committee.
S. 1819 (the so-called Smith bill), presently pending before the
counittee, will, in the opinion of the slide fastener industry, provide

a reasonably effective procedure for correcting inequities and relieving
industries and workers injured by trade agreement concessions, and
the members of the industry respectfully urge the committee to favorably report on such bill, or on another bill containing equally effective
features.
APPENDIX A

MEMBFS OF SLIDE FASTENER ASSOCIATrI
Location of factories
Name and address

Adams Industries, Inc., Long Island City, MY ----Long Island City, N.Y.
Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.....
T. M.Bux & Son, Philadelphia, Pa ------------ Philadelphia, Pa.
Do.
William T. Carson Co., Philadelphia, Pa--------Coats & Clark, Inc., New York, N.Y ----------- New York. N.Y., Albany. Ga.,
Newport News, Va., Warren, RI.L
Ernst Industries, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y -- Long Island City, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
General Staple Co., New York, N.Y--General Zipper Co., Long Island City. N.Y ------ Long Island City, N.Y.
Ideal Fastener Corp., Long Beach, Long Island, Long Beach, N.Y.
N.Y.
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Sales, Inc., Oak- Oakland, Calif.
land, Calif.

National Fastener Corp.. New York,

.Y------- New York, N.Y.
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MEMBERS Of SLIDE FASTENER AssocIATIoN--Continued
Looation of t oloriee

Nbame and addreea

Nynco Zipper Co., Division of New York Notion Long Island, N.Y.
,Co., Inc., Carla Place, Long Island, N.Y.
Pilling Chain Co., Inc., West Barrington, R.I ----West Barrington, R.I.
Prentice Corp., Kensington, Conn ------------ Kensington, Conn.
Scovill Manufacturing Co., Newark, N.J------- Newark, N.J., Greenwood,
Miss.
Scovill Manufacturing Co., Waterbury, Conn ---- Waterbury, Conn., Clarkesvlle, Ga.
Seal Fastener Corp., New York, N.Y ---------- New York, N.Y.
Do.
Serval Slide Fasteners, Inc., New York, N.Y -----Slide-Rite Manufacturing Co., Long Island City, Long Island City, N.Y.
N.Y.
J. Sullivan & Sons Manufacturing Corp., Phila- Sullivan Souther, Inc., York,
S.C.
delphia, Pa.
Talon, Inc., Meadville, Pa ---------------- Meadville, Pa., Woodland,
N.C., Morton, Miss., Cleveland, Ga., Durant, Miss.,
York, S.C., Stanley, N.C.
Tape-Craft, Inc., Anniston, Ala ------------- Aniston, Ala.
Titan Zipper Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y--------- Brooklyn, N.Y.
Ultra Slide Fastener Corp., New York, N.Y ---- New York, N.Y.
Volco Brass & Copper Co., Kenilworth, N.J ------ Kenilworth, N.J.
Waldes Kohinoor, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y ----Long Island City, N.Y.
Zipper Products Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y -------- Brooklyn, N.Y.
APPENDIX B
CITY OF CLEVELAND, GA..

March 11, 1964.

Mr. L. R. CooPER,

Plant Manager,Talon, Inc.,
Olvelan, Ga.
DEAR MR. Coop : The establishment of a plant by Talon, Inc., in the city of
Cleveland in 1953 has provided jobs for the citizens of our city which were not
available prior to 1953.
The main source of income for our citizens prior to your establishing a plant
here, was the lumbering industry and poultry farming. These sources of employment were not enough to provide Jobs for our citizens and our population was
decreasing at a rapid rate.
The jobs provided by your plant have affected our economy to the extent that
we are now a progressive community. Approximately 30 new homes have been
built within the city limits in the past 10 years, we have been able to pave all of
our streets, increased the capacity and modernized our water system, provided
better lighting for the city streets and have attracted many new business establishments.
Taxes received by the city in 1962 amounted to $14,028, as compared to $8,729,
in 1953. This Increase would not have been possible if Talon, Inc., had not provided
the payroll for our people.
You can see from the above facts that If Talon, Inc., was to close Its operations
here In Cleveland that our citizens now working for Talon or the service employees In other businesses who are dependent on your payroll would have to seek
employment outside of this area and would be forced to move and sell their homes
at a substantial loss. The fact that assessed valuations of property In the city
would be decreased by the loss of Talon, Inc., would In turn require a much higher
tax rate to carry the expenses of the city. This would discourage the location )f
another Industry and force present businesses to relocate in other areas.
The loss of Talon, Inc., payrolls expended within the city would adversely affect
merchants, doctors, restaurant operators, financial institutions, churches, etc.
Therefore, the closing of your plant would be disastrous to our city and we sincerely hope that such a thing will never happen.
S. W. Rumors, Mayor.
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APPEzDIX C
OFnCs OF CLMK SUPERIOR COURT,
White Oounty, Cleveland, Ga., March 11, 1964.

Mr. I. R. CooPER,
Plant Manager, Talon, Inc.
Cleveland, Oa.
DEAR MR. CooPER: I want to personally express my thanks to you and Talon,
for locating the plant In White County In 1953. Well do I remember the couditions that existed here prior to the establishment of your plant here. The only
source of employment we had before Talon located here was from portable
sawmills and poultry growing which only gave a small amount of employment

to our people.
The employment of our people by your plant has had a remarkable effect
on the whole economy of our county. Many new businesses have been added,
homes have been built or modernized, and roads paved through every community
In the county. As our youths finished school, they now have employment here
in their own county; heretofore they had to seek employment elsewhere.
The valuation of property has made a considerable advance as many new
modern homes have been built throughout the county.
If Talon should ever close Its operation here I am fearful of what would
happen to White County and its people. A great number of the people would be
forced to sell their homes at a loss and seek employment elsewhere. It would
also eause many businesses to close their doors.
If Talon should ever decide to close its plant here it would be a great disaster
to our county. We sincerely hope that this will never happen.
Sincerely,
CLIFFORD CAMPBELL,

Clerk.

STATEMENT ON BEIIALP OF TIIE DOMESTIC PRODUCERS OF WOODEN

SPRING CLOTIESPINS, WOODEN STANDARD CLOTiESPINS. FLAT
VTENEER PRODUCTS, PREPARED BY RICHARD A. TILDEN, TILDEN &
LEvENTRJT, NEW YoRic,

N.Y.

SUMMARY
This statement is designed to demonstrate through specific examples
taken from the experiences of the clothespin and flat veneer products
industries in seeking adequate tariff protection, that the "peril point"
and
"escape clause" procedures in effect prior to 1962, and the "adjustment
assistance" procedure which has been in effect since 1962,
have been ineffective to avoid or remedy injury to domestic industries
resulting from trade agreement concessions, and that remedial legis-

lation is essential to avoid imposing unnecessary and unfair hardships
on countless workers, businesses, and small communities.
While it is recognized that the provision of foreign markets for
American producers, through tariff concessions, will aid the national
economy, the statement contends that if a single American industry,
or even a single business or worker, is to be sacrificed to obtain such
concessions, an effective means of compensating such sacrificed industry, business, or worker should be devised. The taking of a business or
of a worker's job to benefit other busine.es or workers in aid of the
overall national economy, cannot be distinguished from the taking of
real property for use as an interstate highway. In the latter case., the
Constitution requires that the owner receive just compensation." A
man's business or job is just as important to him as his real property

S3 4
and whel his business or jol) is 'taken for ti, Ienelit of others ft' ill
(order to aid the niatioll e'oioilty, he should be coiltt)t, ntlvd.
lecommniendatiolls tIre milide as to sp, 'ifiv legislation needed to pl'eVent such. slirilces utuitil. sueh time as ( congress .i. p'elared to provide
('OIlIpetl~Nilloll to Ilsillesses andi workelrs sat'rifi'ed 1II1ler thle 4te
agrleelllelt Pog0'llil.
PU'POSE (IlF. STATEtIMIX'iT

This statement is liesellted (Ii behalf of nil o4f the lomiestic pliOduvers of wootn spring al St t nili rd (lotlheSlils
(inthe lrod'ers
of more thrall 90 l'ent
(if all flat velteelr itemls, s11'h1 as wooden spoons
and forks, ice t'reatit slid.ls, lolthpicks. tongue depiressors, et ceter'a,
ntnufa1teured in the unitedd States.
throughout the history of trade
h ag'eeivientl legislation the Con'res
has consistent IV flirtimel and re flirllillef its determination thalt t he Jltogram be adiilnistereid in sCh imanner as to l)rotect the interests of
domestic induistn'ies. In otde' tf carnt'v olit this determination C)(ong*e.s in 19IM established ilhe " peil
and0I
i l "t..f'l e ('111 Ilse"' Prtd[ures, designed. to p 'otect dIlliesti' ilidustn'1 front serious injut'v resuIlting, from increased illl)0o11s encout'aged ly trade agreement
This Iolitv witS 1111fklcfiowlefhgmelit
lutr fol'll of govel'tiilel|t and

ul1'

'oullst

fi
it lit

at fitdifl

mental pi'ilipe of

Ifi. lintl )t'Ol)ertty
shall mt

be inken for i)blif' use without just ,Motll etist iit. ['here is little distitition between takini, n peisoll'st t'eal lpi)perty for uset as lift intel.
state highway. itnd taking i pet'sott's job or business away from him in
order to pride job opportunities ff'
others, or to provide it market
forI the goods 1n1ufn' tuOI'ed by others.
In 1962 the aduiinist rat ion asked Congress to reverse this policyy and
to authorize the Presileit. to .a4'rili('e siteh domestic industries ns he
mi,ht. determine should be saerilieied in the interests of the overall
national welfare. Adm inisttra tion sI)okesnen-t lie Secreta'ies of ('ommerCe and Labor-acknowledged that the )roposal would deprive
,0,(W) workers of their jobs and would cause' 800 fimns to go out of
husities, during the next 5 veat's. The sac'ri'ice was ".justified" by the
lidltill istrit ion on the ground tlthat it would provide jobs for a0i'evetl
larger nuntl)er of othe!' wot'kers. ('ottgress was assured thtit tItese 800
firms and 90,0)0) workers would be "Ntssisted" under tile terms of the
proposal.
ITe (onres-., in obvious recognit ion of its obligiu.jtion not to savn'ilice
any domestic industry for the benefit of tny (other industry or for the
lIKtlefit of the national ecotnomny as a.whole, Vithout lprovidiiig adequate
and reasontlle compensationto the industry meriiteed, insisted t1oll
adjustment assistance provisions which it felt would provide adeqiute
anti reasonable assistance to workers, firms and indutries injured or

sarificed by the exercise of the tarit-cutting powers included in the

proposal 1.
lThe proposal wits enacted as the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. And
it has been announced recently that the powers have been exercised by
cutting the rates of dity on most, industrial items by 50 percent.
The lpurt ose of this statement, is to denmonstrate to this committee1. '1hat the "peril point I)troed(e in efleet prior to 1962 wais
ineffective to avoid injury to domestic industries;
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2.That tie "escape clause"' procedure ill effect prior to 119621
'effective
to reniedy injuries to domestic industries resulting
Was I
froni tiad(e agreements;
3. That the "adjustment assistance" procedure which has beell
ill erect since 1962 is virtually worille-illn oviding necessary

assistance to workers, htrints and industries which have been illwill he further injured,
jured in past trade ugreemnents and whichduty
about to be put into
if not destroyed, by tle mnduced rates of
elect ider tle (Al'agreement; i lit
4. That. action by Congress is e-sseital if we at to avoid iposing unneceslry and unfair hardships on counttlesm workers,
blisiinesses anld s811a1ll towns.
PERII, l'PONT PROCEDURE

the basic purpose of the peril point
,ows,
As the committee well k
industries
protection
to
providee
advai'e
procedure
was
11(gainll' tile granitinig of concessions w:hiell
would,toilldomestic
tile opinlionl
of tile
U.S. Taril 'lnlision,. result ill Serious Injulry. T]he procedure ill-

vohed tile establishlllmit by the Commission, after public hearing, and
investigation, of peril points, which were the lowest, rates of duties
which could be tixed for specific items without endangering domestic
'oducers. The President. was prohibited from graJt ing concessions
below such peril points without. reporting his reasons for doing so to
the Collgres..
The best, illustration of the effeet of this "safeguard" is found in the
President's report to the Congress of March 7, 1962, on his action in
granting concessions below tile peril points on a number of items in
connection with trade agreements previously negotiated in Geneva.
His reasons for doing soboil down to one-t'hat the negotiators were
",rie1ously short of bargaining Dower." In other words, the negotiators, in order to get concessions w1iich would be helpful to certain U.S.
producers. had to have something more to give away. The President
accordingly, authorized the granting of concessions on a number of
ilems. which concessions lie had been warned by the Tariff Commis'sion
Would result in serious injury to domestic produces.
The President attempted to justify this action by determining himself that the concessions could be made without "serious competitive
risks for American industry." He explained his action in usurping the
function of the Tariff Conmission as the "finder of the facts," by
stating that the Commission's finding.were merely "hasty predictions"
which "were necessarily superficial." While it is recognized that the
Commission is not infallible and that it had to make predictions as to
a large number of items in a relatively short period of time, it is submitted that the Commission was in a better position to make predictions than was the President. The President did not set forth any
facts on which he based his prediction that no serious competitive risks
were involved, and it did not appear that he made any investigation
or conducted any public hearings in an effort to ascertain the facts. The
Commission did investigate each of the industries producing the products on which the negotiators granted concessions, and based its determinations on the facts adduced during the investigation and at the
public hearigs held by the Commission.
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In net effect, the President "justified" his action in ignoring the peril
points by pointing to the concessions obtained from foreign countries
as a consequence. While no question is raised as to whether the President's action was for the overall good of the national economy, or
whether he had a legal right to take such action, there is a serious question as to whether the action was consistent with the frequently announced intent of Congress to provide protection to all domestic industries. There is also a question as to what justification there is for
purposely endangering the continued operation of producers of specific
products, and the employment opportunities afforded by such producers, without first providing some means of compensating the pro.
ducers and of assisting the workers who may well lose their jobs in the
event the Commission's predictions prove accurate. These producers
and their employees, may well have been sacrificed for the benefit o
the producers of other items. This may be good for the overall economy, but it is completely contrary to the basic principles to which this

Congress has always adhered.

ESCAPE CLAUSE PROCEDURE

The so-called escape clause was enacted in recognition that concessions might be granted, despite the peril-point procedure, which would
result in serious injury to domestic industry. In essence it permitted
applications to the Tariff Commission for determination as to the effect
of increased imports resulting from concessions on particular industries, and recommendations by the Commission to the President for
the relief of any injury found to exist.
While this committee has available to it the full record of all case.i
which were brought under the escape clause, the committee might not
be aware of the fact that it was virtually impossible for any industry,
no matter how severely injured, to obtain any effective relief. One of
the most compelling examples is the experience of the spring clothespin industry. This committee has heard the saga of spring clothespins
and has in its records all of the facts and figures up to Augut 9, 1962,
when the writer last appeared before the committee. The record speaks
for itself and this statement will be confined to informing the committee as to what has happened since such time.
As the committee knows, the Commission found in October 1957
that the spring clothespin industry was being seriously injured by
increased imports resulting from a reduction in the duty from 20 to
10 cents per gross. It advised the President that the maximum increase
then permitted-which was to 20 cents per gross-would be inadequate
to remedy the injury, and recommended imposition of an import quota.
The President agreed with the determination of injury, but disagreed
with the recommendation. In December 1957 he issued a proclamation
withdrawing the concession and restoring the 20-cent rate of duty.
As predicted by the Commission the increase in the duty has proved
to be inadequate. As will be fully developed later in this statement,
imports have continued to increase, production and sales have continued to decline, and the domestic industry today is in a much worse
financial condition than it was in at the time the increase was promulgated.
This situation has not resulted solely because a 20-cent rate of duty
as predicted by the Commission, has proved inadequate. The truth
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of the matter is that the effect of a 20-cent rate of duty is difficult
to determine, since, notwithstanding the President's 1957 proclamation, for all practical purposes the 20-cent rate of duty did not go into
effect until 1962.
This anonvidous situation arose because of a determination by the
U.S. Supreme Court in December 1960, in a case involving bicycles,
that the President did not have the power to modify the recomiendations of the Tariff Commission. The practical effect of this decision was
to invalidate the President's proclamation increasing the duty on
spring clotlieslins, although a decision on spring clothespins wls iot
actuaIly handed down bv the Customs Court until November 1961.
Protests had been filed bj importers in connection with most shipments
between December 1957, when the President's proclamation increasing the duty was issued, and l)ecember 1960. Following the Supreme
Court decision, all imports of spring clothespins were protested.

Accordingly, although the ostensible duty imposed on spring
clothespins in December 1957 was 20 cents, the ihnporters received from
the U.S. Govermnent a refund of 10 cents on every gross of clothespins included in a protested shipment. Beginning in December 1960
the importers knew that the 20-cent rate was invarid and were contend.
to pay the 20-cent rate with the assurance that 10 cents would eventuaily be refunded.

The real significance of this situation lies in the fact that the President knew inbecember 1960 that the proclamation increasing the duty
on spring clothespins was invalid. During the same month he received
from the Tariff Commission a report informing him, in net effect, that
continuance of the proclaimed duty was essential. Nearly 19 months
elapsed before action was taken to validate the 20-cent duty. Shortly
after the Supreme Court decision the President asked the Tariff Coinmission to conduct a public hearing and determine a peril point on
sring clothespins. This was done on January 9,1961, and although the
domestic producers do not know the exact peril point established, it
had to be at least 20 cents since the Commission in December 1961 again
advised the President in a formal report that "continuance" of the 20cent rate was necessary.
Following the establishment of the peril point in January 1961, the
United States began negotiating with Sweden and Denmark for a new
trade agreement covering spring clothespins. In September 1961 the
President announced that agreement had been reached with Sweden,
but formal action was withheld pending settlement. with Denmark. In
December 1961 the writer was informed by a representative of the importers that agreement had been reached with Denmark. Such agreement, was not announced by the President until March 7, 1962--although the importers knew about it in December 1961. The March 7,
19602, announcement stated that the rate of duty on spring clotiespins
was bound at 20 cents in an agreement with Denmark.

However, the 20-cent rate was not put into effect until July 1. 1962.
The writer is informed that, the agreement with Denmark, r ached in

December 1961, specifically provided that the 20-cent rate wohil not
be put into effect until July 1, 1962, thus giving importers an opportunity to flood the domestic market with springclothespins at the 10cent rate.
Importers took full advantage of this moratorium. During the first
6 months of 1962 a total of 1,461,000 gross were imported. This figure
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represents an increase of nearly 5t1,000 gross more than the comparable )eriod in 1961. These imports during the period of the moratorium
were sufficient to completely demorahize the (omestic market for the
entire year of 1962, and imlorts took over 36 percent of the market in
that. year.
The most significant feature of this situation is the fact. that the
(late of the 20-cent. rate until July
agreement to postpone the effective
1, 1962, was not reported to the Congress by the President. An agreement. to continue a lower rate of duty for a specified period of time
is a "concession" granted in a trade' agreement just )i much as an
agreement to reduce a rate of (lite. Since the 10-cent rate which was
allowed to continue in effect was below the peril point. established by
the Tariff Commission, the President was required by section 4(a) of
the. Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951, as anlended, to report
the concessionsl on the effective (late of the increase to the Congress.
This report. was not made, so far as the writer can ascertain. If made,
it was certainly not made public.
Thus (lespiie a determination by the President that, the domestic
spring clothespin industry was being seriously injured bv a concesslon granted under the trade agreements program, and 'despite his
knowledge in December 1960 that his action designed to relieve sucl
injury was invalid, no relief of any kind was forthcoming until July
1, 1962. Negotiation of trade agreements takes time. However, section
6 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951 specifically provided
that, no concession shall be permitted to remain in effect where a deterrnination is made that such concession is causing injury. The concession on spring clothespins was allowed to remain in'effect for 4 vears
and 7 months after a determination of injury was made by the President himself.
The President had the power to make an immediate withdrawal of
a concession under the provisions of the Trade Agreements Act, and
a quick withdrawal under the provision of GAT T. article 28. Had
he desired to do so, he could have effectively withdrawn the concession
within days after he learned in December 1960 that his former action
was invalid. His delay in doing so resulted in irreparable harm to the
domestic industry.
The problems of domestic industry in securing relief under the
escape clause were not confined to the. difficulty of getting action by the
])resident. There were many difficulties in getting a favorable recoinmendlation from the Tariff Commission, largely due wo differences of
opinion as to what Congress meant by the words "industry" and
"like or directly competitive products," as used in the escape'clause.
For example, several of the domestic producers of spring clothespins
also produce standard or slotted pins. Throughout. the course of
several hearings and investigations as to the effect of increased imports
of spring clothespins, the domestic producers argued that the Commission should take into consideration the impact of such imports on
domestic sales of standard clothespins.
It was pointed out. that. standard pins are used for the same. purpose
as spring pins. and are directly competitive. As a matter of fact, the
industry established that standard pins had enjoyed a competitive advantage over spring pins for many years due to lower prices: that
imports of spring pins were priced at about the same level as domestic
standard pins: and that, the most serious effect of imports of spring
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pins was on domestic sales of standard pins. At the same price most
housewives will buy spring, pins in lieu of standard pins, and with im-

ported spring pins available at the same price, domestic sales of
standard pins declined sharply.
Nonetheless, the Commission found, in 1957, that standard and
Spring pins were "not like or directly competitive within the meaning
of the pertinent legislation."
'Ihr'eafter stialldard islliiments ,olut inrued to decline, drJillm ,g
iomn 4.8 million gros in 1!1 to,3.5 nulllion gross in l 1. At tlie sante
filne imlports of standard pins began to sky-rocket, increasing from
4-.0004 gross in 19.; to 3;1 ,000 .ross ill 191. Since tile (',illissio ap,nir(ltlv Considered 11hat siring and standard elhtheslills were P1r,du,'l, I,\' separate "inI(ustries," and were not colrpetitiie items, tie
shaldar'! pin "industry applied for an escalpe clause investigati,1 to
determine whether inports of standard pills were causing injury. 'lhe
resillt w:is a determlill ion l)v I lie ('omsllion)lnhlade in Fehrirary 1962,
to the 'flet that the trolhi)s of the sta1l)(h1rl pin industry were not
(1.lised1b iiol,,rts of' standard Iill", Ilit were (lie to the ,.,nil etilin
from .'-.'illg p~il, lHow tile (',onillission ,uld conc'lude ill 11 57 that
SipriJig and stialliard 1)1s were 1)0t colietit;%'e, 111d then in 19 6;2 culd
COncllde that the obvious inj iiry to lie standard pin ninufactlirers
was lwiig caused Iy c.,)IIet iti,,i f,,il springiliis, is dillicult to Inder'Stand(. However, those are the facts.
Another example of the prolel
hs which domesti, i iustries faced in
oltainill(r Tariff (.oIllo issi,,i action in es'a)e ,hilise ,.ass arose out of
wlie
granting of co cessiMIlS 011 3ll itis in so-,'alled basket lassitic:'ioll. slllh it (IlMl'Ssiol
graitl'ed Oilt lIllnlifactures of wood. not
01tlierwise classified. ''llis c.llssiol affected a large number of wo)od
ljrodilcts, inlulldillg ice cream stickd,
cocktail forks, anrd other flat
veleer items.

o)omestic lrou'cers of these items were beiig severally injured by
large vollines of ilmports. Iparti,'ularly of ice cream sticks and cocktail
forks, Whic'h imports were beiig sold on the domestic market at lpries
lower than the cost of lpr,,du,(tion in tle U united States. The d(lollstic

I producer, however, could nt even apply for escape clause relief si iie
tlere was no way to estallish the actual qu(jant ities being iil)Oli ed.
lilj),rt statisti.s' were not available, and couhl not be obtained, ft
hast bV tihe dolesti,' Iprodll'ers.. its to tie illdiviiual items ill tile basket
,'lassi fication. The onIlv figures available were total imlports of all items
ill tile classification.

As a result, the domestic industry was unable to sustain the burden
.f proving to the Tariff Commissiion that imports of specific items had
ne1eased as a result of the trade agreement concession.
T he only conclusion that, can be reached is that the eseale (]iuse

and peril point procedures were grossly inadequate to provide any
reasonable degree of protection to dolnestic industry against injs .
from trade agreement concessions.
ADJU STMENT ASSISTANCE PROCEDURE

This comnnnittee is fully informed as to the extent of lhe ".issisaie'
which has been re lered to workers, firms -11(1 industries under this
procedure during the 5 years it has been in effect. The current scere
is 19 al)I)ications nd 19 denials of assistance. The failure of such
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procedure to provide effective assistance in 5 years is proof of its inadequacy. The following discussion of the reasons for its inadequacy
may be of assistance to the committee:
T'ie Trade Expansion Act of 1962 makes no provision for those who
itre and will be injured indiiectly by the trade agreement )rograinl.
These include the merchants and service establishni.its in small towns,
who are dependent upon theplants and their workers located in such
sinall towns for the success of their businesses: the thousands of individuals and firms who sul)ply suh plants with raw materials; the
trucking companies and thi'i mployees who transport raw material ;
to the plants and finished products from the plants to market ; and ulits
small towns themselves.
While the specilic firms to which the administration s)okesmen
referred in 196. were not identified, it is safe to say tlat most of I umlzn
are located in small towns throughout the country. The industries most
likely to be injuries( and sacrifice(l under the tr: ehagreement )Irogi'am,
are generally the sinall producers located in small towns who are
already in trouble as a result of increased imports directly traceal)le
to concessions in citiess heretofore granted. Simll cIIomlpanies with
I high
labor costs are unable to coil)ele on a price basis with foreign producers paying low wages. Normally they (10 not have the ''a ital to
invest, in highly efficient machinery'and imust rely on labor. T ie mly
domestic indlustries which can hope to survive without tarill' protect ion
are the large. highly mechanized, and efficiently operated producers.
Most of these are located in big industrial centers hnd prohlice itens
which can compete abroad with foreign-made merchandise.
This point can best be illustrated'by a specilic example. The. town
of West Paris, Maine, with a )opilatiofl of 670 people, has only two
industrial plants, both engaged in the production of wood products.
One emj)loys only about a dozen workers and the other. Penlev Bros..
employs 148 workers in the production of clothespins. The few remaining .vorkens employed in the town work for merchants,'trucking coni])anies. and service establishments. Many of the workers own their
own homes, pay taxes to the town, and'generally cont ribute to the
continued existence of the town.
The wood isedI by Penley Bros. in the production of clothespins is
largely furnished by hundreds of farmers in the vicinity whose 'ily
cash income is from'the sale of wood cut from small wood lots.
If the clothespin industry is one of those to be. sacrificed as appear-"
highly likely, the Penley )1ros. plant. will be forced to close down.
putting 148 workers in West Paris out of work directly. Since there
are110no other employment opportunities in the town, these workers
would be forced to look elsewhere for Jobs, and probably would have to
!:o-( !1jeir families to a large industrial center, learn a new trade, ant
hope for a job manufacturing a product which will have a market
abroad through concessions obtained from foreign countries.
If t liv own their own homes they would be forced to sell. with no
market
-or
hionies due to the lack of employment. opl)oitunities ill
West Paris. 'Fhie merchants and service organizations in West P'aris
would lose their customers and unquestionably would be forced to
close. The trucking companies and their workers would lose their sole

I
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source of revenue in West Paris and would be forced to seek business

e1Isewhere. The hundreds of farmers would lose their market for their

wood.
The town of We..t Paris could not possibly survive the closing of the
lPenley Bros. plant, and would become another ghost town. To be sure,
the 'rade Expansion Act of 1962 provides for assistance to Penley
liros. I lowever, in order for Penley Bros. to qualify for such assistance

it would have to present to the Secretary of Commerce a proposal for
its economic adjustment and satisfy him that the proposal was-

Reasonably calculated materially to contribute to the economic adjustment of
the firm; to give adequate consieration to the interests of the workers of such
irin adversely affeeteil * * * and * * * that the firm will make nil reasonable
efforts to use Its own resources for economic development.

rTe for
machinery
and equipment
in the Penley
Bros.
is designed
solecly
thie production
of clothespins.
It could
notplant
be used
for ainy-

tlhillg else and would have to be junked. This would leave the coitpany

with ian (einipty shell of it building, and it. would have to start from
'The only advantage of its location is its proximity to wood
sll)l)lies. Even if it could A'tnnce with government loans the ilstallation of new machinery, designed to produce other wood products, its
chances of suces., are l'Lractm ally m. The produtton of other wood
s.ir'tch.

products is highly competitive and existing, manufacturers are already
inIttrouble
t result atoftheincreased
could, as
of course,
taxaye'import competition.
tool u for the production
trisk.

of entirely different products, using raw matermals transported from
:other area of the country. In so doing it, would be embarking on a
highly risky venture, entering another market in coml)etitionl with
existing firms which are probably located closer to the source of supPly of neces.sarv raw materials and which have established selling

or-anizat ions aid cont acts with the market.
Aside from the dliffculty of presenting a satisfactory proposal for
its economic adjustment, Penley Bros. would be expected to enter into
)artnership with the Federal Government. Any loans other assistance would be subject to such "terms and conditions" asorthe
Secretary
of Commerce deems "appropriate." Such terms and conditions would
probably include a voice in management, directions as to the specific
products to be manufactured, and as to methods of distribution, prices,

et('. Individual stockholders of the firm could be required to endorse
notes evidencing any loans made to the firn and would remain liable
if the firm failed. In effect the firm would become a virtual ward of

the Government.

Under these circumstances it is highly probable that Penlev Bros.
would cease to exist, and would not even apply for assistance under the
act.
The next question is what happens to Penley Bros. employees? The
bill "assures' these workers of assistance, provided they can prove to
!he Tariff Connission that they lost their jobs as a result of increased

imports resulting from a duty concession. In the absence of an applica-

tion by the industry or by.Penley Bros. for a determination that the

company is eligible for assistance, the workers would be on their own,
and would face anl almost insurmountable task. As indicated before,
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persuading the Tariff Cilnutission to niake ILdtbtermination as to intlrv result ing front inci'reaS.d i11p 1 oirtS is ]lot easy, evei with tilte ('o0l)lle(l elorls of aill entire hidustry. It is inconceivable that, illdivi(dutal
by it tillioli, could asseiile tli,
worke's, even though repre,,tio(
to enable the Taif' omissionin
nece,;sary
figures
and
voluminollos facts
ommodity resulted from
iari'tilar
a
of
imports
in(rea.sCd
that
to find
It *Olnekesion granted under the irogran, and that su ci increased imor underemploy)03'loyilent
pIrts called or threatened1 to va-ise, "UIlI
itient. of a significant number or proportion of workers."
EIv'IeI aSSuing that. Such a determination is made as to Penlev Bros.,
the individual workers face many other problems. In the first, ple.the
worker would have to accipt "sIItabIl training' approved by the Seerelar of Labor. This coul be trainingin1 aiel of no interest to the
individual worker, for a job 'l tl entirely dianre'rnt, part of the Count rv.
If the worker refuses the training 'without good cause," lie would not
be eligible for any assistance.
Again assuming that. the Penley Bros. worker could establish his

eli ribilitv and was willing to accept, the conditions to assistance, he

still would face serious problems. If lie owned his home in West. Paris
lie probably conlil not sell it. lie would receive ai maximum of (5 percent
of his average weekly wage or 5 percent of the average weekly Inanmfatluring wage, whichever is less. plus all inadequate allowance for
moving expenses for his family. Jhestablishmenit. of a family in a new
eonimunit~y, with little or no ;-apiftt to work with, and wfilh greatly
curtailed income pending tile t ime the worker is able to find a nOw jol.
is not; easy.
Finally, the question arises as to what colmpensat ion is offered to the
est Paris itself, the merchants, service establishmens, trucktown of W1
ei:., farmers, etc., who have depended on tlhe continued operation of
Penley Bros., and the many others who would be indirectly injured
by the sacrifice of Penlev Bros. in order to obtaiil a, concession froi
tile European Common Mfarket whichof would
is one. eml)loyment ill
course, provide
Cinc innati, or elsewhere. The answer,
While it, nmy be argued thaI ]I'enley Brov. is an isolated example, ani
1)ossiblv an extreme one, and that'the comtinlled existence of West.
Paris is uniniportant, to the nat onal ecollonlv, it, is suggested that there
are literally thousands of small towns throughout tie l iited States
which are dependent upon small plants. One of the basic featires of the,
American way of life has been the operation of small businesses i n siall
comunities, providing ell ploymeint to residents of such coillllhil ites.
Congress has granted powers whieh call well destroy this way of life,
through the sacrifice of these small companies. The writer does not profess to have the omniscient powers necessary to foresee the final results.
It. may well be that. such a sacrifice is needed for t he future welfare of
the country. However, it is sl1b1litted that. if the benefits to tile overall
(3conoVlv are as great as they have been painted by the administration
spokesmiien, the taxpayers generally should be willing to pay for such
benefits. The burden should not, be shouldered by the 800 firms and
90,000 workers tile administration asked the powers to sacrifice, or by
tile uncounted thousands of others who will be directly or indirectlIy
injured by such sacrifice.
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The inadequacy of the present law to provide needed protection and
assistant will inevitably result. in unnecessary and unfair hardships
oil countless workers, lllsinlesses, and small towns unless remedial legislatioi s enacted. Tie following diselissioll of the plight of the clothespin indtist ry will serve to illustrate this danger.
During te years since World Wai I , as a direct result of increased
imports encouraged 1)y thp tra(le agreements program, eight clothespin plants have eit her closed down completely or discontinued the
production of elothespins. These eight plallts wNere located in Phillips,
I[aine: Glen Roek, Va.: Cloquet, Minn.: San Jose, Calif.: Riehwood,
W. Va.: Ellsworth, Maine: 1fuising, Mieh.: mid Spencer, Ind.-all
sinall towns in which the lo.,; of the emlIoyment opllortunities previously aff'orded by the Clothespin plants was particularly serious.
Ounl' five plants remain in operation. The.e. are located in Dixfield,
Mattz'waunlkeag, and West. Paris, Maine, and in Montpelier and
Waterburv, Vt. These plants contribute material to the economic
welfare of the small towns in which they operate'by providing em,loymlent to a large percenlalg e of the employalle, an( by providing
a market for wood which is the primary, if not sole, source of income
for hundreds of farmers.
These five plants have been struggling to survive under a. 20-cent
rate of duty on spring clothespins and a 15-percent rate of duty ol
standard clothespins.
IUpl until about 10 years ago, consumption of standard pins far
exceeded eonsumption of spring pls. This was largely (lite to the fact
that. standard pins were considerably cheaper than Spring pills, and
since they served tile same purpose, the average housewife bought the
less expensive type. Beginning in 1947 or 1948, the trend of consmner
preference ehalnged and the percentage of standard pins to total consumption of clothespins declined ralpidly-from 65 percet in 1947 to
only 27 percent last year. This change resulted from two principal
factors:
1. The development of more effiient assembly machinery which reduced the cost of proilucing spring pin.l,, enabli-ng domestic pro1o'leer
to reduce their prices, and thus decreasing the price spread between
sprili and standard pins.
2. The flood of imported sprin- pins offered at prices equivalent to
the domestic price for standard pilos.
For all practical purposes thelprice advantage whicht standard pills
had enjoyed historically was wiped out, and housewives were able to
buy iml6rted spring pins at about the samo price as they would, have
to pay for domestic standard pins. Ats a consequenee, consumlption of
spring pins increased and consumption of standard pins declined Correspondingly. Total consumption of clothespins has remained relatively stable during the past 20 vears, despite increased use of automat.ic clothes dryers, lamidromats, and so forth. A verage consumption
during 1947-56' was 9,63.,000 ross, and during the last, 5 years consunption has averaged 10,06.5.000 gross.
The conclusion is inescapable that increased imports of spring pins
have seriously injured domestic standard pin producers, as well as
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domestic spring pin producers. Since the producers are one and the
same, and since the ability of clothespin producers to continue to
operate and to compete for the domestic market is dependent on their
sales of both types of pins, any consideration of the economic impact
of hif-reased imports of spring pins necessarily involves the competitive effect of such imports on domestic sales of both types of pins.
The attached table I contains a summary of U.S. shilpnients, imports, and apparent consumption of both standard and spring pins during the years 1947 through 1966. From this table the committee will
note that average sales by domestic producers during 1947-5(6 of both
types of pins totaled 8,542,000 gross annually. During the last 5 years
they totaled only 7,665,000 annually-a decline in annual domestic
sales of 877,000 gross.

During 1947--56 imports of both types of pins averaged 1,101,000

gross annually, and during the last 5 years imports averaged 2,418,001)
annually-an increase of 1,317,000 gross. Total consumption increased
from an average of 9,643,000 in 1947-56 to an average during the last.
5 years of 10,065,000 gross-an increase of 422,000 gross. J)epite this
increase in consumption, sales by domestic producers have dev' ined by
877,000 gross annually.
In terms of percentage of imports to domestic shipments alld to consumption, table I shows that imports were only 13 percent of domestic
shipments in 19479-56, and during the last 5 years jumped to 32 percent.
Imports during 1947-56 represented only 1l percent of donlestic consumption, and during the last 5 years represented 24 percent.
Tlo U.S. Tariff Commission has in its possession the answers to
questionnaries filed by the domestic producers showing the profits and
losses in connection with both spring and standard "pins during the
years of 1961, 1962, and 1963. These figures show that in 1961 the (10mestic clothespin industry suffered a loss of $279.000 on its clothespin

sales. In 1962 it showed a small profit of $114,000 on total sales-an
average profit of only 111 cents per gross. In 1963 the industry again
operated at a substantial loss-$97,000. Figures for later years are not
available but it is believed that they would show little or' no improvement since volume has declined, costs have increased, and there has
been very~ little change in domestic rices.
From'table I it must be concluded that increased imports of both
spring and standard pins have caused serious injury to the domestic
industry producing like and directly competitive items, and that such
injury has gotten progressively worse each year despite the increase
in the import duty on spring pins in 1962 referred to above.
The industry now faces a further reduction in duties as a result of
the Kennedy round. The duty on spring clothespins will be reduced to
10 cents per gross and the rate on standard pins to 714 percent ad
valorem. If the industry cannot hold a fair share of the market, and
cannot reflect a reasonable profit on its operations at current rates of
duty, it is inconceivable that it can do so with a further reduction in
suechrates.

The flat veneer products and many other industries face the same
problem. These industries may be small and relatively unimportant in
the overall national economy,'but they do make a substantial contribu-
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tion by providing employment to workers insmall communities where

employment opportunities are few and far between.
ft is recognized that the provision of a foreign market for the products of large companies, by obtaining concessions through trade
agreement negotiations, will aid the national economy. However, if a
single American industry, or even a single business or worker, is to be
sacrificed to obtain such concessions, an effective means of compensating such sacrificed industry, business or worker should be devised.
Tle taking of a business or of a worker's job to benctit other businesses or workers in the aid of the overall national economy, cannot be
distinguished from the taking of real property for an interstate
highway. In the latter case, the Constitution requires that the owner
be paid "just compensation." A man's business or job may be equally
as valuable to him as his real property and when his business or job
is taken for the benefit of others or in order to aid the national economy, he should be compensated.
The writer doubts that Congress is prepared to take such a radical
step in order to provide foreign markets for specific businesses. How-

ever, if it does permit the President to do so by sacrificing other individual businesses, it has a moral, if not a legal obligation, to compensate the sacrificed businesses and the workers displaced as a result.
Until the Congress is prepared to enact laws providing for such coinpensation, it is submitted that effective measures for preventing any
such sacrifices must be enacted.
RECOMMENDATIONS

The Trade Expansion Act of 1962 should be amended so as to reestablish the peril point and escape clause procedures contained in the
former law, but with mandatory provisions under which the President would be precluded from granting any concession below the peril
point and would be required to proclaim such increased duties, or to
impose such import quotas or other restrictions, as may be recommended by the Tariff Commission in escape clause actions.
Senate bill 1891, which is pegently pending before the committee,
is designed to accomplish this objective. In addition it contains a
number of provisions which will ease the burden of domestic industries
in proving injury and will make the adjustment provisions of the law
more workable. The committee is urged to favorably consider enactment of this bill (in its recently revised form), or one containing
substantially equivalent provisions.
In the event the committee concludes that the mandatory features
of this type of legislation would unduly tie the hands of the'President
and woild hamper the success of the trade agreement program, the
committee is urged to consider as an alternative a requirement that
the President take the action recommended by the Tariff Commission
in peril point and escape clause proceedings, unless he files within a
specified period, with the Senate Committee on Finance and with
the House Ways and Means Committee, the reasons why he feels that
he must grant a concession below the peril point, or that the escape
clause recommendations in a particular case should not be effectuated.

87-822-68-vol. 2-
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It could further be provided that unless the Senate Committee on
Finance and the House Ways and Means Committee both adopted resolutions within a specified period of time approving the action recommended by the President the President would be required to adhere
to the peril point, or would be required to put into effect the reconimendations of the Commission, as the case may be.
This procedure would have the advantage of requiring the Congress, acting through the Senate Committee on Finance andthe House
Ways and Mfeans Committee, to take affirmative action only if the
reasons advanced warranted disregarding the Commission's recommendations, with the consequent risk of sacrificing a domestic industry.
Moreover, such a procedure would not put the President in a strait-

jacket, since in any case in which lie felt that the action recommended

by the Commission would be detrimental to the best interests of the
United States, lie could ask the Senate Committee on Finance and the
House Ways and Means Committee to approve some other action. The
administration should have no concern that such committees would not
approve the President's recommendations if the reasons advanced were

sound and justified action other than that recommended by the
Commission.
If the Senate Committee on Finance and the House Ways and Means
Committee are reluctant to accept the responsibility of making these
decisions, another alternative is to provide for affirmative approval of
either or both Houses of Congress. Congr.-! is in a much better position to understand the effect which partictiar duty concessions, or refusal to increase duties as recommended by the Tariff Commission, will
have on the domestic producers and small towns, than the State Department or the President.
CONCLUSION

The Congress has given the President the power to decree the destruction of small companies and small communities, in order to provide a market for the products of other companies. The far-reaching
effects of such a policy on the domestic economy cannot be described
or even imagined. It is hoped that this committee will recommend
changes in the powers of the President needed to assure domestic
workers and industries of reasonable and practicable protection against
injury, and effective compensation and assistance if their jobs and
businesses are sacrificed for the overall welfare of the country.
Respectfully submitted.
Richard A. Tilden, Tilden & Leventritt, New York, N.Y.;
on behalf of Diamond National Corp., New York,
N.Y.: Forster Manufacturing Co., Inc., Wilton, Maine;
Hardwood Products Co., Guilford, Maj*6; National
Clothespin Co., Montpelier, Vt.; Penley Bros., West
Paris, Maine; Solon Manufacturing Co., Solon, Maine;
The Demeritt Co., Waterbury, Vt.

TABLE I.-SPRING AND STANDARD CLOTHESPINS
SUMMARY OF U.S. SHIPMENTS, IMPORTS AND APPARENT CONSUMPTION. 1947-66
Percentage imports
Year

Domestic shipments
Spring

1947,._ _ _____
19481949............

1950 ...............
1951 ..............
1952 ................
1953 ..............
1954 ................
1955 ...............
1956 ................
1957..
....
1958 ................
1959 ..............
1960 .......
1961 ...............
...1962 ...............
1963 ...............
1964 ..............
1965 .............
1966 ..............
1947-56'
...........
1957-614 ............
1962-66 ............

SLass than 1.

SLess than 1,000.

2.692
2.832
3.060

3.898
2,906
2.894
2.967
3.069
3.537
3.731
3.291

3,779
4,295
4.264

4,565
4.559
4.687
4.970

5.029

5.081
3.158
4.039
4,865

Sn

d

Standard

6.617
5.950
5.777

o

Total
9.309
8.782
8.837

6.774

10.672

4.997

7.891

4.761

4. 793
4.406
4.912
4.857
33.555
3.910
3.743
3,471
3,534
3.146
2.829
2,895
2.649
2.481
5.384
3.642

2.800

7.667

7. 760
7.475
8.449
8.588
36.846
7.689
8.038
7.735
8.099
7.705
7.516
7.865
7.678
7.562
8. 54?
7.681

7.665

pm

Spring
876
1.064
733
984
1,252
790
926
1, 165
1,483
1.558
1.966
1.701
2.166
1.986
2,024
2. 528
1.897
2.019
2. 234
2.016
1. 083
1.970
2,139

Imports

Sn

d

Standard
70
10
(O
(2)

16
21
(:)

37

44

80
157
210

345

361
331
279
365
235
187
18
231
279

o

Total

Domestic consumption

Sping

Spring

946
3.569
1.074
3.897
3.794
733
984
4.883
4.158
1,268
792
3.684
3.893
927
1.165
4.235
5.020
1.520
1,602
5,280
2.046
5,258
1.867
5.490
2.376
6.461
6.250
2.331
2.385
6.589
7.087
2.859
6.584
2.176
6.989
2.384
2.469
7.263
2.203
7.023
4.241
1.101
2.201 - 6.009
2418
6.989

ta

r

Standard
6.688
5.960
5.777
6.774
4.778
5.000
4.795
4.406
4.949
4.902
33.636
4.068
3.953
3.816
3.895
3.477
3.108
3.260
2.884
2.651
5,402
, 3.874
3,076

T

Total
10.257
9.857
9.571
11.657
8.936
8.684
8,688
8,641
9.963
10.182
38.
9.558
10.414
10.066
10.484
10.564
9.692
10.249
10,147
9.674
9.643
9.883
10,065

3 1nomplte.
4Averag&.

sage

standard

.

65
60
60
59
53
57
55
51
50
48
$41
42
36
38
37
33
32
32
28
27
55
39
31

To consumpton

To shipments

PercentSprang

-

S 33.0
38.0
24.B
25.0
43.0
27.0
31.0
38.0
42.0
42.0
60.0
45.0
53.0
47.0
44.0
55.0
40.0
40.6
44.0
40.0
34.0
48.0
44.0

Total

Sthndard
1.0
(a)
(1)
(,)

(a)

1.0
1.0
'2.0
4.0
5.8
10.0
10.2
10.5
9.8
12.6
8.9
7.5
('.

3

10.0

10
12
8
9
17
10
12
15
18
19
330
24
29
30
29
37
29
30
32
29
13
29
32

Spring

Standard

25

1.0

Total

31
36
29
29
31
28

9.2
9.5
9.0
11.2
8.1
7.0

9
10
8
9
14
9
11
13
is
15
123
20
23
23
23
27
22
23
24
23

33
31

6.0
9.0

22
24

27
19
20
30
21
24

28
30
29
37
31
35
31

25

(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
1(i)
(a)
(i)

1.0
1.0
'2.0
3.8
5.5
9.2

(i)

11
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT nY GLASS CRAFTS OF AMERICA AND TIlE
ILLUMNATIN & A
ED GLASSWARE MANUFACTURERs ASSOCIATION
ON THE IMPACT OF IMPORTS ON THE AMERICAN HANDMADE GLASSWARE INDUSTRY
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(NoTE.-These two organizations numerically embrace two-thirds
of all major companies engaged in the manufacture of handcrafted
glassware in America and, volumewlse, they are estimated to produce between 80 and 90 percent of all such handcrafted glasswares.)
It is the earnest desire of the American handcrafted glassware

industry to cooperate with, and to assist, the committee, in every way
possible, in the important work of its proposed legislative oversight
review of U.S. trade policy. The ever-increasing influx of imports of
handmade glassware over the past 20 years has brought about a very
serious erosion of the domestic industry. The story of this industry,
in this respect, has been told many times before, but it will bear
repetition here because there has been no change, except for further
deterioration, of the domestic industry in the past several years.
To illustrate briefly the reasons for, and the intensity of, our interest,
I should like to point out that in 1950 wage and employment surveys,
conducted for this industry through my office, covered 39 companies
operating 40 plants. Those 39 companies included all of the major
producers of handmade glassware in America. The surveys included
the collection of such data as the number of workers employed, total
hours those employees worked, total earnings, average rtes per
hour, etc.
Ten years later, in 1961, we reviewed the happenings of the 1950-60
decade. As of January 1, 1961, 15 of the companies which were
operating in 1950 were out of production. Those 15 companies alone,
in 1950, had employed 3,080 workmen as compared to the total employment of 4,,'14 hourly paid workmen in the companies which
remained in operation when the 1961 survey was taken. The loss of
those companies represented a loss of approximately 4 million manhours of work per year, and a loss of approximately 42 percent of
America's oldest and one of its most vital industries.
The primary reason for the loss of these companies was the inability
of their respective managements to compete with low-wage l)roducts
from abroad. This same problem continues with greater intensity today. In 1965 we had 23 companies reporting a total of 4,690 emploVees
wlo worked a total of 7,738,141 hours. This means that we have
regained only 46 in the number employed during these past 5 years.
Moreover, those employees worked almost one-half million less hours
in 1965 than in 1961.

This is not too difficult to understand when we consider that imports of table and art glassware have increased each of the past 5
years, reaching record levels in 1965 and indicating new higher levels

in this current year. According to a report issued by the Business and
Defense Services Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce in February of 1966, it was estimated that imports of table
and art glassware alone would reach $20.5 million in 1965 (imports
were valued at $51/2 million in 1950 and $111/2 million in 1960), and
this estimate is based on foreign value, country of origin, and does not
include U.S. import duties, ocean freight, and marine insurance. The
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first 6 months of 1966, according to the U. S. Department of Commerce data on imports of table and art glassware, indicate that the
trend continued upward with a foreign value, country of origin, of
$23.7 million as compared to $20.5 million in 1965.
The first 6 months of 1967 compared to the first 6 months of 1966
show the following gains:
Total imports $11,525,890, or a gain of 6.5 percent over the January
of 1966.
to Typical
,Jlune period
of the
ains shown by the leading exporters to this country
wol be Italy wth a 10-percent gain in 1965, West Germany 25.4
percent, and Japan 30 percent.
Other countries indicating a sizable increase (although somewhat
lower volume than the first three named above) are the United King(om up 45.2 percent and Ireland up 46.4 percent. We attach a copy of
the 1966-67 January to June comparison.
Handmade glassware was the principal 1965 glass import and supplied more than 50 percent of the domestic market.
Imports from Soviet bloc countries accounted for 11 percent of the
total ($2.1 million-an increase of 25 percent in the first months of
1965).
As of May 31, 1966, over 14 countries have increased the value and
quantities of shipments of glassware to the United States. Korea, with
a 330-percent increase, leads the parade followed by:
Percent

Spain -------------------Ireland
Denmark ----------------Bulgaria ----------------Japan
------------------West Germany -------------

94.7
41.5
28.0
24.0
22.1
21.8

Percent

Belgium -----------------Italy -------------------East Germany -------------Czechoslovakia -------------Rumania ------------------

21. 1
10. 7
8. 8
8.5
1.0

The above data, released by the Consumer Durable Goods Division
of the U.S. Department of Commerce, indicate a 10.4-percent increase
in total value of table and art glassware for the period ending May 31,
19(66. Shipments were valued at $8,892,023 or $835,891 more than
for the same period in 1965.
Now the industry is informed that. it must grid for greater onslaughts, particularly from Japan which supplies 27.7 percent of the
total imports last year.
A glass industry publication recently reported:
A sweeping invasion of 8,000 units of glassware consisting primarily of tumblers and brandy glasses valued at approximately $16,700 is now being spearheaded

at the American market. Nippon Toki Co., Ltd., producers of Noritake China, has
already started stateside export of its newly added crystal glassware line. The
firm began production of the line some 5 years ago, with this being the first overseas shipment.
(Nom.-This ware is already on the American market.)
As we have already indicated, the drastic decline of the domestic
handmade glassware industry has been brought about primarily becauce it has been impossible for American manufacturers to compete in
their own market with similar products made in foreign countries
which enjoy an overwhelming advantage in labor costs.
The average hourly rite paid to skilled glassworkers in America
today is $3.319 per hour. Add to this figure current fringe benefits and
the total cost to the employer is somewhere around $3.93 per hour. To
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the supporting or so-called miscellaneous help in the glass industry,
tile average rate is $2.43 per hour. Add to this fringe benefits currently
in effect and we come up with a wage of $2.82 per hour. (Approxiinlately 60 to 75 cents of every cost dollar goes to labor.)
We' have not been able to get. complete Uli)-to-(late information on
labor rates in the glass industry in foreign countries, but we heliep'e it
is safe to assume that. rates for glassworkers in those countries will not
vary greatly from the figures reported and applicable to all mantfiwturing industries in those countries (see chart enclosed). The enclosed
chart will illustrate just how formidable is the task facing the American
glass manufacturers, using the same tools, techniques, and equipment,
but paying averagg wage costs which, in some cases, are 2) to 31) times
similar costs paid by their foreign counterpart. For example, our latest
information indicates that the average monthly vage for middle school
(high school) graduates in Japan is 13,820 ye: a ,Japanuee yen is now
worth about three-tentls of a cent in U.S. money. Thus. that Japanese
worker's wage is about $13.89 per month, as compared to a wage of
approximately $451 paid to a similar worker in the glass industry in
America.

J. RAYMOND P .l'CF.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, BUSINESS AND DEFENSE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
TABLE AND ART GLASSWARE: U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN, JANUARY-JUNE 1966
AND 1967
IQuantity Innumber; foreign value in U.S.
dollars
Country of origin
Canada .....................................
Mexico .......................................
Argentina...............................

1966 (January-June)

1967 (January-June)

Quantity

Value

Quantity

8.852
3,198,205
37

29,987
2,114
857,800
23,413
44,258
65,096
330,227
464,228
116,156
269.233

170,002
2,039,141
44
1,032,767
12,886
172,275
90,884
332,841
279,304

584,444

Sweden.........1,238,871
Norway......................................
20,523
Finland
........................
77,041
Denmark.
...........................
160,919
United Kingdom ...............................
209, 529
Ireland .......................................
207,829
Netherlands ................................ ..
147,811
Belgium ...................................
381,405
France ......................................
2 639,886
888, 403
West Germany .................................
2,837,505
1,585,702
East Germany ..................................
115, 554
161,940
Austria .................................... ..
113,246
74,111
Czechoslevakia .............................. . 1,448,226
583,032
Hungry .... ........................... . 326.209
77,926
Switzerland.. ...............
38,051
28. 386
Poland ....... ......................
717,565
338,267
Spain..............................
82,562
29,381
Portugal............................
764,778
170,255
Italy ..........................................
6.758.247
2. 891,545
Yugoslovia
..........................
353,002
68,098
Rumania .......
....................
493,938
70, 762
Bulgria ......................................
67,380
59,354
Turkey.......................................
186,029
25,774
Israel ...... ................................
149
779
India ......................................
24 .... °........ 389
Pakistan ...........................
49, 072
Korea, Republic of .............................
944.028
Hong Kong ....................................
119.536
5.327
Taiwan .......................................
43,141
2,691
Japan.......................................
5,657,081
904,088
Nansel and Nanpo Islands .....................
29,398
15,295
Australia
...................................... ............
Efgpr .........................................
. .. . . . °.°... .... . o
countries ................................ 5.272 1 3.3........
3.833
Total ...................................

29,991,918

103,172
325,431
2,923,008
2,887,765
121,109
114, 667
1,103,171
293,083

15,786

564,497

87,542
519,155

5,901,173
108,912
387,469
659,520

159,655
754
19,769

3,067
611,452
213,656

267. 479

7,121,388
34,038
214

3,255

Value
29,329

417,789-23.9

571

844,89413,297

1.5

82,333
38,673

479.3474-45. 2

679, 427,.46.4
113,191
290,508
901,941+ 1.5
2,007,302+26.6
192,812
107,432
527,084- 9.6
71,208
14,327
339,296
30,108
145,304
2,685,840- 7.1
25,630
61.997
63,997
30.669
3,249
8,241

4,610
42 537
18,864
29,281
1,176,752+30.0
16,441
1,035
683

28,630,231 11,525,8904 6.4
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, BUSINESS AND DEFENSE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
TABLE AND ART GLASSWARE: U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION, BY KIND, FOR JANUARY-JUNE 1966-61
[Quantity in number; Ioreign value in U.S. dollarsJ
TSUSA
No.

546.11
546.13
546.17
546.21
546.23
546.25
546.35
546.38
546.41
546.45
546.51
546.53
546.55
546.57

Description

1966 (January-June)
Value
Quantity

-_________

Articles chiefly used in the household or elsewhere for preparing, serving, or storing food
or beverages, or food or beverage ingredients; smokers' articles, household articles,
and art and ornamental articles, all the loregoing not specially provided for: by weight
over 24 percent leadcontaining monoxide:
130,939
275. 889
Valued not over $1each ...................
478,803
849.820
Valued over S but not over $3each .........
668,102
126,431
Valued over $3each .......................
Glassware (venetia, type) decorated prior to
its solidification:
Valued not over $1each:
53.260
156,051
Smokers' articles.................
26,331
80,886
Other ............................
123, Q06 196,975
Valued over $1each ...................
Bubble glassware ......................... 5,240,428 1,553,830
Glassware pressed and toughened (specially
1,154,061
185,903
tempered) ..............................
Other glassware:
Valued not over $1each:
245,169
619,557
Smokers' articles.....................
Perfume bottles fitted with ground
48,477
133,319
glass stoppers ..................
Other ............................ 20005,596 3,885,187
Valued over $1not over $3................. 1,240,632 1,880,159
Valued over $3each:
581,244
174. 573
Cut or engraved .......................
182686
525.970
Other ................................
Total .............................. 29,991,918 10,831,366

1967 (January-June)
Value
Quantity

Percent

-change

284.756
650.157
183,727

122,869 -6.2
1.188,245 +39.8
1,014,188 +51.8

77,211
23,494
119,643
4,449.629

35,249
13,117
188,469
1,445,367

92,255

97,380

717, 718

-33.8
-50.2
-4.3
-7.0
-41.6

253,067

+3.2

37.690
127.103
19,528,615 3,878,371
1.326,952 1,990,725

-22.3
-0.2
-5.9

780,693
150,839
78.232
480,460
28,680,331 11,525,890

+34.3
-8.7
t-6.4

Note: Prepared inConsumer Durables Division, August 1967.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce official statistics.
AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS, INCLUDING FRINGE BENEFITS, IN MANUFACTURING IN THE UNITED STATES
AND 12FOREIGN COUNTRIES
IProduction workers, male and female, unless otherwise noted]
Earnings plus
fringe benefits

Earnings

Supplemental
benefits as percent of earnings

United States ........................................
Canada .................... ........................
Austria ..................... .......................

$2.64
1.98
.54

16
16
60

France ....................... ...... ..............
Italy .................................................
Netherlands .........................................
Norway ............................. ... .........
Sweden ....
...........................

1.61
64
1.70
1.36
1.52
1.11
1.02
. 17
47

51
74
30
31
15
15
44

$3.06
2.30
.86
1. 11
.92
1.11
.91
1.78
1.75
1.28
1.47

15

.54

Country

85

Belgium ..............................................

Switzerland I........................................

West Germany ......................................

United Kingdom I....................................

Japan ...............................................

.

.

31

14

1.33

I France, wage rates; Netherlands estimated; Norway, men. Includes minin and quarrying. Average hourly earnings
or female workers amount to $0.98. Ifringe benefits bring this figure up to $1.21' Switzerland, men. Average hourly earnlings for female workers amount to $0.70. Fringe benefits bring this figure to $0.il; United Kingdom, men. Average hourly
earnings for female workers amount to $0.67. Fringe benefits bring this figure to $0.76.
General iote.: Date covered for above averaeg earnings Isfor specified months Incalendar 1965 except for the following: Italy, December 1964; Netherlands, April 1964; Switzerland, October 1964; Japan, average for calendar 1964. In the
case of computing Japanese earnings the calendar year is shown rather than a more recent monthly period because the
former Incorporates the 2traditional mid- and end-year bonuses which amount approximately each to alull month's wages.
Source: Division of Foreign Labor Conditions, Branch of International Comparisons. U.S. Department of Labor. Feb. 8,
1966.
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STATEMENT SUBMIrED BY THE CANNED MEAT IMPORTERs' ASSOCIATION
ON U.S. TRADE POLICY WrrH REsPnCr O SoUTH AMERICAN BEEF

(Tariff Schedule items 107.50, 107.55, and 107.6040)
SUMMARY

Quota restrictions should not be extended to Tariff schedule items
107.50; 107.55, and 107.6040. These items consist of canned beef, most
of which is corned beef, and cooked frozen beef. Ninety-five percent of
our imports of such items originate in Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay,
and Uruguay.
I. Quantitative restrictions should not be extended to canned and
cooked frozen beef for the following reasons:
(1) Canned and cooked frozen beef imported from Argentina,
Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay are not produced commercially
in the United States.
(2) These products do not displace sales of domestic beef since
they are manufactured from grades of beef in short supply and in
growing demand in the United States.
(3) The imposition of quotas on these products would cause
special injury to lower income consumers.

(4) The imposition of quota restrictions on these products
would run directly counter to tho announced trade policies of the
United States, especially as they apply.to Latin America.
Such quotas, in sum could only injure domestic processors and lower

income consumers and needlessly, impair our trade relations, with no
countervailing benefit to domestic cattle producers.
II. Present ad valorem tariffs on these products should be changed

to equivalent cents-per-pound specific tarifs, the type of tariff already

applied to comparable products such as canned luncheon meat.
STATEMENT

This statement will set forth reasons for the rejection of recent
proposals to extend import restrictions for the first time to the various
classes of beef purchased from South America, all of which are canned
or cooked prior to importation. The statement will also discuss the
present ad valorem tariffs on these beef imports and propose that an
equivalent cents-per-pound rate be applied to such imports, as is al.
ready the case with respect to comparable products such as canned
luncheon meat.

Since the general case for and against quantitative restrictions has
been and will be presented by many private parties and agencies of
the U.S. Government, The Canned Meat Importers' Association will
restrict itself to its area of expertise in considering the impact quan.
titative restrictions would have on those few beef products imported
from South America. These imports represent less than six-tenths
of 1 percent of domestic beef and veal consumption, or 124 million
pounds out of a total of 21 billion pounds of domestic consumption.'
2 196?

Asrcultural Stataties (USDA), table 528. See app. 1.

I
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The products in question are covered by tariff schedule items 107.50,
107.55, and 107.6040.
Tariff schedule item I

General description

Tariff description

107.50..........

Beef prepared or pig,.
s,
erved Inakluitlt
containers,
107.55 and 107.6040.. Other beef and veal;

p=rad and procss .

-

Canned beW 8rinc!polly Corned beef.

Cooked frozen beef...

Uses InUnited States

Retail sales; also used by
U... producers incorned
beef hash.
Processed by U.S. pro-

ducers Into frozen dinners, frozen moat pies,
soups, ate

Percent of
bee Imports
from South
America in
1966
72
25

I1966 TSUSA Imports (Bureau of the ConsUS), table I.See app. 2.The ramalnlna 3percent ofbef Imports from Soutb
America isaccounted for by dried beef (107.45), beef sausaes (10720 and 107.2520) and offal (107.75). These products
are not discussed Inthe text of tr statemei because the amported InIsinificant quantitiw there Isprima tac.
no need to restrict their import by quota.This statement Isalso limited Ma discussion of boti Imports rom South
America sines veal Imports ae neligibe. .

Approximately 95 perce4ive all intports wider these tariff schedule
2
items originate in Argettilia, Brazil, Parguay, and Uruguay.
I. Quota restrictions eould not be extended to canned and cooked

frozen beef".

The principal objections to qua ntit 'ive restrictions on tlese imports fan be stated very briefly:
(1) Canned and cooked frozen beef are not produced commercially in the United States.
./
(2) These products do not'displave the Sale of domestic beef
since they are manufactured frm grades of beef ii' short supply
and in growing demand in the united States. ,t
(8) The imposition* of quota restrictions o. these products
would cause special injury to lower income consumers.
(4) The imposition of quota restrictions on these products
would run directly counter to the announced trade policies of the
United States, especially as they ix'ply to LAtin America.
(1) Beef prodact8 imported/m Argentina,Brazil,Paraguay,and
iruguay are not producedcommercially in the United States.-None
of the beef products imported from South America which are here
under discussion are commercially produced in the United States.
There is, therefore, no domestic product to be protected by the imposition of quotas.
Canned corned beef is the single largest itena, accounting for 'over
two-thirds of these imports, and-South America is virtually our sole
source of supply.$ It is highly nutritious, versatile, and economical;'
and for good reason is a standard ready-to-eat favorite. It is particularly popular among lower income families, whether for consumption at home or at work in the factory or field.,
Domestic processors use canned corned beef as a basic ingredient in
the manufacture of canned corned beef hash, long a favorite dish of
1966 IUSA imrta (Bureau of theoma), taro 1. [e. app. .
In 16 appro
Ltel oeMhat of 1 monttvich l"poars em from ama other
than South
ea. Dat from
TSVSA
BN
A Iports (Bureau ot the Census), table 1.
Se2 app. S.

i
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Americans, children and adults alike. Corned beef hash is an hipoi1'tllit item', illt lime
11s1 of schools. restaUl'11ts, hospitals aiI 1nally
otlil liilbhe ill.s( it iolls.
Cooked frozeln beef ct-o)uults for viriiuullly all fhe balnce of the beeIf
imports fronU Sout It A111erica. It has long i ltd 1111iiilt1oi'h1t11 role ill
the donilest1( prodtltioll of Solllj)d
lilts i11 the past :; year bhecolm

increaisinIgly
ilivol'illit.
to and
the growing
froZ ell fool i id1tst ' ill prodne.t.s such.
<l fr',zen
dinner.s
pi',.
I uitSlmnuiry, U.S. mn1 faet lirer.s of canlned corned beef h sh, flroze .
beef( dillners, beef Pies, and other simiilar products have le.oume de)t'lidt'llt ijOlln1h

ltilh Alliri

n l.4',. imports hecall.se t his tfiv

of

Ieef is not iiviilaleh in ll hlivielit. (ui i ities froin the dolsiilct Il ilnst r.
TO illposot(1110tlisOil tli,pr iljol'ts iloes iot pri'otect llly doliwstic
rl'Odichtion, but. simply denies American conqiiers t ll(] food pr'oepsso0S baic1 commodfitv" ielOi which they depenild. Any suich quota would
cause liii'ket, disruption lnd lead to ;uidreremplovlient, of Worker inl
these oiletic industries an(1 teiid to cause ecliolilc waste' ini American
capital investmentt, both in the United States and South America, in
ile productive facilities ellgaged inl the mnunl1factire of these basic

conunodities.
(2) 7'h'.ee )roldrt., (1o not d.,s 'ee .sides.o doiw.Ih, beef x.,'nre th'y
Itill nOllart ureii from. qra(dr of beef
/iorn
,
i n.1/)l!1
tie .,tn e;'
AIte..-Prod Iletion of beebf is ill general divided into two basic cafegol'ies, "table beef" and "aninufacturig leef". "Table leef," derived
froin feed lot (grain-fed) little, is the well-luarbled beef thiit goes
to the family t able and restaurant tS.
As i result, of ouir growing polllation ind higher iclie, the produteion of feed lot, tablo beef has increased from 9.6 to 15.4 billion
jolllnds from 1956 to 196HI, an increase of 60 pereent. )espite this ilcreased production, the average price for choice steers lits incl'easl
over the salit e period4flroln $22.30 to $26.29 per hundred. pounds, iln
hlclase of 18 perl.ent.
The beef lpl(lucts imported from South America tire produced with
leader grass-fed beef, t hat is, the alnufiatlrin type. These products
have found a pl1ie in the United States market. IS i result not of price
conipet ition but of i domestic deniand for manufacturing beef that by
fill' exceeds file suppllly otr',ed by the dolestic indus-try which his
diverted its own production from niUlnUfactulllring beef to feed lot leef,
i more pl'ofitaible outlet for its weaner calves.
The deelille in the lroduction of mlfali
turllling beef (cows and
bulls) in the United States is also attrilbitnble to two additional
factors:
(I) The delile in dairy herds becnulse of ilnleased production
of the average cow as a result of advances in teelnolo v: and
(2) The relative stability in the herds of bulls, wtI e reflects
,l
the increase in the use of artificial insemination.
The decline in the domestic production of manufacturing beef has
taken place at a time when the consumer's demand for it has increased

11967

Agricultural Statslttcp (U!!DA)

table 404. Fle app. 3. Data relating to

pro.

dnllon from 19116 to 1963 o frotm the t.e. Ttriff' Commission report. "nt4,t and eei
Products." T.C.publications 128 (June 104) ; data for subsequent years sulpiled by

the Tariff Comnilslon. see app. 4.
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drastically, which demand has been reflected ill the continually rising
li''e of iltanulfact uo'ing beef.."
'Iho devililig Su)lIy ill domestic 1111fnlfact iifig beef has beeun
graphically described b.1) Dr. I etratl, president of the American Meat
Institute:
Ili 11155 when our population was 16W,5
million persons, we had a domnestle output
Ii.e., iintfati'ttiring hatof1. This amuntnted
to 27 pounds per capita. Ii 191, with a population of 190 million people people,
we had it domestic produatlin of 2.S million i)unid of vow and bull meat---or
14 iunds Imer calilatn-hnost it 50.pervent thclhat, on it per capital hsis. Even
of illinu facttrhig-type Wet
, In
o
rctd lust year, we still
wIth 1.5 billion l i
had an aggregate supply (domestic plus lmportedl) of 0.5 billion Iounds less thani
the aggregate 1li 1155-and 15 percent less per person of our population * * 4 "
or 4.5 billion pounds of cow bill beef

)omestic iiamfacturitlg beef production in 1966 had still not attained the level of production in 1956 and continued to be available
only on a cyclical basis, contrary to the needs of food processors.'
(3) Theunmpostfon of fpih; rest-rhtions on them, 1kroduaes urold

rause special in.,jmhir to hOn'er hitome eon.q'u;r.-Quota, restrictions
i

on South American beef would not benefit the domestic beef cattle
industry, which is incapable of fleeting the demand for iunmiun facturing
beef. They would affect the consumer who can least, afford to pity the

price of such restrictions. A colslllmel who canllot buy calnned corned
beef certainly will not buy steak.
Corned beef hash, frozen dinners, frozen meant pies, so1p.-all
products for which diestic processors utilize South American beefare staple foods which contribute to it balanced diet at economy prices.
To restrict, imports of a Iasic commodity used in the manufiature of

these products will not further the interests of domestic cattle raisers
who offer no comparable substitute. The consumer who can least afford

it. both in terms of income and nutrition, should not be required to
assume a blrden| which serves no )urpose.
(4) The imposion of qunta restrietons on the-Re profits would
run direetiy erunter to'the annauneed trade policies of the Undted
tale.,,es-peeially as they apply to Latin.A meriea.-The United States
has long encouraged the economic development of Latin America as
land
evidetmed in file recent GATT'l ((eneral Agreement on Trade
'rii'iirs) negotiations and in the OAS (Organization of American
States) and the Alliance for Progress. Even the security of the IUnited
States and the Western Hemispheire is dependent upon economies

capable of substantial growth while controlling inflation."
At the close of the I'unta, del Este Conference, the Presidents of
the member states of the OAS, including President Johnson, agreed

S'rhe average domestic prices for manufacturing beef comparable to the grades Imported front South Anmertca were eonaderably higher In 1966 than In l1miti: prices In.
ereaseul 56I iereent for utility grads, beef steers and 44 percent for commercial cows. 19117
Agricultural Statistics (tSl)A). table 464. See app. 3.
,144eeh delivered by Dr. ih,4;rafl on March 5. 1964. before the 16th National Live.
slek Confi-renre In O'maha. Nebr., as reported In J. Ruspell Ives, "Uvestoek and Meat
lUroonv of the United States," pp. 161-102 (American Meat Institute Center of Con.
tinIng )1fluetiaIon.
19114).
'Iatu relating to production from 1956 to 1903 it from the T'.S. Tarilff Commission
report, "it and Beef Products." T.C. Publications 128 (June 1904) ; data for subsequent
years supplied by tlie Tariff Comntission. See app. 4.
A recent study prepared for the Subcommittee on American Republics Affairs of the
Committee on Foreign RPlnions of the 1I.S. Senate has examined the seriousness of Inflation In Latin America and found that proper trade policies con aid in the solution of this
problem. R. F. Ilkesell. "Survey of the Alliance for Progres--lnlatlon In latin America:
A tudy" (Sept. 25, 1907), passim.
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"to refrain from introducing or increasing tariff or nontariff barriers

that affect exports of developing countries, taking into account the
interests of Latin America." In addition the Presidents of the member
states promised "to provide incentives and make available financial
resources for the industrialization of agricultural production, especially through * * * the promotion of exports of processed agricultural products." .
The introduction of any quota restriction on classifications of meat
over 95 percent of which are imported from South America would
indicate a complete reversal of this policy, which was announced as
recently as April 1967. Nor would there be any logic in reducing
tariffs on certain of the meat, classifications which are the subject. of
this statement (as in fact will be done by virtue of the June 1967
negotiations on GATT) if at the same time we are to impose a quota
on imports of the identical products.
From the point of view of foreign trade rather titan aid, it, is
clearly advantageous for the United States to encourage private investment in the countries of South America rather than to make additional outright grants. Yet, when the countries in question do not ask
for foreign aid dollars but only request a chance to compete freely in
the U.S. market, the United States if it adopted the proposed quotas
would deny these developing countries free access to its markets and
reverse its traditional position of encouraging self-help and private
investment rather than foreign aid.
In each of Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay, the cattle
business plays a significant role in the national economy. *These comnitries have been encouraged to make substantial investments in equipment and modernization of plants to process beef to meet the requirements of the U.S. Government. The curtailment of the present. exports
of beef from these countries would run directly counter to trade
policies the United States has long encouraged and would result in
a serious blow to their economies. At the very least, the imposition of
such quotas would result irt the curtailment of U.S. exports to these
South American countries.
-Canned and cooked beef, which as stated before are not produced
commercially in the United States and therefore do not displace domestic products, have never been tinder quota. Any quotas on these
products--the traditional beef exports from South America to this
country-could only injure domestic processors and lower income consumers, and needlessly impair our trade relations with no countervailing benefit to domestic cattle producers.
"lDpelaration of the Presidents of Ameriea." aex. 111. 5 and IV. 7 (Apr. 14. 19fl71.
published In the Department of State Bulletin, vol. LVI, No. 1454, pp. T1, 718 (May 8,
1967).
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11. Present ad valor'em tariffs on thee products should be changed to

equivalent -cnts
per pound" specific tari8, the type of tariff
alreadyapplied to cm parableproducts such a8 canned luncheon
meat
The present tariff on canned corned beef under item 107.50 is 15
percent ad valorem and the tariff on almost all cooked frozen beef under
iteni 107.6040 is 10 percent ad valorein.10 Sin'e these imports are homogeneous items which do not vary substantial in quality and which are
packed by weight, the application of a specific tariff assessed against
weight would be the most straightforward and by far the simplest way
to collect duties. Such a specific tariff is ideally suited for products
w.'hich are uniform, whose relevant measure is quantity and for which
the quantit is readily ascertainable. A specific tarid would permit
caled and cooked meat importers to calculate their costs before
selling their product. Because of a delay of as much as 2 years in
reaching a final appraisement, importers of these products have had
to conduct their business at a serious commercial disadvanlage in that
they have been required to sell and deliver merchandise without know-

ing a significant component of its cost.
DIonIestiO cattlemen could not be harmed by a change to specific

tariffs since such a change would only affect the administration and

not the substance of the tariff. Specific tariffs have proved completely
workable in the case of canned lncheon meat (tariff schedule item
107.35). This product., which appears on the grocer's shelf next to
canned corned beef in the same size (12 ounce) container, is subject
to a specific tariff of 3 cents per pound. Importers of canned corned
beef, who frequently are confronted with problems of proof in ad

valorem determinations, suffer an unfair competitive disadvantage
from this disparity in treatment.
In the interest of efficiency and lower costs in tariff administration

and of fairer competition among importers of similar products, the

association advocates that a specific tariff comparable to the applicable
ad valorem rates be applied to tariff schedule items 107.50 and 107.6040,
consisting pincipally of canned corned beef and cooked frozen beef.

The Canned Meat Importers' Association (International

Packers, Ltd., Chicago, Ill.; The Tupman Thurlow Co.,
Inc.. New York, N.- Transmundo Co., Inc., New

York, N.Y.; Hygrado Food Products Corp., Detroit,

Mich.; Samrco Inc.,Red
Line Cornmerial
N . New York.Y.; .. P. Sales Cor.,
New York, N.
Berns & Koppstein Inc., New

York N Y International Products Corp., Washington, W5.C.; Carles A. Sayous Inc., New York, N.Y.).
aefariff schedule Item 107.50 Is to be reduced In five annual stages from 15 percent
ad valorem to 7.5 percent ad valorem pursucnt to the GAT ,Kennedy round negot atlona.
Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, GA'IT 1964-67 rade Con.
ference: Report on U.S. Trade Negotiation&." vol. I11,pt. 1, p. 7. The proposed equivalent
specific tariff should also reflect a reduction of 50 percent over the same period.
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TABLE 528.--MEATS AND LARD: PRODUCTION AND CIVILIAN CONSUMPTION,
UNITED STATES, 1909 66
Year

. . .

Beef

Peoduaiona

Total

1909..........
910 .........
1911
..........
1912 ..........
1913 ..........
1914 ..........
1915..........
1916 ..........

Million
pounds
6,915
6.647
6,549
6,234
6.182
6.017
6,075
6.460

1917 ......... 7,239
190 ........
191
.........

15 6.

920.........

6,306

1922...... ... 6,022

6,586
19 ..... ...
6,172
1924
.........
,877
1925.........6,878
1928 ........
70
1927 ....

192 ...
1929........

77
5,71
193..5,917
6,009
1932 .........
5.789
933
.......
.,469
1934.........
8,345

Per
capital

Million
pounds
6,713
6,508
6,426
6,153
6,157
6.144
5,668
6,003

Pounds
74.2
70.4
68.5
64.6
63.3
62.0
56.4
58.9

6,687

462_
8293

024
W3

6,671

6,
786
on
7.074
'
6,048
6,023
6,025
5,830

64.7

5
59.1
59.6

59.5

59.5
60.3
545
4.7
49.7
4.9
48.6

46.7

6,770
7,.742

51.5
63.8
53.2
60.5

1939 ..........
7011
1940.........
7,175
1941
.........
8 082
3942.........8,843
1943 .......
.8571
1944....
9 112
1945....... .10,276
3946....... 9,373
1947........10432
1948.........
75
1949.........
1951 .... .
,439.5"

7,159
7,257
8.023
8,049
6,860
7,146
7.665
8,533

54.7
54.9
60.9
61.2
53.3
55.6
59.4
61.6

9.163
9,439
1

63.1
63.9
63. 4

1938.......
:: . 6.
97"1
6798
.

1951 .....

"."

192 .........
112
........
1954.........
1955
..........
195.........
1957...,

1959..........
1960 .........
1961 .........
1962 .........
3963......

.

37

9650
1,407
12963
13,
569
14,462

14,202
1.
3,330
13,580
14,728
15,300
1528
16428

1964 ........ 18,429
1965.........8, 9
19 ..........
19,694

8,066

70
7:107

9.916

,:472

9548
12,113
32743
13,313
14,21
14,242

1786
14,202
15,122
16,875
16,30
17.577

1,879
19,032
20.108

5.4
55:2

69.6

56.1

62.2
77.6
80.1
82.0
85.4
84.6

80.5
81.4
85.2
880
89.1
94.6

100.1
9.6
103.8

Consumption

lion

Million
pounds
660
667
666
662
608
569
590
655

Million
Million
pounds Pounds pounds
660
7.3
608
667
7.2
597
666
7.1
693
662
6.9
735
609
6.3
706
512
5.8
693
591 5.9
605
656
6.4
585

744

8190
760
1

842

820
852

916
972
989
955
867

773
761
792
823
822

Lamb
and mutton
".................................

Co,,sumption
...........
Poduc......
Total
Per
lion
Total
Per
capita
capita

SPioduc

61.5

6606
358

1935.........
1936
..........

Veal

nupin...........

Consumption

745

7.2

2
761

73
.

652

8.0

824
858

919
977
959

875

7.6
7.8
8.2

8.6
8.6
8.2

7.4

781 6.5
766
6.3
794 6.4
824
6.6
822

6.6

463

Million
pounds
606
696
690
729
701
708
612
595

Pounds
6.7
6.5
6.3
7.7
7.2
7.1
6.1
5.8

499
9

4.8
.

463

59
538

578

639
553

58
597
603
639
629

663
682

4.5
5.4

662
565

6.3
5.3

596
605

5.2
5.2

592

5.3

637

5.4

662
686
824
886

5.5
5.6
6.7
7.1

631

825
88
884
852
851
817
854

49
923
849

882

5.3

891
1,023
1,075

893 7.1
9.4
1.087
1.075 6.5
8.4

1,036
1,151
1,167
1,738
1,664
10443

1,306
9
981
1
1,084
1,059
1.594
1,534
1,384

7.6
7.4
7.6
8.2
8.2
12.4
11.9
10.0

872
816
923
1,02
1,104
1,024
1,054
963

869
873
901
950
830
857
943
923

6.6
6.6
6.8
7.2
6.4
6.7
7.3
6.7

1 384
1,310
1 206

9.5
8.9
8.0

747
603
9

733
609
$6

5.1
4.1
4.

1,099 7.2
1,485
9.5
3,591 10.0
1,531
9.4
1.572 9.5
1,481

648
729
734
758
741

640
735
730
753
735
709

1,246

1,1064
991

1.05

1,423
1,334
1,230

.,059

,169
.647
1,578
3,632

1,526
1,386
008
1309
1.044
1,015
929

1,013
1,020
910

1,182

1,545
1.003

1,150
90
1,093
1,021
1,0M3
913

990
92
81

7.6
86

10.8
6.6

8.8
6.7
5.7
6.2
5.7
5.5
4.9

5.3
1.2.5

798

7.1
6.8
6.3
7.3
6.6

89852 897
857 6.9
6.6

799

521

707
688
738
768
832
808
770

715
651
650

762

517

719
830
852
923
949
908

795
736
771

5.3
3.4

4.2
4.1
4.6
4.6
4.5

4.2
4.2
4.8
4.8
5.1
5.2
4.9

4.2
3.8
4.0
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AI'NIIX 2
TABLE. I -COMMODITY BY COUNTRY
Schedule I. Amnial did vegetable products
TSUSA
No.

Commodity, unit of quantity, and country of ortiin

Net quantity
(pounds)

106.8000 [dible meat offal, fresh, chilled, or frozen, not over 20 cents per
pound:
caiada ............ ...... .........................
Mexico .

..

Guatemala ....................................
Hoiduias ............................
Nicaagua. ..................
.........
Costa Rica..
.
Haiti ........
....... ........ ... ... ......
Gala Strip ............................
New Zealand ...
.
........... ......... ......
Total ................................................
106.8500 [dible meat offal, fresh, chilled, or frozen, over 20 cents per
pound:
Canada .......... ..................................
Mexico ........... .... .................... .......
Guatemala .........................
Honduras ..........................................
Nicalusl
Cost RCA...
..........................
. . .. . . . . . . . . ........
. .... .
Australia .............

. .............................

New Zealand ..................
O PW AF ............................

................. ...

Total..................

..........

107. 1000 Fresh pork sausages:
Canada .............................
Japn ........
............
Total ..........

........
....................

..

107.1500 Pork sausage (except flesh):
Canada ....... ........................................
Argentina ...................
.........
Denmark ............................
Netherlands ...........................
West Germany ........ .................................
Austria ......................... ......................

Spain ............................... . ........

Italy ...............................
Yugoslavia . ..........................................
Other country ...........................................
Total ................................................
107. 2000 Sausages beef, in alight containers:
Brazil ..............................
Paraguay ..............................................
Uruguay ...............................................
Argentina .............................................
Denmark .................................... ..........
Other country ...........................................

Value (dollars)

419,636
152.109
26.233
41. 836
131.681
13.752
17.300
56,000
112,000

63. 250

970.6547

130,999

1,181.598
16.319

388 428
4,766

14.964
3.478
6.152
18.398
2. 174
2.407
6.725
13.451

89.14623.684

9,003
56,315
183.680
811,773
6.600

2.655
16,503
87,530
414.708
4,335

2.361,241

944.617

339,800
3.024

183.529
1,663

34?,
824

185.192

491.864
46,779
603.705
71.842
lKIs7
10, 525
9.131
1891.482
160
1.050

457,125
19,164
284.712
68,876
4.223
11,919
10.29
1.033,124
1.404
796

2,334, 725

1.891.638

97,446
72,000
1,98,723

28,656
28.300
413.712

350

507

1,048.217
6,900

30.019
3,491

Total ................................................

3,183.636

824,685

107.2520 Beef sausage (except inaitight containers):
Haiti ............................................... ...
Uruguay ...............................................
Denmark ...........
.............
Netherlands ............................................
West Germany ..........................................
Other country...........................................

16,499
4.000
44,114
6, 756
7,132
2,500

6,781
11,308
24,894
46.790
5,167
750

Total ................................................

190,001

95,690

860
TABLE I.-COMMODITY BY COUNTRY-Continued
Schedule 1. Animal and vegetable products-Continued
TSUSA
No.

Commodity, unit of quantity, and country of origin

Net quantity
(pounds)

Value (dollars)

34,287
4,800
7,750
1,014
5,399,751
10,662
8,505
366,363
1,800
11,540
7,200
134, 992
2,713
5,990,837

28 074
2431
3,623
1,021
2,609,363
12.355
6,381
299,799
1,209
13,746
2,844
148,520
1.915
3,131,281

1,026,275

850,770

2.062

Other country............................................

1,208
176,611
1,458
290,094
3,622
230

1,293
86,323
3,024
247,046
2,632
471,284
3106
620

Total................................................

1,606,218

1,696, 881

3,155,293
2,600
174,680

3,301,721
1,327
104,948
2,303
17,998
27, 702
9,066
1,090
556
3,466,711

107. 2540 Sausages (except pork and beef sausages):
Can ................................................
Brazil..................................................
Sweden ................................................
Norway .............................................
Denmark ............................................
Netherlands ..........................................
Belgium .............................................
West Germany ..........................................
East Germany ..........................................
Austria ................................................
Polatid .................................................
Italy................
Total................................................
107. 3020 Porks hams and shoulders, prepared or preserved (except boned,
cooked, and canned):
Canada ................................................
Denmark ...............................................
Ireland .................................................
Netherlands ............................................
France.................................................
West Germany ..........................................
Switzerland ...........................................
Italy................

170.3040 Bacon, prepared or preserved (except cooked, boned, and canned):
Caa ................................................
Denmark ...............................................
Ireland ................................................
Yugoslavia .............................................
Gree eeooee..
. ....................................
Turkey ...............................................
Lebanon .................................
Rhodesia ...............................................
Other country...........................................

Total...............

........................

107.3060 Pork, not specificallyprovided for, prepared or preserved (excluding
boned, cooked, andcanned):
Canada ................................................
Denmark ..............................................
West Germany ..........................................
Italy .......................................
Australia ...............................................

Total................................................
107.3520 Pork hams and shoulders, boned, cooked in airtight containers:
Canada ................................................
El Salvador ............................................
Sweden ................................................
Finland ................................................
Denmark ..............................................
United Kingdom ........................................
Netherlands ............................................
Belgium ...............................................
France........................................
West Germany ..........................................
East Germany .......................................
Czechoslovakia.........................................
Hunary ........................................
Switzerland ............................................
Poland .................................................
Spain ..............
.............
Portugal ......
...............................

Italy. .............................

Yugoslavia ...................................
Turkey ..............................
Japan ..........................................
Libya ................
.........
o .. .
Other country ...............................
Total ......................................

36,610

6,048

5,513

19 541

36, 353
7,346
1,431
420
3,403,177
338,423
.5131
11,967

2 394

30,783

189,508
1,839
16,114
37, 511
34,602

389,506

279,574

2,450,851
28,800
19,668
27,54
87,702, 479
79,350
59,179,116
331 23

2,351,983
17,137
16,210
18,648
69,822,687
5239
43, 586,259
19, 857
5,984
1,069,697
57, 578
987,298
3,249
1,792
27,8960931
5,613
51,021
31,986
4,661,932
3,995
29,261
25,210
605
150, 724,172

,820

1,283,382
69,180
1,672,336
4,800
862
38,879,023
6,474
71,856
28,988
6,596,690
5,273
48,190
36,465
656
198,230,922
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TABLE 1.-COMMOLITY BY COUNTRY-Continued
Schedule 1.Animal and vegetable products-Continued
TSUSA
No.

Commodity, unit of quantity, and w.untry of origin

Net quantity
(pounds)

Value (dollars)

107. 3540 Pork bacon boned and cooked rnd packed inairtight containers:
Canada ............................................
Denmark ...............................................
Ireland ................................................
Netherlands ............................................
West Germany ..........................................
Poland .................................................
Yugoslavia .............................................

26,132
16, 321, 191
1,775
611,743
199, 997
85,194
2,226

19,306
8,232,752
1,138
340,063
120,332
51,418
1,552

Total................................................

17.248, 258

8,766,561

107.3560 Pork not elsewhere specified, boned and cooked and packed inair.
tight contain., o,:
Canada................................................
Salvador ...............................................
Sweden ................................................
Denmark ...............................................
Netherlands ............................................
West Germany
.........................
Czechoslovakia
.........................
Hungry ...........................................
Poland .............................................
Portugal ...............................................
Italy ...................................................
Yugoslavia .............................................
Pakistan ...............................................
Libya..................................................

6,472
14,400
18.777
12,373 556
5,114 901
117 612
358,320
4.80
12,643,411
5,220
3,441
2,130,528
9,600
10,680

5,805
3,547
6,095
4,475,301
1,777,449
40,165
213,479
3,677
8,142,979
3,813
6,595
1422, 823
5,341
7,800
16,114,869

Total................................................
107. 4500 Beef or veal, pickled or cured, valued over 30 cents per pound:
Canada ................................................
Mexico .................................................
Guatemala .............................................
Nicaragua ..............................................
Haiti ...................................................
Brazil ..................................................
Argentina ..............................................
Denmark ...............................................
Switzerland ............................................
Total
107. 5000

.............................

Beef (except sausage) prepared or preserved Inairtight containers:
Canada ................................................
Bolivia .................................................
Chile ..................................................
Brazil ..................................................
Paraguay ...............................................
Uruguay ...............................................
Argentina ..............................................
Norway ................................................
Denmark ...............................................
United Kingdom ........................................
Ireland ................................................
Netherlands ............................................
West Germany.
........................
Czechoslovakia
.........................
Poland .................................................
Malaysia ...............................................
Japan ..................................................
Australia ...............................................
Other country ...........................................
Total ......................

..........

107. 5500 Beef and veal, prepared or preserved not specifically provided for,
valued not over 30 cents per pounJ:
Canada ................................................
Other country...........................................
Total ...............................................

87-822-68-vol. 2-27

32, 811,718
11,361
3,872
59,0%
112.150
137,419
110,230
41.787
16,422
3,460

17,761
5,121
35,430
76,657
78,323
57,100
20,893
6,679
7,012

495,751

304,976

102,076
59.544
3.675
14,017 234
14.058691
8,947 274
52,824,642
4,320
9,000
6,736
27,720
18,000

62,646
15,763
1,662
5.131,125
5.53A 566
3,078499
20,756,189
1,087
2853
3,738
10,025
5:400
1,515
16, 386
29,518
25.588
20,151
37,205

2,100
44,974
82824
71850
38,685
78,444
1,303
90.399,092

34,731,163

30,000
700

2.850
644

30,700

3,4,4

1,247
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TABLE I.--COMMODITY BY COUNTRY-Continued
Schedule 1. Animal and vegetable products-Contnued
TSUSA
No.

Commodity, unit of quantity, and country of origin

10.6020 Beef and veal, prepared, not preserved (except frozen), valued
over 30 cents per pound: "
Canada ................................................
Nicaraua.....................................
Argentina ..............................................
Australia
............
..................................
Now Zealand
...... .................
..................

Other country ...........................................
Total.....................

.............. .

107.6040 Beef and veal, preserved (except frozen), valued over 30 cents per
pound:
Canada ................................................
Brazil ..................................................
Argentina .............................................
Denmark ..............................................
France .................................................
Australia ..............................................
Other country ..........................................

Total ...........

........................

107.6500 FrogJapan
most,prepared
or preserved:
(total) ............................................

107.7000 Meat and edible offal, not elsewhere specified, prepared or preserved, not over 30 cents per pound:
Canada ................................................
Mexico ................................................
Norway ...............................................
Denmark ...............................................
Netherlands ............................................
Poland...............................................
Other country ..........................................
Totalo.......... .... .......................
107. 7500 Meat and edible offal, not elsewhere specified, prepared or preserved, over 30 cents per pound:
Canada ................................................
Mexico .................................................
Jamaica ................................................
Dominican Republic ....................................
Uruguay ..............................................
Argentina ..............................................
Sweden ................................................
Norway ................................................
Denmark ...............................................
United Kingdom ........................................
Netherlands ............................................
Belgium ...............................................
France .................................................
West Germany ..........................................
East Germany ...........................................
Switzerland ............................................
Poland.................................................
Turkey ................................................
Hong Kong .........................................
Japan ..............................................
Australia ...........................................
New Zealand ..........................................
British Westcrn Pacific Islands ............................

Net quantity
(pounds)

Value (dollars)

1,609,653
5,378
3.730,624
271,082
68,394
342
5,685,473

701,576
5,486
1,985.133
121,126
53,387
258
2.866,966

72,996
4,113,262
22,812, 647
60,150
1,847
339.308
3,184
30,403,394

34,014
2,379,206
12,688,731
22, 462
1,762
1,564, 087
1,863
16,692,125

13,397

17.281

27,180
7,550
8,820
2,766604

3,790
1.965
2,151
731,514

256,860
9,657
3,112,671

64,106
1,852
821,481

37.515
8.560
3,900
3,761
26,532
158,567
81,58
68,321
12,415.846
3,514
76. 128
5,585
723,687
518,814
28,026
2992

13,448
3.466
1,40)6
1,504
8,616
49,063
30, 199
28,269

36.000

10,103

4,169,679

2,691
32,956

6,612

678 389

190,408

6800
2,496
5,144
33,285
681. 601
34.663
2,570

10.200
26 939
23,235
1,460
8 705
17,045
292,380
27.649
6,128

Total ................................................

15,011,892

5,630,447

107.8000 Meat extract, including fluid:
Canada ................................................
Brazil ..................................................
Paraguay..............................................
Uruguay..............................................
Argentina ..............................................
Denmark ...............................................
Netherlands ............................................
Australia ...............................................
New Zealand ...........................................
Other Country..........................................

24,928
65,952
5,824
18,984
413,780
5,400
35,175
389,274
34,440
220

27,594
277,020
20,944
79, 763
1,101,404
3,494
38,813
2,631,497
89,717
469

..................

993,977

4,270,715

Tol...........

.

.
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TABLE I.-COMMODITY BY COUNTRY-Continued
Schedule 1.Animal and vegetable products-Continued
TSUSA
No.

Commodity, unit of quantity, and country of origin

Net quantity
(pounds)

Value (dollars)

110.1005 Smelts, fresh, chilled, or frozen, but not otherwise preserved:
Canada ................................................
Brazil ..................................................
Italy ...................................................
Japan ..................................................

9,034,253
13,750
12,160
3,600

Total................................................

9,063.763

1,460,272
1,238
2,79?
1,116
1.465. 423

110. 1010 Albacore, whole, fresh, chilled, or frozen, but not otherwise preo
served:
Canada ................................................
66,258
Trinidad..... . ............. ................. ... . 1 019.215
Netheriand Antilles............
...............
2504.620
French West Indies............... ...............
493.000
Spain ................ .............
354,059
Portugal ...........................................
11,220
Malaysia ...........................................
.
9.006,112
Singapore ..............................................
58,000
Republic of Korea ..................... ...............
1.763, 080
Taiwan .................................
1.418 323
Jaanh Western Pacific
Islands.....................
er~tsh 's'lnd's.
estrn'lac'i
IS 70.12,255
1,5610. 366
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands .....................
199,94
Canary Islands..........................................
5,108,337
Senegal ................................................
567,398
Sierra Leone ............................................
717.443
Ivory Coast ...............................
5,407, 219
Ghana .................................................
,090.000
Madeira ..............................................
362. 899
Liberia .................................................
738,740
Mauritania .............................................
1,531.971
Republic of South Africa .................................
2,532,000

146,042
619.475
120,349
65.490
2,917
2,043.320
133.952
357.158
308.939
iS.821,148
3,420,860
38,751
1,125,909
139. 013
143,488
1,129,269
239. 800
85,740
147. 748
413,640
506.400

Total
...............................
121,892,461
110.1015 Albacore (except whole, fresh, or frozen, but not otherwise preserved):
Spain
...................................
1,444,434
JapanJapa..................................2,414.
...............
"......................... ........
241.7
773

Total................................................
110.1020 Yellowfin, whole, fresh, chilled or frozen, but not otherwise pre.
served:
Canada ...............................................
Panama ................................................
Jamaica ................................................
Ecuador ................................................
Peru ...................................................
Chile ..................................................
France .................................................
Malaysia ...............................................
Taiwan .........
..........................
Japan
.......................
...........
Canary Islands........................................
Senegal ................................................
Sierra Leone ............................................
Ivory Coast .............................................
Other Country ..........................................
Total ................................................
110,1025 Yellowfin, fresh, chilled, or frozen, eviscerated, not beheaded:
Northern Antilles .......................................
French West Indies......................................
Peru ..................................................
Chile ..................................................
Portugal .......
...........................
Malaysia ........................................
Indonesia ..............................................
Philippines .............................................
Korea ..................................................
Taiwan ................................................
Japan ..................................................
Australia ...............................................
British Western Pacifc Islands ...........................
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands ......................
Canary Islands..........................................
Sierra Leone ............................................
Ivory Coast .............................................
Ghana .................................................
Liberia .................................................

11.896

27,021.304
198,610
409. 310

3.859.207

607.920

1.390
390,000
500,000
2,246, 262
7,239:685
412,000
331,548
738,138
105,637
4,411,761
,926.679
174.284
2,483,871
207,490
10.931

1.120
180.980
75.000
332.422
1,205,569
62,419
33.155
154.318
23,066
616,545
472.624
17, 426
370.895
43.338
1.365

21,179.676
1,338,460
111,000
8,540
310.000
313.060
9.777,978
200,000
1,492,995
290. 0OO
2.547.984
61.367.149
8.024
4,113.092
94,382
74,961
123,330
1,325.655
596,000
171.280

3.590.242
325.530
22,862
1.814
40,189
79.831
2.105.508
45. 726
280,289
49,300
558,057
15.023,694
1.400
862.822
10.865
183,371
21,080
266,432
119. 200
29,974

Note: Due to aclassification error, imports totaling $1,985,133 credited to Argentina inclassification 107.6020 should
appear inclassification 107.6040.
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APPENDIX 3
TABLE 464.-CATTLE AND CALVES: AVERAGE PRICE PER 100 POUNDS, BY GRADES, AT CHICAGO, 1945 46
Beet steers
Year

1945.......
1946.......
1947 .............
1948 .............
1949 .............
1950 .............
1951 .............
1952 .............
1953 .............
1954 .............
1955 .............
1956 .............
1957 .............
1958 .............
1959 .............
1960 .............
1961 .............
1962.............
1963 .............
1964 .............
1965 .............
1966 .............

Prime

Choice

Good

Standard

$17.30
20.24
30.64
35.24
28. 65
32.43
38.11
35.17
26.56
27.53
23.62
25.45
26.19
28.92
29.32
27.82
26.08
29.81
24.89
24.10
27.71
27.11

$16.00
19.32
26.22
30.96
26.07
29.68
35.96
33.18
24.14
24.66
23.16
22.30
23.83
27.42
27.83
26.24
24.65
27.67
23.96
23.12
26.19
26.29

$14.12
17.36
21.76
26.31
23.17
26.08
33.37
30.10
21.56
21.81
21.14
19.39
21.66
25.85
26.69
24.80
23.46
25.51
23.01
21.91
24.16
25.32

Com.
mercial

Utility

All
grades

Cows,
commercial

$11.73 $16.18
13.75
19.16
25.83
18.04
30.88
22.16
19.77
25.80
29.35
22.86
$30.97
28. 31 35.72
......
26.39
22.70
32.38
18.74 15.77 23.62
......
24.23
27
......
18.32
15
......
17.62
14. 79 22.59
$17.68
15.47
14.20 22.00
18. 82
19.16
16.53
23.48
23.89
23.35
21.91
27.09
24.82
23.16
22.32
27.53
22.07
21.i9
19.82
25.93
19.68
21.30
22.25
24.46
22.70
21.87
20.77
27.20
18.91
20.59
20.65
23.79
18.57 17.11
16.92
22.86
19.18 25.81
21.58
21.17
26.17
23.24
24.00
21.27
......
......
......
......
......

......
......
......
......
......

$13.65
14.62
17.84
22.64
18.41
21.48
27.76
21.74
13.92
13.28
12.98
12.72
14.83
19.76
19.11
16.21
16.07
15.89
15.11
13.57
14.58
18.31

Veal
calves,
choice
and
prime
$15.12
16.87
24.98
29.02
27.64
31.08
37.19
34.42
25.04
23.07
24.80
23.62
25.93
32.20

APPENDIr 4

The following tabulation presents estimates of the domestic commercial production of meat from steers and heifers (u.ed prinarily as fre.h table beef)
and meat from cows and bulls (manufacturing beef), annual average 1950-52
and annual 1953-63 (in billions of pounds) : I
Meat from steers
and heifers
Averae:
Annual: 1950-52 ......................

Meat from cows
and bulls

5.9

3.0

1953............................
8. 2
1954..............................
8.4
1955 ............................
8. 7
1956 ..............................
9.6
1957.............................
. 9.7
1958 ..............................
9.7
1960...............
11.3
196...............10.3

3.7
4.1
4.4
4.4
4.1
3.2
3.0
2.9

1961 ............................
1962 ..............................

12.1
11.9

2.8
2.9

14.6
14.0
15.4

34
4.3
4.1

1963..............................
Data supplied by Tariff Commission:
1 ...................
.........
1965.............................
1966..............................

13.2

2.8

'From U.S. Tariff Commission, "Beet and Beet Products," TC Publication 128, 'June
1964, pp. 4041.
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ST.TE 3 ENT OF TilE

NATIONAL MILK PRtoi)UcRis FEDEILATION

(By E. M. Norton, Secretary)
U883[ARY

The National Milk Producers Federation represents dairy farmers
and the cooperative dairy plants which they own. It is concerned with
the effect of dairy imports on dairy farmers, dairy plants, and the
agricultural program for dairying.
Congress has authorized a dafiy program designed to prevent the
collapse of this impotant segment of the nationaY economy. It is designed also to assure adequate supplies of an essential food produced
from sources within our own shores which can be depended upon in
times of emergency.
Neither this important agricultural prOgramn, nor the dairy industry
in this country, as we know it today, can exist under present conditions
of world trade without effective import controls.
Beneficial foreign trade does not result from imports of dairy
I products already in surplus supply and which we do not need. Such
imports are adding millions of dollars of wasted cost to the support
program, undermining the Nation's agricultural production and markets, and resulting in loss of opportunities for our own people.
The problem is price differences due to higher living standards and
higher wage rates in this country. Domestic prices are less than 90
percent of parity. The support price for butter in New York is 671/
cents per pound. This represents a butterfat value of about 84 cents
per pound. Butterfat for export to the United States has been priced
recently in Europe at about 25 cents per pound. Tariffs and shipping
costs are less than 10 cents per pound. The export subsidy on butterfat
imports has been about 53 cents a pound, more than double the sale
price of the butterfat. In some cases the export subsidy has run as
high as 65 cents per pound.
Import controls on dairy products under present, laws have been
characterized by repeated evasion and subterfuge by foreign nations
and the importers.
New legislation is needed to provide positive and effective import
quotas. The proposed Dairy Import Act of 1967 would end evasion
and subterfuge and would add dependability and respectability to our
dairy import policy.
Tariffs have been rendered obsolete by currency manipulation, inflation, and export subsidies. Quotas are effective and fair, because they
provide a definitely known import level to which foreign nations,
domestic producers, and domestic markets can adjust.
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()Ollr whole foreign trade

The European Ecolonii

y should be reviewed and reevaluated.
('onitunity has rendered earlier concepts

obsolete.
Very substantial dilerenc es in living standards, Wage levels, and
prices bet ween different countries make general across-the-boalrd concepts of free trade idealistic and im)ractical. Tile ITnited States, at
the top level, is least likely to lbnefit from stich l)lieies. Ol the contrarv, we cannot drop do l to WoI'l avelages without disastrouss con.

s.t'4lielltes 1to

4i10r0eo1y.

A new and thorough look at the foreign trade picture, and a. reevaluatiom of our foreign trade policies, is long overdue. Congresss should
asert its constitutional right
and responsibility to supervise and direct
ur, foreign trade )rogmu. Is.
W.e Complimlent this e'onmlittee oil its foresight in initiating this

TIE FEI)EIIATION

The National Milk Ilhoduceils Federation is a national farm organizat iou. It. represelnls dairy farmers and the dairy Cooperative isociat iolls which they own and opxrate.
Some of these cooperatives are bargaining associations. They enable
farmers, by acting together, to bargain more effectively for the sale of
raw Milk to processors and handlers.
In other cooperatives, farmers have banded together to build and
operate their own dairy plants. Through these plants, tley process, on
a cost basis, the milk produced on their farms and market, it in the
form of finished(iry11 products.
Practically every ?orm of dairy lpro(luct produced in any substantial
volume in the Uinited States is produced and marketed by dairy
cooperative plants represented by th, federation.
'Ilie federation is, therefore, directlyy conernel with .the adverse
effect of excessive dairy"imports on American dairy farmers and on the
supply of milk produced in this country. We ar-e also directly concerne1 with tie effect of excessive im)ort's on dairy plants ol)erated in
this country and with tle effect of such imports on'the domestic market

for dairy piloducts.

OUR1 .\tII

rlCtAUI.L PIROG,RA.MS

There are presently in effect in this country important agricultural
1)rograms authorized by Congress, including one for milk and dairy
products. Under this lmograml, prices paid to farmers. for milk are

supported at levels ranging between 75 and 90 percent. of parity. This
is ac1,onplislied by removing sIlulIs supplies from the market through
pur(lises made by the Commodity Credit Corporation.
Parity is a formula for measuring the relationship between the
prices farmers receive for the commodities they sell as compared with
thl prices farmers pay for the things they buy.
One of the objectives of the dairy program is to maintain the purchasing nower of dairy farmers as an important factor in the national
economy.

1
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Another objective, of great importance to the security of the Nation
and to its general welfare, is to assure adequate supplies of essential
foods produced from sources within our own shores. We would be
most foolhardy to rely on an overseas source of supply of dairy
products which could not be depended upon in times of emergency.
THE IMPORTANCE OF IMPORT CONTROLS

Neither this important agricultural program, nor the American
dairy industry, as we know it today, can exist under present conditions
of world trade without effective hnport controls.
PRINCIPLES OF FOREIGN TRDE

We have no quarrel with the principle that foreign trade should
be expanded, provided such trade is beneficial and not destructive.
Broad general principles of free trade, however idealistic they may
sound in the abstract, are often impractical and unrealistic when applied to specific conunodities. This is particularly true when they are
considered in the light of the adverse conditions which prevail today
in world trade.
Beneficial foreign trade does not result to the United States from
excessive imports of dairy products which are already in surplus
supply and which we do not need. Such imports burden the support
program with millions of dollars of wasted and unnecessary cost,

undermine the Nation's agricultural production and markets, and
result in loss of opportunities for our own people.
This country is committed to a high standard of living, high price
levels, high wage rates, and the maintenance of agricultural prices at
levels which will protect the purchasing power of farmers. As a result
of these policies, our agricultural prices, in many cases, even though
still below parity, are far above world price levels.
As long as this condition exists, import controls will be necessary
to prevent world surpluses from being drawn to our more attractive
stabilized markets. Tie same price differences make export price adjustments necemary if we are to retain a fair share of the world
agricultural market.
PRICE DIFFERENCES

Butter is supported at a price of 67%/cents per pound in New York
under the price-support program. This represents a price of less than
90 percent of parity for American dairy farmers. At the same time,
butter ias been available in Europe for export, to the United States
at about. 20 cents per pound. The product came in as butterfat-sugar
mixtures in evasion of the quota on butterfat imports. Shipping
charges run about 3 or 4 cents per pound and the tariff on such mixtures is about 4 or 5 cents per pound. Furthermore, there is a profit on
the sugar ingredient, which also was imported in evasion of the sugar
quota.
In our statement before the U.S. Tariff Commission in May of this
year, we quoted figures showing that the American price for butterfat
was more than three times as high as the European export. price and
that the American sugar price was about two times the European price.

A
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The export subsidy used by foreign nations to force these products
into the American market in heavy volume was reported recently at
about 43 cents a pound for butter and about 53 cents a pound for
butterfat. Thus the export subsidy is more than double the sale price of
the product. We have been informed that the export subsidy on butterfat for export to the United States from Oerniy for the period April
17 through May 14,1967, was about 65 cents per pound.
These are matters which cannot be ignored without disastrous consequences to our own country. Other countries have been much more
astute at recognizing the realities of foreign trade and in protecting
their agricultural programs and their own people against a destructive
level of imports than has the United States.
REAPPRAISAL NEEDED

A reappraisal of our foreign trade policies by Congress in a more
practical and realistic light is long overdue. The European Common
Market has sharpened the need for such a review by rendering obsolete earlier concepts of foreign trade, particularly in the agricultural
field.
Aside from this, the extremely wide variations in prices, wages,
costs, and other factors which exist between different countries make
the general application of free trade policies impractical.
We believe Congress is becoming increasingly aware of the fact that
our foreign trade policies are seriously out of line with realities. The
large number of Members of Congress who have introduced import
control bills so indicates. For example, as of November 1, 1967, 59
Senators and 198 Members of the House had introduced legislation to
provide more effective quotas on dairy imports.
Import bills on other commodities also have an impressive numher

of sponsors in both the Senate and the House.
The Dent bill, H.R. 478, passed tile House by a vote of 340 to 29.
We compliment the Senate Finance Committee on its foresight in
initiating this proceeding to take a new look at foreign trade policies
and to explore the need for import quotas. We are grateful for this
opportunity to present the basic, practical facts which make more
effective import controls on dairy products necessary.
DAIRY EXPORT ACT OF 1907

The federation helped develop and is strongly supporting the proposed Dairy Import Act of 1967. As indicated above, this legislationn
has been introduced by 59 Senators and 198 Members of the House of
Representatives.
it would provide a fair and practical approach to the dairy import
problem. Furthermore, it would be effective, and it would put a stop
to the long history of evasion and subterfuge which importers and
foreign nations have engaged in under our present laws. It would be
efficient, because it would be self-activating at the prescribed level of
imports and would bypass the present time-consuming and unsatisfaetory proceedings before the U.S. Tariff Commission.
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Basically, the Dairy Import Act would limit imports by quotas to
the average level imported during the historical base period of 196105. The years 1966 and 1967 would not be included in the base period,
because these were not normal import years.
Both .196 and 1967 were clhnrterized ' it great flood of evasiontVle imports. These were primarily )utterfat-suigar mixtures and
('olby cheese. Neither of these products are nornial Idst orical imports.
The butterftt'-sugar mixtures were imported in open and flagrant evasion of import controls on butterfat and on sugar. The Colby cheese,
practically identical with Cheddar cheese and used for the Snne purpo., was use(d to evade the import quota on Cheddar cheese.
Limiting total dairy product imports to the 1961-65 averaigre is more
than fair to foreign nations, l)e'ause these years include relatively high
levels of imports which have been steadily increasing.
'lhe Dairy Import Act would per it. foreign nations to share in
future developments of the domestic market. This would be accomplished by increasing or decreasing the permitted level of imports in proportionto increases or decreases in domestic consumption.
New products could he allocated a share in the imports, but this
would be done within the limits of the overall quota. In the same manner, special needs could le recognized by varying time import level of
particular products within the overall quota linit.
Provision is made for emergency action and for overriding considerations of national interest to be ex raised by the President.
If additional imports were authorized 'by the President under the
emergency provisions at a time when domestic market prices were
below parity, the adverse effect of the imports on the market would be
offset by removing from the domestic market a corresponding quantity
of (iairy products by the Commodity Credit Corporation.
TARIFFS ARE. OBSOLMrE--QUOTAS ARE ESSENTIAL

It is our firm conviction that quotas are the most effective form of
import control and also that they are the fairest to all parties concerned.
'ariffs have been rendered meaninglesq by currency devaluation and
manipulation, by steadily increasing inflation, and by export subsidies
in whatever amounts are necessary to move the oroduet into our markets. The volume of imports which will enter under a fixed tariff is uncertain and cannot be predicted for future years.
On the other hand, w'l"en quotas are set, foreign nations know exactly.
what. they can depend on in the American market, and they can adjust
their production and marketing accordingly.
In the same manner, American producers know what the volume
of imports will be, not only currently but for several years ahead, and
they can make long-range plans, as they must do. if this country is to
enjoy assured supplies of an essential food.
Furthermore, it is our belief that a definitely known volume of import causes less disnption of the market than 'would the same volume
when coupled with uncertainty as to whether the imports would stop
at that level or possibly go fai' beyond it.
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ENEW LEGISLATION NEEDED

We have just been through a situation where imports got. completely
out of hand. The effect was to drive prices to the support floor, add
many millions of dollars of wasted and unnecessary cost to the support
program, and demoralize and discouraged American (lairy farmers.
Legislation is desperately, needed to prevent this froii happeiing
again. Unless Congress steps in to bring some measure of dependability and respectability to our dairy import controls, we fear another
similar fiasco will result. The plans for it are already being explored
by importers and foreign nations.
Import controls are presently in effect, on some dairy products under
section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.
This section has not been adequate, and controls under it have been
weak and ineffective. It has been characterized by a long history of
easy and repeated evasion of its quotas.
Por example, a quota was placed on butter in an effort to regulate
imports of butterfat. This was headed by imports of butter oil. A quota
was then placed on butter oil. This was evaded by imports of exylone,
a product composed of butterfat to which a.small Ipercentage of sugar
had been added. A quota was placed on lutterfat-siigaIr mixtures containing 45 percent. or more of butterfat. This was promptly evaded by
imports of a butterfat-sugar mixture containing 44 percent. of I)uttel-

fat and about 55 percent sugar. A quota was then i'ulo, edun(ler the
sugar law on butterfat-suzar mixtures containing more than 25) percent
of sugar. This was evaded immediately by imports of butterfat-sugar
mixtures containing 24-percent sugar.
In the same manner, a quota of Cheddar cheese was evaded by imports of Colby cheese used for the same purpose as Cheddar cheese
and not a normal historical import.
A quota on cheese in original loaves is evaded by simply cutting the
loaves in half and then putting them back togetfier gu. .
During 1966 and the first half of 1967, there was in effect a finding
by the Tariff Commission that imports of butter in excess of 707,000
pounds would interfere with the support program. A butter oil quota
was in effect at 1,200,000 pounds. In 1966, butterfat-sugar mixtures
imported in evasion of these quotas totaled 106 million pounds. In the
first half of 1967, the evasion imports were 921million pounds, the
equivalent of an annual rate of 184 million pounds. Revised figures
show these imports at 99 million pounds.
During the same period, 1966 and the first half of 1967, there was
in effect a finding by the Tariff Commission that. iml)orts of Cheddar
cheese in excess of 2,780,100 pounds would interfere with the price
support program. In 1966, Colby cheese imported in evasion of this
quota totaled 46 million pounds. Colby cheese imports in the first. half
of 1967 were 48 million pounds, the equivalent of an annual rate of
96 million pounds. Revised figures show these imports at 54 million
pounds.
That new legislation is needed to provide more permanent and effective controls is forcefully pointed up by the recent Tariff Commission
hearing brought to close loopholes in previous quotas. The level of

imports recommended by the Commission was unreasonable and un-
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realistic, and its suggested quotas left additional loopholes open for
future evasion.
It was necessary for the President, after conferences with the Secretary of Agriculture and dairy lenders to override the Commission's
recommendations by establishing much lower levels of imports and by
including frozen cream in the new controls.
Even so, the new controls are again weak and inconclusive, particularly with respect to evaporated or condensed milk and cream, retail
size packages of butterfat-sugar mixtures, and other products.
We are concerned that the way may again have been left open for
the writing of another chapter in the already too long history of
"Invasion by Evasion."
Another reason section 22 controls are inadequate is that they are
available only to protect certain agricultural programs. Legislation is
needed not only o provide more positive controls but also to provide
coverage for agricultural commodities which may not be subject. to a
su ,ort program.
t
hn
Without such legislation, the American dairy indust.ry can never

rise above a support program, because, as sooni as it becomes selfsufficient, import controls will be removed and imports will force it back
into a new support program.
It is, therefore, most important to reevaluate the inport control program for dairy products and to provide positive and effective controls
under the proposed Dairy Import Act of 1967.
EVASION AND SUBTERFUGE

The purpose of this title is to document in greater detail the evasion
and subterfuge practiced under section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act and discussed generally above.
With high profits at stake, foreign nations and Anmerican importers
have not hesitated to exploit every possible loophole in the orders prescribing quotas. They have been quite successful in their efforts.
For this, in most cases they have been rewarded, not only by handsome profits, but also by being granted additional quotas based on the
history of the evasion imports. In the most recent hearing, held this
year, substantial increases in the import quotas were granted on the
basis of the evasion imports of butterfat-sugar mixtures and Colby

cheese.

On only one occasion, that of exylone, a butterfat-sugar mixture
containing a high percentage of butterfat, was the evasion issue faced
squarely and forthrightly. In that case, the Tariff Commission refused
to recognize the subterfuge product as a normal import, and a zero
quota was established.
Unfortunately, even this one bright spot is tarnished, because the
exylone quota. was limited to products containing 45 percent or more
of butterfat, and it, in turn, was promptly evaded by imports of junex,
a butterfat-sugar mixture containing 44 percent butteifat.
Beginning of 8ection 22 quotas

Although section 22 had been enacted in 1935, and although imports
had become such a serious threat that Congress had to step in to control
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them, it was not until 1953 that import quotas were established under
section 22 on dairy products.
, The congressional controls were applied for several years finmediately preceding 1953 under section 104 of the Defense Production Act.
In 1953, import controls were established under section 22 fat a time
when a further extension of controls by Congress was pending. It is
obvious that the section 22 controls would not have been provided in
1953, except for the fact that it was necessary for the administration
to do so in orler to defeat a further extension of controls under section
104 of the Defense Production Act. The Presidential Proclamation
No. 3019, June 8, 1953, frankly recognized this and made the new
in the event section 104
controls under section 22 ap ply only
of the Defense Production Act of 1950, as amended, expires under its
present terms * * *."

On the basis of this action, congressional controls under the De.
fense Production Act were not extended and controls were shifted to
section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.
Since that time, the controls have been evaded and chiseled away
to an intolerable degree, and the time has come when Congress must
again step in to bring a reasonable measure of effectiveness and respectability to the dairy import policy.
Two of the products which were of initial importance to an import
control program were butterfat and cheese.
The Tariff Commission found, in 1953, that imports of butterfat
would imperil the support progre and set, a quota on butter imports
of 707,000 pounds.
Butter was the obvious import. item at that time. The Department of
Agriculture had recommended that the import quota for butter be applied also to butter oil and to cream containing 45 percent or more of
butterfat.
The Tariff Commission did not accept this recommendation and thus
left open a hole in the dike through which the first great evasion of
section 22 quotas was destined to take place a few years later.
The butter oil evasion
Enterprising importers and foreivn nations were not long in discovering and taking advantage of tre butteroil opportunity.
In 1956, butter oi imports had reached 1.8 million pounds. This was

equivalent to 2.2 million pounds of butter.

In 1957 an annual quota of 1.2 million pounds of butter oil was
established under section 22 (Presidential proclamation, April 15,
1957). The effect of this was to reward the importers and foreign
nations with an increase in the butterfat imports equal to 1.5 million
pounds of bitter per year.
The exryi&ne eva ion
A way to avoid the butter oil quota had been devised by the importers
before the quota was ever issued. The letter from the Pesident setting
the scope of the butter oil hearing went to the Tariff Commission
November 17, 1956. In less than 2 weeks, on November 28. 1956, the
first pilot shipment of exylone arrived. Exylone is butterfat with a
small percentage of sugar 8.2 percent) added.
By the time the quota on butter oil was established in April of 1957,
approximately 2.5 million pounds of exylone had already come in
through the new break in the dike.
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A month after the butter oil proclamat ion was signed, the President
had to start a jew proceeding before the Tariff Commission on exylone.
Approximately 9 million pounds of exylone were entered before the
sliipments were stopped by a zero quota.
The exylone proclamation was limited to articles containing 45 percent or more of butterfat, thus inviting evasion by articles containing
44 percent butterfat.
The Junex evasion
Two months after the exylone proclamation was signed, the miporters were working on a new evasion product containing 44 percent
butterfat andt about 55 percent sugar. The new product was called
Junex. For seven years Junex biwine involved in the sugar quota
and imports were delayed. For the past 5 or 6 year%, however Junex
has been imported in substantial quantities and has added millions of
dollars of unnecessary and wasted cost to the support program.
In 1966, the butterfat imported in butterfat-stIgar mixtures in evasion of the quotas was equivalent to approximately 58 million pounds
of butter.
The suar evasion
The evasion history of this product has carried over to the sugar
quota.
The Secretary of Agriculture issued a sugar order in July 1966
placing a quota on imports of such mixtures containing more than
25 percent sugar (Federal Register; July 13, 1966, p. 9495).
The Secretary's order was immediately evaded by a butterfat-sugar
formula containing 24 percent sugar and 44 percent butterfat.
In the first half of 1967, the butterfat imported in butterfat-sugar
mixtures was equivalent to 54 million pounds of butter. This is an
annual rate of 108 million pounds of butter.
None of these butterfat-sugar mixtures was a normal historical import. All of them were subterfuge products designed to evade our
weak and inadequate import quotas under section, 22 and under the
sugar law.
The Colb.y cheese evasion
When import controls were transferred to section 22 in 1953, a quota
was established on Cheddar cheese of 2,780,100 pounds. This quota
remahed in effect until July 1 of this year.
In 1958, the importers and foreign countries obtained a Bureau of
Customs ruling that Colby cheese was not subject to the Cheddar
cheese quota. Colby cheese is practically identical with Cheddar cheese
and is used for the same purpose as cheddar cheese. Colby cheese is
an evasion product and not a normal historical import.
Following the Customs ruling, imports of 500,000 pounds came in
during 1958. The import rate increased rapidly to 15 million pounds in
1961. During the period 1962-65, an attempt was made to control them
under voluntary arrangements with some of the principal exporting
imports ranged from 10 to 14 million pounds a year.
countries
In 1966,and
the vomtary arrangements broke down as prices inf this
country rose and foreign nations saw an opportunity to make a killing
in the American market; 1966 imports totaled nearly 46 million

pounds.
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In, ti filrt hIaf of 1967, Colby cheese imports were 54 million
pouinds, equal to an anual rate of 108 million pounds.
The split loaes evavlon

'T'le 15)3 lp.ilamatioin under section 22 established It qiotL of
9,200,100 pounds for Italian-type cows milk cheese in original loaves.
The quota was increased in 1060 to 11,500,100 pounds.
This quota was originally evaded by simply cutting the loaves in
half and-then putting thenm lack t gether again.
fore recently the evasion of this quota is taking the form of colnsumer size cuts or grated cheese.
The 1966 imports not in original loaves had climbed to 451,000
pounds. ,aniary to March 1967 imports had jumped to 277,000 pounds,
equal to an annual rate of 1,108,000 pounds.
Processed Italian-typo cheese is another potential evasion of this
quota.
The 19%7 procamation

Although imports of l)tltterfat-sq,_rarm mixtures containing 44 percent
butterfat and Colby cheese, both ofwious evasion products, had beei
adding millions of dollars of wasted and unnmee.ssary cost to the support
many years,
action wits
takeneut.tothe
control
consugar them
of 1966
sugar no
regulation
until prograun
19(7. Ih for ate
tent of some of the butterfat-sugar mixtunres from 55 to 24 percent
but left the butterfat, content unchanged at. 44 percent.
Imports got.Completely out of hand in 1961, part i(uhrlv with respect
to butterfat-sugar mixtures, Colby cheese, and frozen eamlln. It is etimated that total 1966 imports added alproximately $29 million of
unneessary cost, to the support program.

In early 1967, the situation was becoming much worse with soln
produts running at double or more of the already heavy 1966 rate.
It is estimated tlat total imports in the first half of 196 added ap)roximately $115 million of unnecessary cost to the support program.
This is equivalent to an rntual rate of $230 million.
It was not until April 1967 that the Tariff Commission invetstigation

was initiated, and controls were not applied until July 1, 1967.
This was many years after the need for controls arose and more
that 12 months after tle situation became especially critical in the
first half of 1966. It was after many millions of dollars of unnecessary
cost to the price-slport program" had been incurred. And, most. il;portaittly, it. was a ter half of time U.S. Senate and almost half of the
Itoi.e of Ropresentatives had introduced legislation to end imports
by slbterfuge and establish a practical and respectable import police.
The 1967 proclamation put, a quota of 6 million pounds on Colbv
cheese, 2.6 million pounds on butterfat-sugar mixture- containing over
5.5 percent butterfat, 1.5 million gallons of frozen cream, and raised
the Cheddar cheese quota from 2.8 to 10 million l)Otinds.
The effeet of this was to reward the Colby evasion with an increased
ChMlar quota of over 7 million pounds per year plus 6 million poIundls
of ('olby in the annual quotas. The butterfat-sugar evasion was rewarded with an annual quota of 2.6 million pounds.
Excepted from the quota. on products containing over 5.5-pervent
butterfat are bulk shipments of evaporated or condensed milk and
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,.neal. Also excepted are consumer-sized packages of junex and
exylone.
The. n'at great. (l'flon
Th 1967 Presidential proclmation is again weak and inconclusive
an1,is an open invitation to further evasion attempts.
'lhe realdrive for evasion may not come for another year. If Cong.s,, enwts the Dairy Import Act of 1967, there will be no further
evasion, because that law would deal with the problem from a positive
i'iit her thaii a negative angle and would be self-activating and effective.
Th1iei1b
are two reasons why tile next evasion 1may not develop im-

mediatelv. One is the danger that. too soon an evasion may hasten
are
warehouses
Act. The
the airy Import
tho passe
Some of the
cheese.
andother
Colbyis that
mixture
withofbuttorft-sugar
stocked
Iiii'.,e , dairy companies, we understand, have accumulated imports
sufticient to supply their needs for a year ahead.
Nevertheless, the groundwork foi the next great evasion is already
being laid.
importers and foivign nations are quietly exploring, in the Bureau
of ('ustonls, the possibility of evading the new quotas by merely changing the fornm of the imposed butterfat from a butterfat-sugar mixture
to 'l'he
evaporated or condensed milk and ciean.
original request, inade by the Secretary of Agriculture for a
quota oil 1utterfat-suignir mixtures would have included evaponited
or ondt, lstd milk or crin in the controls.
However, in the vou.- ,, of the Tarill Commission hearing, and in

the tinal proclamation, a special and sptxific exception for evaIorilted
Or couoletsed milk aid creani was written into t hO quot4t on articles
containing over ,i.5 1weent of butterfat.

The effect of this exception is to leave the door wide open under this
quota for limited imports of butterfat in the form of evaporated or
condoensd milk and cream.
Another najor evasion possibility already being explored in the
Bureaui of Customs, is the importation of 5 or I() pound bricks of
Ibltorelfat,-sugi' nixtums mnderx the exception in tile quota for consumer size packages. The bricks would be 90 percent butterfit, could
he wniied in easily removable wrappers, and could be sold to ice
ream,namfatiurers.
Tle weak and inadequate wording of thie exception for consumer
size packages dtms not, require l.t the product be imported for the
nrmil trale or that it. be sold in retail trade. All that is required is that
tie product. be packaged for distribution in the retail tride.
Other loopholes left. open by the now proclanation are cut loaves
of Italian-type (l'ee, processed Italian, processed 1dam and Gouda,
aMd chocolate crumib.
In view of the loopholes written into the new prochmmation, it appeaNs quito likely that the new proclamation nay be just another paper
i.esture, us othd.lwi have, been so many tnes in thopast, which can be
used to discourage Congres from enacting effective import controls
but whichiiwill leave te wa, open for another round of el-asion as
sooit as Congrme looks the other way.
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COM3MITTEE TOPICS

We have discussed above the destructive effect which uncontrolled
imports of dairy products would have on the American dairy industry
and on the agricultural programs authorized by Congress to assure
adequate supplies of this essential food produced from sources within

our own shores.

This is the area in which we are best qualified to comment.
We have not widertaken to deal separately with the topics suggested by the committee. As to them we believe that the policies and
procedures of the United States with respect to foreign trade are in
need of a critical review and reevaluation by the Congress.
The advent of the European Economic Community, and the refusal
of its member nations to abandon its programs for developing and
protecting their own agriculture and industry, have rendered obsolete
most of the present policies and procedures on foreign trade.
Furthermore, the concept of free trade across the board was neither
practical nor realistic in the first instance, because of the tremendous
trade disadvantages which the United States faces because of higher
costs of production due to higher living standards and much higher
wage levels.

AMERICAN NATIONAL CATTLE31EN's ASSOCIATION,

Denver, lobo.

RUSSELL LONG,

Hon.
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance, Senate Offiee Buildigt

Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: Thank you very much for the opportunity to
submit the views of the American National Cattlemens Aociaton to
the Senate Committee on Finance regarding the U.S. trade policies.
Our position concerning the protection of the domestic livestock
industry from excessive imports of meats were stated on October 20,
1967, in a presentation to the committee and will not be repeated here,
although a copy of the statement is enclosed.
The American National Cattlemen's Association's views concerning
development of foreign trade for U.S. livestock and livestock products
were voiced in a statement to the Senate Select Committee on Small
Business in 1965 during hearings on that topic. Although there have
been some increases in the exports of meat, livestock products and live

animals, particularly to Europe, the amounts involved have been rela-

tively insignificant as related to the size and scope of the domestic livestock industry.
Agreements reached during the Kennedy round of negotiations,
while encouraging additional exports of variety meats and some other
products, did not benefit the domestic livestock industry in end. In
fact, on balance, the various agreements among other countries will
tend to endanger the future stability of the U.S. industry because of
the consequent redirection of the intention and necessity for traditional meat exporting countries to seek other markets.
For instance, Australia and New Zealand can he expected to concentrate more of its exports toward the United States should it be unable to compete in the European Economic Community on a par with
Argentina and other preferred countries.
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We commend the committee for its continuing attention to foreign
trade for livestock and meats. However, it, is increasingly apparent tlut
for the foreseeable future, substantial exports of livestock, meats. or
livestock products, particularly beef and cattle, will be possible only at
price levels considerably below the cost of domestic productionn.
Exporting can provide a modest "safety valve" for the beef cattle
industry, but the intent of the industry is to balance supply with
effective domestic demand at price levels insuring stability, profit, and
incentive for making future increases in production as needed domestically. The difficulties the industry has had in coping with the
erratic variations in imports of beef, veal, mutton, and goat covered
by Public Law 88-482, is sufficient evidence that the industry could
not long survive if even a small portion of its production was geared to
uncertain export markets.
Respectfully,
C. W. M('IeUL. x.
KIRKLAND, ELus, HoDsoN, CJIAFFETZ &MASTERS,

Washington, D.C.
Subject: Compendium of papers on legislative oversight review of
U.S. trade policies.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNo,

hairnan,Oommittee on Finance,
US. Senate, Wa8hington,D.C.
DRAR SENATOR LoNe: The National Piano Manufacturers Association has justifiably concerned itself with the serious economic impliestions of the burgeoning importation of foreign-produced pianos into
the United States and-in this connection has filed the attached statement with the Finaice Committee.'
The imported pianos, mainly from Japan, are produced there by
workers paid as little as one-fourth the wages of workers in the .A.
piano companies. In the piano industry, skill, experience and crafts.
manship are vital. There is little if any improvement in productivity
methods.
Consequently,
automated
from modern
obtainable
Japanese pianos
are being
importedproductive
in increasing
quantities
at values
hundreds of dollars less than the wholesale prices of domestically produced pianos. Piano imports from Japan have increased 500 percent
since 1962.
On the basis of this difference in manufacture price and in li4ht of
the already too low tariff (to be reduced from 17 to 81h percent by the
Kennedy round) it appears that the Japanese have no obstacles to
their invasion of U.S. markets except their own rate of production.
Unless action is taken soon, the domestic piano industry stands to 1m
decimated. The statutor relief presently available is ineffectual and
inadequate to stop the tide of imports-It is unwieldly, difficult to establish by proof, and too long in taking effect.
The National Piano Manufacturers Association on behalf of the
American piano industry strongly requests that your committee take
whatever legislative action is necessary to improve the present statute.;
IThe statement referred to appears In the committee's printed hearings on "Import
Quotas Legislation," Oct. 18, 19, and 20, 1967, pt. 2, P. 1180.
87-822-08-vol. 2-28
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and develop other statutory relief by quota, import volume increase or
otherwise in order to protect the domestic industry from destruction
by the rapidly escalating piano imports from Japan.
S. PATUHN.
P
Very truly yours,
STATE3[BNT OF THS AMEUCAN. SPROcKE CHAIN MANUFAUUERS
ASSOCIATION
SUMMARY

In a statement. filed today with the Senate Finance Committee, the
American Sprocket Chain Manufacturers Association urged that Congress undertake to modernize and make effective the U.S. 1921 antidumping statute. The association asked Congress to enact an amendment like that proposed by Senator Hartke of Indiana.
The association, whose'headquarters are in Park Ridge, Ill., also
urged Congress to take action to repudiate the international "antidumping" code negotiated as part of the Kennedy round tariff talks.
That code, the association stated, would amend thie exit ing dumping
statute in precisely the wrong direction, by making it even more diffi.
cult to secure relief against unfair competition from abroad than under
the present statute.
Sprocket chain is chain used for conveying or the transmission of
power. After showing that domestic imports of such chain, particularly
from Japan, have soared in recent years, the association noted that
domestic shipments have expanded only slightly.
In particular geographic areas, where the Japanese are concentrating sales of their underpriced chain, the domestic industry has sufferd particular injury, the association said.
After urging that whatever import quotas Congress might impose
on steel also be extended to sprocket chain, the association analyzed
the particular respects in which the present antidumping law is inadeunate and pointed out how Senator Hartke's proposed amendment
(S. 1726) would significant assist domestic industries faced with
unfair competition from abroad by making relief against dumped
imports practically available.
STATEN ENT

This statement is submitted by the American Sprocket Chain Manufacturers Association in response to the chairman's request for written comments on shortcomings in our foreign trade program and the
administration of the laws applicable thereto. Our purpose is, first to
bring to the committee's attention the serious problem our industry is
faced with as a result of ever-increasing imports of sprocket chain and,
second, to suggest at least one type of appropriate legislation (in addition to the possible legislative establishment of import quotas) which
the committee should consider-modernization and improvement of
anti-dumping standards and procedures.
The American Sprocket Chain Manufacturers Association is a voluntary nonprofit association whose 12 member companies operate productive facilities in Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Massachusetts, Now
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York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee and Wisconsin.
These companies account for substantially all the U.1. production of
sprocket chain-chain used in a wide variety of industrial and other
applications for conveying or for the transmission of power. The principal categoreis of sprocket chain are roller chain, malleable chain,
engineering class chain, and silent chain.
1. lnjurouw competiton from abroad
Sprocket chain imported into the United States, other than chain
classified as a component of some particular type of machine or device
(such as agricultural machinery) is classified under one of three
TSUS classifications-TSUS 652.12 (chain for the transmission of
power of not over 2-inch pitch and containing more than three parts
per pitch-valued under 40 cents per pound) ; TSUS 652.15 (chain of
the same description but valued at 40 cents or more per pound); and
TSUS 652.18 (other chain for the transmission of power). Since 1930,
the appliable rates of duty in all these classifications have been steadily lowered. Beginning from a 40-percent ad valorem duty under the
Tariff Act of 19:10 the duty of 652.12 chain was reduced to 25 percent
in 1939 and, under the Kennedy round GATT negotiations, to 121/
percent. Beginning from the original .0-percent level the duty on
652.15 chain-has been reduced in steps to 6 percent under the Kennedy
round negotiations. Likewise the duty on 652.18 chain has been reduced from 40 to 6 percent.
Under these continually decreasing tariffs, imports of sprocket
chain-the great bulk of it being roller chain-have soared. For example, as appears from table I below and from figure 1 on the following page, the dollar value of imports in 1966 had in only 5 years increased nearly $4.5 million, or to 249 percent of their 1961 level.
TABLE I.-ANNUAL IMPORTS OF CHAIN UNDER TSUS ITEMS 652.12, 652.15, AND 652.18, ALL COUNTRIES

1931 ...................
1962 ...................
1963 ...................
1964...................
1965...................

196 ..................

Dollar value of
Imports

Percent of 1961
level

2,955.000
3.375.000
3.696.000
5.234.000
6.483.000

100
114
125
177
219

7.33.000

249

Imports of sprocket chain from Japan have climbed at an even
more alarming rate. As appears from table II below and from figure
2 on the following page, the 1966 dollar value of imports had increased
more than $2.8 nil lion in 5 years, or to 384 percent of their 1961 level.
TABLE II.-ANNUAL IMPORTS OF CHAIN UNDER TSUS ITEMS 652.12, 652.15, AND 652.18, JAPAN

1961 ...................
1962 ...................
1963 ...................
1964 ...................
1965 ...................
1966 ...................

Dollar value of
imports

Percent of 1961
level

1,00,00
1,350.000
1.62,000
2.274.000
2.944.000
3,845,000

100
135
163
227
294
384
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tariff reduction negotiated this year at Geneva has not yet been felt.
The Kennedy round concessions are not scheduled to be fully in effect
for 5years.
While imports of chain-again, principally roller chain-have mu!
tiplied since 1961, domestic shipments of this product
during tile same
period had increased only 67 percent.1 Domestic roller chain shipments
are expected actually to declinee in 1967. On lhe basis of 8 moutihs' data,
1907 shipments will probably be only about. 50 percent above 1961.
I Annual shipments ot roller chain by donheptle manufacturers In tle 1000g ltp'
In

these figures and evaluating their sigfinilicance for the
future, it isimportant
to bear inmind that the impact of the IO-per(et

am follow,,: 1961-453.528,000: 1962-$58.198.000; 1903--0,565...
10f.4--74
.:
In
o00: 190'-$7,250,000; 19I-bDOOZOOO; 1907 (based on
data through Augus'4.t j)$83. 11,000.

4
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The ability of foreign clhin, |articularly from Japan to
scales which permit foreign chin manufacturers consistently to un.
(letsell U.S. manufacturers. The foreign advantage in this regard
espcially significant in smtiall chain sizes where the manufacturingis

edge out
the domestic product is prinarilv a reflection of lower foreign
wage

valuee added manufacturingg costs, excluding selling and adiinistra.
tive costs) to raw material costs increases from about 50 percent for

2-inch pitch chain to about 75 percent for :'. -mch pitch clain.
The advantage enjoyed by the ,Japaneso in lnr4(lucing small pitch
r'oler chain has been pI sed to the fulltt possible exteit. For example,
in bicycle chaii, a roller chain of small l)iteh, the Japanese takeover
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of the domestic market has been almost complete-so complete, in fact,
as to have eliminated altogether the domestic bicycle chain industry.
The same thing could happen in other chain lines and with far more
serious implications for the country as a whole. in this connection,
sprocket chain serves a variety of vital peacetime and wartimA funetions. It is essential to the petroleum industry, the farm equipment
industry, the machine tool industry, the construction industry, andia
variety-of other industries where it'is employed in conveying and automating equipment. The industry supplied components for a variety of
major defense weapons during World War II and the Korean war and
continues to be an essential supplier for manufacturers of military
equipment. Sprocket chain is a necessary item in the production of
misseI and missile handling equipment.
Considering its problems with imports, the domestic sprocket chain
industry has consistently opposed duty reductions. But, in recent years
it had become increasingly apparent that even if our Kennedy round
negotiators had held firm oil sprocket chain tariffs, general import
duties could no longer be relied on, standing alone, to protect the
domestic industry from the destructive effect of imports. As already
noted, foreign manufacturers have completely taken over the domnestit
bicycle chain market. This was done despite the fact that sime 1939

the"dutV applicable to bicycle chain has been 2.5 percent. Prior to the
Kennedy round negotiations the duty on most other types of spri-ket
chain (TSUS Nos. 652.15 and 6152.18) was half the bicycle chain (lity.
or only 121/2 percent. It seens apparent that this duty, even if maintained, wourd in the foreseeable future have had only minimal effect on
imports of these types of chain. Cut in half, as it wvas at Geneva, it is
doubtful whether it will have any significant inhibiting effect whatsoever.
What alternative type of protection would be alpropriateI One
legislative approach-which we wholeheartedly endore-is the estahlishment of import quotas. The committee has recently held hearings
on proposals to impose import quotas on steel and certain other produets. If any such bills are favorably reported, we urge that sprocket
chain be included among the protected piultcts. We believe thai
whatever quota formula would be found to he a propriate for steel.
would be equally appropriate for chain. We ar of coillnse fIot its Ilrge
an industry as the steel industry. But we believe that the .,emral
principles and public policies justifying import quotas for steel are
equally applicable to us.
Ii. Need foP improved antfdrnpo,.g procedure*
Even if import quotas should be imposed, however-and of obvi.
ously greater importance if they should not be-we urge that legislation be adopted to provide the domestic industry with realistic and
practicallv available remedies against a more specific problem we are
faced with-dumping. As already noted, the bulk of chain imports
are from Japan. While we have at this time no specific data to report
with respect to Japanese home-market selling prices, we believe that
all or a very substantial portion of ,Japanese chain is being sold in
this country at prices below what the Japanese sell such chain for at
home. We also know that Japanee penetration of particular geographic markets (particularly on the west coa.ut) far exceeds their
current nationwide penetration.
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We urge that the present antidumping statute be amended to permit
adequate and practically available relief against dumping, which is
essentially a form of price discrimination and an unfair method of
competition. A bill now pending before the Senate, S. 1726, which we
fully support, would accomplish this purpose.
In order to secure relief against duomping (i.e., to secure the imposition of eqnalizing "special dumping duties"), under current law
it is necessary, first, for the Treasurv Department to find that in fact
foreign manufacturers are dumping in this country and, second, for
the Tiariff Commission thereafter to find that such dumping has caused
or is likely to cause injury to a domestic indillstry. A principal difficulty with the statute is that its standards are vague and are open
to widely varying determinations by both the Treasury Department
and the 'rariff'Commission. Too often narrow and irrelevant standards
and legal concepts have been invoked to deny relief against dumped
imports.
AXcrucial problem has to do with the definition of domestic industry.
For example, a revised and modernized antidumping law should make
it absolutely clear that, in determining whether dumping has caused
or is likely to cause injury, the Tariff commission need not wei h the
demonstrated or anticipated effects of the dumping against the health
of the entire domestic industry. Dumping often causes serious and
sometimes fatal injury to sellers of domestic products in particular
geographic areas or local markets before it becomes a dangerous competitive threat to the domestic industry considered as a whole. This is
particularly true in the case of heavy products, such as chain, where
transportation charges can be a significant factor in the ultimate selling
price. As already noted, the inroads of Japanese chain on the domestic
market are particularly concentrated on the west coast. The domestic
chain industry's ability to secure relief against such regional dumping
should not be impeded by the fact that Japanese imports have so far
penetrated some of the eastern markets to a leser degree than the west
coast.
S. 1726 would deal with this problem by making clear that the
Tariff Commission, in determining injury, ca'n base that determination
on a realistic commercial definition of the relevant market.
Another significant inadequacy in the present law is the imprecision
of the concept of injury. S. 1726 would deal with this by supplying
specific tests which the tariff Commission would be required to apply.
The first test-and one that would have particular application in the
chain industry-is whether dumped imports account for 5 percent
or more of domestic sales of the product in question, in whatever is
determined to be the relevant market area This figure derives from a
series of cases under the U.S. antitrust laws where it has been held
that unfair competitive practices leading to a 5-percent regional market foreclosure are unlawful. These cases provide direct support for a
statutory 5-percent dumping injury test bekrau dumping, as noted, is
esentially anticompetitive and an unfair method of competition.
S. 172(would also 1a.y down other tests for determining injury,
including whether dumping has contributed to a price decline affecting
50 percent or more of domestic sales ia the relevant market area and
a decline of 5 percent or more in the domestic labor force directly
involved.
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Another important issue in dumping cases is the degree to which
preventive relief is obtainable. Relief should be available not only
where injury has in fact occurred but also where injury can be expected
to occur. S. 1726 would make the obtaining of such anticipatory relief
a realistic possibility by providing that, once dumping is established,
there need only be shown a "reasonable likelihood" of injury, not an
absolute certainty.
The antidumping law should also provide that compaints be handled
with dispatch. In this connection, under existing law dumping investi.
nations have sometimes dragged on for as long as 3 years, with the
dumping continuing to run its destructive course, before the Treasury
Department completed its preliminary finding that dumping was in
fact taking place. It has been long recognized in the law that justice delayed is justice denied and this maxim is equally applicable to admin.
istrative antidumping procedures. Under S. 1726 the Treasury De.
apartment would be expected normally to complete its investigation
in 6 months.
A workable antidumping law should make clear, as S. 1726 would
do that predatory intent need not be proved as part of the domestic
industry's effort to secure relief against dumping. The motive or fraime
of mind of the foreign manufacturer is not only nearly impossible to
establish as an evidentiary matter but is irrelevant to the economic
impact of his conduct. Accordingly, it should not be an issue in any
dumping case as the Tariff Commission has sometimes treated it under
the present statute.
Another weakness in current antidumping procedures is the tolerance which the Tariff Commission has shown toward the efforts of
foreign manufacturers who dump their products in the United States
to defend their anticompetitive conduct. For example, a foreign manufacturer should not be permitted to justify dumpin on the ground
that he is meeting the price of other imports. UnderS. 1726 he could
not excuse dumping except by showing that in the absense of such
dumping sales by the domestic industry would not have increased.
One problem that has frequently stymied the efforts of domestic
manufacturers to secure relief against dumping is their inability to
prove actual foreign market prices. S. 1726 would ease this burden by
providing that, in the absence of contrary proof, published or list prices
would be deemed to be the prices at which foreign market sales were
actually made. The bill would also exclude from the determination of
the foreign selling prices of allegedly dumped products any prices that
were not freely arrived at in the open market, including sales with
quantity discounts not freely available to all purchasers, transactions
between related parties, and exclusive dealing transactions.
In closing these brief comments on the need for a more effective
antidumping law we should like to add out voice to those already
raised in protest against the executive department's negotiation at
Geneva of an international "antidumping" code. That code, which
purports to be in implementation of article VI of the General Agree.
ment on Tariffs and Trade, not only would amend our present antidumping law in precisely the wrong direction, by making it more
difficult to get dumping relief, but is, in our view, in flagrant contravention of existing law.
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The importance of being able to secure relief against dumping to
protect particular geographic markets from injurious and unfair
foreign competition has already been noted. The international antidumping code would appear to eliminate altogether the possibility of
such relief.
The international code would also require that before relief could
I be obtained it would have to be shown that dumped imports were
"demonstrably the principal cause of material injury or threat of
material injury to a domestic industry or the principal cause of material retardation of the establishment of such an industry." This requirement would put an almost impossible burden on any industry seeking
relief and would seem to disqualify altogether an industry faced with
significant economic problems in addition to unfair competition from
abroad.
We urge that Congress take action against an unwarranted and
probably unconstitutional intrusion on Congres' legislative jurisdic.
tion and affirmatively repudiate the Geneva-'antidumping" code. We
also urge that Congress, in addition to whatever other remedial steps
it believes appropriate (including the possible enactment of import
quotas), strengthen our existing antidumping statute by amending it
along the lines of S. 1726.
Respectfully submitted.
AM-EtCAN SPROCKET CHADN
MANIFACTMaES ASOCLTION,
By J. E. CooPER,

E. 3L

President.
RHoDES,

Chairman, Committee on Gorernment Relations.
L. E. STre,
E£eeut;ve Director.
Members of the Ameriean Sprocket Ohain Manufacturers
Asociation

Acme Chain Corp., Holyoke, Mass.
Atlas Chain & Precision Products Co., Inc., West Pittston, Pa.
Diamond Chain Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Hewitt-Robins, Inc., Stamford, Conn.
Union Chain Division, Sandusky, Ohio.
Whitney Chain Division Hartford, Conn.
Jeffrey Manufacturing Co. Columbus, Ohio.
Morristown Division, Mtorristown, Tenn.
Link-Belt Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Moline Malleable Iron N.St. Charles, Ill.

Morse Chain Co., Ithaca, N.y.

Peoria Chain Co., Peoria, Ill.
Ramsey Products Corp., Charlotte, N.C.
Rex Chainbelt, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
Roller Chain Division, Springfield and Worcester, Mass.
Webster Manufacturing, Inc., Tiflin, Ohio.
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STATEM'-" oF U.S. OhlIVE: PRODiUCEiRs ANI)

MPOiTERS

(By Joli E. Nolan, Jr., Steptoe and Johnson, attorneys)
I NTRO(;'TIOiN

This statepiient. is submitted by the Cillifornia Olive Grower.s and
Ciuners Industry Committee anid the (reen Olive Traie Ammociation,
Inc., who, togetier, repriesent nearly all of the. principal independent
U.S. importers of Spaiiish olies lind virtually tihe entire 1.5. (Ciili for.
ila) olive growing aind canlinilg industry.
The California Industry grows, processes, and Calls sibstantially all
of the black olives sold in the United States. Tho greell olive market
is supplied almost exclusively (97 percent.) bky olives imported froil
Spain. Until about. 2 years ago, all of thse green Spanish olives were

imported in lirge bulk containeii and bottled in the UIited States ill

retail containe's.
The U.S. olive industry welcomes this opportunity to draiw attention to it basic defect i iliat law intended tW protect 1U.S. industries
front unfair conipet ifion from subsitized foreign. exports.
For seveuil years now the Spanish Government has fostered the develollent of i bottled export industry with a prograin of suistantial
subslidzation. These subsidies take sverail forms. First, new packing
lltlnts are given redtlctions in certain internal taxes, reihllleneuit. (f
up to 10 percent of investments in new facilities, and low-cost loans.
Second, ui)oni exlxir'tation, their jr(Ihits oltIlain it irbate of tiiover
taxes and local indirect, taxes aimounting to all additional 12, pel'cent
export. subsidy. (See 1.S. Tariff Conniihin, Wires, Report to the
Senate ol-. Investigation No. 322-51, 1967, P 14-15.) The established U.S. importer-bottlers who buy Spanish olives in bulk get lolne

of these subsidies.

The direct result of these subsiies is elimination of business of longestablished American bottlers. The tremendous increase in bottled iIl
ports from practically nothing until 1966 to 1.2 million poulinds in lhe

first 6 months of 1967 (double the 1966 rate) makes it evident that the

coltinue(l existence of these bottle is in jeolardV. The California
olive industry is also affected by this subsidized competition. Since

Spanish olives acquired substantially all of the green olive and olive
oil trado several years ago, the California olive industry has been effectively liinited to the ripe olive market, a inarket which the subsidized Spanish industry may now enter at, ally time
Earlier this year, the Green Olive Trade Association requested the
Treasury Department to impose countervailing duties on these subsidized Spanish exports. Treasury denied relief on the grOui(l that rebates of turnover taxes were not 1gtrants or bounties" within the meaning of the coiuitervailing duty statute, section 303 of the Tariff Act of
1930, 19 U1S.C. 1303. As we will show, this ruling, which applies a
long-standing interpretation of the Treasury I)epat.ment, conflicts
witt decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States. We believe
a thorough examination by the Finance Committee of this and other

aspects of export subsidies is in order. In this statement we will limit
u-ouselves to a statement of three areas of weakness in section 303 of the
Tariff Act and its administration.

I
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.Attie VI(3) of the General Agrtemeiit on 'l'aril'is and ''raloe

((.117) authorizes the itnposition of countervailing duties in an
:iiiiotiiit. ot. exe(cleding the "estimated b)ount y or subsidy determined to

have beeni grranted, dliiWtly or indirectly, oil the )nunIlactue, productI n, r('Xj)I'I of * * * a1product.
The terni "bounty or subsidy" is not defined in the GATT. However,

article VI (4) provides that no product "shall be subject to * * * coun.
er 'ailin ity by reason of the exemption of such product from duties
or taxes borne by a like product ** * destined for consumption in the
i.oitntry of origin, or by reason of the refund of such duties or taxes."
"Ad article XVI" of the "Suppleneutary Provisions" to the GATT
contains a similar provision.
The U.S. statute provides for the imposition of a countervailing
duty "whenever any country * * *, partnership, association, cartel, or
(101rporpoation shall pilly or bestow, directly or indirectly, any bounty or

grant uponl the manufacture or production or export, of any article of
iler(handise manufactured or produced in such country * * * and such
article or merchandise is dutiable under the provisions of this chapter * *" (19 I.S.C.A. 1303). This statute provides no exemption for
grants ina(e through tax relief, but the Treasury Department has

interpreted it as if it did. (See GATT, "Antidum ping and Countervailing Duties" (1958), p. 139; "Hearings before the House Committee onWays and Means on H.R. 1535 (Customs Simplification)," Aug.
0-Sept. 19,1951, 82d Cong., first ses., p. 16.)
The Treasury Department's interpretation of the U.S. statute con-

flicts with the decisions of the Supreme Court in Nichoaz d (o. v.

I 'ndied ,Qtates,249 U.S. 34 (1119) and Downs v. UnitedStates, 187 U.S.
496-(1903). As the Supreme Court stated in Downs v. United Stales:
"when a tax is imposed upon all sugar produced, but is remitted upon
all sugar exported, then, by whatever manner, or under whatever name,
it is dis-u is d, it is a bounty upon exportation" (187 U .S at 515).
Tile theoretical arguments advanced to justify the GATT provision
and the U.S. Treasury's refusal to classify excise tax rebates as export
subsidies have recently been put into serious question by various economiss. For example:
In recent years, long-established principles about the effect of "indirect" taxes
on International trade have been called Into question. Economists are questioning
the facts and theories on which the riles about taxes in (ATE and lit other
agreements are based. Their doubts coincide to a considerable degree with the
businessman's eommonsenslcal and untutored reaction that If his goods have to
pay a tax on entry into a country while his competitor's goods are exempted
from the same tax when they are exported, he Is at a disadvantage * * * (William
Diebold, Jr., "Future Negotiating Issues and Policies in Foreign Trade," In "Issues and Objectives of U.S. Foreign Policy," a compendium of statements sub.
mitted to the Subcommittee on Forlegn Economic Policy of the Joint Ecvnomle
Committee, U.S. Congress. September 1907, pp. 3, 8-9).

The technical economic and fiscal arguments involved have been
examined in a number of learned papers and speeches, and we will
not attempt to discuss them here. (See, e.g., International Law Association, Report of the Committee on International Trade and Invest-

s8s
nent, Helsinki Conference, 19(i. pp. 1. 20-2; Dr. Lewis R'. Lloyd.
"The Econonics of International Trade." in "Issues and Objectivs
of U.S. Foreign Policy." supra at p. 131.) We comuiend the word,
of the'o experts to tie' Finance omilittees attention.
Under tile jrolovol of provision iI acceptance of the GATT. the
United States is not required to foil w GATT art ie Vi to the extent
it is inconsistent with U.S. legislation ir, effeel as of October 30, 147.
Consequently. tile ''reasurv l)epartet cotild not defend its inter.
I)retation of seclii) 30.3 tif tie arill, Act oil lie "rollilnd that it is
required by GATT article VI. In point of flct, treasury'ss praeitie
began long before the G.VT was even drafted.
We concur with Senator 1)irksen's recent statement concerning
this "1semingacquiemence of the Treasury Department in the prae
tice of European countries of subsidizing exports through the
remission of internal taxes," in which he states:
the prmietiv, so wiihreiad tmat It
ftliDoubtless the Treasury ) reparlient fi
It undertook to Inwpo.,. (wmutervlililg diliies on Inmrts widel reeeive tihe benelit
of such an export subsidy. It would have to Include vrnitilly all prouhivis
Imported fromn Western Furole * *
The ilnful consequences of enforelng U.S. laws, however, are not a sitl
excuse for their nonadiiinistration. The fact of the toatter is itit tmetti, lsy
other nations of practiees which give theml tin unfair advantage in voit'tlalgol
with American goods in the tUnited Stntes and foreign markets Is widespread
(address to Trade Relations Council of the United States, Dec. 3. 1900, reprinted
In 113 Congressional record. S1497, Feb. 3, 1 7).
Ve urge this committee to take aetiol to correct t his sit nation.

Not only doe Treasury's nonact tion deprive individual IT.S. indiitrie.
of blneits given them Iy statute, but. fr'om an overall trade standpoint
in places the United States at a.serious disadvantage vis-a-vis cotuitries
that. happen to rely heavily on indirect, taxes.

B. The apparent fwlirC to nlf,'e,' the 7111 rtardilly s1bhXMl.'.7,/; )n

of manufaeti'e or producthfo
1W its express terms, sect ion 303 of the Tariff Act (19 IT.S.C. ee.
130A) authorizes the imposition of countervailing duties when there
is a county or grant. upon "manufacture or production," as well as
when the bounty is directly upon exportation. This is also true of

GATT article VI.

The terms "manufiature" or "production" were added to the U.S.
law in 1922. There purpose was expressed by their sponsor in these
plain words:
These amendments were drafted by the Customs Division of the Trewmury

Department so that wheii the goods are anlufacttured for export or tlumillfactured for home coiisuniton and then exported, tl regulations In this piragraph shall apply (01 Congres ional Record .1132, July WO.1921).

It is not clear whether the Treasury Department makes use of its au.
thoritv to apply duties in cases of subsidies on manufacture or produe.

tion, sucl as f e Spanish subsidies on new bottling plants. The countervailing duty orders published by Treasury do not descrile the bounties
or grants involved which makes it "difficult. if not impossible, to
analyze the administration of section 803" (report to Committee on

sI
Ways and Means from Sibeomnitee on ('ustoms, Tariffs, and Re-

4iprocal ITrade Agrte ments, p. 95 (196)).

C. The lack of an ah'quate wrO,'r'il (,ameio,'

for eases under

section 03""
The T'realsury Departmlentt'is regulat ions orV v-,ry sketehv. I Tut i re-

utiy report
ouspocted cit.sof subsidy to the'lliurau of Customs: the ColnlitsZioner
"will caulso Such investiatioti to be' titade :is alpear- to be warranted"

l
cently they have provided only hat interests d parties

and will consider "any representlatollis olreed by foreign interests";
and if "application o the said section 303 is required, the Commtnissioner, with approval of the Secretary of' reaury, will issue a countervailin d ty order * * *"(19 C.F.R. 16.24).

Webtle've that both domestic and foreign interests would be served
by adoption of procedural regulation akin to the regulations which
already exist under the Antidumping At ( 19 C..R. 14.6-14.12) and
bY a reexamination of the scope of jltieial review of coulntervailincg
dutty determinations. At. the present tim judicial review is not available for stuch points its I-le T'elllllr%
VS deteriiitio ol the anioUitt of
bounty. (See, Il'netie WJ'orsted ( wy,. v. I *'iedqas', 224 F. Supp.

606, 615 (Cust.. Ct. 1963).)

In this regard, we welcome the TreasIry s very recent aiieidment
to the (u'stoli regitlatiois ,o as to provide for' j llishCd notices which
will announce investigations of stsl)eeted subsidies and will invite
comments (32 F.R. 13.276, Sept. 20,1967).
CONC(VSION

If the law is to be enforced effectively, Congress should clarify its

meaning and direct Treasury to provide a hlter procedural frame.
work for conducting negotiations. It should also work to convert

GATT article VI into a more meaningful (eteirr nt to unfair subsidization of exports. As presently written and interpreted. theiT, .
statute has been useful mainh to Government officials who cite it
a. an exvnso for refusing American industries' requests for other types
of relief from unfair foreign subsidization of export,.
A-MERICAN M trru.tF
.
AssOCIATIoN,
"ew Y"or,, N.Y."

VAn,,
-Mr.Tom
Chief (,mn8el, Senate Finance Coruindtree, 3ew Senate O4Yce Building,
lWa.hhini.qrn,P.6.
DEAR MR. V Ar,: In accordance with the Senate Finance Committee's
invitation to interested parties, to submit papers on all aspects of
U.S. trade structure and administration, including customs administration, prior to November 1,the American Merchant Marine Institute

and the American Maritime Association jointly submit for your con-

sideration astatement dealing with the present 5S0 percent. ad valoreni
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duty on the cost of repairing American-flag merchant ships abroad,
as well as a one-page summary of this statement.

The AMMI and AMA would welcome tile opportuinty of jointly
sending at representative to testify on this matter if and when hearings
on U.S. trade and tariff policies are conducted by the committee.
RALPHE. CASEY,
Sincerely,
Pr&.y'dent. .I mericanJ.lerchant.l/arinein.t ute.

ALnED 3MASKIN.

Di'eetor of Reeareh and Leg;-.laf/on, Amer'',,n .liurXIII
A88ociation.
STATrE3ENT o AMERIC.N MERlhANT M4 rxE INSTITUTE AND AMERICAN
ON Snip REPAIRS MADE ABROAD
3MARITIME ASSOCIATION ON )TrESr'
SUM3[AiIV

Present law provides for remission of the 150 percent ad valorelm
duty, on the cost of all labor and material used in making ship repairs
abroad, only when such repairs are necessitated by stress of weather

or a casualty due to conditions similar to stress of weather.
This requirement, fortified by the restrictive interpretation which
the Treasury )epartment has placed upon it, not only requires a shipowner voluninously to document and establish beyond reasonable
doubt that, repairs were necessitated by stress of weather or a casualty
such as grounding, collision, explosion, or fire, but precludes a shipowner from obtaining remission of duty when repairs are required in
order to maintain tile vessel in a seaworthy condition and provide protection against actions for damages wliih could result from injury,
loss of ife, or loss of cargo.
Equally important is the fact that even in instances in which repaiis

can be proved to be due to a casualty within the present. interpretation
of the law, the administrative procedure for obtaining remission is so
long, tedious, and costly as to discourage many shipowners from seeking relief.

.

To rectify the conditions set. forth above, and improve the coinj)etitive position of the American merchant fleet, the American Merel ant
Marine Institute, and the American Maritime Association urge that
the present law be amended to provide for the remission of duties
when repairs are made to assure a veisel's seaworthiness, and that administrative procedures be simplified to provide for such remission
upon the filing of a simple declaration stating that repairs were made
for seaworthiness.
STATEMENT

One of tile pressing problems facing the American people and the
American Government, in this time of international crisis, is the problem of restoring the size, strength, and prestige of the American-flag
merchant marine.
The United States, at the end of World War II, was the greatest
maritime power the world had ever known. Today we rank sixth among
the maritime nations of the world. Our merchant fleet, which numbered almost 5,000 vessels at the end of the war, now numbers less than
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1,000, and the carriage of our own cargoes, about,43 percent during the

early postwar years, has since declined to 7 percent.
Meanwhile, the U.S.S.R. is building up its merchant fleet with awesome speed, while Japan and other nations are also putting into effect
ambitious programs for expanding their commercial maritime
capabilities.
The condition of the American merchant marine has been of great
concern, not only to maritime management and labor, but to the Government as well: and all of these elements have been seeking, in recent
years, to formulate a maritime program which will check the decline
of the fleet and put it, bak on the roa(I to recovery.

In the face of these efforts, however, American shipowners continue
to be subject to legal requirements which, by adding to their costs of
operation, intensify their competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis foreignfla g vesAs.
Such a.requirement is that which provides for remission of the 50
percent ad valorem duty, on the cost. of all labor and material used in
making ship repairs abroad, only when such repaini are necessitated
by st ress of weather or other casuatIlty (19 U.S.C. 258 (1)).
In practice. the Treasury I)epartmnent has adhered to a strict interpretation of this provision and has cited as precedent the case of Interttio'nal .Yari'aqtionCo., inh. V. Unitd'1 th(. 38 Cust. Ct. 5 (1957),
in whielt the cmrt, in granting the Government's motion to dismiss tile
I)laintiff's claim that dainage was caused by a casualty, commented that
4' * * it may be noted that in a cas-e in which the jurisdiction of the
court wits not. discussed, Iollir,,' te
h;1) Line. h.., Ltd. v. UI;ted
,tale. 5 Cust. Ct. 23, C.). 36:2, the court pointed out that the term
'casualty' is used in the statute in conjunction with the phrase stresss of
weather' and that a casualty similar to 'stress of weather' would be of
necessity a happening that comes with the violence of the turbulent
forces Of nature."
This restrictive interpretation not only requires a shipowner voluminously to document and establish beyond reasonable doubt that repairs were necessitated by stress of weather or a casualty such as
grounding, collision, explosion. or fire, but precludes a shipowner from
obtaining remission of duty when repairs are required in order to maintain the vessel in a seaworthy condition and provide protection against
actions for damages which could result from injury, loss of life, or loss
of cargo.
This is a particularly grave problem for the owners of ships wht ich
are out of the States for a year or more and connot return to this country for inspection.
Equally important is the fact that even in instances in which repairs
can be proved to be due to a casualty within the presently interpreted
meaning of tie law, the administrative procedure for obtaining remnis.
sion is so long, tedious, and costly as to discourage many shipowners
from seeking relief.
The following examples may serve to illustrate this point:
(1) As a result of a fire which caused severe damage to her
boilers on December 12,.1902, while en route from the U.S. gulf to
India. the SS Panoceanie Faith. operated by the Panoceanie Tankers Corp., was obliged to make emergency repairs at Bombay in
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January-February 1963, at a cost of $17,467.72 (vessel repair ealtrv
No. V4-688, dated Mar. 23, 1963). Application for ]iedif from
duties was denied by the Bureau of Customs at Galveston on Feb
ruary 12, 1964, and the company-on March 9, 1964-petitioned
the Commissioner of Customs in W1ashington for review of the
decision. It was not until February of 1965, however, that th( duty
on the cost of repairs was remitted.
(2) In January, 1903, the SS Green Island, operated by tile
Central Gulf Steamship Corp., was obliged to make emergency
repairs to her starboard boiler in Bombay, at a cost of $535.50
(vessel repair entry No. 11447, dated Feb. 17 1963). Remission of
dutie was sought on June 12, 1963, denied by the collector of
customs at New York on September 11, 1963, and denied again b.
the Bureau of Customs on November 29, 1963, and by the Acting
Commissioner of Customs on February 3, 1964. It was not until
after an a ppeal to the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, on
February 10, 1964, that remission was finally obtained, on April15, 1964.
(8) The SS Santo', operated by the Ore Navigation
19012, atwasa
temporarily repaired at Spit, Yugoslavia, in April Corp.,
cost of $4,950, following damage to her rudder area when the meshel
struck a submerged object (vessel repair entry V-B-53 dated May
16, 1962). Remission was denied by the collector of customs at
Port Arthur and appealed to the Deputy Commi&sioner in Wash.
ington, but the matter was not successfully resolved until February
1963.
(4) The S/T Anne Marie, operated by the Commerce Tankers
Corp., was repaired in Turkey in August 1961, at a cost of $1,344,
(vessel repair entry P-10, dated Sept. 14 1901). Remission was
not obtained until the Secretary of the Treasury overruled the
Customs Bureau on October 9,1963.
It should be noted that in all of the above cases the repairs made
were only those necesary to make the vessel teml)orarily seaworthy
and enable her to return to the States for permanent repairs; yet in all
cases remission of duties was made only after long and costly delays.
To rectify the conditions set forth above, the American Merchant

Marine Institute and the American Maritime Association jointly sub.
mit, for your consideration, the following recommendations:
(1) When the Tariff Act of 1930 was being enacted, the House
of Representatives amended section 3115 as it appeared in section
466, Tariff Act of 1922, to provide that the Secretary of the Treasury might remit duties upon evidence "that such equipment or
parts thereof or repair parts or materials were purchased, or that
such expenses of repairs were incurred, in a foreign country, in

order to maintain such vessel in a seaworthy condition or to repair damages suffered or to replace equipment damaged or worn
out during the voyage, or to maintain such vessel in a sanitary
and proper condition for the carriage of cargo or passengers * **7
This wording was deleted by the Senate Finance Commi ttee and
should be resored to provide for the remission of duties when repairs are made to assure seaworthiness, as well as when repairs are
made because of stress of weather or other casualty.

I
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(2) Administrative proce(digs .should be simplified to facilitate
the approval of remissions by providing treatment for shipowners
equal to that now accorded to imterniatmond airlines of Anericaml

registry-i.e., the filing of a simple declai-ation stating that repairs
wer made to assure the vessel's seaworthiness.
In view of the urgent need which now exists for strengthening the
American merchant marine and improving its competitive position,
tie American Merchant Marine Institut and the American Maritime

Association respectfully urge that stel)s W.t1k4m to implement tile
above recommendations.
STATEMENT Svitmi-iE) BY THE CoRstEr
OF AMRIC.

&Bit.%sm8iEi:

ASSOCIATIlo

INVESTIGATION OF THE ECONoMIC CONDITION OF TIlM U.S. T:.I . .XND
APPAREL INDUSTRIES

This statement is submitted by the Corset &Brassiere Association of
America, the national manufacturing trade association of the U.S.
industry.
The members of the association firmly believe, based upon their exerience, that the ever-rising tide of imports from low-wage countries
has had a notable impact upon the corset and brassiere industry and
that unless immediate corrective action is taken to control the level of
imports, the domestic market will continue to be disrupted and American manufacturers dislocated. The association's members are committed to the view that the corrective action should be in the form of
country-by-counti'y, product category by product category import
quotas. IN urging the adoption of suchl import quotas, we do not wish
to prohibit iiiports into tie United States but rather to control and
regulate their orderly flow.
The products manufactured by the corsets, brassieres, and allied
products industry consist basically of brassieres, girdles, and corsets,
garter belts and other similar body-supporting garments. In 1966. the
total quantity of industry products shipped was 29,699,000 dozen
having a total wholesale value of $647,458 000. The largest general
product category consisted of brassieres, oi which 20,57,000 dozen
were shipped-for a wholesale value of $338,803,000.
Under constant pressure from domestic and foreign competition,
the number of firms in the industry has been declining substantially.
In 1954, there were 424 companies, including manufacturers jobbers
and contractors, having an aggregate of 491 establishments. by 1963
the most recent year for whih thiis data is available, the number oi
companies and establishments had dwindled to 2906 and 351, respective ly, a decline of 128 firms and 140 establishments.
The relative size of these remaining establishments is small. In 1963,
177, or more than half, had less than 50 workers; 117 or one-third of
the total number of establishments, had less than 26 workers. Only
seven establisL ients employed between 500 and 999 workers, while
only three had more than 1,000 workers.

87-822--6--vol.
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Accompanying the decline in the number of firms and establtshments, empIoyment in the industry has been steadily diminishing, as
shown by
1e
allowing Census Bureau statistics:
Year

All employees

Produdion wolkeis

7.14

39.014

.I
3.

36 000

1956 .............. .

195I

1964 ............

1963................
196..

.

x7U0

37,144

39,013
196..........36,093

31.653

1394

32907
19444

1l
' bie itve
Under the stimulus of substantial thrill' rediwttionl, 11d
of effective import controls, bru':iera il)orts, pm'iieularly imll)pols
of the lower )'iced lines front low-wage couitIiet, have .,Soared plenomeally. I' 1955, total imports of brassieres were only $438,000; in

1960, bra.siere imports amounted to $9,898,00.). .\s t r,.S1lt, il 11)(m).

brassiere imports representted 1eia'rly 1:3 peetlty quan1tity of tlhl
entire domestic brassiere produetion. lhe eciOistlaitll' ripsirig .flood of

cheap brassiere imports is graphieally slhown by the following table
of imports fromt 1955 to 1966:
U.S. IMPORTS OF BRASSIERLS
Year
1955...........
1956...
..
1957
I158....
........
1959 ................

1960.
1

..

1962.. .2,842,125
1963
....
1964

.

1965....
1 ..................

Quanliy (dozens)

Value (dollars)

NA
NA
NA
l.962.600
2,819.700

438. 7,)
2,260, OW
3,658.400
5,302.300
7,006,500

2,610:467
2,846,272

8,938 031
8,412:682
9,454.910

2,462,700
2,627,300
2,607,553

21619,001

6300,200
7,633.50
9016,526
9,86,M004

It has been the manufacturers of popular price brassieres which
have been most seriously affected by the Imports from low-wage countries. In 1960, of the .0,525,000 dozens brassieres domestically produced, the dominant type was the bandeaux qyle, accounting for
18,971,000 dozens, and of these the most popular low-price group was
that selling at. $8.50 and under per dozen at wholesale. During 1966,
when 1,70,000 dozens of these popular-priced brassieres were produced in the United States and Puerto Rico, 2,619,000 dozens of lowpriced brassieres, haring an average import value of no more than
$3.77 per dozen, were imported. These imports represented 69 percent
of domestic production of this lower price category.
These cheap imports, enjoying an enormous price advantage as a
result of their production at substandard wages and under substandard
working conditions, succeeded in capturing a sizable share of the domestic popular-price brassiere market, to wit, 40.8 percent, thereby
displacing it large portion of the volume of products which normally
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would be manufactured by American firms andl depriving American

workers of employment opportunity.
The corset, brassiere, and allied products industry is an industry
of constant aggressive price competition. Apart front dislocating domestic prolduction, the effect of these cheap imports front the low-wage
countriess has been to exert it steady downwaixi pressuni on prices.

Since rising labor costs prevent domestic manufacturers from effetively competing with cheap imports, the American industry increasingly is being forced to abandon lower price lines and shift to
wtpid ucing hig ier priced lines. In 1961, regular st ra p bandeta u brassieres
selling at wholesale for $8.50 and ider pet' dozen accounted for 83.8
percent of the total of such brassires shipped; in 1960 this share had

declined to 27.6 percent. Similarly, in 1061 regular strap bandeau
brassieres selling t wholesale for $12.75 and under per dozen represented 57.6 percent of total production of such brassieres; by 19661 its
sharp dropped to ,51.0 percent. If this trend continues umabated, the
whole popular price segment of the industry may have to be relinquisle(
imndustrmy.tI the import trade, causing disrupt imn to tbe entire dontestie
Existing international a:'rlngements to restrict the imports of ('ot-

ton textile, including cotton b-assie s and similar bodyl -SUpporting..
gaminots, while .somid in thyir basic princil les and ohjtetves, have
milt proved totally effective in protecting the (ldonit.%ti' industry from
the disruptive effects of the flood of cheap Imports. This is It'cause
th"..i arfvnemuents only over products in whIch Cotton ('istitlutes 1llore

thimi 5i

o'rent by weight of the fiber content and do not, apply to the

wsido range of manmade fibers and blends thereof, which are being
increasing used ilt the production of brassieres and foundation garmnts exported to Ilie Uniited States.
The niembers of tie (m'set & lBrassiere ssoviattiou of Anmevica
believe that the only effective Illealls Of eoifing wit i tile limmollutinig immrt prolehlm is Ie I'Olit ilmlposition by time n7nited States of a system

of immport quotas, established on a co'ntr-by-mmtrv aud product
categor'-by-category basis. A quota, should be establllshed for eamch
exporting country according to price li ns and volume. The quo4

should bI determined on thoebasis of tlue. industry's pattern of growth
in the various categories of products which it mann facttilres. 'lhese

quotas should ovt'er not only products predominantly mitde of cotton,
but all textile products, whatever their fiber content.
Wo strongly believe that pn1es such a comprehensive system of im)or't quotas iS adopted, risimiX1"
imports will contiti

to thrM'en the

domestic cor.t't, brassiere, a m'd allied products industry, with serious
market disrupt ion, Imt 1 factimer (lislir'ation, and rethie ion of employInerut o1pX'lltuui tv.

Respet fully S.Ibmitit e.d.
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l)u;.i Mi?. V'tI 'rills letter is sulbnitted in re.-polise to th innouncement released by your committee e on September 27,, 11967, coil(.rning a legislative oversight review of IV.S. trale policies.
.Aswith ilhe A.Ilerivan
The Floor
('overinlg
:qo.iati()n0
indvl(hpS
thpl ( rltp.allliliated
ITiu.ilS . illeil.
of tillarlllIlpolt
rljjr., 1110
we are writing you ill .ojlne.tion witli S. 9.1). 11
hill which hit., Iel
inttrodtl'ed to ilcrealst 1tliiiost thriteeoldo tle iF.S. larif oil these rulgs.
e lntderstlan(I 011t there, i a I)Ossil)ility
p
that. the supporters of thit
bl 11).iy he heard ill iolltedlion witli tilt legislative overssight itvesigalioll, ailld if thit %l.h(lll,e,,lir we of course would also want the eonlIllittee o

gt)ive Its till oprillllitV

h'gislation.

to prles.enlt our views fill the pr.oposed,

.

Ie (1o not know vhetlher 3i0 will he receiving wrillen views fli'il
tile . ul)ortel. of S. )29 for itelision in ftn eoiniiitiee's propose'd

VO'pvnld
n ill). If 'ou d1o reri ive Slli'h views, we would ilt)preeuate it if
VOU would :1lso itllilde tlhe following coi)liiellt iltie vo)ill)endilit).
I'f ol o not receive'a pa.
fromi the s ll)pporters of tle pgislat ihli.
%'()1 1llity leave urviews Ollt ofl'
le
(.monldium in the iliterest of
economy.
We hiuve never been full' pprisd of the reasons why eertitin I1.5.
Ill11llltirelll'rs feel this tariff iterlvalse wiild serve the national iiterest. It. is therefore diillll for its to Suply)lia compreltensive 1-dicli siotI of the titter. Wie will -el forth cerlaitl basic views, and proTeed on I lie 1ssuijp)tioIt that we will have fii Op)portlunity to re)ly ill
detail to the speeitl(' alrgillelts raised i sIiplOt't of the tariff inlcteas .
1.The puIrp:)s of S. )29) is to elinge the tariir schedules o ns to
classify tubular rug ;ini the s ie 'ategorv its bini(ed rugs itn file Triff
Scledillies of the I nited States. This eflfct of this .lassilication would
Ib to ittrease til tilff frot a)proXit11tell 15 pler.ellt lid vaiholelll to
-1:2.5 percent. There istno t(dbtlieal or pi'aetca1 reason for s'hl aI
('lhanl. ] Tbular rilgs-isolililnes referred to colloquially 1t til)iltltr
latx(
I t'ugs - Are en,'iely different. in construction nit| market price
froi braie 'I
-rugs as such. Braided ru are made hby braiding st rips
oif fabric and sewlig the resultant bral(i ilnto fill OVl) shape. ;Flll)llar
I' ls ar{1 made by an entirely differelit process: a iallellille wraps i1ililt icoiored threads around shrled1 tibet material and thus produces a
long ttle with a ,ore of fil)(,er ntliterial atnd a .overing of threads. This
tube is thell eWII into in ovar' shale to )rodulce the finish( rig. This

process doeslnot involve braiding and thus the tubular rug have qlite
)roperly been held by the T.S._CeStoIlts (.oturts ;Is ditill'l fIro Ihie
braided rugs for tarif classilicatiott ipuriposes. The only thing tlie two
types of rlgs have itt common is their oval shape.
Braided rugs normally sell at a price ranging from $150 to $200 for

it rug of approximately 9 feet by 12 feet. A tubular rug of the same
size commonly sells for $01 to $#0. It is obvious that there is no possibility of significant com petition between these two types of rugs and
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('IistotiI ireferring, ole of them will do

so for reasons whidt

will not lead theni to consider the other as an alter'm1tive.

For these reasons, the l.,. manufactu'reis of braided Ir s will not

lbenelit. from an increase in tlie tarilln tlbular rugs.
lpport for S. 9)9 .oln.s from . . nun fturers
O'the ixten that
oJr lliial rllrs. we believe tlhe proposal alsolhieks tiIV so(nd just icait(' Inufactrfilet il'rs have always Weln
tioln. I'le alert and eflicient dOilleic
11140 to mIeet. thel rice of lhe importe(d products aid have eveni [rP(lUentivly 11(el$-ol( the ilmorts ind diiven prices (oIw n. Thes.e (oIlhave been ver Il.sy keeping Il) with their o(riens fin( i're
p~anie'
it Irolitale
operating
appllll
cm-eliilgs which ar, (111l, i.x
bh, fIloorfashion.
- rgs tireIll(1ur,
q . I l Ivlar
iensi'(, v'oillrel

to other kinds of carpels 1nd rugs. Most of the re ail

. rlng.s do soj)nI lllrily Ie,'uOse If tile low
loll urlils tese
iistolli;'s w0
price,illd tile ruglgs in ft suppilyia very adellllate Ut inexl)ensive kind
of floor covering for lower income families,. (Needless to say, many
Illiddle-iitconme f:imilies Itlso .elert these rugs, because of style.

11nd;1

plllleiate tilte low price 1i.well.)
The I)Oro)lS'd titril increase would substaitially ililrea e thle retail
Irir'oe of t tIhItiar rulgs. As :1 result. the ilriff in('realst would imIpo..e a
harlshil (il he low-illcolle falll;lies of ou' country, for whoni (lee'eut
Ir(leili.
Wo
:l11l heatyllh housing is already fnil extreielv serli
3. !I'l'lbilr rilgs--lIoth il)orted an(1 do(mlue.ticalllv IIlIde---l)hly
iiiiu'let in Illis counltrV..\.s holtsidru I)r)lraliis
gillg
3 V'l'1 lil're n1111(
4 oi)il(C
filld
h' (n
I'(r Iiv loWer'-iltconlie flumili,.s iake fillrt helr )lIrogreSl,
c(Iilhif ion.s of such fmitinlies improve. f ile nilirket for tulmIhar lIgs, with
I heir .;Ielhll apeal to low-incoie, ho1uellolds, w'ill Ilnilollbtedly eon.
filE' to grow. I he ell .liof tlhe ilnlWporlers have played i very iI)st:illtil Iro'e in developing tile market for Itbular 'tg, and their etr(ils
('(ll'tibilleI to it( bellefit of the d()nle.tic Sup.
have I 111($.(ftially

pli(rs as well.

•1. Tih' I.Wo).o)al to'
oa threefold increase ill tile tat'ill' oi tblaIt r I'ligs

i. (IlIVi(Ilt !v vOlitrarV to tile entire U.S. position oil foreign tralle find

l to expand foreign mitrkets
et'orts niade il recent 'ears
IIt stentlsti
by i14i)rocal tariftl' reduction. At atthue when foreign trade )oliyl is
l0 stlliJect of Stich broInd disc-ussion its at. Present. there is ob'iolsly
Ino) need for Ius to tl)(lollt oil tile disruption of IT.S. foligIn trade
Iliat woulh result. from this tariff increase. Tubular rugs-lit te known
et(llOnly except Iiiiong h4)w-illCi(lle
ill tl111vSt an(1 II'os)eroIIs ..
families an( the. stores who sertlve tlhelnt-are extremely important to
of the .ounlltlnies front which they art ilportelld. These
the ecollnlics
tillt impo~lrtanlt, U .S. ltading ipartliers ailld political rallies, find
4'.0iln0l'i~s

Ihe I '.iled States constitutes by far their principal market for these
articles.
Th, burden is clearly upon the supporters of S. 929 to demonstrate
clearly and ('olhisively strong pubhinterests (as distinguished from
thir own self interests) hIch justify .acrihing tie ililportllant IlaI ional interests described above. No su'h grounds have een evidenced
to (ate fil(] We believe iny careful investigation will show that they
do not,exist.
Sincerely yours,
CIIARIA.8

. Iiov.
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The American Hardboard Association, an asoiation of the doinestic producers of hardboard, submit the following six points as
problem areas where corrective action is urgently needed:
(1) Disproportionate growth of imports of certain commodities
hic ding hardboard, as compared with growth, or levelling off, of
domestic production and shipments.
(2) Eftect, of Kennedy round negotiations on certain vital industries, including hardboard.
(3) Enforcement and adinistratioji of the Antidumping Act
of 1921.
(4) Evident discrimination toward American hardboard in
reslvect to the ratio of imports to domestic consumption compared
with the wood industry and total U.S. industry.
(5) Need for greater cooperation between customs administration and domestic industry.
(6) Adverse effects of hardboard imports on the American
economy.
The American Hardboard As.sociation looks forward to assisting
the committee in every way possible to investigate the above problem
areas.
STATEMENT

The American lirdboard Asociation, an association of the domestic producers of hardboard, welcomes this opportunity to present to
the Senate Finance Committee a satus report and review of the effect
of U.S. trade policies as they affect the American Hardboard Industry, and to subunit, suggestions rematding areas where it is felt
corrective measures should le considered.
Hardboard is the generic term for a hard, dense, grainleso board,
comIoted of wood, having a high tensile strength and density, and
low water absorption. It. is a tough, dense wood taken apart and reformed mechanically into large, wide, hard boards. Under heat. and
pressure, the natural colesive substance in wood, lignin, is used to
bind the fibers together. Hardboard is engineered wood that is superior in many uss. It contains none of the undesirable characteristics of wood in that it does not. split, splinter, or crack: it has the desirable features of wood in being easy to work and finish; and it has
unique features of its own being grainless and a thinner, wider form
of wood.
Hardboard is an invented wood product, born of reseal'.h aimed at
developing use for the wood residues from southern sawmills. It came
from the laboratory in 1924 and was first commercially produced in
1926. Now its use has spread all over the world, and it is manufactured
in a great many forested countries. It is found in some form in nearly
every home, office, and factory, being used in the furniture and millwork industries, in construction and remodeling, and in the merchan.
dising and display, transportation, education, recreation, electronics,
and manufacturing industries. This uniquely versatile material, rang
I A lint of American manufacturers of hardboard products appears at

%V

). o05.
1
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ing in size uI)to 5 feet in width and 16 feet in length, and in thicknesses
from one-twelfth to one-half inch, is made with one or both surfaces
smooth, striated. grooved, tiled, embossed, or ribbed. I lardboard is also
perforated, prehii'shed, prime-coated, and other finish patterns are or
can be applied, for use in either indoor or outdoor applications.

During World War 11 hardboard became essential to the war effort,

:ui literally went to war. Wherever our Armed Forces went, they slept
under, walked on, ate upon rode in used handled or otherwise came

incontact with hardboard. It not only replaced other critical materials
but became essential for its own features in tanks, trailers, aircraft,
boats, trucks, hospitals, dispensaries, and laboratories.
Hardboard production uses wood in practically any form for raw

material. Not only are timber logs and round wood utilized, but also
sound wood material in odd-shaped chunks, slabs, and other logging
residues. Extensive use is also made of wood residues from sawmills
and plywood plants, thus contributing significantly to the more effective utilization of trees and to improved conservation of forest
resources.
The presentation herein is based on comparisons between 1952 and
1905. The year 1952 was the first year in which the American hardhoard industry became acutely awai of dumping practices by foreign
producers. The year 1905 is the last year covered in the U.S. Tariff
Commission's Summaries of Trade and Tariff Information volume 1
entitled "Wood and Related Products," released in April o 1967 and
in developing this statement, we have used material from the Tariff
Commission's summary as a basis for observations and comparisons,
whore applicable.
The six major concerns which we would like to cover are as follows:
(1) Disproportionate growth of imports as compared with
domestic shipments.
(2) Effect of Kennedy round negotiations on hardboard.
(3) Objections to enforcement and administration of the Antidumping Act of 1921.
(4) Evident discrimination toward American hardboard in
respect to the ratio of imports to domestic consumption compared
both with the wood industry and total industry.
(5) Need for greater cooperation between customs administration and domestic industry.
(6) Adverse effects on the American economy.
1. Disproportionategrowth of imports as compared with donwstic
shipments

The hardboard industry in the United States enjoyed a healthy

growth from 1952 to 1965 of 160 percent, but the 2,755-percent increase
ih imports was far more dramatic. The relative increase in total ship.
ments over the 15-year span is illustrated by the following schedule: 2
U.S. Industry
1992 ..............

INS ............ .-. 1 0

Imports
M39
7,6,0

'he numbers shown are square feet, on a %-inch-thlckness bals. AU square footage
iven throughout this statement are taken from figures published by the Bureau of
Census, except where otherwise indicated.
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Significantly, by 1965 imports had grown to where they were more
than 50 percent of domestic manufacturers' shipments in 1952.
The two major foreign producers who enjoy the highest volume of
imports into the United States are Sweden aur) Finland. Both of these
nations have had not only unusually sharp volunie increases since
1952 but the ratio of their imports to domestic manufacturers' sale"
has had a radical growth.
In 1952, 5,515,165 square feet were imported from Sweden, which
was equal to approximately 0.005 percent of domestic manufacturers'
shipments. By 1965, Swedish imports totaled 215,209,711 square feet,
equal to 7.8 percent. of domestic manufacturers' shipments.
Hardboard imported from Finland totaled 4,149,451 square feet in
1952, equal to 0.004 percent of domestic manufacturers shipments.
By 1965, Finnish imports totaled 117,408,066, equal to 4 percent of
domestic manufacturers' shipments.
hinports from all countries in 1952 totaled 20,834,393, or 1.9 percent
of domestic manufacturers' shipments. As listed in thel previous table,
this had developed to 571,161,191 in 1965, or 19 percent of domestic
manufacturers' shipments.
In summary, there is every reason to believe that., even though the
American har"dboard industry will continue to expand. its growth will
be limited by the fact that imports will increase at a faster rate. It is
highly possible they will even be more accelerated as a result of the
Kennedy round negotiations, and we now turn to a consideration of
the effect of those negotiations on hardboard.
2. Effect of Kennedy rownd vego ht on* on hardboanvl
With few exceptions, the Anerican hardboard industry is faced
with almost a 50-percent decrease in tariff on hardboard, as a result
of the Kennedy round negotiations. Hardboard is presently listed in
part 3 of schedule 2 of the tariff schedules of the United States. It is
described by an eo nomine description, "hardboard." There are four
items of classifications of hardboard in the tariff schedules, three
of whicit relate to non-face-flnished hardboard, and the fourth is a
basket clause for all other hardboard, including face finished. The
schedule showing the present tariff rates, and the final stage of the
Kennedy round concession rate is as follows:
[In percent advaloreml
Tariff Schedule
245.00
245.10
245.20
245.30

Valued not over $48.33 per short ton ..........................
Valued over $48.33j bulnot over $96.66% per short ton ..........
Valued over 16.664 per short ton ...................................
Other hardboard ....................................................

Current rate

Concession rate,
final stage

15
7,t-r-15
M'
261

It should be pointed out. that the present low reduced duty on hardboard ($2.72 per thousand square feet I on -ineh standard, the bells The present reduced rate on nonface finished hardboard (schedule 2, pt. 3, item 245.00.
Tariff Classification Act of 1962) In a combination duty of $7.25 per sort ton, but not
more than 15 percent n.y., nor lean than 7% percent a.x. The specific rate apples to the
nl
i
ed type hardboard. i.e.. one-elgbth Inch standard or untreated, whenever
tra duti'a lue is btween $18.11 and $30.25 per thousand square feet, below $18.11 the
15 percent ar. rate applies and above $10.25 the minimum 714 percent a.v. rate hecomeyi
applicable. The duty on imported one-ef hth Inch hardboard (with an nasumed welilht of
75f0 pounds per thousand squire feet) wth a rnlue within the aforesaid range f $2.72 per
thousand square feet.
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weather grade and thickness) is but a fraction of the combined transportation and wage cost advantages of most foreign producers in reaching major U.S. hardboard markets, and is, therefore, not restrictive
of imports. This is amply borne out by the facts set forth above regarding the tremendous growth in imports of hardboard.
3. Objections to enforcement and administrationof the Antidum;)ing
Act of 1931
(a) Delays in enforcement of dumping $ndings
In 1952, as various members of the hardboard industry became increasingly concerned with the dumping practices of foreign producers,
a full and thorough investigation was made, and in March 1953, a
petition for a finding of dumping under the Antidumping Act of
1921 with respect to the importation of hardboard from Sweden was
filed with the Secretary of the Treasury. In June 1953, a similar petition was filed in respect to Finnish hardboard. On August 26,1954, the
Acting Secretary of the Treasury made a finding of dumping with respect to hardboard from Sweden. The petition with respect to Finnish
hardboard was rejected. The finding of dumping of Swedish hardboard remained in effect, at least as to some Swedish concerns, until
January 8,1964.
The validity of the finding of dumping with respect to Swedish
hardboard was upheld in the Elof Hansson case 4 which was finally
concluded in November 1961 when the U.S. Supreme Court refused
to review the holding of validity of the Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals. The importers made a second unsuccessful attempt to establish the invalidity of the finding as to importers other than Elof
Hansson in the Hoenig Plywood case. After another holding of validity by the Customs Court, the importer abandoned its appeal in
February 1964. However, as of November 1967, there are approximately 100 antidumping cases still pending in the Customs Court.
Many of these cases were first filed in 1958.
(b) Secrecy surroundingdumping procedures and information
The American Hardboard Association objects to the secrecy maintained by Treasury in the administration of the Antidumping Act. We
have consistently faced this secrecy for 14 years, in regard to imports
of Swedish hardboard, not only in the obtaining of the finding of
dumping, not only in the computation of dumping duties, and not only
in the matter of revocation of the finding, but also in serving as amicus
curiae in Customs Court litigation in assisting the Government to defend its position. Bluntly speaking, Treasury considers the domestic
industry the obvious beneficiary of the Antidumping Act, simply as
the general public-even when Treasury representatives could use in.
formation supplied by the domestic industry to evaluate the ex parte
presentations of importers.
This can be dramatically illustrated in our unfortunately unsuccessfill experience with the implementation of the Swedish hardboard
dumping finding:

' In the first appeal to reapprasement Involving dumping duties assessed on Swedish
hardboard Elof Hrnason, Inc. v. United Stqtes 41 Cust. C.. 519 (R.D. 9212) (1958). the
Customs courtt upheld the validity of the findng off dumping. The third division of that
court, in the appellate term (43 Cust. Ct. 627 (A.R.D. 114) (1959)). reversed. In turn, the
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals revere e that decision, and upheld the validity of
the finding of dumping (296 F. 2d ?79 (CC..P.A. 1960)). The Supreme Court denied
certiorari (368 U.S. 899).
87-S22-68--vol. 2-30
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Under that finding, dumping duties were imposed by a protracted
procedure involving preparation of a master list of Swedish hardboard home market prices for each year. It was nearly a year and a half
after the August 1954 finding before the master list covering 1953 and
1954 entries of Swedish hardlboard was finally prepared in .anuarv

1956. It was another year and a half after that finding (i.e., in 1957")
before the master list covering 1955 entries was finally pre pared. No
master list for 1956 entries was prepared until 1958, and suh lists for
1957, 1958 and later entries were not. prepared until 196.3.
Moreover, the first dumping duties imposed, on 1953 and 1954 entries of Swedish hardboard, were as a result of "adjustments" watered
down, token duties for the most part.
Despite this dismal record of enforcement of that finding, on August
21, 1956, five named Swedish hardboard producers were released from
the finding (T.D. 54,168), and on October 1. 1956, a sixth Swedish
hardboard manufacturer was also released from it (T.D. 54,199).
Faced with these circumstances in the fall of 1956, representatives
of the domestic hardboard industry, in attempting to assist the Department of Justice defend the 300-odd Customs Court eases involving
antidumping duties on 1953 and 1954 entries of Swedish hardboard,
were told that the Conunissioner of Customs had in.trueted the Cuptoms Service not to disclose any faots regarding assessments of anti-

dumping duties on Swedish halrdboard to the public. and that tht
instruction precluded the domestic hardboard industry's attorney from
learning any of the pertinent facts regarding the' pending 'suitseither to inform the domestic industry of ations taken to enforce the
finding, or otherwise.
is main'We know of no other court procedures where confidentiality
"hat in hand,"

tained supposedly to enable an executive department,
to obtain the cooi)eration of importers or foreign concerns, which was
the excuse proffered by the Treasury Department when industry representatives complained of the secrecy. This feigned lack of ability to
otherwise gain the desired information is beneath the dignity of the

Department or the United States. After all, no one has a vested right
to import. Moreover, American citizens should have the right to know
that the act is being effectively enforced. This can only be achieved by

turning the light of day on the basic facts.
In view of the fact that the public interest in the Antidumping Act
and its enforcement directly involves the American industry- affected,
it would seem that public 'policy dictates that the domestic industry

has a legitimate interest in such cases in assisting in obtaining and
producng evidence to successfully defend the pending cases. In the

leading case of C. .. Tower & Sqon, Y. U.8. (71 F. 2d 438), the imposition of dumping duties under the act was said to be for the purpose
of equalizing values and putting the importer and the domestic industries upon a basis of equality so far as dumping is concerned. That
purpose is wholly frustrated if the domestic industry is prevented
from developing relevant evident which it believes exists and can 1w
obtained but for lack of knowledge of the pertinent facts involved in
those cases. After all, the importers brought the reappraisemient cases
to avoid the dumping duties, and their determination in the Customs
Court will necessarily involve ultimately a public disclosure of the
pertinent facts. Under such circumstances, it is inconceivable that
such facts cannot be disclosed, in preparation for trial, to those who
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have a direct interest in and ability to produce pertinent evidence to
hold the Government in its defense of the pending cases.
It should be pointed out that the Department of Justice, unlike
Treasury, has been cooperative with the domestic hardboard industry
and has welcomel the latter's help.
While the act empowers the Secretary to make public the results of
his initial investigation to the extent he leems necessary, that statutory
discretion has no counterpart in the Department's computation of
(fhpiing duties or in Customs Court litigation involving those duties.

Otherwise stated, the wall of secrecy maintained in the implementation of a fhiding once made has no statutory basis.
4. Evident digriq/ninationtoward A merican hardboarl in respect to
the roio of imports to domestic eon-munption compared both
with the wood industry and totalindustry
Data taken from the Trade Relations Council's computer analysis
of employment output and foreign trade of U.S. manufacturing indu3tries, 198, 1965-66 reveals that the ratio of imports to the domestic'
market for all U.S. manufacturing industries was 3.5 percent in 1965.
This in itself raises the need for review of current tariff duties and
possible shortcomings in the applicable statutes to find the answer why
an industry such as hardboard, with a 19-percent import ratio, should
be) placed it such all obvious disadvantage vis-a-vis imports, compared
to American industry as a whole.
Further studies of a comparison of hardboard imports within its
own wood and related products industry indicates an unexplainable
discrimination against hardboard and points up that present tariff
schedules are in need of review.
Wood and related products in the United States represent a $10.2
billion industry, in value of shipments. In its Summaries of Trade and
Tariff Information, released in April of this year, the U.S. Tariff
Commission reported the total value of wood and related products imports in 1965 as $630 million. This is a ratio of consumption $o the
domnest ic market of 6 percent, which means that foreign woods are
encroaching on that percentage of potential sales that could be enjoyed
by domestic producers.
Tie situation for hardboard is much more serious, because imports
of this material had a ratio of consumption in 1965 of 19 percent.
Significantly, the total dollar valuation of hardboard imports in 1965
was almost double that of the combined total of five related industries,
nanmely-softwood plywood, -softwood veneer, particleboard, insulation
board: and gypsum board.
The value of hardboard Imports in 196.5 was in excess of $17 million, an amount which easily could have supported four additional
plants in the United States.
5. Need for graercooperationbetween Custms AdminhstratOn and
doniestie indu.9try
Consideration should be given to a change in the law which would
require American manufacturers to be notified of proposed changes in
customs rulings before they become effective. As it. now stands, the
Bureau of Customs may issue an interpretative ruling which affects
an American industry and it becomes effective immediately. The
American industry involved is not advised until "after the fact." A
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specific illustration is a recent decision by the Bureau of Customs
regarding the scope of the word "hardboard"as used in tariff schedules:
T.D. 58124(14) Board. building. Board, medium density. Hardboard. Dejini.
tlion and words and phrase: "Building boards."-A medium density board, seven.
sixteenths inch thick, consisting of fibrous wood pulp bound with resins, having
a smooth finish on one surface and a screen finish on the other, produced In a
manner similar to that used to produce hardboard, having a density of 36 to 38
jiounds per cubic foot. a modulus of rupture of 1,900 pounds per square inch, a
tensile strength of 24 pounds per square inch perpendicular to the surface, used
as siding and for its insulating qualities, is classifiable under the provision for
building boards not specially provided for, whether or not face finished: Other
boards, of vegetable fibers (including wood fibers), In item 245.90, TSUS. JDfinltion of "Building boards" in schedule 2, part 3, headnote 1(e) noted. Such mer.
chandise. not being known In the trade and comminerce of the United States as
hardboard, is not classifiable under Items 245.00, 245.10, 245.20, or 245.30. Conmercial standard CS 51-03, hardboard, a recorded voluntary standard of the
trade published by the U.S. Department of Commerce, noted as evidence of the
meaning of the term "hardboard" in the trade and commerce of the United States.
Bureau letter dated February 27, 1964 (481.33).

If the American hardboard industry had been notified of this pro.
I)oed ruling, it would have had an opportunity to present its views on
the matter to the Bureau of Customs. It so happens that there is a very
strong case for the proposition that the )roduct covered by the ruling
is "hiardboard." The. arbitrariness of the rulig is illustrated by a
followup to the initial ruling, which occurred when the U.S. Corninercial standard was changed:
T.D. 07-52(2) Board, building. Board, medium density. Hardboards.Amendment No. 1 to commercial standard CM)25-M3 for hardboard changes the
definition for hardboard and lowers the density range trom 50 to 80 pounds per
cubic foot to 31 pounds per cubic foot or greater. However, the scope of eo nomine
provisions is to be determined as of the date of enactment * * * and the meanIng of words used In such acts Is tixed at the time of enactment and does not
fluctuate as the meanings of the words might subsequently vary. Daries Turner V.
United States, 45 CCPA 39, C.A.D. 609. Thus, the meaning of the term "hardboard" was fixed as of the date of enactment of the Tariff Schedules of the
United Statem and subsequent changes In standards cannot he accepted as con.
trolling. Accordingly T.D. 50124(14) will be followed. Bureau letter dated
January 26, 1967 (481.33).

It is common knowledge that specification changes occur in an industry's products many months, and sometimes years, before those
changes are reflected in a U.S. commercial standard. Yet the Bureau
of Customs, not having had the benefit of a presentation by the American hardboard industry prior to the issuance of its ruling, reached
a rather arbitrary result to the detriment of the American hardboard
industry.
Relevant here is the fact that if the quoted rilings are permitted to
stand, the tariff on the product covered by the rulings will eventually
be entirely eliminated, by virtue of the Kennedy round negotiations.
Due to this procedure of permitting the issuance of customs rulings
without the affected American industry being given an opportunity to
be heard, it will be necessary for a manufacturer or manufacturers of
hardboard to incur the considerable expense involved pursuing the
"after the fact" legal remedies of a manufacturer's protest.
6. Adverse efeew on the Americaneconomy
As previously reported, the value of hardboard imports now exceed $17 million. This cannot help but have an adverse effect on the
American economy since these sales could easily support four additional hardboard plants in the United States employing hundreds of
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people. A hardboard plant represents a capital investment of at least
$5 million, which strengthens the economic health and tax base in the
community in which it is located.
Furthermore, consideration should be given as to what the number
of jobs provided in four plants can do. On a very conservative bai.
the valuo of hardboard im)orts annually, if coverted into It.S. ship.
inents, could do the following:
(q) Create at least 500 new jobs with personal income exceeding $39,600,00 annually.
(b) Enable the purchase of 500 automobiles.
(r) Permit. purehalses
in retail sales exceeding ' .3I0,000.
(() Stupport 1,665 people.
(c) (';ratec400
Provide tnx
moneys
edule.tinn
:365 stho,1h'hildren.
(f)
jobs
in fieldsfor
other
than mnfacturin.
Ceate
r) over $50o,(1110 annually in bank deposits. pltq payient of mortgages or rent oil 5(m) homes o01 apartments.

CONCUI. "1ON

In conclusion, the American Hardboard Association asks that
our foreign trade policy be studied and reviewed and necessa; action
taken, to eliminate any disproportionate ati unfair conditions for
industries st,li as the American hardboard industry. Furthermore, it.
would very definitely appear that more explicit legislation is required

to secure proper enforcement of any laws or agreements in respect to
foreign trade. Finally, a complete review and overhaul of customs
enforcement and administration in the United States is anl absolute
necessity.

Respectfully submitted.

.J. MA[:soN MI[YEII
x'xecutive Secretary.

Donwetic lfatlboard Pioduers
Members of American Hardboard Association:

Abitibi Corp.
Celotex Corp.
Costal Products Corp.
Evans Products Co.
Forest Fiber Products Co.
Georgia-Pacific Corp.
Masonite Corp.
Su erwood Corp.
United States gypsum Co.
United States Plywood-Champion Papers, Inc.
Weyerhaeuser Co.
Wisconsin Wood Products, Inc.
Nonmember producers:
Anacortes Veneer.
Armstrong Cork Co.
Boise Cascade Corp.
Dierks Forests, Inc.
Pope &Talbot, Inc.
Superior Fiber Products, Til.
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Es'rII, N.Y., oN BEIALF or TiH Btr-roK TIhvisio. or Tip Socit-r¢
oF T1 PLAIMCs INDUSTRY, INc.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, on behalf of the
Button Division of the Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., I am
pleased to have the opportunity to submit this statement or considers.
tion by the Senate Committee on Finance in connection with its sthdv
of U.S. foreign trade policies and practices. The particular area to
which this statement is directed is item 13 of the committees )'e.s
release-tariff preferences for products of less developed countries.
By way of ititroduetion, the Society of the Pla.sics Industry, Itw.
(SPI) is a corporation organized under the membership corportition
laws of the State of New York. It is composed of approximately 2,500
member companies and individuals who supply raw materials; prceRS
or manuf:tcure plastics or plastics products: engineer or eonst.ruct

molds or similar accessory equipment for the plastics industry; an(l
engage in the manufacture of machinery used to make plastic. produets or materials of all types. SPI is the mijor national tnale a.fsociation of the plastics industry, its membership being responsilble for
an estimated 85 to 90 percent of the total dollar volume of smiles of
plastics in this country.
The Society's Button Division includes companies who account for
80 percent or more of the dollar volume of American production of

polyester and acrylic buttons and button blanks. In addition to being
chairman of the SPI Button Division, I am president of Cap-Roe,
Inc., which is a major American producer of these commodities.
At the outset, we wish to make it clear that the views expressed
herein are limited exclusively to the larticular eommolity gr'oup of

interest to our memhlxrshi-2-buttons and button blanks. We0 have 11o

intention of taking a broader position on the matter of tariff preferences for products of less developed countries beyond this. Our sole
purpose in submitting this statement is to advise you that a policy of
preferential tariffs for such countries, as applied to buttons and bittton blanks, would, without a doubt, prove most damaging, indeed,
perhaps even disastrous to our domestic industry.
The American button industry is acutely import sensitive and, therefore, requires the full measure of protection now afforded by our

tariffs. The "buttons without holes" tariff avoidance devices. which
were twice closed by legislation, are illustrative of this fact.. Between
1963 and 1967, approximately 15 button producers witre forced out of
business as a direct result of the "buttons without'holes" tariff loopholes. Even today, the industry has yet to recover fully from the
effects of these avoidance devices, and we are advised of as many as
three more impending failures.
The primary reason why our industry is so sensitive to imports is
that a substantial portion of button production costs are attributable
to labor. With the much cheaper labor available in less-developed
countries plus the added edge of a special tariff preference hem., undue advantage could be taken of the domestic industry. This could be
done with a relatively modest investment or no investment at all as we
understand that other are producers of buttonmaking machinery in

Europe and, perhaps, Japan who might he willing to assist prospective
operators in setting up production facilities. The probable net result,
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as applied to buttons, would be facilities doininated do facto by in
terests located in developed countries making convenient use of the
le.s-developed country's cheaper labor and tariff preferences. It can
hardly be argued that this wouhl prove to be of any real, long-term
economic value to the less-developed muntry, which we understand is
one of the underlying considerations in support of a preferential tariff
policy.
Apart from this, the grantihg of 1U.S. tariff preferences for buttons
and button blanks produced in less-develoled cotuitries would be inconsistent with the treatment afforded those conmonlities by the adininistration in the recently concluded ".ennedy roundd' Recognizing
thefneed for adequate tariff protection, our negotiators substantially
shared polyester and acrylic buttons and button blanks from tariff
reductions. Tariff cuts oii these commodities were approximately 20
percent rather than the full 50 percent which was permissible under

law. This constituted clear acknowledgment that the domestic industry
requires added protection against imports even from our trading partners in GATT, most of whom are highly industrialized and have much

less of a labor cost advantage. Were :fealnces now to be granted
I less-developed countries, the relief given to buttons and button

blanks in the "Kennedy round' would have proven to be an empty and
ineaningless gesture from the standpoint of our industry.
We trust that the views expressed in this statement will be helpful

to the Senate Committee on Finance in its review of U.S. foreign trade
policies and practices. On behalf of the SPI Button Division, I wish
to express my appreciation for having been given the opportunity to
make our views known.
Respectfully submitted.
NEmr. 0. BRODERSON, Ckirman.
X.ATION.\, FEDERATIOx OF INDEPENDENT BUSI.xEss,

Satz Mateo, C a/i/.

lion. RtS'ELL B.Lose,

('orn mittce on Finenwe,
T.S. Senate.

lJ',.itqingfon, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR A)No;o: In response to your Septemnber 27 release, we
aro more than happy to furnish the committee, through you, the

following information concerning the attitude and experience of small

business toward and with U.S. trade with foreign nations.
As to experience, federation economic surveys suggest that while

I

the vast majority of small businesses, likely because of the nature of
their operations, are unaffected by or indifferent to import comrti.
tion and export opportunities, a substantial minority is quite involved.
For instance, in our 1962 survey (membership: £74,000: responses:
5A,486) we asked pointedly whether respondents were "affected" by
imi)ort competition. Sixteen percent replied "yes," 73 percent "no,
and 11 percent were not responsive. In our current survey (member.hip: 235,000; responses to date: 70,910) we ask: "Do you manufacture
or sell goods for export ?" Four percent of all respondents (ranging
from 1 percent among retaihirs to 20 percent among manufacturers)
have replied "yes."
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While the federation has never questioned its members directly
whether they are helped or harmed by foreign trade movements, it has
gotten into this area peripherally. In our 1963 survey (membership:
186,362; responses: 68,167) we asked: "Has the 1962 trade law helped
or harmed your business operations ?" This question was asked during
a period when this enactment, while a statute, had not yet begun
to operate. Responses were interpreted to reflect, therefore, small
business general experience with foreign trade. Suggestion was strong
that among those affected the greater number are harmed, the lesser
number helped. Specifically, in answer to this question 15 percent of
all respondents indicated their businesses harmed, 1 percent indicated
their businesses helped.
Rather interestingiI, in our 1963 survey, 89 percent of tlhose who indi.
cated their 1)usinemes harmed by iml)ort competition ascri)ed the harm
to "price competitionn" 'lhe balance, 11 percent, ascried flhe harm to
the style or type of foreign produces. Additionally, in this same survey
we ake(l: "As an importer or ,.X,)orter. have you used SIIA. Coin.

nree, State Department ai(s?" The pitifully small "yes" response
(4 percent. of those styling themselves as "inll)orters or eX)OrtCrs")

suggest strongly that a large number of smail businesses involved in
foreign trade ether are unaware of these governmental helps, or d1
not understand them fully, or knowing and understanding them do not
feel that they meet the needs of small business. As we have stated many
times, this would indicate a need to publicize these programs more than
has been done to date. We of the federation are trying to do our part
in the news section of the Mandate. Additionally, our news (1e.
apartment has at various times, through both print and broadcast media,
called attention to the work of the TIepartment of Commerce in seeking
to assist the smaller businessman in export.
As to the attitude of small business toward international trade, responses to the Mandate polls, which experience suggests reflect. generallv the views of small business as a whole, indicate the following
convictions:
(1) That Congress itself should exercise greater interest in and
authority over international trade agreements, and that the authority of the Executive in this area be correspondingly curtailed;
and
(2) That the Congress should develop mechanisms for. preventing undue injury to U.S. firms through import competition,
such as in proposals to require clearer marking of foreignmoods
to identify the country of origin: to provide adequate tariff protection, and to require that the Treasury Department complete its
investigations into complaints of dumping within a shorter pArind
of time than is now the practice.
In connection with the foregoing, it must be noted especially
that members have expressed approval in many Mandate polls of
measures which would base tariffs on differentials in wage costs
between foreign and U.S. industries, in each line of manufacturing.
Finally, we would note that in view of our interest in foreign trade,
the Sem 1e Commerce Committee under the chairmanship of the Honorable Warren G. Magnuson, twice commissioned our vice president,
Mr. George J. Burger, to act as its unofficial special consultant in
investigating small -business export opportunities during two trips,

I
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made at personal expense, through the EFTA and Common Market
countries.
all best wishes.
WithSincerely,
C. WILSON TIARDER, President.

INLAN ALKALOID. Ixc..
Tiptou, lid.

ComrMEsONU.S. FOREIGN TRADE POLICY AND PIAUTICES,
Washington, D.C.
GENTLEMEN: It is with the understanding that your committee has
the ambitious goal of exploring all aspects of the U.S. trade structure
and the administration of the trade agreements program, that we are
writing.
We are a small corporation at the same location since 1917, basic in
two products classified as alkaloids; namely PilocarPine and Scopolamine. We are the only domestic manufacturer of these alkaloids.
Raw materials for their manufacture are imported by us. Jaborandi
leaves from which Pilocarpine is extracted is native to Brazil, South
America. Duboisia from which Scopolamine is extracted is native to
Australia. It is not possible to purchase these raw materials on an
assayed basis, therefore, there is no guarantee as to the number of
ounces of finished material that will-be obtained from 1 ton of the
crude drugs shipped. Normally Jaborandi leaves yield 180 ounces to
the ton. Duboisia, leaves yield from 64 to 144 ounces to the ton, For
briefness sake, we shall confine our remarks to Pilocarpine.
It is our understanding that it was the question of chemical tariffs
that had threatened to block the 4-year effort of the Kennedy round
negotiations and at the last minute the bad compromise for the United
States and good compromise for Europe was made.
The lowering of the tariff on our basic products have had harmful
effects on our business. It appears that we are destined to turn our do.
mestic market over to the European suppliers. We are told that the
Israeli Government pays a premium on exports. This coupled with the
apparent willingness of their representatives in this country to quote
at very low prices in order to establish first contacts with the trade, has
caused us to ose old established accounts.
For your consideration, we think it appropriate to list below figures
taken from our records covering our latest run of 45 tons of Jaborandi
leaves from which a yield of 170 ounces per ton was obtained. The
figures shown, we believe, would be approximate to those of the European manufacturer in regard to the cost of material and freight since
they must import the same as we. Our purpose is to show the cost involved before finishing Pilocarpine to its crystalline form and specifications.
$12,481.80
-------------------------------------------Jaborandi
3652.00
-----------------------------------------Ocean freight
1 759.62
-----------------------------------------Inland freight

Customs -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Insurance
----------------------------------------------Solvents
----------------------------------Bank charges
Total ---------------------------------------------------

44.80
107. uo

1,467. 75

7.80

19,520.82
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The total divided by the yield, known in this instance, gives us a eot
of $2.551 per ounce before finishing begins which is a sepal'ate operation. During 1967 European exporters forced us to at selling price, :,J
kilo quantities of $3.48 per ounce delivered New York.
Perhaps it is too late for anything to be done to alleviate our situation, but we appreciate the fact that your committee is exploring all
aspects of the trade structure and the administration of the trade agree.
told the comas having
on record
ments program. We wanted to be have
u.
affected
inittee Jtst how the lower tariffs
Very truly yours,
.
See retary-Trea.xui'er.
IALIl,.
El 8,XfN, YR'N'(, O'RrrK: &Detrit,..libel)

TRe Public Law 480 and the small businesses.
Mr. TuoMAs VATIL,
('hief Counsel,. (on
tlee on Fhnne.
NTeiv Senate Ofrce lhdldhng. Wash-h.lgtou ),P('.
DEAR MR. VAIL: This is in response to ,owur letter to inc of Se.ptember 27, 1967, regarding the legislative oversight review of I.S. frad,,
policies.
Our firm represents a small commodity exporter, mainly dealing in
rice exports, aind we would like your committee to consider our concern
under topic 14, "Commodity Agreement.so
We would like an investigation of the Public Law 480 programm to
determine why it is that so few companies (five or six) get. from our
observation, over 90 percent of the )Iub)lie Law 480 rice business anid
nearly equivalent amounts of other Public Law 480 commodity business. 'It is almost impossible for the small businessman exporter to get
a share of such business, despite his efforts, as we will be glad to
document and/or testify to.
The importance it seems of this is that (1) small business is being
squeezed out of yet another area where it. could add to a competitive
economy and otherwise avoid the trend toward bigness in our society:
(2) five or six large firms sharing such massive business provides too
many opportunities for unfair and collusive practices to develop, as we
have suspicioned and have some evidence to at least be examined by
your committee, and (8) price and cost competition is threatened.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

APPENDIX
1I

S. S EX. %'n:M,

Loxo,
on. IRVssHLr, B.
It'h4nrean.
Connmtee on 1-7nne,
.Sente Offlee Building,
ff's.,h lnyton, P.C.

:A.n MR..Cii.UM.%,X :111111 a advised by the staff that the colpendilun
on the administration of our trade laws will go to the printer very
shortly. It occur's to me that the reason for the compendium and the
pIlr-poso of the subsequient hearings should lIe brought into sharp focus.

'This could be acom lislheAl if you would include introductory tsmarks along the lines of your commit announcement. initiating the
review. If you do include such remarks it might be helpful if following
them, there appeared the nemoranduml that I supplied the committee
on February 15 in which mnemnorandun I briefly pointed out the need
for this review.
Sincerely,
E AE RMT MCK IX Y D)nlKSE N.
THE NEED FOD1 NVEDIGATION AND P)UtIC HtEARINGS BY TilE S"EX.IT'E

FINANCE ('O313I'IirPT ISY WAY 0OF LEUJSI.ATIVIE OT"alllT OF TIlE
A\iUMNN ISTRATION OF U.S. (''s'Ms, 'LAIwF, AMs) TDE AoGIEE.MiENrs
LEWIISLATION

On January 18, 1967, the chairman of the Committee oil Finance,
1'S. Senate, the lonorble Russell B. Long, delivered ani address
before the Economic Club of New York in which lie declared that "our
trade policies need it though new look, and some hardheaded Amer-

ican businessmen are needed to devote a great, deal of independent
thought and study to the overall prograin."
The chairman also inade a statement on the floor of the Senate on
February 3 concerning our Nation's foreign trade policy in which he
declared that the developments thus far in the Kennedy round and
dissatisfaction with the Ant idumpin Act. and other customs and tariff
matters "are dramatic evidence Of tiite necessity for a thoroughgoing
inquiry into our foreign economic policy during the 90th Congress.
The minority leader of the Senate, i an address delivered in New
York on December 3 also called attention to the need for Congress
to "restore some semblnce of fitirness and balance to our foreign trade
policy and procedures."
The principal congressional attention to foreign economic policy

in recent years has been centered on the delegation or extension of

authority to the President to enter into trade agreements providing
for a reuction in U.S. rates of duty.
A study of U.S. foreign trade data for recent years prompts the
conclusion that thle United States has not received actual reciprocity
in trade ilnefits in trade agreement negotiations conducted under tie
(911)
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auspices of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Worse, it
seems clear that the Congress has been misled as to the actual status of
our merchandise balance of trade.
3[ISIEADING REI'OI'IM' OF TilE EXECUTIVE IIt\NCII CONCEitNING TIlE
U.S. BALACME OF TRADE

According to reports released by the Department of Commerce on
January 25, 1967, the Nation's bitance-of-mnerchandise trade for the
year 1966 showed an export surplus of $3.4 billion, based on the following figures:
Exports of domestic merchandise (excluding defense shipments) ----$2N, 90S. 6
General Imports of merchandise
---------------------2, 550. 3

Balance of merchandise trade
-------------------3,408. 3
A substantial part of the exports, however, were noncommercial,
being financed by the U.S. Government. For the first 9 months of
1966, exports financed by the U.S. Government totaled $2,214 million.'
Estimating the fourth quarter of the year at the same rate as the first
three quarters, the total of Government-financed exports for 1966 was
approximately $2,952 million. This compares with $2,768 million GovornmentAinanced exports for the year 1965.
If these Government-financed exports are subtracted from the total
exports reported by the Department of Commerce, the favorable trade
balance on a commercial basis, shrinks to $456 million.
The U.S. balance of trade on a commercial basis in 1966 was the
lowest of the past 7 years. This is shown by the following chart:
' Merchandise exports financed by U.S. Government grants and capital outflows as
reported by U.S. Department of Commerce, Survy of Current Business, December 1906,
pp. 24. 25 (cf. line A28, p. 25).
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Even the $456 million conmmnercial export surplus flgute is mislead-

ing. The practice of other nations is to record the 'value of their imports
()It a c.i.f. rather than anl f.o.b. ori lln basis. Thus, if we are to colinpare
the commercial balance of merchandise trade of the U'nited States
with that of other nations, oiti import figures should be converted to
a c.i.fL basis.
On February 7, 1967, the Tariff Commission released data based on
an analysis of import entry documents for the year 196-5. As reported

by the Commission, these data show that u.S. ]i ports when reported
on a c.i.f. basis would be equal to 110 percent of the value as reported
by the Department of Commerce. If this adjustment is inade to the
(ltta for tie year 1966, the trtie commercial balance of trade of the
United States for comparison with that of other nations would appear
to be as follows:
Millionst

U.S. merchandise exports as relmirted by the Department (if Commerce- $28, 959. 41
Less U.S. Government-financed exports ---------------------2,1952. )
Commercial exports, net --------------------------2, 006. 6
Imports, c..f. (110 percent of the value as reported by the IDepartment of Commerce)
------------------------------------- 2, 10. 3
U.S. balance of commercial merhamlijse trad

.------------

-2. (?,). 7

Thus, it would appear that the niet result of the years of trade agreenient negotiations coniduc(ted bky the executive bIranch of the GoernInent is a steady worsening of our connercial balatwe of trade and,
for the year 1966. an actual deficit inthe order of $2billion.
It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that our trade agreement negotiations in the past have not been reciprocal. Tie results appear coiltrary to the representations which haverepeatedly been made by the
executive department to the Congress in connection with foreign trade
legislation. It. would seem to be a matter of serious concern that the
type of sweeping across-the-board reductions in dtity being pursued
by the United States in the Kennedy round could hav;e an eve n worse
effect on the trade position of the U united States in future years.
Domestic industries have increasingly sought the intervention of
the Congress in recent years against t ie disruiptive effects of rapidly
increasing imports, and they have called attention to the balance-ofpayments consequences to the Nation of the trends of increasing imports and declining exports. The situation of these industries, inchtding several of the -Nation's basic industries, may indicate that in the
administration of the customs, tariff and trade agreements laws of
the Utnited States, there has been a lack of balance and a one-sidedness
in judgment which has reduced the protective effects of our domestic
customs, tariff, and trade agreements legislation for domestic industries
while exaggerating or "liberalizing" the administration of these laws
for the benefit of importers of foreign-produced goods.
A careful investigation of the administration of the laws in each of
these vital areas, which in totality make up the legislative expression
of our foreign economic policy, should be conducted and completed
prior to any consideration of a renewal or enlargement of the President's authority to enter into trade agreements for the modification
of U.S. duties or other customs provisions.
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It would appear that the Committee on Finance may have an exceptional opportunity during the next several months to devote extended
consideration to these topics. While corrective legislation in the area
of customs, tariffs, and trade agreements normally originates in the
House of Representatives, an extremely useful service would be rendered to the Senate and the House if the Committee on Finance could
take advantage of the present opportunity to carry out its responsibility for legislative oversight of the customs, tariff, and trade agreement
laws of the United States by hearing, investigating, and reporting on
the administration of these laws and the necessity or desirability, if
any, *of administrative reform including appropriate changes in the
basic legislation itself.

Such a report should prove to lie of exceptional value to both Houses
of Congress in connection with any attention which the committees
and the Congress are called upon to give an extension of the Trade Expansion Act or replacement of the program defined by that act with
some, other program responsive to the present and anticipated situation in the foreign commerce of the United States.
Accordingly, it is recommended that the Committee on Finance
seledule public hearings on, and authorize appropriate staff investigation of, the following topics:
1. The prenegotiafons safequards of /he 7','de Expan4on Act (1.9
1.F.C. .'ec,. 181..-18415): Repecl of cotgressional policy by
adm.h;tr'th'eflat

The Trade Expansion Act. repealed the perill point" provision of
the trade agreements legislation under which tihe Tariff Commission
isa prerequisite to trade agreement negotiations prior to the Kennedy
round investigated, determined, and reported to the President the
extent to which the rates of duty on articles to be considered in the nerotiations could be reduced without causing or threatening serious
Injury to domestic industries.
To allay the concern of domestic industries and Members of the (,on,ress concerned with their welfare, there was set forth in tihe Trade
Expansion Act an elaborate procedure for public hearings and Tariff
(ommission advice to the President concerning the probable economic
effect of modifications in U.S. duties. The President was required to
receive and consider such advice prior to entering into trade agreement
negotiations.
Notwithstanding these provisions and the assurances which accompanied their enactment, tile administration participated in a meeting
of the Ministers of the GATT member countries in May of 1963 and
agreed to a resolution providing for linear (across-the-board) reductions in duty of 50 percent on all industrial products subject only to
a bare minimum of exceptions, which exceptions were subject to confrontation and justification, and excusable only on the grounds of overriding national interests.
This commitment was made by the executive branch approximately
I year prior to the date upon which the Tariff Commission's report of
the robable economic effect of reductions in duty was submitted to
the Kesident. This commitment was renewed at the meeting of Ministers in May of 1964 at about the time the President received the Commission's report, but clearly well i advance of the date on which he
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or his delegates could have seriously studied and evaluated the Copimission's advice.
U.S. negotiators have publicly stated that the U.S. "exceptions" list
was indeed kept to a "bare minimum," and that the United States expected to reduce this "bare minimum" even further in the course of
the negotiations. Evidently, therefore, the policy of careful evaluation
and selectivity in the determination of articles to be placed in the negotiations, understood and intended by the Congress as a prerequisite
to negotiations, has been ignored, or taken so lightly as to amount to
a virtual dead letter in the Trade Expansion Act.
R. Tariff adjustment (19 U.S.C. es. 1901,1902,1981,1982) : The total
inoperativeness of the escape clause
At the urging of the executive branch, the Congress repealed the
escape clause provision of the trade agreements legislation under
which Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, and Kennedy had made a few
highly selective withdrawals of tariff concessions found by the Tariff
Commission to have caused or threatened serious injury to domestic
industries and substituted in its stead the so-called adjustment assistance provision of the TEA.
Under the 1962 act, such assistance might take the form of tariff
adjustment, assistance to workers in the form of extended periods of
unemployment compensation and retraining and relocation allowances, or tax incentives or loans to firms requiring such help in order to
transfer their activities to other 'lines of endeavor. The criteria for
relief in any case was the same, a finding by the Tariff Commission
that due in major part to a tariff concession imports had increased and
were a major factor in causing or threatening serious injury to a
domestic industry, group of workers, or firm.
Thus far in 19 cases, involving nine industries, five groups of workers and five firms, the Tariff Commission has uniformly -,,fused to
make the necessary findings and administration officials have acknowledged that the criteria of the act impose too severe a standard.
3. Catacellationof pa.t escape clause relief [19 UB.C. see. 1981(r) (1)
(A)]: Has Administrative Policy Made a Sham of Factflding?
When the Trade Expansion Act became law, there were in effect a
handful of cases in which tariff concessions had been wholly or partially withdrawn to correct the serious injury which domestic industires had suffered under rising imports. The executive branch has now
canceled in whole or part all of these escape clause actions except two
textile cases as a part of or prelude to the negotiations in the Kennedy
round.
The following industries are the victim of decisions which appear
to have been based solely on negotiating policy rather than an objective
consideration of the economic merits of the industry's case: clinical
thermometers, stainless steel flatware, lead and zinc, flat glass, and
jeweled watches.
4. The Natiowl Security Amendment (19 U.S.C. sec. 1862) : The total
inoperativeness of the Finance Committee's particularremedy
In the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1955, the Committee on
Finance fashioned, a particular remedy to permit the regulation of imports affecting basic industries in a manner consistent with the national

I
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security. This amendment was carried forward in the subsequent Extension Act of 1958.
More than 20 cases have been brought before the Office of Emergency Planning (and its predecessor agencies), made the inv'estigating
agency by the statute. In only one, petroleum and petroleum prxduc-s,
acted upon during the Eisenhower administration, has relief been
granted. Though import competition has been found to be significant
in the case of a number of industries suffering economic distress, the
Office of Emergency Planning has in each instance "explained away"
either the national security importance of these basic industries or of
the imports as a contributing cause of the industry's distress. One case,
textiles and textile manufactures, remains undecided after nearly 6
years.
In some instances the Director of the Office of Emergency Planning
has cited the opinion of the State Department that import restrictions
would affect the national security interests of the United States as
seen in the international relations of the United States as a reason for
denying relief.
Whereas the Finance Committee intended the national security
)rovision as a remedy applicable to a number of basic industries, it
has been converted through the policy imperatives of the executive
branch into virtually a dead letter of the law.
5. Tariff Commission investigations and reports of the cwtomn laws
of the United States, tariff relations of the United States and
other countries, cost of production and other fact; pertainingto
competition between domestic and foreign products in the principal markets of the United States (1019 U.S.C. sec. 1332)
The Tariff Commission was established as a quasi-legislative body
which would, through its investigations and reports, inform and assist
the Congress in its consideration of tariff and trade legislation. To
this end the Congress directed the Commission in section 332 of the
Tariff Act of 1930 to carry out on a continuing g basis a variety of
investigations and to make reports thereon to the Congress on a variety
of topics.
These relate to the effect of customs laws on the industry and labor
of the United States, practices of foreign countries through commercial treaties, preferential provisions, economic alliances, export
bounties, and preferential transportation rates, and dumping which
affect competition between U.S. and foreign industries; costs of production of U.S.- and foreign-produced articles including the import
costs of articles competitive with U.S. production, and other facts
bearing on competition between articles of U.S. and foreign origins
in U.S. markets.
There has been little attention by the Commission to these responsibilities in recent years. As a result, the Congress has been disabled
in considering customs tariff and trade agreement legislation. Not in
recent years have the chairman or members of the Tariff Commission
been interrogated by the Committee on Finance of the Senate or the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives. Information submitted in the name of the Commission to these committees has frequently been in the form of unsigned memorandums which
may not in fact represent the carefully considered judgment of the
87-822-68--vol. 2--31
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Commission's staff of industry slxpeialists and of the Commissioners
thellsilves.

In particular, the Conunission's continuing responsibilities to investigate and report on the topics specified in section 332 as a means
of keeping the cognizant committees of the Congress fully informed
of developments in customs, tariff, trade agreements, and foreign trade
practices and competitive conditions between U.S. and foreign industries relating thereto have not been carried out. This makes it difficult
for the committees to become knowledgeable in those matters and to
keep abreast, of significant changes in the relationship of U.S. and
foreign industries and the position of the United States in world
trade.
The Congress has been placed in tile position of reacting to initiatives front the executive branch 6r foreign countries and industries
rather thian iing forehanded with legislation which would enable the
ITnited States to deal effectively with developments in world trade.
The Ie'ute disparity between the growth rate of U.S. imports and U.S.
exports and the shiar) decline in the balance of trade of the United
States, especiallV in trade conducted on a commercial basis, is one
consejllelie of thiis situation.
The rifles for and manner of administration of customs valuation
and of the basic renledies, such as antidumping and countervailing
cities which atre designed to prevent the eireuneiention or avoidance
of the ahitolunt of duties intended by the Congress as revenue and do.
niestic protectioni measures, have fully as great an impact on total
duties collected as the numerical level of the rate of duty itself. Probleis of administration in the customs valuation, antidumping, and
countervailing duties areas match the seriousness of tie. negative
rieoi'd of administration of the tariff adjustment provisions of the
Trade Expansion Act in recent years.

1. The A t.i wOnig Act (19 U.S.C. see. 160 et seq.) : The quahty of
;t- ,d ,,;tratIon.and appropriateamendments to make the act
it 11101.1,effeti'e deterrent against unfair'practices in the import

Under the leadership of the then Senator Humphrey, a large number of the Members of the Senate have in recent years requested substantial amendments in the substance and procedure of the Antidumping Act. In the 89th Congress, S. 2045, introduced by Mr. Hartke fo'
himself and 31 other Senators, is representative of this effort.
9. The CountervailingDuties Statute (19 U.S.c. sec. 1303): Its nonadmn.;trationand the need for legislative direction to restore
the act as a check againstthe subsidizationof exports by foreign
counte'es
The principal way in which foreign countries now pay or bestow,
directly or indirectly, bounties or grants upon the production or export.
of articles imported into the United States is through the remission of
the so-called value added or turnover taxes used 1)y those governments
as a principal means of raising tax revenues. By interpretation the
Treasury Department is refraining from imposing countervailing
duties in such instances contrary to the ruling of the United States
Supreme Court in Downs v. United States, 187 U.S. 496, which held
that a tax imposed upon the production of a commodity which is
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reiilitted upon the exportation of this (ollnlodity is, by whatever name
the practice may be disguised, tantamount to a bounty upon exportatioll Subject to countervailing duties.

3. customs valuation (19 U.S./. sees. 1401a, 1402): Eleven years, exper/nee under the go-ealled sph/iwaton of customs valuation
holes: the need to reestabllsh valuation rules designed to eerk
underraltation
Eleven years ago tile congress s enacted tile Customs Simplification
Act of 19416 on the rllgiig f the executive branch. Two basic changes

were made: tile use of the higher. of foreign (home market) or export
value wats eliminated as tile prinlary valuation basis, export value
becong~ -tile wl'cipal valuation base; and the terns used in defining
tilt various valutio biases were themselves defined.
The use prior to 1956 of the higher of foreign or export value as the
primary valuation base accomplished three important results: It was
all automatic check against undervaluation; it provided the customs

service with a continuous body of foreign price information, thereby

facilitating the administration of the Antidumping Act; and it pre-

vented foreign exporters from achieving a measure of control over
tile actual amount of duties collected in the United States since the
rice they charged for exports to the United States became the basis

of valuation for customs purposes only where such price wits higher
than tile internal market price.
(In other words, prior to 1956 it was more difficult for foreiql exporters to llailipulate both tile home market and export price il order
to predetermine 1'.S. duty collections than the situalioll which ohtained after 19,16 In which tile exporters actual price on goods sold to
the IUnited taltes tended to become the principal basis for custonis
valluiatiol.)
When rile Customs Simplification Act of 1956 was considered in the
Senate, tihe then majority Ieader, Senator Lyndon ,iohnson, in presenting and explaining the fill, stated that "Treasury representatives advised tile coilmittee that there would likely be more effective enforceiMent of the antidumping law" under tile new act because "foreign
value information would continue to be required on customs invoices"
so that there would be available "the information needed to initiate
full-scale investigations whenever dumping was indicated." (Congressionlal Record, July 18, 19.56, p. 12064.)
Unfortunately, following the enactment of the Customs Simplifieatiol Act. of 1956, the administration of the Antidumping Act appears

virtually to have collapsed inasmuch as there have been very few instances in which antidumping duties have been imposed notwithstanding niany hundreds of coin saints. In fact there have been less than
a dozen eases in which anti jumping duties have actually been imposed
out of several hundred complaints filed since 1956.
Equally disturbing in the opinion of domestic industries is the prob.
ability that customs personnel at the ports have, under pressure of
tile nilounting workload of tile sharply rising number of import
tralsactions. settled into an administrative practIe in which the price
appealing oil tIle commercial invoice covering the goods imported is
accepted as evidence of the export value for customs valuation and duty
lrpSu's. This value is oftentimes significantly lower than home

I
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markel prices which, under the definition of foreign value applicable
of "foreign value represent the basis
J)tier to 1956, would as evidence
purposes.
duty
for
valuation
e stoms
ifor
Thus it. is strongly feared that domestic inlustries are being inlured not only, by the nonadministration of the Antidumping Act.
but also by the reduction in the amounts of duties collected as a result
of the acceptance of deflated prices as a basis for customs valuation
under the export value rule.
For the past 11 years domestic industries have suffered a reduction
in duty as a result of the change in customs valuation rules (in addition to the reductions in duty flowing from the tariff cuts carried out
under the trade agreements program), without any real protection
from dumping which a differential in price between home market
and export prices classically entails.
EVERETT M[CKINLEY DIRKSE..
February 15,1967.
[From the Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, Mar. 27, 19671

THE PnESIDEXT'S SEcIALr, 'J'ADF REI'itESENTATI1TE
STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT ON TIlE SWLRING IN OF AMBASSADOR
VILIIAM ROTIL MARCH 24, 1967

The fortunes of the Kennedy round will greatly influence the future
of international trade. Agreement by the United States and other trading nations on tariff reductions providing new opportunities and stinulation for productive enterprises everywhere will open the path to it
world economy of abundance.
On the other hand, if such reductions cannot be managed, if narrow
social interests prevail, divisive forces may gain the upper hand,
with grave damage to the economic and political fabric of the world
community.
William Roth combines all the assets this Nation should bring to
bear on so important a problem.
He was Governor Herter's deputy for more than 3 years. He has
had a part in every step on this long road. He knows his fellow negotiators, and they know and respect him.
Ambassador Roth has just returned from Geneva, where lie reports that agreement has been reached on a timetable for bringing
negotiations to a successful conclusion. This is good news for all nations. The world may be certain that the United States will be ready
to move as quickly and imaginatively as our partners.
Successful conclusion of the Kennedy round will not mark the end
of the drive toward trade liberalization. Ambassador Roth will begin
preparations for a long-range study of our foreign trade policy. He
willrecommend such legislative and other measures as may be required.
.
Ambassador Roth will focus this study on ways of improving the
trade positions of the developing countries as well as further reduction of trade barriers between industrialized nations.
A Public Advisory Committee will assist Ambassador Roth and will
consult with Members of the Congress and other interested and knowledgeable people both here and abroad.
NoTiE: Ambassador Roth was sworn in shortly after 11:30 a.m., on March 24, In the
President's OMce at the White House.
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(From the Department of State Bulletin, Jan. 1, 1968i

TiE FUTUrnE WoK Pnoau.%3r oF GATT

(By William M.Roth, Special Representative for Trade
Negotiations)
Five nionths after the conipletion of the Kennedy round, it seems
strange to be here in Geneva again discussing our mutual problems
in trade. But perhaps it is not so strange when we appreciate the twofold nature of our pilgrimage. W e are here first to celebrate the past
and seiondly? to map the future.
The past is the expandinlg flow of trade throughout the world under

the aegis of the GATT. The past is a series of trade negotiations
which has immeasurably reduced the barriers to world commerce. But

above all else, the past is the leadership of Eric Wyndham White, the
Director General of this great institution.
A great deal has already been said both in this room and others
about the achievements and contributions of the Director General.
Let me add as simply and shortly that I would like to record the deep
gratitude of the IJ.U. Government to Eric Wyndham White for all
that ho has done both for our country and for the world over the
period of his devoted service. Let me say on a personal basis-as many
of my colleagues here could do as well-that without his firm hand.
his intuitive sense of timing, and his magical compromises, the Kennedy round in those last desperate days and hours could have failedand failed miserably.
So much for the past. The Director General would be the first, I
believe, to say, Leave off praising our h history, let us discuss the present
and more particularly the future--both immediate and in the longer
run. GATT after all should be the place to work. What, therefore, is

our future?
First, we must take all practical measures to implement fully the
2

results of the Kennedy rou1nd. In this respect I can report that the
United States administration intends, within th~l-hear future, to send
the American Selling Price package to the Congress for its consideration. We have now signed the International Grains Arrangement and
are this week readying that for consideration by the United States
Senate.

On July 1 we expect to implement new regulations consonant with
the recently negotiated antidumping code. Finally, this coming Jantiary 1, we expect to implement the first stage of the Kennedy round
concessions and to implement without staging concessions on a number
of products of interest to the developing countries.
It is essential that all our negotiating partners also move ahead to
full implementation as rapidly as possible,
But there is another aspect to implementation-the negative side.
This is the need for all contracting parties firmly to resist the internal
pressures each of us face for restrictive trade measures. These presIMade from the special ministerial meeting at the 24tb session of the Contracting Parties
to tbp General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade at Geneva on November 23.
2For a summary of the Kennedy round agreements, see BULLETIN of July 24. 1967, p. 95.
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Stores exist in tihe I 'nited States. a.s von klow fill well: but it is, as 1
lio e 'ou also know, tle firlil policvyof the President and llis adllnliistrit ion to o )pose these elorts strenqulsly, lirliuly, and continully. \s
von probably have noted in the press wit'lin recent. week., enlithiteied
fli1d influent il industrial and agrieultural groi Js are already ))toIbilizing strongly in support of our lmsitil. But 7 would miislelad -ol
if I did not acknowledged that we shall 4otintie to face a difficult period
il coming months andindeed throughout 1968.
I am vonvii'ed that we call win this battle for expanding world
trade. WIe l)elieve that the American people will not permit. the destruction of it trade l)icy which has benefited themn so well for so
many years. But we are not alone in facing such internal pressui is.
Proteetionism is endemic in all countries. All governments mutist Iw
equally firmix in resisting the demands of special interests. The trade of
my ed'cotry has suffered in recent months from restrictive devices in
Other count ries. Trade protectionism. like many sicknesses, is highly
contagious.
Now for the longer future: We all recognize, I believe. that no maijor
country is prepared so shortly after the Kennedy round to embark on
a major trade initiative. Neither dn we believe, however, that we cani
cease the pursuit of expanding world (olunerce. In my country. therefore, we have already initiated a trade policy study t) gain better mderstanding of time remaining problems we face. Others are undoubtedly doin'-the same. Our work in the G.ATT in the months ahead
accordingiv should he (irected toward (omnlenenting and phatsinimg
together these individual national efforts. We need a live and active
forum in which our individual trade converns ('ali be examined in their
global
The context.
question we all must study are varied and complex.
Let me
mention a few. First: nontariff barriers. As tariffs are reduced, these
barriers take on an increasing significan(e. Indeed, they are already a
matter of sharp concern to most of its.
11e think the first need is for an inventory of these restrictions.
We (d0 not yet have sufficient. understanding o~f their scope, their significance, and their intricate workings. But a useful examination will
require positive effort by all nations, because many of these. restrictions relate to basic nati nal policies and practices. When this inventory is complete, the contracting palies should analyze their trade effeets and examine various possibI le negotiating techniques which might
be applied to them. In the U.S. preparation of such an inventory is
already underway.
Agriculture is" another area. of major and increasing concern to
us. It is widely recognized that trade liberalization in agriculture
has lagged behind that in industry and that the problems we face are
complex and have deep social and political content. In most countries farm incomes are only half those received by workers in other
economic sectors. To boost incomes, governments intervene with price
:111(1 income support policies, and tils in turn has a serious Imp~act onl
trade. W~e know it will not be easy to deal with problems involving
sensitive elements of national policy. Nevertheless, they must be tackled. le therefore support the idea of establishing an agriculture
committee.
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But. there arie Ilso illnmedliate all( sievilc problems beVfol'e u1s.
Goverlnments of Nepw Zealand, Australia, and )enilark have
mentioned one of them; 3 and there tire others as well. Tliese critical
u11atters pose a.challenge which the G.ATT cannot ignoe. We inust
find new ways and perhaps more flexible means of dealing with them
as they occur. But I also believe that solutions to individual problems must be sought in the light of our longer range goals.
In placing the emphasis I have on nontariff barriers and on agric'ulture, I do not mean to imply that import duties on industrial prodiiets are no hnger a problem. That is definitely not the ea.e. There
are still many products on which tariffs are serious obstacles to trade.
Before
thewhich
next, step
we must
level and
of
tariffs
wil forward,
remain after
the analyze
Kennedytheround.
But structure
we shall
also explore new techniques with energy and i'maginat-ion. including
the possibility of dismantling tariff andl other trade barriers within
individual industrial sectors on a worldwide basis.
Another serious problem area is the relationship of countervailing
7he

duties and subsidies. The United States has already raised this ques-

tion in the plenary under agenda item 16. At that time. wte emphasized
that it was essential to undertake a broad-ranging examinations of all
aids to exports along with countervailing duties, since one oould not
be considered in isolation from the other. We are very mueh concerned about the consequences of conflicting policies and practices in
this area, both in agriculture and industrV. This broad and complex
area of fiscal adjustment is filled with danger for all of us where
wactices conflict. If order is to be brought into this field, we must
have a clear idea of the nature and effects of these rapidly expanding
Il-ratices, their relation to one another and to the rules by which we
carry on our trade.
Fi'nallv, GATT must now work-and work hard-to find new ways
to help the developing countries expand their export earnings. Ihe developing countries will, of course, realize substantial benefits from the

Kennedy round, especially as their exports of semimanufacturers and
manufactures begin to expand. But. their main problem at this tin.e,
and for several years ahead. must be in the area of exports of p)imary products. Difficult as it may be, the developed countries must
work, must work to provide expanded opportunities in their markets.
In this connection, we must also recognize that the problem of expamding exports of the developing countries is by no means only a
problem of eliminating barriers to trade. Equally as important is the
need for developing countries to produce at coin petitive prices the kind

of products for which there is a demand in world markets and to market these products effectively. The GATT International Trade Center, working with UNCTAb [United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development], can play a very constructive role in the marketing
area, and we strongly support the work of the Center.
Later, after further broad discussions in other forumns mnong interested countries, the GATT will be called upon to deal with the possibility of a general system of preferential access to developed countries
for the exports of developing countries. My nation has joined with a
number of others to explore the feasibility of such a preference system|

and of some of the principles which miglt be embodied in it. Eventual
3Trademark

In dairy products.
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e()osideration of such it system of gmieral luprferelnes by the (""".

will bo one of the import ant,tasks before us.
Ilie work of the (A.TT will not, however, be confined only to the
issues we can now foresee. New problems will 1uudolbtedly arise from
time to time, and we shall have to work together on them. )no possible
diitheult' may arise out of the plan of some of tle important. trading
countries ill urope to make significant changs ill their tax systems.
'Lrheso will inereaso their bortoer tax adjust menlis. We are seriolslv
MoIr10t'Md, as we have indicated before, that. these adjustments in ceurain vas adversely arect our exports. Should the.s fears prove in
fact to be justified, we would expect to take upl) this matter ill accord.
ance with normal (A'I'' procedure. If it becomes evident ill the eon.
ing months that therm is at general multilateral problem here, it mi ilt
then become advisable for the contracting parti to give this kindtof
p)rollem their attention.
There are of course basic continuing questions which require Ivihaps
an even 1)roa(ler outlook thai we have traditionally taken in the (1A I'.
For example, the eXpansion of world trade inu.st be accomiplaniied by
continuing improvement in the income of workers and in tile working conditions of labor. We must. recognize that unreasonable labor
conditions, particularly in production for exports, create serious difficulties in international trade. This is an ara which the contracting
parties might %visht to explore jointly with the International Laibr
Organization.
So much then for the future work of
there is perhaps
an underlying t-heme that may be developinGATT.r Ifconsultations
over
the last severfil das' it is that. the trading nations of the world tuuust
pres ahead pat ieihtly and imaginatively into an even broader ex.
lansion of world commerce. To do this, we need, both within our individual countries and within the (IA1, to anmlyze in general and in
specific ternis the complex and deeply rooted barriers to trade that
still exist. We must. not use the words "general studies" to mask a failtire to grapple with immediate alnd sl eilic probe les. Neither, however, can we fort. that underlying the various comnlplexities of trale
there lie basic questions of policies that must be understood to be improved.
We learned. I think, in the Kenedy round how ,muh intensive
work was necessary before those final months of negotiations. Let lts
build then on that experience and do our work thoroughly and well
in a positive and constructive spirit, so that the world mav hold wlht
it has now gained and move forward with new vigor in tle years
ahead.
[From the Federal Register, Pee. In, 19071
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7'imhble. A. Roque.ts to lpre'Itm, oral testilnoiy nluist be received

by Friday, March 8,1968.
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(6) Nontaritf barrier negotiations.

(e) Trade. pohwis"p-artwuiar y alfectbing the d,erlo)'fnf country,. .

(1) Tariff )references.

(2) Commodity arrangements.

(3) Regional integration.
(4) Tariff structures and their effect on the exports of the develop.
ing countries.
(5) Relationship between trade policies and economic development.
f) Pi-obh-., of adjustment. (1) Impact of iml)orts.
(2) Disparate labor standards.
(3) Adjustment assistance.
(4) "Escape clause" relief.
(g) 7''e promoton. (1) E export itwutl ves.
(2) Export financing.
(3) Export; programs (such as trade fairs and trade missions).
(h) ..-I I.th'trationof trade policy. (1) Organization and administration of U.S. trade policy. "
(2) 'l'ie roles of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and development , and the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development.
This list is illustrative and interested parties are invited to submit
views on any matter relating to 1.S. foreign trade policy or to the
trade policies of other countries, which in their judgment should be
consi(lered.
In order to have maximum utility, submissions should be specific
and should include relevant statistics and their source. To the maximum extent possible, information on nontariff barriers should refer
to specific instances and countries and should give all details, including an assesment of their impact on trade. Any applicable statutes
or regulations should be cited Confidential material may be submitted
in accordance with paragraph 6 below.
3. 7'ine and place of pubile hear'nqg. The public hearing will commience in Washington, D.C., on Monday, March 25, 1968.
4. Requts to present oral tethnony. All requests to present oral'

testimony must. be received by the Chaiinan of the Committee not later
than Friday, March 8, 196.4.
Requests to present oral testimony must, conform with the regulations of the Committee (4S CFR Part. 211). Requests shall be sub.
mitted in an original and three copies and must include the following information:
(a) The name, address, and telephone number of the party submit.

ting the requests:
(b) The name, address, telephone number, and official position of
the person submitting the request on behalf of the party referred to
in subparagraph (a) :
(c) A list of the topics on which the party intends to submit views
and a brief indication of the interest of, and1 the position to be takeii
by, the party:
(d) The name, address, and telephone number of the person or persons who will present oral testimony; and
(e) The amount of time desired for the presentation of oral testimony.
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In order to facilitate the seleduling of the, hearing it. is especially
that each party making"a request to present oral testimony
specify the topics on which it is Iesired to submit views.
iimilrtmt

Each party whose request is granted will be notified of the date on

whili he is scheduled to appear, the amount of time allotted for his

presentation, and the place of the hearing. The Committee reserves the
right to restrict the time allotted for the presentation of oral testimony.
Any party whose request is denied will be notified of the reason s
the 10or.
5. Submission of written briefs. Any interested party may submit
written brief to the Committee concerning the subject matter of the
pmblic heitring. Each party presenting ora testimony must submit a
brief. All briefs must be received not later than Friday, March 15, 1969.
(;. In formation exempt from, public inspection. Parties are encourit

agred to support their briefs with all available information, including
materid that may be of a confidential nature. In this regard, parties
are lVferred to stations 7 and 8 of the regulations of the Committee (48
(FR 211.7 and 2011.8) for the provisions concerning information exempt from public inspection. These regulations will be provided upon
re ltest.

Requests to present oral testimony should contain no confidential information, and any requests marked "For Official Use Only", or similarly marked, will not be accepted. In addition, every written brief
must; present in nonconfidential form, on separate pages, a statement of
the party's position and supporting arguments.
7. Pmdlr inspection of written materials. Subject to the regilationiq
of the Committee, and ii particular sections 7111.7
and8( 48 (FR
and
21 1.S). all written materials filed with tile Committee in connection
with the hearing will be open to public inspection, by appointment, at
the office of the Chairman, Room p29, 1800 G Street I'i., Washington.
D.C., 20506. Transcripts of the hearing will also be available for inspection, but not for reproduction. Transcripts may be purchased from
tIle official reporter.
8. Communications. All communications with regard to the hearing
should be addressed to: Chairman, Trade Informiation Committee,
Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, Room 729.
18 ( G Street NW., Washington, D.C. 20506.
Loms C. KIAUT1HOFr. II,
chairman.

[F.R. Doe. 67-14624; Filed, Dec. 14,1967; 8:50 a.mn.]
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